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SAMSON.—Biblical Data: (Jiie of the judges

of Israel, whose life atul acts are recorded iu Judges
xiii.-xvi. At a period wheu Israel was under the

oppression of the Philistines the angel of the Lord

appeared to Manoah, a man of Dan, of the city of

Zorah, and to his wife, who was barren, and pre-

dicted that they should have a son. In accordance

with Nazaritic requirements, she was to abstain from

wine and other strong drink, and her promised child

was not to have a razor used upon his head. In due
time the son was born ; he was reared according to

the strict provisions of the Nazariteship, and in the

camp of Dau the spirit of the Lord began to move
liim.

The Philistines about and among the Israelites nat-

urally became very familiar with them. !So infat-

uated was Samson with a Philistine woman of Tim-

nah that, overcoming the objections of his parents,

be married lier. The wedding-feast, like that cele-

brated iu certain parts of the East to-day, was a

seven-day banquet, at which various kinds of en-

tertainment were iu vogue. Samson, equal to the

demands of the occasion, propo.ses a riddle for his

thirty companions. Upon the urgent and tearful

irnplorings of ]iis bride he tells her the solution, and
she betrays it to the thirty young men. To meet
their demands he slays thirty Ashkelonites, and in

anger leaves the house of his bride and returns

home. The father of the young woman gives her

to Samson's companion, probably his right-hand

man; so that when, after some time, Samson returns

to Timnah, her fatlier refuses to allow him to see

her, and wishes to give liim her sister. Samson
again displays his wrath, and through the strange

plan of turning loose pairs of foxes with firebrands

between tlieir tails, he burns the grain of the Phi-

listines. Inquiry as to the cause of this destruc-

tion leads the Philistines to burn tlie house of the

Tinmite and his daughter, who had stirred up Sam-
sou's anger.

Samson then smote the Philistines "hip and

thigh," anci took refuge in the rock of Etam. An
army of them went up and demanded from 3,000

men of Judah the deliverance to them of Samson.

With Samson's consent they tied him with two new
ropes and were about to hand him over to the Phi-

listines when lie snapped the ropes asunder. Pick-

ing up the jawbone of an ass, he dashed at the Phi-

listines and slew a full thousand. At the conclusion

XL—

1

of Judges XV. it is said that "he judged Israel in

the days of tiie .Philistines [' sway] twenty years."

(!h. xvi. records the disgraceful and disastrous end
of Samson. His actions at Gaza display his .strength

and also his fascination for Philistine women. The
final and fatal episode, in which Delilah betrays

him to his enemies, is similar in its beginnings to

the art practised by the Timnitess. Samson's re-

venge at the feast of Dagon was the end of a life

that was full of tragic events. Despite his heroic

deeds he does not seem to have rid his people of

the oppression of the Philistines; his single-handed

combats were successful, but they did not extricate

Israel from Philistine tyranny. His death was the

severest revenge for the Philistines' cruelty in put-

ting out liis eves.

.1.

'

I. M. P.

In Rabbinical Literature : Samson is iden-

titied with Bedan (I Sam. xii. 11); he was called
" Bedan " because he was descended from the tribe

of Dan, "Bedan" being explained as "Ben Dan"
(H. H. 25a). On the n'.aternal side, however, he was
a descendant of the tribe of Judah; for his mother,

whose name was Zelelponit (B. B. 91a) or Hazelel-

jionit (Num. H. x. 13), was a member of that clan

(comp. I Chron. iv. 3). The name "Samson" is de-

rived from " shemesh " (= "sun "), so that Samson
bore the name of God, who is also " a sun and shield "

(Ps. Ixxxiv. 12 [A. V. 11]); and as God protected

Israel, so did Samson watch over it in his genera-

tion, judging the people even as did God. Samson's
strength was divinely derived (Sotah 10a) : and he

further resembled God in requiring neither aid nor

help (Gen. R. xcviii. 18). In the blessings which
Jacob pionounced on the tribe of Dan (Gen. xlix. 16-

17) he had in mind Samson (Sotah 9b), whom he re-

garded even as the Messiah (Gen. K. I.e. ^ 19). Ja-

cob compared him to a serpent (Gen. ih.) because,

like the serpent, Samson's pijwer lay entirely in liis

head—that is, in his liair—while he was also re-

vengeful like the serpent; and as the latter kills by
its venom even after it is dead, so Samson, in the

hour of his death, slew more men than during all

his life; and lie also lived solitarily like the serpent

(Gen. R. I.e. %% 18-19).

Samson's shoulders were sixty ells broad. He was
lame in both feet (Sotah 10a), but when the spirit of

God came upon him he could step witli one stride

from Zoreah to Eshtaol, while the hairs of his head
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arose and clashed against one another so that they

could be heard for a like distance (Lev. R. viii. 2).

He was so strong that he could uplift

His two mountains and rub Iheni together

Strength, like two clods of earth (//>. ; Sot ili 91)),

yet his superhunian stri'Ugth, like

Goliath's, brought wo upon its possessor (Eccl. K.

i., end). In licentiousness he is compared wilh

Anuion and Ziiuri, both of whom were j)unished for

their sins (Lev. R. xxiii. 9). Samson's eyes were put

out because he had " followed them " too often (Sotah

I.e.). When Samson was thirsty (comp. Judges xv.

18-19) God caused a well of water to spring from his

teeth (Gen. R. I.e. ^ 18).

\n the twenty years during which Samson judged
Israel (comp. Judges xv. 20, xvi. 31) he never re-

quired the least service from an Israelite (Num. R.

ix. 25), and he piously refrained from taking the

name of God in vain. As soon, therefore, as he told

Delilah that he was a Nazarite of God (comp. Judges
xvi. 17) she .immediately knew that he had spoken

the truth (Sotah I.e.). When he pulled down the

temple of Dagon and killed himself and the Philis-

tines (comp. Judges I.e. verse 30) the structure fell

backward, so that he was not crushed, his family

being thus enabled to tind his body and to bury it

in the tomb of his father (Gen. R. I.e. § 19).

Even in the Talmudic period many seem to have
denied that Samson was a historic figure; he was
apparently regarded as a purely mythological per-

sonage. A refutation of this heresy is attempted

by the Talmud (B. B. I.e.), which gives the name of

his mother, and states that he had a sister also, named
"Nishyan" or "Nashyan " (variant reading, p^t^'J;

this apparently is the meaning of the passage in

question, despite the somewhat unsatisfactory ex-

planation of Rashi).

w. n. J. Z. L.

SAMSON AND THE SAMSON SCHOOL.
See Wolfknbuttp:!..

SAMSON BEN ABRAHAM OF SENS
(RaSHBa or HaRaSH of pNC') : French tosa-

fist; born about 1150; died at Acre about 1230. His
birthplace was probably Falaise, Calvados, where
lived his grandfather, the tosafist Samson ben Jo-

seph, called " the Elder." Samson ben Abraham was
designated also "the Prince of Sens." He received

instruction from Rabbenti Tarn (d. 1171) at Troyes
and from David ben Kalonymus of Mlinzenberg
while the latter was Tarn's pupil, and for ten years

attended the school of Rabbi Isaac ben Samuel ha-

Zaken of Dampierre, after whose death he took

charge of the school of Sens. Asheri says of him
that after R. Tarn and Isaac ben Samuel he exer-

cised the greatest influence upon Talmudical studies

in France and in Germany during the thirteenth

century. Joseph Colon declares that Isaac ben Sam-
uel, Judah Sir Leon of Paris, and Samson ben
Abraham formed the three strong pillars of the

northern French school. Samson's tosafot, abridged

by Eliezer of Touques, are the principal sources for

the interpretation of the Talmud.
Being recognized as a high authority, Samson was

frequently consulted upon religious and ritual ques-

tions; and most of his decisions were accepted. He

did not slavishly submit to tradition, nor did he con-
sider his opinions irrefutable. "If my opinion does
not agree with yours, reject it," he once remarked
("Mordekai," on Hul. viii. 718). In his love for

truth he once revoked a former decision of his own
("Or Zarua"," ii. 175); and with great

His Views, reserve he decided against the views
of R. Tani ("Mordekai," I.e. p. 733)

and against those of his teacher Isaac ben Samuel
(ib. Pes. ii. 556). But he showed himself very intol-

erant toward tlie Karaites, whom he looked upon as

heathens with whom Israelites should neither in-

termarry nor drink wine.

Samson sided with the adversaries of Maimonides
in their polemics. With Meir ben Todros ha-Levi
Abulafia he kept up a lively correspondence;
through Abuaiiam ben Nathan ha-Yarhi he sent

an answer to the letter which Abulafia had addressed
to the rabbis of Lunel and Toledo, and said, "I did

not come to refute the great lion after his death."

But, like Abulafia, he condemned Maimonides' ra-

tionalistic views on bodily resurrection *ind Tal-

mudic haggadah; he likewise sided with Abulafia

in his objection to some halakic views of Maimoni-
des, and reproached the last-named for not having
indicated the Talmudic sources dn his "Mishneh
Torah." But later on they quarreled because Abu-
lafia was offended by some of Samson's remarks.

Samson refers to Saadia Gaon, whose works he
knew not through Judah Tibbon's Hebrew trans-

lation, but probably through extracts made for him
by Abraham ben Nathan.

In consequence of the persecution of the Jews by
Pope Innocent III. (1198-1216), Samson, joining 300

English and French rabbis, emigrated to Palestine

about 1211. For some years he lived

Migrates in Jerusalem, hence he is designated

to "the Jerusalemite " (" SeMaG," Pro-

Palestine, hibitions, 65, 111 ; Precepts, 48). As
mentioned above, he died at Acre

(Acco), and he was buried at the foot of Mount
Carmel.

Besides tosafot, many of which he composed under
the direction of his teacher Isaac ben Samuel, Sam-
son wrote a commentary on that part of the Mish-

nah not treated in the Babylonian Talmud, namely,

the orders Zera'im and "Tohorot with the exception

of the tractates Berakot and Niddah. He fre-

(juently refers therein to the Palestinian Talmud, to

which he devoted more attention than any of his

predecessors or contemporaries, and to the older

compilations Tosefta, Mekilta, Sifra, and Sifre, and
he tries to reconcile the discrepancies between them
and the Mislinah. He refers to Nathan ben Jehiel,

to Rashi, and other authorities, but never mentions

Maimonides' commentary, which he probably did

not know (see Tos. Yom-Tob on Maksh. v. 10). A
revised edition which he prepared was not printed.

According to Jacob ben Aksai, Samson wrote also

commentaries on Shekalim, 'Eduyot, Middot, and
Kinnim, but none of them is extant. The tosafot

of Sens on 'Eduyot, published under the title " 'Edut

Ne'emanah " (Dessau, 1813), are wrongly attributed

to him.

He further wrote a commentary on the Sifra; for

this, besides other older works, he utilized the
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commentary of Abraham ben David of Posquieres
(RaBaD), which he quotes under the desiffnatiou

"sagos of Lunel," "sages of the Pro-
His vence," witiioiit mentioning tlie ail-

Writing's, thor'sname. An inadequate edition of

Samson's commentary, the manuscript
of which is in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, was
published at Warsaw in 1866. As Samson therein

explains numerous Pentateuchal passages, it was er-

roneously supposed that he had written a commen-
tary on the Pentateuch. He wrote also a few litur-

gical poems, and sometimes used rime in his letters.

Of Samson's father, Abraham, Meir Abulafia
speaks as a pious, saintly, and noble man. Samson's
brother, Isaac of Dampierre (lilBA or RIZBA),
called also Isaac the Younger to distinguish him
from his teacher Isaac the Elder (Isaac ben Samuel),
whom he succeeded as principal of the school of

Dampierre, is also one of the prominent tosafists.

He wrote, too, some liturgical poems and a commen-
tary on the Pentateuch- He died about 1210, and
Samson attended liis funeral. Both brothers are

frequently mentioned in "Or Zarua'," "Mordekai,"
"Orhot Hayyim," "SeMaG," "Semak," "Sefer ha-

Yashar," " Kol Bo," "Sha'are Dura," "Haggahot
Maimuniyyot," "Terumat ha-Deshen," and similar

works, and by Asher ben Jehieland Meirof Rothen-
burg. In his " Milhamot Adonai " Abraham ben Mai-
mon refers to Samson's presence in Acre and to his

attacks on Maimonides (pp. 16, 17). A son of Sam-
son, Jacob, was buried at the foot of Mount Tabor;
a grandson, Solomon, who lived at Acre about
1260, was known as a great .scholar. The statement
of Gratz (" Gesch." vii. 61) that Moses of Coucy was
a brother-in-law of Samson is refuted by Gross (in

"R. E. J." vi. 181, and "Gallia Judaica," p. 555);
he was a brother-in-law of Samson of Coucy.

Bibliography : Aziilai, Sihem Tia-Gednlim, i. 136b, No. 178,
Warsaw, 1876; Fiirst, Biltl. Jud. ill. 273; Gratz, Genclt. 1st
ed., vi. 2,')3, 396 ; vii. 17, 41, 324 ; (iross, GaUict Judaica. pp.
165, 168, 169, 477, 622 ; idem, in R. E. J. vi. 168-186, vii. 40-77

;

Heilprin, Seder ha-Dorot, i. 293, Warsaw, 1883; Michael, Or
ha-Hafiilim. No. 1226; Mielziner, Introduction to the Tal-
mvit, p. 69, Cincinnati, 1894 ; Steinschneider, Cat. Bndl. cols.
2639-2642; Weiss, Dor. v. 10, 25, 63; Zacuto, Sefer Yuhasin.
ed. Filipowski, p. 218b.
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SAMSON BEN ELIEZER : German " sofer
"

(scribe) of tiie fourteenth century; generally called

Baruk she-Amar, from the initial words of the
blessing which he delighted to repeat, even in boy-
hood, at the early morning service. He was born in

Saxony, but later went with his parents to Prague.
Orphaned when eight years old, he was adopted by
R. Issachar, a learned scribe, who taught him to

write tetillin, mezuzot, and scrolls of the Law. Sam-
son apparently traveled through Austria, Poland,
Lusatia, Thuringia, and Bavaria, and finally went
to Piilestine to study the work of the soferim of the
Holy Land, where lie found that the majority of the

scribes were ignorant of the correct tradition in re-

gard to the form of the letters. He endeavored to

correct this evil in his work "Baruk she-Amar"
(Shklov, 1804), which contains a treatise by R. Abra-
ham of Sinzheim, a pupil of Meir of Rothenburg,
on the making and writing of tefillin, together with
Samson's own notes from the "Halakot Gedolot,"
"SeMaG." "Terumah," " Rokeah," and other works.

This same edition, which is poorly edited, likewise
contains the "Otiyyot de-Rabbi 'x\kiba" and vari-

ous cabalistic notes on the form of the letters.

According to Azulai ("Shem ha-Gedolim," ii.

10), the name "Baruk she-Amar" became hereditary
in the family; and Joseph Caro in his "Bet Yosef "

(Orah Hayyim, p. 37) mentions a certain R. Isaac
Baruk she-Amar, probablj' a descendant of Samson.
Bibliography: Zunz, Z. G. p. 209; Steinschneider, Caf. Bortl.

col. 2634.

W. 15. ]\I. F.

SAMSON BEN ISAAC OF CHINON : French
Talmudist; lived at Chinon between 1260 and 1330.

In Talmudic literature he is generally called after

his native place, Chinon (Ilebr. \^yp), and sometimes
by the abbreviation MaHaRShaK. He was a con-
temporary of Perez Kohen Gerondi, who, as reported
by Isaac ben Sheshet, declared Samson to be the

greatest rabbinical authority of his time (Responsa,
No. 157).

Samson was the author of the following works:
(1) " Sefer Keritut " (Constantinople, 1515), a meth-
odology of the Talmud divided into five parts:

{a) "Bet Middot," treating of the thirteen rules of
R. Ishmael; {h) "Bet ha Mikdash," on the rules for

deductions by analogy and conclusions a fortiori;

{c) "Netibot 'Olam," containing explanations of the

thirty-two rules of R. Eliezer ben Jose ha-Gelili;

{d) "Yemot 'Olam," giving the names of the Tau-
naim and Amoraim, and setting forth a method for

deciding toetween the contrary opinions of two doc-
tors; (e) "Leshon Limmudim," explanations of cer-

tain halakic decisions. The "Sefer Keritut," owinjr
to its easy style and its author's great authority,

became a clas.sic. (2) " Kontres," a commentary on
the Talmudic treatises 'Erubin and 'Abodah Zarah

;

mentioned in the "Sefer Keritut." (3) "Bi'ur lia-

Get" (Vienna MS. No. 48), on the laws concerning
divorce.

Samson wrote also responsa, several of which are

quoted by Joseph Colon (Responsa, No. 187) and
Solomon ben Adret (Responsa, iii., No. 1; iv.. No.
152). According to Grcss, Samson was the author of
the supercommentary on Ibu Ezra's commentary on
the Pentateuch found by Judah Mosconi at Perpi-

gnan between 1363 and 1375 (Halberstam MS.).

As regards the word nNf'^CJ'"lOO (= "of Marseilles "),

which appears in the manuscript after the name
Samson of Chinon, Gross believes that Samson set-

tled at Marseilles after the banishment of the Jews
from France.

Bibliography: Azulai, S/iem ?ia-Gc(f'.i?(n),i. 182; Zunz, Z. G.
p. 44 ; Lnzzatto, Halikot Kedem. p. 46 ; Halberstam, in Jeshu-
ruti. 1866, pp. 167-168; Magaziii, in. i7 ; Renan-Neubauer,
Les Rabbins Frangais, p. 461 ; Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp.
581 et seq.
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SAMSON BEN JOSEPH OF FALAISE :

Tosafist of the twelfth century; grandfather of llie

tosafists Isaac ben Abraham of Dampierre and Sam-
son of Sens. Jacob Tarn, with whom he carried on
a scientific correspondence, held him in high esteem.

Samson was the author of tosafot to the Talmud-
ical treatises Shabbat, 'Erubin, Yebamot, and Hul-
lin. He wrote also ritual decisions, cited by Joel

ha-Levi under the title "Pesakim." One of his

decisions, permitting a woman still nursing her
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Seal of Samson ben

Samson.

(In the British Museum.)

child to marry again witliiii tliree montlis of lur

divorce, was severelj' criticized by Jacob Tain

("Sefer lia-Yasliar," p. o9d; Tus. Ket". 60b).

Bibliography: Conforte, Karc ha-Dorot, ed. Berlin, p. 18a;
Gross. Gallia Jiuiaira, p. 477.

K. I. Bh.

SAMSON BEN SAMSON (called HaRaSH,
and by anagram Ha-Sar [= "the prince" of

Coucy]) : Frencii tosafi.st ; tioiirished at tlie end of the

twelfth and in the first half of the thirteenth century.

]Many of his e.\|)lanations are found in the tosafot to

the Talmud. He is mentioned also as a Biblical

commentator. Samson was a descendant of Joseph
b. Samuel Bonlils, a nephew of

the tosatist Judahof Corbeil, and
a brother-in-law of Moses of

Coucy, who in'"Se3IaG" often

quotes him. In the glosses of

Perez on "SeMaG " (Prohibitory

Laws, 111) he is erroneously

called pc^D TtJTI: hence Geda-
liah ibn Yahya (" Shalshelet ha-

Kabbalah," ed. Venice, p. 5oa)

and after him Griitz ("'Gesch."

vii. 61) falsely state that Samson
ben Abraham of Sens was a brother-in-law of .Moses

of Couc}'.

Samson was a disciple of Isaac ben Samuel the

Elder of Dampierre and one of the prominent rabbis

to whom Mjir ben Todros Abulatia addressed his

letter of protest against Maimonides. Isaac ben
Moses of Vienna, with whom Samson corresponded,

was one of his pupils. Many of Samson's ritual

decisions are mentioned in the rabbinical works "Or
Zarua'," "SeMaG," "Orhot Hayyim," and "Piske
Rekanati."

Bibliography : Conforte, Knrc ha-Doiot, p. 18a; Gross, Gal-
lia J^lda^ca. pp. 554->5.i6; Michael, Or ha-Hanyini, N». 1230;
Neubauer, in Geiger's JUd. Ze.it. ix. 217 ; Zunz, Z. G. p. 204.
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SAMUDA : Old Spanish and Portuguese family,

identitied for some generations with the communal
affairs of the London Jewry. The first member to

settle in England was the physician and scientist

Isaac de Sequeyra Samuda. In 1728 he pro-

nounced a funeral oration over the grave of Haham
David Nicto. In the records of Bevis Marks he is

described as "Medico do Real C!olleges de Londres "

and "E. Socia da Real Sociedade."

In the early part of the nineteenth centurj- David
Samuda founded the firm of David Samuda & Sons,

of Lcman street, Got^dman's Fields, London. In

1789 he was a member of the Board of Deputies.

One of his sons, Jacob Samuda, was an opulent
London broker, and for some years was president of

the Mahamad of Bevis Marks.
Jacob Samuda: English civil engineer; born at

London Aug. 24, 1811; died Nov. 12, 1844; de-

scribed on his tombstone, in the Sephardic ceme-
tery. Mile End, London, as "the first Jewish en-

gineer "
; elder son of Abraham. Samuda, an East

and West India merchant of London, by liis mar-
riage with Joy, daughter of H. d'Aguilar of Enfield

Chase, Middlesex. Ou completing his apprentice-
ship with John Hague, an engineer, Jacob started

business on his own account in partnership with his

brother Joseph d'Aguilar; and the firm of Samuda
Brothers thereafter advanced steadily in wealth and
influence.

Samuda displayed considerable inventive genius,

which led to important di-scoveries. One of these,

the atmospheric railway, received at tirst with con-

siderable opposition, was subsequently adopted as a
means of transit by several important companies.
The Dublin and Kingstown Railway was the tirst to

recognize its advantages and to utilize them (Aug.,

1842). Sir Robert Peel later reconunended its adop-
tion to the House of Commons and the Board of

Trade. The first English line formed was from Ep-
som to London; and later the South Devon Railway
adopted the principle of the new invention.

Another invention of Samuda's was his improve-
ment in marine engines, a type of which he con-

structed on a novel pattern possessing many advan-
tages. In 1843 he contracted to build the "Gypsy
Queen," an iron boat to be fitted with his improved
engine. On the trial trip, which took place on Nov.
12, 1844, Samuda, with si.x persons who had accom-
panied him, met his death through an explosion.

Bibliography : Voice of Jacob, Nov. 29, 1844.

J. G. L.

Joseph d'Aguilar Samuda : English civil en-

gineer and politician; born at London May 31, 1813;

died there April 27, 1885; younger son of Abraham
Samuda. He gained his first experience of business

in his father's counting-house; but in 1832 he left

it to join his elder brother, Jacob Samuda.
Joseph and his brother Jacob established them-

selves as marine and general engineers and ship-

b liiders, and their operations were of the most ex-

tensive and important character. For the first ten

years of the existence of the firm they confined

themselves principally to the building of marine en-

gines. Then they engaged in the construction of

railway lines on the atmospheric principle. In 1843

they entered the ship-building bu.siness, and from
that time onward, notwithstanding the tragic death
of Jacob in the following year, the firm was uninter-

ruptedl}' engaged in constructing iron steamships

for the navy, merchant marine, and passenger and
mail services of England as well as of other countries,

besides royal yachts and river-boats. Many of these

vessels were built under Samuda's personal superin-

tendence.

In 1860 Samuda helped to establish the Institute

of Naval Architects, of which he was the first treas-

urer and subsequently a vice-president, contributing

frequently toils "Transactions." Acouple of years

later he became a member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, to wdiose "Proceedings" he likewise con-

tributed. He was the author of "A Treatise on the

Adaptation of Atmospheric Pressure to the Purposes
of Locomotion on Railways."

Samuda created for himself also an important

parliamentary career. He had been a member of

the Metropolitan Board of Works from 1860 to 1865,

and in the latter year he entered Parliament in the

Liberal interest for Tavistock. He sat for that

constituency until 1868, when he was returned for

the Tower Hamlets, which he continued to repre-

sent until 1880. He then lost his seat owing to the

support which he gave to Lord Beacousfield's for-
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cigii policy. While in the House he spoke with
imich authority on all iniittcrs connected with his

I)i'ofession. bonie of his sju'cches ai'c described us

"treasure-houses of technicjil and political knowl-

edge." Having, with his family, secedwl from the

Jewish commuuit}^ he was interred in Kcnsal Green
Cemetery. He married, in 1837, Louisa, daughter
of Samuel Ballin of Holloway.

Bibliography: Jew. Wnrhl, May 1, l.sft"); Celebrities nf the
Dan, J"lv, 18hl ; Diet, nf National Biograplni, s.v.; Tlie
Times (London), April 29, 1885.
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SAMUEL.—Biblical Data : Samuel was the son

of Elkanah and Hannah, of liamathaim-zophim, in

the hill-country of Ephraiin (I Sam. i. 1). He was
born while Eli was judge. Devoted to Yiiwii in

fulfilment of a vow made by his mother, who had

times in succession Samuel heard the summons and
reported to Eli, by whom he was .sent back to sleep.

This repetition finally amused Eli's comprehension;
he knew that Yhwh was calling the lad. Therefore

he advised him to lie down again, and, if called once

more, to say, "Speak, for Thy servant heareth."

Samuel did as he had been bidden. Yhwh then re-

vealed to him His purpose to exterminate the house

of Eli.

Samuel hesitated to inform Eli concerning tiie-

vision, but next morning, at Eli's solicitation, Samuel
related what he had heard (iii. 1-18). Yhwh was
with Samuel, and let none of His words "fall to the

ground." All Israel from Dan to Bcer-shel)a recog-

nized him as appointed to be a prophet of Yhwh;
and Samuel continued to receive at Shiloh revela-

tions which he imparted to all Israel (iii. 19-21).

ALLEGED TOMB OF SAMLEL AT MiZPAU.
(From a photograph by the American colony at Jerusalem.)

long been childless, lie was taken to Shiloh by Han-
nah as soon as he was weaned, to serve Yhwh dur-

ing his lifetime (i. 11, 22-23, 28).

The sons of Eli being sons of Belial, wicked and
avaricious, Samuel ministered before Yhwh in their

stead, being even as a lad girded with a linen ephod
(ii. ^2 et seg., 22 et seq.). His mother, on lier 3'early

visits, brought him a robe. As he grew up Samuel
won ever-increasing favor with. Yhwh and with

men (ii. 26). How he was called b}'

The Call of Yhwh is related as follows: Eli, old

Samuel. and dim of vision, had lain down to

sleep, as had Samuel, in the Temple
of Yhwh, wherein was the Ark. Then Yhwh called

"Samuel!" Answering, "Here am I," Samuel,
thinking Eli had summoned him, ran to him ex-

plaining that he liad come in obedience to his call.

Eli, however, sent him back to his couch. Three

During the war with the Philistines the Ark was
taken by the enemy. After its mere presence among
the Philistines had brought suffering upon them, it

was returned and taken to Kirjath-iearini. While
it was there Samuel spoke to the children of Israel,

calling upon them to return to Yhwh and put away
strange gods, that they might be delivered out of

the hands of the Pliilistines (vii. 2 et seq.). The test

came at Mizpah, where, at Samuel's call, all Israel

had gathered, under the promise tliat hv. would
pray to Yhwh for them, and where they fasted, con-

fessed, and were judged bj"^ him (vii. 5-G). Before

the Philistines attacked, Samuel took a

Samuel as sucking lambaud ofleied it fora whole
Judge. burnt offering, calling unto Yhwh for

help; and as the Philistines drew
up in battle array Yiiwn "thundered with a great

thunder" upon them, "and they were smitten before
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Israel." As a memorial of the victory Samuel set up
a stone between Mizpahaud Shen, calling it "Eben-
ezer " (= " hitlierto hath the Lord helped us "). This

crushing defeat kept the Philistines in check all the

days of Samuel (vii. 7-14).

In his capacity as judge Samuel went each year

in circuit to Beth-el, and Gilgal, and Mizpah, but he

dwelt at Ramah, where he built an altar (vii. 15 et

seq.). AVlien he had grown old, and was ready to

surrender his duties to his sons, neither Joel, the

first-born, nor Abijah, the second, proved worthy;

they " turned aside after lucre, and took bribes " (viii.

1-iJ). This induced the elders to go to Raniah and
request Samuel to give them a king, as all the other

nations had kings. Samuel was much vexed, but

upon praying to Yhwh and receiving the divine

direction to yield, he acquiesced, after delivering

a po.w.erful address describing the despotism they

were calling upon themselves and their descendants;

this adilress, however, did not turn the people

from their purpose (viii. 3 et seq.). In this crisis

Samuel met Saul, who had come to consult him, the

seer, concerning some lostasses. Yhwh had already

apprised him of Saul's coming, and had ordered

him to anoint his visitor king. When Saul inquired

of him the way to the seer's house, Samuel revealed

his identity to the Benjamite, and bade him go
with him to the sacrificial meal at the "high place,"

to which about thirty persons had been invited. He
showed great honor to Saul, who was surprised and
unable to reconcile these marks of deference with
his own humble origin and station. The next morn-
ing Samuel anointed him, giving him "signs"
which, having come to pass, would show that God
was with him, and directing him to proceed to Gil-

gal and await his (Samuel's) appearance there (ix.,

X. 1-9).

In preparation for the installation of Saul, Samuel
called the people together at Mizpah, where the pri-

vate anointment of Saul was confirmed by his selec-

tion by lot(x. 17-24). Samuel is re-

Samuel ported also to have taken active part

and Saul, in the coronation of Saul at Gilgal (xi.

12-15). He profited by ti)e opportu-

nity to rehearse before the people his own life and
secure their acknowledgment of his probity. After

a solemn admonition to the people to be loyal to

Yhwh, Samuel, as a sign that the demand for a king
was fundamentally wicked, called forth thunder and
rain, which so impressed the people that they im-

plored him to intercede with Yhwh for them, "that

we die not." Samuel turned the occasion into a

solemn lesson as to what the penalties for disobe-

dience would be (xii.).

At Gilgal a break with Saul came because, in

the absence of Samuel, the king had offered the

burnt offering. Samuel announced then and tlieie

that Saul's dynasty was not to be permitted to con-

tinue on the throne (xiii. 8-14). Nevertheless, Sam-
uel sent Saul to accomplish the extermination of

Amalek (xv.). Again Saul proved refractory, spar-

ing Agag, the Amalekite king, and the flocks, and
everything that was valuable. Thereupon the word
of Yhwh came unto Samuel, announcing Saul's

deposition from the throne. Meeting Saul, Samuel
declared his rejection and with his own hand slew

Agag (xv.). This led to the final separation of

Samuel and Saul (xv. 34-35). Mourning tor Saul,

Samuel Avas bidden by Yhwh to go to Jesse, the

Beth-leheniite, one of whose sons was chosen to be

king instead of Saul (xvi. 4). Fearing lest Saul

might detect the intention, Samuel resorted to strat-

eg}-, pretending to have gone to Beth-lehem in order

to sacrifice. At the sacrificial feast, after having
passed in review the sons of Jesse, and having found
that none of those present was chosen by Yhwh,
Samuel commanded that the youngest, David, who
was away watching the sheep, should be sent for.

As soon as David appeared Yhwh commanded Sam-
uel to anoint him, after which Samuel returned to

Ramah (xvi. 5-13).

Nothing further is told of Samuel until David's

flight to him at Ramah, when he accompanied his

fugitive friend to Naioth. There, through Samuel's

intervention, Saul's messengers, as did

Samuel later Saul himself, turned prophets

and David. " before Samuel" (xix. ISeise^.). The
end of Samuel is told in a very brief

note: "And Samuel died, and all Israel gathered

themselves together, and lamented him, and buried

him in his house at Ramah" (xxv. 1, llcbr.). But
after his death, Saul, through the witch of En-dor,

called Samuel from his grave, only to hear from
him a prediction of his impending doom (xxviii. 3

et seq.).

In I Chron. xxvi. 28 Samuel the seer is mentioned

as having dedicated gifts to the Sanctuary. He is

again represented in I Chron. xi. 3 as having, in

YnwH's name, announced the elevation of David to

the throne. He is furthermore credited with having

ordained the " porters in the gates " (I Chron. ix. 22).

In the Biblical account Samuel appears as both

the last of the Judges and the first of the Prophets, as

the founder of the kingdom and as the legitimate

offerer of sacrifices at the altars (I Sam. vii. 9 et

seq., ix. 23 et seq., x. 8, xi. 15, xvi. 1 et seq.). In

fact. Chronicles (I Chron. vi. 28) makes him out to

be of Levitical descent. According to I Sam. ix. 9,

the prophets preceding Samuel were called seers,

while it would appear that he was the first to be

known as "nabi," or "prophet." He was the man
of God (ix. 7-8), and was believed by the people to

be able to reveal the whereabouts of lost animals.

In his days tiiere were "schools of prophets," or,

more properly, " bands of prophets. " From tlie fact

that these bands are mentioned in connection with

Gibeah (I Sam. x. 5, 10), Jericho (II Kings ii. 5),

Ramah (I Sam. xix. \%etseq.), Beth-el (II Kings ii.

3), and Gilgal (II Kings iv. 38)—places focal in the

career of Samuel— the conclusion seems well assured

that it was Samuel Avho called them into being. In

the Acts of the Apostles (xiii. 20) Samuel occurs as

the last of the Judges and the first true prophet in

Israel (Acts iii. 24, xiii. 20; Heb. xi. 32), while a

glos^ in Chronicles (II Chron. xxxv. 18) connects his

time with one of the most memorable celebrations

of Passover. Tlie Old Testament furnishes no

chronological data concerning his life. If Josephus

('Ant."vi. 18, § 5) is to be believed, Samuel had
officiated twelve years as judge before Saul's corona-

tion. The year 1095 u.c. is commonly accepted as

that of Saul's accession to the throne. E. G. H.
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In Rabbinical Literature : Samuel was a

Levitt' (Lev. ]l. xxii. 6) of the fainil}^ of Korali

(Num. R. xviii. 17), and was also a Nazarite (Na/.

66a). As a cliild he was extremely delicate (Hag. 6a),

but highly developed intellectually. Thus, when he

was weaned and brought by liis mother to Shiloh,

he noticed that the priests were most careful that

the sacrificial victims should be slain by one of their

uumi)er. Samuel, however, declared to the priests

that even a layman might offer sacrifice, whereupon

he was taken before Eli, who asked him the grounds

of his statement. Samuel answered :
" It isnot writ-

ten that the priest shall slay the victim, but only

that he shall bring tlie blood " (Lev. i. 5; comp. Zeb.

32a). Eli acknowledged the validity of his argu-

ment, but declared that Samuel merited the penalty

of death for giving legal decisions in the presence of

a master; and it was only the entreaty of Samuel's

mother which saved the child (Ber. 31b). When
God revealed Himself to Samuel lor the first time

and called his name, he cautiously answered only

"Speak " (I Sam. iii. 10) and not, as Eli commanded
him, "Speak, O God" (Shab. 113b).

Samuel was very rich. On his annual journeys

as judge to various cities (comp. I Sam. vii. 16-17)

he was accompanied by his entire household, and

would accept hospitality from no one (Ber. 10b ; Ned.

38a). While Moses commanded the people to come

to him that he might declare the Law to them (comp.

Ex. xviii. 14-16), Samuel visited all the cities of the

land to spare the people weary journeys to him

;

and while Samuel was considered equal to Moses

and to Aaron (Ber. 31b ; Ta'an. 5b), he was favored

above Moses in one respect; for the latter was
obliged to go to the Tabernacle to receive a revela-

tion from God, whereas God Himself came to Sam-
uel to reveal His will to him (Ex. R. xvi. 4). For

ten years Samuel judged Israel; but in the tenth

the people asked for a king. Samuel anointed

Saul; and when the latter was rejected by God,

Samuel grieved bitterly and aged prematurely

(Ta'an. 5b). Cruel though he was in hewing Agag
to pieces, yet this was a righteous punishment for

the Amalekite, who had been equally barbarous to

the children of Israel (Lam. R. iii. 43).

Samuel wrote the books of Judges and Ruth, as

well as those bearing his own name, although the

latter were completed by the seer Gad (B. B. 14b-

15a). He died at the age of fifty-two (I\I. K. 28a).

When he was raised from the dead by the witch of

Endor at the request of Saul (comp. I Sam. xxviii.

7-19), he was terrified, for he believed that he was
summoned to appear before the divine judgment-

seat; he therefore took Moses with him to bear wit-

ness that he had observed all the precepts of the

Torah (Hag. 4b).

w. 15.' J. Z. L.

Critical View : The outline of the life of Sam-
uel given in the First Book of Samuel is a com-

pilation from different documents and

Sources of sources of varying degrees of credibil-

Biography. ity and age, exhibiting many and not

always concordant points of view (see

S.\MUEL, Books of—Chiticai, View). The name
"Shemu'el" is interpreted "asked of Yiiwn," and,

as Kimhi suggests, represents a conti-action of pIXK*

7NO. an opinion which Ewald is inclined to accept

("Lehrbuch der Hebriiischen Sprache," p. 275, 3).

But it is not tenable. The story of Samuel's birth,

indeed, is worked out on the theory of this construc-

tion of the name (i. 1 et secj., 17, 20, 27, 28; ii. 20).

But even witii this etymology the value of the ele-

ments would be "priest of El" (Jastrow, in "Jour.

Bib. Lit."xix. 92etseq.). Ch.iii. supports the theory

that the name implies " heard by El " or " hearer of

El." The fact that "alef" and "
'ayin " are con-

founded in this interpretation does not constitute an
objection; for assonance and not etymology is the

decisive factor in the Biblical name-legends, and of

this class are both the first and the second chapter.

The first of the two elements represents the Hebrew
term " shem " (=: " name ") ; but in this connection it

as often means "son." "Shemu'el," or "Samuel,"
thus signifies "son of God " (see Jastrow, I.e.).

The older strata in the story are more trustworthj'

historically than are the younger. In I Sam. ix.

1-x. 16 Samuel is a seer and priest at one of the

high places; he is scarcely known beyond the im-

mediate neighborhood of Ramah. Saul does not

seem to have heard of him ; it is his " boy " that tells

him all about the seer (ix.). But in his capacity as

seer and priest, Samuel undoubtedly was the judge,

that is, the oracle, who decided the "ordeals" for

Ins tribe and district. In order to apply to him the

title of "judge" in the sense it bore in connection

with the heroes of former days—the sense of "liber-

ator of the people"—the story of the gathering at

Mizpah is introduced (vii. 2 et seq.). Indeed, the

temptation is strong to suspect that originally the

name ~>'\^^ (Saul) was found as the hero of the vic-

tory, for which later that of pNIDCi' (Samuel) was
substituted. At all events, the story proceeds on

the assumption that Samuel had given earnest

thought to his people's plight, and therefore was
prepared to hail the sturdy Benjamite as the

leader in the struggle with the Philistines (ix. 15,

17, 20 et secj. \ x. \ et seq.). His hero was to be the

champion of Yhwh and of Yhwii's people, the

anointed prince ("nagid"), whose call would rouse

the scattered tribes from their lethargy and whose
leadership would unite the discordant elements into

a powerful unit for offense and defense. Favoring

Saul even before the people had recognized in him
their predestined leader, Samuel soon had cause to

regret the choice. Common to both accounts of the

rupture (xiii. S et seq. and xv. 10 et seq.) \s the dis-

obedience Saul manifested in arrogatiiig to himself

Samuel's functions as priest and offerer; the story

concerning Agag's exemption from the ban (see

Schwally, "Der Heilige Krieg im Alten Israel," p.

30) seems to be the more likely of the two, but in both

instances the data show clear traces of having been

recast into prophetic-priestly molds.

Probably In fact, the majority of the reports

Shaped concerning Samuel reflect the post-

Under In- Deuteronomic. prophetic conception,

fluence of and therefore, on the theory that be-

Deu- fore the erection of the central and

teronomy. permanent sanctuary the " altars " and

"high places" were legitimate, no

offense is manifested at his having, though not

a priest, sacrificed at these places, though pre-
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cisely for this reason the Book of Chronicles lays

stress upon his Levitical descent. In ch. iii. 20

Samuel appears as the prophet of Ynwii, known as

such from Dan to Beer-sheba. In ch. xix. 18 et seo.

Samuel is at the head of propliet bands (differing

from ix. 1 et seq., where these roving bands of

"shouters" ["nebi'ini"] appear to be independent

of him). Again, ch. vii., viii., and ix. represent him

as the theocratic chief of the nation. Ch. vii. 7 et

s^eq. must be held to be pure tiction, unless it is one

of the many variants of Saul's victory over the Phi-

listines (comp. xiii. 1 et seq.). Nor is there concord-

ance in the conceptions of the rise and nature of the

monarchy and the part Samuel played in its found-

ing. In ix.-x. 16 Yhwh legitimatizes the nomina-

tion of the king, but in ch. viii. the view of Dent,

xvii. 14 et seq. predominates. This chapter could

not have been written before Hos. x. 9, and the

reign of Solomon and some of his successors.

The fact is, the monarchy developed without the in-

tervention of Samuel. Such deeds as those per-

formed at Jabesh caused the people to offer Saul the

crown at Gilgal (xi. 1 et seq.), an act,which Samuel,

who at first may have welcomed the young leader

as chief only, expecting him to remain under his

tutelage, was compelled to ratify.

The story of David's elevation (xvi. 1-13) pre-

sents itself as an offset to that of Saul's (I Sam. x.

n et seq.), the historical kernel in it being the fact

that Samuel, disappointed in Saul, transferred his

favor to the rival tribe of Judah, and intrigued to

bring about the raising of a counter-king in the

young freebooter David. Ch. xv. is a prophetic

apotheosis of Samuel, which rings with the accents

familiar in the appeals of Amos, and which makes
Samuel a worthy forerunner of Elijah. The Levit-

ical genealogy of I Chrou. vi. is not historical.

Bibliography : Guthe, Gesch. dex Volkefi Ixracl. pp. 68 etseq.,

Freiburg, 1899; idem, Bihelwnrterhuch, Tiibingen and Leip-
sic, 1903: H. P. Smith, Old Testament History, p. 106, New-
York. 1903.

E. G. H.

SAMUEL, BOOKS OF.—Biblical Data: Two
books in the second great division of the canon, the

"Nebi'im," or Prophets, and, more specifically, in the

former of its subdivisions, the "Nebi'im Rishonim,"

or Earlier Prophets, following upon Joshua and
Judges; the third and fourth of the historical wri-

tings according to the arrangement of tlie Masoretic

text. Originall}' the two books of Samuel formed a

single book, as did the two books of Kings. In the

Septuagint Samuel and Kings were treated as one

continuous and complete history of Israel and Ju-

dah, and the work was divided into four books
under the title Bii3'/.ia Baai/eiuv (" Books of King-
doms"). This division was accei)ted in the Vulgate
by Jerome, who changed the name to "Books of

Kings." Thence it passed into the editions of tlie

Hebrew Bible published by Daniel Bomberg of Ven-
ice in the sixteenth century; and it has since reap-

peared in every Hebrew i)rinted edition, though the

individual books retained the captions they had in

the Hebrew manuscripts, viz., "I Samuel" and "II
Samuel " for the first two of the four Kings, and " I

Kings" and "II Kings" for the last two." But tlie

Masorah continued to be placed after II Samuel for

both I and II.

The name "Samuel," by which the book, now di-

vided into two, is designated in Hebrew, was con-

strued to imply that Samuel was the

Name and author (see below). More likely, the

Contents, title was chosen because Samuel is the

most important of all the personages

mentioned in the record, he having a prominent,

even dominant, part in most of the events related in

book I. The two books comprise, according to the

Ma.soretic note at the end, thirty-four "scdarim"
(the mnemonic word is given as "^l^); in the printed

editions the first book has thirty-one chapters and
the second twenty-four, making fifty-tive chapters in

all. They give the history of Israel from tiie con-

cluding days of the period of the Judges—Samuel
being considered the last of them—through the

reigns of the first two kings, Saul and David, and
continue the story not up to the latter 's death, but
merely to his incipient old age, the account of his

declining years forming the prelude to the history

of Solomon in I Kings.

First Book of Samuel : This book consists of

three main sections, to which the following headings

may respectively be prefixed: (1) Eli and Samuel,

ch. i.-vii. ; (2) Samuel and Saul, viii.-xv.; and (3)

Saul and David, xvi.-xxxi. In detail the contents

are as follows:

(1) Eli and Samuel: SamiieVs Younger Dni/s kiu''

the Story of Eli : Birth of Samuel and his dedicatior

to Yiiwir (i. ); Hannah's song (il. 1-10); Samuel's

service in the sanctuary (ii. 11-iv. 1).

Tlie Story of tlie Ark : Loss of the Ark and its dire

consequences (iv.); the Ark retained by the Philis-

tines (v.); return of the Ark (vi. 1-18); the Ark at

Beth-shemesh and Kirjath-jearim (vi. 19-vii. 1).

Saimiel as Judge: The people's sorrow (vii. 2-6);

defeat of the Philistines (vii. 7-12); Samuel judges

Israel (vii. 12-17).

(2) Samuel and Saul: Israel Clamors for a King

:

The desire of the people (viii. 1-5) ; Samuel consults

Yhwh (viii. 6-9); Samuel admonishes the people

(viii. 10-18); their persistence (viii. 19-22).

Saul Anointed as King : Details of Saul's pedigree

and character (ix. 1-2); his adventure with his fa-

ther's asses and his visit to the seer (ix. 3-14) ; meet-

ing of Samuel and Saul (ix. 15-21); meal set before

Saul(ix. 22-24); Saul anointed by Samuel (ix. 25-x.

8); Saul's home-coming (X. 9-16).

Siiiirs Election to the Kingship: The election by

lot (x. 17-2.'5a); dismissal of the people (x. 25a-27a).

The Peril of Jabesh-gilead ; Saul's Taloi' and Its

Reward— tlie Crowji : Siege of Jabesh-gilead ; out-

rageous conditions of peace (xi. 1-3);

Saul As- messengers for relief at Gibcah; Saul,

sumes the stirred by the spirit, calls Israel to arms
Kingship, (xi. 4-8); Saul relieves the city (xi.

9- 1 1) ; his kingship acknowledged and

confirmed (xi. 12-15).

Samuel lielinqnishes His Judgeship : Samuel's chal-

lenge to prove malfeasance in office against himself

(xii. 1-6); his pleading with the people in a retro-

spect of Israel's history (xii. 7-15); he calls down
thunder and rain upon the people, who arc tliereb}^

compelled lo rcijuest his intercession for them as

sinners; he exhorts them to fear Yhwh (xii. 16-25).

^]'ar Against the PJtilixtiiies : Saul begins his reign
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(xiii. 1
)

; war breaks out ; the people in distress liide

for their lives (xiii. 2-7a) ; SiUil's failure; his rejec-

tiiiu at Gilgal (xiii. 7b-l.")); l^hilistiues iu possession

of the mountains of Ei>liraini (xiii. 16-18, 28); the

people of Israel are unarmed, liie Pliilistines having
forbidden \v<iik at the smithies (xiii. 19-22); Jona-

than's great feat of arms( xiv. 1-15) ; battle with the

Philistines (xiv. 10-24); Saul's curse on the man that

should eat, and Jonathan's violation of the prohibi-

tion (xiv. 2.V30) ; Saul prevents the people from
eating blood (xiv. 31-3.")); discovery of Jonathan's

transgression; his rescue by the people (.xiv. 36-45);

brief exposition of Saul's wars; names of his sons

and daughters; and other details (xiv. 46-52).

Wdf Afiainst the Aimtlekites ; Smil's liejertion :

Command to Saul to destroy Amalek (xv. 1-3); the

war; Saul disobeys by sparing Agag and the Hocks
(xv. 4-9); Samuel's censureand menace for this dis-

obedience (xv. 10-23); Saul, repentant, pleads for

mercy (xv. 24-31); death of Agag (x v. 32-33); Sam-
uel's complete separation from Saul (xv. 34-35).

(3) Saul and David : Ddvid's Family (tnd Qualificn-

tions : Selection and consecration of David, the son

of Jesse, after the rejection of his brothers (xvi.

1-13); David, as a cunning player on the harp, is

brought to Saul to drive away the evil spirit from
the king (xvi. 14-23); David's valor; his victory

over Goliath (xvii. 1-54); David becomes Jonathan's
friend and a general of Saul (xvii. 55-xviii. 5).

David Disti-i/sied by Sdul ; His Fliglit : Saul's jeal-

ousy; the women's song, "Saul has slain his thou-

sands, and David his ten thousands";
Saul's the king liurls hisspear at David ; the

Jealousy of latter is relieved of the duty of attend-

David. ing on Saul ; David is loved by all Is-

rael and Judali ; Saul attempts to lure

David to his death at the hands of the Philistines by
the promise of his elder daughter, Merab, in marriage

;

David weds Michal, the king's younger daughter,

in spite of tlie dangerous conditions Saul imposes
for the marriage (xviii. 6-30); Jonathan's interces-

sion leads to a reconciliation between Saul and David
;

futile attempt by Saul to as.sassinate David; the

latter, aided by a ruse of Michal, flees (xix. 1-17);

David with Saul at Ramali ; Saul repeatedly at-

tempts to seize him, but is foiled (xix. 18-24); David
and Jonathan (xx.); David at Nob with Ahimelech
the priest; he eats the Showbread, feigns madness
before Achish (King of Gath), takes refuge in the

cave of Adullani, and goes to Mizpah of Moab; he
returns to Judah upon the advice of the prophet
Gad; Saul's revenge against Ahimelech, who is

killed under his orders by Doeg (xxi.-xxii.).

Da rid a Freebooter in Philintia : David and the

city of Keilah; Saul threatening to besiege him
there, David consults Abiathar's ephod and at the

oracle's advice departs (xxiii. 1-13); David's ad-

ventures while pursued by Saul in the wilderness of

Ziph and in the stroncrholds of En-gedi (xxiii. 14-

xxiv. 23); Samuel's death (xxv. la); David in the

wilderness of Paran; his dealings with Nabal and
Abigail (xxv.); his night visit to Saul's camp
(xxvi.); his escape into the land of the Philistines,

wh'ere lie finds protection at the hand of Achish at

Gath, receiving later Ziklag as a gift; lie dwells in

the land a year and four months, raiding his neigh-

bors, while duping the king into the belief of his

loyalty to him and in his a( five hostility to the peo-
ple of Judah (xxvii.).

Saiir.f End : War breaks out between Achish and
Philistia, and Saul of Israel (xxviii. 1-2); Saul and the

witch of En-dor (xxviii. 3-25); Achish, upon the com-
plaint of ills chieftains, who distrust

Closing- David, dismisses him to Ziklag (xxix.)
;

Days of David's expedition against the Ania-
Saul's lekites, who, duiing his absence, had"

Reign. raided Ziklag and set it on fire, taking

large booty and carrying oif among
the women David's wives. Consulting the ephod.

David pursues the marauders. .Meeting on tlie

way an Egyptian slave abandoned by the Amalek-
ites, David is led by him to where the enemies are

feasting. He fights them till sundown, slaying or

capturing all save 400, and recovering his own;
David's ordinance concerning the division f)f the

spoils; his gifts to the elders of Judah (xxx.); the

last battle of Saul; death of his sons Jonathan,

Abinadab, and Melchi-shua; Saul, after the refusal

of his armor-bearer to kill him, dies by falling upon
his own sword; his body and those of his sons are

stripped; Saul's head is cut off, to be sent as a tro-

phy into tlie cities of Philistia; his body is fastened

to the wall of Beth-shan, whence it is recovered by
the men of Jabesli-gilead, who burn it, together

with the remains of his sons, at Jabesh, and later

bury the bones under a tamarisk-tree (xxxi.).

Second Book of Samuel : This book likewise

readily lends itself to a division into three main
parts: (1) David as king (i.-viii.); (2) David and his

crown princes(ix. -XX.) ; and (3) complementary ap-

pendixes consisting of various historical glosses

(xxi.-xxiv.). The details are as follows:

(1) David as King : David Learns of Saul's Death :

Arrival of the mesBcnger (i. 1-5); he reports that he
had slain Saul at the latter's own request (i. 6-10);

David mourns for Saul and Jonathan (i. 11-12); he
directs that the messenger, " the son of a stranger,

an Amalekite," be surreptitiously killed (i. 18-16).

The Lament ('^ Kinah") of David for Said and
Jonathan: Superscription, with note that the lam-

entation is written in the Book of Jashar (i. 17-18);

the lamentation (i. 19-27).

David Reigns in Hebron ; War Against Abner. Ish-

b<>sheth's{Esh-baars) Captain: Upon YnwH'sadvice,
David goes up to Hebron with his two wives, his

men, and their households; lie is anointed king by
the men of Judah (ii. 1-4); he sends a message of

approval to the men of Jabesh-gilead for liaving

buried Saul (ii. 5-7); Abner is loyal to Saul's son

Ish-bosheth or Esh-baal (ii. 8-11); Abner meets
Joab, David's captain, by the pool of

David Gibeon, where twelve 3'oung men on
in Hebron, each side engage in a trial by com-

bat, all twenty-four falling; Abner is

defeated in the battle which ensues (ii. 13-19); Abner
is pursued, but slays Asahel, his pursuer, after vainly

imploring him to desist (ii. 20-23); Joab, after par-

leying with Abner, blows the trumpet as a signal

for the pursuit to cease (ii. 24-82).

The Extermination of Saul's House : War between
the house of Saul and that of David (iii. 1, 6a); enu-

meration of David's sons (iii. 2-5); relations be-
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tween Abner and Isli-bosbetli disturbed by suspicions

on the latter's part (iii. 7-11); Abner makes trea-

sonable overtures to David, inducing him to de-

mand his wife Michal from Isli-boshetli, who takes

her away from her second husband, Paltiel, and
sends her to David (iii. 12-16); Abner urges the

elders of Israel to go over to David ; he himself pays

a visit to him and promises to deliver over to him
all Israel (iii. 17-21); Abner is treacherously slain

by Joab (iii. 22-30); David mourns for Abner; he

refuses to eat until sunset, which pleases the people

(iii. 31-39) ; Ish-bosheth is assassinated ; and his head
is taken to David, who, however, causes the assas-

sins to be killed (iv. 1-3, 5-12; verse 4 is a gloss

giving an account of the escape of Mephibosheth,
Jonathan's son, when live j'ears old, and of his fall

from the arms of a nurse, which resulted in his

lameness).

David and Jerusalem : David is made king over

all Israel "(v. T-d); his age and length of reign (v. 4,

5) ; he takes Jerusalem from the Jebusites; comment
on David's growing power (v. 6-10); Hiram of Tyre
sends materials and workmen and builds David a

house (v. 11-12); David increases his harem ; names
of his sons born in Jerusalem (v. 13-16); war with
the Philistines leading to their defeat (v. 17-25).

Removal of the Ark : The Ark is brought on a new
cart out of the house of Abinadab, David and the

Israelites plaj'ing before it on all sorts of instru-

ments ; its arrival at the thrashing-floor

The Ark of Naciion ; Uzzah, to save the Ark
Brought to from falling when the oxen stumbled,

Jerusalem, puts forth his hand, for which act he
is smitten dead (vi. 1-8) ; David, afraid

to remove the Ark to Jerusalem, carries it aside to

the house of Obed-edom, the Gittite, where it re-

mains for three months (vi. 9-12); heaving that

Obed-edom has prospered in consequence, David
brings the Ark to Jerusalem, offering sacrifices along

the way ; David dances before the Ark, which causes

Michal to despise him ; the Ark is set in the midst

of a tent, David offering '"olot" and "shelamim"
before YinvH, and the people receiving a share of

the sacrificial meal; Michal 's censure of David; her

reproof and punishment (vi. 13-23).

Plans to Build Temple : Nathan and David ; the

prophet recalls that no permanent sanctuary has ex-

isted during Israel's history, and bids David desist

from his plan to build one (vii. 1-12); the prophet

promises that David shall have a successor, who
will be permitted to carry out his (David's) plans

(vii. 13-17); David's prayer of thanks for his own
elevation and for the divine promise that his dynasty
shall continue to rule (vii. 18-29).

Data Concerni7ig David's Reign: David's wars
(viii. 1-6); the spoils of gold and silver vessels dedi-

cated to Yhwh (viii. 7-12); other military records

(viii. 13-14); David as a just ruler; details of the

administration and the names of his chief officers

(viii. 15-18).

(2) David and His Crown Princes : The Story of
David and Jonathan's Son: Ziba, a servant, upon
David's inquiry, reveals the existence and place of

sojourn of Mephibosheth (ix. 1-5); David sends for

him, receives him graciously, assigns him Ziba

for a body -servant, restores to him all of Saul's

lands, and accords him a place as a daily guest at

the royal table (ix. 6-lOa); Ziba, his fifteen sons, and
twenty retainers serve Mephibosheth and his son
Micha (ix. lOb-13).

The Expeditions Against Ammon and Syria : The
first campaign; the provocation: Ammon's king
having died, David sends a deputation to present

his condolence to Hanun, the son and successor: his

envoys are grossly insulted, and are sent back with
one half of their beards shaved off, and their clothes

cut off in the middle, so that they have to wait at

Jericho until they obtain fresh garments and their

beards are grown (x. 1-5); the first battle: Ammon
hires Syrian mercenaries, against whom David sends

Joab and an army of mighty men ; with fine strategy

Joab and his brother Abishai defeat the enemy
(x. 6-14); the second battle: Hadarezer leads the

Syrians, against whom David in person takes the

field, marching to Helam, where he defeats them (x.

15-19) ; war against Ammon is renewed, but David
remains at Jerusalem ; he sins with

David and Bath-sheba, wife of Uriah the Hittite.

Uriah. who is with the army (xi. 1-5); to

hide his sin David commands Uriah to

return home, but is foiled in his designs (xi. 6-13);

Uriah delivers to Joab a letter from David contain-

ing an order to place Uriah in the forefront of the

battle so that he may be killed ; this is done, and
Uriah falls (xi. 14-17); Joab sends a report to David
(xi. 18-25); David takes Bath-sheba into his house,

where she gives birth to the first son born unto him
while king; Yhwh is displeased (xi. 26, 27); Na-
than's parable: "Thou art the man"; Nathan re-

bukes the king; David confesses (xii. 1-15); the

child sickens; David fasts; death of the child;

David, to the surprise of his servants, now eats; his

explanation (xii. 16-23); Solomon born of Bath-

sheba; Nathan gives him the name " Jedidiah" (xii.

24-25); Joab calls upon David to join the army lest

all the glory of the victory fall to his (Joah's) name;
David captures Rabbah, taking the king's crown for

himself, and treating the prisoners most cruelly;

end of the war (xii. 26-31).

Annwn.and Abs(dom : Amnon, in love with Tamar.
the sister of his half-brother Absalom, upon the

counsel of his cousin Jonadab feigns sickness and
secures his father's consent for Tamar to nurse him;

he outrages her, and sends her off with insults (xiii.

1-19); Absalom, seeing her grief, consoles her, takes

her to his house and awaits an opportunity to take

revenge (xiii. 20-22); two years later Absalom in-

vites the king and his sons to a sheep-shearing feast

in Baal-hazor, in which Amnon, after the king's

refusal to attend, takes part; at the bidding of Absa-

lom, Amnon is killed at the table (xiii. 23-29a) ; the

king's sons fleeing, David hears that all have been

killed; Jonadab reassures him, revealing to him
Absalom's plot; Absalom takes refuge with Talniai,

King of Geshur, remaining in exile three years (xiii.

29b-38); the king yearns for Absalom; Joab's ruse

in sending for a wise woman from Tekoah, who
feigns to be a widow and to having had an experience

with her two sons similar to that of the king; ex-

tracting a promise from David that the avenger of

blood shall destroy no more, she invokes the promise

in Absalom's case; she confesses to be in league
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with Joab (xiii. 39-xiv. 20) ; Absalom is granted

complete immuuity ; Joab is sent to bring him home

;

Absalom is bidden to stay in his own house without

seeing the king (xiv. 21-24) ; Absalom's beauty ; his

sons and daughter (xiv. 25-27) ; Absalom, after living

two years in Jerusalem without seeing the king, in

order to force an interview with Joab sets fire to the

latter's field ; Joab meets Absalom, and at his bid-

ding intercedes in his behalf with David ; David
pardons Absalom (xiv. 28-33).

Absalom's Rebellion : Outbreak of the rebellion at

Hebron (xv. 1-12); David has to leave Jerusalem

;

incidents of the fiight; Ittai; Zadok and the Ark;
Ahithopiiel and Hushai ; Ziba reveals Mephibosheth's

plot against David, and is rewarded ; Shimei curses

David, who, however, will not have him punished

(xv. IB-xvi. 14); Absalom at Jerusalem; Hushai
joins liim; Ahithopiiel advises Absalom to seize the

harem (in token of his being tlie ruling sovereign), and
asks to be allowed to pursue David ; Hushai counsels

that Absalom should go out in person at the head of

ail Israel; Hushai's advice is followed; Hushai
sends to Zadok and Abiathar asking them to warn
David; Jonathan and Ahimaaz, the messengers, are

seen by a lad who betrays them, but they are hidden

in a well by a woman, and Absalom can not find

them; they warn David, who passes over the Jor-

dan ; Ahithopiiel commits suicide (xvi.

David and 15-xvii. 23); David at Mahanaim;
Absalom. Absalom crosses the Jordan with

Amasa as his general; Shobi, Machir,

and Barzillai provide beds and food (xvii. 24-29).

The Battle and Absalom's Death: David not allowed

to go into battle; he gives orders to deal gently

with Absalom ; the battle in the forest of Ephraim

;

Absalom is defeated ; he is caught by his hair in

the boughs of an oak while his mule passes from
under him; Joab, learning of this, takes three

darts and thrusts them into Absalom's heart; this

ends the pursuit (xviii. 1-16); glosses concerning

Absalom's monument and grave (xviii. 17-18); Joab
sends the Cushite to the king ; Ahimaaz, after hav-

ing been refused by Joab, is allowed to follow the

Cushite, whom he outruns; Ahimaaz informs the

king of the victory ; David inquires after Absalom,
and receives from Ahimaaz an evasive answer; the

Cushite arriving, David learns of his son's fate;

David's lamentation (xviii. 19-33); the people mourn,
the soldiers entering the city as though they had
been defeated ; Joab forces David to show himself

to the people (xix. 1-9); David returns at the solici-

tation of the people and the priests; Shimei sup-

plicates for pardon ; Mephibosheth, whose appear-

ance shows grief, pleads that his servant deceived

him ; Ziba and he are told to divide the land ; Bar-

zillai invited to live at court; he declines, plead-

ing old age, and begging that Chimham may take

his place; jealousv between Judah and Israel (xix.

10-44).

Sheba's Uprising and Amasa's Violent Death:
Sheba instigates a rebellion on the part of Israel

(xx. 1-2); David's return to Jerusalem; treatment

of his concubines (xx. 3); Amasa, bidden to call the

Judeans together, exceeds the prescribed limit of

three days; Abishai given command to pursue
Sheba ; at the great stone in Gibeon, Amasa meets

them; Joab in full equipment salutes him, and
thrusts a sword into his bowels, killing him; kind-
ness of a young man to the dying Amasa (xx. 4-13)

;

Sheba besieged in Abel; the wise woman's pa,rley

with Joab to save the city ; Joab asks that Sheba be
delivered up, and the woman promises that his head
shall be thrown to Joab over the wall; she induces
the people to kill Sheba, and his head is cast out to

Joab; the siege is raised (xx. 14-22); repetition of
viii. 16-18 (xx. 23-26).

(3) Complementary Appendixes : Famine and the ex-

termination of Sauls house (xxi. 1-14); the four
giants and their capture (xxi. 15-22); David's song
of triumph (xxii.); his last words (xxiii. 1-7); his

thirty-three "mighty men" (xxiii. 8-39); census
(xxiv. 1-9), plague (xxiv. 10-17), and erection of the
altar (xxiv. 18-25).

Critical View : Rabbinical tradition assigns to

Samuel the prophet the authorship of ch. i.-xxiv.

(his own biography up to his death), while, on the
strength of I Chron. xxix. 29, it credits Gad and
Nathan with having written the remainder of the
book (I and II forming one book in the Jewish
canon; B. B. 14b, 15a; see Biblical Data, above).

In so far as tradition recognizes that the books of

Samuel are not by one author, it accords with the

conclusions of the critical schools. It is, liowever,

needless to add that modern scholars reject the the-

ory of the joint authorship of Samuel, Gad, and
Nathan. As preserved in the canon, the books of

Samuel are clearly not the work of men contempo-
rary with the events chronicled. Behind these doc-

uments lie various and conflicting traditions which,
in keeping with tlie method of early

Complex Hebrew historiograpiiy, the compiler
Documen- has to a certain extent incorporated in

tary his work without making any attempt
Sources. to harmonize discrepancies. Thus, in

recording how Saul was chosen king,

the first book in ch. ix., x. 1-16, xi. 1-11, 15, xiii.,

and xiv. 1-46 proceeds on the theory that Yhwh
had appointed a king over the people in order to lib-

erate them from the yoke of the Philistines, com-
manding the seer to anoint young Saul, who had come
to him while seeking his father's asses (ix. l^etseq.).

In the war against the Ammonites, Saul proves

himself a hero and is chosen king by the people (xi.),

after which he leads them against the Philistines

(xiii. et seq.). It is for this war that he enlists young
David's services (xiv. .52). An altogether different

sequence of events and ideas is unfolded in vii 2 et

seq., viii., x. 17-24a, xii., and xv. Samuel the judge is

remembered as having finally and conclusively driven

off the Philistines. Ungrateful Israel, in order to be

like the other peoples, compels Samuel in his old

age to yield to their clamor for a king; and Yiiwh,
though greatly incensed, at last gives His consent

(viii., x. 17 et seq.). With due solemnity Samuel re-

liiuiuishes the office which he has administered so

faithfully, but reserves for himself the post of cen-

sor and counselor, and interceder with Yhwh (xii.).

At the first test Saul is discovered to be disobedient

and is rejected by Yhwh (xv.).

In the story of David a similar duplication and di-

vergence are easily established. In xvi. 14-23 David
is called to Saul's court to dispel the king's evil
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moods by playing on the Iiarp. He is a young but

tried warrior, and is at once appointed armor-bearer

tu tlie monarcli. In cli. xvii. David is a lad who,

up to the time when tiie story opens, tended his

father's tiock. He is not inured to war and kills

Goliath with a stone from his shepherd's sling. This

feat of valor attracts to him the attention of Saul,

who has him trained subsequently for a warrior's

career. Analysis with reference to both the content

and the religious conception thereby disclosed, and

also to stylistic and linguistic peculiarities, makes it

apparent that the books of Samuel in their present

form are a compilation from various written and

oral sources, their last editor being post-Deutero-

uomic.

Undoubtedly, the oldest literary documents are

David "s elegies (on the death of Saul and Jonathan,

n Sam. i. 18 et seq. ; on Abner, a fragment, II Sam.

iii. 33-34). Next in age are those portions which
are assigned to the "Jerusalem" cycle

Oldest of stories. This cycle takes its name
Literary from the fact that the scene of the

Strata. happenings it purports to describe is

always Jerusalem. It gives a history

of David and his house, and is probably the work
of a Judean writing shortly after Solomon (II Sam.
v. 3-16, vi. 9-20). To the ninth century, and to a

Judean, or perhaps a Benjamite, author, are cred-

ited the fragments of Saul's (I Sam. i.\. 1-x. 16, xi.,

xiii., xiv.) and David's histories (I Sam. xvi. 14-23;

xviii. 6-11, 20, 27; xx. 1-3, 11, 18-39; xxiii.-xxv.

;

xxvii.-xxxi. ; II Sam. i.-iv. ; v. 1, 2,17-25; xxi.

15-22; xxiii. 8-39).

The story of the Ark (I Sam. iv. 1-vii. 1) displays

a character of its own; it interrupts the story of

Samuel begun in the preceding chapters; the pun-

ishment of Eli and his sons, which, according to ch.

iii., might be expected to be the cen-

Story of tral event, is treated as a mere inci-

the Ark. dent, thewholeof Israel beinginvolved

in the catastrophe. Moreover, the

fate of the Ark does not emphasize the misfortune

of Israel nearly as much as it does the triumph of

Elohim, and the episode seems to have been written

to bring the latter idea into bold relief. In this ac-

count the Ark is regarded as a tribal or national pal-

ladium, not as a mere case for the tablets of the Dec-

alogue. This part exhibits the coloring of a situation

in vvliich a resident of the Northern Kingdom, before

the cruder conceptions of the Deity had given way
to higher ones, would most likely be interested.

For this reason it has been held to be a fragment
from a history of sanctuaries of northern origin.

The remaining portions of the book reflect the

views of prophetism. The histories of Saul and
Samuel are rewritten from a very rigid, prophetic

point of view (I Sam. i.-iii. : viii.; x. 17-24; xv.

I

perhaps]; xvii. 1-x viii. 5 [for the most part],

12-19, 28-30; xix. [most]; xxi. 2-10; xxii. ; xxvi.

;

II Sam. i. 6-10, 13-16). Ch. xv. seems to be planned
to connect tlie older Saul story with this newer pro-

jihetic reconstruction. It presupposes the details of

the former (xv. 1, 17 [Savd's anointment] refers to

X. 1 ; the phraseology of xv. 19 recalls xiv. 32), but

the prophetic reconstruction of this chapter ap-

pears not to Jiave been known when the old Saul

stoiy was incorporated. Otherwise there wotdd
have been no occasion for the elaborate justitication

of Samuel's right to counsel and command Saul.

Still, the point of view is similar to that of the pro-

phetic reconstruction. Samuel is the king's superior.

He is not the seer, but the prophet, of the tyi)e of

Amos and Hosea. Tlii' story emphasizes the teach-

ing that obedience is more precious than sacritice

(comp. Jer. vii. 21-20).

These various components were probably gath-

ered into one compilation shortly before the Exile.

The ledactor (Rd) traces of whose
Supposed hand are found mainly in I Sam. ii.

Time of 27-36, vii. 2b-16, xii., and II .Sam. vii.,

Redaction, is held to have been under Ueuterono-

mic influences, and thus to have been

antecedent to the redactor whose views reflect those

of the Priestly Code and through wliose hands all of

the iiistorical books passed, though in Samuel there

are few indications of his revisions, among tiiem the

glosses in I Sam. ii. 22b and the introduction of the

Levites in I Sam. vi. 15 and II Sam. xv. 24. Addi-

tions in loose connection are noticeable that can not

be classified; for instance, I Sam. xix. 18-24 'and xx.

They break the sequence of the narrative and in-

troduce several contradictions. Ch. xix. 18-24 is

an attempt to explain a proverbial idiom ("Saul

among the prophets "), and, as such, is a double to I

Sam. X. 11. According to ch. xv. 35, Samuel never

saw Saul again, but here Saul appears before him.

Ch. XX., an account of David's flight, is similar to

xix. 1-7. Among such additions, gleaned from pop-

ular traditions or merely literary embellishments, are

reckoned 1 Sam. xxi. 11-16 and II Sam. ii. 13-16,

viii., xxi.-xxiv. The song of Hannah (I Sam. ii. 1

etseq.), the psalm in II Sam. xxii., and David's." last

words " (II Sam. xxiii. 1 et fieq.) are ver)^ late. These
additions may have been made at various periods,

but they antedate the final redaction as a part of the

second larger division of the canon.

Historically, the prophetic reconstruction is enti-

tled to the least confidence. So strongly is the

"Tendenz" impressed upon the narratives of this

group that some recent critics have come to the

conclusion that they do not represent an originally

independent source, but are due to the literary

activity of the Deuteronomic redactor. Being more
naively primitive, the Saul and David histories re-

flect actual occurrences, colored, however, by the

desire to exalt the national heroes. The Jerusalem

cycle intends to glorify David's dynasty as the

legitimate royal family of all Israel.

The Masoretic text is highly corrupt ; that luiderly-

ing the Septuagint version is more nearly correct.

The literalism of the Greek has enabled scholars in

many instances to reconstruct a text much nearer the

original than is the extant Hebrew. Unfortunately,

the Greek text of the Septuagint itself requires care-

ful editing. In many passages the Septuagint

shows interpolations based on the Masorah, so that

it presents duplicate versions, while in others the

original independent Greek has been replaced bytiie

translated Hebrew of the Masoretic text. The vari-

ous Septuagint codices are not of equal value for

purposes of textual criticism. The "Codex Vati-

canus B" is the most important for the books of
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Samuel, while the Alexandrinus itself shows too

many emendatiGiis of the Greek after the extant

Hebrew to be of much aid.

BiBLioiiiiAPHV : Textual criticisni: Friedrich Rottcher, Neue
K.rcijetincli-Krit isciie Aeltreidesf zum A. T. 1HG3. vol. i.; Ju-

lius Wellhausen. Her Text dtr ItUcIier Santueli-f, 1871 ; S. R.

Driver, yules mi the Hehreic Text of the Bank nf Samuel,
1890: R. \\iXt*i\,Textkriti!<chc Krlauteriuujen (appendix to

E. Kautzsi-h, Die Heiliue Sclirift dcs Alteti TcslaiiicntK.

18%i; Kail BudJe. in .S. B. O. T.\ A. Mes, Die Blhel de.s Jo-
8('/)//i(<. ISO'i; H. iK>rt, Terti Het)raici Kinendationes, 1900.

Coininentaries: Otto Thenius, Die Bilcher Samuels. \f<^S;

A ugust Klost*-! mann. Die BlUliei' Samtielis u iid der KOii ige,

1S»T: H. r. Smith, ,-1 Critieal and Kxecietical Comiiientaru
on t)ic Books of Samuel. 1899; Karl Budde, Die Bliche)-

Iticlder und Samuel. 1890; idem. Die BVicltcr Samuel (in

A'. H. C); Bleek, Einleitung. 1878; Guthe, Ktirzes Bibel-
wOrterbueh, 1903.

E. G. H.

SAMUEL, MIDRASH TO: Midrash Sherau'el,

a liaggadic midiash on the books of Samuel, is

quoted for the first time by Rashi in his commentary
on I Sam. ii. 30. In his " Ha-Pardes " (ed. Constan-

tinople, p. 24b/ Rashi again quotes from this mid-

rash (xvii. 1; ed. Buber, p. 48a), saying that it is

entitled "'Etla-'Asot la-Adonai " ; it probably de-

rived this name from Ps. cxix. 126, with which it

begins. The midrash is entitled also " Agadat

Shemu'el" (Rashi, in his commentary on Sukkah

53b, s.v. "Ahaspa"; Tos. So'tah 42b, s.v. "Me'ah";
et al.), and the name "Shoher Tob " has been er-

roneousl}^ given to it (in the editions of Zolkiev,

1800. and Lemberg, 1808 and 1850); the error is

due to the fact that in the Venice edition of 1546 the

midrasli was printed together with the midrash on

tlie Psalms, the title of the latter, "Shoher Tob,"

being taken to refer to both.

The midrash contains haggadic interpretations

and homilies on the books of Samuel, each homily

being prefaced and introduced by a verse taken

from some other book of the Bible. It resembles

most of the otlier haggadic midrashim both in dic-

tion and in style; in fact, it is a collection of sen-

tences found in such midrashim and refe-ring to

the books of Samuel. Tlie editor arranged the sen-

tences in the sequence of the Scripture passages to

which they refer. The midrash, however, does not

entirely cover the Biblical books; but as it contains

all the passages quoted from it by other authorities,

it may be assumed that, with the exceptions men-
tioned in the following sentence, it never contained

any more than it does now and that its present form
is that into which it was cast by its compiler. In

two places only have passages been added by later

copjists: cli. iv. 1 (ed. Buber, p. 27b; comp. note 7)

and ch. xxxii. 3 et seq. (comp. ed. Buber, notes 9,

17. 19).

The midrash is divided into thirty-two chapters.

Ch. i.-xxiv. contain interpretations and homilies on

the First, and ch. xxv. -xxxii. on the Second, Book
of Samuel. The author has collected these sentences

from the Mishnah, Tosefta, Mekilta, Sifre, Yeru-

shalmi, Bereshit Rabbah, Wayikra Rabbah, Sliir

hu-Shirim Rabbah, Kohelet Rabbah, Ekah Rabbah,
Rutli Rabbah, Midrash Esther, Midrash on the

.^salms, Pesikta de-Rab Kahana, Pesikta Rabbati,

and Tanhuma. Only once (x. 10 [ed. Buber, p. 26a])

does he quote a sentence from Babli ('Er. 64a), which
he introduces with the words " Taman amriu " (They
saytliere; comp. Buber, '"Einleitung," p. 4a, note

1). This, as well as the fact that all the amoraim
mentiou(;d in tiiis midrash were Palestinians, justi-

fies the assumption that its compiler lived in Pales-

tine. His name and the time at which he lived can

not be definitely determined. Zunz assigns him to

the first half of the eleventh century, although the

reasons which he gives for this assumption have

been refuted by Buber (-'Einleitung," p. 4b).

A manuscript of this midrash is in the Parma
Library (Codex De Rossi, No. 563). The first printed

edition of the work appeared at Constantinople in

1517 or 1522; the Hebrew date is not fully legible,

but it undoubtedly refers to one of these years. I'l,

was printed again at Venice in 1546, and subse-

quently at various places and times. The latest and

best edition is that by Solomon Buber, with intro-

duction and notes (Cracow, 1893).

Bibi.io(jrapiiy: Zunz, G. V. pp. 269-270; "Weiss, Dor. iii. 276;
Buber, preface to his edition of the midrash.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SAMUEL. See Samael.

SAMUEL : Tax-gatherer and treasurer to King
Ferdinand IV. of Castile (1295-1312); born in An-

dalusia. He was hated by the queen mother I).

Maria de Molina because, according to Spanish his-

torians who were friendly toward her, he had become
involved in court intrigues, and also because he had

encouraged the young king in his prodigalitj' and led

him to connnit thoughtless acts. One day when in

Badajoz., where he was preparing to accompany the

king to Seville, he was attacked by an as.sassin and

dangerously wounded, but, owing to the careful

nursing and treatment which the king procured for

him, his life was saved (1305).

Bibliography: CronUa de Fernando IV. ch. xviii. et seq.:

Horez, Reina.-< Catoliceu^, ii. .")89 ; Rios, Hist. ii. 96 et seq.;

Lindo, Historu of the Jews in Spain, p. 124 ; (iratz, Gesch.
vii. 290 et seq.

s. M. K.

SAMUEL (SANWEL) BEN AARON BEN-
JAMIN : Scribe at Worms in the seventeentii cen-

tury. After the fire of 1689 (Lewysohn, " Nafshot

Zaddikim," p. 73, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1855) he

left Worms and settled in Hamburg. He was the

author of " Hidah Mezukkakali u-Zcrufah," a rimed

riddle on the subject of tobacco (Hamburg, 1693).

His "Shir," a poem on the Pentateuch dedicated to

tlie Talmudical students in Worms, bears the acrostic

"Samuel of Worms" ( XC'^'OII'irD b'TlJT; Hamburg,
1692).

Bibliography: Steinschnelder, Cat. Bodl. col. 2416.

E. c. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN ABBA : Palestinian amora of

the latter half of the third century. Although a pu-

pil of Johanan, he did not receive ordination (Yer.

Bik. 65c). He declined to permit Hela and Jacob

to do him honor by rising before him (ib.). He
appears to have been a pupil also of R. Assi and

Ze'era, to whom he addressed several halakic ques-

tions (Kid. 59b; Yer. M. K. 82d ; Yer. Hag. 76a;

Yer. Yeb. 2c; Yer. Naz. 52c; ^Er. 9a; Yoma 47a).

He is sometimes confounded with the great Samuel

(Tan., Bo, 10; Midr. Teh. to Ps. xix. 4).

Bibliography: Frankel, Mebo. p. 125b; Bacher, Ag. Pal.

Amor. p. 619. „
W. B. S. O.
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SAMUEL BEN ABBAHU : Babylonian amora

of the foviith century. lie engaged in a ritual con-

troversy with R. Ahai in regard to the use of the

Circassian goat as food. Samuel was disposed to

permit it to be eaten, but R. Ahai opposed him.

Finally it became necessary to refer the question to

Palestine for adjudication ; the answer was in favor

of Samuel ben Abbahu (Hui. 59b).

w. B. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN ABIGDOR : Russian rabbi;

born about 1720; died 1793 at Wilna, where his

father, who had been rabbi in Pruzhani, Rushany,

and Wilkowyszky, spent his last years (see Abigdok

BEN Samuel). His father-in-law, Judah ben Elie-

zer, surnamed " Yesod," was probably the most in-

fluential citizen of Wilna in his time, and contributed

much to Samuel's advancement. The latter was at

first engaged in business; and several financial agree-

ments between him and the "kahal" (communal

council) of Wilna (c. 1745) are recorded. In 1750,

while still a young man, he was chosen rabbi of the

old community of Wilna, but for several years his

father-in-law administered the ofBce, which, in those

times of rabbinical jurisdiction over all secular Jew-

ish affairs, was one of great responsibility. Later

Samuel became rabbi of Smorgony, and there is

a record of his having held also (r. 1777) the rabbin-

ate of Konigsberg (Epstein, " Geburot ha-Ari," p.

29, Wilna, 1870).

In 1777 tlie kahal of Wilna decided to remove

Samuel from the rabbinate. The community was

divided on the matter, and a quarrel ensued, which

was conducted with much bitterness. The Gentile

authorities also took sides. Prince Radziwill, the

waywode of Wilna, agreeing with the views of the

kahal, wliicli represented the secular authority of

the Jewish community, while Archbishop Masolski

took the part of the rabbi. Samuel and many of his

partizans removed to the suburb of Antokol, which

was under the bishop's jurisdicti(jn, in order to be

safe from the persecutions of Radziwill, who ruled

the city. Many were subjected to imprisonment

or e.\ile; and it may be said that both sides lost in

the end. Tlie power of the kahal was broken, and

under the new Russian dominion it was unable to

regain its former status.

Samuel remained rabbi in name only. The office

died with him ; and in the strict sense of the w^ord

Wilna has not since had a rabbi or "ab bet din."

Samuel is not knov.n to have left any writings; but

he is mentioned in contemporary rabbinical works

witli the highest respect.

Bibliography : Fuenn, Kiryah Ne'emanah, pp. 126-133, Wil-

na, 1860. .^
H. H. P. Wl.

SAMUEL IBN ABUN B. YAHYA : Arabo-

Jewisli poet of the eleventh century
;
great-grand-

father of Samuel ibn Nazar and a contemporary of

Moses ibn Ezra. A poem of his with the acrcstic

pSX '^vas edited from the fourth section of the Oran

Mahzor by Luzzatto in " Kerem Hemed," iv. 31-32;

and an elegy on his death by Moses ibn Ezra was
printed ib. p. 86.

Bibliography : Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. ill. 242.

E. c. S. O.

SAMUEL IBN 'ADIYA (Arabic, Samau'al
ibn Jarid ibn 'Adiya') : Poet and warrior; lived

in Arabia in the first half of the sixth century. His

mother was of the royal tribe of Ghassan, wliile his

father, according to some, was descended from

Aaron, or, according to others, from Kahin, son of

Harun and progenitor of the Jewish tribes of Kuraiza

and Nadir. Samuel owned a castle near Taima
(eight hours north of Medina), built by his grand-

father 'Adiya and called, from its mi.xed color, Al-

Ablak. It was situated on a high hill and was a

halting-place for travelers to and from Syria.

jNIore than for his poetic talents Samuel ibn 'Adiya

is famous for his connection with the warrior-poet

and prince Amru al-Kais, which won for him the

epithet " faithful," and gave rise to tlie saying, still

common among the Arabs, " more faithful than Sam-

uel." This came about in the foilow-

" More ing manner: Amru al-Kais, being

Faithful abandoned by his followers in his

than fight with the Banu Asad to avenge

Samuel." the death of his father, and being pur-

sued by Manzur ibn Ma'assama', wan-

dered about from tribe to tribe seeking protection as

well as support in his endeavor to regain his inherit-

ance. When he came to the Banu Fazarah their

chief advised him to seek out the Jew Samau'al ibn

'Adiya' in his castle Al-Ablak, saying that although

he had seen the emperor of the Greeks and visited

the kingdom of Hira, he had never found a place

better ll^tted for assuiing safety to those in need,

nor known a more faithful protector than its owner.

Amru al-Kais, who was accompanied by his daughter

Himi, and his cousin, and had with him five suits of

mail besides other weapons, immediately set out for

the castle, and on the way he and his guide com-

posed a poem in praise of their prospective host.

Samuel received the poet hospitably, erected a tent

of skins for Hind, and received the men into his own

hall. After they had been there "as long as God

willed," Amru al-Kais, wishing to secure the assist-

ance of the emperor Justinian, asked Samuel to give

him a letter to the Ghassanid prince Harith ibn Abi

Shamir, who might further him on his way. The

poet then departed, leaving Hind, his cousin, and his

armor in Samuel's keeping, and he never came to re-

claim them. According to Arabian tradition, while

on his homeward journey from Constantinople, he

was poisoned by order of Justinian, who had listened

to treacherous accusations against him.

After Amru al-Kais had left Al-Ablak, Prince

Manzur—it is not known whether before or after

Amru's death—sent Harith to Samuel ordering him

to deliver up the articles deposited with

Prefers him. Samuelrefusing todoso. Harith

Death of laid siege to the castle. The besieg-

Son to Loss ers met with no success until one day

of Honor. Harith captured Samuel's son. who.

according to the story in tlie " Kitab

al-Aghani," was returning from the chase. Harith

then called upon the father to choose between giv-

ing up the property and witnessing his son's death.

Samuel answered that his son had brothers, but that

his honor once lost could not be recovered. Harith

at once struck off the boy "s head before the unhappy

father's eyes and then withdrew, perceiving that he
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could accomplish nothing in the face of such stead-

fastness. There are a few verses handed down by
different Arabian writers in which Samuel ibn

'Adiya refers to this deed.

A description of the castle Al-Ablak is given by
the poet A'sha (Yakut, i. 96), who confuses it with
Solomon's Temple. It is related of this poet that,

being captured together with other Arabs, he was
taken as a prisoner to the castle at Taiina, at that

time belonging to Samuel's son Shuraih, without

his captor's knowing that he was in the company.
Waiting until Shuraih was within hearing, A'sha
began to recite a poem extolling the deed of his

father, and calling on the son to emulate his exam-
ple by rescuing him (A'sha). Shuraih procured the

poet's release, and allowed him to depart, first pre-

senting him with a swift camel. Shuraih himself,

his brother Jarid, and Samuel's grandson Sa'ba

were all poets.

Samuel ibn 'Adiya's reputation as a poet rests

upon one of the first poems in the collection called

the "Hamasa." It is full of warlike

His vigor and courage, and manifests a

Poems. high ideal of honor. There is nothing

in it to distinguish it from the work of

any other Arabian poet ; and it has been doubted
whether Samuel was really its author, as the verse

(6), upon which the compiler of the " Hamasa " bases

his ascription to Samuel, is not wholl}' convincing.

Since, however, old, reliable authorities attribute

parts of the poem, at any rate, to him, it is prob-

able that most of it was written by Samuel. Another
poem attributed to him has been published in Arabic

and Hebrew, with an English translation, by H.

Hirschfeld ("J. Q. R." xvii. 431-440).

Bibliography : Caussin de Perceval, Essai sw VHistoire des
Arabes Avant Vlsilamisme, ii. 319 ct seq., Paris, 1847 ; Franz
Delitzsch, Jiidisch^Arabische Poexien aus Vorniuhamme-
disclier Zeit, Leipsic, 1874 ; Gratz, Gesch.M ed., v. 83-86; Ha-
masa, ed. Freytag, pp. 49 et seq.; Kitab al-Ayhani, Index;
Noldeke, BeitrUge zur Kenntniss der Pnedie der Alien
Araber, pp. 57-72, Hanover, 1864; Rasmusen, AdditamentM
ad Hlstnriam Arabum (from Ibn Nubata),p. 14; R.E. J. yii.

176 ; Baron MacGuckin de Slane, Diwan des Amru'l KaU,
Introduction.

J. M. W. M.

SAMTJEIi BEN ALEXANDER OF HAL-
BEBSTADT : German rabbi and scientist

;
per-

haps a resident of Frankfort-on-the-Oder; died July
6, 1707. He was the author of "Peri Megadim," an
alphabetical index to Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mish-

pat (Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1691).

Bibliography : Steinschneider, Gat. Bodl. col. 3403 ; Benjacob,
Oznr ha-Sefarim, p. 495 ; Roest, Cat. Rosenthal. Bibl. ii.

1020.

E. c. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN AMMI : Palestinian amora of

the beginning of the fourth century. He is known
through his controversies with other scholars. He
contended, for instance, that II Chron. xiii. 17

should be interpreted as meaning that King Abijah
of Judea allowed the bodies of the fallen Israel-

ites to remain exposed until the faces had become
unrecognizable, in order that their widows might
be prevented from remarrying (Yer. Yeb. 15c; Gen.

R. Ixv., Ixxiii. ; Ruth R. vii.).

Bibliography : Bacher, Ag. Pal. Amor. il. 162, 501.

w. B. S. O.

SAMUEL BAB, ASHER : Martyr; lived at

Neuss, Rhenish Prussia, in the eleventh century.

According to Salomon ben Simeon, he, with his two
sons, was murdered on St. John's Day (June 24),

1096. Samuel and one of his sons were buried on
the river-bank, while the body of the other son was
hanged to the door of his father's house, exposed to

general derision. According to another report, by
Eliezer ben Nathan, the body of neither son was
buried, but both were smeared with dirt and hanged.
IJiBLiOGRAPHv: Neubauep and Stern, QueUenzur Gesch. der
Juden in Deutschland, ii. 18, 41.

s. S. O.

SAMUEL DE CACERES. See Caceres.

SAMUEL BEN DAVID MOSES HA-LEVI
OF MESERITZ : Polish Talmudist; born about
1625; died April 24, 1681, at Kleinsteinbach, Bavaria.

As a wandering scholar he is found for a time at

Meseritz and then at Halberstadt. In 1660 he was
rabbi of Bamberg, with his residence at Zeckendorf.

His stay here was of short duration, for he made
many enemies through his violent temper and the

self-assertion which he displayed in his new office;

and it was in vain that his relative and subsequent
successor warned him that he would endanger his

position if he did not heed the views of the German
scholars; for he had even dared to set up his own
scholarship against the infalhbllity of MaHaRIL
by saying :

" Knowledge is free ; I will speak openly
even before kings; for the philosophers have not

idly used the simile of the dwarf who bestrides the

shoulders of the giant." In view of these circum-

stances it is not surprising to learn that Samuel re-

signed the rabbinate about 1665—whether volun-

tarily or not is not known.
During the period of enforced idleness that fol-

lowed he prepared for the press the manuscript of

his"Nahalat Shib'ah" (see below). At length he
found a position in the unimportant rabbinate of

Kleinsteinbach, where he remained until his death.

In spite of his great scholarship and wide reading

Samuel still showed himself the child of his time in

believing in magic and the black arts as well as in

the Messiahship of Shabbethai Zebi.

Samuel's chief work, to which he owes his gen-

eral popularity, appeared in Amsterdam (1667-68)

under the title " Nahalat Shib'ah," being a collection

of formulas for all documents and records, inter-

spersed with thorough discussions of questions of

civil and matrimonial laws in connection therewith.

A second edition of this work, with much supple-

mentary matter, appeared (Frankfort-on-the-Main,

1681) shortly before his death, under the title " Maha-
dura Batra le-Sefer Nahalat Shib'ah." After his de-

cease the responsa written by him or addressed to

him by others were published by his son Abraham
under the title "Nahalat Shib'ah" (Fiirth, 1692).

The "Seder Tikkun Shetarot" (Fiirth, 1698) is a

compilation from the "Nahalat Shib'ah."

Bibliography : A. Eckstein, Oesrh. der Juden im Efiemalv-
gen FUrstbistum Bamberg, p. 160, Bamberg, 1898.

E. c. A. Pe.

SAMUEL, BARON DENIS DE : English

financier; born 1782; died in London 1860. He
came of a Polish family, and counted among his an-

cestors several eminent rabbis. Samuel was a nati ve
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of England; but early in life lie established himself

ia business at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. There he

soon acquired hii^li standing as a merchant, and

attained considerable influence at court, enjoying

the confidence of some of the highest personages.

Througii his instrumentality the English were per-

mitted in 18iil to erect a cliurch at Rio, and to en-

gage publicly therein the Protestant worship, which

had previously been forbidden. The letter of thanks

written to him by the leading Protestants at Rio

was read in Parliament in 1848.

After a stay of seventeen years in Brazil, Samuel

returned to London, where he married and spent the

remainder of l>is life. He continued to be held in

favor at the Brazilian court, as is evidenced by his

decoration with the Order of the Rose. He received

the title of baron at a later period from the Portu-

guese government, in recognition of eminent serv-

ices rendered by him.

Bibliography : Jew. Chi-on. Aug. 34 and Oct. 12, 1860.

.1. G- L.

SAMUEL (SANWEL) BEN ENOCH : Polish

rabhi; flourished in the seventeenth century; born

at Lublin. He officiated as dayyan'at Jassy and

later at Mayence. He was the author of "Dibre

Shemu'el," derashot on the Pentateuch; but only

that part of it on Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus

(Amsterdam, 1678; Venice, 1702) is now extant.

Bn5Li0GR.\PHY: t?en.iacob, Oztr ha-Scfarin), p. 107, No. 141;

Fiirst, Bibl. Jiul. lii. 244 ; Steinsctinelder, Cat. BodL col. 2413.

D. S. Man.

SAMUEL OF ESCALETA (ESCALETTE
;

called also Samuel Sulami) : French Talmudist,

poet, and philanthropist of the fourteenth century.

Jacob of Provence considers him one of the first

poets of Provence. His piety, learning, and gener-

osity also were praised by his contemporaries. At
first he lived in Narbonne, and then in Perpignan.

He took an active interest in the religious contro-

versies of 1303-6, and announced his adherence to

the principles of the liberal party by harboring the

unfortunate Levi of Villefranche in his house at

Perpignan (Gross, "Gallia Judaica," p. 200). De-

spite many warnings on the part of Ben Adret, he

did not abandon the persecuted Levi. However, he

was not the man to remain true to his inner convic-

tions at all costs, and when fate pursued him relent-

lessly and his daughter died, he believed that these

events were consequences of his sins; hence he

withdrew his favor and hospitality from Levi. This

course of action, which was, in a certain sense, un-

maidy, seems to have evoked the pity rather than

the displeasure of his contemporaries. In any case

it did not diminish the esteem in which he was held

by all.

The misfortunes that befell Samuel seem to have
wrought a great change in his religious attitude.

Whereas formerh", despite the piety which his op-

ponents conceded to him, he had not wished to hear

of limitations to the study of the liberal sciences,

now. broken by his misfortune and lunice irresolute

in his views, he joined with Ben Adret in forbidding

the young to study the s(>iences and the allegoric

interpretation of the Biblical narratives.

BiBi.iOGRAPnv : Ilenan-Neul)auer, Les Rahbius Frn)i<;ai.-<, pp.
tioS, 701; (iriitz, Gesch. vii. 220, 224; Gross, Gnllia JuiliiU-a,

pp. ;!2^ 482.

K. (

.

A. Pk.

SAMUEL OF EVBEUX : French to.safist of

the thirteenth century. He is identifled by Gross

with Samuel ben Shneor (not ben Yom-Tob, as given

by Zunz in "Z. G." p. 38), who.se explanations of

Nazir are cited by Solomon ben Adret (Rcsponsa, iii..

No. 345), and whose authority is invoked by Jonah
Gerondi. Samuel directed a rabbinical school at

Chateau-Thierry, and had tor disciples R. Hayyim
(brother of Asher ben Jehicl of Toledo), R. Perez, and

R. Isaac of Corbeil. He carried on a correspondence

on scientific subjects with Jehiel of P:iris (" Orhot

Hayyim," i. 110c) and with Nathaniel the Elder
('' Mordekai " on Hul. vii.. No. 681). Samuel's Tal-

mudic interpretations are often quoted in the Tosa-

fot(Bezah 14b, 20b, 24b; Kid. 27b, 39a; Ned. 90b;

'Ab. Zarah 08a; Teni. 19b). From the fact that the

author of the tosafot to Sotah mentions there the

name of Moses of Evreux as being his brother, it

is inferred that these tosafot were written by Samuel.

Bibliography : Micbael, Or ha-Hauilini, p. 593, No. 1203;

(iross, (Jallia Judaica, p. 358.

E. c. I. Br.

SAMUEL, HAEEM : Indian communal work-

er; born at Alibag, near Bombay, in 1830; educated

at the Robert Money School in Bombay. Samuel

entered the service of the government in 1851, and

was promoted to be second assistant to the inspector-

general of ordnance at Puna. He was pensioned in

1878. During his period of service he succeeded in

inducing the government to issue European rates of

batta to the Beui-Israel soldiers.

Samuel founded in 1853 the Bombay Beni-Israel

Benevolent Society, and in 1881 the Israelite High
School of the Anglo-

Jewish Association

of London. Of this

school he has be; n

the honorary presi-

dent, secretary, and
treasurer for twen-

ty-four years. To
supplement the
school Samuel
opened a prayer-

hall in 1888, an' act

for which he was
excommunicated by
the three Beni-Israel

sj'nagoguesof Bom-
bay. He introduced

the system of seat-

holders and the de-

livery of sermons in

the prayer-hall. Owing to his efforts a building,

with a spacious playground, was erected (Nov.,

1898) for the school. Samuel published a sketch

of the history of the Beni-Israel.

Samuel's eldest son, Samuel, who died in 1884,

was editor of tlie periodical "Israel." In 1882 he,

with his eldest uncle, saved the community from the

consequences of a blood accusation by explaining to

the cazi of the Juma Masjid the restrictions placed

by the Mosaic law on the eating of blood. He pub-

Haeem Samuel.
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lished a citechism of the Hebrew faith. Samuel's

secoud son. A. Hyams, a well-known doctor in

Boinhav, died of the idagiie in 1»97 at the age of

tini1y-two.

... J. Hy.

SAMUEL, HARRY SIMON : English politi-

cian; born Aug. 31, 1853; son oi Horatio S. Samuel
b}- his marriage with Henrietta Montefiore. He
was educated at Eastbourne College and St. John's

College, Cambridge (B. A. 1875). Samuel is a free-

man of the city of London and a member of the

Coopers' Company, and has been a captain in the

First ^Middlesex Volunteer lioyal Engineers. In

1892 he contested the Limeliouse division of the

Tower Hamlets, but was defeated. In 1895 he was
elected member of Parliament for Limehouse in the

Conservative interest.

J. G. L.

SAMUEL IBN HAYYIM : .Medieval liturgical

poet; the time and place of his birth are unknown.
He composed eighty-two liturgical poems, of whicli

the four mentioned last by Zunz in his addenda arc

intended for the Simhat Torah festival. Twice the

author signs his name in acrostic as Samuel ha-
Katan ha-Kohen Berabbi Memeli Sofer.

Bibliography: Zuoz, S. P. pp. ^>9i-'M'<. ir):J-ii.'):i.

E. C. S. ().

SAMUEL HAYYIM OF SALONICA : Ma
ternal grandson of Samuel of Modena; lived in

Salonica during the sixteenth century. He wrote

"Bene Shemu'el," a collection of novelhc on Tur
Hoshcn Mishpat, as well as on Hilkot Yom-Tob
and Ta'arubot. Sixty-three responsa by him were
published at Salonica in 1613 (3 vols.).

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bod/, col. 34i;5; .\zulai,

Shem ha-(iednlim, \. 174, ii. 18; \ie\\\>Tin, Seder ha-Dornt,
iii. 20a; Conforte, Kore ha-Dnmt, p. 44a.

E. C. S. O.

SAMUEL, HERBERT : English politician
;

born in London 1870; youngest son of Edwin L.

Samuel, and nephew of Sir Samuel Montagu. He
was educated at Balliol College, Oxford, where he
took first class honors in history and the degree of

M.A. in 1897. At Oxford he was president of the

Russell Club, and in 1895 he stood unsuccessfully as

a candidate for South Oxfordshire in tlie Liberal in-

terest. In Oct., 1900, he again contested this seat

unsuccessfully. In 1902 he was elected as a Liberal

for the Cleveland division of the North Riding of

Yorkshire.

Samuel is honorary secretary of the Home Coun-
ties' Liberal Union, a member of the committee of

the Eighty Club, of the governing body of the Lon-
don School of Economics and Political Science, of the

Central Chamber of Agriculture, and of the com-
mittee of tlie Thames Preservation League, and a

fellow of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Bibliography: Jew. Chron. Sept. 28, 1900; Jewish Year
Bonk, 1903.

J. G. L.

SAMUEL B. HIYYA: Palestinian amora of

the second half of the third century of the common
era. None of his halakic or haggadic maxims has

been preserved ; and he is known only through his

quotations of the statements of others. He is twice

XL—

2

mentioned in the Babylonian Talmud: in IIul. 561),

wliere he transmits an apothegm of R. Mani, and in

B. M. 72b, where he cites an opinion by R. Elea/ar.

He is apparently identical with Samuel b. Hiyya b.

Judah, who is frequently mentioned in the Pales-

tinian Talmud as quoting the maxims of R. Haiiina

b. llama. Furthermore, in Gen. R. xlviii. 6 Samuel
b. Hiyya is named as the authority for the same
statement of R. Hanina b. Hama as is quoted in

tiie name of Samuel 1>. Hiyya b. Judah in Pesik. R,

15 (ed. Friedmanu, p. 72a).

Bibliography: Heilprin, Seder hn-Dorot, ii. 179a; lYankel,
Mebo ha-Yenui)ialmi, p. 12.5b.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SAMUEL BEN HOFNI: Last gaon of Sura;

died in 1034. His father was a Talmudic scliolar

and chief judge ("ab bet din," probablj' of Fez),

one of whose responsa is extant (see Zunz, "Ritus,"

p. 191; Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl." xx. 132),

and on whose death Samuel wrote an eleg}'. Sam-
uel was the fatlier-in-law of Hai ben Sherira Gaon,
who is authority for the statement that Samuel, like

many of his contemporaries, zealously pursued the

study of non-Jewish literature ("Teshubot ha-Ge'c

nim," ed. Lyck, 1864, No. 99). Beyond these few
data, nothing is known of the events of Samuel's
life.

Although, as a rule, geonic literature consists

mainly of responsa, Samuel ben Hofni composed
but few of these (see Rapoport in "Bikkure ha-'It-

tim," xi. 90; Fiirst in "Orient, Lit." x. 188; Weiss,

"Dor," iv. 192, note 2; Mliller, "Mafteah," pp. 168

et seq. ; Harkavy, "Zikron la-Rishonim," etc., iv.

146, 258; Winter and Wunsche, "Die Judische Lit-

teratur," pp. 50 et seq. ; Schechter, "Saadyana," p.

61). This was due to the fact that the Academy of

Sura had for a century occupied a less prominent
Ijosition than that of Pumbedita, and tliat, espe-

cially in the time of Hai ben Slierira, information

was preferably sought at the latter institution. A
genizah fragment of the Taylor-Schechter collection,

containing a letter to Shemariah ben Elhanan writ-

ten, according to Schechter's oijinion, by Samuel ben
Hofni, and another letter of Samuel's to Kairwan
("J. Q. R." xiv. 308), show the great efforts which
at tills time the last representative of the Babylonian
scliools had to make to maintain the ancient seats of

learning in Babylonia (Schechter, I.e. p. 121). Sam-
uel's responsa, written in Hebrew, Ara-

His male, and Arabic (those written in the

Responsa. last-named tongue were translated into

Hebrew), treat of " tefillin " and " zi/.it,"

the Sabbath and holy days, forbidden and permitted
food, women, priests, servants, property rights, and
other questions of civil law. They consist chiefly

of explanations of tlie Talmud and include some
very short halakic deci.sions, from which fact it is

surmised that they are taken from his Talmud trea-

tise "Sha'are Berakot" (Weiss, I.e. p. 193; Stein-

schneider, "Die Arabische Literatur der Juden," p.

109). With the intellectual independence peculiar

to him, he occasionally declares a Talmudic law to

be without Biblical foundation; and when an ex-

planation in the Talmud seems inadequate, he adds
one of his own which is satisfactory ("Sha'are Ze-

dek," i. 305).
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Samuel wrote " Madkhal ila 'al-Talmud " (Hebrew
title, "Mebo ha-Talmud "), an Arabic introduction

to the Talmud which is known only through cita-

tions from it made by Abu al-Walid (" Kitab al-

Usul," ed. Neubauer, p. 166), Joseph ibn 'Aknin,

and Abraham Zacuto. His treatise concerning the

hermeneutic rules in the Talmud is known only by
name.
Samuel's systematic treatises on many portions of

the Talrnudic law surpassed in number those of his

predecessors. They were composed in Arabic, al-

though some bore corresponding familiar Hebrew
titles. They are: (1) "Ahkam Shar' al-Zizit," ten

chapters, on rules concerning fringes (Harkavy,
"Studien und Mittheilungen," iii. 31, note 77). (2)

"Lawazim al- Ahkam," known from a citation

(Harkavy, I.e. p. 35, note 93), from the cata-

logue of a book-dealer of the twelfth century (this

catalogue was found among the genizah fragments

of Fostat, and was published by E. N. Adler and 1.

Broyde in "J. Q. R." xiii. 52 et seq.), and from frag-

ments recently discovered and published by Schech-

ter (i:c. p. 114). (3) " Al-Bulugh wal-Idrak," in six

chapters, on the attainment of one's majority (Har-

kavy, I.e. p. 31, note 77). (4) "Fi al-Talak " (ap-

pears in the above-mentioned catalogue under the

title "Kitab al-Talak"), on divorce.

Treatises. (5) "Naskh al-Shar' wa-Usul al-Din

wa-Furu'ha " (i.e., " Abrogation of the

Law and Foundations of Religion and Its Branches "),

cited by Judah ibn Balaam and Moses ibn Ezra (Stein-

schneider, "Cat. Bodl." cols. 880, 2164; id^m, " Pole-

mische und Apologetische Litteratur," p. 102; Har-
kavy, I.e. p. 40, notes 112-114). (6) " Fi al-Nafakat,"

concerning taxes (Harkavy, I.e. p. 34, note 90). (7)
" Al-Shuf'a, " twenty chapters, concerning boundary
disputes (Harkavy, I.e. p. 80, note 60). (8) "Risalah

al-Shakiriyyah " (= Hebrew, m"1^3K'> mentioned by
Moses ibn Ezra; see Schreiner in " R. E. J." xxii. 69),

probably concerning the hiring of persons. (9) " Al-

Shara'i'," concerning commandments (see Schech-

ter. I.e. p. 43); divided into "gates" or chapters

("she'arim ") with separate titles, e.g., "Sha'are She-

hitut"; "Sha'ar shel Bedikut ha-Basar min lia-He-

leb"; "Sha'are Berakot." The last-mentioned part

has been edited in Hebrew by I. H. Weiss in " Bet
Talmud," ii. 377, and partially translated into Ger-

man in Winter and Wiinsche, "Die Jiidische Litte-

ratur," ii. 49. (10) "Shurut," concerning contracts

(see "(Euvres do Saadia," ix., p. xxxviii.). (11)
" Ha-Mattanaii." concerning gifts (Harkavy, I.e. p.

36, notes 97, 98). (12) " lla-Shuttaful," concerning

partnership (Harkavy, I.e. note 96; for further ref-

erences see Steinschneider, " Die Arabische Litera-

tur," pp. 108 et seq.).

Tli(! abovementioned catalogue (see "J. Q. R."
xiii. 60, 62) contains in addition the following titles

of works by Samuel on the same subjects of Tal-

rnudic law: (13) "Kitab Ahkam al-Pikkadon," con-

cerning deposits; (14) "Kitab a1-Muja\vara," con-

cerning neighborhood
; (15) " Al-Kitab[sic!]al-Bai',"

concerning sales. The catalogue (I.e. p. 59, No. 56)

ascribes to Samuel ben Hofni likewise a commentar}'
on the treatise Yebamot. Moreover, Schechter's

genizah fragments contain the beginning of an

Arabic commentary by Samuel on a Hebrew "re-

shut" of Saadia's ("Saadyana," pp. 43, 54, where
further writings of his previously unknown are

mentioned; see also Poznanski in "Zeit. fur Hebr
Bibl." vii. 109).

The most important work of Samuel, however,
was in Bible exegesis. As early a writer as Abu al-

Walid (" Kitab al-Luma'," p. 15) called him a lead-

ing advocate of simple, temperate explanation
(" peshat "), and Ibn Ezra, although finding fault

with his verbosity, placed him in the front rank
of Bible commentators of the geonic period (see

Bacher, "Abraham ibn Ezra's Einleitung zu Seinem
Pentateuch-Commentar," etc., p. 18). In modern

times his significance asaBibleexe-
As Bible gete has been given proper apprecia-

Exegete. tion through Harkavy 's studies of the

manuscripts in the St. Petersburg Li-

brary (see Berliner's "Magazin," v. 14 etseq., ^1 et

seq.; Harkavy, I.e. i., iii.; Steinschneider, "Hebr.
Bibl." XX. 1^2 et seq.).

Samuel ben Hofni wrote, besides, an Arabic trans-

lation of the Pentateuch with a commentary, a com-
mentar}' on some of the Prophets, and perhaps a
commentary on Ecclesiastes (see Harkavy, I.e. iii.

24, note 59; Poznanski, I.e. ii. 55, note 5). M. I.

Israelsohn ("Samuelis b. Hofni Trium Sectionum
Posteriorum Libri Genesis Versio Arabica cum Com-
mentario," St. Petersburg, 1886) has published a
portion of Samuel's Pentateuch translation (Gen.

xli.-l.) with commentary. The deficiencies in these

edited fragments might be supplied by the citations

in Abraham Maimonides' commentary on Genesis

and Exodus (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS."
No. 276). The German translation of a specimen
of these fragments is given in Winter and Wiin-

sche {I.e. ii. 254). The fragments show
Transla- that Samuel's translation of the Pen-

tions of the tateuch was dependent ujjon, though
Bible. it was more literal than, that of Saadia,

which had been written almost one

hundred years earlier. In contrast to Saadia, Samuel
gives Hebrew proper names in their original form.

Grammatical notes occupy a remarkably small space

in his verbose commentarj'; and his grammatical

point of view was that taken by scholars before

the time of Hayyuj. On the other hand, he

gives careful consideration to the chronology of

Bible accounts; and in explaining a word he gives

all its various meanings besides references to its

occurrence elsewhere. His source is the midrashic

and Talmudic literature, though he specifically men-
tions only the Seder 'Olam and the Targum On-
kelos (see Bacher in "R. E. J." xv. 277, xvi. 106

et seq. ).

Samuel ben Hofni is mentioned in connection with

Saadia and Mukammas as a polemical writer (Stein-

schneider, "Jewish Literature," p. 319); andan anti-

Karaite work entitled "'Arayot,"on
Polemical the degrees of relationship, is ascribed

Writings, to him (Flirst, "Gesch. des Kariiert."

ii. 153), but whether correctly or in-

correctly is not certain (see the above-mentioned

catalogue, Nos. 58-59). Cabalists have assigned to

him a "Sefer ha-Yashar" (Zunz. "S. P." p. 146),

and a recjuest directed to Saadia for his decision on

oaths.
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Samuel ben Hofni is justly called a rationalist

(Scbreiner, in "Mouatsschrift," 1886, pp. 315 et seq.).

In religious matters he considered reason higher

than tradition (Harkavy, I.e. note 34). Holding to

a belief in the creation of the world out of noth-

ing, he rejected astrology and everything that I'ea-

son denies. He deliberately placed himself in oppo-

sition to Saadia, who had held fast to the belief that

the witch of En-dor had brought Samuel to life

again, that the serpent had spoken to Eve, and the

ass to Balaam, even though he felt

Theolog'- himself compelled to explain thewon-
ical Views, ders by supplying the intermediary

agency of angels. Samuel denied these

and similar miracles, and, with an irony reminiscent

of Hiwi al-Biilkhi, he put the question, "Why, if

they were able to do so at one time, do serpents not

speak at present?"

According to his conception, God changes the

natural order of things only when He wishes to

verify before all people the words of a prophet
("Teshubot ha-Ge'ouim," ed. Lyck, No. 99). This
view was opposed by his son-in-law Hai Gaon.

Tiiat his contemporaries did not denounce him as

holding heretical views shows the enlightened spirit

of the time, when the study of the profane sciences

was general; and that in later times he was not

termed a heretic, although disparaging criticism

was not lacking, was due to his position as gaon
(see Weiss, I.e. iv. 198; Menahem Me'iri, "Bet ha-

Behirah," in Neubauer, " .M. J. C." ii. 225).

Bibliography : In addition to the references given above see
Zunz, Ritus, p. 191 ; G. Margoliouth, in J. Q. R. xiv. 311.

w. B. M. Sc.

SAMUEL, ISAAC : English hazzan ; born in

London March 9, 1833. He was appointeil minister

of the Bristol congregation in 1860, and became the

senior hazzan of the Bayswater Synagogue in 1864.

He has acted as honorary secretary of the Jews'
Deaf and Dumb Home for forty-one years. He was
mainly instrumental in effecting the erection of

its present building and its subsequent extension.

He was appointed teacher of hazzanut at Jews'
College in 1888. In 1892 the London County Coun-
cil appointed him Jewish chaplain to the Colney
Hatch Asylum, wliich lie had served for many years

in an honorary capacity. He is the only Jewish
minister in England who has received a stipendiary

appointment as Jewish chaplain in a non-sectarian

institution.

Bibliography : Jewish Fear Book (English), 5664 (1904-5).

J. M. DE S.

SAMUEL BEN ISAAC HA-SARDI : Span-
ish rabbi ; flourished in the first half of the thir-

teenth century. In his youth he attended the school

of Rabbi Nathan ben Mei'r of Trinquetaille, Pro-

vence, and later he returned to Spain, liis native

country. Conforte (" Kore ha-Dorot," p 20a) de-

rives the name "Sardi" from the city of Sardinia.

Zacuto ("Yuhasin," ed. Filipowski, p. 221a) calls

Samuel "Ha-Sefaradi "
; .so does Heilprin in "Seder

ha-Dorot," i. 216b, 292a in the Warsaw edition of

1883, but in iii. 108b of the Warsaw edition of 1882

he designates him "Ha-Sardi."
Samuel was a contemporary of Nahmanides, whom

he consulted on Talmudical questions. Solomon
ben Abraham of Moutpellier, who in his implacable
hatred of philosophy denounced the works of Mai-
monides and appealed to the Inquisition to burn
thera, wrote a letter to Samuel in which he speaks
highly of his learning and reminds him of their

friendly relations in their youth. This letter, one
of the many that Solomon addressed to French and
Spanish rabbis again.st Maimonides, was published

by S. J. HalberstaminKobak's" Jeschurun,"viii.98.

Samuel wrote in 1225: "Sefer ha-Terumot" (Sa-

lonica, 1596 and 1628; Prague, 1605, with Azariah
Pigo's commentary "Giddule Teruinah," Venice,

1643), novellas on the civil laws of the Talmud, di-

vided into " she'arim " (gates) and " perakim " (chap-

ters). In the preface the author mentions another
work written by him, "Sefer ha-Zikronot," on the

arrangement of the tractates and chapters of the

Mishiiah ; but it was not printed, and the manu-
script is no longer extant.

Bibliography: Azulai, Shem hfuGedoJim, 1. 124b, No. 129; 11.

115b, No. 98, Warsaw, 1876: Benjacob, Omr ha-Sefarim, p.
673, No. 978; Frankel, Der Gerichtliche Beweis, p. Ill;
(iross, Gallia J^trloica. p. 326; Michael, Or ha-Hayiiim, No.
1208 ; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2476.

D. S. Man.

SAMUEL BEN ISAAC OF UCEDA : Tal-

mudist of Safed in the sixteenth century; descend-

ant of a family of Uceda, which, when banished
from Spain, settled at Safed. Samuel was head of

the Talmudical school which was conducted in the

latter city by the liberality of the wealthy Solomon
di Shiraz. On the death of Solomon, Samuel was
obliged to become an itinerant preacher. In Con-
stantinople he was befriended by Abraham Algazi,

at whose expense he published his last book.

Samuel was the author of the following works:

(1) "iMidrash Shemu'el" (Venice, 1579), a commen-
tary on tiie Pirke Abot; (2) "Lehem Dim'ah " (ib.

1600), a commentary on Lamentations; (3) "Iggeret

Shemu'el '" (Constantinople, 1600), a commentary on
Ruth, printed together with the text and Rashi.

Bibliography : Conforte, Kore hn-Dnrnt, pp. 42a, 48a: Azu-
lai, S7)*'m ha-Gfdiilim, i. 172; De Rossi, Dizwnario, p. 254:
Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2493.

w. B. I. Br.

SAMUEL BEN JACOB OF CAPUA : Italian

translator; lived, probably at ('apua, at the end of

the thirteenth century, if Steinschneider's supposi-

tion tliat Samuel was the father of the physician

Solomon of Capua (MS. Turin No. 42) be correct.

Samuel translated, under the general title "Meha-
'Ezah weha-Teba'im weha-Tena'im," the work " Shel

Refu'ot ha-Meshalshelot ha-Pesiiutot weha-Murka-
bot " (" De Medicamentorum Purgantium Delectu

et Castigatione " or "De Consolatione," etc.). Tiie

original work, written in Arabic by Mesne the Elder

under the title " Islah al-Adwiyah al-Mushilah " (ac-

cording to "Fihrist," p. 226)' or "Fi Tartib Sakyi

al-Adwiyah al-Mushilah" (according to Ibn Abi
Usaibi'ah), is divided, in the Latin tran.slation as

well as in the Hebrew, into two parts: (1) Canones

Generales C^^D lON'D); (2) Simplicia (nit31L"Sn).

Samuel's translation is still extant in manuscript.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibl. xxi. 28; idem,
Hebr. Uebers. p, 718; Mortara, Indice, p. 10.

G. L Br.
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SAMUEL BEN JACOB IBN JAM' : Rabbi
of ii North-African community (D2Xp) ; flourished

in the twelftii century. He was on intimate terms

with Abraham ibn Ezra, wJio (le(licate<i to liim liis

" Hai ben Meldz" and mentioned eulogiously three

of liis sons

—

Jiidaii, Moses, and Jacob. Under the

title •Elcf ha-Magen,"or, perliaps, " Agur" (tlie He-
brew e(|uivalent of his Arabic name, "Jam' "), Sam-
uel wiote a supplement to the

"
'Aruli " of Natlian

ben Jehiel. E.xcerpts from thissui)])lcment, winch is

still extant in manu.script (Parma MSS. Nos. 140.

180). were published by Solomon Buber in "Gratz
Jubelsclirift." Samuel is believed to be identical

with the author of the same name whose uovell* on
Sanhedrin are mentioned by Isaac ben Abba Mari
of Marseilles in his " Sefer ha-'Ittur." Two Arabic

works, " Risalatal-Burhan fi Tadhkiyatal-Haiwan,"
containing the laws concerning the slaughtering of

animals (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No.

798), and " Kitab al-Zahdah lil-Muta'ammilin li Yaka-
zat al-.Mutaghattilin," on ethics, are also credited to

him. According to Dukes and other scholars, Samuel
was the author also of the grammatical work "Re
shit ha-rjckah," which is found in manuscript in the

Vatican and Paris libraries, and which bears the

name of Samuel ben Jacob. This, however, is de-

nied by Steinschneider, who believes this grannnai
to liave been written b}' another Samuel ben Jacob,

of a later day.

Bibliography : Rapoport, "Eirk MilUii, Introduction ; Dukes,
in Bcii Chaiiaiijit. llStil, p. 11 ; idon. in Orient. Lit. xii. 3")0;

idi'in. in OzarXchmad. li. 199; Pinsl<fr. LikUiitr Kodmimiy-
ll'it.i. 151 ; (Jeirrer, in Z. D. M. G. xii. 145:' ilcifniiin, in Hii-
K<iniiil.n.Mi; Halherstani, i7>. iii. ~'15; Neubauer, in J. Q. R.
iii. (ili); Koliut, ArKcti Completion. Introduction; Stein
sctincider, Hctir. Dihl. vi. 10, xiil. 3; idem. Die Arahif^clir
Liteiatur der Jiidni. S 105.

W. H. I. BK.

SAMUEL BEN JACOB OF TROYES : French
Talmudistof the lirst half of the thirteenth century

a descendant of Rashi. In his youth he addressed a
circular letter, probably cabalistic in nature, to the

Provencal Asher ben David, to which the latter al-

ludes in his cabalistic work, written about the mid-
dl(! of the thirteenth century, on the explanation of

the thirteen attributes of God.

BiBLiOdR.vPHY: Gross, GaUio Jiiddica. p. Zi\).

K. c. A. Pk.

SAMUEL BEN JEHIEL: Martyr of Cologne
in the First Crusade, June 25, 1096. When the Cru-

saders hunted the Jews of Cologne out of the vil-

lages where, under the protection of Archbishop Her-

mann, they had sought refuge, Samuel, standing in

one of the marshes of the village of Wevelinghoven.
pronounced a blessing before killing his son, and as

the victim answered " Amen" all Ihose looking on
intoned the "Shenia'"and threw themselves into

the water. After this act of despair Sanuiel handed
the knife to Menahem. the sexton of the synagogue,
and caused himself lo be killed (se(> Jew. En'Cyc. iv.

B79, .t.i\ Ciu:s.\DKs).

BlHI,l0(U{.\PHV : firiitz, Orxcli. 1st ed.. vi. 108.

n. S. Man.

SAMUEL BEN JONAH: Palestinian ainora

of the fourth century. He isperliajis identical with
Samuel l)en Inijah or Iina (X'J''X). Samuel ben
Jonah once gave an opinion concerning Samuel ben

Nahman's system of calculating the advent of the

new moon (Pesik. R. 54b). Samuel ben Inia trans-

mitted traditions of Aha (Yer, Ber. 3d; Yoma olb;

Eccl. R. ix. 7) on the triple designation of Daniel as

"Hamudot" (Dan. ix., x.).

Bini.iOGRAPiiY : Bacher, Ay. Pal. Amor. ii. 478; iii. 111. 112,
115, lis, 15a.

W. Ti. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN JOSE BEN BUN (ABUN) :

Palestinian aiiKira of the fourth century, in whose
time the Jerusalem Talmud is said to have been ar-

ranged and completed by his father, Jose. Some of

his sayings have been preserved in Yer. R. H. i. 5;

Ber. i. 6; Sotali ix. 5; and Kid. iv. 8.

Bibliography: Frankel, Meho. p. 12.5b; Wei.ss, Dor. iii. 118-
119; Bacher. Au- I'al- Anior. Iii. 749.

w. n. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN JOSEPH JOSKE : Polish

Talmudist nf the sixteentli and seventeenth cen-

turies; born at Lublin. He was the first known
rabbi of Jung-Bunzlau, and was the author of

"Lehem Rab" (Prague, 1609), supplementing the

Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, and arranged in the

order followed in the latter. This work was ap-

proved by Judah Low ben Bezaleel.

Bibliography: Fiirst, Bilit.Jud. iii. 338; Steinschneider, Cat.
Bodl. col. L'431.

s. M. Set,.

SAMUEL BEN JOSEPH OF VERDUN:
French tosatist of the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies. He was a disciple of Isaac ben Samuel the

Elder of Dampierre, with whom he corresponded,

and is mentioned in the Tosafot, in " Or Zarua'," and
in " Haggahot Mainiuniyyot " as "ha-Bahur" (the

Younger). He is sometimes confounded with Sam-
uel ben Hayyim, likewise cited as "Samuel of

Verdun."

Riiii.ioGRAPiiv : (Jross, OalUa Judaica. pp. 206-207; Zudz,
Z. G. p. .5.5.

I). S. Man.

SAMUEL BEN JUDAH: Scholar and head
<if the Jewish community at Lemberg. He suffered

uiartynlom in a terrible form outside the city on the

Sth of lyyar (a Sabbath), 1667.

Bibliography : Buber, A)ifihe Shem. p. 211.

K. C. S. ().

SAMUEL BEN JUDAH (Proven(;al name, Me-
les Benjudas ; called also Borbe-Vaire = "gray "

or "blue beard"); Frencli physician and translator;

born at Marseilles 1294. He devoted him.self early

in life to the study of science, especially philosophy.

When he was about eighteen years old he went to

Salon, where he studied astronomy under the guid-

ance of Sen Astruc de Noves.

Together with many other Jews, Samuel was de-

tained as a prisoner in 1822 in the Tower of Rotonde

at Beaucaire, but sub.secpiently was released. Later

he sojourned successively at INlurcia (Spain), Taras-

coii, Aix (Provence), and Montelimar. Samuel made
himself known by his translations of scientilic works

from Arabic into Hebrew, which he began at a

very early age. The.se translations are: (1) "Ha-
She'elot ha - Dibriyyot weha - Derushim Asher la-

Filusutim," dissertations on some obscure pa.ssages

of Averroes' commentary on the "Organon," by
the Arabic writers Abu al-Kasim ben Idris. Abu al-
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Haj j;i j ibn Tulnius, Abu al-'Abbas Al.imad ben Ku-
siin, and 'Abd al-Kal.iinan beu Tahir. These dissei-

tatioiis were rendered into Latin from Samuel's
Hebrew translation by Abraham de Balmas (first

pu])lis]ied in 1550). (2) Averroes' middle commen-
tary on tlie " Nicomacliean Ethics" of Aristotle, fin-

ished Feb. 9, 1321, at the age of twenty-seven (Ox-

ford MSS. Nos. 1350, 1355, 1424, 1425, 1426; Turin
MS. No. clxix. ; Florence MS., Laureutiana I., No.
Ixxxviii. 25; Rome MS., Casanan tense I., vi. 11).

(3) Averroes' commentary on Plato's "Reiniblic,"

finished Sept. 3, 1321, in the prison of Beaucaire
(Oxford MSS. Nos. 1350, 1355; :\Iunich MS. No. 308;

Turin MS. No. 40; Florence MS. No. Ixxxviii. 25;

Milan MS., Ambrosiaua, No. 33, suppl. ; Vienna IMS.

No. cxxix.). (4) Averroes' "Compendium of the

Organon," finished Dec. 13, 1329, at Tarascon (Paris

MS. No. 956, 4). (5) On the geometrical bodies 30
and 31 of Euclid, as a supplement to the translation

of Kalonymus ben Kalonymus, in which these two
bodies are missing. (6) Commentary on the "Al-
magest," parts i.-iii. (Vatican MS. No. 398). (7)

Abridgment of the " Almagest " by Abu Moham
med Jabbar ibn Aflah (Paris MSS. Nos. 1014, 1024.

1025, 1036). (8) " Ma'amar Alaivsander lia Fiidusi "

{tb. Nos. 893, 894, Berlin MS. No. 332). (9) On the

eclipse of the sun July 3. 1097, and "Iggeret be-

'Anunud ha-Shahar," on tlie aurora, both by Abu
'Abd Allah Mohamme<l ibn Mu'ad of Seville (Paris

MS. No. 1036). (10) "Ma'amar bi-Tenu'at ha-Ko-
kabim ha-Ka^'yamim," treatise on tlie fixed stars

by Abu Ishak al-Zarkalah {ib. No. 1036, 3).

BiBi.ior.RAPHY : Steinschneifier, in Berliner's Mai/aziii, 1887,
Hebrew part, pp. 8-10; idem, Alfarabi, pp. 9!, 117; idem,
Hehr. Uehcrx. pp. 10i5, VZ'Z, 152, 544; Renan-Neubauer, Leti

Ecrivalii.s JiUfs Francais. p. 207; Gross, Gallia Jmlnica.
p. 379.

J. I. Bu.

SAMUEL B. JUDAH IBN ABUN. See Ab-
bas, H.vMUEL ABU N.\si{, inx.

SAMUEL BEN KALONYMUS HE-HASID
OF SPEYER : Tosafist. liturgical poet, and philos-

opher of the twelfth century; surnamed also "the
Prophet " (Solomon Luria, Besponsa, No. 29). He
seems to have lived in Spain and in France. He is

(}Uoted in the tosafot to Yebamot (6lb) and Sotah
(12a), as well as by Samuel b. Meir(RaSIIBaM)in his

commentary on "'Arbe Pesahim " (Pes. 109a).

Sauuiel was the author of a commentary on the

treatise Tamid, mentioned by Abraham b. David in

his commentary thereon, and of a liturgical poem,
entitled "Shir ha-Yihud," divided into seven parts

corresponding to the seven daj^s of the week. This
poem is a philosophical hymn on the unity of God,
for which Il)n Gabirol's " Keter Malkut " served as

the basis. Like tlie latter, Samuel he-Hasid treats

of tlie divine nature from the negative side, that is

to say, from the poiiit of view that God is not like

man. The Hebrew, if not very poetical, is pure; but
foreign words are used for the ])liilosophical terms.

The recitation of the poem was forbidden by Solo

inon Luria; but other rabbis, among whom was
Samuel Judah Katzenellenbogen, who wrote a com-
mentary on it, decided to the contrary. On the dif-

ferent opinions concerning the authorship of the

"Shir ha-Yihud" see Dukes in "Orient, Lit." vii.,

cols. 483, 484.

Bibliography: Michael, Or ho-JJrti/i/iwi, p. 592; Dukes, 0?xeJit,
Lit. vii., ools. 483-488; ideiii, Neuliehrflischf UeligiOse
Pncsie, p. 105 ; Landsbutli, SiihJur Heonon Lib, pp. ')tii}-rvi] ;

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 2413-2417; Ziinz, Z. G. pp.
55, 72, 74.

.1. M. Ski..

SAMUEL BEN KALONYMUS HA-HAZ-
ZAN (known also as Samuel Dewlin [p^in]) :

Leader of the congregation at Erfurt in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries. He is sometimes, but er-

roneously, referred to as Samuel de Aphota Dicti
Dovlin. He wroteanumber of piyyutim, including
five tor Sabbath weddings, one for the Fridaj^ eve-

ning service, one for the Sabbath of Hukkat, one for

the Sabbath after Sukkot, and, perhaps, a"Me"orah "

for Purim. The last-named, however, is generally

credited to Samuel of Magdeburg. On June 16,

1221, Samuel and his wife, Hannah, died as martyrs
(Aronius, "Regesten," pp. 183, 413).

Bibliography: Zunz, Ritus, pp. 127, 201; Jacob Weil, Rc-
spoH.so, No. 41 ; Dukes, in Orient, Lit. 1844, No. 15, p. 2:52;

Neubauer, Cat. Bodl. Hclir. MSS. No. iZa; Zmv/., Lite la-
turuesch. p. iSo. note 1, and Supplement, p. ()3; I'anna De
Rossi MS. No. 586; Stelnschneider, Cat. Hamhuiy. .Nos. 49,
oS; Berliner, Manaziti. No. Ki.

J. S. O.

SAMUEL HA-KATON : Tanna of the second
generation; lived in thr early part of the second
century of the common era. His surname "lia-

Katon " (= "the younger") is explained by some as

an epithet given him on account of his ('.\ticme

modesty, while (.lluis regard it as an allusion to the

fact that he was only slightly inferior to the prophet
Samuel (Yer. Sotah 24b). It is also possible, how-
ever, that the name was first applied to him pos-

thumously, since he died at an early age.

Samuel was so humble that when, during a con-

ference on the intercalation of a month to make a

leap-year, the nasi asked an outsider to withdraw,
Samuel, not wishing the intruder to feel humiliated,

arose and said that he was the one w ho had come
without invitation (Sanli. lie). He was, moreover,
held in such esteem by his contemporaries that

when, in an assembly of sages, a voice was heard
jiroclaiming that one of those jiresent was wortliy

of the Holy Spirit ("liuah ha-Kodesh"), the entire

company considered that Samuel was intended (Yer.

Sotaii, I.e.).

None of his halakot has been prescrvetl ; but
some of his haggadic aphorisms are still extant, in-

cluding the following: When asked toex[)lain Eccl.

vii. 15 he said: "The Creator of the world knows
and understands that the pious may waver: where-
fore God says, ' I will take him away in his right-

eousness ' [this being the meaning of " be-zidko "J,

that he may not falter" (Eccl. R. ad lor.). The
words "and all the uinight in heart shall follow it"

(Ps. xciv. 15) are interpreted as meaning that the

holy may expect their reward only ni ilic future

world (Midr. Teh. ad luc).

Samuel was exceedingly pious, and once, when
he ordered a fast on account of drought, fain fell on

the very morning of the day designated bj- him for

the fast (Ta'an. 25b). According to Bri'ill. he orig-

inated the use of the invocation " Ribbonoshcl "Olatn
"

= "Lord of the World," that he might avoid pro-

nouncing the name of God (comp. Shab. 33a, where
he employs this periphrasis of the divine name).
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Samuel is known especially for the anathema against

Judseo-Christians, Minaeans, and informers ("birkat

ha-minim ") which he composed at the request of

the patriarch Gamaliel II., and which was incor-

porated into the daily " Shemoneh 'Esreh " prayer

(Ber. 28b-29a). He is known also for the sinis-

ter prophecy uttered by him on his death-bed:

"Simeon and Ishmael are doomed to destruction;

their companions, to death; the people, to pillage;

and bitter persecutions shall come upon them

"

(Sotah 48h). This prophec}', which many of those

present did not understand, was fulfilled in its en-

tirety (com p. Krochmal, " Moreh Nebuke ha-Zeman,"

p. 62). His favorite maxim, Prov. xxiv. 17, shows
his pious and humane character, although some
deny that this was his motto (Ab. iv. 19; comp.

Kahmer's" JudiscliesLit.-Blatt," 1892, p. 195), while

others ascribe to him the apothegm on the ages

of life (Ab. V. 21; Taylor, "Sayings of the Jewish

Fathers," p. 23).

Bibliography: Briill, Einleitung in die Mischna, 1. 98-99,

Frankfort-on-the-MaiQ, 1876; Bacher, Ag. Tan. i. 370-372;

Gratz, Oesch. Iv. 59.

w. i{. J. Z. L.

SAMUEL HA-KOHEN : Rabbi of the six-

teenth century. He was the author of the following

works: "Derek Hayyim " (Constantinople, n.d.),on

the 613 precepts; " Ner Mizwah" (Venice, 1598),

seventeen homilies on the thirteen articles of faith
;

au(i "Torah Or" (ib. 1605), homilies on the Pen-

tateuch.

Bibliography : Furst, Bibl. Jud. iii. 238.

H. R. A. S. W.
SAMUEL HA-KOHEN DI PISA: Portu

guese scholar of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies. He wrote a commentary on the difficult pas-

sages in Ecclesiastes and tlie Book of Job, discussing

in it the immortality of the soul and the question as

to whether Job denied the resurrection of the dead.

The work, which is divided into fourteen cliapterg,

appeared in Venice in 1G50.

Bibliography: Steinschnelder, Cat. Bodl. col. 2433; Benja-
cob, 0:}<ir Im-Sefai-im, p. 512; De Rossi, Dizionario, p. 385;
Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, pp. 327, 329.

E. C. 8. O.

SAMUEL MAR. See Samuel Yarhina'ah.

SAMUEL, SIR MARCUS, Bart.: English

financier and lord mayor of London; born in Lon-

don 1853; son of Marcus Samuel and senior partner

of the shipping firm of Samuel, Samuel & Co. of

Yokohama, a house of the highest standing in Japan
and entrusted with the placing of the Japanese loan

in 1898. Samuel was elected alderman for Port-

.soken Ward in 1891, and was knighted in Jlay,

1898. He is lord of the manor at tlie Mote, Maid-

stone, and is a justice of the peace for the county of

Kent. He was made a baronet in 1903 on the con-

chisionof hisyearof office as lord mayor of London.

BiBi.iOfJRAPHY: Jew. Cliron. Mav 27, 1898; Jewish Yeai-
Book. 1901, p. 320 ; Who's: \Mio, 1900.

J. G. L.

SAMUEL BEN MARTA (NmiD): Palestinian

amoia of the tliird century. The word "mishkan,"
twice occurring in Ex. xxxviii. 21, is explained

by him as having reference to the fact that the sanc-

tuary was twice confiscated as a pledge (" mashkon"
;

i.e. , tlie first and Rocoiul destructions; see Ex. R. 1.).

Simeon ben Marta, who is mentioned in Gen. R. ix.,

seems to be identical with Samuel, the subject of

this article.

Bibliography: Bacher, Ag. Pal. Amor. ii. 313, note 3; 111.

620, note 10.

w. B. 8. O.

SAMUEL B. MEIR (RaSHBaM) : French
exegeteot liainerupt, nearTroyes; born about 1085;

died about 1174; grandson of Rashi on his mother's

side, and eldest son of the family. He was a pupil

of his grandfather, and was at first an adherent of

haggadic interpretation, although he subsequently
approached more closely to the school of Menahem
b. Helbo. He was one of the first realistic exegetes,

and is also frequently mentioned as a tosafist. His
Biblical commentaries include the following: (1) On
the Pentateuch, of which the section from Gen.

xviii. to Deut. xxxiii. 3 was first printed, with sev-

eral other commentaries, under the title "Ha-Rash-
bam " in the edition of the Hebrew Pentateuch pub-
lished in Berlin in 1705, while the portion on Gen. i.

1-31 was edited in " Kerem Hemed," viii. 44: et seq.

(2) On Judges and Kings (Perles, in "Monatsschrift,"

1877, pp. 363, 367 et seq. ; Berliner's "Magazin," i.

2-5). (3) On Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the

twelve Minor Prophets. (4-7) On Ezra and iSTehe-

miah (many notes in .the existing commentary on
these books which is ascribed to Rashi, appear to

be by RaSHBaM). (8) On Job, beginning, in De
Rossi MS. No. 181, with ch. xi. 27, but extending, in

"Cat. Munich," No. 2 (according to Lilienthal), from
ch. xxxviii. to the end. (9) On the Five Megillot,

of which the portion on Canticles and Ecclesiastes

has been published by A. Jellinek (Leipsic, 1855),

together with some fragments from the other three

Megillot (see, however. Rosin, "R. Samuel ben

Meir," pp. 17-21, Breslau, 1880). (10) On the

Psalms, said to have been discovered by Isaac ha-

Leviof Satanowin the Berlin Library and published

by him in 1793 (reprinted at Vienna, 1816).

One of the earliest writings of Samuel is undoubt-

edly his commentary on Canticles, which he regards

as the representation of a dialogue between God and
the Jewish people, and as a description of the con-

dition of Israel in times of misery and of happiness.

In his other Biblical commentaries, on the contrary,

he opposes all haggadic interpretation. His sources

for this commentary were: the Bible, the Masoietic

text of which he closely followed, and with which
lie compared French, German, and Spanish manu-
scripts; the Targuin Onkelos; the Babylonian Tar-

gum to the Prophets; the Jerusalem Targuin to the

Pentateuch ; the Palestinian Targum to the Hagiog-
rapha; the Vulgate, in so far as he objected to

its renderings; the Mishnah, Mekilta, Sifra, and
Sifre ; the Baraita of R. Eliezer ; Seder 'Olam ; Pirke

Rabbi Eli'ezer: the " Dibre ha-Yamiin shel Mosheh "

(Jellinek, " B. H."ii. 1-11); Eleazar Kalir; Menahem
ibn Sariik ; Dunash ben Labrat ; Kalonymus of Rome
(on Num. xi. 35); and Menahem b. Helbo.

Rasiiliam explains his aim in Biblical exegesis

thus: "Those who love pure reason should ahvaj'S

remember that the sages have said a Biblical

passage must not be deprived of its original

meaning [on Gen. xxxvii. 1]. Yet as a conse-

quence of the opinion expressed by them, that the
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coustaiit study of the Talmud is one of the most

laudable pursuits, commentators have been unable,

by reason of such study, to expound individual

verses according to their obvious meaning. Even
my grandfather Solomon was an adherent of this

school; and I had an argument with him on that

account, in which he admitted that he would revise

his commentaries if he had time to do so. " It is sub-

sequently related that Eashbara so thoroughly con-

vinced his grandfather that the latter burned his

own woiks.

Briefly Rashbam may be said to have had the fol-

lowing objects in view in his exegesis: to harmo-

nize his comments with the progress made by the

exegesis of his time ; to simplify exegesis and inves-

tigate the inner meaning of the Scriptural text; to

preserve the traditional interpretation when it agrees

with the literal sense; to show the connection of dis-

connected passages of the Bible; and to defend Juda-

ism (pj^on nSICJTl)- In regaid to form, he advances,

adopts, or rejects explanations with a brief and
pointed statement of his reasons therefor (see Rosin,

I.e. pp. 92-98).

The following passage on Gen. xxxiv. 25 maj^ be

quoted as an example of the simplicity of Samuel's

exegesis: " ' They [Simeon and Levi] came upon the

city [Shechem].' This certainly means that they

came upon the city when it felt itself secure, since

tiie Hebrew word ' betah ' can be applied only to an

object at rest." This explanation is at the same
time a criticism of Rashi, who first refers "betah"
to the iidiabitants and not to the city, and tlien in-

terprets the passage haggadically. Rashbam was
liimself attacked by Ibn Ezra in " Iggeret Shabbat "

because in his interpretation of Gen. i. 5 he tries to

prove that the Jewish day, even the Sabbath, be-

gins at dawn and not at evening.

In liis comment on Ex. ii. 14 Rashbam shows his

mastery in determining the most evident meaning.
Tiie names of God are explained as verb-forms, the

first one, HTIK, as placing in the mouth of God Him-
self the declaration of eternal existence, iti'N ^^^X
n\"IN, and the second, ninV as placing in the moutii

of man the same declaration. Equally obvious is

the connection he finds between the Feast of Taber-

nacles and the festival of ingathering (Lev. xxiii.

43), basing it on the sentiment of humility and grat-

itude; the humble hut being occupied during the

most beautiful outdoor festival of the year, and being

a reminder at tlie same time of the ancient tent life.

He explains the threefold repetition of the word
JT'V''^ in Num. xv. 39 by saying that a notable play

on words underlies its third occurrence. The ob

scure u.'se of "lOK in Dent. xxvi. 17, 18, he explains,

as no commentator before Inm had done, by the pas-

sages Num. xv. 41 and Ex. xix. 6. On othei- pliil-

o.sophical explanations, some of which are untenal)le,

comp. Rosin, I.e. pp. 104-108.

The most radical of Rashbam's commentaries is

that on Ecclcsiastes. For instance- (1) He declares

that the words "vanity of vanities" were not spoken
by tiie preacher, but were prefixed by the editor who
arranged the book in its present form. (2) Me draws
a distinction between practical wisdom, which is not

sj)eculative (Eccl. ii. 3), and theoretical wisdom,
which must not be confounded with it. (3) In op-

position to all the earlier commentators— unless

the comments of tiiis nature were added by a later

editor (comp. Rosin, I.e. p. 108, note 4)—he explains

according to their natural literal meaning all the

sentences of the preacher relating to doubts and to

pessimism (Eccl. iii. 21, v. 7).

Rashbam's attitude toward science may be consid-

ered from two points of view, (1) the theological, and
(2) the secular. In regard to theology he clings to the

doctrine of the spirituality and omniscience of God
(Gen. 1. 26; " Kerem Hemed," viii. 45), holding that

neither the former nor the latter is in any way cir-

cumscribed. In his view s on angels, prophecy, and
the miracles mentioned in the Bible he falls short of

the religious philosophers both of his own and of a

later epoch. Nor does he rise superior to the super-

stitions of his time and country, explaining many
Biblical passages («.^., Gen. xxxi. 19; Ex. xxxi. l)ac-

cording to the prevailing ideas. He bases the Bib-

lical laws {e.g.. Gen. xxxii. 33 [A. V. 32J ; Ex. xii. 8,

9, 17; XXV. 31) not only on ethical but also on other

grounds. Occasionally he offers to his reader ex-

traneous ideas suggested by some occurrence or train

of thought. As regards his secular attainments, he
gives evidence of being conversant with Old French

(see the Old French philological explanations which
he quotes, given in alphabetical order in Rosin, I.e.

pp. 92-97). He knew Latin also, and could even

read the Vulgate (see on Ex. xx. 13. in reference to

the translation of "Non occides" = "Thou shalt not

kill," and "Ego occidam," Deut. xxxii. 39).

Some correct geographical notes (on Gen. xxxv.

21; Num. xxi. 28; Deut. ii. 3) show that Rashbam
was conversant also with the geography of Palestine.

In his knowledge of Hebrew grammar and lexicog

raphy not only was he the equal of his contem-

poraries, but he even surpassed Menahem and Du-
nash in point of general scholarship, although he

could not make use of Saadia's works, as he did not

know Arabic (this topic is treated in detail in Rosin,

I.e. pp. 120-144, 145-1.55).

Among Rashbanrs Talmudical works are the fol-

lowing commentaries: (1) On the treatise Baba Batra

(iii. 29a to the end). (2) On Pesahim (x. 99b to the

end). (3) On 'Abodah Zarah, of which only a few-

passages are quoted in "Temim De'im," ed. Venice,

iii. 19h, 20b, 28c. (4) On the treatise Niddah, as

appears from the "OrZarua'" (Berliner's " Maga-
zin," i. 100a). (5) Additions to Alfasi (Ahaba, ed.

Amsterdam, i. 136b). (6) Additions to Rashi 's com-
mentary (Zunz, "Z. G."p. 32). (7)"Teshubot,"in R.

Eliezerb. Nathan's " Eben ha-'Ezer," ed. Prague,

143b-140c, and in the "Pardes," ed. Constantinople,

fol. 4a (I5erliner's "Magazin," 1876, p. 60: "Or
Zarua'," i. 79b; " Mordekai " on Ket. viii. 300, fol.

1081), in "Haggahot Maimuniyyot." "Ishot," iii.).

(8) On the treatise Abot (Zunz, "Z. G." pp. 124 et

seq.)- also tlu! work " Ha'al ha-Ma'or" (according to

Rieti), and the conclusions of the conunentaries on

the Talmud left incomplete by Rashi.

Rashbam is, however, much weaker than Rashi in

his Talmudic commentaries, and he occasionally be-

comes prolix in attemiUing detailed explanations,

while the simplicity of Rashi is at once evident

As a tosafist Rashbam is quoted in B. K. 6b, 10a.

and in B. M. 96b, while additions of his to the Pirke
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Abot arc found also in the "Migdal 'Oz " of Sbeni-

Tob Gaon.

Few details of Kashbam's life are known. He is

said to have beeu so modest that lie always walked

with downcast eyes; and Moidecai b. Hillel says

('Erubin, end) that he was so absent-minded that

once, while traveling, he climbed into a wagon

loaded with cattle.

BiBLKXiiiAPHV : Zunz. Z. G. pp. 3:.'. 57. 70. m^JihnhheUt ha-

Kahlialali. ed. Amsterdam, p. 391); Rieti, -lii'.a/dx/i Meat,
p KM); Aziilai, Shem ha-Gedi>Uni, i. 77(5, ii. liC"; Dukes, in

Zioii ii. 10-i; D. Kosin, R. Smmid h. Mnr ah Schi-ifter-

kliirir. Breslau, 1880; Geiger. Beitrii{ie, p. 2<>; idem, Par-

xchniKlatha, p. 20, Leipsic, 1855; Jellinek, in Monatsschnff,

ill 116- Oriott, Lit. viii. 354; Franz Delitzsch, Zur Gef<ch.

der JMifichen Poe.sic, p. 115: Steinschneider, Oat. Bod/,

col 2453; Gross, Gallia Judaica. pp. 179, 239, 3.59, 543, 63/ ;

Winter and Wiinsche, Jlhlischc Literatur, ii. 278, 286-388.

W. 15. S. O.

SAMUEL, MOSES : English author ; born in

London 1795; died at Liverpool 1860. He acquired

considerable reputation as a Hebrew scholar and an

authority on rabbinical literature. While at Liver-

pool he published an " Address to the Missionaries

of Great Britain," a forcible protest against the at-

tempts of conversiouisl societies to entice Jews from

their faith. He wrote also a pamphlet on the

position of Jews in Great Britain, and was one of

tlie editors of a monthly magazine entitled "The

Cup of Salvation." Samuel was a zealous advocate

of the emancipation of his coreligionists, and a re-

buke, entitled "The Jew and the Barrister," he ad-

ministered to a member of the bar was favorably

noticed in several magazines. He translated " The

Book of Jasher" and Mendelssohn's "Jerusalem,"

London, 1838.

RiBLm(iRAPHY: Jew. C/iro)i. April 37, 1860; Plcclotto, Sfcef c/ie.v

i)f A imlo-Jeicl'^h Historii, pp. 364-365.

.1 G. L.

SAMUEL BEN MOSES : Russian cabalist

;

lived at Swislotz, government of Grodno, in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He was the

author of "Shem Shemu'el," containing cabalistic

interpretations of the Pentateuch and giving caba-

listic reasons for the precepts therein. lu the pref-

ace the author quotes another work of his entitled

"Yad Shemu'el," on the Psalms.

Bibliography: Stcinschneider, Cat. Tiixll. col. 24.55: Furst.

Bihl. Juil. ill. 340.

.1. I Bl<-

SAMUEL B. MOSES PHINEHAS : Polish

rabbi; died in Posen Nov. 35, 1806. He was a

descendant of U. Joshua (d. 1648), theautlior of " Ma-

ginne Shclomoh," and was related to the Heiiprin

family. At the age of twenty-three he became

rabbi of Biiguria. near Zamosc/., and later held sim-

ilar positions in I'rzevvorsk and in Tarnopol, where

he was living in 1795. In 1801 he succeeded his

brother Joseph "iia-Zaddik" (son in-law of R. Eze-

kiel Landau of PragmO in tiie rabliinate of Po.sen,

where he remained until his death. He was the au-

thor of "Bet Shemucl Aharon," of which the first

parts contain responsa, and tlic last is devoted to

sermons on the weekly lessons from the Pentateuch

(Novidvor, 1806).

BlBl.iocUAlMlY : Pn-fnct' to Tiit b^ltinnul At.utniii: M(i)iats-

sc/oiff. xiv. 2.'>ii (/ .s7(/.: Eiscnstadt-Wiener, Da'df Krihinliiin.

p. 69. St. Petersburg, 1897-98.

H. K . P. Wl.

SAMUEL HA-NAGID (SAMUEL HA-
LEVIBEN JOSEPH IBN NAGDELA) : Span-

ish statesman, giaminarian, poet, and Tabuudist

;

born at Cordova 993; died at Granada 1055. His

father, who was a native of Merida, gave him a

thorough education. Samuel studied rabbinical lit-

erature under Enoch, Hebrew language and gram-

mar under the father of Hebrew philology, Judah

Hayyuj, and Arabic, Latin, and Berber under vari-

ous non-Jewish masters. In 1013, in consequence

of the civil war and the conquest of Cordova by the

Berber chieftain Sulaiman, Samuel, like many other

Jews, was compelled to emigrate. He settled in

the port of Malaga, where he started a small busi-

ness, at the same time devoting his leisure to Tal-

mudic and literary studies.

Samuel possessed great talent for Arabic callig-

raphy ; and this caused a change in his fortunes.

A confidential slave of the vizier Abu al-Kasim ibn

al-'Arif often employed Samuel to write his letters.

Some of these happened to fall into the hands of the

vizier, who vvas so struck by their linguistic and

calligraphic skill that he expressed a desire to make
the ac(]uaintance of the writer. Samuel was brought

to the palace, and was forthwith engaged by the

vizier as his private secretary. The former soon

discovered in Samuel a highly gifted statesman,

and allowed himself to be guided by his secretary's

counsels in all the affairs of state. In 1027 the vizier

fell ill, and on his death-bed confessed to King

Habus, who had expressed his sorrow at losing such

an able statesman, that his successful

Appointed undertakings had been mainly due to

Vizier. his Jewish secretary. Being free from

all race prejudices, Habus raised Sam-

uel to the dignity of vizier, and entrusted him with

the conduct of his diplomatic and military affairs.

In his exalted position Samuel remained the same

pious and modest scholar, and disarmed his enemies,

who could not forgive him his Jewish faith, by his

gentleness of manner and his liberality. The fol-

lowing is an illustration of his magnanimity: A
fanatical Mohammedan dealer in spices, wlio lived

near the calif's palace, once grossly offended Samuel

while accompanying the calif. Incensed at the of-

fense, the calif commanded Samuel to punish the

fanatic by cutting out his tongue. Instead of exe-

cuting tills order Samuel made a present to the of-

fender, anil thus gained his gratitude. When the

calif again noticed the seller of spices he was aston-

ished at the change, and questioned Samuel about

it. "I have torn out," answered the vizier, "his

angry tongue, and given him instead a kind one."

The year 1037 proved to be tiie turning-point in

Samuel's life. Habus died, and there arose two

parties in Granada who respectively rallieil round

two iirinces. The majority of the Berber nobles,

and some infiuential Jews—Josejih ibn Migas, Isaac

ben Leon, and Nehemiah Ashkofa—sided with the

vounger son of Habus, Avhile Samuel at tlie head of

a smaller party supported the ehlerson Badis. The

chances were all in favor of the majority, and Sam-

uel ran the risk of losing not only his position, but

also his life, when unexpectedly the younger .son of

Habus abdicated in favor of his elder brother.

Badis was then hailed king, and Samuel not oulr
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retained liis former position, but became practically

king of Granada, as the pleasure-seeking Badis paid

but little attention to allairs of state.

Samuel not only employed liis power for the ben-

efit of the Jews of Granada, of whom he was the

authorized chief (" nagid "), exercising

As Nag-id. the functions of rabbi, but also strove,

in his diplomatic relations, to amelio-

rate tiie condition of the Jews in other places.

Greatly interested in the iiropagation of science, he

spent enormous sums for copies of books, which he

presented to poor students. He coirespouded with

the leading scholars of his time, especially with Hai
Gaon and R. Nissim of Kairwau. Among the re-

cipients of his bount}'^ was Ibn Gabirol, who had
been banished from Saragossa. " In Samuel'stinie,"

says Moses ibn Ezra in his " Kitab al-Muhadarah "

(comp. Munk, "Notice sur Abu'l Walid," p. 57),

"the kingdom of science was raised from its lowli-

ness, and the star of knowledge once more shone

forth. God gave unto liim a great mind which
reached to the spheres and touched the lieavens, so

that he might love Knowledge and those that pursued

her, and that he might glorify Religion and her fol-

lowers." Samuel found recognition not only among
his coreligionists, but also among the Mohammedans,
many of whom were his stanch friends and admirers.

An Arabic poet, Muntafil, e.xtoUed him in verse,

and acknowledged that Samuel had made him a secret

worshiper of the God who had prescribed the sanc-

tification of the Sabbath. The best proof, however,

of Samuel's great popularity is that, notwithstand-

ing the machinations of the Mohammedan fanatics,

he remained vizier until his death, and was succeeded

in that office by his son Joseph.

Of Samuel's writings only a few have been pre-

served. Besides two responsa, which have been

inserted in the"Pe'er ha Dor " (Amsterdam, 1765).

only the "Mebo ha-Talmud " has been published

(Constantinople, 1510; frequently re-

His printed together with the "Halikot
Works. Olam" of Joshua ha-Levi; and since

1754 together with the Talmud, at the

end of the treatise Berakot). The work is divided

into two parts: the first containing a list of the

bearers of tradition from the members of the Great

Assemblv down to Enoch, Sanuiel's teacher; the

second, a methodology of the Talmud. It was trans-

lated into Latin by Constantin I'Empereur, under

the title "Clavis Talmudica, Completas Fornui-

las, Loea Dialectica et Rhctorica PrLscorum Jud«-
orum " (Leydeu, IGoS). Another Talmudic work of

Samuel's, entitled "Hilkata Gibbarwa, " containing

Tahnudic decisions, is quoted b}- Me'iri in his com-
mentary on Abot, by l>ezalecl Ashkenazi ("Sliittah

Mekubbezet," Ketubot 36b), and by others.

Of the poetical jjroductions of Sanuiel there have
been preserved a part of the "Ben Mishle," contain-

ing aphorisms and ma.xims, some of which have
been published in various periodicals (.see bibliog-

raphy below), ami fragments of a diwan, still i-xtant

in manuscript (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS."
No. 2422, 18). Some verses of liis are cited b}-

Moses ibn Ezra, and his poem on the pen is (]Uoted

by Judah ibn Tibboii in a letter addressed to his

son Samuel. Mention is made also of a poem in

seven languages addressed to King Habus. In ad-

dition Samuel wrote "Ben ]\Iishle," containing de-

votional poems, and "Ben Kohelet," containing

philosophical meditations, both of which are no
longer extant. Samuel's poetic compositions are

distinguished for their elevation of thought; but
they are devoid of elegance of form. It became
proverbial to say, " Cold as the snow of Hermon, or

as the songs of tlie Levite Samuel " (Dukes, "Nahal
Kedumim," p. 5). The diwan of Samuel ha-Nagid
was edited, although not in its entirety', by A. Har-
kavy in "Studien und ]\IitTlieilungen aus der St.

Petersburger Kaiserlitihen Bibliothek," i. ("Zikron

la-Rishonim "), St. Petersburg, 1879.

Among Samuel's works on grammar, which are

no longer in existence, mention should be made of

the "Sefer ha-'Osher" (Arabic title, "Kitab al-

Istighna "), which was divided into twentj'-two sec-

tions. In this work, as in all of his writings on

grammar, Samuel did not go beyond the rules laid

down by his master Judah al-Hayyuj. Indeed, his

respect for the father of Hebrew philology was so

great that he waged war against Ibn Janah and
wrote and caused others to write the pamphlets
known as "Epistl('Sf)f the Companions " (" Rasa'il al-

Rifak "), in which that grammarian was, violently

attacked for his strictures on Hayyuj's writings.

Bibliography: Abraliaiii it)n Paurt, >iifer ha-Kahhalah, ed.
Constantinople, p. 43a; Abratiaiii Zacuto, Sefcrlia-Yuhoxin.
e.d. Amsterdam, p. 127a; Gedaliah ibn Yahya, ShaMieUt lia-

Kahhalali, ert. Amsterdam, p. 29b; David Gans, Zemah Da-
wid, for the year 1027; Saadla 1l)n Danan, in HenulaJi (icmi-
zah, p. 29; Conforte. Kme ha-Doi'nt, p. tJa ; Aziilai, .S7ie/i/
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trituc, p. 179; idem, Nahal Kedumim. p. 81 ; idem, Blumcii-
lese, p. 56; Luzzatto, in' Kerem firmed, iv. 31; Ziinz, .s'. /'.

p. 218; Dozy. iDtroductidti a rHistuire de rAfti(pie et de
VEspagne IntituU'e al-Haiianal-Mafi>irih pai- ll>)t Aditai i.
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.1. I. r>i:.

SAMUEL BEN NAHMAN (NAHMANI) :

Palestinian amora; born at the beginning of the

third and died at the beginning of the fourth cen-

tury. He was a pupil of R. Jonathan ben Eleazar

(Pes. 24a) and one of the most famous haggadists of

his time (Yer. Ber. 12d ; Midr. Teh. to Ps.lx. 2). He
was a native of Palestine and may have known the

patiiarch Judah I. (Gen. R. ix). It appears that he

went to Babylon in his youth but soon returned

to Palestine (Sanli. 96b). He seems, however, to

have gone to Babylon a second time in an official

capacity in order to determine the intercalation of

the year, which, for political reasons, could not be

done in Palestine (Yer. Ber. 2d; Pes. 54b). As an

old man he went to the court of Empress Zenobia

(267-273) to i)etition her to pardon an oiphaned youth
who had committed a grave political crime (Yer.

T( • 46b). In the days of Judah II., Samuel ben

Nahman appears among the most in-

Relations timate associates of the patriarch, with

with whom he went (286) to Tiberias at

Diocletian. Diocletian's order ; later he joined the

emperor at Paneas (Yer. Ter. ix., end ;

Gen. R. Ixiii.). In the school Samuel held a po-

sition of authority; to him is ascribed the rule
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that during the heat of the day instruction should be

suspended (Lam. R. i. 3, end; Midr. Teh. to Ps. xci.

6). On account of his fame as a haggadist questions

were addressed to him by such authorities as the

patriarcli Judah II. (Gen. R. xii., end), Simeon ben

Jehozadak (Geu. R. iii., beginning; Lev. R. xxxi.

;

Pes. 145b; Midr. Teh. to Ps. civ.; Tan. to Wayak-
hel, beginning; Ex. R. 1., beginning), Ammi (Lev.

R. xxxi., beginning; Lam. R. i. VS), Hanina ben

Pappa (Pes. 157a; Midr. Teh. to Ps. Ixv. ; Lam. R.

iii. 45; Yer. Sheb. 35b), and Helbo (B. B. 123a, b).

Among the transmitters of Samuel's sayings were

Helbo, the haggadist Levi, Abbahu (Lev. R. xxxv.,

end; Yer. Ta'an. iii.), and Eleazar ben Pedat (Pes.

159b). Of Samuel's sous two are known by name

—

Nahman and Hillel; sayings of both have been pre-

served (Gen. R. x.. xxxii. ; Midr. Teh. to Ps. Iii. ; Yer.

Sheb. 36b; Yer. Kid. 61c; Eccl. R. i. 4; Midr. She-

mu'elxv., on Neh. viii. 17). Samuel ben Nahman's
decisions and sayings concern the study of dogma
(Yer. Peah 17a; Meg. 74d ; Hag. 76d), prayer (Pes.

157a, b; Deut. R. ii. ; Yer. Ber. 7a; Gen. R.

Ixviii.), and Sabbath regulations (Gen. R. xi., end;

Pesik. R. 23; Yer. Shab. 15a); the history of Israel

and the nations and empires (Pes. lob, 151b; Lev. R.

ii., beginning, xxiv., end, xxix. ; Num. R. ii., end;

Yer. Sheb. 35b; Yer. 'Ab. Zarah 44b); the ordi-

nances regarding proselytes (Cant. R. vi, 2; Yer.

Ber. 5b, c) ; Scripture ('Ab. Zarah 25a; B. B.

15a; Gen. R. vi., end; Cant. R. i. 1, end), halakic

exegesis (Yer. Shek. 45d; Yer. Shab. 9b; Yer.

Hal. 57b), and Biblical characters and narratives

(B. B. 123a; 'Ab. Zarah 25a; Yer. Yeb. 9c; Yer.

Ber. 4b; Tosef., Shab. vii., 25; Gen. R. xlii., xlix.,

Ixii., xcviii. ; Ex. R. xliii. ; Lev. R. xi. ; Pes. vi.

;

Eccl. R. vii. 1; Midr. Shemu'el xxiii.).

Especially noteworthy is Samuel b. Nahman's
description of the grief of the patriarchs Abra-

ham, Isaac, Jacob, and of Rachel, over the destruc-

tion of the Temple (Lam. R., Pref. 24,

His end). It is Written in beautiful He-

Dirges, brew prose, and is accompanied by
dramatic dirges in Aramaic. Then

follow the dirges of all the Patriarchs, which they

intone when Moses for the second time has commu-
nicated to them the sad tidings. Finally, Moses
himself chants a lament, addressed partly to the sun
and partly to the enemy.

Other utterances of Samuel b. Nahman's refer to

homiletics (Gen. R. xiv., xx., xliii.; B. B. 123b;

Hul. 91d; Shab. 113b), to God and the world (Gen.

R. xxxiii. ; Pes. 139a; 'Er. 22a; B. K. 5a, b), and to

eschatology (Gen. R. viii. ; Midr. Teh. to Ps. Ixxiii.,

end ; Pes. "l56b; Midr. Shemu'el xix. ; Eccl. R. i. 8).

BiBi.iocRAPHY : Bacher, Aa- Pal. Amor. i. 477-.5.51, il., and iii.

(see Index); Frankel, Mebo, pp. 146 e( seq.; Weiss, D<n\ iii.

66; Jellinek, If. H. vi. 104.

W. B. S. O.

SAMUEL HA-NAKDAN: Masorite and
grammarian of the twelfth century. A grammatical
work of his entitled " Deyakut" is extant in the Royal
Library at Berlin. It deals with various grammat-
ical points and with the accents. According to

Steiusehneider, it is valuable as showing tlie begin-

nings of grammatical study among the French Jews
before the influence of Kimhi or of the Spanish school

was felt. The author may be identical with one
Samuel le Pointur, mentioned in a fax-roll of 1194

as living in Bristol.

BiBLiOGKAPHY : Steinschneider, Die Handachriften-Verzeich-
nisse der KCniiglichen Bihliothek zu Berlin,p. 100; Jacobs,
Jewx of A7i{icvi7i England, pp. 162. 421.

T. J.

SAMUEL. HA-NASI: Exilarch in Bagdad,
probably between 773 and 816. Until recently his

existence was known only from a difficult pa.ssage

in a manuscript, part of which is printed in the

"Mazref la-Hokmah." This states that the pious

had taken the basis of the liturgy from Aakon
BEN Samuel h.\-Nasi, who had left Babylon. An-
other manuscript (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris,

No. 174), dating from the fourteenth century, states

that the Moses who wrote the liturgical work " Emet
Nore'oteka" was a pupil of Aaron ben Samuel ha-

Nasi of Babylon. The importance of Aaron in the

Chronicle of Ahimaaz ben Paltiel, and his resi-

dence in Italy, prove the existence of Samuel ha-

Nasi.

Bibliography: Gratz, Gesch. v. 387,388. note 12; Ahimaaz
ben Paltiel, Chronicle, in Neubauer, M. J. C. ii. 111-132 ; Let-
ter of Sherira Gaon, in Neubauer, I.e. 1. 41.

J. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN NATHAN: Amora of the

early part of the fourth century. He appears mostly

as the transmitter of the sayings of Hama b. Hanina
(Shab. 38a, note; Yer. Shab. 5d). On one occasion

Hama b. Hanina transmits a tradition of Samuel
concerning his journey to the baths at Gadar in

company with his father (Yer. Ter. 41c).

Bibliography : Bacher, Ag. Pal. Amor. 1. 447, note 4.

w. B. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN NATHAN : Liturgical poet of

the fourteenth century
;
place of birth and residence

unknown. He was the author of three prayers, and
is sometimes mentioned in manuscripts by the name
of Kabanu (KJai).

BiBUOGRAPHY : Zunz, Literaturgesch. p. 371.

E. C. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN NATRONAI : German tosa-

fist of the second half of the twelfth century. He
was the pupil and son-in-law of R. Eliezer b. Natan
(RABaN), and brother-in-law of R. Joel b. Isaac ha-

Levi. He is often cited by his father-in-law in his

work '-Eben ha-'Ezer" (g§ 27, 28, etc.). and also by
Zedekiah b. Abraham in his "Shibbole ha-Leket"

("Hilkot Semahot." § 23 [ed. Buber, p. 176ai).

Some novellte by him are mentioned in " Haggahot
Maimuni " on "Hilkot Ishot," xxiii. 14. By the

Posekim he is often cited by the name of RaSHBaT
(="R. Samuel b. Natronai " ; not "Simeon ben

Tobias," as some have assumed). Samuel suffered

death as a martyr at Neuss in 1197.

Bibliography: Michael. Or ha-Hnuvim, No. 1210.

w. 1! J. Z. L.

SAMUEL PHOEBUS BEN NATHAN FEI-
TEL (^n^Q) : Austrian historiographer; lived in

Vienna in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, lie was the autiior of "Tit ha-Yawen," de-

scribing tiie horrible excesses perpetrated in the

Cossacks' Uprising under Bogdan Chmielnicki in

the Ukraine and Galicia in the seventeenth century.
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The work gives the names of several cities that

suffered, also 140 synagogues that were destroyed,

and states that 600,070 Jews were supposed to

have fallen victims in tJie uprising. This work was
first published in Venice after 1649; a second edition

appeared in Cracow in 1892, included in the " Le-

Korot ha-Gezerot be-Yisrael " of J. Hayyim Gur-

land.

BiBMOGRAPHY : Steinschnelder, Cat. Bodl. col. 24V2 ; Benjacob,
Ozar ha-Sefanm. p. 208.

E. C. S. O.

SAMUEL BEN REUBEN OF BEZIERS :

French Talmudist; flourished at the beginning of

the fourteenth century. He was one of Solomon
ben Adret's numerous correspondents during the

religious controversy of 1303-6. He addressed a

rimed epistle to Adret, in which he took the part of

his relative Levi of Villefrauche, while excusing

himself for having signed the letter sent by the lib-

eral party to the rabbis of Barcelona, a letter the

contents of whicli, as he said, were unknown to him.

He agreed with Adret in forbidding the study of the

liberal sciences to young students. According to

Gross, Samuel was perhaps a son of Reuben ben
Hayyim of Narbonne, the uncle of Levi of Ville-

franche.

Bibliography: Renan-Neubauer, Xcs Rahhins Frangai^^p.
674; Zunz. Z. O. p. 478; Gross, GalUa Judaica, pp. ia5-200.

E. c. A. Pe.

SAMUEL BEN REUBEN OF CHARTRES :

French liturgical poet. He wrote a "reshut" in

Aramaic which was recited with the Targum of the

haftarah for the Feast of Weeks, an<l whicli con-

sisted of sixty half-lines riming with XH- The re-

shut is signed " Samuel ha-Ketabi. " Gross explains

this ambiguous designation as follows: The name
of Samuel's native city, Chartres, is very similar to

the old French word "charte" (document, charter),

which may be translated in Aramaic by "ketab."

From this noun Samuel formed the adjective " keta-

bi," alluding to his native city.

Bibliography : Zunz, Literaturgesch. p. 464 ; Gross, Gallia
Judaica, p. 605.

E. c. A. Pe.

SAMUEL, SAMPSON : Solicit or and secretary

to the London Board of Deputies; born in 1804;

died in London Nov. 10, 1868. He began life on the

Stock Exchange, but after some time resigned liis

membership and entered the legal profession. He
became honorary solicitor to several of the leading

charities; as solicitor and secretary to the Board

of Deputies his advice was sought on many impor-

tant issues, and he accompanied Sir Moses Montefiore

on his mission to ]\Iorocco. Samuel was a member
of the committee of the Great Synasxogue and of

nearly all the charitable institutions, in the founda-

tion of many of which he was concerned. He helped
to establish the Jews' Infant School, London, and
took an active part in its management.

Biiu.iOGRAPiiY : Jen\ Chron. Nov. 13 and 20, 1868; Jeicish
Record, Nov. 20, 1868.

.1. G. L.

SAMUEL, SIR SAUL, Bart. : Australian

statesman; born in London, England, Nov. 3, 1820;

died there Aug. 29, 1900. In 1833 he emigrated
with relatives to New South Wales. He entered

Sydney College, and afterward engaged in mining
and commercial pursuits. In 1839 he made the

acquaintance of Sir Henry Parkes, whose colleague

he later became in several governments. His public

career began in 1846, when he was appointed a
magistrate of the territory of New South Wales.
In 1854 he won legislative honors, and in 1856 en-

tered the Representative Assembly of New South
Wales. In 1859 he joined the ministry ; and from
that time forward he held oflice continuously up
to his appointment in 1880 to the London agent-

generalship of New South Wales. In 1873 he was
nominated to a seat in the Legislative Council, in

which chamber he represented the government; he
was minister for finance and trade in 1859, 1865,

1866, 1868, 1869, and 1870, and postmaster-general

from 1873 to 1875, in 1877, and from 1879 to 1880.

Samuel's main work in the colony was of a finan-

cial character. As agent-general he expended over

£6,000,000 in the purchase of railway plants and war
material, and effected large loans totaling £50,000,-

000. As colonial treasurer he made financial ar-

rangements for separating Queensland from the

parent colony of New South Wales. As postmaster-

general he negotiated a postal service to Great Brit-

ain via San Francisco—an achievement which se-

cured him the C.M.G. (1874). In 1882 he was made
K.C.M.G. , and in 1886 the Companionship of the

Bath was conferred upon him. He was the author

of the Government Savings Bank Act, the Naviga-
tion Act, and other acts of equal importance.

Samuel was one of the most practical pioneers in

the work of Australian federation, and cultivated

the interests, not of New South Wales only, but of

the whole of Australia. He was also the pioneer of

several important industries which have developed

in the colon3^ He represented Sydney at several

international exhibitions, and in 1887 was one of the

delegates of New South Wales to the Colonial Con-
ference held in London.

Sir Saul Samuel was a member of the council of

the Anglo-Jewish Association, and was connected

also with other leading communal institutions.

Bmi.iOGRAPHY : Jew. Chrnn. Oct. 22, 1897, and Aug. 31, 1900;
Jew. Year Book, 5661 (= 1901), p. 320.

J. G. L.

SAMUEL SCHMELKA BEN HAYYIM
SHAMMASH : Preacher and actuary of the rab-

binate of Prague under Epiir.^im Solomon of
Lencziz.\ in the second half of the sixteenth cen-

tury. He was the author of the following works:

"Perush al ha-Masoret," a supplement to Elijah

Levita's Masoretic explanations (Prague, 1610);

"Seder Nashini." on the three chief commandments
concerning women— "niddah," "hallah," and "dc-

likah"—written in Judico-German (i7». 1629); "Ba-
Heshbnn," a multiplication table (//;. n.d.) ;

" Som
Sekel," a work on the Masorah (Cracow, after 1629)

;

"Haggaliot li-Sliehitot u-Bedikot," additions to

Jacob Weil's rules for slaughtering (Prague, 1668).

Bihi,io(;rapmy: Steinsohneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 2412, 2413;
Zunx, Z. (1. pp. 207, 298; K. Liehen, Gal 'Ed. p. &3 (German
part); Benjacob, Ozar ha-.Sefnrim. pp. 412, 469, .568.

E. c. • ' S. O.

SAMUEL BEN SHNEOR. See S.vmuel of
EVHKIX.
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SAMUEL BEN SIMEON (CiiUed also Samuel
Astruc d'Escola) : Frencli scliolar; lived iu Pro-

vence ill the fourteenth century. His Hebrew sur

name was " Kenesi," incorrectly derived from "ke
ncset" (= "'school "), the Hel)rew translation of

"d'Escola," a name frequently found in southern

France. He wrote a preface to the astronomical

work "Shesh Kenafayim " by Immanuel ben Jacob,

which is still in manuscript. Probably he is the

Nasi Samuel d'Escola who explained the astronom-

ical tables of Bonet Bon Giorno.

IJiBi.ioGRAPHY : Gross, Gallia Judaica , p. 147.

V. S. Man.

SAMUEL, SIMON: German patholo,<,nst ; born

at Glogau Oct. 5, 1S33; died at Konigsberg, East

Pru.ssia, May 9, 1899. He studied medicine at

Berlin and V^ieniia (M.D. 18o5), established himself

as a physician in Konigsberg in 1856, and became
privat-docent in 1864, and assistant professor in

1874.

Among his many works and essays may be men-
tioned: " Diotrophische Nerven," 1860; " Der Ent-

ziinduugsprocess," 1873; "Die Entsteiumg der

Eigenwiirme und des Fiebers," 1876; "Handbiicli

der AUgemeiuen Pathologic," 1879. With A. Eulen
burg he published also " Handbuch der Allgemeincti

Therapie und der Therapeutischen Methoden."
Leipsic and Vienna, 1899.

Bibliography: Paget, Bing. Lex.
s. F. T. H
SAMUEL BEN SOLOMON OF FALAISE :

Tosatist of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

His French name was Sir Morel, by which he is often

designated in rabbinical literature: ^X'lID ,V"I"1^Z)

PIID TC*. He was a pupil of Judah Sir Leon
of Parisand of Isaac ben Abraham of Sens. In 1240

he took part in tiie renowned controversy instigated

by the baptized Jew Nicholas Donin.

Sauuiel was the autiior of the following works:

(1) tosafot to several Talmudical treatises, among
which tiiose to the 'Abodah Zarah were published.

together with the text, according to the redaction of

his disciple Perez ben Elijah; (2) a commentary, no

longer in existence, on the laws concerning Passover
composed in verse by Joseph Tob 'Elem, (juoted by
Hayyim Or Zarua' ('"Or Zarua'," ii. 114); (3) ritmil

decisions, frequently cited by Meir of Hf)thenburg,

Mordecai ben Hillel. and other rabbinical authorities

of that time.

Buii.KXiRAPHY : Loeb, in Ti. E. J. i. 24.S ; (iross, GaUin Juda-
ica, pp. 478-479: nmiuwr's Maaazin, iv. 179-194; (iratz,

Ge.-<cli. vii. i:W) : Zunz, Z. G. p. ;}7 ; Jacobs. Jews of A)igei'iii
England, pp. 53, 14(5, 421.

p:. r. T. Bk.

SAMUEL BEN SOLOMON NASI OF CAR-
CASSONNE : French scholar of the thirteenth

century. He was the author of a comme<itary on
the " Moreli Nebukim," which is still extant in man-
uscript in tlu! Library of the Neophytes at Rome.
Gross identities Samuel Nasi with Samuel Sekili.

whom Menahem lAIe'iri n'presents as one of the

greatest scholars of the thirteenth century, and as

being very well versed both in rabbinical literature

and in secular science. Samuel Sekili's authority is

often invoketi in " Orhot Hayyim " and in " Kol Bo."

BiKi.iofiRAPHY : Gross, Gallia Judaica. pp. 4;$!. t)1.5.

J. I. Bii.

SAMUEL B. SOLOMON SEKILI. See S.\m-

t'Ei. iiK.v Solomon Nasi.

SAMUEL, SYDNEY MONTAGU: English
author and conununal worker ; born in London June
21, 1848; died June, 1884; educated at University

College, London. For upwaid of lifteen years

Samuel threw himself into comnuinal work with

much ze;dand earnestness. In 1878 he became hon-

orary secretary to the Board of Guardians, and wrote
its annual reports from 1878 to 1882. He held a

similar otlice in tlie Jewish Association for the Diffu-

sion of Religious Knowledge, and assisted iu estab-

lishing the Jewish Working ]\Ien s Club. In 1879

he journeyed to the East, and made investigations

into the moral and physical condition of the Jews
in the Holy Land and in other parts of the Orient.

The result was eml)0(lied in his "Jewish Life in the

East." He contributed also to the general press,

and wrote some verj'' graceful verses.

Samuel displayed much activity in theatrical mat-

ters, was a ready adapter of plays, and wrote the Eng-
lish libretto of "Piccolino," produced at Her Majes-

ty's Theatre in 1879. A comedy by him entitled " A
Quiet Pipe" was produced at the Folly Theatre in

1880. In collaboration, he translated Victor Hugo's
' La Lyre et la Harpe " into English verse for a can-

tata by Saint-Sal'ns, produced at tlie Birmingham
Musical Festival in 1879.

Samuel was a broker of the city of London, and
was engaged in the banking establishment of his

relatives, Samuel Montagu & Co. An authority

on finance, he contributed to the "Examiner";
and wrote for the "Times" an annual survey of the

course of exchange. His health broke down under

the strain of his multifarious exertions.

Biblio(;raphy : TimeK (London), June 28, 1884 ; Jew. Chrmi.
and Jew. World, June 27. 1884.

.1. G. L.

SAMUEL BEN URI SHRAGA PHOEBUS :

Polish rabbi and Talmudist of Woydyslaw in the

second half of the seventeenth century. In his early

youth he was a pupil of R. Heshel in Cracow, and
on the hitter's death he continued his studies under

R. Heshel 's successor, R. Leib Fischeles, whose
daughter lie married.

Samuel officiated as rabbi in Siiydlow, Poland,

whence Iu; was called in Sept., 1691, to the rab-

binate of Fiirth, German}'. In his new office he

displayed great activity, and was the recipient of a

good income; nevertheless liis new surroundings

were distastefid to him. The reason is not known ;

but it is recorded that he longed for his former rab-

binate. In 1694 he received a call to return to

Shydlow, which he soon accepted, as appears from
iiis ai)pn)bation of tiie work " Tr Binyamin " (Frank-

fort -on-t lie-Oder, 1698), in which he is menti(.ned as

rabbi of the Polish town.

Sanuiel wrote in Hel)rew a clear and comprehen-

sive conunentar}' on the Shulhan "Aruk, Eben ha-

'Ezer. which apjii^ared in Dyhernfurtli in 16.'^!l.

beinii' the first Hebrew work i)rinted there. Lali r

he thoroughly icvised it ; and a second edilion, with

sevend emendations and additions, apiniired at

Furtli in 1694. He wrote also sevcial responsa and

()|unions. one of which is published in " Hinuuk Bet

Yehudah." No. IHl ( Frankfort-on-the Main, 170.")).
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BiBLiOGRAHiiY : Hayvini N. Dembltzer, Kelilat Ynfi, i. 81a, b,

ii. 58b, Cracow,' 1HS8-93; M. Brann. Geschichte V7id Aii-
iinloi der DiiheruUtrter LyruckereA, in Monatsschi-ift, xl.

r>:i(); idem, Eine Sammhuiy FUrthir Grahschrifteii, in
Knufmann Uedenkbucli, pp. 396, 397; Azulai. Shem ha-
trt'doiim, S.V.; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2494.

E. c. J. Z. L.

SAMUEL YARHINA'AH (generally known
as MAR SAMUEL) : Babylonian amora of Mie

fust generation ; son of Abba b. Abba ; teaclier of the

Law, judge, physician, and astronomer; born about
165 at Nehardea, in Babylonia ; died there about 257.

As in the case of many other great men, a number
of legendary stories are connected with his birth

(comp. "Halakot Gedolot," Gittin. end; Tos. Kid.
*''• 'NO- His father, who subsequently was known
onl}' by the designation Abuh di-Shemu'el ("father

of Samuel"), was a silk-merchant. 11. Judah b.

Bathyra ordered a silken garment from him, but
refused to take it after Abba had pro-

His Birth, cured it, and when the latter asked him
the reason of his refusal, II. Judah

answered, "The commission was only a spoken
word, and was not sufticient to make the transac-

tion binding." Abba thereupon said, "Is the word
of a sage not a better guaranty than his money?"
"You are right," said 11. Judah; "and because you
lay so much stress upon a given word yon shall

have the good fortune of having a son who shall be

like the prophet Samuel, and whose word all Israel

will recognize as true." Soon afterward a son was
born to Abba, whom he named Samuel (Midr.

Shemu'el, x. [ed. Buber, p. 39a]).

Even as a boy Samuel displayed rare ability

(Yer. Ket. v. oOa; Yer. Peali viii. 21b). His first

teacher was an otherwise iniknown, insignificant

man, and Samuel, who knew more about a certain

legal (piestion than did his teacher, would not

submit to ill treatment by hinj (Hul. 107b). Then
Samuels father, who was himself a prominent
teacher of the Law, recognized as such even by Rab
(Abba Arika; Ket. 511j), undertook to instruct the

boy. As he seems to have been unequal to this

task he sent him to Nisibis to attend the school
of the rabbi who iiad predicted the boy's birth,

that he might there acquire a knowledge of the

Law (" Tanya," Hilkot" Abel, "ed. Horowitz, p. 137,

quoted from Yer. ; comp. also Mordecai on M. K.
889). Samuel seems to have remained onlj' a short

time at Nisibis. On his return to Nehardea he
studied under Levi b. Sisi, who was in Babylon be
fore the death of Judah ha-Nasi I. (see A. Krochmal
in "He-Haluz," i. 69), and who exerted a great in-

fluence on Samuel's development. Samuel made
such rapid progress and became so proficient in his

studies that he soon associated as an e(|ual with his

teacher (Hoffmann, "Mar Samuel," j). 70).

Apart from I he Bilile and the traditional Law,
which were usuiilly the only subjects of study of

the Jewish youth of tliat time, Samuel was in-

structed, probably in his early youth, in other

sciences. It is likely that he accompanied his father

on the hitter's journey to Palestine (Yer. B. M. iv.

9c; Yer. Pes. v. 32a); for after his teacher Levi b.

Sisi liad gone to Palestine there was no one in Bal)y
Ion with whom he could have studied. According
to an account in the Talnuid (B. M. 85b), which

Rapoport declares to be a later addition (" 'Erek Mil-

iin," pp. 10, 222), but which may have some basis

in fact, Samuel is said to have cured
His R. Judah ha-Nasi I. of an affection

Training, of the eyes. Although Samuel was at

that time too young to study directly

under H. Judah, he studied under the pupils of the

patriarch, especially with Hama b. Hanina (comp.
Hoffmann, I.e. pp. 71-73; Fessler, "iNIar Samuel, der
Bedetitendste Amora," p. 14, note 1).

After having acquired a great store of knowledge
in Palestine, his studies there including the i\Iishnali

edited by R. Judah ha-Nasi as well as the other col-

lections of traditional lore, Samuel left the Holy
Land, probably with his father, and returned to his

native city. His reputation as a teacher of the Law
having preceded him, many pupils gathered about
him. As he was especially well versed in civil law,

theexilarch Mar 'Ukba, who was his pupil, appointed
him judge of the court at Nehardea, where he was
associated with his friend the learned and clever

Kama. This court was regarded at that time as

the foremost institution of its kind.

The Judges In Palestine, as well as in Babylon,
of Samuel and Kama Avere called the

the Exile, "judges of the Diaspora" (dayyane
Golah; Sanli. 17b). Upon the death

of K. Shila, the director of the Academy (" resh

sidra") of Nehardea, Mar Samuel was appointed to

the office, after it had been refused by Rab, who
would not accept any post of honor at Nehardea,
Samuel's home (Letter of Sherira Gaon, in Neu-
bauer, "M. J. C." p. 28). The Academy of Nehar-
dea entered upon a brilliant phase of its existence

under Samuel's directorate, and, with the academy
founded by Rab at Sura, enjoyed a high general

reputation.

Rab at Sura and Mar Sanuiel at Nehardea estab-

lished the intellectual independence of Babylon
Y'oung men taking up the study of the Law
there were no longer obliged to go to Palestine,

since they had the foremost teachers at home. Bab}'-

lon now came to be regarded, in a sense, as a sec-

ond Holy Land. Samuel taught, " As it is forl)idden

to migrate from Palestine to Babylon, so is it for-

bidden to migrate from Babylon toother countries "

(Ket. Ilia). After Rab's death no new diiector was
elected, and Rab's greatest i)U|)il, \i. Huna, who be-

came president of the court of Sura, subordinated

himself to Mar Samuel in every respect, asking his

decision in every difficult religio-legal question (Git.

66b, 89b; comp. Sanh. 17b; Tos, ih., .s.r. x^N. the

phrase "be Rab" referring to R. HunaV
The Academy of Nehardea was now the only one

in Babylon, and its director, Samuel, who survived

Rab about ten years, was regarded as the iiigliest

authoiity by the Bal)ylonian Jews.
Supreme at Even R. Johanan, the most prominent
Nehardea. teacher in Palestine, and who at first

looked upon Samuel merelv as a col-

league, became so convinced of his greatness, after

Sanuiel had .sent him a large number of responsa

on important ritual laws, that he exclaimed "I

have a teacher fn Babylon " (Hul. !).-)b)

As a man. Mar Samuel was distinguished for his

modesty, gentleness, and unselfishness, beingalways
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ready to subordinate his own interests to those of

the community. He said : ''A man may never ex-

clude himself from the community, but must seek

his welfare in that of society " (13er. 49b). He de-

manded seemly behavior from every one, saying

that any improper conduct was punishable by law

(Hag. 5a). One should help one's fellow man at

the first signs of approaching difficulties, so as to

prevent them, and not wait imtil he is in actual dis-

tress (ib.). In liis solicitude for helpless orphans he

imposed upon every court the task of acting as

father to them (Yeb. GTb; Git. 37a, 52b); and he de-

clared that a loan taken from an orphan was not

canceled in the Sabbatical year, even if no pros-

bul had been made out for it (Git. 36b-37a). He
stored his grain until prices had risen, in order to

sell it to the poor at the low prices of the harvest-

time (B. B. 90b). In order to save the people from

being cheated he ordered the merchants never to

take a profit of more than one-si.\thof the cost price

(B. M. 40b), and he was ready even to temporarily

modify the Law in order to prevent ihem from sell-

ing at a high price goods necessary for the fulfilment

of a religious duty (Pes. 30a; Sukkah 34b). In a

certain case also he permitted the infraction of a

religious prescription in order to keep people from

harm (Shab. 42a).

Mar Samuel was very modest in his associations

with others, openly honoring any one from whom lie

had gained any knowledge (B. M. 33a).

His He never obstinately insisted on Iiis

Halakah. own opinion, but yielded as soon as

he was convinced of being in error

('Er. 90a, b; Hul. 76b; Ber. 36a). He was friendly

to all men, and declared :
" It is forbidden to deceive

any man, be he Jew or pagan " (Hul. 94a). " Before

the throne of the Creator there is no difference be-

tween Jews and pagans, since there are many noble

and virtuous among the latter" (Yer. R. H. i. 57a).

He taught that the dignity of manhood should be

respected even in the slave: the slave is given to

the master only as a servant, and the master has no
right to treat him Avith condescension or to insult

him (Niddah 17a, 47a). Once, when a female slave

liad been taken away from Samuel and he had un-

expectedly recovered her by paying a ransom, he

felt obliged to liberate her because he had given up
hope of recovering her (Git. 38a).

Mar Samuel secims to have possessed a thorough
knowledge of the science of medicine as it was
known in liis day; this is evident from many of

his medical maxims and dietetic rules scattered

through the Talmud. He energetically opposed the

view then current, even in intelligent circles, that

most diseases were due to the evil eye, declaring that

the source of all disease must be sought in the

noxious influence exercised by the air and the

climate upon the human o7-ganism (B. M. 107b).

He traced many diseases to lack of cleanliness

(Shab. 133b), and others to disturbances of the

regular mode of living (B. B. 146a). He claimed
to possess cures for most diseases (B. M. 113b),

and was especially skilful in treating the eye (B.

M. 85b); he discovered an eye-salve which was
known as the "killurin [Ko/.?.vptop] of JNIar Samuel."
although he himself said that bathing the eves with

cold water in the morning and bathing hands and
feet with warm water in the evening were better

than all the ej'e-salvesin the world (Shab. 78a, 108b).

Samuel discovered also a number of the diseases of

animals (Hul. 42b). He sometimes drew the figure

of a palm branch as his signature (Yer. Git. ix. 50d),

although this was, perhaps, used by physicians gen-

erally at that time as a sign of their profession (Rapo-

port, '"Erek Millin," p. 17).

From the scattered references in the Talmud it is

impossible to determine exactly Mar Samuel's pro-

ficiency in astronomy; but he knew how to solve

many mathematical problems and how to explain

many phenomena. He says himself: "Although lam
as familiar with the courses of the stars as with the

streets of Nehardea, I can not explain the nature or

the movements of the comets" (Ber. 58b). Samuel
devoted himself especiall}^ to that branch of applied

astronomy that deals with calendric science, which he

taught to his colleagues and pupils. His astronom-

ical studies of the revolutions of the moon enabled

him to predict the beginning of the month (" rosh

hodesh")asit was determined in Palestine, and he

claimed to be able to remove the necessity of celebra-

ting double holy days in the Diaspora (R. H. 20b;

comp. Rashi ad loc). He also computed a calendar

for sixty years, which he subsequently sent to R.

Johanan, the head of the Palestinian teachers, as a
proof of his knowledge (Hul. 95b). He was called
" Yarhina'ah (" yerah " = " month ") because of this

familiarity with calendric science and this ability to

determine independently the beginning of the month
(B. M. 85b). According to Krochmal (" He-Haluz."

i. 76), "Shoked," another name given to Samuel,

means "astronomer" (Yer. Ket. iv. 28b); but Hoff-

mann's view that "Shoked" (for which Babli has
" Shakud "

; Ket. 43b) means " the watchful, diligent

one," is more likely correct. This name is said to

have been given to Samuel because, despite his

medical and astronomic studies, he devoted himself

to the study of the Law.
Following the example of his teacher Levi b. Sisi,

Mar Samuel collected the traditions handed down to

him; his collection of baraitot, called "Tanna debe

Shemu'el" in the Talmud (Shab. 54a; 'Er.70b, 86a,

89b ; Pes. 3a, 39a, b ; Bezah 29a ; R. II. 29b ; Yoma
70a; Meg. 30a; Zeb. 22a), was noted for its correct-

ness and trustworthiness, although it was not held in

such high esteem as were the collections of R. Hiyya
and R. Hoshaiah (Letter of Sherira

His Gaon, I.e. p. 18). Samuel did much to

Haggadah. elucidate the Mishiiah, both by his tex-

tual explanations (Shab. 104b; Pes.

1 19b; Git. 67b; B. M. 23b; 'Ab. Zarah 8b, 32a; R.

H. 18a; Kid. 76b) and b)' his precise paraphrasing

of ambiguous expressions and his references to

other traditions. He is chiefly important, liowever,

because of his promulgation of new theories and his

independent decisions both in ritual and in civil

law. However, in the field of ritual law he was not

considered as great an authority as his colleague

I'ab. and practical (juestioiis were always decided

according to Rab's views as against those of Samuel
(Niddah 24b: Bek.4!)b). In civil law his authority

was the highest in Babylon, and his decisions be-

came law even when contrary to Rab's {ib.).
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Mar Samuel amplified and expanded earlier legal

theories and originated many new legal maxims.

He formulated the important principle that the law

of the country in wliich the Jews are living is bind-

ing upon them (B. K. 113b). This principle, which

was recognized as valid from a halakic point of

view, made it a religious duty for the Jews to obey

the laws of the country. Thus, although the Jews

had their own civil courts. Mar Samuel thought that

the Persian law should be taken into account and

that various Jewisii regulations should be modified

according to it (B. M. 108a; B. B. 55a). On account

of his loyalty to the government and his friendship

with the Persian king, Shabur I., Samuel was called

Shabur Malka (B. B. 115b). Flirst ("Orient,

Lit." 1847. No. 3, p. 39) and Hapoport {ib. p. 196) re-

fer, each differently, the name of Aryok, given to

Samuel (comp. Shab. 53a; Kid. 39a; Men. 38b; Hul.

76b), to his close relations with the Neo-Persians and

their king. Older commentators explain this name
without reference to such relations (Tos. Shab. 53a;

Rashi ad loc. ; comp. Fessler, I.e. p. 9, note 1).

It was due to Mar Samuel's influence with the

Persian king that the Jews were granted many priv-

ileges. On one occasion Samuel even

Relations made his love for his own people sub-

with the sidiary to his loyalty to the Persian

Persian king and to his strict view of the

Court. duties of a citizen ; for when the news
came that the Persians, on capturing

Mazaca (Caesarea), in Cappadocia, had killed 12,000

Jews who had obstinately opposed them, Samuel

refrained from displaying any sorrow (M. K. 26a).

But he had a great love for his people, and he loy-

ally cherished the memory of the former kingdom

of Judah. Once, when one of his contemporaries

adorned himself with a crown of olive, Samuel sent

him the following message: "The head of a Jew
that now wears a crown Avhile Jerusalem lies deso-

late, deserves to be separated from its trunk " (Yer.

Sotah ix. 24b, c). Samuel expected the restoration

of the Jewish state in Palestine to come about in a

natural way, through permission given to the Jews

by the various governments to return to Palestine

and establish an independent state there (Ber. 34b).

Mar Samuel was unfortunate in his family life.

He had no sons, and his two daughters weie captured

by soldiers during the war with the Romans. They
were taken to Sepphoris, in Palestine, where they

were ransomed by coreligionists, but both died at an

early age after having been married successively to

a relative (Ket. 23a; Yer. Ket. ii. 26c). The esteem

in wliich Mar Samuel was held appears from the

fact tliat no one thought of attributing his misfor-

tune to any sin committed by him ; it was explained

rather as being in consequence of some offense

committed in Babylon by R. Hananya, the nephew
of R. Joshua (Yer. Ket. ii. 8; comp. Ket. 23a). After

his death Samuel was glorified in legend.

Bibliography : Heilprin. Seder ha-'Dnrnt. ii. 3.50-Ii53, Warsaw,
1878; Weiss, D<ir, iii. 161-176; Ha-Asif. 18S5, ii. 262-274;

1886, iii. 287-291,33:3: Halevv, Dorat ha-Rishi»iim. ii. 400-

410; Gratz, Gef^ch. 3d ed.. Iv. 263 et scq.. 270-272: D. Hoff-

mann, Mar Samyel. Leipsic, 1873: Siegmund Fessler, Mar
Samuel der Bed exit end.'ite Amoi-a. Halle, 1879 ; t'elix Kanter,
Bf.itrdge zur Kemitniss des RechtssiiHems und dcr Kthik
Mar Samuels, Bern, 1895; Bacher, Ag. Bab. Amor., pp. :37-4.5.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SAMUEL AND YATES: Names of two
families which led the congregation of Liverpool,

England, in the early part of the nineteenth cen

tury. They trace their descent on the one side to

one Ralph Samuel, who was born probably at Stre-

litz, possibly at Kissiugen, Nov. 22, 1738, and on

the other to Samuel Yates, also of Strelitz, who
married Martha Abrahams; the latter's mother was
one Martha Haynes (daughter of a Dorsetshire

farmer), who eloped and became a Jewess. A
brother of Samuel Yates married a sister of Polly

Levy, and the latter married Ralph Samuel; the

sisters Levy were connected with the chief Ash-

kenazic family of London that founded the Great

Synagogue. Three daughters of Samuel Yates

married three sons of Ralph Samuel, and thus

constituted a combined family, some of the later

members of which adopted the name of Yates. For

chart of the Samuel and Yates pedigree see pages

32 and 33.

Two members of the family are in the British

Parliament: Herbert Samuel, born 1870; educated

at Baliol College, Oxford. He was secretary of the

Home Counties Liberal Federation from 1895 to 1902.

In Parliament he sat for the Cleveland Division of

the North Riding of Yorkshire, Nov., 1902. He
wrote "Liberalism: Its Principles and Proposals"

(London, 1902). Stuart M. Samuel, born Oct.

24, 1856; educated at Liverpool Institute and Uni-

versity College School. He is president of the Home
f(jr Jewish Incurables, and vice-president of the

Jewish Workingmen's Club. He represented Tower
Hamlets (Whitechapel Division) in 1900.

Bibliography : L. Wolf, History and Genealogy of the Je\c-
ish Families of Yates and Samuel of Liverpool (privately

printed, London, 1901); Jewish Year-Book, 1904-5.
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SAMUEL ZARFATI : Court physician to the

popes Alexander VI. and Julius II. ; died about 1519.

The name " Zarfati " indicates that Samuel was a na

tive of France, and as he was probably from south-

ern France he is called by Burchard " the Spanish

rabbi, physician of tlie pope " (" Notices et Extraits

des Manuscrits," i. 124). At the coronation of Pope
Julius II., Samuel presented the petition of the Jews
for the continuance of tlieir privileges, making a

solemn speech. By a bull of May 14, 1504, Samuel
himself was confirmed in the rights previously be-

stowed upon him by Alexander VI. He was thus

appointed court physician of Julius II., granted the

privilege of attending Christian patients, freed from

the obligation of wearing tiie Jews' badge, and taken

with liis entire family under the immediate protec

tion of the pope. On account of his property in

France he also obtained letters of protection and safe-

conduct from Louis XII. Samuel was an unusu-

ally skilful physician, and the pope relied more upon
him than upon his Christian physicians. On Aug.

17, 1511. the pope fell seriously ill, and his physi

cians, with the exception of Samuel, pronounced him

dead. Samuel's opinion proved correct, and the

pope lived two years longer. There exist certain

calendar-tables in Hebrew the author of which is a

Samuel Zarfati (Neubauer,"Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS."
No. 2255, 2), l)ut they may belong to the printer

Samuel Zarfati of Rome, who lived about the mid-

dle of the sixteenth centurv.
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Bibliocrapiiy: L.indau, 6'c.sc/i. der JlulLsclKni Acrztc. p. 05 ;

Vogelstein and Rietref, Gencli. der Jiideit hi Ham, ii. 29-30,

83-85; Berliner, (jCscIi. dcrJiidcii in Rdiu. vol. ii., parll, p. 19.

.1. M. 8kl.

SAMUELSON, SIR BERNHARD : English

lucrclianr, and poliiiciun ; born at Liverpool Kov. 22,

1820; (licil .May 10, 1905. After serving an appreu-

licesliii) in a general merchant's office in Liverpool

(1835-41), lie was jjlaced in charge of the Continen-

tal transactions of Sharp. Stewart & Co., engi-

neers of Manchester (1842-45). He established rail-

way works in Tours, France (1846-48), purchased

the Agricultural Implement Works of Banbury
(1849), and erected blast-furnaces at Middlesborough

(1854), to which lie later added collieries and iron-

stone mines (1872-80). He was a member of Parlia

ment for Banbury in 1859, and from 1865 to 1885,

and for North O.xfordshire from 1885 to 1895, and
was appointed on the Royal Commission of Tech-
nique and Education in 1881, of which he became
chairman. He early severed his conne<;tion with

.ludaisni.

r.lHl.iofJUAPIlv : Who's TI'/i((, I90.'j.

J.

SAMUELY, NATHAN: Austrian ghetto poet;

born in Stry. Ualicia, 184(3. At the age of seventeen

he published a story in Hebrew entitled "Sliewa

Shaboses," which he followed by a second, " Sefat

Ne'emanim," and two volumes of Hebrew poems,
" Kenaf Ilenauim," the subjects being taken from old

Jewish liistory. A succession of his German pio-

ductions which appeared later was due to the en-

couragement of the German poet jMorilz Rapoport.
In 1886 appeared at Leipsic the Hrst volume of Sam-
uely's " (hilturbilder "

; the second was published

five years afterward. This work con.si.sts of stories

of Jewish life in Galicia, and has been translated

into many modern languages. " Zwischen Licht und
Finsterniss," a longerstory, was published at Vienna
in 1S,S9. The following short stories were published

in Berlin; "AusDunklen Tagen," "Zwischen Ham-
mer und Ambos," "Eine Traurige Erinnerung"
( 1896), " Macht fiir 3Iaeht," " Die Rekrutirung." In

1902 appeared "Alt Lemberg," a historical sketch.

A storyin thre(! volumes, "Nurein Bischen Wasser,"
is the most recent of his woi'ks.

In the meantime a few Hebrew books by Samuel}'
were jjublished, among them " Min ha-Hayyim," in

five small volumes (Warsaw), and " I'arzutim " (ih.).

S.

SAMUN, JOSEPH HAYYIM IBN : Italian

Talmudist; lived at Leghorn in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. He was the author of " 'Edut
i)i-Yehosef " ^Leghorn, 1800), in two volumes, the

tirst containing novella; on the Talmudical treatise

Baba Mezia, and the second a collection of re-

spoiisa. To the work is api)ended " Lekah Tob,"
containing novelbe and rcsponsa by the author's son
Shem Tob, rabbi of Leghorn (comp. Steinsehneider,

"Cat. Bodl." col. 2533; Mortara, "Indice," p. 58).

Bim.ioiJKAPMY : Kiirst, liilil. Jud. iii. 231: Benjacob, Ozar hn-
Sffariiii, p. 43(1.

K. C. I. Bk.

SAN ANTONIO: Largest city in Texas;
founded by the Spaniards in 1718. Jews first set-

ilcd there in 1854. when the cemetery was founded.
I'he Reform congregation Beth-El was organized
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May 31, 1874, altbougli preliminary meetings bad

been beld two years earlier, and tbe first service was

beld at tbe bome of Abrabam 3Iorris, North Flores

street. Ground was purcbased in Travis Park and

a synagogue erected. In 1903 a more commodious

building was erected on tbe old site. Tbe follow-

ing rabbis bave served tbe congregation: B. E.

Jacobs, I. Lewintbal, >I. P. Jacobson, H. Elkin, and

Samuel Marks (tbe present, 1905. incumbent).

Tbe Hebrew Benevolent Association was organ-

ized in 1856. and reorganized in 1866; in 1885 tbe

name of tbe society was cbanged to Montefiore

Benevolent Association. There is also a Ladies'

Hebrew Benevolent Association in active operation.

An Orthodox congregation was founded June 1,

1890, with a membership of 43. After it had met

for eight years in private bouses the present syna-

gogue on Dwyer avenue was erected. Edar Lodge,

No. 211, L O.' B. B., was organized June 24, 1874.

San Antonio has been the center of a number of

Texo-Mexican conflicts. Moses Albert Levi, as sur-

geon-general in Sam Houston's army, was present

at the storming of the Alamo by the Texaus in Dec,

1835. Colonel Johnson's report of tbe capture of

San Antonio, Dec. 5, 1835. says: " Doctors Levi and

Pollard deserve my w^armest praise for their unre-

mitting attention and assiduity " (H. Cohen, '" Settle-

ment of tbe Jews in Texas," in " Publ. Am. Jew.

Hist. Soc." 1894, p. 151; Baker, "Scrap-Book of

Texas"). Upon the monument erected in Austin

to tbe memory of tbe heroes of tbe Alamo, who per-

ished March 6, 1836, is the name of A. Wolf (W.

Corner, "San Antonio," p. 124). Simon Wolf, in

"Tbe Jew as Patriot, Soldier, and Citizen " (pp. 381-

388), gives tbe names of Jews who were among the

recruits from San Antonio in the Confederate army.

Members of the San Antonio community bave been

prominent in civil life: Alexander Nordbaus wasfor

seven years justice of the peace; IL Silva Heimann,

L. Zork, A. Lewj', and Alexander Michael have been

aldermen; John Rosenheimcr, county judge; S. C.

Eldridge, attorney and counselor at law, member
and secretary of tbe Democratic Executive Com-
mittee. Constance Pessels (Ph.D., Johns Hopkins

L niversity) holds tbe chair of English in San An-

tonio high school. Dr. Burg (M.D., Vienna) is

prominent in communal affairs; Nat. M. Waslieris

presiileut of the Beth-El congregation, and upon

President Roosevelt's visit to San Antonio, April 7,

1905, was chosen by the citizens to make a presenta-

tion address; and tbe Oi)penbeimer brothers and the

Halff brothers are prominent as bankers and mer-

chants.

San Antonio lias a population of 53,321, of whom
1,300 are Jews.

BiBLiooRAPHY : H.Cohen, Settlement of the Jeirif in Texaf.
in Puhl. Am. Jew. Hist. S!(ic. XS'M. j)p. i:!9-l.")<); American
Jewish Year Book. 5661 (1900-1), pp. 617-618.

A. H. C.

SAN DANIELE DEL FRIULI : Italian

town, near Udine. About 1600 two brothers named
Lu/iicatto established themselves here, a descendant

of one of whom was Hezekiah, the father of Samuel

David Luzzatto. Tbe enactment of 1777 renewed

the right of tbe Jews to live in Venice, though
with many obnoxious restrictions. According to a

Hebrew document of the time, they were forbidden

to live in tbe villages of tbe state, because of the

quarrels between the native and tbe foreign Jews at

Venice. The community of San Daniele,like many
others, was subsequently dissolved, and Hezekiah

Luzzatto, who was then sixteen years of age, went
with bis family to Triest.

s. G. J.

SAN FRANCISCO : Principal city of Califor-

nia; chief conmiercial city of tbe Pacific coast. The
name of San Francisco was given to tbe village of

Yerba Buena by Washington Bartlett, who, through

his mother, a Jewess born at Charleston, S. C, was
connected with tbe leading Portuguese Jewish fam-

ilies of the South ("California Star," Jan. 30, 1847;

Hittel, "Hist, of California," ii. 596 et seq.). As
early as 1836 American settlers appeared on tlie

peninsula. Whether any Jews were

Early among them is not known, though it

Settlers, is probable (see Leidesdokff, Wilt,-

lAM). The descendants of Raphael

and Benjamin Fisher state that these brothers were

merchants in San Francisco in 1847, and that sub-

sequently they returned to their native city of

Kempen, Prussia. The year 1849 saw a considera-

ble number of Jews collected in San Francisco, some

of whom entered tbe Golden Gate on tbe first Pacific

mail-steamer, in February, 1849. Tbe roll of the

Society of California Pioneers, however, which con-

tains only names of "forty-niners," mentions but few

Jews besides Louis Gloss. The Jews arrived over-

land from "the States," and by sea from Europe

and Australia, and scattered over tbe entire gold-

mining region (see California).

Tbe beginnings of the communal life of the Jews
of San Francisco date from the autumn of 1849,

.^'r ^i>^J

Tbe Broadway Synagogue, San Francisco.

(From an old drawing.)

tliouffb manv of tbe details are obscured in tradi-
O

tion. Among the " forty-niners " were quite a num-
ber whose names subsequently became prominent in

the judicial, political, and commercial history of the

state. Seligmans, Lazards, Wormsers, and Glaziers,

now international bankers and financiers, were

among them. To these may be added tlie names of

Chief Justice Solomon Heydenfeldt and Judge
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Henry A. Lyons. In the autumn of 1849, toward
the approach of the holy season, there were consid-

erably more than one hundred Jews in the new city.

About fifty assembled on the Day of Atonement in

that year in a room above a store in which gold-

dust was weighed (" Occident, " vii. 480). The tradi-

tion of the Sherith Israel congregation, collected

from the statements of its founders, also go back to

an Atonement service in 1849, held in a tent, pre-

sided over by Hyam Joseph, and led by Joel Noah,

a brother of Major Mordecai M. Noah. The organ-

ization of the two principal congregations took

place about the same time—the summer of 1850

—

along geographical lines, one representing the Ger-

man-Bavarian
and American
elements, the
other represent-

ing the Polish

and English ele-

ments, of which
latter Israel Sol-

omons was the

chief represent-

ative. The cor-

ner-stone of the

new California

street syna-
gogue of the
Sherith Israel

congregation
bears the legend,

"Organized Au-
gust, 1850."
That the Ger-

man congrega-

tion, subse-
quently known
by the name of

Emanu-El, was
already enjoy-

ing a corporate

existence in July or, at the latest, August, 1850,

is proved by the contract, dated Sept. 1, 1850, en-

tered into by Emanuel ^I. Berg, president, " for

Congregation Emanu-EI," and Loring Bartlett, Jr.,

in the presence of C. Gilchrist, for tlie

The Two renting of "a certain room " on Bush
Congrega- street, below Montgomery street. The

tions. Emanu-El and Siierith Israel congre-

gations probably originated in tli(i

two " minyanim " or prayer-services held on Atone-

ment Day, 1849. Only three Jewesses are known
to have attended these services.

Certain Jews early attained distinction in San
Francisco. Abraham C. Labatt was an alderman

as early as 1851. Joseph Shannon, an English

Jew, was county treasurer of San Francisco in the

same j'ear. In 1853 the city sent Elkan Heyden-
feldt and Isaac C^ardoza to the state legislature.

During the first decade of the California common-
wealth the commercial importance of the Jewish

community became sufficient to change the date of

"collection day " whenever it fell on the Day of

Atonement. Early in 1850 Emanuel Hart presented

the community with a lot for a cemetery. When

Mortuary ChaptJ of the Home of Peace and Hills of Eternity Cemeteries,

San Francisco.

(From a photograph.)

many of the adventurous gold-diggers returned un-

successful from the fields and other Jews arrived

from the East and South without means, August
Helbing and Israel Solomons organized the Eureka
Benevolent Association and the First Hebrew Benev-

olent Association, both dating from Sept., 1850. It

was not until 1854 that the two congregations were
prepared to consecrate their houses of worship, both

having been made ready for the autumn holy days
of that year. Dr. Julius Eckmann, first rabbi of the

Congregation Emanu-El, officiated at the con.secra-

tion of both the Broadway (Emanu-El) and the

Stockton street (Sherith Israel) synagogue.

The organization of the Hebrew Young Men's
Literary and
Benevolent As-

sociation took

place in Oct.,

1855, under the

inspiration of

Dr. Eckmann,
who in 1854 had
organized the

first Sabbath-

school (Emanu-
El). Dr. Eck-
mann founded
also in 1855 the

first Jewishjour-

nal to appear on
the Pacific coast,

the "Gleaner."

This was fol-

lowed by the
" Voice of Is-

rael" (H. M.
Bien, L. L. Den-
nery), and sub-

sequently by the

"Jewish Messen-
ger of the Paci-

fic" (H.M Bien).

The Independent Order B'nai B'rith was intro-

duced into the city of San Francisco by Lewis Abra-
ham, afterward of Washington, D C. (1855). The
first lodge was named Ophir, No. 21, and was then
composed of tlie leading Hebrews of San Francisco.

Grand Lodge No. 5 was organized by Baruch Roths-

child in 1863, Jacob Greenebaum of Sacramento
being its first president (" Menorah," iii. 407-408). In

1857 the Hebra Bikkur Holim u-Kaddisha was organ-

ized " to assist needy and sick brethren with doctor,

medicine, attendance, and all necessaries in cases of

disease." Tliis society is still in existence. Jews
were among the members of the Vigilance Commit-
tee and the fire companies (Hittel, I.e.).

In 1860 the Reform movement reached San Fran-

cisco. During the first decade of the existence of the

Congregation Emanu-El it had adhered

to the mill hag in vogue among German
congregations, in contradistinction to

the Sherith Israel congregation, wiiich

worshiped according to the Anglo-
Polish minhag. The Emanu-El con-

gregation, however, always remaining in touch with

Eastern thought, availed itself of the advent of Dr.

Introduc-
tion

of Reform
Ritual.
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Elkan Colin (June, 1860; d. March 11, 1889) to insti-

tute reforms. At first these were slight and unim-

portant; tiiey were attended, nevertheless, by con-

siderable friction, wliich resulted in 1864 in the

secession of a large element of the membership and

the organization of tlie Ohabai Shalome congrega-

tion, which afterward invited Albert Siegfried Bet-

TELiiEiM to become its rabbi. Despite this defection

the Einanu-El congregation continued to flourish,

and on March 23, 1866, dedicated a new synagogue
on Sutter street. The Sherith Israel congregation,

likewise finding its accommodations too limited,

erected the Taylor street synagogue, and in 1904

laid the corner-stone of a new building on California

San Francisco have organized two other important

societies—the Emanu-El Sisterhood aud the Council

of Jewish Women. Altogether, there are 69 local

Jewish institutions in San Francisco, including the

Mount Zion Hospital (organized 1888) and 11 lodges

of the I. O. B. B.

There are many Jews among the leading bankers,

mercliauts, and manufacturers of San Francisco.

The Nevada National, Anglo-Californian, and Lon-

don, Paris, and American banks are under Jewish
control. Jews furnish a considerable percentage of

the student bodies of the two universities, and as a

result they are becoming prominent in the legal,

journalistic, engineering, and other professions.

Interior of the Suttek Street Synagogue, San Francisco.

(From a photograph.)

street. For many years H. A. Henry and Henry Vi-

daver filled the rabbinical office in this congregation,

the present (1905) rabbi of which is Jacob Nieto.

In 1874 the Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum and
Home Society was organized, under the presidency

of Dr. Elkan Cohn ; it supports over 200 orphans
and 40 aged. Samuel Wolf Levy has been its presi-

dent since 1874.

The Jewisli congregations in San Francisco num-
ber ten: Emanu-El, Sheritli Israel, Beth Israel, and
Ohabai Shalome (Reform, or moderate Reform);

Sha'are Hesed and Kenescth Israel

Present (Orthodox); and four smaller congre-

Condition. gations organized on geographical

lines. The benevolent societies are

numerous. Besides the Eureka Benevolent and First

Hebrew Benevolent societies, the Jewish women of

The growth of the Jewish population has been uni-

form with the general development of the city.

From barely 100 in 1849 it reached 17,500 in 1895;

in 1905 it exceeded 20,000. The total population is

440,000.

Bibliography : Hittel, ITMory of California; Markens, The
Hebrews in America; Voorsanger, Clirnnides of Kmanu-
El; idem, .-1 Few Chapters front the History of the Jews
of the Pacific Coast, in American Jews'" Annual. 5649;

Pacific Hebrew AnnuaU vols. i. and ii.

A. J. V.

SAN JOSE. See South and Central Amer-
ica.

SAN MARINO: Ancient republic of central

Italy; situated not far from the xYdriatic Sea and

founded in the fourth century by the Dalmatian Mari-

nus. The first mention of Jews here dates from
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the second half of the fourteenth century, when the

statutes concerning debtors and usurers point with

unniisbikable clearness to the business transac-

tions of Jews, and when one Emanuele of Rimini

lent money in San Marino (1369). In 1442 Count
Guidantonio of Montefeltro recommends "to tlie

care of the captains regent the Jews who transact

business in San Marino." Mention is made of a

Jewisli thief (1455), of an alleged or suspected trai-

tor, and of a dispenser of counterfeit coin (1459);

also of a banker, Musetto, who furnished the regency

with ready cash to meet the expenses entailed by
the visit of princely guests to the republic (1462).

Several other Jewish names are recorded in official

documents of the fifteenth century ; and from the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century documents regard-

ing Jews are so numerous as to fully justify the

inference that a Jewish community existed in San
Marino. Measures and resolutions I'egarding the

Jews and their trades \vere repeatedly passed by the

government in the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-

ries. The Jews were ordered to wear special badges
and to submit to certain restrictions; but official

protection and consideration were granted to them.

Two letters from the aldermen of San Leo (1537)

and San Arcangelo(1546), announcing the conversion

to Catholicism of two poor Jews, are found in the

archives.

In the seventeenth century Jews often requested

the government to assist them in disposing of the

pledges deposited at their "banchi," a term of two
months being generally assigned for redemption.

In later centuries the importance and number of the

Jews in San Marino steadily diminished, doubtless

in consequence of the institution of public pawn-
broking establishments and the general modilication

of public economics.

BiBLiOGRAPUY : Original documents in the government ar-
chives at San Marino; C. Malagola, U Arcliivin Oovernativo
della Repuhl)Uca di S. Marino, Bologna, 1886; A. A. Ber-
nardy, Carteqgi San Marinesi del Secoln XV. in Arch.
Storicn Italiann, Disp. 3a, 1900; Frammenti San Marinesi
e FeltrcKchi, 1902-3.

D. A. A. B.

SAN MILLAN DE la COGOLLA : Local

ity in Spain, not far from Najera, with a famous
convent of great antiquity. Jews were living here

as early as at Najera, and they suffered greatly in

the civil war between D. Pedro and D. Henry de

Trastamara. On Oct. 15, 1369, at the retjuest of the

directors of the small aljama of San Millan, whose
cause was advocated by "certain Jews wlio were
received at court," Henry II. of Castile ordered that
" the Christian men and women and the Moorish
men and women " should immediately discharge all

their debts to the Jews, "that the last-named might
be able to pay their taxes the more promptly." On
Sept. 10, 1371, however, the king released the abbot
and all the monks of San Millan from whatever
debts they had contracted with the Jews since the

battle of Najera.

BiBLiOfiKAPHY : Boletin Acad. Hist, xxxix. 2ivi rt xcr/.

s. M. K.

SAN SALVADOR. See South and Central
Ameuica.

SANA 'A. See Yemen.

SANBALLAT : One of the chief opponents of

Nehemiah when he was building the walls of Jeru-

salem and carrying out his reforms among the

Jews. "Sanballat," according to Sayce (in Has-
tings, "Diet. Bible," n.r.), is connected with the

Assyrian "Sinballidh," and means "Sin has vivi-

fied." He was called also "the Horonite," and was
associated with Tobiah the Ammonite and Geshem
the Arabian (Neh. ii. 19, iv. 7). But his home was
evidently at Samaria, from whatever "Horon" he

may have come.

The first arrival at Jerusalem of Nehemiah and
his escort aroused the sleeping enmity of these op-

ponents of the Jews. They were grieved {ib. ii. 10)

that the welfare of the Jews should be fostered.

"When Nehemiah actually disclosed Ids intention of

building the walls of Jerusalem thej' laughed him
to scorn {ib. ii. 19), and said, "Will ye rebel against

the king?" Nehemiah resented their insinuation,

and gave them to understand that they had no right

in Jerusalem, nor any interest in its affairs. As soon

as Sanballat and his associates heard that Nehemiah
and the Jews were actually building the walls, they

were angry (ib. iv. 1-3); and Sanballat addressed

the army of Samaria with a contemptuous reference

to "these feeble Jews." Tobiah appeased him by
saying that a jackal climbing on the wall they were

building would break it down. Nehemiah and his

builders, the Jews, vigorously hurried the work,

while Sanballat and his associates organized their

forces to fight agiiinst Jerusalem {ib. iv. 8). Nehe-

miah prepared to meet the opposition and continued

the work on the walls. Five different times San-

ballat and his confederates challenged Nehemiah and
the Jews to meet them in battle in the plain of Ono
(lb. vi. 1-7). Nehemiah was e(iual to the emergency
and attended strictly to his work. Then Sanballat,

with Jews in Jerusalem Avho were his confeder-

ates, attempted to entrap Nehemiah in the Temple
(ii. vi. 10-13); but the scheme failed. These treach-

erous Jews, however, kept Sanballat and Tobiah in-

formed as to the progress of the work in Jerusalem.

Nehemiah's far-sighted policy and his shrewdness

kept him out of the hands of these neighbor-foes.

In his reforms, so effectively carried out, he discov-

ered tliaL one of the grandsons of the high priest

Eliashib had married a daughter of this Sanballat,

and was thus son-in-law of the chief enemy of the

Jews {ib. xiii. 28). The high priest was driven out

of Jerusalem on the ground that he had defiled the

priesthood.

Josephus ("Ant." xi. 7, § 2) gives a dilTerent

story, placing Sanballat later on in Persian history,

during the reign of Darius Codomannus. His st(ny

is jirobably a traditional account of the origin of the

Temple on ^It. Gerizini.

J. I. M. P.

SANCHEZ (SANCHES), ANTONIO RI-
BEIRO : Russian Cdiirt physician ; born 1699; died

in Paris 1783; member of a Marano family of Pena-

macor, district of Castello Branca, Portugal. San-

chez, with many coreligionists, escaped ficim the

persecutions in Portugal and went to Holland,

where he studied, medicine at the University of

Leyden. There he enjoyed the friendship of his

professor, theeminent physician Herman Boerhaave,
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who formed a very bigh opinion of Sancliez's abil-

ity. When Empress Anna Ivanovna of Russia re-

quested Boerbaave(1731) to send her a learned physi-

cian who would be competent to act as her medical

adviser, he recommended Sanchez, who entered her

service the same year. The empress was so pleased

with Sanchez that she appointed hira chief phy-
sician of the Cadets ; and soon after he Avas elected

member of the Imperial Academy of Science. In

1740, after the death of Anna Ivanovna, Sanchez
was appointed, by the regent Anna Leopoldovna,
physician to the young prince Ivan Antonovich. She
had sucli confidence in him that even from Kiga she

sent to him for examination the prescriptions of tbe

attending physicians.

At this time Sanchez liad a large practise and
many influential friends in St. Petersburg. He de-

voted his leisure hours to study, and accumulated a

valuable collection of medical works. When the

regency of Anna Leopoldovna ended, in 1741, and
many statesmen and courtiers were replaced, Sanchez
was retained as physician to the empress Elizabeth

Petrovna. He enjoyed her favor, and maintained his

reputation as one of tbe most skilful physicians in

Europe. In 1744 Sanchez attended the princess

Sophia Augusta, afterward Empress Catherine II.,

and, according to the statement in her "Memoirs,"
saved her from a dangerous illness. He was then

elevated to the rank of councilor of state.

Three years later Sanchez was suddenly ordered to

resign and to leave St. Petersburg. Officially he re-

ceived his conge on account of illness. In the ac-

ceptance of his resignation Elizabeth praises his

great skill as a phj'sician and the honesty with

which he had discharged his duties. Sanchez's dis-

missal astonished tiie court circle, especially as he
was known never to have interfered in politics. He
hastened to sell his property, and then went to Paris.

His library, purchased by the empress, greatly en-

riched the medical department of the imperial li-

brary. The mystery of his dismissal gave Sanchez
no rest, and soon after his arrival in Paris he wrote
to the president of the Imperial Academy of Science,

Count K. G. Razumovski, asking for an explana-
tion. The latter, in turn, wrote to the chancellor

Bestyuzhev; and from both letters it appears that

the only reason for Sanchez's discharge was tlie fact

that the empress, who hated the Jews, had been told

that he professed Judaism.
When Sanchez learned this he resigned himself

to the situation, and again devoted himself to the

stud\' and practise of medicine. He became very
popular in the poorer quarters of Paris; but work
among the poor, whom he treated gratuitously,

ruined both his health and his finances. Some of the

Russian dignitaries, who corresponded with liim,

considered it their duty to aid him ; and Catherine

II. was induced to grant him a life pension of 1,000

rubles annually (1762).

Sanchez was the first medical writer to acquaint
the physicians of Europe with the medical value of

the Russian vapor-baths, througli his work " De
Cura Variolarum Vaporarii Ope apud Russos " (Rus-
sian transl. "O Parnykh Ros.siskikh Banyakh," St.

Petersburg, 1779). He was the author also of "Sur
I'Origine de la Maladie Venerienne" (Lisbon, 1750).

BiBLiOGR.\PHY : Richter. Gesch. der Medicin in Rusxland,
vol. ill., patisim : Russki Arkhiv, 1864, p. 386; 1870, p. 280;
Razgvyet, 1888, No. 16.

H. R. M. R.

SANCHO (SANDJE or SHANGI) : Family
name of frequent occurrence among Oriental Span-
ish Jews, and borne by several writers.

Abraham, ben Ephraim^ Sancho : Turkish
physician and Hebrew poet; lived at Constantinople
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Sancho
composed poems particularly in praise of certain

authors; for instance, Solomon Alkabiz's "Shoresh
Vishai" (Constantinople, 1566) has at the end a poem
by Sancho, and Kimhi's " Miklol " and " Shorashim "

also include poems by Sancho in praise of these

works. Sancho himself is praised by Bezaleel Ash-
kenazi (Responsa, No. 14).

Bibliography : Michael, Or lia-Tiayuim, No. 57.

E. c. M. Sel.

Eliezer ben Sancho : Turkish rabbinical author

;

lived at Constantinople in the latter part of the sev-

enteenth centur}'. He was a disciple of Joseph Kas-
sabi, and in collaboration with his brother Jacob
wrote several works, which were nearly all destroyed

by fire, only one, the " Dat wa-Din," a commentary
on the Pentateuch, being preserved.

Bibliography: Azulai, Shem ha-GedoUm, s.v.

E. c. M. Fr.

Ephraim ben Sancho : Spanish Talmudic scholar

and polemist; flourished in Aragon in the twelfth

century. Pedro the Great, King of Aragon, invited

him to take part in a disputation with a certain

Nicholas de Valencia (mentioned by J. R. de Castro

in "Bibliotheca Espanola," i. 266, as one of the

troubadours) on the question of the superiority of

the Jewish over the Christian religion or vice versa.

Ephraim answered very cleverly; and his answer
was approved by the king. L. Dukes (in "Orient,"

xii. 29) identities Ephraim with Don Santo the poet,

referred to by J. }{. de Castro {I.e. p. 178); but Kay-
serling and Steinsclm^ider have proved that the

identification is faulty.

Bibliography: Ibn Verga, Shehet Yehudah, p. 54a; Michael,
Or lia-Haynim. No. 523; Kayserling, Sephai-dim, p. 328;
Dukes, in Orient, xii. 29; Steinschnelder, Jewish Litera-
ture, p. ;iiO.

Ephraim ben Sancho: Portuguese physician;

flourished at the end of the fifteenth century. He
was court physician to Alfonso V., King of Por-

tugal; but the courtiers, out of jealousy, prevailed

on the king, through all sorts of calumnies, to dis-

miss him. He then went to Constantinople, where
he was received with great honor by Sultan Mah-
mud II., the Great. The latter appointed him his

court physician and treated him as one of his house-

hold.

Bibliography : Eliezer b. Sancho, Dat wa-Din, Constanti-
nople. 1726, Preface ; Michael, Or ha-Hayuim, No. 522.

E. C.
'

M. Sel.

Isaac ben Sancho : Turkish rabbinical author;

born and lived at Salonica; died at Jerusalem in

1759. He wrote the following works: "Be'erot ha-

Mayim " (Salonica, 1754), a collection of responsa

and a commentary on Maimonides; "Be'er Yizhak."

a collection of sermons in the order of the sections

of the Pentateuch; "Be'er la-Hav," a collection of

funeral orations; and "Be'er Rehobot."
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Bibliography : Hazan, Ha-Ma'alnt U-Shelomoh, p 46

;

Franco, Histoire des Israelites de VEmpire Ottoman, p. 120

;

Azulai, Sheyn ha-Gcdolim, s.v.

E. c. M. Fr.

SANCTIFICATION OF THE NAME. Sie

KiDDUSII HA-SlII-:.M.

SANCTUAIIY : A sacred place for divine serv-

ice. Tliere were six sanctuaries: (1) the Tabeh-
NACLE in the wilderness, built by Moses in the second

year of the Exodus; (2) the Tabernacle at Shiloh,

built by Joshua after the conquest of Palestine

(Josh, xviii. 1), and which stood 369 years, till the

death of Eli the high priest; (3) the Tabernacle at

Nob, the city of priests, which stood thirteen years,

till the reign of Saul (Seder 'Olani II. xiii.); (4) the

Tabernacle at Gibeou (II Chron. i. 3),

The Six Avhich stood tifty years, till Solomon
Sane- finished the building of the Temple

tuaries. (Seder '01am K. xi., xiv. ; Zeb. 61b);

(5) the First Temple, destroyed in 422

B.C.; (6) the Second Temple, built in 353 b.c. and
destroyed in the year 68 of the common era.

The Tabernacle, like the Temple, was called the

sanctuary because it contained the holy Ark with
the tablets of the covenant (Deut. ix. 9, 15), and
because only sanctified priests were permitted to

enter the inner chambers. The offering of sacrifices

was confined to the sanctuary and forbidden else-

wheie, especial]}^ in the "bamot" rr:"high places"

(I Kings iii. 3; II Chron. xxxiii. 17). Tlie sanctu-

ary could not, however, be used as an asylum for a

murderer or other criminal, nor even for a political

offender (Ex. xxi. 14; I Kings ii. 30, 31).

The object of the sanctuary was defined by the

injunction, "And let them make me a sanctuary;

that I may dwell among them " (Ex. xxv. 8). God
declared, " And there I will meet with the children

of Israel, and the tabernacle shall be sanctified by
my glory " {ib. xxix. 43). The sacrifices were the

medium of communion with God. A central place

for the sanctuary served also to unify tlie political

interests of the Israelites and to solidify the twelve
tribes into one nation. The subsequent severance

of the ten tribes from the political ties of Judah and
Benjamin could be effected only by erecting dupli-

cate sanctuaries at Beth-el and Dan (I Kings xii. 26,

27). See Pii.gri.mage.

The Temple at Jerusalem was known as "Bet
'Olamim" (Everlasting Temple), Solomon descri-

bing it as "an house to dwell in, a settled place for

thee to abide in forever" {ib. viii. 13). Solomon de-

clared that the sanctuary was really for the conve-

nience of the people in congregating for the worship
of God, and was not a dwelling-place for God, whom
"the heaven and the heaven of heavens can not con-

tain" {ib. verse 27). "Do not I fill heaven and earth?

saith the Lord " (Jer. xxiii. 24). The Midrash de-

clares the sanctuary was like a cave which the ocean

overflowed and filled with water without affecting

its own volume; similarly the gloiy

Sanctuary of the Shekinah, though it filled the

and Tabernacle, Avas not thereby dimin-
Shekinah. ished (Pesik, v.). The cabalists ex-

plain the presence of the Shekinah in

the sanctuary by the "mystery of concentration"
{— "sod ha-zimzum") or the secret of revelation of

God at a certain designated point. "The sanctuary

was the pledge of the Holy One to dwell with us

and not to abhor or forsake us" (Zohar iii. 114a, re-

ferring to Lev. XX vi. 11).

The sanctuary lielow corresponds to the sanctuary

above (Ta'an. 5a). The Jadder which Jacob saw in

a dream reached to the gate of heaven, where the

celestial sanctuary was erected opposite the altar

that Jacob set up in Beth-el (Gen. R. xlix. 5).

Symbolically the sanctuary represents the uni-

verse, and is called " 'olam katan " (= " little world").

This microcosm teaches that God is the Creator of all

matter, and guides His creatures through all desti-

nies (Moses Is.serles, "Torat ha-'Olah," i., ^ 1; and
Israel Jatt'e, introduction to same, vi 15, ed. Prague,

1833). After the destruction of the Temple the

synagogue replaced it as the sanctuarj' for Pravek.
See also Asylum; High Place; Shiloh; Taber-
nacle; Te.mple.

E. c. J. D. E.

SANDALFON: Name of an angel. It is a

Greek formation and synonymous with awdSeAcpoq

(= "cobrother"; see "Orient, Lit." xii. 618; Levy,
"Neuhebr. Worterb." iii. 553a; Krauss, in "Byzanti-
nische Zeitschrift," ii. 533; idem, " Lehnworter," ii.

431), and is not Persian, as Kohut supposes ("Ju-

(lische Angelologie und Diimonologie," p. 43;

"Aruch Completum," vi. 83b). Sandalfon is por-

trayed, not as the brother of God, but as the brother

of Metatron, and these two angels, according to

Naphtali Herz ("'Emek ha-Melek," p. 104a) and
Jellinek (" Auswahl Ka))balistischer Mystik," p. 5),

are "the lads" of Gen. xlviii. 16.

Sandalfon is one of the oldest angel figures of the

Merkabah mysticism. A baraita of the beginning

of the second century says: "The 'ofan' mentioned

in Ezek. i. 16 is called Sandalfon. He is an angel

who stands on the earth, and his head reaches up to

the ' hayyot ' [animal-shaped angels] ; he is taller than

his fellows by the length of a journey of 500 years;

he binds crowns for his Creator" (Hag. 13b; comp.

Pesik. R. 20 [ed. Friedmauu, p. 97aJ). The angel

Iladarniel led Moses in heaven until he reached the

fire of Sandalfon ; here he remained standing because

he feared the tire. J\Io.ses himself was afraid at the

sight of it, so that God placed Himself before it

for his protection. The crowns that Sandalfon binds

on God's head are symbols of praise for the differ-

ent angels" (Pesik. R. I.e.).

In the oldest enumeration of the four and the

seven archangels (see Raphael) Sandalfcm is not in-

cluded. Moreover, he is nowhere found in non-Jew-

ish sources, a fact which designates him as a figure

of the esoteric lore of the Merkabah. As such he

became very popidar in the post-Talmudic mys-

ticism, in which the mysteries of heavenly halls and

of divin(! throne-chariots that had remained hid-

den for centuries, came to light and received a writ-

ten form. His nature remained unchanged. He is

the fiercest fire; he keeps his place near God in the

seventh hall ; he brings the pra}'ers of men be-

fore the Deity (Jellinek, " B. H." i. 59; ii. 26,56;

iii. 37; vi. Ill; Zohar ii. 58a, 246a; iii. 252b; and else-

where): and particular powers also are entrusted to

him. He is placed over mankind ("Berit Menu-
hah," p. 37a, in Bodenschatz, '*Kirchliche Verfas-
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sung der Ileutigen Juden," iii. 160), over the month

Adar ("Sefer Raziel," 41b), and over the shofai-

bhxsts on New-Year's Day (Benash, " Amtahat Bin-

yaniin," p. 30a). His name should be called on for

protection in the forest {ib. 7a); and it occurs on an

amulet against abortion (Grunwald, in "Mittheil-

ungen der Gesellschaft far Judische Volkskunde,''

V. 58). In the piyyutim he is somewhat prominent

as an angel of prayer, and is treated as such by
Solomon il)n Gahirol (Zunz, "S. P." p. 478).

Moses Cordovero ('' Hekaloth," ch. xiv.) identifies

Sandalfon with the prophet Elijah (see also " Mahzor
Vitry," pp. 324 ct seq., and " Yalkut Hadash," ed.

Presburg, pp. 66-G9).

BiBLioOKAPiiv : Besides the works cited in the article, Schwab,
Vncabulaire dc VAnaelohigie, p. 301; Eisenmenger, Eni-
(Uclites Judenthiim, ii. 380, 393, 394, 401 et seq., 851.

w. B. L. B.

SANDALS (Hebrew, "na'al"). — Biblical

Data : In the warm countries of the East shoes are

not such an indispensable part of clothing as in the

colder northern countries. Still, people do not go

barefoot in mountainous Palestine, especially during

the damp winter, as frecpiently as they do in Egypt.

The same was probably the case in ancient times.

Although on Assyrian monuments warriors are often

represented barefoot, passages like Amos ii. 6 and
viii. 6 indicate that in the period of which they treat

even the poor man generally possessed shoes. This,

however, does not exclude the assumption that the

poor and common people usually went barefoot,

wearing sandals on special occasions only, e.g., in

traveling (Ex. xii. 11 ; Josh. ix. 5). The custom of

going barefoot while in mourning, followed even

by the nobles, points to the iustice of such an as-

sumption (II Sam. XV. 30; Ezek. xxiv. 17, 23).

Sandals probably came into general use, however,
in the course of time, as culture became more gen-

eral. They were at all times the only foot-wear of the

Hebrews, being simple soles fastened to the feet bj'

means of straps. Many illustrations of Egyptian as

Sandals Used in Palestine.

(From the Merrill collection, Semitic Museum, Harvard University.)

Avell as of Assyrian sandals are extant. Sandals dif-

fered as regards material, being made of leather,

woven-work, papyrus, or linen, as well as regards

form, consisting of a simple sole which is bent in

front or has a heel-piece. All tiiese different kinds

of sandals, as well as those worn by the Bedouins to-

day, are adjusted !)y means of two straps crossing

from the back over the instep. A third, narrower
strap, fastened in front, passes between the great

and second toe and is tied to the instep-straps. Men
and women apparently wore the same kind of san-

dal. In ancient times no shoes were worn in a room
(comp. Ex. xii. 11 as an exception), and in the Ori-

ent they are still removed before the wearer crosses a
threshold. Similarly the sanctuary was always en-

tered barefoot (Ex. iii. 5; Josh. v. 15). On the

symbolic action of removing the shoes see Halizah.
.1. I. Be.

In Rabbinical Literature : Originally the

term " sandal " in Talmudic literature designated a
sole fastened to the foot either by means of straps

or by a piece of leather, usually sewed to its upper

part so that the sandal might be put on like a slipper.

Sandals were made either with or without heels and

generally of thick leather, but sometimes of wood,

either uncovered, or covered with leather. When
made of uncovered wood the sandal, like a heelless

sandal, was unfit for Halizah (Yer. Yeb. xii. 1-2;

Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 169, 21). Wooden
sandals had the leathern pieces fastened to them
with nails; and such sandals could be put on from

either end. Owing to a disaster resulting from the

use of nailed sandals on Sabbath, the Rabbis de-

creed that they should not be worn on that day

(Shab. 60a).

There are mentioned in Kelim (xxvi. 1) a "sandal

'amaki " (which, according to Maimonides, means "a
deep-bottomed sandal," but which, according to

Bertinoro, means "a sandal made at a village called

'Amaki") and a "sandal of Laodicea." Both kinds

were secured by means of draw-strings, like a purse,

and therefore were liable to become unclean. The
wearer could make them clean again by loosening

the strings, without sending them to the sandal-

maker. Lime-workers ('Eduy. ii. 8), according to

Bertinoro, wore sandals of wood, since lime burned

those made of leather. The putting on of a sandal

for the first time is considered in Talmudic laAv

as the completing act of its manufacture, and must

therefore be avoided on the Sabbath (Yer. Shab.

vi. 8a). Sandals were worn in the summer only,

while in the winter shoes were used. Accordingly

the bed of a Talmudic scholar is characterized as

having nothing under it but sandals in the sum-

mer and shoes in the winter (B. B. 58a; comp.

RaSHBaM rttHoc).

In regard to duties of the priesthood, sandals are

considered as shoes in that the priests must not wear

them when they mount the Dukan for the purpose

of blessing the people. This prohibition is one of

the nine "takkanot" of Johauan b. Zakkai (Alfasi,

"Halakot," Meg. 375b, and R. Nissim ad loc).

On Yom Kippur, when the wearing of shoes is pro-

hibited, one may wear wooden sandals not covered

with leather (Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 614, 2).

The judge and the teacher used to strike with the

sandal : the former, the person who would not obey

his judgment; and the latter, his i)upils (Sanh. 7b;

see, however, Rashi ad loc). There was a conunon

proverb: "Step on the thorns wliile thou hast thy

sandals on thy feet" (Pesik. xi. 99b; Gen. R. xliv.).

The term " sandal " designates also a horseshoe

(Shab. 59a), the pedestal of an idol (Yeb. 103b;

comp. Rashi ad loc), and the piece of wood placed

under a short leg of a child's bed to cause the bed

to stand firm (Oh. xii. 4). Owing to its shape, the

sandal gave its name to the fish (Yer. Niddah iii.
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50d) wliich in English is called "sole" (comp. also

Slmllian 'Aruk, Yoreli De'ah, 305, 22).

Bibliography: Kohut, Aruch Completum, s.v. Sijd; Lam-

pronti, Palyid Yixhak. s.v. '^ijo; Levy, Neuhebr. WOrlerb.

s.v. '^-IJD.

^v. 35. M. Sel.

SANDEK (SYNDIKUS). See Godfather.

SANDERS, DANIEL: German lexicographer

;

born in Altstrelitz, Mecklenburg, April 12, 1819;

died March 12, 1897. He received his early educa-

tion in the Jewish school of his native city, under

I. Lehfeldt (later a partner of his brother-in-law,

Moritz Veit, the founder of the celebrated book-firm

in Berlin) and Joseph Zedner (afterward librarian in

the Briti.sh Museum, London). He then attended the

gymnasium in Neu-Strelitz, took private les.sons in

Greek and Latin, and afterward went to the univer-

sities of Berlin and Halle, studying classical and
modern languages, mathematics, and natural his-

tory. In Berlin he made the acquaintance of Mo-
ritz Carriere and lleinrich Bernhard Oppenheim, two
men of great intellectual capacity, with whom he

entered into a close friendship. Having graduated

as doctor in 1843, he was appointed principal in the

same school in which he had been trained in his na-

tive city. He held this position for ten years, until

tlie school, which was a private institution, was
closed.

Of his numerous works relative to the lexicog-

raphy a;id grammar of the German language the

following deserve special mention :
" Katechismus

der Deutschen Orthographic "
( Leipsic, 1856 ; 4th ed.

1878); " Handworterbuch der Deutschen Sprache "

(«i. 1 859-65 ; 5th ed. 1893; this was his chief work, and
was inspired by the German dictionarj- of the broth-

ers Grimm, which he criticized sharply); "Fremd-
worterbuch" {ib. 1871, 2 vols. ; 2d ed. 1891); "Wor-
terbuchderDeutschenSynonymen" (Hamburg, 1871

;

2d ed. 1882); " Deutsche Sprachbriefe" (Berlin, 1878;

11th ed. 1894); " Lehrbuch der Deutschen Sprache fur

Schulen in 3 Stufen" (8th ed., Berlin, 1888); "Ge-
schichte der Deutschen Sprache und Litteratur" (3d

ed., ib. 1886); " Abriss der Deutschen Silbenmessung

und Verskunst" {ib. 1881; 2d ed. 1891); "Leitfaden

zur Grundlage der Deutschen Granunatik " (2d ed.,

Weimar, 1894). Besides he published "DasVolks-
leben der Neugriechen " (Mannheim, 1844); "Das
Hohelied Salomonis" (Leipsic, 1866; new edition,

Hamburg, 1888); " Heitere Kinderwelt "(Neu-Stre-

litz, 1868); " Aus den Besten Leben.sstunden : Ge-

dichte" (Stuttgart, 1878); "Aus der Werkstatt eines

Worterburiischrcibers: Plaudereien " (Berlin, 1889);

"366 Spri-iehe" (Leipsic, 1892); and a "Neugriechi-

sche Granunatik " (after Vincent and Dickson, ib.

1881 ; 2d ed. 1890), and together with A. R. Rangabe
(n.d.)a " Geschichte der Neugriechischen Litteratur"

(///. 1884). In 1860 he translated into German the

Song of Solomon, which was republished in 1880.

In 1876 Sanders was called to Berlin to assist the

^Ministry of Instruction in the work of eliminating

ail foreign terms and expressions from the German
language.

Bmi.iocUAPnY: AUg. Zeit. des Jud. 1900, p. 91; Metiers
Ki»ivcrsatii)ns-Lexikon.

s. J. C. B.

SANDOB., PAUL : Hungarian merchant and
deputy; born in 1860 at Hodmezovasarhely ; stud-

ied at the academies of commerce in Budapest and
Dresden. He is a member of the municipal coun-

cil and of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry

of Budapest. In 1901 he was returned to the

Hungarian Parliament by the electoral district of

Lipotvaros, Budapest.

Bibliography: Sturm, OrszdgguiUesi Almanach, 1901-6.

s. L. V.

SANGER, ADOLPH L. : American lawyer and
politician; born at Baton Rouge, La., in 1842; died

in New York city Jan. 3, 1894. A graduate of the

City College and of the Columbia Law School, New
York, in 1864, he had rapid success as a law-yer. In

1870 he was appointed a commissioner of the United

States deposit funds, and in 1885 was elected presi-

dent of the board of aldermen. He served as presi-

dential elector of the state of New York in 1880

and 1884, and was a commissioner of education for

three terms beginning with 1886, being made presi-

dent of the board in 1893. He was the first to sug-

gest Bryant Park, New York, as a site for a public

library. A graceful speaker, he delivered addresses

at the reception of the Bartholdi statue of " Lib-

erty " and the statue of "The Pilgrim " at Central

Park, and spoke also on similar public occasions.

Sanger was active in American Judaism, being

one of the leaders of the B'nai B'rith, president of

the Board of Delegates of American Israelites, and

vice-president for some years of the Union of Amer-

ican Hebrew Congregations.

A. A. S. I.

SANHEDRIN (pnnJD) : Hebrew -Aramaic
term originally designating only the assembly at

Jerusalem that constituted the highest political

magistracy of the country. It was derived fuoni the

Greek avvu'Spiov. Josephus uses awLdptov for the first

time in connection with the decree of the Roman
governorof Syria, Gabinius (57 B.C.), who abolished

the constitution and the then existing form of govern-

ment of Palestine and divided the country into five

provinces, at the head of each of which a sanhedrin

was placed ("Ant." xiv. 5, ^ 4). Jerusalem was

the seat of one of these. It is improbable, however,

that the term ".synhedrion " as a designation for t^ie

chief magistracy was used for the first time \\\ con-

nection with this decree of Gabinius; indeed, from

the use made of it in the Greek translation of the

Proverbs, Bacher concludes that it must l-.ave been

current in the middle of the second century u.c.

In the Taimudic sources the " Great " Sanhedrin at

Jerusalem is so called in contradistinction to other

bodies designated by that name; and it was gen-

erally assumed tiiat this Great Sanhedrin Avas iden-

tical with the Sanliedrin at Jerusalem which is

mentioned in the non-Talmudic sources, in the Gos-

pels, and in Josephus. The accounts

The Great in the two different sets of sources

Sanhedrin. referring to the Sanhedrin, however,

differ materially in their main char-
,

ucteristics. The Great Sanhedrin is designated
|

in the Taimudic sources as "Sanhedrin Gedolah lia- \

yoshebet be-lishkat ha-gazit " = " the Great San- >

iiedriu which sits in the hall of hewn stone

"
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(Sifra, Waj-ikra, ed. Weiss, 19a). The mention of

"sanhedrin" without the epithet " gedolah " (Yer.

Sauh. i. 19c) seems to presuppose another body than

the Great Sanhedrin that met in tlie hall of hewn
stone. For neitlier Josephus nor the Gospels in speak-

ing oT the Sanhedrin report any of its decisions or

discussions referring to the priests or to the Temple
service, or touching in any way upon the religious

1
law, but they refer to llie Sanhedrin exclusively in

(
matters connected with legal procedure, verdicts,

' and decrees of a political nature; wiiereas the San-

1 hedrin in the hall of hewn stone dealt, according to

theTalmudic sources, with questions relating to the

Temple, the priesthood, the sacrifices, and matters

_of a kindred nature. Adolf Blichler assumes indeed

that there were in Jerusalem two magistracies which
were entirely different in character and functions

and which ofticiated side by side at the same time.

That to which the Gospels and Josephus refer was
the highest political authority, and at the same time

the supreme court; this alone was empowered to

deal with criminal cases and to impose the sentence

of capital punishment. The other, sitting in the

hall of hewn stone, was the higiiest court dealing

with the religious law, being in charge also of the

religious instruction of the people (Sanh. xi. 2-4).

I. The Political Sanhedrin : This body was
undoubtedly much older than the term "sanhedrin."

Accounts referring to the iiistory of the pre-Mac-

cabean time represent a magistracy at the head

of the people, which body was designated Gerusia.
In 203 Antiochus tiie Great wrote a letter to the

Jews in which he expressed his satis-

The faction that they had given him a

Gerusia. friendly reception at Jerusalem, and
had even come to meet him with the

senate (yepovaia; "Ant." xii. 3, «? 3). Antiochus V.

also greeted the gerusia in a letter to the Jewish
people. This gerusia, which stood at the head of

the people, was the body that was subsequently

called "sanhedrin." The date and the manner of

its origin can not now be determined. Josephus
calls it either awiSpiov or jiovArj, and its members
Trpea/ivTEpoi (= "elders," i.e., D"'JpT) or [iovTievrai

(= " councilors"), whose number was probably the

same as that of the members of the Sanhedrin in the

hall of hewn stone, namely, seventy or seventy-one.

There are no references to indicate whence the Sanhe-

drin derived its authority or by whom it was elected,

unless it be assumed that the convocation of that

body by the high priest and at times by the Jewish
king, as mentioned in the sources, refers to the man-
ner of its election. This Sanhedrin, which was en-

tirely aristocratic in character, probablj' assumed its

own authority, since it was composed of members
of the most influential families of the nobility and
priesthood (comp. Sann. iv. 2, where there is an al-

lusion to the composition of this body). The Phari-

sees had no great infiueuce in this assembly, al-

though some of its members may have been friendly

to them at various times. Though there are no defi-

nite references to gradations in rank among the sev-

eral members, there seems to have been a committee
of ten members, ol 6iKa irpfoToi, who ranked above

_ their colleagues (comp. Schllrer, "Gesch."8d ed., ii.

201-202).

The meetings took place in one of the chambers
of the Temple in order that the discussions and de-

crees might thereby be invested with

Place of greater religious authority. Accord-

Meeting, ing to a passage in the Mekilta (Mish-

patim, 4 [ed. Weiss, p. 87a]), the San-

hedrin, which was empowered to pass the sentence

of capital punishment, sat "in the vicinity of the

altar," i.e., in one of the chambers of the inner court

of the Temple. It was called "the hall of the Pov-

'kevTai " because the latter sat there. Subsequently

it was called "lishkat parhedrin " = "the hall of

the trpoe^poL " (Yoma 8b). In this hall there was
also a private room for the high priest (Yoma 10a;

Tosef., Yoma, i. 2). The {iovAevrai or the TTpoedpoc

assembled in this private room (comp. Matt. xxvi.

57; Mark xiv. 63) before they met in the hall.

The Sanhedrin did not, however, always retain

this place of meeting; for, according to Josephus,

the ftnv2.r/ was in the vicinity of the xystus ("B. J."

V. 4, § 2), hence beyond the Temple mount, or, ac-

cording to Schilrer {I.e. ii. 211), on it, though not

within the inner court. In the last years of the

Jewish state, therefore, to which the account in

Josephus must be referred, the Sanhedrin left its

original seat, being compelled to do so perhaps by

the Pharisees, who, on gaining the upper hand,

would not permit the secular Sanhedrin to sit in the

sanctuary. Indeed, while the Sanhedrin still sat in

the Temple, it was decreed that a mezuzah was to be

placed in the hall of the npdedpoi. This was not re-

quired in any of the other apartments of the Temple

;

and R. Judah b. Ila'i, who was otherwise thoroughly

informed as to the earlier institutions of the Temple,

was unable to assign a reason for the decree (Yoma
10a). It may be explained only on the assumption

that it was intended to secularize the sittings of this

Sanhedrin. It may have been for the same reason

that the body was subsequently excluded entirely

from the Temple, inasmuch as the latter and its

apartments were intended for the cult and matters

connected with it, while the discussions and decrees

of this Sanhedrin were political and secular in nature.

The extant references to the Sanhedrin are not suf-

ficient to give an exact and detailed idea of its func-

tions and of the position which it occupied. It is

certain, however, that the extent of its

Functions power varied at different times, and

and that the sphere of its functions was re-

Position, stricted in various ways by the Roman
government. One of these restrictions

was Gabin^us' above-mentioned division of the Jewish

territory into live provinces, each with a sanhedrin

of its own, whereby the authority and the functions

of the Sanhedrin of Jerusalem were materially di-

minished. Its power was insignificant under Herod

and Archelaus. After the death of these rulers its

authority again increased, the internal government

of the country being largely in its hands. It ad-

ministered the criminal law, and had independent

powers of police, and hence the right to make arrests

through its own officers of justice. It was also em-

powered to judge cases that did not involve the

death penalty, only capital cases requiring the con-

firmation of the procurator.

The high priest, who from the time of Simeon was
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also the head of the state, officiated as president of

the Saahedrin. He bore the title "uasi " (prince),

because the reins of government were actually held

by him. Subsequently, when they were transferred

to other hands, the high priest retained the title of

nasi as president of the Sanhedrin. The powers of

the latter official were restricted under the procura-

tors, without whose permission the body could not

be convened ("Ant." xx. 9, § 1). This Sanhedrin,

since it was a political authority, ceased to exist

when the Jewish state perished with the destruction

of Jerusalem (70 c.E.).

' II. The Religious Sanhedrin : This body,

which met in the hall of hewn stone and was called

also "the Great Bet Din" or simply "the Bet Din

in the hall of hewn stone " (Tosef., Hor. 1. 3; Tosef.,

Sotah, ix. 1; Yer. S'lnh. i. 19c), was invested with

the highest religious authoi-ity. According to Tal-

mudic tradition it originated in the Mosaic period,

the seventy elders who were associ-

The Great ated vvith Sloses in the government of

Bet Din. Israel at his request (Num. xi. 4-31)

forming together with him the first

Sanhedrin (Sanh. i. 6). The institution is said to

have existed without interruption from that time

onward (comp. Yer. Sanh. i. 18b, where, in a com-

ment on Jer. lii. 24 et seq. and II Kings xxv. 18 et

seq., it is said that Nebuzar-adan brought the Great

Sanhedrin to Eiblah before Nebuchadnezzar); but

the fact that no passage whatever in the pre-exilic

books of the Bible refers to this institution seems

to indicate that it was not introduced before the

time of the Second Temple. Originally it was prob-

ably not a regularly constituted authority, but

merely a synod which convened on special occasions

for the purpose of deliberating on important ques-

tions or of issuing regulations referring to religious

life. The first assembly of this nature was that held

under Ezra and Nehemiah (Neh. viii.-x.), which

was called "the Great Synagogue" ("Keneset ha-

Gedolah ") in Jewish scholastic tradition. Subse-

quently, at a date which can not be definitely deter-

mined, this occasional assembly was replaced by a

standing body. The latter, which was called " San-

hedrin " or " Bet Din," was regarded as the continu-

ation of the synods which had previously been con-

vened only occasionally.

It further appears from Ab. i. 2-4 that the Great

Bet Din was regarded as a continuation of the Ke-

neset ha-Gedolah; for the so-called "zugot"who
were at the head of the Great Bet Din are named
after the men of the Great Synagogue, which was
regarded as the precursor of the Great Bet Din.

This explains wli}-^ the latter is sometimes called also

"synagogue" (xnt^'JD; Meg. Ta'an., in Neubauer,

"M. J. C." ii. 16). Originally the members of this

bet din also were priests belonging to prominent

families, probably under the presidency of the high

priest. The Pharisees, however, held at various

times more or less prominent positions

Influence in this body, according as they were the

of the victors or the vanquished in their con-

Pharisees, flict with the Sadducees. When John

Hyrcanus toward the end of his reign

turned from the Pharisees ("Ant." xvi. 11, § 1), he

seems to have effected their dismissal from the San-

hedrin or bet din and to have formed a Sadducean

bet din (Sanh. 52b), or a Sadducean Sanhedrin, as

it is called iu another passage (Meg. Ta'au. I.e. p.

17). Under Alexander Jannaeus, Simeon b. Shetah

succeeded in ousting the Sadducean members from

the bet din and in reorganizing it so that it was
composed only of Pharisees. But the latter lost their

prestige in the subsequent quarrel with Alexander,

gaining tlie upper hand again only under his suc-

cessor, Salome Alexandra, from which time the

Great Bet Din was composed exclusively of Phari-

sees. According to the Mishnah (Sanh. i. 5 ; Sheb.

ii. 2), the bet din, at least during the last years of its

existence at Jabneh, where it had been reorganized,

consisted of seventy or seventy-one members, ac-

cording as the president was included in or omitted

from the list. Simeon b. 'Azzai (first half of the 2d

cent.) says that seventy-two elders (" zekenim," i.e.,

members of the Saniiedrin) were present when R.

Eleazar b. Azariah was elected president together

with Rabban Gamaliel II. (Zeb. i. 3; Yad. iii. 5, iv.

2); this was one more than the usual number, and

included probablj^ besides the seventy other mem-
bers, the two presidents, Gamaliel and Eleazar b.

Azariah. According to R. Jose b. Halafta, the mem-
bers of the Great Bet Din were required to possess

the following qualifications: scliolarship, modesty,

and popularity among their fellow men (Tosef. , Hag.

ii. 9; Sanh. 88b). According to an interpretation in

Sifre, Num. 92 (ed. Friedmann, p. 25b), they had
also to be strong and courageous.

Appoint- Only such were eligible, moreover, as

ment and had filled three offices of gradually

Promotion increasing dignity, namely, those of

of Mem- local judge, and member successively

hers. of two magistracies at Jerusalem (Jose

b. Halafta, I.e.). R. Johanan, a Pales-

tinian amora of the third century, enumerates the

qualifications of the members of the Sanhedrin as

follows: they must be tall, of imposing appearance,

and of advanced age; and they must be learned

and must understand foreign languages as well as

some of the arts of the necromancer (Sanh. 19a).

The hall of hewn stone ("lishkat ha-gazit")in

which tlic bet din sat was situated on the southern

side of the inner court of the Temple (Mid. v. 4).

It was used for ritual purposes also, the priests draw-

ing lots there for the daily service of the sacrifices,

and also reciting the "Shema'" there (Tamid ii., end,

to iii., beginning; iv.,end, to v., beginning). The

larger part of the hall was on the site of the court of

laymen. There were two entrances: one from the

court of the priests, which was used by the latter;

the other in the Water gate, used by the laity. The
Great Bet Din sat daily, except on tlie Sabbath and

on feast-days, between the morning and evening

sacrifices (tosef., Sanh. vii. 1). On the Sabbath

and on feast-days, on which there were no meetings

inthe hall of hewn stone, the members of the bet

din assembled in the schoolhouse on the Temple
mount {ih. ). According to the accounts given in

the Talmudic sources, the Great Bet Din had the

following functions, which it exercised in part as a

body and in part through committees of its members

:

It had supervision over the Temple service, which

was required to be conducted in conformity with the
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Law and according to Pharisaic interpretation. It

decided which priests should perform the Temple
service (Mid., end). It supervised especially impor-

tant ritual acts, as the service on the Day of Atone-

ment (Yoma i. 3). It had in charge the burning of

the Red Heifer and the preparation of the water of

purification (Tosef., Sanh. iii. 4). When the body
of a murdered person was found, members of the

Great Bet Din had to take the neces.sary measure-

ments in order to determine which
Functions cit)% as being the nearest to the place

and of the murder, was to bring the sacri-

Authority. fice of atonement (Sotali ix. 1 ; Tosef.,

Sanh. iii. 4; comp. Sotah 44b-45a).

It had also to decide as to the liar vest tithes (Peah ii.

6). It satin judgment on women suspected of adul-

tery, and sentenced them to drink the bitter water

(Sotah i. 4; see Ordeal). It arranged the calendar

(R. II. ii. 5 et seq.), and provided correct copies of

the Torah roll for the king, and probably for the

Temple also (Tosef., Sanh. iv. 4; Yer. Sanh. ii. 20c).

In general it decided all doubtful questions relating

to the religious law (Sanh. 88b) and rendered the

final decision in regard to the sentence of the teacher

who promulgated opinions contradicting the tradi

tional interpretation of the Law (" zaken mamreh "
;

Sanh. xi. 2-4; see Eldek, Rebellious).
Two persons were at the head of the bet din: one,

the actual president with the title "nasi"; the other,

the second president or vice-president, who bore

the title "ab bet din" (father of the court). The
existence of these two offices is well authenticated

from the time following the Hadrianic persecution.

R. Johanan (3d cent.) says that in the college which
was regarded as the continuation of the Great Bet
Din in the hall of hewn stone R. Nathan officiated

as second president ("ab bet din ") side by side with

R. Simeon b. Gamaliel II., who was president ("nasi"
;

Hor. 13b). In a mishnah (Hag. ii. 2) five pairs of

scholars are enumerated who were at the head of

the Great Bet Din at the time of the Second Temple

;

and it is stated tiiatoueof each pair was nasi and the

other ab bet din. These five pairs of scholars, who
collectively are also designated "zugot" (Peah ii.

6), were at the same time the most prominent repre-

sentatives of the tradition (Ab. i. 1 et s€q.)am\ at the

head of the Pharisaic school. There is therefore no
reason to doubt the statement that from the time the

bet din came under Pharisaic influence

The these Pharisaic teachers stood at its

<'Zugot." head. Thefact that the high priest had
formerly been the president of this bet

din explains why there were two presidents. Since
the high priest was probably frequently prevented
from presiding at the meetings, or was perhaps not
competen-t to do so, another officer had to be chosen
who should be the actual director of the body. The
double office was retained when, with the growing
influence of the Pharisees, the nasi of the bet din
was a scribe and no longer the high priest. The title

"nasi," which the president of the bet din bore, may
have originated at the time when the high priest

—

the real prince and the head of the sta-te—acted as

president. The following reason also may have de-

termined the retention of the title, even after the
high jiriest no longer officiated as president: The

bet din, which, as shown above, was called also

KnK"J3 (corresponding to the Hebrew TT^)}), was
identified with the Biblical " 'edah " (comp. Sifre,

Deut. 41 [ed. Friedmann, p. 59b]; Sifra, Wayikra,
ed. Weiss, 19a, where it is expressly stated that the
Great Bet Din in the hall of hewm stone is the
'edah); and, since only a director of the 'edah is

called " nasi " in Ex. x vi. 22 and Num. iv. 34, it may
have seemed desirable to retain the title " nasi " for

the president of the bet din.

Business at the meetings of the bet din jvas trans-

acted according to a certain order. Reliable tradi-

tions describing the procedure and the balloting

have been preserved in the Mishnah ; but it is im-
possible to distinguish between the

Order of regulations obtaining in the bet din at

Business, the time of the Second Temple and
those obtaining in the school of Jab-

neh, which was regarded as a continuation of the

Sanhedrin. The following are some of these regu-

lations: The members of the bet din sat in a semi-

circle in order that they might see one another

(Sanh. iv. 2; Tosef., Sanh. viii. 1). The president

satin the center (Tosef., I.e.). Two secretaries re-

corded the various opinions expressed by the mem-
bers; according to one tradition there were three

.secretai-ies(Sanh. I.e.). When a question was raised

and a member of the college declared that he was in

possession of a tradition according to which the

question might be decided, such tradition was de-

cisive. When no member knew of any tradition le-

lating to the question at issue, discussion followed

and a ballot was taken (Tosef., Sanh. vii. 1). Three
rows of scholars sat in front of the bet din, and
filled vacancies in the latter when necessary (Sanh. i v.

4; Tosef., Sanh. viii. 2). This regulation, however,
refers only to the school of Jamnia and not to the

bet din of the time of the Second Temple ; for only

such men were appointed to membership in the

latter as had previously sat in less important bodies.

After the destruction of the Temple at Jerusalem
and the downwall of the Jewish state, the Academy
of Jabneh was organized as the supreme religious

authority, being therefore regarded as the continua-

tion of the Great Bet Din in the hall of hewn stone.

The later Jewish academies under the presidency of
the patriarchs of the family of Hillel—hence, down
to the end of the fourth century—were also regarded
as the continuation of that institution (this is the

meaning of the sentence "The bet din of the hall of

hewn stone went on ten journeys until it finally

settled at Tiberias "
; R. H. 31a, b) ; thev accordingly

retained its organization, and the president bore the

title of nasi, the second president officiating side by
side with him as ab bet din.

Bibliography: SchiirHr, Qesch. ii. 188-189, where the litera-

ture on the subject Is given ; Jacob Reifmann, Savhedrin,
Berdychev, 188S: Bacher, art. Sanhedrin. in Hastings, Diet.
Bihh' : Adolf Biicliler, Z>a.s Siinliedrium in Jernxniern und
lias Grossf Bet Din in der Qiiaderkawmer de.s Jenmalem-
i.'ichen Tempsls, Vienna, 1902, the chief source for the view
given above,
w. B. J. Z. L.

SANHEDRIN (" Court ") : Name of a treatise

of the Mishuuli, Tosefta, and both Talmudim. It

stands fourth in the order Nezikin in most editions,

and is divided into eleven chapters containing sev-

enty-one paragraphsin all. It treats chiefly of courts
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and their powers, of qualifications for the office of

judge, and of legal procedure and criminal law.

Ch. i. : Cases which are brought before a court of

three judges (§§ 1-3), before a small sanhedrin of

twenty-three members (§ 4), or before the Great

Sanhedrin at Jerusalem consisting of seventy-one,

or, according to R. Judah, of seventy members (^^ 5)

;

origin of the requirement that there should be sev-

enty (or seventy-one) members in the Great San-

hedrin, and twenty-three in the smaller body ; mini-

mum number of inhabitants entitling a city to a

sanhedrin (§ 6).

Ch. ii. : Rights of the high priest (J^ 1); rightsand

duties of the king, who may neither judge nor be

judged, and may declare war only with

Contents the consent of the Great Sanhedrin

;

Ch. i.-v. his share of tlie booty; he may not

accumulate treasure for himself; he

must have a copy of the Torah made for himself;

the reverence due him (§§ 2-5).

Ch. iii. : Suits involving money which are decided

by arbitrators; cases in which one party may reject

the judge selected or the witness cited by the other

party; persons debarred from acting either as judges

or as witnesses (§S 1-5) ; examination of witnesses,

each of whom is questioned separately, with a sub-

sequent comparison of their testimony (§ 6); an-

nouncement of the verdict by the president of the

board ; no judge may say to either party :
" I wished

to acquit tliee, but I was overruled by the majority

of my colleagues " (§ 7) ; if he who loses the case

later produces written testimony or a witness in his

favor, the sentence is reversed (§ 8).

Ch. iv. : Difference in the proceedings and in the

number of judges between trials in which money is

involved and criminal cases in which the life of the

defendant is in jeopardy, the former being conducted

before three judges and the latter before a sanhedrin

of twenty-three members (§§ 1-2); the sanhedrin sat

in a semicircle, so that all the members might see

one another, while the clerks recorded the reasons

which the judges gave either for acquittal or for

condemnation (§ 3); three rows of scholars versed in

the liaw sat in front of the sanhedrin, one or more
of them being called upon at need to fill the bench,

in case a quorum of judges was not present (§ 4);

address to the witnesses in criminal cases, reminding

them of the value of a human life ; in this connection

it is said that Adam is called tJie ancestor of the whole

human race, in order that no one might supercili-

ously say to his fellow man :
" My great grandfather

was more important than thine " (^ 5).

Ch. V. : Examination of the witnesses regarding

the time, place, and circumstances of the case, and
the coherenc}" of the testimony given; consultation

and mode of procedure on the part of the judges

(§§ 1-5).

Ch. vi. : How the condemned man is led to the

place of execution ;
proclamation of the verdict, so

that a reversal may be possible at the

Contents last moment if proofs of innocence are

Ch. vi.-xi. produced (i; 1) ; thecondenuied man is

exhorted to confess his sins that he

may atone for them by his death (^ 2); method of

stoning to death, and cases in which those who are

stoned are hanged after death, and the manner of

hanging (§§3-4); burial-place of those who have
been executed, and the demeanor of their relatives

(g§ 5-6).

Ch. vii. : The four methods of capital punishment

—

stoning, burning, beheading, and strangling—and

the manner of each (^§ 1-3); crimes punishable by

stoning (g§ 4-11).

Ch. viii. : The circumstances in which a stubborn

and rebellious son (comp. Deut. xxi. 18 et secj.) is re-

garded and sentenced assuch(§§ 1-4); the stubborn

son, like the burglar (comp. Ex. xxii. 1), is treated

with severity in order that he may be prevented

from committing greater crimes; in this connection

the cases are given in which one about to commit
a crime may be killed to prevent its commission

(^^ 5-7).

Ch. ix. : ('riminals who are burned and those who
are beheaded ; cases in which homicide is not re-

garded as murder (§§ 1-2) ; cases in which a mistake

is made as to the identity of criminals condemned to

death so that it isimpo.ssible to tell what punishment

each one has deserved (§ 3) ; cases in which one has

committed two different crimes, and so deserves two
different forms of capital punishment (§4): criminals

who are placed in solitary confinement (" kipah "

;

§ 5) ; cases in which a criminal taken in the act may
be killed by any one without being brought before

a court (§ 6).

Ch. X. : Those who have no part in the future

world; the problem "v^hether the Ten Tribes will re-

turn at some future time from the place of their

exile (g§ 1-3); the idolatrous city (comp. Deut. xiii.

13 et seq. ; §§ 4-6).

Ch. xi. : Criminals who are strangled (§ 1); the

dissenting teacher (" zaken mamreh ") and the pro-

ceedings against him (§§ 2-4) ; the false prophet and

the one who makes predictions in the name of idols

(g§ 5-6). In the Mishnah of the Babylonian Talmud
the order of the tenth and eleventh chapters is

inverted.

The Tosefta to Sanhedrin is divided into four-

teen chapters, and contains many interesting hag-

gadic interpretations and sayings besides the addi-

tions and supplements to the Mishnah. Especially

noteworthy is the attempt in iv. 5 to explain how
the people sinned in asking for a king (I Sam. viii,),

and thus to remove the discrepancy between I Sam.

xii. 17 and Deut. xvii. 14-20; there is likewise an

interesting discussion of the problem whether the

script in which the Torah was originally given to the

people was changed, and, if so, when
Tosefta the alteration was made (v. 7-8).

and Other remarkable passages (xi. 6, xiv.

Gemara. 1) state that the laws set forth in

Deut. xiii. 13-18 and xxi. 18-21 are

valid in theory only, since they never have been and

never will be enforced in practise.

The Gemara of both the Talmudim contains a

mass of interesting maxims, legends, myths, stories,

and haggadic sayings and interpretations in addi-

tion to its elucidations of the passages of the Mish-

nah, the niunber of haggadot on the tenth (or elev-

enth) chapter being especially large. Among the

interesting passages of the Babylonian Gemara may
be noted the disputations with the heretics (38b-

39a) ; the attempts to find the belief in the resurrec-
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tion of tlie dead outlined in the Bible, and the po-

lemics against heretics wlio deny the resurrection

(90b-91u, 91b, 92a) ; the discussion whether the res-

urrection of the dead described in Ezek. xxxvii. is

to be interpreted merely as a ligurative prophetic

vision or whether it Avas a real event (92bj; and the

discussions and computations of the time at which

the Messiah will appear, with the events which will

attend his coming (yTb-99a).

Especially noteworthy in the Palestinian Gemara
are the legend of the angel who assumed the form

of Solomon and deprived him of his throne (20c);

the story of the execution of the eighty sorceresses

of Ashkelon on one day by Simeon b. Shetah (23d)

;

and the account of the unfortunate and undeserved

death of Simeon b. Shetah 's son (23b).

w. IS. J. Z. L.

SANHEDRIN, FRENCH : Jewish high court

convened by Napoleon I. to give legal sanction to

the principles expressed by the Assembly of Nota-

bles in answer
to the twelve

questions sub-

mitted to it by
the government
(see Jew. En-
CYC. V. 468, s.r.

France). These
questions were:

1. Is it lawful for

Jews to have more
than one wife ?

2. Is divorce al-

lowed by the Jewish
religion? Is divorce

valid, although pru-

nounced not by
courts of justice but
by virtue of laws in

contradiction to the
French code ?

3. May a Jewess marry a Christian, or a Jew a Christian
woman? or does Jewish law order that the Jews should only
intermarry among themselves?

4. In the eyes of Jews are Frenchmen not of the Jewish relig-

ion considered as brethren or as strangers ?

5. What conduct does Jewish law prescribe toward French-
men not of the Jewish religion ?

0. Do the Jews born in France, and treated by the law as

French citizens, acknowledge France as their country? Are
they i)ound to defend it? Are tiiey bound to obey the laws and
follow the directions of the civil code?

7. Who elects the rabbis?
8. What kind of police jurisdiction do the rabbis exercise

over the Jews? What judicial power do they exercise over
them ?

9. Are, the police jurisdiction of the rabbis and the forms of

the election regulated by Jewish law, or are they only sanc-
tioned by custom ?

10. Are there professions from which the Jews are excluded
by their law ?

11. Does Jewish law forbid the Jews to take usury from
their brethren ?

12. Does it forbid, or does it allow, usury in dealings with
strangers ?

At one of the meetings of the Notables, Commis-
sioner Comte Louis Mattiiieu Mole expressed the

satisfaction of the emperor with their answers, and
announced that the emperor, requiring a pledge of

strict adherence to these principles, had resolved

to call together a great .sanhedrin which should

convert the answers into decisions and make them
the basis of the future status of the Jews, create a

Medal Struck in Commemoration of the Sanhedrin Convened by Napoleon, 1807.

(lu the possessioD uf Prof. John Bach McMaster, Philadelphia, Pa.)

new organization, and condemn all false interpreta-

tions of their religious laws. In order that this

sanhedrin, reviving the old Sanhedrin
Constitu- of Jerusalem, might be vested with

tion of the the same sacred character as that time-

French honored institution, it was to be con-

Sanhedrin. stituted on a similar pattern: it was
to be composed of seventj^-one mem-

bers—two-thirds of them rabbis and one-third lay-

men. The Assembly of Notables, which was to con-

tinue its sessions, was to elect the members of tiie

sanhedrin, and notify the several communities of Eu-
rope- of its meeting, "that they may send deputies

worthy of communicating with you and able to give

to tiie government additional information." The As-

sembly of Notables was to appoint also a commit-
tee of nine, whose duty it would be to prepare the

work of the sanhedrin and devise a plan for the

future organization of the Jews in France and Italy

(see Jew. Encyc. iv. 232, s.v. Consistohy).

On Oct. 6,

1806, the As-
sembly of No-
tables issued a

proclamation to

all the Jewish
communities of

Europe, inviting

them to send

delegates to tlie

sanhedrin, to

convene on Oct.

20. This procla-

mation, written

in Hebrew,
French, Ger-
man, and Ital-

ian, speaks in ex-

travagant terms
of the importance of this revived institution and of

the greatness of its im'perial protector. While the

action of Napoleon aroused in many Jews of Ger-
many the hope that, influenced by it, their govern-
ments also would grant them the rigiits of citizen-

siiip, others looked upon it as a political contrivance.

When in the war against Prussia (1806-7) the em-
peror invaded Poland and the Jews rendered great

services to liis army, he remarked, laughing, "The
sanhedrin is at least useful to me." David Fried-

lander and his friends in Berlin (lescril)ed it as a
spectacle tiiat Napoleon offered to the Pari.sians.

Tiie opening of the sanhedrin was delayed until

Feb. 9, 1807. four days after the adjournment of the

Assembly of Notables. Its seventy-one members
included the rabbis sitting in the Assembly, to

whom were adtled twenty-nine other rabbis and
twenty-five laymen. Its presiding officers, ap-
pointed by the minister of the interior, were: David

Sinzheim, rabbi of Strasburg (presi-

Opening dent); Joshua Benzion Segre, rabbi,

Session. and member of the municipal council

of Vercelli (first vice-president) ; Abra-
ham de Cologna, rabbi of Mantua (second vice-presi-

dent). After a solemn religious service in the syna-

gogue, the members assembled in the Hotel de Ville,

in a hall specially prepared for them. Following
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the ancient custom, they took their seats in a semi-

circle, according to age, on both sides of the pre-

siding officers, the laymen behind the rabbis. They
were attired in blade garments, with silk capes and

three-cornered hats. The sittings were public, and

many visitors were present. The first meeting was
opened with a Hebrew prayer written by David

Sinzheim; after the address of the president and of

Furtado, chairman of the Assemblj^ of Notables, it

was adjourned. At the second sitting, Feb. 12,

1807, deputies Asser, Lemon, and Litwack, of the

newly constituted Amsterdam Reform congrega-

tion Adat Jesimrun, addressed the sanhedrin, Lit-

wack in Hebrew, the others in French, expressing

their entire approval of the Assembly and promis-

ing their hearty support. But the deputies were

greatly disappointed when the president, after hav-

ing answered them in Hebrew, invited them to be

silent listeners instead of taking part in the debates

as the proclamation of the Notables had caused them
toexpect. Addresses from congregations in France,

Italy, and the Rhenish Confederation, especially

from Neuwied and Dresden, were also presented.

In the sittings of Feb. 16, 19, 23, 26. and March

2, the sanhedrin voted without discussion on the re-

plies of the Assembly of Notables, and passed them

as laws. At the eighth meeting, on March 9, Hildes-

heimer, deputy from Frankfort-on-the-Main, and

Asser of Amsterdam delivered addresses, to which

the president responded in Hebrew expressing great

hopes for the future. After having received the

thanks of the members, he closed the sanhedrin.

The Notables convened again on March 25, pre-

pared an official report, and presented it on April 6,

1807 ; then the imperial commissioners declared the

dissolution of the Assembly of Notables.

The decisions of the sanhedrin, formulated in nine

articles and drawn up in French and Hebrew, were
as follows: (1) that, in conformity

Its with the decree of R. Gershom, po-

Decisions. lygamy is forbidden to the Israelites ;

(2) that divorce by the Jewish law is

valid only after previous decision of the civil au-

thorities; (3) that the religious act of marriage must
be preceded by a civil contract; (4) that marriages

contracted between Israelites and Christians are

binding, although they can not be celebrated with

religious forms; (5) that every Israelite is religiously

bound to consider his non-Jewish fellow citizens

as brothers, and to aid, protect, and love them as

though they were coreligionists; (6) that the Israel-

ite is re([uired to consider the land of his birth or

adoption as his fatherland, and shall love and de-

fend it when called upon; (7) that Judaism does not

forbid any kind of handicraft or occupation; (8)

that it is commendable for Israelites to engage in

agriculture, manual labor, and the arts, as their an-

cestors in Palestine were wont to do; (9) that, finally,

Israelites are forbidden to exact usury from Jew or

Christian.

In the introduction to these resolutions the sanhe-

drin declared that, by virtue of the right conferred

upon it by ancient custom and law, it constituted,

like the ancient Sanhedrin, a legal assembly vested

with the i)ower of passing ordinances in order to

promote the welfare of Israel and inculcate obedi-

ence to the laws of the state. These resolutions

formed the basis of all subsequent laws and regula-

tions of the French government in regard to the

religious affairs of the Jews, although Napoleon, in

spite of the declarations, issued a decree on March
17, 1808, restricting the Jews' legal rights. The plan

of organization prepared by the committee of nine,

having for its object the creation of consistories,

was not submitted to the sanhedrin, but was pro-

mulgated by Napoleon's decree of March 17, 1808.

Bibliography : Gratz, Gench. 1st ed., xi. 267 et seq., 630 ct

scq.; Leon Kahn, Lcs Juifs de Paris Pendant la Revo-
lution, pp. S^i2 it se(j.; S. Klein, La VtTite .swr le TalwnU,
(ierman translation by S. Mannbeimer, pp. 137 et seq., Basel,
1860; Jost, Geacli. ix. 121 tt seq.; Tama, Transactions of
the Parisian Sa)iliedrin, London, 1807.

D. S. Man.

SANITATION. See Health Laws.

SANTA MARIA. See Paul de Burgos.

SANTANGEL (SANCTO ANGELOS),
LUIS (AZARIAS) DE : 1. Marano and learned

jurist of Calatayud, Spain; died before 1459. He
was converted by the sermons of Vicente Ferrer,

and was made magistrate ("zalmedina ") of the cap-

ital of Aragon. The name Luis de Santang-el
was borne also by the following

:

2. Grandson of No. 1. He was fiscal agent in

Aragon, and in 1473 represented the knights and
noblemen in the assembly of the Aragonese estates.

3. Head of a mercantile house in Valencia; died

in 1476. He maintained uninterruptedly business

relations with King John of Aragon, and was farmer

of the royal salt-pits at De la Mata, near Valencia, for

which he made an annual payment of 21,100 suel-

dos, in accordance with an agreement dated July 9,

1472. He farmed also the customs duties and the

taxes in the royal doniiiins.

4. Grandson of No. 1 ; merchant of Saragossa.

He joined the conspiracy of the Maranos against the

inquisitor Pedro AimuES, and was publicly burned

at the stake Aug. 18, 1487, at Saragossa.

5. Son of No. 3. After his father's death (1476)

he succeeded him as farmer of the royal taxes, and
was subsequently promoted to the rank of royal

counselor. He appeared as an adherent of Judaism
in the sanbenito at the auto da fe in Saragossa July

17, 1491. Ferdinand of Aragon, whose favorite he

was, valued him highly for his faithfulness, hon-

esty, and ability, and appointed him "escribano de

racion," that is, chancellor of the royal house of

Aragon.
Santangel took an important part in the discovery

of America. After negotiations between Columbus
and the Spanish king and queen had been broken

off, he succeeded in winning over Queen Isabella,

and, from purely patriotic motives, himself lent

the necessary money, 17,000 ducats (5,000,000 mar-

avedis), without interest. It was Santangel that

received Columbus' first detailed report of his

voyage and discoveries (see America, Tiik Dis-

covEUY ok).

Ferdinand throughout his life continued to cher-

ish friendly feelings for his beloved counselor.

AVhcn Santangel 's daughter married D. Angel de

Villanueva, a grandson of Moses Patagon of Cala-

tayud (1493), the king, in recognition of the faith-
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fulness of her father, presented her with the sum of

30,000 sueldos. But the liighest reward for the

many memorable services rendered by Santangel to

the king and to Spain was the royal exemption of

Santangel's children and grandchildren from liabil-

ity to the charge of apostasy, the officers of the In-

quisition in Valencia and other places being strictly

forbidden to molest them in any manner on account

of their religious belief.

Bibliography: Kayserling, Christopher Coiwmftus, pp. 60,

63. 69 et seu-

A. M. K.

SANTAREM : City of Portugal. Even before

its conquest by the Portuguese in 1140, it possessed

a Jewry, situated near the Church of S. Ildefonso.

It is now more than two centuries since this ceased

to exist. The synagogue of Santarem was the old-

est in all Portugal, and the city was the seat of tlie

district rabbi, appointed by the chief rabbi for the

province of Estremadura. In the " foro " or letter

of freedom granted by Alfonso Henriques to the

city it was decided that when a Christian wished to

pay a Jew a debt, the transaction was to take place in

the presence of both Jews and Christians or through
the agency of some one of prominence and established

reputation. In a litigation between a Jew and a

Christian or vice versa, only the Christian's testi-

mony was believed. When tlie daughter of Queen
Isabella of Castile, the bride of the only son of John
II., entered Santarem in Nov., 1490, the Jews there,

according to precedent, met her with their Torah
scrolls, and made her the customary presents of

cows, sheep, fowl, etc.

After the expulsion of the Jews from Portugal,

many secret Jews lived in Santarem. The earth-

quake on Jan. 26, 1531, which caused great destruc-

tion in Santarem, was ascribed by the fanatic monks
to the fact that the city tolerated these secret Jews
within its walls. Thereupon the people fell upon
the innocent Maranos, among whom was the famous
physician Amatus Lusitanus, and drove them from
their houses. Against these acts of fanaticism the

noble Bishop Fernando Coutinho and the dramatist

Gil Vicente especially protested loudly. See Gil
Vicente.

Bibliography: Kayserling, Gesch. der Juden in Portugal,
pp. 3, 13, 98, 181, 369; Mendes dos Remedlos, Os Judeus em
Portugal, pp. 181, 361.

J. M. K.

SANTOB (SHEM-TOB) DE CARRION:
Spanish poet; born toward the end of the thirteenth

century at Carrion de los Condes, a town in Castile,

whence his cognomen. He lived in the reigns of

Alfonso XI. and his son and successor Pedro, with
both of whom he was in high favor. The " Doc-
trina ('hristiana" and " Danza General en Que En-
train Todos los Estados de Gente," contained in the

same manuscript with a collection of his poems, have
long been falsely ascribed to him.
Santob wrote "Consejos y Documentos del Rabbi

Don Santo al Rey D. Pedro" or "Proverbios Mo-
rales," of which two manuscripts are in existence,

one in the Escorial ami the other in the National
Library, Madrid. The proverbs as found in the two
manuscripts are alike in content, but differ in word-
ing; the latter consisting of 627, the former of 686,

"coplas." The manuscript of the National Library
was copied by Tickuor in his "History of Spanish
Literature" (iii. 422-436, London, 1855). The Es-
corial manuscript was published for the first time,

with a collation of the Madrid text and under the

title "Proverbios Morales del Rabbi Don Sem Tob,"
in " Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles " (Iviii. 331-372,

Madrid, 1864). Several verses have been translated

into German by Kayserling in his " Sephardim " and
by J. Fastenrath in his " Immortellen aus Toledo "

(Leipsic, 1869). The "Consejos" or "Proverbios
Morales," the composition of which the author began
under King Alfonso, and which he afterward com-
bined and dedicated to King Pedro (1357-60), begin
as follows:

" Sennor Rev, noble, aito,

Oy este sermon
Que vyene desyr Santob
Judio de Carrion."

Though without much coherence, the works of

Santob are remarkable for the epigrammatic precision

and vivacity of their style. The author based some
of his apothegms on his own views on life, and
others he took from the Proverbs of Solomon, Ec-
clesiastes, Pirke Abot, the Talmud, and from the

works of the Spanish-Moorish period, e.g., Ibn Ga-
birol's " Mibhar ha-Peninim."

Bibliography : L. Stein, Untersuchungen Uher die Pro-
verbios Morales von Santob de Can-ion, Berlin, 1900

;

Rios, Estudios, pp. 303 et ,^eq.; idem. Hist. Critica de la Li-
teratura Espanola.iv. 91 et seq.; Ticknor, History of Span-
i.'^h Literature, vols, i., iii.; Kayserling, Sephardim, pp. 21-
4.5; idem, Bibl. Esp.-Port.-Jud. p. 97; Gratz, Gesch. vil. 408.

J. M. K.

SANTJA, JAMES (called also Abu Naddara
= "he of the spectacles" ["nazzarah "]); Egyptian
publicist ; born at Cairo April, 1839. He studied in

Egypt and in Italy, and at the age of sixteen com-
menced to contribute articles to Arabic, French,

Italian, and English newspapers. In 1863 he be-

came professor at the Ecole Polytechnique and ex-

aminer of schools under the Egyptian government.

In 1870 he introduced the modern Arabic theater

into Egypt. He wrote no less than thirty - two
pieces, and translated many others from European
languages. In 1872 he founded the two societies

Les Amis de la Science and Le Cercle des Progres-

sistes. In 1877 he established "Le Journal d'Abou
Naddara," in which he foretold the English invasion

of Egypt.
On account of his opposition to the government

Sanua was exiled in 1878. He then settled in Paris,

from which city he has continued to publish his

violently anti-English journal as the organ of the so-

called Egyptian National party. In 1889 Sanua gave

a series of lectures in Spain, Portugal, and north-

west Africa. In 1890 he founded the monthly " .\1-

Tawaddud," and in 1899 the monthly " Al-Munsif."

These three papers are published partly in Arabic

and partly in English and French, with occasional

Persian and Turkish. He has written also much
poetry both in Arabic and in French. Among his

other publications may be cited: "L'Egypte Sati-

rique," Paris, 1886; ""Souhaits d'Orient," 1892;

"Abou Naddara a Stamboul," 1892; and "Paris et

Ses Expositions," 1899.

Sanua has visited the sultan several times, receiv-
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ing from him numerous decorations. In 1900 the

Shah of Persia conferred ujion liim the title "Siia'ir

al-Mulli" (Poet of tlie Empire).

s. G.

SAPHIR, JACOB (known also as Eben Sap-
pir): Kabbi and travekT

of Rumanian dicscent;

born in 1822 at Oshmiany,
government of Wiina;

died in Jerusalem 1886.

While still a boy he went
to Palestine with his par-

ents, who settled at Sated

;

and at their death (in 1836)

he removed to Jerusalem.

In 1848 he was commis-
sioned by the Jewish com-
munity of the latter city

to travel tlirough the

southern countries to col-

lect alms for the poor of

Jerusalem. In 1854 he

undertook a second tour,

visiting Yemen, British

India, Egypt, and
Australia. The result of

this journey was his

"Eben Sappir" (vol. i.,

Lyck, 1866; vol. ii., :Nra-

yence, 1874), in which
work he gave the history,

and a vivid though un-

critical description of the

condition, of the Jews
in the above-mentioned

countries.

Saphir published also
" Iggeret Teman "

( Wilna,

1868), a work on the ap-

pearance in Yemen of the pseudo-Messiah Judah
ben Shalom.

Bibliography : Fuenn, Keneset YUrael. pp. 557-558 ; idem, in

Ha-KarmeU vi., Wilna, 1866; Geigrer, in JVul. Zeit. x.i. 263-

270.

S. S. O.

SAPHIR, MORITZ GOTTLIEB : Hungarian
humorist; born at Lovas-Bcreuy Feb. 8, 1795; died

at Baden, near Vienna,

Sept. 5, 1858. In 1806 he

went to Prague to study

the Talmud ; but, feeling a

deeper interest in German
literature, he settled in

Pesth in 1814, where he

Ifurned likewise French,

English, and Italian. The
reception given to "Pa-
pilloten," his hrst work
(Pesth, 1S21), encouraged

him to go to Vienna,where
he became a contributor to

literarj^ periodicals. After

traveling through south-

ern Germany in 1824, ho settled in Berlin, where he

edited both the "Berliner Schnellpost fi'ir Literatur,

Theater und Geselligkeit " (1826-29) and the " Ber-

Jacob Saphir.

Morltz G. Saphir.

liner Courier " (1827-29), gaining the favor of the

general public bj- his clever plays on words, a style

then new in literature. His success made him many
enemies, including Fouque, Foi-ster, Cosmar, and
Diez, who attacked him in a pamphlet entitled

"Saphir in Berlin." This
was answered by his

own "Der Getodtetc aber

D (' n n o c h L e b e u d e

Saphir," which passed

through four large edi-

tions within a week.
The (juariel, however, in-

duced him to go to

Munich in 1829, where he

founded the "Bazar fiir

Miinchen" (1830-33) and
the " Deutsche Horizont"
(1831-33).

Saphir was expelled

from Bavaria in 1832 on
account of his incessant at-

tacks upon the directors of

the theater, and went to

Paris, but the king soon

permitted him to return

to Munich. He then as-

sumed the editorship of the
" Bayrische Beobachter "

and was appointed " Hof-
tli eater in tendaiiturrath."

In 1835 he went to Vienna,

where he became Bauerle's

associate editor on the
" Theaterzeitung," issuing

"Der Humorist." a peri-

odical of his own, in 1836.

Tiic following is a list

of Saphir's works: "Con-
ditorei des Jocus" (Lcipsic, 1825), "Gesammelte
Schriften" (4 i)arls, Stuttgart, 1830), " Neueste
Schriften " (3 parts, Munich, 1830); " Humoristische

Damenbibliothek " (6 vols., Vienna, 1831-41); " Hu-
moristische Abende " (Augsburg, 1832) ;

" Humoristi-

sche Glasperlen" (Munich, 1833); "Dumme Briefe"

(2 parts, ib. 1834); "Carnevals imd Masken-Al-
manach " (ib. 1834) ; and " Das Fliegende Album fiir

Ernst, Scherz, Humor und Lebensfrohe Laune " (2

vols., Leipsic, 1840; 5th ed. 1875). His collected

works have been published in 12 volumes (Briinn,

1884), and in an enlarged edition in 26 volumes {ib.

1890).

In 1832 Saphir embraced the Protestant faith.

Bibliography: JUdi^p/ie.s Athem'ium. p. 217; Pallas Lex.
xiv.; Mciiern Konvcrmtions-Lcxikon.
s. L. V.

SAPHIR, SIGMUND : Hungarian journali-st;

born in Hungarj' 1806 (according to some, 1801);

died at Pesth Oct. 17, 1866. He edited several Ger-

man papers in that city, among them the " Pesther

Tageblatt " (1839-45), to which his uncle, tlie humor-

ist, i\Ioritz G. Saphir, contrilnited. It had occa-

sionally articles of .lewish interest; for instance,

Max Letteris' "Das Tragische Ende eines Dich-

ters," containing the legend of Judah ha-Levi's

death. Saphir further edited the" Pesther Sonntags-
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zeitung," no complete sets of whicli are known to

exist. On Jan. 3, 1864, a number appeared which

was anuoiinced as beginning the seventh year of

publication after an interruption. The paper often

contained liumorous sketches from Jewish life. He
further edited, in conjunction with Count Majlath,

a poetical year book entitled "Iris" (1840-41), which

was subsequently continued for five years by Count
Majlath alone, one of its contributors being Ludwig
August Frankl, who wrote for it "A Night in the

Ghetto of Rome."

BiBLioGR.\PHY: Wurzbacb, Bingraphischef< Lexikon ; Li-
tcrarischcs Centralbiatt, 1866, p. 1773; Allg. Zeit. des Jud.
1866, p. 716.

S. S. Kr.

SAPPHIRE (Hebrew, n^QD): A highly prized

sky-blue precious stone, frequently mentioned in

the (lid Testament and Apocrypha (Ex. xxiv. 10,

xxviii. 18, xxxix. 11; Job xxviii. 6, 16; Cant. v.

14; Lam. iv. 7; Isa. liv. 11; Ezek. i. 26, x. 1, xxviii.

13; Tobit xiii. 30). It is doubtful whether Job
xxviii. 6 is correctly translated "it hath dust of

gold." The ancients, in any case, did not mean by
" sapphire " the stone which is now known imder that

name, but the so-called lapis lazuli, in which are in-

terspersed many pyrites tliat glitter like gold against

the blue background. The sapphire was highly

prized bv the Babylonians and Egyptians also. It

was found in the mines of Upper Egypt (comp. Job
I.e.). In the Old Testament the sapphire is enumer-

ated among the stones on the breastplate of the high

priest (Ex. xxviii. 18, xxxix. 11). In the prophetic

description of the New Jerusalem sapphire is men-
tioned as forming the foundations of the city (Isa.

liv. 11), also as the material of which the gates are

to be built (Tobit xiii. 20).

It is difficult to say with what meaning the sap-

phire is used figuratively in the description of the

human body in Cant. v. 14 and Lara. iv. 7: the al-

lusions have been referred both to the blue veins

and to blue garments; but both passages cited may
be corrupt. In the description of the theophany in

Exodus and Ezekiel the foundation on wjiich God's

throne rests—the dark-blue firmament with its golden

stars—is compared to a floor inlaid with sapphires

(Ex. xxiv. 10; Ezek. i. 26, x. 7).

.1. L Be.

SAR SHALOM BEN BOAZ : Gaon of Sura,

where he died al)out 859 or 864, having held the

gaonate for ten years. He succeeded Kohen Zedek

I., and was in turn succeeded by Natronai b. Hilai.

He left more than 100 rcsponsa, a great many of

which are to be found in the collection "Slia'are

Zedek " (Salonica, 1792), forty-seven in " Teshubot
Ge'onim Kadmonim " (Nos. 13-60, Berlin, 1848).

twenty-seven in " Sefer Bha'are Teshubah," and

some in " Toratan shel Rishonim " (Frankfort-on-the-

Main, 1881). His responsa show clearly that Sar

Shalom was very tolerant toward non-Jews, mild

toward his subordinates, and liberal in the enforce-

ment of the laAvs. He was consulted by chiefs of

communities of distant countries, whom, instead of

commanding, as it was in his power to do, he an-

swered in a friendly manner, explaining the differ-

ence between the customs of his school and those of

Pumbedita, and leaving the choice to them. In his

rcsponsa he endeavored to give the reasons for his

decisions, often declaring that if the consultants

were present he would be better able, by discussing

the various questions, to elucidate them.

He warned the people not to establish institutions

which they probably would be unable to observe.

In cases where a community had bound itself by a
vow to a statute which it found itself unable to ful-

fil, he allowed it to break such vow ("Toratan shel

Rishonim, " i. 47). His tolerance is shown bj' the fact

that he particularly prohibited the robbing of a non-

Jew, even wiien there wasno"hillul ha-Shem "(prof-

anation of the name of God; "Slia'are Zedek," part

iv., gate 1, No. 7). But although of a mild dispo-

sition, he insisted upon punishing severely the man
who struck another man, or who ill-treated his wife,

and the Avoman who was rebellious toward her hus-

band {lb. part i., gate 6, Nos. 3-5); and he was very
severe with regard to usury, placing many difficul-

ties in the way of money-lenders {ib. part iv., gate

2, Nos. 3-4).

It may be pointed out that when consulted as to

the custom obtaining in certain places of washing
the hands and then sitting on the ground seven times

when returning from a funeral, he answered that the

practise was followed onh' by the relatives of the de-

ceased, and that the purpose of sitting on the ground
was to drive away thereb}' the demons who accom-
pany a man when returning from the funeral of a

relative (ib. part iii., gate 4, No. 20). Thus it seems
that he either believed in demons himself, or, at least,

did not oppose the popular belief in them.

Sar Shalom manifested a tendency to interpret the

Bible cabalistically. He particularly tried to explain

the numbers symbolically ; thus he declared that the

candlestick, consisting of twenty-five parts (comp.

Ex. XXV. 31-37), symbolizes the twenty-five gener-

ations from Adam to Moses; the ten curtains cover-

ing the Tabernacle {ib. xxvi. 1 et seq.), the ten com-
mandments or Decalogue; and the thirty cubits'

length of the upper curtains, the thirty generations

from Isaac, who was the first circumcised on the

eighth da}', to Zedekiah, in whose days the Temple
was destroyed. In explaining the expression " the

ark of the covenant" (Josh. iii. 11) he identifies the

Ark with the angel ("Teshubot Ge'onim Kadmo-
nim," No. 15).

Bibliography: Fiirst, inOrienU Lit.x. 187; idem, Bibl.Jud.
iii. 246; Griitz, Gesf^i. 3d ed., v. 231 ; Kaminka, in Winter and
Wiin-sphe, Die JUdisc)ie LitieTatur. ii. 20 et .seq., 242; S. J.

Rapoport, in Bikhure ha-"Ittim, x. 36, note 28; idem. In
Tcahuhot Gc'iniim Kadmonim, pp. 8-10; Weiss, Dor, iv.

112-114.

w. B. M. Sel.

SARAGOSSA (Spanish, Zaragoza; the Roman
Caesaraugusta ; Hebrew, riDDIpTD) : Capital of

the former kingdom of Aragon. The city is situ-

ated on the Ebro, which is crossed by a long stone

bridge constructed with the municipal fees received

from the mikweh during tlie two years beginning

]\Iay 1, 1266. Jews resided in Saragossa at a very

early time. By the tenth century they had formed a

flourishing congregation, while the civil wars which

raged under Sulaiman (1012) caused several Jewish

scholars, including Ibn Janah, Solomon ibn Gabirol,

and Moses ibn Gikatilla, to go to Saragossa, where

they were welcomed with hospitality. Like Samuel
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ibn Nagdela in Granada, Jekutliiel ibn Hasan then

occupied a high position under King Yahj'u ibn al-

Mundliir, whom he served until lie was killed at the

same time as his sovereign. After several bloody

struggles and vain attempts on the part of the kings

of Aragon to take the city, it surrendered to them
on Dec. 18, 1118. Alfonso I., "el Batallador," the

conqueror of Saragossa, imitated the example of

King Alfonso VI. of Castile, and granted several

privileges to the Jews, who had enjoyed under the

califs equal rights with the Saracens. James I. de-

clared all the Jews of his empire to be his property,

and placed them under the jurisdic-

Under the tion of a "bayle general." Among
Spaniards, those who held this otfice was Judah

or Jehudano de Cavalleria, the richest

and most respected Jew of Aragon, who was head
bailiflf of Saragossa, and even of the entire kingdom,
for several decades. He was frequently consulted

by the king, James I., in affairs of state, and in 1263

by the king's orders he equipped a fleet. The treas-

urers Abraym (Abraham) and Bondia (Yom-Tob)
likewise lived in Saragossa, although no details are

known regarding them.

In this city, as in all the towns of Spain, the Jews
lived in a Juderia, which was surrounded by walls

and provided with gates. The quarter was very

large, bordering on the Coso, and extending from
the Church of S. Gil to the Plaza de Magdalena,
along the Calle de la Veronica, which is now called

Barrionuevo. It thus included the following streets,

which were mostly named according to the trades

pursued by their inhabitants: La Cuchilleria (Cut-

lers' street), La Pelliceria (Tawers' street), Plateria

(Goldsmiths' street), Teneria (Tanners' street), Fre-

neria (Saddlers' street), Borzaria, and others, while,

in accordance with a decree of Alfonso III., dated
Nov. 5, 1288, Jewish cloth-dealers were permitted
to sell their wares in the Picatoria, as far as the

Corrigeria (Strap-Makers' street). The Juderia re-

mained closed on Holy Thursday and on Good Fri-

day; and, according to a resolution of the city coun-
cil, passed April 14, 1442, the Jews were obliged to

make an annual payment of 200sueldos to the porter

for opening and closing the gates (Act. de Ayun-
tamiento de Zaragoza de 1442; comp. "R. E. J."

xxviii. 117).

The aljama in Saragossa Avas very rich and popu-
lous; but the estimate of 5,000 families, even for the

most flourishing period, is too high (Briill's "Jahrb."
vi. 38). The Jews of the city carried on an active

trade in their own manufactures as well as in cloth,

silk, leather, cotton, flax, and other articles. James I.

accorded them the privilege of manufacturing col-

ored cloths; and in 1323 James II. conferred upon
them the right to dye cotton, silk, and linen. They
pursued a great variety of trades ; among them were,

as may be inferred from the street-names mentioned
above, goldsmiths and cutlers, tawers and tanners,

strap-makers and saddlers, who, in accordance with
the strongly marked Aragonese cus-

Jewish tom, had gilds of their own, like the

Gilds. Christians. The fraternity (''con-

fradia ") of the shoemakers—who were
then, as now, very numerous, the city having long
been famous for its leather-factories—resolved b}^ a

statute, confirmed May 6, 1336, by King Pedro III.,

that every member, under penalty of one dinero to

be paid into the society treasury (Alinosina = nplY),
.should attend wedding and circumcision celebra-

tions arranged by any of its members, visit on each

Sabbath any member who had fallen sick, and, in

case of death, go to his house, escort the body to

the grave, and assemble in the house for prayer

during the days of mourning. Each needy member
who fell ill received two dineros daily from the

treasury of the fraternity (" Coleccion de Docu-
mentos Ineditos de la Corona de Aragon," xl. 131 et

seq. ;
" Allg. Zeit. des Jud." Ivi. 438). To encourage

industry, the Jews were permitted, about 1330, to

keep stores outside the Juderia; but this privilege

was soon revoked.

The taxes imposed upon the Saragossa Jews were
very oppressive: besides the "cena," or so-called

"Jews' tax," and the city assessments, they were
obliged to pay to the king 3,000 sueldos yearly

("Col. de Documentos,"ix. 1. 185 et seq.), and to this

sum were added extraordinary subsidies. In 1289 the

Jews were compelled to advance James II. 12,000

sueldos for his campaign against Sicily, ulthough
until this sum was repaid they were to be exempt
from all state taxes. When, in 1332, the aljama
had become so reduced that it was unable to pay
even the taxes, the subsidies were temporarily re-

mitted (.Jacobs, "Sources," Nos. 1011, 1059, 1163,

1176; Rios, "Hist." ii. 159j. The officials of the

aljama, the rabbis, administrators, and assessors,

were nominated (or confirmed) and protected by the

king. Whenever he came to Saragossa and visited

the Juderia, the aljama, or rather its rabbis and assist-

ant rabbis, went to meet him in festive procession,

bearing richly decorated Torah scrolls. It is related

that once the aljama secretly resolved to render the

customary homage, but with empty Torah cases. In
1420 this was reported to the king, Alfonso V., by a

Jew who had been baptized, although he had been
employed at the royal court even before conversion.

Alfonso determined to punisii the aljama for the

deception. His design was frustrated, however,
by a pious servant of the synagogue who hurriedly

placed scrolls of the Law in all the cases. When
the king, together with the informer and an armed
retinue, visited the Juderia on the 17th of Sliebat,

which was the following day, and the aljama came
to meet him with the scrolls of the Law, he ex-

pressed a wish to see the Torah. To his surprise,

all the scrolls were shown to him, whereupon the

Jews were graciously dismissed, and the informer
was executed as a calumniator. The 17th of Shebat
was thenceforth celebrated annually in Saragossa
after the manner of the Purim festival (BriiH's

"Jahrb." vi. m et seq.).

The community owned several synagogues, al-

though there is no evidence to support the statement

that there were exactly twelve. The
The Syna- Great Synagogue, a magnificent struc-

g-ogues. ture situated near the Coso, consisted

of three naves, the cential one being
higher than the other two, while the roof, supported
by three colunuis, was ornamented with many gilded

carvings. At the entrance was a large gate with
six small doors on each side. In the interior of
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the biiildinj^ the walls were dccorutcd with verses of

the Psalms iu large red and blue Hebrew leltcis

("Bolelin Acad. Hist." xviii. 83 ctseq.), and the Ark
was a splendid piece of mosaic. The remaining-

S3'uagogues were smaller in size. Whenever a mem-
ber of the oonumiuity was about to sell or give

awa\' a piece of property, it w.is customary to an-

nounce the fact in three synagogues on four suc-

cessive Sabbat lis, and to give notice that all claims

upon tlie jjropt'ity must be presented within four

weeks (Isaac b. Sheshet, Hespousa, No. ;3S8).

The community of Saragossa had not a good
moral or religious reputation; and its licentiousness

was censured by the grammarian Ibn Janah and by
the pessimistic poet Solomon ibn Gabirol as early

as the eleventh century. Two centuries later the

Jewsof the city were much more severely condemned
for godlessness, ignorance, . sensuality, and immo-
rality by the satirist Solomon Bonfed, a deposed
ral)bi of Saragossa ('" Catalogue of the Michael Li-

brary," pp. 863 et seq.. Hamburg, 1848). ii is at

least clear that this Jewish community formed a

sharp contrast to that of Toledo. As e;irly as the

thirteenth centur\-, according to the complaints of

Bal.iya b. Asher, a native of Saragossa, the most im-

poitaut religious commands were slightly regarded,

and despite the existence of a Jewish school and a

society of Talmudic scholars (Confradia de Estu-

dios de los Judios; Jacobs, "Sources," No. 1177),

the study of the Talmud was not pursued assidu-

ousl)'. The rich Jews of the city strove for the

friendship of the Christians, married

Frequent Christian women, and accepted Chris-

Inter- tian husbands for their daughters.

marriages. In the controversy over the writings

of Maimonides, the congregation of

Saragossa and their leader, Don Bahya ben Moses,

physician in ordinary to King James I., were fore-

most among his defenders. The tendency of Sara-

gossa was liberal; and its congregation was prob-

ably the only one in Spain in which the scroll of

Esther was read to the women at Purim in Spanish,

instead of in Hebrew—a fact which roused the in-

dignation of Isaac b. Sheshet, a rabbi of the town,

and of his teacher Nissim (Isaac b. Sheshet, I.e.

Nos. 380, 390).

The aljama in Saragossa had several famous rab-

bis and preachers, among them, according to a gen-

erally accepted but unsupported view, Bah3'a b.

Joseph, author of the " Hobot ha-Lebabot," and the

equally noted preacher Bahya ben Asher, who
wrote, two liunilred years later, a valuable com-
mentary on the Pentateuch. A highly respected

rabbi was Azariah ibn Jacob (1313-28), described as
" Excelentissimo de la Juderia de Zaragoza." Like

Solomon ibn Jacob (1297-1301)—his brother, if not

his father— he was a physician, and, like him also,

enjoyed special i)rivileges from the king, having an

assistant by roval permission (" Arch, de la Corona
de Aragon,"" reg. 477, fol. 147; 860, fol. 60). Aaron
b. Josejih ha-Levi was a rabbi in Saragossa at the

same time as Azariah. In the last third of the four-

teenth century the office was held by the easy-

going and indulgent Joseph b. David, as well as In'

Isaac- ben Sheshet and the celebrated Hasdai Cres-

cas. Rabbi Zerahiali ha-Levi, with the learned Vidal

Benveniste and R. Mattathias ha-Yizhari, repre-

sented the congregation at the disputation in Tor-
to.sa. Jewish physicians were niunerous iu Sara-
gossa, where seveial members of the Benveniste
family lived. Nathaniel ibn Almoli was a resident

of the city at the same time as the Solomon ibn
Jacob mentioned above; and a few decades later

Sanuiel Alazar, physician in ordinary to the king
("lisico de su mageslad "), was especially favored,

as were other members of his family (" Arch, de la

Corona de Aragon," reg. 860, fol. 20; 861, fol. 213;

863, fol. 205), to which belonged Don Ezra of Sara-

gossa, a personal acquaintance of Isaac b. Sheshet
(Isaac b. Sheshet, I.e. Nos. 215, 388).

The year 1391 marks a crisis in the history of the

conununity of Saragossa as well as iu the fortunes

of the Spanish Jews in general, and the congre-

gation soon sank into comparative
Massacre insignificance in size and importance.

of 1391. In consequence of the persecutions and
subsequentlj^ of the sermons of Vi-

cente Feijrer its richest members renounced Juda-
ism. Then came the plague, which raged in 1429,

1448, and the following years, and carried off many
Jews. Saragossa was filled with Maranos, who were
the richest inhabitants of the town, owning the

most beautiful houses at the "Mercado" (the mar-
ket-place), holding the highest offices, and occu-

pying the most important positions. The}' were
the bitterest opponents of the introduction of the

Inquisition; and hundreds of them fell as victims of

the tribunal during the first years of its activity.

On June 30, 1486, Juan de Esperandeu, who owned
houses and large tanneries on the Coso, together

with Manuel de Almazan and other coreligionists of

Saragossa, was publicly burned at the stake. On
the first visit of the king and queen to the capital of

Aragon, which took place a few weeks later, the

aljama of the city presented them with twelve cows
decorated with rich ornaments, an equal number of

wethers, a silver table-service (carried by twelve

Jews), and two silver dishes, one bearing a precious

goblet and the other a goblet filled with castellanos,

each castellano having the value of 480 niaravedis.

The decree of banishment was scarce!}^ promul-

gated when the city council of Saragossa pressed a

claim for 4,000 sueldos against the aljama. The Jews
sold their looms, their manufactures, and other goods
at a great loss, and left the town. The main street

of the Juderia was given the name " Barrionuevo "

some weeks later, while the Great S3'nagogue served

for a time as a warehouse, until the Jesuits enlarged

it in 1560, and dedicated it as a church. It was torn

down, however, fifteen years later, and on its site

was erected a church which is still standing and is

the largest in Saragossa.

BiBMOftRAPHT : Rios, Hist. 1. 22.') ct aeq., 386. 390; ii. 1.5.5, 290;
iii. 71 ct seq.. 259 et seq., 292; Tourtoulon, Jacme T. le Cun-
quhant, Roi tVAragou. ii. 376 e/ seq., Montpellier, 1867;
,Iacol)s. Sources, s.v.; Buletin Acad. Hist, xviii. 83 et seq.,

xx.xii. 89 et seq.; R. E. J. xxviii. 115 et seq.

o. M. K.

SARAGOSSI, JOSEPH : Talmudist and caba-

list of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. On be-

ing banished from Spain in 1492 he went successively

to Sicil}', Beirut, and Sidon. He resided in Sidon
for some time, and finally settled at Safed, where
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he assuuucl tlio ii()siti(in of rabbi. Possosseil of a

mild character, and c.^ti'ciiiiiiy al)()ve all else pcjice

and hannony, Saragossi gained the love not oidy of

his Hock, but c\en of the .Mohaniniedan inhabitants

of Safetl, toward whom hv disi)layeda spirit of con-

ciliation and ureat tolerance. Atone time Saragossi

was on the point of lea\'ing Safed, when he was
prevailed upon by the inhabitants to remain, they

jiromising liim an annual salai'y of oO ducats, two-

thirds of which sum was furnished by the IMoham-

medan governor of the city. Combining Talmudic
with cabalistic knowledge, Saragossi contributed

hirgely to the development of those branches of

Jewish learning in Safed. His lectures on the Cabala
were attended by David ibn Abu Ziuua.

Cna.iOGRAPHY: Shchahc Ycniglialaiiiiii^Ti. ItUi; (iriitz, G esc- ?i.

i.\. 17, ~'0.

S. I. Bll.

SARAH (SARAI).—Biblical Data: Wife of

Abraham, who for a long period remained childless

(Gen. xi. 29-30). She accompanied her husband
from Haran to Canaan (ib. xii. 5). Driven by
famine to take refuge in Egypt, Abraham, fearing

that her beauty would put his life in danger if

their true relations became known, proposed that

she pass as his sister. As he had apprehended, she

was actually taken by Pharaoh, to wliom her per-

sonal charms had been highly praised (/A. xii. 10

et seq.), while Abraham was richly doweied by the

monarch on her account. But, vLsited by troubles,

Pharaoh began to suspect the truth; and, censuring

Abraham, he bade him take his wife and depart.

Sarai being still childless, she induced her hus-

band to take her Egyptian handmaid Ilagar for a

concubine, that through her she might be "built

up." Hagar, feeling herself quick with child, de-

spised her mistress, whereupon Sarai bitterly up-
braided her husband. Wishing not to be involved

in the quarrel, Abraham told her to do with her

handmaid as she deemed best, and Hagar was soon
compelled to flee by the liarsh treatment accorded
her; but an angel, announcing that her seed would
be numerous, urged lier to return to Sarah {ih.

xvi.). After Hagar had borne Ishmael, God told

Abraham, whose name hitherto liad been Abram, to

change Sarai's name to "Sarah," announcing that

she would bear him a son. Incredulous on account
of Sarah's age (she was ninety), Abraham burst into

laughter, Avherefor the son was to be called "Isaac"
{ib. xvii.). Sarah overlieard that she was to give

birth to a son when, at a subsequent visit of the

three messengers on their Avay to Sodom, tlie prom-
ise was renewed; she, too, was incredulous, and
laughed inwardl3^ but when interrogated denied

that she had laughed {ih. xviii.).

Abraham next removed to Gerar, where Sarah
had an experience with Abimelech similar to the one
she had liad in Egypt. Abimelech, liowever, was
warned in a dream. Reproved for the wrong done,

Abraham justified his and Sarah's statement by the

explanation tliat Sarah was thedaugliterof his father

but not of his mother {ib. xx. 1-12). After this,

Sarah bore a son, Isaac, which aroused her to say,

"God hath made me to laugh, so that all that hear

will laugh with me" {ib. xxi. 1-7). The fact that

now she had a son of her own augmented her dis-

])leasure with Ilagar and Ishmael; and Abraham, at

her solicitation, .sent boHi away after God had quieted

his scruples {Hi. xxi. 10 et seq.). Sarah's deatli is

very briefly recorded as having taken pliice in Kir-

jatharba, or Hebron, when she had attained the age
of 127 years. She was buried by Abraham in the

cave of 3[achpelali {ib. xxiii., xxv. 10, xlix. 31). No
other reference to Sarah is found in the Hebrew
canon, except in Isa. li. 2, where the pro])het ap-
peals to his hearers to "look unto Abraham your
father, and unto Sarah that bare vou."

E. G. II.

In Rabbinical Literature: Sarali was the

niece of Abraham, being the daughter of his brother

Haran. She was called also " Iscah " (Gen. xi. 29),

because lier beauty attracted general attention and
admiration (iMeg. 14a). She was so beautiful that

all other persons seemed apes in comparison (B. B.

58a). Even the liardsliipsof her journey with Abra-
ham did not affect her beautj' (Gen.

Named R. xi. 4). According to another ex-

Iscah. planation, she was called I.scah be-

cause she had prophetic vision (Meg.
I.e.). She was superior to Abraham in the gift of

prophecy (Ex. R. i. 1). Siie was the "crown " of Iter

husband; and he obeyed lier words because he rec-

ognized this sui)eriority on her part (Gen. R. xlvii.

1). She was the only woman Avhom God deemed
worthy to be addressed by Him directlj-, all the other

prophetesses receiving their revelations through
angels {ib. xlv. 14). On their journeys Abraham
converted the men, and Sarah the women {ib.

xxxix. 21). She was called originally "Sarai," i.e.,

"my princess," because she was the princess of Jier

house and of her tribe ; later she was called " Sarali
"

= "princess," because she was recognized generally

as such (Ber. 18a; Gen. R. xlvii. 1).

On the journey to Egypt, Abraham hid his wife in

a chest in order that no one might see her. At the

frcjntier the chest had to pass througli the hands of

certain otlicials, who insisted on examining its con-

tents in order to determine the amount of duty pay-
able. When it was opened a bright light proceeded

from Sarah's beatity. Every one of the officials

wished to secure possession of her, each offering

a higher sum than his rival (Gen. R. xl. 6; "Sefer

ha-Yashar," section " Lek Leka "). AYhen brought
before Pharaoli, Sarah said that Abraham was lier

l)rother, and the king thereupon bestowed upon
the latter many presents and marks of distinction

(" Sefer ha-Yashar," I.e.). Asa token of his love for

Sarah the king deeded his entire property to lier,

and gave her the land of Goshen as her hereditary

possession: for this reason tlie Israelites subse-

quently lived in that land (Pirke R. El. xxxvi.). He
gave her also his own daughter Hagar as slave {ib.).

Sarah prayed to God to deliver her

In from the king, and He thereupon sent

Pharaoli's an angel, who struck Pharaoh wlien-

Harem. ever he attempted to touch her. Pha-
raoh was so astonished at these blows

that he spoke kindly to Sarah, wdio confessed that

she was Abraham's wife. The king then ceased to

annoy her (" Sefer ha-Yashar," ^r.). According to

another version, Pharaoh persisted in annoying her

after she had told him that she was a married worn-
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ill) ; theieupon the angel struck him so violently that

he became ill, and was thereby prevented from con-

tinuing to trouble her (Gen. K. xli. 2). According

to one tradition it was when Pharaoh saw these mira-

cles wiought in Sarah's behalf that he gave her his

daughter Hagav as slave, saj'ing: "It is better that

my daughter should be a slave in the house of such

a woman than mistress in another house"; Abim-
elech acted likewise (Gen. R. xlv. 2). Sarah treated

Ilagar well, and induced women who came to visit

lier to vi.sit Hagar also. Hagar, when pregnant by
Abraham, began to act superciliously toward Sarah,

provoking the latter to treat her harshly, to impose

heavy work upon her, and even to strike her {ib.

xlv. 9).

Sarah was originall}' destined, like Abraham, to

reach the age of 175 years, but forty-eight years of

this span of life were taken away from
Relations her because she complained of Abra-

with liam, blaming him as though the cause

Hagar. that Hagar no longer respected her

(R. II. IGb; Gen. R. xlv. 7). Sarah

w as sterile ; but a miracle was vouchsafed to her

(Gen. R. xlvii. 3) after her name was changed from

"Sarai " to "Sarah " (R. H. 16b). When her youth
bad been restored and she had given birth lo Isaac,

the people would not believe in the miracle, saying

that the patriarch and his wife had adopted a found-

ling and pretended that it was their own son. Abra-

liam thereupon invited all the notabilities to a ban-

quet on the day when Isaac was to be weaned.
Sarah invited the women also, Avho brought their

infants with them; and on this occasion she gave
suck to all the strange children, thus convincing the

guests of the miracle (B. M. 87a; comp. Gen. R.

liii. 13). Sarah's behavior toward Ishmael, whom
she drove away from his father's roof, is justified

on the ground that she saw him commit the three

greatest sins, namely, idolatry, unchastity, and mur-
der {ib. liii. IT)).

Legends connect Sarah's death with the sacrifice

of Isaac (ib. Iviii. 5), there being two versions of the

story. According to one, Samael came to her and
said: " Your old husband seized the boy and sacri-

ficed him. The boy wailed and wept

;

Died at but he could not escape from his

Thoug-ht of father." Sarah began to cry bitterly,

the and ultimately died of her grief (Pirke

Sacrifilce of R. El. xxxii.). According to the other

Isaac. legend, Satan, disguised as an old

man, came to Sarah and told her that

Isaac had been sacrificed. She, believing it to be

true, cried bitterly, but soon comforted herself with
the thought that the sacrifice had been offered at

the command of God. She started from Beer-sheba
to Hebron, asking every one she met if he knew in

which direction Abraham had gone. Then Satan came
again in human shape and told her that it was not

true tliat Isaac had beeia sacrificed, but that he was
living and would soon return with his father. Sarah,

on hearing this, died of joj^ at Hebron. Abraham
and Isaac returned to their home at Beer-sheba, and,

not finding Sarah there, Avent to Hebron, where they

discovered her dead ("Sefer ha-Yashar," section
" Waycra "). During Sarah's lifetime her house was
always hospitably open, the dough was miraculously

increased, a light burned from Friday evening to

Friday evening, and a i)illar of cloml rested upon
the entrance to her tent (Gen. R. Ix. 15).

w. 1!. J. Z. L.

Critical View : The two forms of the name,
"Sarah "and "Sarai," are identical in meaning; it

is difficult to understand the reason for the change.
" Sarai " is probably the more archaic form of

"Sarah," though the termination "ai" is unusual
in the feminine. The writer of Gen. xvii. 15 must
have considered the "ah " of " Sarah " as implying in

some Avay "yahu" or "yah" (the "Yhwh" ele-

ment). Accordingly, the change would be similar

to that of "Joshua" to "Jehoshua." Perhaps it

was the intention to read the name "Sarayahu," the

"hu" being added to "Sarai." In that case the

meaning " princess" now given to "Sarah " must be
abandoned. The element " sarah " is identical with a

part of the name " Israel," and " Sarah " and " Sarai "

are appropriate names for Israel's mother (Isa. li. 2;

comp. Robertson Smith, " Kinship and Marriage,"

p. 30; for the forms see Olshausen, "Lehrbuch der

Ilebriiischen Sprache," § 110; Noldeke, in "Z. D.

:\r. G." 1886, p. 183; 1888, p. 484; Konig, " His-

torisch Kriti.sches Lehrgebaude," II. i. 427). The
name "Sa-ra-a" is reported to occur in Babylonian
tablets (Cheyne and Black, "Encyc. Bibl." iv. 4285,

note 3).

The story of Sarah's life, brief and incomplete as

it is, presents nevertheless curious repetitions, e.g.,

the incident with Pharaoh and a similar incident

with Abimelech (Gen. xii. 10 et seq.

Repetitions and xx. 1 et seq.). Marriages with

in the half-sisters were, in primitive matri-

Narrative. archy, regarded as anything but in-

cestuous. From the point of view of

the historj' of culture these episodes are very in-

structive. But it is not very probable that Abra-

ham would have run the risk twice. Moreover, a

similar incident is reported in regard to Isaac and
Rebecca {ih. xxvi. 6-11). This recurrence indicates

that none of the accounts is to be accepted as histor-

ical; all three are variations of a theme common to

the popular oral histories of the Patriarchs. That
women were married in the way here supposed is not

to be doubted. The purpose of the story is to extol

the heroines as most beautiful and show that the

Patriarchs were under the special protection of the

Deity. The promise of Isaac and the explanation

of the name are given in duplicate. First, Abraham
is the recipient of the promise, and he laughs {ib.

xvii. 15-21). In the second narrative {ib. xviii.)

Abraham again is given the promise, but Sarah

laughs. Finally, the name receives a third justifi-

cation in Sarah's exclamation at his birth {ib. xxi. 6).

According to Pentateuchal analysis, the refer-

ences to Sarah in Genesis are divided among the

various strata as follows:

Gen. xl. 29 belongs to J (Jahvist); xii. .5, 10-20 to J; xvi. to

J (except la, 3, l.^, 16); xvii. 15-21 to P (Priestly Code): xviii. to

.1 ; XX. to E (Elobist); xxi. la, 2a to J ; xxi. 6, 7 to E ; the re-

mainder to P.

Concerning the kernel of historical fact underly-

ing the patriarchal cycle in Genesis, and thus also

the detached glosses concerning Sarai = Sarah, there

is no unanimity of opinion among scholars. Their
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various views may be suiniuarized as follows: (1)

Tlie Patriarchs, iueludiny Abialuun, so likewise liis

wives, were historical individuals reports of whose

adventures and deeds havecome down through long

and differing channels of oral tradi-

Views as to tion. Accoiding to the theory which
Historical they variously assumed to he worked
Character, out in tlie history of Israel, historiog-

ra])hers whose writings are incorpo-

rated in the Pentateuch selected from this mass of

discordant material what suited their purpose, and
reconstructed even this in accordance with their

plans. This accounts for the duplications and
discrepancies. Accoiding to Baethgen (" Beitriige

zur Semitischen Religionsgesch." p. 15T), '\Sarah " is

a simple appellative representing a historical char-

acter, whose life is given iu fragments and with free

eml)ellishnients.

(2) The patriarchal cycle represents older Canaan-
ite, pre-Israelitish material, adopted and adapted by
Israel. As such, the stories disclose views concern-

ing the relations of septs and clans, as well as con-

cerning political and geographical conditions. Gen-
ealogies such as those evolved in the patriarchal

story are never of individuals. Tribal antipathies

and sympathies, and political and racial interde-

pendence and kinship, are expressed by them; but

frequently, in order to complete a system, an in-

dividual ancestor or eponym is invented. While
some of the names that occur are clearly those of

clans, or of localities, Abraham = Abiram is not.

It seems to be an appellative; but it is connected

with Hebron, an old center. Sarai = Sarah, on the

other hand, is the name of a clan—Israel. As Jacob
became Israel in another cycle (with Beth-cl), so here

Abraham (Hebron) is connected with Israel. This

is the meaning of the marriage of Abraham with
Sarah, as similar ethnic or historical data underlie

the story of his dealings with Hagar and Keturah.

(3) Tliese Patriarchs are regarded by most mem-
bers of the critical school as the outcome of culture-

evolution. That matriarchy once prevailed, that

blood-relationship was traced only through the

mother, that marriage by capture or purchase was
the rule, form probably the historical kernel in-

volved in the repeated narratives of Sarai's marital

adventures with men other than Abraham. On the

other hand, her dealings witli Hagar illustrate the

conditions obtaining in the polygamous households

of the sheiks of the time and country. The persons

are free inventions; the conditions are not.

(4) Originalh', Canaanite local eponyms connected

with Israel; the Patriarchs were later ranged and
ranked systematically, so as to establish an exclusive

descent for Israel and disclose its distinction as the

people of Yiiwn. In this scheme Abraham becomes
the " great ancestor " (Abram), or " the ancestor of

many nations." Through his wife Sarah he begets
the Isaac-Jacob tribes, or Israel (= Sarah); and
through his concubine Hagar he begets Ishmael,

who therefore is marked as lesser in her degree of

purity.

(5) The development of religion is typified in

these ancestral figures. Abraham and Sarah repre

sent a sort of elementary monotheism, a religion

standing midway between pure Mosaism and the

Canaanite cults. This is the view of Dillmann,

Ewald, and Kittel.

(15) Abraham and Sarah are free inventions of un-

conscious popular poetry, untrammeled by consid-

erations of genealogical data or tribal or religious

motives. Wellhausen is the main exponent of this

view ("Prolegomena zur Gesch. Israels," pp. 387
et scg.).

(7) The mythological theory makes Saiai identical

with Islitar. She and Abraham are said to be lunar
deities, or adaptations of the Babylonian Adonis-
Tammuz (Abraham) and Ishtar (Sarai) myths (the

descent of Ishtar). Winckler (in his " Gesch. Israel's
"

and other writings) and Stucken ('' Astralmythen")
advance this view.

The most likely of all these views is the one that
makes Sarai an eponym for Israel. Her marriage
with Abraham represents the union of the Israel

group with some clan or clans settled

Eponym around Hebron. Ed. Meyer (in Stade's
Theory. "Zeitschrift," 1886) is inclined to re-

gard even Abraham as the name and
eponj'm of a clan or sept, and refers to Abi-ezcr
(Judges vi. 34). Cheyne, of course (in Cheyne and
Black, "Encyc. Bibl." s.v. "Sarah"), makes Abra-
ham a Jerahmeelite, whose marriage with Sarah ex-
presses the amalgamation of Israel with the descend-
ants of Jerahmeel.

Bibliography: Ed. Meyer, Der Stamtn Jacob, in Stade's
Zeitschrift, 1886; F. Baethgen, Britr{i<ic zur S^ciuitischen
Iieliginni<(ieschiclttc; F. Homniel, Die Alt israelii isclie Uchcr-
tiefeiiing; B. Kittel, Gesc?i. der Helm'ier. vol. i.; A. Dill-
mann, BihliscJie Theologies ed. Kittel, 1895: I. (ioldziher,
Der Mythos hei den Hcbraern. 1876; W. Staerk, Stndieyi
zur Religions, und Snrnchgeschichtc des Alttestaments,
1889, vol. i.; Hermann Guthe, Gesch. des Volkes Israel, 1899;
H. P. Smith, Old TcMament Hisloru, 1903.
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In Arabic Literature: Sarah, the wife of
Abraham, was, according to some accounts, the sis-

ter of Lot and the daughter of Aran, Abraham's
paternal uncle. According to others, she was the

daughter of the King of Harau, and her mother was
daughter of Kutba, King of Babylon. Sarah was
the most beautiful woman of her time and possessed

a perfect figure. She resembled Eve, to whom God
gave two-thirds of all beauty ; indeed, she was so

beautiful thatAbrahamtransjiortcd her
Her in a chest. When, on entering Egypt,

Beauty. Abraham was obliged to give a tithe

of all his goods, he at first refused to

open the chest in which Sarah was, and when he was
finally forced to do so, the olllcial ran and told the

king. Questioned by the latter regarding Sarah,

Abraham replied that she was his sister, having in-

structed her to say the same. When, on that sup-

position, the king wished to marry lier and reached

out to take her, Sarah prayed God to wither liis

hand; and when the king promised not to touch

her, she prayed God to restore it. Forgetful of his

promise, the king reached toward her once more,

and liis hand was again withered. This was re-

peated three times. Abraham was a witness of this

interview, God causing the walls of the house to be-

come transparent for the purpose. Finally the king
restored Sarah to Abraliam and loaded her with
presents. He insisted on her choosing for her.self

one of his slave girls, and she selected Hagar, for

whom she had conceived a liking.
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Afterward Sarah gave Hagar to Abraham; and
wlieii Ishiiiael was born she became so jeak)iis that

she c-ould no longer live with Ilagar. On one occa-

sion she swore that she would not rest satisfied until

her hands had been dipped in Ilagar's blood, where-

upon Abraham immediately pierced Hagar's ears so

that the blood might be on Sarah's hands. Such

was the origin of the wearing of earrings. Abra-

ham then took Hagar and Ishmael away. In after

years, when he went to visit Ishmael, Sarah was still

so jealous that

she exacted a

promise from
Abraham that

he would not

alight from his

horse.

Sarah is not

directly men-
tioned in the

Koran ; but she

is referred to in

sura X i . 74,
where she is

spoken of as
standing by
when Abraham
receives the visit,

of the angels.

Sai'ah was sev-

enty years old

when she con-

ceived Isaac (ac-

cording to Ta-
bari ; Baidawi
says she was
ninety or ninety-

nine). She lived

to the age of 130.

She is said to

have been the

mother of Jacob
and Esau also,

although some
say that they

were sons of
Abraham by an-

other wife. As
long as Sarah
lived Abraham had no other wife, but after her

death he married Keturah. Sarah was buried in the

land of Canaan in a cave bought by Abraham, where,

later, he also was interred.

Bibliography: Mas'udi, Pntirie.^ (VOr. Inde.i ; TalMri, .l)i-
iittlis, Itidex, Leyden, 1,h79-81

; idrm, Persian version, tnins-
lated by Zotenberg, Paris, 1867, Index; Weill, nihiicnl Leg-
ends of the Mussulmans, New York, 1846, s.v. Ahrn>ia)n.
J. M. W. M.
SARAH COPIA SHULAM. See Sullam,

S.VKA CoI'IA.

SARAJEVO (Turkish, Bosna-Serai) : Capital
of Hosnia. For tin; history of its Jewish community
till 1850 see Bosni.\.

About 1850 Omar Pasha (Michael Lattas) granted
the Jews of Sarajevo the right to settle in any part
of the city. Down to 1878, when Austria-Hungary
took possession of Bosnia, the Jews living at Sara-

The Synagogue at Sarajevo.

(Froui a photuj^rauh.

jcvo, as well as throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina,
were all Sephardim (called " Spanioles "). After
that year there was formed in the city an Ashkenazic
congregation which has been recruited mainly from
Jews who emigrated from Auslria-Hungary after the

occupation of Bosnia by that country. Many of the

Ashkenazim are highly educated, and occupy lead-

ing positions, especially as lawyers and physicians,

and have been appointed to oflices under the govern-
ment. The congregation, which is continually in-

creasing, has a

handsome sj'na-

gogue in the
.Moorish style,

which was dedi-

cated Sept. 30,

1903. Its in.sti-

tutions include

a hcbra kaddi'

sha, Talmud To-

rah, women's so-

ciety, etc. Its

rabbi, Samuel
Wessel, was
called to the of-

fice in 1898.

TheSephardic
Jews are some-
what more nu-
merous, and,
like all the
Spanioles in the

East, are gen-

erally Orthodox.

Of the promi-

nent rabbis of

Sarajevo the fol-

lowing may be
mentioned : Ila-

kam Zebi (17th

cent.), David
and his son Isaac

Pardo, Moses
Danon (to whose
grave at Stolar

the Sephardim
still make pil-

grimages) and
his brother Ben-

jamin Danon (all in the eighteenth century), Moses
Perera, Simon C-hason, Moses Levi, Abraham Salom,

Judah Fiuzi,and his successor Hakam Abraham Abi-

nuna (d. 1902). The two congregations now main-
tain friendly intercourse, and their members inter-

marry, whereas in former times the Sephardim held

aloof to a certain extent from their Ashkenazic
brethren, looking down upon them as an inferior

class. Tiie relations between Jews and non-Jews
also are exceptionally cordial.

In 1895 the Jews of Sarajevo numbered 4,060 in a

total population of 41,543.

Bibliography: .\d. Strauss, Bostiini, Land uiid Lcute, i.

269 et ,>>T'/., Vienna. 1882; Spanioloi i)i Bosnieii, in Jll-
difrhes FamiUenhkitt, 1903, No. 13; Die Juden in Dosnien
und der Zinnismus, in Die Welt, 1903, No. 2.5.

s. S. We.
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SARASOHN, KASRIEL H. : Ameiican jour-

nalist; boru ill Paiscr, Ivussiiin I'ohuul, 1835; died

at New York city Jan. 12. 1905. lie studied at

home aud prepared himself for tlie lahhinatc; Ijut

in 1866 he abandoned this intention and emigrated

to the United States. In 1874 lie founded in New
York city,

Mr Wk.^jBttf tu-i^ # l^^iB^'m^^mmBtmam^^m^

where he liad

settled, the
"Jewish Week-
ly" and the
"Jewish G a -

zette," and in

1886 the "Jew-
ish Daily News."
When he began
the publication

of his journals

there existed no
other Jewish
paper printed in

Hebrew in the

United States,

a n d h e h a d

great difficulty

in obtaining the

necessaiy tvpe.

In 1882 Sara-

sohu founded
the II e b r e w
Sheltering
House, now
known as the

Hebrew Shelter

House and
Home for the

Aged. In 1901

he visited Pales-

tine, aud on his

return was
elected presi-

dent of the com-
mittee for the

collection of
funds for the

support of
poor Hebrews
in Palestine.
He was also
chairman of the committee for the Kishiuef suf-

ferers.

Bibliography : New York papers of Jan. 1.3 and 14, 1905 ; The
Jewisli Daily Kews (New York), Jan. 15, 1905.

A. F. T. II.

SARATOF : Russian city, in the government of

the same name; situated on the right bank of the

Volga. The city is chiefly memorable for the

"Saratof affair," which began in 1853. The direct

cause of it was the murder of two Christian beys
about the time of Passover. A few years earlier,

in 1844, Skripitzyn, who was entrusted with the

management of Jewish affairs in Russia, wrote a

paper entitled "Information About the Killing of

Christians by Jews for the Purpose of Obtaining
Their Blood." A limited number of copies was
printed and distributed among the members of the

Ark of tUe Law in the Synagogue at Sarajevo

(From a photograph.)

royal famil}', ministers, heads of departments, and
members of the Senate. Although this paper was
pidvcd afterward to be a plagiarism of a treatise

published in 1740 by a demented priest, Gaudent,
still the theory expounded in it found many ardent

believers among administrative aud judicial circles,

so much so that,

as late as 1878,

it was publi-shed

in the "Grazli-

d a n i n .
" No

wonder, then,

that the Jews
were immediate-
ly accused of

this double mur-
der. A certain

Yushkewitzer,
his wife, their

sou T h e o d r

Yurlov, a sol-

dier, and a bar-

liernamed Shlif-

fermann were
putunderarrest.

The chief wit-

nesses against

them were
Olympiada Go-
rokhova (a
woman of bad
character aud a

paramour of
Yurlov) and
Bogdanov, a sol-

d i e r . When
first put on the

witness-stand
the woman flatly

denied all
knowledge of

the case, but aft-

erward changed
her mind and re-

lated the follow-

ing story: In
July, 1853, she

(Olympiada)
went, toward

evening, to the market-place, where she met Ita

Nehamah Yushkewitzer, whom she accompanied
home. There the conversation turned upon the

burning question of the day, the murder of the two
Christian boys. After much urging,

So-Called Ita Nehamah admitted that the Jews
Confession, had killed the boys. She gave an ac-

count of the crime: The boys were
first kept in a semistarved condition for many weeks,

and, in spite of their tears aud appeals, were
brought to the synagogue, where they were stabbed,

suspentled by their feet from the ceiling, circum-

cised, aud again stabbed in many places. Upon
Olympiada's asking what was done with the blood,

Ita Nehamah said that "it had lieen collected in a

large vase, dried, made into powder, and sent to Jit-

omir, where it was purchased by some wealthy
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Jews; and that f(ir this tlie barber Schlifferniann

received 4,000.000 rubies and lier liusband Yanl\el

2,000.000." 013'nipiada also declared on tlie stand

that her lover Yurlov, upon hearing tiiat liis father

liad been arrested, threw up liis hands, exclaiming,
" \Ve are all lost !

" and begged her to save him. The
woman's testimony was full of contradictions; at

on(! time she asserted that she understood Yiddisli

well, though the fact was that she had no knowl-

edge of it.

The soldier Bogdanov testified that while sitting

one day in the armory he overheard a conversation

between two Jewish soldiers, Chader and Levin;

they were discussing the necessity of liberating their

coreligionist Berlinsky, who was under arrest for

complicity in the murder of the two boys, and
Levin said, " We must not make anything public! "

Bogdanov further testified that another Jewish sol-

dier joined them and exclaimed, in Russian, "No!
we must not confess anything, though they should

dismember us!" When he, Bogdanov, made his

presence known
to the Jewish
soldiers they
gave him half a

ruble and bade
liim not to tell

anything of
w hat he had
heard.

A special com-
mittee was sent

from St. Peters-

burg to investi-

gate this case,

and though the

prosecuting at-

torney, Durno-
vo, and his as-

sociates made
every effort to

convict the
Jews nothing could be proved, the testimony
offered being entirely untrustworthy. However,
many Jewish families were ruined, and the effect

upon the Jews living in that part of the country
was highly injurious, so much so that the gov-
ernment was forced to appoint a commission of

scholars to settle once for all the question whether
the Jews used Christian blood for religious purposes.

Saratof has a population of 137.109, of whom 570

are .lews.

BiBi.iofiRAPFTY : Rufiski EiicycliypedicheslnSlovar, vol. xxviii.;
r«>s/.7ir)(/, Oct., 1881; Chwolson, Die Blutanklage, p. 117,
Fninkfort-on-tbe-Maiii, 1901; O. Nlekotorykh, .s'rrd/toincfco-
vykli Prntiv Yevreijev, p. vii., St. Petersburg, 1880.

II. i{. J. Go.

SARAVAIi : Family of scholars, of whom the

following deserve special mention:
Abraham b. Judah Lob Saraval : Flourished

in the sixteenth century. He was the author of a

commentary on the "Ma'amadot." The' second edi-

tion of his commentary is dated 1617, but the place

of publication is not known.

BiBLiOfiRAPiiY : Steinschneider, Cat. Bndl. col. 709; Roest,
Cot. RdHoithaJ. liihl. i. 2iJ; Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, p.
351 ; Mortara, Indicc, p. .59.

The Old Jewish Cemetery at Sarajevo.

(From a photocraph.)

Jacob ben Lob Saraval: Lived at Cologne;
died there 1608 or 1614. lie is mentioned in the

respousa of Jacob Alpron. " Nahalat Ya'akob." An
epitaph in A. Berliner's" Luhot Abanim" refers, per-

haps, to him (Mortara, "Indiee," p. 59).

Jacob Raphael b. Simljiah Saraval : Habbi
at Venice; born about. 1708; died at Venice April,

1782. He published an answer to a treatise by the

lawj-er Benedetti of Ferrara on the religion and tlie

oath of the Jews. Among his poems should be
mentioned a "kinah " on the death of sixtj'-five Jews
who perished together in an accident. Shortly be-

fore Ills death he was preparing a treatise on the

etymology of the names of the "terafim." A letter

by him on the ^lasorah appears in Kennicott's " Dis-

sertatio Generalis " (Brunswick, 1783). His " Disser-

tazione suU' Ecclesiaste " was contained in Jo.seph

Almanzi's library, now in the British Museum.
Bibi.iograpfiy: De Rossi, Diziojiario ; Steinschneider, Hehr.

liihl. vi. 89; Zunz, Z. U. p. 240; Mortara, //idicf, p. 59.

Judah Lob Saraval : Rabbi at Venice ; died ]\Iay

17, 1617. He is

quoted in tlie

ritual work
"MashbitMilha-
mot," in connec-

tion with a

question in re-

gard to the ritual

bath. He is

mentioned also

by Joseph di

Trani (Respon-

sa, i. 147). Sa-

raval translated

into Hebrew
Saadia's com-
mentary on Can-
ticles (Venice,

1777). Histomb-
stone was found
in the cemetery

of Padua by Filosseno Luzzatto ; the epitaph was
published by Nepi-Ghirondi ("Toledot Gedole Yis-

rael," pp. 218-219).

Bibliography: Steinschneider. Cat.BixU. col. 1371; Azulai,
Shrnt ha- OeddUin, i. 59; Zunz, in Liebermann, Vulkska-
Iciidrr, 1853, p. 72; Mortara, Iiidice, p. 59.

Leon Vita Saraval : Bibliophile; born at Trie.st

in 1771; died Jan. 26, 1851. He was the author
of " Discorsi Pronuuciati all' Apertura degli Stu-

dii della Communita Israelita di Trieste" (Triest,

1811). His son M. Saraval catalogued his father's

library between 1851 and 1853, publishing the cata-

logue at Triest in 1853. The entire library was pur-

chased for the Breslau seminary (1853).

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2500; Sera^
pcum, ia53. pp. 28(1-284. 294-208; 18,-,4, pp. 187-188; Mortara,
Indicc, p. 59; Zunz, Z. (i. pp. 243, .5(i8.

Nehemiah b. Judah Lob Saraval : Venetian

scholar; died in Venice in 1649. He wrote an ap-

probation to Joseph Solomon Delmedigo's " Elim "

(Amsterdam, 1629). He is mentioned in the fol-

lowing responsa collections: Raphael Meldola,

"Mayim Rabbim," i. 11; Samuel Aboab, "Debar
Shemu'el," No. 19 (Flirst, "Bibl. Jud." iii. 245;

Mortara, "Indiee," p. 59).
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Solomon Hai b. Nehemiah Saraval : Scliolar

of tlie seventeenth eentury ; lived at Venice. He is

mentioned in the responsa of Samuel Aboab (" l)el)ar

Shemu'el," p. 375) and in "Piske Rikanati lia-

Ahaionim," p. 24. He was still living iu 1674 (Moi-

taia, "Lidice," p. 59).

s. S. O.

SARDINIA : An island in the Mediterranean,

about 140 miles from the west coast of Italy, be-

tween 8' 4' and 9° 49' E. long., and between 88' 55

and 41" IG' >«'. lat. Thesettlement of Jewsin various

parts of the island goes as far back as the year 19 of

the conunon era. During the reign of the emperor
Tiberius 4,000 Jewish youths were banished from
Rome to Sardinia as a penalty for the misdeeds of

four Jewish swindlers. Pretending to be collectors

for the treasury of the Temple at Jerusalem, the cul-

prits had received enormous sums in money and
jewels from Fulvia (wife of the Roman senator

Saturninus), who was a sympathizer of Judaism
(Josephus, "Ant." xviii. 3, § 5; comp. also Taci-

tus, "Anuales," ii. 85, and Suetonius, "Tiberius,"

36). During the early centuries the fate of the

Jews in Sardinia resembled that of

Under the their brethren in other Roman prov-

Romans. inces: so long as pagans ruled the

empire the Jews possessed full rights

of citizenship, but as Christianity became the dom-
inant power these rights were curtailed.

From the middle of the fifth to the middle of the

seventh century Sardinia was governed first by the

Vandals and then by the Goths, and the condition of

the Jews there was on the whole favorable. There
were communities in Oristano, Lula, Gallura,
Nora, Sinai (proba})ly founded by Jews), Cana-
liini, Sulcis, Tharros, Alghero, Colmedia, and
Cag-liari, the capital of Sardinia. An incident which
greatly disturbed the Jews occurred in the last-

named place toward the end of the sixth century.

A converted Jew named Peter placed images of

saints in the synagogue on Easter Monday. The
Jews lodged a complaint with Pope Gregory the

Great, who ordered Bishop Januarius of Cagliari to

have the images at once removed ("Epistola," v.).

Of the period extending from the time of the es-

tablishment of a native government in Sardinia (665)

to that of the annexation of the island to Aragon
(1325), only a few incidents in the life of the Jewish
communities are known. The Sardinian historian of

the eighth century, Antonio di Tharros, and Delo-

tone, the compiler of the poems of the Sardinian

king Gialeto, mention two Jewish scholars of Ca-

gliari, Abraham and Canaim, who deciphered the

Phenician inscriptions collected by Gialeto and the

Greek and Phenician inscriptions found in the pal-

ace of Masu. The Sardinian chronicler Severino re-

lates that the sj'nagogue of Cagliari, wiiicii was
situated in the quarter called Aliama, was in 790

destroyed by afire generally attributed to the malev-

olence of some fanatical Christians (De Castro, "Bib-

liotheca," p. 75). During the administration of

the province of Arborea by Onroco there often oc-

curred at Oristano bloody conflicts between Jews
and Christians, and in order to put an end to these

struggles the Jews were ordered to leave the prov-

ince within two months. On their expulsion from

Arborea they settled in the cities of Lugodoro,
especially in Lula and Gallura. Traces of their

long sojourn in Arborea were still found in the city

of Tharros in 1183 by the Mohammedan traveler

]Moliammed Abu Jabbar.

During the first century of the Spanish domina-
tion the Jews of Sardinia enjoyed prosperity. The

Aragonian king granted them many
Under the privileges, and their numbers were
Spaniards, greatly augmented by the arrival of

new settlers from Barcelona, Majorca,

and other places. Especiallj' favored were the

Jews of Alghero, for whom King Alfonso and his

successors showed marked friendliness by exempt-
ing them from the payment of customs duties and
by urging the governors to protect their bu.siness

interests. On their part the Jews of Alghero often

showed their loyalty to the Aragonian kings. In

1370 they contracted many debts in order to supply

King Pedro with money and provisions for his

armies, and in token of his gratitude the latter for-

bade their creditors to claim repayment within two
years. In the early years of the fifteenth century

the community of Alghero subscribed the sum of

1,600 ducats for the exploitation of the royal mines
of Iglesias. A Jew named Vidal de Santa Pau gave
600 Alfonsine livres iu 1423 for the restoration of

the walls of Alghero ; in 1459 Zare di Carcassona pre-

sented 622 livres for the same purpose. The Jews of

Alghero were mostly engaged in trade, but there

were also many scholars and physicians among
them, the best known being: Isaac Eymies, who
was pensioned by the governor of Lugodoro and b}-

the city of Alghero, and who was called in 1406 to

the post of citj^ physician of Cagliari ; Hayyim of

Hipre, author of a work on the medicinal plants of

Sardinia; and Solomon Averonques, renowned for

his surgical operations. The Jews of Alghero were

not excluded from official positions. Mention is

made of a Jew named Moses Sofer who occupied in

1467 the position of tax-collector. An-
Com- other, named Moses di Carcassona. was

munity of appointed by the vice-king Carroz iu

Alghero. 1467 as the general sheriff's officer of

the court of Alghero. In 1482 the same
Moses obtained for the sum of 2,250 livres the farm-

ing of the taxes of the departments Gociaiio, Porte

Ocier Reale, Mondrolisai, and Oristano for a period

of three years. Together with his brother Nino
Carcassona, Moses lent large sums for the equip-

ment of the navy and of the armies which had been

led by the vice-king Ximeue Perez to the city of

Oristano.

It seems that before the Spanish domination Al-

ghero contained but few Jews, who liad neithera syn-

agogue nor a separate ccmeter}'. It was only at the

end of the fourteenth century that these institutions

were founded. In 1381 Vitali Alabi bought from

Giacorno Bassach and liis wife their house, situated

in the street leading to the castle, which he Avishcd

to use for a s^'nagogue. Two years later Fran-

cisco Giovanni of Santa Colombia, governor of Sas-

saroand Lugodoro, and later vice-king of Sardinia,

permitted the physician Solomon Averonques to buy
any place he might choose for a cemetery. In 1438

the community of Alghero was permitted by the mu-
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uicipality to eulaige the synagoiiue. The enlarge-

inent was coiiii)leteci iu 1454, and on tliis occasiou tlie

administrators of the cominunity, Samuel Carcassoua

and Jacob Coiien, petitioned the government to al-

low them to put the coat of arms of the king on the

edifice. In 14.jo a petition was addressed to the

municipality by the Jewish administrators Terocio,

Buria, and GiacobleNatiian to allow them to enlarge

the Jewish cemetery. Like all the communities of

Sardinia, thatofAlghcro was administered by elected

directors or secretaries, who possessed judicial power
iu all litigations between Jews, and even between
Jews and Christians when sums not exceeding five

livres were involved.

However, while tlie Jews of Alghero were, for

unknown reasons, the object of the solicitude of the

government and enjoyed a high degree of prosperity

until the very year of their banishment, those of

Cagliari and other communities were after 1430

treated in the liarshest manner. They
Persecu- were compelled to live in special quar-
tion and ters and to wear special kinds of caps,

Expulsion, and were not allowed to wear jewels
or to put on shoes of any other color

than black. Jewish traders were forbidden, under
the penalty of losing their goods, to transact business

on Christian feast-days. A Jew who employed a

Christian was subject to a fine of twenty livres.

Foreign Jews were forbidden, under the penalty of

death, to settle in Sardinia without the permission
of the vice-king or the archbishop. A decree issued

in 1481 fixed the penalties for au offense against

Christianity and for the employment of Christian

servants. For the former crime the Jew was to

have his hands cut olT; for the latter he was to re-

ceive 200 stripes and to pay a fine of 200 ducats,

and the servant was to receive au equal number of

lashes. In 1485 the Jews were declared royal prop-
erty and were subjected to the special jurisdiction

of the royal attorney. At the same time they were
forbidden to export any of their belongings from
the i-sland. The decree containing these measures
was communicated by the vice-king Ximene Perez
to the leaders of the Jewish community of Cagliari,

Abraham Mill, Emanuel Mill, Samuel Bondra, Isaac

Sallom, Isaac Aleva, Leon Miro, and others. The
banishment of the Jews from Spain was closely fol-

lowed by that of the Jews of Sardinia.

Biiujo(;raphy : Gazana. StorUi dclla Sanlfgua. ii. 151 : R. E.
J. viii. 2.sf) et sc'i.; S|iano, in Vcssilln Itnaelitico, xxvii. 11.')

it xcr/.; Erscti and Gruher, Kncuc. section ii., part ~7, p. 147;
Griitz, Ocscli. v. .5-'.

.1. I. Bh.

SARDIS : Ancient city of Asia ^Minor and capi-

tal of Lydia; situated on tlie Pactolus at the north-

ern base of ]Mouut Tmolus, about sixty miles from
Smyrna. The town is first mentioned by^^schylus
("Persa\" ed. KirchhofT, line 47), and may be the

"Sparda" of the Old Persian inscriptions of Darius
Hystaspcs(Behistun, i. IT); ]\'rsepolis, e, 12; Nakshi
Rustam. a, 28). It had an eventfid history, ai;d after

the establishment of the Roman province of Asia in

183 B.C. it became the capital of a "conventus" or

district.

The date and early history of the Jewish commu-
nity of Sardis are unknown, although it is clear tiiat

by the second half of the first century b.c. it had

become an infiueutial one; for in a decree of the

profpiestor and propietor Lucius Antouius, ilating

from 50-49 and preserved by Josephus ("Ant." xiv.

10, t^ 17), the Jews are described as having "an as-

.sembly of their own, according to the laws of their

forefathers, and this from the begiiming, as also a
place of tiunr own, wherein thej' determined their

suits and controversies with one another." In obe-

dience to an order of Antouius that the Jews, as
Roman citizens, should be confirmed in their rights

and privileges, the Sardians passed a decree {ib.

% 24) that tlie commiuiity should enjoy freedom of
worship, wliile special measures were takeu to im-
port food which should be ritually clean. A few
years later, in the early part of the reign of Augus-
tus, the proconsul Caius Norbanus Flaccus, at the

express connnand of the emperor, renewed the relig-

ious privileges of the Jews of Sardis and permitted
them to send money to Jerusalem (i/j. xvi. 6, $^ 6).

The single allusion to Sardis in Rev. iii. 1-4 adds
no information concerning its Jewish couuuunity,
nor does the Talmud throw any light on the history

of the Jews in the city, although Sardis may be
meant by "Asia" in a few passages (Sifre, Balak,

ed. Friedmann, p. 47b; 'Ab. Zarah 30a; B. M. 84a).

Its site is now occupied by the ruined village of

Sart.

Bibliography: Schiirer, Gcscli. 3d ed., iii. 12; Neiibaiier, G.
T. pp. 31(1-311 ; Wilson, Handhaok for Travcllem in Asia
Minor, elc, pp. 82-83, London, 1895.

E. G. II. L. II. G.

SARGENES (called also Kittel) : A white linen

gariiieiiti which resembles a surplice and consists

of a long, loose gown with flowing sleeves and
with a collar laced in front, a girdle of the same
material, and a skullcap to match. The name is de-

rived from "sarge" (= "serge"), a woolen stuff

(comp. "sericum," silk, and see Rashi, s.v. pTiJJ',

Shab. 77b). R. Jeremiah in his last testament di-

rected that he should be buried in a white garment
with borders (pn^an pTlTl), in which it was his

custom to attire himself when alive (Yer. Kil. ix. 3).

Brides, bridegrooms, and marriageable girls Avere

dressed in white (Shab. 114a; Ta'an. 26b). A white
robe Avas generally considered a garment of joy.

Being confident of God's willingness to forgive on
Rosh ha-Shanah, the day of judgment, the wor-
shipers were dressed in white (Yer. R. II. i. 1). On
the Day of Atonement the white dress is symbolical

of the angelic purity to be attained when the wor-
shiper shall be finally absolved and pardoned. The
sargenes as a shroud is first mentioned by R. Eleazar
of Worms in his " Ha-Rokeah " and by R. iVIeir of

Rolhenburgin his " Haggahot,"and it is still so used

by all Orthodo.x Jews throughout the w'orld. It is

mentioned by Maimonides in his " Yad" (Shabbat,

XXX. 2) as a reminder of death.

R. Yom-Tob Lipmann Heller (1579-1654) in his
" Lel.iem Hamudot " on Aslieri, " Halakot Ketannot "

("Zizit," Xo. 25, end) refers to the relics of the mar-
tyr Solomon Molko, brought from Regensburg to

the Phinehas Synagogue, Prague, as consisting of

"an Auu.^' Kanfot of yellow silk with yellow silk

fringes, two flags, and a sargenes called kittel"

{b^^P p~>1pL*^ DirJIlD; "sargenes" is the term that

was used in western German}', " kittel "iu eastern
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Germany; tlic giuiiR'nt is now known in eastern

Europe I)}' tliu latter name, the former being almost

forgotten). During the lifteentli century brides

dressed themselves in the sargenes before the veil

was thiown over the face prior to tlie nuptial cere-

mony. The kittel is now worn by the liost at the

Skdki! ceremony on Passover eve, as a symbol of

freedom ; by membersof the community on Yom Kip-

ptu'; and by the hazzan at the musaf service of

yiiemini 'Azeret and at musaf of the tirst day of

Passover. See CosTf.ME; Gesiie.m.

BibliO(;raphv : I. Abrahams, Jejcit-h Life in ihr Middle
Atics, pp. IS. 204, :J92 ; Berliner, Lchcn dt r Dcitlsclicn Judcii
im Mittei(dte)\ pp. 48, 70, 131, Berlin, liMK); Max (irunbaiiiii,

JlUUscli-Dcutfciic Clnet<t()Uiathie, pp. .502-504, Leipsie, 18t<2.

K. J. D. E.

SARGON: King of Assyria; died 70.") jj.c. He
is mentioned in the Bible onl}' in Isa. xx. 1 ; and his

name is jircserved by no classic writer. All modern
knowledge of him dates, therefore, from the discov-

ery of his palace at Kliorsabad, twelve miles north-

east of Nineveh, by Botta in 1843. This palace was
a part of the city of Dur-Sharrukin, Avhicli Sargon

built as a new capital for himself. It was lined with

bas-reliefs presenting an illustrated account of his

reign; and under the foundations of the city gates

also cJnouiclcs on clay were found. From these and
the chronological data of the Assyrian kingdom,
an account of Sargon's reign, which extended from
723 lo 7U5, can be reconstructed.

Sargou succeeded Shalmaneser IV. Whether he

was of royal blood or not is a matter of dispute.

Neither he nor his son Sennacherib claimed royal

descent ; but his grandson Esar-haddon claimed the

king Bel-bani as a remote ancestor of Sargon (comp.

"Journal of the American Oriental Society," Pro-

ceedings, May, 1891, p. cxxxii.). The fact that

Sargon ascended the throne in the same month that

Shalmaneser died indicates that he was looked upon
as the natural successor of the latter. Before his ac-

cession he was general of the armies of Assyria.

The name "Sargon"' was probably assumed on his

acces.sion, in imitation of the famous Sargon of

Agade.
When Shalmaneser died the Assyrian armies were

besieging Samaria. In the tirst year of Sargon's

reign Samaria fell; and at his command more than

27,0(J()of the inhabitants were deported, Babylonians

and Syrians being brought to take their places.

Under JMerodach-buliidan Babylon revolted, and was
not reconquered until 709. In 720 Sargon sent an
army into Palestine; and at Baphia he defeated

Egypt and her allies. This gave him the mastery
of the west. Between 719 and 708 he undertook
many campaigns against and linally subdued Urartu
in Armenia—a kingdom which had given his ances-

tors much trouble. During the same period he made
several campaigns against the Mo.schi and Tabal
in the Taurus Mountains. In 711 he sent his "Tar-
tan" into Palestine to put down a coalition headed
by Ashdod; it is this expedition which Isaiah men-
tions. In 709 he completed the (on(iiiest of Baby-
lon, and was crowned king of that countr}-, and in 708

his new capital and palace at Dur-Sharrukin were
completed. In 705 he died a violent death; but the

text which relates the event is so broken that the

nature of the violence is imknown. He was sur-

l)ass((l in ability b}- Tiglath-pileser III., but was one
of Assyria's greatest kings.

BiBi.KKJKAPnv: D. (J. Lyon, KcUKcinifttcrtc Sar{ii))is, l.eip-

sic. l.-^s;}; Wiiiekler. Kcilsvlrrifttexte Smymis. 18>*!); Schrader,
A'. U. ii. .'54 SI ; Rofrers, histm-ji i>f Bahjihniia and Assi/iia,
19(KI, ii. US-1^2; doinLspeed, Histanj uf the Bahnhniiaus
and As'siiiiaiis. 190-'. pp. 24:i-2(W.

.1. G. A. B.

SARGON, MICHAEL: Indian convert to

Chii tianily ; born in Cochin 1795; died about
1^55. He was converted in 1818 by T. Jarrett of

3Iadras, and became the first missionary in India

of the London Society for Promoting Christianity

Among the Jews. In 1820 Sai'gon visited his par-

ents at Cochin, who received him kindly; and for

a time the Cochin Jews seemed to have no objection

to discussing with him his new faith. This reception

appealed to ])romise well for a conversionist propa-

ganda in India; and a local committee of the Lou-
don society was formed in Madras with Sai'gon as

the icpresentative missionary. Madras became the

center of the society's work in Asia. By 1822 Sar-

gou had 116 Jewish children under his chaige at

Cochin; but in 1824 he was transferred to Bomba}',

where he opened under the auspices of the London
society a school exclusively for Jews, obtaining

forty pupils. The residt of his labors in Cochin
was the baptism of one Jew and of two Je'vves.ses in

1828; and shortly afterward the activity of the Lon-

don society ceased in India.

Sargon and his brother Abraham, however, con-

tinued their educational activity in Bombaj'. whei'e

for nearly thirty years the}' taught the Jewish chil-

dren the tenets of Judaism without any attempt to

convert them. While Sargon is regarded by the

Loudon society as one of its pioneer workers, the

Beni-Israel of Bombay consider him one of the

agents in the revival of religious feeling among
them.

Birti.iOfiRAPHT : W. T. Gidney. Si^cs and Scenes. 2d ed., I.s99,

pp. 226-227; Report of the London Sociel}/ for I'ronxttinu
('hristin)iitti Atvonn tJie Jew!<. 1821, p. 103; H. Samuel,^
Sketch of t)ir J/iVfoij/ of lir)ii-Isracl, p. 21, Boiiit)av, ii.d.

SARKO (ZARKO, ZARIK), JOSEPH BEN
JUDAH : Italian grammarian and Hebrew poet of

the tirst half of the fifteenth century. According

to Carmoly (" Ilistoire des Medecins Juifs," p. 129),

he was a native of Naples and one of the teachers of

Judah ^Nlesser Leon. He was the author of "Rab
Pe'alim," an analytic H'ebrew grammar divided into

several sections. He states in the preface that he

terminated this work on the first day of Elul, 1429.

The part which deals with numbers ("Sefer ha-

Misparim ") is printed at the end of August Justin-

ian's edition of Ruth and Lamentations (Paris, 1520).

Sarko's Hebrew verses, which follow the preface,

were published by Dukes in "Orient, Lit." viii. 441.

According to the latter («6. x. 452), Sarko was the

author also of "Ba'al ha-Lashon," a Heluew diction-

ary, in which lie often quotes his "Rab Pe'alim."

Zunz, however, says ("Z. G." p. 113) that the au-

thor of the " Ba'al ha-Lashou " was a certain Joseph

i). Jozadak. Parma De Rossi ^IS. No. 939, 2 con-

tains verses by various poets, among others Jo.seph

Sarko; but this may be a grandson of the author

of •' Rab Pe'alim " who lived about a century later
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(comp. Zuiiz in " Kcroiii Homed," vii. 120). It is

probably witli this lutcr Sarko that Ihii Yaliya

("Shalshelet lia-Kabbalali," p. C3b) confused tlie au-

thor of the "Rab Pe'alini " wlien he says tliat lie

was a contemporary of Elijah Levita.

Bibliography: Tiukes. Knntres ha-Maaoret, pp. ^:!-24; Fiirst,

Bilil. Jiid. iii. Uii>; Steinsclineicler, Cat. Bodl. col. 1521.

P. jVI. Sel.

SARMAD, MOHAMMED SA'ID : Persian

poet of Jewisii birth; llourislicd in the first half of

the seventeenth century. He was born at Kashan
of a rabbinical family, but later embraced jMoham-
niedaiiism, and went to India as a merchant. In

the city of Tatta, Karachi, he became infatuated

with a young Hindu named Abhichand, whom he

converted to a mixture of Judaism and Mohammed-
anism. In 1647 Sarmad was in Haidarabad, not far

from Tatta, and there meeting ]\Ioshan Fani, the au-

thor of the "Dal)istan-i Madhahib," or "School of

Sects," he gave him the material for a meager chapter

on the Jews. According to IVIoshan Fani, Sarmad
held that man's life and death are a day and a night

succeeding each other iudetinitely at regular inter-

vals of one hundred and twenty years each, and that

at death the body passes partly into minerals and
partly into vegetables, animals, and the like. This

doctrine shows Hindu influence, while liis view that

allusions to Mohammed exist in the Old Testament
bears the impress of Islamitic teaching. During the

rule of Shah Jehan, Sarmad was unmolested; but
Aurungzebe soon after his acces.sion to the throne

in 1658 charged him with heresy and caused him to

be put to death.

Sarmad was a poet of considerable ability; and
several of liis quatrains are still preserved. He is

chiefly noteworthy, however, for having edited, to-

gether with Moshan Fani, a portion of AI)hichand's

Persian translation of the Pentateuch. This version,

cited in the "Dabistan" as far as Gen. vi. 8, differs

materially from the earlier Judteo-Persian transla-

tions by Jacob Tawus and others (see Jew. Encyc.
iii. 190, vii. 317).

BiBLiOGRAPiiv : T}}e DahiMaji, or School of Manners, trans-
lated from the Persian by Shea and Troyer, vol. i1., Paris,
lS4:i; Rieu, Catahigne of the Persian Mainuscripts in the
BrUisJi Museum, London, 1881.

s. L. IT. G.

SARMENTO, JACOB DE CASTRO. See

Castko S.\ km i:\To.

SARPHATI, SAMUEL : Dutch physician and
economist: born at Amsterdam Jan. 31, 1813; died

there June 23, 1806. After tini.shing his medical
studies at Leyden (M.D. 1838) he established him-
self as a physician in Amsteidam. He founded a

society for tlie cultivation of land fertilized by the

town sewage (Maatschappij van Landbouw en Laud-
ontginning); and on his initiative the first school of

commerce was established, before the state had oi--

ganized this branch of secondary instruction.

After a journey to London in 18,52 Sarphati founded
a society for the erection of a palace for exhibitions

of natural industries, and to disseminate his plan

published the periodical "De Volksvlijt." In 1804
the Palys voor Volksvlijt was dedicated on a spot

then on fhe outskirts of the town, but now the cen-

ter of a new Amsterdam, with a Sarphati Straat, a

Sarphatikade, and a Sarphati Park in which his

monument has been elected. The first houses of

tills new city were built by him. To provide people
with cheap bread he founded the Maatschappij
voor ]Meel-en-Bioodf'abriekeii ; and on his initiative

the Amstel Hotel was built (March 26, 1866) in the

street later named alter him.

Sarphati was a member of the Provinciale Staten,

officer of the Eikenkroon, and a member of the

Order of the Netherlands Lion.

BtiiLiOGRAPHY: A. C. Wertheiin, S. Sarphati, In Eigen
Haard, li. 148, with pottrait.

s. E. Sl.

SARSINO (SARCINO), JACOB B. JO-
SEPH: Italian rabbi of the seventeenth centur}'

;

pupil of I{. Zebi Ilirsch b. Isaac in Cracow. He
was rabbi in Venice, and labored as such together

with Leon of Modena. He corrected several books
which were printed in Venice, and supplied them
with notes; and he printed the "Haggahot" of his

teacher Zebi Ilinschon Jacob "Weil's "Shchitot u-Be-

dikot," to which he added his own notes. Sarsino

published " Seder ha-Nikkur" (Venice, 1692), contain-

ing rules and regulations for porgiiig ; but this is said

to be only an extract from a work of his teacher.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. 1223-1224; Furst,
Bilil. Ju<l. iii. 247, s.v. Sarsiiia; Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot
Gedole Yisrael, p. 164 ; Beniacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, p. 412,

No. 138 ; Fuenn, Kencset Yisrael, p.'557.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SARTELES, MOSES BEN ISSACHAR
HA-LEVI. See Moses Saekteles ben Iss.\chah

iia-Levi.

SARUG (SARUK), ISRAEL (called also

Ashkenazi) : Cabalist of the sixteenth century.

A pupil of Isaac Luria, he devoted himself at the

death of liis master to the propagation of the lat-

ter's cabalistic system, for which he gained many
adherents in various parts of Italy. Among the.se

the most prominent were Menahem Azariah da Fano,

whom he persuaded to spend large sums of money
in the ac([uisition of Luria's manuscripts, and Aaron
Beiechiali of i\Iodena, author of the "Ma'abar Yab-
bok " (" Ma'abar Yabbok, Korban Ta'anit," i.). Sa-

rug lectured also in various places in Germany
and in Amsterdam. In the latter city one of his

disciples was Abraham de Herrera.

Sarug was tiie author of: a cabalistic essay enti-

tled "Kabbalah," published in the "Mazref la-Hok-

mah" of Joseph Delmedigo (Basel, 1029); "Haii-

hagot Yosher," or "Tikkiin Keri," or " Keri Mikra"
(Salonica, 1752), hodegetics to asceticism ; and " Kon-
tres Ne'im Zemirot Yisrael," a cabalistic commen-
tary on three of Luria's piyyutim for Sabbath.

BiBMO(iRAPiiv : steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 1173: Griitz,

Gesch. X. 420; Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 7UU.

s. L Bu.

SASON, AARON BEN JOSEPH : Rabbi of

Salonica in the sixtei-nth and seventeenth centuries;

died shortly before 1626. He was a pupil of Mor-
decai INIatalon, and in his turn was the teacher of

Hayyiin Shabbethai. He was the author of va-

rious works both rabbinic and cabalistic, most of

which were burned in the fire at Constantinople in

1606. Some of his responsa were published b}' his

son Joseph Sason under the title "Torat Emet"
(Venice, 1626). His text of agreements ("haska-
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mot") for renting houses and other property is to

be found in AbnUuun ha-Levi's "Ginnat Weradini "

(part relative to tlie Tur Hoslien IMislipat, No. 6).

Shabbethai Bass ("Siftc Yeshenim," p. 80, No. 201)

mentions a work of Sason's entitled "Sefat Emet "

(n.p., n.d.). consisting of uovelhe on tlie Tosafot to

the Talmud. Both Ue Rossi (" Dizionario," ii. 123)

and Wolf C'Bibl. Ilcbr." i., No. 184) confuse this

worlc with that of Moses Hagi/, declaring that it

was republished at Amsterdam in 1706.

Bini.ioCTRAPHY: Azulai, Shcm ha-dntolim. i.,s.v.; Conforte,
Kt}tc hn-Diiidt, pp. -t:ib et scq.\ Fiienn, Kf)icsct llaraeU P.
H^; Fiirst, BiU. Jud. iii. t!.50; Steinscbneider, Cat. liodl. col.

E. c. M. Ski,.

SASON, ABRAHAM : Italian cabalist ; flour-

ished in Venice at the beginning of the seveuteentli

centurj'. He was the author of the following works

:

"Kol Mebasser" (Venice, 1605), a commentary on
Daniel ;

" Kol Sason," on the arrival of the Messiah,

printed together with the jireceding work; and
"Appiryou Shelomoh " ((7'. 1609), essays on Cabala
and mysticism.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. nodi. col. 709; Zedner,
Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. Mm. p. 3a ; Furst, Bibl. Jud. iil. 3.50.

K. I. Br.

SASON, JACOB BEN ISRAEL : Palestinian

Talmudist; flourished at Sated at the end of the

seventeenth century; a pupil of Lsaac Alfandari.

He was the author of "Bene Ya'akob" (Constanti-

nople, 1714), consisting of a commentary on a part of

Isaac b. Abba Mari's " Sefer ha-'Ittur," and fourteen

responsa and novelhe on Maimonides' " Yad " and
-on Jacob b. Asher's four Turim. Owing to Sason's

premature death (at the age of thirty-one), this work
was left untinished.

Bini.iOGRAPHY: Azulai, Shem ha-Gednlim, i.,fi.v.; Conforte,
Kore ha-Dorot, p. 4Sa ; Fiirst, Bilil. Jud. iii. 3.t0; Stein-
schneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 13.5:3.

E. c. M. Sel.

SASON, JOSEPH BEN JACOB: Editorand,
perhaps, author; lived in the si.xteeuth centur}'.

He edited the "Mahazor Sefardi " (Venice, 1584);

and a Jewish calendar for the period 1585-1639 w'as

printed the same year at Sason's expense. The au-

thor of " Shemen Sason, " Joseph Sason, may be iden-

tical with the subject of this article. This work is

a treatise on the Masorah, in which are quoted the

ancient works thereon, e.,(7.,the "Shte Ahyot." It

is cited in Lonsauo's " Or Torah " and Norzi's " Min-
hat Shai " (comp. Dukes, "Koutres ha-Masoret," p.

24, Tubingen, 1846).

Jlini.iociRAPiiY : Fiirst, Bihl. Jud. iii. 2.50; Steinschneider and
tassel, JUdisclii: TupoQiriphie, in Ersch and Gruber, Eiicyc.
section ii., part 38, p. 58, note 12.

K. C. M. Skl.

SASPORTAS : Spanish family of rabbis and
scholars, the earliest known members of which lived

at Oran, Algeria, at the end of the sixteenth century.
The name seems to indicate that the family origi-

nally came from a place called Seisportas (= "six
gates"; comp. Jacob Sasportas, "Ohel Ya'aljob,"

Nos. 21, 63). Later it was mispronounced "Sas-
portas, " " Saportas, " " Saporta, " and " Sforta "

; and
Jacob Sas]iortas himself gives his name in an acros-

tic as Nt3~l"IDtr. A Saporta family lived later in

Montpellier, France. The Sasportas family, with

XI.-5

the Cansinos at Oran, then a Spanish colony, re-

mained loyal to the Spanish kings, who were at war
with the Moors. Members of both families com-
peted for the office of government interpreter (see

Jacob b. Aaijon Sasportas). It may be added
that Aaron Sasportas, the earliest known member
of this family, was a descendant in the tenth genera-
tion of Nahmanides (Jacob Sasportas, l.r. No. 24).

The more prominent members aie the following:

Isaac ben Jacob Sasportas : Rabbi of the Por-
tuguese community at Amsterdam in the beginning
of the eighteenth century. He left in manuscript
a collection of rabbinical decisions, poems, sermons,
and letters in Spanisli, Portuguese, and Hebrew,
besides a Spanish translation of two responsa writ-

ten in Hebrew in 1720 (comp. Steinschneider, " Hebr.
Bibl." xi. 41).

Jacob ben Aaron Sasportas : Rabbi, cabalist,

and auti-Shabbethaian ; born at Oran 1610; died at

Amsterdam April 15, 1698; father of Isaac b. Jacob
Sasportas. He became rabbi successively of Tlem-
9en (at the age of twenty -four), Morocco, Fez,
and Sali. About 1646 he was imprisoned by the

Moorish king, but succeeded in escaping with his

family to Amsterdam
(c. 1653). He stayed

there till the disorders

in Africa ceased, when
he was called back by
the King of Morocco
and sent on a special

mission to the Spanish
court (c. 1659) to ask

for aid against the

rebels. On his return

he was invited to the

rabbinate of the Portu-

guese community of

London (1664). Ac-
cording to David
Franco Mendes (in

"Ha-Meassef,"1788, p.

169), Jacob had ac-

companied Manasseh b. Israel to London in 1655.

Owing to the outbreak of the plague in London in

1665, Jacob went to Hamburg, where he officiated

as rabbi till 1673. In that year he was called to Am-
sterdam and appointed head of the yeshibah Keter
Torah, founded by the brothers Pinto. Two years

later he became dayyan and head of the yeshibah
at Leghorn, and in 1680 he returned to Amsterdam,
where he was appointed liead of tiie yeshibaii 'Ez

Hayyim. After the death of Isaac Aboab (1693) he
was appointed rabbi of the Portuguese community,
which offlce he held till his death.

Jacob was one of the most violent antagonists of

the Shabbethaian movement; he wrote many letters

to various communities in Europe, Asia, and Africa,

e:diorting them to unmask the impostors and to

warn the people against them. He
A Virulent wrote: "Toledot Ya'akob " (Amster-
Anti-Shab- dam, 1652), an index of Biblical pas-

bethaian. sages found in the liaggadah of the

Jerusalem Talmud, similar to Aaron
Pesaro's "Toledot Aharon," which relates to the

Babylonian Talmud only; "Ohel Ya'akob" (ib.

Haham Jacob Sasportas.
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1737), responsa, edited and prefaced by bis son Abra-

ham Sasportas; "Zizat Nobel Zebi " (//;. 1737), po-

lemical correspondence against Shabbetiiai Zebi and

his followers, also edited by his son. The last-named

SASSOON : Family claiming to trace its descent

from the Ibn Shoshans of Spain. The earliest

member to attain distinction was David Sassoon of

Bombay.

David Sassoon
(1792-1864)

= Hannah Joseph

I

Sir Albert Abdallah
David, Bart. (1817-

1896) = Hannah
Moses (d. 189.5)

I

I i I

Joseph Sir Edward, ;5

(1843- Bart. (b. daugh-
1884) June 20, ters

1856) =
Aline Caro-

line Uothschild

Ellas David
Sassoon

Arthur
(t). 1840)
= Louise
PeruKia

Reuben
(1835-1905)
= Kate
Ezekiel

son daugh-
ter

Jacob Charles Edward Meyer David

I I

Aaron Solomon

David

Frederick 4

daugh-
ters

daugh-
ters

David

Philip Albert Gustave
David (b. 1888)

J.

Sybil Rachel Betty
Cecile (b. 1894)

Rachel
Ricarda Marrot

(issue)

Louise Judith
Sassoon

daughter
= Maurice Elias Gubbay

(issue)

J. Hy.

Pedigree of the Sassoon Family.

work was afterward abridged by Jacob Emden
under the title "Kizzur Zizat Nobel Zebi " (Altona,

n.d.). Jacob edited the " Hekal ha-Kodesh " of Mo-
ses b. Maimun Albas, to which he added an introduc-

tion and supplied notes (Amsterdam, 1653). Gratz

("Gesch." X., note 2) identities Jacob Sasportas with

Jaho Saportas, who competed with the Cansinos for

the office of interpreter at the Spanish court (Jacob

Cansino's preface to Moses Almosnino's "E.xtremos

y Grandezas de Constantinople," Madrid, 1638).

Bibliography: Fuenn, ivojicscf n.srrtc?, p. 577 ; Fiirst, Tiilil.

Jiid. iii. 251 ; Gratz, Gesch. 3d ed., x. 204, 21.5, 217. 22,5-226.

note 2; Kayserling, BIN. Esij..Port.-Jiid. pp. 4, 8, 98-99; S.

Rubin, in Magiiar Zsuh'i SizeinJe, vii. 711 ; Abraham Sasportas,
preface to Ohel Ya'aknh; Steinschneider. Cnt. Bndl. col.

1254; S.Wiener, in ifa-3/e;/?, 1894, Nos. 203, 245; Cat. An-
alo-Jciv. Huit. E.vh. p. 48; Wolf, Bilil. Hehr. i. 619.

J. M. Sel.

Solomon Sasportas : Pabbi at Nice from 1690;

died tliere Oct. 2, 1724; sou of Isaac Sasportas and
grandson of Jacob Sasportas. Like his father, Sol-

omon engaged in cabalistic studies. His work
"Shesh She'arim, Zeker Rab. Memoria de los 613

Preceptos de la Ley, y Siete de Sabios. Traducido
del Hebraico," in Spanish and Hebrew, was printed

by Solomon Adhau of Tafilet (Amsterdam, 1727).

Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Tolednt Oedole YisraeU p.
318; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2275; Kayseriing, Bibl.
Exp.-l'ort.-Jud. pp. 8, 99.

s. M. K.

SASSLOWER, JACOB KOPPEL BEN
AARON : Russian Masorite of the seventeenth cen-

tury ; lived in Zaslav, government of Volhynia. He
wrote " Nahalat Ya'akob " (Sulzbach, 1686), on the

accentuations of the Decalogue in Ex. xx. 1-18 for

Sabbaths and Pentecost respectively, wath a sup-
plement on the Masorah.

Bibliography: steinschneider. Cat. Bndl. col. 1179; idem,
Jewish Literature, p. 235; Benjacob, Ozar }M-Sefarim, p.
396.

E. c. S.. O.

Sir Albert Abdallah David Sassoon, Bart.:
Anglo-Indian merchant; head of the house of David
Sassoon & Co., "the Rothschilds of the East "; born
at Bagdad 1817; died at Brighton, England, Oct.

24. 1896; eldest son of David Sassoon. Sassoon re-

ceived a European education; and on the death of

his father, in 1864, he succeeded to the leadership

of the great banking and mercantile firm of David
Sassoon & Co. The history of the development of

Bombay and its benevolent institutions is insepa-

rably associated with his

name. Tlie Sassoon Dock,
constructed by his firm,

was the first instance of a

wet dock built in western

India ; and it stimulated

the Bombay government
to promote the construc-

tion of the large Prince's

Dock. The Sassoon man-
ufactories of silk and cot-

ton goods at Bombay fur-

nished employment for a

large amount of native

labor; and the Sassoous

were also the managers
of the Port Canning
Company, with estates

lying at the mouth of the River Mullah, in Bengal.

Sassoon made many donations to Bombay, his

benevolence lying mainly in the promotion of edu-

cation among every class and creed. He contributed

largely toward the Elplnnstone High School of

Bombay, and founded scholarships at the university

and the art school of that city. In his own commu-
nity he maintained the David Sassoon Benevolent
Institution, a school affording instruction to many
hundreds of Jewish children. He was a vice-presi-

dent of the Anglo-Jewish Association, and in Bag-

sir Albert Sassoon.
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dad elected the school of the Alliance Israelite Uni-

verscile, preseuting it to the community free of all

encumbrances.

In 1867 Sassoon was appointed a companion of the

Star of India, and a year later he became a member
of the Bombay legislative council, a position which
he continued to hold for some years. It was mainly

through his contributions that a colossal statue

of Edward, then Prince of Wales, was erected in

Bombay. In 1872 he received the honor of knight-

hood; and in November of the following year the

corporation of London conferred upon him the free-

dom of the city, he being the tirst Anglo-Indian to

receive it. The shah, whom he entertained at the

Empire Theatre, London, in 1889, conferred on him
the Order of the Lion and the Sun ; and in 1890 Queen
Victoria advanced him to the dignity of a baronet.

Bibliography: The Times (London), Oct. 26, 1896; Jew.
Chron. Jan. 10. 1890, and Oct. 30, 1896.
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David. Sassoon: Indian merchant and banker;

born at Bagdad Oct., 1792; died at Bombay Nov.

7, 1864. He had a fair

knowledge of Hebrew,
Arabic, Persian, Turk-

ish, and Hindustani, but

not of English. His

father, w ho was a

wealthy Mesopotamian
merchant, and who was
for many years state

treasurer to the Turkish
governor of Bagdad, was
known as "Nasi [=
" Prince "] of the Captiv-

ity. " David Sassoon was
emjiloyed in a banking-

house at Bagdad till

1822. After the plague
he left Bagdad for Bas-

sora, proceeding thence

to Bushire. In 1832 an
important commercial
engagement caused him
to visit Bombay, to

which city he subse-

quently removed with

his family. Here he

established the house of

David Sassoon & Co.,

with branches at Cal-

cutta, Shanghai, Canton, and Hongkong; and
his business, which included a monopoly of the

opium-trade, extended as far as Yokohama, Naga-
saki, and other cities in Japan. Sassoon attributed

his great success to the employment of his sons as

his agents and to his strict observance of the law of

tithe.

Owing to his benefactions Sassoon 's name was
familiar to all the Jews of Turkey, China, Japan,
Persia, and India. In Bombay he built and mu-
nificently endowed a splendid synagogue and es-

tablished a Talmud Torah school ; and at Puna, his

summer residence, he built another handsome syna-

gogue. He subscribed liberally to the Sailors'

Homes in Bombay and Hongkong, to the famine

David Sassoon.

fund, to the fund for the widows and orphans of
those killed during the Indian Mutiny of 1857, and
to the Lancashire relief fund. He supported an in-

stitution for teaching Engli-sh, Arabic, and Hebrew
(closed 1901); and shortly before his death he set

apart a large sum for the erection of a Mechanics'
Institution at Bombay, which is called bj' his name.
One of the most important of his public institutions

is the Sassoon Rcformator}^ and Industrial Institu-

tion tor Juvenile Offenders. Sassoon built and en-
dowed the Infirm Asylum at Puna; and another
charitable institution erected by him was the Gen
eral Hospital at Puna, founded in 1863, for all castes

and creeds. In appreciation of Sassoon 's philan-

thropic labors the citizens of Boml)ay placed a
marble bust of him in the Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum, to which he had presented an illuminated
clock-tower. His last public act was the erection

of a statue in memory of Albert, prince consort.

On Dec. 13, 1864, under the presidency of the

governor, a special meeting for the purpose of vo-
ting a memorial to Sassoon was held in tlie Bombay

Town Hall; and as a re-

sult a statue was placed

in the Sassoon Mechan-
ics' Institution of that

city.

.1. J. Hy.

David Sassoon Sas-
soon: Indian merchant;
born at Bombay 1832;

died at London 1867.

At an early age he was
sent to Bagdad, where
he was initiated into

Biblical and Talmudic
lore. Thence he pro-

ceeded to Shanghai,
where lie conducted the

mercantile operations of

the China branch of the

firm of David Sassoon,

Sons A: Co. He went
to London in 1858, and
soon occupied a prom-
inent position among
the ))rincipal merchants
of that city, being
elected director of a

number of impor-
tant c o m J) a n i e s .

He spoke several Oriental languages with great

fluency.

Sassoon was president of a committee which had
for its object the organization of an expedition to

the Jews in China, Abj'ssinia, and the East; and
was a member of the council of Jews' College and
of the committee of the Jews' Free School, which
two institutions lie munificently endowed. He was
also a warden of the Spanish and Portuguese syna-

gogue. For several years he acted as examiner in

Hebrew to the Jews' Free School.

Bibliography : Jetc. Chron. July 19, 1867.

Sir Edward Albert Sassoon, Bart. : Eldest

surviving son of Sir Albert Sassoon and of Hannah,
daughter of Meyer Moise (Moses) of Bombay ; born
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in that city June 20, 1856; succeeded to the bar-

onetcy in 1896 on the death of Sir Albert Sassoon.

He is a graduate of London University, a major in

the Duke of Cambridge's Hussars Yeomanry, antl a
deputy lieutenant. In March, 1899, lie was elected

Tomb of David Sassoon, Puna, ludia.

(Froui a photograph.)

member of Parliament for Hythe in the Unioni.it

interest. In Feb., 1902, on the resignation of Sir

Joseph Sebag Montefiore, Sir Edward was elected

president of the Loudon Spanish and Portuguese
Congregation; and he is a vice-president of Jews'
College and of the Anglo-Jewish Association.

In 1887 he married Aline Caroline, daughter of

Baron Gustave de Rothschild.

Bibliogr.\phy: Jew. Chron. March 3, 1899, and Feb. 9, 19()0;

Harris, Jewish Year Book, 1901 ; TFho'.s Who, 1905.

J. G. L.

Elias David Sassoon : Indian merchant and
banker; born in 1819; died at Colombo 1880. He
was the first of David Sassoon 's sons to go to China
(in 1844) to open a branch there. After his return

he conducted his father's business in Bombay with
great skill and energy, and avoided becoming in-

volved in the crisis of the share mania. He left his

father's firm in 1867, and opened branches in Hong
kong and Shanghai. Sas.soon contributed to the

erection of the Maternity Hospital at Puna, and to

the David Sassoon Infirm Asylum in the same city.

He also built a synagogue in Hongkong.

Jacob Elias Sassoon : Indian mill-owner, mer-
chant, and banker; born 1848. He succeeded his

father in business. He built a synagogue and
opened a Hebrew and English school for Jewish
children in the Fort, Bombay. Sassoon isone of the
proprietors of the E. D. Sassoon Mills, the Alexan-
dra Mills, the E. D. Sassoon Dye Works, and is the
owner of the Jacob Sassoon Mills, one of the largest

establishments of the kind in India. In 1900 he
built a house in Colaba, Bombay, to be utilized for

the use of the poor of his comnuinitj-. There are
branches of his business house at Calcutta, Hong-
kong, Shanghai, Kobe, London, and Manchester.

.1. J. Hv.
Solomon David Sassoon : Indian merchant and

banker; born at Bombay 1841; died there March 18,

1894. He went to China as an assistant in his father's

business house, and afterward became the head of
the firm of David Sassoon & Co., remaining in charge
of it until his death. Sassoon was director of the Bank
of Bombay and one of the port trustees, and was twice
nominated in the time of Sir James Fergusson as an
additional member, for making laws and regulations,

of the council of the governor of Bombay. He was
chairman of the Sassoon Spinning and Weaving Co.,

of the Sassoon and Alliance Silk Co., of the Port
Canning and Land Improvement Co. , of the Oriental

Life Assurance Co., and of several other joint-stock

associations. He was also president of the Bombay
branch of the Anglo-Jewish Association from 1894.

•T. G. L.

SATAN : Term used in the Bible with the gen-
eral connotation of "'adversary," being applied (1)

to an enemy in war (1 Kings v. 18 [A. V. 4] ; xi.

14, 23, 25), from which use is developed the concept
of a traitor in battle (I Sam. xxix. 4) ; (2) to an accuser

before the judgment-seat (Ps. cix. 6); and (3) to any
opponent (II Sam. xix. 23 [A. V. 22]). The word
is likewise used to denote an antagonist who puts
obstacles in the way, as in Num. xxii. 32, where
the angel of God is described as opposing Balaam in

the guise of a satan or adversary; so that the con-

cept of Satan as a distinct being was not then

known. Such a view is found, however, in the

prologue to the Book of Job, where Satan appears,

together with other celestial beings or " sons of God,

"

before the Deity, replying to the inquiry of God
as to whence he had come, with the words: "From
going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up
and down in it " (Job i. 7). Both question and an-

swer, as well as the dialogue which follows, charac-

terize Satan as that member of the

In divine council who watches over hu-

the Bible, man activity, but with the evil pur-

pose of searching out men's sins and
appearing as their accuser. He is, therefore, the

celestial prosecutor, who sees only iniquity ; for lie

persists in his evil opinion of Job even after the

man of Uz has passed successfully through his first

trial b}' surrendering to the will of God, whereupon
Satan demands another test through physical suffer-

ing {ib. ii. 3-5).

Yet it is also evident from the prologue that Satan

has no power of independent action, but requires

the permission of God, which he may not transgress.
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He can not be regarded, therefore, as an opponent
of tlie Deity ; and the doctrine of monotheism is dis-

turbed t)}' liis existence no more than by the pres-

ence of other beings before tlie face of God. This
view is also retained in Zech. iii. 1-2, where Satan
is described as tlie adversary of the high priest

Joshua, and of the people of God whose representa-

tive the hierarch is; and he there opposes the "angel
of the Lord," who bids him be silent in the name of

God. In both of these passages Satan is a mere ac-

cuser who acts only according to the permission of

the Deity; but in I Chron. xxi. 1 he appears as

one who is able to provoke David to destroy Israel.

The Chronicler (third century B.C.) regards Satan as

an independent agent, a view which is the more
striking since the source whence he drew his ac-

count (II Sam. xxiv. 1) speaks of God Himself as

the one who moved David against tlie children of

Israel. Since the older conception refers all events,

whether good or bad, to God alone (I Sam. xvi. 14;

I Kings xxii. 22; Isa. xlv. 7; etc.), it is possible

that the Chronicler, and perhaps even Zechariah,

were influenced by Zoroastrianism, even though in

the case of the prophet Jewish monism strongly op-

posed Iranian dualism (Stave, "Eintluss des Parsis-

mus auf das Judenthum," pp. 253 et seq.). An im-
mediate influence of the Babylonian concept of the

"accuser, persecutor, and oppressor" (Schrader,

"K. A. T." 3d ed., p. 463) is impossible, since traces

of such an influence, if it had existed, would have
appeared in the earlier portions of the Bible.

The evolution of the theory of Satan keeps pace
with the development of Jewish angelology and
demonology. In Wisdom ii. 24 he is represented,

with reference to Gen. iii., as the author of all evil,

who brought death into the world ; he is apparently
mentioned also in Ecclus. (Sirach) xxi. 27, and
the fact that his name does not occur in Daniel is

doubtless due merely to chance. Satan was the se-

ducer and the paramour of Eve, and
In the was hurled from heaven together with

Apocry- other angels because of his iniquity

pha. (Slavonic Book of Enoch, xxix. 4 et

seq.). Since that time he has been
called "Satan," although previously he had been
termed " Satanel " {ib. xxxi. 3 et seq.). The doctrine

of the fall of Satan, as well as of the fall of the

angels, is found also in Babylonia (Schrader, I.e. p.

464), and is mentioned several times in the New
Testament. Satan rules over an entire host of

angels (Martyrdom of Isaiah, ii. 2; Vita Adae et

Evte, xvi.). Mastema, who induced God to test

Abraham through the sacrifice of Isaac, is identical

with Satan in both name and nature (Book of Jubi-

lees, xvii. 18), and the Asmodeus of the Book of

Tobitis likewise to be identified with him, especially

in view of his licentiousness. As the lord of satans

he not infrequently bears the special name Samael.
It is dithcult to identify Satan in any other passages

of the Apocrypha, since the originals in which his

name occurred have been lost, and the translations

employ various equivalents. An "argumentum a

silentio " can not, therefore, be adduced as proof that

concepts of Satan were not wide-spread ; but it must
ratiier be assumed that reference to him and his

realm is implied in the mention of evil spirits of

every sort (comp. Demonology, and Kautzsch,
" Apokryphen," Index).

The high development of the demonology of the

New Testament presupposes a long period of evo-

lution. In the Gospels the beliefs of the lower
orders of society find expression, and Satan and his

kingdom are regarded as encompassing the entire

world, and are factors in all the events of daily life.

In strict accordance with his manifold activity

he bears many names, being called " Satan " (Matt,

iv. 10; Mark i. 30, iv. 15; Luke x. 18

In et passim), "devil" (Matt. iv. 1 et pas-

the New sim), "adversary" (I Peter v. 8, avTi-

Testament. (^iKog; I Tim. v. 14, avTiKsifiEvoq), "en-

emy " (Matt. xiii. 39), "accuser" (Rev.

xii. 10), "old serpent" {ib. xx. 2), "great dragon"
{ib. xii. 9), Beelzebub (Matt. x. 25, xii. 24, et jms-

sim), and Belial (comp. Samael). The fall of

Satan is mentioned in Luke x. 18, John xii. 31, II

Cor. vi. 16, and Rev. xii. 9. He is the author of all

evil (Luke x. 19 et passim; Acts v. 3; II Cor. xi. 3;

Ephes. ii. 2), who beguiled Eve (II Cor. xi. 3; Rev.
xii. 9), and who brought death into the world (Heb.

ii. 13), being ever the tempter (I Cor. vii. 5; I

Thess. iii. 5; I Peter v. 8), even as he tempted Jesus

(Matt. iv.). The belief in the devil as here devel-

oped dominated subsequent periods, and influenced

indirectly the Jews themselves; nor has it been
entirely discarded to-day.

Satan and his host are mentioned comparatively
seldom in the Talmud and Midrash, although the

material on this subject is not without importance.

In the older or tannaitic literature the name of Sa-

tan is met with but rarely. Thus in Ab. iv. 11

sin itself, and not Satan, is the accuser, the term
KuTTiywp becoming a standing epithet of Satan in

the New Testament, and being applied to him by
the later Talmudic teachers also. In Tosef., Shab.

xvii. (xviii.) 3 it is stated that the angels of Satan
accompany the blasphemer on his way, according

to Ps. cxv. 6, while a comparison of Gen. R. xxxviii.

7 with Sifre, Num. xxv. 1 shows how reference to

Satan was introduced by the Amoraim into tan-

naitic sayings (Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor. " ii. 254);

and in like manner "Satan " is substituted for "an-

gel" in Ned. 32a.

The Angelology of the Talmud, moreover,

proves that, according to the older view (until about

200c.E.), punishment was inflicted by angels and
not by Satan. In the course of time, however, ofli-

cial Judaism, beginning perhaps with Johanan (d.

279), absorbed the popular concepts of Satan, which
doubtless forced their way gradually from the lower

classes to tlie most cultured. The later a midrashic

collection the more frequent is the mention there-

in of Satan and his hosts. The Palestinian Talmud,
completed about 400, is more reticent in this regard

;

and this is the more noteworthy since its prove-

nience is the same as that of the New Testament.

Samael, the lord of the satans, was a

In Talmud mighty prince of angels in heaven

and (Gen. R. xix.). Satan came into the

Midrash. world with woman, i.e., with Eve
(Yaik., Gen. i. 23); so that he was cre-

ated and is not eternal. Like aU celestial beings, he

flies through the air (Gen. R. xix.), and can assume
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any form, as of a bird (Sauh. 107a), a stag (ih. 95a),

a womaa (Kid. 81a), a beggar (ih.), or a young man
(Tan., Wayera, end); lie is said to skip (Pes. 112b;

Meg. lib), in allusion to liis appearance in the form
of a goat (com p. the goat-demous of the Bible), and
it was as such tiiat he was addressed with the words
"an arrow between thine eyes" by one who wished
to express contempt for him (Kid. 30a, 81a, et

passim).

He is the incarnation of all evil, and his thoughts
and activities are devoted to the destruction of man;
so that Satan, the impulse to evil ("yezer ha-ra' "),

and the angel of death are one and the same person-

alit}'. He descends from heaven and leads astray,

then ascends and brings accusations against man-
kind. Receiving the divine commission, he takes

away the soul, or, in other words, he slays (B. B.

16a). He seizes upon even a single word which may
be prejudicial to man; so that "one should not open
his mouth unto evil," i.e., "unto Satan" (Ber. 19a).

In times of danger likewise he brings his accusations

(Yer. Shab. 5het passim). While lie has power over
all tlie works of man (Ber. 46b), he can not prevail

afthe same time against two individuals of different

nationality ; so that Samuel, a noted astronomer and
teacher of the Law (d. at Nehardea 247), would start

on a journey only when a Gentile traveled with him
(Shab. 32a).

Satan's knowledge is circumscribed; for when the

shofar is blown on New-Year's Day he is "con-
founded" (R. H. 16b; Yer. Targ. to Num. x. 10).

On the Day of Atonement his power vanishes; for

the numerical value of the lettersof his name (JtD^^'n)

is only 364, one day being thus exempt from his in-

fluence (Yoma 20a). Moses banished him by means
of the Divine Name (Grlinhut, " Sefcr ha-Likkutim,

"

v. 169). If Satan does not attain his purpose, as was
the case in his temptation of Job, he feels great sor-

row (B. B. 16a) ; and it was a terrible blow to him, as

the representative of moral evil, that the Torah, the

incarnation of moral good, should be given to Israel.

He endeavored to overthrow it, and finally led the

people to make the golden calf (Shab. sba; Yer.
Targ. to E\. xxxii. 1), wliile the two tables of the

Law were bestowed on ]\Ioses of necessity without
Satan's knowledge (Saiih. 26b).

The chief functions of Satan are, as already noted,
those of temptation, accusation, and punishment.
He was an active agent in the fall of man (Piike R.
El. xiii., beginning), and Avas the father of Cain (ib.

xxi,), while he was also instrumental in the offering

of Isaac (Tan., Wayera, 22 [ed. Stettin, p. 39a]), in

the release of tlie animal destined by Esau for his

father (Tan., Toledot, 11), in the tJieophany at Sinai,

in the death of Moses (Dout. R. xiii. 9), in David's
sin with Batli-sheba (Sanh. 95a), and in the death of
Queen Vashti (Meg. 11a). Tlie decree to destroy
all tlie Jews, which Haman obtained, was written
on parchment brought by Satan (Esther R. iii. 9).

When Alexander the Great reproached tiie Jewish
sages with their rebellion, tliey made the jdea that

Satan Iiad been too mighty for them (Tamid 32a).

He appeared as a tempter to Akiba and ^Mattithiah

b. Heresh (Kid. 81a; :Midr. Abkir, ed. Ruber, p. 11).

He sowed discord between two men, and when Meir
reconciled them, he departed, crying, "Alas, Meir

has driven me from home !" (Git. 52a ; comp. 'Er. 26a)—i.e., Satan is the angel of strife (see also Yoma
67b; Shab. 104a; Yeb. 16a). If any one brings

a beautiful captive home, he brings
His Satan into his house, and his son will

Functions, be destroyed (Sifre, Deut. 218) ; for

Satan kindles the evil impulse ("'ye-

zer ha-ra' ") to impurity (Ex. R. xx.). Where one
makes his home Satan leaps about; where merri-

ment rules, or wheresoever tiiere is eating or drink-
ing, he brings his accusations (Gen. R. xxxviii. 7);

and when there is a chance that prosperity may be
enjoyed in this world or in the next he likewise

rises up as an accuser. Even Jacob was forced to

prove to Satan that he had borne much suffering in

this world (Gen. R. Ixxxiv., in Weber, "System der
Altsynagogalen Paliistinischen Theologie," p. 323);

and when Satan reveals the sins of Israel to God
others plead the alms which Israel has given (Ex.

R. xxxi.). In the hour of birth, and thus in the hour
of peril, he brings his accusation against the mother
(Eccl. R. iii. 2). The serpent of Gen. iii. is identi-

tied with Satan (see Weber, I.e. pp. 218 et seq.;

comp. Adam; Eve; Serpent).
As the incarnation of evil Satan is the arch-enemy

of the Messiah: he is Antichrist. The light which
was created before the world was hidden by God
beneath His throne ; and to the question of Satan
in regard to it God answered, "This light is

kept for him who shall bring thee to shame." At
his request God showed Satan the Messiah; "and
when he saw him he trembled, fell upon his face,

and cried :
' Verily this is the Messiah who shall hurl

me and all the princes of the angels of the peoples

down even unto hell ' " (Pesik. R. iii. 6 [ed. Fricd-

mann, p. 161b]; further details are given in Bous-
set, "Der Antichrist").

While the Pirke R. Eli'ezer, and the mystic mid-
rashini edited by Jellinek in his "Bet ha-Midrash,"
belong historically to the post-Talmudic period, they

do not fall under this category so far as their con-

tent is concerned. Here belong, strict-

In the ly speaking, only the Zohar and other

Cabala. esoteric works comprised under the

name "Cabala." The basal elements

remain the same; but under the influence of medi-

eval demonology a wider scope is ascribed to the

activity of Satan and his host, daily life falling

withiu the range of his power. The miscreants of the

Bible, such as Amalek, Goliath, and Haman, are

identified with him ; and his hosts receive new
names, among them "Kelippa " (husk, rind, peel-

ing, scale). Antichristian polemics also compli-

cate the problem (see the rich collection of material

in Eisenmenger, "Eutdecktes Judenthum," i. 812

et seq.).

Satan was mentioned in tiie liturgy at an early

period, as in the daily morning prayer and in the

Blessing of the New Moon ; and his name has nat-

urally occurred in amulets and incantations down to

the present day. Terms and phrases referring to

Satan which are met with in Judaeo-German must
be regarded as reminiscences of the ancient popular
belief in him.
BiBLiOfiRAPHY: Davidson, Thcolomi of the Old Testament,

pp. 3(K)-3o5, Edinburgh, 19()4: Falvre, La Persoiialite du
Satan d'Aprca la Bible, Montauban, 1900; Hennecke, Ken-
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testameiitliche Apokryphen, Tubingen, 1904 ; Koberle,
Sdnde und Gnade, Munich, 1902 ; Herzog-PIitt, HeaJ-Encyc.
XV. a58-363 (and the bibliography there given); Schrader, K.
A.T.Sd ed., pp. 463 et seq.

J. L. B.

SATANOW, ISAAC HA-LEVI : Scholar and

poet; born at Satanow, Poland, 1733; died in Berlin,

German}', Dec. 25, 1805. In early manhood he left

his native country and went to the Prussian capital

in search of learning. There he became the protege

of Isaac Daniel and David Friedlander, who pro-

cured for him employment as a teacher in some
prominent families.

Satanow represents a peculiar type. Like Byron,

he was, both physically and mentally, a conglomer-

ation of contrasts. He dressed in the garb of the

Polish Jew of the period, yet was a thorough Ger-

man in his actions and habits. Though Ortliodox

in his beliefs, he nevertheless favored Reform in

practise. He was one of the greatest authorities on

Jewish tradition and lore, yet he was one of the

most free-thinking of philosophers. He was a shrewd

physicist and an inspired poet ; a realist and an ideal-

ist. While writing his "Mishle Asaf," a work in

which the noblest thoughts are expressed in the

choicest diction, he did not disdain at the same time to

write a treatise on how to drill holes through three

hundred pearls in one day and how to mix success-

fully different kinds of liquors. Even in the most

earnest and solemn of his writings there can always

be detected an undercurrent of the most playful

humor.
In his " Mishle Asaf " he so blended the quaintly an-

tifjue style of the Bible with modern fine writing that

the critics of his time were at a loss how to character-

ize the work. Some were inclined to revere it as a

relic of antiquity, while others attacked the author as

a literary charlatan who desired to palm off his own
work as a production of the ancient writers. Rabbi
Joseph of Frankfort gives a very clever criticism of

his work. He says :
" I do not really know to whom

to ascribe these sayings [of the " Mishle Asaf "] ; it

may be the publisher himself has composed them

;

for I know Inm to be a plagiarist. He, however,

differs from the rest of that class in this respect, that

they plagiarize the works of others and pass them
for their own, while he plagiarizes his own works
and passes them for those of others."

Satanow as a poet belongs to two distinctlj^ differ-

ent schools. In his earlier works he followed the

theory of the old school, which considered plays on

words, great flourish of diction, and variegated ex-

pressions as the essential requirements of good

poetry ; but in his later works he used the simple,

forcible style of the Biblical writers, and he may be

justly styled "the restorer of Biblical poetry." It

is sufficient to compare his "Eder ha-Yekar " and
" Scfer ha-Hizzayon " with liis " Mishle Asaf " to see

at a glance the difference in style.

Among SatanoAv's most important works are the

following: (1) "Sifte Renanot," a brief exposition of

Hebrew grammar (Berlin, 1773). (2) " Scfer ha-Hiz-

zayon " {i/i. 1775 ['?]), in eight parts: part i., a trea-

tise on criticism and knowledge; ii., on poetry; iii.,

a collection of proverbs; iv., treatises on different

scientific topics: a discussion about the visual and

auditory senses, from which he makes a digression,

and discusses the inhabitants of the moon; v., dis-

cussions on esthetic problems, as love, friendship,

justice, etc.; vi., a picturesque description of the

universe; viii., discussions on various topics. The
whole work is written in a highly ornate style; it

does not bear the author's name ; but a few hints

in some of the poems leave no doubt as to who
he was. (3) "Imre Binah " {ib. 1784). (4) "Selihot,"

a newly arranged edition (i6. 1785). (5)"Sefer ha-

Shorashim," in three parts, a treatise on Hebrew
roots (//a 1787). (6) "Mishle Asaf," a collection of

gnomes, modeled after the Book of Proverbs {ib.

1788-91). (7) "Moreh Nebukim," text together

with commentary {ib. 1791-96). (8) " Zemirot Asaf,"

with the commentary of Samuel ben Mei'r {ib. 1793).

This was the first attemi)t of the Slavonic school

to build up a national lyric poetry, although the

psalms have the form rather of philosophic reflec-

tions than of lyric expression. No references to

national histor}'^ or national lore, and no expressions

of patriotism, are to be found in them. They form a
simple doxologv, and reflect a rational view of na-

ture as opposed to mysticism. (9)"Pirke Sliirah,"

on the natural sciences.

Bibliography: Franz Delitzsoh, Zur Geschirhte der Jtt-
dLfclien Pmsic, § 23, Leipsic, 1830 ; Fuenn, Keneset Yit<rael,
1S86, p. 043.

II. R. J. Go.

SATIRE : Ironical and veiled attack, mostly in

verse. Among the Hebrews satire made its appear-

ance with tlie advent of the usurper. The tradition

runs that when Abimelech, the son of a maid-

servant, treacherously slew all his brothers except

Jotham, and usurped the leadership of the men of

Shechem, Jotham, his youngest brother, hurled at

him from the top of Mount Gerizim the famous
satiric fable of the trees that went forth to anoint a

king over themselves and chose the bramble (Judges

ix. 7-15; see Fable). Again, when David wronged
his faithful servant Uriah the prophet Nathan

brought him to repentance with the

Biblical parable of the rich man wlio feasted

Examples, his guest on the poor man's lamb (II

Sam. xii. 1-13). Isaiah's oration at

the death of the King of Babylon (Isa. xiv. 4-23) is

one of the strongest satires in all literature. Many
more examples could be cited from the Bi!)le, but

those mentioned are sufficient to warrant the state-

ment that the beginning of the development of

satire among the Hebrews dates from the earliest

period in their histor)\

The satire of Ben Sira is sententious in form and

refers to all phases of the social life of his day.

The frailty of women, the fickleness of friends, the

arrogance of the rich—these and many other toi)ics

are discussed in the style of the Proverbs, with here

and there a suggestion of fableand parable. In the

Talmud and Midrash examples of satire abound in

the form of puns, parables, and epigrams. The
ancient Rabbis had a keen sense for the satirical,

and often employed it in their disputes, with the

Sadducees and the neophytes. The tyranny of the

CfEsars and the profligacy of Rome were other topics

for the satirists though in these instances they found

it prudent to veil their expressions and speak in
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metaphors. As an example of their powers of satire

tiie following may be cited

:

" There was a widow who lived with her two daughters and

possessed only one Held. When she began to plow the field,

Moses said to her, 'Thou shalt not plow with ox and ass to-

gether.' When she began to sow, he admonished her not to

sow the field with two kinds of seed. She began to reap and

pile up the stacks ; then he told her to leave ' gleanings ' [ap'^],

' the poor man's sheaf ' [nn^r], and the 'corner' [inb]. When

the harvesting season came, he said to her, ' Yield up the priest's

share and the first and second tithes.' She submitted, and gave

what he demanded. Then she sold the field and bought two

young sheep to use their wool and profit from their offspring. But

as soon as the sheep gave birth to their young, Aaron came and

said, 'Give me the first-born, for so the Lord hath ordained.'

Again she submitted, and gave him the young. When the time

of shearing came, he said to her, ' Give me the first shearing.'

Then she said, '
I no more have strength to endure this man ; I

shall slaughter these animals and use their meat.' But when

she had slaughtered them, he said to her, ' Give me the shoulder,

the two cheeks, and the maw.' Then she said, ' Even after

slaughtering these animals I have not escaped this man ; let

them, then, be consecrated.' ' In that case,' replied he, ' they

belong altogether to me ; for the Lord hath-said, " Everything

consecrated in Israel shall be thine " ' [Num. xviii. 14]. So he

took the sheep, and went his way, and left the widow and her

two daughters weeping" (Yalkut Shim'oni, Korah).

This satire was undoubtedly directed against the

corrupt officials who robbed and oppressed the poor

people on religious pretexts, though the satirist puts

his criticism in the mouth of Korali iu order to save

himself from the animosity of those he attacked.

The rise of Karaisin iu tiie middle of the eighth

century brought a great deal of satire and polemics

into Jewish literature. One of the

Medieval best known of Saadia's polemical re-

Satire, marks is iu regard to the two Karaites

Anan and Saul: "As Anan has con-

sumed and vanisiied away, so shall Saul go down
and shall come up no more "—a parody of Job vii. 9.

On the other hand, some of the poems of Moses Dar'i

(Pinsker, "Likkute Kadmoniyyot," pp. 73-74) are

fair specimens of Karaitic satire against Rabbinism.

The influence of Arabic culture on Jewisli life and

literature, which grew stronger and stronger during

the siicceediug centuries, was propitious to the

growth of satire. A mere difference of opinion in

linguistics was sufficient to call forth a scathing

poem by Dunash ben Labrat against Menahem ben

Saruk (10th cent.). In the eleventh century Ibn

Gabirol indulged in occasional satires against those

who ill-treated him, as is seen in his wine-song;

and Samuel ibn Nagrela wrote satirical maxims in

imitation of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. Early in

the twelfth century Abraham ibn Ezra penned his

epigrams on poverty and tlie arrogance of the rich,

and wrote his satire on card-players. Later in the

same century Joseph Zabara wrote a satire on the

medical fraternity of his day, entitled "Tlie Physi-

cians' Aphorisms" (D'NQlin '"lOXD), and two satires

on women—"A Widow's Vow" (HJD^X "nj) and
"Contentions of a Wife" (nC'X "•JHO). The thir-

teenth century can boast of two irroat satirists,

Judah ben Isaac ibn Shabbethai and Judah Ai-

Harizi. The former is known for liis " Gift of

Judaii " (min^ nnjD). which is both a .satire on the

woman-liater and a reproach to tliose who marry in

haste. Ibn Shabbethai wrote also "The Conflict

Between Wisdom and Wealth" (nODnn DOnijD

*ldyni), and a polemic against his personal enemies

entitled "Tlie Writ of Excommunication" (n3T
^njni nij^n), wliich is still in manuscript. Of the

two, however, Al-Harizi is by far the

Al-Harizi. greater satirist. His extensive travels

brought tiie whole panorama of Jew-
ish life under his observation and enabled him, iu liis

itineraries, to criticize the follies and foibles of his

contemporaries. His great skill lies in drawing a
vivid picture in few words. His art suggests that

of caricature. His satires, known by tlie collect-

ive title "Tahkemoni," ai'e varied and numerous.

Some are on women ("Tahkemoui," ch. vi.), some
on avarice (ch. xii.), some on religious superstitions

(ch. X.), and some on the ignorance of religious offi-

cials (ch. xxiv.), while the quack doctor likewise

receives a flagellation (cli. xxx., xlviii.).

In tlie fourteenth century tiie art of satire, like

Jewish culture in general, is found fully developed

in Provence and in Italy. Immanuel of Rome and

Kalonymus ben Kalouymusof Provence, contempo-

raries and friends, enriched Hebrew literature with

their satires and at the same time gave a vivid

picture of tlie manners of tlieir time. Imman-
uel shows tlie influence of Italian culture, while

Kalonymus is more under the spell of Arabic learn-

ing. Immanuel, much iu the stjde of tiie trouba-

dours, takes love for his toiuc and

Immanuel indulges in pleasantries about women,
of Rome. The twenty -eigiith chapter of his

"Mahberot" is the only one in whieh

his satire embraces all phases of tiie social life of his

day. Kalonymus, on the other hand, is of a more
serious turn of mind. In his "Treatise of Puiiin"

(Dms n3DD), it is true, he criticizes only the scum
of society—the beggar, the miser, the drunkard,

and the glutton; but in his "Touchstone" (}na pX)
he satirizes tlie whole social framework. The
desecration of the holy days, the hypocrisy of tlie

professed religious man, the arrogance of those wlio

pride tliemselves on their pedigree, the young and
immature wiio hasten to write books without the

necessary preparation, the dry-as-dust grammarians

who wrangle over a dot, the rimesters who claim

poetic genius—these and similar subjects engage

his attention. Of course, the quack physician and

women receive a good share of his lashing satire.

Femininity affords occasion for a rare bit of irony,

in which he pretends to sliow how enviable is a

woman's lot in life and how burdensome a man's.

He concludes this passage with the following

prayer, wliich is rimed in tlie original:

" Heavenly Father, Thou who rescued our forefathers from

fire and water, . . . changed the staff into a serpent in the

presence of thousands, and turned the clean hand white with

leprosy ; who mad« the Red Sea as dry land and the bottom of

the Jordan as firm ground, . . . O that Thou wouldst change

nie into a woman. . . . But wherefore do I cry and complain,

since Thou hast decreed so and hast inflicted on me a blemish

which can not be removed. To yearn for the impossible is harm-

ful, and empty consolation is of no avail. Let me, then, bear

my misfortune till my dying day. And since I have learned

that one must offer thanksgiving for evil as for good, I will pro-

nounce my benediction in a low voice and with faltering lips

:

Blessed art Thou, O Lord, that Thou hast not made me a

woman " (jnj px, pp. 17-18, Lemberg, 1865).

During the latter part of the same century two

satires were written against Christianity ; one is

known only to students, the other is the most
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widely known polemic of its kind. The "Hagga-
dah " of Jonah Hapa (c. 1380), still in manuscript,

is a vehement denunciation of the licentiousness

indulged in by Gentiles during the carnival. The
letter of Profiat Duran to his former friend David
Bonet Bougoron, entitled "Be Not Like Thy
Fathers" (l'rmX3 "'nn Sx), was already widely
circulated in his own day. In an ironical style

rarely excelled, the author, who returned to Judaism
after a forced conversion, refutes and derides the

dogmas of Christianity. The ironical refrain, "Be
not like thy fathers," led many of the clergy to con-

sider the epLstle as friendly to Christianity.

In the fifteenth century the art of satire was not

so assiduously cultivated, and those who indulged

in it limited themselves almost to one subject

—

woman. These were David ben Judali ]Messer Leon,

author of "Praise of Women "
(D''E^':^ ni^); Abra-

ham of'Serteano, author of "Enemy
Satires on of Women " (D''K^Jn NJC^); Abigdorof
Woman. Fano, author of "Tlie Helper of Wom-

en" (D''ti'J ~iny); and Elijah Hayyim

ben Benjamin of Genazzano, author of ni^vD-
The last-named wrote also a satire against Christian-

ity in the style and metrical form of the hymn " Yig-

dal." The sixteenth century also had but few sati-

rists, who contributed only to the literature on wom-
en : Judah ben Isaac Sommo, author of " The Shield

of Women " (D^^J po), and Jacob Fano, author of

"Armor of the Strong" (QmaJn ^tO^e*)

The seventeenth and the greater part of the eight-

eenth century were even less productive of satire

than the sixteenth. Jacob Francis (17th cent.),

however, wrote a scathing satire on the so-called

cabalists who dabbled in mysticism and attempted

to study the Zohar though unable to understand

simple passages in the Bible (see Brody, "Metek
Sefatayim," pp. 72-73, Cracow, 1892). During the

closing years of the eighteenth century the art

of satire began to revive, and almost all social,

religious, and political questions engage the at-

tention of the modern satirist. One of the earliest

satires of the modern period is the work of Zachariah

Pugliese (c. 1795), on tlie money-lenders of his

day; he called it "The Laws of Cred-

Revival of itor and Debtor" (ni^l mbo ni3^n).

Satire. This, however, is still in manuscript.

Another early satire, only recently

published, is the D'''Tls!? t^TH lilT of Tobias Feder,

which is an attack on Hasidism. Like these two,

many of the satires of the nineteenth centurj'- are

parodies, and as such have already been discussed

in the article Parody.
The satirist par excellence of the first half of

the nineteenth century was unquestionably Isaac

Ertek, author of five satires, published, with other

matter, under the collective title of "The Seer of the

House of Israel " (^NIK'"' n"'a^ ."IDIVH ;
Vienna, 1858).

In finish of style and beauty of language these satires

have seldom been equaled, while the influence they

exerted on the author's generation can not be over-

estimated. In the first satire, " Weighing Balances "

(!'pK'0 ''JTNO; 1823), the author shows that he had

not yet discovered his own powers; his criti-

cism of life is still superficial, and the problems he

grapples with are of minor importance. In " Hasi-

dism and Enlightenment "(ncnm rm^DPI), published

eleven j^ears later, he describes the mental struggle

he underwent in freeing himself from the bondage
of Hasidism. But it is in three later compositions

that he stands out preeminently as a satirist of the

manners, morals, and customs of his time. " The
Complaint of Sani, Sansani, and Smengaloph

"

(eili?JJDD"l 'JDJD ""JD nJl^n), the supposed guardian
angels of young babes, is a withering satire on the

popular superstition of demons and angels. -Still

stronger is the satire "^^PJ^D, in which all the weak-
nesses of the age are ruthlessly laid bare. Among
certain classes of Jews it is still customary to go on
the first day of Rosh ha-Shanah to a river and shake
their garments while reciting the verse, " Thou wilt

cast all their sins into the depths of the sea " (Micah
vii. 19). On one such occasion, the

Erter's satirist says, he met Satan and his

Satires. host busily engaged in throwing nets

into the river to gather the sins of

Israel, freshly fallen from their garments ; and at the

satirist's request Satan disclosed to him all the cor-

ruption and wickedness of the age. In tlie last and

strongest satire, called " Metamorphosis " (t^DJ ?1J?J),

published in 1845, Erter sketches, among other

characters, those of the Hasid, the tax-collector, and
the Hasidic rabbi, in a manner inimitable and with a

power unexcelled. His humor has not unjustly been
compared to Heine's by one historian (Gratz, "Ge-
sch." 2d ed., xi. 447) and to that of Luciau by an-

other writer (Rubin, "Tehillat ha-Kesilim," p. 85).

The next satirist of the Galician school is Joseph

Perl of Tarnopol, whose satire on Hasidism in the

form of a parody has been treated in the article Par-
ody. In his second satire, "The Searcher of the

Righteous" (pnv Jn3; Prague, 1838), he gives a

picture of the manners and morals of the Polish

Jews a century ago. His satire is not as rich as

that of Erter, but it is more direct in its expression

and larger in scope, and is colored here and there

with intense pathos. After the middle of the nine-

teenth century the great satirists are found in Rus-

sia, and, naturally, it is the life of the Russian Jews
that is reflected in their writings. Judah Lob Gor-

don, poet, feuilletonist, journalist, and fabulist, was
at his best as a satirist, and as such he holds a

prominent position in Jewish literature. In mas-

tery of style and resourcefulness of language he has

not his equal among modern poets, while his irony

and sarcasm are of the keenest. Three of his poems,

"In the Moon at Night" {Ml mU), "The Tip on

the Letter Yod " (nv hc^ IVIp), and "The Two Jo-

sephs ben Simeon," may be mentioned here as the

most powerful of his satires. In them he attacks

many of tlie time-honored institutions of the Rus-

sian Jewry and depicts, with remarkable mastery of

color and elTect, the unhappy lot of the Jewish

woman of his time and country, the corruption of

public officials, and the struggle of the young gen-

eration for modern culture and enlightenment.

Another contemporary satirist of no mean ability

was Moses Lob Lilienblum. In his "Assembly of

the Dead" (D^XSI "pnp; Odessa, 1870) he depicted

sixteen different types of the Russian Jewry, some
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of which have uot yet disappeared. The strongest

of these satires are those ou the pilpulist and the

preacher. The former gives a parody
Recent of the casuistic reasoning known as

Satires. "pilpul,"and tiie latter an enumera-
tion of many of the superstitious cus-

toms that are regarded by some as religious duties.

There are other satirists and satires that can only be

mentioned here. Dnlitzky's "Eclipse of the Two
Luminaries" (nnxon "j:^ '1p^; Vienna, 1879),

though the product of his youth, is a very power-
ful satire on Ha.'iidic rabbis, and Kaminer's works
are noted not only for their strong irony, but for

the cleverness Avith which they imitate tlie style of

the liturgy. .Mordecai David Bi{.\ndstadteu also

held up to derision the shortcomings of the fanatic

Hasidim.
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J. I. D.

SATRAP (A. V. "prince," "lieutenant"): Ruler
of a province in the governmental system of ancient

Persia. Tiie Old Persian form of the word, " khsha-
thrapavau " (protector of the kingdom), occurs twice
in the inscriptions of Darius Hystaspes at Behistun
(iii. 14, 55) with reference to the rulers of Bactria

and Arachosia; and this is corrupted into the Bib-

lical NiJS-ntJ'nx. Tlie office was created by Darius,

who .selected the satraps from the Persians oni\', and
frequently from those of royal blood. They originally

numbered twenty; and their primary duty was to

regulate the ta.xes of the provinces which thej'^ gov-
erned and to send to the king the revenues collected

therein, although they were likewise required to

levy troops.

The late and distorted references to satraps in

Ezra, Esther, and Daniel are of little historical value.

Ezra viii. 36 states that the decree of Artaxer.xes

for rebuilding the Temple was delivered to them

—

a statement obvioush' absurd, since only one could,

under any circumstances, be concerned with Pales-

tine. In like manner, in Esth. iii. 12, R. V. (conip.

ib. i.\. 3), Ilaman issues orders in the name of Ahas-
UERUS " unto the king's satraps, and to tiie governors
that were over every province, and to the princes of

every people." These provinces, which extended
"from India unto Ethio])ia " (comp. the mention of

"Hindu" [India] and "Mudraya" [Egypt] in the
Old Persian inscri])tions of Darius, Persepolis e 11,

17-18; Naks-i Rustam a 25, 27), were in all 127
(Esth. i. 1, viii. 9, xiii. 1, xvi. 1 ; Dan. vi. 1 ; I Esd.
iii. 2; Josephus, "Ant." xi. 6, §;i 6, 12), a number
whicli at once shows the lack of historical accuracy
in these accounts (comp. the conflicting and value-
less statements of Josephus. who says, "Ant." x. 11,

§ 4, that Darius founded 300 satrapies, but in an-
other passage, ib. xi. 3, § 2, only 127). In Dan. iii.

2, R. V. (comp. ib. iii. 27, vi. 7), the satraps of Neb-
uchadnezzar (!) are mentioned together -with "the

deputies, and the governors, the judges [or cliief

soothsayers], the treasurers, the counselors, the
sherilfs [or lawyers], and all the rulers of the prov-
inces." Over the satraps, according to the account
in Daniel, were set three "presidents" as supervisors
(Dan. vi. 2-4, 6, 7), evidently a reminiscence of some
such .system of mutual control as that described in

Xenophon's "Cyropedia," viii. 6, § 16.

Bibliography : Brisson, De Reqio Perxai-nm Principatii,
pp. 2:54-2.50, (S31, Sua.sburfr, 1710 (1st edition. Paris. 1590, still

of value for its collection of classical references); Lagarde.
Gemmmelte Abliandhinuen, pp. 68-70. I.eipsic. 1866; Spie-
gel. ErnHW/ic ^i/(tf7//i/m.s7fjoK/f, i. 227-234, iii. 629-633, ib.
1871-78; idem, Altper.^ische Keilin,^chriften, 2ded., i7). 1882;
Buchholz, Qua^ationes de Pcrsarum Satrapis, ib. 1896.

E. G. II. L. H. G.

SATYR : Rendering by the English versions of

the Hebrew "se'irim" in Isa. xiii. 21, xxxiv. 14 (R.

v., margin, "he-goats"; American R. V., "wild
goats"), while in Lev. xvii. 7 and II Chron. xi. 15
the Authorized Version renders the word by "devil,"

the Revised Version by "he-goat," and the Revised
Version, margin, by "satyr." The old versions use
for it a word denoting a demon, false god, or a hairy
being. It is certain tliat a natural animal is not in-

tended in the.se passages. Thus iu Isaiah the se'irim

are mentioned together Avith Lilith and animals of

the desert and desolate places, and are described

as "dancing " and "calling to one another "; in the

other passages they are referred to as objects of

worship. Po.ssibly the versions reflect the ancient

conception of the se'irim as hairy and perhaps
goat-shaped- beings. The a.ssociation of monstrous
beings with ruins and desert places is still a preva-

lent element in the folk-lore of Arabia and Syria;

and the Arabian jinn also are represented as having
monstrous hairy forms.

In Kid. 72a the Ishmaelites are compared to the

se'irim of unclean places, i.e., the spirits ("shedim ")

which inhabit retreats. Of other monstrous, half-

human and half-animal beings referred to in the Tal-

mud may be mentioned here the "adne [or "abne "]

sadeh" (Kil. viii. 5, and IMaimonides nd lac), and
the "5'iddoa'" (Sanh. 65b), explained as a being
with human shape and attached to the earth by its

umbilical cord (comp. Bertinoro on Sanh. vii. 7).

Bibliography: Tristram, Nat. Hist. p. 131; Lewysohn. Z. T.
pp. 64, 356.

J. L M. C.

SAUL.—Biblical Data : The lirst king of all

Lsrael. He was the son of Kish, "aBenjamite, a

mighty man of valor" (I Sam. ix. 1). For many years

Israel had been ruled by judges, and had suffered

many and severe sorrows at the hands of her hostile

and ambitious neighbors. In the time of Saul's

youth, Samuel was the active judge of Israel. The
Philistines were the perpetual harassers of Israel's

borders, and were threatening the very life of the

tribes. Samuel's intervention had done something
to relieve the distress (ib. vii. 1-11); but the people

of Israel were ambitious for a military leader, such

as they saw among their neighbors. They made a

formal appeal to Samuel for a king; and at the com-
mand of Ynwii their request was to be granted.

The method of the selection of this new monarch
is given in two different records. In the first (ib.

ix.) Saul with his attendant, after searching far and
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iu vain for the lost asses of his father, resorted to the

well-known "man of God," who happened at this

time to be conducting a sacrifice and feast in the

land of Zuph {ib. ix. 5). The outcome of this visit

was that Samuel, according to the command of

Yiiwii, anointed Saul to be a prince over the inher-

itance of Israel {ib. x. 1). In confirmation of this

appointment, Saul saw several signs which Samuel
had foretold him. Saul then modestly retired to

the family inheritance, probably at Gibeah.

Another, and a public, selection of Saul as king
took place in a general assembly of Israel at Mizpah.
Saul, as if avoiding the prominence which his pri-

vate anointing would certainly bring liim, hid him-
self among the baggage; but the lot fell to him, and
he was found and enthusiastically proclaimed, the

people shouting *' God save the king !
" Samuel also

prepared the charter of the kingdom to be estab-

lished and wrote it in a book. Saul, however, in

his modesty again retired to Gibeah, not without
having aroused jealousy on the part of some base

opponents {ib. x. 19 et seq.).

Saul piobably could not as yet safely assume the

rule over Israel; but the desperate straits into

which the people of Jabesh-gilead had
Rescues fallen before Nahash the Ammonite
Jabesh- soon furnished him with his opportu-
gilead. nity. Nahash, willing to acquire as

great power and fame as possible,

gave the besieged Israelites time to appeal to the

west-Jordanic tribes. Doubtless aware that Saul
had been crowned king, the people of Jabesh came
to Gibeah just as the king was coming in from his

daily toil. Saul responded to the appeal, summoned
and threatened all Israel, and by a forced march com-
pletely rescued the besieged Jabeshites. This vic-

tory assured Saul of his place at the head of the

nation ; and he was formally inaugurated king of

Israel.

Saul was now responsible for the administration

of a central regal government of Israel. The first

menace to his supremacy was the power of the

Philistines. They had established a garrison at

Geba {ib. xiii. 3) to protect their interests and to

keep in subjection the restless Israelites. Saul had
2,000 men at Michmash and Jonathan 1,000 at Gibeah
in Benjamin. The latter valiantly attacked and
routed the Geba garrison ; and this so roused the ire

of the Philistines that they collected a great army of

infantry, cavalry, and chariotry {ib. verse 5). This
laige body of troops forced itself up through the

heart of the country to cut off any cooperation be-

tween the northern and southern tribes. In desper-

ation the Hebrews fled in every direction, hiding
themselves iu caves, thickets, rocks, coverts, and
cisterns. Saul withdrew with his meager 600 to

Gilgal, until the arrival of Samuel, who severely re-

buked him for attempting by himself to offer sacri-

fice to Yhwii. Firmly entrenched in their moun-
tain fastnesses, the Israelites looked down upon the

hosts of Philistines encamped in the valleys. To
secure food and intimidate any possible recruits, the

Philistines sent out foraging parties in three direc-

tions. The supposed securit}' of the Philistines

doubtless led them to be somewhat careless in dis-

cipline. At any rate Jonathan's valor surprised

them ; they were pursued ; and the whole ma.ss of
Israelites completely routed their enemies, and for
a time shook off their galling yoke. The close of
this campaign witnesses the remarkable rescue of
Jonathan from death, which Saul's hasty oath would
have demanded {ib. ch. xiv.).

This was only one of the many military cam-
paigns in which Saul was engaged. He fought
against Moab, Ammon, Edom, the kings of Zobah,

and tlie Amalekites. It was in the
His Cam- exterminating war against this last

paigns. people tliat Saul sees his end as king.
Tliough commanded to destroy them

wholly, he saved Agag, their king, and the best of
the flocks. Now Samuel for tiie second time {ib.

xiii. 14, XV. 26) tells Saul of the certain downfall of
his house as rulers over Israel. This rebeUion on
the part of Saul serves as a fitting introduction to

the story of David's life. Samuel finds this succes-
sor to Saul, and formally anoints him at Beth-lehem.

Saul lias not yet finished with the Philistines. He
has driven them from the hills, and is now fighting
them on their own ground. His great success at

Socoh (A. V. "Shocoh") was due to the valor of
David against Goliath. As Saul returns to his

court the people give David the greater ovation,
and thus slight the king, who now makes him an
oflicer in his army. Later events show that this was
a design on Saul's part to secure the death of his

rival. By means of the army, of David's wife
(Michal, daughter of the king), of ambushes, and of
his own javelin, Saul tries to kill David, who flees

to Ramah from the king's rage, only to be followed.

Thence he goes to Nob, and to Gath in Philistia.

Only by feigning madness does he escape. After
collecting a band of sympathizers, David flees like a
bird of the moimtains, from one place to another,
from the rage of Saul. At En-gedi he has the king
in his power, but mercifully spares him. At Ziph,
later on, he again spares the king when he miglit
have slain liim. David, however, can not trust Saul,

and so goes to Philistia and takes up his residence

in Ziklag.

Saul returns to his court; and the Philistines be-

come still more aggressive. David's friendliness

perhaps encourages them to strike a still harder
blow at Israelitish power. To prevent Saul from
enlisting the northern tribes they despatch a great

army to Aphek in the valley of Jezreel. Saul mus-
ters all his forces, but before engaging the enemy,

he, in despeiation for some prophecy
Death, of of the outcome, consults a witch of

Saul. En-dor. With downcast heart at her

reply, he returns to the scene of con flict.

Broken in spirit, the Israelites are routed, pursued,
and slain. Saul falls on his own sword on Mt. Gil-

boa; and the Philistines are victors.

Saul was beheaded; his body, with those of his

sons, was fastened to the wall of Beth-slian, and
his armor was hung up in the house of Ashta-
roth. When the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead, the

scene of Saul's first victory, heard of the deed of the

Philistines, they sent valiant men who marched all

night, took the bodies from Bctli-slian, brought them
to Jabesh, burned them there, buried the aslies, and
fasted seven daj's.
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Saul's reign of, possibly, twenty years was a

failure, except that he succeeded in part in unifying

Israel and in bringing to the front so valiant and
capable a man as David.

J. I. M. P.

In Rabbinical Literature : Two opposing

views of Saul are found in rabbinical literature. One
is based on the usual opinion tliat punishment is a

proof of guilt, and therefore seeks to rob Saul of the

halo which surrounds iiiin. The passage I Sam. ix.

2, "a choice young man, and a goodly," is accord-

ingly interpreted as meaning that Saul was not good
in every respect, but "goodly "only with respect to

his personal appearance (Num. R. ix. 28). Accord-

ing to this view, Saul is only a " weak branch " (Gen.

R. XXV. 3), owing his kingship in no wise to his own
merits,, but rather to his grandfather, who had been

accustomed to light the streets for those who went
to the bet lia-midrash and had received as his re-

ward the promise that one of his grandsons should

sit upon the throne (Lev. R. ix. 2).

The second view of Saul makes him appear in the

most favorable light as man, as hero, and as king.

It was on account of his modesty that

His Come- he did not reveal the fact that he had
liness, been anointed king (I Sam. x. 16; Meg.

13b); and he was extraordinarily up-

right as well as perfectly just. Nor was there any
one more pious than he (M. K. 16b; Ex. R. xxx. 12);

for when he ascended the throne he was as pure as a

child, and had never committed sin (Yoma 22b). He
was marvelously handsome; and the maidens who
told liim concerning Samuel (comp. I Sam. ix. 11-

13) talked so long with him that they might observe

his beauty the more (Ber. 48b). In war he was able

to march 120 miles without rest. When he received

the command to smite Amalek (I Sam. xv. 3), Saul

said: "For one found .slain the Torah requires a sin-

offering [Deut. xxi. 1-9] ; and here so many shall

be slain. If the old have sinned, why should the

young suffer; and if men have been guilty, why
should the cattle be destroyed?" It was this mild-

ness that cost him his crown (Yoma 22b; Num. R.

i. 10)—the fact that he was merciful even to his ene-

mies, being indulgent to rebels themselves, and fre-

quently waiving the homage due to him. But if his

merc)^ toward a foe was a sin, it was his only one;

and it was his misfortune that it was reckoned against

him, while David, although he had committed much
iniquity, was so favored that it was not remembered
to his injury (Yoma 22b; M. K. 16b, and Rashi ad
loc). In many other respects Saul was far superior

to David, e.g., in having only one concubine, while
David had many wives and concubines. Saul ex-

pended his own substance for the war, and although
he knew that he and his sons would fall in battle,

he nevertheless went boldly forward, while David
heeded the wish of his soldiers not to go to war
in person (II Sam. xxi. 17; Lev. R. xxvi. 7; Yalk.,

Sam. 138).

Saul ate his food with due regard for the rules of

ceremonial purity prescribed for the sacrifice (Yalk.,

I.e.). and taught the people how they should slay

cattle (comp. I Sam. xiv. 34). As a reward for this,

God Himself gave him a sword on the day of battle,

since no other sword suitable for him was found (i6.

xiii.22). Saul's attitude toward David finds its ex-

cuse in the fact that his courtiers were all tale-

bearers, and slandered David to him
His (Deut. R. v. 10); and in like manner

Character, he was incited by Doeg against the

priests of Nob (I Sam. xxii. 16-19;

Yalk., Sam. 131). This act was forgiven him, how-
ever, and a heavenly voice ("bat kol ") was heard,

proclaiming: "Saul is the chosen one of God " (Ber.

12b). His anger at the Gibeonites (II Sam. xxi. 2)

was not personal hatred, but was induced by zeal

for the welfare of Israel (Num. R. viii. 4). The fact

that he married his daughter Michal, the wife of

David, to Phalti, the son of Laish (I Sam. xxv. 44),

finds its explanation in his (Saul's) view that her be-

trothal to David had been gained by false pretenses

and was therefore invalid (Sanh. 19b). During the

lifetime of Saul there was no idolatry in Israel.

The famine in the reign of David (comp. II Sam.
xxi. 1) was to pimish the people becau.se they had
not accorded Saul the proper honors at liis burial

(Nuni. R. viii. 4). In the other world Saul dwells

with Samuel, which is a proof that all has been for-

given him ('Er. 53b).

s. J. Z. L.

Critical View : The history of Saul's life and
career is often embarrassingly confusing until the

sources are critically analyzed. The matter as pre-

sented in I Samuel contains traces of more than

one narrative. It is found, for example (viii. 4 et

seq.), that the people ask for a king in spite of the

protest of Samuel and the apparent disappointment

of Yhwh ; and yet Saul is to be anointed to save Israel

out of the hands of the Philistines because its cry

went up to Yhwh (ix. 16). Samuel selects and
anoints Saul by the direct command of Yhwh (x.

1); but in his farewell address he charges the people

with the rejection of Him because they asked for a

king (xii. 12). Samuel anoints Saul strictly in private

(x. 1), but in another account the people select him
by lot in a great national assembly at Mizpah (x. 20'

et seq.).

Saul's consecration and selection do not seat him
on the throne, however ; for lie goes to his house
in Gibeah, where he engages in the peaceable pur-

suits of agriculture. Even when the inhabitants of

Jabesh-gilead appeal to the west-Jordanic tribes for

assistance, they do not seem to know
Sources. that a king has been anointed over

them. Saul apparently learns simply

by accident the reason of the commotion caused by
the messengers from Jabesh-gilead. When he takes

the lead of the western tribes his appeal to the nation

is made as if he were not a king but an associate

with Samuel, who.se authority will be instantly rec-

ognized. Again, Samuel in his final addressjo the

people (xii. 12) states that the reason why the peo-

ple asked for a king was the campaign against them
of Nahash the Ammonite. On the overthrow of

the invader, Saul is publicly proclaimed king be-

fore Ynwn in Gilgal. The order of the narrative

that recites these facts seems to point to a combina-

tion of at least two different documents, though such

a theory does not solve all the difficulties.

Budde maintains that a combination was made of

two independent narratives, particularly as regards.
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the choice of Saul as king and the characters of

Samuel and Saul. The hrst or older document is

contained in ix. 1-x. 16, x. 27b (Septuagiut), and xi.

1-11, 14, 15, where Samuel calls the people together

at Gilgal and Saul, because of his actual success in

defeating the Ammonites, is formally made king
over all Israel. This narrative is continued directly

in ch. xiii. and xiv., which describe

Budde's somewhat in detail Saul's activity

Views. against Israel's oppressors, the Philis-

tines. The second or later document
is found in ch. viii., where the people ask for a king;
in X. 17-27a, where Saul is chosen by lot at Mizpah;
and in ch. xii., which consists of Samuel's farewell

address to the people.

The older document, as outlined by Budde, pre-

sents a consistent story of Saul's coronation and his

clash with the Philistines. Samuel the seer was
present in a certain uimamed city to celebrate a
feast. Saul, who had been unsuccessful in the search

for his father's lost asses, appealed to the seer for in-

formation. Yhwh had revealed to Samuel on the

previous day that He would send to him a man out
of the land of Benjamin, and that he (the seer)

should "anoint him to be prince" over His people
Israel; "and he shall save my people out of the

hand of the Philistines " (ix. 16). At the feast Sam-
uel honors Saul, detains him overnight, and privately

anoints him the next morning, averring that it is

Yhwh who has commanded him to do so. Samuel
then points out the signs that he shall see, the change
that he shall experience, and admonishes him: "do
as occasion shall serve thee ; for God is with thee "

(X. 7). When Jabesh-gilead was besieged about a
month later, according to the Septuagint (x. 27b),

Saul had the "occasion " to demonstrate his ability.

Summoning all the tribes of Israel, he successfully

marshaled his forces, and routed the besiegers and
invaders. Returning to Gilgal, he was confirmed
king in accordance with Samuel's consecration of

him at the gate of the unnamed town.
The real purpose of Saul's coronation (ix. 16) is ful-

filled in ch. xiii. l-7a and 15b-xiv. 46, where he and
Jonathan, his son, with their troops

Interpo- completely overthrow and drive out
lations in the Philistine oppressors. These chap-
Ch. xiii, ters have been worked over, and now
and xiv. contain several interpolations that in-

terfere with the smooth f^ow of the

narrative. Ch. xiii. 7b-15a belongs rather to the

rejection of Saul in ch. xv., and glances back to x.

8. Ch. xiii. 18 should be followed immediately by
xiv. 1, as xiii. 19-23 is a very corrupt text and deals

with an issue aside from the main line of the narra-

tive. Ch. xiv. 47-52 is supplementary to the pre-

ceding narrative, and is not connected with the

theme in question.

In the later narrative (viii., x. 17-27a, xii.) Sam-
uel is a judge, who has established his sons as judges
in various cities of the land. After repeated re-

quests of the people, in which are embodied protests

against the conduct of these sons, Yhwh finally

agrees to allow Israel to have a king like the other
nations. Samuel is commanded to choose such a
king, and then dismisses the people. It must be
noted that mention is made here not of foreign op-

pression, but of the manifest malfeasance of Samuel's
sons, as the basic reason for the request and the final

concession of Yhw'h. The people are then called

together in assembly (x. 17-27a) ; and a king is chosen
by lot. The note in xi. 14 regarding the renewal of

the kingdom is thought to be merely a harmonizing
statement of the editor. Samuel's address (xii.) re-

views the situation, and cites as another reason for

the people's request the Ammonite campaign (ib.

verse 12); but at the same time it condemns them
for the request {ib. verses 17, 19).

Ch. XV. does not properly belong to either of the
two narratives already treated. It seems to occupy
a kind of intermediate position, placed, as it is, after

the formal close of Saul's reign, and before the
introduction of David's life. It is a prophecy of
the fall of Saul's house, and paves the way for the

beginning and continuation of the kingdom through
the house of David.

Ch. xvi.-xviii. contain two documents descriptive

of David's introduction to Saul. In the first, Sam-
uel goes to Beth-lehem to offer sac-

Ch. xvi.- rifices and anoint the future king
xviii. Con- of Israel. After he has passed, by

tain Yhwh's order, upon all the sons of

Two Docu- Jesse that are present, the youngest
ments. one, David, who, caring for his sheep,

is absent from the sacrifice, is called

in and formally anointed (xvi. 1-13). After this act

"the Spirit of Yhwh came mightily upon" him
"from that day forward." The character of David
as a shepherd boy is developed in xvii. 1-xviii. 5,

where David chances to visit his brothers during a
battle with the Philistines, and with a shepherd's
sling slays Goliath, and wins the encomiums of the
people of Israel. The second account (xvi. 14-23)

introduces David as a skilful musician, "a mighty
man of vak)r, and a man of war, and prudent in

speech " [ib. verse 18). Saul is so impres.sed by him
that he makes him his armor-bearer and holds him
in high esteem. If the accounts are not separate in

origin, it is not clear how Saul could have asked the

question attributed to him in xvii. 55-58. Subse-

quent references (xix. 5; xxi. 9, etc.) to David's
victory over Goliath show how this event was woven
in with the traditions of his early life.

The Septuagint, however, almost harmonizes the

differences between xvi. 14-23 and xvii. 1-xviii. 5

by the omission from the latter of verses 12-31, 41,

50, 55-xviii. 5. In xviii. 6-30, which is a continua-

tion in tliought of xvi. 14-23. there are also several

variations in the Septuagint, each clearly showing
the increasing enmity tovvard David on the part of

Saul.

There is a variety of opinion in the analysis of the

matter contained in xix.-xxxi. One of the most
striking and critical features of the whole narrative

of this section, however, is the duplication of the ac-

count of David's merciful treatment of Saul when
the pursued had the pursuer in his

Duplica- hands. It is maintained that the rec-

tion in Ch. ord of David's hiding in th^ cave and
xix.-xxxi. his treatment of Saul, in xxiv., and

that of David's elusion and final po-

tential capture of Saul within the camp of his army,
are two versions of one and the same story. The
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frame work of one is the framework of the other.

The points of agreement and tlie character are just

what would be expected had each been built on the

same original event.

Saul's despair in the face of the Philistine army
led him to consult the witch of En-dor as to the

probable result of the battle about to be fought.

H. P. Smith ("Old Testament History," p. 126)

holds that ch. xxviii. is only the dramatic embodi-

ment of an idea; and that was the popular idea con-

cerning intercourse with the dead. It is asserted

that there are two accounts of Saul's death. In one

it is stated that he was defeated, his sons were slain,

and he himself was wounded. To escape the igno-

miny of falling alive into the hands of the enemy he

urged his armor-bearer to slay him. Upon the at-

tendant's refusal to do so, he fell upon his own sword.

According to the other account an Amalekite slew

him. These two records are doubtless built upon
the fact that Saul and his S(ms died on the field of

battle fighting for the liberty of their people.

Bibliography : Wellhausen. Der Text der Blirhcr Snmuelis,
1871; Wellhausen. in Bleek, Einleiluiig, 1878, pp. 20tj-231

;

K. Budde, Die Biulter I\ichter and Samuel, 189U, pp. 167-

276; idem, in Haupt, S. B. O. T. 1895; S. R. Driver. iYo(e,s

on the Hebrew Text of the Bonkx of Samuel, 1890; T. K.
Chevne. Aidii to the Devout Sludt/ of Criticism. 1892, pp.
1-126; H. P. Smith, 0;d Testament HU^tory, 1903, ch. vii.;

Cheyne and Black, Encijc. Bibl.

J. I. M. P.

SAUL : Karaite leader ; son and successor of

Anan ben David ; died about 780. He is styled by
the later Karaites " nasi " (prince) and " rosh ha-

golah " (exilarch). Saul's activit}'' was compara-
tively unimportant. He is mentioned by Solomon b.

Jeroham in his commentary on the Decalogue as hav-

ing also written a connnentary thereon. He is par-

ticularly quoted foi' his opinion with regard to the

sixth commandment; namely, that adultery includes

connection with any woman not one's own wife or

concubine, and is not confined, as in rabbinical law,

to connection with another man's wife.

Saul was one of the followers of Gnai Baruch,
who is supposed as head of Ezra's bet din to have
ordained the reading of the Law on Sabbaths and
holy days, beginning in the month of Tishri and
terminating with the end of the year.

Bini.iOGRAPnY: FUrst, Gesch. des KarUert. i. 61; Pinsker,
Liklfute Kadmoniyyot, p. 44 (Supplement), pp. 53, 106, 186.

J.' M. Sel.

SAUL, ABBA : Tanna of the third generation.

In Ab. K. N. xxix. mention is made of an Abba
Saul b. Nanos whom Lewy ("Ueber Einige Frag-
mente aus der Mischnah des Abba Saul," in "Be-
richte iiber die Hochschule fiir die Wissenschaft
des Judenthuras in Berlin," 1876) regards as identi-

cal with the Abba Saul of this article. The Abba
Saul bar Nash mentioned in Niddah 25b is probably
likewise identical with him. As Abba Saul ex-

plicitly refers, in Tosef., Sanh. xii., to an opinion
of R. Akiba's, and, in Tosef., Kil. iv. and Oh. vi.,

to disagreements between the latter and Ben 'Azzai,

as well as between Akiba and the hakamim, it may
be concluded that he was a pupil of R. Akiba and
that he lived in the middle of the second century
c.E. The reference to "bet Rabbi" in Pes. 34a,

where Abba Saul is said to have prepared the bread
according to Levitical rules of purity in "Rabbi's"

house, must be construed as referring to the house
of the jiatriarch K. Simeon b. Gamaliel H., not to

that of R. Judah ha-Nasi I. (comp. Lewy, I.e. p. 21,

and note 42).

The "Abba" in "Abba Saul " is titular only, and
is not a part of this tanna's name. Nor does he

appear to have held the title of rabbi. Abba Saul

was tall of .stature, and his business is said to have
been that of burying the dead (Niddah 24b). Some
of the haggadic sayings of Abba Saul tliat have
been preserved throw light on his inner life and his

lofty character. He explains the word iniJX in

Ex. XV. 2 as though it were composed of 'JX and

Xini, and interprets it as meaning that man must
endeavor to imitate God and, like Him, show char-

ity and benevolence (Mek., Beshallah, Shirah, ii.

[ed. Weiss, p. 44a]). To Lev. xix. 2 ("Ye shall be

holy: for I the Lord your God am holy") he cites

the parallel, "The king's companions must do
according to the king's will" (Sifra, Kedoshim, i.

[ed. Weiss, p. 86c]). "Discord in the school causes

general corruption" (Derek Erez Zuta ix.), and
"Morality is greater than learning" (Sem. xi.)are

others of his sayings.

Abba Saul devoted himself assiduously to the

study of the mode of worship in the Temple (comp.

Z. Frankel, "Darke ha-Mishnah," pp. 177 ei seq.
;

Pes. 131), 86b; Bezah 29b; Yoma 19b; Niddah 61a,

71b). He also made a collection of mishnayot which
in many respects differed from others; this collec-

tion has partly been preserved in the present Mish-

nah, whose redactor, Jixdah ha-Nasi, occasionally

made use of some passages in it which were at

variance with other mishuaic compilations.

Bim.iOGRAPHY : J. Briill, Einleitung in die Misehnah. i. 20O-
201.

w. 15. J. Z. L.

SAUL ABBA B. BATNIT : Tanna of the sec-

ond and first centuries B.C. According to Deren-

bourg, his mother was a Batanian proselyte, whence
he derived his name "ben Batnit " ; it appears from
Ned. 23a, how-ever, that "Batnit" is a masculine

proper name. Saul Abba was engaged in commerce
with R. Eleazar b. Zadok, together with whom he
issued a regulation referring to the Sabbath law

(Shab. xxiv. T)). It is said of him that he rilled his

liquid measures with wine on the eve of the feast-

days in order to be able to give it to the children on

those days (Bezah iii. 8). He is the transmitter, or

perhaps the author (comp. Bacher, "Ag. Tan." i.

46, note 2), of a sentence referring to the outrages

and misdemeanors committed by some of the priestly

families (Pes. 57a).

Bibliography: Derenbourg, Hist. p. 223; Bacher, A(j. Tan.
i. 46, 50, 371.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SAUL B. ARYEH. See Lowenstamm, Saul.

SAUL COHEN ASHKENAZI. See Asn-
KENAzi, Saul Cohen.

SAUL BEN DAVID: Russian rabbi; died

1623. He was the author of: " Tal Orot " (Prague,

1615), treatise, in verse, on the thirty-nine principal

classes of work forbidden on Saturday, with an ap-

pendix entitled "Hiddushe 'Erubin," discussions on
"'erubin"; " Hanukkat ha-Bayit " (t*. 1616), on the
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halakot connected with the Feast of Lights ; and a

kiuah or elegy on the death of his teacher Solo-

mon b. Judah (Amsterdam, 1697), in twenty-two
stanzas.

Bibliography : Heilprin, Seder ha-Dorot, iii. 53, Warsaw,
1S»2 ; Furst, Bibl. Jud. iii. 255.

H. K. A. S. W.

SAUL BEN JOSEPH OF MONTEUX :

French liturgical poet; lived at Carpentras in the

second half of the seventeenth century. The ritual

of Avignon contains a piyyut which he composed
upon the deliverance of the Jews of Carpentras

from the riot that broke out on the 9tli of JSIisau,

1682, and which begins with tlie words " Sliebah

yekar u-gedullah." He probablj^ was a son of the

liturgical poet Joseph ben Ai5K.\iiam, who copied

"Sefer Orhot Hayyim," an extract, extant in manu-
script at the library of Avignon, of Joseph Caro's

"Bet Yosef."

Bibliography: Gross, OalUa Judaica, p. 323; Landshuth,
^Ammude ha-^Ahodah, p. 89 ; Zunz, Z. G. p. 476.

D. S. j\Ian.

SATTL OF TARSUS (known as Paul, the
Apostle of the Heathen) : The actual founder

of the Christian Church as opposed to Judaism;
born before 10 c.e. ; died after 63. The records

containing the views and opinions of the opponents
of Paul and Paulinism are no longer in existence

;

and tlie history of the early Church has been colored

by the writers of the second century, who were anx-

ious to suppress or smooth over the controversies of

the preceding period, as is shown in the Acts of the

Apostles and also by the fact that the Epistles as-

cribed to Paul, as has been proved by modern critics,

are partly spurious (Galatians, Ephesians, I and II

Timothy, Titus, and others) and partly interpolated.

Saul (whose Roman cognomen was Paul ; see Acts
xiii. 9) was born of Jewish parents in the first dec-

ade of the common era at Tarsus in Cilicia (Acts
ix. 11, xxi. 39, xxii. 3). The claim in Kom. xi. 1 and
Phil. iii. 5 that he was of the tribe of Benjamin,
suggested by the similarity of his name with that of

the first Israelitish king, is, if the passages are gen-
iiine, a false one, no tribal lists or pedigrees of this

kind having been in existence at that time (see Euse-
bius, "Hist. Eccl." i. 7, 5; Pes. 63b; M. Sachs.
" Beitrage zur Sprach- und Alterthumsforschung,"

1852, ii. 157). Nor is there any indication in Paul's

writings or arguments that he had received the rab-

binical training ascribed to him by Christian writers,

ancient and modern; least of all could he have acted

or written as he did had he been, as is alleged (Acts

xxii. 3), the disciple of Gamaliel I.,

Not a the mild Hillelite. His quotations
Hebrew from Scripture, which are all taken.

Scholar ; a directly or from memory, from the

Hellenist. Greek version, betray no familiarity

with the original Hebrew text. Tlie

Hellenistic literature, such as the Book of Wisdom
and other Apocrypha, as well as Philo (see Haus-
rath, "Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte," ii. 18-27;

Siegfried, "Philo von Alexandria," 1875, pp. 304-

310 ; Jowett, " Commentary on the Thessalonians and
Galatians," i. 363-417), was the sole source for his

eschatological and theological system. Notwith-
standing the emphatic statement, in Phil. iii. 5, that

he was " a Hebrew of the Hebrews "—a rather un-
usual term, which seems to refer to his nationalistic

training and conduct (comp. Acts xxi. 40, xxii. 2),

since his Jewish birth is stated in the preceding
words " of the stock of Israel "—he was, if any of
the Epistles that bear his name are really his, en-

tirely a Hellenist in thouglit and sentiment. As
such he was imbued w ith the notion that " the whole
creation groaneth " for liberation from "the prison-

house of the body," from this earlhlj^ existence,

wliicli, because of its pollution by sin and death, is

intrinsically evil (Gal. i. 4; Rom. v. 12, vii. 23-24,

viii. 22; I Cor. vii. 31 ; II Cor. v. 2, 4; comp. Philo!

"De AUegoriis Legum," iii. 75; ide)a, " De Vita
Mosis," iii. 17; idem, " De Ebrietate," § 26; and
Wisdom ii. 24). As a Hellenist, also, he distinguished
between an earthly and a heavenly Adam (I Cor.

XV. 45-49; comp. Philo, " De AUegoriis Legum," i.

12), and, accordingly, between the lower psychic,
life and the higher spiritual life attained only by
asceticism (Rom. xii. 1 ; I Cor. vii. 1-31, ix. 27, xv.

50; comp. Philo, "De Profugis," § 17; and else-

where). His whole state of mind shows the influence

of the theosophic or Gnostic lore of Alexandria,
especially the Hermes literature recently brought to

light by Reizenstein in liis important work"Poi-
mandres," 1904 (see Index, s.v. "Paulus," "Briefe
des Paulus," and "Philo ") ; hence his strange belief

in supernatural powers (Reizenstein, I.e. pp. 77,

287), in fatalism, in "speaking in tongues" (I Cor.

xii.-xiv. ; comp. Reizenstein, I.e. p. 58; Dieterich,

"Abraxas," pp. betseq.; Weinel, "Die Wirkungen
des Geistes und der Geistcr," 1899, pp. 72 et seq.;

I Cor. XV. 8; II Cor. xii. 1-6; Eph. iii. 3), and in

mysteries or sacraments (Rom. xvi. 25; Col. i. 26, ii.

2, iv. 3; Eph. i. 9, iii. 4, vi. 19)—a term borrowed
solely from heathen rites.

There is throughout Paul's writings an irrational

or pathological element which could not but repel

the disciples of the Rabbis. Possibly his pessimi.stic

mood was the result of his physical condition ; for

he suffered from an ilhiess which affected both body
and mind. He speaks of it as " a thorn in the flesh,

"

and as a lieavy stroke by "a messen-

His ger of Satan " (II Cor. xii. 7), which
Epilepsy, often caused him to realize his utter

helplessness, and made him an object

of pity and horror (Gal. iv. 13). It was, as Krenkel
(" Beitrage zur Aufhellung der Geschichte und Briefe

des Apostels Paulus," 1890. pp. 47-125) has convin-

cingly shown, epilepsy, called by the Greeks "the
holy disease," which frequently put him into a state

of ecstasy, a frame of mind tiiat may have greatly

impressed some of his Gentile hearers, but could not

but frighten away and estrange from him the Jew,
whose God is above all the God of reason (comp. II

Cor. v. 13; x. 10; xi. 1, 16; xii. 6). The conception

of a new faith, half pagan and lialf Jewish, such as

Paul preaclied, and susceptibility to its influences,

were altogether foreign to the nature of Jewish
life and thought. For Judaism, religion is the

hallowing of this life by the fulfilment of its mani-

fold duties (see Judaism): Paul shrank from life as

the domain of Satan and all his hosts of evil ; he

longed for redemption by the deadening of all desires

for life, and strove for another world w'hich he saw
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in his ecstatic visions. The following description of

Paul is preserved in " Acta Pauli et Thecla^ " an apoc-

ryphal book which has been proved to be older and

in some respects of greater historic value than the

canonical Acts of the Apostles (see Conybeare,
" Apollonius' Apology and Acts, and Other Monu-
ments of Early Christianity," pp. 49-88, London,

1894)

:

" A man of moderate stature, with crisp [scanty] hair, crooked

legs, blue eyes, large knit brows, and long nose, at times looking

like a man, at times like an angel, Paul came forward and
preached to the men of Iconium :

' Blessed are they that keep

themselves chaste [unmarried] ; for they shall be called the

temple of God. Blessed are they that mortify their bodies and
souls ; for unto them speaketh God. Blessed are they that de-

spise the world ; for they shall be pleasing to God. Blessed be

the souls and bodies of virgins ; for they shall receive the reward

of their chastity.'

"

It was by such preaching that "he ensnared the

souls of young men and maidens, enjoining them to

remain single "(Conj'beare, I.e. pp. 62, 63, 67; comp.

ib. pp. 24-25; Gal. iii. 38; I Cor. vii. 34-36; Matt.

xix. 12; Clement of Rome, Epistle ii. § 12).

Whatever the physiological or psychological anal-

ysis of Paul's temperament may be, his conception

of life was not Jewish. Nor «an his unparalleled

animosity and hostility to Judaism as voiced in the

Epistles be accounted for except upon
Anti- the assumption that, while born a

Jewish Jew, he was never in sympathy or in

Attitude, touch with the doctrines of the rab-

binical schools. For even his Jewish

teachings came to him through Hellenistic channels,

as is indicated by the great emphasis laid upon "the

day of the divine wrath" (Rom. i. 18; ii. 5, 8; iii.

5; iv. 15; v. 9; ix. 22; xii. 19; I Tliess. i. 10; Col.

iii. 6; comp. Sibyllines, iii. 309 etseq., 332; iv. 159,

161 et neq. ; and elsewhere), as well as by his ethical

monitions, which are rather inconsistently taken

over from Jewish codes of law for proselytes, the

DiDACHE and Didascalia. It is quite natural,

then, that not only the Jews (Acts xxi. 21), but also

the Judieo-Cliristians, regarded Paul as an "apos-

tate from the Law " (see Eusebius, I.e. iii. 27; Ire-

nseus, " Adversus Hsereses," i. 26, 2 ; Origen, " Contra

Celsum," v. 65; Clement of Rome, "Recognitiones,"

i. 70, 73).

To judge from those Epistles that have all the

traits of genuineness and give a true insight into his

nature, Paul was of a fiery temper, impulsive and
impassioned in the extreme, of ever-changing moods,

now exulting in boundless joy and now sorely de-

pressed and gloomy. Effusive and excessive alike

in his love and in his hatred, in liis blessing and in

his cursing, he possessed a marvelous power over

men ; and he had unbounded confidence in himself.

He speaks or writes as a man who is conscious of a

great providential mission, as the servant and herald

of a high and unique cause. The philosopher and
the Jew will greatly differ from him with regard to

every argument and view of his; but

His Per- both will admit that he is a mighty
Bonality. battler for truth, and that his view

of life, of man, and of God is a pro-

foundly serious one. The entire conception of re-

ligion has certainly been deepened by him, because

his mental grasp was wide and comprehensive, and

his thinking bold, aggressive, searching, and at the

same time systematic. Indeed, he molded the thought
and the belief of all Christendom.

Before the authenticity of the story of tlie so-called

conversion of Paul is investigated, it seems proper
to consider from the Jewish point of view this ques-

tion: Why did Paul find it necessary

Jewish to create a new system of faith for the

Prosely- admission of the Gentiles, in view of

tism the fact that the Synagogue had well-

and Paul, nigh two centuries before opened its

door to them and, with the help of the

Hellenistic literature, had made a successful propa-

ganda, as even the Gospels testify? (Matt, xxiii. 15;

see Schurer, "Gesch." 3ded., iii. 102-135, 420-483;

J. Bernays, "Gesammelte Abhandlungen," 1885, i.

192-282, ii. 71-80; Bertholet, "Die Stellung der

Israeliten und Juden zu den Fremden," 1896, pp. 257-

802.) Bertholet {I.e. pp. 303-334; but see Schurer,

I.e. i. 126) and others, in order that they may reserve

the claim of universality for Christianity, deny the

existence of uncircumcised proselytes in Judaism,

and misconstrue plain Talmudic and other state-

ments referring to God-fearing Gentiles (Bertholet,

I.e. pp. 338-339); whereas the very doctrine of Paul
concerning the universal faith of Abraham (Rom.
iv. 3-18) rests upon the traditional interpretation of

Gen. xii. 3 (see Kuenen, "Prophets and Prophecy in

Israel," pp. 379, 457) and upon the traditional view

whicii made Abraham the prototype of a missionary

bringing the heathen world under the wings of the

Shekinah (Gen. R. xxxix., with reference to Gen.

xii. 5; see Abraham; Judaism; Proselyte). As
a matter of fact, only the Jewish propaganda work
along the Mediterranean Sea made it possible for

Paul and his associates to establish Christianity

among the Gentiles, as is expressly recorded in the

Acts(x. 2; xiii. 16, 26, 43, 50; xvi. 14; xvii. 4, 17;

xvlii. 7); and it is exactly from such synagogue
manuals for proselytes as the Didacue and the Di-

dascalia that the ethical teachings in the Epistles of

Paul and of Peter were derived (see Seeberg, "Der
Katechismus der Urchristenheit," 1903, pp. 1-44).

The answer is supplied by the fact that Jewish

pioselytism had the Jewish nation as its basis, as the

names " ger " and " ger toshab " for " proselyte " indi-

cate. The proselyte on whom the Abrahamic rite

was not performed remained an outsider. It was,

therefore, highly important for Paul that those who
became converted to the Church should rank equal-

ly with its other members and that every mark
of distinction bet\veen Jew and Gentile should be

wiped out in the new state of existence in which

the Christians lived in anticipation. The predomi-

nating' point of view of the Synagogue was the

political and social one; that of the Church, the

eschatojogical one. May such as do not bear the

seal of Abraham's covenant upon their flesh or do

not fulfil the whole Law be admitted into the con-

gregation of the saints waiting for the world of res-

urrection? This was the question at issue between

the disciples of Jesus and those of Paul ; the former

adhering to the view of the Essenes, which was also

that of Jesus; the latter taking an independent posi-

tion that started not from the Jewish but from the

non-Jewish standpoint. Paul fashioned a Christ of
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bis own, a church of his own, and a system of belief

of his own; and because there were many mytho-
logical and Gnostic elements in his theology which
appealed more to the non-Jew than to the Jew, he

won the heathen world to his belief.

In the foreground of all of Paul's teaching stands

his peculiar vision of Christ, to which he constantly

refers as his only claim and title to apostleship

(I Cor. ix. 1, XV. 8; II Cor. xii. 1-7;

Paul's Phil. iii. 9; Gal. i. 1, 12, 16, on which
Christ. see below). The other apostles saw

Jesus in the flesh ; Paul saw him when,
in a state of entrancement, he was carried into para-

dise to the third heaven, where he heard " uusi)eak-

able words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter "

(II Cor. xii. 2-4). Evidently this picture of Christ

must have occupied a prominent place in his mind
before, just as Metathon (Mithra) and Akteriel did

in the minds of Jewish mystics (see Angklology;
Mekkabaii). To him the Messiah was the son of

God in a metaphysical sense, " the image of God "

(II Cor. iv. 4; Col. i. 15), "the heavenly Adam" (I

Cor. XV. 49; .similar to the Pliilonic or cabalistic

Adam Kadmon), the mediator between God and the

world (I Cor. viii. 6), " the tirst-born of all creation,

for by him were all things created " (Col. i. 15-17),

identical also with the Holy Spirit manifested in

Israel's history (I Cor. x. 4; II Cor. iii. 17; comp.

Wisdom X. l.-xii. 1; Philo, " De Eo Quod Deterius

Potiori In.sidiari Soleat," § 30; see also Jew. Encyc.
X. 183b, s.v. Pkeexistence of the Messiah).

It is, however, chiefly as "the king of glory" (I

Cor. ii. 8), as ruler of the powers of light and life

eternal, that Christ is to manifest his cosmic power.

He has to annihilate Satan or Belial, the ruler of

this world of darkness and death, with all liis hosts of

evil, physical and moral (I Cor. xv. 24-26). Paul's

"gnosis" (I Cor. viii. 1, 7; II Cor. ii. 14; I Tim. vi.

20) is a revival of Persian dualism, which makes of

all existence, whether physical, mental, or spiritual,

a battle between light and darkness (I Thess. v. 4-5;

Eph. V. 8-13; Col. i. 13), between flesh and spirit (I

Cor. XV. 48; Rom. viii. 6-9), between corruption and
life everlasting (I Cor. xv. 50, 53). The object of

the Church is to obtain for its members the spirit,

the glory, and the life of Christ, its "head," and to

liberate them from the servitude of and allegiance

to the flesh and the powers of earth. In order to

become participants in the salvation that had come
and the resurrection tJiat was nigh, the saints were to

cast ofl: the works of darkness and to put on the

armor of light, the breastplate of love, and the hel-

met of hope (Rom. xiii. 12; II Cor. x. 4; Eph. vi.

11; I Thess. v. 8; comp. Wisdom v. 17-18; Lsa.

lix. 17; "the weapons of light of the people of

Israel," Pesik. R. 33 [ed. Buber, p. 154]; Targ.

Yer. to Ex. xxxiii. 4; "the men of the shields"

["ba'ale teresin "], a name for high-ranking Gnos-
tics, Ber. 27b ; also " the vestiture of light " in Man-
daean lore, "Jahrbuch fiir Protestantische Theolo-
gie," xviii. 575-576).

How then can this world of perdition and evil,

of sin and death, be overcome, and the true life be

attained instead? This (piestion, Avhich, according

to a Talmudic legend (Tamid 32a), Alexander the

Great put to the wise men of the South, was apparent-

XI, -6

ly the one uppermost also in the mind of Paul (see

Kabisch,"Die Eschatologie des Paulus," 1893); and
in the form of a vision of the crucitied

The Christ the answer came to him to "die
Crucified in order to live." This vision, seen in

Messiah, his ecstatic state, was to him more
than a mere reality : it was the pledge

(" 'erabon" of the resuiTectiou and the life of which
he was in quest. Having seen " the first-born of

the resurrection" (I Cor. xv. 20-24; the Messiah is

called "the first-born" also in Midr. Teh. to Ps.

Ixxxix. 28, and in Ex. R. xix. 7), he felt certain

of the new life which all " the sons of light " were
to share. No sooner had the idea taken hold of him
that the world of resurrection, or " the kingdom of

God," had come, or would come with the speedy
reappearance of the IVIessiah, than he would invest

with higher powers "the elect ones" who were to

participate in that life of the spirit. There can be no
sin or sensual passion in a world in which the spirit

rules. Nor is there need of any law in a realm
where men live as angels (comp. "The dead is free

from all obligations of the Law," Shab. 30a, 151b;

Niddah 61b). To bring back the state of paradise

and to undo the sin of Adam, the work of the serpent,

which brought death into the world— this seems to

have been the dream of Paul. The baptism of the

Church, to which sinners and saints, women and
men, Jews and Gentiles, were alike invited, sug-

gested to him the putting off of the earthly Adam
and the putting on of the heavenly Adam (Rom.
vi.). He was certain that by the very power of

their faith, which performed all the wonders of the

spirit in the Church (I Cor. xii., xv.), would the be-

lievers in Christ at the time of his reappearance be

also miraculously lifted to the clouds and trans-

formed into spiritual bodies for the life of the resur-

rection (I Thess. iv. ; I Cor. XV. ; Rom. viii.). These
are the elements of Paul's theology—a S3'stem of

belief which endeavored to unite all men, but at the

expense of sound reason and common sense.

There is possibly a historical kernel to the story

related in the Acts (vii. 58-ix. 1-31, xxii. 3-21,

xxvi. 10-19), that, while on the road to Damascus,
commissioned with the task of exterminating the

Christian movement antagonistic to

Paul's the Temple and the Law {ib. vi. 13),

Con- Paul had a vision in which Jesus ap-

version. peared to him, saying, "Saul, Saul,

why persecutest thou me?" (comp. I

Sam. xxvi. 18); that in consequence of this vision

he became, with the aid of Anauais, one of the

Christian seers, " a chosen vessel unto me [Christ],

to bear my name before the Gentiles." According

to the Acts (vii. 58; ix. 2; xxii. 5; xxv. 1, 10-12),

Paul was a young man charged by the Sanhedrin

of Jerusalem with the execution of Stephen and

the seizure of the disciples of Jesus. The state-

ment, however (ib. xxii. 8-9), that, being a zealous

observer of the law of the Fathers, " he persecuted

the Church unto death," could have been made only

at a time when it was no longer known what a wide

difference existed between the Sadducean high

priests and elders, w^ho had a vital interest in quell-

ing the Christian movement, and the Pharisees, who
had no reason for condemning to death either Jesus
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or Stephen. In fact, it is derived from the Epistle

to the Galatians (i. 13-14), the spuriousness of which
has been shown by Bruno Baur, Steck, and most
convincingly by Friedrich Maehliss ("Die Unecht-

heit des Galaterbriefs," 1891). The same is the

case with Phil. iii. 5. Acts xxii. 17-18 speaks of

another vision whicli Paul had while in the Temple,
in which Jesus told him to depart from Jerusalem
and go with his gospel to the Gentiles. Evidently
Paul entertained long before his vision those no-

tions of the Son of God which he afterward ex-

pressed ; but the identification of his Gnostic Christ

with the crucified Jesus of the church he had
formerly antagonized was possibly the result of

a mental paroxysm experienced in the form of

visions.

Whether the Hellenists in Jerusalem, at the head
of whom stood Stephen, Philip, and others named
in Acts vii. 1-5, exerted an influence upon Paul, can

not be ascertained : that Barnabas, who was a native

of Cyprus, did, maj' be assumed with
Barnabas certainty. He was Paul's older com-
and. Other panion, apparently of a more impo-
Hellenists. sing stature (Acts xiv. 12); and, ac-

cording to ib. ix. 27, he introduced

Paul to the apostles and induced him (xi. 25) to

cooperate with him in the church of Antioch. The
two traveled together as collectors of charity for the

poor of the Jerusalem church (ib. xi. 30, xv. 2; see

Apostle), and as preachers of the gospel {ib. xiii.

8, 7, 13, 14, 43, 46, 50 ; xiv. 14, 20 ; xv. 2, 12, 22, 35),

Paul soon becoming the more powerful preacher.

Finally, on account of dissensions, probably of a

far more serious nature than stated either in Acts
xv. 36-89 or Gal. ii. 13, they separated. Tliat both

Paul and Barnabas held views different from those

of the other apostles may be learned from I Cor. ix.

6. Paul's relation to Apollos also was apparently

that of a j-ounger colaborer to an older and more
learned one (I Cor. i. 10, iii. 5-23, xvi. 12).

According to Acts xiii., xiv., xvii.-xviii. (see

Jew. Encyc. ix. 252-254, s.v. New Testament),
Paul began working along the traditional Jewish

line of proselytizing in the various

His synagogues where the proselytes of

Missionary the gate and the Jews met ; and only

Travels, because he failed to win the Jews to

his views, encountering strong oppo-
sition and persecution from them, did he turn to the

Gentile world after he had agreed at a convention
with the apostles at Jerusalem to admit the Gentiles

into the Church only as proselytes of the gate, that

is, after their acceptance of the Noachiau laws (Acts

XV. 1-31). This presentation of Paul's work is,

however, incompatible with the attitude toward the

Jews and the Law taken by him in the Epistles.

Nor can any historical value be attached to the

statement in Gal. ii. 1-10 that, by an agreement
with the seeming pillars of the Church, tiie work
was divided between Peter and Paul, the "gospel
of circumcision " being committed to the one,

and the " gospel of uncircumcision " to the other; as

the bitter and often ferocious attacks against both
che Jews and the apostles of the Jud?eo-Christian

Church (in Phil. iii. 2 he calls them "dogs") would
then have been uncalled for and unpardonable. In

reality Paul had little more than the name of apos-
tle in common with the actual disciples of Jesus.

His field of work was chiefly, if not exclusively,

among the Gentiles; he looked for a virgin soil

wherein to sow the seeds of the gospel ; and he suc-

ceeded in establishing throughout Greece, Mace-
donia, and Asia Minor churches in which there were
"neither Jews nor Gentiles," but Christians who ad-
dressed each other as "brethren" or "saints." Re-
garding his great missionary journeys as described

in the Acts after older documents, see Jew. Excyc.
I.e. pp. 252-254. As to the chronology, much reli-

ance can not be placed either on Gal. i. 17-ii. 3 or
on the Acts with its contradictory statements.

From II Cor. xi. 24-32 (comp. ib. vi. 4; I Cor. iv.

11) it may be learned that his missionary work was
beset with uncommon hardships. He labored hard
day and nigiit as a tent-maker for a livelihood (Acts
xviii. 3; I Thess. ii. 9; II Thess. iii. 8; I Cor. iv.

12, ix. 6-18). He says (II Cor. ix.) that more
frequently than any other apostle he Avas impris-

oned-, punished with stripes, and in peril of dfeath

on land and sea; five times he received the thirty-

nine stripes in the synagogue, obviously for some
public transgression of the Law (Deut. xxv. 3);

three times was he beaten with rods, probably by
the city magistrates (comp. Acts xvi. 22) ; once he
was stoned by the people; and thrice he suffered

shipwreck, being in the water a night and a day.

In Damascus he was imprisoned by King Aretas at

the instigation, not of the Jews, as is stated by
modern historians, but of the Jerusalem authorities;

and he escaped through being let down in a basket

from a window (II Cor. xi. 24-32; comp. Acts
xxvii. 41). He was besides this constantly troubled

with his disease, which often made him " groan "

for deliverance (I Thess. ii. 2, 19-iii. 1; II Cor. i.

8-10, iv. 7-v. 5, xii. 7; Gal. iv. 14).

Corinth and Ephesus, the two great centers of

commerce, with their strangely mixed and turbu-

lent as well as immoral population, offered to Paul

a large field for his missionary work; and, because

the Jews there were few and had little influence,

he had free scope and ample oppor-

In Greece, tunity to build up a church according

to his plans. He was greatly aided

therein by the Roman protection which he enjoyed

(Acts xviii. 12-17, xix. 35-40). Yet as long as the

church at Jerusalem was in his way he found lit-

tle comfort and satisfaction in his achievements,

though he proudly recounted the successes which
marked his journeys throughout the lands. It was
to Rome that his efforts gravitated. Not Athens,

whose wisdom he decried as "folly" (I Cor. i. 17-

24), but Rome's imperial city, whose administrative

system he had learned to admire, attracted and fas-

cinated his mind by its world-wide horizon and
power. Consciously or unconsciously, he worked
for a church with its world-center in Rome instead

of in Jerusalem. A prisoner in the years 61-63

(Phil. i. 7, 16), and probably also a martyr at Rome,
he laid the foundation of the world-dominion of

pagan Christianity. (For further biographical de-

tails, which form the subject of much dispute

among Christians, but are of no special interest for

Jewish readers, see the article "Paul "in Hauck,
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"Real-Encyc," in Hastings, "Diet. Bible," and simi-

lar worlis.)

In order to understand fully the organization and
scope of the Church as mapped out by Paul in

his Epistles, a comparison thereof

Paul's with the organization and the work
Church of the Synagogue, including the Es-

versus the sene community, seems quite proper.

Syna- Each Jewish community Avhen organ

-

gogue. ized as a congregation possessed in,

or together with, its S3'nagogue an

institution (1) for common worship, (2) for the in-

struction of young and old in tlie Torah, and (3) for

systematic charity and benevolence. This threefold

work was as a rule placed in charge of men of high

social standing, prominent both in learning and in

piety. The degree of knowledge and of scrupu-

lousness in the observance of the Torah determined

the rank of the members of the Synagogue.
Among the members of the Essene brotherhood

evevy-day life with its common meals came under

special rules of sanctity, as did their prayers and
their charities as well as their visits to the sick, the

Holy Spirit being especially invoked by them as a

divine factor, preparing them also for the Messianic

kingdom of which they lived in expectation (see

EssENEs). The Christian Church, in adopting the

name and form of the Essene Church {'EKK?iT/aia; see

Conguegation), lent to both the bath (see Bap-
tism) and the communion meals (see Agape) a new
character. Paul, the Hellenist, however, know-
ingly or unknowingly, seems to have taken the

heathen cult associations as his pattern while intro-

ducing new features into the Church (see Anricli,

"Das Antike Mysterienwcsen in Seinem Einfluss

auf das Christenthum," 1894; Wobbermin, " Rc-
ligionsgeschichtliche Studien zur Frage der Beein-

flussung des Urchristenthums Durch das Antike
Mysterienwcsen," 1896, p. 153; Hatch, "Influence

of Greek Ideas and Usages upon the Christian

Church," 1890, pp. 281-296; Cumont, "Die Mys-
terien des Mithra, Deutsch von Geh-

Influence rich," 1903, pp. 101, 118-119; Anz,
of the "Ursprung des Gnosticismus," 1897,

Greek pp. 98-107; Reizenstein and Kabiscli,

Mysteries. I.e.). To him baptism is no longer

a symbolic rite suggestive of purifi-

cation or regeneration, as in Jewish and Juda?o-

Christian circles (see Baptism), but a ni^'stic

rite by whicli the penson that enters tlie water and
emerges again undergoes an actual transformation,

dying with Christ to the world of tlesh and sin, and
rising witli him to the world of the spirit, the new
life of the resurrection (Rom. vi. 1-10).

Still more is the partaking of the bread and tlie

wine of the communion meal, the so-called "Lord's
Supper," rendered the means of a mystic union with

Christ, "a participation in his blood and bodj',"

exactly as was the Mithraic meal a real participa-

tion in the blood and body of Mithra (see Cumont.
I.e.). To Paul, the Holy Spirit itself is not an eth-

ical but a magic power that \v>.rUs sanctitieation

and salvation. It is a mj'Stic substance permeating
the Church as a dynamic force, rendering all the

members saints, and pouring forth its graces in the

various gifts, such as those of prophesying, speaking

in tongues, and interpreting voices, and others dis-

played in teaching and in the administration of

charity and similar Church functions (Rom. xii.

4-8; I Cor. xii., xiv. ; see Kabisch, I.e. pp. 261-281).

The Church forms " tlie body of Christ " not in a
figurative sense, but through the same mj-stic actu-

ality as that by which the participants of heathen
cults become, through their mysteries or sacraments,

parts of their deities. Such is the expressed view
of Paul wlien he contrasts the " table of Christ

"

with the "table of the demons "(I Cor. x. 20-21).

While Paul borrows from the Jewish propaganda
literature, especially the Sibyllines, the idea of the

divine wrath striking especially those that commit
the capital sins of idolatry and incest (fornication)

and acts of violence or fraudulence (Rom. i. 18-32;

I Thess. iv. 5), and while he accordingly wishes
the heathen to turn from their idols to God, with de-

sire of being saved by His son (I Thess. i. 9-10), his

Church has by no means the moral perfection of the

liuman race for its aim and end, as has Judaism.
Salvation alone, that is, redemption from a world of

perdition and sin, the attainment of a life of incor-

ruption, is the object; yet this is the privilege onlj''

of those chosen and predestined "to be conformed
to the image of His [God's] son " (Rom. viii. 28-30).

It is accordingly not personal merit nor the greater

moral effort that secures salvation, but some arbi-

trary act of divine grace which justifies one class

of men and condemns the other {lb. ix.). It is not
righteousness, nor even faith—in the Jewish sense

of perfect trust in tlie all-loving and all-forgiving

God and Father—which leads to salvation, but faith

in the atoning power of Christ's death, Avhich in

some mystic or judicial manner justifies the unde-

serving (Rom. iii. 22, iv., v. ; comp. Faith; for the

mystic conception of faith, TviariQ, in Hellenism
alongside of gnosis, see Reizenstein, I.e. pp. lo8-159).

Heathen as is the conception of a church securing

a mystic union with the Deity by means of ."sacra-

mental rites, equallj' pagan is Paul's

The Mys- conception of the crucifixion of Jesus,

tery of While he accepts the Judoeo-Christian

the Cross, view of the atoning power of the

death of Jesus as the suffering Mes-
siah (Rom. iii. 25, viii. 3), the crucifixion of Jesus

as the son of God assumes for him at the very be-

ginning the character of a mystery revealed to him,

"a stumbling-block to the Jews and folly to the

Greeks" (I Cor. i. 23-11. 2, ii. 7-10). It is to him
a cosmic act by which God becomes reconciled to

Himself. God sent "his own son in the likeness of

sinful flesh " in order to liave His wrath appeased

by his death. "He spared not liis own Sort, but

delivered him up," so that by his blood all men
might be saved (Hom. v. 8; viii. 3, 32). To a Jew-
ish mind trained by labhinieal acumen this is not

pure monotheistic. l)ut mythological, thinking.

Paul's "Son of God " is, fai' more than the Logos of

Philo, an infringement of the absolute unity of

God. While the predicate "God" apjilied to him in

Titus ii. 13 may be jiut to the account of Paul's

school rather than to his own, throughout ail the

Epistles a share in the divinity is ascribed to Jesus

in such a manner as to detract from the glory of

God. He is, or is expected to be, called upon as
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•'the Lord "(I Cor. i. 2; Horn. x. 13; Phil. ii. 10-11).

Only the pagan idea of the " man-God " or "the sec-

ond God," the world's artificer, and "son of God"
(in Plato, in the Hermes-Tot literature as shown by
Reizenstein, I.e.), or the idea of a king of light de-

scending to Hades, as in the Mandtiean- Babylonian

literature (Brandt, "Die 3Iandaische Religion," 1889,

pp. 151-156), could have suggested to Paul the con-

ception of a God who surrenders the riches of di-

vinity and descends to the poverty of earthly life in

order to become a savior of the human race (I Cor.

XV. 28, with ref. to Ps. viii. 6-7; Phil. ii. 6-10).

Only from Alexandrian Gnosticism, or, as Reizen-

stein (I.e. pp. 25-26; comp. pp. 278, 285) convin-

cingly shows, only from pagan pantheism, could he

have derived the idea of the "pleroma," "the ful-

ness" of the Godhead dwelling in Christ as the head
of all principality and power, as him who is before

all things and in whom all things consist (Col. i. 15-

19, ii. 9).

Paul's attitude toward the Law was by no means
hostile from the beginning or on principle, as the

interpolated Epistle to the Romans and the spurious

one to the Galatians represent it. Neither is it the

legalistic (nomistic) character of Pharisaic Judaism
which he militates against, as Jesus

Paul's in the Gospels is represented as doing

;

Opposition nor was he prompted by the desire

to to discriminate between the ceremo-

the Law. nial and the moral laws in order to

accentuate the spiritual side of relig-

ion. Still less was he prompted by that allegorizing

method of which Philo (" De Migratione Abrahami,"

g 16) speaks as having led many to the disregard

of certain ceremonial laws, such as circumcision (M.

Friedlander, " Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des Chris-

tenthums," pp. 149, 163, Vienna, 1894). All such

interpretations fail to account for Paul's denuncia-

tion of all law, moral as well as ceremonial, as an
intrinsic evil (Hausrath, "Neutestamentliche Zeit-

geschichte," 2d ed., iii. 14). According to his argu-

ments (Hom. iii. 20, iv. 15, vii.-viii.), it is the Law
that begets sin and works wrath, because with-

out tile Law there is no tran.sgression. " I had not

known lust, except the Law had said, Thou slialt

not covet" (ib. vii. 7). He has nofailh in the moral
power of man: "I know that in me (that is, in my
flesii) dwelleth no good thing" (ii. vii. 18). Wliat

he is aiming at is that state in which the sinfulness

of the flesh is entirely overcome by the spirit of

Christ who is "the end of the Law" (ib. x. 4), be-

cause he is the beginning of the resurrection. For
Paul, to be a member of the Church meant to be

above the Law, and to serve in the newness of the

spirit under a higlier law (ib. vii. 4-6, 25). For in

Christ, that is, i)y the acceptance of tlie belief that

with him the world ot resurrection has begun, man
has become "a new cn^ature: the old things aTC

passed away ... all things have become new " (II

Cor. V. 17). For Paul, the world is doomed: it is

flesli beset by sin and altogether of the evil one;

Jiencc home, family lite, world!}' wisdom, all earthly

enjoyment an; of no account, as they belong to ii

world which passes away (I Cor. vii. 31). Having
at tirst oidy the heathen in view, Paul claims the

members of the Church for Christ; hence their

bodies must be consecrated to him and not given to

fornication (ib. vi. 15). In fact, they ought to live

in celibacy ; and only on account of Satan's tempta-
tion to lust are tiiey allowed to marry (ib. vi. 18-

vii. 8). As regards eating and drinking, especially

of offerings to idols, which were prohibited to the

proselyte of the gate by the early Christians as well

as by the Jews (comp. Acts xv. 29), Paul takes the

singular position that the Gnostics, those who pos-

sess the higher knowledge ("gnosis"; I Cor. viii.

1, xiii. 2, xiv. 6; II Cor. iv. 6; comp. Reizenstein,

I.e. p. 158), are "the strong ones" who care not for

clean and unclean things and similar ritualistic dis-

tinctions (Rom. xiv. 1-23; I Cor. viii. 1-13). Only
those that are " weak in faith " do care ; and their

scruples should be heeded by the others. The
Gnostic principle enunciated by Porphyrins ("De
Abstinentia," i. 42), "Food that enters the body can

as little defile free man as any impurity cast into

the sea can contaminate the ocean, the deep foun-

tain of purity" (comp. Matt. xv. 11), has in Paul's

system an eschatological character: "The kingdom
of God is not eating and drinking, but righteousness

and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost" (Rom. xiv.

17; comp. Ber. 17a; Jew. Encyc. v. 218, s.v. Es-

chatology). As he stated in I Cor. ix. 20-22 :
" And

unto the Jews I became as a Jew, tliat I might gain

the Jews; to them that are under the law, as under
the law, that I might gain them that are under the

law; to them that are without law, as without law
(being not without law to God, but under the law
to Christ), that I might gain them that are without

law. To the weak became I as weak, that I might
gain the weak : I am made all things to all men, that

I might by all means save some."

The original attitude of Paul to the Law was
accordingly not that of opposition as represented in

Romans and especially in Galatians, but that of a

claimed transcendency. He desired " tlie strong

ones" to do without the Law as "schoolmaster"

(Gal. iii. 24). The Law made men servants: Christ

rendered them "sons of God." That is, their nature

was transformed into an angelic, if not altogether

divine, one (Rom. viii. 14-29; I Cor. vi. 1-3).

Only in admitting the heathen into his church did

he follow the traditional Jewish practise of empha-
sizing at tiie initiation of proselytes

Law for "the law of God," consisting in "Love
the thy neighbor as thyself," taken from

Proselyte, Lev. xix. 18 (Rom. xiii. 8-10 contains

no allusion to Jesus' teaching). Also

in the mode of preparing the proselyte—by specify-

ing to him the mandatory and prohibitive com-
mandments in the form of a catalogue of virtues or

duties and a catalogue of sins, making him promise

to practise th.e former, and, in the form of a
" widdui" (confession of sins), to avoid the latter

—

Paul and his school followed, in common witii all

the otiier apostles, the traditional custom, as may be

learned from I Thess. iv. 1-10; Col. iii. 5-14; Rom.
i. 29 (comp. J. Rendel Harris, " The Teaching of

the Apostles," 1887, pp. 82-84; Gal. v. 13-23,

copied from Rom. I.e. ; so also Eph. ii.-vi. ; I Peter

ii.-iii. ; I John iii.-iv. ; Ileb. xiii. ; see Seeberg,
" Der Katechismus der Urchristenheit," 1903, pp.

9-22, and Didache). A comparison of the "Didas-
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calia" with Paul's various admonitions in the Epis-

tles likewise shows how much he was indebted to

Essene teacliings (see Jew. Encyc. iv. 588-390, s.v.

DiDASCALiA, where it is shown in a number of in-

stances that the priority rests witli the Jewisli " Di-

dascalia " and not, as is generality believed, with Paul).

Also "turning from darkness to light" ([ Thess. v.

4-9; Rom. xiii. 12; Eph. v. 7-11; and elsewhere) is

an expression borrowed from Jewish usage in re

gard to proselytes who "come over from the false-

liood of idolatr}' to the truth of monotheism " (see

Philo, " De Monarchia," i. 7; ideii), " De Pauiiten-

tia," ^§ 1-2; comp. "Epistle of Barnabas," xix. 1-

XX. 1). It is rather difficult to reconcile tliese moral

injunctions with the Pauline notion tliat, since law
begets sin, there should be no law ruling the mem-
bers of tlie Ciiurch. It appears, however, that Paul

used frequently the Gnostic term rtAt-wf = " perfect,"

"mature" (I fhess. v. 4, 10; Phil. iii. 13, 15; I Cor.

ii. 6, xiii. 12 et seq., xiv. 20; Eph. iv. 13; Col. i. 28).

This term, taken from Grecian mysteries (see Light-

foot, "Epistles to the Colossians," ad he), and used

also in Wisdom iv. 13, ix. 6, suggested an asceticism

which in some circles of saints led to the unsexing

of man for the sake of fleeing from lust (Wisdom iii.

13-14; Philo, " De Eo Quod Deterius Potiori Insi-

diatur," § 48; Matt. xix. 12; see Conybeare, I.e. p.

24). For Paul, then, the Christian's aim was to be

mature and ready for the day wlien all would be

"caught up in the clouds to meet the Lord in the

air" and be with Him forever (I Thess. iv. 16-17).

To be with Chiist, " in whom dwelleth all the fulness

of the Godhead," is to become so "complete" as to

be above the rule of heavenly bodies, above the

"tradition of men," above statutes regarding cir-

cumcision, meat and drink, holy days, new moon,
and Sabbath, all of which are but "a shadow of

the things to come"; it is to be dead to the world
and all things of the earth, to mortify the members
of the flesh, to "put off the old man " with his deeds
and passions, and put on the new man who is ever

renewed for the highest knowledge of God (gnosis),

so that there is " neither Greek nor Jew, circum-

cision nor uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian, bond
nor free, but Christ is all and iu all " (Col. ii. 9-iii.

11; comp. I Cor. v. 7: "Purge out therefore the

old leaven, that ye may be a new lump ").

Far then from making antagonism to the Law the

starting-point of his apostolic activity, asunder the

influence of the Epistle to the Romans is assumed
by almost all Christian theologians.

Conflict except the so-called Dutch school of

with Juda- critics (see Clieyue and Black, "Encyc.
ism and Bibl." s.!'. "Paul and Romans, Epis-

the Law. tie to the "), there is intrinsic evidence

that Paul's hostile attitude to both the

Law and the Jews was the result of his conflicts

with the latter and with the other apostles. There
is no bitter hostility or antagonism to the Law no-

ticeable iu I Thessalonians (ii. 14b-16 is a late inter-

polation referring to the destruction of the Temple),
Colossians, I Corinthians (xv. 56 is obviously inter-

polated), or II Corinthians (where iii. 6-iv. 4, on
closer analysis, also proves to be a late addition dis-

turbing the context); and so little opposition to the

Law does Paul show in those epistles first addressed

to the Gentiles, that in I Cor. xiv. 21 he quotes as

the " law "—that is, Torah in the .sense of Revela-
tion—a passage from Isa. xxviii. 11; whereas he
avoids the term "law " (I'o/zof) elsewhere, declaring

all statutes to be worthless human teaching (Col.

ii. 22).

His antinomian theology is chiefly set forth in the

Epistle to the Romans, manj' parts of which, how-
ever, are the product of the second-century Church

with its tierce hatred of the Jew, e.g.,

Antino- such passages as ii. 21-24, charging
mianism the Jews with theft, adultery, sacri

and Jew- lege, and blasphemy, or ix. 22 and xi.

Hatred. 28 (comp. iii. 2). The underlying mo-
tive of Paul—the tearing down of the

partition-wall between Jew and Gentile—is best ex-

pressed in Epli. ii. 14-22, where it is declared that

the latter are no longer " gerim " and " toshabim "

(A. V. " strangers " and "foreigners"), but "fellow

citizens with the saints" of the Church and fully

equal members "of the household of God." In order

to accomplish his purpose, he argues that just as lit-

tle as the heathen escapes the Avrath of God, owing
to the horrible sins he is urged to commit by his

clinging to his idols, so little can the Jew escape by
his Law, because "the law worketh sin and wrath"
(Rom. iv. 15). Instead, indeed, of removing the

germ of death brought into the world by Adam, the

Law was given only to increase sin and to make all

the greater the need of divine mercy which was to

come through Christ, the new Adam {ib. v. 15-20).

By further twisting the Biblical words taken from
Gen. XV. 6, which he interprets as signifying that

Abraham's faith became a saving power to him, and
from Gen. xvii. 5, which he takes as signifying that

Abraham was to be the father of the Gentiles ijistead

of nations, he argues that the saving grace of God
lies in faith (that is, blind belief) and not in the

woiks of the Law. And so he declares faith in

Jesus' atoning death to be the means of justification

and salvation, and not the Law, which demands
servitude, wliereas the spirit of Christ makes men
children of God (Rom. iv.-viii.). The Pauline Jew-
hatred was ever more intensified (.see ib. ix.-xi., and
comp. ix. 31)—which is clear evidence of a later

origin—and culminates in Gal. iii., where, besides

the repetition of the argument from Gen. xv. 6 and
xvii. 5, the Law is declared, with reference to Deut.

xxviii. 26 and Hab. ii. 4 (comp. Rom. i. 17), to be

a curse from which the crucified Christ—himself

"a curse" according to the Law (Deut. xxi. 23;

probably an argument taken up from controversies

with the Jews)—was to redeem the believer. An-
other sophistic argument against the Law, furnii^hed

in Gal. iii. 19-24, and often repeated in the second

century (Heb. ii. 2; Acts vii. 38, 53; Aristides,

"Apologia," xiv. 4), is that the Law was received

by Moses as mediator from the angels —a quaint no-

tion l)ased upon Deut. xxxiii. 2, LXX. ; comp. Jo-

sephus, "Ant." xv. 5, i^ 3—and that it is not the law

of God, which is a life-giving law of righteousness.

Furthermore the laws of the Jews and the idolatrous

practises of the heathen are placed ecjually low as

mere servitude of " the weak and beggarly elements "

(= "planets"; Gal. iv. 8-11), whereas those that

have put on Christ by baptism have risen above all
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distinctions of race, of class, and of sex, and have be-

come cliildren of God and heirs of Abraham {ib. iii.

26-29 ; what is meant by tlie words " There shall be

neither male nor female " in verse 28 may be learned

from Gal. v. 12, where eunuchism is advised; see

B. Weiss's note ad loc).

The Pauline school writing under Paul's name,
but scarcely Paul himself, worked out the theory,

based upon Jer. xxxi. 30-31, that the

The Old Church of Christ represents the new
Testament covenant (see Covenant ; New Tes-

and tament) in place of the old (Rom. xi.

the New. 27; Gal. iv. 24; Heb. viii. 6-13, ix.

15-x. 17; and, following these pas-

sages, I Cor. xi. 23-28). Similarly the interpolator

of II Cor. iii. 6-iv. 4, in connection with ib. iii. 3,

contrasts the Old Testament with the New : the

former by the letter of the Law offering but damna-
tion and death because "the veil of Moses" is upon
it, preventing God's glory from being seen; the

latter being the life-giving spirit offering righteous-

ness, that is, justification, and the light of the

knowledge (gnosis) of the glory of God as reflected

in the face of Jesus Christ. It is superfluous to

state that this Gnostic conception of the spirit has

nothing to do with the sound religious principle

often quoted from I Cor. iii. 6: "The letter killeth,

but the spirit giveth life." The privilege of seeing

God's glory as Moses did face to face through a

bright mirror held out in I Cor. xiii. 12 (comp. Suk.

45b; Lev. P. i. 14) to the saints in the future is

claimed in II Cor. iii. 18 and iv. 4 as a power in the

actual possession of the Christian believer. The
highest hope of man is regarded as realized by the

writer, who looks forward to the heavenl}' habita-

tion as a release from the earthly tabernacle (II

Cor. v. 1-8).

This unhealthy view of life maintained by Paul

and his immediate followers was, however, changed
b}^ the Church the moment her organ-

Spurious ization extended over the world.

Writings Some epistles were written in the

Ascribed to name of Paul with the view of estab-

Paul. lishiug more friendly relations to soci-

ety and government than Paul and
the early Christians had maintained. While Paul

warns his church-members not to bring matters of

dispute before "the unjust," by which term he

means the Gentiles (I Cor. vi. 1; comp. Jew.
Encyc. iv. 590), these very heathen powers of Rome
are elsewhere praised as the ministers of God and
His avengers of wrong (Rom. xiii. 1-7); and while

in I Cor. xi. 5 women are permitted to prophesy

and to pray aloud in the church provided they

have their heads covered, a later chapter, obviously

interpolated, states, " Let your women keep silence

in the churches" (ib. xiv. 34). So celibacy {ib. vii.

1-8) is declared to be the preferable state, and mar-

riage is allowed onlj* for the sake of preventing for-

nication (Eph. V. 21-33), while, on the other hand,

elsewliere marriage is enjoined and declared to be a

mystery or sacrament symbolizing the relation of

the Church as the bride to Christ as the bridegroom
(see Bride).

A still greater change in the attitude toward the

Law may be noticed in the so-called pastoral epis-

tles. Here the Law is declared to be good as a pre-

ventive of wrong-doing (I Tim. i. 8-10), marriage is

enjoined, and woman's salvation is declared to con-

sist only in the performance of her maternal duty
{ib. ii. 12, 15), while asceticism and celibacy are con-

demned {ih. iv. 8). So all social relations are regu-

lated in a worldly spirit, and are no longer treated,

as in Paul's genuine epistles, in the spirit of other-

worldliness {ib. ii.-vi. ; II Tim. ii. 4-6; Titus ii.-iii.

;

comp. Didascalia). Whether in collecting alms for

the poor of the church on Sundaj^s (I Cor. xvi. 2)

Paul instituted a custom or simply followed one
of the early Christians is not clear; from the "We"
source in Acts xx. 7 it appears, however, that the

church-members used to assemble for their commun-
ion meal in memory of the risen Christ, the Lord's

Supper, on the first day of the week—probably be-

cause they held the light created on that day to sym-
bolize the light of the Savior that had risen for them
(see the literature in Schlirer, "Die Siebentagige

AVoche," in "Zeitschrift filr Neutestamentliche Wis-
senschaft," 1905, pp. 1-2). Little value can be at-

tached to the story in Acts xviii. 18 that Paul
brought a Nazarite sacrifice in the Temple, since for

him the blood of Christ was the only sacrifice to be

recognized. Only at a later time, when Pauline and
Judean Christianity were merged, was account
again taken, contrary to the Pauline system, of the

Mosaic law regarding sacrifice and the priesthood;

and so the Epistle to the Hebrews was written with

the view of representing Jesus as "the high priest

after the order of Melchizedek " who atoned for the

sins of the world by his own blood (Heb. iv. 14-v.

10, vii. -xiii.). However, the name of Paul, con-

nected with the epistle by Church tradition, was
not attached to it in writing, as was the case with
the other epistles.

How far, after a careful analysis discriminating

between what is genuine in Paul's writings and
what is spurious and interpolated, he may yet be

regarded as " the great religious genius " or the

"great organizer" of the Christian Church, can not

be a matter for discussion here. Still the credit

belongs to him of having brought the teachings of

the monotheistic truth and the ethics of Judaism,

however mixed up with heathen Gnosticism and
asceticism, home to the pagan world in a form
which appealed most forcibly to an age eager for a

God in human shape and for some means of atone-

ment in the midst of a general consciousness of sin

and moral corruption. Different from
Paul and Simon Magus, his contemporary,

Paulinism. with whom he was at times mali-

ciously identified by his opponents,

and in whose Gnostic system sensuousness and pro-

fanity predominated, Paul with his austerity made
Jewish holiness his watchword ; and he aimed after

all, like any other Jew, at the establishment of the

kingdom of God, to whom also his Christ subordi-

nated himself, delivering up the kingdom to the

Father when his task of redemption was complete,

in order that God might be all in all (I Cor. xv. 28).

He was an instrument in the hand of Divine Provi-

dence to win the heathen nations for Israel's God of

righteousness.

On the other hand, he construed a system of faith
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which was at the very outset most radically in

conflict with the spirit of Judaism: (1) He sub-

stituted for the natural, childlike faith of man in

God as the ever-present Helper in all trouble, such

as the Old Testament represents it everywhere, a

blind, artificial faith prescribed and imposed from

without and which is accounted as a meritorious

act. (2) He robbed human life of its healthy im-

pulses, the human soul of its faith in its own regen-

erating powers, of its belief in its own self and in

its inherent tendencies to goodness, by
His declaring Six to be, from the days of

System of Adam, the all-conquering power of

Faith. evil ingrained in the flesh, working
everlasting doom; the deadly exhala-

tion of Satan, the prince of this world, from whose
grasp only Jesus, the resurrected Christ, the prince

of the other world, was able to save man. (3) In

endeavoring to liberate man from the yoke of the

Lav.-, he was led to substitute for the views and hopes

maintained by the apocalyptic writers the Chris-

tian dogma with its terrors of damnation and hell

for the unbeliever, holding out no hope whatso-

ever for those who would not accept his Christ as

savior, and finding the human race divided between

the saved and the lost (Rom. ii. 12; I Cor. i. 18; II

Cor. ii. 15, iv. 3; II Thess. ii. 10). (4) In declaring

the Law to be the begetter of sin and damnation
and in putting grace or faith in its place, he ignored

the great truth that duty, the divine "command,"
alone renders life holy ; that upon the law of right-

eousness all ethics, individual or social, rest. (5)

In condemning, furthermore, all human wisdom,
reason, and common sense as "folly," and in ap-

])ealing only to faith and vision, he opened wide

the door to all kinds of mysticism and superstition.

(6) Moreover, in place of the love greatly extolled

in the panegyric in I Cor. xiii.—a chapter which
strangely interrupts the connection between ch. xii.

and xiv.—Paul instilled into the Church, by his

words of condemnation of the Jews as " vessels of

wrath fitted for destruction" (Kom. ix. 22; II Cor.

iii. 9, iv. 8), the venom of hatred which renilered

the eartli unbearable for God's priest-people. Prob-

ably Paul is not responsible for these outbursts of

fanaticism ; but Paulinisni is. It finally led to that

systematic defamation and profanation of the Old
Testament and its God by Marcion and his followers

which ended in a Gnosticism so depraved and so

shocking as to bring about a reaction in the Church
in favor of the Old Testament against the Pauline

antinomianism. Protestantism revived Pauline

views and notions; and with these a biased opinion

of Judaism and its Law took possession of Chris-

tian writers, and prevails even to the present (comp.,

e.rj., Weber, "Jildische Theologie," 1897, where
Judaism is presented throughout simply as "Xo-
niismus"; Schilrer's description of the life of tlic

Jew "under the law" in his "Gesch." 3d ed., ii.

464-496; Bousset, "Religion des Judenthunis in

Neu-Testamentlichen Zeitalter," 1903, p. 107; and
the more popular works by Harnack and others;

and see also Schechter in "J. Q. R." iii. 754-766;

Abrahams, " Prof. Schiirer on Life Under the Jewish
Law," ib. xi. 626; and Schreiner, "Die Jlingsten

Urtheile iiber das Judenthum," 1902, pp. 26-34).

For other Pauline doctrines see Atonement;
Body in Jewish TnEOLOGY; Faith ; Sin, Origi-
nal.

Bibliography: Cheyne and Black, Encyc. Bihl. s.v. Paul,
where the main literature is given ; Eschelbacher, ZJas- Ju-
denthum und da^ irese/t des Christeiithums, Berlin, 190-5;

Gratz, Gcsch. 4th ed., iii. 413 425 ; Sloritz Loewy, Die Pauli-
nisclte Lchre vom Oe^ctz. in Monaisschrift, 1903-4 ; Claude
Monteflore, Rahhinic Judaism and the Epistles of Pauh
in J. Q. R. xiii. 161.

K.
SAUL WAHL. See Waul, Saul.

SAULCY, LOUIS FELICIEN JOSEPH
CAIGNART DE : Christian archeologist and nu-

mismatist ; born at Ijille March 19, 1807 ; died in Paris

Nov. 5, 1880. He first adopted a military career,

and in this way became custos of the Museum of

Artillerj', Paris, in 1842. He then made a voyage
to Palestine, paying particular attention to the

country around the Dead Sea. On his return he
claimed to have discovered the ruins of Sodom and
Gomorrah, and presented to the Louvre a sarcoph-

agus which he insisted was that of King David.
Among his many works, those of Jewish interest

(all published in Paris) are: "Voyage Autour de la

Mer Morte," 1854; " Recherches sur la Numisma-
tique Judaique," 1854; " Dictionnairedes Antiquites
Bibliques," 1857; "Histoire de I'Art Judaique,"
1858; "Voyage en Terre Sainte," 1865; "Histoire

d'Herode, Roi des Juifs," 1867; "Numismatique de
la Terre Sainte," 1873 (the standard work on the

subject previous to Madden's); "Sept Si^cles de
r Histoire Judaique," 1874.

Bibliography : Larousse, Diet.; La Grande Encyclopedic.

T. J.

SAVANNAH : Important commercial city of

Chatham county, Georgia ; situated on the Savannah
River. It was founded in 1733 bj' Gen. James Ogle-

thorpe, and received its charter about half a century

later (1789). It constituted the central point of the

colony of Georgia, intended as a refuge for all per-

sons fleeing from religious persecutions; and the

spirit of its founder is best expressed in the words of

Francis Moore ("A Voyage to Georgia," p. 15, Lou-

don, 1744), who says that Oglethorpe "shew'd no
Discountenance to any for being of different Persua-

sions in Religion." On the arrival of the first He-
brew settlers (1733) the trustees of the colony in-

formed General Oglethorpe that they did not purpose
" to make a Jews' colony of Georgia . . . and that

they hoped they [the Jews] would meet with no
encouragement." The general ignored the sugges-

tions of the trustees, and called their attention to

the good offices of Dr. Nufiez, who was one of the

first Hebrew arrivals in Savannah.
The Jews of Savannah prospered both materially

and religiously, and led a peaceful existence until

the outbreak of the American Revolution, when they

became scattered, several of them enlisting in the

Revolutionary arm}-. On the ratification of the

treaty between Great Britain and the United States

they began, however, to return to Savannah, and
shortly afterward were again prominently identified

with the commercial and industrial growth of the

city. When the independence of the United States

was declared, and Washington was elected presi-

dent, the Jews of Savannah extended their congrat-
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ulations to the chief magistrate in a letter signed by
Levy Sheftall, the president of the Mickwa Israel

congregation ; the letter was suitably acknowledged.
Since the declaration of the independence of the

United States the Jewish community of Savannah
has enjoyed an almost uninterrupted era of tran-

quillity. An exodus of Jews which took place be-

tween 1797 and 1820 was soon offset by the arrival

of new settlers; and the history of the growth of the

Mickwa Israel congregation (see Georgia), wliich

was founded shortly after the arrival of the first

Jewish settlers, gives ample evidence of the pros-

perity of the Savannah community.
Among the ministers who have served the Mickwa

Israel congregation special mention sliould be made
of Dr. Jacob de la Motta and the Rev. I. P. Mendes.

The latter, who was appointed to the rabbinate in

1877, had officiated for four years previously as rabbi

of the Portuguese congregation in Richmond, Va.

He was born in Kingston, Jamaica, Jan. 13, 1853;

studied at Northwick College, London ; and received

the degrees of M.A. (1892) and D.D. (1899) from the

University of Georgia, being the only Jew in the

state of Georgia on whom the university bestowed
an honorary degree. He published " Pure Words," a

collection of prayers; "First Lessons in Hebrew,"
dedicated to the Council of Jewish Women; a book-

let of "Children's Services" for use in his own con-

gregation ; and a collection of special prayers for

Sabbath services and Sunday-school. He died at

Savannah June 28, 1904.

In addition to Congregation Mickwa Israel, Savan-
nah now (1905) has the congregations B'nai B'rith

Jacob and Agudas Achim (incorporated 1904), be-

sides the following communal organizations : Daugh-
ters of Israel, founded 1891 ; Chevra Gemiluth
Chesed, 1887; Hebrew Benevolent Society, 1851;

Ladies' Hebrew Benevolent Society, 1853; Mickwa
Israel Temple Gild, 1894; Orphan Aid Society,

1880; anda Young Men's Hebrew Association, 1874.

At present the Jews of Savannah number between
2,800 and 3,000 in a total population of 54,244.

A. F. C.

SAVIOR. See Messiah.

SAVOY : Ancient independent duchy
;
part of

the kingdom of Sardinia from 1720; ceded to France
in 1860; and now (1905) forming the departments
of Savoie and Haute-Savoie. When in 1182 the

Jews were expelled from France by Philip Augus-
tus, many of them sought refuge in Savoy, espe-

cially in tlie cities of Chambery, Yenne, Seissel,

Aiguebelle, Chillon, Chatol,and Montmelian (comp.

Joseph ha-Kohcn, "'Emek ha-Baka,"

A Refuge p. 71); and a new contingent of set-

from tiers arrived after the second French
France. expulsion in 1306. Toward the end

of the thirteenth century Amadeus V.
granted the Jews of his dominions many privileges;

these were renewed Nov. 17, 1323, by Edward, who
accorded special favors to Vivant de Vesos, to Mag-
ister Agin, Vivant's son-in-law, and to Harasson de
Bianna. In 1331 Aymon the Peaceful reduced the

yearly taxes of the Jews of Savoy from 2,000 gold
florins to 1,300.

Savoy was especially prominent in the tragedy of

the Black Death in 1348. Chambery, its capital,

was alleged by the accusers of the Jews to have
been the place where the poison for the wells, the

supposed origin of the plague, was prepared by
Rabbi Peyret and a rich Jew named Aboget. In
consequence of this accusation Jews were massacred
at Chambery, Chillon, Chatel, Yenne, Saint-Genis,

Aiguebelle, and Montmelian. In the last-mentioned
town the Jews were imprisoned, and while they
were awaiting judgment the populace invaded the

prison and massacred them, with the exception of

eleven persons who were later burned alive in an
old barn filled with inflammable materials. A doc-

ument relating to that persecution has preserved the

names of the victims of Aiguebelle. These were:
Beneyton, Saul, the Jewess Joyon, Lyonetus, Soni-

nus, Vimandus, Bonnsuper, Samuel, ]Mouxa, Beney-
ton, Coen, Helist, Jacob and his son Bonionus, Par-

vus Samuel, Abraham, Benyon, Sansoninus, Samuel,
and Magister Benedictus. However, the persecu-

tion was soon forgotten, and the Jews of Savoy
resumed their occupations, which consisted chiefly

in money-lending and trading in jewelry. Their

success in the former is evidenced by the fact that

the dukes themselves were very often their debtors.

In 1366 the wife of Amadeus VI. pawned her jewels

to two Jews; and in 1379 the treasurer of Savoy
was charged to pay to the Jews Agino Ruffo and
Samuel of Aubonne 200 gold florins for a crown the

queen had bought from them. In 1388 the plate of

Amadeus VII. was deposited with a Jew named
Aaron as security for the sum of 800 gold florins.

A new persecution occurred in 1394 at the instiga-

tion of Vicente Ferrer (Joseph ha-Kohen, I.e. p. 75).

In 1417 the Jews of Savoj'' were charged with pos-

sessing books wliich contained blasphemies against

Christianity; and two converted Jewish physicians,

Guillaum Saffon and Pierre of Macon, were commis-
sioned to examine all books written in Hebrew. A

similar charge was brought in 1430,

Hebrew and the Hebrew books were again

Books examined, the examiner being a con-

Examined, verted Jewish physician named Ayme,
who ordered them to be burned. From

the year 1429 the condition of the Savoy Jews grew
more and more precarious. In that year Amadeus
VIII. expelled the Jews from Chatillon-les-Dombes.

A year later he annulled all the privileges that had
been granted to the Jews by his predecessors. He
confined the Jewish inhabitants to special quarters,

in which they were locked during the night and
during Holy Week, and he ordered them to wear on
the left shoulder a cloth badge in the shape of a
wheel, half white and lialf red, four fingers in width.

He also renewed the old prohibition against keeping
Christian servants, and forbade the buying of sacred

vessels or any merchandise without the presence of

witnesses or of a notary. At the instigation of a
converted Jewish physician named Louis, of Nice
or Provence, who had been charged by his god-

father, Duke Louis, to make an inventory of the

Jewish books of Chambery, a persecution broke out

in 1466. This persecution is, according to Gershon,

identical with that reported by Solomon ibn Verga
('Shebet Yehudah," No. 11) to have taken place in

1490. Toward the end of the fifteenth century, fol-
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lowing upon the general banishment from Spain in

1493, the Jews were ordered to leave Savoy. It

seems, however, that a small community remained
in Chambery, which, according to Victor de Saiut-

Genis ("Histoire de Savoie," i. 455), still existed in

1714.

Of the prominent men connected with Savoy may
be mentioned the following: R. Aaron of Cham-

bery, commentator on the Pentateuch
;

Rabbis and R. Jacob Levi of Chambery ; R. Solo-

Scholars, mon Colon, father of Joseph Colon;
and Gerslion Soncino, who, in his pref-

ace to the Hebrew grammar of David Kimhi, says
that he collected in Chambery the "Tosafot Tuk "

(see Eliezer of Touques). Numerous Jewish
physicians lived in Savoy, the most prominent
among them being: Samson, physician to Amadeus
V. ; Palmieri, body-physician of Amadeus VI. and
ph3'.sician of the city of Chambery ; Hellas of Evian,
invited in 1418 to attend the daughters of the Count
of Savoy ; Isaac of Annecy ; Jacob of Chambery,
physician to Bonne de Berri, mother of Amadeus
VIII. ; Solomon, physician to Amadeus VIII. ; and
Jacob of Cramonoz, physician to the regent Yolande.

Bibliography : Costa de Beauregard, Notex et Documents
s^ir la Condition des Juifs de Savoie. in Mf-moires de
VAcademic Royale de Savoie, 3d series, ii.; Victor de Saint-
Genis, Histoire de Savoie, passim ; Memoires de la Societe
Savoise d'Histoiix et d'Archeoloaie. xv. 21; Gratz, Gesch.
vil. 363 ; Gerson, Notes sur les Juifs des Etats de la Savoie,
in R. E. J. viii. 335 et seq.; idem, in Arch. Isr. li. 239 et seq.;
Isidore Loeb, in R. E. J. x. 33 et seq.; Educatore Israelitd,
V. 368.

I. Br.

SAX, JULiIUS : Electrical engineer; born at

Sugarre, Russia, 1824; died in London Aug., 1890.

He emigrated to England in 1851, and started a busi-

ness for the manufacture of scientific instruments,
being employed by the master of the royal mint
to construct automatic and other balances for use in

that establishment. At the international exhibition

held in London in 1863 he displayed bullion and
chemical balances which obtained a prize medal,
and which were purchased by the governor of Hong-
kong for the mint. The following years saw the

production of a succession of mechanical inventions.

In 1863 Sax took out patents for a metallic fire-

alarm button ; in 1869 he patented a form of magnetic
ABC telegraph; in 1870, an improved mechanical
recorder ; in 1873, an electric billiard-marker ; in 1881

,

an electromagnetic telephone, and an automatic sys-

tem of electric call-bells for fire-stations; and later

a system of cell-calls for police stations, prisons, etc.

(adopted by the commissioners of tlie metropolitan
police), an electric apparatus for checking cash re-

ceipts, etc. He made several improvements in elec-

tric bells and appliances for various purposes, and
was awarded eight prize medals for excellence of

manufacture.

Sax was overseer of the Western Synagogue, St.

Alban's place, and was a liberal supporter of Jewish
charities in London.

BinLiOGRAPHY: Jew. Chron. Sept. 5, 1890.

J. G. L.

SAXE-ALTENBURG, -COBURG - GOTHA,
-MEININGEN, -WEIMAR. See Saxon
Duchies.

SAXON DUCHIES : The four Saxon duchies
are those of Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha,
Saxe-Meiningen, and Saxe-Weimar.
Saxe-Altenburg: Duchy in Thuringia; an in-

dependent division of the German empire. It has
a total population of 194,914, of whom only 40 are
Jews.

Saxe-Coburg--Gotha : Duchy in Thuringia ; an
independent division of the German empire. It has
a total population of 239,550, of whom 580 are
Jews, Coburg having 200 and Gotha 350.

Saxe-Meiningen: Duchy in Thuringia; an in-

dependent division of the German empire. Jews
are mentioned in connection with Saxe-Meiningen
as early as the first half of the fourteenth century.
On Good Friday, April 10, 1349, a Christian girl

proclaimed in a church that, on passing the syn-
agogue at the northern city gate, she had heard
the Jews agreeing to attack and plunder the Chris-
tians during the Easter festival. Some of the Jews
were thrown into prison ; and at the order of Bishop
Albert of Wiirzburg they and their wives and chil-

dren were burned at the stake on July 17 following.

After the expulsion of the Jews the synagogue re-

mained closed for twenty-two years, when it was
transformed into the Chapel of St. Mary Magdalene.
A Jew named Gutkind of Hildburghauscn had busi-

ness relations with the counts of Henneberg. In
1348 the Jews were expelled from Sangershausen

;

and they are not again mentioned there until 1431,

when the town was destroyed by fire. A " Juden-
gasse," later called " Jakobstrasse, " existed in the
town until 1858. In 1904 the Jewish population of

Saxe-Meiningen numbered 1,487, the total general

population being 250,731. The town of Meiuingen
has 433 Jews, who maintain a relief society for indi-

gent travelers, a hebra kaddisha, and a women's so-

ciety. Hildburghauscn has 90 Jews, and Walldorf-
on-the-Werra has 73. L. Frankel is the present

(1905) " Landesrabbiner."

Saxe-Weimar: Diich}' in Thuringia; independ-
ent division of the German empire. On June 30,

1833, an edict was issued abolishing the Leibzoli,
in the duchy, but declaring that the Jews should,

nevertheless, be afforded protection. The edict re-

quired them to keep lists of births, marriages, and
deaths, and to a.ssume family names; rabbis ex-

cepted, Jews not belonging to the duchy were not

to be admitted; those already settled there were al-

lowed to engage in all occupations except those of

brewing, butchering, baking, and innkeeping; the

"Jews' oath" appears to have been modified,

but not abolished. In 1833 a new edict was is-

sued which provided that the German language
should be used for all praj'ers, prohibited the

recitation of " Kol Nidre,"and required a prayer

for the grand duke to be offered at every divine

service.

The duchy has a total population of 363,873, in-

cluding 1,390 Jews. Eisenach has 433 Jews; Geisa,

131 ; and Weimar, 90. The present " Landesrab-

biner " is Dr. Salzer of Lengefeld.

Rihi.iochaphy : Rahmer's JlJd. Lit.-Bhttt, 188,3, No. 19; 1875,
No. IS; Steinsrlineider, Hebr. Bibl. 1869. p. 149; Zeitschrift
fllr (iescli. wi(l Witisenschaft des Judenthums, Iv. 388-390;
Statiiftisches Jahrhnch, 1904, s.v. Sac/wen.
J. s. o.
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SAXONY : Kingdom of the German empire.

Jews are reported to have appeared in Saxony be

fore the year 1000, in the train of tlie Lombards,

settling principally in the cities of Merseburg,

Naumburg, Torgau, and Meissen (B. Lindau,

"Gesch. dcr Residenzstadt Dresden"). Emperor
Otto II. (973-983) is said to have conferred various

privileges upon them. Gunzeliu, the brother of the

margrave Eckard I., ivas deposed from the mar-

gravate of Meissen in 1009 by Emperor Henry II.,

because, among other things, he was accused of

having sold Christian serfs to the Jews of that prin-

cipality. In the twelftii century there wasa "Jews'
village" in the vicinity of the towns of Magdeburg,
Aschersdorf, and Quedlinburg. The relations be-

tween the Jews and the Christians were amicable

down to the thirteenth century ; hatred toward the

former first became manifest during the Crusades,

though the persecutions at Halle in 1205, Gotha in

1212, Magdeburg in 1213, and Erfurt in 1215 were

due chiefly to the desire of the Christians to get rid

of their debts to the Jews. The persecutions were

then continued with greater bitterness by Arch-

bishop Rupert.

Shortly after the introduction of the "Sachsen

Spiegel" the Jews were deprived of all their privi-

leges; their property was seized by
The the Christians, and they were com-

"Sachsen- pelled to engage in commerce and
spieg-el." usury under such humiliating condi-

tions that Duke Henry felt obliged to

issue a "Jews' decree," in 1265, for the regulation

of their status. This decree comprised fifteen sec-

tions, dealing chiefly with the legal status of the

Jews, but designing also to afford them special pro-

tection, in addition to the privileges which the em-
peror accorded them as his chamber servants. -Of
these sections the following may be noted: (1) A
Jew bringing an action against a Christian must pro-

duce as witnesses two (Christians and one Jew, men
of good repute. (2) A Christian bringing an action

against a Jew must produce as witnesses two Jews
and one Christian. (3) Any pledge may be taken

without a witness. (4) A Jew who denies having
received a pledge, and is subsequently found with

it in his possession, is forced to surrender it, but is

not punished. (5) Bail for a Jew is fixed at one gold

mark for the imperial court, one gold mark for the

margrave, one silver mark for the margrave's ciiam-

berlain, and one pound of pepper for each of the

lower judges.

Tiie Jewish community of Meissen was entirely

outside the city walls, and the so-called "Jiiden-

thor" of ]\Ieissen derived its name from the Jewish
suburb. At Freiberg, similarly, the Jlidenberg was
outside the city. In thosecondhalf of the thirteenth

century the condition of the Jews seems to liave been

more favorable, for in documents dated 1286, 1287,

1296, and 1327 they are referred to as landowners,

farmers, and gardeners. In the fourteenth century
Emperor Ludwig IV. of Bavaria transferred tiie

protection of the Jews of part of Saxony to Mar-
grave Frederick the Grave (1324-47), as at that

time the Jews were again being persecuted (1328,

1830). They fared still worse in the second lialf

of this century, when the Black Death swept over

Germany. The extermination of the Jews of Meis-

sen began in 1349. The persecutions took place

chiefly at Nordhausen, Eisenach, and Dresden; only

the Jews at Dobelu, Zschaits, Doschitz, and Freiberg

were temporarily protected. The oppression con-

tinued under the succeeding margrave, Frederick

the Severe, when the Jews of Bautzen and Zit-

tau were the chief sufferers. The Jews of Gor-

litz were expelled by Duke John, after they had
been cast into dungeons, their houses confiscated,

and their synagogue razed. These conditions were
somewhat ameliorated in the fifteenth century, un-

der Duke Frederick the Warlike, who issued at

Weissenfels a decree in which he granted absolute

protection and self-government to the

During Jews of Saxony. Tlie Jews were per-

the Hussite secuted again during the Hussite wars.

Wars. on the accusation of having taken part

in that uprising, and in 1433 they were
expelled from Meissen and Thuringia by Frederick

the Mild (1428-64).

During the period of the Reformation they fared

still worse. The elector Maurice of Saxony (1521-

1553) expelled them from Zwickau, where they had
been gladly received in 1308 by Frederick the Joy-

ous ; and a year later, in 1543, they were expelled

from Plauen. The police regulation of John Fred-

erick the Younger from the year 1556 decreed

the body-tax, the interdiction against the stay of

foreign Jews on Saxon soil longer than one night,

and the prohibition of trade and traffic. Still more
severe were the regulations issued by Elector Au-
gust, who forbade foreign Jews to remain on Saxon
soil even one night, on pain of having one-half

the property found in their possession confiscated.

These regulations remained in force for fully a cen-

tury, until Oct. 2, 1682, when John George III. of

Saxony issued a new decree, in which the onerous

regulations relating to Jews passing through the

country were somewhat modified, since those regu-

lations were found to be detrimental to the yearly

fairs at Leipsic. The condition of the Jews contin-

ued to improve under Frederick August the Strong,

who was favorably disposed toward them on account

of his court Jew Behrend Lehmann ; he granted let-

ters of protection to several Jewish families, with

permission to settle at Duesden and Leipsic. They
were also permitted to maintain prayer-houses.

August II. revived (April 4, 1733) the decrees of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, ordering in

addition that the bodj-ta.x be paid tlienceforth by all

Jews, regardless of sex or age, though Elijah Beh-
rend succeeded in securing the exemption of children

under ten years of age. Belirend furthermore ob-

tained permission for all Boliemian, Moravian, and
Hungarian Jews to travel on any road thi'ough

Saxony and secured the repeal of the edict forbidding

them to remain in any place longer than one day.

The foundation of Jewish communal life is due to

the elector August III., who issued decrees in 1772

and 1773 ordering every Jewish fam-

ElectorAu- ily settled in Saxony to report three

gust III. times in every month the exact condi-

tion of the household. He introduced

the so-called "personal tax," on payment of which
every Jew living in Saxony was free to go to any
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city for the purpose of trading there. About the be-

ginning of the nineteentli century the condition of

the Jews began to improve. On June 7, 1815, tliey

were even permitted to give a solemn reception to

the returning King Frederick August the Just. B>it

civic equality and rights of citizenship were granted

to them later in Saxony than elsewhere. After Bern-

hard Beer, Wilhelm T. Krug, and Moses Pinner had
advocated the granting of such rights, on Oct. 3,

lb34, King John of Saxony authorized the Jews to

engage in all trades and industries; and on Dec. 20,

following, affairs of Jewish culture and instruction

were placed under the Ministry of Education. In

1836 the state granted the Jews a yearly contribu-

tion of 600 marks, and a year later, on May 18, 1837,

tiiey were empowered to organize themselves into

communities with chapels of their own, and were
granted citizenship, with the exception of municipal

and political rights. The community of Dresden

finally succeeded in obtaining full civic equality on

Dec. 3, 1868, though the "Jews' oath" was not ab-

rogated until Feb. 20, 1879.

According to the census of 1904, the Jewish pop-

ulation of Saxony was as follows: Annaberg, 105 per-

sons; Bautzen, 54; Blasewitz, 21; Chemnitz, 1,150;

Dobeln, 23; Dresden, 3,059; Freiberg, 56; Leipsic,

7,000; Lobau, 31; Lobtau, 38; Meissen, 32; Merane,

32; Mitweida, 41; Micksen, 20; Pima, 24; Plauen,

250; Veilchenbach, 36; Wurzen, 39; Zittau, 135;

Zwickau, 50. The total population of Saxony is

4,202,216.

BiBLioGR.^PHY : MiWieilu7igendes Vereinnfilrdie Gesch. der
Stailt Meissen, a.. No. i; Sidori, Gesch. der Juden in Sach-
sen, 1840; H. Kurthe, Zur Gesch. der Juden in der Oher-
lansitz, in Neues Ai'chiv der Sdchsischen Gesch. xind Al-
terthumsknnde, ii., No. 1, pp. .52 et seq.; Emil Lehmann, Ge-
aammcUe Schriften, 1899; I. Weil, Die E7ste Knmmer und
die Juden in Sdchsen, Hanau, 1837 ; M. Pinner. Was Hahen
die Juden in Sachsen zu Hnffeii ? Leipsic, 18*3 ; Levi, Gesch.
derJuden in Sachsen, Berlin, 1901 : Salfeld, Mai-tyrolnqium,
s.v. Metfsen ; Aronius, Reqesten, Nos. 3^9, 395, 422, 458, 633;
Statisti^chcs Jahrlmch, 1904, pp. 106-109.

J. S. O.

SAYCE, ARCHIBALD HENRY: English
arclu'ologist ; born at Sliirehampton Sept. 25, 1846;

educated at Grosvenor College, Bath, and Queen's
College, Oxford, becoming fellow in the latter in

1869 and tutor in 1870. He was deputy professor of

comparative philology at Oxford from 1876 to 1890,

and a member of the Old Testament Revision Com-
pany from 1874 to 1884. He is the author of many
works on Assyriology, and has attempted the deci-

phering of the'Hittite inscriptions as well as those

of Lake Van. He assisted Professor Cheyne in com-
piling the notes for the "Queen's Printers' Bible"

(1881), and wrote an introduction to the books of

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther (1885).

Sayce has devoted considerable attention to Bib-

lical anthropology, on which subject he has written

"The Races of the Old Testament " (1891). While
accepting some of the results of recent criticism (as

to the date of the Book of Daniel, for example), he
has written a series of books adducing the evidence
of the E!-Amarna tablets and other inscriptions in

support of the authenticity of the early Old Testa-
ment narratives. His works on this subject include

:

"Fresh Light from the Ancient Monuments" (2d

ed., London, 1884); "The Higher Criticism and the

Verdict of the Monuments " (ib. 1894) ;
" Patriarchal

Palestine" {ib. 1895); "The Egypt of the Hebrews
and Herodotus" {ib. 1895); "Early History of the

Hebrews" {ib. 1897); "Early Israel and the Sur-

rounding Nations " (z7<. 1899). He has written also
" The Life and Times of Isaiah " {ib. 1889), and has

edited Genesis for the "Temple Bible."

For reasons of liealth Sayce is compelled to pass

each winter in Egypt; and during his stay there he

became acquainted with the treasures of the Cairo

genizah, which he was the first to utilize, purcha-

sing a large number of fragments from that source

for the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Bibliography: Who's Who, 190.5.

J.

SCALA NOVA (Turkish, Kuch Adassi)

:

Important city of Anatolia opposite the island of

Samos; seaport of Ephesus. The oldest epitaph

in the Jewish cemetery is dated 1682; but the town
evidently had Jewish inhabitants in the thirteenth

century, for in 1307 a number of Jews removed
from Scala Nova to Smj'rna, a similar event occur-

ring in 1500. At the time of the expulsion from
Spain 250 Jewish families went to Scala Nova; and
a number of the local faniilj' names are still Spanish.

In 1720 the plague reduced the number of families

to sixty("Meserit," v., No. 39); and Tournefort, who
visited the city in 1702, found there only ten fami-

lies and a synagogue (" Voyage au Levant," ii. 525,

Paris, 1717). In 1800, when an epidemic of cholera

caused many Jews to emigrate, there were 200 fami-

lies in Scala Nova, and in 1865, when a second epi-

demic visited the city, there were still sixty-five

families there. In 1816 Moses Esforbes was the

chief of customs for the town, while Isaac Abouaf
was city physician for several years, and Moses
Faraji and Moses Azoubel were municipal pliar-

macists.

At present (1905) the Jewish population consists

of thirty-three families, some of them immigrants
from the Morea after the Greek Revolution of 1821.

The majority are real-estate owners and have some
vines; but the only mechanics are tinsmiths.

The synagogue, erected by Isaac Cohen in 1772,

was rebuilt by Joseph Levy in 1900. The commu-
nity likewise possesses a Talmud Torah, directed by
a rabbi who officiates also as shohet and hazzan.

The gabel is enforced. A false charge of ritual mur-
der was brought against the Jews about the middle
of the nineteenth century ; and a certain amount of

anti-Semitism is generally manifested at Easter.

D. A. Ga.

SCAPEGOAT. See Azazel

SCEPTER. See Staff.

SCHAFFER, SCHEPSEL (^n3t^') : American
rabbi; born May 4, 1862, at Bausk, Courlaud, Rus-

sia; descendant of Mordecai Jaffe, author of the

"Lebush." He was educated at the gymnasium of

Libau, Courland, at the University of Berlin (Ph. D.),

and at the Rabbinical Seminary, Berlin. Since Jan.

1, 1893, SchafTer has been rabbi of Shearith Israel

congregation of Baltimore, Md. He is president of

the Baltimore Zion Association (since 1895) and hon-

orary vice-president of the American Federation of

Zionists, and he was twice a delegate to the Zionist

Congress at Basel. Schaffer is the author of " Das
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Recbt und Seine Stellung zur Moral nach Talmud-
isclier Sitten- und Rechtslebre," Frankfort-on-tbe-

Main, 1889.

Bibliography : American Jewish Year Book, 1904.

A. I. G. D.

SCHAIKEWITZ, NAHUM MEIR (SHO-
MEB.) : Kussiau Juda'O-Gcnnau novelist and piay-

wriglit; born at Nesvizb, government of Minsk,

Dec. 18, 1849. Scbaikewitz distinguisbed biniself

as a clever stoiy-teller even as a boy. His first lit-

erary efforts took tiie form of sbort stories in He-
brew for " Ha-Meliz ''

; in tbis way be became ac-

quainted witli sucb writers of Hebrew as Zebi Hirscb

Sclierscbewski, Dobsevage, and otbers. Later be

became business manager in Wilna, and spent some
time in traveling. Wbile in Bucbarest be came
under tbe influence of tbe Jewisli tbeater and re-

solved to become a dramatic autbor. He tben set-

tled in Odessa, wbere be became tbeatrical manager
and playwrigbt. His play "Der Rewizor " (Odessa,

1883), an adaptation from Gogol's " Revizor," proved
very successful and sbowed Scbaikewitz's talent as a

writer. After tbe Jewisb tbeater was closed in Rus-
sia, Scbaikewitz went to New York (1888), wbere
be edited "Der Menscbenfreund " and "Der Jii-

discber Puck," two Judaeo-German weeklies.

Scbaikewitz is tbe autbor of several Hebrew nov-

els, all representing Jewisb life in Russian towns.

Among tbese were: "Mumar leHak'is" (Warsaw,
1879); "Kewiyab Tabat Kewiyab" and "Ta'ut
Goi " (tb. 1880)"; and " Ha-Niddahat " (vols. 1. and ii.,

Wilna, 1886; vol. iii., Warsaw, 1887). He wrote
also "Kayin" (ib. 1887), a novel on Jewisb life in

Portugal. But Scbaikewitz is especially known
as a writer of Judiieo-German, taking as a model,

and finally excelling, Isaac Meir Dick. He bas
written over two bundred novels in Jud;eo-German,
partly liistorical and partly reflecting Jewisb life in

the small towns and villages of Russia in tbe middle
of tbe nineteenth centuiy. As his language is simple,

just as spoken by the Jewish ma.sses in Lithuania,

bis novels had tbe eff'ect of greatly decreasing tbe

fanaticism which prevailed in the small rural and
urban communities. Among bis more popular nov-

els are "Der Katorzhnik," "Der Blutiger Adieu,"
and "Der Frumer Merder." Many of his historical

novels appeared in the Judaeo-German dailies.

Over thirty of Scbaikewitz's plays have been pro-

duced, first in Russia, then in New York, among
them being one entitled " Tisza Eslar," on the sub-

ject of the blood accusation brought in the Hunga-
rian town of that name. He was tbe subject of

violent attacks by S. Rabinovitz, who directed

against him liis "Shomer's Mishpat" (Berdychev,

1888), reproaching him for liis literary deficiencies.

Scbaikewitz successfully defended himself in a pam-
phlet entitled " Yebi Or" (New York, 1898), showing
that bis literary problem was to satisfy ever}' plane
of intelligence, from the householder to the servant-

girl who could not understand tbe works of the
later Judaeo-German writers.

Bibliography: Americaii Jcwii^h Year Boo/r, 1904-5 ; Eisen-
stadt, Hakme Yi^srarl he-Amerika, pp. ]04-10(!, New York,
1903; Hutchinson HapRood, The Spirit of the Ghetto, pp.272
et xeq.: Wiener, Yidtlish Literature, pp. 172 ct sea.. New
York, 1899; Zeitlln, Bibl. Post-Mendels. p. 343.

S. M. Sel.

SCHAPIRA, HERMANN: Russian mathe-
matician; born in 1840 at Erswilken, near Taurog-
gen, a small town in Lithuania; died at Cologne
May 8, 1898. Educated for tbe rabbinate, be had
been appointed to a rabbinical position at tbe age
of twenty-four, when he decided to devote the rest

of his life to the cultivation of the secular sciences.

He went, accordingly, first to Odessa and later (1868)

to Berlin, wbere he studied for three years in the

Gewerbeakademie. Returning to Odessa, he be-

came a mereliant, but in 1878 he again took up his

scientific studies, and for the ne.xt four years busied
himself at Heidelberg, especially with inal hematics
and physics. In 1883, after obtaining the degree of

Ph.D., he established himself as privat-docent in

mathematics at tlie University of Heidelberg, be-

coming assistant professor in 1887.

Schapira remained a lifelong student of Hebrew
literature, which be enriched by an edition, from a
Munich manuscript, of the "Misbnat ha-Middot

"

(1880), and by his contributions to the Hebrew
periodicals "Ha-Meliz," "HaZefirah," and "Mi-
Mizrah umi-Ma'arab." He was an ardent Zionist,

adhering from the very start to tbe Basel program

;

and it was during a Zionist lecture tour that be
contracted pneumonia at Cologne. Schapira's con-

tributions to matliematics were published in various

mathematical journals.

Bibliography : Kohut, BcrlUunte Is7-aeUtisc}ic Milliner und
Frauen, vi. 249-250; Allg. Zeit. des Jud. May 13, 1898; Ahi-
asaf, 1898, pp. 296-301 ; Ha-Meliz, 1898, No. 95 ; 1899, Nos. 62,
68, 76, 77.

U. R. S.

SCHAPIRO, HEINRICH: Russian physi
cian ; born at Grodno 1853; died at St. Petersburg

Feb. 14, 1901. After leaving the gymnasium at

Grodno be studied in the St. Petersburg medical

academy (1871-76). During the Turko-Russiau war
Schapiro served as a military surgeon, and after the

war was assigned to duty in tlie military clinic of

the medical academy. Then followed a long mili-

tary service in St. Petersburg and Odessa, until be

was appointed privat-docent of medicine in the

imperial clinical institution for physicians (1895).

In 1896 he was advanced to the position of senior

assistant, and in 1897 was appointed to a professor-

ship.

Besides several treatises in Russian and German
medical journals, and some articles in tbe Russian
medical encyclopedia, Schapiro completed a work
entitled "Lehrbucb der Allgcmeinen Therapie,"

commenced by Professor Eichwald, wJio before his

death entrusted Schapiro, bis favorite pupil, with

its completion. He also translated into Russian sev-

eral German medical handbooks.

Bibliography : Alln. Zeit. des Jud. 1901, No. 8, pp. 91-92.

TI. K. F. C.

SCHAPIRO, MOSES B. PHINEHAS : Rus-
sian rabbi and printer; born probably in Koretz.Vol-

hynia, about 1758; died in Slavuta 1838. He was the

son of the Hasidic rabbi Phinehas of Koretz, and
was rabbi of Slavuta in 1808, when he began to pub-
lish a new edition of the Talmud (1808-13). This edi-

tion was mucli superior to former ones, and was sold

so quickly that the printers at Kopys thought tbe

injunction of the rabbis, that the Talmud should
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not be reprinted in Russia for twenty-five years, no

longer binding, and began their edition (1816-28);

this was much inferior, however, and proved finan-

cially a failure. Schapiro then undertook the pub-

lication of another edition (1817-22), which also

sold better than had been expected. In 1836 the

Konims of Wilna considered themselves free to be-

gin work upon an edition, and found that great

rabbis like Akiba Eger of Posen and Moses Sofer of

Presburg, and most of the prominent rabbis of

Lithuania, regarded a later injunction against pub-
lishing a new edition for twenty-five years, granted

in favor of Moses Schapiro, as void. They held

that, on the conlrar}^ Moses Schapiro himself had no
right to publish a new edition until the liomms had
sold theirs or a quarter of a century had elapsed.

Moses, however, found other rabbinical authorities

who sided with him against the Rorams; these in-

cluded the Orensteins and many other Polisli and
Galician rabbis, and practically all the rabbis of tlie

Hasidim. A quarrel ensued, which was waged with

unusual bitterness on both sides, a movement to

settle it by arbitration being rejected.

Moses, or rather his sons Phinehas and Samuel
Abraham, began the publication of a third edition

of the Talmud, but had not gone further than the

tractate " Pesahim " when they were arrested on the

charge of liaviiig murdered a Jewish bookbinder
who had committed suicide in their establishment.

Their enemies succeeded in infiuencing tiie authori-

ties against them because as printers tiiey scrupu-

lously abstained from publishing " haskalah " litera-

ture. After a hasty and unfair trial they were
condemned to run the ganllet and to be transported

to Siberia. The elder brotiier, Phiuelias, suc-

cumbed to the terrible ordeal, and tlie father, then

an octogenarian, died of a broken heart soon after-

ward. The printing-house was closed, though it

was reopened about a quarter of a century later by
Hanina Lipa and Joshua Heschel Schapiro, grand-

sons of Moses who had settled in Jitomir. Samuel
Abraham, who survived the scourging and was ulti-

mately liberated, died in 1863.

Bibliography: Orient, 1840, p. 23 (incorrect); Rabbinovicz,
Ma'cunnr 'of llodfasat ha-Talrnud, pp. H(>-117, Municb,
1877 ; Walden, Sliem ha-Gedolim he-Hadaxh, p. 101, War-
saw, 1882: Lipshitz, Tdledot Yizhak (biography of R. Isaac
Elhanan Spektor), pp. 58-61, Warsaw, 1896.

II. K. P. Wl.

SCHARF, MORITZ. See Tisza-Eszi.ar.

SCHATZ, BORIS: Russian sculptor; born in

1866, in the government of Kovno. He was the son
of a poor school master (" melammed "). He studied

first at the Wilna School of Design, then at the

Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, and finally at

Pai'is, where he was a pupil of xVntokolski (1890-

1896). He has resided at Sofia since 1896, and lias

made a special study of Jewish subjects, jjarticu-

larly of the opjiressed Jew of the ghetto. Anions
his subjects may be mentioned: "Rabbi Blessing a

Child"; "Prayer of Habdalah"; "Saturday Eve-
ning"; "TheShadhan." Scliatz has also found sub-

jects of larger scope in the past history of Israel.

In 1892, at the Paris Salon, he exhibited a piece en-
titled "The Mother of Moses," an extremely fine

group, in spite of somo technical defects. In 1896

he produced his masterpiece, "Mattathias Macca-
bee."

Schatz has also represented many types of Bul-

garians, among whom he lives. Of these may be men-
tioned: "A Bulgarian Piper "

;
" A Tzigane Wood-

Cutter Leaning on His Ax"; "A Sephardic Jew
and Jewess of Sofia "

; etc. He has executed rehefs

of several celebrated personages, such as Antokolski,

Rubinstein, Pasteur, and Dr. T. Herzl, and he has

also done some decorative work. He was the only

Bulgarian sculptor who exhibited at the St. Louis

Exposition of 1904, his subject being the struggle

of Christianity with Islam in the Balkan Peninsula

up to the War of Independence (1876). Particular

mention may be made of a "Bulgarian Insurgent

Pursued by a Bashi-Bazouk. " The Exposition Com-
mittee of St. Louis awarded Schatz the silver medal.

Bibliography : Ost und West, May 5, 1903; a pamphlet en-
titled Societe Detzalel, Scnderabdruck aus Altneuland,
published at Berlin.

II. R. M. Fr.

SCHECHTER, SOLOMON : President of the

faculty of the Jewish Theological Seminary of

America ; formerly reader in rabbinics at Cambridge
University; born in Rumania in 1847. His youth
was devoted exclusively to the study of rabbinical

literature. He then went to Vienna, where he studied

Jewish theology in the bet ha-midrash under Weiss
and Friedmann, and attended lectures on philosophy

and other secular branches of learning in the Uni-

versity of Vienna. After receiving his rabbinical

diploma from Weiss, he continued his secular and
theological studies in the University of Berlin, and
attended Talmudical lectures by Dr. Israel Lewy.
In 1882 Schechter went to England as tutor in rab-

binics to Claude G. Montefiore. In 1885 he pub-

lished his first essay, "The Study of the Talmud,"
in the "Westminster Review." In 1887 appeared

his edition of " Abot de-Rabbi Natan," and he then

wrote various essays and lectures in the "Jewish
Clironicle," "Jewish Quarterly Review," "Revue
des Etudes Juives," and " Monatsschrift." Some of

these lectures and essays were afterward collected

and published under the title "Studies in Judaism "

(1890). In 1890 Schechter was elected lecturer in

Talmud at the University of Cambridge, and in 1891

the degree of M.A. ("honoris causa ") was conferred

upon him.

In 1892 Schechter was elected reader in rabbinics,

and in the following year he obtained the Worth
studentship for tlie purpo.se of going to Italy to ex-

amine the Hebrew manuscripts in the great Italian

libraries. The "Agadalli Shir Ilashirim," and other

publications in tlie"Jewisli Quarterly Revie\v," as

well as an article in the Kohut Memorial Volume,
are partly the result of these Italian researciies, an

exhaustive report on which was presented by him
to the vice-chancellor of Cambridge University. In

1894 lie delivered a series of theological lectures in

University Hall, London; in 1895 he was appointed

the first Gratz lecturer in Philadelphia. A series

of liis lectures were afterward published in "J. Q.

R." as "Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology." On
]\Iay 13, 1896, Schechter discovered the first leaf of

the original Hebrew of Eecle.siasticus ; and in Dec,
1896, he was sent to Egypt and Palestine to con-
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tin lie his investigations. He returned from Cairo

laden witli treasures, which became the subjects of

various articles and monographs. The collection

was presented by liim and Dr. Taylor to the Cam-
bridge University Library, and is known as the

Taylor-Schechter collection. These two scholars

published in collaboration "The Wisdom of Ben
Sira," Cambridge, 1899.

While Schechter was engaged in the preparation

of the large fragments of Ecclesiasticus discovered

by him in the Cairo genizah, the University of Cam-
bridge conferred upon him the degree of Litt. D.

(Feb., 1898). In 1898 he was appointed external

examiner in Victoria University, Manchester, Eng-
land ; in 1899, professor of Hebrew at University

College, London; in 1900, curator of the Oriental

Department of Cambridge University Library, Eng-
land. He was also a member of the Board of Orien-

tal Studies and the Board of Theological Studies,

London University, England.
In Dec, 1901, Schechter accepted the presidency

of the faculty of the Jewish Theological Seminary
of America. After his arrival in New York he acted

as editor of the Talmudic department of The Jew-
ish Encyclopedia. In 1902 he published the

"Midrash Hag-Gadol," from a Yemen manuscript,

and llie "Saadyana," from manuscripts discovered

in the Cairo genizah. He contributed the article

"Talmud" to Hastings' "Dictionary of the Bible"
and a number of papers to various journals. In

1904 he was appointed an honorary member of the

senate of New York University and a director of

the Educational Alliance. In 1905 Schechter was
invited to deliver at Harvard University a course of

lectures in Jewish theology.

Bibliography: Jew. Chrnn. Julv 1, 1896; Feb. 10, 1897; Feb.
11, 1898; Jewish Year Book, 5659 (1899).

A. G. L.

SCHEFFTEL, SIMON BARUCH : German
Hebraist ; born June 14, 1813, at Breslau ; died March
9, 1885. In 1848 he settled as a merchant at Posen.

After his retirement from business, in 1871, he pre-

pared a large Hebrew commentary on the Targum
Onkelos, which was published posthumously by his

son-in-law Joseph Perles, under the title "Bi'ure
Onkelos " (Munich, 1888). This commentary, which
contains many valuable critical and exegetical notes,

is one of the most important reference works on the

Targum Onkelos.

Bibliography: Joseph Perles, Hebrew preface to BVure On-
kelos.

s. F. P.

SCHEID, ELIE : French communal worker
and writer; born at Hagenau, Alsace, Oct. 24, 1841.

After he had graduated from college, the impair-

ment of his voice compelled him to give up his plan
of preparing himself for a rabbinical career, and
he found employment in a commercial liouse.

Owing to his unpleasant recollections of the man-
ner in which the funerals of his parents liad been
conducted by the old hebra kaddisha, Seheid in 1863

established the Hebra 'Am Segullah, of wliich lie

was the first secretary, and later became president.

This institution was founded on principles more in

accord with the requirements of the time ; and it was

imitated by all the other Jewish societies of the kind
in Alsace.

In 1870, during the Franco-Prussian war, Seheid
for tlie first time entered public life. After the bat-

tle of Froschweiler he served as secretary to the

committee which had charge of the wounded and
of furnishing supplies for the invading army.
When the war was over he was elected member of

the city board of Hagenau, and became its secretary,

as well as administrator of the public savings-bank
and president of the Jewish congregation.

A local incident caused Seheid to make researches

in the public library of Hagenau, and later he pub-
lished (in " L'Univers Israelite ") a documentary his-

tory of the Jewish cemetery of the city. This was
followed by "Histoire des Juifs de Haguenau " (in

"R. E. J." 1879-80, and printed separately 1885),

and by a pamphlet, " Historique de la Societe Guemi-
lath-Chasadim de Haguenau " (1882). His greater

work, "Histoire des Juifs d'Alsaee," appeared at

Paris in 1887, one of its chapters, " Histoire de Rabbi
Joselmann," being printed as a separate pamphlet
(ib. 1886).

In 1883 Baron Edmondde Rothschild called Seheid

to Paris to reorganize the Comite de Bieufaisance

;

and when, in September of that year, Rothschild

began the work of colonization in Palestine, he ap-

pointed Seheid inspector. The latter thereupon went
to Palestine and devoted nearly six months to the task

of organization. During the sixteen years he occu-

pied the post of inspector he devoted all his time

and energy to his duties, annually visiting the colo-

nies and supervising the work of the settlers. He
retired Dec. 31, 1899, on a pension from Baron Roths-

child, the total number of his journeys to Palestine

having been twenty-two.
s. S. Man.

SCHEINDLINGER, SAMUEL B. ABRA-
HAM (SALER) : Polish rabbi; died in Lemberg
Aug. 7, 1796. He was probablj' a native of Dobro-
niil, and was at first rabbi in Sale and afterward

preacher and rosh bet din in Lemberg, where he re-

mained until his death. Scheindlinger was the au-

thor of "Shcm mi-Shemu'el" (Lemberg, 1817), the

first part of which contains sermons in the order of

the Pentateuch and the second part novelhe on Tal-

mudical subjects. Samuel had three sous, Nathan
Hecht of Yaroslav, Judah Idel, and Abraham
Abele.

Bibliography: Buber, Anshe Shcm. pp. 213-214, Cracow.
1895 ; Eleazar ha-Kolien, Ki7i''at Soferim, p. 84a, Lemberg,
1892.

E. C. P. Wl.

SCHENK, LEOPOLD: Austrian embryologist;

born at Unm'iiv, Comitat Neutra, Hungary, Aug.

23, 1840; died at Seliwanberg, Styria, Aug. 18, 1902.

Having studied at the Universit)' of Vienna (M.D.

1865), he was for tlie following eight years assistant

at the physiological institute of his ahna mater, re-

ceiving the "venia legendi"in 1868. In 1873 he
became professor of embryology at the University

of Vienna.

Schenk holds an important position in the med-
ical world on account of his numerous contributions

to embr3'ology. Through one of them, "Einfiuss

auf das GeschlechtsverhaltnissdesMenschen und der
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Leopold Schenk.

Thiere" (Vienna and Magdeburg, 1898; American

translation, "The Determination of Sex," Akron,

O., 1898), his name became a household word
throughout the civilized world. Having been an

embryologist for over thirty years, he had made
careful studies of the generative process, and came
to the conclusion that the

sex of a child depends on

the kind of nourishment

partaken of by the mother.

This theory was severely

criticized by his own fac-

ulty and by such men as

Virchow, Gusserow, Win-
kel, Pfluger, Roux, Munk,
and Born ; and he was
finally forced to resign

his chair (1900). Schenk,

however, clung to his theo-

ry and claimed further that

the foundation for special

capacities of the child can

be laid in the embryo
through special nutrition

given to the mother; and that by avoiding cer-

tain conditions and by feeding on certain foods the

mother can save the future child from the life of a

degenerate. His three cardinal conclusions were,

therefore, that it was possible (1) to determine the

future sex of the child; (2) to determine its future

profession ; and (3) to beget only normal offspring.

Further elaborations of his theory were prevented

by his early death.

Of Scheuk's other writings the following may be

mentioned: "Lehrbuch der Vergleichenden Embry-
ologie der Wirbelthiere," Vienna, 1874; "Lehrbuch

der Histologic des Menschen," ib. 1885 (2d ed.

1892); "Lehrbuch der Bacteriologie," ib. 1894;

"Lehrbuch der Embryologie," ib. 1896.

It was through Schenk 's influence that there was
added to the medical faculty of the Vienna Univer-

sity a department for embryology, in which subject

he' became the founder of a school.

s. F. T. H.

SCHERSCHEWSKI, BENJAMIN: Russian

physician; l)orn in Brest-Litovsk 1857. He studied

medicine at the University of Warsaw, from which
he graduated in 1883. In 1885 he went to Pales-

tine and settled in Jerusalem; two years later he

went to Vienna, where he took a special course in

medicine. After another short stay in Jerusalem

he settled as a practising pliysician in Odessa, where
he still (1905) resides. He is the author of "Mishnat
'Olain Katon," of which the first part is a treatise

on anatomy, and the second on chemistry ; the work
has been corrected and annotated by Jehiel Michael

Pines (Jerusalem, 1886).

Bini.iOGRAPHY: Sokolow, Scfvr Zikkarnti, p. 116, Warsaw,
1W)0.

H. K. P. Wl.

SCHERSCHEWSKI, JUDAH JUDEL BEN
BENJAMIN: Lithuanian Talmudist and Hebra-

ist ; born ill 1804; died at Kovno Sept. 20, 1866.

After having studied Talmud and rabbinics under

Jacob Meir Yalovker, Scherschewski was employed
in one of the business establishments in Wilua,

where, in his spare hours, he occupied himself read-

ing rabbinical works and studying the literature of

the haskalah movement. In 1852 he was appointed

teacher of Talmud and rabbinics in the rabbinical

seminary of Wilna, which position he held until his

death.

Scherschewski was the author of " 'Oz Melek

"

(Wilna, 1857), a sermon and a hymn on the occasion

of the coronation of Alexander II. His "Kur la-

Zahab " is in two parts; the first part (ib. 1858) is a

commentary on 109 difficult haggadic passages of

both Talmuds, preceded by along introduction treat

ing of the Haggadah in general ; the second part {ib.

1866) contains an essay on the religious dogmas and
views of the ancient Talmudists and a commentary
on 138 haggadic passages. Several sermons of

Scherschewski's are to be found in the " Kobez
Derushim," a collection of sermons preached by the

teachers of the Wilna rabbinical seminary and pub
lished at the expense of the Russian government
{ib. 1864). He was a constant contributor to " Ha-

Karmel" during the closing years of his life, and
contributed many articles to various other Hebrew
periodicals also.

Bibliography : Fuenn, Kenes^et I'feraeZ, p. 422; Fiirst, Bihl.
Jitd. iii. 268 ; Joshua Heschel Kalman, in Ha-Maggid, x.. No.
40 ; Zeitlln, Bibl. Post-Mendels. p. 341.

w. B. M. Sei,.

SCHERSCHEWSKI, ZEBI HIRSCH HA-
KOHEN : Ru.ssian Hebrew writer; born at Pinsk

in 1840. While still a boy lie studied Hebrew gram-

tnar and archeology without a teacher. After serv

ing as secretary of the Jewish community of Pinsk,

he went to the Crimea, where, at Melitopol, he en-

tered the service of a merchant named Seidener.

Later he became assistant editor of Zederbaum's

"Ha-Meliz." During the Russo-Turkish war he

followed the Russian army as a sutler; and after a

second short stay with his former em]iloyer, Seid

ener, he settled in 1883 at Rostov-on-the-Dou,

where he opened a bookstore.

In addition to numerous contributions to current

Hebrew journals, Scherschewski wrote " Boser

Abot " (Odessa, 1877), a satirical poem on the neglect

of the education of Jewish children in Russia, and
" 'lyyun Sifrut" (Wilna, 1881), on the development

of Jewish literature and its significance as a cultural

element for raising the Jews to a higher moral stand-

ing. His notes to the Midrash Shoher Tob are

printed in Padua's Warsaw edition of that midrash,

and his rimed parodies are to be found in " Keneset

Yisrael " (i. 408 et serj., ii. 2-6).

Bibliography: Sokolow, Sefer Zikkaron, pp. 114-115; Zeit-

lin, Btbl. Potit-Mendds. p. 341.

s. M. SfiL.

SCHEUER, JACOB MOSES DAVID (TE-
BELE) B. MICHAEL : German Talmudist ; born

in the beginning of the eighteenth century at Frank-

forton-the-Main ; died 1782 at Mayence. Scheuer

came of one of tlie old Frankfort families which

adopted as family names those by which the houses

they owned were known. Scheuer, who was one of

the foremost pupils of Jacob Cohen, rabbi of Frank-

fort, was appointed dayyan in that city when Jacob

Joshua b. Zebi Hirsch, the author of " Pcne Yeho-

shua'," filled the rabbinate. At an advanced age,
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in 1759, Scheuer was called as rabbi to Bamberg, to

succeed his father-in-law, Nathan Utiz.

In virtue of the universal respect which he had
gained Scheuer succeeded, as arbitrator between

the Jews of the chapter and the gentry, in bring-

ing about the ceremonial agreement (" Ceremonien-

Recess")of 1760, which put an end to protracted

disputes. His beneficent activity was marred, how-
ever, by the continuous attacks of a baptized Jew,

who traduced him before the prince-bishop, making
it impossible for him to remain at Bamberg. Hence
he was probably glad to accept in 1767 a call to the

district rabbinate of Mayence, where he remained
till his death.

Bibliography: Der Israelit, 1877, p. 1159; 1883, p. 961; A.
Eckstein, GescJi. der Juden im Ehcmaliyen Fiirsthistiim
Bamberg, p. 134.

E. c. A. Pe.

SCHEY, PHILIPP, BARON VON KOROM-
IiA : Hungarian merchant and philanthropist; born

at Guns (Koszeg) Sept. 20, 1798; died at Baden,

near Vienna, June 28, 1881. He was the tirst Jew
in Hungar}' to be made an Austrian noble. In his

patent of nobility, granted May 13, 1859, by King
Francis Joseph I., his services to the imperial dy-

nasty during tlie revolution in 1848 and 1849 are

specially mentioned. Reference is made also to the

great benevolence exercised by him " toward suffer-

ing humanity, regardless of creed."

Bibliography: Reich, Beth-Eh i. 177.

s. L. V.

SCHICK, ABRAHAM BEN ARTEH LOB :

Litiiuuiiiau TalmudisL and author of the nineteenth

century; a native of Slouim, government of Grodno.

Schick occupied himself especially with midrasliic,

or haggadic, literature. In this field he published:

"Zera" Abraham "
( Wilna-Grodno, 1833), a commen-

tary on Midrash Mishle; "Me'ore ha-Esh " (Grodno,

1834), the "Tanna debe Eliyahu " edited with a

commentary and a long introduction; " Mahazeh
ha-Shir" (Warsaw, 1840), a commentary on Can-
ticles; "Eshed ha-Nehalim" (Wiiiia, 1843), a
commentary on the Midrasii Rabbot, with an intro-

duction; "'En Abraham" (Konigsbcrg, 1848), a
commentary on Ibn Habib's "'En Ya'akob," refer-

ring also to Rashi and to Samuel Edcls' "Hiddushe
Agadot." Schick edited the Genesis and Exodus
parts of Jacob Dubno's "Ohel Ya'akob" (Johannis-

berg, 1859).

BinLio<;RAPHY: Fiienn, Keneset Yiftrael, p. t)7;Fiirst, Bihl.
Jvd. lii. 2(59.

w. B. M. Sel.

SCHICK, BARTJCH B. JACOB. See B.\Rucn
B. Jacoi; (SlIKl.oVKK).

SCHICK, ELIJAH BEN BENJAMIN:
Lithuanian rabbi and j^reaclier; born at Vasilishok,

government of Wiiiia, in 1809; died at Kobrin, gov-
eriunent of Kovno, Sejit. 2, 1876. He was a pupil
of Beniamin, ciiicf rabbi of Grodno. As rabbi he
ofliciatcd in various towns, including Dirctcliin,

Lida, Novie Zhagory, and Kobrin; and on the holy

days of Rosh ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur he acted

as cant(n'. He was one of the preachers whose ser-

mons always attracted large audiences. Schick
was the author of " 'En Eliyahu," a commentary on

Jacob Habib's "'En Ya'akob," published with the

Wilna edition of that work.

Bibliography: Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 120.

w. B. M. Sel.

SCHIFF : Family of Frankforton-the-Main, Ger-

many. The earliest known member, Jacob Kohen
Zedek Schill, who is mentioned on the tombstone
of his son, Uri Piioebus, as having discharged the

function of dayyan at Frankfort-on-the-Main, must
liave been born about 1370, the earliest date to which
any contemporary Jewish family can be definitely

traced. Uri Phoebus Scliiff attained a great age, as

his tombstone mentions, and died 1481 ; he must,

therefore, have been born about 1400. The name
occurs on one of the signs of the Judengasseas early

as 1613 : in Middle High German the word " schiff
"

means a vial and may have been used as the sign

of an apothecary or physician. The next member
of the family mentioned is Meir Kohen Zedek Scliiff,

referred to as parnas of the community, who died in

1626. The famil}' has intermarried with the Adlers,

Oppenheims, Wertheimers, Glinzburgs, Geigers,

Glogaus. Mannheims, and Hanaus, and one member
married a cousin of Zunz. A step-grandfather of

Heine was named Schiff, though of a branch of the

family settled at Hamburg. Among the rabbinical

authors included in the family are iMe'ir ben Jacob

Schiff, known as ]\Iaharain Schiff' (d. 1644); David
Schiff, editor of tlie "Zemah Dawid"; and Tebele

Schiff, chief rabbi of the Great Synagogue, London
(1765-92), and author of "Leshon Zaliab." The
most distinguished recent member is Jacob Henry
Schiff, banker and philanthropist, of New York.

A pedigree of the family appears on page 97, the

feminine names being given in italics.

Bibliography: A. Ullmann. Familienregister des Jacob
Hirscli Scliiff und Seiiieii Naclthommen, privately printed,
Fraiikfort-oii-the-Main, 188.5.

«J

.

Jacob Henry Schiff: American financier and
philanthropist; born Jan. 10, 1847, at Frankfort-on-

the-Main. He was educated in the public schools

of Frankfort, and adopted the vocation of his

father, ]\Ioses Schiff, one of the brokers of the Roths-

childs in that city. In 1865 he emigrated to the

United States, and was employed for a time by the

firm of Frank it Gans, brokers. New York. In 1867

he formed the brokerage firm of Budge, Schiff &
Co., which was dissolved in 1873. He then went to

Europe, where he made connections

Joins with some of the chief German bank-
Kuhn, ing-houses. Returning to the United

Loeb & Co. States, he became on Jan. 1, 1875, a
member of tlie banking firm of Kuhn,

Loeb & Co., New York, of which he was soon prac-

tically the head.

Owing to his connection with the German money
market, Schiff was able to attract much German
capital to American enterprise, more particularly in

the field of railway finance. His firm, under his

direction, became the financial reconstructors of the

Union Pacific Railroad about 1897; and in 1901 it

engaged in a struggle with the Great Northern Rail-

way Com{)any for the possession of the Northern
Pacific Railway ; this resulted in a panic on the

stock exchange (May 9, 1901), in which the firm of
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Jacob H. Schiff.

Kubn, Loeb & Co. held the situation at its mercy.

Schiflf's moderation and wise action on this occasion

prevented disaster, and caused liis tirm to become

one of the leading influences in the railway financial

world, controlling more than 23,000 miles of rail-

ways and §1,321.000,000 stock. To him was largely

due the establishment of tlie regime of "community
of interests" among the chief railway combinations

to replace ruinous competition, which principle led

also to the formation

of the Northern Se-

curities Company.
Schiff'sfirmwaschosen

to float the large stock

issues not only of the

Union Pacific and al-

lied companies, but

also of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, the

Baltimore and Ohio,

the Norfolk and West-
ern, and the Missouri

Pacific railway com-
panies, the Western
Union Telegraph Ci^n-

pany, and many others.

It subscribed for and
floated the three large

Japanese war loans in 1904 and 1905, in recognition

of which the Mikado conferred upon Schiff the

Second Onler of the Sacred Treasure of Japan.

He was also received in private audience in 1904 by
King Edward YII. of England.

Schiff is connected with many industrial and com-
mercial activities. He is a director of the Union
Pacific, the Baltimore and Ohio, the Chicago, Burling-

ton and Quincj' railway companies; of the Western
Union Telegraph Company; of the Equitable Life

Assurance Society; of the National Bank of Com-
merce and the National City Bank, the Morton Trust

Company, the Columl)ia Bank, the Fifth Avenue
Trust Company of New York; and of various other

trust companies in New York as well as in Phila-

delpiiia.

Schiff has especially devoted himself to philan-

thropic activity, both general and Jewish, on the

most approved modern methods. Besides making
benefactions in his native city he was one of the

founders and has been ever since president of the

Montefiore Home, New York, and is one of the two
persons connected with all the twelve
larger Jewish charities of that city.

In New York also he has presented a
fountain to Seward Park, has given
a house in Henry street to the Nurses'

Settlement, has helped to establish social settlements

on the East Side, and has provided a building for the

Young Men's Hebrew Association. He has also

been a trustee of the Baron de Hirsch Fund from
its inception, as well as of the Woodbine Land and
Improvement Company.

All the municipal reform movements in New York
likewise have been supported bySclnff; he servtd

on the Committee of Seventy (1898), the Committee
of Fifteen (1902). and the Committee of Nine (1905):

and he has recently founded at Columbia University a

Phil-
anthropic
Activity.

cliair in social economics. His interest in education

and learning has found expression in the establish-

ment of scholarships at Columbia for economic
science, and in the presentation of a fund and build-

ing for Semitic studies at Harvard (see Semitic
Museum). He is chairman of the east-Asiatic sec-

tion of the Museum of Natural History, New York,

which has sent out many expeditions for the str.dy

of Eastern conditions and history. He has made
many donations to the Metropolitan Museum of Art

in that city and to other museums, as well as to the

Zoological Gardens in Bronx Park, of which he is a

trustee.

Schiff has been connected with the Reform wing of

Jewish religious activities, and is a trustee of Tem-
ple Beth -El, New York. Nevertheless, he has taken

great interest in the expansion of the Jewish Theo-
logical Seminary of America, to the sustentation

fund of which he has contributed largely, and to

wiiich he has donated a special building. He has

also presented to the New York Public Library a

large number of works dealing with Jewish litera-

ture, so that it now possesses the largest collection

of modern Judaica in the New World.

Schiff is the author of the "Report on the Cur-

rency of the Finance Committee of the New York
Chamber of Commerce," 1903.

Bibliography: R. N. Burnett, in CV),s7nopo?i(an. May, 1903;
Jeiuish Comment, Oct. 3, 1902; April 3, 1903; Jewish Guard-
ian, AUK. 28, 1903.

A. J.

Meir b. Jacob Schiflf (called also Maharam
Schiff): German rabbi and scholar; born at Frank-

fort-on-the-^Iain 1608; died about 1644 at Prague.

His father, Jacob Schiff, was director of the yeshi-

bah at Frankfort until his death. At the age of

seventeen Meir was called to the rabbinate of Fulda,

where he had charge also of a number of pupils.

There he composed, between 1627 and 1636, his

commentaries, which covered the entire Talmud

;

but only those on Bezah, Ketubot, Gittin, Baba
Mezi'a, and Hulliu, together with fragments on

Shabbat, Megillah, Baba Karama, Baba Batra, San-

hedrin, and Zebahim, have been preserved.

Schiff, being averse to pilpul, attacked not only

contemporaries, like Solomon Luria (Ket. 94), Mei'r

of Lublin (B. M. 61), and Samuel Edels (B. M. 50),

but even Rashi (Ket. 42), Isaac b. Sheshet (B. M.
48), and Mordecai (B. M. 4). He en-

Averse to ters at once upon the discussion of his

the Pilpul. subjects, which he treats in detail

though without digression ; nor does

he attempt to derive his proofs from remote Tal-

mudic pa.ssages. His explanations are often ob-

scure on account of their extreme brevity, many
sentences being incomplete. This was due to pres-

sure of other demands on his time, since he was
actively interested in the affairs of his community.
He dill not write his commentaries in note-books,

but on loose leaves of paper. He refers only to one

of the different kinds of pilpul current in his time,

namely, the so-called " Norburger.

"

Apart from his halakic commentaries, Schiff com-
posed also sermons on the Pentateuch. In these he

appears as an opponent of simple exegesis. He
savs, for instance, that Jacob must have been famil-
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iar with the explanation of Gen. xxv. 33 given by
Hashi (B. K., end). Of the sermons only a fragment

on Deut. iv. has been preserved. A mnemonic index

to tiie Bible and the Talmud by him is also extant.

In 1636 he removed to Schmalkalden ; he was
called to the rabbinate of Prague shortl}' before his

death.

On his death-bed Schiff is said to have called his

daughter Henlah and told her to keep all his works
in a box until one of his younger relatives should

be able to study and publish them. Henlah sent

the box containing the works to a strange house,

where they became moth-eaten, and some of them
were stolen; so that her son, Michael Stein, came
into possession of only a remnant of them, which he

finally published, probably in 1737, at Homburg-
vor-der-Hohe under the title "Hiddushe Halakot."

A second edition appeared there in 1757; and both

were full of misprints. The first revised edition

was published by Mordecai Markus of Polozk in

1810. It has been the model for Talmudic study,

and a copy is often given as a prize to students

who have distinguished themselves in the study of

HlDDlSni.M.

Most of Schiff's notes on the four Turim, as well

as his cabalistic works and Talmudic decisions, were
destroyed during the conflagration at Frankfort-on-

the-Main in 1711.

Bibliography : Fraenkel, in Orient, Lit. vi. 827-830 ; S. Horo
detzki, in Ha-Goren, 1899, ii. 58-66; Azulai, Shem ha-Gedn-
lim. p. 63; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. iii. 1398; Steinschneider, Cat.
Bndl. col. 1715; Benjacob, Ozar Jia-Sefariin, p. 179.

J. S. O.

Moriz SchifiF: German biologist ; born at Frank-
fort-on-the-Main 1823; died at Geneva Oct. 6,

1896. He was educated at the gymnasium and the

Seuckenbergsche Institut of his native town and
at the universities of Heidelberg, Berlin, and Got-
tingen(M.D. 1844). In Heidelberg he studied under
the anatomist Tiedemann, whose lectures had a great

influence upon him and who led him to take up
the study of biology. After a short postgraduate
course in Paris he returned to Frankfort, where he
was appointed chief of the ornithological depart-

ment of the zoological museum.
Schiff took an active part in the Baden revolution

of 1849, being surgeon to the rebel army under the

son of his former teacher, Tiedemann. After the

capitulation of Rastatt he went to Gottingen, where
he sought admittance to the medical faculty of the

university as privat-docent ; but the Hanoverian
government refused to appoint him on the ground
that his liberal views were "dangerous to students."

He then went to Switzerland, where he was ap-

pointed professor of comparative anatomy at the

University of Bern, which position he held from
1854 to 1863. In the latter year he was called to

Florence as professor of physiolcgy at the Istituto

di Studii Superiori. He remained there till 1876,

when he was made professor of physiology at the

University of Geneva, which chair he continued to

occupy till his death.

Schiff was one of the leading biologists of the

nineteenth century, although in later years he de-

voted his attention almost entirely to physiology,

especially the physiology of the construction and

changes of the nerves. He contributed numerous
monographs to the scientific journals, and from 1862
was one of the editors of the " Schweizerische Zeit-

schiift fur Heilkunde." He was, besides, a collabo-

rator on Prince Lucien Bonaparte's "Conspectus
Avium," in which he described the fauna of South
America.

Of his works may be mentioned :
" Untersuchungen

zur Pliysiologiedes Nervensystems mit Berilcksich-

tigung der Pathologic," Frankfort-ou-the-Main,

1855; "Muskel- uud Nerven-Physiologie," Lahr,
1858-59; "Untersuchungen iiber die Zuckerbildung
in der Leber uud den Einfluss des Nervensystems
auf die Erzeugung der Diabetes," Wiirzburg, 1859;

"Sul Systoma Nervoso Encefalico," Florence, 1865

(2d ed. 1873); "Lemons sur la Phy.siologie de la

Digestion," Berlin, 1868; "Sulla Misuradella Sensa-

zione," Florence, 1869; " De I'lnflammation et de la

Circulation," Paris, 1873; "La Pupille Comme Es-

thesiometre," ih. 1875.

Bibliography: Mcuers Konversations-Lexiknn; Papel,
Bioij. Lex.; Hirsch. Bing. Lex.; Kussmaiil, Jugenderinne-
rtingen eines Alien Arztes, 5th ed., pp. 198, 199, 248, Stutt-
gart, 1903.

s. F. T. H.

Robert Schiflf : German chemist ; . born at Frank-
fort-ou-the-Main July 25, 1854. He received his

education at his native city and Florence, and then

at the universities of Heidelberg and Zurich, grad-

uating as Ph.D. in 1876, when he became assistant

to Professor Canizaro in Rome. In 1878 he received

the "venia legendi " at the University of Rome,
and in 1879 was appointed professor of chem-
istry in the University of Modena. In 1892 he was
called to a similar chair in the University of Pisa,

which he still holds (1905).

Schiff' has published essays in the " Gazetta Chi-

mica Italiana," in "Berichte der Deutschen Chemi-
schen Gesellschaft," in Liebig's "Annalen der

Chemie," in " Accademia dei Lincei," and in "Zeit-

schrift fiir Physikalische Chemie."
s. F. T. H.

Tebele (David) Schiflf: Chief rabbi of the

Great Synagogue, London ; born in Frankfort-on-

the-Main ; died in London 1792; son of R. Solomon
Schiff. He was educated in the schools of Rabbis
Jacob Poper and Jacob Joshua Falk, and for some
time he taught at the yeshibah of R. Lob Sinzheim
in Worms. Returning to his native city, he and
his friend R. Nathan Maas became assistants to the

chief rabbi, Abraham Lissa.

The fame of Schiff's Talmudical learning reached

London, and he was appointed chief rabbi there in

1765. One of his first duties was the consecration

in 1767 of the synagogue in Duke's place, which had
just then been rebuilt and enlarged. Schiff was a

preacher of considerable power; and several of his

sermons have been preserved, especially one which
he preached at the thanksgiving service on the oc-

casion of the recovery of George III. Letters also

are extant addressed to him b}' Lord George Gordon,
entreating to be received into the synagogue, which
request the raljbi refused to grant.

Bibliography: H. Adler, The Chief Eahhisof England, In
Papers of the Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibition, 1887.

J. G. L.
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SCHIFF, E3IIL : Austrian journalist ; born in

Raudnitz, Bohemia, May 30, 1849; died in Berlin

Jan. 23, 1899. Schiff was the son of a petty mer-

chant, and became a pupil at the Jewish public

school in his native town and at the German gym-
nasium in Leitmeritz. Subsequently he studied

law at Vienna University. In 1871 he became a

political writer on the Vienna "Deutsche Zeitung,"

in which position he was one of the first journalists

to champion Dr. Schliemann, the genuineness of

whose discoveries was not at that time generally

accepted.

In 1874 Schiff transferred his services to the Ber-

lin " Spener'schen Zeitung." He was the Berlin cor-

respondent of the Vienna "Neue Freie Presse " from

1874 to 1899. From 1878 to 1880 he studied higher

mathematics, especially diiferential and integral cal-

culus and analytic mechanics, at Berlin University,

and in 1894 he graduated in medicine, although he

never became a practising physician.

Schiff was a friend of Ludwig Bamberger and of

Eduard Lasker. Widely as he studied, he was no

aimless accumulator of knowledge. His varied

learning and his insistence on truth he applied

practically in journalism, a course which made him

notable in his profession. The last years of his life

were troubled by ill health. On his death Rudolf

Vircliow read a memorial address before the Berlin

Medical Society.

Schiff wrote chiefly feuilletons for the " Neue Freie

Presse" and essays for "Die Deutsche Rundschau "

and "Die Nation," as well as leading articles, dra-

matic critiques, parliamentary letters, and des-

patches. His "Pierre Jean Georges Cabanis, der

Arzt und Philosoph" appeared at Berlin in 1886.

Bibliography: Bettelheim, Biographiachea Jahrhnch, 1900,

pp. 256-258 ; Neue Freie PrefOie. Jan. 2:!, 1899. evening ed., p.

3: lUuxtrirte ZeitAinu, Feb. 2, 1899, p. 138: AUgemeine Zei-

tung (Munich), Jan. 26, 1899, Supplement No. 21, p. 8.

8. N. D.

SCHIFF, JOSEF : Austrian stenographer ; born

Feb. 25, 1848, at Ragendorf, Hungary. In 1874 he

was appointed teacher of stenography at the Vienna

Academy of Agriculture, and in 1898 lecturer on

Gabelsberg's system of stenography at the Univer-

sity of Vienna. In 1883 he founded the Central-

verein fiir Gabelsberger'sche Geschaftssteuographie,

and subsequently received the title of professor from

the Emperor of Austria.

The following are Schiff 's principal publications:

"Der Theoretisch-Praktische Lehrgang der Steno-

graphic nach Gabelsberger's System "
;
" Das Steno-

graphische Uebungsbuch fur Mittelschulen "; "Ein

Lesebuch filr Handelsschulen "
;

" Der Geschafts-

stenograph" (approved, together with the preceding

three works, by the Austrian Ministry of Instruc-

tion); "Das Stenographische Worterbuch mit

Wiener und Drcsdner Schreibweisen " ; "Das Ste-

nographische Taschenworterbuch mit Fachkiir-

zungen "
;

" Das Diktierbuch flir Stenographen Aller

Deutschen Systeme "
; "Das Stenographische Lese-

kabinet."

Bibi.iooraphy: E. Knimbein, Entirichehingt^geschichte dei-

ScJnde (iahelshcrger's, Dresden, 1901.

SCHIFFER, FEIWEL (PHOEBUS): Rus-

sian Hebraist and poet; born in Lasezow, govern-

ment of Lublin, about 1810; died after 1866. He
lived successively in Josefov, Brody, Szebrszyn, and

Warsaw, and was one of the best-known of the

early Maskilim of Russian Poland. He wrote:
" Hazerot ha-Shir," an epic poem on the life of the

patriarch Jacob (Warsaw, 1840); "Matta' Leshem,"

a treatise on agriculture and life in the country {ib.

1843); "Debar Geburot," a biography of Prince

Paskewitsch {ib. 1845); "Toledot Napoleon," in two

parts {ib. 1849 and 1857); "Mahlekim 'im Ana-

shim," a translation of Knigge's " Umgang mit Men-

schen " {ib. 1866).

Bibliography: Hazerot ha-Shir, Preface; Zeitlln, Bibl.

Po»t-Mendels. p.' 344.

H. K. P. Wl.

SCHIFFERS, EMANUEL: Russian chess

master; born of German parents at St. Petersburg

May 4, 1850; died there Dec. 12, 1904. He was edu-

,cated at the gymnasium of his native city, studying

in the classical, physical, and mathematical facul-

ties. In 1871 he became a private tutor.

Schiffers began to play chess when about fifteen,

and within five years had made such progress that

he defeated Tochoumoff and others of equal stand-

ing. He continued to advance until he became the

leading player in Russia. In 1873 he first played

with Tchigorin, to whom he then gave the odds of

a knight. During the following seven years the

pupil came to play a stronger game than his teacher,

and in 1880 Schiffers lost the championship of Russia

to Tchigorin. He has won matches against Alapin,

Chardiu, and Mitropolsky ; and at the International

Tournament held at Hastings, England, in 1895,

at which twenty-two masters competed, Schiffers

gained sixth prize.

Bibliography : The Hastings Chess Tournament, ed. H. F.

Cheshire, London, 1896. „
s. A. P.

SCHILL, SOLOMON: Hungarian philologist;

born Oct. 14, 1849, in Budapest. He studied at

Raab, Budapest, and Vienna ; obtained his diploma

as a teacher; and was appointed, in 1874, professor

at the gymnasium at Arad. In 1878 he became

professor of Latin and Greek in the rabbinical semi-

nary at Budapest, which position he still (1905)

holds.

Schill is the author of the following works, all

written in Hungarian: a Greek grammar (3 edi-

tions), Greek e.vercises (3 editions), a work on

Greek antiquities and the history of Greek art (3

editions), and a history of Greek literature. He has

translated into Hungarian Philo's account of the

delegation sent to Caligula (published by the Jewish

Literary Society of Hungary), and, for the Ungar-

isch-Israelitischer Landeslehrerverein, the books of

Genesis, Exodus, and Deuteronomy, and the Siddur.

6. L. V.

SCHILLER, ARMAND: French journalist;

born at Saiut-Mande (Seine) Aug. 7, 1857. He
studied at the Lycee Condorcet, and, after receiving

his dipoma as "licencie en droit" from the faculty

of Paris, entered his father's printing establishment.

At the same time he contributed to various papers,

especially to the legal journal "L'Audience." In

1879 he was chosen general secretary of the editorial
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board of " Le Temps," one of the leading evening

papers of Paris.

Scliiller is the principal founder of " Le Petit

Temps," which consists of extras issued hourly after

the appearance of " Le Temps. " He is a professor,

also member of the executive conunittee, of the

Ecole du Journulisme, and one of the founders and

the president of the Association des Secretaires de

Redaction des Journau.x et de Revues Fran^ais. In

1897 he was elected syndic of the Association Pro-

fessionelle des Journalistes Republicains Frangais.

Scliiller was made a chevalier of the Legion of

Honor in 1892.

s. E. A.

SCHILLER-SZ: • ESSY, SOLOMON MAY-
ER : Reader in rabbinic at Cambridge University;

born at Alt-Ofen, Hungary, 1820; died at Cam-
bridge March 11, 1890. After a distinguished aca-

demic career he graduated as doctor of philosophy

from the University of Jena, being subsequently or-

dained as a ralibi. He was next appointed assistant

professor at the Lutheran College of Eperies, Hun-
gary. During the great upheaval of 1848 he sup-

ported the revolutionists in the war between Hungar}'
and Austria, and it was he who executed the order

of General Torok to blow up the bridge at Szegedin,

by which act the advance of the Austrian arm}'' was
checked. Wounded and taken prisoner, he was
confined in a fortress, from which he managed to

escape the night before his intended execution.

Fleeing to Triest, he took passage for Ireland and
landed at Cork, proceeding thence to Dublin, where
he preacheil by invitation of the congregation. He
then went to London, and subsequently was elected

minister of the United Congregation at Manchester.
This was before the secession which led to the estab-

lishment of a Reform congregation in that city.

Chiefly owing to Professor Theodoi-cs, Schiller-

Szinessy was offered and he accepted the office of

minister to the newly formed congregation. This
position he resigned in 1863 and went to Cambridge,
where he engaged in teaching, and likewise under-

took to examine the Hebrew manuscripts in the

University Library. The fruit of his labors in the

latter direction was his "Catalogue of tlie Hebrew
Manviscripts Preserved in tlie University Librar}',

Cambridge," Cambridge, 1876. In 1866 he was ap-

pointed teacher of Talmud and rai)binical literature,

and subse(iuently reader in ral)binic. In recog-

nition of his services tlie university conferred upon
him the degree of M.A. in 1878.

Among Schiller-Szincssy's contributions to litera

ture may be mentioned an edition of David Kimhi's
commentary on the Psalms, book i., and "^Massa ba-

'Arab," Romanelli's travels in Morocco toward the

end of tlu! cigiitecnth century.

Biiu.kxjkaphy: Jew. ClinDi. ami Jnr. Wrnhh .Man-li U, ISWl.

J. G. L.

SCHINDLER, SOLOMON : German-American
rabbi and author; l)oin at Neisse. Germany, April

24, 1842. In 1868 he was selected to take charge of a

small congregation in Westi)halia, but, owing to his

Reform tendencies, he was compelled to resign, and
in 1871 he emigrated to the United States. Shortly

after his arrival he was called as rabbi to Congrega-

tion Adath Emuno, Hobokcn, N. J., which he left in

1874 for Congregation Adath Israel of Boston, Mass.
In 1888 he was elected to the Boston school board
by the unanimous vote of all political parties. In
1894 Schindler retired from the rabbinate to become
superintendent of the Fedenitiou of Jewish Chari-

ties of Boston, but resigned that position in 1899 to

l)ecome superintendent of the Leopold Morse Home
for Infirm Hebrews and Orphanage at Mattapan,
Mass., which position he still (1905) holds.

Schindler is tlie author of: "Messianic Expecta-
tions and Modein Judaism," "Dissolving Views in

the History of Judaism," and "Young West: A Se-

quel to Looking Backward." He has written also

manv articles for tiie "Arena" and other period-

icals.

Bibliography: One uf a Thimgand, p. 5-54, Boston. 1890;
Maxsnclntsetts of Tn-day, p. 274, ib.; Hist(n~!i of the Jews of
Boston, p. 40, lb. 1892; }Vhn''s IK/io in America, 190;i-5.

A. J. Led.

SCHLEMIHL : Popular Yiddish term lor an
unfortunate person. It occurs also in the form
Schlimmilius ("Judische Volksbibliothek," vii.

80). According to Heine ("' Jehuda-ben-Halevy "),

it is derived from the Bible name "Shelumiel," owing
to the fact that the person transfixed by the spear of

Pliinehas for incontinence with the Moabite Avoman
(Xum. XXV. 6) was so killed by mistake. Others

derive the term from a corruption of the expression

"schlinmi mazzal" (unlucky star).

Many of the mo.st popular anecdotes of the ghetto

relate to the experiences of persons who, through
no fault of their own, are pursued by misfortune to

tlie end, and endure it without murmuring. They
resemble in Jewish folk-tales the Gothamites or

"Schildburgcrs" of English and German folk-lore.

Chamisso used the term as the name of the hero of

his popular story, "Peter Schlemihl," but without

much reference to its Jewish meaning. He may
have heard tlie term through Itzig, the Berlin bank-
er, to whom Heine was indebted for his interpreta-

tion of the word.

B!ni.iO(iKAPHV : Ctiaiuisso. Peter Schlemihl, ed. Jacobs, Pref-
ace, p. xii., Loniiim, 189s ; D. Sanders. Deittsches nUrtn--
hucli ; idem, Kritiki)i. U. ]:!7; B. FeLsenthal. in Geiger's
JUd. Zeit. vi. tiO; A. Wiinsclie, in JUdische.sLitteraturhhitt,
viii. i:r).

A. J.

SCHLESINGER, HERMAN: German phy-
sician; born at Adelebsen, Hanover, April 1, 1856;

committed suicide at Frankfort-on-the-Main Aug.
23, 1902. He was an M.D. of Gottingen (1879), from
which university he received a prize for the treatise

" Experimentelle Uutersiichungen liber die Wirkung
Laiige Zeit Fortgegebener Kleiner Dosen Quecksilber

auf Tliiere," published in the "Archiv fiir Experi-

mentelle Pathologic uiid Pharmacie," 1880. After

a postgraduate course in Berlin he settled in Frank-
fort-on-the-Main.

Schlesiiigcr became in 1899 editor of " Die Aerzt-

liclie Praxis." ])ublis]ied at Wlirzburg. He was the

author of " Aerztliclies Handblichlein fur Hygie-
nisch-Diatetisciie. Hydrotherapeutische und Andere
Verordnungeii." 1S91 (6tli ed. 1896; translated into

Italian by Raffaelo Supino, Florence, 1897).

BiBi.iOGR.\PHV: Pa^el, Bioti. Lex.
s. F. T. H.
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SCHLESINGER, JOSEF: Austrian mathema-
tician; boru at Maiiriscli-Schonberg Dec. 31, 1831.

The son of very poor parents, he had to earn a live-

lihood even as a mere boy. In 1858 he graduated
from the Polytechnic In.stitute in Vienna, at which
institution he became assistant in the following year.

In 1866 he passed the state board examination as

teacher of geometry, and was employed in the

schools of the Austrian capital. In 1870 he was
called to the forestry academy at Marienbrunn,

where he became professor of geometry ; in 1875 he
was appointed in a similar capacity at the agricul-

tural academy at Vienna ; and in 1891 he was sent

as representative of Vienna to the Austrian Reichs-

ratli.

Of tSchlesinger's works may be mentioned: "Dar-
stellende Geometric im Sinneder Neuen Geometric,"

Vienna, 1870; " Die Geistige Mechanik der Natur."

Leipsic, 1888; "Licht fur's Leben," Vienna, 1890;
" Die Entstehung der Physischen und Geistigen Welt
aus dem Aether," ib. 1893.

Bibliography : Eisenberg, Das Geistige Wien, i., Vienna,
1893.

6. F. T. H.

SCHLESINGER, LUDWIG: Hungarian
mathematician ; born at Tyrnau (Nagyszombat)
Nov. 1, 1864; educated at the Realschule, Presburg,

and at the universities of Heidelberg and Berlin

(Ph.D. 1887). In 1889 he became privat-docent at

the University of Berlin ; in 1897, assistant professor

at the University of Bonn; and since 1903 lie has
been professor of mathematics at the University of

Klausenburg.
Schlesinger has written essays for the scientific

periodicals and journals, and he is the author of

"Handbuch der Theorie der Linearen Differential-

gleicliungen," Leipsic, 1895-98, and "Einflihrung
in die Theorie der Differentialgleichungen." ih. 1900.

s.
'

F. T. H.

SCHLESINGER, MARKUS. SeeGLOGAUER,
MeIK I5EN" EZEKIEL.

SCHLESINGER, SIGMUND : Austrian wri-

ter; born at Vienna 1811; educated at the Schotten-

gymnasium and the University of Vienna (M.D.
1835). He published in 1828 in the " Sammler " a
poem on Ludwig Devrient, and wrote in 1831 a
drama on the marriage of the Austrian crown prince

Ferdinand, which was produced several times on tlie

Vienna stage. In the same 3'ear, using the nom de
plume "Sigmund," lie became a collaborator on the

"Theater Zeitung." In 1833 he traveled thmugli
Moravia, and in 1835 published in Leipsic his " Miilni-

sche Reisebriefe." He went to Dalmatia in 18o7 as

pliysician and served as surgeon in the lionved

army during the years IS48 and 1849. His subse-

quent history can not be tiaced.

Other works by Schlesinger are: "Eleonorevon
Toleilo." Vienna, 1833: " Herhst-Novellen." ih. 1835,

and Leipsic, 1838; and "Vindobona," Vienna, 1837.

Bini.ionRAPHY : Brummer, Deutschcs Dichtcr-Lc.riknii, stutt-
jrart. ].*^7H.

s. F. T. H.

SCHLESINGER, WILHELM S. : Austrian
physician, horn at Tinnye, Hungary. 1839. Edu-
cated at the University of Vienna (M.D. 1864), he

established himself in the Austrian capital, receiving

the " venia legendi " in gynecology from his alma
mater in 1874.

In 1878 Schlesinger founded the "Wiener Medi-
zinische Blatter," to which paper he contributed

many essays. Of his works may be mentioned:
"Experimentelle Untersuchungen fiber Uterusbe-

wegungen "
;

" Ueber Reflexbewegungen des Ute-

rus "
;

" Ueber die Centra der Gefass- und Uterus-

nerven "
;

" Ueber Blutgeschwiilste des Weiblichen
Beckens"; "Zar Architektonik des Weiblichen
Beekens."

Bibliography : Hirsch, Biog. Lex.
s. F. T. H.

SCHLETTSTADT : Town in Alsace, about 37

miles south-southwest of Strasburg. In the year

1349, under Emperor Charles IV., its Jewish inhab-

itants suffered during the general persecution of

Jews throughout Germany. They were expelled

from the town, but later returned; they then, bow-
ever, became the object of new persecutions, which
caused Charles in 1387 to place the town under a

ban for two years. The synagogue building dating

from this time still exists. It lias served for different

purposes ; thus, before the war of 1870 it was used as

an arsenal and was called "SainteBarbc." The bur-

ial-ground dates from the thirteenth century, and is

one of the largest in the country ; tombstones bearing

inscriptions of the year 1400 have been found. Dur-
ing the time that Jews were forbidden to live in the

city and during the various revolutions after 1350

most of the tombstones were carried off and used in

building houses, barns, and fences.

From the middle of the fourteenth century until

the commencement of the nineteenth no Jew was
allowed to pass the night within the town limits.

All those that were in Schlettstadt on business had
to leave before night, a bell being rung to announce
the hour for departure. The bell and bell-tower are

still in existence. Tlie first Jew to receive permis-

sion to settle in Schlettstadt (1806) was Solomon
Moise, a German, who subsequently changed his

name to Solomon Dreyfus.

Since 1863 the town has been the seat of a rab-

binate. It has a modern synagogue designed in the

Russian style. The first rabbi was Meyer Ulmo (d.

c. 1886), who was succeeded by the present rabbi,

Benjamin Walil.

Tiie Jews of Schlettstadt at present (1905) number
about 330 in a total population of 9,135.

s. ^l. Lv.

SCHLETTSTADT, SAMUEL BEN
AARON: German rabbi; born at Schlettstadt;

lived at Strasburg in the second half of the four-

teenth centur}'. He was rabbi and head of an impor-

tant yeshibali in the latter city, where he was
higlily respected by both his community and his

pupils, when suddenly he was caused to act in a

case which nearly cost him his life. The com-
munity of Strasburg about 1370 had among its mem-
bers two informers ("moserim"), through whom it

was constantly exposed to the depredatory incursions

of the knights of Andlau. As the Jews could not

summon the two moserim before the Christian court

without involving the powerful knights, they ap-
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plied to their rabbi for assistance. The latter se-

cretly constituted a court of justice, which con-

demned the two traitors to death, and the sentence

was carried out on one of them, named Salamin.

The second, however, made good his escape, and,

having embraced Christianity, returned to his

friends and protectors, whom he in-

Condemns formed of what iiad liappened. The
an In- knights of Andlau, followed by an

former to armed mob, came to Strasburg clam-

Death. oring for vengeance on the Jews for

the death of their ally. The Jews,

when questioned about the affair, told the magis-

trates that the man had been executed at the com-
mand of Schlettstadt. The knights consequently

set out toward the latter's house, but Schlettstadt

succeeded, probably through the connivance of one

of the knights, in securing refuge, with his pupils,

in the castle of Hohelandsberg, near Colmar. From
this fortress he petitioned the leaders of the commu-
nity to intervene on his behalf so that he might re-

turn to his home. But either thej' neglected his re-

quest entirely or their action in his behalf was not

forceful enough to be successful; for he remained
six years in confinement.

Tired of waiting, Schlettstadt left his hiding-place

in 1876 and went to Babylonia, where he brought a

complaint before the prince of the captivity (" nasi ")

against the chiefs of tlie Strasburg community. The
nasi, supported by the rabbinate of Jerusalem, wrote

in Schlettstadt's favor a ban ("herem ") against the

community of Strasburg, invoking against its mem-
bers all the curses if they should persist in their re-

fusal to interfere in his behalf. Carmoly ("La
France Israelite," pp. 138-144, Frankfort-on-the-

Main, 1858) and GriUz C'Gesch." 3d ed., viii. 12 et

seq.) think that the prince who issued the herem
was the exilarch David b. Hodiah, and the\' identify

the ban with the one published by Kirchheim in

"Orient, Lit." vi. 739; David b. Hodiah lived almost

two centuries earlier, however.

Armed with this ban, Schlettstadt returned to

Germany. He sojourned at Ratisbon, the rabbis of

which town were territied by the ban written by
the leader of the Eastern Jews. They immediately
wrote to the chiefs of tlie Strasburg community beg-

ging them to use all their energy in obtaining per-

mission for Schlettstadt's return, and threatening

that otherwise they would be put under the ban.

As a result the desired permission was at length
granted. On the day of his arrival all the Jews of

Strasburg went out to meet him, among others his

son Abraham. The latter, while cross-

Returns to ing the Rhine in a boat in order to go
Strasburg. to his father, met with an accident and

was drowned. It is not known how
long Schlettstadt lived after this event; but, as the

narrator of the foregoing events (Joseph Loanz,
whos(! narrative was published by Gratz in "Mo-
natsschrift," xxiv. 408 et seq.) states likewise that a

few years later {c. 1380) all the Jews of Strasburg
were massacred, it is possible that Schlettstadt per-

ished together with his community.
Schlettstadt is particularly known for his abridg-

ment, entitled " Kizzur Mordekai " or " Mordekai
ha-Katon" (.still unpublished), of Mordecai ben Hil-

lel's " Sefer ha-Mordekai." Both Carmoly and Gratz
think that Schlettstadt wrote the work in the for-

tress of Hohelandsberg. Although Scldettstadt

generally followed Mordecai b. Hillel, yet in certain

instances he deviated frtmi his predecessor, and he
also added certain laws which are not found in the

"Sefer ha-Mordekai." That his work was con-

sidered as an independent one is shown by the fact

that it is quoted, now alone, now together with

Mordecai ben Hillel's work, by Israel Bruna (Re-

sponsa. No. 163), by Israel Isserlein ("Pesakim,"No.
192, passim), who refers to it as the "Mordekai" of

Samuel Schlettstadt, by Jacob Weil (Responsa, No.

88), and by Jacob Molln (Responsa, No. 155; "Min-
hagim," section "Sukkot"). Schlettstadt further-

more furnished Mordecai b. Hillel's work with numer-
ous notes ("Haggahot Mordekai," first published at

Ri va di Trento, 1558, as an appendix to the " Sefer ha-

^lordekai," and afterward included in box-heads in

the text of that work). The author of the "Hag-
gahot " was for a long time unknown. Zunz was
the first to point out (in Steinschneider, " Hebr.

Bil)l." ix. 135) that they were written by Schlett-

stadt. Internal evidence of his authorship is af-

forded by the following references by Schlettstadt

himself: "In the 'Mordekai Katon ' which I com-
posed " (" Mordekai " on Yeb. 110) ;

" I, Samuel, the

small one " {ib. Git. 456). In many other places the

author refers to his "Kizzur Mordekai" simply

as "my work" {ib. Yeb. 106, passim; Ket. 304; Kid.

544). Finally, Jacob Weil (I.e. No. 147) refers to

Schlettstadt's responsa.

Bibliography : Besides the sources mentioned in the article,

Kohn, in Moimtgsclirift, xxvi. 429 et seq.; S. Landauer, in

Gemeinde-Zeitung fiir Elsass-Lothringen, Strasburg, 1880,

No. 15.

s. M. Sel.

SCHLOESSINGER, MAX: German philolo-

gist and theologian ; born at Heidelberg Sept. 4,

1877; educated at the public school and the gymna-
sium of his native place, the universities of Heidel-

berg, Vienna, and Berlin (Ph.D. 1901), the Isra-

elitisch -Theologische Lehranstalt at Vienna, the

Veitel - Heine - Ephraim'sche Lehranstalt and the

Lehranstalt fur die Wissenschaft des Judenthums,

Berlin (rabbi, 1903). In 1903 he went to New York
and joined the editorial staff of The Jewish En-
cvcLOPEDi.\, which position he resigned in 1904,

on his appointment as librarian and instructor in

Biblical exegesis at the Hebrew Union College,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Schloessinger has published "Ibn Kaisan's Com-
mentar zur Mo'allaqa des 'Amr ibn Kultum nach

einer Berliner Handschrift," in C. Bezold's "Zeit-

schrift filr A.ssyriologie luid Verwandte Gebiete,"

vol. xvi., part i., i>p. 15 et seq., Strasburg, 1901.

A. F. T. H.

SCHMELKES, GOTTFRIED S. : Au.strian

physician; born at Prague Sept. 22, 1807; died at

Interlaken, Switzerland, Oct. 28, 1870. Educated

at the universities of Prague and Vienna (^I.D.

1837), he became in 1838 physician to the Jewish

hospital at Tnplitz (Tei)litz), Bohemia, at which

watering-place he estahlislicd himself as a i)liysician,

practising there until his death.

Of Schmelkes' works maybe mentioned: "Phy-
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sikalisch-Medizinische Darstellung des Kohlenmi-
neral-Moors und Desseu Anwendung zu Biidern,"

Prague, 1835; "Die Tliernialbader zu Teplitz,"

Berlin, 1837; "Teplitz und Seine Mineralquellen,"

Dresden and Leipsic, 1841 ; "Teplitz Gegen Lali-

mung," Dessau, 1855; "Teplitz Gegen Neuralgien,"

Berlin, 1861; "Sedimente Meiner Praxis an den
Thermon zu Teplitz," ib. 1867. He wrote also some
poetry. Schmelkes proposed the building of the

hospital for invalid soldiers of the kingdom of Sax-

ony, founded at Toplitz in 1849, and was its chief

physician until his death.

Bibliography : Hirsch, Biog. Lex.; W. Bacher, Dr. G.
Schmelkes. in Rahmer's Israelitische Wochen.-<chrift, 1871.

s. F. T. H.

SCHMID, ANTON VON : Christian publisher

of Hebrew books; born at Zwettl, Lower Austria,

Jan. 23, 1765; died at Vienna June 27, 1855. His
father, an employee of tlie convent, destined him
for the clerical career, and with this view Anton
received a collegiate education at the convent. He
continued his studies at the Zwettl seminary in

Vienna to prepare himself for the university, but,

declining to become a clergyman, he had to leave

the institution. In 1785 he entered as an apprentice

the establishment of the court printer Kurzbeck.
Schmid attended the Oriental academy, and in con-

sequence was assigned to Hebrew typesetting, for

which he had a great predilection. Having become
acquainted with Jewish scholars and booksellers and
with the wants of the Hebrew reading public, he
bought from Kurzbeck his Hebrew types in order

to establish himself as a printer and publisher; but
through the intrigues of the Vienna printers he was
unable to obtain from the government the requisite

permission to pursue that calling. Thereupon he
presented a petition to Emperor Francis II., Avho

granted him the privilege on the condition that he
would present a copy of each book printed by him
to the imperial libraiy.

Schmid's great success soon enabled him to buy
Kurzbeck's entire printing establishment. In 1800

the government prohibited the import of Hebrew
books, to the great advantage of Schmid, who with-

out hindrance reprinted the works issued by Wolf
Heidenheim in Rodelheim. The printing was under
the supervision of Joseph della Torre and afterward
of his son Adalbert, and Schmid became more and
more prosperous. By the year 1816 he had presented
to the imperial library eighty-six works comprising
200 volumes; and Jiis great merit was acknowledged
by a gold medal from tlie emperor. He then en-

larged his establishment, printing Arabic, Persian,

and Syriac books also, and upon the donation of 17

new Oriental works in 44 volumes to tlie court
library he received a title of nobility. A few years
later he made a tliird donation of 148 works in 347
volumes, presenting a similar gift to the Jewish re-

ligious school of Vienna. His son Franz Schmid
took charge of the establishment in 1839, and sold

it to Adall)ert della Torre in 1849. Among the

principal works published by Schmid were the He-
brew Bible with German translation and the com-
mentary of the Biurists, the Talmud, the Hebrew
periodical " Bikkure ha 'Ittim," the works of Mai-

monides and of Judah Lob Ben-Zeeb, and Jewish
prayer-books and catechisms.

Bibliography: Wurzbaeh, Bworop/) ij?c?ies Lexikoiu xxx.
209-212; Letteris, Wiener Mittheilungen, 1855, Nos. 28-31.

J- S. Man.

SCHMIEDL, ADOLF: Austrian rabbi and
scholar; born at Prossnitz, Moravia, Jan. 26, 1821.

He held the office of rabbi at Gewitsch, Moravia,
from 1846 to 1849, during which time he contributed
to tlie journals " Kokebe Yizhak " and " Der Orient."
In 1849 he was called as " Landesrabbiner " to Teseh-
en, Austrian Silesia, where he officiated until 1852.

Leaving Teschen, lie held successively the rabbinates
of Bielitz, Prossnitz, Sechshaus (1869-94; now a
part of Vienna), and Leopoldstadt, the second dis-

trict of Vienna, where he still (1905) officiates.

Besides numerous contributions to periodical lit-

erature, Schmiedl has written: "Sansinim," homi-
lies on the Pentateuch (Prague, 1859 and 1885);

"Studien zur Jlidisch-Arabischen Religionsphiloso-

phie" (Vienna, 1869); "Saadia Alfajumi und die

Negativen Vorzuge Seiner Religionsphilosophie"
{ib. 1870); "Die Lehre vom Kampf urns Recht im
Verhaltniss zum Judeuthume und dem Aeltesten
Christenthum " (ib. 1875).

Bibliography: QcKterreichUche Wochenschrift, 1901, Nos.
4 and 5 ; Ha-Magyid, 1901, No. 5, p. 52.

S. S. O.

SCHNABEL, ISIDOR : Austrian physician;

born at Neubidschow, Bohemia, Nov. 14, 1842.

Educated at the University of Vienna (M.D. 1865),

he became there assistant in the ophthalniological

clinic and estalilished himself as privat-docent. He
was elected professor of ophthalmology successively

at the universities of Innsbruck (1877), Graz (1887),

Prague (1892), and Vienna (1896), in which last-

named citj' he still lives (1905).

Schnabel has written many works, of which may
be mentioned: "Zur Lehre von den Ursachen der

Kurzsichtigkeit," in "Archiv fur Ophthalmologic,"
XX.; " Die Begleit-und Folgekrankheit von Iritis,"

in "Archiv fiir Augenheilkunde," v.; "Zur Lehre
vom Glaucom," ib. vii., xvi. ; "Zur Lehre von
der Ophthalmoskopischen VergrSsserung," ib. ix.

;

"Ueber Syphilitische Augenerkrankungen," in

"Wiener Medizinische Blatter," 1882; " Ueber Myo-
pieheilung," ^6. 1898; " Kleine Beitrage zur Lehre
von der Augenmuskellahmung und zur Lehre vom
Schielen," in "Wiener Klinische Wochenschrift,"

1899.

Bibliography : Pagel, liing. Lex.
s. F. T. H.

SCHNABEL, LOUIS: Austrian teacher and
journalist; born at Prossnitz, Moravia, June 29,

1829; died at New York May 3, 1897. He was
educated at various yeshibot, and, after completing
his studies at the University of Vienna, he taught

in the Talmud Torali of his native city, and at

Boskowitz and Vienna. In 1854 he went to Paris,

where he remained until 1863, teaching in Dereu-

bourg's school for boys and in Madame Calm 's school

for girls. During this period lie contributed ex-

tensively to the Jewish papers.

Schnabel emigrated to America in 1839 and be-

came superintendent of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum
of New York, establishing at the same time a mag-
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azine. "Young Israel," wliich existed for eiglit

years. In 1875 he became principal of the prepara-

tory school for the Hebrew Union College; and in

1890 he took charge of the English classes for Kus-
sian immigrants established by tlie Baron de Hirsch
Fund. He was the Hebrew instructor of Emma
Lazarus.

Schnabel published a collection of ghetto stories

under the title " Vogele's Marriage and Other Tales."

Bibliography : Puf)l. Am. Jew. Hist. Soc. No. 8, pp. 150-151.

A.

SCHNEIERSOHN, DOB BAR. See Ladieu,
Don Uau h. Sh.nkou Zai.man.

SCHNITZER, EDUARD. See Emin Pasiia.

SCHNITZLER, JOHANN : Austrian laryn-

gologist; born at Nagy-Kanizsa, Hungary, April

10, 1835; died at Vienna :\Iay 2, 1893. Educated at

the University of Vienna (M.D. 1860), lie became as-

sistant at the general hospital (Allgemeines Kranken-
haus) under Oppolzer and received the " venia
legendi" in 1866. In 1878 he was made titular

professor, and in 1880 was appointed assistant pro-

fessor of laryngoscopy. From 1888 he had charge
of the general dispensary. Schnitzler founded, with
P. ]\larkbreiter, in 1860, the " Wiener Medizinischc
Presse," of which paper he was editor until 1886.

Of Schnitzler's many works, treating esjiccially of
diseases of the throat and larynx, may be mentioned ;

"Die Pneumatische Behandlung der Lungen- und
Herzkrankheiten," 2d ed., Vienna, 1877; "Uebcr
Laryngoskopie und Rliinoskopie und Hire Anwen-
dung in der Aerztlichen Praxis," z'i. 1879; " Ueber
Lungensyphilis und Ihr Verhaltniss zur Lungen-
schwindsucht," ib. 1880.

BinLio(;RAiMiv : Pagel, Biog. Lex.
s. F. T. H.

SCHNORRER: Judfpo-German term of reproach
for a Jewish beggar having some pretensions to re-

spectability. In contrast to the ordinary house-to-
house beggar, whose business is known and easily

recognized, the schnorrer assumes a gentlemanly ap-
IH'arance, disguises his purpose, gives evasive rea-

sons for asking assistance, and is not satistied with
small favors, being indeed quite indignant when
such are offered. He usually travels from city to

city and even into foreign countries; but he must not
be confounded with the tramp, whose counterpart
is not to be found in Jewish lieggary. The schnorrer
class includes the Jew who collects a fund to ]iro-

vide a (l)wry for his daughter or for an orphan rela-

tive about to be married, which fund is called "hak-
uasat kallah"; also tiic one who asks for means
to rehabilitate himself after his house or chattels
have been burned in a general conflagration, in

which case he is known as a "nisraf." The autlior
who considers that the world owes him a living for

his "great work" for "enlightening mankind " and
who jiresscs the acceptance of his ])ookon tlie unap-
preciative rich in consideration of whatever sums
they may be Avilling to contribute, is ciiaracterized

as a literary schnorrer.

The schnorrer period began with the ('iimiklnicki
massacres in Poland (1648-57), Avlien thousands of
Jews tied to Germany In the eighteenth centurv
schnorrers flourished princii-ially in Germanv. Hoi-

land, and Italy, and came from Poland (mainly from
Lithuania), and also from Palestine, one from the
latter country being known as a " Yerushalmi." In
later times impudence and presumption were char-
acteristics of the schnorrer. This was more espe-
cially the case with those who laid claim to a rab-

binical education and who regarded themselves as
privileged persons, giving the impression, with an
assumption of condescension, that they were doing
a favor in rendering an opportunity to their rich

neighbors to perform a worthy deed b}^ making a
contribution. This trait has been graphically delin-

eated in Zangwill's "The King of Schnorrers." The
equivalent Hebrew term of the Mahzor, "melek
ebyon," has been adopted in the Yiddish vernacular
to denote a person of extreme poverty and shabby
gentility. See Begging and Beggars.

Bibliography: Jacobs, Jeivish Year Bnolt, CG;'.) (1899), p.
294; A. A. Green, in Jew. Chron. 19(M).

J. J. D. E.

SCHNURMANN, NESTOR IVAN : English
educationist; born 1854 in Russia. He wentto Eng-
land about 1880, and began his career as a teacher
of Russian and kindred languages to army officers,

becoming examiner in Bulgarian to the civil serv-

ice commissioners. He was for some time lecturer

in Russian and other Slavonic languages at the Uni-
versity of Cambridge. In 1894 he was appointed
assistant masterat Cheltenham College, and head of

a house for Jewish boys at tliat institution.

Schnurmann is the author of several text-books
of instruction in Russian: "The Russian Manual,"
London, 1888; "Aid to Russian Composition," i6.

1888; "Russian Reader," ib. 1891.

Bibliography: Jewish Year Bank, 5f)65 (1904-5).

J. I. Co.

SCHOMBERG, SIR ALEXANDER : British

naval officer; born 1716; died in Dublin 3Iarch 19,

1804; younger son of Meyer Low Schomberg. He
entered the navy in Nov., 1743. In 1747 he was
promoted lieutenant of the "Hornet"; in 1755 he
was appointed to the "^ledway," one of the fleet in

the Bay of Biscay; and in 1757 he became captain
of the "Richmond"; from this vessel he was trans-

ferred to the "Diana" frigate, which in 1760 was
one of the squadron that repulsed an attempt by the

Frencli to regain Quebec. Schomberg was then ap-
pointed to the "Essex," a ship of 64 guns, and in

1761 he took part under the command of Commodore
Kepjiel in the reduction of Belle-Isle. In 1770 he
was ajipointed to the "Prudent," and in 1771 to the

command of the "Dorset." He was knighted by
the lord lieutenant in 1777, and for many years
headed the list of captains.

Sir Alexander was the author of a work entitled
" A Sea ^lanual Recommended to the Young Officers

of the Royal Navy as a Companion to the Signal-

r>ook." 1789.

BiHi.iofJRAPiiv: Boase, Modern Birjoraphj/ ; Charnock, Bio-
(ir(ii>)ii(i Xavalis, vi.

.1. G. L.

SCHOMBERG, ISAAC: English physician;
liorn at Cologne Aug. 14, 1714; died in London May
4. 1780; son of Meyer Low Sciiomberg. He re-

ceived a lil)eral education, and pursued his med-
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ical studies at Lcdyen, where he took the degree of

M.D. Retiirnintr to Englaud, he commenced prac-

tise in London.

His career was remarkable for his dispute with

the Royal College of Piiysicians. In Feb., 1745(6),

he was summoned by the l)oaid of censors to submit
himself to examination as a licentiate. In reply he
sent a letter of excuse which was termed "improb-
able and indecent." In 1747 he was entered at

Trinity College, Cambridge, and on appearing be-

fore the censors to give notice of the fact, he was
formally interdicted by the Royal College of Physi-

cians from practising his profession. Receiving bap-

tism, he was created M.D. at Cambridge by royal

mandate July 21, 1749; and thereupon he demanded
examination for admission to the Royal College of

Physicians as a right derived through his Cambridge
degree. The examinations were allowed, and he

was found fully competent to practise; but admis-

sion to the college was again denied him, and his

repeated applications thereafter were sedulously dis-

missed. Moses Mendez assisted Schomberg in wri-

ting on the subject a satire entitled "The Battiad."

It was not until after the lapse of many years and
after many subsequent appeals that the feeling en-

gendered by these occurrences was removed. In

tlie meantime Schomberg 's conduct had been correct

and conciliatory, and with the view doubtless of

marking their approval the college admitted him as

a licentiate on Dec. 23, 1765. He obtained a fellow-

ship Sept. 30, 1771, and was appointed censor at the

college in 1773 and again in 1778. Schomberg at-

tended Garrick in his last illness.

Bibliography : Oentleman's Magazine, 1751 ; Nichols, Lit-
erati Anecdote!^, iii. 2ti-2", Iv. 60H ; Munk, Roll of Royal Col-
legcof Physiclnns of London, ii. 72; European Magazine.
March, 1803; Chahners, Diotjraphical Diet.; Diet. Natitnml
Biographii.
J. G. L.

SCHOMBERG, MEYER LOW : English phy-
sician ; born at Fetzburg, Germany, 1690; died in

London March 4, 1761. He was the eldest son of a

Jewish practitioner of medicine whose original name
was Low, which he changed to Schomberg. Schom-
berg obtained thedegreeof M.D. from the University

of Giessen on Dec. 21, 1710, having entered tiie uni-

versity on Dec. 13, 1706. Obtaining a license, he
began to practise at Schwcinburg and later removed
to Blankenstein. After 1710 he practised at Metz,

and went to England about 1720.

Schomberg was admitted as a licentiate of the

Royal College of Physicians ]\Iarch 19, 1721(2).

At that time he was in very reduced circumstances,

and the college considerately accepted his Ijond for

the future payment of his admission fees. Cultiva-

ting an intimacy with the Jews of Duke's ]dace, lie

obtained introductions to some of the leading mer-

chants, and soon became the foremost idiysician of

the city, being in receipt of a professional income
of 4,000 guineas (S21, 000) a year. He was elected

a fellow of the Royal Society in 1726, and was a

strong supporter of the action of his son, Isaac

Schomberg, against the Royal C(^llege of Piiysi-

cians.

Bibliography: Muni. Roll of Roiial College of P/ii/.'i'riajis

of London, ii. 72-7.3; Carmolv, Les Mt'decins jitif^'. p. 2(K).

.1. G. L.

SCHOMBERG, RALPH (RAPHAEL) : Eng-
lish physician and author; born at Cologne, Ger-

many, Aug. 14, 1714; died at Reading, England,
June 29, 1792; twin brother of Isaac Schomberg.
He was educated at Merchant Taylor's School, and
studied medicine at Rotterdam, obtaining the de-

gree of M.D. from another university. He first set-

tled at Yarmouth and practised there as a physician,

also publishing some works on professional subjects.

He was elected a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries
in 1752, and soon afterward removed to Bath, in

which city he practised for some years with success.

During his residence there circumstances arose which
compelled his retirement from Bath and from public

practise. He removed to Pangborne in Berkshire,

and afterward to Reading. He corresponded with
E. M. da Costa.

A voluminous and mi.scellaneous writer, Schom-
berg has been desciibed as "a scribbler destitute of

either genius or veracity." He wrote: "An Ode on
the Present Rebellion," 1746; "An Account of the

Present Rebellion," 1746; "Aphorismi Practici,

sive Observationes Medicie," 1750; " Prosperi Mar-
tiani Annotationes in Ca?cas Pnenotationes Synop-
sis," 1751; "Physical Rhapsody," 1751; "Van Swie-
ten's Commentaries," 1762 ;

" A Treatise on the Colica

Pictonum or Dry Belly-Ache," 1764; "Duport de
Signis Morborum Libri Quatuor," 1766; " Death of

Bucephalus" (1765), burlesque acted at Edinburgh;
" The Life of Maecenas, " 1767 ;

" Judgment of Paris "

(1768), burlesque performed at the Haymarket;
"A Critical Dissertation on the Characters and Wri-
tings of Pindar and Horace"; "Medico Ma.stix,"

1771; "The Theorists" (1774), a satire; "Fashion"
(1775), a poem. His productions met generally with
an unfavorable reception.

Bibliography : Nichols, Literaru Ancedotcs. iii. 28-30; Munk,
Roll of Royal College of Physieians of London, ii. 73;
Chalmers, Biographical Diet.; Brit. Mus. Cat.; Diet. Na-
tional Biography.

J. G. L.

SCHONERER, GEORG VON : Austrian poli-

tician and anti-Semitic agitator; born at Vienna
July 17, 1842. He devoted himself to agriculture,

and in 1873 entered the Austrian Diet, where he rep-

resented the German-National party and gave his

support to the anti-Semitic movement. Having en-

tered by force the office of the "Neues Wiener
Tageblatt " (called "Judenblatt" because it pleaded
the cause of the Jews), he was condemned (May 5,

1888) to four months' imprisonment and lo.ss of liis

title of nobility and his immunity as a member of

the Diet. Later he regained his status. He propa-

gated his ideas in liis semimonthly " Unverfalschte

Deutsche Worte." In 1895 lie retired from public

life, but continued to be a bitter opponent of the

Christian-Social party and its leaders Laeger and
Vergaui. He embraced Protestantism Sept. 2,

1899.

Schonerer published "ZwOlf Reden " (Vienna,

1886) and "Flinf Reden" {ib. 1891). His father,

Mathias, a railroad contractor in the employ of the

Rothschilds, left him a large fortune. His wife is a

great-granddaughter of R. Samuel Lob Kohen, who
died at Pohrlitz in 1832. See Jew. Encyc. i. 646,

.s.v. Anti-Skmitis.m.
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Bibliography : Mittheilun(ien ziir Ahivchr dcs A uti-Scmiti^-

tmis, 1891-19(X); Brochhaus KonverfiatUms-LexUiDn: Mcu-
ers Koiiveraatiotut-Lezikoii ; Wurzbach, Uingraphisches
Lexikon. ,, ,,
J. S. Man.

SCHONFELD, BARTJCH: Hungarian Hebra

ist; born at Szcnicz 1778; died at Budapest Dec. 29,

1852. He Avas a teaclier in several towns of Hun-

gary and Moravia, and was the author of the follow-

ing works: "Zeror Perahim " (Vienna, 1814), essays

in prose and poetry; "Mussar Haske! " (Prague,

1831), a manual of etliirs for Jewish youth, adapted

from Campe's " Theophron "
; "Shalme Todah "

(Hamburg, 1840), an ode dedicated to Gabriel Ries-

ser; "'Anaf 'Ez Abot" (Ofen, 1841), a metrical

versification of some midrashic legends; and "Min-

hah Belulah " (Vienna, 1850), a collection of prose

and verse.

Bibliography: Fuenn, K'cdescf FiVsrrtf J, p. 198 ; Steinschnei-

der. Cat. Bodl. col. :Jo71 : Zeitlin, Blbl. Poat-Mendeh. p. 348.

8. M. Sel.

SCHONHAK, JOSEPH : Russian author ; born

at Tiktin 1812; died at Suwalki Dec. 10, 1870.

Schonhak led a retired life, devoting his time to

writing and study. He was the author of "Toledot

lia-Arez" (Warsaw, 1841) and " Ha Ma.shbir," or

"'Aruk he-Hadash" (ib. 1858). The "Toledot ha-

Arez " is a natural history in three parts. The
subjects are arranged and classified, and a full de-

scription of each is given as to color, form, and

habitat. Those that are mentioned in the Bible are

given book, chapter, and verse; and so with those

mentioned in the Talmud. The "Ha-Mashbir" is

an Aramaic-German raljbinical dictionary, based on

Nathan ben Jehiel's '"Aruk." His "Sefer ha-Mil-

luim" was published at Warsaw in 1869.

Bibliography: Ha-Mngfiid, 1870, No. 49; Fuenn, Kciicsct

Yisraeh 1866.

s. J. Go.

SCHOOL; SCHOOL-TEACHER. See Edu-

cation.

SCHOR, ABRAHAM HAYYIM BEN
NAPHTALI HIRSCH: Galician rabbi; died at

Belz, a small town near Lemberg, Jan. 3 (or 23),

1632; buried in Lemberg. He was rabbi in Satanow

and later in Belz, and, according to Levvinstein (in

"TrTehillah "), in Lemberg also. He wrote: " Torat

Hayyim" (part i., Lublin, 1624; part ii., Cracow,

1636), novellas on nine treatises of tl.'e Talmud ;
" Zon

Kodashim " (Wandsbeck, 1729), notes on the Tal-

mudic treatises of the order Kodashim, in collabora-

tion with Mordecai Asher, rabbi o!.' Bizezany ; and
" Kontres Bedek ha-Bayit." notes on the part of the

Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer that deals with di-

vorces (" hilkot gittin"). luintcd with Judah Aryeli

b. David's "Gur Arych " (.Vmsterdam, 1733). Schor

is quoted by Benjamin Aaron Saliiik in his re-

sponsa "Mas'at Binyamin " (No. 88), and by Del-

medigo in his "Elim."

Bibliography: But)er, Aiifilic S/if/ii, p. 3; Fuenn, Kiucsit
Yisrneh p. 368 ; Fiirst, Bilil. Jiid. iii. 384.

E. c. M. Sel.

SCHOR, (MOSES) EPHRAIM SOLOMON
(the Elder): I'olisli rabl)i : died in Lublin in 1633.

He was the son of Naphtaii Hiisch of .Moravia and

a descendant of the tosafist Joseph Bekor Schor.

Ephraim Solomon married Hannele, the daughter of

Saul Wahl of Brest-Litovsk, of which city he later

became rabbi. He succeeded R. Samuel Edels

(MaHaRSHA) as rabbi of Lublin, where he remained

until his death.

Schor was the author of a work entitled "Tebu'ot

Shor,"an abridgment of Joseph Caro's "Bet Yosef."

He is sometimes called the elder "Tebu'ot Shor," to

distinguish him from his brother's great-grandson

Alexander Sender Shor of Zolkiev, who was the

autlior of a work bearing the same name. Ephraim
Solomon's son Jacob, author of "Bet Ya'akob," on

Sanhedrin, was rabbi of Brest-Litovsk from 1652 to

1655.

Bibliography : Walden, Shem hn-GedoUm he-Hadash, p. 4.5;

Feinstein, '7r TehiUah, pp. 24, 26, 1,53, Warsaw, 1886; Nissen-
baum, Lc-Korol ha-Yehudim he-Luhlin, pp. 3.5-36, Lublin,
1899.

H. R. P. Wl.

SCHOR, NAPHTALI HIRSCH BEN ZAL-
MAN (known also as Hirsch. Elsasser) : Mora-

vian Talmudist of the si.xteenth century. He was
a pupil of Moses Isserles, who addressed to him
many of his responsa, most of which are explana-

tions of the "Sefer ha-Mordekai." It seems from

No. 121 of these responsa that Schor's residence

was at Posen, and from No. 112 that he was for a

long time absent from his home, seeking a position

in one of the German towns. The most prominent

among his pupils was Joel Sirkes, author of "Bayit

Hadash (Ball)."

According to Fuenn ("Kiryah Ne'emanah," pp.

54-55), Schor is to be identified with Naphtaii Herz,

rabbi of Brest-Litovsk, one of the signatories to a

decision in the affair of the 'Agunah of Brest (Is-

serles, Responsa, No. 14). It has, liowever, been

proved that this identification is not warranted, as

the rabbi of Brest-Litovsk in question speaks in the

responsum not as a pupil of Isserles, but as an older

authority.

Bibliography: Feinstein, '7r Tehillah, pp. 23, 145,151,188;
Fuenn, Kiiieset YisracU P. 292.

E. c. jVI. Sel.

SCHORR, JOSHUA HESCHEL (commonly

known as Osias Schorr) : Galician Hebrew schol-

ar, critic, and communal worker; born at Brodj' May
22, 1814 ; died there Sept. 2, 1895. His parents were

rich, but, owing to the obscurantism which pre-

vailed in Galicia, Schorr received a rather scanty

education in the heder. Prompted, however, by an

invincible desire for more knowledge, the boy

sought the acquaintance of the Galician Hebrew
scholars of tlie time, and finally became acquainted

with Isaac Erter, under whose guidance he studied

Hebrew, Talmud, foreign languages, and the secu-

lar sciences. Ic was ciiiefly Erter that infiuenced

young Schorr, who learned from Itim

Early his elevated style, his critical spirit.

Career. and also his sarcasm. Schorr was
greatly infiuenced by Samuel David

Luzzatto also with regard to criticism and the study

of science; butwitli respect to Talmudical Judaism,

as will be shown later, he was directly opposed to

Luzzattcn

Schorr was married young to a woman of good

family; and, having become independent, he de-
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voted the remainder of his life to literary pursuits.

About 1865, however, his wife and onl}' son died,

and he besides lost the larger part of his fortune, so

that after that time he lived almost in seclusion.

These reverses seem to have preyed on Schorr's

mind, as may be seen by the difference iu tone be-

tween the tirst six and the latter parts of his "He-

Haluz." Schorr began his literary activity in He-

brew with articles on the history of Jewish litera-

ture for the periodical "Ziyyon," edited by Jost and

Creiznach. As this periodical could not publish the

large number of contributions from Hebrew wri-

ters, Erter resolved upon founding one of his own.

He had already drawn up the plan of the new peri-

odical and written part of the preface, when his

labors were interrupted by death, and Schorr was

left to carry out his master's plan. The new jour-

nal was entitled He-Haluz.
Schorr distinguished himself by his pungent

style and the satirical humor with which he at-

tacked his opponents. He was un-

Founds daunted in his criticism of anything

"He- or any one that opposed the spread of

Haluz." modern civilization. Together with

Erter and other champions of the

Haskalah, he fought against Hasidism and ob-

scurantism, but he went much farther than his con-

temporaries in that he even attacked the Talmud
itself. He declared that the rabbis of the Gemara
did not fully understand the meaning of the Mish-

nah, and that therefore their decisions were very

often absurd and contrary to reason as well as

to the spirit of the Mishnah. In his attacks upon

the Talmud he cited particularly those passages

which were not in accord with the modern spirit

or which appeared to be obscene. Hence, while

in the early volumes of "He-Haluz" he had as

collaborators men like Abraham Geiger, Abraham
Krochmal, Steiuschneider, Samuel David Luzzatto,

and others, he remained almost alone in the later

volumes. It is true that som.e of his former collab-

orators had died ; but there were many others who
turned against him and became the objects of his

satirical shafts.

Indeed, Schorr spared no one who was not of his

own opinion, and with the exception of Nachman
Krochmal's " Moreh Nebuke ha-Zenian " and Geiger's

"Urschrift" no work which came under his criti-

cism was left unscathed. He was an

As a able critic and had published as early

Critic, as 1841, in "Ziyyon" (i. 147 et seq.).

a critical essay on the "Shibbole ha-

Leket" and the"Sefer Tanya." In Biblical criti-

cism he was influenced by Kennicott, and wrote in

"He-Haluz" many notes on the Bible, as well as

numerous comments on Talmudic and midrashic

passages.

Schorr, iu the later numbers of his "He-Haluz,"

became even more bitter in his attacks. This may
have been due to the moroseuess into which he was
thrown by his reverse of fortune. There is even a

difference of ideas evident in the later and the earlier

issues of the periodical ; for wliereas in the early

volumes Schorr declared that many of the sayings

of the Rabbis are taken from Zoroastrianism and

that most of the words are Persian (Pahlavi), in the

later numbers he declared them to be of Greek ori-

gin. As was natural, many polemical works were

written against Schorr, in which the authors did not

retrain even from violent personal abuse; for ex-

ample, Me'ir Kohn Bistritz in his "Bi'ur Tit ha-

Yaweu."
As a communal worker Schorr was indefatigable,

interesting himself in all questions regarding the

Galician communities. He fought together with

Abraham Cohen of Lemberg for the abolishment

of the meat- and candle-tax in Gali-

As a cia, and strove to improve the educa-

Communal tion of the Jewish youth, insisting, in

Worker. spite of his liberal ideas with regard

to religion, upon the need of Jewish

denominational schools, in which the Jewish spirit

might be preserved in its purity. His articles in

the
"
'Ibri Anoki," which he wrote on the occasion

of the foundation of the Mahazike ha-Dat society

in Lemberg, show clearly that he was a fervent

Jewish nationalist. He bequeathed his property

and his library, which was a considerable one, to

the rabbinical seminary of Vienna.

Bibliography: G. Bader, in Pardes, lii. 181 et seq.: A. Briill,

in Monatgbliltter, xv. 244 et seq.; Ha-Maqgid, xxxix.. No.
36; Fiirst, BiU. Jud. Hi. 384-285; Zeitlin, Bihl. Poat-
Mendeh. pp. 349-3.50. For He-Haluz: Epstein, in Weiss-
man's Monatsschrift, 1889, pp. 5^et seq.: Geiger, Zeit. Jild.

Thenl. Iv. 67 et seq., vlii. 168; Wlstinetzki, in Ha-Melif,
xxxiv.. No. 12.

w. B. M. Sel.

SCHORR, NAPHTALI MENDEL : Galician

Hebrew writer; died at Lemberg Dec. 14, 1883. He
was the founder (1861) of the Hebrew weekly " Ha-

'Et," of which only twenty-two numbers appeared.

In 1855 he edited in Lemberg Jedaiah Bedersi's "Be-

hinat ha-'Olam " and " Bakkashat ha-Memim," to

which latter work he added a German translation

and a Hebrew commentary entitled " Patshegen ha-

Ketab."

Schorr was, besides, the author of " Har ha-Mor,"

a collection, in three parts, of narratives from Jew-

ish medieval history (Lemberg, 1855-75), and of

"Mas'at Nefesh," called also "Mishle Berakman "

{ib. 1867), d Hebrew translation of the "Brahma-

nische Weisheit," to which he wrote an introduction.

Schorr contributed articles to Hebrew periodicals

over the signature '^^\ formed of the last letter of

each of his names.

Bibliography: Zeitlin, Bihl. Post-Mendeh. p. 349.

s. M. Sel.

SCHOSSBERGER DE TORNA, SIMON
WOLF: Hungarian merchant and estate-owner;

born 1796 at Sasvar (Sassin, Schossberg, Comitat

Nyitra) ; died at Budapest :March 25, 1874. Through
his many commercial, industrial, and agricultural

enterprises he attained wealth and honor; and by
his promotion of the tobacco industry he solved

a Hungarian economic problem.

Previous to 1861 Schossberger was twice presi-

dent of the Jewish community of Pesth. He was the

first Hungarian Jew elevated to the nobility liy Em-
peror Francis Joseph I. (1863) ; he assumed the name
"De Torna."

One of Schossberger's sons, Sigmund von
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Schossberger, was in 1885 created a baron, being

the first Jew thus houored iu Hunejar}-.

s. L. V.

SCHOTT (SCHOTTLANDER), BENEDICT
(BARUCH) : German educationist ; born in Danzig

iVIarcli 11, 1703 (or 1764); died at Seesen July 21,

1846. Left an orphan at an early age, he wandered

througli Germany as a scholar (" bal.iur "), and among
other places sojourned in Glogau, Breslau, and Ber-

lin. In the last-named city he was tutor iu the house

of the banker Herz Beer, father of tlie composer

Meyerbeer. In 1804 Schott was called as a teacher

to the newly establisiied Jacobsonscliule in Seeseu,

and two years later he was made its director.

At Jacobson's request the title "hofrat" was con-

ferred upon Schott by Landgrave Ludwlg X. of

Hesse -Darmstadt.

In 1806 Schott, commissioned by Jacobson, went

to Paris to submit to the Sanhedrin summoned by

Napoleon a memorial urging the necessity of better

education among the Jews. After a long term of

activity in the Jacobsonschule, Schott retired July

1, 1838, iu his seventy-fifth year.

Schott was the author of the following works:

"Der Levit von Ephraim," Breslau, 1798; "Toldoth

Noach, Oder die Geschichte der Siiudfluth," ib. 1799;

"Zaphnat Paneach," a collection of moral teacliings,

proverbs, stories, and poems from the Talmud and

other Jewish works; a reader for Jewish children,

designed especially for use in the Jacobsonschule,

vol. i., Konigslutter, 1804; vol. ii., Hildesheim, 1812;

"Sendschreiben an Meine Brllder, die Israeliten in

Westfalen, die Errichtung eiues Jlidischen Konsis-

toriums Betreflend," Brunswick, 1808.

Bibliography : Ha-Meaxsef, Ix. 9 ; Sulamith, hi., part v., ^1
;

new series, vol. i., partil., p. 157, notes; P. Philippson, Bioyra-
phisc}ie Skizzen, ii. 168, and notes; Steinschneider, Cat. nodi.
col. 2573; Zeitschrift ties Hnrzvereins ftlr Geschichte uud
Altert7imshini(le, xxiii. 204, 200; Wohlwill, in Allg. Zcit. des
Jud. 1847, p. i:i; Lewinsky, Hofrat Benedict Schott, ib. 1901,

pp. 460 et .vcy.

s. A. Lew.

SCHOTTLANDER, JULIUS: German mer-

chant; born at Munsterberg, Silesia, March 22, 1835;

educated at the public schools of his native town and

at Breslau. He established liimself as a wonl- and
grain-merchant in Miinsterberg; but in 1859 removc-d

his business to Breslau, associating himself witli his

brother-in-law, Louis Pakully. From 18G4 to 1869

he leased from the city of Breslau the Mittel mill,

where he manufactured sweet - oil. During the

PrussoAustrian war of 1866 he was contractor for

the si.xth Prussian army corps, and in the Franco-

Prussian war of 1870-71 for the third German army.

During the following twenty years Schottliinder

engaged in milling, mining, the manufacture of

cement, bricks, and sugar, and in real-estate trans-

actions. In 1890 ho retired from active business

life, and since then has devoted liimself to agricul-

ture, having acquired a large tract of farm-land in

Silesia.

Schottliinder has l)een identified with many chari-

ties in the cities of Breslau and Miinsteiberg, and
has contributed largely to the embellishment of the

latter city.

Bim.iOGRAPHY: MiliU'tcrherijer ZeitiDUj, Manfi 23. 190.5.

s. F. T. H.

SCHOTTLANDER, JULIUS : German gyne-

cologist ; born at Si. Petersburg April 12, 1860.

Studying at the universities of Munich and Heidel-

berg, lie graduated as doctor of medicine in 1887.

During the following two years he was assistant to

Kehr in Halberstadt, later to Martin in Berlin. In

1893 he established himself as a pliysiciauin Heidel-

berg, and became privat-docent in gynecology at

the university. In 1897 he was appointed assistant

professor.

Schottlander has written several essaj's in the

medical journals, and is the author of " Eierstock-

tuberculose," Jena, 1896.

Bibliography: Pagel, Biou. Lex.
F. T. H.

SCHREIBER, EMANUEL: American rabbi;

born at Leipnik, ^loravia, Dec. 13, 1852. He re-

ceived his education at the g3-mnasium of Kremsir,

the University of Berlin, the; Talmudical college of

his native town, the rabbinical seminary at Eisen-

stadt, Hungary, and the Ilochschule in Berlin

(Ph.D., Heidelberg, 1873). In 1874 he was ap-

pointed teacher at the Samson School at Wolfen-

blittel, and subsequently became rabbi of Elbing

(1875) and Bonn on the Rhine (1878). In 1881 he

accepted a call to the rabbinate of 3Iobile, Ala.,

where he remained until 1883, when he was elected

rabbi of Denver, Colo. He then held successively

the rabbinates of Los Angeles, Cal. (1885-89); Little

Rock, Ark. (1889-91); Spokane, Wash. (1891-92);

Toledo, O. (1892-97); and Youngstown, O. (1897-

1899). Since 1899 he has been rabbi of Congrega-

tion Emanu-El, Chicago, 111.

Schreiber was editor of the " Jlidische Gemeinde-

und Familien-Zeitung" (later "Die Reform") from

1876 to 1881, and of the "Chicago Occident" from

1893 to 1896; and he has written many essays for the

Jewish press. Of his works may be mentioned:

"Die Principien des Judenthums Verglichen mit

Denen des Christentums," Leipsic, 1877 ;
" Abraham

Geiger," ib. 1879; "Erzahlungen der Heiligen

Schrift,"4th ed., Leipsic, 1880"; "Die Selbstkritik

der Juden," Berlin. 1880, and Leipsic, 1890;

"Graetz's Geschichtsbauerei," i6. 1881; "Der Tal-

mud vom Standpunkt des 3Iodcrnen Judenthums,"
ib. 1881; "The Talmud," Denver, 1884: "Reform
Judaism and Its Pioneers," Spokane, 1892; "Moses
Bloch, a Biograi)hy," Chicago, 1894; and "The
Bible iu llie Light of Science," Pitt.sburg, 1897.

BiHi.iOGRAPiiv : Anuricaii Jewish Year Bonk, 'tCtCA (]9<)4).

A. F. T. H.

SCHREIBER, MOSES B. SAMUEL (known

also as Moses Sofer) : German rabbi; born at

Fiaiikfort-on-tlie Main Sept. 14, 1763; died at Pres-

burg Oct. 3, 1839. His mother's name was Reisil.

At the age of nine he entered the yeshibah of R.

Nathan Adler at Frankfort, and when only thirteen

years old he delivered public lectures the excellence

of whicli took liis audiences by surprise. So great

was the bov's fame that R. Phinehas Horowitz

(llurwitz), author of the "Sefer Hafla'ali," then

rabbi of Frankfort, invited him to become his pupil.

Schreiber consented, but remained under Horowitz

for one year only, when he left for the yeshibah of

R. Tebele Scheuer in the neighboring city of ]\Ia-
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Moses Schreiber.

yence, who gladly welcomed the boy. Scheuer gra-

tuitously supplied all his wants, and Schreiber with

increased energy and assiduity devoted himself to

the study of the Talmud. All the prominent resi-

dents of Mayence took an interest in the boy's wel-

fare and facilitated

the progress of his

studies.

In spite of his great

devotion to Bible and
Talmud Schreiber suc-

ceeded in acquiring a

knowledge of secular

sciences also, becoming
proficient in astrono-

my, astrology, geome-
try, and general his-

tory. His teacher then

gave him the rabbin-

ical diploma, author-

izing him to render

decisions on questions

of law. Yielding to

the entreaties of his

former teachers in Frankfort, Schreiber returned to

his native city.

In 1782 R. Nathan Adler was called to the rab-

binate of Boskowitz, and Schreiber followed him.

From Boskowitz Schreiber went, at Adler's advice,

to Prossnitz, where he married Sarah, the widowed
daughter of R. Moses Jerwitz, by whom all his ma-
terial wants were supplied for two years. He be-

came head of the yeshibah at Prossnitz, and later

accepted his first official position, becoming rabbi

of Dresnitz, after he had procured the sanction of

the government to settle in that town. In the j'^ear

1798, shortly before the Feast of Tabernacles, he
resigned the rabbinate, and accepted that of Mat-
tersdorf, Hungary. There he established a yeshi-

bah, and pupils flocked to him. About this titiic

he declined many other otters of rabbinates, but
in 1803 accepted a call to Presburg. Here al.so

he esta1)lished a yeshibah, which Avas attended

by about 500 pupils, many of whom became famous
rabbis. He did not, however, enjoy his stay at

Presburg, his activity in behalf of liis people being
hamiicred by the disturbances resulting from the

war between Austria and Fiance; and in 1812 his

troubles were augmented by the death of his wife.

After the lapse of some time he married Sarah, the

daughter of Akiba Eger.

In 1819 the Reform movement among the Jews of

Hamburg was initiated. Schreiber declared open
uar against the reformers, and attacked them in his

speeches and writings with all the force at his

command. In the same spirit lie fought also the

founders of the Reformschule in Presburg, which
was established in the year 1827. This war against

the reformers he prosecuted unremittingly for the

remainder of his life.

Although in his early days an adherent of the

PiLPUL, Schreiber later discarded its methods. His
lectures, which were very lucid, were presented in

such a simplified form as to be easily understood
by all his hearers. His relations to his pupils

were tender in the extreme. He was likewise an

eflScient preacher; he was never sparing in Ids de-

nunciation of evil-doers, and fearlessly attacked

them irrespective of their position and standing in

the community. He was moreover distinguished

especially for his modesty as well as for his chari-

table deeds, being the founder of manj' benevolent

institutions.

About 100 volumes were left by Schreiber in man-
uscript, of which the following have been printed:

(1) "Hatam Sofer" (6 vols., Presburg, 1855-64), a
collection of responsa; (2) "Hatam Sofer," consist-

ing of " hiddushim " to many Talmudical treatises

published at various dates and places; (3) "Shirat
Mosheli " {ib. 1857), various poems of a cabalistic na-

ture; (4) "Zawwa'at Mosheh " (Vienna, 1863), ante-

mortem instructions to his children and descendants;

(5) "Torat Mosheh" (Presburg, 1879-93), commen-
taries and notes on the Pentateuch; and (6) "Sefer
Zikkaron " (Drohobicz, 1896), a narrative of the

author's sufferings during the siege of Presburg.

In addition to the foregoing works, hiddushim by
him were included in several works of other authors.

Bibliography: h. L&ndsherg, Bioaraphie des Moses Sofer,
Presburg, 1876 ; S. Schreiber, Hwt ha-MeshuUash, vol. i.,

Munkacs, 1894 ; Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books Brit. Mus. p. 687.

E. c. B. Fk.

SCHBEIBEB, SIMON: Austrian rabbi; born
at Presburg, Hungary, 1821 ; died March 25, 1883,

at Cracow ; son of Moses Schreiber. In 1842 he be-

came rabbi of Mattersdorf ; in 1857 he declined a call

from the congregation of Papa; and in 1860 he ac-

cepted a similar invitation to the city of Cracow.
He became the foremost leader of the Orthodo.x Jews
of Galicia in religious as well as in worldly matters

;

and his reputation for shrewdness and prudence in

secular affairs was such that in 1879 he was elected

a member of the Austrian Parliament.

In 1880 Schreiber founded the Hebrew weekly
"Mahazike ha-Dat," which is still (1905) published

in Lemberg.

Bibliography: f: Schreiber, Hut ha-Meshullash, p. GRh; Fried-
berg, Lnhot Zihkarnn, p. 37.

E. c. B. Fu.

SCHREINER, ABRAHAM : Austrian discov-

erer of petroleum ; born in Galicia in the second dec-

ade of the nineteenth century; died after 1870. He
was a merchant in Boryslaw, where he possessed

some land. On this land was a hollow from which
exuded a greasy, tarry secretion ; this the farmers

of the neighborhood had for a long time used as a

kind of panacea. Schreiner took some of this stuff

and, forming a ball of it, inserted therein a wick,

which, when lighted, burned with a red flame. He
now tried to distil the mass by filling an old iron pot

with it and placing it upon the fire. The result was
disastrous: the pot exploded, and the experimenter

was severely injured. Schreiner, upon his recov-

ery, went to an apothecary w ho sold him a distilling-

apparatus and instructed him in its use. With this

Schreiner succeeded in 1853 in producing petroleum,

which he sold to the druggists in Drohobicz and in

Sanib(,r. Later he dispo?;ed of 100 pounds of it for

15 florins to the Lemberg chemist Nikolasen, who
refined it and produced a colorless, clear liquid.

The Austrian Northern Railway in 1854 bought 300

pounds of refined petroleum at 20 florins per hun-
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dredweigbt and tested it for illuminating purposes.

Schreiner now sank wells and procured oil in larger

quantities; but his buildings were twice burned, and

after the last conflagration, in 1866, he became im-

poverished.

In tiie meantime the Americans had introduced

petroleum to the world (1859), and Schreiner was no

longer able to compete with them. He died a poor

man at the age of about fift}-.

Bibliography : Huko Warmholz, in Von Fels znm Meer, re-

printed in Allg. Zeit. des Jud. Feb. 10, 1904, pp. (59 et seq.

s. F. T. H.

SCHREINER, MARTIN: Hungarian rabbi;

born at Grosswardein July 8, 1863; educated at the

local gymnasium and the rabbinical seminary and
at the University of Budapest (Ph.D. 1885; rabbin-

ical diploma, 1887). From 1887 to 1890 he officiated

as rabbi at Somogy-Csurgo, and in 1893 became pro-

fessor at tlie Jewish normal school at Budapest. In

the following year ho was called to the Lehranstalt

fiir die Wissenschaft des Judenthums in Berlin

as instructor in Jewish history and the philosophy

of religion.

Schreiner is the author of the following works:
" Adalekok a Bibliai Szoveg Kiejtesenek Tortenete-

hez," Budapest, 1885 (in German also), historical

notes on the pronunciation of the Biblical text ;
" Az

Iszlam Vallasos Mozgalmai az Elso Negy Szazad-

ban," ib. 1889, on the religious movements of Islam

during the first four centuries a. h. ; "Zur Geschiclite

des Asch'aritenthums," Leyden, 1890; "Le Kitab al-

Muhadhara wa-1-Mudhakara de Moi'se ibn Ezra, et Ses

Sources," Paris, 1892; "Der Kalam in der Jlidischeu

Litteratur," Berlin, 1895; "Contributions a I'Histoire

des Juifs en Egypte," ib. 1896; and " Die Jilngslen

Urtheile ilber das Judenthum," ib. 1902. Schreiner

has published also a volume of sermons in Hungarian
(Csurgo, 1887), and has contributed many articles to

the"Philo]ogiai Kiizlony," "Magyar Zsido Szemle,"
" Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Ge-sell-

schaft" (including his "Zur Geschiclite der Polemik
Zwischen Juden und Muhammedanern "), "Bevue
des Etudes Juives," and "Monatsschrift fiir die Ge-
schichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums."
Bibliography : Pallas Lex.

s. L. V.

SCHRENZEL, ABRAHAM. See R.\poport,
Abuah.\m.

SCHRETER, JAKOB: Hungarian jurist; born

Feb. 7, 1847, in Ugra. He studied at Nagyvarad,
Debreczin, Budapest, and Vienna (Doctor of Law,
1870), and was admitted to the bar at Budapest in

1872. He is (1905) a member of the aldermanic
board, and corresponding member of the chamber of

commerce and industry. In 1898 he was commis-
sioned by the minister of justice, Desider Szilagyi,

to draft a bill for the levision of the laws pertaining

to bankruptcy, as well as one regulating extrajudi-

cial questions. In 1896 he was made a knight of

the Order of Francis Joseph.

Schreyer is the author of the following works:

"A Perorvoslatok Teljes Beudszere," a system of

legal procedure, awarded a prize of 100 ducats by
the Academy of Science, Budapest ;

" A Polgari

TOrvenykezesi Rendtartas," in 2 vols., treating of

procedure in civil cases; "25 ev a Magyar Kereske-
delmi Csarnok Tortenetebol," a history of the Hun-
garian chamber of commerce, printed in 1896 under
the auspices of the Hungarian ministry of commerce,

s. L. V.

SCHUDT, JOHANN JAKOB : German poly-

histor and Orientalist; born at Fraukfort-on-the-

Maiu Jan. 14, 1664; died there Feb. 14, 1722. He
studied theology at Wittenberg, and went to Ham-
burg in 1684 to stud}' Orientalia under Ezra Edzaidi.

He then settled in his native city as teacher in the

gymnasium in which he had been educated, and of

which he became rector in 1717. He devoted him-
self especially to Jewish history and antiquities,

beginning with the publication of a "Compendium
Historiai Judaicae " (1700). His greatest work was
his " Jiidische Merckwlirdigkeiten," of which three

parts appeared in 1714, and a supplementary part in

1717. Up to that time he had been on friendly

terms with the Jews of Frankfort, writing a preface

to Griinhut's edition of Kimhi's Commentaiy on the

Psalms, 1712, while in 1716 he published the Purim
play of the Frankfort and Prague Jews with a High
German translation. He had, however, previously

published "Juda^us Christicida," attempting to

prove that Jews deserved corporal as well as spiri-

tual punishment for the crucifixion. His " Ji'idische

Merckwlirdigkeiten " is full of prejudice, and re-

peats man}' of the fables and ridiculous items

published by Eisenmenger; but it contains also val-

uable details of contemporary Jewish life, and will

always be a source for the history of the Jews, par-

ticularly those of Frankfort. Schudt also contrib-

uted to Ugolini's "Thesaurus" (vol. xxxii.) a dis-

sertation on the singers of the Temple.

Bibliography: Allgemcine Deutsche Biographic.
E. C. J.

SCHTJHL, MOlSE : French rabbi ; born at

Westhausen, Alsace, Maj' 2, 1845. He received his

education at the lyceum at Strasburg and at the

Rabbinical Seminary, Paris, becoming rabbi atSaint-

Etienne in 1870, chief rabbi of Vesoul in 1888, and
chief rabbi of the consistory of Epinal in 1896.

Scliuhl is the author of: "Sentences et Proverbes

du Talmud et du Midrasch," Paris, 1878; "Super-

stitions et Coutumes Populaires du Judaisme Cou-

temporain,"«7>. 1882; "Les Preventions des Romains
Contre la Religion Jui ve, " ib. 1882 ; and " Nos Usages
Religieux," ib. 1896.

s. F. T. H.

SCHUL : Juda?o-German designation for the

temple or the synagogue ("bet ha-midrash "), used

as early as the thirteenth century. The building of

synagogues being forbidden in nearly every Euro-

pean countrj' at that period, the Jews were obliged

to hold their services in private buildings; and for

this purpose they used the schools which they

were permitted to conduct. It thus became cus-

tomary for them to say merely " I go to school

"

instead of "I go to tiie chapel in the school." Ac-

cording to Lazarus ("Treu und Frei," p. 285), how-
ever, this use of "schul" for " sj'nagogue " merely

indicates the interchange of the two allied con- i

cepts, while Glidemann asserts, on the other hand
\

("Gesch." iii. 94, note), that the Jews originally
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called the synagogue a "schul " in the sense of "as-

sembly," this designation being accepted by the

Jews since the Christians would not term the syna-

gogue a church.

It thus becomes explicable why this term was
adopted for the synagogue in nearly all countries,

e.g., "scuola" in Italy, "schola" in England, and
" szkola " in Poland. According to Jacobs (" Jews of

Angevin England," p. 245, London, 1893), however,
" the frequent

reference to Jew-
ish schol;T3 in the

English records

may refer to real

schools and not

to the s y n a -

gogues, as has

been hitherto

assumed." At
Norwich the
school built be-

fore 1189 was
not identical
with the syna-

gogue, and the

same remark ap-

plies to London.

Bibliography:
Sulamith, vol. i.,

part ii., p. -77;
Abrahams, Jev-
isli Life in the
Middle Agcf, p.

30, London, 1896.

J. S. O.

SCHUL-
BAUM, MO-
SES : Austrian

Hebraist ; born

at Jezierzany,

Galicia, April
25, 1835. His
mother was a de-

scendant of Ha-
kam Zebi. At
an early age he
devoted himself

to the study of

Hebrew, and in

1870 entered the

printing-house
of Michael Wolf at Lemberg as proof-reader. When
the Baron de Hirsch schools were founded in Galicia,

Scliulbaum was called (1889) as teacher of Hebrew
to Kolomea ; in 1897 he was transferred to the Baron
de Hirsch school at Mikulince, where he is still

(1905) teaching.

Schulbaum is one of the foremost Neo-Hebraic
writers. He has translated into Hebrew Schiller's

"Die Rauber" (Lemberg, 1871) and the pseudo-

Aristotelian "Ethics" {ib. 1877); and has edited a

complete revision of Ben Zeeb's " Ozar lia-Shora-

shim " (5 vols., ib. 1880-82). The last four parts of

this book—namely, the Chaldeo-German, Neo-He-
braic, and German-Hebraic glossaries, and the glos-

sary of proper names—were compiled independent!}'

by Schulbaum; likewise the following parts wliich

XL—

8

Joliann Jakob Schudl.

(From Schudt, *' Jiidische Merckwurdigkeiten,'

have appeared in a second edition : Hebrew-German
dictionary (ib. 1898), and German-Hebrew diction-

ary {ib. 1904).

Bibliography : Zeitlln, Bihl. Fo»t-MendeJs. pp. 23, 351.

s. M. Mr.

SCHXJLER GELATJF : Organized attacks upon
the Jews of diilerent Polish cities by Christian

youths, especially pupils of the many Jesuit schools

that existed in

Poland during
the seventeenth

and eighteenth

centuries. These
youths not only

assaulted indi-

v i d u a 1 J e w s

whom they met
on the streets,

but they organ-

ized themselves

into bands, in-

vading and pil-

laging the Jew-
ish quarters.
Such disturb-

ances were of

frequent occur-

rence in cities

which possessed

large Jewish
populations, as

Brest-Litovsk,
Cracow, Posen,

and Wilna; and
the riots often

ended in blood-

shed. Thus, in

1663 the students

of the Jesuit
academy in Cra-

cow, under the

pretext that
some Jews had
blaspiiemed the

Christian relig-

ion, invaded the

Jewi.sh quarter,

killed or wound-
ed many per-

sons, destroyed 120 houses, and carried off more
than 4,000 florins, after having made their victims

promise not to prosecute them.

The authorities tolerated and even encouraged

such affairs; and, in order to protect their lives and
property, the Jews had to contribute annually to

the various Jesuit institutions.

Bibliography : Beck and Brann, Yevreiskaya Istoria, p. 326;
Schudt, Jildixche Merck wUrdigkeiteii, ii. 300.

J. J. Go.

SCHULHOF, ISAAC BEN ZALMAN BEN
MOSES : Austrian rabbi ; born about 1650 at

Prague; died there Jan. 19, 1733. He settled in

Ofen as the rabbi of a small congregation, and in

1686, when that city was stormed by the imperial-

ists, he was overwhelmed by calamities. His wife

i:i4.)
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was murdered ; hisson died in prison at Raab; while

he himself was incarcerated, and barely escaped

death on Elul 14 (Sept. 3), 168(5. The anniversary of

his escape was celebrated by his family as Schulhof

Purini.

Schulhof wrote elegies in commemoration of the

deliverance of the Jews of Ofen during the assault

of 1686, and recounted his own afflictions in a me-

gillah. The latter was published in 1895 by David

Kaufmann.

Bibliography: Kobak's Jeschurun, vii. 134-143; S. Kohn,

Heher Kidfornwok <'« Adatnk Mngiiarorszag Thrtenel-

mehez, Budapest, 1881 ; D. Kaufmann, Die Erstllrmung
Ofeux, etc. {Mcoill-al Ofen). Treves, 1895.

E. c. A. Be.

SCHXJLHOFF, JTJLIUS : Austrian pianist and

comp.iser; born at Prague Aug. 2, 1825; died at

Berlin March 15, 1898. Kisch and Tedesco were his

teachers in piano, and he studied theory under

Tomaschek. He made his debut at Dresden in 1842,

and later played at the Leipsic Gewandhaus. He
then went to Paris, where Chopin encouraged him

to become a professional pianist. The concerts

which he gave at Chopin's suggestion met with

such success that he went on a long tour through

France and to London, continuing his travels

through Spain (1851) and Russia (1853). After this

he returned to Paris, wiiere he devoted himself

entirely to composition and teaching. In 1870 he

settled in Dresden, and later removed to Berlin.

Of Schulhoff's compositions may be mentioned:

a grand sonata in F minor, twelve etudes, and a

series of caprices, impromptus, waltzes, mazurkas,

etc.

BiBLiociRAPHY : Mcfiers Konvfrsnt ions-Lcxiko)i ; A. Ehrlieti,

Celebrated Pianists of tlie Paxt and Present Time, pp. :3<JH-

3()9; Baker. Biooraphical Diet, of Musiciam, New York,
1900.

s.

SCHIILKLOPFER : Name given in the Middle

Ages to a beadle who called the members of the

congregation to service in the synagogue. It is

stated in the "Minhagim" of R. Jacob Levi, or

Maharil (ed. 1688, p. 88b), that the beadle used to

summon the congregation for service daily except

on the Ninth of Ab. At Neustadt the beadle

struck four times on the door: first one blow; after

a short interval two blows; and then a fourth. R.

Israel Isserlein, rabbi of that town, traces this cus-

tom to the Biblical passage, "I shall come to thee

and bless thee" (Ex. x.\. 24), the numerical values

of the letters of the first word in the Hebrew te.vt,

K3K, being 1, 2, 1. In the Rhine province, liow-

ever, it was customary to strike thrice only—a single

blow followed by two others. See also Jew. Encvc.

iv. 197, S.V. COMMINITV.
The Christians called these officials "campuua

tores" (I'ell-strikers) in Latin, and " Glik'kener " or

"Glockner" in German—names by which similar

officials of the Church are called.

P.iBi.iooRAPHY: Joseph nf Miinster, Lefcf{ YosJicr. i. 4b (Mu-
nich MSS. Nos. 404, 405): (lUdeuiann, Gesch. iii. 95.

A. M. Sel.

SCHTJLMAN, KALMAN : Russian author.

historian, and pot-t ; bom at Bykhov, government of

Moghiief (Mohilev), Russia, in 1819; died in Wilna

Jan. 3, 1899. He studied Hebrew and Talmud in

Kaltnan Schulman.

the heder, and two years after his marriage he

went to the yeshibah at Volozhin (1835). The six

years spent by him in study there caused an affec-

tion of his eyes, to cure which he migrated to Wilna.

There he entered the
" Klaus " of Elijah Gaon
for the study of Talmud.
His extreme poverty
forced him to divorce his

wife. Soon after he left

Wilna and went to Kal-

variya, where he became
an instructor in Hebrew
and commenced the gram-

matical study of the He-

brew and German lan-

guages. Inl843 he
returned to Wilna, where
he entered the yeshibah

of Rabbi Israel Ginsberg

(Zaryechev), from whom he received the rabbinical

diploma.

Schulman 's aim was to bring about a Jewish re-

naissance in Russia. He knew that the only language

by means of which this aim might be reached was He-

brew, and that this had been neglected for centuries.

He set out to resuscitate it. Schulman, in his wri-

tings, limited himself to the use of strictly Biblical

terms, but so expert was he in the use of Hebrew

that there was hardly any shade of thought or any

modern idea that he could not easily express in that

language. The result was that he came to be the

most widely read Jewish author. He succeeded in

creating a new epoch by implanting in the hearts of

his brethren a new love for literature and science,

and by showing them that they liad a glorious and

resplendent history, and that outside of their dark,

cramped quarters in Russia there existed a beautiful

world.

Schulman first became known as a writer through

a petition addressed by liiin to Sir Moses Montefiore

in 1846in behalf of those Jewswhohad resided within

the limit of fifty versts from the German and Aus-

trian boundary-lines, and who by a special law of

the Russian government had been driven from their

homes. The beauty and clearness of his diction

made such an impression on Loewe, the friend and

secretary of Sir Moses, that he expressed a great

desire to become accpiainted with the author.

Through him Schulman was introduced to the poet

Isaac Baer Levinsohu and totheother Progressivists

in Wilna. From this time forward his literary activ-

ity was redoubled. His first publication was a

funeral oration delivered on the occasion of the

death of Rabbi Ginsberg, and printed underthe title

•• Kol Bokim." Tliis was followed in lS48by "Safah

Berurah " a collection of proverbs and epigrams.

In 1849 Schulman was appointed instructor in the

Hebrew language and literature in the lyceum at

Wilna. In 1858 " Harisut Beter," a description of the

heroic deeds of Bar Kokl)a, was published ;
and this

was followed in 1859by"ToledotYosef," a biography

of the high priest Joseph b. jMattathias. To this

class of works on Jewish history belong al.so "Mil-

liamot ha-Yehudim," on the Jewish wars, and
" Dibre Yeme ha-Yehudim " (Vienna, 1876), a trans-
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lation of the first part of Gratz's "Gescliichte der

Judeu." On the history of antiquities he wrote

tlie following works: " Halikot Kedeni " (1854), an

ethnographic description of Palestine and other

Asiatic countries; "Shuhimniit," a continuation of

"Halikot Kodem"; "Ariel " (l8o6), on the antiqui-

ties of Babylonia, Assyria, Nineveh, etc. ; and " Kad-

moniyyot ha-Yehudini." In order to appeal to the

imagination and to illustrate the higher emotions of

the human heart, Schulman wrote a beautiful transla-

tion of Eugene Sue's novel "Lcs Mysteresde Paris,"

and published it under the title "Mistere Paris"

(1854). Ilis most important work, however, was a

universal history in nine parts, based on the well-

known works of Weber and Becker; it appeared

under the title " Dibre Yeme '01am " in 1867. Other

works by him were: "Kiryot Melek Rab," a histor-

ical descrijjtion of St. Petersburg, Russia; "Mosede

Erez," a general geography; " Toledot Hakme
Yisraol." biographical sketches; and "'Osher u-

Zedakah," a biography of the founder of the house

of Kothschild.

Schulman was active also as a journalist, contrib-

uting to "Ha-Maggid," "'HaLebanon," "Ha-Kar-

mel," and "Ha-Meliz." In 1895, at the celebration

of the jubilee of his literary activity, there was a

great gathering of Jewish scholars in Wilna.

Bibliography: Ha-Karmel, 1S99; Fuenn, Keneset Yisrad,
1S88, p. 18(5; Vnskhod, 1899, pp. 1-2.

n. K. J. Go.

SCHULMAN, SAMUEL : American rabbi

:

born in Russia Feb. 14, 1865. He was taken to New
Yoik when hardly one year old, and was educated

in the public schools there and in the College of the

City of New York. Schulman took his rabbinical

diploma from the Hochschule fur die Wissenschaft

des Judenthums in Berlin. He has occupied rab-

binates in Helena, Mont., and Kansas City, Mo.,

and in 1901 was elected associate rabbi at Temple
Beth-El, New York city, becoming rabbi on the elec-

tion of Dr. Kohlerto the presidency of the faculty of

Hebrew Union College. He was awarded the degree

of D.D. by the Jewish Theological Seminary of

America, 1904.

Bibliography: American Jewish Year Booh, 5662-3 (190").

A. F. T. H.

SCHULMANN, LUDWIG : German philolo-

gist and writer; born at Hildesheim 1814; died at

Hanover July 24, 1870. He studied philology at

the University of Gottingen, and then taught for a

time in his native city. In 1842 he began to advo-

cate the systematic training of Jewish public-school

teacliers in the kingdom of Hanover; and in conse-

quence of his efforts a seminary for Jewish teachers

was opened in the city of Hanover on Nov. 7, 1848.

This institution is still in existence. Schulmann
was for a time editor of the " Allgemeine Zeitung

und Anzeigen " (Hildesheim), and in 1863 he became

editor of the "Neue Hannoversche Anzeigen"
(Hanover). When the latter paper was combined

with the "Hannoverscher Courier," he retained the

editorship, which he continued to hold until his

death.

Schulmann was the author of the following

works: "Talmudische Kliinge " (Hildesheim. 1856),

poems dedicated to District Rabbi M. Landsberg of

Hildesheim; "Norddutsche Stippstorken un Le-

gendchen" {ib. 1856; 2d ed. 1900); "Das Bodeker-

Lied" (ib. 1864); "Das Waterloo-Lied" (Hanover,

1865); and "Michael," a ballad cycle (in L. Stein's

" Israelitischer Volkslehrer," 18.56, pp. 315-322). He
was a contributor to the "Allgemeine Zeitung des

Judenthums "and, under the pen-name "Justus," to

other periodicals.

BiuLiOGRAPHY : Lewinsky, Znr Jubelfeier <ler Bildiiiigsan-

stalt filr JlMiscJte Lch'rer zu Hannover, in AU(j. ZeU. den
Ji(d. 1898, 519cf .Sf'^.; ib. 1842, 685; Monats-ichrift. 18.')»i. pp.
'.i62 et ^cq.; NorddUt»(he StippstOrkcn un Legendchen, 20.

ed.. Preface, pi). iii. et seq.

s. A. Lew.

SCHULTENS, ALBERT: Dutch Orientalist;

born at Groningen Aug. 23, 1686; died Jan. 26, 1756.

He studied Arabic at Leyden under Van Til, and at

Utrecht under lieland. He took his degree (Doctor

of Theology) at Gioniugen in 1709; became teacher

of Hebrew at Franeker in 1713; and idtimately set-

tled at Leyden as curator of the manuscripts of the

Warner Oriental collection. He was the first in

modern times to make scientific use of Arabic for

the elucidation of Hebrew, and lie has been called

• the father of modern Hebrew grammar." His most

important treatises on this subject are: "Institu-

tiones " (Levden, 1737) ;
" Vetus et Regia Via Hebra-

izandi" (//a" 1738).

His chief works of interest to Hebrew students are

an elaborate edition of Job in two quarto volumes

(ib. 1737), which was translated into German (1748),

and by Richard Gray into English, and an edition

of Proverbs (ib. 1748). In reply to criticisms of

his Job and Proverbs he wrote two letters to

^lencken in defense of his exegetical method {ib.

1749).

Bibliography: Van der Aa, Biographisch Woordenhoek

;

Herzog-Hauck, ReaVEncyc.
E. C. J.

SCHUR, "WILLIAM: American author; born

at Outian, near Vilkomir, Russia, Oct. 27, 1844.

He studied Talmud at his native town and at the

Yeshihah, Kovno, and theology at the Lehran-

stalt fiir die Wissenschaft des Judenthums at Ber-

lin (1868-70). During the following two years he

taught Hebrew in Constantinople, and in 1873 in

Port Said and Cairo. He then spent five years (1874-

1879) in travel, visiting Africa, India, China, the

Philippine Islands, and the islands of the China Sea.

Returning to Europe, he settled in Vienna, and bt;-

came a contributor to Smolenskin's" Ha-Shahar," as

well as to "Ha-Meliz" and "Ha-Yom." In 1887

he went to America, and lived successively in the

cities of New Yoi-k, Baltimore, Boston, St. Louis,

and Chicago, in which last-named city he has re-

sided since 1897.

Schur is the author of "Mahazot ha-Hayyim"

(Vienna, 1884) and "Mas'ot Shelomoh " {ib. 1885),

both containing descriptions of his journeys; of the

following novels: "Masse'at Nafshah"; " Afiko-

men ha-Ganub " ;
" Ha-Nebi'ah Nilel Hilton "

;
" Ila-

Halikah el ha-Heder"; "Kapparat 'Awon "
;

" Wa-
Yippol ba-Shahat " ;

" Ahar ha-Meridah ha-Gedolah "
;

and of a historico-religious work, "Nezah Yisrael."

Bibliography: American Jewish Year Bonk, 5665 (1903),

p. 183.

A. F. T. H.
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SCHTJSTEK., ARTHUR: English physicist;

bora at Fnuikfort-on-lhe-Maiu Sept. 12, 18")1. He
was educated at Fraukfort, at Owens College, Man-

chester, and at the University of Heidelberg (Ph.D.

1873). He early took an interest in physics, espe-

cially in spectrum analysis; he was appointed chief

of the expedition that Avent to Siam in 1875 to ob-

serve the eclipse of the sun, and he took part in a

similar expedition to Egypt in 1882. In recognition

of his researches lie obtained the medal of the Royal

Society, of which he is a fellow (1893). He has been

professor of physics in Owens College since 1885,

and a large number of papers by him are preserved

in the "Transactions of the Royal Society." He is

a large contributor to various scientific journals.

BiBi,ioGR.\PiiY : Poprgendorfl. ninora2)hisch - Literariaches
H(indwi">rtf>i>uch; Wlio's ir?io, 1905.

J

.

SCHTJTZJUDE : Jew under the special protec-

tion of ilieheudof the state. In the early days of

travel and commerce the

Jews, like other aliens, used

to apply to the ruling mon-
archs for letters of protec-

tion, and they obtained

"commendation" when
their stay was for any lengt h

of time. Such letters of

protection were granted to

Jews in the Carlovingian

period (Stobbe, "Juden in

Deutschland," p. 5). When
the idea arose that all Jews
of the empire were practi-

call}- serfs of the emperor,

he granted similar letters of

protection, for which annual

,

payment was made by the

Jews; when he transferred

his rights to local feudal

authorities, the same or in-

creased payments were ex-

acted, in return for whicli

these authorities gave the

Jews "Schutzbriefer" ; and
when, later, wholesale ex-

pulsions took place in

Germany during the six- Low Schwab
teenth century, those Jews
who returned to places from which they had
been expelled were admitted only if they obtained

such " Schutzbriefe " for which they paid "Schutz-
geld " (protection money). It was under these con-

ditions that Jews were allowed to reenter Hesse in

1524; and similar regulations prevailed in Bavaria,

where, according to the " Judenordnung " of Sept.

1, 1599, all Jews had to have either a " Schutzbrief,"

if they remained in the kingdom, or a "Geleit," if

they passed through it(Kohut, "Gesch. der Juden,"

p. 554).

When the Jews of Frankfort were allowed to re-

main there under the conditions of the " Neue Stiittig-

keit " of Jan. 3, 1617, their numbers, as well as their

marriages, were limited. They could not be bur-

gesses, but only proteges of the town council (" Rath-
schutzangehOrige "

; Schudt, "Jiidische Merckwiir-

digkeiten," pp. 59-90). Similarlj-, when Frederick

William, the "Great Elector," allowed fifty families

which had been expelled from Austria to settle in

Brandenburg, each of them was required to pay
eight thaler yearly, as well as other special taxes;

these had increased very much by the time Freder-

ick the Great issued his "General-Privilegium " or

"Juden Reglement" (April 17, 1750), which re-

stricted the numbers of the Jews and classified them
as "ordinary" and "extraordinary Schutzjuden,"
the privileges of the former passing on to one child,

those of the latter being valid only during the life

of the original grantee.

The Prussian Jews were collectively liable for a

certain amount of "Schutzgeld." This amount was
fixed at 3,000 ducats in 1700, at 15,000 thaler in 1728,

and at 25,000 thaler in 1768. In 1715 every Jewish
family of Metz was ordered to pay 40 livres annu-
ally for permission to stay there, and the number
was limited in 1718 to 480 families. The tax was

granted to Coimt de Bran-

ces and Countess de Fon-
taine (reference to this tax

was made by Louis XVI. i;i

1784; see Jost, "Gesch."
viii. 30). As time went on

a further division was made
among the protected Jews.

In Silesia an upper class of

"Schutzjuden," called the

"Geduldeten," was consti-

tuted, its numbers being

limited, as, for example, to

160 at Breslau, all the rest

being required to pay
"Schutzgeld." These limi-

tations were removed at the

same time as the Leibzoll.
InMecklenburg-Strelitz, for

example, the " Schutzjude "

regulation was suspended in

1812; but with the reaction

following Napoleon's fall it

was reinstituted (1817).

J.

SCHWAB, LOW (called

originally Ba]p.ur Lob
Krumau) : Mol-avian rab-

bi; born at Krumau, Mo-
ravia, March 11, 1794; died April 3, 1857; pupil of

R. Mordecai Benet in Nikolsburg, R. Moses Sofer in

Presburg, R. Joshua Horwitz in Trebitsch, and R.

Joachim Deutschmann in Gewitsch. He held suc-

cessively the rabbinates of Gewitsch (1824), Pross-

nitz (1831), and Budapest (1836). Unaided, he ob-

tained a knowledge of French and German and
acquired also a good mathematical and philosophical

education ; he was well versed, moreover, in Jewish
and Kantian philosophy as well as in Christian

theological literature, especially Protestant homi-
letics.

Schwab was a conservative theologian and sanc-

tioned only those reforms in the religious services

which, in view of the changes in esthetic standards,

were absolutely necessary to prevent the better-

educated classes of the community from being alien-
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ated from the Synagogue. He was the first rabbi in

Moravia to preach in German and to perform the

wechliiig ceremony in the synagogue (1832). He
was averse to radical reforms, and in 1852 lie brought
about the dissolution of the Reform association in

Budapest, which hail been modeled on that of Berlin.

Schwab's work in Budapest left lasting traces in

tlie Jcwisli community, and the establishment of the

first important hospital and the large synagogue in

that cit}'' was due to his efforts.

Scinvab frequently used Ins pen in the struggle

for the emancipation of the Hungarian Jews, al-

thongli he was averse to publication. He drafted

petitions from tlie Jews of the country to the Land-
tag, and wrote a refutation of malicious attacks

made upon tliem. A short treatise by him on faitli

and morals (1846) is still widely used as a text-book

in Hungarian intermediate schools. A volume of

his sermons was published in 1840.

After the suppression of tlie Revolution in 1849,

Schwab was tried before a court martial and impris-

oned for twelve weeks; but, notwitlistanding this,

he frequently served as councilor to the government
in Jewish affairs.

His sou, tlie mathematician David Schwab, also

preached for a time, and was for four years on the

staff of the "Pester Lloyd."

Bibliography : L. Low, Gesammelte Schriften, i.-iv.; idem,
JUdisdier Koiigrest;, Index ; Boi Chamuija, i. 2", 194 ; Bar-
mann, in Allgemeuic Illn^triote JudenzeAtumu Budapest,
1860; Mamiar Zftido Szemle, xvi. 128; Biichler, Azskluk
TOrtencte Budapesten, p. 416.

s. I. Lo.

SCHWAB, MOiSE : French librarian and au-

thor; born at Paris Sept. 18, 1839; educated at the

Jewish sciiool and the Talmud Torah at Strasburg.

From 1857 to 1866 he was secretarj^ to Salomon
Munk ; then for a year he was official interpreter at

the Paris court of appeals; and since 1868 he has
been librarian at the Bibliotheque Nationale in the

French capital. In 1880 lie was sent by the minister

of public instruction to Bavaria and Wtirttemberg
to make investigations with regard to early Hebrew
printing-presses.

Scliwab has been a prolific contributor to Uie

Jewish press; and he is the author of the following
works, all of which were published in Paris:

1866. Histoire des Israelites (2d ed. 1896).

1866. Ethnographie de la Tunisie (crowned by the Soci^t^
d'Ethnographie)

.

1871-1889. Le Talmud de Jerusalem, Traduit pour la Premiere
Fois en Fran(;ais (11 vols.).

1876. Bibliographie de la Perse (awarded Brunei prize by the
Institut de France).

1878. Litt^rature Rabbinique. Elie del Medigo et Pico de la

Mirandole.
1879. Des Points-Voyelles dans les Langues Semitiques.
1879. Elie de Pesaro. Voyage Ethnographique de Venise a

Chypre.
1881. Al-Harisi et Ses Peregrinations en Orient.
1883. Les Incunables Hebraiques et les Premieres Impressions

Orientales du XVIe Siecle.

1883. Bibliotheca Aristotelica (crowned by the Academie des
Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres)

.

1888. Monuments Litteraires de I'Espagne.
1889. Maqre Dardeqe, Dictionnaiie Hebreu-Italien du XVe

Siecle.

1890. Deuxieme Edition du Traits des Berakhoth, Traduit en
Francais.

1896-99. Voeabulaire de I'Angelologie.
1899-1902. Repertoire des Articles d'Histoire et de Lltterature

Juive (3 vols.).

1900. Salomon Munk, Sa Vie et Ses CEuvres.
1904. Rapport sur les Inscriptions Hebraiques en France.

His most important work is "Le Talmud de Jeru-
salem," which was commenced in 1867 or 1868,

before tlie appearance of Zecharias Frankel's "In-
troduction " or of the special dictionaries of the Tal
mud. The first part appeared in 1871 and was well
received, although the critics did not spare Schwab.
The latter then sought the cooperation of tlie lead-

ing Talmudists; but he was unsuccessful and had to

complete the work alone.

s. F. T. H.

SCHWABACH, JULIUS LEOPOLD: Brit

ish (tonsul-geueral in Berlin ; born in Breslau 1831

;

died there Feb. 23, 1898. At the age of .sixteen

he entered the banking-house of Bleichroder, and
twenty years later became a partner; from 1893,
when Baron Gerson von Bleichroder died, he was
the senior partner of the house. He was also

president of the directors of the Berlin Bourse, and
subsequently presided over a standing committee
of that institution.

Bibliography: Jew. Chron. Feb. 25, 1898; The Time.t (Lon-
don), Feb. 24, 1898.

J. G. L.

SCHWALBE, GUSTAV: German anatomist
and antliropologist; born at Quedlinburg Aug. 1,

1844. Educated at the universities of Berlin, Zuricli,

and Bonn (M.D. 1866), he became in 1870 privat-

docent at the University of Halle, in 1871 privat-

docent and prosector at the University of Freiburg
in Baden, in 1872 assistant professor at the Univer-
sity of Leipsic, and then professor of anatomy suc-

cessively at the universities of Jena (1873), Konigs-
berg (1881), and Strasburg (1883).

Schwalbe is editor of the " Jahresberichte flir

Anatomie und Entwicklungsgeschichte " and of the

"Zeitschrift fl'ir Morphologic und Anthropologic."
He edited also the second edition of Hoffmann's
"Lehrbuch der Anatomie des Menscheu " (Erlangen,

1877-81), and is tlie author of: "Lehrbuch der Neu-
rologic," ib. 1881; " Ueber die Kaliberverhiiltnisse

der Nervenfasern," Leipsic, 1882; "Lehrbuch der

Anatomie der Sinnesorgane," Erlangen, 1886; "Stu-
(lien fiber Pithccantropus Erectus," Leipsic, 1899;

"Der Neander Schadel," H). 1901; " Vorgeschichte
der Menschen," ib. 1903.

Bibliography: Pagel, Bion. Lex.
s. F. T. H.

SCHWARZ, ADOLF: Austrian theologian:

liorn July, 1846, at Adasz-Tevel, near Papa, Hun
gary. He received his early instruction in the Tal-

mud from his father, who was a rabbi. He then

went to the gymnasium in Papa, and subsequently
entered the University of Vienna, where he studied
philosophy, at the same time attending the lectures

of A. Jellinek and I. H. Weiss at the bet ha-midrash
of that city. In 1867 he entered the Jewish theo-

logical seminary at Breslau, and continued his philo-
sophical studies at the university there. In 1870

and 1872 respectively lie published two of his prize

essays: "L^eber Jacobi's Oppositionelle Stellung zu
Kant, Ficlite und Schelling " and "Ueber das Jii-

dische Kalenderwesen."
Soon after leaving the Breslau seminary he re-

ceived an invitation to become instructor at the
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Laudesrabbincrscliulc, tlicn being established in

Budapest; but, as the ()])ening of tliat institution

was delayed, he accepted a call to C'arlsrulie, Baden,

as"Stadt-uud Konfereuziabbiner." He occupied

this position for eighteen j^ears, aud Avas then (1893)

called to Vienna to become rector of the new Jewisii

theological seminary there, which position he still

(190o) holds.

Schwarz is a jirolitic writer on theological, honii-

letic, aud pliilosopincal subjects. He has published

:

"Sabbath])redigteu zu den Wocheuabschnitten der

Flmf Bucher Moses," 5 parts, Carlsruhe, 1879-83;

"Festpredigten fiir Alle Haui)tfeiertagedes.Tahres,"

ib. 1884; "Prediglen. Neue Folge," ib. 1892; "Die

Tosifta der Ordnung MoGd " (part i., " Der Tractat

Sabbath," ib. 1879; partii., "Der Tractat Erubin,"

ib. 1882); "Tosifta Juxta Mischuarum Ordinum
Eecomposita et Commentario Instructa" (part i.,

"Seraim," Wilna, 1890 [Ilebr.]: part ii., "Chulin."

Frankfort, 1902); "Die Controver.sen der Scham-
maiten und Hilleliteu. Ein Beitrag zur Entwicke-

lungsgesch. der Hilelschule," in " Jahresbericht tier

Israelitisch - Theologischcn Lehranstalt," Vienna,

1893 ;
" Die Hermeneutische Analogic in der Talmud-

ischen Literatur," ib. 1897; "Der Hermeneutische

Syllogismus in der Talmudischcn Literatur. Ein

Beitrag zur Geschichte der Logikim Morgenlande,"
ib. 1901 ;

" Die Frauen der Bibel. Drei Vortrage, " ib.

1903; " Die Erzahlungskunst der Bibel. Zwei Vor-

trage," ib. 1904; "DerMischnehTorah,"/6. 1905.

s. M. K.

SCHWARZ, ANTON: Austrian chemist ; born

at Polua, Bohemia, Feb. 2, 1839; died at New York
city Sept. 24, 1895. He was educated at the Uni-

versity of Vienna, where he studied law for two
years, and at the Polytechnicum, Prague, where he

studied chemistry. Graduating in 1861, he went to

Budapest, and was there employed at several brew-

eries. In 1868 he emigrated to the United States

and settled in New York city. The following year

he was employed on "Der Amerikanische Bier-

brauer" ("The American Brewer") and soon aft-

erward became its editor. A few years later he

bought the publication, remaining its editor until

his death. He did much to improve the processes

of brewing in the United States, and in 1880 founded
in New York city the Brewers' Academy of the Uni-

ted States.

Schwarz's eldest son, Max Schwarz (1). in Buda-
pest July 29, 1863; d. in New York city Fel). 7,

1901), succeeded him as editor of " The American
Brewer" and principal of the Brewers' Academy.
He studied at the universities of Erlangen and Bres-

lau and at the Polytechnic High School at Dresden.

In 1880 he followed his father to the United States

and became associated with him in many of his un-

dertakings.

Both as editor and as principal of the academy he

was very successful. Many of the essays in " The
American Brewer," especially those on chemistry,

were written by him. He was a great advocate of

the "pure beer" question in America.

BiBLiooRAPHY : Tlie American Brewer, New York, Nov., 1895,

and March, 1901.

A. F. T. H.

SCHWARZ, GTJSTAV: Hungarian lawyer;

born at Budapest 18o8; educated in his native city

and at German universities. In 1884 he became
privat-docent in Roman law at Budapest, being ap-

pointed assistant professor nine years later, and pro-

fessor in the following year. In 1895 he was made
a member of the editorial committee in charge of

tiie drafting of the Hungarian civil law ; aud in

1902 he becam(> a privy councilor.

Schwarz's works include: "A Vegrendelkezesi

Szabadsag a Romai Jogban " (Budapest, 1881), on the

unrestricted right of tlisposal in Roman law; " Uj
Iranyok a Maganjogban " (ib. 1884), new tendencies

in civil law; "A Tulajdoufentartas" (iVv. 1885), on

the right of ownership; " Az Animus Domini" (ib.

1885) ;
" ^Maganjogi Esetek " {ib. 1886). cases relating

to civil law; "^lagaujogi Fejtegetesek " (//;. 1890),

studies in civil law ;
" A Hazassagi Jogrol " (i'j. 1894),

on marital law.

Schwarz was converted to Christianity in 1902.

BiBLiOGR.^Pin : PaJhif Lc.r.

s. L. V.

SCHWARZ, ISRAEL: German rabbi; born at

Hlirben, Bavaria, March 15, 1830; died at Cologne

Jan. 4, 1875 ; educated by his father, R. Joachim
Schwarz of Iliirben. At the age of eighteen he

passed the state examination for Bavarian rabbis,

and was then elected district rabbi of Bayreuth,

where he remained until 1856, when he was called to

the rabbinate of Cologne. Schwarz was an ardent

supporter of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, and
founded several local branches of that society.

Schwarz's worksinclude : " Tikwat Enosh " (1868),

containing his own translation of Job as well as

the haggadic saj'ings to this book, and the com-

mentaries of Isaiah di Traui, Moses and Joseph

Kimhi, aud Zerahiah b. Lsrael of Barcelona; and a

translation of a geography of Palestine, written in

Hebrew by Joseph Schw.\kz.

bibliography: Fiirst, Bihl. Jnd. ii. aXJ ; Wolf. Heln: Bilil.

xii. 43-47: JtUUtiChes Literaturhlatt. iii. Ki, 19; Zeitlin, Bihl.
PoHt-Moidds. p. 358.

s. M. L. B.

SCHWARZ, JOSEPH: Palestinian geogra-

pher; born at Flosz, Bavaria, Oct. 22, 1804; died at

Jerusalem Feb. 5, 1865. When he was seventeen years

old he graduated as

teacher from the Koiiig-

liches Schullelirersemi-

nar of Colberg, after

which he joined his

brother Israel at the Uni-

versity of Wiirzburg,

where for five years he

devoted himself to the

history and geography
of the Holy Land, and
published a mait of Pal-

estine ( 1829 ; republished

at Vienna, 1831, and Tri-

est, 1832). It was his ar-

dent desire, however, to

study in Palestine itself

the physical history and geography of the Hoi j' Land,

where his knowledge of Talmudic sources and early

Jewish writers would be of more service. According-

ly he decided to settle in Jerusalem, whither he went

Joseph Schwarz.
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ill 1833. Siinvarz then began a series of journey's and
C'xploraiinns in various parts of Palestine, to wliich

lie devoteii about fifteen years. Tlie results of his in-

vestigations and researches into the history, geog-
raphy, geoloi^y, fauna, and flora of that country have
placed him in the front rank of Palestinian explor-

ers and geographers. He is the greatest Jewish au-

thority on Palestinian matters since Estori Farhi
(1282-1357), the author of '• Kaftor wa-Ferah." One
of the first of his undertakings was to record from
personal observations, made on Mount Olivet in

Jerusalem, the exact time of sunrise and sunset for

ever}' day in the year, for the purpose of determining
for the pious Watikin, of whose sect lie was a devout
member, the proper time for the morning "Shema'."
Schwarz adopted the ritual, niinhagim, and cus-

toms of the Sephardim. In 1849 he accepted the
mission of meshullah, visiting especially England
and the United States, and staying for a time in

New York. An incident of his visit to America was
the translation of his "Tebu'ot ha-Arcz " into Eng-
lish by Isaac Leeser; it was probably the most im-
portant Jewish work published in America up to

that time. The expense of publication was met
by A. Hart. Later Schwarz revisited

In his native country, where, in 1852,

America, was published a German translation of
his work, for which he was decorated

l)y the Emperor of Austria. Schwarz tiien returned
to Jerusalem, and continued his study of rabbinical

literature and Cabala, joining the Beth-El cabalistic

congregation in Jerusalem.

Another important event in his career was his at-

tempt to discover the Ten Tribes, wiiich he thought
might be found in Africa (Al)yssinia, Central and
South Africa) and in Yemen, Tibet, and China. He
ridiculed the idea of identifying them with the
American Indians or the East-Indians. An inter-

esting correspondence on this subject is added to

Leeser's edition of the "Tebu'ot ha-Arez " (pp. 493-
518).

Schwarz published the following works: "Luah,"
a calendar for the year 5604 (Jerusalem, 1843);
"Tebu'ot ha-Shemesh," in four parts, on the phys-
ical history of the Holy Land, the cycle of the sun,

and the calculation of sunrise and sunset (ih. 1843);
"Tebu'ot ha-Arez," geography, geolog}', and chro-
nology of Palestine {ib. 1845); "Peri Tebu'ah," Bib-
lical and Talmudic notes on Palestine, the second
part, entitled " Pardes," treating of the four methods

of commentating (ih. 1861); "Teshu-
Works. hot," responsa and, under the title

"Shoshannat ha-'Emek," additions to

and corrections of his former works (ib. 1862)

;

"Luah." tables of sunrise and sunset in the latitude

of Jerusalem, published by his son-in-law^ Azriel
Aaron Jaffe (il>. 1862). The English translation of

the "Tebu'ot ha-Arez" made by Isaac Leeser bore
the title "A Descriptive and Historical Sketch of

Palestine," and was published with maps, engra-
vings, and a portrait of the author (Philadelphia,

1850). A German tianslation was published by
Israel Schwarz under the title "Das Heilige Land"
(Frankfort-on-the-Main. 1852). Extracts from the

"Tebu'ot" were published by Kalman Schulmann
in his "Shulmit" (Wilna, 1855), and a complete

edition of the work was printed by Joseph Kohen-
Zedek at I^emberg in 1865; Luncz's edition, Jeru
salem, 1890, contains a complete biography of

Schwarz, an index of the geographical names, and
notes.

Bibliographv : Fiirst, liihl. Jiid. iii. 300; Israel Srliwarz's
preface to Das HriUiir Laiul : ZeiUuu BUil. Poxt-Mendels.
|ip. :J.5T-a58; tbe preface to Luncz's edition, Jerusalem, 1S90.

s. J. D. E.

SCHWARZ, PETER (PETRUS NIGER or

NIGRI) : German Dominican preacher and anti-

Jewish wiiter of the fifteenth century. According
to John Eck (" Verlegung eines Juden-Biichleins,"
signature H, i.b), Schwarz was a Jewish convert to

Christianit}-; but for this assertion there are no
proofs. Having obtained the degree of bachelor in

llieolog}-, Schwarz turned his attention to the He-
brew language and literature. He studied at differ-

ent universities, among them that of Salamanca,
Sl)ain, in which city he secretly associated with
Jewish children and listened to the lectures of the
rabbis in order to perfect himself in Hebrew. He
then entered the Order of St. Dominic and set him-
self the task of spreading Christianity among the
Jews. To this end he obtained an imperial edict

compelling them to attend his sermons. In 1474
he preached in Hebrew, Latin, and German at

Frankfort-on-tlie-Main, Ratisbon, and "Worms, chal-

lenging the rabbis of each place to a disputation,

which they, however, declined. Enraged by this

failure, he composed two works vehemently attack-

ing the Jews and the Talmud: one in Latin, which
has no special title, being designated as " Tractatus
Contra Perfidos Juda?os" (Esslingen, 1475); the other
in German, bearing the title "Stern Maschiach " (ib.

1477). Later he was invited to direct the Dominican
College of Alt-Ofen, Hungary; and he wrote there

the "ClypeusThomistarum " (Venice, 1482).

In the first two of tlie above-mentioned works
Schwarz brought to bear all his scholarsliip, and at

the same time all his spite, against the Jews. He char-

acterized the Talmud as an infamous and deceptive
work which no Christian should tolerate and which
ought to be burned when found in any coun-
try of Christendom. Reuchlin, naturally, declared
Schwarz's works absurd (" Augenspiegel," p. 3).

Both books are supplied with appendixes containing
the Hebrew alphabet, rules for reading Hebrew,
some grammatical rules, the Decalogue in Hebrew,
etc., and they are among the earliest specimens of

printing from Hebrew type in Germany.

Bibliography : AUgcmeine Dcutxchc Bioqi-apMcs.w; Wolf.
Bihl. Hebr. il. 17, 1037, 1110 ct scq.: iv. 525 ct seq.

J. M. Sel.

SCHWARZFELD: Rumanian family which
became prominent in the nineteenth century.

Benjamin Schwarzfeld : Rumanian educator
and writer; father of Elias, Moses, and Wilhelm
Schwarzfeld; born April, 1822; died at Jassy Nov.
27, 1896. After completing his Hebrew education
he turned his attention to modern secular studies.

From 1845 he contributed to the "Kokebe Yizhak,"
edited by E. Stern. His wedding, in 1848, deserves

to be mentioned. because of the fact that he was the

first Rumanian Jew to appear under the bridal can-

opy in a frock coat and high silk hat instead of in the
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customary caftan and fur cap. The event aroused so

great an excitement among the Orthodox, especially

among the Hasidini, that the police were compelled

to interfere to prevent public disturbances. Schwarz-

feld started his career as a banker, and was the tirst

to introduce fire insurance into Moldavia.

In spite of the opposition of the conservative ele-

ment among the Rumanian Jews he o])eneil in 1852,

at his own expense, the first modern Jewish school.

On account of this he was exconununicated, but,

owing to his relations with various foreign consuls,

the ban remained without any practi(,'al effect. He
remained at the head of the school, which was con-

ducted until 1857. In 1858 he prevailed u])on the

minister, Cantacuzino, to close the old-fashioned

Jewish schools (hadarim) and compel the communi-
ties to appoint rabbis with a modern education. In

1860 he accepted the honorary position of inspector-

general of the Jewish schools of ^Moldavia. Schwarz-

feld was a continuous contributor to the Hebrew pa-

pers published in Rumania, and acted as correspond-

ent for a number of foreign Jewish periodicals.

Bibliography: E. Schwarzfeld, In Anuarul pentru Israel-
itzi, X. 1U8.

Elias Schwarzfeld : Rumanian historian and
novelist; born March 7, 1855, at Jas.sy. He re-

ceived his early education in the public schools of

Jassy, and w-hile still a student, between 1871 and
1878, contributed to the Jassy papers " Curierul de Ja-

sl " and " Noul Curier Roman. " In 1872 he was inter-

ested in the foundation of the " Vocea Aparatorului,

"

which was started in behalf of the Jews. In May,
1874, Schwarzfeld founded in Jassy the "Revista

Israelitica." in which he published his first Jewish
novel, " Darascha." From 1874 to 1876 he studied

medicine at the University of Bucharest, abandoning
it later, however, to take up the study of law
(LL.D. 1881). From 1877 to 1878 he edited the

"Jildischer Telegraf," a Yiddish daily; and after

this had ceased publication he edited the Yiddi.sh

biweekly "Ha-Yoez." In 1878 he published his

first pamphlet, "('hestia Scoalelor Israelite si a Pro-

gresului Israelit in Romania," which was occasioned

by a circular which the Alliance Israelite Universelle

had i-ssued calling for information regarding the state

of education among the Rumanian Jews.
In 1881, on his return to Bucharest, lie took charge

of the paper "Fraternitatea." He was at this time
one of the principal collaborators on the " Anuarul
Pentru Israelitzi," founded by his brother Mo.ses in

1877. In this he published, "from 1884 to 1898, his

numerous studies on the history of the Jews in Ru-
mania. As vice-president of the " Fraternitatea

"

lodge, and later as secretary-general of the supreme
council of the Jewish lodges of Rumania, Schwarz-
feld prepared the ground for the B'nai B'rith. In
1885 he published, in 1)ehalf of coreligionists in the

small towns and villages, the two pamphlets " Radu
Porumbaru si Ispravile lui la Fabrica de Hartie din

Bacau" (translated into German) and "Adeverul
Asupra lievoltei de la Brusturoasa."

Schwarzfeld's activities having rendered him ob-

jectionable to the government, he was expelled Oct.

17, 1885, only forty-eight hours being given him to

arrange his personal affairs. He went immediately
to Paris. In 1886 lie was appointed by Baron ]\Iau-

rice de Hirsch secretary of his private bureau of

charity. When the Jewish Colonization Associa-

tion was founded Schwarzfeld became its secre-

tary-general ; up to the death of Baroness Hirsch lie

acted as her secretary in the distribution of her

charities. Schwarzfeld continued at Paris his liter-

ary activity in behalf of his Rumanian brethren, and

he was the co-editor of the "Egalitatea," founded
in 1890 in Bucharest by his brother. To the " Amer-
ican Jewish Year Book " for 5662 (1901-2) he con-

tributed two essays: "The Jews of Rumania from
the Earliest Time to the Present Day " and " The
Situation of the Jews in Rumania Since the Berlin

Treaty (1878) "
; an essay on "The Jews of Moldavia

at the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century "ap-
peared in the "Jewish Quarterly Review," vol. xvi.,

and another entitled " Deux Episodes de I'Histoire

des Juifs Roumains"in the "Revue des Etudes

Juives," vol. xili.

Schwarzfeld is the onl}' Rumanian writer of note

who has cultivated the specifically Jewish novel.

To this class of literature belong his " Rabinul

Facator de Minuni, Conte Populaire " (1883) ;
" Bercu

Batlen"(1890); "Gangavul," "Betzivul," "Prigonit

de Soarta" (1895); "O Fata Batrana," "Unchiul
Berisch," " Uu Vagabond," "Schiinschele Ghibor,"

"Judecata Poporana" (1896); and "Polcovniceasa"

(1897). Most of these novels have been translated

into Hebrew and published by Mebaschan. His " Les

Juifs en Roumaine Depuis le Traite de Berlin"

appeared under the pseudonym " Edmond Sincerus"

(London, 1901).

Schwarzfeld also translated into Rumanian several

novels of Leopold Kompert, Ludwig Philippson, ^I.

Lehman, Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, S. Kohn,
and others; Isidore Loeb's article "Juifs" ; Arsene

Darmesteter's pamphlet on the Talmud; and the

two lectures by Ernest Renan on Judaism.

Bibliography: Anuarul pentru Inraelitzi, Ix. 156-158; Al-
manachul Israelit llustrat, 5661,,p.250; Cnlendarul Ziarii-
luU 1S86, Vocea Dreptatzci, pp. 24-26.

Moses Schwarzfeld: Rumanian writer; third

son of Benjamin Schwarzfeld ; born at Jass}^ Dec.

8, 1857. After studying medicine for a short time

at Bucharest he turned his attention exclusively to

literature, his first article appearing in 1877, in the

"Revista Israelita," pul)lished by his brother Elias.

In the.saine year he founded the " Calendarul Pen-

tru Israelitzi," a JewLsh literaiy j-ear-book, the title

of which was changed in the following year to

"Anuarul Pentru Israelitzi." This publication, the

last volume of which appeared in 1898, became the

organ of the most eminent Jewish writers in Ru-
mania; it contains a vast number of original essays

on the history, folk-lore, and literature of the Ru-
manian Jews. In 1881 Schwarzfeld became the

princi]-)al contributor, under the pseudonym "Ploes-

teanu," to the periodical "Fraternitatea," published

by his brother Elias.

A special merit of Schwarzfeld's is the revival of

one of the most original and popular figures of Ru-
manian Judaism, namely, Moses Cilibi, whose biog-

raphy and literary remains he published under the

title "Pracliea si Apropourile lui Cilibi Moise Ve.s-

titul din Tzara Romaneasca " (Crajova, 1883 ; 2d ed.

.

Bucharest, 1901). After the expulsion of hisbrother
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Elias, aud on account of the suspension bj' the gov-

ernment of the periodical "Fraternitatea," Scliwarz-

feld witlulrew from political journalism and founded

the Julius Barascli Historical Society, whose main

purpose Avas to collect historical material concerning

the JcAvsof Rumania.
Of the studies which were published by Schwarz-

feld in tlie annuls of the society the following deserve

special mention: " Ochire Asupra Istoriei Evreilor

in Romania dela Inceput Pana la Mijlocul Acestei

Veac " (Bucharest, 1887); "Excursiuni Critice Asu-
pra Istoriei Evreilor in Romania" (I'i. 1888); "Mo-
nente din Istoria Evreilor in Romania" {ib. 1889).

His "Poesile Popiilare, Colectia Alexandri " (Jass}',

1889) aud "Vasile Alecsandri sau IMesterul Drege-

strica si Aparatorii Sai " (('rajova, 1889) are contri-

butions to general Rumanian literature. In 1890

Schwarzfeld founded the " Egalitatea," in Bucharest.

He is au advocate of political Zionism and has been

a delegate to several Zionist congresses.

Wilhelm Schwarzfeld : Rumanian author; sec-

ond son of Benjamin Schwarzfeld ; born at Jassy

May 22, 18r)G ; died at Bucharest Feb. 22, 1894. After

receiving an education at Jassy lie went to Bucha-
rest to study for a short time at the Faculte des

Leltres. He contributed frequently to the "Frater-

nitatea," "Propasirea," "Egalitatea," and "Anuarul
Pentru Israelitzi," and took an active part in the

foundation and development of the Julius Barasch
Historical Society, for which he compiled a collec-

tion of inscriptions from the moie important Jewish
cemeteries of Rumania. He ])ublislied a number
of important historical and literary essays in the

"Anuarul Pentru Israelitzi" (vols, xii., xiii., xv.,

xvii., and xviii.). His "Amintiri din Viatza Sco-

lara " (1894) constitute a valuable contribution to the

contemporaneous history of the Jews of Rumania.

Bibliography : Aimarnl Pentru Israelitzi, xvi. 224-228

;

Egalitatea, 1894, pp. 73-76.

S.

SCHWEIDNITZ. See Silesia.

SCHWEINFXJRT (Hebrew, DTn^'lK') : Town
in Lower Franconia. The first mention of its Jews
dates from the year 1243, when Henry of Bamberg
ordered 50 marks in silver to be paid them. In 1263

the murder of aseven-j'ear-old Christiau girl was at-

tributed to the Jews, and it was only by the mayor's
active interference that a persecution of them by the

rabble was prevented. It developed later that the

child had been murdered in one of the factional quar-

rels of the town. In common with those of other

Franconian towns, the Jews of Schweiufurt suffered

much from the persecutions in 1298 and 1349. They
were severely affected in 1390 also, when Wences-
laus IV. annulled all debts owing to them, and in

1544, when the schools were closed and the Jewish
advocate Jud Hesel in vain endeavored to bring
about their reopening.

Schweinfurt is now (1905) the seat of the " Landes-
rabbiner " (present chief rabbi. Dr. S. Stein), its Jews
numbering 415 in a total population of about 12,500;

and it has four benevolent societies. The total num-
ber of Jews in the district is 1,500, of which the

town of Gerolzhofen lias 148, that of Wiederwerrn
140, and that of Theilheim 116.

Bibliography : Aronius, Regesteu, pp.232, 286 ; Wiener, 'Emek
ha-Bahn, p. 44; Reacsten, pp. 176, 177: Salfeld, Marti/rnld-
giuin, pp. 23.3. 271, 275, 281 ; HelTner, Jiidcn in Fratiken, p.
37; StotistifcliesJahrhnch, liK)3, s.r.

J. s. o.

SCHWERIN. See Mecklenburg.
SCHWERIN, GOTZ : Hungarian rabbi and

Talmudist ; born in 1760 at Schwerin-on-the-Warthe
(Posen); died Jan. 15, 1845; educated at the yeshi-

bot of Presburg and Prague. In 179(5 he settled

in Hungary, at first living the life of a private

scholar in Baja; but in 1812 he was appointed
rabbi of Szabadka and in 1815 of Baja. His
house became the intellectual center of the dis-

trict. In 1827he was elected chief rabbi of Hungary
by the heads of all the communities, with the right

to officiate as the highest judge, to summon the con-

tending parties, and even to compel their appear-
ance. He attended the meetings of the "asifah,"

or county communal gatherings, to supervise the

apportioning of the toleration tax, to settle dis-

putes, to record the minutes on important occasions,

and to formulate decisions. No rabbi or ritual oflfi-

cial could be appointed in the county without his

consent, his decision in this regard being final. Re-
ligious questions and marital difficulties and law-

suits, matters relating to elections and taxation, and
differences between congregations and rabbis were
brought before him, involving thousands of deci-

sions during his term of office.

Schwerin used his power with inflexible justice,

even appealing to the authorities when necessary.

He was not entirely untouched by the spirit of Re-
form. He gave to the sermon, for instance, its due
place in the service ; nor was he therein satisfied with
the far-fetched interpretations of Biblical and Tal-

mudic passages current at that time, but sought to

edify and elevate his hearers. In 1844 he was an im-

portant member of the rabbinical conference of Paks
(Hungary). A detailed account of Schwerin 's life

was written in Hungarian by his grandson Samuel
Kohn, rabbi in Budapest ("Mag3'ar Zsido Szemle"

[1898-99], XV., xvi.).

D. E. X.

SCHWOB (MAYER ANDRE), MARCEL:
French journalist; born at Chaville (Seine-et-Oise)

Aug. 28, 1867 ; died at Paris Feb. 27, 1905. He re-

ceived his early instruction at Nantes, where his

father was editor of the "Phare de la Loire." Set-

tling in Paris, he became connected with the " Echo
de Paris," in which paper appeared his first stories,

and with the "Evenement Journal," the "Revue
des Deux Mondes," etc. Through the influence of

his uncle Leon Cahun, curator of the Mazarin
Library, he received a thorough education (A.B.

1888) and was appointed professor at the Ecole des

Hautes Etudes.

Schwob, W'ho was one of the most brilliant of mod-
ern French writers, Avas the author of: "Etude sur

I'Argot Francais," 1889, with M. Guiyesse; "Jargon
des Coquillards en 1455," 1890, a work on the adven-

tures and life of the French poet Villon ;
" Canir

Double," 1891; "Le Roi au Masque d'Or," 1892;

"Le Livre de Monelle" and "Mimes," 1894; "La
Cr()i.sade des Enfauts," 1895; "Specilege" and
"Vies Imaginaires," 1896; "LaLampe de Psyche,"

1903; etc. He also translated Shakespeare's "Ham-
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let " witli Eugene Moian. Sarah Bernhardt appearing

in the tide rule of the production of liis version, and

"Broad Arrows" by Slevensou, witli whom lie i)e-

canie quite intimate.

CiULior.RAPHV : iVoui't'ciK Laroust^i: [Uustri-. Jcir. Chmu.
March i. liKJS, p. 11 ; Athcnccum. March 4, liXlj.

s. F. T. II.

SCOPUS : An elevation seven stadia north of

Jeru.salem, where, according to tradition, tlie high

priest and the inhabitants of the city welcomed
Alexander the Great (Josephus, "Ant." .\i. 8, 55 5).

Josephus slates that the place was called ^a<pe'iv

(Aramaic, ps^f; Hebrew, psiX), which name was
translated into Greek as -«<Tof = " prospect," since

from this height one might see Jerusalem and the

Temple. It is evident from this statement that Ikc-uc

was not originally a i)roper name, and that it be-

came one only by degrees. The account of Jose-

phus was based on Eiipolemus; and Schlatter ("Zur
Topographic und Geschichte Paltistina's," 1893, ]).

56) therefore infers that the Hellenistic Eupolemus
understood Hebrew oral least Arainaic. According

to the Talmud, however, the meeting with Alexan-

der took place at Antipatris; and since this city

was formerly called Kefar Saba, Griitz ("Gesch."

'2d ed., ii. 221), like Reland, inferred that there was
a confusion between the names la6n and £«/3d. Of
the two accounts that of Josephus is the more
plau.sible. See Alex.\ndek the Gkeat.
Scopus is next mentioned in the account of the war

against Rome as being the site of a camp of Cestius

Gallus (Josephus, " B. J." ii. 19, ^ 4), and later of

Titus, who slowly approached the city from that

point, leveling the ground thence to Herod's monu-
ment {ib. V. 3, § 2).

Scopus frequently appears in the Talmud under
the name "Zotim." In certain halakic respects it is

regarded as a boundary of Jerusalem (Pes. iii. 8;

Tosef., Pes. ii. 13); and it is al.so said to be a place

from which Jerusalem is visible (M. K. 26a; Yer.
M. K. 83b; Sem. ix.). It is, however, evidently a
mere play on words when a sort of honey is named
after the place (Sotah 48b).

In 1889 a canal, four meters in depth and roughly
hewn in the rock, was discovered at the foot of the
hill of Scopus; and this aqueduct is regarded by
Gordon as the water-conduit of the Temple (" 3Iit-

theiluugen und Naehrichten des Deutschen Paliis-

tina-Vereins." 1900, j). 48). A Jewish ossuary in-

scribed with Hebrew and Greek letters, recently
discovered on the Blount of Olives, is supposed to
have come from Scopus (Clermont-Ganneati, in

"Revue Biblique," 19U0, p. 307).

Opposite Scopus is an elevation, now called Al-
Kahkir, on which enormous stones have been found,
and which has been identified as the site of the camp
of Titus (Luncz, "Jerusalem," vi. 81). Scopus is lo-

cated by Buhl, however, in the southern portion of
the elevation, which is bounded on the north by the
Wadi al-Jauz.

Bibliography: EstorlFarhi.li:fi/(ortt,'«-Fera?i. vi.; Neubauer,
G. T. p. l.jl ; BSttKer. Lexicon zu Flavius j'osephui^, p. 223 ;

Bnhl. Gcoijraphie dex Alten PalUstina, p. 96: Schiirer,
Gexch. 3d ed., 1. &U. note U.
f^' S. Ku.
SCORPION (Hebrew, "'akrab"): An arachnid

resembling a miniature flat lobster, and having a

poisonous sting in its tail. It is common in the

Sinaitic Peninsula and the desert of El-Tili. In

Palestine, where it is represented by eight species, it

swarms in every part of the country, and is found in

houses, in chinks of walls, among ruins, and under
stones. In E/.ek. ii. 6 "scorpion " is employed as a

metaphor of bitter, stinging words; and in I Kings xii.

11, 14 it is applied to a scourge which was probably
provided with metal points. A place-name derived

from the scorpion may i)crhai^s be seen in Maaleli

Akrabbim ("ascent of the scorpions "), occurring

in Num. xxxiv. 4, Josh. xv. 3, and Judges i. 36.

In the Talmud the scorpion is said to live in emptj'

cisterns, in dung-heaps, in holes, among stones, and
in crevices of walls (Hag. 3a and parallels). It at-

tacks without provocation or Avarning; and its bite

is even more dangerous than that of the snake, be-

cause it repeats it (Yer. Ber. 9a). The scorpions of

Adiabene (Hadyab) were considered especiallj' dan-

gerous (Shab. 121b). The urine of a forty -day -old

infant and the gall of the stork were used as curatives

(ib. 109b ; Ket. 50a). The scorpion itself was em-
jiloyed as a medicament in curing cataract (Git.

60a). Among the permanent miracles of Jerusalem
was numbered the fact that no one was ever bitten
there by a scorpion or a serpent (Ab. v. 5). The
anger of the wise is likened to the sting of the scor-

pion (ib. ii. 10). Metaphorically, "
'akrab " is used

of the iron bit of the horse (Kelim xi. 5, xii. 3).

Bibliography : Tristram, Nat. Hist. p. 301 ; Lewysohn, Z. T.
p. 29S.

J. I. M. C.

SCOTLAND : Countiy forming the northern

part of Great Britain. Jews have been settled there

only since the early part of the nineteenth century.

In 1816 there were twenty families in Edinbukgii,
which was the first Scottish city to attract Jewish
settlers. The establishment of a Jewish community
in Glasgow came later, in 1830. These are the two
principal communities, and contain nearly the whole
of the Jewish population of Scotland, wliich may
be set down as something over 8,000.

There are three other congregations—one at Dun-
dee, another at Aberdeen, and a third at Green-
ock. Dundee, which has a Jewish population of 110,

has a Hebrew Benevolent Loan Society connected

with its synagogue in Murraygate. The Aber-

deen congregation, though very small, came into

prominence some years ago in connection with an
action at law which was brought against it by the

local branch of the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, the Jewish method of slaugh-

tering having been called in question and denounced
as inhumane. The congregation at Greenock is nu-

merically insignificant.

niHLiOGRAPHY : Jinvifth Year Booh, 1905.

.1. I. II.

SCOTT, CHARLES ALEXANDER (KARL
BLTJMENTHAL): English author; born in

London 1803; died at Venice Nov., 1866. At an
early age he went to Italy, where he remained for a

considerable time. He was master of several lan-

guages, and traveled extensively. In 1848 he
joined in the Italian revolution against Austria and
fought bravely before the fall of Venice. Later
he enlisted as a soldier of fortune with Garibaldi.
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When tliL- hitter orgauizfil liis expedition in 1860

Scott suuulit the permission of that general to set

out for lionie with some companions disguised as

monks, with the object of carrying oil' young JMor-

tara. This attemi)t at abduction was, however,

abandoned.

In 1860 Scott had a quarrel with Lord Seymour,

who publiely horsewhipped him. Scott brought an

action and was awarded £500 damages; but he never

recovered fmni the chastisement he received, which

accelerated his death. He left considerable sums to

Jewish charities and institutions.

BiHLioGR.vPiiv : Jnv. Chron. May 3 and 10, 1867.

J. G. L.

SCOURGING. See Stripes.

SCRANTON : Third largest city in the state of

Pennsylvania and capital of Lackawanna county.

Jews settled there wlien tlu- place was still called

Harrison or Slocum's Hollow, the present name
having been given to the city about 1850. The

lirst Jew to hold public office was Joseph Ifosenthal,

who was Scranton's first, and for a long time its

only, policeman. This was in 1860, when the pop-

ulation numbered but 8,500, The tirst Jewish con-

gregation was organized in 1858, and was recon-

stituted in 1860tuider the name " Anshe Hesed." In

1866 the synagogue on Linden street was built, it

being the first building reared exclusively as a Jew-

ish place of worship in Lackawanna county. This

edifice, after having been twice rebuilt, was sold to

the first Polish congregation in 1902, when the pres-

ent temple, situated on Madison avenue near Vine

street, was dedicated. E. K. Fisher was the first

rabbi; and his successors were Kabbis-'Cohu, Weil,

Sohn. Eppstein, Freudenthal, Lowenberg, Feuer-

licht, and Chapman; A. S. xYnspachcr is the present

(1905) incumbent. There are now about 5,000 Jews

in Scranton in a total population of 105,000. They
support, in all, five congregations, and two Hebrew
schools holding daily sessions. One of the latter,

the Montefiore Hebrew School, has a well-equipped

corps of teachers and an enrolment of about 200 male

pupils. The other school, larger in point of attend-

ance, possesses its own house, situated on the south

side of the city, and is supported entirely by the

large Hungarian community.
The more important charitable organizations are:

the Hebrew Ladies' Relief Society, tiie Ladies' Aid

Society, the Deborah Verein, the South Side Relief

Society, the Kitchen Garden School, and the Indus-

trial Aid Society, a branch of tlie New York Re-

moval Office.

Although the Jews are chiefly merchants and

there are but few manufacturers among them, they

are well represented in the legal and medical pro-

fessions. For fourteen years a Jew active in com-

munal work was president of the board of educa-

tion ; and he was subsequentlj' appointed director

of public safety, the second highest office of the

municipalitv.

A.
'

A. S. A.

SCRIBES (Hebrew, DnSID; Greek, Tpafi/iarelc):

1. Body of teachers whose office was to interpret

the Law to the people, their organization beginning

with Ezra, who was their chief, and terminating

with Simeon the Just. The original meaning of the

Hebrew word •'soferim" was "people who know
how to write"; and therefore the royal olficialswho

were occupied in recording in the archives the jiro-

ceedings of each day were called scribes (comp. II

Sam. viii. 17; II Kings xix. 2,p(ti>suii); but as the art

of writing was known only to the intelligent, the

term " scribe " became synonymous with " wise man "

(I Chron. x.xvii. '62). Later, in the time

Origin and of Ezra, the designation was applied to

Meaning, the body of teachers who. as stateil

above, interpreted the Law to the peo-

ple. Ezra himself is styled "a ready scrii)e in the

law of Mo.ses" (Ezra vii, 6). Indeed, he might be

correctly so called for two reasons, inasmuch as he

could write or copy the Law and at the same time

was an able interpreter of it. Tlie Rabbis, however,

deriving ^S1D from nDD(="to count"), interpret

the term "soferim" to mean those who count the

letters of the Torali or those who classify its con-

tents and recount the number of laws or objects

belonging in each group; e.r/., five classes of people

that are exempt from the heave-offering, four

chief causes of damages, thirty-nine chief works

which are forbidden on the Sabbath, etc. (Yer.

Shek. V. 1; Hag. 15b; Kid. 30a; Sanh.l06b). While

this may be only a haggadic interpretation of tlie

term "soferim," it is evident that these scribes were

the first teachers of the Torah and the founders of

the oral law.

The activity of the .scribes began with the cessation

of that of the Prophets. In fact, after the Israelites

who came back from Babylon had turned their

hearts to God, there was greater need of men to

instruct the people and to assist them in obtaining

a clear understanding of the Law. This body of

teachers is identified by Zacharias Frankel ("Darke

ha-Mishnah,"p.8) andNachman Krochmal ("Moreh

Nebuke ha-Zeman," ch. xi.) with the "men of the

GuE.\T Synagogie" (comp. the expression nwa^u)?/

ypafifiariuv in I Macc. vii. 12), of which Simeon the

Just was the last member (comp. Ab. i. 2). If this

identification is correct, the organization of the

scribes lasted from the time of Ezra till the conquest

of Palestine by Alexander the Great, a period of

about 200 years. It must be said, however, that the

term "soferim" was sometimes used, particularly in

the post-Maccabean time, to designate teachers gener-

ally. Thus Moses and Aaron are styled the " soferim

of Israel" (Targ. of pseudo-Jonathan to Num. xxi.

19; Targ. to Cant. i. 2). Besides, in certain passages

it is quite evident that "soferim " refers to Talmud-

ists of a later period, as, for instance, in Yer. Ber.

i. 7 and R. H. 19a, where the expression "dibre

soferim " (= " the words of the scribes ") seems to re-

fer to the school of Hillel. But as a

Range general rule tlie term refers to the

of body of teachers the first of wiiom

Activity, was Ezra and the last Simeon the Just.

It seems that after Simeon the teachers

were more generally styled "elders" ("zekenim"),

and later "the wise ones" ("l.iakamim"; Shab. 64b;

Suk. 46a), while "soferim" was sometimes used as

an honorific appellation (Sotah 15a). In still later

times "soferim" became synonymous with "teach-

ers of little children " (ib. 49a).
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Although, as will be shown later, the activity of

the scribes was manifold, yet their main object was

to teach the Torah to the Jewish masses, and to the;

Jewish youth in particular. It was they who estab-

lished schools, and they were particularly enjoined

to increase the number of their pupils (Ab. i. 1).

Their mode of teaching is indicated in Neh. viii. 8:

" So they read in the book in the law of God distinctly,

and gave the sense, and caused them to uuderstantl

the reading." This passage is explained by the Hab-

bis as meaning that they first read the Hebrew te.xt

and then translated it into the vernacular, elucidating

it still further by dividing it into passages ("pesu-

kim "
; Meg. 3a ; Ned. 37b). Moreover, the scribes

always connected with the text the laws which they

deduced from tiie Biblical passages; that is, they read

the passage, explained it, and then deduced the law

contained in it; they did not in general formulate

abstract halakot apart from the Biblical text. The
halakot were the work of (1) the " Zugot " (duumvi-

rates), who immediately followed the scribes, and (2)

the Tannaim, who treated the law independently of

the Biblical text. There are, however, some mish-

nayot which, from their style, seem to have emanated
directly from the scribes (comp. Neg. ii. 5-7). The
latter seem not to have departed from the literal

interpretation of the text, although they adapted

the laws tf) the requirements of the times, sometimes

instituting by-laws ("seyagim "), this, according to

Abot (I.e.), being one of the three main duties of

their office (comp. R. H. 34a; Yeb. ii. 4; Sanh.

xii. 3).

From the time of Ezra, however, the scribes oc-

cupied tliemselves also with plans for raising Juda-

ism to a higher intellectual plane. They were, con-

sequently, active in reviving the use of Hebrew,
whicli had been to a great extent forgotten during

the exile in Bab3'lon, and in giving it a more grace-

ful and suitable script. As to the latter, it is stated

that the Torah had first been written in Hebrew
ciiaractens; then, in the time of Ezra, in characters

called " ketab ashshuri " (probably = "ketab suri "

=: Syrian orAramean scrijit; comp. Kohut, "Aruch
Corapletum," s.v. "ilC'K), the present square type,

the former script being left to the " Hedyotot," that

is, tiie Cutheans or Samaritans (Sanh.

Used. 2lb-23a). It is evident that the

Square scribes, in making this change, wished
Hebi'ew to give the Torah a particularly sacred

Characters, character in distinction to the Samari-
tan Pentateuch. The term " ketab ash-

shuri " is explained by one authority as meaning
"the even writing " (Yer. Meg. i. 71b), as contrasted

with th(i forms of the ancient Hebrew or Samaritan
characters.

The scribes are still better known for their work
in connection with the liturgy and in the field of

Bible emendation ; for, besides the many benedic-

tions and prayers which are ascribed to them, they

revised the Hebrew text of the Scriptures, their re-

visions being called " tikkune soferim." The num-
ber of these scribal emendations is given as eighteen

(in iMek, , Beshallah Shirah, 6, and in Tan. , Yelamme-
denu Beshallah, ed. Vienna, 1863, p. 82b), of which
the following may be cited :

" but Abraham st ood

yet before the Lord " (Gen. xviii. 22), substituted

for the original text, " but the Lord stood yet before

Abraham" (see Gen. R. xlix. 12); "and let me not

see my wretchedness" (Num. xi. 15), an emendation
of the original text, "and let me not see thy

wretchedness"; "to your tents . . . unto their

tents" (I Kings xii. IG), instead of "to your gods
. . . unto their gods." Other traces of the scribes'

revision of the text are dots above certain words
the meaning of which seemed doubtful to them,
the original marks being ascribed to Ezra (Ab. R.

N., (id. Schechter, pp. 97-98; Num. R. iii. 13).

For the " tikkune soferim " see ]\Iasouaii, and for the

institutions ("takkanot ") established by the scribes,

Synagogue, Gkk.vt; Takkanaii.
Bibliography: Baclier, Afj. Tan. Index, s.v. Lchrrr;3.

Briill, Mebo lut-Mi.shnah, pp. 7-9, Frankfoit-on-the-M;iiii,
1876; Z. Fraiikel, Darke }ia-Mitilni(i}i, pp. ;i rt fcq.; Giiitz.

Gcscli. 1st eel., ii., part 2, p. 12.5; 4tti ed., iii. 8t) rt seq.; Ham-
burger, R. B. T. ii., s.v. Sopherim ; Jost, in Zeit. fur Hista-
rischc Tlieohjiiie, 1850, pp. 1^1 et seq.; Schurer, Gofch. 3d ed.,
ii. 1513 et seq.; Weiss, Dur, i. 50 et seq.

s. M. Sel.

2. The professional scribes, known also as

"lihlarin" (
" liblar" = " libellarius"). There were

two kinds of professional scribes: (a) one who was
engaged in the transcription of the Pentateuch
.scroll, phylacteries, and mezuzot, and who was
called "sofer STaM" (= D tlD. the initials of "Sefer

Torah," "Tefillin," and "Mezuzah"); (b) one who
acted as notary public and court secretary.

(c/) The productions of the sofer being the prin-

cipal religious paraphernalia, he was a necessity in

a Jewish community. A learned man was prohib-

ited from residing in a town in which there was no

scribe (Sanh. 17b). The sofer was so indispensable

that, accoi'ding to R. Joshua b. Levi, the men of

the Great Assembly observed twenty-four fast-days

on which they prayed that the soferim might not

become rich and therefore unwilling to write. A
baraita confirms the statement that writers of the

Torah scrolls, tefillin, and mezuzot, and those that

<leal or trade in them are not blessed with riches

(Pes. 50b; Tosef., Bik. ii., end). Even to this day
tiie vocation of the sofer is the worst paid of all

Jewish professions.

The Talmud, quoting the passage "This is my
God, and I will beautify Him " (Ex. xv. 2, Hebr.),

says: "Serve Him inabeautiftd man-
Artistic ner . . . prepare a beautiful Sefer

Work. Torah, written in good ink with a fine

pen by an expert sofer" (Shab. 133b).

The ink must be indelible, and the parchment spe-

cially prepared; the lines, traced and squared so

that the writing may be straight and uniform. The
Talmud declares that the rule regarding lines must
be observed in the case of the mezuzah, which is

written on one roll, but does not apply in the case

of the tefillin-rolls. Both, however, may be copied

from memory, the wording being familiar to the

sofer (Meg. 18b). The tracing is done with a ruler

and a style (comp. Git. 6b; Tosef., Git. s.v. lOK). "

There were artists among the soferim. The Al-

exandrian scribes especially were noted for their

skill in illumination. They used to gild the names
of (Jod found in the Pentateuch; but the rabbis of

Jerusalem prohibited reading from such scrolls and
ordered them to be placed in the genizah (Masseket

Soferim i. ; Shab. 103b).
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The utmost care and attention were bestowed upon
spelling, crowning certain letters (Taggin), dotting

others, copying abnormalities, and upon the regu-

lations as to spacing for parashiyyot and sections.

Some soferim were careful to begin the columns of

the Sefer Toraii with a word commencing with a

"waw," allowing an equal number of lines to every

column. Such columns were known as "wawe ha-

'ammudim " or " waw-columus." The preparation

of ph3'lacteries andmezuzot required a similar exer-

cise of watchfulness. R. Ishmuel suid to a sofer:

"My son, be careful in thy work, as it is a heavenly
work, lest thou err in omitting or adding one iota,

and so cause the destruction of the whole world"
('Er. i3a). The sofer v,-as required t()C(i|>v the text

from a model form made by an expert, and was
not permitted to rely on his memory. "Let thine

eyes look right on, and let thine eyelids look straight

before thee" (Prov. iv. 25) is the advice given to a

sofer. R. Hisda, finding R. Hananeel writing a Sefer

Torah from memory, said to him :
" Indeed tiiou art

able to write the whole Torah by heart; biit our

sages have forbidden the writing of even one letter

witiiout an exemplar" (Meg. 18b).

The model from which the sofer copied the

Pentateuch was called "tikkun soferim" (whicli

must not be confounded with tikkune soferim =
"changes in the text"). An ancient tine copy of a

tikkun soferim, written on vellum, and vocalized and
accented, with " waw-columns " of sixty lines each,

was found in the old synagogue of
" Tikl^un Cracow (" Ha-Maggid," xii. 6, Feb. 5,

Soferim." 1868). Among the printed model
forms are :

" Tikkun Soferim," by Sol-

omon de Oliveyra, Amsterdam, 1666;
" 'Ezrat ha-

Sofer, " with wawe ha-'annnudim, edited by Judah
Piza, ?'i. 1769; " 'Enha-Sofer," with wawe ha-'ammu-
dim, by W. Ileideuheim, 10 parts, Rodelheirn, 1818-

1821. The modern "Tikkun Soferim," without
vowels or accents, was first published in Wilna, in

1874, with wawe ha-'anmiudim in twohalf-colunms
of forty-two lines. This edition has been reprinted

several times and is now tlie standard copy.
Moses Hagiz, in liis " Mishnat Hakamim " (pS 227-

228, Wandsbeck, 1733), urges scrupulous carefulness

as to the qualification of the sofer, and refers to

Moses Zacuto, who complained of the malprac-
tises of the soferim in their work. He refers also to

Zacuto 's letter enumerating ten rules for the guid-

ance of the sofer and addressed to the rabbis of Cra-

cow, who had requested the information. A copy
of this letter is among the manuscripts of the Bod-
leian Library, Oxford. It contains cabalistic rules

by Moses Zacuto for the writing of a Pentateuch
roll according to Luria; but it is addressed to Isaac,

rabbi of Posen, and includes Isaac's answer copied in

the year 5438 = 1678 (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr.

MSS." cols. 1871, 2, and 1890).

The ordinary Bible for study was usually vocal-

ized, accented, and sometimes illuminated (see Bible
Manuscripts). In most cases the sofer would

only write upon the order of a patron ;

Colophons, and he would append his signature

at the end of liis work as a guaranty
of its correctness, with the date, place of produc-
tion, and sometimes the name of his patron also,

as an identification in case of loss. These colo-

phons are interesting from an antiquarian and his-

torical point of view. Probably the earliest is that

of Moses ben Asher's Bible, which was ordered by
Jabez b. Solomon and given to the Karaite con-

gregation in Jerusalem, and of which Jacob Sa-

phir saw the Prophets in tlie possession of the Kara-
ite congregation at Cairo ("Eben Sappir," i. 14b,

Lyck, 1868). It was written in Tiberias and dated
in the year 827 from the destruction of the Second
Temple (= 896 c. e.); the colophonic matter ap-
pearing at the end of the Minor Prophets. Some
colophons are written in letters of gold with an
illuminated border, giving the date according to

the era of the Creation, the Seleucidan era, and that

of the destruction of the Temple; a blessing for the

patron follows; and the closing words are: "May
salvation [or " the redeemer"] speedily come." In
rare instances the scribe acknowledges the receipt

of his compensation in full ; in others he apologizes
for any error or shortcoming and pleads for God's
forgiveness.

Expertness in writing was highly developed dur-
ing the existence of the Second Temple. Ben
Kamzar was able to manipulate four pens between
his five fingers and to write a four-lettered word at

one stroke. He was blamed for not teaching
his art to others (Yoma 38b). The vocation of

the sofer was a regular profession ; and many Tal-

mudists were known by the appellation "Safra."

The scribe was recognized in the street by the pen
behind his ear (Shah. i. 3; 11a).

(b) The other kind of sofer was employed in the

preparation of bills of divorce requiring special

care. He acted also in the capacity of a public

notary, and as a recording clerk in the court-house
( bet din "). There were two clerks: one recording

the charge of the accuser; the other, tlie answer of

the accused (Sanh. 17b). The sofer was, moreover,

the public secretary. It is stated that

Notary and the nasi Rabban Gamaliel in his ofii-

Secretary. cial seat on the Temple site had be-

fore him Johanan the sofer, to whom
he dictated three letters: (1) "To our brethren re-

siding in upper and lower Galilee"; (2) "To our
brethren in the South"; and (3) "To our brethren

in exile in Babylon and Media and other exilic

countries of Israel. Peace with you shall ever in-

crease. We inform you," etc. (Sanli. lib). In later

times the scribe of the community (= "sofer ha-

kahal ") was the recording secretary of the Pinkes,
and acted as notary as far as legal documents were
concerned. The community had the power to con-

sider as valueless all contracts not written by the

appointed sofer (Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mislipat,

61, 1).

The sofer's fee was not fixed, nor might he make
any charge except for loss of time. It was advisa-

ble therefore" to make a bargain with him before-

hand {ib. Eben ha-'Ezer, 154, 4). The question by
whom the sofer shall be paid is settled for almost
every possible case. The underlying principle is that

the one who is in duty bound to give the document,
or who receives the most benefit from the transac-

tion, shall pay the scribe ; otherwise the parties

share the expense. Those responsible for the sofer's
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fee arc enumerated thus: (1) The purchaser of

property (Hoshcii Mishpat, 238, 1). (2) The bor-

rower of money ; but if the lender loses the note and

desires a duplicate, he must pay for it. The lender

paj's for -writing the receipt against a note; hut

wlien there is no note, ar.d the borrower wishes to

have a receipt, he must pay for it (ih. 39, 14; 54, 1).

(3) The bridegroom, for tiie betrothal contract; but

if the bride desires a duplicate, slie must pay for

it. Tlie groom pays for tiie Icetubali (Ebeu ha-

'Ezcr, 51, 1). (4) The husband, for a bill of divorce

and tlie receipt for the dowry {ih. 110, 1; 120, 1).

(5) Both parties, for writing arbitration papers

(Hoshen Mishpat. 13, 6). Tlie plaintiff and de-

fendant share alike the cost of writing their pleas

and briefs for submission to a higiier court {ib. 13,

3; 14, 2). The person Avho is in contempt of cor.rt

must pay the expense incurred iu issuing the sum-
mons {ib. 11, 4).

See Bible M.\nuscripts; Get; Ink; Manu-
scripts; MeZUZAII; PALEOCiRAPIIY; PlIYLACTEK-

ies; Scroll of the Law; Taggin.
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SCROLL OF ANTIOCHTJS. See Antiochus,
Scroll of.

SCROLL OF THE LAW (Hebrew, " Sefer

Torah"): The Pentateuch, written on a scroll of

parchment. The Rabbis count among the manda-
tory precepts incumbent upon every Israelite the

obligation to write a copy of the Pentateuch for his

personal use. The passage " Now therefore write

)'e this song for you, and teach it the children of

Israel " (Deut. xxxi. 19) is interpreted as referring to

the wliole Pentateuch, wherein "this song" is in-

cluded (Sauh. 21b). The king was required to pos-

.sessa second copy, to be kept near his

Every One throne and carried into battle (Deut.

to Possess xvii. 18; ^laimonides, "Yad," Sefer

a Sefer Torah, vii. 1, 2). One who is unable
Torah. to write the scroll himself should hire

a scribe to write it for him; or if he

purchases a scroll he should have it examined by a

competent Sofer. If a Jew inherits a scroll it is

his duty to write or have written anotiier. This

scroll he must not sell, even in dire distress, except
for the purpose of paying his teacher's fee or of de
fraying his own marriage expenses (Meg. 27a).

The Pentateuch for reading in public (see Law,
Reading from the) must be written on the skin

(parchment) of a clean animal, beast or fowl (comp.

Lev. xi. 2et serj.), tiiotigh not necessarily slaughtered

according to tiie Jewish ritual ; but the skin of a fish,

even if clean, can not be used (Shab. 108a). The
parchment must be prepared specially for use as a

scroll, with gallnut and lime and other chemicals that

help to render it durable (Meg. 19a). In olden times
tlie rough hide was scraped on both

Method of sides, and thus a sort of parchment
Prepara- made which was known as "gewil."

tion. Later tiie hide was split, the outer part,

of superior quality, called "kelaf,"

being mostly used for making scrolls of the Law,
while tlie inner and inferior part, called "doksostos "

^^^§^

Metal Case for Scroll of the Law.
(In the Mus/e de Cluny, Paris.)

{:= (IvaxiffTo^), was not employed for this purpose.

The writing was inscribed on the outer or hair side

of the gewil, and on the inner or flesh side of the

kelaf (Shab. 79b). Ever}' page was squared, and
the lines were ruled with a stylus. Only the best

black ink might be used (see Ink), colored ink or



Ci:KLMOMES ACCOMPANYING THE PRESENTATION OP A SCROLL OF THE LAW TO A SYNAGOGUE.
(From Bodeaschatz, *' Kirchiiche VerfassuDg," 1748.)
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gilding not being permitted (Massek. Soferim i. 1).

Tlio -sviiting was executed by means of a stick or

quill; and the text was in square Hebrew charac-

ters (ib.).

The width of the scroll was about six handbreadths

(=24 inches), the length equaling the circumfer-

ence (B. B. 14a). The Baraita says half of tlie length

sliall equal the width of tlie scroll when rolled up

shifting of the body when reading from beginning
to end. The sheet ("yeri'ah") must contain no
less than three and no more than eight columns.
A sheet of nine pages may be cut in two parts, of

four and five columns respectively. The last col-

umn of the scroll may be narrower and must end
in the middle of the bottom line with the words
^JXnt" b ^rj?^ (^len. 30a).

SCKOLL UK THE LAW FROM CHINA.
(From the Sulzberger collection in the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York.)

(Soferim ii. 9). The length of the scroll in the Ark
was six handbreadths, equal to the height of the

tablets (B. B. I.e.). Maimonides gives the size of the

regular scroll as 17 fingers (= inciies)

long (see below), seventeen being
considered a " good " number (21t2 =
17). Every line should be long enough
to contain thirty letters or three words
equal in space to that occupied by the

letters DDTIinDL"'^^. The lines are to be neither too

short, as in an epistle, nor too long involving the

Size of

tlie Scroll

and
Margin.

The margin at the bottom of each page must be
4 fingerbreadths; at the top, 3 fingerbreadths; be-

tween the columns, 2 fingers' space ; an allowance be-

ing made of 1 fingerbreadth for sewing the sheets to-

gether. Maimonides gives the length of the page as

17 fingers, allowing 4 fingerbreadths for the bottom
and 3 fingerbreadths for the top margin, and 10

fingerbreadths for the lengtli of the written column.
In the scroll that Maimonides had written for him-

self each page measured 4 fingers in width and con-

tained 51 lines. The total number of columns was
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266, and the length of the whole scroll was 1,366

fingers (= 37.34yds.). Maimonides calculates a fin-

ger-nieasiue as equal to the width of 7 grains or the

length of 2 (-'Yad," I.e. ix. 5, 9, 10), which isabout

1 inch. The number of lines on a page might not

be less than 48 nor more than 60 {ib. vii. 10). The
Baraita, however, gives the numbers 42, 60, 72, and
98, based respectively on the 42 travels (Num. x.xxiii.

3-48), 60 score thousand Israelites (Num. xi. 21), 72

ciders (ib. verse 25), and 98 admonitions in Deu-
teronomy (xxviii. 16-68), because in each of these

passages is mentioned " writing " (Soferim ii. 6). (At

the present day the forty-two-lined column is the

generall}' ac-

cepted style of

the scroll, its

length being
about 24 inches.)

The space be-

tween the lines

should be equal

to the size of the

letters (B. B.
13a), which must
be uniform, ex-

cept in the case

of certain spe-

cial abnormal-

ities (see S.M.\LL

AND L.\KGE Let-
ter s ) . The
space between
one of the Pen-
tateuchal books
and the next
should be four

lines. Extra
space must be

left at the be-

ginning and at

the end of the

scroll, where the

rollers are fast-

ened. Nothing
may be written

on the margin
outside the
ruled lines, ex-

cept one or
two letters re-

quired to linish

a word containing more than twice as many
letters.

Some scribes are careful to begin each column
with initial letters forming together the words

llDt:' il"! (" by his name JAH "
; Ps. Ixviii. 4), as fol-

lows: n-t'x-id (Gen. i. 1), mini (ib. xiix. 8), ct^nri
(Ex. xiv. 28). -]r2\:} (ib. xxxiv. 11), riD (Num. xxiv.

5). HT'yxi [Deut. xxxi. 28). Other scribes begin all

columns except the first with the letter " waw "
;

such columns are called "wawe ha-'ammudim " =
"the waw columns" (see SciiiiiEs).

It is the scribe's duty to prepare himself by si-

lent meditation for performing the holy work of

writing the Pentateuch in the name of God. He is

obliged to have before him a correct copy ; he may
XL—

9

Scroll of the Law, with Crown
(lu the British

not write even a single word from memory ; and he
must pronounce every word before writing it.

Every letter must have space around it and must
be so formed that an ordinar}' schoolboy can distin-

guish it from similar letters (Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah
Hayyim, 32, 36 ; sec Taggix). The scroll may con-

tain no vowels or accents; otherwise it is unfit for

public reading.

The scroll is not divided into verses; but it has
two kinds of divisions into chapters (" parashiyyot "),

distinguished respectively as "petuhah " (open) and
"setumah" (closed), tlie former being a larger di

vision than the latter (Men. 32a). Maimonides
describes the
spaces to be left

between succes-

sive chapters as

follows: "The
text preceding

the petuhah
ends in the mid-

dle of the line,

leaving a space

of nine letters at

the end of the

line, and the pe-

t u h ah c o m

-

mences at the

beginning of the

second line. If

a space of nine

letters can not be

left in the pre-

ceding line, the

petuhah com-
mences at the

beginning of the

third line, the

intervening line

being left blank.

The text prece-

ding the setu-

mah or closed pa-

rashah ends in

the middle of the

line, a space of

nine letters be-

ing left, and the

setumah com-
mencing at the

end of the same
line. If there is no .such space on the same line, leave

a small space at the beginning of the second line,

making together a space equal to nine letters, and
then commence the setumah. In other words, al-

ways commence the petuhah at the beginning of a

line and the setumah in the middle of a line

"

("Yad," I.e. viii. 1,2). Maimonides gives a list of

all the petuhah and setumah parashiyyot as copied

by him from an old manuscript in Egypt written by
Ben Asher (ib. viii., end). A.sheri explains the petu-

hah and setumah differently, almost reversing the

method. The general practise is a compromise: the

petuhah is preceded by a line between the end of

which and the left margin a space of nine letters is

left, and commences at the beginning of the following

, Breastplate,

Museum.

>

and Pointer.
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line; the setumah is preceded by a line closing at

the edge of the column and commences at the

middle of the next line, an iuterven-

Verses. ing space of nine letters being left

(Slmlhan 'Anik).

The poetic verses of the song of the Red Sea

("shiratha-Yam "
; Gen. xv. 1-18) are metrically ar-

ranged in thirty linos (Shab. 103b) like bricks in a

wall, as illustrated below

:

The first six lines are placed thus

:

ncN''! mn^S nNin n-ccn nN SNia-i ij3i ntt'D t'B'i ik

DID HNj riNj >D nin^*? m't-N icnS

"^naci 313 n-\i iS>ni ny-ii3 n^Dns ICB*

The verses of the song of "Ha'azinu" (Deut.

xxxii. 1-43) are placed in seventy double rows, the

first four lines as follows:

maiNi D'Ctt'n unxn
npS it3C3 iny

N-\pN mn-' Da* o

The scroll must be written in accordance with

the Masoretic Ketib, the abnormalities of certain

letters being reproduced (see Small and Large
Letteks). If the final letters "1S1}*|D are written in

the middle of a word, or if their equivalents 2DVJD
are written at the end, the scroll is unfit for public

reading (Soferim ii. 10).

Scrupulous care must be taken in writing the

Names of God: before every name the scribe must
say, " I intend to write the Holy Name " ; otherwise

the scroll would be unfit (" pasul ") for public read-

ing. When the scribe has begun to write the name
of God he must not be interrupted

Name of imtil he has finished it. No part of

God. the name nuij' extend into the margin
outside the rule. If an error occurs in

the name, it may not be erased like any other word,
but the whole sheet must be replaced and the de-

fective sheet put in the genizah. AVhen the writing

is set aside to dry it should be covered with a cloth

to protect it from dust. It is considered shameful
to turn the writing downward ('Er. 97a).

If an error is found in the scroll it must be cor-

rected and reexamined by a competent person within

thirty days; if three or four errors are found on one

l>age the scroll must be placed in the genizah (Men.
29b).

The sheets are sewed together with threads made
of dried tendons ("gidin") of clean beasts. The
sewing is begun on the blank side of the sheets; the

extreme ends at top and bottom are left open to al-

low stretching. The rollers are fastened to the ends

of tlie scroll, a space of two fingerbreadths being

left between them and the writing. Every sheet

must be sewed to the next; even one loose sheet

makes the scroll unfit. At least three stitches must

remain intact to hold two sheets together (Meg.

19a; Git. COa).

If the scroll is torn to a depth of two lines, it may
be sewed together with dried tendons or fine silk, or

a patch may be pasted on the back

;

if the tear extends to three lines, the

sheet must be replaced. If the margin

or space between the lines is torn, it

may be sewed together or otherwise

repaired. Care must be taken that every letter is in

its proper place and that the needle does not pierce

the letters.

A scroll written by a non-.Tew must be put aside in

the genizah ; one written by a heretic ("apikoros ")

Sewing' the
Sheets

Together.

Bifuiiplaie fur scroll of the Law.

(DesigDtfd l»y Leo Horvitz.)

or sectarian Jew (" miu ") must be burned, as it is

to be apprehended that he has wilfully changed the

text (Git. 45b).

Every one who passes a scroll must kiss its mantle.

The scroll may not be kept in a bedroom (M. K. 2oa),

A scroll of the Law may lie on the top of another,

but not under the scroll of the Prophets, which latter

is considered inferior in holiness to the scroll of the

Pentateuch (Meg. 27a).

Deca}'ed and worn-out scrolls are placed in the

Genizah or in an earthen vessel in the coffin of a
talmid-hakam (Ber. 26b). See also Manuscripts.
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Tlie reverence with which the scroll of the Law
is regarded is shown by its costly accessories and

ornaments, which include a beautiful

Appurte- Ark as a receptacle, with a handsome-
nances, ly embroidered "paroket" (curtain)

over it. The scroll itself is girded with

a strip of silk and rolK'd in a Mantle op the
Law, and is laid on a "mappah," or desk-cover,

high priest. The principal ornament is the Crown
OF THE Law, which is made to fit over the upper
ends of the rollers when the scroll is closed. Some
scrolls have two crowns, one for each upper end.

Suspended by a chain from the top of the rollers

is the breastplate, to which, as in the case of the

crowns, little bells are attached. Lions, eagles,

flags, and the Magen Dawid either chased or em-

SCROLL OK THE LAW FROM TAFILKT, MOROCCO.
(From the Sulzberger collection jii the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York.)

when placed on the almemar for reading. The two
rollers, "ez hayyim," are of hard wood, with

flat, round tops and bottoms to support and pro-

tect the edges of the parchment when rolled up.

The projecting handles of the rollers on both sides,

especially the upper ones, are usually of ivory.

The gold and silver ornaments belonging to tiie

scroll are known as " kele kodesli "
( sacred ves-

sels), and somewhat resemble the ornaments of the

bossed, or painted, are the principal decorations

The borders and two pillars of Boaz and Jachin on

the sides of the breastplate are in open-

The work. In the center there is often a

Breast- miniature Ark, the doors being in the

plate. form of the two tablets of the Law,
with the commandments inscribed

thereon. The lower part of the breastplate has

a place for the insertion of a small plate, bearing
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the dates of the Sabbaths and holy days ou which
the scroll it distinguishes is used. Over the breast-

plate is suspended, by a chain from the head of the

rollers, the Yad. In former times the crown was
placed upon the head of the " hatan Torah " when
he concluded the reading of the Pentateuch on the

day of the Rejoicing of the Law, but it was not

permitted to be so used in the case of an ordinary

nuptial ceremony (Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim,
154, 10). The people used to donate, or loan, the

silver ornaments used for the scroll ou hoi}' days {ib.

153, 18). When not in use these ornaments were
hung up on the pillars inside the synagogue (David

ibn Abi Zimra, Responsa, No. 174, ed. Leghorn,

verified with the aid of the table of contents and
index in Blau's "' Das Althebrai.sche Buchweseu " (see

also Manuscripts). The material used for syna-

gogue scrolls in ancient times was generally leather

made of the skins of wild animals, parchment being
used but seldom (Blau, I.e. pp. 23 et seq., especially

p. 30). This material continued to be employed in

the East; for in the second half of the sixteenth

century Joseph Caro was the first to codify the

word "gewil," thus giving the Polish Jew Moses
IssERLEiN occasion to remark that " our parchment
is better " (comp. also Low, " Graphische Requisi-

ten," i. 131). In Europe, on the contrary, parchment
scrolls were approved; and it was even permitted
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Binder for Scroll of the Law.
(From Kirchner, *' JUdisches Ceremonial," 1726.)

1651). In modern times they are placed in a drawer
or safe under the Ark when not in use.

For domestic use,' or during travel, the scroll is

kept in a separate case, which in the East is almost

invariably of wood; when of small dimensions this

is sometimes made of the precious metals and
decorated with jewels.

Bibliography: Manseket Soferim: Maimonide.s, Yad, Sefer
Torah. vii.-x.: Shnlfinn'Aruk. Yoreh De'ah, 270-384; Vitry
Mahzor.pp 651-685, 087-V04 ; bibliography under Sofkr ; Will-
iam Rosenau.Je if i.s/i Ceremonial Inntitution.f and Cu.<onu<,
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Exhibition.
J. J. D. E.

The awe with which the Torah was regarded,

even in Its outward form, and the immutability of

the East in general and of Jewish antiquity in par-

ticular, have preserved the scroll of the Law prac-

tically unchanged, and it may therefore be consid-

ered as the representative oi the ancient Hebrew
book. All the rules enumerated above find paral-

lels in the Talmud and in the Midrash, and may be

to read from the Torah in book-form if there was no
scroll at hand (Maimonides, Lex., end ;

" Migdal 'Oz "

ad loc. ; and Low, I.e. ii. 138). In antiquity a.scroll of

small size with very fine script was
History, generally used ; and the largest copy,

the official Torah scroll of Judaism,
which was kept in the sanctuary at Jerusalem, and
from which the high priest and the king read to the

congregation on solemn occasions, did not exceed 45
cm. in height, as is shown both b}' direct statements
and by the illustration on the arch of Titus (Blau,

I.e. pp. 71-78). Under European influence, how-
ever, gigantic scrolls, specimens of which still exist,

became the fashion in the Middle Ages, although
side by side with them small, graceful rolls like-

wise were used both for syuagogal and for pri-

vate worship. The earliest extant manuscript of

the Torah is said to have been written before 604;

only fragments of it have been preserved (see Jew.
Encyc. iii. 180b, s.v. Bible Manuscripts). Among
noteworthy scrolls of the Law which have disap-



Metal-Work Cases for Scrolls of the Law, with Floral Designs and Hebrew Inscrip-

tions, Dated 1732.

(Formerly in a synafrogue at Bokhara, now in the possession of M. N. AdWr, London.)

Case Containing Samaritan Scroll

of the Law.
(From a photograph by the Palestine

Exploration Fund.)

Wooden Case for Scroll of the Law from Tafllet, Morocco.
(From the S-.hberger collection in the Jewish Theological Seminary of America,

New York.)

Breastplate for Scroll of the Law.
(In tlie synagogue at Schonhausen, Germany.)
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peared may be mentioned, in addition to the official

copy noted above, tlie roll of leather with golden

script sent by tlie high priest in the third century

B.C. to the King of Egypt, at the hitter's request,

to be translated into Greek (Letter of Aristeas,

§§ 17(5-17!): Blau, I.e. iip. 13, 157-1")'.)), and the Torah

scroll which Maimonides wrote with his own hand.

The latter scroll, made of rain's skin, was 1,366

fingers (about 25 meters) in length, contained 266

columns six fingers wide, with 51 lines in each, and
conformed to the rule, enforced even in antiquity

(B. B. 14a), that the girlli of the scroll should cor-

respond to its height (Maimonides, I.e. ix. 10).

The history of the dissemination of the scrolls of

the Law is one of vicissitudes. While they were
few in number at the time of the Chronicler (II

Chron. xvii. 7-9), their number increa.sed enormously

in the Talmudic period as a result of a literal inter-

pretation of the command that each Jew should

write a Torah for himself, and also in consequence

ol the custom of always carrying a

Personal copy (magic intiuence being attrib-

Copies of uted thereto) on the person. In the

the Torah. later Middle Ages, on the contrary,

the scrolls decreased in number, espe-

cially in Christian Europe, on account of the perse-

cutions and the impoverishment of the Jews, even
though for 2,000 years t^ie first duty incumbent on

each community was the possession of at least one
copy (Blau, I.e. p. 88). While the ancient Oriental

communities possessed scrolls of the Prophets and
of the Hagiographa in addition to the scroll of the

Law, European synagogues have, since the Middle
Ages, provided themselves only with Torah scrolls

and, sometimes, with scrolls of Esther. Six or nine

pigeonholes, in which the rolls are lying (not stand-

ing as in modern times), appear in certain illustra-

tions of bookcases (comp. Blau, I.e. p. 180; also illus-

trations in "Mittheilungen," iii.-iv., fol. 4), these

scrolls evidently representing two or three entire

Bibles, each consisting of three parts, the Torah, the

Prophets, and the Hagiographa. Curiously enough,
the interior of the Ark in the synagogue of Modena
is likewise divided into six parts (comp. illustration

in "Mittheilungen," i. 14). See also Sckibes.

Bini.ioGRAPHV: L. Blau, Das Althehriliifche Bnchivesou Bu-
dapest, 1902; Bodenschatz, KircJtUchc Verfassuiia ilcr

Judeii, ii. 31 et seq., Frankfort-oa-the-Main, 174!) ; L. Low,
Grnphixche Reqiiisiten, Leipsie, 1870; Maimonides, Yad,
Sefer Torah. 1.; Shnlhan 'Aruk, Yureh De'ah, 270-284;
Masseket Soferim. s.v.'Sofcrim.

K. c. L. B.

SCYTHIANS : A nomadic people which was
known in ancient times as occupying territory

north of the Black Sea and east of the Carpathian
Mountains. Herodotus relates how they swept
down over Media and across to the shores of the

Mediterranean, even lo the threshold of Egypt. So
far as can be determined this was between 628 and
610 n.c. The King of Egypt, it is said, bought
them off and induced them to return. They were
foragers and pillagers, and hence left no traces of

any system of government inaugurated by them.

It is true that there was a city in Palestine called

Scy thopolis (earlier Beth-shean) ; but it is not known
that it owes its name to the.se l)arbarians. By many
it is thought that Jer. iv. 3-vi. 30 refers to the rav-

ages of tlie Scythian invaders; and it is possible

that Ezekiel in picturing the hordes that poured
down from the north (Ezek. xxxviii.) had the Scj'th-

iaus in mind. It has been suggested that the Asii-

KENAZ of the Bible is equivalent to Scythia.

In Roman times Scj'thia is designated as a ter-

ritory in northeastern Europe and Nearer Asia, occu-

pied by barbarians of various types without anj-

definite and fixed character. Paul in his letter to

the Colossians (Col. iii. 11) speaks of the Scythian

and the barbarian as those wliom Christianity imi-

fies. From the random references to them the Scyth-

ians seem to have been peoples of unknown home
in central Asia, whose character and habits were
ascertained only as the)^ crowded themselves upon
the civilized nations of southwestern Asia and south-

ern Europe in the centuries from 600 c.c. down to

the first century of the common era.

J. 1. M. P.

SCYTHOPOLIS. See Betii-shean.

SEA, THE MOLTEN. See Brazen Sea.

SEA-MEW : For Biblical data see Ctjckoo. In

the Talmud (Hul. 62b) is mentioned an unclean bird

under the name K1"lD, and {ib. 102b) under sn^JPp.

explained by Rashi as "a very lean bird." Some
would connect these words Avith the Latin "prava"
(bad) and the Greek Krj7.6v (meager, dry), and see in

these birds species of the sea-mew.

Bibliography : Tristram, Nat. Hist. p. 210; Lewysohn, Z. T.

p. 183.

J. I. M. C.

SEA-MONSTER. See Leviathan and Behe-
moth.

SEAH. See Weights and Measures.

SEAIi : An instrument or device used for making
an impression upon wax or some other tenacious

substance. At a very early period the Jews, like

the other peoples of western Asia, used signets

which were cut in intaglio on cylindrical, spherical,

or hemispherical stones, and which were employed
both to attest documents (Neh. x. 1 et seq.) instead

of a signature, and as seals (Isa. xxix. 11). They
were highly valued and carefully guarded (Hag. ii.

23) as tokens of personal liberty and independence,

while as ornaments they were suspended by a cord

(m the breast (Gen. xxxviii. 18), and subsequently

were worn on a finger of the right liand (Jer. xxii.

24) or on the arm (Cant. viii. 6). A large number of

ancient Hebrew seals has been preserved, although

it is difficult to distinguish them
Biblical from Aramaic and Phenician signets.

References, both on account of the similarity of

the script and because of the figures;

these frequently contain sj'mbcls connected with

idolatry, especially in the case of the oldest speci-

mens, which date probably from the eighth cen-

tury B.C. Although the words r\2. \2, and nL"X.
which frequently occur on seals, indicate that they

are not Aramaic, and although the grammatical
form of the name also helps to indicate the origin,

it is the script which is usually the decisive factor;

for the Aramaic, Phenician, and ancient Hebrew
alphabets, derived indeed from the same source,

each developed in the course of time according to an
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individual type, although this is a surer criterion in

the later seals than in the earlier ones. Tiie inscrip-

tions on tlie seals usually give the name of tlic

owner, witli the occasional addition of the name of

the father or husband, although other phrases some-

times occur, such as "May Yiiwii have mercy,"

Ancient Hebrew Seals.

(From Ltvy, " Sifgel und GemmeD.")

or " The work of Yhwh," the latter inscription being

found on a seal in the Paris coin-cabinet. "When sev-

eral names are engraved on a seal which has no de-

sign, they are separated by a double line. It is note-

worthy that a number of the seals which have been

preserved belonged to women, although in later times

it was not customary for females to wear seal-

rings in Palestine (Shab. vi. 3; ib. Gem.), while in

Europe, on the contrary, women have

Use by worn them since the Middle Ages (.see

"Women. Ring). Iu both the tannaitic and
amoraic periods the hoop of the ring

was occasionally made of sandalwood and the seal

of metal, or vice versa (Shab. vi. 1 ; ib. Gem. 591)).

Seals dipped in a sort of India ink were used for sign-

ing documents, or the impression was made in clay if

the document was inscribed on a tablet (see also the

factory-marks, Jew. En'CYC. i. 440). In Talmudic

times ('Ab. Zarah 31 et seq.), furthermore, seals were

u.sed as they are still employed, to attest the prep-

aration of food according to ritual regulation (Plate

i., Fig. 7; Plate ii.. Fig. 39). Tlie signets of the pe-

riod bore various emblems, that of AbbaArika rep-

resenting a fish, Hanina's a branch of a date-palm,

Kabbah b. Huna's a mast of a ship, and Judali b.

Ezekiel's a human head. Tlie meaning of these

emblems is unknown; and the attempted explana-

tions of the medieval Tal-

mudists are entirel}' inade-

quate. The seals (origi-

nally at Bonn) now in the

Albertinum at Dresden
probably date from the time

of Rab, 175-247. One of

these, an ametliyst, shows
the seven-branclied candle-

stick on a pedestal, wliile

the other, a carnelian, rep-

resents the same candlestick between two pillars

covered by a canopy (Boaz and Jachin[?] ; see illus-

tration above, and Plate 3 in Belandin, " De Spoliis

Templi").
Seal-rings were worn generally in Babylon, ac-

cording to Herodotus andStrabo; but since the\-

were regarded asamarkof distinction, Mohammed's
second successor, the calif Omar (581-644), forbade

Jews and Christians to wear them, although he

made an exception in favor of theexilarcli Bostanai,

who was thus enabled to give an official character

Seals with Seven-Branched

Candlestick, Third Cen-

tury.

(In the AlbertinuMi at Dresden.)

to his documents and decrees (for his emblem see

Jew. Encvo. iii. 331a, s.r. Bostanai). This privi-

lege probably remained with the exilarchate and the

gaonate; for the last gaon, Hai b. Sherira (969-

1038), is known to have had a seal with the emblem
of a lion, probably in allusion to his descent from
King David, since, according to tradition, the device

on the escutcheons and banners of the Jewish kings
was a lion. When the exilarchate was revived,

about the middle of the twelfth century, the resh

galuta Samuel was permitted, according to the ac-

count of Pethahiah, to have an official seal for his

diplomas, "which were recognized in all countries,

including Palestine." Shortly afterward Jewish
.seals came into use in Europe; for, Avhile the an-

cient custom of employing signets had
Spread of been retained in France, whence it was
Custom. carried to Germany, the cities did not

begin to use seals generally until about
the middle of the twelfth century. Nor did the

secular corporations, the lesser nobility, or the

burghers follow their example until a hundred j^ears

later". Jewish seals must, therefore, date from after

this period. The statement made that the Jews were
not allowed to use seals is erroneous; for in the

thirteenth century the Jewish communities were
corporations of equal standing with the communi-
ties of Christian burghers, and were recognized by
the state. They were therefore, like Christian or-

ganizations, entitled to use seals (Nubeling, " Die Ju-

dengemeinden des Mittelalteis, " p. 200). From that

period date the seals of

the Jewisii communi-
ties of Augsburg (a

double eagle, with a

Jew's hat in chief, and
the legend " Sigillum

Juda'orum Augustte,"

[ D ' ] 11 n " D n 1 n
[Kt3Dl]:iX; see illustra-

tion in Jesv. Excyc.
ii. 306), of Ulm (an ox-

head ; Jiiger, "Gesch.

Ulms,"p. 400), of Metz
("Revue Orientale," ii.

328), and of Ratisbon

(crescent, with a large

star in chief, and the

inscription ^np Qmn
"pTintJ'::-!"!). Both the

figures on the Ratisbon

seal appear also on the

seal of Masip Crechent (".Jahrb. Ge.sch. der Jud."

ii. 290), and on a Swiss seal of about the same pe-

riod with an inscription no longer legible (Plate ii..

Fig. 29).

Even individual Jews, like the nobility, as being

freemen and servants of the Imperial Chamber, were

entitled to have seals; this privilege.

Privilege however, like many others, was some-

Sometimes times recognized and sometimes de-

With- nied, as is shown, to cite but one of

drawn. many examples, by a passage in a re-

ceipt of the ]\Iagdeburg community
dated 1493, "because none of them have seals"

("Monatsschrift," 1865, p. 366), although the Jews

Seal of the Jewish Community of

Metz.

(From Carmoly. " Revue OrientaJe.")
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of that city had affixed a seal to a document in 1364

("Cod. Dip]. Anhaltin." iv. 320). The conditions

were similar in otlier European countries; thus in

1396 Dul<e William of Austria decreed tliat all

promissory notes should be sealed both by tlie city

judge and l)y the Jews judge (Niibeling, I.e. p.

205). Further, in a manuscript of the municipal
archives of Presburg of the year 1376 is found the

enactment with regard to the " Jiidenpuch," that

"a Christian and a Jew shall seal tlie book with
their seals " (Winter, " Jahrb. " 5620, p. 16). In 1402
the cliief rabbi ("rabbi mor ") of Portugal, who was
appointed hy the king, and who had jurisdiction

over all the Jews of the country, was ordered by
John I. to have a signet, with the coat of arms of

Portugal and the legend "Scello do Arraby [Arra-

biado] Moor de Portugal," with which his secretary

sealed all the responsa, decisions, and other docu-
ments which he issued ; and the seven provincial

chief justices appointed by him used a similar seal

having the same coat of arms with the inscription
" Seal of the ouvidor [the ouvidores] of the commu-
nities . . ." (Kayserling, "Gesch. der Juden in Por-
tugal," pp. 10, 13). When Alfonso V. reorganized

the legal affairs of the Jews in 1480, he decreed that

the chief rabbi should act as judge in the name of

the king, and should seal his verdicts with tlie royal

seal (Depping, "Die Juden im Mittelalter," pp. 322
et seq.). On the other hand, the fact that Gedaliah
ibn Yahya refers in his "Shalshelet ha-Kabbalah "

to the coat of arms of liis ancestor

Use Yahya ibn Ya'ish, the favorite of Al-
in Spain, fonso Henriquez, seems to indicate

that the Jews of Portugal used seals

at a very early time. The Spanish Jews also had
signets ; and there are two in the British Museum
which probably date from the fourteenth century:
the signet of the community of Seville (Plate ii.,

Fig. 27) and one belonging to Todros ha-Levi, son
of Samuel ha-Levi (Plate iii.. Fig. 9).

The Jews of Navarre, on the contrary, were
obliged to have their documents sealed with the

royal seal in the notary's office (which was farmed
out), although they had their own courts in the

thirteenth century (Kayscrling, "Gesch. der Juden
in Navarra," p. 73). The French king Philip II. de-

creed in 1206 that the Jews should affix to promis-
sory notes a special seal, the signet to remain in the
custody of two notables of the city (Depping, I.e.

p. 148). His son, Louis VIII., however, deprived
the Jews of this seal, perhaps because, as Depping
assumes {I.e. p. 155), it contained merely a Hebrew
inscription without figures, in obedience to Jewish
law, so that documents sealed with it escaped su-

pervision, which led to many abuses. The plausi-

bility of this hypothesis is increased by the fact

that ultra-orthodox rabbis occasionally objected to

seals with figures in intaglio (Low, " Beitrage," i. 37,

57), even though such scruples Avere comparatively
rare, and P. Israel Isserlein (loth cent.) unhesita-
tingly used a seal bearing a lion's head. Most Jewish
seals of the Middle Ages had devices, together with
an inscription in Latin or in the vernacular in addition
to the Hebrew legend. Some Jews had a double
seal, with a Hebrew inscription on one side and a
legend in the vernacular on the other, the latter being

used to sign legal papers in transactions with
Christians; e.g., the seal of Kalonymus (Plate ii..

Figs. 24, 25). Such double seals were used also at a
later time, as by Saul Wahl(Edelmann,

Double " Gedullat Sha'ul, " p. 22) ; and their em-
Seals. plo3'ment continued even in the nine-

teenth century (Plate ii., Figs. 35, 36)

While most medieval Jewish seals, as already noted,
contain a figure in the center of the signet (Plate ii..

Fig. 30), some seals occur in which the device is

set in a scutcheon (Plate ii.. Figs. 23, 24, 25, 26, 28,

29), an arrangement all the more remarkable since

at that time it was the privilege of those " born to

the shield and helmet." The shield in all these
signets is French ("ecu francais"); but no occur-
rence of the helmet is known. Most of the seals

were round (Plate ii.. Fig. 30), though square seals

also are found (Plate iii.. Fig. 9), as well as seals in

the form of a parabola (Plate ii.. Fig. 34), the lat-

ter being used chiefly by the clergy.

Some of these seals are "armes parlantes," in

which a device represents the owner's name, accord-
ing to an etymology which may be either true or
false, as in Vislin's seal (Plate ii., Fig. 26), which
bears three fi.shes embowed in pairle, or in the seal

of Masip Crechent, mentioned above, in which the

crescent is a play upon the owner's
"Armes name. Family seals ("armes de fa-

Parlantes." mille ") were used by the medieval
Jews, as is shown by the seal of Moses

b. Menahem and his brothers Gumprecht and Visli

("Illustrirte Zeitung," July 2, 1881), which bears
three Jew's hats with points meeting, in pairle

(Plate ii.. Fig. 23). The knightly family of Judden
in Cologne, which was of Jewish descent, had a simi-

lar coat of arms: three Jew's hats argent in a field

gules; crest, a bearded man (Jew) in a coat gules,

wearing a Jew's hat argent (Fahne, "Gesch. der
KOlner Geschlechter," p. 192).

In later times new emblems appeared on the

Jewish seals. Thus, the Magen Dawid ("David's
shield ") is found with increasing frequency on com-
munal seals even to the present time, occurring, for

instance, on that granted to the ghetto of Prague
by Emperor Ferdinand II. in 1627 (Plate i.. Fig.

18), where it surrounds the Swedish hat and bears

the legend "Sigillum Antiquaj Communitatis Pra-
gensis Juda-orum," with the letters nmtJO in the

corners, which are to be read "magistrat." The
shield of David is found also on the seal of the com-
munity of Vienna of the year 1655, with the inscrip-

tion NJ-'ll nS XtJ'np xf5np (Kaufmann, "Letzte
Vertreibung," p. 151); on that of the community of

Furth, with the legend Q'p'p (Wiirfel, "Judenge-
meinde Furth," p. 71); on that of Kremsir, about
1690 (Plate ii., Fig. 38); on that of the community
of Kriegshabcr, which bears the inscription ^T\\>

"lanonp (Plate i., Fig. 18); on the seals of the

Dresden and Beuthen communities (Plate ii., Figs.

33, 41), both of which date from the nineteenth cen-

tury' ; and on many others.

Different devices are found, moreover, on the seals

of other communities. Thus, the seal used by the

community of Halberstadt after its return to the

city in 1661 bears a dove with an olive-branch hover-

ing over the Ark, and the motto "Gute Hoffnung"
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in chief, with the words t^n y>p'^ 1DN below, and

the legend "Vorsteher der Jiidcnsciiaft in Halber-

stadt " (Plate i., Fig. 11). The seal of

Communal the community of Ofcn has an Ark of

Seals, tlie Law with the inscription "i^y^ p"p

Ejnn pIX and the words "Ofner

Judengemeinde " (Plate i.. Fig. 9). In 1817 seals

W'cre granted both to the principal community and

to the Portuguese community of Amsterdam, the

former bearing a lion holding in one paw a bundle

of arrows and in the other a shield with a mauen

pKli:^ nirno (Plate i.. Fig. 2). Among Jewish
corporations the butchers' gild of Prague is said

by tradition to have received fiom King Ladislaus
(12th cent.), in reward of bravery, a seal with tlie

Boheniiau lion, and it is known that in the seven-

teenth centmy this gild had a seal

Gild (Plate ii.. Fig. 32) bearing on a shield

Seals. engrailed a key with the inagen Da-
wid, and in chief the Bohemian lion

"queue fourchee," holding a butcher's ax in one
paw, with the legend "Prager Jiidisch. Fleischer

PLATE III.

Jewish Seals.

1, 3-8, and 10. Seals with names of owners, family symbols, and zodiacal signs. (In the Musf^e de Cluuy, Paris.) 2. Seal with He-

brew motto. (In the Musde de Cluny, Paris.) 9. Seal of Todros ha-Levi of Toledo, 14th century. (In the British Museum.)

Dawid, and the latter having a shield with a pelican

(see Jew. Encyc. i. 545b, s.v. A.msteuuam). The seal

of the Portuguese community of Hamburg (Plate i.,

Fig. 1) has a rose-bush (probably originally the

emblem of the Rosalis family) with the legend " Por-
tugiesisch Ji'idische Gemcinde Hamburg." Other
communal seals have only inscriptions, as that of

Kamionka in Poland, which bears merely the legend

Xpj"'DNp PP'f pit?'"' mv hr^p and "Kamionker Ge-
mein. Vorschtehr " (sic!) (Plate ii.. Fig. 40), and tiie

seal of the chief rabbinate of Swabia (seat of the

rabbi of Pfersee), dating from the middle of the

eighteenth century, which has simply the iascription

Zunfts Insigl." (sic!). The members of this gild

bore also on their seals the same lion with the ax

(Plate i.. Fig. 5), while the members of the Jewish

barbers' gild of the cit\' likewise had the lion, with a

bistoury. Tlie Paris Sanhedrin had a seal Avith the

imperial eagle holding the tables of the Law ; and

the Westphalian consistory was allowed to use a

signet with tiie arms of the state and the legend

"Konigl. Westphael. Konsistorium der Israeliten."

An official seal closely resembling that of the com-

munity was given in 1817 to the Hoofdcommissie

tot de Zaken der Israelieten of Amsterdam. Four
years previously the school board of the Philan-
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thropin of Frankfort had received an official seal

with the coat of arms of the grand diichy and the

inscription " Schulrath der Israel. Gemeinde Frank-

furt," while a beehive api^ears on the later seals of

the institution.

Emblems indicating the name of the owner ap-

pear frequently on the seals of the Jews of the later

period. These devices are either symbolic, as a bear

for Issachar, or a bull's head for Joseph

—

e.g., in the

case of JosEL of Roshei.m—or are " armes parlantcs,

"

like the stag on tlie seal of Ilerz (Hirz = Hir.sch) Wert-
lieimer of Padua, the contemporary and adversary

of Judah Minz (d. 1508), the rose-bush of the Ho-

salis family, the triple thorny branch of blo.ssoms of

Spin()Z.\, and the crow with the severed shield and
two hands of priests in chief in the seal of Abraham
Menahem b. Jacob ha-Kohen Rabe of Porto (Rapo-

port). The two liands of priests as an emblem of the

descendants of Aaron appear with great frequency

on their seals after the end of the sixteenth century

(Plate i., Fig. 4), and in like manner the water-jar

is very common on the signets of Levites, as on that

of Hirz Coma, described by Kaufmann ("Die Letzte

Vertreibung der Juden aus Wien," Vienna, 1889).

The lion, which appears chiefly on the seals of Por-

tuguese Jews, perhaps represents on their signets

the "lion of Judah," although elsewhere it fre-

quently denotes merely tlie name " Judah," " Aryeh,"
or " Low "

; and a stone lion was carved on the house

of the "hoher" R. Low at Prague. The devices

sometimes admitted of a mystic or cabalistic inter-

pretation. Thus the two mountains on the seal of

Solomon Molko (c. 1501-31) alluded to

Animal the hills which he saw in his vision,

Designs, and the two "lameds" below them,
which were taken from his name, like-

wise had a mystic meaning (see letter in " 'Emek
ha-Baka," p. 92a). Similarly tlie serpent in a circle

on the seal of Shabbethai Zebi was .said to refer to his

Messianic mission, since the Hebrew word for "ser-

pent " ({^HJ) has the same numerical value as the

word "Messiah "
(TV^lf'Cs).

Many of the devices that are represented on Jewish
seals and whose meaning is no longer known may
correspond to the emblems which the Jews in some
places, as at Frankfort-on-the-Main and Worms (after

1641), were compelled to attach to their houses, such
as a ship, a castle, a green hat, and which gave rise

to such family names as "Rothschild " and "Grlin-

hut." Among the emblems alluding to the occupa-
tion of tiie owner may be mentioned the anchor,

referring to the merchant gild (Plate ii.. Fig. 35),

which occurs frequently on Jewish seals after the

eighteenth century. Many Sephardic Jews of Je-

rusalem in official positions use seals representing

the wailing-place (^aiUDn ^ms): note, e.g., the seal

of the ab bet din Joseph Nissim (Bourla [?]; see

Jew. Enxyc. vi. 183), and that of the English in-

terpreter Jacob Hai b. Moses Jacob Mizrahi (Plate

ii.. Fig. 31). In the second half of the seventeenth
century it became customary in some parts of Ger-

many for a Jew to have on his seal the sign of the

zodiac which presided over the month of his nativ-

ity, with his name as the legend (Plate i., Figs. 3, 12.

14, 15, 16, 21, 22), this being occasionally abbreviated,

as on the seal (described by Schudt, "Judische

Merckwiirdigkeiten," iv. 2, p. 175) used by Kalony-
mus b. Mordecai, which has the inscription p3p.
The seals of other Jews had merely their owners'

names (Plate i.. Fig. 20), with occasionally the

modest |Dpn(Platei., Fig. 10; abbreviated p n. Plate

i., Fig. 12) or I'^yvn (Plate i.. Fig. 17). Tlie father's

name was generally affixed to that of the owner, and
if liis parent was still alive, the son added one of the

pious formulas: W = "li?N1J"l IIIV "imCL""' (Plate i.,

Fig. 16), N"t3''^'C'= ps* D^niD D'D"'^ n"'n"':r (Plate

ii., Fig. 31), or iij - mn "I'N"' IIJ (Plate i.. Fig. 8).

If the father was no longer living, the phrase "iJIIDr

^"T = n^ini? was substituted (Plate i., Fig. 6). The
owner of a .seal sometimes stj'les himself 'jnxi5 \1

X N^n = ''2X (Plate i., Fig. 8). Other seals bear the

initials of their owners, Moses Mendelssohn using a
signet with onlj' the letters T>3 (= Moses Dessau),

and below the letters "M. 31." At the present time

the Jews of the leading nations generally use seals

which differ in no respect from those of their fellow

citizens of other creeds. See Coat of Arms.
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ete Areheologique de la Charente. 18(i3, 53 pi.; Geiger's JVid.
Zeit.x.2Si et seq. (bilingual seals); (iross, in Monatsschrift,
1878, pp. 382, 472 et seq. (Histnriseher Jahresberieht, lf<78.

p. 46); Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibl. x. 86 et seq., xii. 92 (seal

of Ueberlingen); Holtze, Dcus Strafverfahren Gc^en die
Mcirkiiichoi Juden im Jahre 1510 (seals of Brunswick);
King, Jeu-i,-<h Seal Found at fVoodbrUlae. in Archeoloijical
Journal. 1884, xli. 108 ; idem, Xorman Jewish Seed. ib. p. 242

;

Longperier. SeeaurJiiifs Bilinfjuesdu Moyen-Ayc. in Arch.
Isr. xxxiii. 787; idem, Quelques Seeaux Juifs BiUngucs,
in Aeademie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 1^72. p. 2;J4;

idem. Deux Seeaux Hehrdiques au Mouen-Aue, ib. 1}<73, p.
230; P. J[asse], Eiu Sieqel der Juden zu Augslnay vom
Jahr 1298, in Orient. Lit. 1842, No. 5, col. 73; R. E. J. ill.

148, iv. 278 et seq. (Swiss Jewish seals), v. 93 (Josel of Ros-
heim), vii. 125 (Jewish seals of Coblenz), xi. 82 (seal of Bor-
deaux), xi. 280 (Jewish seals of Pisck), xiv. 26S (Loeb, Un
Seeaux Juif), xv. 122 et seq. (seals of Abraham b. Saadia and
of s'njn^N'); Steinschneider, Cat. der Hebriiischcn Haiid-
schriften. No. 58, p. 38 (seal of Abraham Alfandari b. Eli.iah ?),

Berlin, 1878; Stern, in L. Geiger, Zcitschrift fVir die GescJi.
der Juden in Deutschland, i. 221 et seq., and bibliography;
Stobbe, Die Juden in Deutschland, pp. 81, 87, 95 (note 106),

122; Sulzbach. in L. Geiger, I.e. (zodiacal seals); rilrich,
Sammlung JUdi.'<cher Gescliichten in der Scliweiz, pp. 376,

433 (Swiss Jewish seals); Zcitschrift fllr die Gesch. des
Oberrheins, xxxii. 430 (Ueberlingen seal).

J. A. W.
SEBAG, SOLOMON : English teacher and He-

brew writer; born in 1828; died at London April 30,

1892; son of Rabbi Isaac Sebag. He was educated

in the orphan school of the Portuguese congrega-

tion, London, subsequently becoming master of the

Sha'are Tikwah School. On the death of Hazzan De
Sola, Sebag acted temporarily as reader in the Bevis

Marks Synagogue. In 1852 he wrote a Hebrew
primer which was for a long time the chief text-

book for Hebrew instruction among Jewish children

in England ; and several of his Hebrew poems and
odes written for special occasions were printed.

Bibliography : Jew. Chron. May 6, 1892.

.1. G. L.

SEBASTE. See Samaria.

SEBASTUS : The port of C^sarea on the Med-
iterranean Sea. Caesarea itself, which Herod had
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made an important seaport, received its name in

honor of Julius Caesar, while tlie harbor proper

was called " Sebastus " as a tribute to the Emperor
Augustus (Greek, 2f/3ooTdc; Josephus, "Ant."xvii.

5, >^ 1 ; idem. "B. J." i. 31, t^ 3); the inscription
" Ctesarea at the Port of Sebastus " appears on the

coins of Nero. The cit}^ is called also simply VLql-

capeia leiSaar?/ ; but the name "Sebastus" is never
found as the designation of an independent city.

Consequently the phrase Kataapelg nal ^efiaaTr/voi

("Ant." xix. 9, § 1) does not denote "the inhabit-

ants of Csesarea and Sebastus," as Gratz ("Gesch."
4th ed., iii. 353) assumed, but the civil population
of Caesarea and the military troops, which latter

were called "Sebasteni."
G. S. Kr.

SECCHI, PABLO MARINI : Italian Christian

merchant ; lived at Rome in the sixteenth centur3'.

He made a wager with a Jew, Samson Ceneda, that

Santo Domingo would be conquered. The terms of

the wager were that in the event of Ceneda losing

he was to give Secchi a pound of his flesh. If

Secchi lost, he was to pay the Jew 1,000 scudi. The
Jew lost the wager; and Secchi insisted upon the
payment of the penalty. The affair came to the

ears of Pope Sixtus V., who inflicted a punishment
on both parties for having entered upon such a wager.
The incident has been treated by Shakespeare in

his drama "The Merchant of Venice," in which,
however, the characters are inverted. But see

Shylock.
Bibliography: Gratz, Gesch. x. 145; Vogelstein and Rieger,

GescTi. dcr Juden in Rom, ii. 177.

s. I. Br.

SECOND DAY OF FESTIVALS (Hebrew,

nri?J i't;' ••JEJ' ait: DV) : Day added by the Rabbis
to all holy days except Yom Kippur. Jews living

at a distance from Jerusalem were informed by mes-
sengers of the day on which the New Moon (" Rosh
Hodesli ") had been announced by the bet din.

These messengers would set out on the first day of

the mouths of Nisan, Ab, Elul, Kislew^ and Adar,
and on the second of Tishri (the first day being holy,

travel thereon was interdicted), and would rest on
the Sabbath and on Yom Kippur ; hence they did not
travel as far in Tishri as in the other months. The
Jews living in the Diaspora, not knowing exactly

on what daj^ the New Moon would be announced,
might easily have supposed a full month ("male,"

i.e., one of thirty days) to be "de-
History, fective" (baser, i.e., of twenty-nine

days), and thus have observed a festi-

val a day too soon (e.g., might have eaten leavened
food on the 21st of Nisan), or they might have
erred the other way, and begun the Passover a day
too late. By ob.serving two days for every festival

this was obviated. At places which the messengers
were able to reach in time, this precaution was of

course unnecessary. Since, however, there were
places which the messengers reached in time during
Nisan, but not in Tishri, there would naturally be a
zone wherein Passover might be observed seven days
and Tabernacles nine. To obviate this inconsistency,

all places in which the Tishri messengers did not
arrive in time observed each of the festivals, even
the Feast of Weeks, on an additional dav.

When, in the middle of the fourth century of the
common era. Rabbi Hillel fixed the method of calcu-
lating the calendar, and the exact date of festivals

was no longer in doubt, the celebration of the second
day was by some rabbis deemed unnecessary. The
Palestinian authorities, although in a similar case it

had once been decided that abstention from work
on two successive days should be avoided (R. H.
23a), sent word to the teachers in Babylonia as fol-

lows: "Guard the custom you have from your
fathers. At some time the government might de-

cree laws that Avould lead to confusion." Therefore,

outside a certain district, every festival except Yom
Kippur was observed on two days, until the nine-

teenth century, when conditions changed and the
custom proved a great hardship. The fathers of

the Reform movement in Germany considered this

observance of a second day an unauthorized innova-
tion by the Rabbis, unwarranted in Biblical law,

and, having outlived its raison d'etre, a hardship
unbearable to the majority. Accordingly at the

conference held at Breslau in 1846 it was resolved

that congregations were justified in abolishing the

second days of festivals, except the second day of

Rosh ha-Shanah. To avoid dissensions, however,
it was further resolved that the wishes of even a
small minority for the retention of these days should
be respected as far as services in the synagogue were
concerned ; but the prohibition of work was definitely

annulled ("Protokolle der Dritten Rabbinerver-
sammlung zu Breslau," p. 312).

Tiie second day of Rosh ha-Shanah was retained

by the conference in view of the fact that it was
observed in Palestine (where every other festival is

kept but one day) in order to prevent the possibility

of labor being performed on the festival day itself.

This latter contingency might arise when the new
month was announced to begin on the

New-Year, very day after the observation of the

new moon, which would render such
day a festival. Thus Rosh ha-Shanah might have
been even in Jerusalem and at Jabneh (Jamnia) cele-

brated on two successive days. This may have hap-
pened only rarely; but whether the statement of R.
Hinenab. Kahana (R. H. 19b), that it had never oc-

curred since the time of Ezra, and that therefore the

case was purely theoretical, is true or an exaggera-
tion, can not now be determined. At any rate the

fact that Rosh ha-Shanah may have at times been so

observed in Palestine gives to the second day its ex-

ceptional character. As a matter, of fact, the second
and not the first day ought to have been made the

starting-point for the festivals in Tishri. R. Ephra-
im of Bonn (c. 1150) declares that the Jews of Pal-

estine ought to ob.serve the New-Year on one day
only; and R. Zerahiah in his "Ha-Ma'or " holds that

such had indeed been the custom there, and that the

second day's observance was an innovation intro-

duced by rabbis from Provence, under the influence

of R. Isaac Alfasi.

Besides the above-noted inconsistency, that the

second day of New-Year, if it ever existed, would
have been the real beginning of the year, there are

others. That a double Day of Atonement could
never be enforced was evident, and therefore it never
was introduced, according to R. Hinena's statement
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that Elul never had more than twenty-nine days.

This should make the observance of tlie second day of

Tabernacles and its concluding festival unnecessary.

Moreover, if an error Jiad been made, and the day
observed as the first of Tabernacles

Inconsist- was in reality only the 14th of Tishri,

encies. then the day observed as Shemini
'Azeret Avas rather the seventh day

of Tabernacles, or Hosha'na Kabbah. As lessons

from the Pentateuch (and in the Ashkenazic rite in

the Musaf prayer also) the order of the sacrifices, as

contained in Num. x.xviii. and xxix.,is read; during
Hoi ha-Mo'ed the order for two days ("sefeka de-

yoma ") is read, it being either the third or the fourth

day of the festival, according to whether the second

or the first day was correct. To render all these

inconsistencies less glaring it was decided that no
doubt.should be cast on the second and eighth days

;

that the seventh day should be observed as Hosha'na
Kabbah; that the eighth day, as far as the ritual and
cessation from work were concerned, should be the

Feast of 'Azeret; that in order to meet the doubt
existing as to the actual day, meals (or at least some
food) should be eaten on that day in the " sukkah "

;

and that the ninth, or the second day of the festival,

should be devoted to and set apart for Simhat Torah.

A similar inconsistency occurs at Passover. Ac-
cording to rabbinical law the counting of the 'Omek
begins on the day after the first festival day. If

the second day of Passover is the first day in

'Omer, it is semiholy only, and there would be a

doubt as to the day until the Feast of Weeks. More-
over, since during the early times, even when an-

nouncing messengers were sent, the exact date of

Passover must sooner or later have been definitely

known, there would seem to have been no necessity

for extending the Feast of Weeks (which is deter-

mined not by date, but by Passover) another day.

It is therefore analogy rather than consistency that

sanctifies the second day of Sliabu'ot and the eighth

day of Passover. For the 'Omer, the second day of

Pas.sover, although it was deemed sacred, is the rec-

ognized beginning.

The Rabbis, having ordained the observance of

the second day of festivals, legislated fully for it;

and although .since the fixation of the

liaws. calendar the observance of this day
has become a custom rather than a

legal necessity, yet as the custom has remained the

provisions of the former laws have also retained

their validity. The second day of the festivals is,

according to rabbinical law, to be observed with all

the sanctity appertaining to the first. However, in

the case of a corpse awaiting burial, the Rabbis have
considered the second as a work-day, even permit-
ting the cutting of the shroud and the plucking of

the myrtle with which the coffin was decked ; and
this rule applies even to the second day of the New-
Year. The custom of the Ashkenazic Jews was,
however, to have the coffin, shroud, etc., prepared
by non-Jews wherever possible, leaving to Jews
only the transportation to the grave and the inter-

ment. The rending of the garment, the rounding
of the top of the grave, and similar unnecessary
labor, were omitted on that day. Nahmanides and
his successors forbade all not directly employed at

the interment, even the mourners, to ride to the

cemetery. Still-born children are not buried by
Jews on the second day of the festival.

Nothing must be specially cooked on the first day
for the second, and nothing on the second for the

day following. An egg laid on the first day, or

fruit that has fallen from a tree, or has been
plucked by non-Jews, or has been brought from a

distance greater than a Sabbath-day's journey by
non-Jews on the first day, may be eaten or prepared
on the second day. To this rule, however, the sec-

ond day of the New-Year is the exception, as the

two days of Rosh ha-Shanah are legally considered

as forming but one day. If the second day is Fri-

day or Sabbath, the ''thing prepared" (see above)

on Friday may not be used on the Sabbath; and
food " prepared " on the first day of the festival, if

on Thursday, may not be used till after the con-

clusion of the Sabbath. As to the preparation of

food for the Sabbath immediately following the

second day of festivals see Bezah ; Talmud.

Bibliography: R.H.y.S: BeaaTi, 4a, 6a ; Hag.S: Maimonides,
Yad, Shebitot Fom-Tob, i. '22-24; ib. lyiddush hitrHndesh,
V. 5-13; Asheri on Beiali, i. 4; Shulhan 'Arnk, Orah Hay-
ijim, 496, 526, 663, 666'; lb. Yoreh De'aK 299. Interesting
also Is an exchange of letters between the rabbinate of Man-
tua and Rabbi Leopold Stein, printed in Israelitische Volks-
Uhrer, 1854, pp. 80, 101.

K. W. Wl.

SECOND TEMPLE, THE. See Temple.

SECTS. See Dositheus; Essenes; Falashas;
Phaeisees; Sadducees; Samaritai^s.

SECURITY. See Suretyship.

SEDBON, JOSEPH : Rabbinical and cabalistic

author of Tunis in the second half of the eighteenth

century. He composed a cabalistic treatise entitled

" Ahabat Adonai," designed as a commentary on the
" Idra Zuta." This work, although written in 1778,

was not published until 1871, when, through the

exertions of certain natives of Tunis, it was printed

at Leghorn.

Bibliography: CazSs, Notes Biblingraphiques, pp. 302-304.

K. M. Fe.

SEDECHIAS. See Zedekiah.

SEDER : The term used by the Ashkenazic Jews
to denote the home service on the first night of the

Passover, which, by those who keep the second day
of the festivals, is repeated on the second night.

The Sephardic Jews call this service the "Hag-
gadah " (story); and the little book which is read

on the occasion is likewise known to all Jews as

the "Haggadah," more fully as "Haggadah shcl

Pesah " (Story for the Passover). The original

Passover service, as enjoined in Ex. xii. 1 et seq.,

contemplates an ordinary meal of the household,

in which man and wnfe, parents and children,

participate. The historical books of Scripture do
not record how and where the Passover lamb was
eaten during the many centuries before the reform
of King Josiah, referred to in II Kings xxiii. ; it is

related only that during all that long period the

Passover was not celebrated according to the laws
laid down in the Torah. In the days of the Sec-

ond Temple, when these laws were observed liter-

ally, the supper of the Passover night must have
lost much of its character as a family festival; for
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only the men were bidden to attend at the chosen

place: and the Passover lamb might not be killed

elsewhere (Deut. xvi. 5-6). Thus,

Passover only those dwelling at Jervisalem could

at t'njoy the nation's birthdu}' as a family

Jerusalem, festival. There is no information as

to how the night was celebrated dur-

ing Temple times by the Jews outside the Holy
Land, who did not p to the feast." The de-

struction of the Temple, while reducing the Pass-

over-night service into little more than a survival

or memorial of its old self, again brought husbands,

wives, and children together around the same table,

and thus enabled the father to comph' more closely

with the Scriptural

command: "Thou
shalt tell thy son on

that day."

Before the schools

of Hillel and Sham-
mai arose in the days

of King llerod, a

service of thanks,

of which the six

" psalms of praise "

(Ps. cxiii. - cxviii.)

formed the nucleus,

had already clustered

around the meal of

the Passover night;

of this meal the
roasted lamb, un-
leavened bread, and
bitter herbs were uec-

essar}' elements (Ex.

I.e.; Num. ix. 11).

The service began
with the sanctifica-

tion of the day as at

other festivals, hence

with a cup of wine
(see KiDDUsii); an-

other cup followed

the a f t e r - s u p p e r

grace as on other fes-

child

asks:

night

other

referring

nights?'

Seder.

(From a medieval manuscript in the British Museum.)

tive occasions. But to

mark the evening as the most joyous in the year, two
other cups were added: one after the "story " and
before the meal, and one at the conclusion of the

whole service. The 3Iishnah says (Pes. x. 1) that

even the poorest man in Israel should not drink less

than four cujjs of wine on this occasion, this num-
ber being justified by the four words employed in

Ex. vi. 6-7 for the delivery of Israel from Egypt.
Both in tlie arrangement of the table and in the

psalms, benedictions, and other recited matter the

Seder of the present daj' agrees substantially with
the program laid down in the Mishnah. Three thick

unleavened cakes, wrapped in napkins, are laid

upon the Seder dish ; parslej- and a bowl of salt water
are placed next, to represent tlie liys-

The Seder sop and blood of the Passover of

Table. Egypt; further, watercress or horse-

radish-tops, toserveasbitter herbs, and
a mixture of nuts and apples, to imitate the clay
which the Israelites worked into bricks ; also slices of

horseradish. A roasted bone as a memorial of the

paschal lamb, a roasted egg in memory of the free-

will offering of the feast, and jugs or bottles of

wine, with a glass or silver cup for each member
of the family and each guest, likewise are placed on
the table. It is customarj- to fill an extra cup for

the prophet Elij.mi. Kiddush is recited first, as at

other festivals; then the master of the house (as

priest of the occasion), having washed liis hands,

dips the parsley in the water, and, with the short

prayer of thanks usual before partaking of a veg-

etable, hands some of it to those around him. He
then breaks off one-half of the middle cake, which is

laid aside for Afikomen, to be distributed and eaten

at the end of the sup-

per. Then all stand

and lift up the Seder

dish, chanting slowly

in Aramaic :
" This is

the bread of affliction

which our fathers ate

in Egypt : whoever is

hungry come and eat

:

whoever is in need

celebrate Passover

with us," etc. There-

upon the j'oiingest

at the table

"Why is this

different from
etc.,

to the ab-

•sence of leavened

bread, to the bitter

herbs, and to the

preparations for di|)-

piug. In the daj's of

the Temple, and for

some time after its

downfall, there was
also a question,
"Why is the meat
all roasted, and none
sodden or broiled ?

"

For this no longer

appropriate question

another was substituted, now also obsolete: "Why
do all of us ' lean around ' ? " in allusion to the Ro-
man custom at banquets—which became current

among the Jews—of reclining on couches around the

festive board. The father or master of the house then

answers :
" We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt, and

the Lord delivered us thence, " etc. This question and
its answer are meant as a literal compliance with the

Biblical command, found thrice in Exodus and once

in Deuteronomj', that the father shall take occasion

at the Passover ceremonies to tell his children of the

wonderful delivery from Egypt.
A number of detached passages in

of the Mishnah—all referring in some waj' to the

Exodus— follow, introducing Bible verses or com-
menting upon them, and " beginning with reproach

and ending with praise," e.g., the verses from Joshua
xxiv. declaring that before Abraham men were all

idolaters, but that he and Lsaac and Jacob were
chosen. The longest of these passages is a running

the language



Silver Cups ok the Sixteenth Century Used at the Seder.
(Iq the possessiou of Lionel de Rothschild, Locdon.)

Silver ewer and Basin Used at the Seder.
(Iq the poaaessiou of Dr. Herniaoa Adler, Loodon.)

XI.—10
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comment on Deut. xxvi. 5: " A wandering Syrian [A.

V. "a Syrian ready to perish"] was my father," etc.,

almost every word of which is iUustrated by a verse

from some book of Scripture; the comment closing

with the sugges-

tion that the last

words {lb. verse

8 ) ,
" w i t li a

mighty hand
and with an out-

stretched arm,

and with great

terribleness,
with signs and
with wonders,"

refer to the Ten
Plagues. Fur-

t li e r o n it is

stated that none
has done his
duty on that
night until he
has given voice

to the three
words " pesah "

(paschal lamb),

"mazzah" (un-

leavened bread),

and " maror"
(bitter herb). A
more important
remark follows, to the effect that it is the duty of

every Israelite to feel as if he personally had been
delivered from Egypt. Then two of the "psalms
of praise" (Ps. c.xiii.-cxiv.) are read, in accordance

Seder ends, all present washing their hands for

supper.

This meal is begun by handing around morsels of
the first and third cakes, giving thanks first to Ilira

" who brought

^m^ms^iismm'^

Sedtr.

(From the Sarajevo Haggadah of the fourteenth century.)

Seder Dish and Device for Holding tbe Three Mazzot
(In the poewssion of Dr. HermanD Adler. London.)

•with the teaching of Hillel's school; while Sham-
mai's school read only one of these before supper.
A benediction follows, in Avliich the restoration of
the Passover sacrifice is i)rayed for. A second cup
of wine is drunk ; and with this the first part of the

forth bread from
the earth," and
then to Him
"who sanctified

us by the com-
mand to eat
mazzah." The
bitter herb,
vlipped in the

imitation clay, is

eaten next, with

thanks for the

duty of eating

bitter herbs; and
then horserad-

ish-slices are
made into sand-

wiches w i t li

parts of the
middle cake,
in memory of

Hillel's action in

Temple times,

w hen he ate
pieces of pas-

chal lamb liter-

ally " upon " unleavened cake and bitter herbs.

The real meal then begins, its last morsels being
broken from the afikomen. Then follows the grace

after meals with the insertion for the festival ; and
afterward the third cup is drunk. This grace, the

remaining four psalms of praise (Ps. cxv.-cxviii.),

the so-called "Great Hall el " (Ps. cxxxvii.) with its

recurring burden " Ki le'olam hasdo " (His mercy
endureth forever), Nishmat, and the worcisof thanks
after wine make up the second part of the Seder.

Such was the order of exercises as far back as

the middle of the third century. But as he " who
talked the most of the departure from Egypt " was
always deemed most worthj^ of praise, a few addi-

tions were made in various countries at different

times. Thus, the Jews of Yemen still insert in the

kiddush on this night, after the words "who has

chosen us above every people," a piecj of rather

grotesque self-praise, such as "He called us a com-
munity of saints, a precious vineyard, a pleasant

plantation ; compared to the host of heaven and set

like stars in the firmament." Such passages were
at one time recited in other countries also. Many of

the Jews in Mohammedan countries have in their

service-books legendary comments upon the Hag-
gadah, mainly in Arabic, whicli the father reads by
way of explanation and elaboration of the text.

The Sephardic Jews in Turkey recite in Spanish

some legends about the Exodus, not found in the

Haggadah. The German and Polish Jews add five

poetic pieces at the end of the exercises: one ar-

ranged according to the alphabet, with the burden,

"It was in the midst of the night" (referring to

events in the past, or foretold in prophecy, which
happened at that hour); another, an indescribable
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jingle (" Ki lo Na'eli ") before the last cup. In

Germany two other pieces were added which from

old German nursery songs had first become festal

songs and then were invested witli a higher signifi-

cance as if they typified specific Jewish ideas. See

Ek.\d Mi Yodea' and Had Gadya.

Bibliography : Pea. x.; Maimonides, Yad, Ifamez, vii.-viii.;

Caro, Shulhan 'Ai-uh. (Jrah Hayyinu 472-484; Lauterbax^h,

Minhah Hadaslialu Drohobicz, 1893; Friedmann, Das Fest-

hiicH Haggadah, Vienna, 1895; L. N. Dembitz, Jeu'i*7i Serv-
icef< in Suncmooue and Home, pp. 356-367, Philadelphia,

1898.

A. L. N. D.

SEDER 'OLAM KABBAH: Earliest post-

exilic chronicle preserved in the Hebrew language.

icle is complete only up to the time of Alexander
the Great ; the period from Alexander to Hadrian
occupies a very small portion of the work—the end
of the thirtieth chapter. It may be concluded, there-

fore, that originally the "Seder 'Olam" was more
extensive, and that it consisted of two parts, the

second of which, dealing with the post-Alexandrian

period, has been lost, with the exception of a small

fragment that was added by the copyists to the first

part. Many passages quoted in the Talmud are

missing in the present edition of the "Seder 'Olam."
The author probably designed the work for calen-

drical purposes, to determine the era of the Creation

;

liis system, adopted as early as the third century

Seder.
(From a seventeenth-century Haggadah.)

In the Babylonian Talmud this chronicle is several

times referred to simpl v as the " Seder 'Ulam " (Shab.

88a: Yeb. 82b; Isazir"5a; Meg. lib; 'Ab. Zarali 8b;
Niddali 46h), and it is quoted as such ])y the more an-

cient liiblical commentators, including liashi. But
with the twelfth centuiy it began to be

Title and designated as "Seder 'Olam J?abbah,"

Divisions, to distinguish it from a later, smaller

chronicle, "Seder 'Olam Zuta"; it

was first so designated by Abraham ibn Yarhi("Ha-
Manhig," i\ 2a, Berlin, 1855). In its present form
the work consists of thirty cliapters, each ten chap-
ters forming a section, or "gate." It is a chronolog-
ical record, extending from Adam to the revolt of

Bar Kokba, in the reign of Hadrian; but the cbron-

(sce Eka), is still followed. Adhering closely to

the Bible texts, he endeavored not only to elucidate

many passages, but also to determine certain dates

which are not indicated in the Bible,

Object of hut which may be inferred b}' cal-

Work. culation. In many cases, however,

he gave the dates according to tradi-

tion, and inserted, besides, the sayings and halakot

of preceding rabbis and of his contemporaries. In

discussing Biblical chronology he followed three

principles: (1) to assume that the intention of the

Biblical redactor was, wherever possible, to give

exact dates : (2) to assign to each of a series of events

the shortest possible duration of time, where neces-

sary, in order to secure agreement with the Biblical
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text; and (3) to adopt the lesser of two possible

numbers. The following examples will illustrate

the manner in which these principles are applied.

The confusion of languages is said to have taken

place in the days of Peleg (Gen. x. 25). The author
concludes that the first year of Peleg's life can not

be meant, as at the time of the confusion Peleg had
a younger brother, Joktan, and the latter had sev-

eral children; nor could it have occurred during
the middle years of his life, for Peleg lived 239

j'ears, and the designation " middle years " is not

an exact one (Gen. xi. 18-19); had the redactor in-

tended to indicate only a general period, he would
have used the phrase "in the days of Peleg and
Joktan." Tlie Bible must therefore mean that the

confusion of languages took place in the last year

of Peleg's life, and by comparing the dates of the

previous generations, the author concluded that it

occurred 340 years after the Flood, or 1,996 years

after the creation of the world.

After dealing, in the first ten chapters, with the

chronology of the period from the creation of the

world to the death of Moses, the writer proceeds to

determine the dates of the events which occurred

after the Israelites, led by Joshua, entered the Holy
Laud. Here Biblical chronology presents many dif-

ficulties, dates not being clearly given ; and in many
cases the "Seder '01am " was used by the later Bib-

lical commentators as a basis of exegesis. Thus, it

is known that from the entry of the Israelites into

the Holy Land to the time of Jephthah a period of

300 years elapsed (Judges xi. 26). By computing
the life periods of the Judges and assuming that

Jephthah sent his message, in whicii he alluded to

the 300 years, in the second year of his rulership,

the writer concluded that the reign of Joshua
lasted twenty-eight years. It may

Examples be added that he placed the making
of Method, of the image for Micah {ib. xvii. 1 et

seq.) and the destruction of nearly the

whole tribe of Benjamin in consequence of the

wrong done to the Levite and his concubine in Gib-

eah (lb. xix. 1 et seq.) in the time of Othniel.

It is further stated that Solomon began to build

the Temple in the fourth year of his reign, 480 years

after the Exodus (I Kings vi. 1), that is, 440 years
after the Israelites entered the Holy Land. Thus
there was a period of 140 years from the second year
of Jephtiiah to tlie building of the Temple. The
author of the "Seder '01am" concluded that the

forty years during which the Israelites were harassed
by the Philistines (Judges xiii. 1) did not begin after

the death of Abdon, as it would seem, but after that

of Jephthah, and terminated with the death of Saln-

son. Consequently there was a period of eighty-

three years from the second year of Jephthah to tiie

death of Eli, who ruled forty years (I Sam. iv. 18),

the last year of Samson being the first of Eli's judge-
ship. At that time the Tabernacle was removetl from
Shiloh, whither it had been transferred from Gilgal,

wiiere it had been for fourteen years under Joshua;
consequently it remained at Sliiloh for a period of

369 years, standing all that time on a stone founda-
tion. It isalso to be concluded tiiat Samuel judged
Israel for eleven years, which Avith the two years of

Saul (ib. xiii. 2), the forty of David's reign (I Kings

ii. 11), and the four of Solomon's reign, make fifty-

seven 3'ears, during which the Tabernacle was first

at Nob, then at Gibeon. The chronology of the
Kings was more diflicult, as there were difi'erences

to reconcile between the books of Kings and of

Chronicles. Here especially the author applied the
principle of "fragments of years" ("shanim mekut-
ta'ot "), by Avhich he regarded the remainder of the

last year of any king's reign as identical with the

first year of his successor's. In the tAventieth chapter,

which closes the second part ("Baba Mezi'a"), the

author deals with the forty-eight prophets that flour-

ished in the land of Israel. Beginning with Joshua,
the author reviews the whole prophetic period

which terminated with Haggai, Zechariah, and Mal-
achi, elucidating as he proceeds many obscure points.

Thus, the prophet mentioned in Judges vi. 8 was, ac-

cording to the "Seder '01am," Phinehas, and the man
of God that came to Eli (I Sam. ii. 27) was Elkanah.
The prophecy of Obadiah occurred in the time of

Amaziah, King of Judah (comp., however, Yalk.,

Obad.), and those of Joel, Nahum, and Habakkuk in

the reign of Manasseh. After devoting the twenty-
first chapter to the prophets that lived before the

conquest of the land, to the seven prophetesses, and
to the seven prophets of the Gentiles, the author
resumes the chronology of the Kings. He continues

it to the end of ch. xxvii., where he reaches the de-

struction of the Temple, which, according to his

computation, occurred after it had existed 410 years,

or 3,338 years after the creation of the world. Then
follow the seventy years of the Captivity and the 420

years of the Second Temple, whicli was destroyed,

as may be seen, in the year 3828 of the Creation.

The 420 years of the Second Temple are divided

into the following periods: the domination of the

Persians, 34 years; of the Greeks, 180 years; of the

Maccabees, 103 years ; of the Herods, 103 years. It

will be seen that the allowance, contrary to his-

torical facts, of only thirty-four years for the Per-

sian domination is necessary if agreement with the

Biblical text is to be insisted upon ; for it is stated

(Dan. ix. 24) that the second exile was to take

place after seventy Sabbaths of years (= 490 years).

If from this number the seventy years of the first

Captivity be deducted, and the beginning of Alex-

ander's domination over Palestine be placed, in ac-

cordance with Talmudicai evidence, at 386 years

before the destruction of the Second Temple, there

remain onh^ thirty -four for the Persian rule. From
the destruction of the Second Temple, which, ac-

cording to the "Seder 'Olam," occurred at the end
of the last week of tlie Sabbatical year, to the sup-
pression of Bar Kokba's revolt, or the destruction

of Bcthar, was a period of fifty-two j'ears. But the

text here is very confused, and gave rise to various

emendations and interpretations (comp. Salzer in

Berliner's '"Magazin," iv. 141 et seq.).

Assuming that this "Seder 'Olam " is the same as

the "Seder 'Olam " mentioned in the Talmud, Jew-
ish authorities generally ascribe its

Author- authorship to the well-known Tal-

ship. mudist Jose b. Halafta, on the strength

of R. Johanan's statement, "Thetanna
of the ' Seder 'Olam' was R. Jose" (Yeb. 82b ; Niddah
46b). Johanan's comment is supported by the fact
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that Jose was known as one who occupied himself

with Jewish chronolo-^y ; further, many ssiyings of

R. Jose's quoted in the Tahnud are paralleled in the

" Seder 'Olam. " Objecting, however, that the " Seder

'Olam" often conflicts with opinions of Jose's ex-

pressed in the Talmud, that Jose is referred to in it

in the third person (" R. Jose said "), and finally that

mention is made in it of Talmudists that lived later

than Jose, Ratner ("Mabo leha-Seder 'Olam Rab-

bah," Wilna, 1894) concludes that Jose was not its

author; he thinks that Jose was only the prin-

cipal authority of the "Seder 'Olam," and that Jo-

hanan's statement, mentioned above, is similar to

another statement made by him—" Any anonymous
opinion in the Mishnah belongs to R. Meir " (Sanh.

86a), although the redactor of the Mishnah was Ju-

dah I. Ratner further supposes that R. Johanan

himself compiled the work, following generally the

opinion of R. Jose. He endeavors to prove this

view by showing that many utterances of R. Jo-

hanan are taken from the "Seder 'Olam."

Ratner's objections, however, are answered by
other scholars, who think that in the " Seder 'Olam "

Jose preserved the generally accepted opinions, even

when they were contrary to his own, as is clearlj'

indicated in Niddah {I.e.). Besides, this work, like

all the works of the ancient Talmudists, underwent
many alterations at the hands of the copyists. Very
often, too, finding that the utterance of a later rabbi

agreed with the "Seder 'Olam," the copyists in-

serted tlie name of that rabbi. A careful examina-

tion shows that certain additions are later than the

latest midrashim, and it may be that Abraham ibn

Yarhi {I.e.), Isaac Lattes ("Sha'are Ziyj-on," p. 25),

and Menahem Mei'ri (introduction to Abot, p. 14),

who seem to place the redaction of the "Seder

'Olam " at the time when the ^Massektot Derek Erez

Rabbah, the Derek Erez Zuta, the Soferim, and

other later treatises were composed, may have re-

ferred to the work in its present form.

Besides directl}' quoting the "Seder 'Olam," the

Talmud often alludes to it under "tanya" (=: "we
learned"), "tana" (="he learned"), "tanu rab-

banau" (="our teachers learned"), "amar mar"
(= " the teacher said ") : often the sentences following

these phrases are found in the "Seder 'Olam." In

addition, many of its passages have been taken into

the Mishnah without any allusion to their source.

It is not mentioned in the Jerusalem Talmud, al-

though several passages in the latter are based on it.

Finally, many of the sayings of the "Seder 'Olam "

have been taken into the Mekilta, the Sifra, and the

Sifre.

The " Seder 'Olam Rabbah " first appeared at Man-
tua, in 1514, together with the "Seder 'Olam Zuta,"

the "Megillat Ta'anit," and Abraham b. David's

"Sefer ha-Kabbalah." It has been reedited several

times since then. In 1577 the "Seder 'Olam Rab-
bah" and the "Seder 'Olam Zuta" were published

in Paris, with a Latin translation by Gilbert Gene-
brard. The former was edited, with a Latin transla-

tion, notes, and introduction, by John Mej^er (Am-
sterdam, 1699). Commentaries on the work were

written by Jacob Eniden (with the text, Hamburg,
1757), by Elijah Wilna (with the text, Shklov, 1801),

and by Enoch Zundel b. Joseph (a double commen-

tary, " 'Ez Yosef " and " 'Anaf Yosef," Wilna, 1845).

The three latest editions are those of Ratner (with

critical and explanatory notes, Wilna, 1S97), A. Marx
(who published the first ten chapters, basing the

text upon different manuscripts and supplying it

with a German translation and an introduction ; Ber-

lin, 1903), and Jeroham Meir Leiner (containing the

commentaries of Jacob Emden and Elijah Wilna,

and the editor's annotations under the title "Me'r
'Ayin," Warsaw, 1904).

Bibliography : Furst, in Orient, Lit. vii. 547 ct seq.: idem,
Bibl. Jud. ii. 107-108; Griitz, Gesch. 3d ed., iv. 184, and note
14 ; A. Marx, introduction to his edition of the Seder 'Olam ;

B. Ratner. Maho Icha-Seder 'Olam Rahhah; Steinschnei-

der. Cat. Bodl. cols. 1433-1434 ; Weiss, Dor, ii. 257 et seq.;

Winter and Wiinsche, Die Jlldische Litteratur, iii. 299 et

scq.; Zunz, G. V. p. 85.
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SEDER 'OLAM ZUTA: Anonymous chroni-

cle, called "Zuta" (= "smaller," or "'younger ") to

distinguish it from the older " Seder 'Olam Rabbah."

This work is based upon, and to a certain extent

completes and continues, the older chronicle. It

consists of two main parts: the first, comprising

about three-fifths of the whole, deals with the chro-

nology of the fifty generations from Adam to Jehoi-

akim (who, according to this chronicle, was the

father of the Babylonian exilarch), the second deals

with thirtj'-nine generations of exilarchs, beginning

with Jehoiachin. It is apparent that

Genealog-y the object of this work was to show
of the that the Babylonian exilarchs were

Exilarchs. direct descendants of David. After

a short introduction, taken from the

"Seder 'Olam Rabbah," giving the general chro-

nology from Adam to the destruction of the Second

Temple—a period of 3,828 years—and stating the

number of years which elapsed between the most

important events, such as between the Flood and
the confusion of tongues, etc., the chronology recom-

mences with Adam. The "Seder 'Olam Zuta" is

more complete at this point than the larger work, as

it gives the duration of the generations between

Adam and Abraham, which is lacking in the "Seder

'Olam Rabbah." It gives also the lifetime of each

of Jacob's twelve .sons as recorded by tradition.

Otherwise it merely enumerates the generations.

From David onward it gives the names of the

high priests and prophets who lived in tlie time of

each king. Thus, for instance, David had Abiathar

as high priest, and Nathan and Gad as prophets;

Solomon, who ascended the throne at the age of

three, had Zadok for high priest, and Jonathan,

Iddo, and Ahijah as prophets. In this way it

completes the list of the high priests enumer-

ated in I Chron. v. 34 et seq. Shallum (verses 38-39)

officiated in th^time of Amon, and between the for-

mer and Azariah, who served in the time of Reho-

boam, there were twelve high priests. But in I

Chron. {I.e.) only five high priests are enumerated,

whose names are not found at all among those given

by the " Seder 'Olam Zuta." The author of the work
divided these fifty generations into five series, each

of ten generations, the last of each series being,

respectively, Noah, Abraham, Boaz, Ahaziah, and

Jehoiakiiu.

The second part of the work begins with the state-

ment that Jehoiachin, who reigned only three months
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and ten days, was carried into captivity by Nebu-
chadnezzar (conip. II Kings xxiv. 8; II Cliron.

xxxvi. 9). He was afterward given high rank by
Evil-merodach, thus becoming the first prince of tJie

Capti vit}-. Correcting the somewhat confused genea-

logical account of I Chron. iii. 17-19, the "Seder
'Olam Zuta" declares that Jehoiachiuhad four sons,

the eldest of whom was Shealtiel, who succeeded his

fatlier. It is worth while noting that, according to

this chronicle, Darius conquered Babylon after it

had been supreme for seventy years, beginning with

the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, and fifty-two years

after ihe destruction of the First Temple. Zerub-

babel, Shealtiel's son, who departed for Jerusalem

in the first year of the reign of Cyrus,

The De- returned to Babylon after the Temple
scendants and the walls of Jerusalem had been

of Je- rebuilt by Ezra, and succeeded his

hoiachin. father in the exilarchate. Then the

clironicle enumerates the successive

exiiarchs, the account being in part taken from I

Chron. iii. 16 et seq., but differing greatly from the

text of the latter. In fact, the first, thirteenth, six-

teenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth exiiarchs (the

last one being Shaphat, the father of Anan), whose
lives extended over a period of more than 600

3'ears, are mentioned in I Chron. (I.e.) not as im-

mediate successors, but as related individuals, and in

contemporaneous groups. Sometimes, too, the father

in I Chronicles is the son in the " Seder 'Olam Zuta."

With the deaths of Haggai, Zechariah, and Mala-

chi—more exactly, in the fiftj'-second year of the

Persian domination, or year 3442 of the Creation

—prophecy ceased and the period of the wise men
("hakamim ") began. From Hananiah (Zerubbabel's

grandson) onward every exilarch is indicated as

having been guided by wise men. The names of

the kings that reigned over Palestine from Alexan-

der the Great to the destruction of the Second Tem-
ple are given. Like the "Seder 'Olam Kabbah,'"

this chronicle gives the reigns of the Maccabees and
the Herods as covering 103 years each. It may be

stated that the Herodian dynasty consisted, accord-

ing to the "Seder 'Olam Zuta," of three kings only

—Herod, Agrippa, and Monobaz ; at the end of

Monobaz's reign and during tiie time of the eleventh

exilarch, Sheclianiali, the son of Shemaiah, the Ro-

mans destroyed the Temple. Further, from Nahum,
the seventeenth exilarch, tlie names are given of the

wise men, probably the chiefs of the academy, who
assisted the exiiarchs. With Rab Huna, the twenty-

nintli exilarch, the direct male line of descent from
David terminated. The exiiarchs following are stated

to have been descendants of Kab Huna through his

daughter, the wife of R. Hananiah, the head of the

yeshibah, whose marriage is related at length.

After having stated tliat Mar Zutra II., the thir-

tieth exilarch, was executed in the year 478 c.e.,

and that his postliumous son Mar Zutra HI. betook

himself, in the year 4280 of the Creation (= 520 O.K.),

to Palestine, where he became chief of the Sanhe-

drin. the chronicle mentions eiglit succeeding exii-

archs, tiie last one being Rab Hazub, son of Rab
Phinehas. Apart from certain misstatements, this

part contains many authenticated facts, and is there-

fore considered bv modern scholars as a document

of historical value. It may be seen that the lives of

thirty-one exiiarchs covered a period of more than
900 years, averaging three exiiarchs to a century.

This might help to determine the time at which the
"Seder 'Olam Zuta" was written, for the thirty-

ninth exilarch, according to this estimate, would
have lived at the end of the eighth century. The
additions of the copyists, however, render this task

difficult.

In a fragment of a chronicle published by Neu-
bauer ("M. J. C." i. 197) there is a sentence, regard-

ing the reign of John Hyrcanus, which is found in

the " Seder "Olam Zuta " but is referred to the " Seder
'Olam de-Rabbanan." Lazarus (Brull's" Jahrb."x.

8) supposes that after " de-Rabbanan " tlie word
"Sabura'e" should be inserted, as a chronicle under
the title "Seder 'Olam de-Rabbanan Sabura'e" is

mentioned by Baruch I). Isaac of Worms (" Sefer ha-

Terumah," Hilkot " 'Abodah Zarah,"
J; 135) and by

Moses of Coucy ("Sefer Mizwot Gadol," ii. 866), in

connection with the statement that the year 4564

(= 804 C.E.) was a Sabbatical year. This induced

many modern scholars, as Gratz, Steinsclmeider, and
Zunz, to identify the "Seder 'Olam Zuta" with the

"Seder 'Olam de Rabbanan Sabura'e."

As to the determination of the time of its redac-

tion, there have existed many differences of opinion

among authorities. Zunz observed that the sentence

quoted by R. Baruch and Moses of Coucy with re-

gard to the year 804 c.e. (see above) might be the

author's colophon—omitted by the copyist—showing
the time of composition. Zunz's opinion has since

apparently been confirmed by a manuscript of the
" Seder 'Olam Zuta " (Parma, De Rossi

Time of MSS., No. 541, 10, published by S.

Redaction. Schechter in "Monatsschrift," xxxix.

23 et seq.) which lacks the introduc-

tion spoken of above, but has at the end the follow-

ing sentence: "From Adam to this day, which is

the eleventh day of Kislew of the Sabbatical year,

4,564 years have elapsed": this gives the year 804

O.K. However, a closer examination of the text

seems to show that the enumeration of the eight

exiiarchs following Mar Zutra III. was added by
two later hands—that of six by one, and that of

two, Phinelias and Hazub, by another—and that the

chronicle was composed in the first quarter of the

sixth century.

For tlie editions and Latin translations of the

"Seder 'Olam Zuta" see Sedeu 'Olam Rabbah.
It must be added that Abraham Zacuto inserted in

his " Yuhasin " the greater part of this chronicle, his

text being more nearly correct than that of any
other edition or manuscript. Zacuto's text was re-

published by Neubauer in his "Mediaeval Jewish
Chronicles" (ii. 67 et seq.), where the text of the

Mantua edition also is given. The second part, deal-

ing with the exiiarchs, has been edited by Lazarus

in Brull's " Jahrb." (x. 157 et seq.).

Bibliography: In addition to the sources mentioned in the
articlt^: Gratz, Gcsc/i. 3d ed., vol. v., note 1; Steinschneider,
Cat. Bodl. cols. 143,>-U;«); Winter and Wunsche. Die JIU
(ii.sche Litteratur, iii. 304 et seq.; Zunz, G. V. pp. 135 et seq.
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SEDUCTION : The act of inducing a woman or

girl of previously chaste character to consent to un-

lawful sexual intercour.se. The Mosaic law (Ex.
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xxii. 15, 16, Hebr. [A. V. 16, 17]) says: "And if a

man entice a virgin that is not betrothed and lie

with her, he shall surely endow her to himself for a

wife. If her father shall refuse to give her unto

him, he shall weigh out silver according to the en-

dowment [not dowry] of virgins." As may be seen

under Ketubaii, the groom makes a written con-

tract with the bride, securing to her, aside from his

other duties, upon death or divorce, fifty shekels of

silver, the virgin's endowment. For the protection

of wives the Law fixed the minimum of this sum
at a mina (in Babylon sixty shekels, among the He-

brews fifty shekels) for a virgin, and half as much
for a widow.
The Mishnah (Ket. ii., iii.) does not speak of any

means for forcing the seducer to marry the seduced

girl, but only of the penalty in money. It nowhere

defines the meaning of "enticing"; but it seems

that no misrepresentation or promise of marriage is

implied by it; the enticed (or rather the deceived)

girl is named only as one who consents, in contrast

to the victim of force, who is spoken of in Deut.

xxii. 28, 29. When the act takes place

In City in a city, the girl's consent is pre-

and in the sumed in the absence of witnesses to

Country, the contrary ; if in the field or forest,

where her cries for help would not

have brought any one to defend her, the presump-

tion lies the other way (ib. 26, 27).

The status of the girl's father in the text greatly

narrows the application of the Law ; for she must
apparently be young enough to be in the father's

power; that is, she must be either below the age of

puberty (less than twelve years and a day) or a
" na'arah " (A. V. " damsel "), which she remains

only until she is twelve years and six months of

age; for thereafter she is "overripe" ("bogeret").

To the Western world of the present day this restric-

tion would make the whole Law worthless for lack

of cases to which it could apply ; not so in Palestine,

where very few girls, in the days of the Mishnah,

were not betrothed at the age of twelve years and
six months.

Though the death of the father before the seduc-

tion defeats the literal enforcement of the Law, the

tradition in such a case awards the amount of the

penalty to the girl herself; so, also, if the father

should die before the penalty is adjudged. But if

he dies after judgment, the benefit thereof descends

to his sons as lieirs.

Where the Law forbids intercourse between the

seducer and the seduced under penalty of death, the

mulct (" kenas ") of fifty shekels is not paid ; for, un-

der the general principle (derived from Ex. xxi. 22),

"tho.se deserving of deatli do not pay." But where
the act is punishable only by excision ("karet"),

which carries stripes, or by stripes only, as in sev-

eral cases of incest, or some other forbidden con-

nections, the mulct is only remitted if the seducer

has been criminally convicted, according to the

rule, "Those who are flogged do not pay."

Aside from this class of cases, there are ten other

exceptions for which the mulct is not paid: in the

case of the (1 ) bogeret ; (2) impotent (" ay lonit ") ; (3)

insane ; (4) deaf-mute : (5) one refusing (a girl married

by mother and brothers when she was an infant

and who refuses her husband when she reaches pu-

berty); (6, 7, 8) one converted from the heathen, re-

deemed from captivity, or manumitted
Ex- from bondage after the age of three

ceptions. years; (9) one divorced, though still a
virgin; (10) one of an evil name,

proof of which is established by the evidence of two
witnesses to acts of solicitation.

It is held by the old authorities that the mulct can
be adjudged only upon proof by witnesses, not

upon the seducer's admission ; this doctrine, when
carried out, must have almost entirely nullified the

Law for inflicting the mulct or penalty.

But the seducer is liable also for depreciation

(" pegam ") and for shame. The former is estimated

on the basis of the loss of value in a slave-girl for

being deflowered ; the latter depends on the social

standing of the girl and inversely on the rank or

standing of her seducer. The damages under these

two heads go to the father along with the fifty

shekels, or to the girl when he is dead; and they

may be awarded on the seducer's admission.

Maimonides ("Yad," Na'arah) treats the law of

the seduced and of the violated girl very clearly,

drawing from Ket. ii.-iii., the Gemara on the same,

and Kid. 46. He adds, almost entirely

Views of on his own authority, that the penalty

Mai- and damages should be paid only

monides. when the seduction has taken place

without the father's knowledge and
consent ; but that for the father to say to a young
man, "Cohabit with my daughter, and pay me
penalty and damages," would be highly sinful, the

father breaking the precept of the Law (Lev. xix.

29), " Profane not thy daughter to make her a har-

lot," and the daughter sinning against the prohibi-

tion, "There shall be no harlot ["kedeshah "] of the

daughters of Israel " (Deut. xxiii. 18). No right of

action can arise from such a shameful agreement.

One incident of seduction—the father's responsi-

bility for the support of the child, the fruit of law-

less love—is not treated by the Talmud or the codes

in connection with the "penalty" and damages
arising from the act, but is disposed of elsewhere.

It has been shown under Agnates that the child of

an Israelite from "anywhere," except one born of a

Gentile or a bondwoman, is considered a son or a

daughter for all the purposes of the Law, and more

especially for the purposes of inheritance. So also

the father is bound for the support of his child in

infancy, no matter whether the child Avas born in

wedlock or not. An ordinance ("takkanah") pro-

claimed at Usha in the latter half of the second cen-

tury regulates the child's right to support; but. this

right was undoubtedly recognized long before.

The right of a daughter to be supported till "(n'er-

ripeness" {i.e., the age of 12| years) or betrothal,

whichever happens first, from the estate of the dead

father, is derived from the mother's ketubah, and

docs not therefore belong to a natural daughter (see

"Yad," Ishut, xix. 14).

The Shulhan 'Artik says very little concerning the

seduced damsel, as the jurisdiction of the courts

over the subject had long before been lost, and this

code confines itself to practical subjects.

E. c. L. N. D.
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S£E : A family of Alsatian origin whose most

important members are:

Abraham Adolphe See : Frencla barrister ; born

in Colinar, Alsace, 1819; died in Paris Feb. 26, 1905;

brother of Marc See and Gustave See. He was
educated in his native town and, on being admitted

to the bar, settled there as counselor at law. When,
in 1871, France lost Alsace, See removed to Paris,

where he practised law in the court of appeals.

See took an active part in Jewish affairs. He was
president of the Jewish consistory at Colmar; he

financially assisted tlie rabbinical school there; and

he was a member successively of the Jewish consis-

tories of Vesoul and Epinal.

Bibliography: Jew. Chron. March 3, 1905, p. 11.

Camille See: French deputy and jurist; born

at Cdhiiar, Alsace, March 10, 1847; nephew and
son-in-law of Germain See. Having studied law

at the University of Strasburg, he became counselor

at Paris in 1869. In 1870, after tlie downfall of the

empire, he was appointed assistant to the secretary

of the interior, resigning in tlie beginning of 1871.

In 1873 he became subprefectof Saint-Denis, but re-

.signed in 1874. Two years later he was elected

deputy from Saint-Denis, joining the left wing of

the Republicans; he was reelected in 1877, but was
defeated in 1881. During the five years of his parlia-

mentary service he took special interest in legislation

concerning the education of girls; and measures

propo-sed by him for the government of girls'

schools were passed bj' the Senate in 1880. In 1881

See received the title of councilor of state.

See is the author of " Les Lycees et Colleges de

Jeuues Filles," Paris, 1881.

Bibliography: La Grande EncucJapedie.
s. F. T. H.

Eugene Leon See : French state functionary

;

born at Colmar, Alsace, Dec. 18, 1850. He gradu-

ated from the Free School of Political Science in

1873, and was one of the younger generation who,
together with Thiers, Gambetta, Jules Favre, and
others, rallied around the leaders of the Liberal

party during the empire, and prepared the way for

the Tliird Republic. lie served the latter in vari-

ous otlices, namely, as secretary-general of the pre-

fects of the departments of Tarn and Garonne, the

Aiibe, and Up])erMarne; subjirefect of Toul (1877),

Louviers (1880), Boulogne - sur - Mer (1882), and
Rennes (1884); prefect of the Oine (1886), Upper
Saone (1887), and Haute- Vienne (1891 to 1895). In
1896 he was a member of the extraparliamentary
commission for administrative decentralization.

Since Sept., 1897, he has filled the post of receiver

and collector of taxes at Paris. He is the originalor

of a plan of cattle insurance in the country districts.

Since 1901 See has been a member of the central

committee of the Alliance Israelite Uiiiverselle. He
is also an officer of the Legion of Honor.

s. J. Ka.

Germain See : French physician ; born at Ri-
bcauvillc (Rappoltsweiler), Alsace, Marcli 16, 1818;
died in Paris May 12, 1896. After studying medi-
cine at the Sorbonne, Paris, he graduated in 1846,

and established himself as a physician in the French
capital. In 1852 he became hospital jjliysician ; in

Germain S^e.

1866 professor of therapeutics in the medical faculty

as successor to Arraand Trousseau ; in 1869 pro-

fessor of medicine, in succession to Monneret, and
member of the Academic de Medecine; and in 1876
physician at the Hotel-Dieu.

See studied therapeutics from the physiological
point of view, and, not contenting himself with
clinical observation, had
recourse to experimental

pathology. He wasacol-
laboratoron the " Nouveau
Dictionnaire du Medecine
Pratique,'' and contrib-

uted many essays to

the medical journals. He
was the author of: "De
la Choree et des Affections

Nerveuses en General,"

Paris, 1851 ;
" Lecons de

Pathologic Experi-
mentale," ib. 1866; " Du
Sang et des Anemies," ib.

1866; "Du Diagnostic et

du Traitement des Mala-

dies du Ca?ur," ib. 1878

(translated into German by Max Salomon, 5 vols.,

Berlin, 1886).

Bibliography : Paget, Hiog. Lex. Vienna, 1901 ; La Grande
Encyclopedie.
s. F. T. H.

Gustave See: French forester; born at Ribeau-

ville(Rappoltsweiler), Alsace, Dec. 25, 1832; brother

of Abraham Adolphe See and Marc See. His clas-

sical studies were pursued at the lyceum of Stras-

burg. From 1853 to 1855 he attended the Foresters'

School at Nancy, and in the latter year he was ap-

pointed warden-general of forests. He subsequently

held similar posts at Allevard (Isere), Niederhaslach

(Lower Alsace), and Sarteue (Corsica). In 1862 he

was promoted to the rank of subinspector. In 1865

he was recalled to Paris by the central administra-

tion of the Department of Agriculture, and attached

to the service of the inspector-general of the depart-

ment of forests, a position which he held until 1870,

when he was appointed subdirector of the bureau of

replanting. In 1877 he became head of the bureau;

and in 1881 he was appointed inspector-general of

the department of forests. He retired from active

service in 1898.

Julien See : Librarian of the Bibliotheque Pro-

fessioiielle d'Artetd'Industrie, Paris; born Aug. 31,

1839, at Colmar, Upper Alsace. He is the author of

"Le Journal d'un Habitant de Colmar Pendant le

Guerre de 1870 " and "Nos Elections au Reichstag "

(1874). See made the first translation in French of

Joseph ha-Kohen's " 'Emek ha-Baka," a history of

the sufl'erings of the Jewish people from the time of

their dispersion to the present day (Paris, 1881). See

is an officer of public instruction.

Leopold See : French general ; born at Berg-

heim, Alsace, 1822; died in Paris March 17, 1904.

In 1840 he entered the military school of Saint-Cyr,

and in 1849 received his captain's commission and
served in Algeria. Five years later he was ordered

to the Crimea, and took part in the battles of Inker-

man and Traktir as well as in the storming of Mala-
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koff, where he was wounded. He was appointed

chief of battalion tlie following year. He served in

the Italian campaign of 1859, and fought at ]Ma-

genta, and in 1867 was with the army of occupation

in the Papal States. The following year he was
commissioned colonel of the sixty-fifth regiment of

the line at Valenciennes, joining in 1870 the fourth

army corps commanded by de Ladmirault : he

fought at Borny, Gravelotte, and Saint-Privat,

being severely wounded in the last-cited place. Re-

garded by the Prussians as invalided, he was allow^ed

to remain in France unconditionally. After a few
months of treatment, however, he recovered and
offered his services to the Government of National

Defense, which appointed him brigadier-general and
placed him in charge of the lines at Carentan. In

1871 he commanded the subdivision of Seiue-et-

Marne at Melun, and in 1873 was placed at the

head of the twenty-sixth brigade of infantry at

Langres, being transferred to the eighteenth brigade

at Paris two years later. In 1880 he was promoted
general of division, commanding the twentieth di-

vision of infantry, but was transferred three years

later to tlie tenth at Paris, which command he held

until liis retirement in 1887.

In 1885 See was made a grand officer of the Legion
of Honor.

s. J. Ka.

Marc See : French surgeon ; born at Ribeauville

(Rappoltsweiler), Alsace, Feb. 17, 1827; nephew of

Germain See. He received his education at the

Sorbonne, Paris, graduating as doctor of medicine

in 1856 and becoming "'agrege " in 1860. He was
appointed hospital surgeon in 1866, serving at the

liospitals of Bicetre, du Midi from 1867, Sainte-

Eugenie from 1872, and Maison Municipale de

Sante from 1875, in which year he was appointed
also professor of anatomy at the Sorbonne.

See took an active part in the Franco-Prussian

war of 1870-71, and was elected a member of the

Paris Academic de Medecine in 1878.

See was a collaborator on Cruveilhier's "Traite

d'Anatomie Descriptive." and lias written many es

says for the medical-journals. Among his works
may be mentioned: (with Beclard) "Elements d'His-

tologieHumaine " (Paris, 1856; 2d ed. 1868), a trans-

lation of KoUiker's "Handbuch der Gewebelehre
fur Aerzte und Studirende"; (with Tarnier and
Lenoir) "Atlas de I'Art des Accouchements " {ib.

1871); "Rapport sur la Campagne Faite par la

Deuxi^me Ambulance " {ib. 1871), report on his treat-

ment of 1,200 wounded after the battle at Beau-
mont; "Reclierches sur I'Anatomie et de la Physi-

ologic du C(eur " {ib. 1875).

Bibliography : Pagel, Biog. Lex. Vienna, 1901.

s. F. T. H.

SEEGEN, JOSEF: Austrian balneologist;

born at Polna May 20, 1822. He studied medicine
at Prague and Vienna (M.D. 1847), becoming privat-

docent at Vienna in 1854 and assistant professor

in 1859. From 1854 to 1884 he practised during
the summer months at Carlsbad. In 1856 Seegen
founded with Oppolzer and Sigmund theVerein fiir

Quellenkunde in Oesterreich.

Seegen has published many essays in the medical

journals, especially on balneology, and is the author
of: "Compendium der Allgemeinen und Speciellen

Heilquellenlehre," Vienna,l857 (2d ed. 1862); "Dia-
betes Mellitus," Berlin, 1875; "Studien liber den
StoffwechselimThierkorper," ib. 1887; "DieZucker-
bildung im Thierkorper, Ihr Umfang und Ihre Be-
deutung," ib. 1890.

Bibliography : Pagel, Biog. Lex., Vienna, 1901.

s. F. T. H.

SEELIG (ABI 'EZRI) BEN ISAAC MAR-
GOLIOTH: Polish Talmudist of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries; born at Polock; died

probably in Palestine. He was preacher at Piague
and at Kalisz ; and after the death of Israel Dar-
shan he went to Yaroslav. From 1701 to 1711 he
was a beneficiary of the bet ha-midrash of Barman

n

Levi at Halberstadt, and he was finally sent by his

benefactor to Palestine. Seelig was the author of

"Kesef Nibhar" (Amsterdam, 1712), a homiletic

commentary on the Pentateuch, and of "Hibbure
Likkutim " {ib. 1715), collectanea consisting of Tal-

mudic novelise and responsa.

Bibliography : Auerbach, Gesch. der Israelitischcn Ge-
meinde Halheystadt, p. 62, Halberstadt, 1866; Furst, Bibl.
Jud. il. 330 ; Stelnschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2580.

E. c. M. Sel.

SEER,—Biblical Data : Rendering in the Eng-
lish versions of the Hebrew riNin, which in I Sam.
ix. 9 is reported to have been the old popular desig-

nation for the later X''3J (" prophet "). The seer was
an " ish Elohim," a man of God, and for a remuner-
ation, as would appear from the story of Saul in

quest of his father's asses (I Sam. ix. 3 et seq.), acted

as intermediary between Yhwh and those that came
to "inquire of him." In other words, he would
consult Yhwh and give directions according]}'.

Samuel more especially is designated as "the seer"

(I Sam. ix.ll, 18, 19; I Chron. ix. 22, xx vi. 28, xxix.

29); but Hauani also bears the title (II Chron. xvi.

7, 10). A synonym, ntn or ntrin, likewise is trans-

lated "the seer." Gad is known as such a "hozeh "

(I Chron. xxix. 29), more especially as the hozeli of

David {ib. xxi. 9; II Chron. xxix. 2, 5). Heman is

another denominated " the king's seer," with the ad-

dition of the qualifying phrase " in the words of

God" (I Chron. xxv. 5), as are also Jeduthun (II

Chron. xxxv. 1.5), Iddo (Hebr. "Jcdi" or "Jedo";
ib. ix. 29, xii. 15), Hanani {ib. xix. 2), and Asaph
{ib. xxix. 30).

As the seer is a hozeh, his written " visions " are

called "hazot" (II Chron. ix. 29). The title (in

the plural "hozim" = "seers") occurs in paral-

lelism with "prophets" ("ro'im"; Isa. xxx. 10).

The ro'im are called the Jieads, while the nebi'im

are (;alled the eyes of the people {ib. xxix. 10) ; all

" vision " is become as a sealed book. In Micali the

seers are quoted in one breath with the diviners

(Mic. iii. 7). As for the prophets that "see vanity "

and that "divine lies" ("see lies" in Ezek. xiii. 8),

God's hand will be against them (Ezek. xiii. 9;

comp. ib. xxii. 28).

Critical View : Comparison of the foregoing

passages makes it plain that the seer in primitive

time passed, and perhaps with good reason, for a

clairvoyant. Among the kindred races, the ancient

Arabs and even their modern descendants, sheiks
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were and are found with the ability to give such

counsel as Saul expected to receive from Samuel
(Wellhausen, "Reste Arabischen Heidentums," 2d

ed. , pp. 135, 136 ;
" Z. D. P. V. " 1889). The distinction

between both the priest ("kohen ") and the diviner

("kosem"), on the one hand, and the seer, on the

other, was probably that the kohcn threw or shot lots

(hence "torah "), the urim and thummim, in order to

ascertain the future, and the kosem resorted to vari-

ous tricks and incantations, while the seer spurned

any of these accessories and paraphernalia, and dis-

covered the will of Yhwii while in a state of trance.

Balaam's description of himself as "geber shetum
ha-'ayin," and later as "geluy 'enayim," and as see-

ing the visions of Shaddai (Num. xxiv. 4, 5, 15, 16)

while falling, probably discloses the methods of the

seers. They succeeded in putting themselves into a

state of autohy pnosis. The term " shetum ha- 'ayin "

ought to be read "hatum ha-'ayin" — "sealed as to

the eye " (comp. Isa. xxi.x. 10, the "sealed " book in

connection with seers upon whom sleep has fallen

and whose eyes are tightly closed; or if the text be

left unemeudated, the strange word DntJ' certainly

means "half-opened and fixed," "immovable," in

order to produce the hypnotic state). When the

seer falls (7DJ) into this quasi-cataleptic condition

(as Mohammed did) his eyes are inwardly opened
("geluy 'enayim "), and he sees the vision.

These hozim or ro'im became absorbed into the

uebi'im, who in their earlier days were also mere
shouting dervishes (hence their name, "nabi" =
"shouter"), relying on song and dance to arouse

themselves and others (I Sam. x. 5, 10 et seq. ;
" mit-

nabbe'im " note the "hitpa'el " in the verb in I Sam.
X. 5). E. G. H.

SEESEN : Town in the Harz Mountains, where
in the fall of 1801 Israel Jacobson founded the

school which was called after him (see Jacobson,
Isr.vel). The institution received large endow-
ments from the founder and his descendants, and
from other philanthropists, especially Nathan Beer
Isaac, court agent at Brunswick, being thereby en-

abled to receive a number of free scholars, among
whom (from 1805) were many Christians, princi-

pally from Seesen. In 1810 the school was organized

as an elementary common school. In the same year

a temple was built by Jacobson for the institution,

and was the first Jewish place of worship into

which German sermons, a choral service, and an
organ were introduced. The continuously increas-

ing number of pupils necessitated repeated enlarge-

ments of the school. In 1880 the curriculum was
changed in conformity with the Prussian normal-
school plan for Real.schulen. The school is \inder

the supervision of the ducal school commission of

Brunswick, and is empowered to give certificates

for the one-year volunteer military service. The
present (1905) director of the school is Dr. Einil

Philippson. There are ten classes, with a total of

275 pupils, of whom 123 are Jews and 152 Chris-

tians.

In 1852 Jacobson's eldest son, Meyer Jacobson,
founded in Seesen an orphan asylum for Jewish and
Christian boys. The first building used for its pur-

poses was the original home of the Steinway family

of New York, and this was replaced by a large new
building in 1902.

The Jews of Seesen number 69 in a total popula-
tion of 4,729.

s. L. K.
SEFER HA-TORAH, See Scroll of the Law.
SEFER YEZIRAH. See Yeziraii, Sefer.
SEFIROT, THE TEN : Potencies or agencies

by means of which, according to the Cabala, God
manifested His existence in the production of the uni-

verse. The term is derived from the Hebrew noun
"sefirah," which, meaning originally "number"
or "category," alternately assumed in the language
of the Zohar the significations of "sphere" {ncftalpa)

and "light" (from n^SD). It was first used in a
metaphysical sense by the anonymous author of the
" Sefer Yezirah "

; but the real doctrine of Setirot,

which became the corner-stone of the Cabala, dates

from the twelfth century. It is based upon the

Neoplatonic conception of God and the theory of

emanation. The Neoplatonists, in order to sur-

mount the difficulties involved in the idea of creatio

ex nihilo, which is incompatible with their principle

that God can have no intention, thought, word, or

action, resorted to the doctrine of emanation. Ac-
cording to this doctrine all that exists

Doctrine has been produced not by any creative

of Emana- power, but as successive emanations
tion. from the Godhead; so that all finite

creatures are part and parcel of the

Divine Being. These emanations, or intelligences

as they are called, are the intermediary agents be-

tween the intellectual and the material worlds.

The cabalists of the twelfth centurj', who shared

the view of the Neoplatonists with regard to God,
were naturally compelled to adopt the doctrine of

emanation ; but in order to clothe it in a Jewish garb
they substituted the Sefirot for the intelligences.

These Sefirot, according to their order of emanation,

are divided into three groups: (1) the first three,

forming the World of thought; (3) the next three,

the world of soul; and (3) the next three, the world
of corporeality. They are all dependent upon one
another, being united like links to the first one, which
was latent from all eternity in the En Sof as a
dynamic force. This first Sefirah emanated from
the Infinite Light of the En Sof, and is variously

called iriD C the Crown"), Np"'ny("the Aged"),

n^lK'N"! mipj or ntOie'Q mipj C'the Primordial

Point " or " Simple Point "), miin i<L"n (" the White
Head"), psjK "[nj^ ("the Long Face," "Macro-
sapon" ; or " the Slow to Anger" ; .see Bloch, " Monats-
schrift," 1905, p. 158), nh]}^ DTK" the Immensurable
Height"), and n\"1N ("lam"). From it emanated
the masculine or active potency called n^3n (" Wis-

dom"), from which proceeded the fem-

Names inine or passive potency denomina-
and Deri- ted nj"'2 ("Intelligence"). This first

vation. triad of the Sefirot forms the world of

thought. The union of the masculine

and feminine potencies, which are called also X3N
(" Father ") and NDX (" Mother "), produced again the

ii''live or masculine potency IDH ("Mercy") or

n^nj ("Greatness"), and the feminine or passive po-

tency pn. mi33, or nns ("Justice," "Power," or

"Awe"), from the combination of which proceeded
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JTlNSn C' Beauty "). These are the second triad of

Setirot, forming the world of soul. From the me-

dium of the second triad, i.e., mNSn, proceeded the

masculine or active potency nVJ (" Triuinpli "); this

again gave birth to the feminine or passive potency

nin ("Glory "); and from the union of the two pro-

ceeded niD^ ( Foundation "). This triad of the Setirot

constitutes the world of corporeality or the natural

world. The tenth and last Setirah, called niDPD
("Kingdom"), is the sum of the permanent and im-

manent activity of the other Setirot. Thus each

triad is a compound of force, counter-force, and

their connecting link; namely, active and passive

agents and combination. They were all combined
in the Ad.\.\i Kadmon ("Primordial Man ") or Adam
'Ila'ah(" Heavenly Man").
There is a divergence of opinion among the caba-

lists concerning the relation of the Sefirot to the En
Sof. Azriel (commentary on the "Sefer Yezirah,"

p. 27b) and, after him, Menahem Recanati (" Ta'ame
ha-Mizwot,"2«?«sm) considered the Setirot to be total-

ly different from the Divine Being ; the

Relation " Ma'areket " group took the Sefirot to

to be identical in their totality with the

the En Sof. En Sof, each Seflrah representing

merely a certain view of the Infinite

("Ma'areket," p. 8b); the Zohar clearly implies that

they are the names of tlie Deity, and gives for each of

them a corresponding name of God and of the hosts

of angels mentioned in the Bible; while Luria and
Cordovero, without regarding them as instruments,

do not identify them with the essence of the Deity.

The "Absolute One," they argue, is immanent in

all the Sefirot and reveals Himself through them,

but does not dwell in them ; the Sefirot can never

include the Infinite. Each Sefirahlmsa well-known
name; but the Holy One has no definite name
(" Pardes Rimmonim," pp. 21-23). In so far as man
is formed after his prototype, the primordial man,
in whom were combined all the ten Sefirot, the latter

are represented in his body by the ten following

members: (1) the head, (2) the brain, (3) the heart,

(4) the right arm, (5) the left arm. (6) the chest, (7)

the right leg, (8) the left leg, (9) the genital organs,

and (10) the complete body. See Cabala.
Bibliography : A. Franck, La Kabbala, pp. 84 ct seq., new ed.

Paris, 1889 ; A. Jellinek, BeitiClge zur (Jcscli. (hr Kabbalah,
Leipsic, 1852; idem, Philosophie und Kablialah, ib. 1854;
Joel. Die Religionb'phihtgopltie des Sohar, pp. 179 et xeq., ib.

1849; C. D. Glnsburg, The Kabbalah, pp. 7 et seq., Lundon,
1865; Ehrenpreis, Die Eiitwickelvug drr Emanationdehre,
passim, Frankfort-on-the-Maln, 1895 ; Karppe, Etude aur les
0>-itjines et la Nature du Zahar, pp. 2139 et seq., Paris, 1901

;

Isaac Myer, Qabbakilx, pp. 156 et seq., Philadelpbia, 1888;
Maurice Fluesel, Philosophy, Cabbala, atid Veilanta, p. 48.
Baltimore, 19(I3; Bacher, Aq. Bab. Amor. p. 20.

E. c. I. Bn.

SEGELMESA. See Mohocco.

SEGELMESSI (SIJILMISSI), JUDAH
BEN JOSEPH: African liturgist; flourished

about 1400; a native of Segelmesa, Morocco. Two
selihotof his are extant, one beginning "Elehkokebe
marom," and the other, "Mah e'eseh le-zedati," both
of which bear the signature "Judah b. Joseph
Segelmessi." A part of the second sellhah has been
published by Dukes in "Orient, Lit." x. 761.

Bibliography: Fuenn. Keneset Yisrael, p. 415; Landshutb,
"Ainmude ha-'Abodah, pp. 67-68; Zunz, Literaturgegch. p.
567.

J. M. Sel.

SEGOIi. See Accents in Hebrew.
SEGOVIA: City of Spain in Old Castile ; situ-

ated between Burgos, Toledo, and Avila. When
conquered by Alfonso VI. it already had a consid-

erable Jewish community, Avhich in 1294 paid 10,806

inaravedis in taxes. In 1303 the Jews failed to pay
the 30 dineros which each Jew of fourteen years and
upward was required to contribute to the bishop of

the diocese; but the next year, on the complaint of

the bishop, a special order was issued (Aug. 29) by
King Ferdinand III., and they were forced to make
immedjate payment. The Jews of Segovia, who
engaged in commerce and manufactures, and espe-

cially in tanning and the production of cloth, were
very wealthy. They suffered severely during the

fratricidal war between D. Pedro and Henry de
Trastamara, being plundered of their goods and of

all the notes and pledges which they held from
(Jhri-stians. Envy at the influence which certain

Jews, e.(j., the king's phj'sician, D. Meir Alguades,
exercised at court brought upon the Jewisli inhab-

itants a charge of desecrating the host (1410). The
bishop, Juan de Tordesillas, believed the malicious

accusation, and caused several Jews
In the —among them D. Mei'r Alguades

—

Foiirteenth to be arrested as participants in the

Century, crime; and two of the most distin-

guished were executed. Not satisfied

with this, the bishop wrongfully accused the Jews
of attempting to wreak their vengeance upon him
by bribing his cook to place poison in his food. As
a result of this charge many Jews were killed,

and numbers fled from the city. This incident is

recorded by Alonso de Spina, the author of " For-

talitium Fidei," who deeply hated and defamed his

former coreligionists, and who in 1455 entered the

monastery of S. Antonio in Segovia; by S. Usque,
"Consola^am as Tribulacoens de Yisrael," No. 23,

p. 191a; by Joseph ha-Kohen, " 'Emek ha-Baka,"

pp. 78 et seq. ; and by Colmenares, " Historia de
Segovia," ch. xxvii. ; wliile Alvar Garcia deS. ]\Iaria,

who was the author of a history of the reign of

Queen Katharina, and Paul de Burgos make no
mention of the occurrence.

A further result of this accusation was that the

Jews, by an edict issued by Queen Katharina in the

name of her minor son, Juan II., were ordered to

leave the old Juderia. Both their synagogues were
taken from them ; the larger one was transformed

(Oct. 16, 1412) into a church known first as " Igle-

sia Nueva" (New Church) and later as "Corpus
Christi," and the smaller one, in the

Synagogue Calledela Almuzura, was given (April

Converted 12, 1413) to the S. Maria de la Merced
into a monastery, for u.se as a hospital. The
Church. new quarters assigned to the Jews as

their Juderia were situated on terri-

tory belonging to the above-mentioned monaster3^

After the death of the hostile Queen Katharina,

liowever, the Jews were permitted to dwell out-

side the Juderia; but from Oct. 29, 1481, they were,

by order of the Catholic regents, lestricted abso-

lutely to a new Juderia completely separated from
the dwellings of the Christians. It was located be-

tween the former large synagogue and the present

slaughter-house.
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On May 16, 1474, a terrible massacre took place

among the Maranos, who, since 1391, had been quite

numerous in Segovia. It was insti-

Massacre gated by the ambitious Juan Pachecho,

of Maranos himself of Jewish origin, and other

in 1474. noblemen. In the same year the num-
ber of Jews in Segovia was still so

large that their taxes amounted to 11,000 maravedis.

The Jewish cemetery was situated on tlie slope of

the mountain
near the Jude-

ria, on the hill

now known by
the name " Cues-

tadelosHoyos"

;

in 1886 complete

skeletons were

fo u n d there,
especially in two
large grottoes

hewn in the
rock. To these

caves the Jews
of Segovia are

said to have lied

when in 1492 tlie

time-limit for

their compul-

sory emigration

expired; and
from them they

addressed a peti-

tion to the re-

gents asking for

a respite. Many
found their death in these places of refuge, while

others, to save their lives, submitted to baptism.

For this reason the place for a long time bore the

name " Prado Santo." After the expulsion the

Juderia was called '"Barrio Nuevo."
Among the wealthiest Jews in Segovia were

various members of the Galhon family. Jacob

Galhon, Judah Caragogi, and Jacob Batidor acted

in 1480 as representatives of the community. D.

Juce Galhon de Pediaza sold his tannery before the

expulsion, and left the country together with Rabbi

Feayme (Hayyim or Ephraim) de Yidas, a son of

Meir de Yidas ; whereas his son Gabriel remained

in Spain and was baptized, assuming the name " De
la Fuente." Another rich tanner was Judah Salero,

whose son took the name "Juan Lopez." Abraham
Senior, who stood in high favor with the court, was

a native of this town.

Segovia w-as the birthplace or place of residence

of many Jewish scholars. It numbered among its

residents at the end of the thirteenth century the

brothers Isaac and Jacob Cohen, cabalists, and

Meshullam ben Hunain, author of a grammatical

work; in the middle of the fifteenth century, the

authors Joseph ben Shem-Tob and Joseph and

Moses Benveniste.

The only existing (1905) memorials of the once

flourishing Jewish community are the ruins of the

large and handsome synagogue which was erected

simultaneously with the old synagogue in Toledo

(later transformed into the Cliurch of S. Maria la

Heinaius of tlie Anrieiit syiiaKuKiie at Segovia.

(From a photograph.)

Blanca) and in the same architectural style. This,

as mentioned above, was transformed into the Cor-

pus Christi Church and given to the monks of Par-

rades. From 1572 it was in the possession of the

Franciscan nuns, and served as a church until in

later days, owing to its beauty, it was included

among the national monuments. The monastery

was located next to the church, on the spot where
the rabbis' house formerly stood. On Aug. 3, 1899,

the synagogue
was destroyed

by fire, nothing

remaining of the

old building but

its massive walls

and two beauti-

ful arcades.
The walls were
found to be
without crack or

crevice or sign

of repair, thus

disproving the

statement made
by Alonso de

Spina and oth-

ers 500 years

before, when the

accusation of

host -desecration

was lodged
against the
Jews, that on

account of the

supposed crime
• the synagogue trembled and its walls and pillars

shook."

Bibliography: Colmenares, Hi«(oria de Segovia; Carca, in

Shebet Ychiidfih, ed. Wiener, p. 131 ; Rios, Hist. li. 194; iii.

Setsc'q., 139. i&2; Llndo, History of the Jews in Spoiiu p.

123; Griitz, Geach. vii. 2.5.3. 427; vlii. 103 et seq.. 358; Kayser-

ling, Gesch. der Juden in PortngaU P- 65; Boletin Aeod.
Hist. ix. 265 et passim, x. 76 et seq., xxxv. 319 et seq.; R. E.
J. xiv. 254 et seq., xxxix. 209 et seq.

S. M. K.

SEGRE : Italian family of scholars.

Abraham ben Judah Segre (known as Rab
ASI): Rabbi in Casale in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. He was on terms of intimate

friendship with Judah Finzi of Mantua and with

Benjamin Kohnof Reggio, and was a pupil of Judah

Briel. A responsum of his, treating of the defile-

ment of the tent C'Tum'at Ohel"), is reprinted in

Lampronti's " Pahad Yizhak," p. 72; and another

is included in Corinaldi's "Dibre Shalom we-Emet."

He was the author also of a poem expressing grief

over the ravages of a pestilence, in which the words

of Middot are introduced in such a manner as to

form the opening and closing phrases of each of the

four cantos. According to Zunz ("Literaturgesch."

p. 448), he was a descendant of the Judah ben Abra-

ham who in 1627 was leader of the Jewish commu-
nity at Chieri. Abraham is mentioned in Raphael

Me'ldola's "Mayim Rabbim " (ii. 8), in Samson Mor-

purgo's "Shemesh Zedakah " (iii. 13), and in "Mil-

hamah la-Adonai" (p. 17, Amsterdam, 1714).

Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Tnledot GedoU Yisrael, pp. i,

7 ; Monara, Indice, p. 60.
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Abraham ben Judah Segre : Scholar of the

eighteentli century; born at Turin; died at Safed

1772. He went to the latter city at the age of

twenty-five, and there pursued his Talmudical

studies together with the Polish scholar Israel Ash-

kenazi. He wrote commentaries on the Mishnah
and on Maimonides' "Yad ha-Hazakah"; also a col-

lection of responsa and sermons, published imder

the title "Hibburim." He is said to have had a fam-

ily of ten sons and two daughters. At a ripe age he

undertook travels abroad in order to collect alms.

For a time he sojourned in Jerusalem.

Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gedolc Yi»rael, pp.
23-25 ; Mortara, Indice, p. 60.

Abraham ben Zarah Segre : Dayyan at Alex-

andria, wliere he died in 1641.

Alessandro Segre : Rabbi of Parma in the be-

ginning of tliL' nineteenth century.

Benjamin ben Judah Segre : Scholar of Ver-

celli; flourished in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. He was the father of Joshua Benzion
Segre, who was a member of the Paris consistory

from 1805 to 1809.

Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Oedole Yisrael, p.
107; Mortara, Iiidice, p. 60.

Elisha ben Hayyim Segre : Lived in Vercelli

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He
was the father of Joshua Benzion Segre, rabbi of

Vercelli.

Bibliography : Mortara, Indice, p. 60.

Hayyim Segre: Scholar of Padua; flourished

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He
was the grandfather of Benjamin ben Judah Segre,

and was one of the three Italian delegates who in

1746 were sent to the Levant in order to inquire into

the origin and purpose of the Shabbethaian move-
ment. He himself was a follower of Shabbethai
Zebi.

Hayyim was the author of "Binyan Ab," in which
he treated especially of R. Abbahu's rules regarding

the blowing of the shofar at the New-Year festival.

Hayyim was the father of Elisha Segre, rabbi of

Vercelli.

Bibliography : Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Oedole Yisrael, p. 107

;

Mortara, Indice, p. 60 ; Griitz, Gesch. x. 423.

Hayyim Segre : Scholar of Vercelli, where he

died in 1854.

Bibliography: .Mortara, Tndice, p. 60.

Jacob ben Isaac Segre : Rabbi of Casale Mon-
ferrato in tiie seventeenth centurj'. According to

Zunz's "S. P." p. 362, he died in 1619; but accord-

ing to the same author's "Literaturgesch." p. 425,

in 1629. An eminent liturgical poet, he was tlie

author of: a hymn to the New Moon, in five stan-

zas, which is signed "Ya'akob Segre," and is re-

printed in Mordecai Jare's " Ayyelet ha-Shahar "; a

long prayer in prose, beginning with the words
"U-beken ribbono shel 'Olain"; a selihah (in prose)

on the siege of Casale in 1629, beginning with five

stanzas; a poetical approbation of " Heshek Slie-

lomoh," wliich appeared in 1588; an approbation of

Isaac Alatriiio's commentary on the Song of Solo-

mon (1605).

Jacob was on friendly terms with Mordecai ^leisel

of Prague, and wrote a poem on the occasion of the

founding of the Meisel Synagogue (Purim, 1590).

Another of his poems has been inscribed on a tablet

in that synagogue.

Bibliography: Zunz, Literaturgesch. p. 425; idem, S. P.p.
362; Landshuth, 'Ammude ha-'Ahodah, p. 109; Mortara, In-
dice, p. 60; Kaufmann, in R. E. J. xxi. 143-145.

Jehiel Benjamin Segre: Rabbi of Treves in the

eighteenth century. He was related to S. D. Luz-
zatto, and was a colleague of Raphael Nathan Te-
desco Vitale.

Bibliography: Mose, i. 178; Mortara, Indite, p. 60.

Joshua Benzion Segre : Daj^yan of Vercelli

and, later, rabbi of Aqui Casale and Scandiano;

died toward the close of the eighteenth century; son

of Elisha and grandson of Hayyim Segre. De Rossi

mentions Joshua as the author of an unpublished

commentary on the Psalms, and relates that he had
in his possession also the manuscript of "Asham
Talui," a work written by Joshua against Christian-

ity. This was replete with mistakes, and in it

Joshua, although not conversant with the Latin

language, endeavored to convict Jerome of having
made inaccurate statements. The sixth chapter

contained Joshua's disputation with Zuccati in Aqui
regarding the oracle of Jacob, and also an attack

upon Moronini's "Via della Fede." In his "Bib-

liotheca Judaica Antichristiana," p. 106, De Rossi

has reprinted the preface to this work, and gives

a synopsis of the various chapters. A condensation

by Trefot was included in the library of J. Almanzi.

Bibliography : Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Oedole Yisrael, p. 107 ;

De Rossi, Dizionario, pp. 125,126; Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefa-
rim, p. 508 ; Steinschneider, Hehr. Bibl. v. 106, 206 ; idem.
Cat. Bodl. col. 1255.

Joshua Benzion Segre : Son of Benjamin
Segre; born at Vercelli 1720; died in Paris Aug.,

1809. He was a real-estate owner, rabbi, and mu-
nicipal councilor in his native city, and was an ad-

lierent of the Reform movement in Judaism. He
was a member of the Italian delegation of the French
Synod, to which the imperial ministry on July 25,

1806, propounded twelve questions. On Aug. 15

following Joshua delivered in Paris an Italian ser-

mon in which he was greatly exaggerative in his

praise of Napoleon. On Feb. 9, 1807, he was chosen

ab bet din of the Jewish Sanhedrin, and thereafter

lived in Vercelli until 1809, when he again went
to Paris, in which city he remained till his death.

Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Oedole YisraeU PP-
107, 207; Gratz, Oescli. xi. 260, 26.3, 270; Benjacob. Ozar ha-
Hefarim, p. 403.

Nathaniel ben Aaron Jacob Segre : Born in

the seventeenth century in Cliieri, Savoy; died in

1691 at Cento, whither he had emigrated with his

father. He was the author of a collection of re-

sponsa which he named " 'Ezer Ya'akob " after his

father, and which he dedicated to Abraham Rovigo.

The work is extant in manuscript.

Bibliography : Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Oedole Yisrad, p. 271

;

Mortara, Iiidier, p. 61 ; Samuel Aboab, in Debar Shemuel,
pp. 244-246; Fiirst, Bild. Juil. iii. 30s.

Nathaniel ben Judah Segre : Scholar of Lodi

in the sixteenth century; died in 1535. His father

was the author of tosafot to Hiillin and 'Erubiu.

Bibliography : Mose, vli. 125-126 ; Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibl.
xlv. 61.

J. - s. o.
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SEHERR-THOSS, JOHANN CHRISTOPH
(in Jewish sources FRANZ), FREIHERR VON:
Austrian soldier; boru at Lissen Feb. 17, 16T0; died

Jan. 14, 1743. He is known in Jewish liistory as

having been the first to give official recognition to

tlie slander that the Austrian Jews treasonably aided

the Prussian army in the wars between Frederick

tlie Great and Maria Theresa. Appointed as com-

manding general of the troops in Moravia with

headquarters in the fort of Spielberg at Brunn(Oct.,

1741), he issued an order on xMarch 14, 1743, that the

Moravian Jews should by tlie twentieth of the same
month pay 50,000 tiorins as a line for their alleged

treasonable acts. The Jews, through the interces-

sion of Baron Aguii-ar, succeeded in obtaining a

repeal of the edict (March 21); but a demand for the

same sum was repeated, without, however, being

given the objectionable name of a fine for treason,

and the Jews were compelled to pay it. A conse-

quence of this accusation was the decree expelling

all the Jews of Moravia, Jan. 2, 1745, although the

empress merely speaks of "various important rea-

sons " which had prompted her to issue the edict of

expulsion.

Bibliography: Zedler, Universal-Lexicnn, xxxvi., cols. 1321-
1333, 1743; Gotha^scheft Tnnchenhuch FreiherrHcher Hiiu-
sei', 1860, p. 803; Frankl-Grun, Gcsch. der Judcn in Krem-
sier, i. 1.58-160, Breslau, 1896 : Benjamin Israel Frankel, Ye-
slrn'ot YUrael, In Sammelhaml Kleiner Beitrdgc aus
Handsi'hriftcn, ed. by the Mekize Nirdamim, vol. vii., Ber-
lin, 189(5-97.'

D.

SEIBERLING, JOSEPH: Russian educator,

censor, ar.d conunuual worker; born in Wilna; died

at an advanced age after 1882. llis father, Isaac

Markusewich, was one of the few Jewish physicians

who graduated from the university which existed in

Wilna from 1803 to 1833, when it was removed to

Kiev. Isaac's annotations of the '"Aruk," written

about 1830, Avere published fifty years later in

Smolenskin's "Ila-Shahar" (x. 44-52). Joseph Sei-

berling, who was educated in a German university

(Ph.D.), was censor for Jewish books in Kiev for

about fifteen years, and was entrusted by the Rus-
sian Ministry of Public Instruction witli Jewish edu-
cational interests as the successor to Leon Mandel-
STAM.M ("Allg. Zeit. des Jud." 1868, p. 378). Dur-
ing the time lie resided in St. Petersburg he took a

prominent part in its Jewish communal affairs; he
was also the friend and patron of such well-known
scholars as I. B. Lewinsohn, A. B. Gottlober, P.

Smolenskin, and others. He received from the

Russian government four decorations, including tliat

of the Order of Vladimir of the fourth class, and a
pension in recognition of his services. Being moie
jjractical than his predecessor, he amassed a large

fortune, and after having served his government
thirty years lie obtained permission to become an
Austrian subject and settled in Vienna.

Seiberling wrote various articles on the Jews for

the "Journal of the Ministry of Public Instruction."

Bibliography: Fu^nn, Kiryah Ne'emandh, p. 33, Wilna,
1860; Gottlober, Ha-Bokrr Or, 1. 145-146; Jew. Chron. May
4, 1877; OrietiU 1850, p.'ll3.

s. P. Wi.

SEIR : 1, Region that took its name from Seir

the Ilorite, whose descendants occupied it, followed

by Edom and his descendants. The earliest refer-

ence to the name is found in the Harris Egyptian
papyrus, in which Rameses III. says (c. 1200 bc.)
that he gained a victor}' over the "Sa-'a-ira"

(= "Se'irim "), one of the Bedouin tribes of the

desert. A distinction was at that time made be-

tween them and the Edomites. It has not been
definitely decided whetlier the Seirites are identical

with the Sheri mentioned in one of the Tell el-

Amarna tablets. The Old Testament makes no dis-

tinction between them and the Edomites. Accord-
ing to the Old Testament, the Horites occupied the

country before the Edomites (Gen. xiv. 6, xxxvi. 20;
Dent. ii. 12, 22). These statements do not contra-

dict the Egyi>tian account, since the word " Horite "

(= "cave-dweller") is not the name of a certain tribe,

but may be a designation for the Seirites. The
Edomites probably conquered the country after 1200

B.C. The Old Testament mentions most frequently

the " mountains " of Seir (Gen. xxxvi. 8 et seq. ; Dent,

i. 2, ii. 1, et passim).

But the phrase "land of Seir" al.so occurs (Gen.

xxxii. 3, xxxvi. 30), as well as "sons of Seir" (II

Chron. xxv. 11, 14; Gen. xxxvi. 20 et seq.), the lat-

ter referring both to the original inhabitants, the

Horites, and to the Edomite population. The name
of Seir, when used alone, designates either the land

of Seir (Gen. xxxiii. 14 et passim) or the inhabitants

(Ezek. xxv. 8). This district, the mountains of Seir,

is Esati's home (Gen. xxxvi. 8), assigned to him and
his descendants b}' Yhwh (Deut. ii. 5). Its location

is given in Deut. ii. 1. The people of Israel skirted

the mountains of Seir on the south so as not to enter

Edomite territory ; then they followed the eastern

edge northward to the steppe of Moab. Hence the

mountains of Seir la)' on the east side of the Araba,

that is, the dip extending from the Dead Sea south-

ward to the northern point of the Gulf of Akaba
(see Palestine; comp. Gen. xiv. G). ]Mountains

rise on both sides of the dip, those on the east being
considerably higher than those on the west. On
the north the mountains end in the deep cut of the

Wadi al-Ahsa; and on the soutli a steep slope of the

mountains forms a natural boundary towaid Moab,
while on the east the hills slope down toward the

Syrian desert.

The country of Seir is only about 15 or 20 miles

wide, and is now called Jabal al-Shara. It is

traversed by several valleys running east and west
to the Araba. The mountain-tops are now bare,

but the ancient name is generally interpreted to

mean "a wooded region." The country is described

as fertile: the information regarding it is still insuf-

ficient, being confined to the accounts of a few
travelers. Although tlie name of Seir was origi-

naOy that of this mountain country, it Avas gradu-

ally used in a wider sense, as designating the land

of Edom; but the territory of Edom included the

mountain country west of the Araba. The name
is used in this wider sense in, for example. Judges
V. 4, Deut. xxxiii. 2, and Josh. xi. 17. See Edom.
Bibliography: Buhl, Gesch. der Edontitei; Leipsic, 1893.

2. Mountain, or mountain range, in Judah, be-

tween Kirjath-jearim and Chesalon, on the frontier

of Benjamin; therefore, perhaps, the liigh ridge on

which the village of Saris is now situated.

E. G. II. I. Be.
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once proceed-

ed thither from
Connecticut,
taking with
him the syna-

gogal property

of Ills former
charge. In this

way was estab-

lished the Con-
gregation
JVIickve Israel

of Philadel-
phia. On the

completion of

its u e w 1 y
erected house
of worship,
Seixas was one

of the commit-
tee that waited

on the gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania, in-

viting him to attend the

dedication ; and in the

course of his patriotic ad-

dress at the ceremony he
invoked the blessing of

Almighty God on "the

Members of these States

in Congress assembled and
on his Excellency George
Washington, Commander-
General of these Colonies.

"

During his entire stay

at Philadelphia, Seixas

showed himself a public-

spirited citizen, figuring

also as a zealous defender

of religious liberty. Thus
when Pennsylvania
adopted the religious test

as an indispensable quali-

fication for office, he and
several members of his

congregation addressed

the Council of Censors on
the subject (Dec, 1783),

characterizing the test as

"unjust to tlie members
of a persuasion tiiat had
always been attached to

the American cause and
given a support to the

country, some in the Con-
tinental army, some in the

militia, and some by cheer-

fully paying taxes and
sustaining the popular

cause." Westcott, the his-

torian, expressly calls at-

tention to this protest,

stating "that it doubtless

had its influence in pro-

curing the subsequent
modification of the test

nt frt' i»jn v> I'r v} i ii m <n m m wnu iw wT wr iww irt mw^^^iwi JlllJIUilUillLl

IN MEMORIAM
REVEREND GERSHOM MENDEZ SEIXAS

> i . BORN 8805 DieDSSTiB, 1748 -1816

FOR HALF A CENTURY MINISTER OP THE CONOREOATION

SHEARITH ISRAEL
^829-8876 1766-1818

"YHE patriot JEWISH MINISTER OP THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

"

AND ONE OF THE INCORPORATORS OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE

X MAN IN Whom was the spirit"

THE SOUETY HEBRA HASEO VA AMET OP WHICH HE WAS THE FOUNDER .

• See2- ERECTS THIS TABLET UPON ITS CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY- 1902

I

r^^-^ ^--^.

Tablet in Shearith Israel Synagogue, New York.

(From a photograph.)

Tombstone of Gershoin Mendez Seixas in Chatham Square

Cemetery, New York.

(From a photo^aph.)

clause in the

Constitution."

After the
war Seixas re-

turned to New
York (March

23, 1784) and
resumed his
former posi-

tion as rabbi of

Congregation
Shearith Is-

rael. He was
one of the first

ministers to

preach a regu-

lar Thanks-
giving Day
sermon (see
" Daily Ga-
zette," Dec.
23, 1789), and

was also one of the four-

teen clergymen participa-

ting in the ceremony of

the inauguration of George
Washington as first presi-

dent of the United States.

In 1787 he became a trus-

tee of Columbia College

in the city of New York,

and held that office con-

tinuously to 1815, being

the only Jew ever so

honored. When the col-

lege was incorporated,

Seixas' name appeared in

the charter as one of the

incorporators.

Seixas was on terms of

intimate friendship with
the ministers of other de-

nominations, particularly

with the Episcopal clergy

of New York. The lat-

ter, tradition relates, fre-

quently visited the Portu-

guese synagogue, while

the Jewi.sh minister in

turn was invited to ad-

dress Ciiristian congrega-

tions. The manuscript of

one such discourse deliv-

ered by Seixas (Aug.,

1800)iu "historic St. Paul's,

New York, is still pre-

served by his congrega-

tion. Public-spirited at

all times, he earnestly ex-

horted his congregation

to support the administra-

tion during the War of

1812; and an address con-

taining his appeal for

tiie sufferers during that

struggle is still extant.
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He also took the lead iu philanthropic work, found-

ing in 1802 tlie charitable organization known as

"Hebra Hased Ve Aniet," which is still (1905) in

existence.

Sc'ixas was twice married, his first wife being El-

kalah Cohen (1749-85), to wliom he was wedded in

1775, and his second, Hannah Manuel, wliom lie

married in 1789. His descendants are among the

prominent Jewish families of New York. His re-

mains lie in the old cemetery on New Bower3^ in

the city of New Y'ork.

Bibliography: Leon Hiihner, in Jewixh Cnmment (Balti-

more), Jan. 10, 190:i ; idem. New York Jewi< in the Stniaglc
for A)nerkan Independence, in Puhl. Am. Jew. Hint. Soc.;

N. Taylor Ptiillips, in ^l»i. Jeu'. Year Book, 19(1-1-5, pp. 40-51;

idem, In Publ.Am.Jew. Hist. Soc. iv. 202-314, vi. Ir29-133;

Sabato Morais, ih. i. 13-34; Thompson Westcott, Persons ll'/io

Took the Oath of AUeuiance lo Pennsyhiania, p. xxiii.,

Philadelphia : T. E. V. Smith, New York City in 178'J. p. 14(5,

New York, 1889; Charles P. Daly, Tl^e Settlement of the Jeu-s

in North America, p. 56, ih. 1893; Isaac Markens, The
Hehreics in America, ib. 1888 ; Moore, HMory of Columljia
CoUeijc, ib.: Nile's Register, Baltimore, 1816.

A. L. B.V.

Isaac B. Seixas: American rabbi ; born in 1782;

died Aug. 10, 1889, in New Y'ork city; a son of

ilftli
'^

\.,-S>.l .<!*'

Tombstone of Moses Seixas at Newport, It. 1.

(From a phutogjrai'h.)

Benjamin Mcndez Seixas. He became ralibi of the

Congregation Shcaritli Israel. New York city, in

1828, in succession to Moses L. ]\I. Peixotto

Isaac Mendez Seixas: Aniericaii merchant;
born in Lisbon 1708; died at Newport. H. I., Nov. 8,

1780. He emigrated to North America via Barba-

XI.— 11

dos, arriving in New Y'ork about 1730, established

a mercantile business there, and settled at Newport,
R. I., in 1765. He married Rachel Franks, daughter
of Moses Levy, by whom he had seven children.

Moses Seixas: Merchant; eldest son of Isaac

Mendez Seixas; born in New Y'ork March 28, 1744;

died in New York city Nov. 29, 1809. He Avas one

of the founders (1795) of the Newport Bank of Rhode
Island, of which he was cashier until his death. It

was Moses Seixas who addressed a letter of welcome
in the name of the congregation to George Wash-
ington when the latter visited Newport, and it Avas

to him that Washington's answer was addressed.

Bibliography : Pnhlications Am. Jew. Hist. Soc. i.-xii.; N-
Taylor Phillips, ih. iv. 189 ct se^. (pedigree).

.\. F. T. H.

SELA. See Weights and Me.\sui{es.

SELAH (Hebrew, Tlho) • Term of uncertain ety-

mologj- and grammatical form and of doubtful

meaning. It occurs seventy -one times in thirty-nine

of the Psalms, and three times in Hab. iii. It is

placed at the end of Ps. iii., ix., xxiv., xlvi., and in

most other cases at the end of a verse, the exceptions

being Ps. Iv. 20, Ivii. 4, and Hab. iii. 3, 9. Of the

psalms in which it is found, twenty-three belong to

the group in which "Elohim " is used to designate

God; twenty -eight to that called by Briggs the

"director's (nVJQ^ = "choir-leader "
; see Ps.\lms,

Critical View) copies"; and twenty to the

"Davidic" collection. Again, nine of the twelve

Koraliite and .seven (LXX. eight, including Ixxx. 8)

of the twelve Asaph psalms have the term. Three

p.salms with " Selah " are headed "Miktam "
; seven,

"Maskil"; ten, "Shir"; twenty-six, "Mizmor";
while Ilabakkuk iii. is superscribed "Tefillah."

That the real significance of this curious term (or

comliiuation of letters) was not known even by the

ancient versions is evidenced by the variety of ren-

derings given to it. The Septuagint, Syinmachus,

and Theodotion translate dtdfaA/ia—

a

Technical word as enigmatical in Greek as is

Term. " Selah " in Hebrew. The Hexapla
simply transliterates oea. Aquila,

Jerome, and the Targum give it the value of "al-

ways" (Aquila, aei ; Jerome, "semper"; Targum,

for the most part yj^^vh = "in secula" or xinn =
"semper"). Theodotion in Ps. ix. 17 has the trans-

lation ati; the Quinta gives dc rorg aiui^ag (]^D?]j?)''

and the Sexta, (ha-avrog (in Ps. xx. 4, f/f re'/nc).

Jacob of Edessa, quoted by Bar Hebra?us (on Ps.

X. 1), notices that instead of (ha^l>a//ia some copies

present ati = p| 733; and he explains this as refer-

ring to the custom of the people of reciting a dox-

o!(;gy at the end of paragraphs of the liturgical

psalms. In five passages (see Field, Hexapla on

Ps. xxxviii. [Hebr xxxix.] 12) Aquila offers, ac-

cording to tiie Ilexajdar Syriac, Nn''J''y = "song,"

the aa/iia. by which Origen rei)orts Aquila to have re-

placed the 6id\j)aA/M of the Septuagint. According

to Hippolytus (De Lagarde, "Nova- Psalterii Gia^ci

Edilidiiis Specimen," 10), the Greek term I'tinxl'a/fja

signified a change in liij-tlim or melody at the jilaces

marked by the term, or a change in thought and

theme. Against tliisex]ilanatioii l>aelhgen (" Psalm-

en," p. XV.. 1st ed.. Gottingeu, 1892) urges the cir-
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cumstance tiiat the enigmatical expression occurs

also at tlie end of psalms. Tlie cogency of tiiis ob-

jection would hold if the mark had been inserted by
the original writer and not, as is most probable, by a

later editor who may liave expected the Psalms to

be recited in succession without reference to the

divisions in the Masoretic text; or if it were an
indubitable fact that where in the Hebrew a psalm

now ends it ended in the original. Augustin (on

Ps. iv. 3) regards diatpaAfia as indicating that what
follows is not to be joined to the preceding. He
suggests also the possibility that the Hebrew •' Selah "

meant "Fiat" = "Let there be [made]." The
Masoretic accentuation always connects " Selah

"

with the preceding, as though it were part of the

text or thought, most likely because it was held

to mean "forever." In fact, the vowel-points in npp

seem to indicate a "kere" nVJ (with "kamez " on

account of n) = "forever" (see B. Jacob in Stade's

"Zeitschrift," xvi. [1896] 129 et seq.).

Nor is there greater unanimity among modern
scholais than among the ancient ver-

Modern sious. Only on one point is there agree-

Views. ment, namely, that "Selah" has no
grammatical connection with the text.

It is either a liturgico-musical mark or a sign of

another character with a bearing on the reading or

the verbal form of the text. As thirty-one of the

thirty-nine psalms with the caption " To the choir-

master [nVJ^?j " present "Selah," the musical value

of the mark has been regarded as well assured. In

keeping with this it has been a.ssigned to the root

?^D. as an imperative that should properly have been

vocalized n^D, "Sollah" (Ewukl, "Kritische Gram-

matik der Hebraischen Sprachc,"p. 554; Konig,
" Historisch - Kritisches Lehrgebaude der Hebrai-

schen Sprache," ii., part i., p. 589). The meaning
of this imperative is given as "Lift up," equivalent

to "loud " or "fortissimo," a direction to the accom-
panying musicians to break in at the place marked
with crash of cymbals and blare of trumpets, the

orchestra playing an interlude while the singers'

voices were hushed. The effect, as far as the singer

was concerned, was to mark a pause. This signifi-

cance, too, has been read into the expression or sign,

"Selah" being held to be a variant of "shelah"

(n^t^= "pause"). But as the interchange of "shin"
and "samek" is not usual in Biblical Hebrew, and
as the m(!aning "pause" is clearly inapplicable in

the middle of a verse or where a pause would inter-

rupt the sequence of thought, this proposition has
met with little favor. Neither has that which pro-

poses to treat it as a loan-word from the Greek
ipalTiE = "strike the harp," etc.

Gratz ("Kritischer Commentar zu den Psalmen,"
i. 93 et seq.) argues that "Selah " introduces a new
paragraph as it were, a transition in thought, and
also in some instances a quotation {e.g., Ps. Ivii. 8 et

seq. from eviii. 2 et seq.). The fact that the term
occurs four times at the end of a psalm would not
weigh against this theory. As stated above, the

Psalms were meant to be read in sequence, and,
moreover, many of them are fragments; indeed,

Ps. ix. is reckoned one with Ps. x. in the Septua-
gint, which omits ihaipalfia also at tlie end of Ps.

iii., xxiv., and xlvi. B. Jacob {I.e.) concludes (1)

that since no etymological explanation is possi-

ble, " Selah " signifies a pause in or for the Temple
song; and (3) that its meaning was concealed lest

the Temple privileges should be obtained by the
synagogues or perhaps even by the churches.

Another series of explanations is grounded on the

assumption that its signification is liturgical rather

than musical. It marks the place, and
More is an appeal, for the bystanders to

Liturgical join in with a eulogistic response.

than Briggs ("Jour. Bib. Lit." 1899, p. 142)

Musical, accepts the etymology and grammat-
ical explanation given above, i. e., that

" Selah " is a cohortative imperative, meaning " Lift

up [your benediction]," the eulogy with which
psalms or sections of psalms were concluded. One
would expect the imperative to be in the plural if the

address was to more than one bystander. However,
Briggs' explanation indicates the line along which
the mysterj' connected with this term or combination
of consonants is to be removed. It has been sus-

pected that " Selah " is an artificial word formed from
initials. That is probably the case, though the reso-

lution of the initials usually suggested, npyoi? 2D
"lE^*n (= "Return to the beginning, O singer"), has
to be abandoned. The renderings in the versions,

"'olmin," (it/, and the like (= "forever "), if they

do not prove that ri7D is a corruption for D^iy—the

word " 'olam " standing for the first noun in the

benediction—create a strong presumption that the

initials of the verse in which " 'olam " occurs are

hidden in the puzzling word "Selah." Gratz {I.e.)

shows that in Ps. Iv. 20 nPD is a corruption for

n?D (or even for D?3), meaning "destroy"; and a

similar corruption of the first and third consonants

throughout has contrived to make " Selah " the "crux

interpretum." If in some instances n!?3 or Dps (=
"destroy") be read and in others n?D, the enigma
disappears. " K 1 h " represents the eulogy " Ki le-

'olam hasdo " (HDn D^iyS ''2), hence the pofjj; or ael

of the versions—a eulogy which is familiar and
which is found as such in the Psalms (Ps. c. 5, cvi.

1, cvii. 1, cxviii. 1 et seq. ; especially

Probably a cxxxvi. ; also I Chron. xvi. 34, 41 ; II

Contracted Chron. v. 13, xx. 21). This is con-

Form, firmed by the fact that just such
phrases as 31t2"'3, and perhaps lyi

a?^]}, actually do occur in passages where "Selah"
might stand equally well and with as little bearing

on the context (Ps. Iii. 11, 12). In Ps. xxxiv. 11 y\i2

at the end is certainly superfluous; but it stands

where one would expect this very term n?D ; and,

therefore, it is not too bold a conjecture to read here

31t3 '3 in the sense of a technical abbreviation of the

eulogy. In this connection the midrash on Ps.

cxviii. is of importance; quoting Isaiah iii. 10, it

commands that after the mention of the righteous

the words 310 ^D should be added, but that after ref-

erence to an evil-doer a curse should be pronounced.

The latter injunction throws light on many pas-

sages in which "Selah " has another sense than that

noted above, and in which it should be read npD or

D^3 (= " Destroy them "), as one word. It is

noticeable that tlie term occurs frequently after a
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reference to evil-doers (Ps. iv. 3; vii. 6; ix. 21;

xxxii. 5; xlix. 14 [xlix. 16 ?]; lii. 5; liv. 5; Ivii. 4,

7; lix. 6; Ixii. 5; Ixvi. 7; Ixxxii. 2; Ixxxviii. 8;

Ixxxix. 46, 49; cxl. 6; Hab. iii. [A. V. ii.] 13);

and at the mention of these the bystanders break

forth into malediction, as they do into benediction

at the mention of God's wonderful deeds. Their

comment on the recital is "Destroy them," "Make
an end of them," or "of the evils," i.e., "Forego"
(as in Ps. Ixxxviii. 8). "Selah" is thus identical

with n!?2 as twice repeated in Ps. lix. 14 (Hebr.),

"Destroy in anger; destroy that they be no more."

This very verse ends with "Selah," which, as ex-

plained above, is a repetition (but in the mouths

of the bystanders) of the passionate outcry n^3
(= "Destroy").

Some few passages remain in which npD seems

to fit in neither as a eulogy

—

i.e., as a corruption of

D^iy or as an artificial combination of initials ma-

king nijD—nor as an imprecation. But even in these

the reading nb^ (=" Destroy ") suggests itself, not in-

deed as a liturgical response, but as a note to indi-

cate that something in the text should be deleted.

This seems to be the case in Ps. Iv. 8 (R. V. 7), where

verses 8 and 9 virtually conflict ; for the desert is the

place where storms blow^ " Selah " here has the ap-

pearance of a sign that the verse, being a quotation

from somewhere else and really not be-

Sometimes longing to the psalm, should be omit-

lyieaning' ted. The same holds good in Ps. Ixxxi.

"Delete." 8, where the third member of the

verse is clearly a marginal note ex-

planatory of the preceding. " Selah " after ^o ^y
nS^ID," at the waters of Meribah," indicates this fact,

and means n?^ (= " Delete "). Another instance of

this is Ps. Ix. 6, where the words tSti'p ''JDO break

the connection between verses 6a and 7, and really

make no sense. In Hab. iii. (ii.) 3, 9, also, "Selah "

points to some defect in the text.

Perhaps the latter use of the term will throw light

on the origin of the Greek 6tdtpa?.fia. It may be con-

nected with the verb dtail^cj = "to rub away thor-

oughly," "to erase." At all events some of the ver-

sions point to a reading in which -53 was visible, e.g.
,

^imravrdg (Sexta), while the translation of Aquila

according to the Hexaplar Syriac, Nn^Jiy, meaning
"responsive, antiphonal song," corroborates the as-

sumption that the benediction or malediction was
marked as anticipated in the passage.

"Selah " occurs also in the text of the Shemonkh
'EsREH. This fact shows that at the time when the

text of this prayer was finally fixed, the term had be-

come a familiar one ; and as the " Shemoneh 'Esreh "

draws its vocabulary largely from the Psalms, the

appearance of " Selah " in the prayer is not strange.

In the Talmud that Avord is treated as a sj-nonyni of

"nezah" and "wa'ed," all three signifying eternal

continuance without interruption ('Er. 54a, 1^ px
n'O^iy pDSn). Kimhi connects tlie term with the

verb35~)D(= "lift up "), and applies it to the voice,

which should be lifted up, or become louder at

the places marked by it (commentary on Ps. iii. 2).

Ibn Ezra (on Ps. iii. 2) regards it as an equivalent

of Xin p or "i2Tn P3J, an affirmative corroborative

expletive. E. G. H.

SEIiDEN, JOHN: English jurist and Oriental-

ist; born Dec. 16, 1584, at Salvington, Sussex; died

at Whitefriars, London, Nov. 30, 1654. He was
educated at Oxford, and was admitted to the Inner
Temple June 14, 1612. He had the use of the valu-

able library of Sir Robert Cotton, and became inter-

ested in Oriental subjects in his antiquarian re-

searches, the fashion of the time seeking the origin of

all things in Hebrew antiquity. He was an exceed-

ingly voluminous writer, and was one of the leading

jurists on the side of the Parliamentarians in the

struggle which led to the Civil war, undergoing im-

prisonment for his opinions.

Almost all of Selden's works quote and refer to

rabbinic opinions. Those of special interest to Jew-
ish literature are: "A Treatise on the Jews in Eng-
land," published in 1617 by Purchas, who curtailed

and mutilated it; "De Diis Syris " (1617), the first

careful study of Phenician and Sj'rian mythology

;

"History of Tythes" (1617), in which he based his

heretical views on rabbinic authorities ;
" De Succes-

sione in Bona Defunctorum ad Leges Ebrseorum "

(1631) ;
" De Successionein Poutificatum Ebra^orum "

(1636), dedicated to Laud; " De Jure Naturali et

Gentium Juxta Discipliuam Ebrgeorum" (1640);

"De Anno Civili et Calendario Veteris Ecclesitt seu

Reipublic;e Judaica? " (1644); " Uxor Ebraica seu de
Nuptiiset Divortiis Veterum Ebrseorum Libri Tres "

(1646) ;
" De Synedriis Veterum Ebraorum " (1646),

a work of which the second part appeared in 1653,

and the unfinished third part posthumously. Re-
prints of these works appeared on the Continent;

and till nearly the end of the nineteenth century they

were for the outer world the chief sources on their

respective subjects.

Selden was one of the earliest to deal with the

views of the Karaite Jews, in his " De Anno Civili "

;

and his work on the Jewish woman has been
authoritative in all discussions of the subject. In

his "Marmora Arundelliania " (1629) he translates a

few Hebrew inscriptions. The work " De Synhe-
driis" seems to have been written mainl}- to prove
the proposition that mere priests should have no
judicial or political power of any kind ; but that, on
the other hand, the ordinary judges, such as the

Rabbis and the members of the greater and smaller

sanhedrin were, should sit in judgment in all cases,

including those involving questions of religion.

The erudition of the autlior is displayed in numerous
quotations in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Aramaic, Ara-

bic, and all the languages of western Europe.
BiBLiOGKAi'HY : Diet. National Binyraph)/.

L. N. D.—J.

SELEUCIA (Talmud, "Selik," "Selika," "Seli-

kos," Ket. 10b, Mak. 10a; Targum, "Salwakia,"

"Salwakya"; Greek, 2fAfi'««a) : 1. Greek colony

founded about the end of the third century B.C.

on Lake Merom. According to the inference of

Gratz, based on the scholium to Meg. Ta'an., the

remnant of tlie Pharisees spared by Alexander Jan-

na^us found a refuge there. Seleucia and Sogane
were the first cities, after Gamala, to revolt from
Agrippa in the revolution of 66 c.E. In his enumer-

ation of the places conquered by Alexander Janmeus
in eastern Syria, Josephus locates the town near

Lake Semechonitis ("B. J." iv. 1, § 1).
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2. Parthian city on llie Tigris, to wliich the

Babylonian Jews, when liard pressed by the Gentile

population, tied. The Greeks and Syrians of Seleu-

cia, vvlio were continually quarreling, became recon-

ciled out of common hatred of the fugitives, of

whom they killed 5,000 about 41 c.c. (Josephus,

"Ant." xviii. 9, §9).
3. According to Schiirer. a city identical with

Abila, which was situated 12 Roman miles east of

Gadara. It is lirst mentioned in liistory in connec-

tion with the conquest of Palestine by Antioclius

the Great. The inhabitants called themselves 2f-

?.evKe'ig ' A(ii?iT)vol.

Bibliography: Giiitz, Gcf<ch. li. 2;«; iii. 131, 481; Schiirer,
Gench. i. 2K$, ii. 127.

J. S. O.

SELEUCID^ : Powerful Syrian dynasty, which
exercised an intluenceon the history of the Jews for

two centuries (312-112 r..c.).

Seleucus I., Nicator (" the victorious ") : Founder
of tlie line; born about 3.17; died about 280. lie

was one of the generals of Alexander the Great, and
was engaged in prolonged warfare with his rivals,

the other Diadochi. His victory at Gaza (312) se-

cured for him dominion over Babylon and a great

part of Asia Elinor, while the battle of Ipsus (301)

added Syria and Armenia to his kingdom.
Seleucus reckoned the years of his reign from 812,

which thus marks the beginning of the Seleucidan

era (see Era). Since legal documents were dated
according to this epoch, the Jews called it the " era

of contracts" ("a?ra contractuum," "minyan she-

tarot "), although later both Jews and S^'rians termed
it the "Greek era" ("minyan Yewanim "). It is

generally reckoned from Oct. 1, 312, although the

Babylonians, Syrians, and Jews, following an old

custom, regarded it as beginning with

The the s])ring of the year 311 (see Ideler,

Seleucidan "Handbuch der Chronologic," i. 450-

Era. 453; Clinton, "Fasti Hellenici," 2d
ed., iii. 472; Wachsmuth, "Einleitung

in das Studium der Alten Geschichte," p. 306, Leip-

sic, 1895; comparative tables of the Greek Olym-
pian, the Seleucidan, the Roman, and the Christian

eras are given by Schiirer in his "Gesch." 3d ed., i.,

appendix v.). The Seleucidan era was adopted in

the Books of tlie Maccabees, as well as in those pas-

sages of Josephus which he based on these apoc-

r}'pha. It was likewise used by the Oriental Jews
and Syrians until late in the Middle Ages, and is

still occasionally employed by Jews in the East.

The Heilenization of the Orient, begun by Alex-

ander the Great, was eagerly furtheretl by the Seleu-

cida', and the Jews also were involved in the move-
ment. Like the other Diadochi, the SeleucidtX! were
founders of cities; and some of the Greek towns in

Palestine may well date from the time of the first

members of this dynast\', although the country was
still vassal to Egypt. Among the most important

of these cities wer(! Abila, Gadara, and
Seleucidan Seleucia. The lastiuuned, which was

Cities. situated on the shores of Lake iMeiom,

is frequently mentioned by Josejihus

and in rabbinical literature. In all cities founded
by Seleucus in Asia Minor and Syria he granted the

Jews full civil rights, especially in Antiocii, the

capital ; and they retained these privileges until the
time of Josephus (see Josephus, "Ant." xii. 3, t^ 1

;

idein, "Contra Ap." ii. 4). This was a deed worthy
of a great ruler, such as Seleucus I. proved himself
to be; but the account of Jo.sephus is very much
doubted, and justly so, since it is intended only as

an apology for the Jews. This same monarch is by
implication referred to in Dan. xi. 5.

According to Josephus ("Ant." xii. 3, § 2), the

rights of citizenship Avere conferred both on the

Jews and on the lonians of Asia Minor by Antiochus
II., Theos (261-246), but in the year 14 B.C. the Hel-

lenic population besought Marcus Agrippa to re-

strict these privileges to themselves exclusively.

The limitations of paganism rendered it impossible

for the Jews of Hellenic cities to obtain civic rights

at this time except when they were sufficiently

numerous to form a separate community, in which
case a royal act of grace sometimes placed them on
an equal footing with the Greek communities (see

Tarsus).

Although Seleucus I. had regarded Coele-Syria

and Judea as his rightful domains and had left the

Ptolemies in possession only because he had been

obliged to do so, it was not until the reign of Anti-
ochus III. THE Grrat (223-187) that the Seleucidae

felt themselves sufficiently strong to

Seleucidae ]n-ess their claim ; and from 218 to 198

and Judea was racked by violent wars be-

Ptolemies. tween the Ptolemies and their rivals.

Antiochus III. lost the great battle at

Raphia in Judea (218) ; but by his victory at Paneas
on the Jordan (198) he won Judea and Pheuicia.

Judea then remained under Seleucidan sovereignty

until 142, when it regained its independence through
Simon Maccabeus. The Syrian rule, however,
caused the inhabitants long to remember the milder

and more tranquil Egyptian sway; and a Ptolemaic
faction, to which the Jews, as a body, adhered, was
maintained at Jerusalem, Avliere it devoted its ener-

gies to the interests of the Tobiads.

The Seleucidic in Palestine followed in general

outlines the policy of tlie Ptolemies. With them,

as with the Egyptian dynasts, the higii priests con-

tinued to be the heads of the Jewish communities;
but the political governors of Palestine exercised

greater powers under the Syrian rule, although
they, in their turn, were subordinate to the gover-

nor-general of Ccele-Syria. The well-known high

priests and so-called Tobiads, Jason and ]Mp:nelaus,

are, according to Biichler, to be considered as

political governors; and, since tradition generally

regards them as higli priests, Josejilius is justified

in saying (" Ant." xx. 10, i^ 3) that Antiochus V.,

Eiipator and his viceroy Ijvsias were the first to

depose a high priest (i.e., jVIeiielaus). This refer-

ence is apparently an evidence of a favorable atti-

tude on the part of the Syrians; but the financial

burdens imposed upon the Jews make their C(jn-

dilion appear very wretched. References to these

taxes are fouiul in a pseudo-Antiochian decree ex-

empting the elders, the priests, the scribes, and the

singers in the Temple from the payment of the

poll-tax, the crown-tax, and other dues (ih. xii. 3,

§3).
Additiniial information is derived from incidents
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of tlie reign of Seleucus IV., Philopator (187-

175), when Heliodokus forced his way into the

Temple at Jerusalem to seize its treasures for the

king. In addition to the Idgh priest Onias III., a

certain Simon seems to have officiated as political

governor at that time; and it was apparently he,

and not the high priest, who was responsible for the

ta.xes, and who consequently called the king's

attention to the treasure in the Temple (II Mace,

iii. 4).

During the reign of Antiochus IV., Epiphanes
(175-164) Jason paid 360 talents for the dignity

which the king had conferred upon
Taxation, him, and an additional 80 talents from

another source of revenue (II Mace.

;
iv. 8). The fact that part of this sum is mentioned

as an "additional" sum justifies the inference that

it represents an excess offered by Jason over the

regularly established amount of the ta.x ; indeed, it

is probable that even the sum of 360 talents included

such an excess, the established sum evidently being

300, which very likely had been paid during the

reign of Seleucus IV. as well. Indeed, Sulpicius

Severus asserts (" Sacra Historia," ii. 17) that the

Jews under the high priests paid Seleucus 300 talents,

and he also mentions a similar sum as having been
given to Antiochus Epiphanes. This statement
agrees with the circumstance that Jonathan offered

King Demetkius II. the sum of 300 talents to

exempt Judea from, taxation (I Mace. xi. 28).

Seleucus IV. was extolled because he held the

Temple in high honor, and also because he person-

ally defrayed the cost of the sacrifices (II Mace. iii.

3); but the only statements concerning Antiochus
IV. record his brutal excesses against the Temple
as well as against the Jewish people and their relig-

ion. How this policy finally caused a crisis and put
an end to the Seleucidau dominion in Judea is

described elsewhere (see Jonathan Maccabeus;
Judas Maccabeus; Simon Maccabeus).
The succeeding members of the Seleucidan dy-

nasty may be more briefly enumerated. The say-

ing, generally ascribed to Joseplius, that after the

death of Antiociu;s VII., Sidetes, the Seleucidai

were no cause of concern to Hyucanus I., must be
considerably modified ; for the dynasty had not yet

relinquished its claims to Judea, and
The Later it was still to cause the Jews many
Seleucidse. difficulties. Antiochus IX., Cyzice-

Nus devastated Judea ; and it was only
when he had been deserted by his Egyptian allies

and had suffered great losses in warfare against his

brother, that llyrcanus ventured to besiege Samaria.
Antiochus hastened to relieve the city, but was re-

ludsed by the sons of Hyrcanus; so that, after an-

other raid through Judea, he was obliged to leave

the Jews in peace.

Alexander Jann.eus was much more powerful
than liis father, Hyrcanus, yet he was attacked and
completely defeated by the Seleucid Demetrius III.

at Shechem during the civil war brought on by the

Pharisees, while even one of the last of the Seleu-

cidte, Antiochus XII., Dionysus, was strong enough
to break through the fortifications of Alexander
Jann.Tus and to march straight across Judea against

the Arabs.

The Seleucidan dynasty gradually degenerated
into condottieri, who served the powerful Greek
cities with their mercenaries. As lords without
lands, they led a precarious existence, and were able

to demonstrate their military strength only when
the vital interests of the Hellenic cities were at stake.

Such an occasion was the war against the Jews
which threatened the very existence of the Greek
cities. The civil war which raged uninterruptedly

after the year 112 B.C. finally broke the power of

the Seleucidae (Gutschmid, "Kleine Schriften," ii.

309).

The Seleucidse are mentioned but rarely in rab-

binical literature. An allusion in Seder '01am Kab-
bah XXX., which Zunz, however, de-

In Rabbin- clares to be an interpolation, runs as

ical follows: "In the Diaspora [Babylon
Literature, being the place especially implied]

documents were dated according to

the era of the Greeks" (comp. 'Ab. Zarah 10: "in

the Diaspora they reckon only according to the

kings of the Greeks ''). Eight monarchs are then
enumerated (all Diadochi, excepting Alexander the

Great), among them Seleucus (Nicatoi-), Antiochus
(III., the Great), and Antiochus Epiphanes (comp.
Seder 'Olam Zuta, ed. Neubauer, in "M. J. C." ii.

71). A midrash on Ps. ix. 8 (comp. Yalk., Ps. 642)

says that Alexander built Alexandria; Seleucus,

Seleucia, i.e., Seleucia on the Tigris (see " R. E. J."

xliv. 38); and (this is stated first in the midiash)
Antiochus, Antioch. The Jewish sources show a
more intimate knowledge of Antiochus Epiphanes
only, this being due to I Mace, which makes him
the immediate successor of Alexander the Great,

as do also various other chronicles ("R. E. J."

xlv. 28).

BinLior.nAPHv: In addition to the passages in Polyliius, Dio-
dorus, Livy, and Justin, tlie main sources are / and 11 Mace;
.losephus, ^iHf. boolfs xii., xiii.; Eusebius, Chrnnicon: and
Jerome on Dnii. xi. See also Clinton, Fasti Hellenici; Droy-
sen, Gfscfi. iles Hellenismut<. )ld ed., 1877-78: Holm, (Jriech-
irsclic, Gcschiclite, vol. iv., Berlin. 1874; Niese, Gexcli. der
(li-icchi!<chiii iDid Makcdiniisc'Jitn Staaten, 1899; Herzfeld,
Gesch. dfs \'nIkc.-< Jisnwl, i., pagsim ; Griitz, GencJi. ii.. 111.,

pns.su/i ; Scliiirer, Gcticli. 3d ed., i. 1C5-179; Wellhausen, I. J.
G. 4tli ed., ])p. :i58 ct tseq.

J. S. Kk.

SELF-DEFENSE. See Homicide.

SELIGMAN : American Jewish family having
its origin in Baiersdorf, Bavaria. The eight sons of

David Seligman have formed mercantile establish-

ments spiead throughout the chief commercial cen-

ters of the United States. The eldest, Josei)h, went
to the United States in 1837; he was followed by his

two brothers William and James in 1839, and by
Jesse in 1841. These established a small clothing

business at Lancaster, Pa. They then removed to

Selma, Ala., and from there opened branch stores at

Greensboro, Eutaw, and Clinton. In 1848 the Selig-

mans, who had been joined bj^ their younger broth-

ers Henry and Leopold, determined on settling in the

North. Accordingly Henry and Jesse established

themselves in Watertown, N. Y., where the latter

became acquainted with Lieutenant (afterward Gen-
eral) Grant. In 1850, at the outbreak of the gold-

fever in California, Jesse established a store in San
Francisco, in the only brick building then existing,

which escaped the fire of 1851.
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In 18o7 the clotliing business had become so hicia-

tive that it was decided to supplement it by a bank-

ing business, Josepli Sclignuui, the

Dealings liead of the tirni, going to Europe and
with Uni- establisliing rehitions with German
ted States bankers, at the same time placing

Govern- United States bonds on the Frankfort

ment. Stock Exchange; since that period

the lirm of Seligman Brothers has

been concerned with every issue of United States

bonds.

In 1862 Joseph Seligman establislied the firms of

J. & W. Seligman & Co., New York; Abraham Se-

ligman tt Co., San Francisco (subsequently merged
with the Anglo-Californian Bank); Seligman Broth-

ers, London; Seligman Freres et Cie., Paris; and
Seligman & Stettheimer, Frankfort-nn-the-^Iain.

An interesting feature about the formation of

these firms was that tlie profits and losses of all of

them were divided equally among the eight brotheis,

who tlnis followed the business policy established by

the RothschiUls and pursued by that family for many
years. In 1879 the Seligmans, with the Rothschilds,

took over the whole of the .8150,000,000 bonded loan

of the United States. They have been financial

agents for the Navy and the State Department of

the United States since 1876, and are the accredited

agents of that government both abroad and at home.

Besides their interests in United States bonds, the

firm of J. S: AV. Seligman is connected with many
railway companies, especially in the Southwest.

In 1905 the members of the family established at

their original liome in Baiersdoif an institution for

the training and support of childicn during the ab-

sence of their ])arentsat work, and open to all the in-

habitants of Baiersdorf without distinction of creed.

Bibliography: In Memoriam Jcs.sc SrU<j)naii, New York,
privately printed, 18!U.

Edwin Robert Anderson Seligman : Amer-
ican political economist; born in New York April

25, 1861; educated at Columbia University (Ph.D.

1884); studied at tlie universities of Berlin, Heidel-

berg, Geneva, and Paris. He became prize lecturer

at Columbia in 1885, full professor in 1891. ami is now
(1905)head of the faculty of economics and sociology.

He has particularly devoted liimself to the economics
of finance, on which he has written two important
treatises: "Essays in Ta.xation," 3(1 ed. 1900; and
"The Shifting and Incidence of Taxation," 2d ed.

1899. He lias written also " Railway Tariffs," 1887:

"Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practise."

1894; and "Economic Interpretation of Historv,"

1902.

Seligman has been president of the American Eco-
nomic Association, besides being connected with
many scientific and philanthropic societies. He was
a member of the Committee of Seventy and secre-

tary of the Committee of Fifteen in New York city ;

having shown gre;it interest in municipal reform, lie

became 'president of the Teneinentllouse Building
Company of New York. He is likewise president

of the Ethical Culture Society of New York.

BiBi.ioiiRAPiiv : WIio's TTlio in America, liM).").

Isaac Newton Seligman : Ameilcan banker and
communal worker; boin in New York July 10, 1855;

educated at Columbia Grammar School and Columbia
College, from which lie graduated in 1876. He was
one of the crew which won the universitj^ eight-oar

college race (m Saratoga Lake in 1874. In 1878, after

having finished an apprenticeship in the firm of

Seligman ct Hellnian, New Orleans, he joined the

New York establishment, of which he became head
in 1880, on the death of his father, Joseph Seligman.

He has been connected with almostall the important

social-reform committees in New York, and is a

trustee of nineteen important commercial, financial,

and other institutions and societies, including the

Munich Lite Assurance Company, St. John's Guild,

and the McKinley Memorial Association, and has

been a member of the Committee of Seventy, of

Fifteen, and of Nine, each of which attempted at

various times to reform municipal government in

New York ; of the last-named body he was chairman.

lie is a trustee of Temple Emanu-El and of the

Hebrew Orphan Asylum, as well as of the United

Hebrew Charities, though he is also a member of the

Ethical Culture Society.

Biiu.ioi.RAPnv : Tinii/ff ns' Maonzine. March, 1899; Union
llistiiiicnl As.«>ciati()n, 1901, special issue; Aew York Trib-
inn , .Iiily 4, 1S99.

Jesse Seligman : American banker and pliilan-

tiinipist; bornat Baiersdorf, Bavaria, Aug. 11, 1827;

(lied at Cor(mado Beach, Cal., April 23, 1894. He
followed his brothers to the United States in 1841,

and established himself at Clinton, Ala. In 1848

he removed with his brothers to Watertown, N.

Y., and thence, with

his brother Leopold,

went to San Fran-

cisco in the autumn
of 1850, where he be-

came a member of

the Vigilance Com-
mittee, as well as of

the Howard File
Company. lie re-

mained in California

till 1857, when lie

joined his l)rotlier in

establishing a bank-

ing business in New
York. With his

brother Joseph he

helped to found the

Hebrew Orphan
Asylum in 1859, and
was connected with it till his death. At the time of

his death he was a trustee of the Baron de Hirsch

Fund. He was a member of the Union League
Club, of which he was vice-president, and from

which he resigned in 1S93 when the club for racial

reasons refu.sed to admit to membership his son

Theodore. He was head of the American Syndicat(;

torined to place in the United States the shares of

the Panama Camil.

Bii!I,io(;raphv : Tn ^[rm(ni(lnl Jesse >ieli<i)n(in. New York,
privately printed. Is94, p. 2-'9.

Joseph. Seligman: Founder of the firm of Se-

ligman Brothers; born at Baiei-sdorf, Bavaria, Nov.

23, 1819; died at New Orleans April 25, 1880. He
was educated at the gymnasium of Erlangen, from

Jesse Seligman.
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which he graduated in 1838. He then studied med-
icine, and in the same year went to the United States,

where he acted as casliier and private secretary to

Judge Asa Packer, president of tlie Lehigh Valley

Railway. Establishing himself as a dry-goods mer-

chant at Greensboro, Ala., he was joined by his

brothers, and soon acquired sufficient capital to open
an importing house in New York (1848). At the out-

break of the Civil war lie founded tlie banking-liouse

of J. & W. Seligman & Co., New York, having vis-

ited Germany in order to acquire financial connec-

tions in that country. In large measure the financing

of the Civil Avar, so far as European capital was con-

cerned, was managed by the Seligman firm. In 1877

he rendered an important service to the Navj' De-
partment of the United States by holding over till the

following fiscal year a large debt due to the firm ; for

this he received the oflicial thanks of the department,

of which his firm was thenceforth the financial rep-

resentative. He was an intimate friend of President

Grant, by whom he was at one time offered the post

of secretary of the treasury, which he declined.

Seligman was the founder of the Hebrew Orphan
Asylum, and was one of the founders of the Society

for Ethical Culture, toward which he contributed

large amounts, and of which he was president till his

death. For a number of j'^ears he Avas a member of

the Board of Education of the City of New York, and
he was chairman of one of its most important com-
mittees, lie was a member of the famous Committee
of Seventy, during the Tweed regime. The first

Rapid Transit Commission, which initiated the

whole plan for better transportation facilities in

New York, was presided over by him, and he was
an early president of the American Geographical
Society, in which he took much interest.

In the summer of 1877 great indignation was
arou.sed by the refusal of Judge Hilton, on racial

grounds, to receive Mr. Seligman and
The Judg-e his family at the Grand Union Hotel

Hilton in Saratoga. It was the first incident

Affair. of this kind that had occurred in the

United Slates. It called forth most
emphatic expressions of disapproval bj^ represent-

atives of various races and religions, and evoked a
long eulogy (June 27) on the Hebrew race by Henry
Ward Beecher. It is understood that the incident

caused the ruin of A. T. Stewart's store, then man-
aged by Judge Hilton, and which was afterward
taken over by John Wanamaker of Philadelphia.

BiBLior,RAPi?Y : \eu' Vork TriJnnif. July 4, 1893. Henry
Ward Beeoher's eulogy was reprinted in The Menora)i,
March, 190.5.

A. J.

SELIGMANN, FRANZ ROMEO: Austrian
physician and Persian scholar; born at Nikolsburg
June 30, 1808; died at Vienna Sept. 15, 1892. Edu-
cated at the gymnasium and University of Vienna
(M.D. 1880), he became ])rivat-docent at his alma
mater in 1833. From that year to 1838 he was
assistant at the Allgemeine Krankenhaus; in 1848
he received tlie title of professor; in 1850 he was
appointed assistant professor and in 1869 professor

of the history of medicine. He resigned his uni-

versity position in 1878.

Of Seligiiiaim's works maybe mentioned: " De

Re Medica Persarum " (Vienna, 1832), a translation

and interpretation of the oldest Neo-Persian manu-
script on medicine; " Liber Fundamentorum Phar-
macologife Auctore Abu Mansar" and "Ueber Drei
Hochst Seltene Persische Handschriften," ih. 1833;

"Gotter, Satyren und Faune," ib. 1838: "Die Heil-

systeme und die Volkskrankheiten," ib. 1850; "Adam
Chenot und Seine Zeit," ib. 1861; " Ueber Begrab-
niss in Culturhistorischer Beziehung," ib. 1864.

Bibliography: Eisenberg, Das Geistige TT'ien, i., Vienna,
1893 ; Paget. Biofif. Lex.
s. F. T. H.

SELIGMANN, LEOPOLD, RITTER VON :

Austrian army surgeon; born at Nikolsburg Jan.

18, 1815; brother of Franz Romeo Selig.m.\nn. He
received his education at the gymnasium of his na-

tive town and at the University of Vienna, taking
the medico-surgical course at the Joseph-Akademie
(M.D. 1843). He w^as appointed assistant surgeon
in the army in 1843, and surgeon in 1855, after the

revolution in Italy. He took part in tlie wars of
1859 and 1866, both in Italy; from 1868 to 1876 he
was attached to the Ministry of War at Vienna; he
became surgeon-major in 1871, and resigned in 1876,

with the rank of lieutenant-colonel.

Besides his essays in the professional journals Se-

ligmann has written "GemeinnOtzige Ausziige aus
den Sanitatsvorsehriften zum Selbstuntericht fur

Reservearzte," 1873.

Bibi.iography: Elsenberg, Das Geistige Wien, ii., Vienna,
1893.

s. F. T. H.

SELIGSOHN, MAX : Russian-American Orien-

talist; born in Russia April 13, 1865. Having re-

ceived his rabbinical training at Slutsk, government
of Minsk, he went in 1888 to New York, where he
studied modern languages till 1894, in which year
he went to Paris to study Oriental languages, espe-

cially Semitics (" eleve diplome " of the Ecole des

Langues Orientalcs, 1897, and of the Ecole des

Ilautes Etude-s, 1900). In 1898 he was sent by the

Alliance Israelite Universelle to Abyssinia to in-

quire into the conditions of the Fai..\shas; but,

certain difficulties arising, he was able to proceed
no farther than Cairo, where he taught for eigliteen

months. Returning to Paris, he was invited in 1902

to go to New York to become a member of the staff

of office editors of The Jewish P]ncyci,opedi.\.

Seligsohn is the author of: " Le Diwande Tarafah
ibn ai-'Abd " (Paris, 1900), a translation from the

Arabic into French, with notes and an introduction;

a French translation of " Kitab al-Raml," an Arabic
work on geomancy, with preface and notes; (with

E. N. Adler) "Une Nouvelle Chronique Samari-

taine," Paris, 1903. He is a contributor to the

"Jewish Quarterly Review " and the "Revue des

Etudes Juives," mostly on Judaeo-Persian literature.

A.

'

F. T. H.

SELIGSOHN, SAMUEL: Hebrew poet; liorn

at Samoczin, Posen, 1S15; died there Oct. 3, 1866.

He published "Ha-Abib" (Berlin, 1845), an epos.

Another epos, on the destruction of .lerusalem, and
various essays by him remained in manuscript.

Bibliography: Orient, Lit. 1845, No. 22; Allg. Zeit. des Jud.
I8H6, No. 45.

J. D.
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SEIilHAH (plural, Selihot) : Peiiilential

prayers ;
perhaps tlie oldest portion of the synagogal

compositions known under the term of Piyyutim.

The word " selihah " (from " saluh " = " he forgave ")

is particularly used in the Hagiographa us meaning

"forgiveness"; in the Middle Ages it was em-

ployed to designate penitential prayers and invo-

cations for God's clemency and forgiveness. Orig-

inally selihot were instituted for the Day of Atone-

ment only, the main object of that day's service

being to implore God's forgiveness

Originally for man's sins; the service itself was

for the Day called " Seder Selihah " (Eliyahu Zuta,

of Atone- eh. xxiii.). In the course of time New-
ment. Year's Day (Hosh haShanah), being

considered as the day of judgment

("yom ha-din "), came to be regarded as the precur-

sor of tiie Day of Atonement; consequently peni-

tence and supplication for God's mercy were felt to

be necessary on that day also. The days interve-

ning between New-Year and the Day of Atonement

are therefore known as "penitential days," and

together with the two holy (lays just mentioned are

generally called "the ten days of repentance," also

"days of awe" ("yamim nora'im" ; comp. Ephraim

b. Jacob's selihah "Ani 'Abdeka"); for these days

also penitential prayers were arranged. The recita-

tion of such prayers was then extended to several

days before New-Year—on which days even fast-

ing was instituted ("' Mordekai," Yoma, No. 723;

Aaron of Luuel, " Orhot Hayyim," p. lOOd)—and

sometimes to the whole month of Elul.

Besides the above-mentioned fast-days several

others were instituted (see Fasting and Fast-Days),

as the Tenth of Tebet, the Thirteenth of Adar (Fast

of Esther), the Seventeenth of Tammuz, the Nintli

of Ab, and various occasional fast-days in com-
memoration of epidemics or other calamities (comp.

PuitiMS, Special). On these days, according to tiie

Mishnah (Ta'an. ii. 1), tlie service was opened with

an exhortation to repentance, and was consequently

suitable for the introduction of penitential prayers

or selihot.

Originallj' the synagogal service con.sisted mainly

of Biblical passages selected for the occasion and
grouped together (comp. Yer. Ber. v. 1 ; Sotah 39b;

Massek. Soferim xiv. 8). The term "selihot" was
applied to such verses for tiie Day of Atonement by
Amram Gaon in his "Siddur" and later by Abudar-
ham (Abudariiam, \\ Ola). Afterward, when the

verses were accompanied by piyyutim of a peniten-

tial character, the wiiole was termed "selihot," the

Biblical verses being termed " pesuke ri/zui selihah
"

(=: " ver.ses invoking (Jod's willingness to forgive "
;

Amram Gaon, "Siddur "), or, bj' the Karaites, "pe-

suke teshubah " {= " verses of penitence ").

As God is generally styled "Lord of forgiveness

and mercies" ("Ba'al ha-selihot weharahamim ''

;

comp. Dan. ix. 9), t\n: penitential prayers are called

also "rahamini" or " raluimaniyyot " (.Vmram and
Saadia in their "Sidduiim "

; Ilai daon, Uesponsa).

These terms areap])lied i)articularly to the supplica-

tions (" bakkashot") which depict the sulTerings of

Israel and to the shorter invocations of God's mercy
;

and the Biblical ver.ses in these selihot are called

"pesuke de-rahame" (Tos. to Ber. .^a, Meg. 3'2a,

and 'Alt. Zarah 8a). It may be said, however, that

with only one exception (in the selihah beginning
"Aromimeka Shcm") the authors of

"Sup- penitential piyyutim do not refer to

plication" their compositions as selihot. Forgive-

Rather ness, which is the real meaning of " seli-

than "For- "nah," comes only from God, while the

giveness." composition itself is in reality a sup-

plication for forgiveness. It is there-

fore variously referred to by the autiiors of selihot

as "bakkashah," "'atirah," "tehinnah," "tahanun,"

and other terms, all meaning "supplication."

With the gradual extension in the course of time

of the synagogal service for the Day of Atonement
a distribution of the selihot became necessary. Those
connected with the Kehobot were spread over the

five services of the Day of Atonement, each of

which wa.s now called "ma'amad," a term frequently

met with in synagogal poetry, particularly in that

of Isaac ibn Ghayyat. The earliest selihot, after the

Biblical verses were accompanied by penitential

compositions, were very simple. One of them, be-

ginning "Mi she-'anah," is mentioned in Ta'an. ii.

2-4 as having been recited in the service of the fast-

days, and as having been interpolated in the six

benedictions added to the daily eighteen (see She-
MONEii 'Esreh). Of the other better-known early

selihot may be mentioned "El melek yosheb" and
" El erek appayim," both being introductions to the

thirteen attributes of God (see Middot, Shelosh-
'Eskeh), and "Shomer Yisrael," which has been in-

corporated in the daily morning praj'er. The fast-

days olTering an opportunity for the composition of

selihot in which the people might tell of their

misery, confess their sins, and implore God's mercy
and love, a poetic selihah literature began to develop

in the Middle Ages, similar to the Psalm literature

of more ancient times. Both the selihot and the

P.salms treat of exile, oppression, and martyrdom;
both contain the people's confession of their sins

and repentance; both represent the vanity of life;

and both are the creation of several centuries.

Tliere is, how(;ver, this dilTercnce between them:

the selihot were composed in the metrical style of

the surrounding nations—the Syrians, Byzantines,

and Arabs—which is entirely lacking in the P.salms.

The first piyyutim, including the poetic selihot,

were composed probably in the course of the

seventh century. The oldest poetic selihot are in

the form of litanies, consisting of short sentences,

sometimes arranged in alphabetical order, and

.sometimes having terminations evidencing an at-

tempt to rime. From such litanies

Earliest originated the rimeless selihah, com-
Poetic posed after the model of the alpha-

Selihot. betical Psalms, in sentences of equal

length. Sometimes, also, the sentences

are subdivided ; so that a kind of rhythm prevails

throughout the selihah. In the course of time the

construction of the selihot became still more elabo-

rate, as is seen in the one beginning " Attah mebin

sarappe leb," in which each division consists of

three sections of two sentences each. All the sections

of a division begin with the same letter; and the con-

cluding word of one section is the commencing word
of the next. A transition to rimed selihot now en-
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sued which consisted mostly of three-lined strophes,

tlie third line being generally a Biblical passage.

The four-lined strophe of the " kerobah " also \vas

adapted to the selihah; and many selihot of this

kind were written as early as the ninth, perhaps

even in the eighth, century. The alphabetical seli-

hot are composed either in TJ^N or in p'lBTl order;

and here again the concluding word of one strophe

is employed to begin the next. In the four-lined

strophes, likewise, the fourth is often a Biblical

passage; sometimes all the lines of a strophe begin

with the same word. Certain selihot have no divi-

sions, being simply arranged in alphabetical order;

and, like the Arabic "kasidah," they have one and
the same rime throughout the whole composition.

This arrangement is met vpith even in the old peni-

tential prayers, but is most prevalent in the opening
selihah ("petihah"), in the tehinnah, and in the

metrical bakkashah. Thus, it may be seen that all

the more elaborate characteristics of the piyyutim
in general, such as division into strophes, connecting

words, middle rimes, and variation of Biblical pas-

sages, are met with even in the older selihot.

Like the other piyyutim, the selihot are, accord-

ing to their poetic arrangement, called " sheniyyah "

(= " of two-lined strophes "), " shelishiyyah " (= " of

thre(!-lincd strophes"), and "shalmonit" (= "en-

tire"; i.e., of four-lined strophes; Dukes and Zunz,
however, explain "shalmonit" as indicating that the

composition was written by Solomon b. Judah ha-

Babli. This is scarcely probable, as several shalmo-

niyyot were by other authors; see " Ha-Maggid,"
ix., No. 36).

When, in early times, the term "selihot" was ap-

plied to the whole body of penitential compositions,

including the collection of Biblical verses and
prayers written in prose, any poetic penitential com-
position divided into strophes was called a Pizmon.
But in the course of time the appellation "selihah "

became restricted to poetic penitential compositions,

and the terra " pizmon " was then applied only to

hymns provided with refrains. In the artistic de-

velopment of the selihah the strophes acquired a

certain rhythm. Thus in the sheniyyah the lines

are seen to be composed either throughout of five

words each or of a varying number ranging from
three to seven. The slieniyyah is sometimes pro-

vided, too, with a middle rime, cither only in the

first line, as in the selihah " Torah hakedoshah," or

in both lines, as in Eleazar of Worms' well-known
selihah " Maknise rahamim." Special

The mention should be made of Isaac b.

Various Yakar's sheniyyah "Arid be-sihi," in

Forms. which the middle rime occurring in

both lines is the same as the final rime.

Moreover, the second hemistich begins with the final

word of the first. In the shelishiyyah the lines

generally consist of three or four words each. But
the greatest number of the older selihot consist of

shalmoniyyot or four-lined strophes, most of which
have no final Biblical verse. In the last-mentioned

class the number of words is very rarely fixed, gen-
erally varying from three to seven. There are,

however, some in whicii the lines consist through-
out of three words each, as in Solomon b. Judali's

"Omerah la-El." or of four words, as in Judah

Leonte b. Moses' "Lahash zakun haksheb." Gen-
erally the four lines of each strophe have the same
rime, but sometimes, particularly in the Spanish and
Italian seliliot, they have an alternate and also a
middle rime. Certain four-lined pizmonim, such as

Samuel ha-Kohen's " Mal'ake rahamim," have also a
common rime for the concluding lines of the strophes.

Selihot of more than four lines are found only in

pizmonim and tahanunim belonging to the period

beginning with Ibn Gabirol. I'he strophes in such
selihot have from five to twelve lines each; and in

the former case the fifth line of the first strophe,

riming with the preceding four lines, becomes the

refrain of the whole hymn. It may be added that

besides the two alphabetical arrangements men-
tioned above, other alphabetical combinations, called

Gematkia (comp. Yer. Ta'an. iii. 10; Pesik. B. 43;
Rashi on Isa. vii. 6 and on Pes. 5a), are met with,

namely, K^n DH, D2 hn, ytoa DHK, and -)32 p'X.
The word with which the selihah begins shows that

its selection is due to a certain influence. Thus,
owing to the common practise- of arranging verses

in alphabetical order the selihot most frequently be-

gin either with "alef"or with "taw," even when
the composition is not arranged alphabetically.

Very often also they begin with the same letter as

the author's name; many others begin with a Bib-

lical passage; others, again, with one of the names
of God. Some of the older selihot begin with the

concluding word of the preceding one, as if to indi-

cate a continuation.

The selihot for holy days are historical and hag-
gadic in character, and resemble therefore the kero-

bot and dirges ("kinot "). But those composed for

the Ten Days of Repentance present a greater variety

of material, and are divided into the following

categories: exhortations (" tokahot "); those dealing

with the sacrifice of Isaac ("'akedah"); those de-

scribing persecutions ("gezerot"); those commemo-
rating the execution of the ten martyrs; and suppli-

cations (" tehinnot "). The tokahah originated in

the hortatory addresses delivered on the fast-days,

warning the people against sin, and
The consist mainly either of sheniyyot or

Different of shelishiyyot. Man}'' of the latter

Classes. belong to ancient, unknown authors;

others, to Solomon b. Judah, Gershom
b. Judah Me'or ha-Golah, Simeon b. Isaac, etc. For
the sacrifice of Isaac see 'Akedaii. The gezerot

depict in particular those voluntar}' sacrifices made
for the sake of the Jewish religion, and therefore

come in close connection with the 'Akedah in the

service for the Day of Atonement. Such selihot

originate almost exclusively in France and Germany;
and among their authors are found Ephraim b. Jacob
of Bonn, David b. Samuel ha-Levi, David b. Meshul-
lam, and Joel ha-Levi; there are also some anony-
mous selihot of this category. The Midrash Eleh

Ezkerah, narrating how ten prominent Talmudists
suffered martyrdom by order of a Roman emperor,

is the basis of senliot recited on the Ten Days of Re-

pentance and also on the Ninth of Ab (see Maktvrs,
THE Ten"). These compositions are called "Selihot

'Asarah Haruge Malkut," their authors including

Snadia Gaon (the earliest), Eliczer b. Nathan, and
Ephraim b. Jacob of Bonn. Of tins class there are
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also three auonymous selihot, in which there is a

disagreement both with regard to tiie names of the

ten nuirtyrs and the cause of their martyrdom.
Of the selil.iali-composers tiiat lived before Ilai

Gaon, only three are known: Jose b. Jose (end of

6th cent.), supposed to be the author of the selihah

"Omuam ashamenu," recited in the evening service

for the Day of Atonement; Saadia Gaon, who in his

"8iddur " added his own compositions to the selihot

of earlier payyetanim; and Meborak b. Nathan (a

contemporary of Saadia), among whose selihot is one

beginning "Maddua' narim rosh," rcciteil also in the

evening service for the Day of Atonement. About
the beginning of the eleventh century selihot of all

kinds and in increasing numbers were composed in

Greece, Italy, France (including Provence), and

Spain, and about half a century later, Germany.
The earliest composer of that period was Solomon

b. Judah ha-Bab!i, of whose selihot almost all are of

four lined strophes or shalmoniyyot. A junior con-

temporary of Solomon was Shephatiah b. Amittai,

author of the well-known pizmon " Yisrael nosha' ";

and a generation later flourished Gershora b. Judah
Me'orha-Golah, author of selihot of different forms,

and his countryman Simeon b. Isaac b. Abun,
among whose numerous piyyutim are twenty-four

selihot. But the most prolitic selihah-composer of

the eleventh century was Benjamin b. Zerah, author

of forty selihot found in the Mahzor
Authors of the German rite. Toward the end

of Selihot. of the eleventh century selihot were
composed by the following: Itashi,

some with Biblical and some with haggadic phrases;

Meir b. Samuel, Rashi's son-in-law; ]Meir b. Isaac

of Orleans; Amittai b. Shejihatiah; and Zebadiah.

The earliest of tlie German selihah-composers of

that epoch was Mcir b. Isaac b. Samuel of Worms
{('. 1060), an eminent Talmudist, who presented Bib-

lical subjects in the Talmudic style. His contem-

porary Isaac b. Moses ha-Makiri was the author of

two selihot, in one of which, like Benjamin b. Zerah,

he artistically interwove the Twenty-two Lettered

Name. In the eleventh century Rome, too, pro-

duced skilful selihah-composers, among the earliest

of whom were Sliabbethai b. Closes {r. 1050); his son

Kalonymus, who soon after 1070 was called to

Worms; and Jehiel b. Abialuun, probably the father

of Nathan b. Jehiel, autlior of tlie "'And<." Seli-

hah-composers of the first half of the twclftii cen-

tury Avliose native country can not be ascertained

are: Elijah b. Shemaiah ; several authors named
Moses; Samuel b. Judah; Samuel b. Isaac; Isaac

lia-Koheu he-llal)er, author of the rimeless selihah

beginning "Adon be-fokdeka"; I5enja!uin b. nt;'D.

author of two selihot; and a certain Josepli, author
of three. Of the most jirominent German seliliah-

writersof the twelfth c;entury may be mentioned tiie

following: Eliezer b. Nathan, who described tiie

horrors of the Crusades in 1096 and 1146; .Moses 1).

Sanuiel ; Joel b. Isaac ha-Levi; Abraham b. Samuel
of Speyer; Epliraim b. Isaac of Hegensburg; and
Eiihraim b. Jacob of Bonn. Indeed, the twelfth cen-

tury was iiartieularly favoral)le forselihah-com])osi-

tion owing to the cruelti(;s of the Crusades. One of

the most prolific German selihah-composers of the

end of the twelfth ceuiury and the beginning of the

thirteenth was Eleazar b. Judah of Worms, who lost

his family in one of the Crusades (1193 or 1196 or

1214), and who composetl nolesstlmn thirty-tive seli-

hot, some of which are alphabetically arranged, and
all of which begin with "alef." Moreover, a great

many of the anonymous selihot belong to this cen-

tury, wJiich is therefore considered the golden epoch
of the piyyut in general and of the selihah in par-

ticular.

Slore elaborate are the penitential prayers of the

Spanish liturgists from the beginning of the elev-

enth century. These writers, occupying themselves

with Hebrew grammar and following the Arabic
poets, adopted instead of the piyyutic the poetic

style proper. They introduced meter into tlie seli-

hah ; and Solomon ibn Gabirol's pizmon "She'eli

ne'esar," recited on the Seventeenth of Tammuz, is a
real poem. Scarcely less poetic are the selihot of Ibn
Gabirol's junior contemporary Isaac ibn Ghayyat.
In the twelfth century the most prolific Spanish com-
posers of poetic selihot were Moses ibn Ezra (the
" Sallah," or composer of selihot), and Judah ha-Levi

;

and these were followed as models by later payyeta-

nim in Italy and in Provence and the rest of France.

During the period extending from 1240 to 1850

the poetic spirit declined even in Spain, owing to

the study of the speculative sciences which absorbed

the Jewish mind. Still there was at that time a con-

siderable number of paj'vetanim; and in Germany
they were almost e.xclusivel}' selihah-composers.

The most active centers of selihahcomposition at

that time were Rome and Greece ; and many Kara-
it es were among those who wrote selihot in those

countries. The most noteworthy composers of the

period in question were ^Meir of Rothenburg; Ben-

jamin b. Abraham Anaw, in Rome, Avho skilfully

Inutated the Spanish pizmon and "mustajab";
Isaac 1). ]\Ieshullam ; Immanuel h. Solomon of Rome

;

and Judah b. Shemariah.

In the two centuries between 1350 and 1540 the

composition of synagogal poetry was confined almost

exclusively to .southern countries. The selihot of

that period were not always called forth by certain

events or by the poetic impulse of their

Selihah authors. Certain composers wrote seli-

Poets, hot in which tltey gave expression to

1350- their personal suPlerings, adapting
1540. their utterances to the theological

teachings of the time, that is to say,

either of the Zohar or of the ":Moreh." About 1400

many penitential hynms were composed as the re-

sult of rivalry between pairs of liturgists who,
choosing the same Biblical subject, employed differ-

ent Biblical words for the termination of the selihah-

strophes. Among such competitors may be men-
tioned Nissim and Abialiam ha Levi in Provence,

Elkanah b. Shemariah and Samuel b. Sliabbethai,

as well as Caleb and Moses Hazzan in Greece.

Throughout this period many sanguinary pei'secu-

tions occurred; and especially cruel were those of

the fourteenth century. Abigdor Kara, in a selihah

beginning '* El nekamot," describes the massacres of

Prague in 1389.

From what lias been said it will be seen that dur-

ing these four centuries there is a difference in the

selihot of the payyetanim of Spain and those coin-
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posed in other countries. The motive that prompted
seiiljah- composition was everywhere the same,

namely, persecution ; but in Spain in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries besides this motive there was
a poetic impulse as well. The difference, too, is seen

in the number as well as in the character of the

selihot; for, while 1,200 of them were composed in

France, Italy, Greece, and Germany, by about 250

authors, no less tlian 1,000 piyyutim, among which
were many selihot, were composed by tlie five Span-

ish poets Solomon ibn Gabirol, Isaac ibn Ghayyat,

Moses ibn Ezra, Judah ha-Levi, and Abraham ibn

Ezra. It may be added that only some of these

composers are known also as teachers, rabbinical

authors, or cantors, while in the case of most of them
the names are known only through their compo-
sitions.

In the middle of the sixteenth century the stand-

ard rituals of both the Ashkenazira and the Sephar-

dim were fixed. Thus, although the following two
centuries (1540-1750), owing to their many persecu-

tions and massacres, produced a considerable number
of composers of selihot, these compo-

Selil^ah.- sitions were either not adopted at all

Authors, for the synagogal service or were
1640- adopted only in tiieir respective coun-

1750. tries and only for special tiaj's. Of the

Italian, German, and Polisii composers

of the first of these two centuries may be mentioned
the following: Samuel Archevolti in Padua; Eliezer

b. Elijah (d. 1586), who removed, from Egypt to Bo-
hemia and thence to Poland; Akibab. Jacob (d. 1597)

in Frankfort-on-the-Main ; Moses Mordecai Margo-
lioth (d. 1616) in Cracow ; and Samuel Edels (Ma-

HaRSHA)in Posen, the last two being composers of

selihot commemorating the martyrs of 1596. In tlie

period between 1640 and 1750 the Thirty Years' war
and the massacres of tlie Jews under Chmielnicki
led to tlie composition of the earliest selihot; the

sufferings caused by the Thirty Y^ears' war being

described in selihot by Samson Bacharach of Prague
and by an unnamed paj'yetan iu Kremsier, while

the horrors committed by the Cossacks in Nemirov,
the Ukraine, and Poland are commemorated by
Yom-Tob Lipmann Heller, Shabbethai ha-Kohen
(SHaK), Moses Cohen, Scheftel Horwitz, Joseph of

Gnesen, and Gabriel b. Heschel. The selihot of

Shabbethai ha-Kohen have been adopted by the

Polish communities, which recite them on the Twen-
tieth of Sivvan. Later sufferings in Poland are com-
memorated in selihot by Wolf b. LOb and Joseph b.

Uri, both of whom flourished at the end of the

seventeenth century. Of other selihah-composers

may be mentioned : Abraham Auerbach in CcJsfeld

(1674), Aaron b. Eliezer, Naphtali ha-Kohen (d.

1717), Samuel b. Moses of Lithuania, and Jacob b.

Isaac of Posen. Among the Italian selihah-writers

were: Joseph Ravenna, Moses Zacuto, Solomon
Nizza (1700), and Isaac Pacifico (d. 1746); and
among the best-known German selihah-composers
were: Samuel Schotten, David Oppenheimer, Jacob
London (1730), and Lemel Levi, who, at the siege of

Glogau (1741), composed abakkashahin four-versed

strophes. At that time there was in Amsterdam
Abraham Hezekiah Bashan, who composed a rimed
tehinnah for the Ten Days of Repentance. The

latest selihah-composer seems to have been a certain

Moses who, driven from Russia about this time, set-

tled in the Crimea.

The composition of many of the later selihot was
due to causes otlier than persecutions. Thus, when
societies for early devotion ("shomerim la-boker")
were formed, the necessity for special prayers was
felt; and selihot were composed for such occasions.

Moreover, epidemic diseases, drought, fires, and wars
gave rise to selihot supplicating God's mercy and
tlie intervention of angels.

The main divisions of the selihot are two, Sephar-
dic and Aslikenazic, each of which presents various

local differences. These two divisions

Among" differ from each other witli regard to

Sephardim (1) the number of the selihah days (the

and Ash- Sephardim having the larger), (2) the

kenazim. nature of the selihot, and (3) their ar-

rangement. The Sejihardic collection

is the older. In the time of Amiam Gaon, as ap-

pears from his "Siddur," selihot were composed for

all the fast-days, including the Ninth of Ab, on
which day the Ashkenazim recite only kiuot (see

Kinah). But even in Amram's time the practise

differed in certain communities with regard to the
introductory selihali, which in some places was
" Lo be-hesed we-lo be-ma'asim banu le-faneka," in

others "Atanu 'al sliimka" or "Abinu malkenu
abinu attah." Each of these introductory selihot

was common to all the fast-days, and after it special

selihot appropriate to the occasion were recited. In

Amram's time the selihot were recited in the middle
of the sixth prayer of the "Shemoneh 'Esreh";
later they were transferred to its end. Except at

Ferrara, this is now the custom observed by both
the Sephardim and tlie Ashkenazim (Shulhan
'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 566, 4).

The Sephardic collection contains selihot (1) for

the Ten Days of Repentance, which, like the Ash-
kenazic selihot for those days, are generally printed

separately ; (2) for New-Year and the Day of Atone-
ment, which are incorporated in the Sephardic Mah-
zor; and (3) for public fast-days, which are pub-
lished in the ritual. The recital of selihot for the

penitential days begins, according to Hai Gaon, on
the first day of Elul, as is the custom in Yemen
and Venice. In certain places, however, they are

first recited on the fifteenth of the same month,
while in others again they are recited only on the

days between New-Yearand the Day of Atonement.
Unlike the selihot for the public fast-days, these are

recited before dawn, that is to say, in the last night-

watch; they are therefore called "Seder ashmoret
ha-boker.

"

Besides the penitential prayers which are common
to all days on which selihot are recited, such as the

introductory selihot and the thirteen attributes of

God, with their two introductions, there are two or

more special selihot for each week-day as well as for

each of the days between New-Year and the Day of

Atonement. On New-Year the Sephardim recite

only a few selihot, namely, one beginning "Elohai

al tedineni," before Nish.mat, a pizmon after the

"Shaharit" prayer—that for the first day begin-

ning "Le-ma'anka Elohai " and composed by David
ibn Pakuda, and that for the second day begin-
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ning " Ya'aneh be-bor abot "—and a long pizmon
beginning "'Etslia'are razon le-hippateah," before

the blowing of the sliofar. On the Day of Atone-

ment selihot consisting of confessions ('' widduyim ")

and pizraonini are recited in all the live services.

The selihot for public fast-days consist of those

arranged for tlie five universal fast-days, namely,

the Third of Tishri (Fast of Gedaliah), the Tenth of

Tebet, the Thirteenth of Adar (Fast of Esther), the

Seventeenth of Tammuz, and the Ninth of Ab, and
those compiled for the Minhali service of these five

days and for that of the eve of New Moon. At the

morning service of each of the five fast-daj'S there

are recited, besides the ordinary selihot, two or three

special ones and a pizmon. The Minhah service

has one compilation for all the five days and another
for the twelve eves of New Moon. Both compila-

tions begin Avith the .selihah "Shema' koli," which
opens the Minhali service, except on the eve of

New-Year, when the service is opened Avith the seli-

hah beginning " Elohai al tedineni." The morning
service of the Ninth of Ab has comparatively few
selihot, their place being occupied by kinot. It may
be said that in Saadia's "Siddur " all the piyyutinj

recited on the Ninth of Ab are termed selihot,

though in reality many of them are dirges. Some
selihot are recited by the Sephardim on the seventh

day of the Feast of Tabernacles (Hosha'na Kabbah)
also, this day being considered one of the penitential

days.

As stated above, the Sephardic selihot differ ac-

cording to the localities in which they are employed

;

consequently selihah collections based
Develop- on the customs of the Sephardic com-
ment munities of Yemen, Tripoli, Venice,

of Selihot. and other places are met with. As al-

ready mentioned, Amram's "Siddur "

indicates differences of practise concerning the intro-

ductory selihali. Later on, witji the development of

the selihot literature, these local ditterences became
still more marked, each community choosing certain

selihot and deciding the method of arrangement.
The differences extend also to the grouping of the

Biblical verses to which the poetic selihot are at-

tached. Some examples may be given here. The
Tripolitan collection has for every selihah morning
eleven selihot, dilferent for eacli day, and beginning
with a "petihah " and terminating with a "hatanu."
On the days which precede New-Year special closing

selihot, mostly by Isaac ibn Ghayyat, are recited.

There are also selihot for the Sabbath service of the

Ten Days of Repentance. The selihah collection of

Oran and Tlem^en has six selihot for each of tlie

twenty-five selihah nights, the services for which
are always opened and in most cases closed by Isaac

ibn Ghayyat's compositions. A manuscript collec-

tion of African selihot (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Ilebr.

MSS." No. 1162) contains 391 for twenty-six selihah

nights preceding and six nigiits following New-
Year, the numbers for each night varying from nine
to nineteen. The Tripolitan selihah collection con-
sists chietiy of Isaac iba Ghayj-at's compositions,
the remainder being by Solomon ibn Gabirol, Judah
ha-Levi, Moses Kimhi, and David ibn Pakuda.
The Ashkenazic selihali division comprises- selihot

for the penitential days, generally published sepa-

rately under the title " Seder Selihot " or simply
" Selihot " ; those for the services of the Day of
Atonement, generally incorporated in the Mahzor;
and those for tlie public fast-days together with the
occasional selihot, all incorporated in the prayer-

books. The recitation of the main Ashkenazic seli-

hot for the penitential days begins on the Sunday
before New-Year, or, if the first day of the lat-

ter falls on Monday or Tuesday, on the Sunday of

the preceding week. Thus the number of the seli-

hah days before New-Year varies from four to eight;

each of these days has special selihot assigned to it,

as has also, in all cases, the eve of New-Year. The
number of selihot for the New-Year Day is consid-

erably larger than that for the other penitential

days. Then follow the selihot for the six days (ex-

cepting Sabbath) between New-Year and the Day of

Atonement, beginning with the Fast of Gedaliah
and terminating with the eve of the Day of Atone-
ment. All the selihot of the penitential days, in-

cluding those of the Fast * Gedaliah, are recited

by the Ashkenazim before Jawn, The selihot

compiled for the public fast-days include those

arranged for Monday, Thursday, and Monday fol-

lowing the feasts of Passover and Tabernacles,

and those arranged for the three obligatory fast-

days, the Tenth of Tebet, the Thirteenth of Adar
(Fast of Esther), and the Seventeenth of Tammuz.
It should be stated that the selihot of Monday,
Thursday, and Monday are recited only if there

are ten men of the congregation fasting. Like
the Sephardic Minhah selihot for every eve of New
Moon, some Ashkenazic siddurim include a compila-

tion of selihot entitled " Yom Kippur
For Yom Katon." The.se are taken from other

Kippur selihah collections and used to be re-

Katon. cited each month in the Minhah service

of the eve of New Moon, if the quorum
of fasters was present. This custom, however, has
become almost ob.solete, the selihot being recited

only on the eve of the New Moon of Elul. It

has been remarked above that the selihot for the

Ninth of Ab were later superseded in the Ashke-
nazic rite by kinot. In Germany, Poland, and Italy

this change was made as early as the thirteenth cen-

tuiy ; but in the siddurim of Provence and Avi-
gnon some traces of selihot for that fast-day still

remain. Like the Sephardic selihot, those of the

Ashkenazic rite differ in various countries with
regard to selection, number, and arrangement.
Thus, while in Germany, Lithuania, an;l Poland the

number recited on the eve of New-Year is consider-

abl}' greater than that on the eve of the Day of

Atonement, the contrary is the case at Avignon and
Carpentras. Again, a difference between the two
latter communities exists with regard to the selection

and number of the seliliot. Moreover, special seli-

hot are recited on special days in various places in

commemoration of certain mournful local events.

The best known of the local selihah days are: Nisan

1, at Erfurt; Ni.san 23, at Cologne and some other

places, in commemoration of the massacres of 1147;

lyyar 23, at Worms; Siwan 20, in France, England,
and the Rhine iirovinces, in commemoration of the

martyrs of Blois in 1171; the same date, in Poland

since the Chmii^lnicki massacres (1649) ; Tebet 39, at
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Worms; Adar 2, at Prague, in oommeinoration of

the troubles of 1611; and Adar 29, at Nuremberg
and Flirtli. A selihali composed by Sliabbelliai

Sofer in 1630, to be recited b)^ the community of

Przemysl on the eve of the New Moon of Nisan,

has recently been discovered and has been published

in " Ha-IShahar" (ii. 157). It consists of four-lined

strophes and is arranged alphabetically : it relates a

sanguinary event wliich befell the community of

Przemysl, ai;d describes the martyrdom of some
Jewish families.

There are special selihot for the members f)f tlie

Hebua Kauuisha, the established day for the re-

cital of winch is generally the tifteentli

For of Kislew, although different com-
Special nuinities have different arrangements.

Occasions. For example, tlie selihot for the hebra

kaddislia of Ilalberstadt differ from

those for the Frankfort-ou-the-Main society; the

Lemberg hebra recites its special selihot on the

Thursda}' of Shemot, while that of Cracow recites

its own selihot on the Monday of the same week.

In certain places selihot are recited on Mondaj'S and
Thursdays of Shemot, Wa'era, 13o, Beshiillah, Yitro,

Mishpatim, Terumah, and Tezawweli (nn D''331K'),

in a leaji-year. These selihot were first recited in

Austria, Moravia, and Bohemia; and since 16:^9

they have been used in Lublin also. In the

Nuremberg sclihuli collection also thei'e are seli-

hot for nn D'331t^; they are recited on Thursdays
only. The Italian communities recite selihot, com-
posed b}' Moses Zacuto, in the Miidiah services of

the first si.K weekly lessons (D^DSIJ?*) only. The
Nuremberg collection contains, besides, special seli-

hot for recitation on the eves of the New ]VIoons of

Nisan and Ab, respectively; others for circumci-

sion when this ceremony falls on a selihah day; and
still others, composed by Simeon b. Zalman Fi.sch-

hoff of Vienna, for recitation when the smallpox is

raging.

The earliest selihah edition is that according to

the Roman ritual (Soncino, 1487), the next oldest be-

ing that of the commimity of Prague (Prague, 1529).

Then follows the seiihah edition of the German
order, edited by ]\Ieir Katzeuellenbogen of Padua
(Heddernheim, 1546). Two years later there ap-

peared at Venice the same selihah collection, with a

commentary on the didicuJt words. Thcfiollecticm of

the Polish rite, with a full commentary by Mordecai
Mardus, was published at Cracow in 1584, anrl in

1597 that of the German rite, with a commentary
by lii(! same author, appeared in Prague. A German
translation of the Polish selihot, made by Jacob b.

Elijah ha-Levi, was published at Fraukforton-the-

Oder, 1602. In 1671 there were published in the

same jilace the selihot of both the German and Polish

rites, with a German translation. At Amsterdam in

1688 Eliakim b. Jacob published a Juda-o-German
translation of the Ashkenazic selihot for the whole
year, that is to say, of those that are printed in the

"Siddur." Thirty years later those for the peniten-

tial days, with a Juda'o-CJerman translation by Elia-

kim, api)eared in the same city.

BiBi,ior;nAPHY : Diilces. Z?(r Kriiiit)ii!is drr NeuheT)r(lischrn
Ucliiiinscn J'nesir. pp. 3:J ft sn/.; Steinschneifier, Jeirish
Liltrature. pp. ir)8, '.W) d .>(•(/.: Zu\v/..S. /'. pp. .5'.i ;5i>3 : idciii,

RitUf:, passim; idem, Litrj-nlioijcscli. passim. For editions

and translations see Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, pp. 420 et
seq.; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 430 et seq.

w. B. M. Sel.

Music : The more antique the traditional mel-

ody, th(! more ancient, as a general rule, the section

of the liturgy in connection with which it has been
handed down. Thus the reading of the Scriptures,

the earliest devotional exercise of the Synagogue, is

in all the various groups of rituals (see Lituugy)
flamed on the musical theory of the lirst few cen-

turies of the common era, and presents the form of

Cantillation, founded on an elementary notation

by neumes or accents, in Avhich the music of antiq-

uity was cast. The free improvisation, again, on a
fixed traditional model, to which the next oldest

section of the devotions, the " 'Amidah " and the

blessings centering around the "Shema'," is in-

toned, is cast in scales (comp. Jew. Encyc. ix. 122,

s.v. Music, Synagogal) nearer to those employed in

the plain-song of the Catholic Church and the Perso-

Arab melody, and developed in the peiiod from the

seventh to the eleventh century ; while it exhibits

a form of song equally late (comp. Gevaert, "Ori-

gines du Chant Liturgique de I'Eglise Latine," p. 30,

Ghent, 1890), and stilltlouiishiugin ]\Iediterranean re-

gions and in India (comp. Day, " The Music of South-
ern India," s.v. "Kaga," London, 1894; Gevaert,
" llistoire et Theorie de la Musiciue de I'Antiquit^,"

ii. 316). But when, later on, the ancient pro]iitia-

tory prayer for the fast days (Ta'an. 16b) developed
into the selihah (see above) and the liturgy of pen-

ance took its shape as a complete service (comp.

Zunz, "Ritus," pp. 120 ei secj.), the hazzan's intona-

tion of that service, termed collectively ".selihot,"

exhibited still later musical elements, being based

on scales inore closely agreeing with riiose of post-

medieval Western melody and shaped on its more
rhythmic and mensural forms.

While, too, agreement between the various north-

ern or southern rituals is complete in the method
and style, as in the matter, of the cantillation, and
is approximated in the recitation, as in the diction,

of the older benedictions and praA'ers, a wide diver-

gence is at once observable in the melody as in the

text of the penitential rituals containing the selihot,

the main point of contact being the imitation of

such non-Jewish airs as possess a strain of melan-

choly (conq). Mcnahem de Lonzano, '"Shte Yadot,

"

p. 65b). The first presentation in the synagogue of

the liturgical melodies of the fast-days.

Later therefore, may be assigned to between
Orig-ins. tlu; tenth and the fifteenth century;

and their ])revailing wail of grief,

even more noticeable than the note of contrition,

voices the melancholy experiences of Jewiy duiing

that jieriod. Their especial transmission by tiie line

of the so-called Polish i)recentors has led some to

enlarge on their resemblance, in this expression of

sadness, to the airs redolent of gloom and desjiair

favored by the peasantry of Slavonic and other

east-European regions. The melancholy and grief,

however, are but natural ex])ressions of jienance;

and the minor mode is as noticeable in the German
or in the Spanish tradition.

The central featiu-e of the selihot is the proclama-

tion of the thirteen attributes of mercy (Ex. xxxiv.
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6-7 ; see Middot, Shelosh-'Esreh) with the prayer

iutroducing them. This is normally recited after

each selihuh-hymn, and so in the Spanish rite is ut-

tered as many as twenty -six times in the Atonement
services. Reform congregations usually now limit

its utterance to once in each service. With the Se-

phardim, also, it is followed by a flourish on the

SnoFAU during the week-days from the 3d to the

9th of Tishri {i.e., the "ten days of penitence"), re-

calling the similar practise of the Talmudical period

(Ta'an. ii. 1). Other features common to all the

rituals are the extensive quotation of selected texts,

the prayer of contrition and the short confession

AsHAMNU, and the ancient concluding summaries,

as that in alphabetical acrostic, with the form "An-

on the days mentioned, before and after the New-
Year, as well as in the "Kol Nidre" service on the

evening of Atonement, forms a quasi-independent

service by itself. (2) An abbreviated order, in the

morning, additional, and afternoon services of

Atonement, and in the morning service of the fasts

of Monday, Tliursday, and Monday after Passover

and Tabernacles (see Fasting), the Tenth of Tebet,

the Thirteenth of Adar, and the Seventeenth of Tam-
muz, is inserted in the repetition of the " 'Amidah."
The longer order itself commences with an an-

tiphonal series of Scriptural texts, strung together

in compliance with R. Simlai's dictum that praise

should precede prayer, and associated in the Tal-

mud \yith the passage Ex. xxxii., read on fast-

SELIHOT

A Andantino.

\
12=5

-I H-

X^

INTRODUCTORY VERSICLES

^ \-

Sho - me a' te - fil - lab, 'a

Thou that hearest prayer, all

B Piu lento.

de - ka kol ba - sar ya

fiesh. . . . shall come. . . be

--t^
1^

lak: . ... hu

ma - king : have pit

sah 'al 'a - ma - lak Ha - ne - sha - mah

up - on Thine own la - bar. Since the soul is...

-^ZZJtl
:«*:

=F ^^^-
-Sb*- 4*: m

lak, we -ha - guf shel - lak: Ado - nai 'a - seh le - ma- 'an she - me - ka.

Thine, and the bod - y Thine al -so: Lord ! be • cause of Thy name's sake per - form it.

swer us, A, B, C, etc., answer us," or the Aramaic
prayer reproducing that outlined in the Talmud (26.)

in Hebrew. Otherwise the rituals differ extensively,

more particularly in the selection and even in the

ranking of the medieval hymns of peni-

Divergence fence. These poems, indeed, constitute

in. the difference within the wider uses.

Rituals, as between the Bohemian (and Polish

and English) and the German (and

Dutch) orders. In these two orders the selihot are

recited during the week preceding the New-Year
and between it and the Day of Atonement. In the

Sephardic ritual they are read on forty days, from
the 2d of Elul to the Day of Atonement (in allusion

to Deut. ix. 18).

In the Ashkenazic use the selihot service is of two
types: (1) A longer order, recited at early morning

XI.— 12

days (Ber. 23a). These versicles are intoned to

a melodious and interesting chant (A in the

music herewith), a slight variation of which (B)

forms the beautiful melody which closes the in-

tonation.

The thirteen attributes are customarily pro-

claimed without definite melody by the assembly.

But the versicles (modified from Ps. Ixxxvi. 6, v. 3,

ciii. 13, XX. 10, etc.) which follow them lead on in

the Polish ritual, after the introduction, to the

prayer of Moses (Num. xiv. 19-20) and its response,

from which the selihot derive their title; and this is

usually chanted to a florid melody of the fifteenth or

sixteenth century, founded on the general intonation

of the penitential evening service, and quoted from

its most important position as ushering in the Day of

Atonement after the proclamation of Kol Nidre.
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In modern days the tradition has been received

of reading each selihah in an undertone, tlie con-

clusion being marked by the hazzan's singing of

the last stanza to the general penitential melody.

The sole exceptions to this custom, which other-

tradition prevails, the pizmon is chanted at length
to tile melody of the concluding verse of ordinary
selihor, which also ushers in the abbreviated order
and leads up to the congregational proclamation
of the "Middot" as well. It may be considered

SELAH NA
Con Sj
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tliis second toue (from the fourth below to the

fifth above D, reciting on F), and points to an
earlier medieval imitation of the Church plain-

song in some Rhenish synagogue (comp. Kol
Nidre).

recited to the affecting melody here quoted, and
leads into the confession of faith, Ashamnu.

,

The Sephardic ritual is not characterized by
such a regular change of hymns as are the selihot

of the Ashkenazim; and the melodies, likewise,

ASHKENAZIC VERSICLE MELODY
Lento moUo espressivo.

1^--
-<s>- 'Z^ H 3 •—^- -I 1-

-t^^—t^-
^^^=^^-^ -«5>- -*—

^

=t2=l=

^

She - ma' ko - le - nu, A - do - nai, .... E - lo - he - nu,

hear our cry, Lord, our Ood, . .

.

JK- »

bus. . . -we - ra -

pit - y and com •

-t-
?=: ?= -m—M.

:t2=t2:
-3-

-<S>-

1^ ^ 1—

hem 'a - le - nu, we - kab - bel. ... be - ra - ha - mim u - be - ra - zon
• • • •

pas - .lion - ate us and in mer - - cy and fa - vor . . . . ac - cept

:d?=^==^ ^^21
<S>-

it:

^
-G>-

:?5= 1^=*:
:t2=t^: tzt

et te - fil - - la - te - - nu. Ha - shi - be - nu, A - do - nai, ... e -

these... the words of our pray • ing. Bring us hack, Lord,., to

i
-<©-

:i2==t2:

-tS>-

t:

4-
-&-

-G>- 1

le - ka we - na - shu - bah; had- desh... ya - me - nu ke - ke - - dem.

Thee, and we re - turn;.... re - new.... our days as of old.

A prayer commencing "Zekor" (Remember) fol-

lows the last selihah, based on the consolatory prom-
ises of Scripture and quoting the text in each case.

It is recited by the hazzan in a sad chant of ever-

increasing intensity, which rises to a climax when
the concluding prayer (v. 21) of Lamentations is

are more constant and invariable after the open-
ing hymn (Anna Bekorenu; Adonai Bekol
Shofak ; Yah Shema'). But they are characteristic,

and, like so very many other airs of the Sephar-
dic tradition, give evidence of their Peninsular ori-

gin, lu some of the phrases sung, as in the " Shema'

SEPHARDIC ANTIPHONY

$
E SoiiO. Andante.

4=^- ir—^

A - do

TUTTI.

nai,. 'a seh le ma - 'an she - me - ka,

I1 ^ -

Response: We
F SoiiO.

Eesponse: We
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Yisrael," etc., which is repeated in the Atouement
selihot, there is au essential resemblance to ancient

musical sentences of the Ashkenazic
Antiph- tradition (conip. Ne'ilau), whose
ony. general selihah chant is also repro-

duced to some extent. Compare the

Amsterdam tradition (E) in the preceding antiph-

ouy with C in the transcription of the selihah

Repeatedly employed, as the general chant is in

the Ashkenazic use, and similarly utilized, is a more
formal melody, in which the first strain is repeated
as often as tlie length of the hymn or prayer neces-
sitates, and the second strain ends, with a long-
drawn wail.

Bibliography: A. Ba-er. Ba'al TeflUaK iios. 1307-1361, 1411-
14:.*G, 1451-1453, 14t):i-14t)5, (ioteborf?, 1877, and Fraakfort-on-

SEPHARDIC SELIHAH TUNE
Lento.

1—

r

r Z-
:t:

-^-

-h- =t=::=t: 4::

El me-lek yo-sheb 'al kis - se ra - ha - mini mit-na-heg ba - ha - si - dut,

or She-bet Tebu - dah. . be - do-hak iibe - za- 'ar, ha-yish-ag ar -yeh... ba-ya-'ar,

-I

—

^-
i^: :^ssz

t:
-^-

IZ^Zj
^-m

wa - yik - ra be - shem A - do - nai we - sham
shaw-'a - te - nu ta 'a - leh lishe-me..

ne 6 - mar.

me - ro mim.

chant, and the Leghorn tradition (F) with D there

shown.
The Sephardic recitation of Scriptural verses is

calmer and more chant-like than the Ashkenazic, if

only because so much more falls to the congregants,

as compared with the precentor, in the former tra-

dition. The more emphatic of these texts are,

however, chanted first by the hazzan and antiph-

onallj' repeated by the congregation, and the conclu-
ding verse from Lamentations likewise, in the south-
ern use, closes as climax the central section of the

selihot.

the-Main, 1883; Cohen and Davis, The Voice of Praver and
Praise, Nos. a4»-256, ^65, 273-274, 276-277, London, 1899; Jes-
surun, Book of Prauer of the StJanish and Portuguese
Jews, vol. ill., Appendix, London, 1904.

A. F. L. C.

SEMAHOT ("Joys"): Euphemistic name of

the treatise known as "Ebel Rabbati," one of the

so-called small or later treatises which in the editions

of the Babylonian Talmud are placed after the

fourth order, Nezikin ; it treats of mourning for

the dead. A collection of baraitot entitled "Ebel
Rabbati" is cited in the Talmud (M. K. 24a, 26b;

Ket. 28a), sentences therefrom being quoted ; but it

SEPHARDIC VERSICLE MELODY
Lento inolto espressivo

Lord!. hear, Lord ! par

:?s:

:«*:
:^=^3:

A - do - nai hak - shi - bah wa

Lord ! he gra - cious - ly

H- H ^ .^ m. 1

'a - seh, al te - 'a - bar;... le

at - ten - live,... grand, de - lay not; for

-^ U
:S=

:«*=^

ma - 'an - ka, E - lo - hai, ki - shi - me - ka. .

.

Thine own sake, my God! for by Thy name

nik

are
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Ha - shi - be - nu,

Bring ws hack

do

0.

nai, . .

Lord,

.

e - le - ka we - na -

to Thee, and we re -

V

sbu - bah;

turn ;. . .

.

'*Ebel
Rabbati."

is not identical with the treatise now under consid-

eration, since only one of the three sentences in

question, namely, that cited in Ket. 28a, is found
even in an approximate form in Semahot (ii.

13-14).

The designation "Ebel Rabbati" in the Talmud
seems indeed to presuppose tliat a shorter treatise

of like content was in existence at the

time of the Amoraim, although it is

probable that the term " Rabbati " (the

Large) was used merely because the

collection of mourning regulations to wliich it was
applied was more copious than that contained in

the Mishnah (M. K. iii.). So much, however, is cer-

tain, that besides the treatise which is now known
as Semahot or Ebel Rabbati there was an older col-

lection of baraitot concerning funeral ordinances,

and that the former was designated " Rabbati " to

distinguish between the two. The gaon Natronai b.

Hilai (853-856), in answer to the question " What is

the Ebel Rabbati?" gives the reply: "Ebel is a

treatise of the Mishnah in which are contained the

regulations concerning mourning for the dead and
most of the halakic ordinances of the third chapter
of Mo'ed Katan. There are two such : a large and
a small one" (in Edelmann, •'Hcmdah Genuzah,"
No. 90; comp. •"Aruk,",s.?i. ^3X). Numerous frag-

ments of the so-called "small" Ebel treatise have
been preserved, notably in Isaac ibn Ghayyat's
"Halakot," in Nahmanides' "Torat ha-Adam," in

"Tanya," and in Jacob b. Asher's "Tur" (see the

comparison of these passages by Brlill in his
" Jahrb." i. 10-22). To judge from these fragments

the small Ebel contained regulations

concerning visitation of the sick,

treatment of the dying, laying out
of the corpse, mourning for the dead,

arrangement of graves, and collec-

tion of the bones ("ossilegium "),

which was customary among the Jews as well as
among the Greeks. This treatise, which is the old-

est collection of halakot on mourning customs, was
compiled in Palestine; and, according to BruU
(I.e.), R. Eleazar b. Zadok, who lived in Lydda at

the time of Gamaliel II., prepared the nucleus of it.

It was then amplified, enriched, and revised by R.
Hiyya; but as it was known to a small circle only,

it was replaced by the later treatise Ebel Rabbati,
which borrowed much from it.

The treatise Semahot is a post-Talmudic product
and originated in Palestine. This explains the

many coincidences of its contents with the baraitot
of the Palestinian Talmud. It is a compilation from

Contents
of the

"Small"
Ebel.

various older works; and in many passages traces

of revision are to be noticed. The compiler incor-

porated a considerable part of the

Late Date, small Ebel, as well as much from other

works, besides adding original matter.

The late date of the compilation of the treatise may
be seen from the use of the two Talmudim and from
the character of the composition itself, which is

unmistakable.

The work reached Babylonia in thegeonic period;

and even at that time it received amplifications and
additions from both Talmudim. It took on its pres-

ent form probably in the middle of the eighth cen-

tury (Briill, I.e. p. 48), if not later. The work was
comparatively widely circulated at the time of the

later geonim, since reference to a passage in it is

made in a question addressed to Sherira and Hal
from a distant region. In their responsum to this

question they call the treatise " Mishnatenii " =
"our Mishnah" (Nahmanides, "Torat ha-Adam,"
p. 51a, Venice, 1598). Rashi had the work in its

present form, since he explicitly cites as the com-
mencement of the treatise the opening words of the

present text.

The treatise is divided into fourteen chapters;

and this division dates from the thirteenth century

at the latest, since even Mordecai cites it by chap-
ters (" Mordekai " on M. K. 919, 926, 929). The tract-

ate contains almost complete instructions as to the

treatment of the dying and the dead, from the com-
mencement of the death-agony to the arrangement
of the grave which receives the remains. Numerous
examples from current practise are cited. A large

number of haggadot also are included. On the

whole, it furnishes much valuable material for the

study of Oriental antiquities in general and of an-

cient Jewish practises in particular, for the verifi-

cation of historical facts, and for an understanding
of the development of Jewish customs. The pres-

ent text is defaced by many corruptions; so that its

original form can not now be determined. Where-
ever possible the commentators have made correc-

tions on the basis of critical comparison, or have
called attention to the corruptions.

The following is a short outline of the contents of

the treatise:

The first chapter is preceded by a Jiaggadic in-

troduction, inasmuch as it is considered desirable

to begin so mournful a treatise with a sentence

of a lighter character (comp. Brlill, I. e. p. 27,

note 41).

Ch. i. : A person in the agony of death is re-

garded in every respect as fully alive (g§ 1-8) ;
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mourning to be observed for heathen and slaves;

other regulations concerning slaves. In this con-

nection it is said that only the tliree

Contents, patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob

may correctly be called the fathers

of the Hebrew race, and only the four women
Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, and Leah, the matriarchs

(§§ 9-14).

Ch. ii. : Mourning customs to be observed for a

suicide ; cases in which a person found dead is to

be regarded as a suicide (§i^ 1-6); mourning to be

observed, for a person condemned and executed by

a Jewish tribunal (§§ T-9); no mourning is to be

observed, even by their nearest relatives, for per-

sons who have renounced their nationality and their

faitli (§ 10); mourning to be observed for a person

executed by a non-Jewish tribunal ; other regula-

tions (§§ 11-14).

Ch. iii. : The different burial customs, varying

according to the age of the deceased.

Ch. iv. : Cases in which a priest may handle a

corpse, although he thereby loses his priestly purity.

Ch. V. : Mourners are prohibited from performing

any work during tiie seven days of mourning ; laws

relating to excommunicants.

Ch. vi. : What a mourner may and may not do
during the seven days of mourning ; what a person

under a ban may not do; attitude of the community
toward him.

Ch. vii. : Nature of the thirty days' mourning.
In connection therewith many other regulations are

enumerated which have to do with terms of thirty

days.

Ch. viii. : Customs which one may observe, al-

though they appear to be heathen customs; various

proverbs, anecdotes, and historical narratives.

Ch. ix. : Different mourning customs for different

relatives and for different events.

Ch. X. : Mourning while the corpse is still in the

house; mourning for scholars and princes; and
other regulations.

Ch. xi. : When two corpses are in the city, which
of the two is to be buried first; the mourning of a

wife for the relatives of her husband ; signs of

mourning to be displayed in the house of a mourner.

Ch. xii., xiii. : Regulations concerning ossilegium

(see above); various other regulations, and anec-

dotes.

Ch. xiv. : Regulations concerning graves and the

laying out of burial-places; the mourning feast in

the liouse of the mourner. See Burial; Funeral
Rites; Mourning.

BiBLiOGRAPnv: N. BruU. DiV- Tnhmulischen Trnktate Uhcr
Traucr nm Ve.rMorhcne, in Jahrb. i. 1-57; M. Klotz, Dcr
Talmudische Traktat Ehcl Rahbati nder Sernahoi, Berlin,
1890; Weiss, Dor, ii. 246.

w. E. J. Z. L.

SEIMALION (|V^OD) : Name occurring in an
obscure pas.sage relating to the death of Moses
(Sifre, Deut. 357; Sotah 13b), which modern schol-

ars consider to be identical with the Greek "Lrjua'Aenv

(= "giving a sign"") and about which tiie ancient
commentators disagreed, being uncertain whether it

was the name of a man or of an angel. Raslii (on

Sotah I.e.) holds that it is the name of a scholar;

but R. Hananeel (quoted in Tos. ad loe.) declares

that some think it to be the name of an angel. In
the latter case Semalion would be the angel who
announced Moses' death (comp. Samuel Edels on
Sotah I.e.), whence his name.

The name '?{<1D''D is found in the Hebrew MS.
No. 770 of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (p.

125b) as that of an angel presiding over the month
of Marhesiiwan, and in "Sefer Razi'el" (p. 5a) as

that of the angel who presides over the second solar

period (" tekufah "). 'This name is supposed by M.
Sclivvab (" Vocabulaire de I'Angelologie," pp. 197-

198) to be identical with "ZrifiaAkoq. It may be said

that the latter name is in Greek mythology an epi-

thet of Zeus. If, however, "Semalion " is the name
of a person, it is identical with the "Semellius"
{I^ehsaIloq) of I Esd. ii. 16.

Bibliography: N. Brull, .7a/irb. iv. 98; Kohut, ^mch Com-
pletum, s.v. piSrD; S. Krausn, LehnwOrter, Ii. 308; Levy,
Neuhebr. Worterb. s.v. jrSnD.
J. M. Sel.

SEMIATITSCH, GEDALIAH: Lithuanian
Talmudist of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies. He was one of the Hasidic party which in

1700 made a pilgrimage to Palestine under the lead-

ership of Judah Hasid. In his work "Sha'alu She-

loin Yerushalayim " (Berlin, 1716) Semiatitsch gives

a full description of this pilgrimage, including the

adventures of the party and the death of Judah
Hasid. He adds an account of the history and a

description of the ruins of Jerusalem as well as a

list of the sepulchers of the Holy Land, the narrative

being followed by some dirges.

Bibliography: BenJacob, 0?;ar ha-Sefarim, p. 5.54, No. 18;
Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii. 313; Orient, Lit. xii. 297; Steinschnei-
der. Cat. Bodl. col. 1003 ; Zunz, G. S. i. 193.

.1. M. Sel.

SEMIKAH (" laying on [of hands on the sacri-

ficial victim] ") : A ceremony obligatory on one who
offered an animal sacrifice. The regulations gov-

erning its observance were as follows: The owner
of the sacrificial victim (Sifra, Wayikra, v. [ed.

Weiss, 6d-7a]) was required to lay both his hands

with all his might between the horns of the animal

just before it was killed (Maimonides, " Yad," Ma'ase

ha-Korbanot, iii. 13). The act of imposition, which
took place in the court of the Temple v/here the

victim was slain (Men. 93a, b; Zeb.

In 33b-33a; Maimonides, I.e. iii. 11-12),

Sacrifices, was to be performed with bare hands,

and there might be nothing between
them and the head of the animal (Maimonides, I.e.

iii. 13; Men. 93b). During this ceremony the sacri-

ficer, in case he brought a sin-offering or an offering

of atonement, confessed his sins, saying: "I have
done thus and so, but have repented ; may this sacri-

fice bring me forgiveness and be an atonement for

me" (Yoma 35b; Maimonides, I.e. iii. 14). In the

case of a thank-offering or a meal-offering at which
sins were not confessed, the sacrificer recited hj'mns

and prayers of thanksgiving during the act (Maimon-
ides, i/j.).

Semikah was observed only when sacrifices were

offered by Jews, not when brought by Gentiles (Men.

9:5a; Maimonides, I.e. iii. 5). Tlie ceremony was not

()b.served, liowever, when the sacrifice was a fowl

(Git. 28b; Maimonides, I.e. iii. 6), nor was it per-
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formed, except in two cases, at communal sacrifices

(Men. 92a, b; Maimonides, I.e. iii. 10). It was ob-

served, on the other hand, at all sacrifices offered

by an individual, except thatof the paschal lamb, that

of the first-born, and that of the tithes of cat-

tle (Men. lb.; Maimonides, I.e. iii. 6). Only the

owner of the sacrificial animal might observe the

ceremony, and it might not be performed by proxy
(Men. 93b; Maimonides, I.e. iii. 8). In case, there-

fore, several persons made an offering in common,
it was necessary tliat they should lay tlieir hands in

succession on the head of the victim (Maimonides,

I.e. iii. 9). When, however, one dedicated a thank-

offering or a meal-offering and died before he could

fulfil his vow, his male heir might offer it and ob-

serve semikah (Men. 92a, in opposition to R. .Tudah

;

Maimonides, ?.c. iii. 9). Even when the semikah
was omitted a sacrifice was still acceptable; but the

forgiveness obtained through it was not as complete
as if the ceremony had been performed (Men. 93b;

Maimonides, I.e. iii. 12).

The symbolism of this custom has been variously

explained. According to Philo ("De Victimis," i^ 4

[ed. Mangey, p. 240]), the sacrificer intended his

act to imply that "these hands have done no wrong,
but have performed good and useful deeds." This,

however, applies only to thank-offerings and meal-

offerings, and not to sin-offerings or

Its to offerings of atonement. Some rab-

Meaning-, binical authorities, followed by certain

Church Fathers, interpreted "semi-

kah " as meaning that the sacrificer, by laying his

hands upon the victim, transferred his sins to it, and
imposed upon it the punishment which his conduct
had merited (Sforno on Lev. i. 5 ; Levi b. Gershon
on Lev. i. 4). This explanation is based on the rit-

ual associated with the scapegoat, upon which
Aaron laid the sins of the children of Israel, who
were thereby freed from their iniquity (Lev. xvi. 21

et seq.). This interpretation, however, is not well

founded, since there is no evidence that the sins of

Israel were conceived of as being transferred to the

goat through the laying on of hands, although they
may have been considered as being so transferred by
the confession that formed part of the semikah
ceremony, in which case the real factor was the

liturgical formula rather than the ritual act.

This explanation of semikah, moreover, does not

apply in the case of meal-offerings and thank-
offerings, for they had nothing to do with a trans-

ference of sins. Since semikah was prescribed

for sin-offerings and for offerings of atonement, as

well as for meal-offerings and thank-offerings, it

must have had a meaning which applied to all these

various sacrifices, and must therefore have had some
connection with the basal concept of sacrifice. Such
a connection is established by the theory, advanced
by Bahr and accepted by many modern scholars, that

semikah was analogous to the Roman manumission.
The hands, the members with which one holds and
gives, were laid upon the victim's head as implying
on the part of the sacrificer the words :

" This is my
property, which I dedicate to God."
The Talmud throws no light on the origin of semi-

kah; but justification for the inference that the cere-

mony was connected with the transfer of property

may be drawn from such Talmudic regulations as
the requirement that only the oAvner of the sacri-

ficial animal or the owner's lieir might perform
the semikah. The necessity of observing semiUah,

even when the .sacrifice was offered on
Halakic a feast-day, was a moot question for

Contro- five generations. One member of each
versy. of the five pairs (" zugot "), who were

considered the foremost teachers of the
Law, favored semikah, while his colleague decided
against it (Hag. ii. 2; comp. the Talmudic explana-
tion, ib. Gem. 16a, b). This difference of opinion was
the first halakic controversj', according to Tosef.,

Hag. ii. Sand Yer. Hag. ii. 77. Weiss, Frankel, and
Levi offer various explanations of the meaning and
importance of the controversy, but there are also

notes on Hag. ii. 2 which state that the difference of

opinion did not refer to the semikah ceremony dur-

ing the sacrifice, or to its necessity or admissibility

on a feast-day (comp. Sidon, " Die Controversc der
Synhedrialliaupter." in "Kaufmann Gedenkbuch,"
pp. 355-364, Breslau, 1900; Schwarz, in "Monats-
schrift," XXX vii. 164-169, 201-206). See also Ordi-
nation.

Bibliography: Bahr, SymhoUk c?e.s Mosaischen Cultus, ii.

338 et seq., Heidelberg, ]839; Duschak, Gesch. itjid Daratel-
lung des Jildi»chen Cultus, pp. 18-20, Mannheim, 1866; Voiz,
Die HandauflfQungheim Opfer, in Stade's Zeitschrift, 1901,
pp. 13 et seq.\ Weiss, Dor, i. 103 et seq.: Frankel. Hodegetica
in Mi.'ichnani, pp. 43-44; Jacob Levi, in Ozar Nrhniad, ill.,

Vienna, 1860.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SEMINAIRE ISRAELITE DE FRANCE

:

French rabbinical school. On Jan. 23, 1704, Abra-
ham Schwab and Agathe, his wife, founded a yeshi-

bah at Metz ; and on Nov. 12, 1705, there was ex-
ecuted before a notary public a deed of trust, a
copy of which is still preserved in the seminary
archives. The founders gave a site in the Rue de
I'Arsenal, Metz, and endowed the yeshibah with a
yearly income of 6,000 " livres ecus " for the support
of five rabbis as professors.

On March 30, 1820, the minister of the interior

approved a resolution of the Consistory of Metz,

dated Dec. 21, 1819, by which the yeshibah became
a Talmud Torah, tlie sum of 1,200 francs being set

aside for its support and placed in the hands of a
committee of five members chosen by the consistory.

The number of pupils was limited to

Origin. eight, four of whom were exempt from
the payment of fees. In addition to

religious instruction, the students were required to

attend for one hour daily classes in elementary
French and arithmetic in the primary school of

Metz.

On Aug. 21, 1829, a decree of the French govern-
ment sanctioned the resolution, presented for con-

sideration by the Central Consistory of the Jews of

France, elevating the Talmudic school at Metz to the

status of a central rabbinical school. The institu-

tion was accordingly opened in July of the follow-

ing year, and was maintained at the expense of the

Jewish communities of France unlil March 28, 1831,

when the government of Louis Pliilippe made an
annual appropriation of 8,500 francs for the state

support of the school. Shortly after this the pupils

were released by a ministerial circular from the obli-

gation of military service. The successive directors
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of the school at Metz were : Chief Rabbi Lion ]Mayer

Lambert, 1829-38; Chief Rabbi Mayer Lazard, 1838-

1856; and Chief Rabbi Isaac Trenel, 1856-59.

By a decree of the empress-regent Eugenie, dated

July 1, 1859 (Napoleon III. being in Italy at tlie

time), the Central Rabbinical School was transferred

from 3Ietz to Paris as the Seminaire Israelite de

France, and it was granted an annual subsidy of

22,000 francs. Chief Rabbi Isaac Trenel was the

director of the seminary imtil his death in 1890, his

successor in October of the same year being the

present (1905) incumbent. Chief Rabbi Joseph Leh-

man n.

On Dec. 1, 1860, new regulations for the institu-

tion were approved by the minister of public in-

struction and worship, by which it was placed under

the government of the Consistory of Paris subject

to the supervision of the Central Consistory, and
administered by a committee consist-

Constitu- ing of the chief rabbi of the Central

tion. Consistory (president), the chief rabbi

of the Consistory of Paris (vice-presi-

dent), two lay members of the Central Consistory,

and six members to be appointed by the Con-
sistory of Paris and confirmed by the Central Con-

sistory. The number of resident pupils receiving

gratuitous tuition was limited to ten, and the annual

subsidy of 22,000 francs was increased to 32,000

francs. In 1884, however, tlie allowance of 10,000

francs for free scholarships was discontinued by the

state, although the grant of 22,000 francs was
maintained. The average annual expenses soon

rose to 80,000 francs, this sum being furnished by
the subsidies of the state, by the Paris and pro-

vincial consistories, and by donations and annual
subscriptions. The military law of July 27, 1872,

exempted candidates for the rabbinate from military

service; but by the enactment of July 15, 1889, they

were required to serve one year in the army.
The constitution of the Societe du Talmud-Thora

or minor seminary was adopted Dec. 5, 1852; and
the school itself was opened in the following year
under the management of Chief Rabbi Isaac Trenel.

Rabbi Zadoc Kahn became its director in 1862, being

succeeded some years later by Chief Rabbi Lazare
Wogue. In 1873 the Talmud Torah was placed

under tlie same control and in the same building as

the seminary, although it retained its separate or-

ganization. On Dec. 30, 1892, the

The minister of public instruction and
Minor worship ratified the following amend-

Seminary . raent to the regulations of Dec. 1, 1860

:

"To secure the steady growth of the

Jewish seminary, a preparatory class, or Talmud
Torah, shall be established, where candidates for

the rabbinate maj' pursue both the study of the

classics and the elementary study of theology. This
class shall be held in connection with the Jewish
seminary, and shall be under the direction of the

administrative committee of that institution." A
class of hazzanim was established in the minor sem-
inary in 1899.

On Sept. 12, 1882, the chief rabbis Lazare Isidor

and Zadoc Kahn, and Isaac Trenel, the director of the

seminary, delivered addresses at the opening of its

oratory. Tlie public is admitted to this oratory;

the curator is Lucien Dreyfuss, a member of the ad-
ministrative board of the synagogues of Paris.

The faculty of the Seminaire Israelite de France
and of the Talmud Torah is at present composed
of the following members, besides a number of

rabbis and lay professors who give instruction in

general subjects: Chief Rabbi Joseph Lehmann,
director; Chief Rabbi Abraham Cahen, adjunct di-

rector; Israel Levi; Hartwig Derenbourg, member
of the Institut de France; Mayer Lambert; Jacques
Kahn ; Joseph Halevy ; Julien Weill ; and S. Debre.
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7-8, Paris, 1861; Isaac Trenel, Bappnrt sur la Sitiiatimi
Miiralc du Seminaire Isr-aelite. Paris, 18(57; Zadoc Kahn,
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s. J. Ka.

SEMITES (originally Shemites) : Term used

in a general way to designate those peoples who are

said in Gen. x. 21-30 to be the descendants of the

patriarch Sliem.

Biblical Data : These descendants are enu-

merated in the passage cited as Elam, Asshur (As-

syria), Arphaxad, Lud, and Aram. Elam, a moun-
tainous country on the east of Babylonia, was
known in history before 4000 b.c. through its wars

with the Babylonian king Eannadu (comp. Barton,

'Semitic Origins," p. 180). Its language is, how-
ever, not Semitic (comp. Jensen in "Z. D. M. G."

1901, Iv. 223 et seq.). It was probably reckoned

among the descendants of Shem here because of its

numerous Semitic immigrants.

The identification of Arphaxad has been the sub-

ject of many wnld guesses. The identification with

Arrapachitis in the mountainous district of the Up-
per Zab is now generally abandoned; and there is

general agreement that the last element of the name,

ljj»3. is the Hebrew "Kasdim " or Chaldeans. J. I).

Michaelis revived this view, which Josephus(" Ant."

i. 6, § 4) seems to have anticipated. Difference of

opinion still exists as to the meaning of the first part

of the name. Dillmaun ("Genesis," i. 372 et seq.)

and Holzinger ("Genesis," in "K. H.

Arphaxad. C." p. 105) hold that the first element

is fjIN. which in Arabic and Ethiopia

means "boundary," "limit," the whole word mean-
ing "district of the Chaldeans." Hommel ("An-

cient Hebrew Tradicion," p. 292), who is followed

by W. Max Miiller (comp. Akphaxad), explains the

name as a corruption of " Ur-kasdim "
; but this view

leaves the presence of the B unexplained. The
Egyptian article (Hommel) is out of place here.

Cheyne (in Stade's "Zeitschrift," xvii. 190) explains

the word as being composed of "]2"iX, name of the As-

syrian province of Arbaha, and TB>3. Whatever the

origin of the name, it no doubt refers to the Baby-
lonians.

Lud can here hardly refer to Lydia; its meaning

is unknown. Aram refers to the Arameans, a well-

known division of tlie Semites. The descendants

of Aram are said (Gen. x. 23) to be: Uz, a region

probably somewhere in the neighborhood of the

Hauran (comp. Dillmann, I.e. i. 375); Hul and
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Gether, two localities quite unknown ; and Mash,

probably the Mount Mash of the Gilgamish Epic

(conip. Schrader, "K. B." vi. 203), which Jensen

{ib. vi. 467) places in southwestern Arabia, but

whicli Zirnmern (in Schrader, " K. A. T." 3ded., pp.
573 et xeq.) identifies with the Lebanon and Anti-

Lebanon Mountains. Dillmannand Gunkel identify

it with Mount Masius north of Nisibis (comp. their

commentaries ad loc).

The most important descendant of Arphaxad is said

(Gen. X. 24) to be Eber (13^), whose name is clearly

connected with that of the Hebrews (D''"l3j;). Eber is

said to have had two sons : Peleg, from whom Abra-
ham and the Hebrews were descended {ib. xi. 10-27),

and Joktan. The descendants of Joktan
Sons of (ib. x. 26) are, so far as is known,
Eber. Arabians. Almodad is as yet uniden-

tified. Sheleph is the Arabic "Silf,"

a name of frequent occurrence in Yemen (comp.
Glaser, "Skizze der Geschichte und Geographic
Arabiens," p. 425). Hazar-maveth is Hadramaut, on
the Indian Ocean. Jerah, according to Glaser (ib.),

whom Gunkel follows, is to be identified with
Mahra. Hadoram is probably Dauram near San 'a,

while Uzai is San 'a itself (Glaser, I.e. p. 426).

Obal is probably the Ebal of Gen. xxxvi. 23 (ib.),

while Diklah and Abimael are unknown. Sheba is

the well-known Sab'a of soutiiern Arabia. Ophir,

the land of gold in the days of Solomon, lay in Ara-

bia, probably on the coast of the Persian Gulf
(comp. Glaser, I.e. p. 868). Havilah was situated

somewhere in Arabia, probably extending from the

north-central part to the east (comp. Glaser, I.e. pp.
Sa9 et seq.). Jobab is to be identified with the Jo-

baritaj of Ptolemy—an Arabian tribe.

Uncertain as some of these names are, it is clear

that, according to the Biblical classification, the

Arabs, Babylonians, Assyrians, Arameans, and He-
brews were regarded as Semites, or the descendants
of Sheni.

Critical View : In modern times tlie highest

criterion of kinship between nations is the posses-

sion of a common language, or languages which
have a common derivation. This criterion is not in-

fallible; but when checked liy other tests, kinship

in speech is most important evidence of kinship in

race. When determined b)' this test, the catalogue

of Semitic nations differs somewhat from the Biblical

list. It includes the North-Arabians, South-xirabians

(Minseans, Sabeaus, etc.), the Abyssinians, Baby-
lonians, Assyrians, Arameans (consisting of many
widely scattered tribes extending from the Persian

Gulf to Lebanon and the Ilaurau), the Phenicians,

Canaanites, and Hebrews, together witli the kindred

of the last-named, the Moabites and th(! Edomites.

The list in Gen. x. classesthe Phenicians and Canaan-
ites with the Hamites; but the linguistic and histor-

ical evidence is overwhelmingly in favor of their

kinship to the Semites.

On linguistic grounds the Semites are usually di-

vided into two groups: the northern and tlie south-

ern Semites. The latter include the Arabs, Yemen-
ites (Minaeans, Sabeans, the modern INIehri), and the

Ab3'ssinians : the northern group, the rest. For the

southern group tins classification is excellent, cer-

tain well-marked features of the languages, such as

the inner or broken plurals common to these Sem-
itic tongues alone, distinguishing them from the

northern group. For the latter group
Classifica- the classification is not so happy, as

tion and the northern languages are not so

Kinship to closely related to one another. It is

Hamites. clear from the great variations which
they show that the peoples speaking

them did not live as long together in one center

and separate from the southern Semites. Northern
Semitic really consists of three groups of languages:
the Babylonian (iuchiding Assyrian), the Aramean
(including Syriac and many dialects, from Samaiitan
to Mand»an), and tlie Canaanitish (including Phe-
nician, Hebrew, and Moabite). These languages,

intimately related to one another, are less closely

related to tlie group of languages of which ancient

Egyptian is the most important representative, and
which is now usually termed "Hamitic" (comp.
Zimmern, " Vergleichende Grammatik der Semiti-

schen Sprachen," p. 5; Barton, I.e. pp. 9 et seq.).

This Hamitic group consists of Egyptian, Coptic,

the Berber languages (Kabyle, Tamachek, etc.),

and the so-called Cushite languages (Bishari, Saho,

Galla, Afar, Somali, Bilin, Cliamir, etc.).

Formerly, on account of certain animal names
common to all the Semitic tongues, it was held by
Hommel and others that the Semites separated from
the Vryans in the high table-lauds of Turkestan and

wandered to Babylonia, whence they
Primitive spread over the Arabian Peninsula and
Home and Syria. This view is now generally

Civiliza- abandoned, most scholars agreeing

tion. that Arabia was the cradle-land of the

Semites, w^hile North Africa was that

of the united Hamito-Semitic race, and that the

Semites in prehistoric times separated from their

kinsmen and migrated to Arabia, where their

special racial characteristics and the distinguish-

ing features of their languages were developed,

and whence they were distributed over other Sem-
itic countries. The life of the Hamites and the

Semites in North Africa and Arabia developed in a

desert country dotted with occasional oases. The
hard conditions of life forced them, long before the

dawn of history, from sjivagery into a barbarism in

which the cultivation of tlie date-palm was a prom-
inent feature. The family was loosely organized;

descent was reckoned tiirough liie mother; and the

most influential divinity was a goddess of fertility,

the marks of whose cult are deeply embedded in the

civilization of all the Semites. This deity was
known in South Arabia as " Athtar "

; in Abyssinia,

as " Aslitar "
; in jVIesopotamia, as " Islitar "

; among
the Arameans as " Atar "

; and among the Canaaniles

and Phenicians as " Ashtart"; in the Masoretic text

of the Old Testament the name is perverted to

" Aslitoreth." Tliis cult profoundly influenced even

tiie religion of Israel. Like kinship of language,

it is a mark of the kinship of the Semitic races.

Its development and elimination constitute tiie story

of Semitic evolution. Traces of a similar civiliza-

tion and religion are found among the Hamites
(Maspcro, " Dawn of Civilization," pp. 51 et seq.);

and in both peoples it was due to the influence of

oasis life (comp. Ashtoreth).
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The Arabs in the desert fastnesses of central and
northern Arabia have, on account of their isolated

position, preserved unchanged more
The Arabs features of primitive Semitic charac-

and Abys- ter, custom, and language than any
sinians. other Semitic nation ; the conditions

of life have always been too hard to

permit the development of any high state of civ-

ilization. But Arabia from time immemorial has

poured forth wave upon wave of Semites over the

surrounding lands; and finally, under tiie influence

of Mohammed in the seventh century of the current

era, Arabia became for a time a great world-power,

and the Arabs, urged on by a new religious enthu-

siasm, conquered in the course of a century western

Asia and North Africa, extending their power from
India to the Mediterranean and advancing also across

Spain into France. The fertility of these lands

soon caused the seat of Arabic power to move be-

yond the borders of Aral)ia. In the conquered
countries the Arabs have become only one element

of the population; but they are still an important

factor in the world's history (comp. Arabia; Ca-
lifs; Islam).

Archeological investigation has in recent years re-

vealed in southwestern Arabia, the most fertile por-

tion of the peninsula, the presence of a high degree

of civilization as early as the thirteenth century b.c.

This civilization centered in the cities of Ma'in and
Saba, and has left a large number of inscriptions

written in a dialect which differs considerably from
that of northern Arabia (comp. Hommel, "Siid-

Arabisclie Chrestomathie," Munich, 1893). From
southern Arabia emigrants crossed the Straits of

Bab-el-Mandeb and established a colony in Africa,

which in time not only became independent, but

even conquered a part of the mother country (comp.
Glaser, I.e.; idem, "Die Abessinier in Arabien und
Afrika "). These Semites are known as Ethiopians

or Abyssinians. Their earliest inscriptions are writ-

ten in the language and script of southern Arabia.

By 115 B.C. the old kingdom of Saba had been over-

thrown and the kingdom of Saba and Raidan estab-

lished on its ruins. Tliis kingdom lay in part in

Africa. About 380 C.E. there arose in Africa the

kingdom of Aksum; and about the same time the

Sabean script gave place in Abyssinia to the Ge'ez
script, which still prevails in that country (comp.

D. H. Mliller, " Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Abes-
sinien," Vienna, 1894; Bent, "Sacred City of the

Ethiopians, " 1893). Christianity entered the country
during the same century and finally prevailed.

There are still spoken in Abyssinia the dialects

into which the old Etiiiopic has broken up, such as

the Amharic, the Tigre, and the Tigrina. Abyssinia
is still an independent kingdom.
The oldest Semitic civilization ever developed

was the Babylonian. This, if not the oldest, is one
of the oldest civilizations in the world

;

The Baby- in the opinion of the majority of

lonians and those competent to judge, its begin-

Assyrians. nings antedate the Semitic occupation
of Babylonia and were originated by

a non-Semitic people, whom German scholars call

"Sumerians," and English, "Accadians." The Su-

merians had made the beginnings of civilization and

of the cuneiform writing (comp. Weissbach, "Su-
merische Frage," Leipsic, 1898; Barton, I.e. pp.
164 et seq.). Before the dawn of written history,

probably by 5000 B.C., Semites from Arabia had min-
gled with the Sumerians (comp. Barton, I.e. pp. 196
et neq.).

The earliest history known at the present day
through written documents reveals a number of

cities— Shirpurla, Kish, Gisliban, Ur, Erech, Larsa,

and Agade—struggling for supremacy. One city

held the leadership for a wliile, and then it would
pass to another. There is reason to believe that in

prehistoric times similar struggles had occurred

between Nippur, Eridu, and Ur. Only thus can
the position held by these cities at the dawn of his-

tory be accounted for. About 2300 b.c. Babylon
emerged from obscurity and became siapreme under
a dynasty whicli belonged to a new wave of emi-
gration from Arabia; and for about 1200 years
it was the most important city in the country.

About 1700 the Kassites, a race from the south-

east, invaded Babylonia and founded a dynasty
which lasted for 576 years; but tiiese foreigners were
.soon Semitized. After about the year 1000 the Baby-
lonian kingdom became weak. The city retained a
commanding religious and cultural influence; but
leadership in political affairs passed to Assyria

(comp. Babylonia).
Assj'ria was a Semitic colony, or a series of colo-

nies, from Babylonia. It begins to emerge into the

annals of written history about the middle of the

nineteenth century B.C. By 1100 it was the strong-

est power in western Asia ; and at various periods

after that it held the hegemony. In the ninth,

eighth, and seventh centuries it dominated Pales-

tinian affairs ; in the two latter centuries. Babylonia;

and in the seventh century it conquered Egypt. Its

people lacked the culture and refinement of the

Babylonians; but they were, perhaps, the most vig-

orous warriors whom the Semites ever produced
(comp. Assyria).

Another wave of Semitic emigration from Arabia
is represented by the Chaldeans. For a long time

they hovered around the southein border of Baby-
lonia, where they appeared about 1000

The B.C. By the eighth century one of

Chaldeans their number had seized the throne

and of Babylon for a time, and in 625 the

Aratneans. Chaldean Nabopolassar succeeded in

establishing the Chaldean or Neo-
Babylonian empire. As Assyria fell in 606, this

empire succeeded to the dominion of western Asia

until it was overthrown by Cyrus in 538 (comp.

Chaldea).
The Arameans never formed one united independ-

ent state. They were scattered along the western

border of Babylonia; extended up the Euphrates to

the Taurus Mountains; occupied the region between

the Euphrates and Lebanon ; established a kingdom
at Damascus; in early Israelitish times pushed
down into the Hauran; and later, as the Nabatseans,

occupied Edom, Moab, and the Sinaitic Peninsula,

and advanced into Arabia as far as Taima. They
were the middlemen of the East. In the time of

Sennacherib their language had become a kind of

lingua franca {11 K.mg?,x\m. 26); and it seems in
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time to have displaced both the Babylonian in Baby-
lonia (comp. Aramaic "dockets" in Stevenson, "As-
syrian and Babylonian Contracts"; Clay, "Business
Documents of Murashu Sons ") and the Hebrew in

Palestine (comp. Aramaic Language). Tlie Ara-
means appear in the inscriptions about 1500 B.C., by
which time they had begun to migrate into Pales-

tine. Hebrew tradition preserves the legend that

Israel was of Aramean extraction (comp. Gen. xii.,

xxviii.-xxxii. ; Deut. xxvi. 5). On the Arameans
•comp. Paton, "Early History of Syria and Pales-

tine," ch. vii., viii. ; Aram ; Aram-Geshur; Aram-
Maachah; Aram - Naiiaraim; Aram-Rehob;
Aram-Zobah; Damascus; Nabat^ans.
The Phenicians and Canaanites were one race and

spoke one language. Perhaps the}' came into Syria

and Palestine as a part of that move-
Pheni- ment of races which gave Egypt her

cians, Ca- Hyksos kings about 1700 b.c. (comp.
naanites, Paton, I.e. ch. v.). They never devel-

and oped a consolidated kingdom, but
Hebrews, formed small city dominions, over

whicli petty sovereigns ruled. The
Phenicians, who inhabited the little strip of land
between Mt. Lebanon and the Mediterranean, be-

came great sailors. They performed on the sea the

part which the Aram(?ans did on land, carrying
Semitic influences to Greece and Egypt. It is com-
monly supposed that they originated the alphabet.
Perhaps this is not true; but they were probably
the distributors of it. Tlie Canaanites, although
conquered by the Hebrews, gave to the latter

their language (comp. Canaan; Canaanites;
Phenicia).

The Hebrews were in origin an offshoot of the
Arameans; but they adopted the Canaanitish lan-

guage. Their history is told under Israel, People
OF. Their great contribution to the world's civiliza-

tion has been a religious one. The Edomites and
the Moabites were closely connected with Israel

and apparently spoke the same language (comp.
Edom ; MoAB ; Moabite ' Stone).
The Semites, though never especially gifted in

philosophical power, have contributed much to the
civilization of the world. The Babylonians through

millenniums of painful development
Semitic established many of the primary ele-

Contribu- ments of civilized life. The fact that
tions to the Egyptians were developing many
Civiliza- of these elements independently in no

tion. wise detracts from the credit due the
Babylonians. The beginnings of as-

tronomy, the division of time by weeks, and perhaps
the beginnings of mathematics are traceable to Baby-
lonia, and are at least in part to be credited to the
Semites. Phenicia, as stated above, in all likelihood
•distributed, if she did not invent, the alphabet.
Three of the most influential of the world's re-

ligions, .Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism
—religions which embody for many millions who
are not Semites their highest ideals and hopes—are
Semitic contributions.

Bibliography: F. Muller, Grundrtss der Sprachwissen-
schaft, VOL iU., Vienna, 1884 ; Gerland, Ethnography, Phila-
delphia, 1885 ; Brlnton, Races and Penplen, New York, 1890 •

Peschel, Baces of Men, lb. 188K; Keane, Ethnologu, Cam-
bridge, 1896; Serjjl, Mediterranean Bace, New York, 1901;

Ripley, Baces of Europe, 1901 ; W. R. Smith, Kinship and
Marriage in Early Arabia, 2d ed., 1903; Idem, Bel. of
Sem. 2d ed., 1894 ; Barton, Sketch of Semitic Orim'/i.s. New
York, 1902 ; Lagrange. Etudes stir le.^ Beligions Semiti(fties,
Paris, 1903. For the literature on the individual Semitic na-
tions, compare bibliographies of the respective articles la
The Jewish Encyclopedia.
E- G. H. G. A. B.

SEMITIC LANGUAGES : Languages spoken
by the Semitic peoples (comp. Semites). These
peoples are the North-Arabians, the South-Arabians,
the Abyssinians (ancient and modern), the ancient
Babylonians and Assyrians, the various Aramean
tribes, the Hebrews and their kindred (the Moabites
and Edomites), the Canaanites, and the Phenicians
and their colonies.

Like the Aryan languages, the various dialects of
the Semitic group are inflectional. Both in the
Aryan and in the Semitic tongues the agglutinative
stage of development has passed, and words (such
as verb-stems and pronouns) originallj' placed in

juxtaposition have been worn down
Not Re- and welded into inflectional forms.

lated to the Here the analogy ends; and thediffer-
Aryan ences between the two groups are so

Tongues, striking that it is probable that they
belong to two independent families of

languages, each developed in a different part of the
world quite apart from tlie other, and eacli repre-
senting an independent evolution of human speech.
The most fundamental characteristic of the Se-

mitic languages is the triliterai form of their roots.

With the exception of some biliterals, each root
consists of three letters, as "ktl." A few have been
worn down through use; but most of the words still

exhibit the triliterai character. These roots consist
entirely of consonants, vowels being only secondary

;

the substantial meaning resides in the former.
When vowels are added the word is inflected, as
" katala " = " he killed, " " katilu" " - " one who kills,"

and " kutila " = " he was killed. " The Aryan roots
are totally different, as ^go," "stha" =
"stand," and " vid " =: "know." The Semitic lan-

guages contain a system of guttural and palatal let-

ters, some of which ("alef,"
"
'ayin,"and "ghayin")

have no parallels in Aryan, and are nearly impossible
for Aryan vocal organs. Moreover, the Aryan lan-

guages have an elaborate system of tenses; the peo-
ples which originated them were careful to express
when an action occurred. The Semites possess but
two so-called tenses, neither of which primarily
denotes time, but which simply represent an action
as complete or incomplete: while little attention
is paid to the time of an action or state, the man-
ner of its occurrence is expressly noted; i.e.,

whether it was done simply or intensively, whetlier
it was done reflex ively or was caused by another,
whether it was complete or incomplete, etc. Semitic
modes of indicating these ideas, such as the doub-
ling of the middle radical (thus, "kattala")to ex-

press the intensive, the prefixing of "'a," "ha," or
"sha" to represent the causative idea, and the pre-

fixing of "na" or prefixing or inserting of " t " to

express the reflexive, are absolutely foreign to the
genius of the Aryan tongues. In expressing the
dependence of one noun upon another in the geni-

tive relation Semites modifj- the first noun, produ-
cing what is known as the construct state, while the
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Aryans modify the second or dependent noun. In

short, the whole method of conceiving and express-

ing thought is dillerent in the two groups of lan-

guages.

With reference to the languages sometimes called

Hamitic the case is quite dillerent. Here a degree

of kinship is demonstrable. The Hamitic tongues

are the ancient Egyptian, Coptic,

Relation Tameshek, Kaby'e, Bedza, Galla, So-

to the mali, Saho, Belin, Chamir, and Dan-
Hamitic kali, or 'Afar. The kinship of this

Tongues, group to the Semitic is indicated by
the following facts: (I) The oldest

known representative of the group, Egyptian, pos-

sesses the peculiar gutturals "alef" and "'ayin."

(2) The roots of ancient Egyptian, like those of the

Semitic languages, were originally triliteral (comp.

Erman in "Sitzungsberichte der Koniglichen Aka-
demie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin," 1900, p. 350);

the same is probably true with regard to the prim-

itive stock of the whole group. (3) The personal

pronouns in the two groups are almost identical;

and as pronouns are ordinarily the most individual

of all the parts of speech, tlie similarities here are

the more significant. (4) In both the Hamitic and the

Semitic groups intensive stems are formed by doub-
ling the .second radical (comp. Erman, I.e. p. 321;

F. Miiller, '' Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft," iii.,

section ii., pp. 268 et scq.). (5) Both groups form
reflexive or passive verb-stems by prefixing or in-

fixing the letter "t." (6) In both groups a causa-

tive stem is formed by prefixing "s" or "sh,"

which in some of the Semitic dialects is thinned to

"ha "and even to "'a." (7) Five of the numerals,

tongues (described below) lead most scholars to di-

vide them into two groups, the South-Semitic and.

the North-Semitic. Hommel (" Auf-
Classifica- siitze una Abhandlungen," pp. 92 et

tion of the neq.) proposed to divide them into

Semitic East-Semitic and West-Semitic, the

Languages, former consisting of Babylonian-As-
syrian, and the latter including the

other languages. The older and more generally ac-

cepted classification is, however, far more satisfac-

tory, as it groups the languages much more in ac-

cordance with their similarities and differences.

These groups are subdivided as follows:

r North-Arabic dialects.
South-Semitic Liinpuapes i South-Arabic dialects.

L Abyssinian dialects.

j
BabyUinian-Assvrian.

North Semitic I aneuaL'es -•
Canaanitish dialects (including Phe-

iNortn-bi-muic Languages ,

^^f.^^^^ ^^^ Hebrew).
[ Aramaic dialects.

The probability has been demonstrated in recent

years that the Hamito-Semitic stock was a part of

the Mediterranean race, that its primitive home was-

in Noith Africa, and that the Semites migrated to

central Arabia, where in their sheltered existence

their special linguistic characteristics were developed,

(comp. Semites, Ckitical View; Barton, I.e. ch.

i.). The linguistic differences between the northern

and southern Semites make it probable that the an-

cestoi s of the northern group migrated at an early

time to the northeastern part of Arabia, whence they

found their waj'' in successive waves to the Meso-
potamian valley and thence to the Syro-Palestinian

coast. The following is a tentative genealogical

chart of the ancestry of the Semitic languages:

Primitive Hamito-Semitic

Primitive Hamitic

Egyptian

"I
Coptic

Berber
Languages

Languages
of

Somaliland

Babylonian-
Assyrian

Primitive Semitic

North-Semitic

Canaanitish Aramaic

South-Semitic

I

! I

North-Arable South-Arabic

I

Abyssinian

viz., two, six, seven, eight, and nine, arc expressed

by the same roots in the two groups (comp. Bar-

ton, "Sketch of Semitic Origins," p. 9. note 2). (8)

The two groups have also the same endings to

denote the two genders: masculine, " u " or " w "
;

feminine, " t."

It can not, therefore, be doubted that the two
groups of languages sprang from the same stock.

The Semitic languages betray their relationship one

to another not only by similarity of articulation and
grammatical foundation, but by identity of roots

and word-forms; while the Hamitic languages re-

veal their kinship merely by a similarity in mfiri)hol-

ogy and of the forms of their roots, less often in

the material of the roots (comp. Muller, Lc. p. 225;

Barton, I.e. p. 11).

The linguistic differences of the various Semitic

The known dialects of these languages are as.

follows:
South-Semitic Languages.

(1) Norlli-Arahic Dialects: Old classical Arabic; North-

Arabic Inscriptions (various dialects); the Safaitic inscriptions ;

modern Arabic (embracing many dialects, as
Known Syrian Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, Tunisian Ara-

Dialects of bic, Algerian Arabic, Maltese Arabic, 'Omanl
Semitic. Arabic, etc ; often each separate village has a

dialect of its own).
(2) South-Araliic Dialects: Minaean and Sabean inscrif)-

tious; modern South-Arabic dialects (as Mehri and Socotri).

(;{) Ahynsiiiiau Dinlcctx : Old Ethiopic inscriptions ; Ethiopic

(Ge'e;;); and the modern dialects Tigre, Tigrina, Amharic, Ha-
rari, and (lurilge.

Noktii-Semitic La.nguages.

(1) Bnlnilnnian-Assyrian (including inscriptions from c.

4000 B.C. tor. 2r)0K.c.).

(:?) Caimanilish Dialrctfi: Canaanitish glosses in the El-

Amarna tablets; Hebrew (includin.sr Biblical Hebrew and post-
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Biblical Hebrew); Moabitisli (Moabite Stone); Phenician (in-

cludiDg Punic).

(3) Ai-amaicDiahctfi: West-Aramaic, including: inscriptions

of Zenjirli ; Jewish Aramaic (embracing Biblical Aramaic, Jew-

ish Palestinian Aramaic [Targ. Onk. and Targ. Jonathan], Gali-

lean Aramaic [Jerusalem Talmud, Jerusalem Targumim, and

Mldrashim]); Christian Palestinian Aramaic (a version of the

Gospels), closely related to the Galilean Aramaic; Samaritan;

Palmyrene inscriptions ; Nabat£ean inscriptions ; modem dialect

of Ma'lula in the Lebanon. East-Aramaic, including: Babyloni-

an Aramaic (dockets to cuneiform tablets and the Babylonian Tal-

mud); Mandaean ; Syrian (Edessan); Syriac inscriptions from

north-central Syria (comp. Littmann, "Semitic Inscriptions");

modern dialects spoken at Tur 'Abdin and in Kurdistan, As-

syria, and Urumia.

The Semitic languages contain tlie following con-

sonants: gutturals, "alef," " 'ayin," "h," and "h "
;

lower palatals, "k," "kh," and "gh ";

Con- upper palatals, "k," "g," ("y"); sib-

sonants ilants, "s" (D), "<;•" (V), "s" (b'),

and "sh," "z," "z"; dentals, "t," "d,"

Vowels, "t," "th," "dh." "d"; liquids, "1,"

"n," "r"; labials, "p," "ph" (f),

"b,""m," and"w." Some of these characters (" d "

and " z ") are peculiar to the South-Semitic group.

A comparison of the Semitic languages reveals

such facts of phonetic equivalence as the following:

(1) In passing from one language to another the

gutturals frequently interchange: ' with "h," as

Arabic '"aktala," Syriac '"aktel," but Hebrew
"hiktil," Biblical Aramaic "haktel," and Sabean

"hktl"; also Arabic "humu," but Ethiopic
"
'eniun-

tu." So, "h" with', as Hebrew "hob," Syriac

"'obba," Arabic '"ubb."

(2) "T" and "t" are frequently interchanged,

as Hebrew "katal," Syriac "ktal," but Arabic

"katala," and Ethiopic "katal."

(3) Hebrew " z " is often equivalent to Aramaic
"d" and Arabic "dh," e.g.: Hebrew "zahabh,"

Aramaic " d'habh," Arabic " dhahab "
; Hebrew " za-

bah," Ethiopic "zabha," Aramaic "d^bhah," Arabic

"dhabah."

(4) Hebrew and Assyrian " sh " is frequently rep-

resented in Aramaic by " t " (" th "), in Arabic by
"th," and in Ethiopic by "s," as: Hebrew "shor,"

Assyrian "shuru," but Aramaic "tora," Arabic

"thaur,"and Ethiopic "sOr"; Hebrew "yashabh,"

Assyrian "ashabu," but Aramaic "yetheb," Syriac

"itheb," Arabic "wathaba."

(5) "Sh" or "s" is sometimes thinned to "h " and
then to '

; e.g., Assyrian "shu," Sabean "su," but He-
brew "hu"," Aramaic "hu," Arabic "hua." This ap-

pears in the causative of the verb : Assyrian has a

"shaf'el" {e.g.," shukshud "), which in Hebrew and
Sabean is a "hif'il" {e.g., Hebrew "hiktil," Sabean
"hktl"), and in Arabic and Ethiopic "'af'el" {e.g.,

Arabic " 'aktala," Ethiopic " 'angar "). Aramaic ex-

hibits all three forms, since Biblical Aramaic has the

hif'il or haf'el, while Syriac presents the shaf'el

and 'af'el side by side. In Phenician a further

change to "y" occurred, making a "yif'il" or

"if'il " (e.g., "ytn'th" = "I caused to erect").

(6) Hebrew " 9 " (V) is often represented in Aramaic
by ', and in Arabic by "d"; e.g., Hebrew "'ere^,"

Aramaic "'ar'a," Arabic "'ard." For fuller illus-

tration of consonantal equivalence compare the lit-

erature cited below.

It is characteristic of all the Semitic languages
that the peculiarities of the gutturals, the weakness

of "w" and "y," and the tendency of a vowelless
" u " to assimilate with tlie following letter, create

"weak" or irregular verbs and cause anomalous
noun -forms.

It is probable that in primitive Semitic, as in clas-

.sical Arabic, there were but three vowels, "a," "i,"

and ' u," of each of which there were a long and a
short variety. Perhaps there was also the volatil-

ized vowel "shewa" ("). In Assyrian an "e" was
developed ; and in the other dialects in which the

vowels can be determined both an " e " and an " o "

were developed. "W" and "y" in combination
with "a" resulted in the diphthongs "an" and
"ai."

The two Semitic verb-states mentioned above are

the perfect and the imperfect. The former e.xpresses

a completed action; the latter, an un-

The Verb, completed action. The perfect is

formed in all the languages b}' affix-

ing to the verb-stem certain particles whicli were
once pronouns or fragments of pronouns. The
third person singular masculine is an exception to

this, as it is the verb-stem alone. The imperfect is

formed by prefixing particles, likewise of pro-

nominal origin, to the stem, and, in some forms,

by adding affixes also. The stems are vocalized

differently in the different languages.

The South-Semitic languages are characterized

by a fuller and more symmetrical development of

the verb-forms than are the North-Semitic, by a more
complete sj'stem of characters for the expression of

sounds, by the fact that they often make the plural

of nouns by means of internal changes (as"wah-
shu" " = "a beast." " wuhushu" " = " beasts "), and
by inany minor differences.

The Arabic language with its various dialects is

used to-day by a much greater number of people

than is any other Semitic tongue. This preeminence

it owes to the influence of Islam. Although its lit-

erary monuments are much j'ounger

South-Seni- than those of several of the other Sem-
itic Iian- itic languages, scholars recognize in

guages. the classical Arabic (of which the Ko-
Arabic. ran is the chief example) the dialect

which has retained most fully the

forms of the primitive Semitic speech. These were

preserved in Arabic owing to the isolated position

of the Arabian people. Living in the desert fast-

nesses of central Arabia, they were not subjected to

the disintegrating influences of foreign contact.

In both verb- and noun-forms, accordingly, classical

Arabic is much richer than the other Semitic lan-

guages. The development of its verb may be com-

prehended by a glance at the verb-stems. They are

as follows:

I. II. III. IV. V. VI.

katala kattala katala 'aktala takattala takatala

VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII.

inkatala iktatala Iktalla istaktala iktalla iktautala

XIII. XIV. XV.
iktawwala iktanlala iktanla(y).

Of these forms, I. denotes the simple action; II.,

the inten.sive of I.; III., an attempted or indirect

action; IV., a causative action; V. is reflexive of

II. ; VI. is reflexive or reciprocal of III. ; VII. and

VIII. are reflexive or passive of I. ; IX. and XI. are
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used to denote inherent qualities or bodily defects;

X. is a reflexive of IV. ; and XII. -XV., while rare

and obscure, seem to indicate the doing of a deed, or

the possession of a quality, in intensity. All the

forms except IX. and XI. -XV. possess a passive as

"vvell as an active voice, whence it will be seen that

the characteristic of the Semitic verb in contrast

with the Aryan has here its fullest expression. In

the imperfect of the verb, also, Arabic is more fully

developed tlian the other languages, having the

following modes in both the active and the passive

voices:

Indicative. Subjunctive. Jussive. First Energic. Second
Energic.

Moreover, in the richness of its development of

infinitives or verbal nouns Arabic far surpasses the

other Semitic tongues. This is not easily illustrated

in a short article; but it has led grammarians to

make the Arabic forms the standard by which to

measure and explain all Semitic nouns. In the

modern dialects of Arabic many of the refinements

of form and syntax are neglected, and much pho-

netic decay is apparent.

The grammatical development of the South-

Arabic dialects seems to be less complete. In the

older dialects, as known from the in-

Mineean scriptions (which are written in a dis-

and tinctive South-Arabic alphabet), the

Sabean. verb-stems corresponding to the Ara-

bic I., II., III., v., VI., VII., VIII.,

and X. are found. Instead of the Arabic IV.
('af'al), in Minsean the original "sh" of the Semitic

causative is preserved in a saf'el (as "saknaka"),
and in Sabean it is only thinned to a hif'il (as "hah-
datha "). In the modern dialects (Mehri and Socotri)

considerable decay is noticeable.

The oldest inscriptions from Abyssinia are written

in the Sabean script, but inscriptions of about 380

c.E. written in the Ge'ez character are met with. In

the Ge'ez (or Ethiopic) a version of the Scriptures

was soon made ; and there exists in it a considerable

Christian literature. It is still the

Abyssin- saci'ed language of Abyssinia, bearing

ian to the modern dialects much the same
Dialects, relation that Latin bears to the Ro-

mance languages. While Ethiopic

has many features in common with the other South-
Semitic dialects (such, for example, as " broken " or

internal plurals), it has preserved some features in

common with certain members of the North-Semitic

group (such as the "k" of the first person perfect

of the verb). Such characteristics are important
philologicallj' ; for coincidences in languages far re-

moved from one another in locality are strong evi-

dence of tlie survival of primitive- features. Ethi-

opic, moreover, has evolved the most symmetrical
development of the Semitic verb. It has, first, the

stems corresponding to the Arabic I., II., and III.

Then it makes a causative not only of I., as in Ara-
bic, by prefixing '"a," but also of II. and III. in

like manner. Again, from the three stems first

mentioned it makes three passive or reflexive stems
by prefixing "ta." Then, lastly, from each of the

three simple stems it forms a causative-reflexive

stem by prefixing '"asta." Thus a very symmet-

rical system of twelve forms is secured. The mod-
ern Abyssinian dialects present considerable linguis-

tic change from the Ethiopic. Of these tiie Tigre
and Tigriiia are closely related, while the Amharic,
Hararl, and Gurage form another closely related

group.

As noted above, the North-Semitic languages are

not so closely related to one another as are the South-
Semitic. It seems probable that from a common
North-Semitic home in northeastern Arabia, where
the}' had been but loosely held together, the ances-

tors of these tongues migrated in three great sepa-

rate waves, all of which moved by way of the

Tigris-Euphrates valley. Of course there were
many minor, intermediate waves of migration, as

well as much direct mixture from Arabia later; but
tliese three main types were strong enougli to im-
pose their languages upon later comers.

The Semitic ancestors of tiie Babylonians migrated

into the Mesopotamian valley long before the dawn
of history (comp. Semites, Critical View; Barton,

I.e. pp. 196 et seq.). Their language, which was
perpetuated by their colonists, the later Assyrians, in

some respects differs from the Semitic

North-Sem- prototype more than does any other

itic Lan- Semitic tongue. This is no doubt
guages. owing to the fact that upon their set-

Babylo- tlement in Babylonia the Semites came
nian- into contact with the highly civilized

Assyrian. Sumerians, among whom they settled,

and whom they gradually absorbed.

At first the Semites when they committed their

thoughts to writing employed the Sumerian lan-

guage ; but Semitic idiom betrays itself in such in-

scriptions as early as 4000 B.C. The Sumerians had
developed a system of picture-writing. This the

Semites adapted to their own language partly as a
syllabic method of writing and partly as an ideo-

graphic system. Semitic was written thus as early

at least as the time of Manishtu-irba (c. 3900 B.C.),

and continued to be so written as late at least as the

time of the Seleucid king Antiochus I. (282-261

B.C.).

Some of the most striking of the peculiarities of

this dialect are as follows: (1) All the gutturals, in-

cluding the lower palatal "gh," are worn away.

The presence of the stronger of them is indicated by
the change of an original "a" or "i " to "c." (2)

The form called "permansive," which corresponds

to the perfect in the other Semitic languages, has

lost its original significance and is used to express

a state. The imperfect has been differentiated into

two forms, the shorter of which is used to express

completed action, and the longer uncompleted, and

thus performs the functions of both the perfect and

the imperfect. (3) The forms of verb-stems exhibit

the following scheme: there are four stems, which
correspond in meaning respectively to the Arabic

stems I., II., IV., and VII. Three of these are

formed analogously to the Arabic; but the causa-

tive is the original Semitic shaf'el. Grammarians

indicate these as follows: I. 1 (simple stem); II. 1

(intensive); III. 1 (causative); and IV. 1 (reflexive).

By inserting a "t" in stems I. 1, II. 1, and III. 1

after the first consonant a secondary series (I. 2, II.

2, III. 2), each of which was originally the recipro-
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cal or reflexive of a corresponding form of the first

series, is produced. One other form (I. 3) is ob-

tained by inserting in the form I. 1 the syllabic

"tan" after the first radical. This system is some-
what analogous to the Ethiopic verb-system, but is

not so complete.

(4) Baby Ionian-Assyrian exhibits several phonetic

laws peculiar to itself. For example, a vowelless

sibilant before a dental frequently, though not in-

variably, becomes " 1 " ; as " lubultu " for " lubushtu "

and " Kaldaai " for Hebrew D'ntJ'^-

With the exception of a few inscriptions, of

which that of Mesha (Moabite), that of Eshmunazer
(Pheuician), and the Marseilles inscrip-

The Ca- tion (Punic) are the longest, modern
naanitish knowledge of the Canaanitish group
Group. is confined to Hebrew. As the He-

brews were partly, if not large]}', of

Aramean stock, it follows that they adopted the

language of the Canaanites among whom they set-

tled (comp. Semites, Critical View). This Ca-

naanitish language was spoken in Palestine and
Phenicia as early as 1400 B.C. ; for its idioms appear
in the El-Amarna letters (comp. Tell el-Amakna).
The Canaanites, Avho appear to have moved west-

ward between 1700 and 1800 B.C., settled among the

Amorites. The latter appear to have moved into

Palestine about 2400 or 2500 B.C., at the time of the

Semitic migration which brought to Babylonia the

founders of the first Babylonian dynasty (comp.

Paton, "Early History of Syria and Palestine," ch.

iii.). It is possible that the Amorites fixed the tj-pe

of the Canaanitish languages and that the Canaan-
ites borrowed it from them, as the Hebrews did at a

later time from the Canaanites. This is mere con-

jecture; but the divergence of Canaanitish from
Aramaic would warrant one in supposing that those

who developed the former were isolated from their

kinsfolk at an early date. The chief distinguish-

ing characteristic of the Canaanitish languages is

the construction known as "waw consecutive," in

which a peculiarly vocalized conjunction connecting
two verbs in a narrative enables a discourse begun
in the imperfect state to be continued in the perfect,

and vice versa. This construction gives especial

vividness to a narrative, enabling the reader to stand

as a spectator of the original events and watch their

development. It is found only in Biblical Hebrew
and in the Mesha inscription on the Moabite Stone.

From later Hebrew, from Pheuician (no known
inscription of which is earlier than 500 B.C.), and
from Punic, it has disappeared.

The forms of the verb-stems known in Canaanitish

are : the " kal " (simple stem = Arabic I. ), the " pi 'el
"

and "pu'al" (active and passive of the intensive,

Arabic II.), the "hifil" (Phenician, "yif'il") and
" hof'al" (active and passive of the causative, Arabic
IV.), the " hitpa'el," formed by prefixing " hit " to the
" pi'el" (reflexive of the latter, equivalent to Arabic
v.), and the "nif'al" (equivalent in form and mean-
ing to Arabic VII. ). Compare Hebrew Language.

The Arameans appear in history

Aramaic. aboutl500B.c. At thistime they were
making their v/ay westward via Meso-

potamia into Syria (comp. Paton, I.e. ch. vii., viii.).

They were the middlemen of the East; and their

language became a means of international conununi-
cation, displacing both Babylonian and Hebrew.
Thus it happens that many of the dialects, through
the literary monuments of which Aramaic is known
to-day, are dialects spoken by foreigners.

The oldest Aramaic known is found in dockets to

Babylonian tablets, inscriptions on weights, and the-

much longer inscriptions from Zenjirli of the eighth
and seventh centuries B.C. This language, though
undoubtedly Aramaic, approximates much more
closely to Canaanitish than does the later Aramaic.
During the Persian period Aramaic was the ollicial

language of the western provinces. Some inscrip-

tions of this period—one as early as Xerxes—and
several tattered papyri in Aramaic are

Jewish known, all of which exhibit much the

Aramaic same form of the language, though
differing from that of Zenjirli. Ara-

maic as spoken by the Jews is known in several

dialects as noted above. Of these, the Biblical Ara-
maic has been much influenced by Hebrew. The
other Palestinian dialects closely resemble the Bib-
lical Aramaic, but exhibit a later form of it. In
them the causative in "ha" instead of " 'a," and the
formation of the passive by means of internal vowel-
changes have disappeared (comp. Aramaic Lan-
guage).

The Samaritans translated their sacred books into

Aramaic, writing it in a script peculiar to tliem-

selves but developed out of the old Hebrew char-

acter. Their dialect of Aramaic is closely related to

the other Palestinian dialects, though perhaps they
softened the gutturals a little more. They have
often arbitrarily introduced into their sacred books
Hebrew forms from the original. This has led some
wrongly to suppose that Samaritan is a mixture of

Hebrew and Aramaic. Aramaic is the

Samaritan, language also of the inscriptions of the

Nabataean, Nabataean kingdom, which flourished

and for two or three centuries with its.

Palmyrene. capital at Petra, until overthrown by
Trajan in 105 c.e. It is thought by

NSldeke that the Nabatseans Avere Arabs who used
Aramaic simply as a literary language. At Palmyra
Aramaic inscriptions are found dating from a time
shortly prior to the beginning of the Christian era

down to the third century. The dialect of the Pal-

myrene inscriptions, while in most respects re-

sembling closely West-Aramaic, has some features,

such as the plural in Xtt, in common with East-

Aramaic.
Modern knowledge of the dialect of north-central

Syria is confined to the Syriac inscriptions collected

by Littniann ("Semitic Inscriptions," pp. 1-56).

These offer but little grammatical material. AVhile

they exhibit some dialectical differences, the forma-

tion of the third person imperfect with "n" links

the dialect Avith East-Aramaic.

Syriac is the language of the Christian versions of

the Bible made from the second century onward,
and of a large Christian literature.

Edessan or Through this literature it became
Syriac. widely influential even in parts where

it had not been previously known. It

was called Syriac because tlie name "Aramaic,"
which belonged to the old inhabitants of the coun-
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try, had come to the Christians to mcau "heathen."

In the eastern jiartof tlielJonian empire it was, next

to Greelv, tlie most important language until the

Arabian conquest. Its characteristics, such as tiie

imperfect in "n," and the emphatic state in "a"
from Avhicli all trace of its use as a definite article

liad disappeared, Avere clearl\- marked from tl-.e

beginning.

The Babylonian Talmud (Gemara) is written in

Babylonian Aramaic; but, as there is a constant

mingling of Hebrew and Aramaic i)assages, the

Aramaic is not pure. Closely akin to this is the

dialect of the IVIandieans, a peculiar sect, half Chris-

tian, lialf heathen, who.se members lived probably

in a different part of Babylonia. J\Ian-

Babylo- da'an is, therefore, slightly i)urer, be-

nian and cause not subject to Hebrew influence.

Mandaean These dialects employ an imperfect

Dialects, either in "n"or in"l." They were
displaced by the Arabian conquest,

though possibly the Maudctans still speak among
themselves a descendant of their old language.

In the region of ancient Assyria, Kurdistan, and
Urumia dialects of Aramaic are still spoken by many
Christians and by some Jews. American niis.sion-

aries have developed the dialect spoken in Urumia
into a new literary language. These modern dia-

lects present many changes from the older usage,

especially in verbal forms.

The formal relation of Aramaic to the other Sem-
itic languages can, perhaps, be best illustrated by a

glance at its verb-stems. These are most fully de-

veloped in Edessan and Mandaean, where are found
(I.) a simple stem = Arabic I. ; (II.) an

The Verb- intensive stem = Arabic II. ; (III.)

Stems of an 'af'eland(IV.)ashaf'el,bothequiv-

Aranlaic. alent to Arabic IV. A reflexive of

each of these stems is formed by pre-

fixing "t." As this "t" is vowelless it takes pros-

thetic ' with the auxiliary vowel "i," making "'it."

Thus stems V., VL, VII., and VIII. become the re-

flexives of I., II., III., and IV.

In the Jewish Palestinian dialects the shaf'el and
its reflexive {i.e., stems IV. and VIII.) are wanting.

In Biblical Aramaic and the inscriptions of Zenjirli

the haf'el takes the place of the 'af'el, and it has no

reflexive; so that in these dialects stems IV., VII.,

and VIII. are wanting.
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T. G. A. B.

SEMITIC MUSEUM, HARVARD UNI-
VERSITY : Founded by Jacob H. Schiff of New
York in 1889, at Cambridge, Mass. Its objects are to

gather, preserve, and exhibit all known kinds of

material illustrating the life, histor}-, and thought
of the Semitic peoples, to increase the knowledge
of the Seinitic past by taking part in the explora-

tion of Semitic countries and ruins, and by publish-

ing the results of such investigations to show what
have been the Semitic contributions to civilization.

The founder gave in 1889, $10,000 to the university

to purchase objects illustrating the subjects of

Semitic instruction. On May 13. 1891, the collec-

tion thus purchased was formally opened to the

public in a room of the Peabody Museum; in the

winter of 1902-3 it was transferred to the Semitic

Museum Building, also the gift of its founder.

The ground floor contains the library' (the gift of

the same donor) and three lecture-rooms ; the second

floor comprises a large hall, the Assyrian Room, con-

taining the Babylonian, Assyrian, and Hittite ex-

hibits, and the curator's room. The Palestinian

Room is on the third floor.

The growth of the collection has been continuous,

through both gift and purchase. In 1899 about

$20,000 was raised by subscription for the purpose

of further purchases.
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The Assyrian Room contains casts from the Baby-
lonian, Assyrian, and Hittite monuments and from
bas-reliefs in the museums of London, Paris, Berlin,

and Constantinople ; original Babylonian and Assyr-

ian inscriptions on stone and clay ; stone seal cylin-

ders; statuettes; and building-bricks. The Palestinian

Room contains, from Palestine (including the Merrill

Collection), Phenicia, Palmj'ra, Damascus, ]\Ioab,

Arabia, and Philistia, monuments, inscriptions, and
coins; geological specimens ; specimens of flora and
fauna; glassware, pottery, and utensils; costumes
and ornaments; books, manuscripts, and photo-

graphs. It contains also objects from Egypt and
Persia, illustrating tlie important connections of

these countries

with the Semitic

peoples.

A. D. G. L.

S E M O N
,

CHARLES:
Philanthropist;

born in Danzig
1814; died in

Switzerland Ju-

ly 18, 1877. He
emigrated to

England and
settled in the

manufacturing
town of Brad-

ford, Yorkshire,

becoming one of

its most promi-

nent citizens.

He was elected

mayor in 1874,

and was a jus-

tice of the peace,

and a deputy-

lieutenant of the

riding. He was
also a member
of the chamber
of commerce
from its founda-

tion, served for

several years
on the council

of that body, and in 1871 was elected a vice-presi-

dent. In 1874 Semon built the Convalescent Home
at Ilkley, which in 1876 was handed over to the local

corporation. He promoted the formation of the

Bradford branch of the Anglo-Jewish Association

;

and on his initiative the Bradford chamber of com-
merce made representations to the British govern-
ment on the subject of the proposed Rumanian
commercial treaty.

At his death Semon bequeathed £35,000 (§175,000)
for the benefit of educational institutions in the

town of his adoption.

Bibliography: Jev. Chmn. July 27, 1877; J^eir. n'or/d, Aug.
10, 1877 ; Bradford Observer, July, 1877.

J. G. L.

SEMON, SIR FELIX : English specialist in

diseases of the throat; born at Danzig Dec. 8, 1849;

XL—13

The Semitic Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

(From a photogfrsph.)

nephew of Julius Semon. He studied medicine at

the universities of Heidelberg, Berlin, Vienna, and
Paris and at St. Thomas's Hosj^ital, London, receiv-

ing his diploma as physician in 1873. His studies

were interrupted by the Franco-Prussian war, in

which he took part as assistant surgeon.

Settling in the English capital in 1874, he became
assistant at St. Tliomas's Hosjiital, where from 1883
to 1897 he was chief of the laryngological depart-

ment. At present (1905) he is laryngologist to the

Hospital for Epilepsy and Paralysis, Queen's square,

London.
In 1894 Sir Felix received the title of professor

from the crown of Prussia; in 1897 was knighted by
the Queen of
England ; and in

19 1 w a s a p -

pointed physi-

cian extraordi-

nary to the King
(if England. He
was one of the

I'ounders of the

Laryngological
Society of Lon-
tion, of which he
was president
for a number
of years; he
founded and is

the editor of the

International
Journal of Lar-

yngology and
lihin ology ";

and is a felloAV

of the Royal
College of Ph}'-

sicians.

Sir Felix has

Iranslated into

German Sir 'ilo-

rell Mackenzie's
" Diseases of the

Throat and
Nose," and
has written
many valuable

papers on dis-

eases of the throat and on interlaryngeal opera-
tions.

Bibliography: Page), Biog. Lex.
J. F. T. H.

SEN BONET BONJORN. See Bonet, Jacob
Ben David.

SENATOR, HERMAN: German clinicist and
medical author; l)orn at Gnesen, province of Poscu,
Prussia, Dec. 6, 1834; M.D. Berlin, 1857. During
his medical course he was for a year and a half

amanuensis to the physiologist Miiller. He estab-

lished himself as a physician at Berlin in 1858, and
in 1868 was admitted to the university as privat-

docent in medicine and ])harmacology. In 1875 he
was elected assistant professor, and till 1888 was
chief physician of the medical department of the
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Augusta Hospital. In 1881 Senator became also

chief physician of tiie medical department at the

Charite. After Professor Frerichs' death in 1885 he

had charge of the first medical clinic of the univer-

sity for one semester. In 1888 his department in

the Charite was enlarged and became the third med-
ical clinic of the university, Senator being made its

director. In 1899 he was appointed professor with

the title "Geheimer Medieiualrath."

Since 1873 Senator has been one of the editors of

the "Centralblatt fur die Medizinische Wissen-

schaft," and he has written many essays and books

on physiology, general and special pathology, and
therapy. Among these may be mentioned: "Un-
tersuchungen ul)er den Fiebcrhaften Process und
Seine Behandlung," Berlin, 1873; "Die Krankheiten

dcs Bewegungs-Apparates," ib. 1875; "Diabetes

Mellitus und Insipidus," in Ziemssen's " Handbuch
der Speciellen Pathologic," 1879; "Die Albumi-
nuric im Gesunden und Kranken Zustande," Berlin,

1882 (translated into various European languages;

into English by the New Sydenham Society); and
"Die Erkrankungen der Nieren," in Nothnagel's
"Handbuch der Speciellen Pathologic und Thera-

pie," Vienna, 1896.

Bibliography : HIrsch, Blna. Lex.; Pagel, Bioa. Lex.; Wrede,
Das Geistige Berlin, s.v., Berlin, 1898; Mei/ers Konversa-
tionn-Lexikon ; Brockhaus Konversations-Lexikon.

B. F. T. H.

SENECA, LUCIUS ANN^US: Stoic philos-

opher; born about 6 u.c. ; died65c.E. ; teacher of

Nero. Like other Latin authors of the period, Sen-

eca mentions the Jews, although his opinions are

known only from fragments. lie devotes a long

passage to an imfavorable criticism of Jewish cere-

mony, and especially of the Sabbath, on the ground
that the Jews pass a .seventh part of their lives in

idleness, and he bitterly adds: "Yet the customs of

this most base people liave so prevailed that they

are adopted in all the world, and the conquered have
given their laws to the conquerors" (" victi victori-

bus leges dederunt," cited from Seneca's "De Super-
stitione " by Augustine, "De Civitate Dei," vi. 10).

He says further: "They at least know the reasons

for their ceremonies ; but the mass of the rest of man-
kind know not why thej' do what they do " (ib.). He
gibes at the ceremony of lighting the Sabbath lamp,
since the gods did not need the illumination, and
men would object to the smoke ("Epistolte," xcv.

47); and he mentions (•' Quastiones Naturales," iv.

1) the distribution of grain which Josephus(" Contra
Ap." ii. 5) declares was refused by Cleopatra to the

Jews. It is noteworthy that some letters of Seneca
were translated into Hebrew by Brieli.

Seneca shared the prejudices of Roman society

against the Jews, althougii as a Stoic philosopher he
should liave been attracted by their self-restraint.

His ethics correspond, to a certain extent, to the

purer concepts of Judaism; and in this fact lies the

explanation of the tradition that he was a Christian.

Biblio(;raphy : Relnacli, Ta-tr.'i (VAuteAim Grecs et Romnius
ReUitifs an Judalsme, i. 2t53-2ii4, Paris, 189.5; JoiV, Blickc
in die ReHgionsqeschiclitc, ii. !t8-101, Broslau, 1883 ; Vo?rel-
stein and Rieger, Gei^ch. der .Juden in littm. 1. 73; Sohiirer,
Ge><ch. 3d ed., iii. 116, 117. On the correspondenre of Seneca
and Paul see Fabricius, Onlex Ai)i>rr}iphu.^ NnviTe-Htamenti,
11. 880, iii. 711, Hamburp, 174:3: Hamack, Gesc/t. der Alt-
christlichen Literalur his Eiisehius, i.

G. S. Ku.

SENEH. See Botany.

SENIOR, ABRAHAM : Court rabbi of Cas-
tile, and royal tax-farmer-in-chief; born in Segovia
in the early part of the fifteenth century; a near
relative of the influential Andreas de Cabrera. On
account of his wealth, intelligence, and aristocratic

bearing he was in sucli favor with the Castilian

grandees that he (1469) succeeded in bringing about
the marriage of the Infanta (later, Queen) Isabella

to Ferdinand of Aragon. Some years later (1473)

he effected a reconciliation between Isabella and her
brother, Henry IV. of Castile. The queen, whose
confidence Senior enjoyed, granted him, in token of

her gratitude for the services he had rendered her,

a life pension of 100,000 maravedis, which in 1480
was confirmed at the instance of Hernando de Tala-

vera, her confessor.

Senior received also the royal appointment of "rab
de la corte" (court rabbi—for which office, how-
ever, he, like many of his predecessors, lacked the

proper qualifications) and of tax-farmer-in-chief.

He was so highly respected by tiie grandees that in

1480 the Cortes of Toledo presented liimwith 50,000

maravedis from the revenues collected through his

agency. In the farming of the royal taxes he asso-

ciated himself with Isaac Abravanel, wlio soon be-

came his intimate friend. During the war between
Castile and the last king of the Moors, especially in

the conquest of Granada, Senior rendered the Span-
ish army valuable services as factor-general.

His interest in his persecuted coreligionists was
an active one. It was through his efforts that the

Jews of Castile raised a large sum to ransom those

of their own faith who had been taken prisoners at

the capture of Malaga. He is said, however, to

have sold the jewelry belonging to the captive

women, and to have added the proceeds to the ran-

som-money. When the decree expelling the Jews
from Spain (March 31, 1492) had become generally

known. Senior, together with Isaac Abravanel, ha-

stened to the queen imploring her to spare them.

He was not heeded, however, and was weak enough
to yield to the queen's request that he desert his

brethren. On June 15, 1492, he and his son were
baptized in Valladolid, the king and queen and the

primate of Spain acting as sponsors. He then as-

sumed the name " Ferrad [Fernando] Perez Coronel."

R. David Messer Leon alludes to him in his comment
on the appointment of a court rabbi of Ca.stile"who

lacked knowledge, and fear of God— 'kemo she-

hokiah sofo 'al tehillato,'" as his end proved (see

the responsum of David Leon in "R. E. J." xxiv.

135). With Senior was baptized the rabbi Meir,

who was, according to Bcrnaldez (" Historia de los

Reyes Catolicos," p. 336, Seville, 1870), his father-

in-law, or, according to Elijah Capsali (see " Lik-

kutim Shonim," ed. Lattes, p. 73, Padua, 1869), his

brother-in-law.
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SENIOR, PHOEBUS BEN JACOB ABIG-
DOR: Tahuudic scholar and author; lived in the
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first half of the eighteenth century. He wrote a

commentary on the six orders of the Mishnah, en-

titled "Melo Kaf Nahat," in which he collected ex-

planations from Rashi, Maimonides, Bertinoro, and
Tosafot Yom-Tob, and made extracts especially

from Isaac ibn Gabbai's commentary "Kaf Nahat."

His work was printed with the text of the Mishnah
in six volumes (Amsterdam, 1732; Offenbach, 1737),

and later in the edition of the Mishnah with a Ger-

man translation by Jost (Berlin, 1832-34).

Bibliography : Stelnschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2569 ; FOrst,
Bibl. Jud. lii. 312.
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SENLIS (Hebrew, y'pi^; Latin, "Silvanectum,"
" Silvanectis," " Silvanectse ") : Chief town of an ar-

rondissement of the department of the Oise, France,

and a noted health and pleasure resort. It possessed

Jewish inhabitants apparently as early as the

twelfth century ; for Odon, Bishop of Carabrai from
1105 to 1113, says in the preface to his work on the

incarnation that while passing through Senlis on his

way to the Council of Poitiers, in 1106, he became
involved in a religious controversy with a Jew
named Leon {= Judah), who sought him at his inn

to debate with him, the disputation being reduced

to writing by the bishop. The story, even Avere it

fictitious in itself, would nevertheless serve, accord-

ing to Israel Levi (in "R. E. J." v. 245), to prove
that Jews resided in the city at the period which
is in question.

The records of the taxes paid by the Jews in 1202

and from 1298 to 1300 include contributions from
those in Senlis, who must, to judge from the large

amounts paid by them, have been either very

numerous or very rich. According to Delisle,

Banditus de Silvanectis (Senlis) was one of the Jews
who were permitted in 1204 to reside in the Chatelet

of Paris. In 1225 Gueriu, Bishop of Senlis, issued

a decree annulling all debts which had been con-

tracted with the Jews of his diocese within the pre-

ceding four 3'ears, excepting such as were acknowl-
edged, thus seeking to deprive the Jews of their

wealth. Joucet of Pontoise, who "belonged" to

Charles, Count of Anjou, by an agreement which
the latter made in April, 1296, with his brother.

King Philip IV., was a sort of agent for the Jews,
and paid the royal officials the sum total of the taxes

levied on the bailiwick of Senlis.

The bishops of Sens and Senlis were among the

ecclesiastical dignitaries who attended the contro-

versy held at the court of Louis IX. at Paris in 1240
between Nicholas Donin of La Rochelle and the four

rabbis, Jehiel, head of the school of Paris, Judah
ben David of Mel un, Samuel ben Solomon of Chateau-
Thierry or of Falaise, and Moses of Coucy.

Bibliography: R. E.J.\. 245; xv. 234, 240; Delisle. Cato-
Ingue des Aden de Philippe-Augusle. Paris, 18.56; Beuguot,
Les Juifs de VOccidenU i. 90, Paris, 1824; Gross, Gallia Jn-
daica, pp. 440-660; Dispvtatum of Jehiel, ed. Thorn, p. 16,
1873.
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SENNACHERIB (Assyrian, "Sin-ahe-erib" =
"Sin hath increased the brethren''; Hebrew,
3^"inJD) '• King of Assyria, 705-681 B.C. ; son and
successor of Sargon. His reign was a warlike one,

yet it was marked by grandeur in architecture and
art. Almost immediately after his accession to the

throne Sennacherib was obliged to quell a revolt

headed by Merodach-baladan, King of Babylonia,
who had been dethroned by Sargon, and who now
made an attempt, which was unsuccessful, to in-

volve Hezekiaii in his rebellion (II Kings xx. 12;

Isa. xxxix. 1). In 703, at Kisu, about ten miles
from Babylon, the Assyrian king completely de-

feated his opponent (comp. Jer. 1. 2), who fled to

Guzumani in Susiana. After taking Babylon and
overrunning Chaldea, Sennacherib conquered a num-
ber of minor tribes along the middle Euphrates and
in Zagros; and in the fourth year of his reign he
marched against Lull, King of Tyre. This mon-
arch fled, and his territory was seized by the Assyr-
ians, who received tribute from a number of other
petty rulers and, after the capture of Ascalon, invaded
Egypt. This attack was caused by the Philistine

city of Ekron, which had dethroned its king, Padi,

a friend Of the Assyrians, and had sent him to Heze-
kiah, who imprisoned him. Ekron then entered into

an alliance with Egypt and Ethiopia; but this coali-

tion was completely overthrown by Sennacherib at

Altaku (the Eltekeh of Josh. xix. 44), near Ekron,
and Padi was restored to his throne.

Hezekiah, however, by his partizanship had ex-

posed himself to the hostility of Sennacherib, who
began in 701 a campaign which is described at some
length in the Bible (II Kings xviii.-xix.; II Chron.
xxxii. ; Isa. xxii., xxxvi.-xxxvii. ; comp. Josephus,
" Ant." x. 1). The invasion was at first completely
successful for the Assyrian arms. City after city of

Judah fell, and Hezekiah was besieged in Jerusalem
until he submitted to the payment of

Besieges a ransom of 300 talents of silver (or,

Jerusalem, according to Sennacherib himself, of

800) and 30 of gold, the Temple it-

self being stripped to make up the amount. The
conqueror then withdrew to Nineveh, but, after a

marauding expedition into Cilicia, he was obliged

in the following year again to subdue Merodach-
baladan, who had fled to Nagitu on the Persian

Gulf. With the aid of Phenician shipwrights, Sen-

nacherib constructed a fleet on the Tigris, and finally

reached Nagitu. After a stubborn resistance the

fugitives were routed and forced to return.

Despite certain chronological difficulties, it seems
probable on the whole that Sennacherib again in-

vaded Palestine, about 699, because Hezekiah, rely-

ing on Eg)'ptian support, had once more revolted.

Directing his main attacks on Libnah and Lachish,

the Assyrian king sent a strong force to Jerusalem
to demand its surrender. The insolent tone adopted
by his officers, however, rendered all overtures im-

possible ; and, recognizing their inability to carry the

city by storm, they returned to Sennacherib, who
had meanwhile reached Pelusium, where he was
about to attack Setlios, Pharaoh of Egypt. Before

a battle could be fought a mj'sterious calamity

befell the Assyrian army, Avhich is said to have lost

185,000 men in a single night, while the

Disaster remnant, fleeing in terror, Avas pursued
Before by the Egyptians (II Kings xix. 35;

Jerusalem. Isa. xxxvii. 36; Herodotus, ii. 141).

This disaster, however, Avhich natu-

rally is not mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions,

did not stay the career of Sennacherib. His expedi-
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tion to Nagitu brought upon Babylonia a retalia-

tory raid by the Elamites, who set a new king on

the throne of Babylon. The Assyrians were com-
pletely victorious over the combined forces of Elam-
ites and Babylonians, and in the following year (692)

Sennacherib overran Susiana, capturing many towns,

including the temporary capital of Kudur-Nak-
hunta, the Elamitic king, who fled, but survived his

defeat only three months. His son and successor,

Umman-Minanu, made an alliance with Mushezib-
Marduk, King of Babylonia; and their forces were
augmented by some of the Euphratean tribes which
Sennacherib had subdued in the third year of his

reign. After a fierce battle at Khalule on the lower
Tigris, the Assyrian king routed his opponents, and
followed up his victory by sacking Babylon itself

(689). The events of the last eight years of the reign

of Sennacherib are not recorded. In 681 the king
was assassinated in the temple of Nisroch (possibly

another name for Marduk) at Nineveh by two of

his sons. Adrammelech and Sharezer. The throne

was seized by Esar - haddon, another son of Sen-

nacherib.
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SENS (Hebrew, p{»>, pxEJ', y:^, NTJK', etc.;

Latin, "Agediucum," "Civitas Senonum," "Se-
nones"; Old French, "Sanz," "Sans," "Sens"):
Chief town of an arrondissement of the department
of the Yonne, France. Jews were among its inhab-

itants as early as the sixth century, residing in the

Rues de la Juiverie, de la Petite-Juiverie, and de la

Synagogue, and having two cemeteries, one in the

Rue Saint-Pregts, sold for the king by the bailiff of

Sens in 1309, and the other in the Rue de la Parche-
minerie, which passed into the possession of the

Celestine monks in 1336. The magnificent syna-

gogue, with its beautiful paintings representing

Hebrew ceremonies, was torn down in 1750 to make
room for a salt-warehouse.

In the ninth century Ansegise, Archbishop and
Viscount of Sens and Primate of Gaul, expelled the

Jews from Sens, probably under the pretext that

they were in secret communication with the Nor-
mans; but in 1146 Louis VII. permitted them to re-

turn. Pope Innocent III. complained to Philip

Augustus in 1208 that the Jews had built a syna-

gogue at Sens which surpassed the neighboring
church, and that they prayed in it so loudly that

they disturbed the Christian worshipers.

The chief Jewish scholars whose names are asso-

ciated with Sens are: Isaac ben Solomon, Eliezer of

Sens, Moses of Sens, Nathan OflScial, Isaac ha-Levi
b. Judah, Judah of Sens, Simeon or Samson of Sens,

and Samson b. Abraham of Sens, head of the school

of the city and surnamed " the Prince of Sens " (" ha-

Sar mi- Sans " or " Rabbenu Simson mi-Sans "). The
itinerary of an anonymous traveler in Palestine, a
pupil of Nahmanides, in describing the tombs at the
foot of Mount Carmel, notices especially those of R.

Samson, son of Abraham of Sens, and R. Joseph of

Sens, nephew of Samson of Sens.

Bibliography: Gross. Gallia Judaicn, pp. 661-662; idem,
Etude sur Simson b. Abraham de Setis, In R. E.J. vi.
167-186, vli. 40-77; Neubauer, Un Voyageur Anonyme en
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SENSES, THE FIVE (Hebrew, niB'Jin K^PI
or D^:^"in nti'Dn) : According to the Aristotelian
psychology, the human soul possesses, besides the

rational and nutritive faculties, that of perceiving

external objects, through the medium of bodily

organs which are adapted to produce the sensations

of sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. This the-

ory entered into Jewish literature with the intro-

duction of Greco-Arabic philosophy. It was first

propounded by Saadia, who endeavored to show
that the five senses are mentioned in the Bible

("Emunot we-De'ot," ed. Slucki, p.

The Phi- 7). Bahya ibn Pakuda ("^obot ha-

losophers. Lebabot, " ix. 5) pointed out the Mosaic
prohibitions that are connected with

the five senses, to which Ibn Gabirol attributed the

twenty qualities of the soul (S. Wise, "The Im-
provement of the Soul," p. 17).

With the exception of certain writers, who re-

garded speech, movement, etc., as so many additional

senses, the absoluteness of the number five was uni-

versally admitted in the Middle Ages; and authors

like Judah ben Solomon, Shem-Tob ibn Falaquera,

and Zemah Duran even endeavored to demonstrate
the inadmissibility of more than five senses. Ju-
dfeo-Arabic philosoph}' established a parallel be-

tween the five senses and the faculties of the

soul; and for this reason the former were called

"external senses "and the latter " internal senses."

The former were divided into two groups: (1) the

finer or intellectual senses, and (2) the coarser or

material ones. To the first group belonged sight,

hearing, and smell; to the second, taste and touch
(Judah ha-Levi, " Cuzari," iii. 5). The superiority

of the first three is shown by the fact that their re-

spective functions are exercised from a distance and
need not come in contact with their object, while

the last two must be in touch with it. Another
mark of superiority of the first three is that they are

found only in the higher animals, while the last

two are met with even in the lowest animals. The
external senses perceive objects; but it is the inter-

nal which observe their difference. It is, therefore,

the fault of the latter if the former err (Saadia, I.e.

vi. 98; Bahya, I.e. i. 10).

The senses develop in the child gradually. At
the moment of birth only the coarsest sense, that of

touch, is present ; after a while comes the sense of

taste; then, at various intervals, ap-

Develop- pear the senses of smell, hearing, and
ment of the sight .(Bahya, ^.c. ii. 3; Albo, "Sefer

Senses. ha-'Ikkarim," iii. 10). Death silences

the senses in the inverse order. The
dying lose the sense of sight first, and retain until

the last moment that of touch. Sleep suspends first

the sense of touch.

Gershon ben Solomon and many other writers of

the Middle Ages drew a parallel between the five

fingers on each hand and the five senses. Each fin-
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ger, according to them, stauds in a natural connec-

tion witli one of the senses: the thumb is attracted

to the mouth; the index, to the nose; tlie middle

linger, to the skin, tlie organ of touch; the ring-tin-

ger, to the eye ; the ear-tinger, to the ear (Bahya ben

Aslier, "Shulhan Arba'," p. 8a, Lemberg, 1858).

There is a divergence of opinion between Aristotle

and Galen as to the seat of the central organ of per-

ception, the former placing it in the heart, while the

latter locates it in the brain. With rare exceptions,

the Jewish writers of the Middle Ages sided with

Galen.

The five senses were prominent in Biblical exege-

sis, in the interpretation of the Haggadah, and in

the symbolism of certain Mosaic prescriptions.

Thus, Isaac Arama sees in the narrative of Gen.

xxvii. 18-37 the striving of Isaac to

In replace by the remaining four senses

Exegesis, that of sight, which had failed him
("'Akedat Yizhak," p. 62c, Venice,

1573). Each of the five priestly prohibitions (Lev.

xxi. 16 et seq.) corresponds, according to Solomon
ha-Levi, to one of the five senses("DibreShelomoh,"

p. 265c, Venice, 1596). Nathan ben Solomon finds in

the"Shema'" ten elements, the first five of them
corresponding to the five internal senses, bj' which
man arrives at the knowledge of God, and the last five

to the five external senses, which serve him to carry-

out God's commandments (" Mibhar ha-Ma'amarim,

"

Leghorn, 1840). The three bowls on each branch of

the candlestick in the Temple represented, accord-

ing to Levi ben Gershon, the three coarser senses;

the knop, the sense of hearing; the flower, that of

sight ("Perush'al ha-Torah," p. 105b). Moses Is-

serles sees in the five gates of the Temple a symbol
of the five senses : the western gate typifies the sense

of liearing, which is the symbol of night; the east-

ern, the sense of sight, which is the sj'mbol of day;
the northern, the sense of touch, which is consid-

ered to be the author of mischief among the senses;

while the two southern gates are symbols of the sun,

which ripens the fruits and flowers whence smell and
taste draw their nourishment ("Torat ha-'Olah,"

i. 7). The five food-offerings are another symbol of

the five senses (Lev. ii.).

The quorum of ten (Minyan), which is required

for the holding of public worship, is, according to

Abraham ben Shalom, a symbol of the five internal

and the five external senses. The former five are

symbolized also by the five compartments of the

phj'lacteries (Solomon ibn Parhou, "Mahberet he-

'Aruk," ed. S. G. Stern, p. 24).

Bibliography : Kaufmann, Die Sinne, Budapest, 1899.
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SENTENCE. See Judgment.

SEPHARDIM (called also Spagnioli, Spani-
els, or, more rarely, Franconians) : Descendants
of the Jews who were expelled from Spain and Por-

tugal and who settled in southern France, Italy,

North Africa, Turkey, Asia Minor, Holland, Eng-
land, North and South America, Germany, Den-
mark, Austria, and Hungary. Among these set-

tlers were many who were the descendants, or heads,

of wealthy families and who, as Maranos, had occu-

pied prominent positions in the countries they had

left. Some had been state officials, others had held
positions of dignity witliin the Church; many had
been the heads of large banking-houses and mercan-
tile establishments, and some were physicians or

scholars who had officiated as teachers in high
schools. The many sufferings which they had en-

dured for the sake of their faith had made them
more than usually self-conscious; they considered
themselves a superior class, the nobility of Jewry,
and for a long time their coreligionists, on whom
they looked down, regarded them as such.

This sense of dignity which the Sephardim
possessed manifested itself in their general deport-

ment and in their scrupulous attention to dress.

Even those among them whose station in life was
low, as, for example, the carriers in Salonica, or the

sellers of " pan de Espana " in the streets of Smyrna,
maintained the old Spanish " grandezza " in spite

of their povert}'.

The Sephardim never engaged in chaffering occu-
pations nor in usury, and they did not mingle with
the lower classes. With their social equals tliey

associated freely, without regard to creed, and in

the presence of their superiors they displayed neither

shyness nor servility. They were received at the

courts of sultans, kings, and princes, and often were
employed as ambassadors, envoys, or agents. The
number of Sephardim who have rendered important
services to different countries is considerable, from
Samuel Abravanel (financial councilor to the viceroy

of Naples) to Benjamin Disraeli. Among other names
njentioned are those of Belmonte, Nasi, Pacheco, Pa-
lache, Azevedo, Sasportas, Costa, Curiel, Causino,

Schoneuberg, Toledo, Toledano, and Teixeira.

The Sephardim occupy the foremost place in the
roll of Jewish physicians; great as is the number of
those who have distinguished themselves as states-

men, it is not nearly as great as the number of those

who have become celebrated as physicians and have
won the favor of rulers and princes, in both the

Christian and the Mohammedan world. That the

Sephardim were selected for prominent positions in

every country in which they settled was due to the

fact that Spanish had become a world-language
through the expansion of Spain. From Tangier to

Salonica, from Smyrna to Belgrade, and from Vienna
to Amsterdam and Hamburg, they preserved not

only the Spanish dignity, but the Spanish idiom also

;

and they preserved the latter with so much love and
with so much tenacity that it has remained surpri-

singly pure up to the present day. It must be re-

membered that Judaeo-Spanish, or Ladino, is in

no wise as corrupt a language as is the Judieo-

German.
For a long time the Sephardim took active part

in Spani-sh literature; they wrote in prose and in

rime, and were the authors of theological, philo-

sophical, belletristic, pedagogic, and mathematical
works. The rabbis, who, in common with all the

Sephardim, laid great stress on a pure and euphoni-

ous pronunciation of Hebrew, delivered their ser-

mons in Spanish or in Portuguese; several of these

sermons appeared in print. Their thirst for knowl-

edge, together with the fact that they associated

freely with the outer world, led the Sephardim to

establish new educational systems wherever they
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settled ; thej'^ founded schools in which the Spanish

language "vvas the medium of instruction.

In Amsterdam, where they were especially' prom-

inent in the seventeenth century on account of their

number, wealth, education, and iullucnce, they es-

tablished poetical academies after Spanish models;

two of these were the Academia de los Sitibundos

and the Academia de los Floridos. In the same city

also they organized the first Jewish educational in-

stitution, with graduated classes in which, in addi-

tion to Talmudic studies, instruction was given in the

Hebrew language. The Sephardim have preserved

the romances and the ancient melodies and songs of

Spain, as well as a large number of old Spanish

proverbs. A number of children's plays, as, for

example, "El Castillo," are still popular among
them, and they still manifest a fondness for the

dishes peculiar to Spain, such as the "pastel," or

"pastelico," a sort of meat-pie, and the "pan de

Esparia," or " pan de Leon." At their festivals they

follow the Spanish custom of distributing "dulces,"

or "dolces," a confection wrapped in paper bearing

a picture of the "magen Dawid."
Although the Sephardim live as loyal citizens in

the various countries of their adoption, among them-

selves they still mainly employ the Spanish lan-

guage, and in their correspondence thej' use the

Spanish cursive script. They bear exclusively

Spanish given names, as Aleqria, Angel, Angela,

Amado, Amada, Bienveuida, Blanco, Cara, Cimfa,

Comprado, Consuela, Dolza, Esperanza, Estimada,

Estrella, Fermosa, Gracia, Luna, Niiia, Palomba,

Preciosa, Sol, Ventura, and Zafiro; and such Spanish

surnames as Belmonte, Benveniste, Bueno, Cal-

deron, Campos, Cardoso, Castro, Curie!, Delgado,

Fonseca, Cordova, Leon, Lima, Mercado, Monzon,
Rocamora, Pacheco, Pardo, Pereira, Pinto, Prado,

Sousa, Suasso, Toledauo, Tarragona, Valencia, and
Zaporta.

Although the Sephardim lived on peaceful terms

with otiier Jews, they rarely intermarried with

them; neither did they unite with them in forming

congregations, but adhered to their own ritual, which
differed widely from the Ashkenazic. Wherever
the Sephardic Jews settled they grouped themselves

according to the country or district from which they

had come, and organized separate communities with

legally enacted statutes. In Constantinople and Sa-

lonica, for example, there were not only Castilian,

Aragonian, Catalonian, and Portuguese congrega-

tions, but also Toledo, Cordova, Evora, and Lisbon
congregations.

Great authority was given to the president of each

congregation. He and the rabbinate of his congre-

gation formed the "ma'amad," without whose ap-

probation (often worded in Spanisli, Portuguese, or

Italian) no book of religious content might be pub-
lished. The president not only had the power to

make authoritative resolutions with regard to con-

gregational affairs and to decide communal ques-

tions, but he had also the right to observe the relig-

ions conduct of the individual and to punish any
one suspected of heresy or of trespassing against

the laws. He often proceeded with great zeal and
with inquisitorial severity, as in the cases of Uriel

Acosta and Spinoza at Amsterdam.

The Sephardim, who speak a purer Hebrew than do
the Ashkenazim, do not attribute great value to the

"hazzanut," and their form of cantillation is simpler

than that of other Jews. The main point in which
they differ from the Ashkenazim is, however, their lit-

urgy. The Sephardic liturgy originated in part with
the Geonim ; it is more natural and elevating than
the Ashkenazic, and also less burdened with " piy-

yutim." The Sephardim admit into their liturgy

only the piyyutim of Spanish poets, which are

characterized by liapoport as " mediators between
the soul and its Creator," while the Ashkenazic piy-

yutim are "mediators between the nation and its

God."
The Sephardic ritual with its many variations, as

instanced in the Castilian, Aragonian, Catalonian, and
Proven^-al rituals, has been very widely adopted.

The number of Sephardic rabbis is great, and many
of them enjoyed reputations as authorities. There
are several among them who have published valu-

able works, as well as collections of legal opinions

and decisions which are highly esteemed by all Jews.
The Cabala found many supporters, including sev-

eral rabbis, among the Sephardim, who as a rule are

imaginativeand superstitious. Shabbethai Zebi like-

wise found among them his most faithful adherents.

In modern times the Sephardim have lost more or

less of the authority which for several centuries

they exercised over other Jews. As to number, they
are still important in Constantinople, Salonica, Adii-

anople, Smyrna, Damascus, Nicopolis, and Cairo;

also in Amsterdam, and in different communities in

Scrvia and Bulgaria. The total number of Spanish-

speaking Sephardim is about half a million. See

Liturgy; M.\rano; Spain.
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SEPPHORIS (Greek, liTfcjpir, Hebrew, jniDV,

'"IIDV; lit. "bird"): City in Palestine which derived

its name from the fact that it was perched like a
bird on a high mountain. It is first mentioned by
Josephus, who records ("Ant." xiii. 12, § 5) that

Ptolemy Lathyrus vainly endeavored to conquer it

in the early part of the reign of Alexander Jannaeus.

When the country was redivided by the Romans
under Gabinius (57-55 B.C.), one of the five sanhe-

drins was assigned to Sepphoris (Josephus, I.e.

xiv. 5, § 4; idem, "B. J." i. 8, § 5); so that it must
tlien have been the most important city of Galilee.

Subsequently it sided with King Antigonus; but it

soon fell into the hands of his rival Herod ("Ant."
xiv. 15, § 4; "B. J." i. 16, § 2). During the tur-

moil which followed the death of Herod, the city

evidently supported the Jewish nationalists; for

Varus was obliged to send against it a detachment
of Roman soldiers, who burned it and sold its in-

habitants into slavery ("Ant." xvii. 10, § 9; "B. J."

ii. 6, § 1).

Sepphoris then entered upon a new phase of its

history ; for the influence of the Greek element of the
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city increased while that of the Jewish population de-

clined, since the place now had Hellenic institutions

and was friendly to the Romans. Herod Antipas,

like all his dynasty, was a founder of cities, and re-

built Sepphoris, which he transformed into one of

the most beautiful towns of Galilee, also granting

it an autonomy which seems to have resembled that

given the Greek cities of the Decapolis ("Ant."
xviii. 2, i^ 1). Its coins, on which the inhabitants

call themselves "Le-n^i^piivoi, date probably from this

period. It was not until the time of Felix, however,
that Sepphoris rose to the rank of capital of Galilee

(Josephus, "Vita,"§ 9) and became
Capital of a rival of Tiberias, which theretofore

Galilee. had claimed that distinction. The
younger Agrippa removed the royal

treasury {rpanet^a) and the "archive " {apxeln, which
denotes probably the court of justice) from Tiberias,

and it is to be assumed that he transferred them to

Sepphoris. Tiberias subsequently reassumed the

hegenaony; but under Agrippa the archive was
again taken to Sepphoris. The Mishnah (Kid. iv. 5)

accordingly alludes to an " earlier " archive at Sep-

phoris (nJK'\T ^31X); and noble Jewish families

kept their family records there (SchUrer ["Gesch."

3d ed., ii. 164], who translates 'D"1K by "govern-
ment," draws incorrect inferences from the pas-

sage). The Mishnah, moreover, refers to the ancient

fortress of Sepphoris ('Ar. ix. 6; comp. Tos. Shab.
xiii. 9), probably meaning the one which existed

until the time of Varus, when the Romans doubt-
less built a new acropolis.

Sepphoris is described sometimes as the largest

city of Galilee (" Vita, " ^§ 45, 65 ;
" B. J. " iii. 2, § 4),

and sometimes as one of the two or three largest,

the others being Tiberias ("Vita," § 65) and Qa-
bara {ib. § 25) ; and it was furthermore considered

the most strongl}' fortified city of the province ("B.

J." ii. 18, § 11), its citadel being especially men-
tioned ("Vita,"§ 67). That this large city sided

with the Romans was, therefore, a disaster for the

Jews. The beginning of the war proved advan-
tageous for Sepphoris, for Cestius Gallus entered it

peaceably while the neighboring cities were ravaged

("B. J." ii. 18, § 11). But the Romans
During the were obliged to depart; and theinhab-
Bsbellion. itants of Sepphoris, fearing for their

city, had to submit to the domination
of the rebellious Jews. Josephus, as governor of

Galilee, ordered the fortification of Sepphoris, among
other cities ( " Vita," § 37), entrusting this task to its

citizens; for he knew that they desired the war (" B.

J." ii. 20, § 6), although this may have been a mere
ruse on their part to keep the Jewish governor at a
distance. John of Giscala, however, endeavored to

alienate the city from Josephus ("Vita," § 25), and
Sepphoris, Gabara, and Tiberias actuallj'^ became hos-

tile to the latter (" B. J. " ii. 21, § 7), although their ac-

tion was due not to loyalty to the national cause,

but doubtless to the conviction of the inhabitants of

Sepphoris that John, who was acting on his own in-

itiative, would be less dangerous to them than Jose-

phus, who was subject to the central government at

Jerusalem. Josephus was then obliged to storm the

city, which was plundered by his troops despite his

efforts to restrain them (" Vita, " § 67). Sepphoris

was soon to be relieved, however, from the horrors of
war. Cestius Gallus sent a garrison thither; and when
Josephus again entered the place, he was repulsed
{ib. i^ 71 ; comp. § 15). The inhabitants, moreover,
being dissatisfied with the aid they had received,

also requested Vespasian to send them a Roman de-

tachment for their protection, which they received
in due time {ih. § 74; "B. J." iii. 4, g 1).

There are two other important events in the his-

tory of the city. From the time of Antoninus Pius
it was called " Diocajsarea " on its coins. This change
of name implies that the city had become Hellen-
ized ; and since there must have been some cause for

this, it has been assumed by Schlatter ("Zur Topo-
graphic und Gesch. Palastinas," p. 164) that Sep-
phoris was involved in the insurrection of the Jews
during the reign of Antoninus. The citj^ must have
taken part in still another insurrection; for it was
destroyed by Gallus (Sozomen, "Hist. Ecci."iv. 10;
see, also, Patricius). The importance of the city

was now at an end: the name "DiocfEsarea," fre-

quently found also in the Greek and Roman writers
of the earlier centuries, disappeared ; and the old
native name was restored.

Sepphoris is frequently mentioned in rabbinical

works, and is identified, although no attempt is made
to prove the identification, with Kitron (Judges i.

30; Meg. 6a), the name ^")"!B^ being derived, as stated

above, from the fact that the city was
In Kabbiii- perched like a bird on a mountain,

leal although, according to another pas-
Literature, sage, it Avas situated on several hills

(Pesik. R. 8). R. Jose, writing in the
second century, refers to it, in the florid style of the

Talmud, as follows: "I saw Sepphoris in its time of
prosperity ; and it contained 180,000 booths of sell-

ers of spices " (B. B. 75b). The catastrophe which
R. Jose implies had since that time overtaken the

city was probably one which occurred during the

reign of Antoninus Pius. Situated on a high moun-
tain, Sepphoris was said to have a cold climate, so

that its inhabitants were predisposed to catarrh (Yer.

Shab. 14c); yet Judah I., the patriarch, lived there

for seventeen years (Yer. Kil. 32b; Gen. R. xcvi.),

and made it, in a certain sense, the center of Judaism.
According to tradition, he was buried at Sepphoris,

although his tomb is really in Beth-she'arim (Ket.

103b), in the vicinity of the city. In the Middle
Ages his tomb was thought to be in a certain cave
which was closed by a stone door (Estori Farhi,

"Kaftor wa-Ferah." xi., in Luncz, "Jerusalem," i.

99). Several other rabbis, besides the ' patriarch,

lived at Sepphoris in the Talmudic period (see

Frankel, "Mebo," pp. 3-4).

A special form of the Roman coin "tressis," which
was probably minted there, is a proof of the im-

portance of the city as a commercial center (Tos.

Ma'as. Sh. iv. 3); and the upper and the lower mar-

ket are expressly mentioned ('Er. 54b). In view of

the importance of the place as an emporium, many
foreign Jews settled there; so that allusions both to

the synagogue of the people of Guphna (Yer. Naz.

66a) and to a synairogiie of the Babylonians at Sep-

phoris are met with (Yer. Sanh. 28a; comp. Yer.

Sotah 22a). Millers of Sepphoris who did not work
on the semiholy days aie mentioned in approving
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terms (Yer. Pes. 30d); and a tailor named Justus

was once governor of the place (Reland, "Palas-

tina," ii. 1001). Joseph b. Simai, a pious and prom-

inent man, who lived in olden times at Sihin in the

immediate vicinity of Sepphoris, is said to have

been "the governor of the king," this term proba-

bly denoting some prince of the house of Herod
(" epitropos " perhaps = " procurator "

; Shab. 121a

;

Tos. Shab. xiii. 9).

Despite the fact that Sepphoris was the seat of

prominent Talmudic scholars and of great academies,

and thus owed its importance in later times to the

Rabbis, its inhabitants were by no means friendly

to them. Although the people showed their sym-

pathy on the death of R. Judah I. (Yer. Ket. 32b;

Bab. Ket. 103b), and although the citj^ had a school

of its own, which was termed simply the "Sep-

phorian " (Yer. Shab. 7a; Yer. M. K. 82d), neverthe-

less the people were likened to "desert, obscurity,

and darkness" (Yer. Hag. 77a); and it was said

of them: "The people of Sepphoris have a hard

heart : they hear the words of the Law ; but they

do not bow down before it " (Yer. Ta'an. 66c). R.

Hama b. Hanina was even refused ordination as a

teacher solely because he was a native of the place

(Y'er. Ta'an. 68a).

The exact site of this important city may be de-

termined through several references. A series of

caves and military outposts extended from Tiberias

to Sepphoris (Yer. 'Er. 22b); and it was situated in

upper Galilee (Tos. Pe'ah iv. 10; Ket. 67b). Ac-

cording to the Talmudic references, the city lay

eighteen Roman miles from Tiberias;

Exact Site, but, according to Eusebius and Je-

rome, only ten, thus being west of Mt.

Tabor; still another passage of the Talmud locates

it half-way between Kefar 'Utui and Kefar Hanan-
yah (Bek. 55a). All these data justify an identi-

fication with the modern Saffuriyah, a village north-

west of Nazareth.

The fact that Benjamin of Tudela refers to the

city, but says nothing of any Jews there, shows that

Sepphoris had no Jewish population in the twelfth

century, probably in consequence of the Crusades.

R. Moses Israel, who flourished in the early part of

the eighteenth century, refers to its Jewish commu-
nity ; but no Jews now (1905 ) live in the city (Grlin-

liut, "Benjamin von Tudela," ii. 15, Jerusalem,

1903).
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SEPTUAGINT. See Bible Thaxslatioxs.

SEPULVEDA : City in the bishopric of Sego-
via, Spain, inhabited by Jews as early as the elev-

enth century. Its old laws contained a paragraph
(No. 71) to the effect that if a Jew had intercourse

with a Christian woman, he should be condemned
to be garroted and she to be burned, and that, in case

the man denied his guilt, yet was convicted on the

testimony of two Christians and one Jew, the sen-

tence should be carried out. The aljama of Sepul-

veda, which was not large, although the taxes

amounted in 1290 to 5,046 maravedis, is best known
on account of a martyrdom suffered by its mem-
bers. In Holy Week, 1468, the report was spread

by their enemies that, on the advice of their rabbi,

Solomon Picho, the Jews had tortured and cruci-

fied a Christian child. Thereupon Juan Arias

Davila, Bishop of Segovia, son of the baptized Jew
Diego Arias D.wila, caused eighteen of the alleged

ringleaders to be taken to Segovia, some of whom
were condemned to the stake and others to the gal-

lows. The excited populace, which thought the

fanatical bishop had proceeded too mildly, attacked

the remaining Jews and killed most of them, only a

few finding refuge in flight.
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SEdUIRA, ISAAC HENRiaUE : English

physician; born at Lisbon 1738; died in London
Nov., 1816. He came of a medical family, his

grandfather, father, and two uncles having all been

physicians. He was instructed in general literature

and philosophy by the Fathers of the Oratory, a
body of learned men then highly popular in Portu-

gal. Having chosen medicine as his profession, he
was sent to the University of Bordeaux, France,

where he remained for two years. He then removed
to Leyden, and, completing the three years' residence

which the statutes of the university required, re-

ceived his M.D. degree Aug. 31, 1758. Eventually

he settled in London, was admitted a licentiate of

tlie Royal College of Physicians (March 25, 1771),

and was introduced into practise by his uncle. Dr.

de la Cour, who soon after withdrew to Bath.

Sequira gained a high reputation among his coun-

trymen resident in England. He held the honorary

appointment of physician extraordinary to the

Prince Regent of Portugal, and was physician to

the Portuguese embassy at the Court of St. James.

He lived to an advanced age, and at the time of his

death was the oldest licentiate of the Royal College

of Physicians.
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SEBAH : Daughter of Asher, son of Jacob. She

is counted among the seventy members of the patri-

arch's famil}' who emigrated from Canaan to Egypt
(Gen. xlvi. 17), and her name occurs in connection

with the census taken by Moses in the wilderness

(Num. xxvi. 46). She is mentioned also among
the descendants of Asher in I Chron. vii. 30. The
fact of her beitig the only one of her sex to be

mentioned in the genealogical lists seemed to the

Rabbis to indicate that there was something ex-

traordinary in connection with her history; and she

became the heroine of several legends. According
to one of these, she was not Asher's daughter,

but his stepdaughter. She was three years old

when Asher married her mother, and she was
brought up in the house of Jacob, whose affection

she won by her remarkable piety and virtue ("Mid-

rash Abot," p. 45). She was the first person to tell
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Jacob tliat Jiis son Joseph was still living; and for

this reason the patriarch blessed her with eternal life

(lb.). Moses addressed himself to Serah when he

wished to learn where the remains of Joseph were

to be buried (Sotah 13a; Deut. li. xi.). According

to the JMidrash (Eccl. R. vii. 11), Serah was "the

wise woman" who caused the death of Shcba ben

Bichri (II Sam. xx.)- In reference to the grave of

Serah bat Asher and the synagogue named in her

honor at Ispahan, see Jew. Encyc. vi. 660.

w. B. I. Br.

SEBAIAH (mK*)-— 1. A scribe, and one of

the officials under David (II Sam. viii. 17; comp.

XX. 25, where he appears under the name Sheva).

In I Kings iv. 3 his sons, Elihoreph and Ahiah, oc-

cupy the position of their father (here called Shi-

sha), this implying that Seraiah had died before

Solomon's accession. In I Chron. xviii. 16 he is

called Shavsha. A comparison of these four

forms justifies the conclusion that his real family

name was Shavsha or Shisha (comp. Klostermann,

"Die Biicher Samuelis und der KOnige," in "Kurz-

gefasster Kommentar zu den Heiligen Schriften "

;

Thenius, "Die Blicher Samuelis," in " Kurzgefasstes

Exegetisches Handbuch ").

2. Chief priest during the reign of Zedekiah,

mentioned with Zephaniah, the second priest; both

were executed, with others of rank, by Nebuchad-

nezzar at Riblah (II Kings xxv. 18, 21 ; Jer. lii. 24-

27). Seraiah was the son of Azariah (I Chron. vi.

14), and the father of Ezra the Scribe (Ezra vii. 1).

3. The son of Tanhumeth the Netophathite, and

one of the heroic band that saved themselves from

the fury of Nebuchadnezzar when he stormed Jeru-

salem. They repaired to Gedaliah, the son of Ahi-

kara, but killed him on account of his allegiance to

the Chaldeans (II Kings xxv. 25). In the parallel

passage, Jer. xl. 8, the sons of Ephai the Netopha-

thite are mentioned in addition to Seraiah.

4. Sou of Kenaz, and younger brother of Oth-

niel, and father of Joab, the chief of Ge-harashim (I

Chron. iv. 13, 14, R. V.).

5. Grandfather of Jehu, of the tribe of Simeon (I

Chron. iv. 35).

6. Priest, third in the list of those who returned

from Babylon to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel (Ezra

ii. 2; Neh. vii. 7 [here called Azariah], xii. 1), and

third also in the record of those who sealed the

covenant binding all Jews not to take foreign wives

(Neh. X. 2). As the son of Hilkiah, and conse-

quently a direct descendant of the priestly family,

he became governor of the Temple when it was re-

built (Neh. xi. 11). He is mentioned (under the name
Azariah) also in I Chron. ix. 11.

7. Son of Azriel, one of those whom Jehoiakim

commanded to imprison Jeremiah and Baruch, the

son of Neriah (Jer. xxxvi. 26).

8. The son of Neriah, who went into banishment

with Zedekiah. He bore the name also of Sar Menu-
hah (= "prince of repose"; comp. the commen-
taries of Dillmann and Nowack, ad lor.). The Tar-

gum renders " Sar Menuhah " by " Rab Takrubta "

(= " prince of battle "), and tlie Septuagint by (jf)xojv

6c)puv (= " prince of gifts" [reading "Minhah" for

"Menuhah"]). At the request of Jeremiah he car-

ried with him in his exile the passages containing

the prophet's warning of the fall of Babylon, writ-

ten in a book which he was bidden to bind to a stone

and cast into the Euphrates, to symbolize the fall of
Babylon (Jer. li. 59-64).

E. G. H. S. O.

SEBAPHIM (D'Sltr) : Class of heavenly be-

ings, mentioned only once in the Old Testament, in

a vision of the prophet Isaiah (vi. 2 et seq.). Isaiah

saw several seraphim, their exact number not being

given, standing before the throne of

Vision of Yhwh. They were winged beings,

Isaiah. each having six wings—two covering

their faces, two covering their feet,

and two for flying. The seraphim cry continually

to each other, "Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of

hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory" (vi. 3).

The "foundations of the thresholds" (R. V.) of the

Temple were moved by the sound of their voices.

One of the seraphim flew to Isaiah with a live coal

in his hand, which he had taken with the tongs from
off the altar, and with which he touched the lips of

the prophet to purge him from sin. Isaiah gives no
further description of the form and appearance of

the seraphim; he apparently assumes that his read-

ers are acquainted with them. Nevertheless, it may
be concluded from the description that the seraphim
were conceived as having human faces, human
hands, and human voices. However, one should

not too hastily conclude that the seraphim were
winged human forms. At least this was not the

original conception, although later Judaism pictured

them so. The seraphim are frequently mentioned

in the Book of Enoch (xx. 7, 1x1. 10, Ixxi. 7), where
they are designated as dpamveQ ("serpents"), and are

always mentioned, in conjunction with the cheru-

bim, as the heavenly creatures standing nearest to

God. In Rev. iv. 6-8 four animals are pictured as

standing near the throne of God ; each has six

wings, and, as in Isaiah, they sing the "Trisagion."

The passages cited furnish conclusive evidence

against the idea, popular for a time, that the sera-

phim belong to the same category as angels. They
have nothing whatever to do with the

Meaning. " messengers of God "
; in the Jewish

conception the two have always been

distinguished. Dan. x. 13, the Book of Tobit, and

other sources, afford information concerning a series

of " chief " angels, but allusions to the seraphim are

entirely lacking, and an etymological connection of

the name "seraf " with the Arabic "sharif " (to be

exaltetl or distinguished) is equallj'^ valueless.

On the other hand, there is a striking similarity be-

tween the seraphim and cherubim. Both arc winged

creatures, half human, half animal ; both stand near

the throne of God, and appear as its guardians; and,

as has already been stated, they are always men-

tioned together in the Book of Enoch. This, how-
ever, by no means proves that the origin of the two
was the same; it only shows that in later Jewish

conception, as well as in the conception of the con-

temporaries of Isaiah, these two classes of heavenly

beings' were closely related.

Some authorities hold that the seraphim had their

origin in the Egyptian "seref," a composite, winged

creature, half lion and half eagle, which guarded

graves, carried dead kings up to heaven, and trans-
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mitted prayers thitlier. The form and office of the

seref, however, suggest rather the Jewish cheru-

bim.

According to other investigators, the conception

was of Babylonian origin. Friedrich Delitzsch and

Hotamel associate tlie seraphim with the Assyrian
" sliarrapu," a name which, in Canaan,

Babylo- designated the Babylonian fire-god

nian Nergai. The seraphim, then, would
Origin. be the flames in which this god mani-

fested himself. An argument against

this theory is that until now no one lias been able to

show that the word "seraph" was ever used as a

name of a god. According to a third and more
probable theor\', the seraphim originally were ser-

pents, as the name implies. Among many peoples

of antiquity serpents played an important part in

myth and folk-lore. Forinstance, there were Tiamat

in the Babylonian legend of the Creation, and the

Urseus serpent in Egypt. Consequently, since the

Jews shared the superstitious ideas of surrounding

nations in other respects, it should not be a matter

of wonder if they adopted this notion as well. That
the serpent filled a special role among them as

a demoniacal being may be seen from the story of

Adam's fall (Gen. iii.). In this connection the

names " Dragon Spring " and " Serpent Pool " (places

in the vicinity of Jerusalem) are worthy of being

noted. A brazen serpent brings relief from the

effects of the bite of the fiery serpents (Num. xxi, 9

et ««g.) which YnwH sent among his disobedient peo-

ple in the wilderness. Isaiah (xiv. 29, xxx. 6) speaks

of fiery, flying serpents and dragons; and a brazen

serpent, Nehushtan, stood in the Temple at Jerusa-

lem, and was an object of worship until the time

of Hezekiah, who destroyed it as being idolatrous

(II Kings xviii. 4 et seq.). The worship of Ne-
hushtan Avas plainly a remnant of ancient super-

stition, and was reconciled with the worship of

Yhwh by connecting Nehushtan with the scourge

of snakes in the wilderness and the rescue from them
(Num. xxi. 9 et seq.). Therefore the theory seems
possible, even probable, that the seraphim have their

counterpart in the flying serpents of Isaiah (comp.

also II Esd. XV. 29). It is only natural that these

winged guardians of Yhwh's throne were soon

ranked as higher beings and invested with the hu-

man form or with some features of the human
body ; and it was because of the very fact that they

were adopted into tlie Yhwh cult that they were, in

process of time, ennobled and spiritualized.

E. G. H. I. Be.

SEREBSZCZYZNA ("silver tax"): Land-tax
imposed upon theinhabitantsof Lithuania and Rus-
sia in the Middle Ages, and deriving its name from
the fact that it had to be paid all in silver. Origi-

nally Russia liad to pay the "serebszczyzna" to the

Tatars, and later to Poland and Lithuania. In the

course of time it became a state tax throughout
Lithuania and all the provinces taken from the Rus-

sians. The "serebszczyzna" is often mentioned in

documents concerning the Jewish communities of

Lithuania, mostly in cases where the Jews had suc-

cessfully applied for exemption from it. This must
not, however, be regarded as implying a special

privilege granted to them, but only as an act of

justice, inasmuch as they paid their general taxes

annually in a lump sum according to an assessment

fixed at the annual sessions of the Diet.

H. R. G. D. R.

SERENE (SERENXJS): Pseudo-Messiah of

the beginning of the eighth century; a native of

Syria. The name is a Latin form of TIK', which is

found in a responsum of Natronai Gaon ("Sha'are

Zedek," p. 24a, b). Gregorius bar Hebraeus (" Chroni-

con Syriacum,"ed. Kirsch and Bruns, p. 123), how-
ever, speaking of the same false Messiah, writes his

name X11SD, which was rendered "Severus" by the

translators of the chronicle. Natronai states in his

responsum {I.e.) that Serene represented himself as

the Messiah, establishing certain religious observ-

ances opposed to the rabbinical law, abolishing

prayer, neglecting the laws of "terefah," not guard-

ing the wine against "nesek," working on the

second holy day, and abolishing both the ketubah
and certain incest laws established by the scribes.

The date of Serene's appearance is given by
Isidor Pacensis ("Chronicon," in Florez's "Espafia

Sagrada," viii. 298) as 103 of the Hegira (c. 720 c.e.),

which was during the reign of Yazid II. This

same historian states that in Spain many Jews
abandoned all their property and prepared to join

the supposed Messiah. The latter, indeed, owing to

his promise to put the Jews in possession of the

Holy Land, and, perhaps, owing to his hostility to-

ward the Talmud, gained many adherents. He was
finally captured and taken before Yazid II., who
put some questions to him concerning his Messianic

qualities which he was unable to answer. He de-

clared that he had never had any serious design

against the calif, and that he desired only to mock
the Jews, whereupon he was handed to the latter for

punishment. His adherents, having repented of

their credulity, on the advice of Natronai Gaon were

received again into their communities.

Bibliography : Gratz, Gesch. 3d ed., y. 152 et seq., note 14.

J. M. Sel.

SERPENT : The following terms are used in the

Old Testament to denote serpents of one kind or

another: (1) "nahash," the generic and most fre-

quently used term; (2) "peten" (asp or adder;

Deut. xxxii. 33; Isa. xi. 8; et al.), perhaps identical

with the Egyptian cobra {Naja haje), which is

found in southern Palestine, and is frequently kept

by snake-charmers ; (3) "zefa' " (A. V. "cockatrice,"

R. V. "basilisk," LXX. "asp"; Isa. xiv. 29); (4)

"zif'oni" (adder, basilisk, cockatrice; Isa. xi. 8, lix.

5, et al.), perhaps the large viper {Buboia xanthina);

it is identified also, by some, with the cat-snake

{Tarbophis fallax); (o) "ef'eh" (Arabic, "af'a" =
"viper"), connected in Isa. xxx. 6 with Egypt; (6)

"shefifon" (adder; Gen. xlix. 17 [R. V., margin,
" horned snake "]), perhaps identical with the Cerasta

hasselquistii, said to have been the asp with which
Cleopatra killed herself; (7)

" 'akshub " (Ps. cxl. 3;

LXX. "asp," Arabic version, "viper," A. and R.

V. " adder " ; Talmud and Rashi, a kind of spider, or

tarantula [comp. " 'akkabish "]); (8) "zohale 'afar"

(Deut. xxxii. 24; comp. Micah vii. 17, which desig-

nates the serpent as creeping on the earth); (9)
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"tannin" (Ex. vii. 9 etseq.; elsewhere, "dragon,"

"monster"); (10) "kippoz" (Isa. xxxiv. 15; A. V.

"great owl," W. V. "arrow-snake"; the connection

suggests some bird); (11) "saraf" and "nahash

saraf" (Num. xxi. 6; Deut. viii. 15; the epithet
" fiery " probabl}- refers to the burning sensation and

inflammation caused by the venom of the snake).

The idea of flying serpents ("saraf me'ofef "; Isa.

xiv. 29, XXX. 6) rests, perhaps, on the confusion of

serpents with lizards, which is found also in classical

writers. They belong to those fanciful creatures

with which folk-lore peoples the desert regions

("Pal. Explor. Fund, Quarterly Statement," 1894,

p. 30). For the "nahash bariah " and "nahash

'akalaton " in Isa. xxvii. 1 see Leviathan.
Serpents abound in Palestine, as well as in Egypt,

the Sinaitic Peninsula, and the Arabian desert. Ac-

cording to Tristram, the serpent tribe is represented

in Palestine by eighteen species, mostly belonging

to the genera Ablabea and Zamanis, of the ColubridcB

family.

The qualities and habits attributed to the serpent

in the Old Testament are subtlety (comp. Gen. iii.

1), the disposition to lie concealed in holes, walls,

and thickets (comp. Amos v. 19; Eccl. x. 8; Prov.

XXX. 18-19), and the habit of eating dust (comp.

Gen. iii. 14; Isa. Ixv. 25), a belief in which was
common among the Greeks and Romans. The art

of serpent-charming is referred to in Ex. iv. 3, vii. 9,

Jer. viii. 17, and Eccl. x. 11. The ability to stiffen

serpents into rods is still possessed by Oriental jug-

glers.

The generic names for the serpent are " nahash "

and N'lin (Ber. 12b). Like fish, the snake has its

eyes in the sides of its head (Niddah
In the 23a) ; and it is endowed with a keen
Talmud, sense of hearing ('Ab. Zarah 30b). Its

back is curved, its belly flat (Ned. 25a).

Its mode of progression is by slowly raising first the

head and then gradually the rest of the body (Ber.

12b). Serpents copulate with their bellies turned

toward each other ; the period of gestation is seven

years, during which intercourse continues (Bek.

8a). The serpent lives in empty cisterns and in

houses, where it has a dangerous enemy in the cat,

the latter being immune to its poison (Hag. Za.etal.).

It tastes dust in whatever it eats; still it is fond of

water, wine, milk, and melted suet (Ter. viii. 4;

'Ab. Zarah 30a, b; Shab. 85a; Bezah 7b). It is

driven off by the smoke of the burning antler of the

hart (Yalkut Shim'oni, ii. 97c; comp. ^lianus, "De
Natura Animalium," ix. 20; Pliny, "Historia Natu-
ralis," viii. 33, 50). The skin of the serpent was
made into covers for the seats of kings (Yer. Ned.
iv. ; Hal. 3); and in Pirke R. El. xx. (comp. Gen.

R. xxiv. 6) it is said that the garments of Adam and
Eve (Gen. iii. 21) were made of the same material.

The poison of the serpent forms a coherent mass
(B. K. 115b). It varies in strength and weight.

That of a young serpent is heaviest, and falls to the

bottom when dropped into a vessel of

Their water; that of an older one remains
Poison. suspended midway; and that of a

very old one floats on the surface.

While the serpent is one of the three creatures which
grow stronger with age (the other two being the

fish and the swine), the intensity and deadliness of

its poison decreases with advancing age ('Ab. Zarah
30b). The poison of the serpent is deadly ('Ab.

Zarah 31b). If it is left in the woimd it causes a
burning pain, so that one sentenced to die by fire

may be bitten by a snake instead (Sot.ah 8b). The
poison spreads through the whole body, and it is

therefore dangerous to eat the flesh of an animal
which was bitten by a snake (Ter. viii. 6), and even
to wear sandals made from its hide (Hul. 94a, Rashi),

If the bone of a snake enters the foot death may
result (Pes. 112b). The snake alone of all animals

harms Avithout gain to itself, and is therefore com-
pared to the slanderer (Ta'an. 8a et al.). It is also

revengeful (Yoma 23a). Still, it seldom attacks un-

less provoked; and it gives warning by hissing (Ber.

33a; Shab. 121b). The snakes of Palestine were
considered particularly dangerous {ib.); but it is

mentioned as one of the perpetual miracles of Jeru-

salem that no one there was ever bitten by a snake
(Ab. V. 5).

The flesh of the snake, mixed with other things,

was considered the most effective antidote against

the poison of the snake as well as of other animals

(Shab. 109b). Other cures for snake-bite are: pla-

cing the bitten part into the body of a hen which
has been opened alive; applying to the wound the

embryo taken from the womb of a sound, white
she-ass; and putting crushed gnats on the wound
(Yoma 83b ; Shab. 77b, 109b). A snake cooked in

olive-oil was considered a curative for itch (Shab.

77b).

Probably the anaconda is referred to in Ned. 25a
et al., where it is related that in the time of Shabur
a serpent devoured the straw of thirteen stables.

The ringed snake is mentioned under
Species or the name of KJDJ? (comp. Greek exi^.

Varieties, kxi^va; B. K. 17b and parallels) as

encircling the opening of a cave. Of
the " shefifon " it is said that it is the only snake
which is solitary in its habits, that its poison is ef-

fective even after its death, and that its strength is

mainly in its head (Gen. R. cxi. 2, cxiii. 3; comp.
Yer. Ter. 45d). The period of gestation of the

"ef'eh" is set at seventy years (Bek. 8a). The
water-snake (" 'arad " or " 'arod ") occurs in the

miraculous story of Hanina b. Dosa (Hul. 127a),

where Rashi explains it to be the hybrid of the ser-

pent and toad. The anger of the wise is compared
to the bite of the "saraf " (Ab. ii. 10). The dragon,

finally, has its equivalent in jlpTl, which, however,
in some passages seems to designate some kind of

worm, as, for instance, in Ber. 62b and Git. 57a.

Another name for the dragon is ^1^^<^ (Ket. 49b;

comp. Targ. on Jer. x. 9).

A bad wife is called a snake in the proverb, " No
man can live in the same basket with a snake" (Ket.

72a). But the appearance of a snake in a dream is

of good omen (Ber. 57a). For the relation of the

serpent to Adam and Eve see Shab. 146a.

Bibliography: Tristram, iVatural History of the Bible, p.
269; Lewysohn. Zoo(/)(;je den TaJmmis, p. 234 ; O. Gflnther,
Die Reptilieri unci Amphibien von Syrien, PaUlKtina,und
Cypern, 1880.

E. G. H. I. M. C.

SEBBAGLIO DEGLI EBBEI. See
Ghetto.
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SERRE. See Dauphine.

SERVANT, See Masteu and Servant.

SERVANT OF GOD: Title of honor given to

various persons or groups of persons; namely, Abra-

ham, Isaac, Jacob (Deut. ix. 27; comp. Ps. cv. 6,

4'i), Moses (Deut. xxxiv. 5; Josh. i. 1; I Cliron. vi.

49: IlChron.xxiv. 9; Neh. x.29; Dan. ix. 11), Joshua

(Josh. xxiv. 29; Judges ii. 8), David (Ps. xviii.,

xxxvi., captions), the Prophets (Jer. vii. 25, xxv.

4, and elsewhere), Isaiah (Isa. xx. 3), Job (Job i. 8,

ii. 3, xlii. 8), and even Nebuchadrezzar (Jer. xxv. 9,

xxvii. 6, xliii. 10). In the second part of Isaiah, in

some passages of Jeremiah, and in Ezekicl the ex-

pression occurs with a special significance.

That devoted worsliipers of the Deity were com-
monly designated as God's servants is attested by
the theophorous personal names frequent in all Sem-

itic dialects, and in which one element

Semitic is some' form of the verb " 'abad "

Use of {12]}) and the other the name of tiie

"Servant." god (comp. "'Abd Allah"; see Lidz-

barski, " Handbuch der Nordsemi-
tischen Epigraphik," pp. 332 f^ se^.). It is in this

sense that Abraham, Moses, Job, and Joshua are

designated as " the servants " of Yhwh. In the case

of Nebuchadrezzar, the meaning is somewhat differ-

ent. By the prophet the Bab3^1onian king is consid-

ered as the instrument of God's plans. To explain

why the title was conferred on him it is not neces-

sary to speculate on the possibly monotheistic lean-

ings of this monarch. Nebuchadrezzar in Daniel

and Judith is the very prototype of Antiochus
Epiphaues, the execrated enemy of God. Nor is

the use of the epithet in this connection satisfac-

torily explained by the theory advanced by Duhm,
that Nebuchadrezzar bore the title because during his

reign Israel could not very well claim to be Yhwh's
representative on earth. Unless " 'Abdi " in the

passages in Jeremiah giv^ above is a scribal cor-

ruption—which most probably it is not—Nebuchad-
rezzar is so designated because he carries out, as

would a slave who has no choice, the designs of

Yhwh (comp. " Ashur shebet appi," Isa. x. 5).

But the epithet represents the whole people or a

section of Israel in the following passages: Ezek.
xxviii. 25, xxxvii. 25; Jer. xxx. 10, xlvi. 27; Isa.

xli. 8 ; xlii. 19 et seq. ; xliii. 10 ; xliv. 1 et seq. , 21 ; xlv.

4; xlviii. 20; it has ceased to be an "epitheton or-

nans" used to honor and distinguish an individual.

This is patent from the use of "Jacob " as a synon-
ymous designation (Ezek. xxviii. 25, xxxvii. 25;

Jer. xxx. 10; Isa. xliv. 1, xlv. 4, xlviii. 20). Israel's

destiny and duty, rather than its previous conduct,
are indicated in this denomination. Israel is God's
"chosen one," the equivalent of the expression
"servant of Yhwh" used by these exilic prophets

(Isa. xliii. 20, xlv. 4; comp. i/>. Ixv. 9,

Applied to 15, 22). "My chosen [ones] " == "My
Israel. servants" (Sellin, "Studicn zur Ent-

stchungsgeschichte der Judischen Ge-
meinde,"!. 81). Yhwh has "called " and "strength
ened " Israel (Isa. xli. 9) ; therefore it is not aban-
doned and need not be afraid (ib. verse 10). Its

enemies shall be confounded (ib. verses 11, 12).

Yhwh has called Israel by its name (i.e.. His "serv-

ant " or "son "): therefore it belongs to Him; for

He has created it and formed it (ib. xliii. 1, 2).

Through flood and tire it may pass unscathed ; for
Yhwh is with it. He would exchange Egypt,
Ethiopia, and Sheba (the richest countries) for Israel.

God loves it: it is precious in His eyes (ib. verses 3
et neq.). Yhwh's spirit will be poured out on its

seed, and His blessing on its shoots (ib. xliv. 3).

Israel is, in fact, a witness unto Yhwh : as He is one,

so Israel is the one unique chosen people (ib. xliv.

6, 7, 8, "'Am '01am"). As such a servant, predes-
tined to be a liglit for the nations, Israel is called

from the womb («i. xlix. 1-6; but see below). It

is for this that Israel will return from exile (Jer.

xxx. 10), which was a disciplinary visitation (ib.

verse 11). Israel, however, does not as yet recog-
nize its own opportunity (Isa. xl. 2). Though Israel

has sinned God has not abandoned it {ib. xlii. 24),

because He has not abdicated (ib. xlii. 8). It is for

His own sake, not for Israel's, that God has chosen
Israel (^ib. xlviii. 11). In another passage Israel is

tilled with doubts concerning this (ib. Ixiii. 15 et neq.
;

probably this is anon -Isaian chapter). At all events,

as yet it is blind and deaf, although, inasmuch as it

has eyes and ears, it should and might be both an
observer and a hearer as behooves one that is " rae-

shullam " and "
'ebed Yhwh" (ib. xlii. 18-20; "me-

shullam" = "one that has completely given himself
over," a synonym of "'ebed," as Mohammed's
religion is Islam and he "'Abd Allah," xlii. 18-20).

Hence the command "Bring forth the blind peo-

ple that have eyes, and the deaf that have ears" (ib.

xliii. 8).

There are, however, four passages in the Isaian

compilation where perhaps the "national" interpre-

tation is not admissible, namely, Isa. xlii. 1-4, xlix.

1-6, 1. 4-9, lii. 18-liii. 12. The descriptions in them
of the attitude and conduct of the

Special 'ebed Yhwh seem to be idealizations

Usage in of the character of an individual rather

Isaiah. than of the whole of Israel. Espe-
ciall}^ is this true of Isa. lii. 13-llii. 12,

the exaltation of tlie "man of suffering." In this a
prophetic anticipatory picture of the Messiah has

been recognized by both Jewish and Christian tradi-

tion. Modern critics read into it the portraits of

Jeremiah (so Bunsen), Zerubbabel (Sellin, "Serub-

babel, " 1898, and Kittel, " Zur Theologie des Altentes-

taments," 2ded. :
" Jesaja und der Leidende JMessias

im A. T."), or Sheshbazar (Winckler, "Altorienta-

lische For.schungen," ii. 452-4.53). Rothstein (and

Sellin at present) holds the description to be meant
for Jehoiachin (Rotlistein, " Die Genealogie des

Jehojachiu"); while Bertholet ("Zu Jesaja LIII."),

dividing the chapters into two distinct "songs,"

regards the first (Isa. lii. 13-15, liii. llb-12) as a
glorification of a teacher of the Torali ; and the

second (ib. liii. 1-lla) as that of Eleazar (II Mace.
vl. 18-31). Duhm also is inclined to separate this

description into two distinct "songs" (Duhm, "Das
Buch Je.saia," 3d ed., 1902, pp. 355-367); but he
declares it to be impossible to assign a definite

person as the model. The "man of suffering "is,

however, a teacher of the Torah. Even the period

when these four 'ebed Yhwh songs were written

is not determinable save in so far as they are post-
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exilic—perhaps as late as the days immediately pre-

ceding the Maccabean uprising.

It may Ije noted that these interpretations, accord-

ing to which the picture is that of a definite individ-

ual, were anticipated among Jewish commentators
of the Middle Ages. Saadia referred the whole
section (Isa. Hi. 13-!iii. 12) to Jeremiah; and Ibn
Ezra finds this view a probable one (see Neubauer
and Driver, "The Fifty-third Chapter of Isaiah Ac-
cording to the Jewish Interpreters"). Kraetzsch-

mar (•' Der Leidende Gottesknecht "), among mod-
erns, selects Ezekiel for the model on account of

Ezek. iv. Ciieyne was at one time inclined to

associate this 'ebed Yhwh with Job ("Jewish Re-
ligious Life," p. 162).

Ingenious as these various identifications are, of

late years there has been in evidence a decided re-

version to the theory that also Israel,

Present or at least a part of the congregation.

Conditions is idealized in these songs. Budde
of Problem, (in "American Journal of Theology,"

1899, pp. 499-540) has successfully met
the arguments of Duhm; and other scholars, e.g.,

Marti (see his commentary on Isaiah), Giescbrecht,

and Konig, are now ranged on his side. This conces-

sion must be made: in the four songs, somewhat
more strongly than in others where Israel is hailed

the servant of Yhwh, stress is laid on mis.sionary

activity, both within and without Israel, on the part

of the servant ; furthermore various characteristics

are dwelt on that are attributed in a certain group
of the Psalms to the " pious. " For this reason there is

strong presumption that the " poor," the " 'anawim "

(meek) of the Psalms, are the Israel to which the

epithet "'ebed Yhwh "and the portrayal of his

qualifications refer. Budde reverts to the theory of

Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and Kimhi, that the confession in

Isa. liii. is uttered by the " nations " referred to in Isa.

lii. 15, and that thus Israel is the martyr, with which
view Wellhausen, Giescbrecht, Marti, and others

agree. If the "remnant " (the "poor ") be personi-

fied in the "servant," the "We" of the confession

may refer to those of Israel that had rejected these

"poor" and "meek"; if such an interpretation

were to be accepted the exilic date of these ideal-

ized personifications would, of course, have to be
abandoned. But these " poor " were just such quiet

missionaries as are described in Isa. xlii. 1-4. They
suffered in the pursuit of their missionary labors (i6.

1. 4) as well as at the hands of their own fellow

Israelites (ib. Hi., liii.).

Bibliography : Commentaries on Isaiah ; Schian, Die Ehed-
Jahwe-Lieder in Jes. jrl.-lxvi. 1895; Lane, Die Ebed-Jahwe
Lieder in II Theil des Jcsaia, etc.. 1898; Fiillltrug, Der
OotteKknecht des Deuterojesaia, 1899; Kraetzschmar, Der
Leidende Oottesfknecht, 1899; J. Ley, Die BedeuUtng des
Ebed-Jahwe im 2te7i Ttieile dc^ Propheten Jemja, in The-
oloqixche Htudien und Kritiken, 1899 ; Dalman, Jes. 63, etc.,
2d ed.. 1891 ; Rosters, in Theolomch Tijdschrift, pp. 591 et
seq., Leyden, 1896; Cheyne, in Encyc. Bibl. Iv. 4398-4410,
s.v. Servant of the Lord.

E. G. H.
SERVI CAMERA. See K.wimerknecht-

SCHAFT.

SERVI, FLAMINIO EPHRAIM : Italian

rabbi ; born at Pitigliano, Tuscany, Dec. 24, 1841

;

died at Casale-Monferrato Jan. 23, 1904. He re-

ceived his education in his native town, at Padua,
and at the rabbinical school and the University of

Florence. He became rabbi at Monticelli in 1864;
from 1868 he held the rabbinate of Mondovi, and
in 1872 was appointed chief rabbi at Ca.sale-Mon-
ferrato, where be was also editor of "II Vessillo

Israelitico," in succession to Giuseppe Levi. He
edited also the almanac " Annuario della Famiglia
Israelitica," Corfu, 1870-74, and "Lunaiio Israeli-

tico," Casale, 1881-1904.

Servi was a prolific writer, contributing a great
number of essays on literature and Jewish science to

the Jewish journals of Italy, e.g., "Educatore,"
"Corriere Israelitico," "II Vessillo Israelitico," etc.

He was the author of: "Statistica degli Israeliti

Italiaui," Vercelli, 1866; ""Israeliti d'Europa nella

Liberta," Turin, 1872; "Dante e gH Ebrei," Casale,

1893; "Studii sulla Missione della Donna Israelita,"

ib. 1903 ;
" Versi in Ebraicae in Italiano "

; etc.

IJiBLiOGRAPHY: II Vcssillo Jsraciitico, Jan., 1904, Supplement.

s. F. T. H.

SERVIA: Kingdom of southeastern Europe;
until 1876 a vassal state of Turkey. The history of

the Jews of the country is almost identical with that

of Belgradfj and of Nish, its two oldest communi-
ties. There was no regularly organized congrega-
tion in Belgrade until the year 1530, when one was
established through the efforts of Don Joseph Nasi,

while the foundation of the community of Nish
dates only from 1728. According to Samuel di

Medina, rabbi of Salonica, there were two other
communities, at Semendria and Shabats, although
the Jews of the latter city, threatened by the rebel-

lious Haiduks or Oksoks, were greatly reduced in

number by emigrations in 1690 and 1787 to the

Banat, Slavonia, and even to Buda. From a relig-

ious point of view aH these communities of Servia

were under the supervision of the congregation of

Salonica.

The Servian Jews were frequently molested in

times of general disturbance, e.g., by the Turks in

1792, and by the orthodox Servians in 1807 and
1813,' the political equality of all Servians being first

proclaimed by Milosch Obrenovich in 1817. From
that period until 1830 the Servian Jews enjoyed all

legal rights, and contributed materially to tne pros-

perity of the country.

Alexander (the son of Czerni-George [Kara-Geor-

gevich]), who was elected on the abdication of Mi-
losch in 1842, inaugurated a policy of oppression.

The new prince thus repaid the support given him
by the merchants of the orthodox religion on his

accession to power; and the Jews were forbidden

to settle in the interior of the country. In the

Treaty of Paris (1856) a paragraph was inserted

which gave full liberty in matters of religion, leg-

islation, and commerce to the Servian Jews, though
their condition was once more to be aggravated by
the law of Oct. 30, 1856.

The restoration of Milosch to the throne in 1858

revived the hopes of the Jews; and a decree issued

by him Sept. 26, 1858, repealed all laws in force

against them. Prince Michel, the successor of Mi-

losch, however, restricted their right to settle in the

interior. At this period Servia contained 2.475

Jews, residing in Belgrade, Nish, Pojarevatz, Se-

mendria, Shabats, and Obrenovatz. In 1861 sixty
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Jewish families were driven from the cities of the

interior, further expulsion taking place in 1862 and

1863, and especially at Shabats in 1864.

A protest made in Dec, 1864, by the Alliance

Israelite Universelle against the anti-Semitic journal
" Svetovide " was ineffectual, and in January of the

following year two Jews of Shabats

The were assassinated, whereupon the Ser-

Outrage of vian Jews went into voluntary exile.

Shabats, In 1865 there were but 1,805 left in

the country, the greater number of

them living at Belgrade in a ghetto beyond the en-

trenchments of the fortress. The Jews, however, still

sought for assistance, and were aided by J. A. Long-
worth, G. J. Kicketts, and J. C. Blunt, successively

English consuls at Belgrade from 1861 to 1869.

These officials presented a petition and several verbal

protests from the Servian Jews to three successive

ministers at the English Foreign Office. As the

Jews of Servia wished to place themselves under the

protection of England, the problem was discussed

in the House of Commons on March 29, 1867, when
a memorial was presented to the British government
by Sir Francis Goldsmid. In a like spirit the Alli-

ance Israelite Universelle and its president, Adolphe
Cremieux, as well as the Board of Deputies in Lon-

don, and its president. Sir Moses Montefiore, drew
the attention of the English, Turkish, and Servian

governments to this Jewish question. At the same
time Count Abraham Camondo brought all his in-

fluence to bear on the viziers Ali Pasha and Fuad
Pasha, and even on Prince Milan, when be visited

Constantinople in 1867. The Serviian constitution,

proclaimed in 1869, while professedly liberal in char-

acter, reaffirmed the anti-Jewish laws of 1856 and
1861, and, moreover, rendered the Jews liable to mili-

tary service. The English, French, Italian, and Aus-
trian consuls at Belgrade at once protested in the

names of their respective governments against the

inconsistency of these laws; and the victims of

the measures emigrated from the country in large

numbers.
The most influential Jew of Belgrade at that time

was David Russo, who kept the Alliance Israelite

Universelle and the proper authorities informed with

regard to Jewish matters. In 1873 the Alliance

again sought to intervene with Prince Milan on
behalf of the Jews when he passed through Paris;

but his reply was evasive. In 1876 eleven families

were expelled from Semendria. When Servia re-

volted against Turkey in 1876 fifty-five soldiers from
230 Jewi.sh families fought in the Servian army (see

the list in Loeb, " Situation des Isfaelites de Tur-
quie," etc., p. 407). In 1873 the Jews of Belgrade
were permitted to elect a deputy to the Skupshtina;
and in 1880 Prince Milan appointed six Jews as

members of his private body-guard. The constitu-

tion of Jan. 2, 1889, finally abolished the anti-Jew-

ish laws of 1856 and 1861, and from that time to tlie

present date (1905) no important event has marked
the history of the Jews of Servia.

In 1884 there were 3,492 Jews in Servia. Now,
in a total population of 2,493,770 there are 6,430,

distributed as follows: Belgrade, 4,000; Nish,
800; Shabats, 600; Pirot, 300; Pojarevatz, 200;

Lescovatz, 200; Semendria, 150; Obrenovatz,

100; Vatjevo, 50; Onb, 30. Since 1841 Belgrade
has liad a Hebrew press in the national printing-

office, and from 1888 to 1893 a Judseo-Spanish jour-

nal, "El Amigo del Pueblo," was published there.

Although the Jews have possessed legal equality

since the promulgation of the constitution of 1889,

this equality scarcely exists in general intercourse,

and the Jews have therefore taken little part in pub-
lic affairs. The Jewish state functionaries number
only one schoolmaster, one schoolmistress, one head
of a department in the Ministry of the Interior, one
consul-general, one ex -deputy, and one sublieu-

tenant. In the liberal professions are eight lawyers,

six physicians, and three engineers.

Bibliography: Loeb, Situatinn des Israelites de Turquie,
Serhie, et Roumanie, pp. 28, 4.5-81, Paris, 1877 ; Annual
BuUetin AU. Isr. 1880, 1889, 1903; AmariUo, Debar Mosheh,
p. 69, Salonica, 1742-50.

D. M. Fr.

SERVICE OF PROCESS. See Pkoceduue en
Civil Causes.

SESSA, KARL BORROMAUS ALEXAN-
DER : Anti-Jewish author; born at Breslau Dec.

20, 1786 ; died there Dec. 4, 1813. He studied phi-

losophy and medicine in various universities, gradu-

ated as doctor of medicine in Frankfort-on-the-Oder

(1807), and was district physician in his native city.

Besides essays on medicine and various poems and
plays he wrote a comedy entitled " Die Judenschule,"
which presents Jewish characters in the most vulgar
way, all of them being actuated by the lowest mer-
cenary motives and speaking a repulsive jargon or

a ridiculously stilted German. The play was first

presented in Breslau Feb. 11, 1813; then, under the

title "UnserVerkehr,"in Berlin and elsewhere, until

the police prohibited its repetition. It was pub-
lished anonymously in Breslau in 1815, and often

reprinted, even in Reclam's "Universalbibliothek."

Treitschke ("Deutsche Geschichte,"iii. 756, Leipsic,

1885) says that some thought Goethe had writ-

ten the work, and that the house of Rothschild of-

fered a prize for the discovery of the author. Ac-
cording to Treitschke, the author was Karl Andreas
Merteus, a Protestant minister at Halberstadt. Both
of these statements of Treitschke are unfounded.

Bibliography: Gratz, Gesch. xi. 338 et seq.: Ludwig GeiRer,
Ueber den Verfasser der Posse: Unser Verkehr, in Allg.
Zeit. des Jud. 1903, pp. 78 ct seq.

D.

SET-OFF (sometimes termed Counter-Claim) :

Effort of a defendant to set up a cause of action

against a plaintiff, to the end that the judgment of

the court may satisfy the claims of both at the same
time ; the " compensatio " of Roman law. Although
there is no name for it, the principle is allowed in the

jurisprudence of the Talmud ; and the right of the de-

fendant to set up his claim against that of the plain-

tiff in the same proceeding in which he is brought
before the court, to have both claims discussed at

the same time, and to have the judgment cover both
of them, is nowhere directly denied.

Under Assault and Battery it has been shown
that where two men have assaulted and beaten each

other, the damage done to one maybe set off against

the damage done to the other, and judgment may
be rendered for tlic difference only. But apart from
this instance hardly any definite recognition of the
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right of set-off exists in the Talmud. The only pas-

sage referred to hy commentators and codifiers (B.

K. 46b) gives hardly more than a hint, and is to this

effect: The plaintiff is always called upon first [to

state and to prove his case] ; but it is said later on

that sometimes the defendant is called upon first

when it appears that his estate would " go off cheap "

[would be sacrificed]. Rashi expounds these two

sayings thus :
" For instance, A sues B for a mina

which he has lent him before witnesses or on a bond
;

and B answers him, ' Thou hast seized my property ;

return to me what thou hast seized,' or, ' Thou hast

a pledge from me in thy hand and hast converted it

to thy own use.' They [the judges] turn first to

A's claim and adjudge to him the mina which B
owes him, and afterward they turn to B's claim to

judge of the seizure or the pledge. But B's estate

might be sacrificed; i.e., there are merchants who
would now buy his goods at a high price, but might

leave to-morrow. And as to his real estate, it might

depreciate under the effect of the judgment against

him, when it is seen that B is pressed ; hence it is

best to compel A to return the seized or pledged

goods to B so that he may pay his debt out of

them." In other words, the mutual claims ought

to be heard at the same time when the contrary

course would lead to the sacrifice of the defendant's

property.

The matter is brought up in the Shulhan 'Aruk

(Hoshen Mishpat, 24), where Joseph Caro simply

copies the words of the Talmud ; but ReMA, in his

gloss, takes Rashi's views, assuming in addition that

B is not prepared with his witnesses, and can not

undertake to prove his counter-claim within the

thirty days which the court regularly allows to the

defendant to make his defense. He concludes that,

if there is danger that B's property would otherwise

be sacrificed, the court should not render judgment
till B has had a chance to prove his counter-claim.

Both the Roman and the Anglo-American systems

of procedure grew out of a set of writs or of formu-

las, and cross-actions were not provided for in these;

thus it required either the equitable expansion of

the old common law or of the "jus quiritum " by
the chancellor or by the pretor, or the intervention

of the law-making power, to provide for such a con-

tingencj' ; hence the remedy had its own name and

its own rules. The Jewish procedure was always

oral, and had no fixed forms for one or another class

of actions or defenses; hence there was no name for

the set-off or "compensatio," and it was treated like

any other just defense.

Bibliography : Bloch. Civil Process Ordntmo, § ol, Budapest,
1882; Eisenstadt, I'ithe Teshubah, on Hoshen Mifihpat, 24.

w. B. L. N. i).

SETH (Hebrew, n^ ; Greek, 2^)^). —Biblical
Data : According to Gen. iv. 25, 26 and v. 3-8, Seth

was the third son of Adam. He was born after Cain

had inui;dered Abel and when Adam was 130 j'oars

old. Seth lived to the age of 912. His eldest son

was Enosh, who was born when Seth was 105 j^ears

old. In Gen. v. the line of descent from Adam to

Noah is reckoned through Seth. Seth is mentioned

also in I Chron. i. 1 and in Luke iii. 38; but neither

passage contains additional information.

E. G. H. G. A. B.

In Rabbinical Literature : Nothwithstand-
ing the etymology of the name given in Gen. iv. 25,

the Rabbis consider " Seth " to mean " foundation "

—i.e., Seth was the founder of the world (Num. R.

xiv. 12; Midrash Agadah to Gen. I.e.). By "God
liath appointed me another seed" (Gen. I.e.) Eve
alluded to the Messiah, who would descend from
Seth through Ruth the Moabite (Gen. R. xxiii. 7).

After the expulsion from paradise Seth was the first

of Adam's children who had the face and form of

man, Adam's earlier post-expulsion progeny having
had the shapes of demons and apes (ib. xxiv. 6;

Tan., Bereshit, 26). Seth was one of the seven

shepherds whom Micah (v. 5) prophesied should

rise against the Assyrians (Cant. R. viii. 9).

w. B. M. Sel.

Critical View : The account of Seth in Gen.

V. is contained in the P document, being a part of

that writer's list of antediluvian patriarchs. This

list, beginning with Cainan and including Lamech, is

the same as the list of J in Gen. iv. (comp. Harper,

"Hebraica," v. 35). Both are transcripts of a

Bab^'lonian list preserved in a corrupt form by
Berosus (comp. Gunkel, "Genesis," in Nowack,
"Handkommentar," p. 121). Since "Enosh" in P's

list means "man," as does also "Adam" in J's list,

probably "Seth" in the Babylonian list was the

name of a deity. Hommel (in "Proc. Soc. Bibl.

Arch." XV. 244 et seq.) conjectures that "Seth " was
originally "Shitti,"an epithet of Marduk, who in

Berosus' list occupies this place under the name
" Adapara."

Bibliography : Hommel, The Ten Patriarchs of Berossos, In
Proc. Soc. Bihl. Arch. 1893, xv. 243-246: Gunkel, Genems,
in Nowack, Handkommentar, 1901, pp. 49, 120 et seq.; Hol-
zinger. Genesis, in K. H. C. pp. 57 et seq.

E. G. H. G. A. B.

SEVEN. See Numbers and Numerals.

SEVERIKT. See Masorah.

SEVERUS, ALEXANDER. See Alexander
Sevekus.

SEVERUS, JULIUS : Roman general ; consul

in 127. Later he held a number of oflSces in the

provinces, and was legate of Uacia, Moesia, and, ac-

cording to an inscription ("C. I. L." iii.. No. 2880),

of Britain. This is confirmed by Dion Cassius, who
states (Ixix. 13) that Severus was sent from Britain

to Judea to quell the rebellion of Bar Kokba,
being appointed "legatus pro prsetore " of the prov-

ince of Judea and subsequently legate of Syria.

Severus did not attack the Jews in open battle,

but hunted them down one by one after tedious

struggles in their fastnesses, caverns, and ravines,

until, to quote the words of Dion Cassius, "he anni-

hilated, destroyed, and exterminated them." The
statement of Dion's epitomizer {ib. 14), that Severus

was appointed legate of Bithynia on the conclu-

sion of the war, is due to a confusion with another

Severus, who was apparently called " G. J. Severus,"

while the one under consideration had the pra;nomen
" Sextus." The Senate, according to his inscription,

decreed him a triumph " ob res in ludaia prospere

gestas."

Bibliography: Schurer, Gesch.M ed., i. 648; Gratz. Gesch.
3d ed., iv. 144; Prosopographia Imperii Romani, ii. 214.

G. S. Kr.
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SEVERUS, LUCIUS SEPTIMIUS : Emperor
of Kome from 193 to 211 c.e. At the boginuing of

Lis reign he was obliged to war against liis rival,

Pescennius Niger, who had proclaimed himself Em-
peror of the East. Which ruler the Jews preferred

is unknown, but the other Palestinians, including

the Greeks and Syrians, and even the Samaritans,

fought for Niger, so that when Severus proved vic-

torious he deprived the inhabitants of Neapolis

(Shechem) of their citizenship (Sparlianus, "Vita

Severi," ix.). It was not until Severus had con-

quered his last rival, Albinus (197), that lie freed

the Palestinians from the jjunishment wliich their

fidelity to Niger had evoked {ib. xiv.).

On the conclusion of the Parthian war (199) Se-

verus niarched through Syria, and it was probably

at that time that Palestine Avas detached from Syria

and made a separate province (Krauss, in "1?. E. J."

xlvi. 220), wliile Sebasto (Samaria) became a Roman
colony (Ulpian,

in "Corpus Ju-

ris,

xv.l,§7).

ToUibi,

"Digesta,"

Dur-

ing this period

one Claudius,
who is not, how-
ever, cliaracter-

ized as a Jew, is

said to have
overrun all of

Judca and Syria

as a bandit, and
to have suc-
ceeded in reach-

ing the emperor
himself, and
threatening his

life, nor was he

afterward cap-

tured (Dion Cas-

sius, "Epitome
of Xiphiiinus,"

Ixxv. 2). Oro-

sius (vii. 17) and Eusebius ("Chronicon ") likewise

mention a rebellion of the Samaritans and Jews,
and it was probably for that reason that the Senate

granted the emperor a triumph over the Jews ('' Ju-

daicuni triumphum decreverat"; Spartianus, I.e.

xvi.), which Severus, on account of his illness, per-

mitted his son Caracalla to celebrate.

In 202 the emperor and Jiisson both assumed the

title of consul in Syria, and in his march to Alexan-
dria Severus enacted for the inhabitants of Palestine

a number of laws, including a prohibition against

conversion to Judaism or Christianity {ib. xvii.).

On the other hand, both Severus and Caracalla

permitted Jews to fill offices of state, although
they were obliged to bear all disadvantages con-

nected with their status (" Digesta," ii. 3, § 3). The
inscription on the synagogue of Kaisun names all

the members of the house of Severus.

BiBLior.RAPHY: Jost, Gcsch. iv. 92; Gratz, Gesch. 3d ed., iv.

208; Schiirer. Ge»ch. 3d ed.. i. 651, hi. 76; Reinach, Textes
(VAuteurs Orccs et Unmains Relatifn au Jnda'isme, i. 344-
346, Paris, 1895; Prompoaraphia Imperii Romani, iii. 313,
No. 346.

G. S. Kr.

SEVILLE : Capital of the former kingdom of
Seville; after Madrid the greatest and most beauti-

ful city of Spain. The community of Seville is one
of the oldest and largest in the countrj\ Jews are

said to have settled there, as at Toledo, shortly after

the destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem (" Shebet
Yi'hudah," ed. Wiener, p. 14). When

Early the jMohaminedan conqueror Musa
History, took the city lie placed it in charge

of its numerous Jewish inhabitants.

As a result of dynastic dissensions at Granada, fol-

lowed by a massacre, many Jews of that city fled to

Seville, wliere they were liospitably received by
King Mohammed al-Mu'tamid. Several of these

Jews, including Joseph ibn Misgay, a faithful ad-
herent of the pretender to the throne of Granada,
were sent on diplomatic missions and entrusted with
offices of state, while the king appointed Isaac b.

Baruch ibn al-Balia, the scholarly author of a Tal-

mudic and astro-

nomical work,
to the posts of

court astrono-

mer and prince

("nasi ") over all

the Jewish com-
munities of the

realm. Through
Ibn al-Balia Sev-

ille became the

center of Jewish
scholarship, ta-

king the place

hitherto occu-

pied by Cordova
and Granada.
Al-Mu' taniid,

who hanged, at

Seville, Isaac ibn

Shalbib, the en-

voy of Alfonso

VI. of Castile,

and who abso-

lutely refused to subject himself to the Christian

kings, was deposed by the Almoravides in 1091.

The Jews of Seville lived peaceably under the Al-

moravides. Abu Ayyub Sulaiman ibn al-Mu'allam
was physician to Ali ; and Abraham ibn Kaminal
occupied a high position at court, with the title of

vizier, while the wealthy Eleazar b. Nahman ibn

Ashar, a pupil of Alfasi and a man of much poetic

talent, was the rabbi of the flourishing community.
In 1148 Seville fell into the hands of the Ai-.vio-

HADES, whose leader, 'Abd al-Mu'min, ordered the

Jews to accept Mohammedanism, many who re-

mained faithful to Judaism being either sold into

slavery or imprisoned. Even those who pretended
to be Mohammedans suffered greatly under the

Almoliades, and it was not until a century later that

their condition improved.

In Nov., 1248, Ferdinand III. of Castile conquered
Seville after a siege of eighteen months. The Jews,
carrying the scrolls of the Law, met him as he en

tered the city, and presented him with the key of

the ghetto, handsornelj' worked in silver and inlaid

either with Arabic or with Hebrew and Spanish in-

..,.„.. .^^ a Abraham Found at Seville.

(From a photograph.)
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scriptious (see illustration, Jew. Encyc. v. 363).

Historians clilTer as to whether, tlie key, which is

preserved in the Cathedral of Seville, was given to

King Ferdinand or to his son, afterward King Al-

fonso X., who directed tiie campaign as crown

prince. Amador
de los ]{ios lias

advanced the
opinion that
there were two
keys, one of
which was pre-

sented to Ferdi-

nand anil bore

Arabic inscrip-

tions, while the

other key, with

Hebrew and
Spanish inscrip-

tions, was given

a few"years later

to Alfonso as a

token of grati-

tude ("Hist." i.

373 ct seq.).

Ferdinand was
very gracious to

the Jews. In

dividing the
land he remem-
bered all who
had rendered
him any service

in capturing the

cit}', as well as

the Jewish tax-

collectors, phy-
sicians, and in-

terpreters; he
gave the Jews
some of the
mosques also, to

be transformed

into synagogues,

and permitted

them to live in

the ghetto.
This quarter,
which was very

large, was situ-

ated close to the

Alcazar, the for-

mer residence of

the Moorish
kings, and ex-

tended as far as

the Puerta de
Carmona. It in-

cluded several

parishes, and was surrounded by a high wall

with two gates opening into the city, one on the

Borceguineria, as the street is still called, and
the other on S. Nicolas street. A third street, the

Calle de los Levies, received its name from the

wealthy Jews who resided there, though this name
"was subsequently changed to Correo Mayor; an-

XI.—14

other street was known as the Xamardana. In

the ghetto were situated the shops of the Jews, the

market, the Jewish court, the slaughter-houses,

and the synagogues, of which there were three large

and about twenty small ones. Tlie entrance to the

s y n a -largest

The Golden Tower at Seville. Used as a Residence by Jewish Financiers of

the EinRs of Castile.

(From a photograph.)

g o g u e was
through the
Puerta d e la

Carne, or de la

Juderia (called

also Puerta de

iMin Joar, after

a wealthy Jew
who owned land

there). TlieJow-

ish cemetery
was situated
outside the
Puerta de la

Carne in the
suburb of S.

Bernardo, or Ben
Ahvar (Zuniga,

"Anales de Se-

villa," i. 140,
155; Fidel Fita,
" La Espana He-
brea," i. 215 et

seq.).

Alfonso X

.

confirmed his

father's gifts to"

the Jews and
granted them
V a 1- i o u s c o m -

mercial and in-

dustrial privi-

leges, although
he assigned the

tithes of the
large and
wealtJiy com-
munity to the

first Archbishop
of Seville and
his chapter. In

the middle of

the fourteenth

century between

6,000 and 7,000

Jewish families

were living at

Seville; many of

them were en-

gaged in indus-

try and com-
merce. Their
wealth, how-

envy and hatred of the

1341 the farmers of the

to

ever, soon aroused the

populace. As early as

municipal taxes were enjoined to rent shops

the Jews only in case all the shops of the com-

munity were already occupied. The Jews were fre-

quently exposed to attacks and maltreatment, and

a special decree was issued to the effect that any
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one who struck a Jew in bis shop, whether wound-

ing or killing him, should be fined 72, 600, or 6,000

maravedis, according to the enormity of the otlense.

The hostility manifested against the Jewish popula-

tion was accentuated by the execution of Don Joseph

Pichon, the administrator of the royal taxes, who
had been very popular at Seville; and it Avas espe-

cially increased by the frequent vituperative ser-

mons of the archdeacon Ferrand Martt.nez, whose
baneful activity the directors of the aljama repeat-

edly but vainly endeavored to check.

For fifteen years Martinez incited the people of

Seville to kill the Jews. A riot finally broke out

on March 15, 1391, during which several Jews were
slain ; but the nobles, who protected them, soon

quelled the uprising. Three months
Riot later, on June 6, the persecution was

of 1391. renewed. The infuriated populace at-

tacked the ghetto from all sides, phm-
dering and burning the houses. More than 4,000 fell

victims to the mob's fury, although most of the Jews
accepted baptism to save their lives. Women and
children were sold to Mohammedans as slaves (Zu-

fiiga, Lc. i. 288; " Shebet Yehudah." cd. Wiener, p.

38, and pp. 128 et seq. [letter of Hasdai Crescas]).

Old Jucieria, birtct m Wbkh the baiiia Maria tie la Blauea is

Situated.

(From a photograph by Dr. William Popper.)

In 1396 Henry III. presented the ghetto, including

all its houses, lands, and synagogues, to his favor-

ites Diego Lopez de Estuniga and Juan Hurtado
de Mendoza, who were empowered by the deed of

gift to sell, pawn, give, exchange, demolish, or

otherwise dispose of this property according to their

will and pleasure. The ghetto received the name of

Villa Nueva, and the synagogues were transformed
into churches, one, Santa Maria de la Blanca. being

among the finest ecclesiastical edifices in the city.

Another was called the Church of S. Cruz; a third

became the convent Madrede Dios; while the fourth

was not left to the Jews, as was alleged, but was
transformed into the Church of S. Bartolome, which
for a long time bore Hebrew inscriptions over its doors

and which still stands as originally erected (Caro,

"Antiguedas de Se villa," pp. 20a, 42b, Seville, 1634).

Despite the fact that there was now no real commu-
nity at Seville, some Jews remained there even after

the fearful slaughter and the destruction of the

ghetto. They lived in the old Jewish quarter, as

well as among the Christians; and with the permis-

sion of the mvinicipal council, which keenly felt tlie

loss of tlie Jews' taxes, they resumed their custom-
ary occupations as smiths, silversmiths, tailors,

shoemakers, workers in leather, merchants, and sur-

geons; but they suffered so much from the fanatical

populace that they were compelled to hire a guai'd

of 300 men for their protection. There were also

many Maranos who remained Jews at heart, being
confirmed in their faith by Judah ibn Verga (" She-

bet Yehudah," pp. 94, 96); they were among
the wealthiest inliabitants of the city. The tribu-

nal of the Inquisition was first instituted at Seville,

its earliest victims being the wealthy Maranos who
had entered into a conspiiacy against the Holy
Office. The Jewish cemetery of Seville was trans-

formed into a garden after the expulsion, but was
not entircl}' laid out until 1580. The graves were
obliterated, and the costly tombstones were ruth-

lessly destroyed by the populace.

Seville, the home of Abravanel and Ibn Tibbon,

was the residence or birthplace of many Jewish
scholars who took their names from it. Among the

earliest of these wei'e: Abun b. Sharada, the poet;

Judah ibn Balaam, author of commentaries on the

Bible; Abu ibn Afia, a mathematician and translator

of a mathematical work; the famous Joseph ibn

Migash ; Moses Levi Abulafia (d. 1255), physician

to the last Moorish king of Seville; the poet Judah
Sanmel 'Abbas; Yom-Tobb. Abraham,

Native a commentator on the Talmud ; and
Scholars. David Abudarham, author of a litur-

gical work. Contemporaneous with

them were the physicians Moses b. Samuel (as a

Christian called Juan de Avignon) and Judah
Alashkar; Isaac ben Moses (whose son Joseph wrote

a treatise on astronomy); David b. Solomon ibn

Ya'ish and his father, the physician Solomon ibn

Ya'ish (called also Don Soliman), the author of a
large Arabic commentary on the canon (Caro, I.e. p.

42a; Zunz, "Z. G." p. lii; Fidel Fita, I.e. i. 276 et

seq., quotes the legible portions of the inscription on

Solomon's tombstone, which still exists).

Don Ephraim, called Al-Barceloni, and Don
Moses b. Sacar were contemporaries of Isaac b.

Sheshet, as were " Ha-Sar ha-Tafsar " and Don Moses
b. R. Saadia nrs (= "Piclio"), probably a relative

of Joseph Piclion (Isaac b. Sheshet. Responsa, No.

209). Judah ibn Verga, the author of the "Shebet

Yehudah " and of mathematical works, was living

at Seville at the time when the Inquisition was-

introduced.

Seville lias (1905) a population of 146,205, inclu-

ding about 200 Jewish families. Most of tlie latter

aie in poor circumstances, being immigrants from

Tangier and other African cities. See Ferdinand
III. ; Inquisition; Pichon, Joseph.

Bihliography : Zuiiiera, AnaJen de Sevilla.i.W) et arq.; Rios,

Hint. i. K)8, 116, 229 et .ver/., 369 et seq.. 452 ; ii. 214, 390 et seq.;

Gratz. Geneh. vl. 73 et xeq., 119; viii. 62 ct seq.

G. M. K.

SEXTON". See Shammash.
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SEXTUS, JTJLIUS AFRICANUS : Byzan-
tine fhronographer, noted for his surprisingly lucid

interpretations of some Biblical questions; flourished

in the first half of the third century of the common
era. Suidas(s.?). 'Acj)piKavug) says that Africanus was a

Libyan philosopher; and this statement is supported

by Julius' works, which, although written in Greek,

betray their author's knowledge of Latin, indicating,

therefore, that he was a native of Latin North
Africa. He was, it seems, the son of Christian parents

and, doubtless, the scion of a noble family. This as-

sumption explains the fact that he took part in the ex-

pedition of Septimius Severus against Osrhoene in

195. He was a friend of Abgar Vlll.of Edessa; and
he found much material for his works in the archives

of that city. These relations with the

His Orientexplain his knowledgeof Syriac,

Knowledge which he shows, for example, in the

of Lan- fourth chapter of his Kearoi, Avhere he

guages. gives the Syrian name of a fish. He
may also have become personally ac-

quainted with the condition of the Jews in Babylon;
for he says in the Susanna Epistle that the Jews were
living under their own jurisdiction in the Exile.

His works in Biblical criticism indicate that he knew
Hebrew also. Toward the end of his life he was
presbyter, or, according to others, bishop, of Em-
maus (Nicopolis) in Palestine, and as such headed
an embassy to Rome in behalf of that city. He was
a contemporary and friend of Okigen, and lived

under the emperors Heliogabalus and Alexander
Severus.

All the works of Africanus, which are of cour.sees-

pecially important for Christianity, are also highly

interesting for Judaism. These works include:

(l)a chronography in five books, in virtue of which
he is not only the founder of Church history and
the predecessor of Eusebius, but also the source and
pattern for the Byzantine chronographers, who fre-

quently make extracts from this work, thereby pre-

serviag considerable fragments. He divides the his-

tory of the world into seven epochal weeks, similar to

the Jewish work " Lepto Genesis " (Jubilees), treating

within these divisions the earliest history of the hu-
man race, then Jewish history, and, finally, the latter

synchronistically with general history. He places

Moses 1,020 years before the first Olympiad, a date

probably derived from Justus of Tiberias, from
whose lost history much has been preserved by
Africanus; and it is to this source that are to be
traced various statements of facts found in Afri-

canus' history and parallel to those given l)y

Josephus. In connection with the Biblical stories

Africanus relates many legends whose origin may
in part be found in the Apocalyp.ses and the Mid-
rashim.

(2) Kearoi (= " Eml)roi(lery "), a figurative name
given to a large work said to have included twenty-

four (according toothers, fourteen and
His "Works, nineteen) books, and dedicated to Al-

exander Severus. The two books that

have been preserved deal chiefly with matters per-

taining to warfare, the whole work having been de-

voted to similar subjects. Here also are found im-

portant data relating to Jewish history; e.g.. that the

Pharisees, i.e., the Jews engaged in war with Titus,

destroyed a division of the Roman arm}' by poison-

ing the wine the soldiers drank {Kearoi, § 3). This
work, filled with pagan views and gross super-

stitions, was formerly ascribed to a pagan author;

but recent criticism assigns it to Africanus. (3) A
letter to Origen relative to the Susanna Epistle ap-
pended in the Septuagint to the Book of Daniel.

The penetration that Africanus displays in proving
this letter to be a forgery has earned for him the

reputation of a sound Bible critic. (4) A letter to

Aristides on the discrepancies in the genealogy of

Jesus. In this letter also Africanus shows that he
is well versed in Jewish history. (5) He may also

have written a commentary on Daniel's weeks of

years.

BiBi.iooRAPiiT : Fragments from Africanus have been collected
in Galland. Bihliotheca VetRrum Patrum, ii., Venice, 1781

;

Routh, ReliquicB Sacrce, 2d ed., ii.; Migne, Patroloaia
Grceca, x. et seq.: Vetejiim MnthemaUcnrum Opera, ed.
M. Thevenot, Paris. 1693; Fabricius-Harles, BihUotheca
Grmca, iv. 240-245; H.Gelzer, S. Juliu.t .4/rica?ius, Leipsic,
1880-8.5 ; Harnack, Gcsch. der AltchrisUichen Litteratur, 1.

507, Ii. 70 ct seq.

e. S. Kr.

SFAX. Sec TuTs^TS.

SFEJ, ABRAHAM: Rabbinical author; born
at Tunis in the early part of the eighteenth century;
died at Amsterdam in 1784, while discharging the

duties of collecting rabbi for the community of

Jerusalem. Sfej left his native citj' and settled in

Jerusalem, sojourning for a time in Constantinople.

He wrote a work entitled " 'Ene Abraham " (Amster-
dam, 1784), a commentary on the "Yad ha-Haza-
kali " of Maimonides.

Bibliography: Cazes, Notei^ BihUo<jraijhique.% pp. 299-301.

u. M. Fr.

SFORNO : Italian family, many members of

which distinguished themselves as rabbis and schol-

ars. The most prominent of these were the fol-

lowing:

Hananeel ben Jacob Sforno : Talmudist ; lived

at Bologna in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries;

brotlier of Obadiah Sforno, who mentions him in the

introduction to his commentary on the Pentateuch.

A responsum of Ilananeel's was inserted by Shab-
bethai Baer in his "Be'er 'Eshek," § 55.

Bibliography : Fiirst, Bihl. JiuL iii. 31?; Mortara, Imlice, p.
61 ; Mose, vi. 192.

Israel Sforno: Talmudist; lived at Viadano in

the sixteenth century. A halakic decision of his is

quoted in a manuscript collection of 260 responsa of

the Italian rabbis (No. 235).

Bibliography: Mortara, ludirr. p. 01.

Jacob ben Obadiah. Sforno : Venetian scholar

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Shab-

bethai Bass, and, after him. Wolf, attributed to

Jacob a work entitled " Iggeret ha-Te'amim " (Ven-

ice, 1600), containing mystic explanations of the ac-

cents. The correctness of the ascription is, how-
ever, doubted by Steinschneider, Avho believes that

this Avork is identical with one of the same title by
Aaron A])raham ben Baruch.

Bibliography: Shahbethai Bass. SUftr Vc^'lifuiin, s.v.: Wolf,
Bibl. Hehr. i. 1089; Steinschneider, Cai. BadJ. co\s.. 71(i, 12>5.

Nissim Isaac ben Judah Sforno : Rabbi at

Mantua in the sixteenth century. He was the au-

thor of an epistle on the "Cuzari"; and a respon-
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sum of his is quoted in the above-mentioned collec-

tion.

Bibliography: Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. i. 915: Mortara, Imlice,

p. 61.

Obadiah ben Israel Sforno : Venetian Tal-

mudisl of tlie sixteenth and .seventeenth centuries.

He edited Menahem Azaiiah di Fano's "Yeniin

Adonai Komemaii " (Venice, n.d.); and a responsum

of his is inserted in Di Fano's collection of Responsa

(Venice, n.d., p. 8;3).

Obadiah ben Jacob Sforno : Italian exegete,

philosopher, and physician; born at Ccsena about

1475 ; died at Bologna in 1550. After acquiring in his

native town a thorough knowledge of Hebrew, rab-

binical literature, mathematics, and philosophy, he

went to Home to study medicine. There his great

learning won for him a prominent place among
scholars; and when Keuchliu was at Home (1498-

1500) and desired to perfect his knowledge of Fle-

brew literature, Cardinal Domenico Grimaui ad-

vised him to apply to Obadiah. Equally high was
Obadiah's reputation as a casuist. 3Ieir Katzenel-
LENBOGEN con.sulted him on legal questions (Re-

sponsa, p. 97, ^ 48), and Joseph Colon invoked his

authority (Responsa, p. 96, No. 192, Sudilkov, 1834).

At the request of Israel ben Jehiel Ashkenazi, rabbi

of Rome, Obadiah issued a decision in the case of

Donina, daughter of Samuel Zarfati, the renowned

physician of the pope. About 1525 Obadiah left

Rome and led for some time a wandering life. From
several letters of that epoch addressed to his brother

Hananeel at Bologna it woukl appear that Obadiah

was in poor circumstances. Finally he settled at

Bologna, where he founded a Talmudical school,

which he conducted until his death.

Obadiah was an indefatigable writer, chiefly in

the field of Biblical exegesis. The characteristic

features of his exegetical work are respect for the.

literal meaning of the text and a reluctance to enter-

tain mystical interpretations. He possessed excel-

lent judgment in the selection of explanations from

the earlier exegetes, as Rashi, Ibn Ezra, RaSHBaM,
and Nahmanides, and he veiy often gives original

interpretations which betray an extensive philolog-

ical knowledge. He wrote the following commen-
taries: on the Pentateuch (Venice, 1567) ; on Canticles

and Ecclesiastes, that on the latter being dedicated

to King Henry II. of France (ib.) ; on the P.salms {ih.

1586);""Mishi3at Zedek," on Job {ib. 1589); on the

books of Jonah, Habakkuk, and Zechariah, pub-

lished with David ibn Hiu's "Likkute Shoshannim "

(Amsterdam, 1724). He wrote also *' Kawwanat ha-

Torah," prefixed to the Pentateuch commentary.
Obadiah was active also in the domain of religious

philosophy. In a work entitled "Or 'Ammim

"

(Bologna, 1537) he endeavored to combat with Bib-

lical arguments the theories of Aristotle cm the eter-

nity of matter, on God's omniscience, and on the

universality of the soul, as well as various other

Aristotelian views that seemed to conflict with relig-

ion. In the introduction Obadiah says that he was
induced to write his work by the fact that even so

great ?. man as Maimonides had expressed the opin-

ion that all the theories of Aristotle concerning the

sublunary world are ab.solutely correct. Obadiah
himself translated the " Or 'Ammim " into Latin and

sent it to Henry II. of France, but it has never been
published. Another work on religious philosophy

by Obadiah is his commentary on the sayings of the

Fathers, published in the introduction to the Roman
Mahzor (Bologna, 1540).

Obadiah was al.so the author of the following

works, still extant in manuscript: "Bi'ur le-Sefer

Uklidas," a paraphrase of the eight books of Euclid,

translated from the Arabic (Bibliotheque Nalionale,

]\IS. No. 435); "Derashot" (Halberstam MSS., No.

331); "Dikduk Leshon 'Ibri," a Hebrew grammar.

Bibliography: Ibn Yahya, ShahlieJet ha-Kahhalah, p. 52,

eii. Ainsterctam ; Ga.ns,'Zeniah Dawid, 1. 31a, ed. Offtmbach ;

Conforte, Ki))e Jta-Donit, p. 2.V); Rossi, Z>i2to)ia/ io, ji. :>94;

Wolf, Dih'l. Hebr. i. 939; Caniioly, Hi.vfoij-e dcs Mcdecins
Jin'f.v, i. 147; GeiRcr, JoIkiiui Jicvcldiii, pp. 37, lOo; Stein-

schneiikT, (Vtf. liodl. col. 207'); Griitz, Gct'ch. ix. 43; Vogel-
stein ami Rieger, Grsth. derJuden in Rom, pp. 77 et seq.;

Fiiikcl, Obadiah Sforno ali K.reAjct.

Osheah ben Nissim Isaac Sforno : Rabbi at

Mantua in the first half of the seventeenth century.

A religious poem of his was inserted by Joseph

Jedidiah Karmi in his "Kenaf Renanim."

Bibliography: Mortara, Tndice, p. 61.

Solomon Samuel ben Nissim Israel Sforno :

Rabbi at Asti, later at Venice; died in 1617. Sev-

eral responsa of his were inserted by Jacob Heil-

bronner in his "Nahalat Ya'akob" (Padua, 1622).

Solomon left in manuscript commentaries on

Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Daniel, the Megillot, Ezra,

Nehemiah, and Chronicles. He edited the "Cu-
zari " with the commentary of Judah Moscato (Ven-

ice, 1594). On his death a funeral sermon was pro-

nounced by Leon of Modena, who lauded him in the

highest terms.

Bibliography : Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Oednle Yi'^rael, p. 341

;

Mortara, Indice, p. 61 ; Furst, Bibl. Jud. iil. 318 ; Berliner,
Liihot Abaniw, No. 261.

s. I. Br.

SHA'ATNEZ 0:12)]}^) : Fabric consisting of a

mixture of wool and linen, the wearing of which is

forbidden by the Mosaic law (Lev. xix. 19; Dent,

xxii. 11). The Septuagint rendering is Ki(i6r//.ov

(something false, adulterated, or drossy). In the

Coptic or Egyptian language ''sasht" means
"weave" and "nouz," "fal.se"; the compound
"sha'at-nez," therefore, signifies i "false weave."

The Mishnah explains the word TJtDyK' as the

acrostic of three words, yiK', ""lO, tU ("carded,"

"woven," and "twisted"; Kil. ix. 8).

The combining of various fabrics in one garment,

like the interbreeding of different species of ani-

mals, or the planting together of different kinds of

seeds, is prohibited as being contrary to the laws of

nature. The cabalists regard such combination as

a defiance of God, who established natural laws and
gave each species its individuality.

Maimonides bases the prohibition on the general

law against imitating heathen customs: " Ye shall

not walk in the manners of the nation, which I cast

out before you" (Lev. xx. 23), and
Views of says, "The heathen priests adorned

Mai- themselves with garments containing

monides. vegetable and animal materials, while

they held in their hand a seal of min-

eral. This you will find written in their books"

("Moreh," iii. 37). Other critics consider the pro-

hibition of sha'atnez from a hygienic point of view,
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and reason that the elements of wool and linen are

diametrically opposed to each other, since the wool

has an absorbing and shrinking nature while linen

is resistant and nou-shrinkable, these conflicting

tendencies neutralizing each other and causing dis-

order in connection with the effusion of perspiration

from the bod}'.

It appears, however, that sha'atuez was per-

mitted in the case of the priest's girdle, which was
interwoven with ])urple, blue, and scarlet wool (Ex.

X-Xxix. 29); it may be used also in the case of the

purple and the blue cord entwined in the zizit, or

the woolen zizit on a linen garment (Yeb. 4b, 5b),

as the sacredness of the purpose is supposed to pro-

tect against any evil effect. The phrase " lo yah-

I geru ba-yaza' " (" they shall not gird themselves with

any thing that causeth sweat"; Ezek. xliv. 18) is

interpreted in the Talmud to mean " they shall not

gird themselves around the bent of the body, where
sweat effuses most " (Zeb. 181)). I'abbi is of the

opinion that the girdle of the ordinary priest was of

sha'atuez ; R. Eleazar says it was of tine linen. The
liigh priest wore a linen girdle on Yom Kippur and

a girdle of sha'atnez on all other days (Yoma 12b).

By the Mosaic law sha'atnez is prohibited only

after it has been carded, woven, and twisted, but the

Rabbis prohibit it if it has been subjected to any one

of these operations (Niddah 61b). Hence felt cloth,

of mixed wool and linen, is forbidden (Kil. ix. 9).

On the other hand, the Rabbis recognize only sheep's

wool as wool, the finest being that of lambs and

rams (comp. II Kings iii. 4); they exclude camels"

hair, the fur of hares, and the wool of goats. If any
of the excluded wools is nuxed with sheep's wool,

or spun with it into thread, the character of the

material is determined by the proportion of each.

If the greater part of it is sheep's wool, it is reckoned

as wool; if the contrary, it is not so regarded, anil

may be mixed again with linen (Kil. ix. 1).

A woolen garment may be worn over a linen gar-

ment, or vice versa, but they may not be knotted or

sewed together. Sha'atnez is prohibited only when
worn as an ordinary garment, for the

Ex- ])rotectinn or benetitof the body (Sifra,

ceptional Deut. 232), or for its warmth (Bezah
Cases. 15a), but not if carried on the back as

a burden or as merchandise. Cush-
ions and tapestry with which the bare body is

not in touch do not come under the prnhiliition (Kil.

ix. 2). To lie on sha'atnez is permitted by the strict

interpretation of the Mosaic law. but the Itabbis

feared lest some part of the sha'atnez might fold

over and touch partof the body ; hence they went to

the extreme of declaring that even if only the lowest

of ten couch-cover.s is of sha'atnez one may not lie

on them (Yoma (i9a). Pillows, if of a kind that

leaves no likelihood of their folding over and touch-

ing the body, are permitted to be of sha'atnez. Felt

soles with heels are also permitted (Bezah 15a), be-

cause they are stiff and do not warm the feet.

In later times the Rabbis were inclined to modify
the law. Thus siia'atnez was permitted to be used

in stiff hats (" Sefcr lia-Hinnuk." section " Ki Teze,"

Ko. 571). Silk resembling wool, and hemj) resem-

bling linen, which formerly were foibidden *' for ap-

pearance sake" (Kil. ix. 3), were later permitted

in combination with either wool or linen, because
" we now know how to distinguish them." Hempen
thread was manufactured and permitted for use in

sewing Avoolen clothing.

A linen admixture isdetected during the process of

dyeing cloth, as wool absorbs the dye more readily

than does linen (Niddah 61b). Wool is distinguished

from linen by three tests— feeling, burning, and
smelling; linen burns in aflame, while wool singes

and creates an unpleasant odor. There were special

experts employed to detect sha'atnez ("HaKarmel,"
i.,No. 40).

The observance of the laws concerning sha'atnez

was relaxed in the sixteenth century; and the Coun-
cil OF Four Lands found it necessary to enact (1607)

a"'takkanah" against sha'atnez, especially warning
women not to sew woolen trails to linen dresses, nor
to sew a velvet strip in front of the dress, as vel-

vet had a linen back (Griitz, "Gesch." vii. 36, Hebrew
ed., Warsaw, 1899).

Bibliography: Maitnonide.s, Yad, Kilayini, x.-. Tin- Yoreh
Dc'ali: Sliulhati 'Arvh, Yorel) I>c'a?/, 298-3()-t;' Israel Lip-
schiitz, Batte' Kilauim. appended to his commentary on the
MMinah, .section Zcra'nn : Ha-Magai(l{\S6i), viii., Nos. 20,

35; M. M. Saler, Yalkut Yizhak, il. 48a, Warsaw, ]81i9.

w. 15.
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SHABABO (pT), JESHUA : Egyptian scribe

and labbi ; lived in the last quarter of the seven-

teenth century. His teachers were Rabbis Abraham
liaLevi of Cairo and Joseph Nazir, who afterward
became his f;itlier-in-law (see Joseph N.\zih ben
H.wYi.M Moses h.\-Lf.vi). The relation between
teacher and pupil maybe inferred from the fact that

Abraham ha-Levi included some dissertations of his

pupil in his work " Ginnat Weradim." The two
men dilTered in opinion, and the pupil answered his

teacher in " Perah Shushan " (Constantinople. 1732).

Besides, he wrote "Sha'are Oiah," "Sha'are Torah,"

and a large work in two parts entitled "Sha'are
Yeshu'ali," containing responsa. Shababo was for

some time a sofer, but resigned this office from re-

ligious motives when he was appointed dayyan of

Cairo.

K. c. L. Guv.

SHABBAT (" Sabbath ") : Treatise in the Mish-

nah, Tosefta, and both Talmuds; devoted chiefly to

rules and regulations for the Sabbath. The Scrip-

tural passages that treat of the Sabbath and of the

laws for its observance, thus forming the cxegetical

basis of this treati.se, are: Ex. xvi. 22 et seq.\ xx.

10; xxiii. 12; xxxiv. 21; xxxv. 2, 3; Num. xv. 32

et scq. ; Deut. v. 14; Jer. xvii. 21 ct seq. ; Amos viii.

5; Nell. X. 31, xiii. 15 et scq. Shabbat is the first

treatise in the mishnaic order Seder Mo'ed, and
is divided into twenty-four chapters, containing 13d

paragraphs in all.

Cli. i. : Ways in which things may not be brought
from a private domain ("resliut ha-yahid ") to the

public domain ("reshut ha-rabbim ")

Contents, and vice versa on the Salibath (§ 1);

things which ma}' not be done on Fri-

day afternoon or by lamplight on Friday evening
(iii^ 2-3); rules adopted at tiie council in the upper
chamber of Ilananiah b. Ilezekiah b. Garon (| 4);

additional particulars concerning things which may
not be done on Friday (Sji 5-11).
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Cb. ii. : Illumination on the Sabbath, the kinds of

oil which maybe used, and the materials which may
serve as wicks (§§ 1-3); furtiier details concerning

lamps (§4); cases in which lamps may be extin-

guished on the Sabbath (§ 5) ; the three duties of

women neglect of wliich may cost them their lives

(§6); the three things of which the master of the

house must remind his household at twilight on

Friday evening (§ 7).

Ch. iii. and iv. : Permitted and prohibited meth-

ods in which food may be warmed or kept warm on

the Sabbath ; concerning things which are regarded

as set apart ("mukzeh ") and which one is forbid-

rfen to move on that day.

Cli. v. : With what an animal may be led on the

Sabbath {e.g., a halter), and what may be placed

on it {e.g., a blanket), and what may not be placed

on it. every object not requisite for the health or

safety of the animal, or for guarding it, being re-

garded as a burden, and it being forbidden to load

a beast on that day.

Ch. vi. : Gartnent.s which may be worn by men,
women, and children, and those which may not be

worn ; a discussion of the question whether weapons
adorn a man. the majority of the sages deciding that

they disgrace him who bears them, since thej' are

implements of murder, inasmuch as. according to

Isa. ii. 4, liie iileal of the future is a time when the

nations shall tlwell in everlasting harmony and shall

change their arms to implements of peace.

Ch. vii. : Tiie gradations, according to circum-

stances, of the sin-offeiing for breaking the Sabbath ;

enumeration of the thirty- nine chief kinds of work
which are forbidden, namely, seven of agriculture,

four of cooking, thirteen of tailoring, seven of

butchering and tanning, two of writing and erasing,

two of building and demolishing, two of kindling

and extinguisiiiug fires, one of the hammer-stroke
(giving the finishing touch to a thing), and one of

carrying an object from the reshut ha-yahid to the

reshut ha rabbim and vice versa.

Ch. viii. : Determination of (juantilies in the case

of various objects which render one guilty of a vio-

lation of the Sabbath in carrying them on that day.

In the last paragraph (§7) of this chapter Isa. xxx.

14 is quoted as a text.

CI), ix. : Biblical verses cited as additional proofs

or texts (^§ 1-4); further details concerning the quan-
tities of many things that may not be carried on the

Sabbath (;;§ 5-7).

Ch. X. : Concerning those ca.ses in which one
who transports an obj.ect is not guilty of violating

the Sabbath (ij^ 1-4); cases in which two persons
who carry an object together from one place to an-

other are guilty, and those in which they are inno-

cent; on the transportation of a corpse or of a living

man (^ 5); on the problem whether one who bites or

cuts his nails or plucks out his hair on the Sabbath
is guilty of a violation of that day (§ 6).

Ch. xi. : On throwing objects from one place to

another, fnun one house across the street to another,

from the land into the water and vice versa, or from
a ship into the sea and vice versa.

Ch. xii. : Concerning building, hanuneriug, savv-

ing. boring, weeding fields, felling trees, and gather-

ing wood or greens (g§ 1-2); on writing two letters

of the alphabet and of writing in general, together
with the cases in which one by writing does not
violate the Sabbath (^^ 3-6).

Ch. xiii. : Concerning weaving, spinning, sew-
ing, tearing, washing, dyeing, and hunting.

Ch. xiv. : Cases in which hunting on the Sabbath
does not render one guilty of violation of that day
(§ 1); on the preparation of a solution of salt (§ 2);

medicines and remedies permitted on the Sabbath,
and those which are forbidden (t^§ 3-4).

Ch. XV.: The knots which may be tied on the

Sabbath and those which may not be tied (^§ 1-2)

;

on putting clothes away and on making beds (§ 3).

Ch. xvi. : In case a fire breaks out on the Sabbath,
sacred writings and phylacteries ("tefillin ") maj^ be
rescued, as well as such food as is necessary for

that day; non-Jews, but not Jews, may be allowed
to extinguish the fire; but a Jew may not urge a

uou-Jew to do any work for him on the Sabbath.

Ch. xvii. : Vessels which may be carried on the

Sabbath ; blinds may be lowered on that day.

Ch. xviii. : Things which may be moved on the

Sabbath ; calves and the foals of asses ma}' be led

;

a woman maj"^ lead her child, though she may not

carry it; cattle ma}' be helped when about to give

birth ; and the Sabbath is not broken by assisting

a woman in labor.

Ch. xix. : Circumcision on the Sabbath; that day
is not violated by a circumcision or by the necessary

preparations for one.

Ch. XX. : Wine may be strained and cattle fed on
the Sabbath.

Ch. xxi. ; In what manner many objects, regarded

as set apart, may be moved and put away (§§ 1-2);

the clearing of the table (55 3).

Ch. xxii. ; On the preparation of food and drink

on the Sabbath (ii;§ 1-4); bathing and anointing

with oil on that day (§§ 5-6).

Ch. xxiii. : Lending, raflling, and distributing

food and drink on the Sabbath (tit; 1-2)
;
preparations

for the evening of the week-day which may be made
on the Sabbath (§§ 3-4); the degree of care for the

dead which is permissible on the Sabbath (§ 5).

Ch. xxiv. : On the case of a traveler overtaken by
the Sabbath eve before he reaches a city (§1); the

feeding of cattle (>;§ 2-4) ; the fulfilment of vows on
that day (tj 5).

The catalogue and definition of various tasks,

and the lists of garments, utensils, and ornaments,

as well as of materials for fuel and illumination,

all detailed in the Mishnah, render it especially im-

portant for the history of civilization.

TheTosefta is divided into eighteen chapters, and
contains many important maxims and sayings be-

sides additions to and amplifications

The of the Mishnah. Particularly note-

Tosefta. worthy is its enumeration, in ch. vi.

and vii., of current customs, usages,

and superstitions, some of them being regarded by
the scholars as harmless and permissible, while

others were forbidden as heathenish and pagan.

Certain superstitious views and usages may be men-
tioned here. In beginning an tmdertaking the first

part of the work should be done by some one deft

of touch, as a sign that the completion of the task

will not be arduous (vi. 3). When sparks fly from
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the fire and fall on the ground it is a sign that guests

maj' be expected (vi. 2). If a hen crows like a cock,

she must be stoned (vi. 5). If one turns his shirt

inside out when taking it off, he will dream at night.

If one kisses a coffin containing a corpse, he will see

the dead man in his dreams (vi. 7). If one puts a

lamp or a candle on the ground, it angers the dead

(vi. 2). If two persons walk together and some one

comes between them, the friendship betw-een the pair

will be broken (vii. 12).

The following advice given by R. Eliezer b. R.

Jose ha-Gelili in the Tosefta is also noteworthy :
" If

a pious man beginneth a journey which thou also

must make, strive thou to go with him; for good

angels accompany him. But if a blasphemer begin-

neth a journey which thou also must make, go ti)ou

before him or go thou after him, but beware lest

thou be with him ; for Satan and evil angels accom-

pany the blasphemer on his way " (xvii. 2-3).

The Babylonian Gemara to this treatise, besides its

explanations and discussions of the Mishnah, con-

tains a large number of stories, leg-

The ends, and historical accounts, as well

Gemaras. as parables, aphorisms, and other hag-

gadic interpretations and utterances,

of which a few may be cited: It is declared that

the Book of Ezekiel would have been considered apoc-

ryphal because of the many passages in it that con-

tradict the Pentateuch, had not Hananiah ben Heze-

kiah(who outlined the scroll of fasting) taken pains

to elucidate it and by his interpretations and ex-

planations succeeded in i-emoving all the contra-

dictious (13b). In like manner, tiie sages would
have declared the books of Ecclesiastes and Prov-

erbs apocryphal, since eacli of them contains pas-

sages inconsistent with the other; but the)' suc-

ceeded in interpreting those passages in such a

manner as to explain awa\' tlie contradictinns (30b).

In 21b the origin of Hauukkah is described. "When

the Hasmoneans conquered the Syrians and puri-

fied the Temple at Jerusalem, restoring the legal

worship, they found only one small jar of oil sealed

with the high priest's seal and, therefore, ritually

pure. It was apparently sufficient for

Origin of a single day only ; but by a miracle it

Ha- lasted for eight days, so that the Feast

nukkah. of Hanukkah is celebrated for eight

daj'S. The mildness of Hillel, as con-

trasted with the severity of Shammai, is illustrated by

several examples; and the saying of Hillel, to the

eftect that the entire Law is but a commentary on the

fundamental principle of love to one's fellow men,

is cited (81a). The reprehensibility of indecent con-

versation and the severe punishment of those who
indulge in it are set forth (33a). Tlie story of R.

Simeon b. Yohai, who was forced to flee ou account

of his criticisms of Roman institutions, and who
lived for twelve years in a cave, is given (33b). The
hatred of the Jews felt by other nations is explained

as a religious animosity dating from the time when
the revelation on Sinai gave Israel a faith which
differentiated it from other nations (89b). The leg-

end of the two angels who accompany the Jew
from the synagogue to his home on Friday evening

is related (119b). A few excellent examples are

given to show how men should judge their fellow

creatures with gentleness, even though circum-

stances are apparently against them (127b); also the

parable to illustrate the purity of the soul (152b),

and the simile of the roj-al banquet, showing how
needful it is to be ever ready to appear before God.

In the Yerushalmi the Gemara to ch. xxi.-xxiv.

is no longer extant.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SHABBAT HA-GADOL ("The Great Sab-

bath ") : The Sabbath preceding Passover. The
designation " great " for this Sabbath is mentioned

by Rashi (lltii cent.), and is due to the great mir-

acle of the Sabbath that preceded the Exodus, as

related in the Midrash. When God ordered the

Israelites to prepare a lamb on the 10th (jf Nisan for

Passover (Ex. xii. 3) they feared the vengeance of

the Egyptians, because the lamb was the Egyptian
deity {ib. viii. 26). According to one version, the

Egyptians fainted when they saw the lamb tied to

the foot of the bed in the houses of the Israelites

(Pesikta Zutarti, Bo, xii. 6 [ed. Buber, p. 29a]);

according to a second, they were paralyzed and
could not prevent the lambs being sacrificed (Ex.

3); and according to yet another, the first-born,

learning on the 10th of Nisan that the lamb and
the first-born, both regarded as deities hy the Egyp-
tians, were to be sacrificed, urged their parents to

let the Israelites go and opposed the Egyptians for

retarding the Exodus (Tos. to Sliab. 87b, s.v. iniXI);

the 10th of Nisan in question was a Sabbath (Seder

'01am R. V. ; Mek. p. 46b; Pesik. R., ed. Fried-

mann, ji. 78a). The author of "Sliibbole ha-Leket"

(13tli cent.) adds the explanation that on this Sab-

bath there is a "long" service in the forenoon, in

which the lecturer explains the laws and regulations

governing the coming Passover. In this sense the

Sabbath preceding the other festivals are likewise

"great." Abudarham gives as another reason that

the first commandment of the Almighty to the

Israelites as a nation was given on the 10th of

Nisan, which on that occasion fell on Sabbath.

Zunz thinks that the designation "great" is of

Christian origin, copied from the Church Fathers,

who called the Saturday before Easter " great," and

that the Greek Jews, wlio probably first adopted this

term, applied it only to the Sabbath falling on the

14th of Nisan and to no other Sabbath preceding

Passover. A plausible explanation of the word is

that by 8. H. Sonnenschein, who bases its use ou tlie

phrase "the great and dreadful day of the Lord"

(Mai. iii. 23 [A. V. iv. 5]), found in the haftarah be-

ginning "We-'arebah" for the Sabbath before Pass-

over. But as the haftarah, according to some au-

thorities, is read only when the Sabbath falls on the

14th of Nisan, it would ajipear that the theory is

correct that originally such Sabbath only was rec-

ognized as "great." One authority thought the

word ^njn ("great") to be a corruption of m':ir\

(" Haggadah "), because the Haggadah is read on the

Sabbath in question.

The service of the " Shaharit " prayer of Shabbat

ha-Gadol includes "yozerot" (see Baer,
" 'Abodat

Yisrael," pp. 706-720); and the Haggadah, to the

paragraph beginning "Rabban Gamaliel," is recited

in the afternoon. Shabbat ha-Gadol, together with

Shabbat Shibali, is the principal Sabbath; ou these
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days the rabbi in olden times leccuied in tlie lore-

noon to tlie people—especially to those that came
from tlie neighboring villages to celebrate the holy

day in the city—and acquainted them with the laws

and customs of the approaching festival, while the

maggid generally preached in the afternoon, relating

the wonderful achievement of freedom from Egyp-
tian bondage and the miracles of the Exodus. In

later times the rabbi lectured and preached in the

afternoon only, and usually made an elTort to de-

liver his most learned and pilpulistic discourse of

the year.

BiBi.iocii U'liv : Ilashi, JTii-PanJci, ed. i;pslpin, § IT, Kimigs-
l)er(r, 1T5!); Ibn ha-Yarl.ii, Ha-MauliUj, cd. (ioldlwrs, p. 73a,

Berlin, IS")"): Vitrti Mahzi)); p. 2:12; Abiularliain, ed. Venice,
15tJ6, p. 77a : Zedekiali tiii-Rofe, ShOiholc lia-Lckrf, S 2{)r> (ed.

lUiber, p. 80b); Zunz, i?. P. p. 9; Ally. ZcH. deit'Jud. 1902,

Nos. 18, ~'3.

J. J. D. E.

SHABBAT GOY : The Gentile employed in

a Jewish household on the Sabbath-day to perform

services which are religiously forbidden to Je\vs on

that day. The Shabbat goy's duty is to extinguish

the liglited candles or lamps on Friday night, and
make a lire in the oven or stove on Sabbath mornings

during the cold weather. A poor woman ("Shab-

bat goyah ") often discharges these offices. The hire

in olden times was a piece of hallah; in modern
times, about 10 cents.

According to strict Jewish law, a Jew is not al-

lowed to emplo}^ a non-Jew to do work on the Sab-

bath wliich is forl)id(len to a Jew. The rule of the

TJabbis is "amirah le-goy shebut " {i.e., "to bid a

Gentile to perform work on the Saljbath is still a

breach of the Sabbath law," though not so flagrant

as performing the work oneself); but under cer-

tain circumstances the Rabbis allowed the employ-
ment of non-Jews, especially to heat the oven on

winter days in northern countries.

Legendary literature contains many instances in

which tlie Shabbat goy was replaced by a Golem.
The latest story in which the Shabbat goy plays a

role is that of K. L. Silman Franco, in Hebrew, in

" Ahiasaf," 5665 (1904-5). Maxim Gorki, the Rus-

sian novelist, was once employed as a Shabbat goy
by the Jewish colonists in the governments of Kher-
son and Yekateriuoslav.

Bibliography : Jacobs, in Jewish Year Booh, 56.59 (1899),

p. 291.

.1. J. D. E.

SHABBAT NAHAMU: First Sa])batli after

the Ninth of Ab; so called because the haftarah be-

gins with the words: "Nahamu, nahamu 'ammi " =
"Comfort ye, comfort ye my people" (Isa. xl. 1).

The custom of reading certain lessons from the Proph-

ets independently of the sidrot on the three Sabbaths
befoi-e and the seven immediately following this

fast-day is apparently a very old one. The Pesikta

generally assigned to Rub Kahana (ed. Buber) enu-

merates these ten haftarot in the same order in which
they are now read everywhere; namely, Dibre (Jer.

i), Shim'u(/6. ii.), I'^kah (Isa. i. 21). Modern custom
assigns to the third Sabbath the fir.st partof the chap-

ter, beginning with the word " Hazon "
; hence the

name of that Sabbath among the Ashkenazim is

"Shabbat Hazon." Maimonides (" Yad," TefiUah,

xiii. 19) assigns the first twenty verses of Isa. i. to the

second Sabbath, and the remainder of the chapter
to the third. Among the Sephardim this third Sab-

bath is called "Shabbat Ekah."
All, however, agree that for the Sabbath following

the Ninth of Ab the fortieth chapter of Isaiah is the

most suitable ; and although, in the resume of this

portion of his work, Maimonides suggests Jer. xxxii.

10 as haftarah for Wa'ethannan, he states that it is

the custom of most people to read the consolations

of Isaiah on the Sul)baths between the fast in Ab and
Rosh ha-Shanah. These seven haftarot are: (1) Isa.

xl. 1-26; (2) xlix. 14-li. 4; (3) liv. 11-lv. 6; (4) li.

12-lii. 12; (5) liv. 1-11; (6) Ix.
; (7) Ixi. 10-lxiii. 9.

According to Maimonides, (5) and (6) change places.

It sometimes happens that the third of these Sab-

baths is also Rosh Hodesh Elul, in which case the

usual haftarah for Rosh Hodesh (Isa. Ixiv.) is read

because it also speaks of consolation, and on the fifth

Sabbath the haftarah is extended to Isa. Iv. 6. In

some congregations the order of these seven hafta-

rot is never changed.

Naturally, Shabbat Nahamu, being the first of

these seven, is the most important and the most
widely observed. Although no special celebration

is connected with it, it is the Sabbath of pleasure.

A bar mizwah ceremony that would in the ordinary

course occur in the "three weeks" is generally post-

poned to it. Immanuel of Rome states ("Mahberot,"

i\. ; xxii. 17, 35) that his countrymen celebrated the

day by eating goose.

In the order of sidrot, the Ten Commandments
and the "Shcma' "are read on this day; and this

has given occasion for piyyutim in the German and

Polish rituals.

A. W. Wi.

SHABBAT SHUBAH: The Sabbath between

Rosh ha-Shanali and Yom Kippur; so called from

the first woids of the haftarah read on that day,

"Shubah Yisra'el" = "Return, O Israel." It "is

often called also "Shabbat Teshubah " (=" Sab-

bath of Repentance"), fiom the fact that it oc-

curs within the ten days of penitence. Since, how-
ever, all prayers referring to sin are omitted on this

day, the title given at tiie head of this article is the

more appropriate one. To the liaftarah(Hos. xiv. 2-

end) are generally added the last three sentences of

Micali ; and in the Polish ritual Joel ii. 15-27 is in-

serted between these two passages.

In the Middle Ages the Talmudic rule that the

people should be instructed in the laws of the festi-

val thirty days before it;s oc('urrence was generally

disregarded, as far as sermons were concerned.

Twice a year, however, the rabbi—not the maggid
or preacher—delivered public addresses; namely,

on the Sabbath before Passover, and on Shabbat

Shubah. The discourse was naturally intended to

be a call to repentance; but it often took the form

of a discussion of some Talmudic dictum on the

subject, and appealed more to the intellect of the

learned than to the emotions of the common people.

Both the German and Polish rituals contain piy-

yutim calling upon Israel to return from sin and

transgression.

A. W. Wi.

SHABBETHAI B. ABRAHAM B. JOEL.
See DoNNOLo.
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SHABBETHAI BE'ER (FONTE): Italian

rabbi of llic seventeenth century; author of "Be'er

'Esek " (Venice, 1674), a collection of 112 responsa.

Bibliography: Coniorte.Korc /ui-Doro^ p. 42b ; Steinschnei-
der. Cat. Uodl. col. 2-,'31.

D. S. Man.

SHABBETHAI BEN ISAAC (surnamed
Sofer ami Medakdek) : Tainiudist and gramma-
rian ; born at Lublin, Poland; livetiat Przemysl in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; teacher of the

Talmudistand cabalist Hayyini Bochner. Shabbe-

thai was the author of: "Teshubah," a responsum
on the writing of the Tetragrammaton, addressed

to Meir Lul>liii and inserted in the "Teshubot lia-

Ge'onim" edited by Holleschauer (Amsterdam, 1717);

"Nimaukiin le-Sefer Mahulak " (Lublin, 1622; Ham-
burg, 1788), annotations

to the grammatical trea-

tise " jVIahalak " of Moses
ben Joseph Kimhi, and
to the glosses tliereon by
ElijiUi Levita; " llag-

gahot " (Dyhernfurth,

1690), grammatical an-

notations to the prayer-

book, with a critical in-

troduction. He left in

manuscript :
" Kontres

Yesod lia-Laslion," the

rudiments of Hebrew
grammar ;

" Kontres mi-

Hiyyub Limmud Ilok-

mat lia-Dikduk," on the

obligation of studying
granunar, demonstrated

from the Targum, ^Vlish-

nali, Gcmara, and Mid-
rash, and fi'omtlieZohar,

Sefer Yezirah, and other

cabalistic works; "'Ba-

hure Heined." a defense

of David Kimhi's gram-
mar "Miklol" against

the criticisms of Elijah

Levita; "Nimukim le-

Sefer ha Sliorashim," a

defense of Kindii's He-
brew dictionary against the criticisms of Elijah

Levita. A poem by Shabbethai is prefixed to

"Matteh Mosheli " (Cracow, 1590-91), a work on
the practical ritual laws by Moses ben Abraham
Mat.

Bibliography: Be Rossi, Dizinitario, p. 272; Luzzatto, Pm-
Uqomena, p. $5; Furst, Uilil. Jud. iii. 120; Steinsthneidei',
Cat. Bndl. col. 2243; idem, Jcivixli Literatwc, p. 24(1.

T. J. Bii.

SHABBETHAI JUDAH ISAAC BEN
LEVI. .See Jidaii ir,x Shabuetiiai.

SHABBETHAI B. MEIR HA-KOHEN
(SHaK) : Russian Talmudist; born at Wiiiia 1621

;

died at Holleschau on the 1st of Adar (Rislion), 1662.

In 1633 lie entered the yeslnbah of K. Joshua at

Tyktizin, studying later at Cracow and Lublin.

Returning to Wilna, he married the daughter of R.

Simeon Wolf b. Isaac Benimus, and shortly after was
appointed one of the assistants of R. Moses, author

Shabbethai beu Meii' lia-Kniifii.

of "Helkat Mehokek." In 1646 he went to Cracow,
and in the following year published his "Sifte
Kohen," commentary on the Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh
De'ah, a work that was approved by eighteen of

the greatest scholars of that generation. In 1648
the communities of Russian Poland were devastated

by Chmielnicki, Shabbethai ha-Kohen being among
the sufferers. About this time he published his

"Megillah 'Afah." After a short slay at Prague,
where he had sought refuge from the Cossack up-
rising, he was called to the rabbinate of Dresin, and
later to that of Holleschau, where he gained the in-

timate friendship of Magister Yalentini Vidrich
of Lei p sic.

Shabbethai ha-Kohen was regarded by his con-

temporaries as more than usually learned. He fre-

quently contested the

decisions of his prede-

cessors, and followed an
entirely new path in the

interpretation of the Tal-

mudic law. He made
light, too, of the deci-

sions of his contempo-
raries, and thus drew
on himself the enmity
of some among them,
including David b

.

Samuel ha-Levi, author
of "Ture Zahab," and
Aaron Samuel Kaidano-
vcr, author of "Birkat
ha-Zebah." Neverthe-
less, the majority of CDU-

temporary scholars con-

sidered his commentary,
"Sifte Kohen," as of the

highest authority, and
applied his decisions to

actual cases as the final

word of the Law. In

addition to his knowl-
edge of the Talinudic

law he was versed in the

Cabala, which he used in

explaining various pas-

sages of the Bible. His

mastery of Hebrew is evidenced by the selihot

which he composed in commemoration of the

Chmielnicki tragedies. As a logician he stood, per-

haps, first among the Talinudic scholars of his age.

Shabbethai wrote the following works: "Sifte

Kohen " (referred to above) ;
" Selihot " for the 20th

of Siwan, in memory of those killed during the

tragedy of 1648 (Amsterdam, 1651); "Sifte Kohen,"
on Shulhan 'xVruk, Hoshen Mishpat (Amsterdam,
1607); "Ha-Aruk," a commentary on the Yoreh
De'ah (Berlin, 1667); " Neknddot" ha-Kesef." criti-

cism of the "Ture Zahab" of R. David lia-Levi

of Lemberg (Frank fort-on-the-Oder, 1677) ;
" Tekafo

Kohen," general laws concerning "teku," etc.

(Fraukfort^'-on the-Oder, 1677); "Geburat Anashim,"
on section 154 of the Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben Ir.i-'Ezer

(Dessau, 1697); " Po'el Zedek," an arrangement of

the 613 commandments of Maimonides (Jcssnitz,

1720) ; a discourse upon the passage " Kammali Ma'a-
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lot" in tlie Haggadah (Presburg, 1840; abbrevia-

tion of " Kerem Shelomoh ").

Bibliography : Kobak's Jcschunm, vol. vll.: B. Frledbiirg,

Keter Kehnnnah^'Drohohycz. 1898; Gratz, Gesch. vol. x.: S.

P. Rabbinowitz, Dibre Yeme Yiarael, vol. viii., Warsaw, 1899

;

Jonah Havyim Gurland, Le-Korot ha-Oezerot be-i'israel,v.

64, Cracow. 1892 ; Zedner, Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. Mus. p.

693; Der Orient, 1847; M. Freurtenthal, Anx dir Heimath
MendelKnohnX p. 13, Berlin, 1900; Bikkure lia-'Ittini,x.43\
Kokhe Yizhak, i. 73 ; Fuenn, I^iriiah Ne'cmanah, p. 77, Wll-
na. 1860.

'

'

T. B. Fu.

SHABBETHAI BEN MOSES : Ilalakist and
liturgical poet; tlounslicd at Rome in the first Jialf

of tlie eleventh century. Of his halakic decisions

only a few fragments are extant. After Solomon
ha-Babli he was the first Hebrew poet of Rome; his

poems for Pesah are in the Roman Mahzor (in man-
uscript); one of them, with his name in acrostic, be-

gins "Au'im hiddushe shirim." His "selihot " also

are extant in manuscript. One of them, beginning

"Re'eh zoneka," lias been tianslati'd by Zunz ("S.

P." p. 202). His sous Moses and Kalonymus are

likewise known as liturgical poets (see Jew. Encyc.
vii. 429). Shabbethai was president of the Jewish
congregation.

BiBLiOGR.\PHY : Gratz, Gesch. 1st ed., vi. 84; Michael, Or ha-
Hayiiini, No. 1184; Vogelstein and Rieger, Gesch. der Judcn
in Rom. i. 220, 3.54; Zunz. Literaturgesch . pp. 139 ct scq.,

244; idem, notes to Asher's ed. of Benjamin of Tudela, ii.

20-21.

D. S. M.\N.

SHABBETHAI BEN MOSES HA-KOHEN :

Rabbi of Semecz (Semetch), near Tikoczin, Russia,

in the first half of the eighteenth century. He edited

"Minhat Kohen " (Flirth, 1741), a collection of no-

vella; to the Talmud by Abraham Broda, Zebi Ash-
kenazi, and Jacob Kohen Poppers (rabbi of Frank-
fort-on-the-Maiu), to which he added some of his

own.

Bibliography : Benjaoob, Ozar hn-Sefarim, p. 342, No. 15.33

;

Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. i. 133, s.v.' Abraham Br'oda ; Steinschnei-
der. Cat- Bodl. col. 2247; Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books Brit.
Jfm. p. 694.

D. S. M.A.N.

SHABBETHAI NAWAWI (^INIINJ) : Rabbi
and scholar of the end of the seventeenth century

;

lived in Rosetta (n^L"1~l), Egypt. He was a con-

temporary of Abraham b. Mordecai ha-Levi, in

whose " Ginnat Weradim " some of his responsa are

included. Responsa by him are quoted in the

"Ma.sse'at Moslieh " of Moses Israel and in Judah
Zain's "Sha'are Yeshu'ah." Azulai had in liis pos-

session the manuscripts of two of Lis halakic and
haggadic works.

Bibliography: Azulai, Shem ha-GedoUm, 1. 160b.
K c. S. O.

SHABBETHAI RAPHAEL: Shabbethaian
agitator of the seventeenth century; a native of

Morea. About 1667 Shabbethai Raphael was in

Italy, where he assiduously preached and propa-
gated the Shabbethaian teaching; but when the

conversion to Islam of the false Messiah became
known Shabbethai Raphael betook himself to Ger-

many, where, owing to the lack of rapid communi-
cation between tiie Jews of different countries, he
could carry on his im]iostures undisturbed for a
time. There he passed as a prophet, ami committed
acts which Judaism ordinarily considered crimes.

In Sept., 1667, he went to Amsterdam, and there,

too, made a substantial number of proselytes, even
among the members of the Portuguese communi-
ties; the German Jews also permitted him to preach
in their synagogue. But when he pretended to be
a prophet who was in direct communication with
Elijah, he was compelled by the Portuguese Jews
to leave the city (Nov., 1667). At Hamburg he
was violently opposed by Jacob Sasportas, and his

flattery of the latter did not prevent his being har-

assed there. He thereupon represented himself as a

physician, and secured the protection of one of the

burgomasters, whom he had treated for the gout.

Finally his true character became known, and in the

beginning of the year 1668 he was obliged to flee

to Poland.

Four years later Shabbethai appeared at Smyrna,
where he commenced to gather about him the secret

Shabbethaians. The rabbis, however, soon brought
about his imprisonment, after which nothing was
heard of him.

Bibliography : Gratz, Gesch. 3d ed., x. 22,5-226, 448.

E. c. M. Sel.

SHABBETHAI B. SOLOMON: Rabbi and
scholar; lived at Rome in the second half of the

thirteenth century. In the controversy regarding

the study of philosophy in general, and of Maimon-
ides' " Moreh Nebukim'Mn particular, which arose

between Hillel b. Samuel of Verona and Zerahiah b.

Isaac of Barcelona, Shabbethai sided with the latter,

severely censuring Hillel. He was the author of

"She'elot u-Teshubot" and "Piske," and devoted

himself also to philosophy.

Bibliography: Vogelstein and Rieger, Gesch. der Juden in
Rom, i. 418-419; Steinschneider, Hehr. Bibl. xxi. 27-28;

Zunz, in (ieiger's Wiss. Zeit. Jild. Theol. iv. 190; idem, in

Benjamin of Tudela, Itincraru, ii. 20, No. 34; Berliner's

Maijazin, 1890 (Hebr. part, pp. 37-40); Oznr Nehmad, ii. 141,

Vienna, 18.57; Parma De Rossi MSS. iii., pp. 114b, 11.5a;

codex 1237, Nos. 11, 12, 13.

AV. 15. S. O.

SHABBETHAI ZEBI B. MORDECAI:
Pseudo-Messiah and cabalist; founder of the Shab-

bethaian sect; born on the Ninth of Ab (July 23,

1626) at Smyrna; died, according to some, on the

Day of Atonement (Sept. 30), 1676, at Dulcigno, a

small town in Albania. He was of Spanish descent.

His father (Mordecai) had been a poor poultry-dealer

in the Morea. Later, when, in consequence of the

war between Turkey and Venice under the sultan

Ibrahim, Smyrna became the cent(!r of the trade in

the Levant, Mordecai became the agent in that town
of an English house, whose interests he guarded
with strict honesty; and he acquired considerable

wealth.

In accordance with the prevailing custom of the

Oriental Jews of that time, Shabbethai was destined

by his father for a Talmudisl. In his earlj' youth

he attended the j'eshibah under the veteran rabbi of

Smyrna, Joseph Escapa ; but halakicand pilpulistic

studies did not appeal to his enthusi-

Early astic and fanciful mind, nor did lie

Years. appaientl}- attain any proficiency in

the Talmud. On the other h^id, mys-
ticism and the Cabala, in the prevailing style of

Isaac Libia, had a great fascination for him. Es-

pecially did the practical Cabala, Avith its asceticism.
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aud its mortification of the body—whereby its

devotees claimed to be able to communicate with

Clod and the angels, to predict the future, and to

perform all sorts of miracles—appeal to him. In liis

boyhood lie had inclined to a life of solitude. Ac-

•cording to custom, he married early, but avoided

intercourse with his wife; so that she applied for a

•divorce, which he willingly granted. The same

thing happened with a second wife. Later, when
lie became more imbued with the fancies of the

Cabala, he lost all mental equilibrium. He imposed

the severest mortifications on himself—bathed fre-

quently in the sea, even in winter; fasted day after

day—and lived

•constantlj'' in a

state of ecstasy.

In connection

with the prelim-

inary causes,
which, as far as

thej' are known,
may account for

the fateful role

which was sub-

sequently as-

sumed by Shab-

bethai, another

point should be

mentioned liere.

During the first

half of the seven-

teenth century

some extrava-

gant notions of

tlie near ap-
proach of the

Messianic time,

and more espe-

cially of the re-

demption of the

Jews and their

return to Jeru-

salem, were set

forth by Chris-

tian writers and
entertained by
Jews and Chris-

tians alike. The
so-called apoca-

lyptic year was
assigned by Christian authors to the j'ear 1666.

This belief was so predominant thut Manasseh
b. Israel in his letter to Cromwell and the Eng-
lish Parliament did not hesitate to use it as a

motive for his plea for the readmission of the Jews
into England, remarking that "the

Influence opinions of many Christians and mine
of English do concur herein, that we both believe

Millena- that the restoring time of our Nation
rianism. into their native country is very near

at hand" (see Griitx., '" Gcsch." x., note

3, pp. xxix. ct nee/.). Shabbelhai's father, who as

the agent of an English house was in constant touch

with English people, must have fiequently heard of

these expectations and, himself strongly inclined to

believe them, must naturally have communicated

Shabbethai Zebi.

(From an old jn int.)

them to his son, whom he almost deified because of

his piety and cabalistic wisdom.
Apart from this general Messianic theory, there

was another computation, based on a presumably
interpolated passage in the Zohar and particularly

popular among the Jews, according to which the

year 1648 was to be the year of Israel's redemption
by the Messiah. All these things so worked on tlie

bewildered mind of Shabbethai as to lead him to

conceive and partly carry out a plan which was of

the gravest consequences for the whole of Jewry
and whose effects are felt even at the present time:

he decided to assume the role of the expected Mes-
siah. Though
only twenty-two
years old, he
dared (in the
ominous year
1648) to reveal

himself at
S m y ma to a

band of follow-

ers (whom he
had won over

through his cab-

alistic knowl-
edge, his attract-

ive appearance
and personality,

and his strange

actions) as the

true Messianic

redeemer desig-

nated by God
to overthrow the

governments of

the nations and
to restore Israel

to Jerusalem.
His mode of re-

vealing his mis-

sion was the pro-

nouncing of the

Tetrag ram ma-
ton in Hebrew,
an act which
was alio w e d

only to the high

priest in the
Sanctuary on

the Day of Atonement. This was of great significance

to those acquainted with rabbinical and especially

cabalistic literature. However, Sliab-

Claims bethai's authority at the age of twenty-

Messiah- two (lid not reach far enough to gain

ship. for him many adherents. Among the

first of these to whom he revealed his

Messiahship in the foregoing manner were Isaac Sil-

veyra and Moses Pinheiro, tlielattera brother-in-law

of the Italian rabbi and cabali-st Joseph EH(i.\s. Shab-

bethai remained for several years at Smyrna, lead-

ing a pious, mystic life, and causing in the commu-
nity many bickerings, the details of which are not

known. The college of rablns having at their head

his teacher, Joseiih Escapa. watched Shabbethai

closely; and when his Messianic pretensions became
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too bold tliej- put him and his i'ollowcrs under

the ban.

About the year 1651 (accoiding to others, 1654;

see Griitz, I.e. p. xxxii.) Shabbethai and his disciples

were banished from Smyrna. Wliitlier he betook

himself is not quite certain. In 105.}, or at the la-

test 1658, he was in Constantinople, where he made
the acquaintance of a preacher, Abk.\ii.\m iia-Ya-

KiM (a disciple of Josei>h di Trani and a man of

great intelligence and high repute), who, eitlier

from selfish motives or from delight in mystifica-

tion, contirmed Shabbethai iu his delusions. Ha-

Yakini is said to have forged a manu.script in ar-

chaic c^iaracters and in a style imitating tiie ancient

apocalypses, and which, as he alleged, bore testi-

mony to Shabbethai's Messiahship. It was entitled

"The Great Wisdom of

Solomon " and began

:

"
I, Abralmm, was confined

in a cave for forty years, and I

wondered preatly that th(! time

of miracles did not arrive.

Then was heard a voice pro-

claiming, ' A son will be born in

the year rviSlj [1020] to Morde-
cai Zebi ; and he will be called

Shabbethai. He will humble the

great dragon: . . . he, the true

Messiah, will sit upon My
[Uod's] throne.'

"

With this document,

which he appears to have

accepted as an actual rev-

elation, Shabbethai deter-

mined to choose Salonica,

at that time a center of

cabalists, as the field for

his further operations.

Here he boldly proclaimed

himself as the Messiah,

gaining many adherents.

In order to impress his

Messiahship ui)on the

minds of his cntiiu.siastic

friends lie indulged in all

sorts of mystic juggleries

;

e.f/., the celebnition of his

marriage as Son of God ("En Sof ") with theTorah,
preparing for this performance a solemn festival, to

which he in vited his friends. The con-

In seijuence was that the rnbbis of Salo-

Salonica. nica banished liim from the eily. The
sources dilTer widely as to the route

taken by him after this expulsion, Alexandria, Ath-
ens, Constantinople, Jerusalem, Smyrna, and other

places being mentioned as temporary centers of his

impostures. Finally, however, after long wander-
ings, he settled in Cairo, Egypt, where lie resided

for about two years (1660-6'^).

At that time there lived in Cairo a very wealthy
and influential Jew named Itapliael Joseph Halabi
(="of Aleppo"), who lield the high position of

mint-master and ta.v-farmer under the Turkish gov-
ernment. Despite his riches and the external splen-

dor which he disj)layed before the public, he con-

tinued to lead privately an ascetic life, fasting,

bathing, and frecjuently scourging his body at night.

Shabbethai Zebi.

(From Coeuen's *' Shabbethai Zebi," AmsteTdam. 1669.)

His great wealth he used most benevolently, sup-

l)lying the needs of poor Talmudists and cabalists,

tiity of whom permanently dinetl at his table.

Shabbethai at once made the acquaintance of Ra-
phael Joseph, who, being possessed by eccentric,

mystic ideas, became one of the most zealous pro-

mulgators of his Messianic plans.

It seems, liowever, that Cairo did not appear to

Shabbethai to be the proper place wherein to carry

out liis long-cherished scheme. The apocalyptic

3'ear 1666 was approaching; and something had to

be done to establish his jMessiahship. He therefore

left the Egyptian capital and betook himself to Jeru-

salem, hoping that in the Holy City a miracle might
happen to confirm his pretensions. Arriving there

about 1663, he at first remained inactive, so as not

to offend the community.
He again resorted to his

former practise of morti-

fying the body by fre-

quent fasting and other

penances in order to gain

the confidence of the peo-

ple, who saw therein proofs

of extraordinary piety.

With great shrewdness he

adopted also various
means of an inoffensive

character which helped

him to endear himself to

the credulous masses. Be-
ing endowed with a very

melodious voice, he used

to sing psalms during

the whole night, or at

times even coarse Span-
ish love-songs, to which
he gave a mystic inter-

pretation, attracting
thereby crowds of ad-

miring listeners. At other

times he would pray at the

graves of pious men and
women and, as some of his

followers reported, shed

floods of tears, or he
would distribute all sorts of sweetmeats to the chil-

dren on tlie streets. Thus he graduall}^ gathered
around him a circle of adiierents, who blindly placed

their faith in him.

At this juncture an unexpected incident brought
him back to Cairo. The community of Jerusalem

needed money in order to avert a calamity which
greedy Turkish officials planned against it. Shab-

bethai, known as the favorite of the rich Raphael
Joseph Halabi, was chosen as the envoy of the

distressed community; and he willingly undertook
the task, as it gave him an opportunity to act as

the deliverer of the Holy City. As soon as he ap-

jieared before Halabi he obtained from him the nec-

essary sum. a success which gave him great prestige

and offered the best prospects for his future Mes-

sianic i>lans. His worshipers indeed dated his pub-
lic career from tiiis second journey to Cairo.

Another circumstance assi.sted Shabbethai in the

course of liis second stay at Cairo. During the
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CnMiELNiCKi massacres in Poland a Jewish orphan

girl named Sarah, about six years old, had been

found by Christians and sent to a nunnery. After

ten years' confinement she escaped in a miraculous

way and was brought to Amsterdam. Some yeais

later she came to Leghorn, where, ae-

Marries cording to authentic reports, she led

Sarah. an irrcirular life. Being of a very ec-

centric disposition, siie conceivecl the

notion that she was to become the bride of tlie Mes-
siah who was soon to ajijieur. The report of this

girl reached Caiio; and Shabbethai, always looking

for something unusual and impressive, at once

^m-^.

SbabbetUai Zebi Kiitliniiied.

(From the title-page of '* Tikkun," Amsterdam, 1666.)

seized upon the opportunity and claimed that such

a consort had been promised him in a dream. Mes-
sengers were sent to Leghorn; and Sarah was
brought to Cairo, where she was wedded to Siiab-

bethai in Halalii's house. Tiirough her a romantic,

licentious element entered into Shabbethai's career.

Her beauty and eccentricity gained for him many
new followers; and even her past lewd life was
looked upon as an additional confirmation of ins

Messiahship, the projjliet Hosea having been com-
manded to marry an unchaste woman.
Equipped with Halabi's money, possessed of a

charming wife, and having many additional fol-

lowers, Shabbethai triumphantly returned to Pales-

tine. Passing through the city of Gaza, he met a
man who was to become very active in his subsc-
([Ucnt jMessianic career. This was Nathan Benja-
min Levi, known under the name of Nathan Gii.\z-

z.vTi. He became Shal)bethai's right-hand man, and
l)rofessed to be tlie risen Elijah, the precursor of the

]\Ie.ssiah. In 1605 Gliazzati announced that the Mes-
sianic age was to begin in the following year. This
revelation he proclaimed in writing far and wide,
witli many additional details to the elTect that tlie

world would be conquered by him,
Nathan the Elijah, without bloodshed; that

Ghazzati. the JMessiah Avould then lead back the

Ten Tribes to tlie Holy Land, "riding
on a lion with a seven-headed dragon in its jaws";
and similar fantasies. All these grotesque absurdi-
ties received wide cicdence.

The rabbis of the Holy City, however, looked
with much suspieion on *he movement, and threat-

ened its followers with excommunication. Shab-
bethai, realizins; that Jerusalem was not a congenial
place in which to carry out his plans, left for his

native city, Smyrna, while his prophet, Nathan,
proclaimed that henceforth Gaza, and not Jerusalem,
would be the .sacred city. On his way from Jeru.sa-

lem to Smyrna, Shabbethai was enthusiastically

greeted in the large Asiatic community of Aleppo;
and at Smyrna, wjiich he reached in the autumn of

1665, the greatest homage was paid to him. Fi-

nally, after some hesitation, he publicly declared

himself as the exiieeted ^Messiah (New-Year, 1665);

the declaration was made in the synagogue, with the

blowing of horns, and the nuiltitude greeted him
with " Long live our King, our ]\Iessiali !

"

The delirious joy of his followers knew no bounds.

Shabbethai, assisted by his wife, now liecame the

sole ruler of the communily. In this

Proclaimed capaeit}' he used his power to crush

Messiah, all opposition. For instance, he de-

posed the old rabbi of Smyrna, Aaron
Lapapa, and appointed in his place Hayyim Ben-
VRNiSTE. His popularity grew with incredible

rapidity, as not only Jews, but Clnistians also,

spread his story far and wide. His fame extended

to all countries. Italy, Germany, and Holland had
centers where the Mes.sianic movement was ardently

promulgated; and tlie Jews of Hamburg and Am-
sterdam received confirmation of the extraordinary

events in Snivrna from trustworthy Christians. A
distinguished German savant, Ileinrieh Oldenburg,

wrote to Spinoza ("Spinoza3 Epistola-," No. 16):

•'All the world here is talking of a rumor of the re-

turn of the Israelites ... to their own country.

. . . Should the news be confirmed, it may bring

about a revohition in all things." Even Spinoza

himself entertained the possibility that with this

favorable opportunity the Jews might reestablish

their kingdom and again be the chosen of God.

Among the many prominent rabbis of tiiat time

who were followers of Sliabbethai may be mentioned

Isaac da Fonseca Aboah, Moses Raphael de Ar.ui-

i.AR, Moses Gai.antk, Moses Zacuto, and the above-

mentioned Hayyim Benveniste. Even the semi-

Spinozist Dionysius Mtssafia (Musaphia) likewise

became his zealous adherent. The most fanta.stic re-
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ports were spread in all communities, and were ac-

cepted as truth even by otherwise dispassionate men,

as, for instance, " that in tlicnortli of Scotland a ship

had appeared Avith silken sailsand ropes, manned by

sailors who spoke Hebrew. The flag bore the in-

scription ' The Twelfe Tribes of Israel.' " The com-
munity of Avignon, France, prepared, therefore, to

emigrate to the new kingdom in the spring of 1666.

The adherents of Shabbethai, probably with his

consent, even planned to abolisii to a great extent

the litualistic observances, because.

Spread of according to a tradition, in the Messi-

Influence. anic time most of them were to lose

their obligatory character. The fir.st

step toward the disintegration of traditional Judaism
was the changing of the fast of the Tenth of Tebet
to a day of feasting and rejoicing. Samuel Pri.mo,

i-habbetlaai Zebi iti Festive At,tire.

(From an o!d print.)

a man who entered Shabbethai 's service as secre-

tary at the time when the latter left Jerusalem for

Smyrna, directed in the name of the Messiah the fol-

lowing circular to the whole of Israel:

"The flrst-bepotten Son of (iod, Stiabbethaj Zebi, Messiah and
Redeemer of the people of Israel, to all thesonsof Israel, Peace !

Since ye have been deemed worthy to behold the great day and
the fulfilment of God's word by the Prophets, your lament and
sorrow must be changed into joy, and your fasting into merri-

ment; for ye shall weep no more. Rejoice with song and mel-

ody, and change the day formerly spent in sadness and sorrow
into a day of jubilee, because I have appeared."

This message produced wild excitement and dissen-

sion in the communities, as many of the pious ortho-

dox rabbis, who had hitherto regarded the move-
ment syinpatheticalfy, were shocked at these radical

innovations. Solomon Ai.gazf, a prominent Tal-

mudist of Smyrna, and other members of the rabbin-

ate, who opposed the abolition of the fast, narrowly

escaped -wit li their lives.

In
Constanti-

nople.

At the beginning of the year 1666 Shabbethai
again left Smyrna for Constantinople, either because

he was compelled to do so by the city

authorities or because of a desire and.

a hope that a miracle would happen
in the Turkish capital to fulfil the

prophecy of Nathan Ghazzati, that

Shabbethai would place tlie sultan's crown on hi&

own head. As soon as he reached the landing-

place, however, he was arrested at the command of

the grand vizier, Ahmad Koprili, and cast into prison

in chains. An under-pasha, commissioned to receive

Shabbethai on the ship, welcomed him with a vigor-

ous box on the ear. When this official was asked,

later to explain liis conduct, he attempted to exon-
erate himself by blaming the Jews for having pro-

claimed Shabbethai as their Messiah against his own
will.

Shabbethai's imprisonment, however, had no dis-

couraging effect either on him or on his followers.

On the contrary, the lenient treatment which he se-

cured by means of bribes served rather to strengthen

them in their Messianic delusions. In the meantime
all sorts of fabulous reports concerning the miracu-
lous deeds which tlie Messiah was performing in the

Turkish capital were spread by Ghazzati and Primo
among the Jews of Smyrna and in many other com-
munities; and the expectations of the Jews were
raised to a still higher pitch.

After two months' imprisonment in Constantino-

ple, Shabbetiiai was brought to the state prison in

the castle of Abydos. Here he was treated very

leniently, some of his friends even being allowed to

accompany him. In consequence the Shabbetha-

ians called that fortress "Migdal 'Oz " (Tower of
Strength). As the day on which he was brought
to Abydos was the day preceding Passover, he slew

a paschal lamb for himself and his followers and ate

it with its fat, which was a violation of the Law.
It is said that he pronounced over it the benediction

"Blessed 1k' God who hath restored again that which
was forbidden." The immense sums sent to him by
his rich adherents, the charms of the cjueenly Sarah,

and the reverential admiration shown him even by
the Turkish officials and the inhabitants of the place

enabled Shabbethai to display royal splendor in the

castle of Abydos, accounts of which were exagger-

ated and spread among Jews in Europe, Asia, and
Africa. In some parts of Europe Jews began to un-

roof their houses and prepare for the

exodus. In almost all synagogues
Shabbethai's initials, "S. Z.," were
posted ; and prayers for him were in-

serted in the following form: "Bless

our Lord and King, the holy and righteous Shab-

bethai Zebi, the Messiah of the God of Jacob." In

Hamburg the council introduced this custom of

praying for Shabbethai not only on Saturday, but
also on Monday and Thursday; and unbelievers

were compelled to remain in thes\-nagogueand join

in the prayer with a loud "Amen." Shabbethai's

picture was printed together with that of King
David in most of the prayer-books; and his caba-

listic formulas and penances were embodied therein.

These and similar innovations caused great dissen-

sions in various communities. In Moravia the ex-

At Abydos
("Migdal

'Oz").
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citement reached such a pitch that tlie government
had to interfere, while at Sale, Africa, the emir or-

dered a persecution of the Jews. This state of affairs

lasted three months (April to JuljO, during which
time Shabbethai 's adherents busied themselves in

sending forged letters to deceive their brethren in dis-

tant communities. It was also during this period that

Shabbethai, in a general desire for innovations aim-

couutry a prophet, Nehemiah ha-Kohen, had an-
nounced the coming of the JMessiah. Shabbethai

ordered the prophet to appear before
Nehemiah him (but see Jew. Encyc, ix. 212a,

ha-Kohen. *.». Nehk.miah iia-Koiien) ; and Nehe-
miah obeyed, reaching Abydos after a

journey of three months, in the beginning of Sept.,

1666. The conference between the two impostors

Jews of Salonica Doing Penance During the Shabbethai Zebi Agitation.
(From " Ketzer Geschichte," 1701, in the possession of George Alexander Kohut. New York.)

ing at the abrogation of all laws and customs, trans-

formed the fasts of the Seventeenth of Tammuz and
the Ninth of Ab (his birthday) into feast-days; and
it is said that lie contemplated even the abolition of

the Day of Atonement.
At this time an incident happened which resulted

in discrediting Shabbethai's Messiahship. Two
prominent Polish Talmudistsfrom Lemberg, Galicia,

who were among the visitors of Shabbethai in Aby-
dos, apprised him of the fact that in their native

ended in mutual dissatisfaction, and the fanatical

Shabbethaians are said to have contemplated the

secret murder of the dangerous rival. Nehemiah,
however, escaped to Constantinople, where lie em-
braced Mohammedanism and betrayed the treasona-

ble desires of Shabbethai to the kaimakam, who in

turn informed the sultan, ]SIohammed IV. At the

command of Mohammed, Shabbethai was now taken

from Abydos to Adrianople, where the sultan's phj'-

sician, a former Jew, advised Shabbethai*to embrace
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Islam as the only meaus of saving his life. Shab-

bethai realized the danger of his situation and
adopted the physician's advice. On the following

day (Sept. 16, 1660; conip. Buchlcr in

Adopts "Kaufinann Gedenkbueh," p. 453,

Islam. note 2, Breslau, 1900), being i)rought

before the sidtau, he cast ofE his Jew-
ish garb and put a Turkish turban on his head; and
llnis Ins conversion to Islam was accomplished.

The effects of the pseudo-Messiah's conversion on
the Jewish communities Avere extremely dishearten-

ing. Prominent rubbis who were believers in and
followers of Shabbethai were prostrated by com-
punction and shame. Among the masses of the

people the greatest confusion reigned. In addition

to the misery and disappointment from within, Mo-
hammedans and Christians jeered at and scorned
the credulous and duped Jews. The sultan even pur-

(From

Shabbkthai Zebi a Priso.nkr at Abydos.
' Ketzer Gfcschichte,*' 1701, in the possession of Georpe Alexander Kohut, New York.)

The sultan was much pleased, and rewarded Shab-
bethai by conferring on him the title (I\Iahmed)

''Effendi" and appointing him as ins doorkeeper
with a liigh salary. Saraband a number of Shab-
bethai 's followers also went over to Islam. To
complete his acceptance of Mohammedanism, Shab-
betliai was ordered to take an additional wife, a

Mohammedan .slave, which order he obeyed. Some
days after his conversion he had the audacity to

write to Smyrna: "God has made me an Ishmaelite;

He commanded, and it was done. The ninth day
of my regeneration."

posed to exterminate all the adult Jews in his empire

and to decree that all Jewish children should be

brought up in Lslam, also that fifty

Disillu- prominent rabbis should be executed;

sion. and oidy the contrary advice of some
of his counselors and of the sultana

mother prevented these calamities. In spite of

Shabbethai's shameful fiasco, however, many of his

adherents still tenaciously clung to him, pretending

that his conversion was a pait of the Messianic

scheme. This belief was further upheld and
strengthened by false prophets like Ghazzati and
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Primo, wlio were interested in maintaining the

movement. In many communities the Sevenleentli

of Tammuz and the Ninth of Ab were still observed

as feast-days in spite of bans and excommunications.

Meanwhile Shabbethai secretly continued his plots,

playing a double game. At times he would assume

the role of a pious Mohammedan and revile Judaism
;

at others he would enter into relations with Jews as

one of their own faith. Thus in March, 1668, he

gave out anew that he had been tilled with the Holy

Spiiit at Passover and had received a revelation.

lie, or one of his followers, published a mystic work
addressed to the Jews in which the most fantastic

notions were set forth, e.g., that he was the true Re-

deemer, in spite of his conversion, his object being

to bring over thousands of Mohammedans to Juda-

ism. To the sultan he said that his activity among
the Jews was to bring them over to Islam. He
therefore received permission to associate with his

former coreligionists, and even to preach in tlieir

synagogues. He thus succeeded in bringing over a

number of Mohammedans to his cabalistic views,

and, on the other hand, in converting many Jews to

Islam, thus forming a Judaeo-Turkish sect (see D5n-
MEii), whose followers implicitly believed in him.

This double-dealing with Jews and Mohammed-
ans, however, could not last very long. Gradually

the Turks tired of Shabbethai 's schemes. He was

deprived of his salary, and banished from Adria-

nople to Constantinople. In a village near the latter

city he was one day surprised while singing psalms

in a tent with Jews, whereupon the grand vizier

ordered his banishment to Dulcigno, a small place

in Albania, where he died in loneliness and ob-

scurity.
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In PopulistUch-Wisxerischaftliche MonatsschrifLxii. 6, 2.5,

80; idem, Miktah he-'lnynn Sod lia-Klahut Neqe.d Kat
Sliahbethai Zebi, in Weiss's Bet ha-Midrash, i. 63, 100,

139 et seq.: idem, Shabbethai Zebi, In Ha-Karmel, 2d
series, iv. 1-3; A. Dauon, Une Secte Judeo-Miisulmane
en T%irquie, in B. E. J. xxxv. 264; idem, Docitmeitts et

Traditi/nis sur Sahbatai Cevi et Sa Secte, in R. E. J.

xxxvil. 103; E. Finkel, Sabhatai Z'wi, in Ost und West, v.

61 et neq., Berlin, 1905 ; Emanuel Frances, Sipjmr Ma'aseh
Shabbetliai Zebi, published by S. Halberstam in Kobez 'al

Yad (Mekize Nlrdamim), pp. 133-136, Berlin, 1885; Ludwij?
GelRer, lieidsche Schriften ilber Sahbatai Zebi, in Jahrb.
filr Israeliten, v. 100 ; Gratz, Gesch. x., ch. vii., note 3. pp.
xxili. et .seq. (of the numerous sources there given may be
mentioned : Jacob Emden, I'orat ha-Kena^ot, Lemberp, 1870

;

Emanuel Frances, ?e5i Mudda^, published by M. Mortara
In Kobez 'nl Yad [Mekize Nirdamim publications], pp. 101

et mq., Berlin, 1885; [anon.] Me'ora'ot Zehi, Lemberg, 1804 ;

JacobSasportas-Emden, i?'722wr ZizoiiVoftcl Zehi, A Itona [?],

1737 [?]; Tobiah Nerol, Ma'cuieh Tohiah, i. 6, Venice, 1707); M.
Gudemann, Lieder zu Elnxii Sahbatai ZwVs, in Mo)iats-
schrift, xvii. 117; Horschetzky, Sabbathey Zvry, eiiie Bio-
graphische Skizze, in AUg. Zeit. des Jud. 1838. pp. 520 et

seq.; David Kahana (Kohn), Eben ha-ToHm, in Ha-Shahar,
Hi. 273 et seq., Vienna, 1872; David Kaufmann, Uiie Piece
Diplomatique Venitiemie siir Sahliatal Cevi, in R. E. J.
xxxiv. 305; idem, Eive Vcneticwische Depesche Uher
Sabbathai Zebi, In AJlg. Zeit. des Jud. 1898, p. 364 ; J. M.
Lewinsohn, Temunat Shabbethai Zebi, in Rabbinowitz's
year-hook JireJie.>fe( i'israef, iii. 553, Warsaw, 1888; H.Prague,
La Sepulture dc Sahbatai Zevi, in Arch. Isr. xlii. 6; Max
Ring, Spinoza; Fraqmente aus dem Epos Sn})at)iai Zevi,
in Jahrbnch filr Israeliten, ix. 141, xvii. 73 ; Schudt, JUdisvhe
MerckwUrdigkeiten, li. 47; (anon.) Toledot Shabhethai
Zebi (reprint of N. ^mlVs Miktab, etc.; see above), Wilna,
1879.

For the Shabbethaians in general : Elkan N. Adler, Jeirs
in Many Lands, pp. 146 et seq., Philadelphia, 1905 ; H. Adler,
The Baai^Shem of London, in Berliner Festschrift, p. 2,

Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1903; A. Biichler, Die Urahschrift
des Mardochai Mochinch, in Kaufmann Gedenkbuch, pp.
451 etseq., Breslau, 1900; Gratz, Die Sabbatianiach-Mes-

slam-che Schwdrmerei in Amsterdam, in Monatsschrift,
XXV. 1; idem. Uehcrblelh<<el der Snbhatia7ii.fchen in Sa-
lonichi, lb. xxvl. 130; xxjjiii. 49-62; M. Giidemann, Ha'arah
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be-'Inyan Kat Shabbetliai Zehi, in Kobak's JeschurMn, v.

164; David Kahana (Kohn), Eben'Ofel, in Ha-Shah4ir,y.
121 et seq., Vienna, 1874 ; L. Low, Geschictde der JJngari-
schen Sabbattiaer, in BeTi Cliananja, i. 10; A. Neubauer,
Der Walinwitzuiid die Schwindeleien der Sabbatianer. in

Monatsschrift, xxxvl. 201, 257; N. Sokolow, Seride Kat
Shabbethai Zebi, in Ha-Meliz, xi. 96, 103; M. Stern, Ana-
lekten zur deschichte der Ju'den, in Berliner's Magazin,
XV. 100 et seq.; Wolfgang Wessely, Aus den Briefen einen
Sabliatianerx, in Orient, xii. 534, .568. Comp. also Bar0CH
Yavan : Cardoso, Migukl; Donmku ; Eybesch(5tz; Frank,
Jacob; Hayyim Mal'ak; Hayyun ; Mordf.cai Mokiah;
Nehemiaii ; PRosSiMTZ, LObele ; QUERiDO, Jacob.

K. H. M.

SHABTJ'OT. See Festivai,s; Pentecost.

SHADCHAN (Heb. Shadkan) : Marriage-bro-

ker. The verb "shadak" ("meshaddekin "), refer-

ring to the arrangements which two heads of families

made between themselves for the marriage of their

children, was used in Talmudical times (Shab. 150a).

But the appellation " shadchan " for the marriage-

broker, who undertakes, for a consideration, to bring

the two families together and to assist in the for-

mation of a union between them, does not appear in

rabbinical literature until the thirteenth century.

His. legal status and the validity of his claims for

compensation were briefly discussed in "Or Zarua' "

by Isaac of Vienna in the first half of the thiiteenth

century, and more extensively in the "Mordekai"
(in the last section of Baba Kamma) about half a

century later. The profession of the shadchan seems

to have been old and well established at that period

;

and the usage of Austrian Jews, who did not re-

ward the shadchan until after the marriage had taken

place, is contrasted with that of the upper (Rhenish)

countries, where he was paid as soon as the inter-

ested parties reached an agreement (Meir of Ro-

thenburg, Responsa, No. 498; see Berliner, "Aus
dem Leben der Deutschen Juden im Mittelalter," p.

43, Berlin, 1900). The legal aspects of the shad-

chan's business are treated by all later codifiers of

the Halakah and in numerous responsa, but there is

no indication that he was known among the earlier

medieval Sephardic Jews.

The occupation of the shadchan was highly re-

spected, and great rabbis like Jacob Molln and

Jacob Makgomoth did not deem it beneath their

dignity to engage in it (see Abrahams, "Jewish Life

in the Middle Ages," pp. 170-171, London, 1896).

His work was deemed of more importance than that

of the ordinary "sarsur," or broker, and he was con-

sidered entitled to more than two per cent, or, when
the contracting parties lived more than ten miles

apart, to more than three per cent, of the amount
involved (usually the bride's dowry), while the

sarsur was entitled only to from one-half of one

to one per cent (see the transcript of ordinances

adopted by the Council of Four Lands, in Buber's

"Anshe Shem," p. 225, Cracow, 1895; comp. also

"Orient, Lit." 1845, p. 310). See Maukiage Cere-

monies.

The business of the shadchan still flourishes among
the Jews of the Slavonic countries and among tiie

Jews who emigrated from those countries to the

United States and elsewhere. Among the old-fash-

ioned Jews in the Old World almost all marriages

are brought about with the assistance of a shadchan,

because it would be considered immodest in a young
man to do his own courting, and pride Avould not
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allow either family to make a direct advance to the

other. Those who resort to liis services in America
usually give the additional reason that they are all

"strangers" there, and that they are therefore con-

strained to utilize the knowledge and experience

of an expert marriage-broker. The shadchan's

method of exaggerating to each side the advantages

to be derived from the union which he proposes,

and of praising the bride's beauty and kindness, or

the wealth and prominence of her parents, and the

bridegroom's learning, ability, and other good qual-

ities, is, with slight modifications, the same every-

where. The most characteristically American addi-

tion to his means of persuasion is probably the

guaranty against a lawsuit for breach of promise of

marriage, which would be likely to follow under

certain circumstances if the prospective bridegroom

should reject the girl who is recommended and in-

troduced to him by the shadchan.

The shadchan and his occupation are favorite sub-

jects for humorous description by Jewish and non-

SHADBACH (-]-nK>) : Name given by the chief

of tlie eunuchs to H.^naniah (Dan. i. 1 et passim).

Various theories as to its etymology have been put
forward, of which the most likely (Delitzsch, "Liber
Daniel," xii.) seems to be that the name is the Baby-
lonian " shudur aku " (= " the command of the moon-
god ").

E. G. H. M. SeL.

SHAHAB ABAKKESHKA ("At morn I will

seek Thee"): Morning hymn written about 1050 by
Solomon ibn Gabirol (Zunz, "Literaturgesch." p.

188), whose name appears in an acrostic. It is

quoted in the prayer-book of the Sephardim, and
particularly among the "supplications" following

the same author's " Keter Malkut " and preceding

the regular morning service of the Day of Atone-
ment. It is associated with a tune of Morisco ori-

gin, which should be compared with the old melody
of the same use for Lekah Dodi. The transcrip-

tion reproduces the rime and meter scheme of the

Hebrew verses.

fe

SHAHAR ABAKKESHKA
Andante moderato.

—r^^-l—-J \-

1.
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Isserles of Cracow (Shakna's son-in-law); Moses

Heilprin. author of " Zikron Moslieh "
; Solomon ben

Jiidab, rabbi of Lublin; and Hayyim ben Bezaleel,

rabbi at Friedberg.

Shakna on his death-bed, from motives of ex-

treme modesty, enjoined his son R. Israel from print-

ing any of his (Shakna's) manuscripts. One of his

writings, however, namely, the treatise "Pesakim

be-'Inyan Kiddushin," was edited by Moses, son of

the physician Samuel (Cracow, 1540 ?).

Bibliography: Gratz, Gesch. 3d ed., ix. 436; Fuenn, Kiryah
Ne'emanah, p. 52; B. Friedberg, A^'ewe auf dem Jildischen

Friedhnf in Krakau Aufgefundent Grahschriften, p. 4

;

Idem, Gesch. der HebrUischen Typographie in Krakau, p.

6; Nissenbaum, Le-Knrnt ha^Yehudim he-Lublin, p. 18;

Halberstam, in Kobak's Jeschurun, v. 194.

E. c. B. Fr.

SHALAL (SHOLAL), ISAAC HA-
KOHEN : Head (" nagid ") of the community of

Cairo, Egypt, in succession to his uncle Nathan ha-

Kohen Shalal; died, according to Gratz ("Gesch."

3d ed., ix. 496), at Jerusalem 1525. The appoint-

ment of "dayyanim " being one of his functions, he

selected them from among deserving Spanish fugi-

tives, and one of these appointments gave rise to

much correspondence. He had made a vow that he

would become a Nazarite, like Samson, if he were

compelled to nominate a cerlain man. But as he

could find no one more competent than the man re-

ferred to, he regretted his vow; responsa on the

subject were addressed to him by Elijah Mizrahi,

Jacob Berab, and Jacob b. Habib. Isaac Shalal was

the last nagid ; for Salim I. , having conquered Egypt,

abolished the office. Isaac then (c. 1517) removed

to Jerusalem. In 1514 the community of Jerusalem

sent its statutes to him for his approbation, which

he signed, together with his pupil David ibn Abi

Zimra. See Jew. Encyc. v. 69a.

Bibliography : Conforte, Kore fia-Dnmt, p. 31b ; Zunz, G. S.

i. 180; Steinschnelder, in Ozar Nehmad, ii. 149-152; Gratz,
Gesch. 3d ed., ix. 17, 19, 25,' 496; Azulai, Shem ha^GedoUm,
s.v. David b. Zimro and Joseph Cam ; A. L. Frumkln, Eben
Shemu^el, pp. 17 etseq., Wilna, 1874.

G. M. Sel.

SHAL.ET (SHOLENT). See Cookery in

Eastern Europe.

SHALKOVICH, ABRAHAM LEIB. See

Ben-Avigdor.

SHALLITM.—Biblical Data: 1. King of Is-

rael who dethroned Zechariah, the last of Jehu's

dynasty, and succeeded him. He was in turn de-

throned by Menahem (II Kings xv. 10-16).

2. Son of Josiah, King of Judah (Jer. xxii. 11).

Probably the term is used merely as an epithet =
"the desired one"; hence I Chron. iii. 15 makes
Shallum the fourth son of Josiah.

3. Husband of Huldah, the prophetess (II Kings

xxii. 14).

e. G. H. E.LN.
In Rabbinical Literature: Even at the time

of the prophet Elisha, Shallum was one of the most

eminent men ("nii-gedole ha-dor ") in the country.

Yet he did not think it beneath his dignity to lend

personal aid to the poor and the needy. It was one

of his daily habits to go outside the gates of tlie

city in order that he might give water to thirsty

wanderers. God rewarded him by endowing him
and his wife Huldah with the gift of prophecy. An-

other special reward was given him for his philan-

thropy, for it is he wlio is referred to in II Kings
xiii. 21, where one who was dead awoke to life after

being cast into Elisha's sepulcher and touching the

prophet's bones. A son was granted him, who
became distinguished for exceeding piety—Hana-
meel, Jeremiah's cousin (Jer. xxxii. 7; F*irke R. El.

xxxiii.). In Sifre, Num. 78 he is expressly desig-

nated as a prophet, David Luria's emendation of

the passage in note 59 to the Pirke being, therefore,

justified. Shallum and his wife were descendants

of Rahab by her marriage with Joshua (Sifre, I.e.;

Meg. 14b).

w. B. L. G.

4. A Judahite (I Chron. ii. 40 et seq.).

5. A descendant of Simeon {ib. iv. 25).

6. A high priest; .son of Zadok {ih. vi. 12-13;

Ezra vii. 12).

7. A son of Naphtali (I Chron. vii. 13; "Shillem "

in Gen. xlvi. 24 and Num. xxvi. 49j.

8. Ancestor of a family of gatekeepers of the

sanctuary (I Chron. ix. 17 ; Ezra ii. 42 = Neh. vii. 45).

9. A Korahito. gatekeeper (I Chron. ix. 19;

"Shelemiah," ib. xxvi. 14; "Meshelemiah," ib. xxvi.

1, 2, 9).

10. Father of Jehizkiaii, an Ephraimite chief (II

Chron. xxviii. 12).

11 . 12. A porter (Ezra x. 24), and a son of Bani

{ib. x. 42), both of whom took foreign wives.

13. Uncle of Jeremiah from whom the prophet

bought the tield in Anathoth (Jer. xxxii. 7).

14. The son of Halohesh (R. V. "Hallohesh" );

he was among those who helped to repair the wall

of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 12).

15. Father of Maaseiah ; keeper of the threshold

(Jer. XXXV. 4).

16. Son of Col-hozeh (Neh. iii. 15).

e. g. n. E. I. N.

SHAIiMANESER (IDWD^K'; Enemessar in

Tobit i. 2, 13, 15; Salmanasar or Salmanassar
in II Esd. xiii. 40): King of Assyria from 727 to 722

B.C. ; successor, and possibly son, of Tiglath-pileser

III. According to II Kings xvii. 3-6, he attacked

Hoshea, King of Israel, and made him his vassal.

Later Hoshea conspired with So (probably Sabako),

King of Egypt, and did not send the customary

tribute. Therefore the King of Assyria invaded

Israel, put Hoshea in prison, attacked Samaiki, and,

after a siege of three years, took the city and carried

Israel captive to Assyria. No records of Shalman-

eser have been found among tlie Assyrian inscrip-

tions. The Assyrian form of his name is "Shulma-
nuasharid "; and he was the fourth king of Assyria

who bore that name. According to the Babylonian

Chronicle (Schrader, "K. B." ii. 276)," he sat on the

throne the 25th of TebStu. The city Samara'in

[=r Samaria] he destroyed. In l)is fifth year he died.

Five years had he reigned in Assyria." The As-

syrian eponym canon gives the names of the epo-

nyms for the live years of his reign, and states that

military expeditions were undertaken in the third,

fourth, and fifth years; but the destination of these

is not given. Some of the standard lion-weights

found at Kalah bear his name.

Tiglath pileser claims to have put Hoshea upon
the throne, so that king's vassalage began before
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Shalmaneser's accession. Sargon, the successor of

Slialmaneser, and apparently the founder of a new
dynast)', in one of his inscriptions accuses Shal-

maneser of having deprived the city of Asshurof its

ancient rights. He claims also to have taken Sa-

maria, which probably fell into the hands of the be-

siegers about the time of or shortly after the death
of Shalnianeser. The facts that this king had also

invaded Philistia and that Sargon completed the

subjugation of that country are probably referred

to in Isa. xiv. 28-82 (H. P. Smith, "Old Testament
History," p. 241).

Bibliography : McCurdy, HMnry, Prophecy, and the Monu-
ments, vol. 1., sections 342 349; Scbrader, C. I. O. T. 2d ed.,
Eng. transl., pp. t'r)8-263; (ioodspeed, Hixt.of Babylonians
and Assftriaua ; Rogers, Hist, of Uabylunia, and Assyria.

J. J. F. McL.

SHALOM, ABRAHAM BEN" ISAAC BEN
JTTDAH BEN SAMUEL: Italian scholar and
theologian; died in 1492. Inhis "Neweh Shftiom "

(1574) he places Scriptural and Talmudic knowl-
edge far above philosophy, although he admits that

investigation is not only permissible, but necessary
for the perfection of Scriptural knowledge. His
translation of Marsilius Ingenus' work on logic, to

which he contributed a preface, was published by
Jellinek ("Ha-Karmel," vi. 12). According to De
Rossi, he wrote a commentary on Al - Ghazali's
"Natural Philosophy."
Bibliography : Steinschnelder, Hebrdische Uebersetzunaen,

p. 469.

E. c. J. L. S.

SHALOM BEN JOSEPH SHABBEZI
(Salim al-Shibzi) : Yemenite poet and cabalist

;

flourished toward the end of the seventeenth century
at Ta'iz, a city ten days' journey south of Sanaa.
He was a weaver by trade, but occupied himself also

with cabalistic literature, especially the Zohar and
the "Shi'ur Komah." He wrote poems both in He-
brew and in Arabic, many of hisbymns having one
iialf of each verse in one language and the remain-
ing half in the other. Most of the liturgical hymns
recited by the Yemenite Jews on the Sabbath and
on holy days, as may be seen from Neubauer, "Cat.
Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 2377, were composed by
Shalom. But, like Israel Najara, he wrote also

imany love-songs with a mystical tendency, some of
which, in Hebrew, were published by Jacob Saphir
in his "Eben Sappir" (i. 82b-87b). David Giinz-
burg published in the "Steinschnelder Festschrift"

{Hebrew part, pp. 95 et seq.) an Arabic dirge coin-

posed by Shalom in 1687 on a catastrophe at the
Y'emenite town of Mauza'. This dirge, of the "mu-
washshah " class (a poem with double rimes), was
taken by the editor from Shalom's "Diwan," then
in his possession. It may be added that Shalom's
brother David and his son Simeon also were poets
of mark. Poems by them are contained in the Bod-
leian manuscript mentioned above.

Shalom is considered as a saint by all the Yemenite
Jews, and they attribute to him many miracles.

His tomb at Ta'iz, near which are a ritual bath
("mi^weh ") and a prayer-house with a scroll of the
Law written by Shalom himself, is reputed to have
curative powers in regard to all diseases. Jacob
Saphir declares that he saw other cabalistic works
by Shalom, besides his " Diwan."

Bibliography : Jacob Saphir, Eben Sappir, i. 67b, 82a et seq.;
Steinschneider, Die Arabische Literatur der Jnden, § 214.

s. M. Sel.

SHALOM OF VIENNA : Austrian rabbi ; lived

at Wiener-Neustadt in the second half of the four-

teenth century. He was distinguished for Tal-
mudic learning, and was the first to receive the
title "Morenu." Like his colleagues Meir ha-Levi
and Abraham Klausner, rabbis at Vienna, he devoted
himself to recording the religious customs (" min-
hagim ") of the Jewish communities. His collection

is contained in the "Minhagim" of his pupil Jacob
MoLLN. Another of his disciples, Isaac Tyrnau of

Hungary, also made a compilation of minhagim.

Bibliography: Azulal, Shem ha-Oednlim, i. 112: Gratz,
Oesch. viil. 12; Michael, Or ha-Hayyini, p. 49«; Heilprin,
Seder lia-Dorot, 1. 233, 290.

D. S. Man.

SHAMGAR.—Biblical Data: One of the
Judges; son of Anath. He smote 600 Philistines

with an ox-goad and saved Israel (Judges iii. 31).

During his judgeship so unsettled were the times
that "the highways were unoccupied, and the trav-

elers walked through byways" (ib. v. 6).

Critical View : In the song of Deborah
(Judges V. 6) Shamgar is connected with the hour
of Israel's deepest humiliation. He was, therefore,

probably not a judge, but a foreign oppressor of

Israel. From the form of his name it has been con-

jectured that he may have been a Hittite (comp.
"Sangar," Hittite king of Carchemish in the ninth
century B.C.); Moore, in "Jour. American Oriental

Society" (xix. 2, p. 160), shows reason for believing

that he was the father of Sisera.

Judges iii. 31, in which Shamgar is first men-
tioned, is out of place, the whole verse being a late

addition to the chapter. Ch. iv., the story of Jabin
and Sisera, connects directly with the story of
Ehud. Moreover, the introduction of the Philistines

is suspioious, for they do not appear in Hebrew his-

tory till shortly before the time of Saul. Moore has
noted also that in a group of Greek manuscripts,

and likewise in the Hexaplar Syriac, Armenian, and
Slavonic versions, this verse is inserted after the

account of the exploits of Samson, immediately fol-

lowing Judges xvi. 31, in a form which proves that

it was once a part of the Hebrew text. It was ob-

served long ago that this exploit resembled tJie ex-

ploits of David's heroes (II Sam. xxi. 15-22, xxiii. 8
et seq.), especially those of Shammah, son of Agee
(ib. xxiii. 11 et seq.). Probably an account similar

to this last was first attached to Judges xvi, 31 ; then
the name was in course of time corrupted to

"Shamgar," through the influence of ch. v. 6; and,

lastly, the statement was transferred to ch. iii. 31,

so that it might occur before the reference in ch. v.

Bibliography: Moore, Judges, in Tnternatinnal Critical
Commentarii, 1895, pp. 104 rt seq.; Budde. Richter, In K. H.
C'..1897, p. 32; Nowack, Richter, in his Handkowmentnr,
1903, pp. 30 et seq.; Moore, Shnmgar and Sisera, ia Jour.
Amencan Oriental Society, xix. 2, pp. 159, 160.

E. G. H. G. A. B.

SHAMHAZAI(()r Shamahzai, from " Shamay-
hazai " = seizer of the heaven); Name of a fallen

angel. According to Targ. pseudo-Jonathan on Gen.
vi. 4, "nefilim" (A. V. "giants") denotes the two
angels Shamhazai and his companion Uzzael or
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Azael, who fell from heaven and dwelt on earth "in

those days," that is, at the time of the Flood. The
legend of the fall of these two angels is narrated in

a midrash as follows : When God became angry at the

children of men because of their idolatry in the time

before the Flood, the two angels Shamhazai and
Azael arose and said: "Lord of the world, said we
not unto Thee at the foundation of the world,

'Man is not worthy that thou shouldst be mindful of

bim ' ? " God answered them :
" It is plain and mani-

fest to me that if ye should dwell on earth, evil

passion would rule you, and ye would be still baser

than they." Thereupon the angels besought per-

mission to live among mankind and to hallow tlie

name of God upon earth. This was granted them
;

but when they had descended from heaven to earth,

they could not restrain their infatuation for the beau-

tiful daughters of men. 8hamhazai became enam-
ored of a maiden named Istar; but when he asked

her to return his love, she declared that she would
do so only on condition that he reveal to her the

name of God (" Shem ha-Meforash "), by which he
was able to ascend to heaven. When, however, he
revealed the name to her, she uttered it, and at once

ascended to the sky. The baffled 8hamhazai married

another woman ; by her he had a son named Hiya
or Ahiyah, who became the father of Sihon

and Og.
When Shamhazai heard that God was about to

bring the Flood upon the world, he was in agony
for his children's sake, and for penance suspended
himself head downward from the sky, remaining
in this position between heaven and earth (Midr.

Abkir, in Yalk., Gen. 44; Jellinek, "B. H." iv.

127-128).

According to the Book of Enoch, Semyaza, as

Shamhazai is there called, did not descend to hallow
the name of God on earth, but fell, together with

Azael and his host of 200 angels, because of his

infatuation for the daughters of men. He was
therefore bound by Michael at the command of

God, and lies in prison beneath the mountains;
there he will remain until the day of judgment,
when punishment will be measured out to him and
to his companions {ib. vi. 3 et seq., x. 10 et seq.).

w. B. J. Z. L.

SHAMIR : Term designating a hard stone in the

Targums, but in the Bible thrice (.Ter. xvii. 1 ; Ezek.
iii. 9; Zech. vii. 12) connoting Adamant, a sub-

stance harder than any stone and hence used as a
stylus (L()w, "Graphische Requisiten," i. 181-183,

Leipsic, 1870; Cassel, "Schamir," in " Deukschriften

der Koniglichcn Akademie der Wissenschaften in

Erfurt," p. 63, Erfurt, 1856). In the post-Biblical

literature of both Jews and Christians are found
many legends concerning the shamir, its quality of

splitting the hardest substance being the property
especially emphasized.
The Shamir was the seventh of the ten marvels

created in the evening twiliglit of the first Friday
(Ab. v. 6; comp. Pes. 54a; Sifre, Deut. 355; Mek.,
Bosliallah, 5 [ed. Weiss, p. 59b; ed. Friedmann, p.

51a]), and it was followed, significantly enough, by
the creation of writing, the stylus, and the two tables

of stone. Its size was that of a grain of barley ; it was

created after the six days of creation. Nothing was
sufliciently hard to withstand it; when it was placed

on stones they split in the manner in

A Marvel which the leaves of a book open ; and
of iron was broken by its mere presence.

Creation. The shamir was wrapped for pres-

ervation in spongy balls of wool and
laid in a leaden box filled with barley bran.

With the help of this stone Moses engraved the

names of the twelve tribes on the breastplate of

the high priest, first writing on the stones with
ink and then holding the shamir over them, where-
upon the writing sank into the stones. With its aid,

moreover, Solomon built the Temple without using
any tool of iron (comp. I Kings vi. 7; Ex. xx. 25:

Tosef., Sotah, xv. 1 [ed. Zuckermandel, p. 321]; So-
tali48b; Yer. Sotah 24b). Theshamir was expressly

created for this latter purpose, since it ceased to

exist after the destruction of the Temple (Sotah ix.,

10; Tosef. xv. 1).

According to one legend, an eagle brought the
shamir from paradise to Solomon at the latter's

command (Yalk. ii. 182), while another tradition

runs as follows: When Solomon asked the Rabbis
how he could build the Temple without using tools

of iron, they called his attention to the shamir with
which Moses had engraved the names of the tribes

on the breastplate of the high priest, and advised
him to command tlie demons under his sway to ob-

tain it for him. Solomon accordingly summoned
AsMODEUS, the prince of the demons, Avho told him
that the shamir had been placed not in his charge,

but in that of the Prince of the Sea; the prince en-

trusted it only to the wood-grouse, in whose oath

he confided. The wood-grouse used the shamir to

cleave bare rocks so that he might plant seeds of

trees in them and thus cause new vegetation to spring

u}); hence the bird was called the "rock-splitter"

(NTltS "IJJ). The shamir was taken from the wood-
grouse by the following ruse: Its nest was found
and its young covered with white glass. The bird

then brought the shamir and put it on the glas.s,

which broke; at that moment Solomon's emissary,

who had concealed himself close bj', friglitened the

bird so that it dropped the shamir, which was im-

mediately seized and taken to Solomon. The wood-
grouse killed itself because it had violated its oath

(Git. 68a, b).

This last account is Babylonian in origin, and both

language and content prove that it was a legend of

the people rather than a tradition of the

Folk- schools, as is the case with the stories

Legends, mentioned above. There were, how-
ever, learned circles in Palestine which

refused to credit the nse of the shamir by Solomon
(Mek., Yitro, end). Others, however, believed

that Solomon employed it in the building of his

palace, but not in the construction of the Temple,
evidently taking exception to the magical element

suggested by a leaden box as a place of conceal-

ment, for in magic brass is used to break enchant-

ment and to drive away demons (Sotali 48b ; Yer.

Sotah 24b). It was a miracle, on the other hand,

and not magic if the Temple, as many believed,

built itself (Pesik. R. 6. [ed. Friedmann, p. 25a]).

Opinion is divided concerning the nature of the
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sbamir, Jewish tradition unanimously declares it

to be a small worm (Rashi, Pes. 54a, overlooked by
Grilnbaum ["Gesammelte Aufsatze," p. 32] ; Mai-

monides, commentary on Ab. 5, 6), this view having

a textual basis. Cassel, on the other hand, consid-

ered the Shamir to be a powder of corundum, de-

veloping his theory as follows: ''From the powdery
emery was made a living creature of infinite minute-

ness, regarded by later authorities as a worm, al-

though rabbinical tradition itself merely terms it

' Shamir ' without the addition of 'worm' or any
other term" (I.e. p. 69). Tiiis view, however, is

rightly rejected by LOw. According to another

legend, the wood-grouse used a herb to burn or

draw out a wooden nail (Lev. R. xxii. 4 and paral-

lels), this herb being hidden by Simeon b. Halafta

lest it should fall into the hands of thieves. A sim-

ilar story is told by yElian of the hoopoe (" Historia

Animalium," iii. 26; Cassel, I.e. p. 73; comp. other

Oriental and classical parallels given by Bochart,

Cassel, and GrQubaimi).

The tradition of the shamir was carried from the

Jews to the Arabs (Griinbaum, "Neue BeitrSge,"

passim, especially p. 229) ; in Arabic tradition

Solomon, under instructions from Gabriel, has re-

course to a worm when he desires to bore through a

pearl, and to a white worm when he

Arab wishes to thread the onyx (Grunbaum,
Iiegends. ^.c. p. 318). Thebelief was still current

in the Middle Ages, since it is found in

the Cabala (Zohar, i. 74; see story of Solomon in Jel-

linek, "B. H."ii. 86). According to the English ver-

sion of the " Gesta Romanorum "(ed. Grilsse, ii. 227),

the emperor Diocletian enclosed in a glass case a

young ostrich found in the forest and carried it to his

palace. He was followed by the mother, who, that

she might regain her young, brought in her beak on

the third day a "thumare" (shamir), a worm, and
dropped it on the glass, which was thus broken. Vin-

cent of Beauvais, Gervase of Tilbury, and Albcrtus

Magnus relate similar stories, and the last-named ex-

pressly gives Jewish tradition as his source (Cassel,

I.e. pp. 50 et se.q., 77 et seq.). The otiier two writers,

in the true spirit of medievalism, give a remarkable
variant to the effect that the bird smeared the glass

with the blood of the worm and so broke it.

BIBLIOGRAPHY : Bochart, Hierozoicnn, ii. 343. 842 et seq.; P.
Cassel, Schamir, in Denk.tcliriften der KOtiiplichen Akade.-
mie der Wissenttchaften in Er/urt, Erfurt, 1856: Lewysohn,
Znoloijie des Tnlmud.% § 500. Frankfort-on-the-Main. 1858;
Kohut, Anycloloaie urid DUmonnlogie, p. 82, Leipsie. 1866;
idem. ^Inic/i CompleUim, viii. 107; Levy. Neuhebr. WOr-
terb. iv. 579; Griinbaum. in Z. D. M. Q. xxxi. 204 et seq.:

idem, Qestammelte AufMitze. pp. 31-4;^, Berlin, 1901; idem,
Xeuc lieitriiiir zur Semitmheii Sagenkwule, pp.211 et.seq.,

Leyden, 1893: Hamburger, R. B. T. ii. 1079-1080.
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SHAMMAI (called also Shammai ha-Zal^en
[= "the Elder"]): Scholar o.'' the first century b.c.

He was the most eminent contemporary and the

halakic opponent of Hti.lel, and is almost invari-

ably menti<med along with him. After Menahem
the Essene had resigned the office of vice-president

("ab bet din") of the Sanhedrin, Shammai was
elected to it, Hillel being at the time president

("nasi"; Hag. ii. 2). Shammai was undoubtedly a

Palestinian, and hence took an active part in all the

political and religious complications of his native

land. Of an irascible temperament and easily ex-

cited, he lacked the gentleness and tireless patience

which so distinguished Hillel. Once, when a heathen
came to him and asked to be converted to Judaism
upon conditions which Shammai held to be impossi-

ble, he drove the applicant away; whereas Hillel,

by his gentle manner, succeeded in converting him
(Shab. 31a).

Nevertheless Shammai was in no wise a misan-

thrope. He himself appears to have realized the

disadvantages of his violent temper ; hence he recom-
mended a friendly attitude toward all. His motto
was: "Make the study of the Law thy chief occu-

pation ; speak little, but accomplish much ; and re-

ceive every man with a friendly countenance" (Ab.

i. 15). He was modest even toward his pupils (B. B.

134b; comp. Weiss, "Dor," i. 163, note 1).

In his religious views Shammai was strict in the

extreme. He wished to make his son, while still a

child, conform to the law regarding fasting on the

Day of Atonement ; and he was dissuaded from his

purpose only through the insistence of his friends

(Yoma 77b). Once, when his daughter-in-law gave
birth to a boy on the Feast of Tabernacles, he broke
through the roof of the chamber in which she lay in

order to make a sukkah of it, so tiiat his new-born
grandchild might fulfil the religious obligation of

the festival (Suk. 28a). Some of his sayings also

indicate his strictness in the fulfilment of religious

duties (comp. Bezah 16a).

In Sifre, Deut. § 203 (ed. Friedmann, 111b) it is

said that Shammai commented exegetically upon
three passages of Scripture. These three examples
of his exegesis are: (1) the interpretation of Deut.

XX. 20 (To.sef., 'Er. iii. 7); (2) that of II Sam. xii. 9

(Kid. 43a); and (3) cither the interpretation of Lev.

xi. 34, which is given anonymously in Sifra on the

passage, but which is the basis for Shammai's hala-

kah transmitted in 'Orlah ii. 5, or else the interpre-

tation of Ex. XX. 8(" Remember the Sabbath"), which
is given in the Mekilta, Yitro, 7 (ed. Weiss, p. 76b)

in the name of Eleazar b. Hananiah, but which
must have originated Avith Shammai, with whose
custom of preparing for the Sabbath (Bezah I.e.) it

accords.

Shammai founded a school of his own, which dif-

fered fuudamentalh- from that of Hillel (see Bet
HiLi.KL AND Bet Sn.\MM.\i) ; and many of Sham-
mai's sayings are probably embodied in those handed
down in the name of his school.

BiBLior.RAPHY: Gratz, Gesch. iii. 213-214: Weiss. Dor. i. 163-

164, 170-174: Bacber. Ag. Tan. i. 11-12; Frankel, Hode-
(leticaiti Mischnam. pp. 39-40, Leipsie, 1859.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SHAMMAITES. See Bet Hillel and Bet
Shammai.

SHAMMASH (lit. "servant"): Communal and
synagogal officer whose duties to some extent corre-

spond with those of the verger and beadle. In Tal-

mudical times he was called "hazzan"; and then it

was also a part of his duties to assist in reciting

some of the prayers (see Jew. Encyc. vi. 284-285,

s.v. Hazzan). But early in the Middle Ages tiie term
" shammash " was already in vogue : and Rashi almost

always renders it for the Taliiuidical "hazzan."

In the quasi-autonomous Jewish communities of

the Middle Ages the .shammash was an officer of
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considerable power and responsibility. " He assessed

the members according to their means . . . and

. . . was a sort of permanent under-secretary-of-

state, who governed while the parnas was supposed

to rule" (Jacobs, "Jewish Year Book" for 5658

[1897-98], p. 262, London, 1897). He was the over-

seer of the synagogue and the executor of the sen-

tences of the Jewish tribunal ("bet din "), in which

capacity he also inflicted corporal punishment on

those whom the Jewish court con-

Functions, demned to that penalty. In some lo-

cahties it was part of his duty to an-

nounce every Saturday the results of lawsuits and

to inform the community concerning properties

which were to be sold. He acted also as the public

crier, and, ascending to a high I'oof on Friday after-

noon, notified the community, with a blast of the

trumpet thrice repeated at long intervals, that work
must cease. In later periods a wooden mallet was
substituted for the shofar or trumpet, and notice

was given by rapping on the gates that it was time

to prepare for attendance at the synagogue. The
shammash also made announcements in the edifice

itself, sometimes interrupting tlie prayers to do so.

He carried invitations to private festivities, and re-

minded members of the congregation of their duties,

such as leaving their boots at home on the eve of

the Day of Atonement and observing certain mourn-
ing rites on the Ninth of Ab in case it fell on the

Sabbath.

In the large communities and in the Jewish cities

which developed in Poland in the sixteenth and
following centuries it naturally became impossible

for the shamiuash to perform all the duties which
were originally connected with Ins office in the small

communities of the Middle Ages; and many of

them devolved upon subordinates or upon special

shammashim, while other services were relegated to

men who no longer bore the title of shammash.
Every synagogue in the Slavonic countries usually

has a shammash, who is merely an overseer and is

assisted by an " unter-shammash," the latter acting as

janitor of the building and performing such manual
labor as sweeping the floois, cleaning the caudle-

sticks, etc. The synagogal shammash and his as-

sistant have cliarge aLso of the "bahurim" and
"perushim," i.e., the unmarried and the married

Talmudical students wlio make the synagogue their

home; and the influence of the shammash is exerted

to procure "days" for the former, that is, to find

seven households in each of which the poor student

may be fed on one day in the week. A large com-
munity, however, has besides the "schul-sham-
masli," wliose duties and privileges are confined

to his own synagogue, one or more
Schul- "stadt-shammashim " or city sham-

and Stadt- mashim, who are under the immediate
Sham- jurisdiction of the rabbi and the Ka-
mash. UAL, or of the representatives and

leaders of the entire communal organi-

zation. The city shammasli usually acts as sham-
mash of the chief place of worship, and in very large

communities, where there are often as many as eight

or ten city shammasliim, each of tliem in turn fulfils

this duty for a certain time.

The Scnui.Ki.oPFEU (one who calls the congrega-

tion to the synagogue by rapping on the gates with

a wooden mallet), who is now disappearing even
from the most backward communities, and who is

only a memory in the larger cities of eastern Europe,
and the " better " (inviter), who goes from house to

house inviting the occupants to a marriage or a
"berit milah," are two of the functionaries upon
whom have devolved some of the duties of the sham-
mash, but who have not inherited J)is title. There
remains, however, the " bet din shammash," or sham-
mash of the Jewish court of dayyanim, who is the

"sheliah bet din" (messenger of the court) of Tal-

mudical times, and whose office probably always had
a separate existence, except in very

The Bet small communities. There is also the

Din Sham- shammash of the Hebra Kaddisha
mash. (burial society), whose duties are

analogous to those of a sexton.

In the United States every Orthodox synagogue
has its shammash, who performs most of the duties

of the " schul-shammash " of the Old World. He is

as a rule better paid than his confrere in Europe,
and often has much influence in congregational

matters. The office of bet din shammash is found
to-day only in the large Jewish centers where rabbis

establish a bet din on their own account. As there

are no separate communal organizations forming
municipalities in the United States, the office of city

shammash does not exist in that country.

In modern Jewish Reform temples the sexton per-

forms all the duties of the original shammash which
remain under the new arrangements.

The term "shammasli " is applied also to the can-

dle by means of which the Hanvkkah lights are

lighted and which has a defined position in every
well-constructed Haiiukkah lamp.

Bibliography : Abrahams, Jeivush Life in the Middle Aaei<,

pp. 8, 55-56, 81, London, 189»>; KohuU Amch Completum,
s.v. Hazzan.
J. P. Wl.

SHANGHAI: Chinese city. The first Jew who
arrived there was Elias David Sassoon, who, about

the year 1850, opened a branch in connection with

his father's Bombay house. Since that period Jews
have gradually migrated from India to Shanghai,

most of them being engaged from Bombay as clerks

by the firm of David Sassoon & Co. The commu-
nity is composed mainly of Asiatic, German, and
Russian Jews, though there are a few of Austrian,

French, and Italian origin among them. Jews have

undoubtedly taken aconsiderable part in developing

trade in China, and several have served on the

municipal councils, among them being S. A. Har-

doon, partner in the firm of E. D. Sas-

Opium soon A Co., who had served on the

Trade. French and English councils at the

same time. During the early days of

Jewish settlement in Shanghai the trade in opium
and Bombay cotton yarn was mainly in Jewish

liands.

Early in the seventies a hall was hired for pur-

poses of worship ; now (1905) there are two small .syn-

agogues in Shanghai. One of the.se, the Beth EI

synagogue, is situated in Peking road, one of the

principal thoroughfares in the English settlement

;

the other, the Shearith Israel synagogue, is situated
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in Seward road, the best and busiest street in the

American settlement. The latter synagogue was
established about 1898 by D. E. J. Abraham. At
present the German Jews form themselves into a

congregation during the New-Year and Yom Kip-

pur holy days, rent a place of worship, and em-
ploy their own hazzau. The community possesses a

cemetery in Mohawk road, presented to it by David
Sassoon. In Nov., 1898, a branch of the Anglo-

Jewish Association was established at Shanghai.

A Rescue Society was established in 1900 to open
communications with the Jews of the orphan colony

of K'ai-Fung-Foo, and in April, 1901, eight of the

Chinese Jews arrived in Shanghai (see China). In

Nov., 1902, it was resolved to form a Talmud Torah
school, to be known as the Shanghai Jewish School.

The Shanghai Zionist Association was established

April 26, 1903, and was represented at the Sixth

Zionist Congress, held at Basel. On Feb. 11, 1904,

a Jewish Benevolent Fund was founded. A bi-

weekly paper entitled "Israel's Messenger" was
established on April 22, 1904. The total population

of the city is 620,000, of whom about 500 are Jews.

J. N. E. B. E.

SHANGI : Turkish family many members of

which distinguished themselves as rabbis and
scholars.

Astruc ben David Shangi : Rabbi at Sofia,

Bulgaria; died at Jerusalem at the beginning of the

seventeenth century. A halakic decision of his

is given by Hayyim Benveniste in his "Sheyare
Keneset ba-Gedolah " on the Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah
Hayyim, 174 (Smyrna, 1671 ; comp. Conforte, "Kore
lia-Dorot," 51b).

David. Shangi : Rabbi at Constantinople at the

end of the sixteenth century and at the beginning
of the seventeenth. His scholarship and character

were liighly praised in the sermon delivered on his

death by Isaac ibn Vega, who published it in his

"Bet Ne'eman" (1621).

Eliezer ben Nissim Shangi : Rabbi at Con-
stantinople in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies. He was a prolific writer; but most of his

works were destroyed by a fire in 1712. Those
which have been published are: "Hakdamah," pref-

ace to the responsa collection " 'Edut be-Yehosef "

of Joseph Almosnino (Constantinople, 1711); a re-

sponsum inserted by Mo.ses Shelton in his "Bene
Mosheh"(t6. 1712); "Dat wa-Din" {ib. 1726), in

three parts: (1) .sermons arranged in the order of the

Sabbatical sections; (2) responsa; and (3) Iralakic de-

cisions of the author's brother, Jacob Shangi.
Isaac ben Elhanan Shangi : Rabbi at Salonica

;

died at Jciusalem in the first half of the eighteenth
century. He was the author of: "Be'er Yizhak,"
homilies on Genesis and Exodus, viith thirty-two

funeral sermons entitled "Be'er Behai," published
by I. Crispin at Salonica in 1735; "Sefer Be'erot ha-
Mayim " (ib. 1705), responsa on the four Turim.
Meir Shangi : Kabbi at Constantinople in the

second half of the sixteenth century. He was the
author of the preface to the "Yefeh To'ar" of Sam-
uel Jafe (Venice, 1597).

Bibliography: Azulaf, Shem hn-Ge.dolim, s.v.; Stelnschnel-
der. Cat. liodl. s.v.; Fiirst, liilil. Jxui. ill.; Fuenn, Keneset
YUrael, pp. 1(50, WSt.

a I. Bu.

SHAPHAN : 1. Son of Azaliah and scribe of

King Josiah. He received from Hilkiah, the high

priest, the book of the Law which had been found
in the Temple. Shaphan was one of those sent by
the king to the prophetess Huldah (II Kings xxii.

;

II Chrou. xxxiv.). In Jer. xxxvi. 10-12 mention is

made of the hall in which, in tiie reign of King Je-

hoiakim, Shaphan's son officiated.

2. Father of Ahikam, who was sent, with others,

b}' King Josiah to the prophetess Huldah, and who
subsequently saved Jeremiah from his persecu-

tors (II Kings xxii. 12; II Chron. xxxiv. 20; Jer.

xxvi. 24).

3. Father of Elasah, to whom Jeremiah gave a
letter to the exiles in Babylon (Jer. xxix. 3).

4. Father of Jaazaniah, who was one of the sev-

enty men whom Ezekiel in his vision of the Temple
saw sacrificing to idols (Ezek. viii. 11).

E. G. u. S. O.

SHAPIRA, ISAIAH MEIR KAHANA

:

Polish-German rabbi and author; born at Memel,
Prussia, July 28, 1828; died at Czortkow, Galicia,

Jan. 9, 1887. He is said to have been familiar at

the age of thirteen with all the "sedarim " of both

Talmudim and with a part of the"poskim." About
1845 he studied philosophy, mathematics, and as-

tronomy, and as early as 1848 he wrote on ethics

for different journals. Shapira engaged in business

as a merchant ; but a fire destroyed all his belong-

ings, and he was compelled to accept the rab-

binate of Czortkow. Before assuming office, how-
ever, he went to Lemberg to train himself in the

necessary secular studies. He studied philosophy,

ethics, and theology in the academy there for nine

months, and was installed as rabbi in 1860. After

two years a quarrel broke out between the two
Hasidic sects in the town. Shapira interposing to

make peace, the brunt of the dissension was turned

against him and his inclination to secular education;

and he was for a time even deprived of hislivelihood.

Peace was, however, soon restored. The last ten

years of his life Shapira spent in retirement.

Besides numerous contiibutions to different He-
brew periodicals, he wrote: " Hakirat Reshit le-

Yamim " (Lyck, 1872), on chronology and the calen-

dar, in opposition to H. S. Slonimski; and "Sefer

Zikkaron " (Eydtkuhnen, 1872), on the oral law,

written in the form of a dialogue.

Bibliography: Hd-AMf, Iv. 78; Fuenn, Keneset Yinrael, II.

a59; Ha-Maygid, 1887, No. 3; Zeltlln, Bibl. Post-MendeJs.
p.338.
II. R. A. S. W.

SHAPIBA, M. W. : Polish purveyor of spuri-

ous antiquities; born about 1830; committed sui-

cide at Rotterdam March 11, 1884. He appears to

have been converted to Christianity at an early age,

and to have then gone to Palestine, where he opened

a store for the sale of local antiquities. After the

discovery of the Moabite Stone he obtained, in 1872.

a number of Moabite potteries, which were pur-

chased by the Prussian government for 22,000

thaler. These, however, were proved by Clermont-

Ganneau to have been fabricated by one Salim al-

Kari, a client of Shapira's. This conclusion was
confirmed by Kautzsch and Socin ("Aechtheit

der Moabitischen Alterthumer," Strasburg, 1876),
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though Schlotttnann and Koch for some time upheld
their authenticity. The matter was brought before

the Prussian Landtag March IC, 1876.

Shapira still continued to buy and sell antiquities

and manuscripts, many of the earliest Yemenite He-
brew manuscripts purchased by the Berlin Royal
Library and the British Museum being furnished by
liiin. In July, 1883, he offered for sale to the Brit-

ish Museum, it is said for £1,000,000, a number of

strips of leather bearing, in arciiaic Hebrew charac-

ters, matter similar to, but with many variations

from, the speeches of Moses in the Book of Deuter-

onomy. These ho declared he had received from a

Bedouin who had found them in a cave in Moab.
Great interest was shown in these fragments, which
were examined by C. D. Ginsburg, who published

translations of them in the London "Times" Aug.
4, 17, and 22, 1883. Commissioned by the French
government to investigate into the authenticity of

these writings, Clermont-Ganneau arrived in London
Aug. 15, 1883, and applied for permission to see them,
which was refused by the British Museum authori-

ties at the request of Shapira. Notwithstanding
this, from an examination of the strips exhibited to

the public, he was enabled to publish in the " Times "

of Aug. 18 a convincing proof of their spurious na-

ture. The forger had taken the lower margin of some
scrolls of the Law and nritten liis variants of Deute-
ronomy upon them, but they still showed traces of the
stylus used to mark off the original columns, over
which the new writing extended without regard to

them. Ginsburg shortly afterward reported to the

British Museum that the document was spurious.

Shapira then went to Amsterdam and Rotterdam, in

which latter city he committed suicide, as stated

above. It was never definitely proved that he him-
self was the forger. The text of the fragments was
published by Guthe ("Fragmente einer Lederhand-
schrift," Leipsic, 1884).

Bibliocraphy: Ha-Meltf. 1883, Nos. 62, 65. 68; 1885. p. 915;
American Hebrew, 1902, pp. 332-333; Clermont-Ganneau,
Les Fraudes Archeohiaiques en Palestine,ch. lll.-lv., Paris,
1885.

8. J.

SHAPIRO, ARYEH LOB B. ISAAC: Po-
lish rabbi and grammarian; born 1701; died at

Wilua April, 1761. He went to Wilna in his child-

hood, and married a daughter of Mordecai b. Azriel,

one of its prominent citizens. His Talmudical
knowledge was extensive, and he studied also mathe-
matics, grammar, and logic. In his younger days
he corresponded with the Karaite scholar Solomon
of Troki, author of " Appiryon." In his later years
Shapiro was a dayyan and scribe of the community
of Wilna. He was the author of a double commen-
tary on Masseket Soferim, the two parts of which he
called respectively "Nahalat Ariel" and "Me'on
Arayot " ; they were published together with the
text at Dyhernfurth in 1732. He wrote also "Ke-
buzat Kesef" (Zolkiev, 1741), on Hebrew gram-
mar. One of his responsa, dated 1754, is found in

"Teshubat Shemu'cl" by R. Samuel of Indura
(Wilna, 1859).
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Wilna. 1860; Furst, BihLJud. lii. 371: Benjacob, ftzor ha-
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SHAPIRO, CONSTANTIN : Russian photog-
rapher and Hebrew poet; born at Grodno, Russia,

1841 ; died in St. Petersburg March 23, 1900. He
obtained his early education in the yeshibot, but at

the same time, like the other Maskilim (see Maskil)
of his age, he studied secretly the Hebrew language
and literature. He lived in a very fanatical circle,

and was bitterly persecuted for striving after secu-

lar knowledge. Eventually ho left his liirthplace

and went to St. Petersburg. There he entered the

Academy of Art; but after a short time he left it

and learned photography. As a photographer he
published an album containing portraits of Russian
writers and a collection of illustrations to "Sapiski
Sumashedshavo " by Gogol. He began to write

verses for the Hebrew papers and magazines in 1885.

His first poem, " Me-Hezyonot Bat 'Ammi," created

a very strong impression, and at once gained for him
a place in the foremost rank of Hebrew poets. His
subsequent poems are distinguished by the same
characteristics—strength, lightness, and simplicity

of diction. The best known of them are: "Shire

Yeshurun " ; "Kinnor Yeshurun"; "Amarti Yesh
Li Tikwah," a translation of Schiller's "Resigna-
tion " ; and " Sodom," an allegoric description of the

Dreyfus affair.

Shapiro lived in material wealth ; but his life was
nevertheless not a very happy one. In St. Peters-

burg he separated from his Jewish wife, and,

after accepting the Russian Orthodox religion,

married a Russian. Till the end of his life, how-
ever, he remained at heart a Jew, kindly disposed

toward his people. The discordance between his

external position in Christian society, which caused
him to be very often reminded of his origin, and
his internal life, which belonged to the persecuted

people whom he had forsaken, resulted in much
anguish, which was accentuated by the fact that

his former coreligionists and friends blamed him
severely for his apostasj'. These tortures he ex-

pressed in ardent verses, which are among the best

lyric compositions in the Hebrew language.

Bibliography: Brockhaus and Efron, Entziklopedicheski
Slovar, s.v.
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SHARON : Large plain of Palestine, with an

average elevation of between 280 and 300 feet above
sea-level ; bounded by Mount Carmel on the north,

Jaffa on the south, the mountains of Gilboa on the

east, and the Mediterranean Sea on the west. Its

principal rivers are the Nahr al-Zarka (Crocodile

River) and the Nahr Mafjir (the " Dead River" of

the Crusaders). The soil is fertile; and the plain is

still called "the garden of Palestine," chiefly on ac-

count of its red and white lilies and its anemones.

The plain of Sharon was famous in Biblical times

as a pastoral region (Isa. Ixv. 10); and some of

David's herds fed there (I Chron. xxvii. 29). Utter

desolation of the country was implied by saying

that Sharon was turned into a wilderness (Isa. xxxiii.

9), although in the Messianic time it is to be a fold

for flocks {ib. Ixv. 10). The poet dwells on the

beauty of the flowers which blossom there abun
dantly (ib. xxxv. 2); and the Shulamite in Cant. ii.

1 compares herself to the rose of Sharon (comp
Rose). The comparison with Carmel (Isa. xxxv. I'
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seems to show that at one time there were groves in

the plain. Josephus, indeed, speaks of a grove near

Antipatris, while, like the Septuagint, he translates

the word "Sharon" by "oak-coppice" ("Ant." xiv.

13, §3; "B. J."i. 13, §2).
Another Sharon is mentioned by Eusebius ("Ono-

masticon ") as lying between Mount Tabor and Ti-

berias. To this Sharon the passage Cant. ii. 1 is

sometimes referred ; but the phrase " rose of Sharon "

was a proverbial one, and from Isa. xxxv. 1 et seq. it

is evident that the rose there mentioned blossomed

in the larger plain. The Talmud speaks of the

wine produced in this latter Sharon (Men. viii. 2;

Shab. 70a), while the prayer of the high priest on

the Day of Atonement, " May God watch over the

inhabitants of Sharon, lest they be buried in the

ruins of their homes " (Yer. Yoma v. 3), can refer only

to those who resided in the eastern Sharon, since no
earthquakes occurred in the western plain. The
statement of Eusebius regarding a Sharon situated

in Galilee is confirmed by the existence of the mod-
ern Sarona.

In Josh. xii. 18 the King of Sharon is enumerated
among the thirty-one kings vanquished by the Israel-

ites. The " Sharon " mentioned in I Chron. v. 16 ap-

pears to be the name of a city in the territory of

Gad.

Bibliography : Schwarz, Ikt» HeilUfc Land, pp. 46-47, Frauk-
fort-on-the-Main. 1852 ; Neubauer, G. T. pp. 48 et seq.\ Ritter,
Palestine, iv. 26.5; Sepp, Jerusalem und das Heilige Land,
1. 23, 44 ; li. 585 ct seq.
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SHATZKES, MOSES AARON : Russian He-
brew author; born at Karlin 1825; died at Kiev
Aug. 24, 1899. He received a general as well as a
Hebrew education, and he devoted himself to lit-

erature. His literary labors brought him little ma-
terial benetit, however, and he was always in strait-

ened circumstances. He spent the last twenty years

of his life in Kiev.

The most important work by Shatzkes is "Ha-
Mafteah" (Warsaw, 1866-69), in which he applied

modern methods of investigation to the allegorical

sayings of the Talmud and Midrash. This book at

the time of its publication created a stir among the

Orthodox Jews on account of its radical views, for

it represented an innovation in the field of Hebrew
literature. To Judaeo-German readers Shatzkes is

best known through his " Ylldisher Erev Pesach," a

satirical sketch of Jewish life, which has been often

republished. He wrote also " Hashkafah 'al De-
bar Sefer lyyob " (in "Ha-Asif," ii. 241-261), on the

religious philosophy of the Book of Job. He left

a number of manuscripts in Hebrew and Judaeo-
German.

Bibi.iooraphy: Liiah Ahiasaf, vlii. 387; Ha~Meliz, 1S99, No.
187 ; Zeitlin, Dibl. Posl-MendeU. p. 339.
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SHAVING : The Mosaic law prohibits shaving
the corners of the head and of the beard (Lev. xix.

27), the priests being particularly enjoined not to

desecrate their persons by violating the latter pro-
hibition {lb. xxi. 5). The prophet says: "Neither
shall they [the priests] shave their heads, nor suffer

their locks to grow long; they shall only poll their

heads " (Ezek. xliv. 20). The phrase " kasom yikse-

mu " (poll) is explained in the Talmud as meaning
"clipped and artistically cut in the Lylian style, . . .

the ends of the hair of one row reaching the roots

of the next row." The high priest had his hair

treated thus every Friday; the ordinary priest, once
in thirty days; and the king, every day {ib. ; Ta'an.

17a). This mode of hair-cutting among the nobility

probably distinguished them from the common peo-

ple, whose heads were shaved entirely except the

ends or ear-locks ("pe'ot") and the ends of their

beards ; it was very expensive, and Ben Eleasah is

said to have squandered a fortune by his endeavor
to imitate it (Sanh. 22b).

This Mosaic prohibition, like many others, was in-

tended to counteract the influence on the Israelites of

the heathen rites, "the ways of the Amorile." Mai-

monides says :
" The prohibition against rounding the

corners of the head and marring the corners of the

beard, such being the custom of idolatrous priests

. .
." {"Moreh,"iii. 37). The custom of shaving the

hair of the head with the exception of a central

queue is still practised among the Chinese; and it

would seem that it was against this style that the

prohibition was directed, inasmuch as the Talmud
defines the " rounding of the head " thus: " to make
the hair of the temples even with the hair behind the

ears on a straight line with the forehead " (Mak.
20b). The "corners of the beard" are defined as

five ends; namely, two on each cheek, and one on
the chin, called " shibbolet " = " ear of corn " (Shebu.

3b; Mak. 20a, b).

The prohibition of shaving applies only to the

operation with a razor, but not to the removal of

hair with scissors or by means of chemical depila-

tories.

For the purification of a leper, it was necessary

to shave the hair of the entire body (Lev. xiv. 8).

The Nazarite at the expiration of his period of sep-

aration shaved the hair of his head (Num. vi. 9).

The captive woman after her period of mourning
was required to shave the hair of her head (Deut.

xxi. 12), but in this case cutting of the hair is prob-

ably referred to.

Shaving the hair on certain parts of the body,
which appears to have been the custom in the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries, was forbidden to

males in districts where this was a feminine habit,

the prohibition being based on Deut. xxii. 5 (Shul-

han 'Aruk, 182, 1).

The observance of the law was generally relaxed

in the western countries of Europe, especially

among the Sephardim; and R. Jacob Emden con-

sidered it impracticable to enforce the law when the

majority of the common people were against it

("She'elat Ya'abez," i., No. 80). In some places in

eastern Europe the Hasidim still shave their heads,

and leave only the pe'ot in long locks.

Bee also Beard; Pe'ot.
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SHE-HEHEYANU : The benediction " Blessed

be the Lord, our God, King of the Universe, who
has kept us alive ["sheheheyanu "] and sustained

us and welcomed us to this season "
; in actual usage

the blessing begins with the words "She-heheyanu,"
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the preceding clause being suppressed. Tlie bene-

diction was originally recited on meeting a beloved

one after a separation of more than thirty days or

less than a year (after a longer period the benediction

is " Mehayyeh ha-metim " = " Who revivest the

dead "); on hearing good news in which one is per-

sonally concerned ; also on acquiring and first ma-
king use of a new house, new utensils, new garments,

or new books. The benediction was omitted when
one acquired trivial objects, except in the case of

a poor man, who felt happy in their possession.

In modern times the blessing is pronounced only on

eating fruits for the first time in their respective

seasons—especially on the second night of Rosh ha-

Shanah—being recited after the regular benediction.

"She-hcheyanu "is recited after Kiddush on the first

nights of the festivals; at the blowing of the shofar

on Rosh ha-Shanaii, at the lighting of the Hanuk-
kah candles, and the reading of the Scroll of Esther

in public on Purini.

Bibliography : Ber. 54b, .5«b, 59b ; Maimonldes, Yad, Bera-
kot, X. J, 2; ShuJhan 'vlnt/f, Orah Hayy^im, 225.
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SHEALTIEL HEM. See Gracian, Sheal-
tiel(Hen).

SHEAR-JASHUB : Son of the prophet Isaiah

;

so named by his father as a prophecy that God
would restore the Remnant of His people that had
been carried into captivity by Assyria. Isaiah took

his son with him when he went to meet Ahaz and
to exhort him to trust in God and not to despair of

victory over Rezinof Damascus and Pekah of Israel

(Isa. vii. 1 et seq.).

E. G. H. S. 0.

SHEBA. See Sabeans.

SHEBA, QUEEN OF: Monarch of a south-

Arabian tribe, and contemporary with Solomon,
whom she visited. The Queen of Sheba, hearing

of the wisdom and wealth of Solomon, visited him
at Jerusalem, accompanied by a brilliant retinue.

There she found that his fame, great as it was, fell

far short of the truth, and after ex-

In the changing costly presents with .him,

Bible, she returned to her own land, marvel-
Josephus, ing at what she had seen and heard (I

and the Kings x. 1-13). According to Jose-

Talmud, phus, she was the queen of Egypt and
Ethiopia, and brought to Palestine the

first specimens of the balsam, which grew in the

Holy Land in the historian's time ("Ant." viii.

6, S§ 5-6). The country over which she ruled is

usually supposed to have been the district of Saba in

southern Arabia, but despite thorough explorations

by recent travelers and scholars, no reference to any
Queen of Sheba has been found in the numerous
Sabean inscriptions. R. Jonathan (c. 250 c.e.) as-

serts that the phrase N3K^nD^D docs not refer to a

queen, but to a kingdom, and hence to a king,

whose contemporary is saitl to have been Job (B.

B. 15b).

These are all the known historical references to the

mysterious Oriental princess, and neither of the two
Talmuds contains any other allusions. The leg-

ends connected with lier name seem, therefore, to

have originated in Abyssinia, and especially in Ara-

bia, both of which countries were rivals for her re-

nown, and from them the traditions concerning her

entered Jewish circles. The kings of

Abyssin- Abyssinia trace their descent back to

ian a certain Menelik, the reputed son of

Legends, the Queen of Sheba and Solomon
(Ewald and Winer). The African

traveler Ungues le Roux claims to have discovered

in an Abyssinian manuscript in the Geez dialect the

earliest version of the story of Solomon and the

Queen of Sheba, which had been known previously

only through popular tradition (" Deutsche Litera-

turzeitung," 1904, col. 1826). The present (1905)

ruler of Abyssinia, at the time of his victory over

the forces of Italy, actually declared himself to be
a descendant of the Judean lion. A study on the

legend in question as it exists in the tradition of

Axum, a place of pilgrimage to the west of Adua,
was published by Littmann in 1904.

The Temanites, the inhabitants of Arabia Felix,

have better grounds for claiming the Queen of

Sheba, whom they have adorned with the rich im-

agery of Oriental imagination. Solomon has become
very popular among the Arabs through the tradi-

tion which associates his name with hers, and this

legend serves to introduce the story of Mohammed
and the califs. Solomon commanded the Queen of

Sheba to come to him as a subject, whereupon she

appeared before him (Koran, sura xxvii. 30-31, 45).

His throne, which was renowned in

Arabia. early Arabian legend, originally be-

longed to this queen, who is called

Bilkis in the commentaries on the Koran. She rec-

ognized the throne, which had been disguised, and
finally accepted the faith of Solomon. Imagination
runs riot in this story, in which spirits, animals, and
other creatures appear as the servants of the Jewish
king (lb. xxvii. 34; comp. also the other Arabic
sources quoted by Griinbaum, "Neue Beitrage zur
Semitischen Sagenkunde," pp. 211-221).

Jewish tradition has many points in common with
the Arabian legend. The story of the Queen of

Sheba is found in detail in the Second Targum to

Esther (literal translation of the greater portion by
Griinbaum, I.e. pp. 211 et seq.). There, as in the

Koran, it is the hoopoe that directed Solomon's at-

tention to the country of Sheba and to its queen.

The dust of that land was more precious than gold,

and silver was like dirt in the streets; the trees dated

from the Creation and the waters came from para-

dise, whence came also the garlands which the peo-

ple wore. The hoopoe carried Solomon's letter

under its wing to the queen, who resided at Kitor.

In the letter Solomon commanded her to appear be-

fore him, otherwise his hosts of beasts, birds, spirits,

devils, and demons of the night Avould take the field

against her. In terror she consulted Avith her elders

and princes, who, however, knew nothing of Solo-

mon. Notwithstanding their ignorance, she loaded

her ships with costly woods, precious stones, and
pearls, and sent to Solomon 6,000 boys and girls, all

born in the same hour, all of the same height and ap-

pearance, and all clothed in purple. In the letter

to Solomon which they bore with them, she declared

that although the journey from Kitorto Jerusalem
usually took seven years to accomplish, she would
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comply with bis mandate and visit bim within three

years. He in his turn sent a youth " like the dawn "

to meet her, and on her arrival he re-

Jewish, ceived her in a glass bouse. Think-

Legends. ing that Solomon was sitting in the

water, she lifted up her skirt, where-

upon he noticed hair on her feet, and said: "Thy

beauty is a woman's beauty, but thy hair a man's

hair; hair adorneth man, but disfigurcth woman."

The Queen of Sheba propounded to Solomon the

following three riddles to test his wisdom: " What

is a well of wood, a pail of iron which draws up

stones and pours out water?" Solomon answered,

" A tube of cosmetic. " " What is that whicli comes

from the earth as dust, the food of which is dust,

which is poured out Mke water, and which looketh

toward the House? " Solomon answered, " Naphtha."

"What is that which precedeth all, like a general;

which crieth loudly and bitterly ; the head of which

is like a reed ; which is the glory of the rich and the

shame of the poor, the glory of the dead and the

shame of the living; the joy of the birds and the

sorrow of the fishes? " Solomon answered, "Flax."

Other riddles are quoted in the Midrash (Prov. ii.

6; Yalk. ii., ^1085): "Seven depart, nine enter; two

pour, one drinks." Solomon answered, "Sevendays

of woman's uncleanness, nine months of pregnancy :

two breasts of the mother at which the chlM is

nourished." "A woman saith unto her son, 'Thy

father is my father, thy grandfather my husband;

thou art my son ; I am thy sister.' " Solomon an-

swered, "This mother is one of the daughters of

Lot, who were with child by their father" (comp.

Gen. xix.). Arabic tradition also tells of Solomon

solving riddles and of other proofs of his wisdom,

and contains in general most of the stories found in

Jewish tradition (GrQnbaum, I.e.).

The story of the Queen of Sheba was current like-

wise in Europe. Although legends regarding her

are frequent in Jewish circles, the

The Jews have derived their views of the

Middle famous queen from the Christians,

Ages. adding nothing of their own. The
story of the queen has been dramatized

in Goldmark's well-known opera "The Queen of

Sheba."
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SHEBA' KEHIIiliOT : Designation of the fol-

lowing seven populous Jewish communities in the

counties of Oedenburg (Sopron) and Wieselburg

(Mosony), Hungary: (1) Eisenstadt (Hungarian,

Ki.s-Marton) ; (2) Deutsch-Kreutz (Nemet-Keresz-

tur; Judaeo-German, D^JV); (3) Mattersdorf (Nagy

Marton) ; (4) Lakenbach (Lakompak) ; (5) Kobersdorf

(Kabold); (6) Kittsee (Kopcseny); (7) Frauen-

kirchen (Boldogasszony). They enjoyed special

privileges, and were among the most wealthy com-

munities of Hungary from the end of the seven-

teenth to the beginning of the nineteenth century.

s. A. Btj.

SHEBAHIM. See Shofar.

SHEBAT (A. V. " Sebat " ; Hebrew, t33K'; Greek,

Infidr; Assyrian, " Shabatu ") : Eleventh ecclesiastical

and fifth civil month of the Jewish year (Zech. i. 7);

I Mace, xvi.), corresponding to January-February,

and always consisting of thirty days. The 1st of

Sliebat, according to the scliool of Shannnai, or the

15th, according to the school of llillel, is the New-
Year for Trees with respect to the tithe (H. II. i. 1).

This month was chosen because most of the annual

rains occur before Shebat; so that I lie trees which

blossom afterward are considered as belonging to

another year {ih. I4a). As the school of llillel is the

standard authority, the 15tli of Shebat has continued

to be observed as a semiholy day. When a com-

mTTnity institutes a fast for Mondays and Thurs-

days, it must not be observed if one of those days

falls on the loth of Shebat ("Mordekai " on R. H.,

beginning).

There is a tradition that when a goose is killed in

Shebat the shohet must eat its heart ; otherwise he

will die. According to another tradition, a goose

should not be eaten on the 8th of Shebat (Isserles in

Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 11,4; Simeon Duran,

"Tashbez," No. 101). The reason given in the

"Sefer ha-Kanah " is that in Shebat the demons

prevail ; so that he who slaughters a goose in that

month is likely to die himself ("Be'er Heteb" on

Shulhan 'Aruk, I.e.).
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SHEBI'IT (" Seventh Year " ;
" Year of Release")

:

Treatise of the Mishuah, Tosefta, and Palestinian

Talmud. It belongs to the order Zera'im, in which

it stands fifth, and is divided into ten chapters, con-

taining eighty-nine paragraphs in all. According

to the Law in the Pentateuch, every seventh year

must be a Sabbath of rest for the land, during which

neither fields may be sown nor vineyards pruned,

while it is also forbidden to reap or gather for the

purpose of gain the produce that grows "of its own
accord," which is to be eaten by the owner, his serv-

ants, and his guests, as well as by the poor (Ex.

xxiii. 10-11; Lev. xxv. 2-7). The Law further

states that in this year, or, more accurately, at the

end of it (Sifre, Deut. Ill [ed. Friedmanu, p. y7a]).

every creditor must release any loan made to his

neighbor (Deut. xv. 1-3); so that on account of this

requirement the seventh year bears the name " shenat

lia-shemittah " (year of release). Nine

Contents, of the chapters of the treatise deal

with the exact definition of the laws

relating to the soil, while the tenth and last chapter

contains the rules for the release of debts.

Ch. i. : Concerning fields on which trees grow

;

what i)arcels of land are considered fields; and the

length of time during which such lands may be cul-

tivated in the sixth year.

Ch. ii. : Concerning treeless fields; how long such

lands may be cultivated, fertilized, and otherwise

tilled in the year before the seventh year (g§ 1-3);

how late in the sixth year crops may be planted,

and how long those already planted may be tended

(§§ 4-6) ; concerning fields of rice and millet, and
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those in which beans, onions, and gourds are planted

7-10).

Ch. iii. : The time in the seventh year after which
preparatory work in fields, such as fertilizing, fen-

cing, and removal of stones, may be done ; concerning

labor in a quarry and tearing down a wall, in both

of which cases all appearance of work preparatory

to cultivating the fields must be avoided.

Ch. iv. : Concerning the clearing of stones, wood,

and weeds from fields, this having formerly been

permitted, although it was a sort of preparation

for actual cultivation, while later it was forbidden

on the ground that it frequently led to transgression

of the Law (§ 1); cases in which, as a punishment

for preparatory work done in the seventh year, the

field may not be sown even in the eighth year (g 2);

a Gentile should be encouraged when engaged in

tilling the soil in the seventh year; not so a Jew
<§3); concerning cutting down and pruning trees

(|§ 4-6, 10) ; the time after which one may begin to

eat what has grown in the fields in the seventh

year, and when one may take it home (§§ 7-9).

Ch. v. : Observances necessary in the case of cer-

tain plants, such as white figs, arum, early onions,

and madder (§§ 1-5); objects, such as agricultural

implements, which may not be sold in the seventh

year, and those which may not be lent (§§ 6-9).

Ch. vi. : Distinctions between the provinces with

regard to the seventh year, together with an account

of the regions of Palestine which were settled by
the first Hebrew colonies from Egypt, and those

which were occupied by the Jews who came from
Babylon under Ezra; details concerning Syria; for-

bidden exports from and imports to the land of

Israel.

Ch. vii. : General rules with regard to matters

subject to the regulations of the seventh year; in

connection with the prohibition against dealing in

the produce of this year (§ 3), many other things are

enumerated in which it is forbidden to trade.

Ch. viii. : General regulations for the produce of

the seventh year ; bow it may be sold without being

measured, weighed, or counted; the course neces-

sary in case the money received for the produce of

the seventh year is spent in the purchase of land,

cattle, or any other object.

Ch. ix. : Herbs which may be purchased in the

seventh year from any one; use and removal of the

produce of the seventh year, and the division of the

Holy Land with regard to removing such crops.

Ch. X. : Concerning release from debt; debts which
fall due in the seventh year and those which do not;

arrangements and form of the Prosbul and cases

in which it is invalid; the sages are well pleased

with those who pay their debts even though the

year of release would cancel them; likewise those

who, though not obliged to do so by law, refund a

loan received from a proselyte, as well as all those

who fulfil their obligations even in cases where they

are not legally bound to do so, receive the entire ap-

probation of the Rabbis.

The Tosefta on this treatise is divided into eight

chapters, and contains elucidations of manj' mish-
naic laws. Espedally noteworthy is the statement

in viii. 1 et seq. that in ancient times it was custom-

ary to take tlie entire produce of the seventh year

from its owner and to store it in the granary of

the community, where it was divided every Friday
among all the families according to their need.

The Gemara of the Palestinian Talmud discusses

and explains the halakot of the Mishnah, and con-

tains, besides, haggadic teachings and interesting

accounts of events in the lives of many noteworthy
men. Of these latter the following may serve as an
example (35a) : W. Abba bar Zebina worked in the

shop of a Gentile tailor in Rome. One day his em-
ployer set before him meat from an animal which
had not been slaughtered in the manner prescribed

by the ritual, and threatened him with death should

he decline to eat it. When, hov/ever, despite his

threats, R. Abba would not touch the meat, the Ro-
man admitted tliat he would have killed him had he

eaten the meat, "for," said he, "if one is a Jew, one
should be a true Jew, and should observe the princi-

ples of his religion."

w. B. J. Z. L.

SHEBNA (NJIB', nj3t;>) : Chamberlain of the

king's palace, the office being filled also by Jotham
(II Kings XV. 5). Shebna may be identified with the

officer designated as "ha-soken" (Isa. xxii. 15-19),

probably a caretaker or steward (see Bloch, " Ph&-
nizffeches Glossar," s.v. "Zakan ").

The prophet censures Shebna because he built for

himself a tomb in the upper part of the rock, per-

haps near the royal tombs on Mount Zion. The be-

ginning of Isaiah's denunciation, " What hast thou

here? And whom hast thou here? "has been construed

as implying that Shebna was of alien birth. But
probably the meaning implied is that Shebna was an
upstart or intruder. His non-Israelitish origin, how-
ever, is indicated in the kind of punishment with
which he is threatened: Ynwn will roll him like a

ball into a country less mountainous than Canaan,

but broad— referring to the wide plains of the Eu-
phrates and Tigris.

Shebna favored the political connection of the

kingdom of Judah with Egypt; hence it is very

probable that he was taken prisoner as an enemy
of the Assyrians during an invasion of the lat-

ter. The name "Shebna" itself points to a non-

Israelitish origin in the more northerly regions, either

Phenicia or Syria; the same stem has been found

by Levy in V33ty (" Sicgel und Gemmen mit Ara-
maischen, Phrtnizischen, Altliebraischen und Altsy-

rischen Inschriften," p. 40, Breslau, 1869). Probably
Shebna had risen to office under King Ahaz, who
favored foreign undertakings and connections.

It has been argued that the Shebna to whom refer-

ence is made above is not the same as that mentioned
in the following passages: Isa. xxxvi. 3, 11, 22;

xxxvii. 2; II Kings xviii. 18, 26, 37; xix. 2, in

which, with the exception of II Kings xviii. 18, 26

(where nj3J^ occurs), the name is uniformly written

X03tj>. This Shebna, who is called " sofer " (scribe),

is everywhere mentioned after Eliakim ; but in all

likelihood he was identical with the ofiice holder

censured by Isaiah.

BiBLiO(iRAPHT: R. Kittel, HanclUnmme'ntar ilher rlie Blicher
der K6ni0e, 1900; JSarti^ Kurzer Handknnimeiitar Uherdas
Buch Je^aja. 1900; Ad. Kamphau.een, Isniah^!< Pri>]>hecv
Cnucemiiig the Mnjn-domn of Kino Hezelsiali, in the
American Journal of Ttieoloffij, 1901, pp. ii et seq.

E. G. H. E. K.
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SHEBU'OT (" Oaths ") : Treatise in the Mishnah
Tosefta, and both Talmuds, dealing chiefly with the

various fon'ns of the oath. In most of the editions

it is the sixth treatise of the order Nezikin, and is

divided into eight chapters, containing sixty-tvpo

paragraphs in all.

Ch. i. : In connection with the statement that

oaths may be divided into two classes, which are

again subdivided into four, other actions and condi-

tions are enumerated which are similarly divided;

e.g., the perception of defilement, carrying from a
private domain to the public domain

Contents, on the Sabbath and vice versa, and
the appearance of the different kinds

of leprosy (§ 1) ; further details concerning the meth-
od of recognizing uncleanness; manner of effecting

atonement, by various private or communal sacri-

fices, for offenses committed consciously or uncon-
sciously in a state of uncleanness, or for other tres-

passes against the Law (§§ 2-7).

Ch. ii. : Further details relating to tlie perception

of uncleanness; the statement that a person who
enters the Temple in a condition of uncleanness

must offer a sacrifice, is supplemented by one to the

effect that all the apartments subsequently added to

the Temple must be regarded in this respect as the

Temple proper; in connection therewith the cere-

monial accompanying the enlargement of the Tem-
ple and of the city is described.

Ch. iii. : On the four kinds of oaths, and the dif-

ference of opinion between R. Ishmael and R. Akiba
in regard to this subject (§§ 1-5); if a person swears
to fulfil or to disregard a religious duty, he is not

bound to offer a sacrifice in the case of not fulfilling

his vow (§ 6) ; concerning a thoughtless vow (" she-

bu'at bittuy ") and a vain oath ("shebu'at shaw "),

e.g., when a person affirms an absurd statement by
an oath, as that a stone is gold, or that he saw a
camel fly through the air (§§ 7-8); violation of an
oath (§ 9) ; the punishment for the intentional viola-

tion of a thoughtless oath, and the sacrifice which
must be offered in the case of an unintentional vio-

lation (§ 10); the punishment for transgressing a
vain oath (§ 11).

Ch. iv. : Concerning the oath of the witness; if a
person asks two witnesses to testify in his favor be-

fore the court, and they deny under oath that they
can give testimony for him, then they are guilty of

violating the witness' oath (comp. Lev. v. 1) ; case^

and persons to whom the witness' oath applies;

and forms under which the oath is administered to

witnesses by the plaintiff, in order that they may be
found guilty of breaking such oath in refusing to

testify.

Ch. v.: On the oath relating to a deposit ("she-
bu'at ha-pikkadon "

; comp. Lev. v. %! et seq.), i.e.,

the oath taken in cases where objects have been
wrongfull}^ or forcibly acquired or retained ; the

persons taking it; and the cases in which it is taken.
Ch. vi. : Concerning the oath administered by the

judge; in civil cases the judge administers it to the
defendant only if he partly confesses his guilt ; reg-

ulations regarding this oath, the minimum of the
claim, and the minimum of the defendant's admis-
sion ; in order that from the nature of a claim the

defendant may be required to take the oath the

plaintiff must be an adult of normal mind ; the claim
must be definitely formulated, and may have refer-

ence only to money, goods, or other movable ob-

jects; no oath may be enforced in connection wltha
claim to real estate, slaves, or bills of exchange, nor
with a claim on the part of the Sanctuary.

Ch. vii. : The cases in which the plaintiff takes-

the oath, and wins his case on the strength of it,

e.g., in the case of a hireling or storekeeper; other
cases in which the defendant may be suspected
of swearing falsely ; enumeration of the cases in

which the defendant may be compelled to take the

oath even in reference to indefinite claims; thus-

every trustee in charge of property may be com-
pelled to take an oath to the effect that he has man-
aged it faithfully and honestly; on an oath occa-

sioned by another oath ("gilgul shebu'ah ").

Ch. viii. : The four kinds of wardens (comp. Ex.
xxii. 6-14): the unsalaried, the salaried, borrowers,

and tenants.

The Tosefta to this treatise is divided into six

chapters, and contains some interesting moral max-
ims, besides additions to the Mishnah.

The R. Eleazar b. Mattai says that it is un-

Tosefta. pleasant for a person to behold a man
commit crimes; but that a benefit is

conferred upon a person if he is fortunate enough
to behold a person perform noble deeds (iii. 4).

A person who commits an act of unfaithfulness

toward his fellow man has thereby committed an
act of unfaithfulness toward God. Every crime is

a denial of God; for the criminal who is about to

commit the crime denies that God has forbidden all

unjust and immoral deeds (iii. 6).

Both the Gemaras discuss and explain the con-

tents of the Mishnah. The Babylonian Gemaia con-

tains in addition some interesting sentences and com-
ments. Ps. xci. is designated as " shir shel pega'im "

or " nega'im " {= " the psalm of the plagues "
; 15b).

An interesting enumeration is given of the names
of God occurring in the Bible which really do not

designate God, and of other names which must be
referred to God, although they apparently do not

apply to Him. Thus "Adonai" in

The the story of Lot (Gen. xix. 18) desig-

Gemaras. nates God, although it might seem
that Lot was addressing the angels by

this name (35b). In the story of Micah (.ludges

xvij., xviii.) all the divine names that occur must
be referred to God, though according to R. Eliezer

only a few of them nuist be so referred. In the

Song of Solomon the name " Solomon " designates

God, except in one passage. Cant. viii. 13 et seq.

Noteworthy is R. Joshua's comment on Judges xx.

to the effect that the oracle spoke truly all three

times, but that the people did not ask the first and
second times whether they would be victorious

against Benjamin, and that this was not promised
to them {lb.).

w. B. J. Z. L.

SHECHEM (035^ = " shoulder "or "ridge"): 1.

City of central Palestine; called Sichem in Gen.
xii. 6, A. V. ; Shalem, according to some commen-
tators, ib. xxxiii. 18; Sychem in Acts vii. 16; and
Sychar in John iv. 5. Its situation is indicated as

in Mount Ephraim in Josh. xx. 7 and I Kings xii.
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25; but from Judges ix. 7 it seems to have been

immediately below Mouut Gerizim, and it is tiiere-

fore placed by Josephus {" Ant." iv. 8, § 48) between

Gerizim and Ebal. Shecliem is elsewliere stated to

liave been iu the neighborhood of Dothan (Gen.

xxxvii. 12 et seq), north of Shiloh (Judges xxi. 19).

The first mention of tlie place occurs in

Earliest connection with Abraliam, who, on his

Mention, first migration to the land of Canaan,

built an altar under the oak of Moreh
on the site where later Shechem was built (Gen. xii.

6). At the time of Abraham the place, whicli could

scarcely have been a city, was occupied by the

Cauaanites.

Shechem first appears as a city in the time of

Jacob, who, after his meeting with Esau, encamped
in front of it in the field Avhich he bought for 100

pieces of money from Hamor, the prince of the

country {ib. xxxiii. 18-19). It was then inhabited

by the Hivvites {ib.). Jacob's arrival at Shechem
marked a very important period in its history; for

the defilement of Dinah, which took place there, re-

sulted in the pillage of the city and the massacre of

all the male inhabitants by Jacob's sons {ib. xxxiv.

2-29). This narrative shows also that Shechem was
at that time a commercial center, and rich in sheep,

oxen, and asses. The oak-tree under which Abra-

ham had built an altar still existed in the time of

Jacob, who hid under it the images and the earrings

of the Shcchemites {ib. xxxv. 4). The surrounding

territory afforded good pasturage; and therefore

during Jacob's stay at Hebron his sons drove their

flocks to Shechem {ib. xxxvii. 12 et seq.). Jacob had
previously promised the city to Josepli {ib. xlviii. 22,

Hebr.); and it was allotted by Joshua to Ephra-

im, and Joseph's remains were buried there. Aft-

erward it was assigned to the Levites, becoming
also a city of refuge (Josh. xx. 7, xxi. 20-21,

xxiv. 32).

After the conquest of Canaan, Shechem became
an important religious center. The two mountains,

Gerizim and Ebal, between which the

Religious city was situated, had been previously

Center. designated as the places where the Le-

vites should recite their blessings; and
under Joshua this arrangement was carried into

effect (Deut. xxvii. 11 ; Josh. viii. 32-35). It was at

Shechem that Joshua drew up the statutes of the

Mosaic religion and set up a stone as a monument
in the temple of Yhwh under the oak-tree (Josh.

xxiv. 1-28). Shortly before his death Joshua as-

sembled at Shechem the elders and judges of

Israel, giving them his last recommendations and
exhorting them to adhere to the cult of Yhwii.

After Gideon's death the inhabitants of Shechem,
separating tliemselves from the commonwealtli,
elected Abimelech as king, and solemnly inaugu-
rated him in the temple under the oak-tree (Judges
ix. 1-6). At the end of three years, however, thej^

revolted and were all slain, the city being destroyed

and sown with salt {ib. verses 23-45). It was re-

stored later and regained its former importance; for

after Solomon's death all the tribes of Israel assem-

bled there to crown Rehoboam. It was there that

the ten tribes, whose demands were spurned by Re-

hoboam, renounced their allegiance to him and

elected Jeroboam as king (I Kings xii. 1-20). The
latter fortified Shechem and made it for a time his

capital {ib. verse 25). From that time
Capital no mention is made of the place. It

of was most probably included in "the
Jeroboam, cities of Samaria" which were con-

quered by the Assyrian kings, and
whose inhabitants, carried away into captivity, were
replaced by colonists from other countries (comp.
II Kings xvii. 5-6, 24; xviii. 9 et seq.).

People of Shechem, probably proselytes, are men-
tioned as liaving been slain by Ishmael, the son of

Nethauiah (.ler. xii. 5), while on their way to the

Temple at Jerusalem, to which tliey were carrying
gifts, not knowing that it had been destroyed.

After the Exile, Shechem became the religious capi-

tal of the Samaritans, whose temple was on Mount
Gerizim (comp. Joshua, Son of Sirach, i. 26). Thus
Shechem was to the Samaritans what Jerusalem wa»
to the Jews; and its religious prominence was main-
tained for nearly 200 years, when it was captured
by John Hyrcanus (129 B.C.), who destroyed the
temple (Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 9, § 1 ; idem, "B.
J." i. 2, § 6). Later, Alexander Jannaeus met with
a crushing defeat near Shechem ("Ant." xiii. 14,

§§1-2; "R J."i. 4, §§4-5).
The place seems to have been completely des-

troyed during the Jewish wars, and on its site an-

other city was built by Vespasian (72

Destroyed c.e.), to which he gave the name
Under "JSTeapoHs " ("B. J." iv. 8, § 1 ; Pliny,

Vespasian. "Historia Naturalis," v. 13, § 69);

this was afterward changed by the

Arabs to "Nablus." The identification of Shechem
with Neapolis by .Tosephus and Pliny is supported
by Num. R. xxiii. 14, which renders "Shechem" by
•' Neapolis " (p^lDj). Eusebius (" Onomasticon," s.v.

•'Sichem "), however, places Neapolis in the vicinity

of the site of Shechem. On coins from Neapolis that

city is called " Flavia Neapolis " (Eckhel, " Doctrina
Nummorum Veterum," iii. 433 et passim). Both
Josephus and Pliny declare that Shechem or Neap-
olis was called by the natives " Mabortha " {Mafiopffd)

or "Mamortha." This name is evidently a corrup-

tion of the Aramean "Mabarakta," or "the blessed

city," so called by the Samaritans in opposition to

Jerusalem, as they similarly term Mount Gerizim
" the blessed mountain " in opposition to Mount
Moriah, which they designate "the accursed moun-
tain " (Gen. R. Ixxxi. 3). Great hostility to the

Jews was manifested by the Samaritan inhabitants

of Neapolis. R. Ishmael ben Jose, who once passed

Neapolis (DvlQ'J) iu order to go to Jerusalem to

pray, relates that he was the object of their derision

(Yer. 'Ab. Zarah v. 4).

Under the Roman emperors Neapolis became one
of the most important cities of Palestine. Septimius
Severus once deprived itof the " juscivitatis," buthe
restored it later (Spartianus, "Vita Severi,"ch. ix.).

Under Zeno (474) riots occurred in Neapolis between
the Samaritans and the Christians. In 1184 the city

was captured by the troops of Saladin. It has been
remarked above that the name "Neapolis" was cor-

rupted into " Nabliis " bytheArabs; and thecity has

been generally known under the latter name since

the Middle Ages. Its history is closely connected
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with that of the Samaritans. It may be added that

the tomb of Joseph (comp. Josh. x.\iv. '32} has al-

ways been the chief object of attraction for visitors

to Nabhis. This fact is first men-
Tomb tioned by Benjamin of Tudela (" Itin-

of Joseph. erary,"ed. Asher, pp. 32-;J3)—who, by
the way, relates that in his time there

were no Jews at Nablus—and after him by the

French traveler R. Jacob, who was at Nablus in

1258 (Carmoly, "Itineraires," p. 186). Isaac Helo
(14th cent.) says (ib. p. 251) tliat people came from
Afar to Nablus to visit the tomb of Joseph and Ja-

cob's well, and that there were in the place few Jews,
but many Samaritans. The author of the "Yihus
ha-Zaddikim " (ih. p. 386) is more precise in placing

Joseph's tomb in the village of Al-Balatah, near

Nablus, adding that visitors recite over the tomb
Ps. l.x.xvii., Ixxx., and Ixxxi. Finally, the author

of " Yihus ha-Abot " (ib. p. 445) says that tlie village

Al-Balatah, which contains Joseph's tomb, is a Sab-

bath-day's journey (2,000 cubits) north of Nablus.

Samuel b. Samson (ib. p. 150), however, places Jo-

seph's tomb at Shiloh. Nablus at present has a
population of about 24,000, including 170 Samari-

tans and 150 Jews.

Bibliography: Besides tbe sources mentioned in the article,

Gu^rin, Samarir, i. 372 el fieq.: Neuhauer, G. T. pp. 168 et

seQ.: Robinson, Rasearches, iii. 96 et seq., 113 et seq.; idem.
Later Rej<earche^'<, p. 131 ; Schurer. Gt:-<ch. 3d ed., i. 50-51

;

Stanley, Sinai and Paleatiiie, pp. 233 et seq.

2. Son of Hamor, Prince of Shechem; he proba-

bly derived his name from that town. He is partic-

ularly known for his defilement of Dinah, Jacob's

daughter, which misdeed led to the destruction of

his family and the massacre of all the male inhab-

itants of Shechem (Gen. xxxiv. 1-26). See Dinah;
Hamor.

3. Son of Gilead and grandson of Manasseh, and
head of the family of Shechemites, according to

Num. xxvi. 31 and Josh. xvii. 2. In I Chron. vii.

19, how^ever, he is said to have been the son of She-

raida and, consequently, the grandson of Gilead.

E. G. H. M. Sel.

SHEDIM. See Demonology.

SHE'EH NE'ESAR (IDXJ ny^') = Thepizmon
or responsory hymn in tlie Sehhot of the fast of

the Seventeenth of Tammuz, the " fast of the fourth

month" in Zech. viii. 19. It is signed with the

acrostic Shelomoh (Ibn Gabirol ; comp. Zunz, "Li-

teraturgesch." p. 412), and deals with the four dis-

asters of which the fast is traditionally the anni-

versary ; viz. : (1) the breaking of the two tablets of

the Law by Moses; (2) the cessation of the Temple
daily oflfering; (3) the stormingof the outer defenses
of Jerusalem; and (4) the burning of the scroll of

the Law by Apostomus. For the traditional melody
see Jew. Encyc. ix. 133, s.v. Music, Synagogal.

A. F. L. C.

SHE'ELOT U-TESHT7B0T ("questions and
answers," or " interpellations and decisions ") : The
Hebrew designation for tiie "responsa prudentium,"
connoting the written decisions and rulings given
by eminent rabbis, teachers, or heads of academics
to questions addressed to them in writing. These
responsa constitute a special class of Talmudic and
rabbinical literature, which in form differs both

from the commentaries and from the codifications

of rabbinical Judaism, yet in content is similar to

both. While the commentaries are devoted solely

to the exegesis and hermeneutics of the Bible, the
Mishnah, the Talmud, and the older codes, and
while the codes themselves and the writings of the
casuists contain the rules and regulations for all

ordinary incidents of life, the responsa include both
these types of literature. Many of the questions

were theoretical in character, since they requested
information concerning all departments of knowl-
edge. Tlie responsa accordingly contain rulings on
the philosophy of religion, astronomy, mathematics,
ciironology, and geography, as well as interpreta-

tions of difficult passages in the Bible, the Mishnah,
and the Talmud. The older responsa in particular

are important for readings and emendations of the
Mishnah and the Talmud, affording valuable mate-
rial for textual criticism. The questions were for

the most part, however, practical in nature, since

they were concerned with specific new contingencies

for which no provision had been made in the codes,

and the responsa thus supplement the literature of

codification.

While early Jewish literature can show but few
historical works, many important notes on the history

of Judaism have been introduced into the responsa
undesignedly, and for this reason they bear the

marks of truth, rhe responsa likewise contain

invaluable material for general histor}', as many
events are cursorily mentioned in them which are

either noted obscurely or totally ignored by contem-
porary historians, yet which illustrate and explain

the conditions of the times. The responsa thus

contribute much to a knowledge of the cultural cir-

cumstances of the Jews and of the people among
whom they have lived. From these questions based

on the problems of daily life falls much light on
the moral and social relations of the times, on occu-

pations and on undertakings, on the household, on
customs and on usages, on expressions of joy and of

sorrow, on recreations and on games. The responsal

literature covers a period of 1,700 years, but the re-

sponsa of the first five centuries are not contained in

special works, being scattered through the transac-

tions and expositions of both theTalmudim. Works
devoted especially to responsa first appear in the

post-Talmudic period. Many responsa have been
lost, but those which are extant number hundreds
of thousands, the collections thereof being nearly a
thousand. Tlie most important of these works are

listed in Ersch and Gruber, "Encyc." xxvii. 453.

The history of responsal literature may be divided

into six periods, which resemble one another in so

far as all are characterized by the same spirit of

search for truth and knowledge of the Law, and
in them all are expressed the same religiosity, the

same rigid impartiality, the same unswerving sense

of right, and the same conscientious-

Six ness which gives a decision only after

Periods. most thorough consideration. On the

other hand, external circumstances,

the spirit of the times, and the more or less strict

methods of investigation give the responsa of vari-

ous periods a peculiar degree of individuality.

Neither responsa nor letters concerning specific
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legal questions are known before the conclusion of

the Mishnah; indeed, it is doubtful whether any

were written even at tliat period. The reason for

this lies in the custom which then prevailed that no

halakah should be reduced to writing; and it may
readily be seen from the following story that this

prohibition or reluctance was extended to commu-
nications of a legalistic nature. In the first half of

the fourth century R. Dimiwent to Palestine, where

he lieard a new interpretation of the Mishnah. De-

siring to communicate this exegesis to R. Joseph,

the head of the Academy of Pumbedita, he said :
*' If

I could find any one to send the letters to Babylonia,

I would include this interpretation in my message."

This remark of R. Dimi's was the occasion of a de-

i bate in the academy, and tlie question was raised

how it would be possible to communicate exegetic

decisions by means of letters, since it was forbid-

den to reduce halakot to writing. The academy
finally justified R. Dimi by laying stress on the fact

that in this instance it might have been a matter of

a new and hitherto unknown interpretation, and in

such a case it was allowable to commit even a legal

subject to writing (Tem. 14a, b). It thus becomes
evident that even when the prohibition or the reluc-

tance against writing halakot became partially obso-

lete, lettej's of a legal content might be written only

in cases where halakot might likewise be reduced to

writing. While the rule prevailed, therefore, that

no lialakot should be written, no communications of

legalistic content were made by means of letters.

Questions were always communicated orally, or pro-

posed to the academy by a teacher, who transmitted

the answer and the decision by word of mouth. The
rarity of letters on legal problems in the tannaitic

period may readily be seen from a passage in the

Tosefta (Ter. ii. 13) which states that R. Gamaliel
secretly despatched a messenger with an answer to

a question; for if he desired to keep his decision

secret, he would probably have sent a letter had
such replies been customary at that time.

In the tannaitic period statements, publications,

contributions concerning the calendar, and notifica-

tions were the only documents regularly committed
to writing. On the other hand, it can not positively

be asserted that no halakic ruling whatsoever had
been given in writing before the completion of the

Mishnah: certain exceptions were doubtless made,
exactly as halakic notes were written in isolated in-

stances (comp. Hor. 13b), althougli these sporadic

decisions are no longer extant. Immediately after

the completion of the Mishnah, however, when the

prohibition or reluctance against writing halakot
had in great part disappeared, the learned question

and the elucidative responsum began to appear,

traces being preserved in the Talmud. With the

beginning of the third century these scholarly in-

quiries frequently appear in letters from Babylonia
to Palestine. Thus Rab (Abba Arika) wrote a let-

ter to R. Judah lia-Nasi I. concerning a certain legal

regulation (Ket. 69a; Yer. Git. v. 3), receiving an
answer which seems likewise to have been in epis-

tolary form. Rabbi Johanan of Palestine carried

on an active correspondence with Rab and Samuel,
addressing the former in tlie words, "To our teacher

and master in Babylonia," but terming the latter

XI.— 16

simply "Our colleague." From Samuel, moreover,

he received thirty scrolls with questions and erudite

discussions on dubious pathological symptoms in

animals (Hul. 75b ; comp. Tos. ad loe.

Corre- s.v. "Tresar "). At a later period, like-

spondence wise, the authorities in control of the

Between Palestinian academies issued their ru-

Babylonia lings in the form of letters which were
and used as baraitot, being made the sub-

Palestine, ject of citation and exegesis (Yer.

Ned. V. 5). In this learned corre-

spondence both in Babylonia and in Palestine the

form usually employed was that of familiar verses of

Scripture. Thus Mar 'Ukban, who asked R. Eleazar
whether he might lodge information against certain

adversaries that punishment might be meted out to

them, was answered in the words of Ps. xxxix. 1

and xxxvii. 7 (Git. 7a), while another responsum to

a question consisted of Hosea ix. 1 (ih. ; comp. Yer.

Meg. iii. 2). This method may have been chosen to

avoid, so far as possible, any direct violation of the

prejudice against committing halakot to writing,

since this reluctance had not yet been entirely out-

grown. By the end of the third century the corre-

spondence between Palestine and Babylonia had be-

come moie active, and the responsa sent in letters

from the one to the other had become far more nu-

merous. These rulings and responsa from Palestine

seem to have been regarded as autiioritative and de-

manding obedience; and the threat was made to

R. Judah ben Ezekiel, head of the Academy of Pum-
bedita, that a letter would be brought from Palestine

to annul his decision (B. B. 41b). Another teaclier

likewise protested against R. Judah's ruling, and
warned him that he also would produce a letter

from Palestine to refute him (Shebu. 48b), the same
experience befalling Mar 'Ukba (Sanh. 29a). In

like manner, the frequent use in the Talmud of the

phrase "shalhu mi-tam " (they sent from yonder,

i.e., from Palestine), presupposes letters containing

such responsa, and proves that they were regard-

ed as authoritative, .since passages introduced by
"Shalhu mi-tam "are generally employed in refu-

ting rulings. Abin, who went from Babylonia to

Palestine and instituted inquiries everywhere re-

garding doctrines and opinions, wrote repeated epis-

tles to Babylonia containing the results of his in-

vestigations (Ket. 49b; B. B. 139a: B. M. 114a; Nid-

dah 68a), these letters beginning with the formula,
" I asked my teachers concerning these matters, and
they answered me in the name of their teachers."

Many other ruHngs are found in the Talmud wliich

are designated as sent by Abin, the method of transit

apparently being by letter, although no direct state-

ment on the subject is made. Further details on the

form of the responsa and on the manner in which
they were communicated may be gathered from the

following examples: Tanhum b. Papa sent R. Jose

a request for information on two distinct problems
concerning the purity of blood of two families in

Alexandria. One case was decided unfavorably by

R. Jose, who wrote as his reply the Biblical verse on

incest (Deut. xxiii. 3), while he declared the purity

of the second family to be unchanged. He then

directed his pupil R. Mani to sign the responsum
with him. which was done. R. Berechiah, on the
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other hand, whom he likewise requested to attach

bis name to his ruling, refused, but, changing liis

mind in the course of the day, he went to R. Jose to

sign the responsum, which, liowever, had already

been despatched (Yer. Kid. iii. 12). This story

shows that often questions were .settled by a single

letter, as was later the case with the Geonim, who
exchanged a series of responsa. The halakic replies

and the decisions, moreover, were signed by pupils

and colleagues, so that, strictly speaking, the re-

sponsa were issued by a board.

Other statements likewise exist in the Talmud
regarding halakic matters which were discussed in

written responsa, if the opening words may be taken

as a criterion. In these responsa occurs the intro-

ductory phrase "Hawu yod'in" (take cognizance of

;

R. H. 20a; Yer. Kid. ii. 5) or the honorific greet-

ing, "Health and peace to thee, dear colleague"

(Ket. 69a). In sending his query, one scholar mod-
estly wrote: " I am not worthy that you should lay

your doubts before me. . . . but the opinion of

your pupil inclines thus. .
." (B. B. 165b). These

formulas were probably used also in giving verbal

decisions. Tlie question itself, when communicated
in writing, was introduced by the words: "May our

teacher instruct us in this " (Git. 66b). Tlie responsa

of the Talmudic period may be compared with the

responsa of the Roman jurists and the epistles of

the Christian patriarchs, while tliey are character-

ized by pregnant brevity and rigid restriction to

their subject-matter. It is impossible to trace in all

its phases the development from these jejime Tal-

mudic responsa to those of the geonic type, with

their literary form and their discursiveness, for no
responsum has been preserved either of the saboraic

or of the later amoraic period. From the seconcj

half of the fourth century all information regarding

a learned correspondence is lacking; but the matu-
rity of style and of epistolary form which character-

izes the responsa of even the earliest geonim in the

middle of the eighth century, and which differenti-

ates them so widely from tlie brief decisions of the

Talmudic age, justifies the inference that between

the former and the latter there had been manj' forms
of transition, and that there had been a learned cor-

respondence between teachers and pupils in the pe-

riod extending from the end of the fourth to the

beginning of the eighth century, although these let-

ters have been lost.

In the geonic period the elucidative letter and the

scholarl}' responsum are characterized, as already

noted, by a more developed and rounded literary

style, conditioned and trntpred tjy the it;volulian

which had taken place in Jewish litera-

Responsa ture. The Talmud had been defini-

of the tively completed and was recognized

Geonim. as authoritative, and, being commit-
ted to writing, it was accessible to

scholars, even though they lived far from the acade-

mies, the seats of Talmudic learning. With an ac-

curate knowledge of the Talmud and a correct

interpretation of it, scholars might deduce for them-
selves rulings for any of the specific cases which
might present themselves. Even in instances in

which the questioner was not versed in the Talmud
and the responsum was required to give only a brief

decision on the case under consideration, the ruling

was not a mere " yes " or " no," " permitted " or " for-

bidden," "right" or "wrong," but in tiie shortest

responsa themselves it was generallj' the custom for

the scholars who prepared them to cite a passage
from the Talmud in support or proof of their deci

sions, or to controvert any possible opposition on the

basis of some other Talmudic passage by a refuta-

tion of it and a correct exegesis of the section of the

Talmud in question. In most instances, however, the

questioner himself knew the Talmudic passage from
which he might draw the ruling for any specific

case, the problem being whether he was able to ap-

ply this passage correctly. There were cases, on the

other hand, in which he was either altogether igno-

rant of the application, or made it falsely, thus
reaching an erroneous conclusion. In such instances

the respondent was required to give an explanation

of the Talmudic passage in question and its correct

application to the specific case, often proving the

correctness of his decision by a comparison with an-

other passage, and adding a refutation of any other

possible interpretation. He was frequently obliged,

moreover, to take into consideration any conse-

quences which might result from his decision or ex-

egesis, and was constrained many times to explain

points which, strictly speaking, had not been asked
specifically, although they were more or less closely

related to the subject und( r discussion. Many of

these questions have no practical contingencies for

their basis, but are concerned with the correct com-
prehension and explanation of certain passages oi""

the Talmud, and the corresponding responsa are

therefore restricted to detailed elucidations and fun-

damental interpretations. In the main, therefore, the

geonic responsa are scholarly treatises, although this

does not characterize them all to an equal degree,

since in the course of the four centuries of the geonic

period the responsum developed in form and char-

acter, and was subjected to many changes.

In the days of the earliest geonim the majority of

the questions asked them were sent only from Baby-
lonia and the neighboring lands, where the inhabit-

ants were more or less acquainted with the Talmud
and could, in case considerable portions of it were
unintelligible to them, visit the academies in the

Kallah months to hear Talmudic interpretations and
explanations. The questions which were submitted

in writing were accordingly limited to one or more
specific cases, while the responsum to such a query
gave in brief form the required ruling and a concise

reason for it, together with a citation of an analogous
Talmudic instance (Judah Gaon, in " Sha'are Zedek,"
iv. 4, 69, p. 71), and a refutation of any possible ob-

jection {lb. iv. 5, 27, p. 76b). More discursive were
the responsa of the later geonim after the first half

of the ninth century, when questions began to be
sent from more distant regions, where the inhabitants,

were less familiar with the Talmud, even if thej'^

possessed it, and were less able to visit the Baby-
lonian academies, the only seats of Talmudic learn-

ing. Talmudic difficulties were often the subject of

these inquiries. Although a gaon (Sar Shalom, in

"Teshubot Geonim Kadmonim," No. 46, p. 9) de-

clared it difficult to write elucidations of perplexing:

problems in many Talmudic passages, he sought^
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nevertheless, to give sucli interpretations for entire

treatises and tliemes in the Talmud. In like man-
ner, even those responsa which were not sent to dis-

tant lands assumed a discursive and prolix form, for

though the questioner sought information only for

a speciticcase and requested a Talmudic basis for it,

the responsum was not restricted to the mere deci-

sion which might ha deduced from the Talmudic
passage under consideration, but included the entire

context as well. It thus frequently contained more
than a simple basis and foundation for the riding

drawn from the Talmud, and discussed the subject

under consideration in fullest detail and in all its

import, even though this had not been requested.

More than this, other subjects which had buta slight

bearing on the problem in question received their

quota of discussion ("Hemdah Genuzah," No. 70, p.

14b; "Sha'are Zedek," p. 22b) ; and the respondent

added also the ruling which would have been given

had the point at issue been slightly different from
that on which information was requested {ih. p. 46a).

Tlie later geonim did not restrict themselves to tlie

Mishnah and Talmud, but used the decisions and
responsa of their predecessors, the elder geonim,

whose sayings and traditions were generally re-

garded as authoritative, although there were occa-

sional exceptions, such as the assertion of Hai Gaon
that the ruling of R. Natronai was incorrect ("Tora-

tan shel Ilishonim," ii. 51, No. 3). These re-

sponsa of the later geonim were, strictly speaking,

disquisitions on Talmudic themes, and since a single

letter often answered many questions, it frequently

attained the compass of an entire book. The letters

of the Geonim, which, for the most part, contained

replies to many problems, a.ssumed a definite and
official form. They began with the statement that

the questions liad been correctly received, read, and
considered, and that the corresponding answers had
been given in the presence of the gaon and with Ins

approval. The introductory formula, used in the

letters of the Geonim, may be illustrated by the fol-

lowing example: " Amram ben Shcshna, head of the

academy of the city of Mehasya [Sura], to all schol-

ars and their disciples and to those of our brethren
of the house of Israel who dwell in Barcelona, and
who are dear, beloved, and revered unto us, may
their prosperity increase and wax great ! Receive ye
greeting from us and from R. Zemah, the president

of the court, from the heads of the Kallali ["' reshe

Kallah "], from the authorized teacher, and from all

other scholars and disciples of the academy, all of

whom ever praj' for your health, that God in His
great mercy may have compassion on

Mode of you. The questions which ye have
Reply. laid before us we have caused to be

read unto us, while the president of

the court and the allufim and the other sages and
disciples sat before us. We have studied them, and
weighed all that is written in them, and with divine
help have given to them the following answers"
("Teshubot ha-Geonim," ed. Lyck, No. 56, p. 2t).

In other introductions are found the concluding
words, " We commanded and directed that the an-

swers to your questions be written you as we have
perceived them with the help of God " (Harkavy,
"Teshubot ha-Geonim," pp. 32, 76). This citation

shows that there were legular secretaries who pre-

pared the letters, and it is likewise clear that the

judicial board and its president formulated the re-

plies and then presented them to the gaon, wiio ap-
proved and .signed them if they were found cor-

rect (comp. Harkavy, I.e. No. 198, p. 88). After
this general introduction the various questions and
their answers were given in regular order in the

letter. Each question was introduced by the phrase
' she-sha'altem "

( = " as to what j-e have asked "), and
was then repeated, either word for word or in con-

tent. The answer to each question then followed,

either without any introductory phrase, or with the

words, "thus is it," "the answer to this cjuestion is,"

"if the matter is as your letter of inquiry states, it

Seems to us as follows," "we regard it thus," "thus
the sages say," "thus have we learned from earlier

sages," "know ye," or "thus hath Heaven revealed

unto us," which, however, is simply equivalent to

the phrase "with divine help we have found." The
answer was frequently concluded with the fornuilas,

"thus is the final decision" ("halakah"), "thus is

the correct practise," "thus is the usage in the acad-

emies," or "such cases come daily l)efore the acad-

emies, and in them all we decide thus." After all

questions and their answers had been given, the

formal conclusion of the letter came. Occasionally

this was the brief phrase, "may God grant us to

decide according to the Law, and to teach according
to valid decision" (Harkavy, I.e. No. 350, p. 179),

but more frequently, especially when the lettei- was
sent to foreign lands, it concluded with a blessing on
him who had asked the question, such as, "may
God reveal unto thee, oh, friend and colleague, and
unto all the scholars and disciples of thj^ city, the

Torah of wisdom and of understanding, and clothe

you with a mantle of glory " (Harkavy, I.e. No. 264,

p. 135; comp. also No. 369, p. 185, and No. 344,

p. 172).

Geonic responsa are written in three languages,

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic. In the earliest period

Aramaic, the language of the Gemara, prevailed ex-

clusively, but in the middle of the ninth century
Hebrew began to appear in the responsa side by .side

with it. This innovation was doubtless due, on the

one hand, to the study and knowledge of Hebrew
which spread through rabbinical circles as a result

of the Karaite movement, and, on the other, to the

fact that the rulings of the Geonim were thenceforth

sent to distant lands, where the inhabitants were
unfamiliar with Aramaic, so that it became neces-

sary to write to them in Hebrew, the dialect of the

Mishnah. When Arabic became the prevailing lan-

guage of the Jews in the dominions of the califs,

questions were frequently addressed to the Geonim
in that tongue, whereupon the scholars of the acad-

emies used the same language in reply, thus ac-

counting for the mass of Arabic responsa.

Some of the responsa that have survived are un-

mutilated and in their original form,

Collections while others are extant only in ex-

of Geonic tracts. The first collection appeared,

Responsa. together with brief geonic rulings, at

Constantinople in 1516 under the title

"Halakot Pesukot min ha-Geonim" (Brief Rulings
of the Geonim), and in 1575 another corpus,
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entitled "She'elot ii-Tesliubot me lia-Geonim." was
published in tlie same city. At Saloiiira in 1792

Nissim ben Hayyini edited a C()llectit)n of gconic re-

sponsa under tiie title "Sha'are Zedek " ((Jates of

Justice), which contains 533 respousa arranged ac-

cording to subject, and an index by tiie editor. For

the majority of these responsa the name of the au-

thor is cited, and many of tiiem are reproduced in

tlicir original form witii tiieir Talnmdic proofs and
distjuisitions. In 1858 another collection was pub-

lished at Leipsic witii the title "Sha'are Teshubah,"

ten years after David Cas.sel liad issued his corpus,

wliich was entitled "Teshubot Geonim Kadmonim"
(Responsa of the Earliest Geonim). A collection of

respousa was published at Jerusalem in 1863 witli

the title "Hemdali Genu/.ah," and in the following

3'ear Jacob Mussatia edited his "Teshubot iia-Geo-

nim " at Lyck, this being succeeded seven years later

by Nahman Nathan Coronel's "Teshubot ha-Geo-

iiim " (Vienna, 1871). In 1882 Hayyim M. Horowitz
published at Frankfort-on-the-Main a number of ge

onic responsa under the title "Toratan shel Kisli-

onim " (Responsa of tiie Earlier Authorities). The
most important corpus of responsa, however, is that

contained in a manuscript of the Royal Library of

St. Petersburg and edited l^y Harkavy under the title

"Teshubot ha-Geonim " (Berlin, 1885), wliich in-

cludes many Arabic decisions, while numbers of the

rulings still preserve the name of the questioner and
the date of his inquirj'. Yet another corpus of

gconic responsa has Ijecn edited b}' Joel IVIliUer

in his "Teshubot Geone Mizrah u-Maarab " (Re-

sponsa of the Geonim of the East and West), Berlin,

1885. In addition to these collections, a number of

gconic responsa have been published in other works,

as in the "Ta'am Zekenim " of Eliezer Aslikenazi

(Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1856) and the "Kebuzat
Hakaniim " of H. Warnheim (Vienna, 1867), as well

as in the halakic works of older authorities, such
as the "Halakot" of Asheri, the responsa of Solo-

mon b. Adret, and tiie respousa of Meir of Rothen-
Imrg. The most recent collection is that edited by
L. GiiTzberg on the basis of genizah fragments and
entitled "Genizah Studies" (1905).

As stated above, the respon.sa of the Geonim were
by no means restricted to problems of legalism or

ritualism, but in addition referred to all departments
of human life and knowledge, treating of liturgic-

al, theological, philosophical, e.xegetic, lexicograph-

ical, archeological, and historical questions; and
they likewise contain abundant material for a study
of the conditionsof the timesin which theywere writ-

ten, and for the culture-history and the commercial
relations of the Jews, as well as for a knowledge
nf the manners and customs then prevailing in

Judaism. A few examples of brief geonic responsa

may be cited as characteristic of the views and cu.s-

toms of tlie times: "As to what ye have a.sked

:

' How is it with regard to the theft of non-Jewish
in-operty in cases where it lias not alread}^ been for-

liidden as a desecration of the divine name? ' thus is

our ruling: The prohibition of theft has naught to

do with desecration of the divine name, but is a
clearly established law which forbids any theft

whatever from a non-Jew. Desecration of the di-

vine name is mentioned only in association with ob-

jects which have been lost. According to R. Phine-
lias b. Jair, ' Whensoever it leads to a desecration of

the divine name, one is forbidden to appropriate
anything which a non-Jew has lost.' The vine said

to liave been abstracted from the garden of a Gen-
tile by K. Aslii was evidently taken in return for

compensation," etc. ("Sha'are Zedek," iv. 1, 6).

"And as to what ye liave asked: 'After the burial

of a corpse many wipe their hands on the ground."
no such custom prevails among us. And as to what
ye have heard: 'While returning from the ceme-
tery many are wont to wash their hands before

reaching the house and to sit down on the way;
what is the reason for tliis?' thus is our opinion:

The washing of tlie hands is not obligatory, but
where it is the custom one should wash them. The
bidding of the sages that one must sit down seven
times while leturning from a corpse is intended to

apply solely to the case in which one goes to the
place of burial and returns from it, and solely for

the kinsmen, and solely for the lirst day, and, above
all, .solely for those places where the usage is cus-

tomary. The sevenfold repetition of sitting down
is on account of the evil spirits which follow the re-

turning mourners, that a demon may di.sappear each
time the bereaved sit down " {ib. iii. 4, 19-20). It is

noteworthy, furthermore, that the famous Letter of

Sherira Gaon, which is the chief legal source for the

Talmudic and geonic periods, was a responsum of

this character, sent in reply to the questions of an
African community.
During the entire geonic period the Babylonian

schools were the chief centers of Jewish learning,

and the Geonim, the heads of these schools, were
recognizctl as the highest authorities in Talmudic
matters. Even in the most distant lands the

Jews looked upon these academies and their heads
as once tiieir ancestors had regarded the high court

of the "Bet Din ha-Gadol," which had been rever-

enced as the one place whence came valid instruction

and whence rulings might be drawn. Despite the

tremendous difficulties which hampered the irreg-

ular communications of the jieriod, the Jews who
lived even in most distant countries sent their in-

quiries concerning religion and law to tJiese high offi-

cials in Babylonia. In the latter cen-

Rise of turies of the geonic period, from the

Local middle of the tenth to the middle of

Responsa. the eleventh, their supremacy suffered

in proportion as the study of the Tal-

mud received fostering care in other lands. The in-

habitants of these regions gradually began to submit
their doubts to the teachers and heads of the schools

of their own countries, and soon, in view of the at-

tendant expense and difficulty, entirely cea.sed des-

patching their questions to the seat of the Geonim, so

that during this period respon.sa of eminent rabbis

of other lands appeared side by side with geonic ru-

lings. To this class belong, for example, the respon-

sa of R. Kalonymus of Lucca, contained in the col-

lection " Teshubot Geonim Kadmonim, " Berlin, 1848,

Nos. 106-118, and of his son R. Meshullam {ih.

Nos. 119-151; comp. Rapoport, Pref.), and the

responsa of R. Gershom b. Judah of 3Iayence ap-

peared in the works of later authorities, especially in

the collection of R. Meir of Rothenburg (Nos. 5
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573, 847, 800, 862, 865, 928, 929) and in tlio -'Sefcr

lia-Yashar" of U. Tain (Mos. 866, 399). Of Uie rc-

sponsa of 11. Moses b. Enocli of Cordova only two
liave been preserved, in tlie collection "Sha'are Ze-

dek" (iii. 2, 21; iv. 1, 21), while his son E. Enoch
cited another one by him (ib. iv. 5, 9), the same col-

lection including also the rulings of R. Joseph b.

Isaac ibn Abitur, the contemporary and opponent
of Rabbi Enoch of Cordova (ii. 28; iii. 1, 27; iv.

4, 5, 6, 8, 21, 23, 42). A single responsum of Ii.

Samuel ha-Nagid of Cordova is contained at the

end of the collection entitled "Pe'er lia-Dor," while

a number of responsa of Hananeel b. Hushiel
of Kairwan have likewi.se been preserved. These
responsa of non-geonic authorities from the latter

])art of the epoch of tlie Geonim form the transition

fi'om the geonic to the first rabbinical period, and
they resemble the rulings of the Geonim both in form
and in the introdiictory phrases, "as to what j'c

have asked," "we have meditated on this (ques-

tion," or "the answer to this question is, if the mat-
ter is as j'our letter of inquiry states,'' while the

conclusion of the answer is followed by a brief

greeting, "may your liealth be great," or simplj-

"and liealtii \mto you," after which the letter is

signed. The non-geonic responsa, however, were
not dominated by the official style and the self-con-

scious tone which characterized the geonic rulings.

Decisions of this type are written in Hebrew, and
contain many theoretical interpretations of Tal-

mudic passages in addition to the rulings governing
practical cases. The responsa of this period of

transition may be represented by the following ru-

ling of K. Hananeel of Kairwan, cited from a manu-
script by Berliner in his "Migdal Hananel" (Leip-

sic, 1876, p. xix.): "As to what ye have asked,

whether the Talmudic saying that it is better to let

the children of Israel transgress laws unconsciously

"Which they would transgress consciously were they
fully instructed, be not contradictory to many pas-

sages of Scripture, such as Lev. xix. 17, ' Thou shalt

in any wise rebuke thy neighbor'; Ezek. xxxiii 9,

'If thou warn the wicked of his way,' etc.; and
Prov. xxiv. 5, 'But to them that rebuke iiim shall

be delight,' this is the answer: It is true that the

children of Israel are commanded to rebuke one
another and thus it is written in the i)rophcts and in

the sages, whether one man or a community be
guilty of a transgression. If the violation of the

words of the Torah is conscious, the transgressor

must be warned, and. if necessary, he may be jiun-

ished, while, on the other hand, all efforts must be

made to Avin him back to righteousness. If, how-
ever, all this is without avail, then ' thou hast de-

livered thy soul ' (E/.ek. xxxiii. 9). In case the

transgression is unconscious and there is reason to

suppose that the children of Israel would obey if

they were instructed, they must l)e warned and en-

lightened concerning the teachings of tlie Law and
the way of righteousness. It is otheiwise. however,
when what is forbidden is regarded as permitted,

and when a prohibition is regularly taken with little

seriousness on account of the assumption of the pres-

ence of due precaution against violation of the I^aw.

Thus, on the eve of the Day of Atonement folk sit

at meat in broad davlisht, but their meal lasts until

evening draws near. Those who eat intend to finish

the meal in due time and wish to fix the proper
moment arbitrarily. They say 'It is still time,' while
darkness is approaching; and though Ave should
warn them they would not listen. In such cases it

is better for us to remain silent, and not to cause
them to become guilty of conscious sin. This case

is to be ditferentiated from one in which we see

another transgress a law consciousl3% for then we are

in duty bound to lift up our voices against him oa
the chance that he may barken to us."

The third period, or the first rabbinic epoch,
Cf)niprises responsa of the teachers of the earlier

Spanish and French schools in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries. Witii the decline

First of the gaonate in the first half of the
Rabbinic eleventii century, the Jews of various
Epoch. countries lost the central spiritual au-

thorities who had hitherto given their

decisions in doubtful problems. Thenceforth the ap-
peal in religious and legal questions Avas to be made
to the rabbinical authorities of one's own or a neigh-
boring country, so that inquiries sent during tliis

jieriod to Babylonia were rare and exceptional. The
responsa of the epoch came from A'arious countries,

and from schools liaving different tendencies, thus
shoAvingthe position and the type of spiritual life in

general and of Talmudic learning in particular, since

all these factors prevailed in the different countries at

the time. Especially noteworthy is the divergence
between the French and the Spani.sh school in the

twelftii century, the second half of this period. The
(juestions were by no means restricted to practical

problems, but many of them, in case the interpreta-

tion of a halakic or haggadic passage in the Tal-

nuid Avas the subject of inquiry, Avere theoretical in

nature. In their discussion of theoretical problems
the responsa of the Spanish scholars are noteworthy
for the untrammeled scientific spirit Avhich perme-
ates them far more than is the case with those of the
French school. Even in those respon.sa Avhich are

practical in bearing a distinction may be draAvn be-

tween the two schools.

For the most part the rulings of this period le-

ccive their ba.sisor their confirmation from a passage
in the Talmud, and in this motivation the difference

between the French and the Spanish exegesis of the

Talmud is clearly shown. The Spanish school Avas

the more logical, and strove for brevity and lucidity

in the deduction of its rulings from the Talmud,
while the French school Avas more dialectic, and fre-

quently gave full play to casuistry at the expense
of clearness. The chief representative of the French
school in the eleventh century Avas Solomon ben
Isaac (Rashi), and many of his responsa have been
])re.served in the "Pardes" and in the Vitry Mahzor.
His decisions are written in Hebrew, Avithout formu-
las either of introduction or of conclusion, although
an interesting phrase Avhich is peculiar to him and was
apparently invented by him occiu's once, running as

folloAvs: "I, the midersigned, Avas asked Avhether

. . . thus have I heard from my teachers, and thus
is my own ojunion likewise inclined, ..." the ru-

ling l)eing folloAved by the signature "Solomon b.

Isaac," Avitho-.]t any concluding formula (Vitry Mah-
/.i>r, iqi. 434-435). The leader of the Spanish school
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in the same century was Isaac Alfasi, who left man)-

responsa, an entire collection being printed at Leg-
iiorn in 1780, under tlie title " Slie'eiot u-Tesliul)ot lia-

KIF " (= " Isaac Alfasi "). These decisions were writ-

ten in Arabic, and were translated into Hebrew at

an early date, being extant onh' in this version. In

his introduction Isaac Alfasi employed the same
formulas as had been used by the Geonim, such as

"know ye,'" " I liave meditated on this question, and
the answer seems to me thus," or "thus our opinion

is inclined." At the conclusion some brief greeting,

such as "health to 30U, Isaac b. Jacob," was em-
ployed before the signature, wliich was frequently in-

troduced by the formula, "I sign my name Isaac; b.

Jacob." Such a responsum was apparently written

by his secretary, and the author was required simply

to affix his own signature. Numerous other rulings

have the concluding jihrase, " by me, Isaac b. Jacob,"

a plira.se which he was apparently the first to use.

IVIany of the resjionsa of Alfasi are devoted to the

interpretation of haggadic passages of the Talmud,
and manifest the broad and lucid spirit of the Span-
ish .school. Here two brief examples only can be

cited. In responsum No. 13 he declares that the

strange story told of R. Baxnaah in the Taliuud

(B. B. 08a) was not a real occurrence, but merely

a dream. The story of Kabbah bar bar Hana {ih.

74a) that he had wandered into the desert and had
found the place where heaven and earth touch was
interpreted by x\.lfasi (responsum No. 314) as follows:

According to a tradition a king of Alexandria had
erected an observatory in the desert, and had placed

there a globe of the heavens and of the earth near

eacli other, thus alTording a basis for the anecdote.

Tlie chief representatives of the French school of

tiie twelfth century were Jacob Tam, Abraham b.

David of Posquieres, and Eliezer b. Nathan of Ma-
yeuce. The responsa of Rabbi Tam are contained

in his " Sefer lia-Yashar " as well as in

The French tlie works of other authorities, such as

School. I^ ]\Ieir of Rothenburg and Mordecai.

Tam's style was refined and poetic,

and he often prefixed a versified introduction

in praise of his questioner; in like manner his con-

cluding formulas were flowing and sentimental,

such as " My love for thee is firm and fast founded
in my heart: ]>eace and hciilth be on thee and on ail

of thine." The resjionsa of Eliezer b. Nathan, con-

tained in his "Eben ha-'Ezer, " are parllj' exegetic

in character and partly devoted to practical deci-

sions. Especiallj- interesting are his interpretations

of Biblical passages, as that of Prov. xxx. 1-5 in re-

sponsum No. 119, where he exjjlains "ha-massa " as

"hamasite," and regards Agur as the descendant of

the Massa mentioned in Gen. xxv. 14. In his rulings

he often emjiloyed a form of introduction which laid

stress on his own slight importance and on the great

dignity of his (piestioner, such as. "but what do I

know that thou knowest not?" "I know that thou
needest me not," or "although I am not worthy,
yet will I answer according to my scanty knowl-
edge," liis concluding formula being: "May God
illumine mine eyes with Ilis Avisdom. " The responsa

of Abraham b. David are included in the collection

entitled "Tummat Yesharim " or "Temim I)e"im"

(Venice, 1622). Particularlv noteworthv is his in-

junction to submit to the governance of the laws of

the land, basing his argument on the Talinudic say-

ing: "The law of the land is valid" {ib. responsum
No. 50).

The chief representatives of the Spanish sclu)ol in

tlie twelfth century were Joseph ibn Migasand Mai-
monides. The responsa of the former include both
|)ractical decisions and theoretical elucidations and
explanations of difficult passages in the Mi.shnah and
the Talmud, the first group being written in Arabic
and later translated into Hebrew, while the greater

portion of the second category was compo.sed by the

author himself in the Talmudic Hebrew idiom.

These rulings are contained in a collection entitled

"She'elot u-Teshubot, . . . Yosef ha-Levi ibn

Migas," which was printed with the novelhf of

Nahmanides at Salonica in 1791, besides a number
of respon.sa in the "Shittah Mekubbezet " of Bezalel

Ashkenazi. In responsum No. 204 he explains the

various forms of synagogal poetry, such as the " piy-

yut," " pizmou," and "kuklon." Especiallj' striking

is tlie remarkable circumstance mentioned by him in

responsum No. 120 that the Jews of Andalusia buried

their dead in their houses (probably gardens). The
responsa of Maimonides, wliich were written in great

part in Arabic, are contained in the collections enti-

tled " Pe'er ha-Dor " (Lemberg, 1859) and " Kobez Te-

shubot lia-RaMBa^I " (Leipsic, 1859); the decisions

in the former collection were translated by Mordecai
Tamiua from Arabic into Hebrew in 1761, and pub-
lisheil at Amsterdam. These rulings contained brief

decisions of problems of a ritual or legal content,

as well as replies to inquiries concerning difficult

passages in the author's monumental " Yad " and
elucidations of astronomical and chronological ques-

tions (" Pe'er ha-Dor," Nos. 43-44; "Kobez Teshu-
l)ot lia-RaMBaM, " No. 172). Among the responsa

of Maimonides is one of special interest ("Kobez
Teshubot lia-RaMBaM," No. 160) concerning a Mo-
hammedan proselyte to Judaism, in which it Avas de-

clared that 3Iohammedans were not to be regarded
as heathens, since actual idolatry had vanislied from
among them, and although they still retained many
idolatrous custoius,they interpreted them dilTerently,

and believed in the unity of God. Noteworth}' like-

wise is the responsum addressed to the scholars of

Marseilles (ih. 11. 24-26), in which Maimonides de-

monstrated the futility of astrology and astrological

reckonings. Yet another responsum is his " Iggeret

Teman." which he addressed to Yemen in reply to

a question of the South-Arabian scholar Jacob Al-

Fayumi regarding a fanatic who had proclaimed
himself the Messiah. In his responsa Maimonides is

extremely brief, and frequently dispenses altogether

witli formulas of introduction, although when he

does employ them they are the same as those adopted

by his predecessors and contemporaries, Avith the

additional phrase " b}' me, Moses b. Maimon." The
concluding formulas likcAvi.se are the same as those

of his predecessors, although before his signature

the phrase " Ave-katab " (and this hath he Avritten)

fretiiiently occurs.

The fourth period, or the second rabbinic epoch,

includes responsa from the teachers of tlie later

Spanish and French schools during the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. In this period the dif-
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ference between the Spanish and the Franco-Ger-

man scliools vauislied so far as the responsa were
concerned; fur, on tlie one hand, the

Second scientific spirit of tlie Spanisli sciiool

Rabbinic partially entered the academies of

Epoch. soutiiern France, and, on the other

hand, tiie dialecticisn) of tlie French

rabbis steadily increased in influence in Spain, so

that here as well as in France and Germany the same
system was adopted for deciding questions and
proving these rulings by the help of the Talmud.
The chief representatives of the Spanish responsa in

the thirteenth century Avere Nahnianides, R. Solo-

mon b. Adret, and R. Nissim b. Reuben. Very
few responsa by Nahnianides have been preserved

;

those wliich are extant are contained in a work en-

titled "She'elot u-Teshubot "(Venice, 1523; Zolkiev,

1798), in which are included in great part the

responsa of Solomon b. Adret. The rulings of this

scholar mark the clima.x in the development of re-

spon.sal literature. To him came questions from the

most distant communities, and he answered them all

with marvelous lucidity and scholarship. His re-

sponsa number about three thousand, and in content
I are partly practical and partly devoted to exegesis,

ethics, and religious pliilo.sophy. The exegetic ru-

lings interpreted dillicult passages of the Bible, the

Talmud, and the works of older authors, Avhile the

practical responsa comprised decisions as to the rit-

ual, civil and marital law, communal relations, and
the contemporary political affairs of the Jews. The
responsa of Solomon b. Adret fall into five parts.

The first part (Bologna, 1539; frequently reprinted)

contains 1,255 responsa; part two, entitled " Sefer

Toledot '01am" (Leghorn, 1654), contains 405; part

three (iV;. 1778) contains 445; part four (Salonica,

1803) contains 330; and part live (Leghorn, 1805)

contains 298. Other responsa by him are included

in the "She'elot u-Teshubot." A few examples of

his decisions maybe given. When asked concern-

ing inany discrepancies between the books of Chron-

icles and the other books of the Bible, he replied as

follows (i.. No. 12) :
" A change in phraseology witli-

out an alteration of meaning is not surprising. Even
in the Pentateuch apparent discrepancies of this

kind are found, so that one of the sons of Simeon is

called Zohar in Gen. xlvi. 10 and Ex. vi. 15, and
Zerah in Num. xxvi. 18, but since both names sig-

nify 'magnificent,' the double nomenclature is ex-

plained." In responsum No. 395 he describes his

abolition of several superstitious customs, one of

which was to kill an old cock, and to hang its head
at the door on the occasion of the birth of a boy.

Particularly noteworthy is responsum No. 548, in

which he gives a decision regarding a marvelous
child at Avila, who had originally been idiotic, but
later frequently fell into trances during which he
composed works whose contents he declared had
been communicated to him by an angel.

The chief representative of the Ger-
The man school in the thirteenth century

German was R. Meir b. Barucli of Rothenburg.
School. Like Solomon b. Adret, questions were

addressed to liim from all sides, and
his replies were characterized by accuracy and
directness. A large number of his responsa have

been preserved, the oldest collection being the
"She'elot u-Tesliubot " (Cremona, 1557) with 315
responsa, while another corpus, which contained
1,022 responsa, appeared under the same title at

Prague in l(i08. A collection of unedited responsa
was issued at Lemberg in 1860, and in 1891 Moses
Bloch published at Berlin a new corpus of unedited
responsa of Meir of Rothenburg under the title

"Sefer Sha'are Teshubot Maharam." The special

interest of Meir's responsa is the picture which they
give of the wretched condition of the German Jews
of his time, and of their sufferings from the caprice
of princes and from heavy taxation. His style is

the stereotyped diction of the responsum of the
jieriod, each one being introduced by a greeting in

praise of the questioner, and concluding with a
greeting and with benedictions. The collections of
the responsa of 3Ieirof Rothenburg contain also the
rulings of other ohler and contemporary rabbis of
the Franco-German school.

The principal representatives of the fourteenth
century were Asher b. Jehiel and Isaac b. Sheshet
Barfat. The responsa of the former, which are re-

markable for their clearness, first appeared at Con-
stantinople in 1517 under the title " She'elot u-Teshu-
bot," while an enlarged edition was published at

Venice in 1607 and again at Zolkiev in 1803. This
collection of responsa is arranged according to 108
subjects, each of which has a special chapter, called

"kelal," while at the head of every rubric stands a
resume of its contents and a numerical list of the
responsa treating of each subject. This arrange-
ment, however, was scarcely the work of R. Asher
himself, but was made probably by one of his pupils,

]K)ssibly by his sonR. Judah, who made certain ad-

ditions. From the responsa of R. Asher may be
gleaned manj- curious customs of the Spanish com-
munities. To a question addressed to him from
Burgos, Asher responded (No. 68, 10) that according
to Talinudic law no arrests could be made for debt,

even in cases where the debtor had pledged his own
person, although, on the otlier hand, he noted that

it was the custom of the communities in Spain to

imprison one who had failed to pay his quota of the

royal tax until he should discharge his debt.

The 518 responsa of Isaac b. Sheshet were pub-
lished at Constantinople in 1546-47 as "She'elot u-

Teshubot," while a new corpus has recently been
prepared by David Frenkl at Munkacs under the ti-

tle "She'elot u-Teshubot ha-Ribash ha-Hadashot."
These responsa contain many interesting disquisi-

tions illustrative of the conditions of the times, in-

cluding rulings on marriage and marital relations in

the case of Jews who had been forcibly baptized, as
well as other decisions relating to those who had
been compelled to accept Christianity (e.g., Nos. 1,

4, 6, f" 12, 43). Especially interesting are the re-

spon.sa -which describe the prevailing customs and
regulations of the communities of the period, as in

No. 158, which contains a noteworthy account of the

usages observed in many places witli regard to the

seven days of mourning after the death of a kinsman.
The fifth period, or the third rabbinic epoch, ex-

tends from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century,

and includes responsa of Italian, Turki.sh, German,
and Polish rabbis. These rulings are totally difler-
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ent from those of tin; previous periods in tlio uature

of the problems preseuled, in tlie method of treat-

ment, and in the arrangement of sub-

Third ject matter. In former times tiie

Rabbinic questions had been devoted to many
Epoch. departments of knowledge, both sa-

cred and j)rofane, being concerned

with halakic and exegetic themes as well as with

ethical and philosoplneal problems, so that there was
scarcely a subject of human activity or thought on

which the responsa might not expatiate. In this

fifth period, on the other hand, the responsa Avere

restricted almost entirely to legal regulations, and

since the pronouncement of judgment was regarded

as a religious duty, and since in most countries

the Jews were unwilling to submit to a non-Jew-

ish court, legal questions formed a large part of

the responsa. While the decisions of the earlier

epochs had been so clear and luciti that the reader,

if at all acquainted with the subject, coidd easily

follow them and readily gain an accurate survey of

tiie course of the argument and its result, the re-

sponsa of this period had changed completel}', for

the pilpulistic methods which had been in vogue
since the middle of the fifteenth century in the study

of the Talmud and the halakic works forced their

way into responsal literature as well. The responsa

are remarkable for the Jiair-splitting dialectics which
characterizes them and often robs them of lucidity,

and awakens in the reader suspicion as to the cor-

rectness of their decisions. In originality, more-

over, the responsa of this period were inferior to

their predecessors, for the most characteristic ones

were evoked by the persecutions and the wretched
political status which resulted in bringing so much
miser}' upon the Jews.

These evils, however, were not entirely new, for

even in the previous periods the same circumstances

and distressing conditions had existed in greater or

less degree — conversion to Mohammedanism or

Christianity, the distribution of the heavy burdens

laid on the Jews by princes, the extortion of large

sums of money to avert threatening dangers, and the

feeling of uncertainty produced by expulsions from
home—all these had existed in times long past, so that

the ancient responsa contained decisions for the most
varied circumstances. With little difficulty an ana-

logue might be found, and the determination of a

point of contact with the older responsa was no hard

task. On the other hand, the responsa of this period

are noteworthy for their erudition. Since the re-

spondents now belonged to the "aharonim " and no
longer enjoyed the independence of the "rishonim,"

they sought to base their rulings and decisions on
the older authorities. The field had already been
thoroughly worked, pnd the respondent was conse-

(juentl}^ obliged to have studied it in all its aspects,

and to have made a careful search for the question

proi^ounded to him or one analogous to it, while, in

case one was found, it was necessary for him to

search through the entire Talmudic and rabbinical

literature to see whether his ruling was unimpeach-
able in the eyes of the older scholars. The lack of

originality in the responsa of this jieriod, therefore,

finds its compensation in depth of learning and ac-

curacy of reproduction. In external arrangement,

moreover, the decisions of this epoch are superior to

their predecessors. In the older rulings systematic

.sequence was almost entirely lacking, but the re-

sponsa of the new period had as models the "Arba'
Turim " of Jacob b. Aslier and, after the sixteenth

century, the "Siiulhan 'Aruk" of Joseph Caro, so

that many of the responsa were arranged according

to these two works, while among the later sciioiars

this practise became the rule.

This period is likewise the richest in responsal

literature, and it would be impossible to enumerate
all the collections made within it, .so that it must
suffice to mention the chief representatives of each
century and country. The most important German
respondents of the fifteenth century were Israel Is-

serlein and Israel Bruna. The collec-

Israel tion of the responsa of the former is

Isserlein. entitled "Terumat ha-Deshen," and
comprises 354 decisions, which are im-

portant as describing many characteristic features of

the time. Several of them (Nos. 341-346) discuss

the apportionment of the taxes and the assessments,

while others are concerned with the attitude to be

observed toward a repentant apostate (No. 198).

Particularly interesting is the responsum (No. 197)

devoted to the problem whether Jews might so dis-

guise themselves as to escape recognition in c(mn-

tries where they were absolutely forbidden to reside.

The responsa of Israel Bruna, entitled "She'elot-

u-Teshubot " (Stettin, 1860), likewise contain many
interesting allusions to contemporary conditions, as

in the case of No. 71, which discusses the problem

whether the Jews might attend races. In Italy tiie

chief representatives of the fifteenth century were

Joseph Colon and Judah Minz. Especially impor-

tant in the responsal literature of this century

were the Turkish rabbis, among whom the chief

were Jacob Berab, Levi b. Habib, Elijah Mizrahi,

and Moses Alashkar. The most interesting of the

responsa of Levi b. Habib (printed at Venice in 1560)

are Nos. 8 (p. 16a), treating of the belief in the trans-

migration of souls ("gilgul "), and 144 (pp. 249 et

seq.), on the chronological determination of the Sab-

batical year and the year of jubilee. Among tiie

responsa of Elijah Mizrahi special stress ma}' be

laid on the decisions (Nos. 13-15, 53) governing the

authorization of communal institutions and ordi-

nances, as well as those determining the validity of

the regulations of tiie congregation, while those re-

sponsa are also important which define the attitude

of the Rabbinite Jews toward the Karaites (Nos. 57-

58). The most noteworthy responsa of Moses Alasii-

kar (printed at Sabbionetta in 1554) are those which
discuss the problem whether a converted Jew may
be compelled by means of the provincial court to

give his Jewish wife a bill of divorce according to

Jewish procedure (No. 75, pp. 136b-137a), and the

question of the covering of the head and the conceal-

ment of the hair in tlie case of a married woman
(No. 35, pp. 94 et seq.). In the fifteenth century

but one Polish rabbi. Shalom Shekna, of the latter

part of this period, is known to have left responsa,

while in the following century, on the other hand,

respon.sal literature is represented almost exclusively

by the Polish and the Turkish rabhis, Germany ha ving

practically no respondent of prominence and Italy
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only a few. The chief Polish representatives of the

sixteenth century were Moses Isserles, Solomon
Liiria, and Meir Lublin ; the responsa of tliese

scholars throw a flood of light on the condition of

the Jews of the period, who evidently took high

rank in Poland and were not unfamiliar with mili-

tary arts, since they offered their services to the duke
or to the prince on the outbreak of a war (com p.

responsum. No. 43 of Meir Lublin). The chief

Turkish respondents of this period were Joseph Caro,

Joseph ibn Leb, Samuel of Modena, and David abi

Zimra. Of the responsa of the last-named, which are

contained in several collections and which are char-

acterized by lucidil}' and strict logic, one (iv. 92)

may be noted as especially interesting in that it dis-

cusses the problem whether a Jew is permitted to

abjure his religion and accept Islam when threatened

with death. Abi Zimra considers the question in

detail, and determines the cases in which a Jew may
thus save his life and the contingencies in which he

should rather choose death. The only important

Italian respondent of the sixteenth century was Men-
ahem Azariah da Fano, whose responsa were edited

at Dyhernfurth in 1788.

In the seventeenth century rabbis of various coun-

tries prepared responsa, but the Polish scholars were
in the great majority. The chief German represent-

ative of responsal literature was Jair Hayyim Bach-
arach, the author of a collection of responsa entitled
*' Hawwot Ya'ir. " Among the Italian respondents the

most important was Samuel Aboab, whose decisions

appeared at Venice in 1702 under the title "Debar
Shemu'el," while of the Turkish authorities the most
prominent were Joseph b. Moses di Trani (MaHaRIT)
and Jacob Alfandari, whose responsa, entitled "Muz-
zal me-Esh," were published at Constantinople in

1718. The principal Polish rabbis of the seven-

teenth century who wrote responsa were Aaron
Samuel Kaidauover and Menahem Mendel Kroch-
mal. The decisions of the former, which were pub-
lished at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1683 under the

title "Emunat Shemu'el," afford a glimpse of the

wretched plight of the German Jews of the time,

and tell of the oppression and persecution which
were their lot. The responsa of Menahem Mendel
Krochmal appeared posthumously ; they were edited

by his .son under the title "Zemah Zedek "(Amster-
dam, 1775). The most noteworthy of his rulings is

one (No. 2) in which he decided in favor of imiversal

suffrage in the community, making no distinction

between rich and poor, taxed and untaxed, learned

and ignorant, but giving ail an equal share in the

choice of the rabbi, the dayyan, and the president.

In the eighteenth century, in like manner, the

rabbis of various countries contributed to responsal

literature, but the most important were still the

Polish scholars. The chief representative of Ger-

many was Jacob Emden, whose re-

The Polish, sponsa form the collection entitled

School. " She'elot Ya'abez " (2 parts, Lemberg,
1884), the most interesting l)eing one

(i.,No. 46) which discusses tiie problem whether a

Roman or an Italian convert to Judaism might marry
a Jewess, since the Romans were regarded as Edom-
ites, and Edomitic proselytes were forbidden by
Deut. xxiii. 8-9 to form family ties witli the Jews

before the third generation of the former. The prin-

cipal Italian respondent of the eighteenth century
was Samson Morpurgo, whose posthumous (leci.sions

were edited by his son Moses Hayyim Shabbethai
under the title "Shemesh Zedakah " (Venice, 1743).

The most impoilant Turkish rabbi in this held was
Jonah Xabon, whose responsa were published at

Constantinople in 1748, as the "Nehpah ba-Kesef."

Among the Polish scholars who prepared responsa

may be mentioned Meir Eisenstadt and Ezekiel Lan-
dau. Particularly interesting in the collection of

the former, which is entitled "Panim Me'irot," is

one (ii.. No. 152) in which he stigmatizes as pre-

sumptuous arrogance the practise of ostentatiously

wearing white garments in the fashion of the cab-

alists, while the general custom was to wear black

clothing. The collection of responsa by Ezekiel

Landau, known as "Noda' bi-Yehudah," was highly
esteemed by rabbis and Talmudic scholars, being

distinguished both for its strictly logical discussion

and for its independence with regard to the rulings

of later authorities as contrasted with its adherence
to the writings of earlier scholars (" kadmonim ").

In their formulas of introduction and conclusion

the responsa of this period .show little deviation from
those of previous centuries. They generally begin
with an apostrophe which eulogizes the fame and
tlie glory of the questioner, this portion being fre-

quently written in verse, and the responsum often

concludes with the phrase, "what my scanty wis-

dom hath given me I have written thee," or, "what
liatli seemed right according to ni}' scanty wisdom,
I have written thee," the decision then ending with
a greeting. In some responsa the date is written at

the beginning and in others at the clo.se.

The sixth period, or the fourth rabbinic epoch,

comprises the responsa issued in various countries

from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the

present. As regards the "teshubot," or responsa

proper, this period is identical with the preceding,

both in external form and in the method of discussion,

but the great factor Avhich differenti-

Fourth ates this century from those before it

Rabbinic lies in the questions which evoked the

Epoch. responsa. In foregoing centuries the

decisions, in so far as they were in-

tended to be practical, were based on questif)ns

taken from real life. The responsa of the nine-

teenth century, however, and especially those of

the latter half of it, were evoked for the most part

by problems which were merely hypothetical. Im-
pelled by a desire for notoriety, the questioner

evolved a ]iroblem which could occur seldom or

never in real life, and which consequently found
no solution in the older responsa or codes, .so that a

question was a.sked which Avas apparently new and
thitherto imdecided. Yet in tiiis period as in the

others many responsa deal with problems taken from
actual experience. This is especially true of deci-

sions evoked by many great inventions which have
wrought sweeping changes in the relations of life; in

general, or by changes in the conditions of the Jews
in different countries, or by movements within Ju-

daism itself; e.(j., those of Reformed and national

Judaism and Zionism. Only a few examples can l)e

cited here. In a responsum (" Hatam Sofer. Orah Hay-
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yini," No. 28) Moses Sofer discussed the probU'in

whether the " hiniah " (iilinemar) might be removed
from the center and placed near the ArU, as is now
tile case in all Reform and even in many Orthodox
synagogues, Ijut which was then interdicted as an

innovation. In another responsum {ih. "Yoreh
De'ah," No. 128) he debated whether a Jewish sculp-

tor was permitted by his religion to carve human
figures. The movements tor the reform of Judaism

evoked many responsa in rcjjly to (luestions con-

cerning the location of tiie biniah, organ accompani-

ments, the covering of the head in the synagogue,

the seating of men and women together, and prayers

in the vcinacular. Among the collections of such

responsa written in opi)osition to Reform maj' be

mentioned the "Eleh Dibrc ha-Berit " (Amsterdam,

1819), by Closes Sofer, Akiba Eger, and others, pio-

testing against prayers in the vernacular and against

the use of the organ on the Sabbath ; the "Zeror ha-

Havyim " of Abraham b. Aryeh Ij'oh. rabbi at Eni-

deii \ih. 1820); the " Torat ha"-Kena"ot " {ih. 1845), a

collection of letters and responsa controverting the

resolutions of the rabbinical conference at Bruns-

wick; and the"]Meholat ha-Mahanayim," b}' Israel

David Margolies-Schlesiuger-Jatt'e (Presburg, 1859).

In a responsum Joseph Saul Nathanson discussed

the problem of the transfer of a corpse from one

place of burial to another (" Sho'el ii-Meshib," i.. No.

231). In another responsum (ih. iii.. No. 373) he rc-

jilied in the affirmative to a (piestion sent him from
New York asking wlictiier a Protestant church
might be changed intoa synagogue. Isaac Schmel-
kes passed judgment ('' Bet-Yizhak," i., Przemysl,

1901, No. 29) on the question of civil marriage,

which is permitted by the laws of Hungary between
Jews and non-Jews, and he debated also {ih. ii.,

Pr/.emysl, 1895, No. 31 ) whether electric lights may
be used for Hanukkah, and {ih. No. 58) whether the

telephone or the phonograph may be used on the

Sabbath. The Jewish colonization of Palestine in

recent times has been the occasion of many re-

sponsa on questions connected with agriculture and
horticulture in the Holy Land, including the yivoh-

lems of tiie cessation of all labor in the fields during
the Sabl)alical year and the use of etrogs from the

Jewish colony of Palestine.

In addition to the collections of responsa already

nuuitioned, the following may be noted as the most
important examples of responsal literature in the

nineteenth century: the "Hesed le-Abraham " of

Al)raham Te'omim (Lemberg, 1898), the " Ketab
Sofer" of Abniham Samuel Benjamin Sofer (Pres-

burg, 1873-84), and the "Be'er Yizhak " of Isaac El-

hanan Spektor (Konigsberg, n.d.).

BiBLiOGRAPiiv : Uesponsjil literature as a whole lia.sas yet found
no literary historian ; sitigle periods have been di.scussed wliMe
others have heen entirely nefrlected, the worlis on tliese sepa-
rate epochs includin<r : Joel Miiller, Bricfc niid Hiifpniisen
aun der V(>r{in<iii(lisclie)i JVuUxchiii IJieralur. Berlin, 1886;
idem, Einlritunu i)i die Hei<pnTif<en dcr liahiilonische)! <lc-

onen, ib. 1891 ; Zacharias Frankel, Kntivnrf ciiier (iexrhiclitc
der Litrralnr der Narlitdhiiudisrhen lii'spunxni, Breslau,
186.5. The responsa liy European and American rahhis to
prohleiiis arisine: in America are summarized by .1. D. Eisen-
stein. The I>cvel(ty)we)it of JcwWt Casuistic Literature in
America, Baltimore, 1905.

w. H. J. Z. L.

SHEEP.— Biblical Data: The most usual

terms for the sheep are " seh " and " kebes " (" keseb ")

:

"kar"(Deut. xxxii. 14; Isa. Iviii. 7) denotes the

young lamb in pasture; " teleh " (Isa. xl. 11 et al.),

the suckling lamb; '"ayil," the ram; "rahel,"the
ewe. In the Aramaic portions of the Old Testament
the term ''emer" occurs (Ezra vii. 17), which term
is foiuid also in the cognate languages. The word
" zon " is used collectively for small cattle, including

sheep and goats.

The important place held by the sheep in the hus-

bandry of Palestine is shown by the himdreds of

Bil)lical references to it. It is the first animal distin-

guished by name (Gen. iv. 4). In patriarchal times

sheep formed the chief part of the

TJses of the fiocks and herds and the principal

Sheep. source of wealth (comp. Gen. xii. 16,

xxiv. 35^^^/. ; Ex. ii. 16). Tlieexist-

enceof large numbers of sheep is referred to through-
out the Biblical narrative (comp. Num. xxxi. 32;

Josh. vi. 21 ; I Sam. xiv. 32, x v. 3, xxvii. 9 ; Job i. 3

;

I Chron. v. 21). Even kings did not disdain to be

breeders of sheep (II Kings iii. 4 ; I Chron. xxvii. 31

;

II Chron. xxvi. 10, xxxii. 29; comp. Eccl. ii. 7).

The uses of the sheep were manifold. Its flesh,

especially that of lambs, was a favorite dish (I

Sam. XXV. 18; I Kings iv. 23; Isa. xxii. 13; Amos

Palestinian Sheep, with Cart Supporting Tall.

vi. 4); the ewe's milk also was consumed (Deut.

xxxii. 14). The sJiofar was made of the horn of the

ram (Josh. vi. 4), which was used also as a recepta-

cle for oil, etc. (I Sam. xvi. 1). The skin served as

covering for tents (Ex. xxvi. 14), and probably as

clothing (Heb. xi. 37). But it was chiefly for its

wool that the sheep was valued (Deut. xviii. 4;

Prov. xxvii. 23, 26; xxxi. 13; Job xxxi. 19), and
sheep-shearing was the occasion of a fe.stival (Gen.

xxxviii. 12; I Sam. xxv. 2; II Sam. xiii. 23). The
white wool of Damascus is especially mentioned
(Ezek. xxvii. 18).

The sheep was preeminently the animal for sacri-

fice (Gen. iv. 4; Lev. i. \0 et passim; I Kings viii.

5; IIChron.xv.il). The morning and evening of-

fering in the Sanctuary consisted of a yearling lamb
(Ex. xxix. 38; Num. xxviii. 1).

The plain east of the Jordan, and Ammon, Moab,
Gilead, Ba.shan, Carmel, and Sharon were particu-

larly devoted to sheep pasture (Num. xxxii. 4; Isa.

Ixv. 10; Micah vii. 14; II Kings iii. 4). Arabia also

was rich in sheep (Isa. Ix. 7; Ezek. xxvii. 21; II

Chron. xvii. 11).
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The sheep now most common in Palestine is the

broad-tailed variet}-, characterized by a deposit of fat

in the tail ("alyah"; comp. Ex. xxix. 22; Lev. iii.

9 et ill.). In nortiiern Palestine a horned variety

similar to the merino is found. Sheep are still

abundant east of the Jordan.

Flock and shepherd are often used figuratively

in reference to the people and their leaders (Num.
xxvii. 17; I Kings xxii. 17; Ezek. xx.xiv. 17, xxxix.

18; Zech. xi. 7; Ps. xlix. 15, cxix. 176). The ram

is also the emblem of one of the great monarchies

(Dan. viii. 3). The patience and meekness of the

lamb are alluded to in Isa. liii. 7, Jer. xi. 19, and

Ps. xliv. 12, 23 (A. V. 11, 22).

a field " (Hul. 84a, b). The most valuable part of

the sheep is its wool, and great pains were taken

in the care of it (Shab. 6b; Hul. 137a). Sheep bear-

ing fine wool were protected by covers to keep the

wool clean (Shab. 54a). Shorn sheep wore on the

forehead a sponge or a piece of woolen cloth satu-

rated in oil as a protection against cold {ib.). Of the

ram, the Jiorns were made into wind-instruments, the

hollow thigli-bones into flutes, the large intestine into

lute-strings, and the small intestine intoharp-strings

;

while from its wool were made the pomegranates in

the garment of the high priest, against which the

striking of small golden bells produced a tinkling

sound (comp. Ex. xxviii. 33-35). Hence the adage:

I'ALESTINIA.N bHKEP AND SUKPHKlll).
(From a photograph by the American colony at Jerusalem.)

In Rabbinical Literature : A number of ad-

ditional Icrinsfor tiie sheep are used in the Talmud;
€.5'.,K"lC"'N(Ker. 28be<^</.), N^2V (H. II. 26a). In the

first moulii of the second year the sheep is called

KjijS- IplJ. NOJnSID (Parahi. 3). The ram is called

also D^^m W* "13T ("the male of the ewes"; Yeb.

121b), and in the plural n3'n(Hiil. 39b); while to the

great ram the term }<n"l2 is ap])licd (Shab. 18b).

Cmny (properlj^, "he-goals '') occurs sometimes for

sheep in general (Hul. 84a). The wild ram is "i3n ?^X
(" ram of the field "

; Hul. 80a). Sheep carrying their

heavy tails on little wagons are mentioned (Shab.

54b).

The high estimation in which sheep are held in

the Talmud is illustrated by the advice: "Sell thy

field to buy sheep, but do not sell thy sheep to buy

" The ram alive produces only one sound ; dead, seven

sounds" (Kin. 25a). The sheep conceives, as a rule,

when it is two years old, and its period of gestation

is five months. It copulates with the goat (Bck.

19b). In jiarturition the young comes forth with the

lips first, not with the ears, as does the goat (Bek.

35a). To aid the sheep in parturition pieces of cloth

dipped in oil and warmed were bound on its fore-

head and belly (Shab. 54b). To fatten female sheep

tlicir udders were bound up so as to prevent the

formation of milk (Shab. 54a). The best sheep were

those of Hebron (Sotah 34b).

BiBLiooRAPHY: Trlstmin, JVa?. 7/ist. p. 133 : Lewysohn. Zoo/o-
yie des Talmudif, p. 118.

E. G. H. I. M. C.

SHEEPFOLD. See Shepherd.
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SHEFAR'AM {DynSC; called liy the Anibic

geogiaphcis Shefa'ram; modern name, Shefa
'Amr) : Pliue in Palestine, three houis distant Irom

Haifa, governed by a mudir. In the second century-

it served as a refuge for the 8anhedrin (see Usha).

Nothing is known of the earl}' history of its Jewish
community, which was probably dispersed by the

many ccjuquerors that from time to time invaded

Palestine. Shefar'am is not mentioned by any trav-

eler, either Jewish or Gentile, since it is not on the

highway to Haifa, nor oji that from Acre to Tiberias

or Sal'ed.

About 1741 or 1742 a large number of Palestinian

Jews settled at Shefar'am, encouraged by Rabbi
Hayyim Abulaliaof Smyiiia, whoestablis^hed a com-
munity at Tiberias also. The Jews of Shefar'am
were at first employed in agriculture, but as the gov-

ernment oppressed them with taxes, they left their

farms and engaged in commerce. The local author-

ities gave the lands to the Druses, but when these

refused to pay the taxes the lands were taken away
from tiiem and restored to the Jews. The latter,

though engaged in business also, cultivate some
acres of land and raise olives.

In a total population of 1,;j4.'5 inhabitants thcs-e

were in Shefar'am in 1901 seven Jewish families ag-

gregating forty-five Uidividuals. Among them are

three haberdashers and dealers in dry-goods, one
greengrocer, one oculist, one druggist, and an ofli-

cial who combines the functions of hazzau, shohet,

mohel, and teacher. Shefar'am possesses a school

subsidized by the Alliance Israelite Universelle, a
small synagogue, a bath for women ("mikweh"),
and an abandoned synagogue, several centuries old,

which contains ancient scrolls of the Law.

Bibliography: A. M. l.uncz, Luah Ere? ri.<rac(, Jerusalem,
1899.

D. M. Fr.

SHEFELAH. See Palestine.

SHEFTALL (SHEFTAIL) : American family,
well known in Georgia, members of which are at

present living in Savannah.
Benjamin Sheftall : American merchant; born

in England at the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
tury ; died at Savannah. He was one of forty immi-
grants who arrived at Savannah in July. 1733. He
left two sons, Levi and Mordedai. Benjamin com-
menced the well-known •'Sheftall manuscript,"
completed by his son Mordecai, in which the immi-
gration of the Jews to Georgia in 1733 is described.
He was known for his antislavery views, and was
one of the founders of the Union Society of Savan-
nah. His eldest son, Levi, was a merchant in Sa-
vannah, and held, like his father, a leading place in

the affairs of the Jewish congregation.
A. F. T. H.

Mordecai Sheftall : American soldier, and ]ta-

triot in the Revolutionary war; born at Savannah,
Ga., 1735; died there 1797. He was one of the first

white children born in the colony, being a son of
Benjamin Sheftall, who arrived in Savannah shortly
after Oglethorjie, and whose name is mentioned
in the first deed of Georgia. Mordecai received a
fair education, and, on attaining manhood, became a

prominent merchant. Long before the Revolution lie

was a member of the well-known Union Societv.

For several years the only Jewish place of wor-
ship in Savannah was a room fitted up by him in

his own house, where services were held until about
1774. In 1773 he deeded a piece of land to iiis

coreligionists for the jjuipose of erecting a syna-
gogue; but the project was abandoned owing to

the excitement ])iece(iing the troubles with Great
Britain.

From the very outbreak of the Revolution Shef-

tall was prominently identified with the American
cau.se. He became chairman of "the Parochial
Committee," organized to regulate the internal af-

fairs of Savannah, and composed of patriots opposed
to the royal government. As chairman of this rebel

committee he was subsequently denounced and per-

secuted by the British. In 1777 Sheftall was ap-
pointed commissary-general to the troops of Georgia
and to the Continental troops also ; in October of the

following 3'ear he became "Deputy Commissary of
Issues in South Carolina and Georgia "; and he fig-

ured as a staff -officer in the Continental line of the
Georgia brigade during the war. When the British

attacked Savannah in 1778, Sheftall not only took
an active part in its defense, but he also advanced
considerable sums of money for the; American cause.

After- the cit;s- had been taken he was captured, but
he resisted all inducements to give up the cause of
liberty ; as a result he suffered severely from perse-

cution on the part of the British, and was placed on
Ijoard a prison-ship. It was probably during this

captivity, part of which was spent in the West
Indies, that he wrote the details of his imprisonment
ill u journal, which seems to hav(; been subsequently
published under the title "Capture of Mordecai
Sheftall, Deputy Commissary-General of Issues,"

etc. Excerpts from this work are given in White's
"Historical Collections of Georgia."

Imprison- in which Sheftall's captivity is graph-
ment. ically described. The British appear

to have spoken of Sheftall as "a very
great rebel." Georgia historians point with pride

to his successful efforts during this dark period in

])reserving the Union Society, Avhich is still one of
Savannah's representative organizations. With the

aid of three fellow prisoners who were among the
leading patriots of the colony, the meetings of the
society were regularly held and its anniversaries

celebrated, Sheftall being chosen president. When,
in 1825, Lafayette laid the corner-stone of the Pu-
laski monument at Savannah, there was deposited
therein, among other precious relics, "a ]dece of

the oak-tree from Sunbury, Liberty county, Georgia,
under which in 1779 the charter of the Union Society
was preserved; and Mr. Mordecai Sheftall, then a
prisoner of war, was elected president."

In 1780 Sheftall figured as a witness at the court
martial of Major-General Howe, who, in the course
of his successful defense, remarked: "Mr. Sheftall

is an honest man, and from the testimony of such I

know that I have nothing to fear." Sheftall's name
appears near the head of the list in the " Dis(iiialify-

ing Act" passed by the British in 1780, in which it

is associated with those of the foremost patriots of
Georgia, he being described as "Chairman of Rebel
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Parochial Committee." In 1782 lie appears at Pliil-

adelphia, whicli was tlien the liavon for patriot rcf

iigees, as one of tlie founders of the Mickve Israel

congregation. In the following year lie, in com-
mon with other officers, received a grant of land in

-what was called "The Georgia Continental Estab-

lishment," in token of his services during tlie war.

He subsequently figures as one of the ineorpoi'ators

of the Union Society (1786); and his name is also

closely associated with the early history of free-

masonry in the United States.

After the Revolution Sheftall was one of the fore-

most reorganizers of the Savannah congregation ,

and he was largely instrumental in securing the first

enclosed Jewish burial-ground in that city. The
records of Congress show that Sheftall subsequently

made efforts to recover some of the money he had
advanced to the American cause. The documents
connected with this case are quite numerous; but,

tJjough the claim was favorably reported, the money
lias not been paid to tlie heirs.

A. L. Hi!'.

Moses Sheftall : Son of Mordecai Sheftall ; born

in Savannah Oct. 13, 1796. He practised as a phy-
sician in his native town and was elected twice to

the state legislature. He was also a judge of the

county court.

Sheftall Sheftall: Son of Mordecai Sheftall;

captured by the British while acting as deputy com-
missioner in the Revolutionary war and sent as pris-

oner to the West Indies.

Bibuography: Markens, The Hebrews in America, pp. 49-
50. New York, 1888; Daly. The Settlement of the Jews in
North America, pp. 67-76, New York, 1893: Pnhl. Am. Jew.
Hint. Soc. 1. 8, 24, 86 et seq.; il. 47 ; iii. 88, 11.5 ; iv. 96-99 ; ix. 62

;

X. 69-9.5 (where it is mentioned that the diary of Benjamin
Sheftall is in the possession of Sally Sheftall of Savannah);
xii. 44, 47, 54, 56, 163 ; Cyrus Adler, in Menorah Monthly,
vil. 253-257.

A. F. T. H.

SHEHITAH : The ritual slaughtering of ani-

mals. While the practise that prevailed among the

nations of antiquity other than the Hebrews, of

cutting off a limb from a living animal and eating

it, is condemned in several passages in the Bible (see

Cruelty TO Animals; Dietary Laws), no definite

mode of slaughter is prescribed. In connection with

the preparation of an animal for sacrifice the term
"shahat"is used (Lev. i. 5, 11; iii. 2, 8, 13); but
this denotes merely that the animal is to be killed,

and not how it is to be slaughtered.

Origin Tra- There can be but little doubt, how-
ditional. ever, that in slaughtering the sacrifi-

cial animals the priests followed some
uniform mode akin to that which was later adopted
by all Israel and which is known as "shehitah " (see

SifretoDeut. xii. 21). Speculating on the etymology
of the words "shahat" and "zabah," the Rabbis en-

deavored thereby to establish on a Scriptui'al basis

the law that an animal should be slaughtered by
cutting the throat (Hul. 27a). The current opinion,

however, was that all the laws of shehitah were
given orally to Moses by God {ib. 28a, based on Dent.
.\ii. 21). One opinion is to the effect that Moses was
commanded concerning the shehitah of mammals
only, and not concerning that of birds, the latter,

therefore, being merely a rabbinic institution {ih.

27b, 28a).

The laws of shehitah ajiply only to mammals and
birds, not to fishes and locusts (ib. 27b, based on
Num. .\i. 22). The latter, however, should not be
eaten alive (Shulhan 'Ariik, Yoreh De'ali, 13, 1,

Isserles' gloss). The young found in an animal
which has been duly slaughtered may be eaten
without the carrying out of the usual form of shehi-

tah, provided it did not "step on the ground," i.e.,

if it is used for food soon after being found in its

mother's womb (Hul. 74a).

The slaughtering of animals is entrusted only to

jiersons versed in the Law and skilled in their work.
Shehitah may not be performed by the following:

a deaf-mute, idiot, or minor {ib. 2a); one who is

intoxicated (Yoreh De'ah, 1, 8, and Isserles' gloss);

an old man whose hands tremble, it

Q,ualifica- being apprehended that he may press

tions of the knife against the throat of the

Shohatim. animal instead of gently moving it

forward and backward (eomp. " Be'er

Heteb" and "Pithe Teshubah," on Yoreh De'ah,

1, 5); a non-Jew, even though not an idolater (Hul.

13a, b) ; a Jew who spitefully transgresses the laws
of Judaism ("mumar le-hak'is"; Yoreh De"ali, 2, 5;

see Heresy). Some authorities considered women
incompetent to perforin shehitah (Tos. to Hul.

2a, s.v. "Ha-kol"; Yoreh De'ah, 1, 1, Is.serles'

gloss), an opinion that came to be generally ac-

cepted.

At the present time the custom is to allow no one
to slaughter unless he has passed a rigid examina-
tion before a competent authority in all the laws of

shehitah and of Terefah, especially tho.se pertain-

ing to the examination of the lungs, and has received

a written certificate ("kabbalah") of his knowledge
of such laws, of his expertness in examining the

knife, and of his skill in slaughtering. Even after

he has received such a certificate and has been per-

mitted to slaughter animals, the shohet is enjoined

to review the laws of shehitah occasionally (at least

every thirty days), so that he may remain well

versed in them {ib. 1,1, Isserles' gloss).

The length of the knife ("l.iallaf ") with which
shehitah is performed must be twice the width of

the throat of the animal about to be slaughtered, (he

maximum length being fourteen fingerbreadths {ih.

8, Isserles' gloss). The knife must be

The Knife, sharp, smooth, and without any per-

ceptible notch; and it must be thor-

oughly examined before the slaughtering, by pass-

ing first the finger and then the finger-nail over its

edge and both sides (Hul. 17b). It should be simi-

larly examined after the slaughtering; and if a

notch in it should then be found the animal becomes
ritually unfit for food {ih. 10a). It is customary for

the shohet to occasionally submit his knife to the

rabbi for examination {ib. 18a). In Yoreh De'ali, 18,

17, the opinion is expressed that this examination is

no longer necessary, since only pious and learned

men are now appointed as shohatim. The custom,

however, still prevails. Before slaugiitering, the

following blessing is pronounced: "Blessed art

Thou . . . who sanctified us with His command-
ments and commanded us concerning slaughtering."

In case many animals are to be slaughtered at the

same time one bles.sing is sufficient. After the bless-
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ing has been pronounced no irrelevant conversation

is permitted (Hul. 86b; Yoreli De'ali, 19).

Tlieact of slauglitering proper consists in cutting

througli the windjiipe and tlie gullet in niamnials,

or either of these in birds. If tlie greater part of

both these organs is cut through (or,

The in birds, the greater part of either),

Process. the animal is considered ritually

slaughtered (Hul. 27a). The veins

along l)t)th sides of the neck of a bird must be

pierced at the time of slaughtering {ib. ; Yorch De'ah,

21, 22). The many details of shehitah were sum-

(3) "Haladah" (digging). The knife must be
drawn over the throat. If it is placed between the

windpipe and the gullet, or under the skin, or under
a cloth hung over the neck of the animal, so that

any jiart of the knife is not visible while slichitah

is being performed, although the slaughtering is

otherwise correctly executed, the animal is unfit for

food(i/A 24, 7-11).

(4) "Hagramah" (slipping). The limits within

which the knife may be inserted are from the large

ring in the windpipe to the top of the upper lobe

of the lungs when inflate;], and the corresponding

German Jewish Sladohtering-Vard ok the Eaki.y Eighteenth centi kv.

(From Kirclmer, " Jiidlsches CeremoDiei," 1726.)

marized by the Rabbis under the following five laws,

which were supposed by them to have been deliv-

ered by God to Moses (Hul. 9b):

(1) " Shehiyah " (delay). There should be no delay
or interruption while the slaughtering is being per-

formed. The knife should be kept in continuous
motion, forward and backward, until the organs are

cuttlirough. Adelay of even one moment makes the

animal unfit for food ("nebelah "
; Yoreh De'ah, 28).

(2) "'Derasah" (pressing). The knife must be
drawn gently across the throat, without any undue
exertion on the part of the shohet. It is therefore

forbidden to lay one's finger on the blade while
slaughtering, as the least pressure renders the ani-

mal unfit for food {ih. 24, 1-6).

length of the pharynx {ib. 20). Slaughtering by the

insertion of the knife in any part above or below

these limits is called "hagramah," and renders the

animal unfit for food {ib. 24, 12-14).

(5) " Tkkur " (tearing). If either the windpipe or

the gullet is torn out or removed from its regular

position during the slaughtering, the animal becomes
unfit for food. If this has happened while the ani-

mal was 3^et alive, the latter is not regarded as
" nebelah," and its eggs or milk may be used for food ;

but the animal it.self can not become ritually fit for

food through slaughtering {ih. 24, 15-20).

Soon after shehitah the shohet must examine the

tliroat of the animal and ascertain whether the wind-

pipe and the gullet are cut through according to the
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(From BodcDBchalz, " Kircblichc VerfaasuEg," 1748.)
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requirements of the Law (Hul. 9h ; Yoreh De'ali,

25). la the case of birds ami of permitted wild

beasts, some of the blood shed in the course of

shehitali must be covered with earth or adies (Lev.

xvii. 13), the following benediction being first pro-

nounced :
" Blessed art Thou . . . who sanctified us

with His commandments and commanded us to

cover blood with earth " (Hul. vi; Yoreh De'ali, 28).

For the prohibition against slaughtering an animal

and its young on the same day, see Cruelty to

Animals.

Bibliography : Maimonides, Yad, Shehitah, i.-iv.. xiv.; Shnl-
han 'Aruh, Yoreh De'a/i, 1-28; Hamburger, R. B. T. ii.,

.s.v. Schlachten; Weichman, Das Schiichtcn, Leipsic, 1899;
Wiener, Die. Jlldischen Speiftegexetzes pp. M4-25"), Breslau.
1899.

w. B. J. H. G.

lished under tlie auspices of the St. Petersburg
Academy of Sciences. He was the autlior also of
" Velikorus v Svoikh Pyesnyakh, Obryadakh, i Pr.,"

which was one of his last works.

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Kvdehia, Aug. 20, 1900, No. 34, p. 1146: A'o-
vinie Vremtia. Aiig. 26. 1900. No. 8799. p. 3.

n. K. J. G. L.

SHEITEL. S((! Wig.

SHEKALIM : Treatise of the Mishuah, the To-
sefta, and the Jerusalem Talmud, dealing with the

half-shekel tax which was imposed for defraying the

expenses of tlie Temple service (comp. Ex. xxx. 12

et seq. ; Neh. x. 33); also with the other institutions

of the Temple at Jerusalem. In most of the Mish-

nah editions the treatise is the fourth in the order

Slaughtering-Knives.
(Ill the possession of Maurice Herrmann, New York.)

SHEIN, PAVEL VASILYEVICH : Russian
ethnograpiier; bom in ia26; died at Riga Aug. 14,

1900. He studied at the University of Moscow, and
after conversion to Protestantism he became in the

tifties a teacher of Russian in the district school of

Tula and later in the school of Yasnaya Polyana, es-

tablished by Count Leo Tolstoi. Deeply interested

in the language and customs of liis couiitiy, he de-

voted hiuLself to tlie study of Russian folk-lore, and
notwithstanding tlie fact that lie was crii)pled he
visited numerous villages and hamlets in various
parts of tlie country, collecting songs and stories

from the peasants.

Shein's most important work was "Bytovaya i

Semeinaya Zhizn Byelo-Russi v Obryadakh i Pyes-
nyakh" (St. Petersburg, 1890), which was pub-

Mo'ed, and is divided into eight chapters, contain-

ing fifty-one sections in all.

Ch. i. : Concerning the method of calling for pay-

ment of the tax on the lirst day of the twelfth

month, Adar; public works undertaken on the fif-

teenth of Adar; on that day the monej'- changers set

up their tables in Jerusalem for the purpose of ex-

changing foreign moneys for the coin in which the

tax was payable; on the twenty-fifth of Adar the

changers set up their tables in the Temple itself

;

on the last-mentioned date also they

Contents : began to take pledges from those per-

Ch. i.-iii. sons who had not paid the tax, no
pledges being exacted from the priests,

although they were obliged to pay the tax, and
committed a sin in refusing to do so ; women, slaves,
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ami minors wore not required to pay the tax,

tliough liieir money was accepted if they olTercd it ,

the tax was not accepted from pagans and Samari

tans, even if tiiey wislied to pay it; cases in wliich

a small sum was jniid in addition to tlie lialf-shekel.

Cli. ii. : Concerning the changing of tiie shekaiini

into gold coin, in ordei' to transport tlie monej' more
easily to Jerusalem ; the hnxes placed in the Temple
and throughout the province, into which every per-

son dropped his half-shekel; cases in which tlie

money was lost or stolen en route to Jerusalem;

cases in which a person paid his tax with conse-

crated money; the dilTerent kinds of coin in which
the tax was paid at different times during the Sec-

ond Temple; ways of using money collected forcer-

tain purposes.

Cli. iii. : Concerning tlic three days of the j^ear on

which the gold coin handed in was taken from the

treasury and placed in three baskets, from which it

was subsequently taken for the purchase of the sac-

rifices; manner of remo\ing this money from tlie

treasury so that the jiersons engaged in the woi-k

might in no wise be suspected of theft ; manner of

maiking, either with Hel)rew or with Greek letters,

the three baskets in which the money was jdaced.

Ch. iv.: Relating to the things purchased with

the money taken from tlie treasury', and what was
done with the mcuiey remaining there; regula-

tions f(ir disposing of the remnants of

Cli. iv.-viii. other dedicated ol)jects(§;§ 1-5); man-
ner of disposing of ol)jeets suitable for

sacrilices, which were included in pinperty that a

person had left to the Temple (^ij; C-S) ; manner of

determining once in tliirtj' days the price f)f the

wine, oil, and meal needed in the Sanctuary {§ 0).

Cii. v.: Enumeration of the lifteen oHices con-

nected with the Sanctuary, and the names of the

heads of these oflices; the four checks or comiters

re]iresenting tlie measuii's used in the dilTerent sac-

ritiees; the saciiticer re(|uiring Aviiie, oil, and meal
for his sacrifice went to the kee]ier of these checks,

and received one on pa3'nient of the i'e(|uisite sum ;

with this check he went to the keeper in charge of

the ingredients of the sacrifice, who gave him what
he needed for his olTering ; subseciuent treatment of

the checks; the two apartments in tlie Temple in

which gifts were jdaceil ; one of them was called

"secret chamber," because the names of the donors
as well as Hiose of the poor who received relief from
such gifts were kept secret.

Ch. vi.: Occurrence of the number thirteen in

connection with the Sanctuary; the thirteen jars,

thirteen tables, and thirteen obeisances made in

thirteen dilTerent places therein; where the Ark of

the Covenant was concealed ; once a priest in doing
some work noticed that a certain ]iart of the floor

was different from the rest; when he mentioned the

fact to his colleagues, he was immediately stricken

dead, whereupon they perceived that the Ark was
concealed below that portion.

Ch. vii. : Eegulatioiis regarding the disposal of

money, meat, or cattle found in the Sanctuary at

Jerusalem or in the vicinity of that city; seven reg-

ulations issued by tlie court ("bet din ") in reference

to sacrifices and to dedicated objects.

Ch. viii. : Hegulations regarding the cleanness or

XL— 17

uncleannessof saliva, and of vessels and slaughtering-

knives found in Jerusalem; purification of the cur-

tain of the Temple when defiletl in any way; value

of the curtain befoie the Sanctuary ; the half-shekel

tax and tiie oll'ering of the firstlings of the fruit

ceased with the destruction of the Temple.
The Tosefta on this treatise is divided into three

ciiapters, and contains many interesting additions

and suiiplements to the Mislin.di. Noteworthy is

the discussion of the question whether tlie Ark of

the Covenant was taken to Babylon or

Tosefta whether it was concealed in the ground
and. below the spot where it had stood in

Gemara. the Sanctuary (ii. 18); regulation re-

garding the time of apprenticeship

wliich the Levites were required to .serve in order

to become qualified to enter into the Temple service

(iii. 26).

The Babylonian Talmud having no Gemara to

this treatise, the Palestinian Gemara is printed in

tlie editions. 'I'lie latter contains, besides com-
ments on the ]\Iislinaii. many sentences and haggadic
interpretations, as well as legends and myths. Some
of the sentences maybe quoted heie, "The pious

and the sages need no monuments; for their wise

sayings and noble deeds commemorate them forever

in the minds of men " (ii. 7). "If the sentence of a
dead sage is rejteated, his lips nif)ve in the grave "

(/.('., he speaks tlunigh no longer living; ib.).

"When David was about to build the Temple, God
asked him, ' For what is the Temple intended? For
the purpose of bringing sacrifices to Me there? I

prefer the exercise of right and justice to all sacri-

fices ' " (Prov. xxi. 3) (///.). " R." Meir .said :
' Who-

ever lives in Palestine, speaks Hebrew, observes the

laws of purification, and reads the "Slienia' " every

morning and evening is sure of participating in the

future life ' " (iii. 5, end). There is also an interest-

ing criticism of jiei'sons Avho spend lai'ge sums in

erecting buildings for acadenu"es, though this money
might be emjiloyed to better advantage in aiding

the students (v. M, end).

w. ^^. J. Z. L.

SHEKANZIB (3^VJDEJ>) : Small town near Ne-
liardea, in Persia, jierhaps idenllcal with Al-Zib on
the Tigris, and possibly with xn2"'T ('E''- 64a, MS.
reading). According to M. K. 2.sb, its women were
noted for the beautiful songs of mourning which
they sang at burials. Kabbi Judah iia-Nasi refused

to allow his children to live tliere because it was a
town of mockers (Pes. 112b); hut Bab Nahmau
married a woman of Shekanzib (Yeb. o7b). Sherira

Gaou states in his letter (in Neubauer, "M. J. C." i.

2S)) that Babha bar Abulia fied to that town when
Papa ben Nazar captured Nehardea.

Bibliography: l^evy, Neuhehr. H'lirrcrft. iv. 554 ; Neubauer,
G. T. p. 3(j3.

.T. S. O.

SHEKEL (^pK') : Name of (1) a weiglit and of

(2) a siUir coin in use among the Hebi'ews.

1. Weig-ht : It has long been admitted that the

Israelites derived their system of weights and coins

from the Babjdonians, and both peoples divided the

talent (~I3D) into GO minas (nJO), each mina consist-

ing of 60 shekels, so that the talent contained

8,600 shekels. This division into ;5,600 shekels is
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generally supposed to be implied in Ezek. xlv. 13

(comp. Riehm, "Handworterbuch," p. 509), but the

inference is incorrect, for the passage is almost cer-

tainly corrupt (comp. Smend, Coruill, and Kriitz-

sclimar, ad loc). In fact, it actually states that the

inina contained 50 shekels, which would make the

talent equal to 3,000 shekels, so that a mina equals

818.6 grams, and a talent equals 49.11 kilograms.

A similar talent is found among other peoples, for

the Greeks and Persians likewise divided the mina

into 50 shekels, while the division of the talent into

60 minas was universal. This division into 50 is evi-

dently a consequence of the conflict of the decimal

and the sexagesimal system, Iho Egyptian influ-

ence making itself felt side by side with the Baby-

lonian.

It may possibly be inferred from Ezek. xlv. 12

that in the exilic period and the time w hich imme-

diately preceded it the division of the mina into 50

shekels became customary among the Jews, and that

this was simultaneous with the division of the shekel

into 20 gerahs (mj), since this coin is mentioned

only in Ezekiel and in the Pentateuch (Ex. xxx. 13;

Lev. xxvii. 25; Num. iii. 47). In the pre-exilic

period half-shekels {'^\)'2,) and quarter-shekels are

mentioned, while in tlie Ptjntateuch the Temple tax

was determined according to the "shekel of the

sanctuary," which was equal to 20 gerahs. The
meaning of the phrase " shekel of the sanctuary "

is uncertain, but at all events there is no justifica-

tion for the rabbinical assumption that in addition

to it there was also a common shekel of one-half its

value, for there are no references whatever to the

latter. It is possible, however, that tlie "shekel of

the sanctuary " may be contrasted with the smaller

silver shekel, and that it may have received its name
from the fact that the standard weight was kept in

the Temple.

2. Coin: The shekel was the unit of coinage as

well as of weight, and the pieces of metal which
served for currency were either fractions or multi-

ples of the standard shekel. As already noted, the

struggle of the Egyptian decimal and the Babylo-

nian sexagesimal system for supremacy was espe-

cially evident in the gold and silver weights, and
the fact that the mina of 50 shekels Ijecame the

standard was probably due to Phenician influence.

The gold shekel was originally -^-^ of the weight of the

mina, and the silver shekel, which was intended to

correspond in value to the gold one, should conse-

quently have been *f- xit = % of ^^^^ weight of the

mina, since the ratio between gold and silver had
gradually become as 40 to 3. Since this shekel could

not have been commonly used as currency, however,

a demand arose for a smaller coin of practical size,

which might be made either by dividing the silver

equivalent of the gold shekel into ten parts, thus

giving a silver shekel of ^^ = J- of the weight of

the mina, or by dividing the silver equivalent into

fifteen parts, giving a silver shekel of ^Ixs = tI'

of the weight of the mina. Wnen the decimal sys-

tem had become established the gold and the silver

mina each were reckoned at 50 of these shekels.

Hence there were (1) the Babylonian silver mina.

5 " 2 J_0 20
-rjT — 135 — 27

equal to = ^^ of the weight of the mina, and (2)

the Phenician silver mina, equal to

of tlie weight of the mina.

In the original Babylonian silver currency the

silver shekel was divided into thirds, sixths, and
twelfths, while in the Phenician currency it was di-

vided into halves, fourths, and eighths. These Phe-

nician silver shekels were current among the Jews
also, as is shown by the fact that the same division

is found among them, a quarter of a shekel being

mentioned in I Sam. ix. 8, while a half-shekel is

mentioned as the Temple tax in the Pentateuch. The
extant shekels of the Maccabean period vary be-

tween 14.50 and 14.65 grams, and are thus equiva-

lent to yI- of the great " common " Babylonian mina
—14. 55 grams. The mina was equivalent, therefore,

to 725.5 grams, and the talent to 43.659 kilograms.

The Babylonian shekel, which was equal to -'/ of

the weight of the mina, was introduced in the Persian

time, for Nehemiah fixed the Temple tax at a third

of a shekel. This Persian monetary system was
based on the small mina, its unit being the siglos,

which was equal to one-half of the Babylonian

shekel, its ratio to the Jewi.sh shekel being 3 to 8.

It was considered the hundredth instead of the fif-

tieth part of the mina, and weighed between 5.61

and 5.73 grams, while the mina weighed between

565 and 573 grams, and the talent between 33,660

and 34,380 kilograms.

In the Maccabean period the Phenician silver

shekel was again current, the Temple tax once more
being a half-shekel (Matt. xvii. 24-27, R. V.). See

NUMISM.\TICS.

Bibliography : C. F. Lelimann, ZtiUclirift flir Ethnolngie,
1889. pp. 372 et scq.; Sitzungsherichte der Archaoloiji^chen
Gesclhchaft, lass, pp. 23 et se<j.; 1893, pp. 6 et seq.; 1,. Herz-
feld, Metr'oloyitiehe Voruntersuclmngen zu einer Gesch.
ffe.s Ihrdischen. liespektive Altjlldischen Handels, Lelpsic,

18613 ; F. de Saulcy, ]Shiml<imati(iue de la Terre Sninte, Paris,

1875; F. W. Madden, Coins of the Jeivs. London, 1881; Tb.
Relnach, Les Monnaies JuivcK, in R. E. J. xv. 'published

separately, Paris, 1888); Ad. Erdmann, Kurze Veheraicht
ilber die'MVtnzneschichte Paliistiiia.s, in Z. D. P. V. ii. 75

et .seq.

E. G. n. W. N.

SHEKINAH (^r2t^•; lit. "the dwelling"): The
majestic presence or manifestation of God wliich

has descended to *' dwell " among men. Like Me.mua

(= " word " ;
" logos ") and " Yckara " {i.e., " Kabod "

= " glory "), the term w^as used by the Rabbis in place

of "God "where the anthropomorphic expressions

of the Bible were no longer regarded as proper (see

ANTiiROPOMOurHiSM). The word itself is taken

from such pa.ssages as speak of God dwelling

either in the Tabernacle or among the people of

Israel (see Ex. xxv. 8, xxix. 45-46; Num. v. 3,

XXXV. 34; I Kings vi. 13; Ezek. xliii. 9; Zech. ii. 14

[A. V. 10]). Occasionally the name of God is spo-

ken of as descending (Dent. xii. 11; xiv. 23; xvi.

6, 11 ; xxvi. 2; Neh. i. 9). It is especially said that

God dwells in Jerusalem (Zech. viii. 3; Ps. cxxxv.

21; I Chron. xxiii. 25), on Mount Zicm (Isa. viii.

18; Joel iv. [A. V. iii.] 17, 21; Ps. xv. 1, Ixxiv.

2), and in the Temple itself (Ezek. xliii. 7). Allu-

sion is made also to " him that dwelt in the bush "

(Deut. xxxiii. 16, nJD ''JD5J'); and it is said that

"the glory of the Lord abode upon Mount Sinai"

(Ex. xxiv. 16). The term "Shekinah," which is

Hebrew, whereas "Memra" and " Yekara" are Ara-

maic, took the place of the latter two in Talmud
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and Midrash, and thus absorbed the meaning which
they liave in the Targuni, where they almost exclu-

sivc'l}^ occur. Nevertheless tlie word "Sheiiinah"

occurs most frequently in tlie Aramaic versions,

since they were intended for the people and were
actually read to them, and since precautions had
therefore to be taken against possible misunder-
standings in regard to the conception of God. The

word "dwell" in the Hebrew text is

In the accordingly rendered in the Targu-
Targumim.. mini by the phrase " let the Shekinah

rest" {e.g., Ex. xxv. 8; xxix. 45, 46;

Num. V. 3, XXXV. 34; Deut. xxxii. 10 [R. V. "he
compassed him about"]; Ps. Ixxiv. 2). Onkelos
translates "Elohim" in Gen. ix. 27 by "Shekinah":
and wherever the person, the dwelling, or the re-

moteness of God is mentioned, he paraphrases by the

same word (Num. xiv. 14, 42; xvi. 3; xxxv. 34;

Deut. i. 42, iii. 24, iv. 39, vi. 15, vii. 21, xxiii. 16,

xxxi. 17); so too, wherever the Name occurs, he
substitutes for it the term "Shekinah" (Deut.

xii. 5, 11, 31), and "presence" or " face " is trans-

lated the same Avay (Ex. xxxiii. 14-15; Num. vi.

25; Deut. xxxi. 17-18; see Maybaum, "Anthropo-
niorpliien,"etc., pp. 52-54). Targ. pseudo-Jonathan
and Yerushalmi adopt a like system, as in Ps. xvi.

8, Ixxxix. 47, Lam. ii. 19, and Cant. vi. 1 {ib. pp.
64 et seq.). Where the text states that God dwells

in the Temple above the cherubim (as in Hab. ii.

20; I Sam. iv. 4; II Sam. vi. 2; I Kings viii. 12,

13; xiv. 21 ; Ps. Ixxiv. 2), or tliat God has been seen

(Isa. vi. 6 et seq. ; Ex. iii. 6 ; Ezek. i. 1 ; Lev. ix. 4),

the Yerushalmi has "Shekinah "
; and even where it

describes God as abiding in heaven, the same word
is used (Isa. xxxiii. 5; Deut. iii. 24, iv. 39). This
statement holds true also of allusions to His remote-

ness or to the hiding of His face (Hos. v. 0; Isa.

viii. 17, xiv. 15; Hastings, "Diet. Bible," iv. 488b).

The Temple is called the "house of the Shekinah "

(Targ. Onk. to Deut. xii. 5; Ps. xlix. 15, cviii. 8);

and the term likewise occurs in connection with
"glory" ("yekara"; Ruth ii. 12; Cant. iii. 6, iv. 6,

v. 6; Ps. xliv. 25, Ixviii. 19, ex v. 16; Jer. xix. 18)

and with "holiness" (Cant. i. 10, ii. 2. iii. 2. vi. 1;

Ps. Ixxiv. 12, Ixxxvi. 3).

Since the Shekinah is light, those passages of

the Apocrypha and New Testament which mention
radiance, and in which the Greek

In the text reads 66^a, refer to the Shekinali,

Apocrypha there being no other Greek equivalent

and New for the word. Thus, according to Luke
Testament, ii. 9, "the glory of the Lord [(5dff/

Kvpiov] shone round about them

"

(comp. II Peter i. 17; Eph. i. 6; II Cor. iv. 6); and
it is supposed that in John i. 14 and Rev. xxi. 3 the

vfOYAs cKTjvovv a,i\(\. aKrjvri were expressly selected as

implying the Shekinah. The idea that God dwells

in man and that man is His temple {e.g.. Col. ii. 9:

II Cor. vi. 16; John xiv. 23) is merely a more real-

istic conception of the resting of the Shekinah on

man.
Maimonides ("Moreh," i. 28 [Munk's translation,

"Guide des Egares," i. 58, 73, 88, 286, 288; iii. 43,

93]; Maybaum, i.e. pp. 5, 34) regarded the Siieki-

nah, like the Memra, the Yekara, and the Logos, as

a distinct entity, and as a light created to be an in

termediary between God and the world; while Nah-
manides (Maybaum, I.e.), on the other hand, con-

sidered it the essence of God as manifested in a
distinct form. So in more modern times Gfrbrer
saw in "Shekinah," "Memra," and " Yekara" inde-

pendent entities which, in that they were mediators,

were the origin of the Logos idea; while Maybaum,
who was followed by Hamburger, regarded tiie

Shekinah merely as an expres.sion for the various

relations of God to the world, and as

Nature of intended to represent: (1) the dwell-

the ing of God in the midst of Israel
; (2)

Shekinah. His omnipresence; (3) His personal

presence, etc. (Maybaum, I.e. pp. 51-

54). That the Shekinah was not an intermediary is

shown by the Targum to Ex. xxxiii. 15, xxxiv. 9
(Maybaum, I.e. pp. 5, 34), where the term "She-
kinah" is used in.stead of "God." The word often

occurs, however, in connections where it can not be
identical with "God," e.g., in passages which de-

clare that "the Shekinah rests," or, more explicitl}-,

that "God allows His Shekinah to rest," on such
a one. In short: in the great majority of cases

"Shekinah" designates "God"; but the frequent

use of the word has caused other ideas to be associ-

ated with it, which can best be understood from
citations. In this connection the statements of the

Talmud and Midrash are more characteristic than

those of the Targumim, because they were sponta-

neous and were not made with reference to the text

of the Bible. The Shekinah is frequently mentioned,

even in the very oldest portions; and it is wholly
unjustifiable to differentiate the Talmudic concep-

tion thereof from the Targuniic, as has been at-

tempted by Weber, although absolute consistency

is observed neither in Targum, nor in Talmud and
Midrash, since difEerent persons have expressed their

views therein.

Jose {c. 150) says: "The Shekinah never came
down to earth, nor did Moses and Elijah ever ascend

to heaven, since it is said, Ps. cxv. 16: ' The heaven,

even the heavens, are the Lord's: but the earth hath

he given to the children of men ' " (Suk. 5a, above).

The Shekinah is here identical with Ynwii. This

view was, however, challenged even in the Talmud.
Ab. R. N. XXX viii. says: "The Shekinah descended
to earth, or will have descended, ten times (as to

tlie tenth see Schechtcr's note. Recension A, ad loc.)

:

to the garden of Eden (Gen. iii. 8); when the Tower
of Babel was built {ib. xi. 5); to Sodom {ib. xxi.);

to Egypt (Ex, iii. 8): to the Red Sea (II Sam. xxii.

10); upon Sinai (Ex. xix. 10); in the pillar of cloud

(Num. xi. 25); to the Sanctuary (Ezek. xliv. 2); and
it will again descend at the time of Gog and Magog

(Zech. xiv. 4). The Shekinah ap-

Appear- peared also in the burning bush (Ex.

ances of R. ii.), and it was everywjiere (B. B.

the 25a). Two arks came up out of Egypt
Shekinah. with Israel: one containing the Sheki-

nah, and the other the body of Joseph
(Sotah 13a). Canaan was the only land worthy of

the Shekinah, which rested in the territory of Ben-
jamin (Mek.,e<l. Friedmann, p. 31a; Zeb. 54b); the

country beyond the Jordan was not worthy thereof

(Num. R. vii.). Altiiough the Shekinah was en-

throned in heaven, it observed and scrutinized man-
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kind (Ex. R. ii.). The Tabernacle was erected in

order that tlie Shekinali migiit dwell on eartli (Num.

R. xii.); and it actually entered the Holy of Holies

(Sanli. 103b). Wheresoever the Israelites went in

exile the Shekinah accompanied them; and when
they were redeemed it likewise was released (Mes;.

29a; see also R. 11. 3a; B. K. 25a; Zeb. 118b; Sofali

5a; Shab. 67a).

The Shekinah was one of tlie five things lacking

in the Second Temple (Targ. to Hag. i. 8; Yer.

Ta'an. 65a, and parallel passages). Shunning the

Gentiles, it rested solely among the

Those on Israelites (Shab. 22b), and even there

Whom the only Avhen they numbered at least

Shekinah 2,002 myriads (Ber. 7a; Yeb. 64a; B.

Rested. B. 15b; comp. Sanh. 105b), confining

itself solely to those of this multitude

who were of pure and therefore aristocratic lineage

(Kid. 70b) and who were wise, brave, wealthy, and

tall (Shab. 92a; comp. Ned. 38a); but even for

such it would not <lescend into an atmosphere of

sadness (Shab. 301) and parallel passages), since

there can be no sorrow in the presence of God (Hag.

5b); nor should one pray in a sorrowful frame of

mind (Ber. 31a).

The polemic attitude which the conception of

the Shekinah betrays toward the founder and the

ideal of Christianity is unmistakable. The Shekinah

rested upon the priests even if they were unclean

(Yoma 56b); and if it was lacking, none approached

them for an oracle {ib. 75b). Prominent doctors of

the Law were consiilered worthy of the SheUinah,

but both their generation (i.e., their contemporaries)

and their place of residence {i.e., in a foreign laud)

deprived them of its presence (Suk. 28a; B. B.

60a; Sotah481); M. K. 25a). In all these statements

the Shekinah is identical with the Holy Spirit. It

was received by thirty -six pious persons (Suk. 45b),

a number which recalls the thirty-six nomes of

Egypt and their gods. The Shekinah was also be-

lieved to be a protection, as is still the case in the

night prayer: "on my four sides four angels, and

above my head the Shekinah of God " (comp. Kid.

31a). The Shekinah is found at the head of the

sick (Shab. 12b) and at the right hand of man
(Targ. to Ps. xvi. 8). Piiaraoh's daughter saw it at

the side of Moses (Sotah lla; comj). Targ. to Judges
vi. 13), audit spoke witii the prophet Jonah twice

(Zeb. 98a), with Adam, with the serpent (Bek. 8a;

Shab. 87a; Pes. HTb ct pus.'^iiii), and with otiiers.

Unsullied thoughts and jiious deeds render one

worthy of the Shekinah, which is present when two
are engaged with the Torah (Ab. iii.

To Whom 3), when ten pray (Ber. Ga ; Ab. 3, 9),

Does the and when the; mysticism of the JMeii-

Shekinah k.4I5.\ii is explained (Hag. 141)); and

Appear ? it is likewise attracted by tlie stud}' of

the Law at night (Tamid 32b); the

reading of the "Shema' " (Shab. 57a) ;
prayer (B. B.

22a); hospitality (Shab. 127a; Sanh. 1031)); benev-

olence (B. B. 10a); chastity (Derek Erez i.); peace

and faithfulness in married life (Sotah 17a); and
similar deeds and qualities (Ket. Ilia; Ber. 67a;

Men. 43b; Sanh. 42b; Yer. Ras;. \. et passim). Sins,

on the other hand, cause the Shekinah to depart (Targ.

tolsa. Ivii. 7; Jer. xxxiii. 5 et passim). It inspires cor-

rect judgment in upright judges (Sanh. 7a), while

unrighteous magistrates cause it to depart (Shab.

139a). It appeared on the day on which the Taber-

nacle was first erected (Num. P. xiii.). Before the

Israelites sinned the Shekinah rested on every one;

but when they did evil it disappeared (Sotah 3b).

In like manner it departed from David when he be-

came leprous (Sanh. 107a). Among the transgres-

sions which have this result ai'e the shedding of

blood (Yoma 84b) and idolatry (Meg. 15b; others

are cited in Sotah 42a; Kallah, end; Ber. 5b, 27b;

Shab. 33a; and Sanh. 106a). Who.soever sins in se-

cret or walks with a i)roud and liaughty bearing

"crowds out the feet of the Shekinah" (Hag. IGa;

Ber. 43b; comp. ih. 59a).

The Hellenists, both Jews and Gentiles, charac-

terized the god of the Jews as unseen, and trans-

lated the TETi{AGn.\M.\rA.TON l)y " invisible " (aufjarug).

In like manner Hag. 5b declares that " God sees, but

is not seen," although 1132 Wiis rendered by (Sofa

(" glory "), even in the Septuagint(Deissmann, " llel-

lenisirung des Semitischen Monotheismus," p. 5).

According to this view, the Shekinah apjieared as

physical light; so that Targ. to Num. vi. 2 says,
'• Yhwii shall cause His Shekinah to shine for thee."

A Gentile asked the patriarch Gamaliel {c. 100):

"Thou sayest that Avhcrever ten are gathered to-

gether the Shekinah appears ; how many are there? "

Gamaliel answered: "As the sun, which is but one

of the countless servants of God, giveth light to all

the world, so in a much greater degree doth the

Shekinah "(Sanh. 39a). The emjieror (Hadrian) said

to Rabbi Joshua b. Hananiah, " I desire greatly to

see thy God." Joshua requested him to stand facing

the brilliant summer sun, and said,

The She- "Gaze upon it." The emperor said,

kinah "I can not." "Then," said Joshua,

as Light, "if tiiou art not able to look upon a

servant of God, how much less may-
est thou gaze upon the Shekinah ?" (Hul. 60a). Rab
Sheshet {<'. 300) was blind, and could not perceive

when the Shekinah appeared in the Shaf weYatib
synagogue of Nehardea, where it rested when it

was not in the synagogue at Huzal. In the former

synagogue Samuel and Levi heard the sound of its

approach and fled (^leg. 29a). The Shekinah tin-

kled like a bell (Sotah 9b), while the Holy Spirit also

manifested itself to human senses in light and sound.

The Holy Spirit had the form of a dove, and the

Shekinah had wings. Thus he who acknowledged
God took refuge under the wings of the Shekinah

(Shab. 31a; Sanh. 96a); and Moses when dead lay in

its pinions (Sifre, Dent. 355; Sotah 13b; Targumic
passages in Maybaum, I.e. \). 65). The saints enjoy

the light of th(( Shekinah in heaven (Ber. 17a, 64a;

Shab."30a; B. B. 10a).

RiBr.iOGRAPHY : Lexicons of Buxtorf, Levy, and Kohiit ; Her-
Zdg-Plitt, Real-Kiiciics.w. Sriii cliiiia ; Hastings, Diet. BihU\
iv. 487-489; Hanilmrgcr, Ii. li. T. u.rM;. 1(1K0-IIKH2; Liizzatto,

<))iil) Grr, Vienna, is:5(l: Biilir, Sjiiiilinlil; <U-s Mosaisclieil
Culfitfi, 2(1 ed., i. 471 <i .vfi/.; (_ifi()rer, (Ifscli. ih's I'rcluisttn-
tliuinx. i. '21:l-'X>2 ; Mayliaurii, Anthnit>tin\iiri>hin} . . . wit
Jii'sonih'rcrliiiiicl.siclitiuuiKjiIrr . . . Srlirchiiitiia, Bres-

lau, 1S70; Taylor, Soi/iin/x of tlir Jeirish Fatlic}-:^, :?d ed., p.

4;!; Wetier, JUilisclic Tlinihmir, M ed., Leipsio, 1897. Index;
Dalman, Die lI'orN' ,7('.<i(, i.,Lelpsic, 1898; Bou.sset, ReUaian
(hx Jiuli iitlmiiis ini Xtii-Trstaiiioitliclii'ii Zi'italte>\ pp. 309
(7 .s»v/.,:!40, Berlin. 1'.)0:i; Davidson, (W(f TestaineiU Prophecy,
pp. 148, 2l'(), Kdinbiirgli, 19U:i.

K. L. B.
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SHELA : Babylonian teacher of the latter part

of the taiiuaitic and the beginning of the amoraic

period; head of the school ("sidni") at Nehardea

(Yonia 20a; Letter of Sherira Gaon, in Neubauer,

"M. J. C." i. 28). When Abba AriUa (Rab) visited

Babylon, he ouce officiated as an expounder (aniora)

for K. Shela at his public lectures (Yoina I.e.). The
school at Nehardea was named in honor of Shela;

and its scholars were accordingly known as " Debe

R. Shela."

With the exception of a nnshnaic interpretation

(Yoma 20a), none of Shela's teachings is known,

although some of the sayings of his pu[)i]s, the Debe
R. Shela, are mentioned in the Talmud (Pes. 39b;

R. H. 23b; Git. 52b; Kid. 43a).

Bibliography: Weiss, Dor., iii. 746-747; Halevy, Darut ha-
RMwniiiu ii- ~'~i-~~o; Bacher, Afi. Bah. Amur. p. :i5.

w. 15. J. Z. L.

SHELAH : Youngest .son of Judah by the daugh-

ter of the Canaauite Sliuah ; born in Chezib in the

shcphelah of Judah. His extreme youth at the time

of the death of his brother Onan was the ostensible

excuse alleged by his father for the refusal to permit

him to marry his sister-in-law Tamar (Gen. xxxviii.

5-12). Shelah became the ancestor of many families

(I Chron. iv. 21-23), as had been betokened, accord-

ing to rabbinical interpretation, by his name (Gen.

It. Ixxxv. 5).

w. B. J. Z. L.

SHELIAH ZIBBXJR: Congregational messen-

ger or deputy or agent. During the time of the

Second Temple it was the priest who represented

the congregation in offering the sacrifice, and who,

before the close of the service, pronounced the

])riestly benediction. Similarly the high priest on

the Day of Atonement, after having confessed his

own sins and those of his house, offered the confes-

sion of sins and the prayer of atonement for the

whole people. When the Synagogue substituted

prayers for the sacrifices, the function of the priest

was assumed by the sheliah zibbur. He offered the

prayers for all while the congregation listened in

silence; and its participation in the service con-

sisted in responding " Amen " after every benediction

(Rashi on Suk. 38b). For this reason he was called

" karoba," i.e. ,

" he who offers " ( Yer. Ber. i. 3c ; Lev.

R. XX.; Comp. Yer. Ber. iv. 8b). The function of

the sheliah zibbur was regarded as a most honorable

one, and it was delegated only to the worthiest men
of the congregation. In Talmudic times such dis-

tinguished men as R. Akiba, R. Eliezer, R. Alexan-

der, and R. Eleazar b. Simeon acted in this capacity.

The term Hazzan was not used for the sheliah

zibbur until the sixth century, when the reading

of praj'ers before the congregation became a profes-

sion to which a salary was attached. Since that time

more attention has been often paid to the sweetness

or pleasantness of the reader's voice tlian to his su-

perior character, dignity, and scholarship.

A. M. Lan.

SHEM.—Biblical Data: The eldest of Noah's
sons, according to the po.sition and sequence of the

names wherever all three are mentioned together;

e.ff., "and Noah begat Shem, Ham, and Japheth "

(Gen. V. 32). In the table of nations in Gen. x., how-

ever, Shem and his posterity are placed last, prob-

ably because the compiler of that record expected to

trace his descendants far down into history, while

those of the other two sons were confined to early

ages. Shem's prominence among the peoples of pre-

Christian times may be partially suggested by the

ethno-geographical table of Gen. x. For descend-

ants see Semites.
E. G. II. L M. p.

In Rabbinical Literature : Although Shem
is unanimously declared by the Rabbis to have been
the youngest son of Noah (comp. Japheth in Rab-
binical Literature), yet he is always named first,

being the most important of the three brothers. In-

deed, he was born circumcised; he was the ancestor

of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; he was priest and
prophet ; and he was one of the eight righteous who
are mentioned twice in Gen. xi. 10 and who were
allotted a portion both in this world and in the

world to come (Sanh. 69b; Tan., Yelammedenu,
Noah; Midr. ha-Gadol on Gen. ix. 18, xi. 10, ed.

Schechter, cols. 142, 186). Shem is styled "the
great one" ("Shem rabba"; Sanh. 108b). Accord-
ing to Gen. R. xxx. 6, it was Shem who offered the

sacrifices on the altar after Noah came out of the

ark (comp. Gen. viii. 20), as the latter, having been

crippled by the lion (see Noah in Rabbinical Lit-

erature), was unfit for the priestly office. Noah
gave to Shem the priestly garments

The Most which he had inherited from Adam
Important (Num. R. iv. 6). Shem is extolled by

Son the Rabbis for his filial devotion in

of Noah, covering his father's nakedness (Gen.

ix. 23). Although his brother Japheth
assisted in this praiseworthy act, it was Shem who
suggested and began it, his brother not arriving on
the scene until Shem was already on his way with

the garment. Therefore Noah, in blessing these

two sons {lb. verse 27), declared, so the Rabbis
think, that the Shekinah was to dwell only in the

tents of Shem (Yoma lOa; Tan., Noah, 21; Gen. R.

xxxvii. 9; comp. Jubilees, vii. 9, where it is said

that the garment was Shem's). Shem's reward for

this deed is seen in the fact that the Jews, his de-

scendants, cover themselves with the tallit and phy-

lacteries, and remained untouched when the As-

syrians, who also were descendants of Shem, were
destroyed by an angel in the time of Hezckiah
(Tan., Yelammedenu, I.e.; Ex. R. xviii. 5).

The Rabbis identify Shem with Melcluzedek,

King of Salem, who is termed "a priest of tlie Most
High," and who came to meet Abraham after the

latter had defeated the four kings led by Chedor-

laomer(Gen. xiv. 18-20). According to thisaccount,

Shem, as a priest, came to Jerusalem (witli which
Salem is identified by the Rabbis), of whicli city he

became king, it being the proper place for the estab-

lishment of the cult of YnwH. He went to meet
Abraham to show him that he was not angry with

him for having killed the Elamites, his descendants

(Midr. Agadah on Gen. I.e.). Shem. however, for-

feited the priesthood by mentioning in his blessing

Abraham's name before that of God, so that God
took his office from him and gave it to Abraham
(Ned. 32b; Pirke R. El. xxvii.). According to the

Midrash Agadah (I.e.), Shem himself asked God to
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give the priesthood to Abraham, as he, in his pro-

phetic capacity, knew that lie (Sheni) would have

no cliildren eligil)le for the sacerdotal office. Con-

trary to the Pirlic R. El. and Gen. R. {.\liii. 10), the

Midrash Agadah explains that it was Shem who
gave tithes to Abraham, sliowing that he recognized

him as priest (see Gen. R. xliii. 7). The Rabbis

point out that in certain cases Shem ranked as the

equal of Abraham; so that the latter was afraid

lest Shem might be angry at him for having slain

the Elamites and might curse him (Gen. R. xliv. 8;

Tan., Lek Leka, 19). In another instance God
made a compromise between Shem and

Legends. Abraham, namely, w ith regard to the

name of the Holy City, the place of the

Temple, which Abraham had called "Jireh" (Gen.

xxii. 14; see Jehovah-jiheh) and which Shem
had called "Salem." God united both names; and

thus arose the name "Jerusalem" (Gen. R. Ivi. 16).

Shem is supposed by the Rabbis to have estab-

lished a school ("bet ha-midrash") in which the

Torah was studied, and among tiie pupils of which

was Jacob. Later, Shem was joined by Eber; and

the school was called after both of them. Besides,

the school was tiie seat of a regular bet din which

promulgated tlie laws current in ihose times. Thus
Esau was afraid to kill Jacob, lest he should be con-

demned by the bet din of Shem and Eber. The bet

din of Shem proclaimed the proliibition of and the

punishment for adultery; and according to this law

Judah condemned Tamar to be burned ('Ab. Zarah

36b; Gen. R. Ixiii. 7, Ixvii. 8). Shem'sbet din was
one of the three in which tiie presence of the Sheki-

nah was manifested (Mak. 23b). At Abraham's death

Shem and Eber marched before his bier; and they

indicated the place that was suitable for his burial

(Gen. R. Ixii. 6, according to the emendation of

the text in Yalk., Gen. 110). At the division of

the earth among the three sons of Noah, Shem's
lot consisted of twenty-six countries, thirty-three

islands, twenty-six out of seventy-two languages,

and six out of sixteen scripts. Thus Shem took one

script more thaneitherof liis two brothers; and this

was the Hebrew script, in which the Torah was
written. The other five were Egyptian, Libyan,

Assyrian, Chaldean, and Gutazaki (Guzarati ?)

(Midr. ha-Gadol on Gen. x. 32, col. 182).

w. B. M. Sel.

Critical View : Shem is not an individual, in

the sense that one person by that name came forth

with his father and brothers from the ark, and had

a share in the scene described in Gen. ix. 18-27.

Neither does the name in itself suggest geographical

or racial entities. It recalls more probably some
ethnic deity that had become the " heroseponymus "

of his worshipers. As it now occurs, the name has

no Iheophorous character; but it has been suggested

that " Shem " must be considered a corruption or

abbreviation of a name similar to Shemu'el (see

Samuel), the element "Shem" meaning "son" in

the combination. This suggestion—though none of

the critics seems to have noticed it—receives a strong

degree of probability from the blessing spoken over

Shem {ib. verse 26). There is no doubt that the

pointing of the text is incorrect. Budde proposes

to omit the 'Ti^H (which Grfttz would read "ohole "

= " tents"), and then vocalize: "Beruk YnwH
Shem" = "Shem is blessed of Yhwh." This would
at once place this " blessing " in the category,

.so numerously represented in Genesis, of name
oracles. From the oracle the name is readily recon-

structed as "Shemaiah " or "Shemu'el," the "Elohe

Shem" in the text indicating the latter possibility.

These oracles are always the primary elements

from which tlie legend in which they are found em-
bedded is a development. Tliat Japheth also orig-

inaii}'' had a theophorous form is indicated in the

oracle spoken concerning him (Gen. ix. 27; comp.

tiie name ^XIHS)- It is plain that Canaan should not

appear in this group. Ham is the brother of Shem;

and it was he who committed the unseemly deed.

The substitution of Canaan for Ham is secondary.

The curse upon him (Canaan) displays the temper

of the centuries when Yiiwu and Baal were strug-

gling for the ascendency (see Elijah). As Shem
represents Yhwh, he is proclaimed the master, while

Canaan is doomed to servitude. As Israel is the

people of Yhwh, Shem(yahu), i.e., "the son [of

Yhwh]," naturally must be Israel's progenitor. In

substance this is also the explanation of tliose schol-

ars who reject the suggestion that "Shem" is a

name like " Shemu'el." They read into " Shem " the

signification of " prominence," " mastership." The
people descended from Shem is thus the master peo-

ple destined to "lord it" over Canaan, the slave peo-

ple committing such dire atrocities as are hidden in

the legend of Noah's exposure. According to Budde,

Japheth—which name means "beauty "—represents

the Pheniciaus, while Canaan, signifying "lovvness,"

" vulgarity," represents the aboriginal population of

Palestine. Thus this triad would result: lordship

(Shem), beauty (Japheth), and meanness (Canaan).

In the table given in Gen. x. 1-xi. 9 Shem is re-

corded as the father of five sons, among whom are

named some that are not Semites. This catalogue,

however, is geographical and not ethnic. In this

list of Shem's descendants (ib. x.) verses 22 and 23

are assigned to P, verse 24 to R, and verses 25-30 to

J. In the last-mentioned passage the tendency to

connect Shem and Eber is patent. See Semites.

E. G. H.

SHEM HA-MEFORASH (Hebrew. DK'

t^'IIDtDn): Ancient tanuaitie name of theTetragiani-

maton. The exact meaning of the term is somewhat
obscure; but since the Tetragrammaton is called

also "Shem ha-Meyuhad " (inVDn D:^'), it maybe
assumed that " meyuhad " is used cLsewhere in

the terminology of the tannaitic schools as a syn-

onym for" meforash," both words designating some-

thing which is distinguished by a characteristic sign

from other objects of its kind (see Bacher, " Die

Aelteste Terminologie der Jiidischen Schriftausle-

gung," p. 71). In connection with " shem"(= "the

name [of God]"), both terms mean also " preeminent."

"Shem ha-Meforash," therefore, denotes the name
of God which differs from all the other names ap-

plied to Him, and is, consequently, the excellent

name, the Tetragrammaton. In the old exegesis of

Num. vi. 27 (" my name ") one version (Sifre rtd loc.)

has "Shem ha-Meforash"; the other (Sotah 38a).

"Shem ha-Meyuhad." Further explanations of the

term are given by the authorities cited in the bibli-
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ography of this article. la tlie tauuaitic halakah,

ill the first place, this designation of the Tetragram-

maton is found, as already stated, in

Meaning: of the note on Num. vi. 27, while the

Term. Mishnah (Sotah vii. 6; Tamid vn. 2)

says, in conformity with this interpre-

tation :
" In the Sanctuary the name of God [in the

three blessings. Num. vi. 24-26] is to be pronounced

in the Priestly Benediction as it is written [niH^]

;

but outside the Sanctuary it must be given the j^ara-

phrastic pronunciation [^JIN]-" The high priest

spoke the name of God on the Day of Atonement
in his recitation of Lev. xvi. 30 during the confes-

sion of sins; and when the priests and the people

in the great hall heard him utter the " Shem ha-

Meforash," they prostrated themselves and glorified

God, saying: " Praised be the glorious name of His

kingdom for ever and ever " (Yoma vi. 2). When a

very young priest, the well-known tanna Tarfon

witnessed this ceremony ; and he declares that the

high priest uttered the holy name of God so that Ins

voice was merged in the song of the piiests (Yer.

Yoma 40d, below; Kid. 71a; Eccl. R. iii. 11), al-

though it was believed that when, at this point in

the ritual, the priest pronounced the name of God
he was heard as far as Jericho (Tamid iii. 7 ; comp.
Yoma 39b). Tarfon 's accoimt, that the voice of the

high priest was drowned by the song of the other

priests, also confirms the synchronous statement

(Yer. Yoma 40b) that in former times the high

priest uttered the Name with a loud voice, but that

subsequentlj', when inunorality had become more
and more prevalent, he lowered his

Mode of voice lest the Name should be heard b}^

Utterance, those unworthy to hear it. The mish-

nah (Berakot, end) mentions also an

utterance of the Tetragrammaton outside the Sanc-

tuary which was permitted and even commanded,
saying that "it was ordained that the name of God
should be used in the ordinary forms of greeting,

which were the same as those exchanged between
Boaz and the reapers [Ruth ii. 2], or the salutation of

the angel to Gideon [Judges vi. 12]." According to

Gratz ("Gesch." 2ded., iv. 458), this injunction was
given at the time of the Bar Kokba war, and the

greeting, which contained the Tetragrammaton in-

stead of the word "Adonai" (="Lord"), was the

shibboleth which distinguished the Jews from the

JudsBO-Christians, who regarded Jesus also as Lord.

A haggadist of the third century, Abba bar Kahana,
states (Midr. Teh. on Ps. xxxvi., end) that "two
generations used the Shem ha-Meforash, the men of

the Great Synagogue and those of the period of the
' shemad ' [the Hadrianic persecution]." According
to Sanh. vii. 5, actual blasphemy is committed only

when the blasphemer really pronounces the Tetra-

grammaton ("Sliem ha-Meyuhad "
; comp. Sifra,

Emor, xix. [ed. Weiss, p. 104d]).

These details indicate that the long-sanctioned

dread of uttering the Shem ha-Meforash was by no

means without exceptions, and that the correct pro-

nunciation was not unknown. Abba Saul (2d cent.)

condemned the profanation of the Tetragrammaton
by classing those "that speak the Name according

to its letters" (niH') wiih those who have no part in

the future world (Sanh. x. 1); and according to 'Ab.

Zarah 17b, one of the martyrs of Hadrian's time,

Hananiah b. Teradion, was burned at the stake be-

cause he so uttered the Name. A Palestinian amora
of the third century (Mana the Elder) exemplified

tlie apotliegm of Abba Saul (Yer. Sanh. 28b, above)
by the statement, " as, for instance, the Samaritans
who swear"; he meant thereby that in their oaths

the Samaritans pronounce the Tetragrammaton ex-

actly as it is written. According to Theodoret, the

Greek Church father, who flourished in the fifth

centurj', they gave it the sound of 'Ia/3e (see Low,
"Gesammelte Schriften," 1. 193).

The Shem ha-Meforash as an object of the esoteric

knowledge of scholars appears in the statement of

Johanan (Kid. 71a): "Once each week the sages

give their pupils the Four-Lettered Name." A tan-

naitic pas.sage in Yer. Yoma 40d, however, says:

"In former times the Name was taught to all; but
when immorality increased it was reserved for the

pious," although this statement refers, according to

the baraita in Kid. 71a, to teaching the Twelve-Let-
tered Name to the priests. It is related that in the

fourth century the well-known haggadist PJiinehas

b. Hama refused the offer of a physician (or of a man
by the name of Assi) of feepphoris to " teach him the

Name" (Yer. Yoma 40d), while another scholar of

the same century offered to "transmit tlie Name" to

the amora R. Hanina of Sepphoris, although this

was not done (ib.). The curious anecdote is also

told (ib.) that Samuel (a Babj'lonian amora of the

third century) heard a Persian curse his son by using

the Tetragrammaton (according to Eccl. R. iii. 11,

however, it was a Persian woman who cursed her

son). This storj' assumes that the Gentile had man
aged to obtain a knowledge of the Shem ha-Mefo-

rash, which was used like a magic formula (see

Blau, "Das Altjlidische Zauberwesen," p. 129).

The earliest instance of the dread of pronouncing
the Tetragrammaton, and of the use of the par-

aphrasis "Adonai" instead, is found
Objections in the Septuagint rendering of Kvpco^

to Pro- = "Lord." The Samaritans read

nouncing' tlie Four-Lettered Name as "Shema,"
the Tetra- the Aramaic equivalent of D;^n ("the

gram- Name "), which, even witiiout the

maton. qualifying word, connotes the Shem
ha-Meforash in the language of the

Tannaim, as in the maxim of Abba Said cited above.

According to Josephus' paraphrase of Ex. iii.,

" God declared to him [Moses] His holy name, which

had never been discovered to man before ; concern-

ing which it is not lawful for me to say any more"
("Ant." ii. 12, § 4). When Aquila made his Bible

translation, which, in the spirit of Akiba's Biblical

exegesis, adheres to the text with extreme rigidity,

he could not follow the Septuagint, Kvpiog being

only a free paraphrase of the name of God. Since,

therefore, he could not give an exact rendering he

introduced the word bodily into his translation, wri-

ting it nini, a form which is found in the Hexa-

plar manuscripts of the Septuagint and is the repre-

sentation in the Greek alphabet of the letters of n^n"^

read from left to right (see Swete, " Introduction to

the Old Testament in Greek," p. 30; Nestle, in

"Z. D. M. G." xxxii. 468. 500, 506).

The prohibition against pronouncing the Tetra-
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grammaton as written was based on Ex. iii. lo by

Abina, a Babylonian amora, who paraplirased the

last words of that passage as follows: " " I am not

read,' says God, 'as I am written; I am written

with "vod," "he" [nin^], and pronounced with

"alef,""''dalet" [-jnx]
'" (see Kid. 71a; Pes. 50a).

This seems to be an old tannaitic midrash on Ex. iv.

15, to which Jacob bar Aha alludes in Yer. Sanh. 28b,

above. In like manner the words DPy? (Ex. I.e.) and

D^yn (Eccl. Iii. 11) were explained as referring to

the non-utterance of the Tetragrammaton. In his

interpretation of the latter passage, Ahabah b. Ze'era

(4th cent.) says as follows: "Men slay one another

—so saith God—even by pronouncing the paraphra-

sis of the Divine Name; what would they do if I

should teach them the Shem ha-Meforash?" The
miraculous power of this word, which was some-

times fatal in its might (see Zunz, " S. P." p. 145), is

mentioned as early as the tannaitic haggadah. Thus,

R. Nehemiah says that Moses killed the Egyptian

(Ex. ii. 14) by pronouncing "the Name" over him
(Lev. R. xxxii. ; Ex. R. ii.); and he also answered

the question to Ps. cxiv. 2 [A. V. 3], "What did the

sea behold?" with the words, "It beheld the Shem
ha-Meforash graven on Aaron's staff, and fled

"

(Pesik. 140a; Midr. Hallel, in Jellinek, "B. H." v.

95). In a haggadic passage which occurs in several

places, Simeon ben Yohai, another pupil of Akiba,

mentions an ornament given to the Israelites at 'Mt.

Sinai on wliich the Shem ha-Meforash was engraved

(Cant. R. i. 4 et passim; see Bacher, "Ag. Tan." ii.

118), while a chain and a ring on which were in-

scribed the Name are mentioned in the

Not Read, legend of Solomon and Asmodeus (Git.

as Written. 68b). The "weapons of war" men-
tioned in Jer. xxi. 4 are the Tetragram-

maton (Midr. Teh. on Ps. xxxvi., end); and Pirke

R. El. xxxviii., end, states that Ezra, Zerubbabel,

and Joshua pronounced the great ban on the Samar-

itans by means of the " mystery of the Shem ha-

Meforash." According to Midr. Shemu'el xv. the

scholars explained the words in Ex. iv. 28 as mean-

ing that Moses revealed the Four-Lettered Name to

Aaron. Phinehas b. Jair, one of the last tannaim,

asked the question :
" Why are the prayers of Israel

not heard?" and answered it, according to Joshua

b. Levi, thus: "Because they know not the myster-

ies of the Shem ha-JIcforash " (Pesik. R. 14.); but,

according to Eleazar b. Pedat, the expression "hal-

leluyah " (Ps. cxiii. 1 and frequently elsewhere)

implies that God will be praised by His full name
not in this world, but in the world to come (]Midr.

Teh. on Ps. cxiii. ; comp. 'Er. 18b). In interpreting

"and his name one " (Zech. xiv. 9), Nahman b. Isaac,

a Babylonian amora of the fourth century, said

(Pes. 50a): "The future world is not like this world.

Here the name of God is written mn' and read 'JlX;

there it is also read ninv" The view tiiat prayer is

more effectual if the name of God is pronounced in

it as it is written caused the scholars of Kairwan to

address a question in the eleventh century to Hai

Gaon with reference to the pronunciation of the

Shem ha-Meforash, to which he answered that it

might not be uttered at all outside the Holy Land
(Hai Gaon, "Ta'am Zekenini," p. 55; see L5w, "Ge-
sammelte Schriften," i. 204).

From the earliest times the Tetragrammaton has

been an extremely important element in Jewish
mysticism. According to the " Sefer Hanok " (in

Jellinek, "B. H." ii. 117), it was Hillel who trans-

mitted the name of God to the generations after Ezra,

while Abbahu and Ze'era (3d and 4th

In the cents.)aud the " men of faith "("anshe
Cabala. emunah ") are mentioned as possessing

this knowledge after llillel. There
are several other names, in addition to the Tetra-

grammaton, which are designated according to

the number of their letters, as the Twelve-Lettered
and the Forty-two Lettered Name (see Kid. 71a;

Bacher, "Ag. Bab. Amor." pp. 17 et seq.), and the

Seventy-two Lettered Name (see Lev. R. xxiii. ;

Gen. R. xliv.). The view became current that the

high priest uttered on the Day of Atonement the

Forty-two Lettered Name (Hai Gaon, I.e.), and it

appears from two remarks of Rashi (on Sanh. 60a
and on 'Er. 18b) that there was a general belief that

the Forty-two Lettered Name was represented by
the Shem ha-Meforash. Jlaimonides opposed this

idea with the express statement that nin^ was the

Shem ha-Meforcish (" Yad," Yesode ha-Torah, vi. 2;

ih. Tefillah, xiv. 10; idem, "Moreh," i. 62).

Among the earlier examples of the belief in the

supernatural power of the Name may be men-
tioned the Chronicle of Ahiniaaz ("Sefer Yuhasin,"

ed. Neubauer, in "M. J. C." ii. Ill et seq.; comp.
" R. E. J." xxxii. 147 et seq.), and the story related

by Benjamin of Tudela that David Alroi completed

a joiirney of twent3'-one days in a single day by
means of the Shem ha-Meforash ("]\Iassa'ot," etc.,

ed. Griinhut, p. 74).

The Jewish philosophers of religion who discuss

the Tetragrammaton include Judah ha-Levi (" Cu-
zari," iv. 1-3; see Kaufmann, "Gesch. der Attribu-

tenlehre," pp. 165 et seq.; Bacher, "Die Bibelexe-

gese der Jlidischen Religionsphilosophen," p. 122),

Abraham ibn Ezra (excursus in his commentary
on Ex. iii. 15 et passim; see D. Rosin in " ]Monats-

schrift," 1898, xlii. 156 et seq.), and JMaimonides

("Moreh," i. 61 ; see Kaufmann, I.e. p]i. 467 et seq. ;

Bacher, " Die Bibelexegese IMoses Maimfuii's," pp.
C)2 et seq.). See also B.\'al Shem; Names of God;
Tetragkam.maton.
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W. B.

SHEM-TOB BEN ABRAHAM IBN GAON :

Spanish Talmudist and cabalisl ; liorn at Soria,

Spain, 1283; died, probably in Palestine, after 1330.

From his genealogy given in the preface to his

" Keter Shem-Tob," Azulai (" Shem ha-Gedolim," ii.,

s.v. "Keter Shem-Tob") concluded that "Gaon"
must have been the proper name of one of Shem-
Tob's ancestors. Zunz (in his "Zeitschrift fiir die
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Wissenschaft des Judenthunis," p. 137) and Geiger

("JlUl. Zeit." V. 397), however, suppose "Gaou" to

be the Hebrew trausliteration of " Jaen," indicating

tliat Shein-Tob's family oiigiually came from tliat

Spauisli city. After lie liad studied Tahnud under

Solomon b. Ad ret and Cabala under Isaac b. Todros

(RIBaT, which is the abbreviation, Conforte de-

clares iu his "Kore ha-Dorot," p. 24b,

Settles in of " R. Joseph b. Tobiah "), Shem-Tob
Safed. betook himself to Palestine iu the hope

of tinding in the Holy Land a more
suitable place for cabalistic meditation. He so-

journed for some time in Jerusalem, and then set-

tled at Safed.

At Safed Shem-Tob wrote the following works,

of which only the first two have been publishetl:

(1) "Migdal 'Oz," a commentary on Maimonides'
" Yad "

; in this he defends Maimonides against the

strictures of Abraham b. David. The part covering

tlie first volume of the "Yad " was printed with the

te.xt at Constantinople in 1509; and parts of other

volumes, also with the text, at Venice in 1524. Cer-

tain rabbis, Gedaliah ibn Yahya ("Shalshelet ha-

Kabbalah," p. 45b, Amsterdam, 1697) among them,

ascribe the "Migdal 'Oz" to Yom-Tob b. Abraham
(RITBA). (2) " Keter Shem-Job " (Leghorn, 1839).

(3) " Badde ha-Aron u-]\Iigdal Hanan 'el," a cabalistic

work in five parts, finished in the month of lyj'ar,

1325, and named by Shem-Tob after his traveling

companion, Hananeel b. Azkara, who died before

reaching his destination. (4) Supercommentary on
Abulafia's "Ginnat Bitan," a cabalistic commentary
on Genesis. (5) Commentary on Saadia Bekor Shor's

cabalistic poem, which he quotes in his "Badde ha-

Aron." (6) " Sefer ha-Pe'er," cal)alistic treatise on
jihylacteries. De Rossi (Parma MS. No. 68, 8) de-

clares the author's name to be doubtful, since the

manu.script is anonymous ; but Assemani (" Catalogue

of Hebrew MSS. in the Vatican Library," No. 235)

concludes that its author was Shem-Tob of Soria.

(7) "Zibhe Zedek " and (8) "Rosh ha-Shalishim,"

mentioned in the "Badde ha-Aron," while in his

" Keter Shem-Tob " (section " Yesode ha-Torah," ch.

i.) Shem-Tob speaks in general terms of his "other

works."

The " Keter Shem-Tob " is a supercommentary on

and continuation of Nahmanides' commentary (par-

ticularly on the cabalistic part) on the Pentateuch,

from whose interpretations those of

His "Ke- Shem-Tob differ in many places,

ter Shem- Shem-Tob says in his preface that at

Tob." first he had entitled his work "Sitre

Setarim," and that he then revised it

and gave it the title "Keter Shem-Tob," the work
having been completed at Safed iu 1315. Isaac b.

Samuel of Acre, in his "Me'irat 'Enayim," violently

attacks the " Keter Shem-Tob," saying that most of

the author's theories are not those of the older caba-

lists, but are simply his own inventions. This work
is printed at the end of Judah Koriat's "Ma'or wa-
Shemesh " (Leghorn, 1839), where it is entitled "Pe-
rush Sodot ha-Torah "

; and the preface has been

published in Jehiel Ashkenazi's "Hekal Adonai

"

(Venice, n.d.) under the title "Perusii Likkutim."

In a manuscript containing piyyutim of various

liturgists there is one written by a Shem-Tob b.

Abraham, whom L. Dukes ("Orient, Lit."vi. HI et

*f»/.) suppo.ses to be identical with the subject of this

article. But Dukes seems to have distinguished be-

tween Shem-Tob b. Abraham and Shem-Tob of

Soria, the author of the "Sefer ha-Pe'er." On the

other hand, Conforte (Lc), confusing Shem-Tob b.

Abraham with Shem-Tob Ardotial, wrongly ascribes

lo the former the " widdui " (confession) recited on
Yom Kippur in the Musaf pra3"er.

The following works are erroneously attributed

to Shem-Tob b. Abraham ibn Gaon by Wolf ("Bibl.

Hebr." iii., ^Jo. 2152) and by other bibliographers:

"Keter Shem-Tob" (Venice, 1601), a collection of
sermons, and "Ma'amar Mordekai " (Constantinople,

1585), a commentary on Esther, the author of both
works being Shem-Tob Melammed; also a cabalistic

treatise by an unknown author on the crowns (" tag-

gin ") of the letters.

Bibliography : Carmoly, Itinernire?, pp. 313-313; Fiirst, Bihl.
Jvd. iii. 'Ziha\ Griitz, Gesch. 3d ed., vii. 281; Landauer, in
Orient. Lit. vi. 226; De Rossi, Dizi<>)iario, ii. y£i; Stein-
scbneider. Cat. Dodl. cols. 2530 et scq.; Idem, Jewish Litera-
ture, p. 110.

K. M. Sei,.

SHEM-TOB DE CARRION. See Santob
(SllEM-Tt)B) DE CaKKION.

SHEM-TOB BEN ISAAC OF TORTOSA
(known also as Babi ha-Tortosi) : Spanish scholar

and physician of the thirteenth century ; born at Tor-

tosa 1196. He engaged in commerce, and his busi

ness necessitated his traveling much both by sea and
by land. Being once at Acre, he was reminded by its

rablii of his insuflicient knowledge of the Jewish re-

ligion ; and he left the city (1226), resolving to aban-

don commerce and t(^ devote himself exclusively to

rabbinical and scientific studies. He
Abandons first studied at Barcelona under Isaac

Commerce b. Meshullam ; then he devoted him-

for self to medicine; and after twenty
Rabbinics. years' study he became, as will be

seen below, a skilful physician. He
lived afterward in Montpellier, France, but chiefl}^

at Marseilles, where he practised his profession.

Shem-Tob's first work was his Hebrew transla-

tion, under the title of "Bi'ur Sefer ha-Nefesh," of

Averroes' middle commentary on Aristotle's " De
Anima." In the month of Elul, 1254, at the age of

fifty-eight, he began the translation into Hebrew of

Al-Zalirawi's " Kitab al-Ta.srif," a medical work in

thirty books. He finished it at Marseilles in the

month of Nisan, 1258, entitling it "Sefer ha-Shim-
mush." This translation is preceded by a long in-

troduction, which forms a treatise in itself, and in

which he deals with man as composed of four ele-

ments, and with the relation between diseases and the

four seasons of the year. According to the super-

stitions of his time, he believed in the influence of

the planets on man; and accordingly an entire

treatise deals with astrology. His translation was
undertaken with the view of spreading

Translates medical science among the Jews, so

"Kitab al- that they might not be dependent on
Tasrif." Christian physicians (comp. 'Ab.

Zarah ii. 2). The translation is not lit-

eral ; and in this Shem-Tob departed from the

method of the earlier translators. As to the various
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names of diseases and medicaments, Sliem-Tob em-
ploys all that he could find in the Bible and in Tal-

mudic literature. Others he explains in a glossary.

He also gives directions to physicians on the treat-

ment of patients and the preparation of medicaments.

In 1264 Shem-Tob translated into Hebrew Al-

Razi's " Al-Mansuri," a work in ten treatises which

that author had dedicated to Al-Mansur. Shem-Tob
states that he also transliterated many Arabic med-
ical works in Hebrew characters in order that Jews
might be able to read them. According to De Castro

(" Biblioteca Espafiola," i. 231), Shem-Tob of Tortosa

was the author also of the "Pardes Rimmonim,"
which is generally attributed to Shem-Tob b. Isaac

ibn Shaprut. De Castro concludes this from the

date 1267, which is given in the Escorial manuscript

of the work in question and which is a century earlier

than the time of Shem-Tob ibn Shaprut.

Bibliography : Carmoly, HU-itnire dcs MrdecinsJuifs, pp. 78-

KJ; Fiirst, Bihl. Jud. iii. 359 (where Shem-Tob of Torto.sa is

confused with Shem-Tob ibn Shaprut): Muiik, in R. E. J. v.

256 ef seq.\ Ilenan-Ne'ubauer, /^e.s Rabhinif Franqatff, p. 592 ;

De Rossi, Dizionarin, ii. 124; Parma De Ro.svsi MS. No.
347; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 2:549-2551; idem, Hebr.
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SHEM-TOB (BEN JOSEPH) IBN SHEM-
TOB. See Ibn Shem-Tob, She.m-Tob (ben
JosErn ?).

SHEM-TOB IBN PALaUERA. See F.\la-

QUERA (PaLQUERA), ShEM-ToB BEN JOSEPH.

SHEMA' : Initial word of the verse, or chap-

ter, recited as the confession of the Jewish faith.

Originally, the "Shema' " consisted only of the one
verse, Deut. vi. 4 (see Suk. 42a; Ber. 13b); the reg-

ular "Shema' " in the liturgy, however, consists of

three portions: Deut. vi. 4-9, .\i. 13-21, and Num.
XV. 37-41. The first verse, "Hear, () Israel: the

Lord our God is one Lord," has ever been regarded

as the confession of belief in the One God. The
first of the three portions of the "Shema' " contains

the command to love God with heart, soul, and
might; to remember all commandmentsand instruct

the children therein; to recite tlie words of God
when retiring or rising; to bind those words on the

arm and the head, and to inscribe them on the door-

posts and on the city gates. The second portion

contains the promise of reward for the fulfilment of

the laws, and the threat of punishment for their

transgression, with a repetition of the contents of

the first portion. The third portion contains the

law concerning the zizit, as a reminder tliat all the

laws of God are to be obeyed, as a warning against

following the evil inclinations of the heart, and,

finally, in remembrance of the exodus from Egypt.
The commandment to read the "Shema'" twice

daily is ascribed by Josephus to Moses ("Ant." iv.

8), and it has always been regarded as a divine com-
mandment (see, however, Sifre, Deut. 31 [ed. Fried-

man n, ]). 72b, note 17]).

The reading of the " Shema' " morning and eve-

ning is spoken of in the Mishuah (Ber.

" Shema' " i. 1-2) as a matter of course, and rests

Ritual. upon the interpretation of "]3DEJ'3

"JOIpQI (" when thou liest down, and
when thou risest up "; Deut. vi. 7). The school of

Shaminai takes it literally, saying that the evening

"Shema' " shall be read in a reclining or resting pos-

ture, and that the morning "Shema' " shall be read

standing; the school of Hillel asserts that it refers

not to the posture, but to the times of reclining and
rising. The time for reading the evening "Shema'"
begins with twilight and ends four hours after, ac-

cording to R. Eliezer, or at midnight, according to

the " hakamim " (the majoritj' of rabbis) ; or it lasts

till the rise of the morning star, according to R.

Gamaliel (Ber. i. 1-3). Thisdifferenceof opinion rests

on the interpretation of "lying down," as to whether
it means the regular or the latest hour of retiring,

or the whole time during which people usually

sleep—that is, all night. Similarly, the time of

reading the morning " Shema' " is fixed by the haka-
mim to begin at daybreak, wlien there is sutlicient

light to distinguish between purple and white, or to

recognize a person, after a short acquaintance, at

a distance of four ells, and to last until the sun's

rays are seen. R. Joshua, however, extends the

time until three hours of daylight have passed, be-

cause princes and men of leisure do not rise till

then (ib.). Queen Helen of Adiabene fixed a gold

candelabrum in front of the Temple, which reflected

the first rays of the sun and thus indicated the time

of reciting the "Shema' " (Yoma 87b).

The benedictions preceding and following the

"Shema' " (Ber. i. 4) are credited to the members of

the Great As.senibly. They are of Essene origin (see

Rapoport in his biography of Kalir), and were first

instituted in the Temple liturgy (comp. Tamid v. 1).

The compo.sition of the "Shema' " it-

Accom- self developed gradually. R. Judah
panying b. Zabida, in explaining why the por-

Bene- tion regarding zizit was incorpora-

dictions. ted, says that the Rabbis had pro-

posed to add the chapter of Balak
(referring especially to Num. xxiii. 18-24), but that

they finally decided not to do so, because they

thought the " Shema' " already sufficiently long, and
they did not care to overburden the congregation

(Ber. 12b).

According to the Talmud, the reading of the

"Shema'" morning and evening fulfils the com-
mandment "Thou shalt meditate therein day and
night" (Josh. i. 8; Men. 99b). As soon as a child

begins to speak his father is directed to teach him
the verse "Moses commanded us a law, even the

inheritance of the congregation of Jacob " (Deut.

xxxiii. 4), and teach him to read the "Shema'"
(Suk. 42a). The reciting of the first verse of the
" Shema' " is called the "acceptance of the yoke of

the kingship of God" (Ber. ii. 5). Judah ha-Nasi,

being preoccupied with his studies, put his hand
over his eyes and repeated the first verse in silence

(Ber. 13a).

The response " Baruk Shem" ("Praised be the

name of His glorified kingdom forever and ever")

is ascribed to the patriarch Jacob by R. Joshua b.

Levi, who says: "Jacob, just before he died, was
about to reveal the ' end of days ' to liis children,

when the Shekinah suddenly turned away from him.

Jacob feared that perhaps some one of his children

was unworthy. But they all exclaimed, ' Hear, O
Israel: the Lord our God, the Lord is One,' by
which they meant, ' In God we are all one '

; where-
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iipon Jacob responded, " Banik Shem ' " (Pes. 56a;

comp. Gen. R. xcviii.).

The first verse of the "Shema' " is recited aloud,

first by the hazzan and then by the congregation,

which responds with "Banik Slieni

"

Cabalistic in silence. Only on Yom Kippur is

Views. this response said aloud (comp. Zohar,

Terumah, p. 133b). The remainder

of the " Shema' " is read in silence. This custom
was approved by R. Hai Gaon and R. Solomon b.

Adrct (Moses b. Isaac Alashkar, Responsa, No. 10,

Sabbionetta, 1553); it is the Ashkenazic custom ; but
the Sephardim recite aloud the whole of the " She-

ma' " except the "Baruk Shem." Pronouncing the

evening "Shema'," however, is not obligatory,

though it is meritorious. The evening "Shema' " is

based on the verse "Commune with your own heart

upon your bed " (Ps. iv. 4). R. Isaac said: " Whoever
reads the ' Shema' ' on his couch is as one that de-

fends himself with a two-edged sword." " Let them
sing aloud upon their beds ... a two-edged sword
in their hand" (Ps. cxlix. 5-6). Rabiiia said:

"Though one tliat is affrighted [in the night-time]

sees nothing himself, his star [guardian angel] sees
'

the apparition ; his recourse is to read the ' Shema' '
"

(Meg. 3a).

The Zohar, with reference to Num. xxviii. 24,

says, "One shall, before lying down, sanctify the

High Name with the ' Shema' Yisrael '
" (Zohar, Ba-

lak, p. 211a). R. Simeon b. Yohai said the "She-
ma' " preserves Israel from a foe. It was the battle-

cry of the priest in calling Israel to arms against an

enemy (Deut. xx. 8; Sotah42a). It is the last word

of the dying in his confession of faith. It was on
the lips of those who suffered and were tortured for

the sake of the Law. R. Akiba patiently endured
while his fiesh was being torn with iron combs, and
died reciting the "Shema'." He pronounced the

last word of the sentence, "Ehad" (one) with his

last breath (Ber. 61b). During every persecu-

tion and massacre, from the time of the Inquisition

to the slaughter of Kishinef, " Shema' Yisrael

"

have been the last words on the lips of the dying.

"Shema' Yisrael" is the password by which one
Jew recognizes another in every part of the world.

Eldad the Danite, in describing the wars which liis

tribe had waged with its Gentile neighbors, said that

on the flag of the tribe was inscribed the words
"Shema' Yisrael" (Jellinek, "B. H." iii. 9; A. Ep-
stein, "Eldad ha-Dani," pp. 26, 27, Presburg, 1891).

See Prayer.
Bibliography: Maimonides, Yad. Ke^rVat Shema\ i.-iv.;

Shulhan 'Aruk, (Jrah Jfayyiriu 58-88, 23.'>-236, :«9; Lewy-
sohn, Meknre Miiihdgim, § 87 ; Landshuth, Sedei- Jiikkiir
Holim, Introduction, § 17.

k. J. D. E.

SHEMA' KOIil ("Hear my voice"): Opening
hymn of the services on the eve of Atonement in the

Sephardic ritual, preceding Kol Nidre. It con-

sists of twenty-nine distichs based on the peniten-

tial formula of the Mi.shnali (Ta'an. ii. 1), "May He
who answered the Patriarchs . . . answer us."

It is the most ancient complete rimed piyyut, and is

attributed to Hai ben Shertra (Landshuth, " 'Am-
mude ha-'Abodah," p. 62; Zunz, " Literaturgesch."

p. 187).

It is chanted to a tune of almost equal age, in

SHEMA' KOLI
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the scale "nawa " (from G to G in the modern scale

of Bb major) of the Perso-Arab musical system

(comp. Land, "La Gamme Arabe," p. 38, note 3).

To the same melody also are sung the introductory

piyyutim " Elohe al tcdineni " (by Isaac ben Levi ben

Saul of Lucenaof the eleventli century) and " Adoiiai

negdeka" (by Judah ha-Levi) before "Nishmat" on

the mornings of New-Year and Atonement respect-

ively. After the fasliion of the old Peninsular melo-

dies, the short strain is melismatically introduced

by the ha/.zan, and then repeated for every distich,

with scant consideration for the phrasing of the

text, as many times as may be necessary (comp.

Adonai Bk-koi, Shofar), until the chant closes

with a calando passage.

BlBLiooRAPMY : De Sola and Aguilar, Ancient Melodies, No.
32, London, IS.'iT; Jessunin, Hook of Prayer of the Spanish
and Partugucsi- Jews, vol. iii.. Appendix, London, 1904.

A. F. L. C.

SHEMAIAH: Prophet in the reign of Reho-

boam. He was commissioned to dissuade the king

from waging wai' against the Northern Kingdom
after its revolt, because it was the will of God that

Israel should form an independent state (I Kings

xii. 22-24; II Chron. xi. 2). His second and last ap-

pearance in the proplietic role was on the occasion

of the invasion of Juduii and the siege of Jerusalem

by Shishak, King of Egypt. His message was that

as tlie princes of Israel had humbled themselves the

wrath of God for their idolatry should not be poured

out upon Jerusalem by the hand of Shishak (II

Chron. xiii. 7).

E. c. II. I. Bh.

SHEMAIAH (SAMAIAS, SAMEAS): Leader

of the Pharisees in the first century n.c. ; president

of the Sanhedrin before and during the reign of

Herod. He and his colleague Abtalion are termed

in Pes. G6a the " gedole lia-dor " (the great men of

the age), and ib. 70a " darshanim " (exegetes). Gratz

has shown ('Gesch." iii. 171) that neither Shemaiah
nor Abtalion was of Gentile descent, although both

were Alexandrians. Of the political life of She-

maiah only one incident is reported. When Herod
on his own responsibility had put to death the leader

of the national party in Galilee, Ilyrcauus permitted

the Sanhedrin to cite him before the tribunal. Herod
appeared, but in royal purple robes, whereat

the members of the Sanhedrin lost courage. Only
Shemaiah was brave enough to say: "He who is

summoned here on a capital charge appears like one

who would order us to execution straightway if we
should proncmnee him guilt}'. Yet lean blame him
less than you and the king, since ye permit such a

travesty of justice. Know tlicn that he before whom
ye now tremble will some day deliver you to the

executioner. " This tradition is found twice, in Jose-

phus, "Ant." xiv. 9, §4, and Sanh. 19, where the

name is altered (comp. Griitz, "Gesch." iii. 711).

Of the private life of Shemaiah almost nothing is

knovvn, except that he was a pupil of Judah ben

Tabbai. According to Ab. i. 10, his favorite maxim
was, "Love handicraft, shun power, and make for

thyself no friends of worldly might. " This apo-

thegm, like those of liis colleague Abtalion, is sig-

nificant of the misery of the entire period.

BiBi.iofiRAPHY: Josephus, Ant. xiv.-xv.; (iratz, flesch. in.
]71-:>07, and note 10; Schurer, Gesch. i. 348, 349, 399; ii. 202,
20.), :i.j.5, 358.

J. S. O.

SHEMAIAH B. SIMEON ZEBI (called also

Segal): Scholar of tlie seventeenth century, of

whose life no other details arc known than that he
was the author of "]\hizref la-IIokmah " (Amster-

dam, 17G.')), a list of the G13 commandments, each

being described in eight words beginning with the

initials '''^'^JD or 'DK'?\ which are probably an
abbreviation of "Morenu Shemaiah Levi Yihye"
(Amsterdam, 1765).

Huii.iocRAPMV : Benjaroh, O^tr ha-Sefarim, p. 364; Lowy,
(\italitipif of Hehraica and Judaica in the Lihram of the
Corporation of the Cit\i of London, p. 143; Zedner, Cflt.

Hehr. Books Brit. Mus. p. 696.

W. 15. S. O.

SHEMAIAH OF SOISSONS (called also She-
maiah ha-Shoshani) : Scholar of the twelfth cen-

tury ; a jiupil of Pashi. He was the author of the

following works: (1) "Sodot" or "Midrash," notes

on the construction of the Tabernacle as described in

Ex. xxv.-xxvi. It was edited on the basis of the

Alunich manuscript by Berliner in "Monatsschrift,"

1864, pp. 224 et ,'«''/. (2) An exegesis of Dent, xiii.,

in manuscript. (3) Commentary on the Mahzor, also

in manuscript. (4) Glosses on the Pentateuch. (5)

Commentary on the Song of Solomon. He is often

erroneously identified with Shemaiah of Troyes.

Bibliography : Gedaliah ibn Yahya, Shalshelet ha-KahJ>alah,
ed. Amsterdam, p. 3Sb; Conforte, Kore ha-Dorol . p. 18a;
Aziilai, Sliem )ia-(iedol)in, p. 83a; Zunz, Z. <1. p. 76: idem,
liitus, p. 201 ; Dukes, in Literaturhlatt, v. 232; (ieiger, Par-
schandatha, p. 20, note; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 648.

W. B. S. O.

SHEMAIAH OF TROYES : Tosafist of the

early part of the twelfth century ; a pupil of Rashi;

probatjly the father-in-law of Samuel b. iVIeir. He
ai)pears as a tosafist in Ber. 13a, 251); Pes. 114a;

Ket. 61a; Kid. 26b, and is mentioned as a casuist

by Judah Sir Leon on Ber. lib. In " Haggahot

Maimoniyyot," to "Tefillah" (ch. vii.), "Simeon" is

apparently a copyist's error for "Shemaiah," the

triie reading. Shemaiah was probably the author

of a "Sefer ha-Likkutim," while the "Sefer ha-Par-

des" of Rashi as it exists to-day seems likewise to

be a compilation made by Shemaiah from the orig-

inal "Sefer ha Panics " and " Sefer ha-Orah." His

"Perush," a commentary on the treatise Middot,

was printed in the Talmud of 1522.

Bibliography: Berliner, in Steinschnelder. Hehr. BihI. xi. 77

et scq. ; (iross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 179, 19(i, 227 et sejj., .t09;

Zunz, Z. G. pp. .56, 64; Benjaoob, Deharim 'Attikim, ii. 8; (ie-

daliali ibn Yahya, Shalsliclrt ha-Kahhnlah, ed'. Amsterdam,
p. :}8b ; S. Epstein, in Monatsschrift, 1897, xli. 2,")7-26:^, 296-312.

E. C. S. O.

SHEMANA (SEMANA) : Scholarly and prom-

inent family of Tunis.

Samuel b. Joseph Shemana : Rabbi of Tunis,

whose family subsequently settled at Susa. He
wrote " Keren Zebi " (Leghorn, 1835), a commentary
on the "Sefer Karnayim " of x\aron of Cardena.

Solomon Shemana : Father of the alcaide Nis-
sim Shemana; died at Tunis in the beginning of

the nineteenth century. He w-rote " Shoresh Yishai,"

consisting of a commentary on the treatises Bekorot

and Kiddushin, a;id notes to various treatises of the

Talmud, to the Yad ha-Hazakah, and to the " Moreh
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Ncbukim," as well as a discussion of the treatise

'Erubin, written in collaboration with Moses Berda.

Tlie book was printed posthumously at the expense

of Solomon's brother Isaac Ilai Shemana (2 parts,

Leghorn, 1^09).

Solomon Shemana : Son of Samuel Shemana,

and father of Joseph Shemana. lie Avas the au-

thor of "Bigde Shesh," which treated of tlie first

three litual codices, especially Yoreh De'ah and

Eben ha-'P"/.er, published l)y his grandson at Leg-

horn in 1866. His other works— "' 'Anunude Siiesli,"

on treatises of the Talmud ;
" Bet lia-Melek," en the

Yad ha-Hazakah; and *' Ketonet Shesh," notes to

the Talmud— still remain in manuscript.

Solomon Shemana: Patron of Jewish learning;

died at Tunis in 1882; cousin of the above-mentioned

Nissim Shemana, and, like him, alcaide and tax-

collector. He published :
" Sefer Shoresh Yishai "

(Leghorn, 1809), notes to passages of the Bible and
the Talmud, together with some Hebrew poems;
and "Mo'ade Adonai " {ib. 1878), relating to the

calendar and the festivals.

BiBi.ionRAPin- : n. razes. JVofes BihUor/rapluques, pp. 287-
Slis ; Zetlner. Cdt. Hchr. Bi>i>lts Brit. Mns. p. 696.

s. :m. Iv.

SHEMARIAH BEN ELHANAN : Head of

the yesliibah of Cairo, Egypt, about the end of the

tenth century. Abraham b. David ("Sefer ha-Kab-
balah," in Neubauer, " M. J. C." i. 08) relates that

Ibn Bumahis (or Iljn Demahin), an Arab admiral,

had captured four scholars who were voyaging from
Bari to Sebaste to collect money for the maintenance
of the great school in Baljylonia (" hakuasat kallah "),

and that one of the four was called Shemariah b.

Elhanan. Shemariah was sold by his captor at Al-

exandria, where he was afterward ransomed by rich

Jews.

Shemariah then Avent to Cairo, where he founded
a flourishing school. As to the native place of the

captured scholars, the general opinion, more partic-

ularly with regard to Shemariah, is that the four

were Babylonians, I. H. Weiss ("Dor," iv. 265, note

2) being the only authority who as.signs them to

Italy. David Kaufmann (in Berliner's "Magazin,"
V. lO-l^) thinks they came from Pumbedita. This
opinion, at least with regard to Shemariah b. Elba
nan. is confirmed by a fragment of a responsum
(published by Neubauer in "J. Q. H." vi. 222-223)

apparent!}' addressed by Siieiira Gaou to Jacob 1).

Nissim at Kairwan (.see Halberstam, ib. p. 596), in

which Shemariah is spoken of as the head of the

yesliibah of Nehardea and as a high authority in

rabbinics. Later, also, when Shemariah was the

head of the yesliibah of Cairo, he was consulted by
many rabbis from distant countries; and Scliechter

has published (in "J. Q. R." x. 644-648)a long letter

addressed to Shemariah by Hushiel of Kairwan, who,
according to Abraham b. David (I.e.), was captured

witii Shemariah, and another letter, by an unknown
rabbi, also addressed to Shemariah ("J. Q. R." xiv.

492-497).

BrBLiocR.^PHY: Besides llie sources mentioned, Gratz, Gesch.
v., note 21, ii.; Harkavy, Tesltnhot ha-Ge''onim, p. 2.

w. 15. M. Sel.

SHEMAHIAH B. MORDECAI (called also

Shemariah of Speyer) : German to,safist of the

first half of the twelfth century; pupil of the tosa-

fist Isaac b. Asher. He was considered an espe-

cially eminent authority on religious rites ("'ba'al

ma'a.sim"), and seems to have written "poskim"
(decisions) ; no less a person than Jacob b. Meir Tarn
consulted him on a difficult question ("Or Zarua' "

on B. B. 199).

Those of Shemariah's pupils most deserving men-
tion are Judah b. Kalonymus b. Mei'r, author of
" Yihuse Tannaim wa-Amoraim," and Judah b.

Kalonymus, father of Eleazar of Worms. The
former usually calls him " mori iia-j'ashish " (my aged
teacher), which seems to indicate that Shemariah
died at an advanced age. It is, however, not true

that Eleazar of Worms also was his pupil, as has

been asserted by some.

Bibliography: Epstein, Das Talnnalhche Lexicini. in Md-
7iatN'N(7iri/f, xx.xix. 453-4.14 (also primed separately); Kohn,
MarducJtai h. Hillel, p. 1")2.

w. B. L. G.

SHEMARIAH OF NEGROPONT. See

Ikktti. SiiEM.\ni.\n.

SHEMINI 'AZERET : Eighth day of Sukkot,

"'azeret" being the name given to it in Lev. xxiii.

36; Num. xxix. 35; Neh. viii. 18; II Chron. vii. 9.

The eighth day of Sukkot is not mentioned in Dcut.

xvi., and is found only in those parts of the Bible

known as the Priestly Code. Like " 'azarah " (Amos
V. 21; Isa. i. 13; Joel i. 14), "'azeret" denotes "day
of assembly," from "'azar" = "to hold back" or

"keep in"; hence also the name "'azeret" given

to the seventh day of Pesali (Deut. xvi. 8). Owing,
however, to the fact that both the eighth daj' of

Sukkot and the seventh day of Pesah a;e called
" 'azeret," the name was taken to mean "the closing

festival."

During the time of the Second Temple, Shebu'ot

received the specific name of ""Azarta" (Joscphus,

"Ant." iii. 10, § 6; Pes. 42b, OSb), said to signify

"the closing feast" of Passover (see Pcsik. 19oa).

Commenting upon this fact, the Rabbis say (ib.):

"The closing feast of Sukkot ought rightly to have
been, like that of Pesah, on the fiftieth day; but,

in order not to force the people to make another

journey to Jerusalem in the rainy season, God fixed

it as early as the eighth day." Another comment
upon the name " 'azeret " is as follows (ib.): " When-
ever the people of Israel assemble in the houses of

worship and instruction, God 'keeps in' His She-

kinah with them." For the meaning of "'azar"

Judges xiii. 15 is referred to. This is further illus-

trated by the following similitude (ib.): "A king

gives to a large circle of friends a banquet which
lasts seven days. When these liave expired he says

to his son :
' During these days of feasting we have

had little opportunity of enjoj-ing each other's com-

pany. Tarry ["be kept back" = "he'azcr"] a day
longer, that we may rejoice while holding a simple

feast together.' So God speaks to Israel thus:
' During the seven days the Sukkot feast with its

seventy bullocks for sacrifice Mas meant for the

seventy nations [see Nations and Lancuages] of

the world. Let this eighth day be a .simple feast

with one bidlock and one ram as a sacrifice to ex-

press thy unicjue relation to Me ' " (comp. Num.
xxix. 35-37). K.
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The peculiarities of Sberaiui • Azeret in the liturgy

are the following:

1. It bears the name given above, with the word

"hag" (feast) either inserted between its parts or

added at the end. It is thus distinguished from

Sukkot.
2. In the " Kiddush " at the evening meal thanks

are given for having readied this season (" zeman").

This is not done on the seventh day of the Passover.

3. Hallel is read unabridged. Many persons eat in

the "sukkah " or bootli, but no one recites the bene-

diction over the command to sit therein (Suk.47a).

4. The Book of Ecclesiastes is deemed the proper

reading for the day, professedly on account of the

words (.xi. 2) "give a share to seven, even to eight"

therein contained. In the German liturgy phrases

from tins book are worked into the "piyyutim " for

the day.

5. The reading from the Pentateuch (first scroll)

embraces the list of festivals given in Deuteronomy,

closing with xvi. 17, though this day is not men-
tioned therein. It begins at xiv. 23—in some con-

gregations only on the Sabbath, in which case it

begins on week-days at xv. 19. In Palestine, where
since the influx of the exiles from Spain are observed

the one-year cycle and single feast-days, the closing

lesson of the Pentateuch is read, followed by Gen.

i. 1-ii. 3; that is, the lessons which during exile be-

long to Simhat Torah. From the second scroll

Num. xxix. 35-37 is read; the prophetic lesson is I

Kings viii. 54-66.

6. In the German ritual a memorial service for the

dead is added (see Hazkarat Neshamot).
7. The winter, or, in Mishnah phrase, the "rainy "

season, begins with the additional prayer of this day
(see Geshem).

K. L. N. D.

SHEMITTAH. See Sabb.\tical Year and
Jubilee.

SHEMONEH 'ESREH : Collection of bene-

dictions forming the second—-the Shema' being the

first—important section of the daily prayers at the

morning ("Shaharit"), afternoon ("Minhah"), and
evening ("'Arbit") services, as well as of the addi-

tional (Musaf) service on Sabbaths and holy days.

Literally, the name means "eighteen"; and its wide
use shows that at the time it came into vogue the

benedictions ("berakot") comprised in the prayer

must have numbered eighteen, though in reality as

fixed in the versions recited in the synagogues they

number nineteen. As the prayer par excellence, it is

designated as the "Tefillah " (pra^^er), while among
the Sephardic Jews it is known as the " 'Amidah,"
i.e., the prayer which the worshiper is commanded
to recite standing (see aLso Zohar, i. 105). The
eighteen—now nineteen—benedictions, according to

their content and character, are readily grouped as

follows: (1) three blessings of praise ("Shebahim,"
Nos. i., ii., iii.); (2) twelve (now thir-

The Three teen) petitions ("Bakkashot," Nos. iv.-

Groups. XV. [xvi.]), and (3) three concluding
ones of thanks ("Hoda'ot," Nos. xvi.

[xvii.], xviii., and xix.). The first three and the last

three constitute, so to speak, the permanent stock,

used at every service; while the middle group varies

on Sabbath, New ISIoons, and holy days from the for-

mula for week-days. The construction of the " She-

moneh 'Esreh " complies with the rabbinical injunc-

tion that in every prayer the praLses of God must
precede private petitions ('Ab. Zarah 6), as the fol-

lowing comment shows: "In the first three [niJIK'Nl]

man is like a slave chanting the praise of his master;

in the middle sections [nvyVDN] he is a servant peti-

tioning for his compensation from his employer ; in

the last three [DUnriN] he is the servant who, hav-

ing received his wages, takes leave of his master"
(Ber. 34a).

No. i. of the first group is designated (R. H. iv. 5)

as "Abot" = "patriarchs," because the Patriarchs

are mentioned, and the love of (or for) them is ex-

pressly emphasized therein. Translated, it reads as

follows:

" Blessed be Thou. O Lord, our God and God of our fathers,

God of Abraham, God of Isaac, and God of Jacob, the Rreat, the

mighty, and the fearful God—God Most High—who bestowest

goodly kindnesses, and art the Creator [" Koneh," which slgnifles

primarily "Creator" and then "Owner"] of all, and remem-
berest the love of [or for] the Fathers and bringest a redeemer
for their children's children for the sake of [Hi.s] Thy name in

love. King, Helper, Savior, and Shield ; blessed be Thou, Shield

of Abraham" (see Dembitz, "Jewish Services in the Synagogue
and Home," pp. 113 ct «></.).

No. ii. lias the name "Geburot" (R. II. iv. 5) =
"powers," because it addresses God as the "Ba'al

Geburot" and recites His powers, i.e., the resur-

rection of the dead and the sustentation of the

living (comp. Gen. R. xiii.). It is called also "Te-
hij'yat ha-Metim " = " the resurrection of the dead."

Rain is considered as great a manifestation of power
as the resurrection of the dead (Ta'an. 2a) ; hence in

winter a line referring 1o the descent of rain (Ber.

33a) is inserted in this benediction. The eulogy
runs as follows

:

" Thou art mighty forever, O Lord [" Adonai," not the Tetra-
grammat«n] : Thou resurrectest the dead ; art great to save.

Sustaining the living in loving-kindness, resurrecting the dead
in abundant mercies. Thou supportest the falling, and healest

the sick, and settest free the captives, and keepest [fulflllest] Thy
[His], faith to them that sleep in the du.st. Who is like Thee,
master of mighty deeds [= owner of the powers over life and
death], and who maybe compared unto Thee? King sending
death and reviving again and causing salvation to sprout forth.

Thou art surely believed to resurrect the dead. Blessed be
Thou, O Lord, who revivest the dead."

No. iii. is known as " Kedushshat ha-Shem " =
"the sanctification of the Name." It is very short,

though the variants are numerous (see below). It

reads as follows:

" Thou art holy and Thy name is holy, and the holy ones praise

Tbeeevery day. Selah. Blessed be Thou, O Lord, the holy God."

At public worship, when the precentor, or, as he is

known in Hebrew, the Sheliah Zibbur (messen-

ger or deputy of the congregation), repeats the

prayer aloud, thepiecedingbenediction(No. iii.), with

the exception of the concluding sentence, "Blessed

be Thou," etc., is replaced by the Kedushshait.
In work-day services the Shemoneh 'Esreh con-

tinues with Group 2 (" Bakkashot "), supplications

referring to the needs of Israel (Sifre,

The Inter- Wezot ha-Berakah, ed. Friedmann, p.

mediate 142b).

Blessing's. No. iv., known, from its opening
words, as " Attah Honen," or, with ref-

erence to its content—a petition for understanding

—as "Binah " (Meg. 17b), sometimes also as "Birkat
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Hokinah " (on account of the word "hokmali," now
omitted, wliicli occurred in tlie first phrase) and as

"Birkat ha-Hol " = " work-day benediction" (Ber.

33a), reads as follows:

" Thou graciously vouchsafest knowledge to man and teacbest

mortals understanding: vouchsafe unto us from Thee knowl-
edge, understanding, and intelligence. Blessed be Thou, O
Lord, who vouchsafest knowledge."

No. V. is known as " Teshubab" = " return " (Meg.

17b):

" Lead us back, our Father, to Thy Torah ; bring us near, our
King, to Thy service, and cause us to return in perfect repent-
ance before Thee. Blessed be Thou, O Lord, who acceptest re-

pentance."

No. vi. is the "Selihah," the prayer for forgive-

ness (Meg. 17b):

" Forgive us, our Father, for we have sinned ; pardon us, our
King, for we have transgressed : for Thou pardonest and for-

givest. Blessed be Thou, O Gracious One, who multipltest for-

giveness."

No. vii. is styled "Birkat ha-Ge'ullah," the bene-

diction ending with "Go'el" = " Redeemer " (Meg.

17b):

" Look but upon our affliction and flght our flght and redeem
us speedily for the sake uf Thy name: for Thou art a strong
redeemer. Blessed art Thou, O Lord, the Iledeemer of Israel."

No. viii. is the " Birkat ha-Holim " ('Ab. Zarali 8a),

or "Kefu'ali" (Meg. 17b), the prayer for the sick

-or for recovery

:

" Heal us and we shall be healed ; help us and we shall be
lielped : for Thou art our joy. Cause Thou to rise up full heal-

ings for all our wounds: for Thou, God King, art a true and
merciful physician : blessed be Thou, O Lord, who healest the
sick of His people Israel."

No. i.x. is tlie " Birkat ha-Shanim " (Meg. 17b), the

petition that the year may be fruitful:

" Bless for us, O Lord our God, this year and all kinds of its

yield for [our] good; and shower down [in winter, "dew and
rain for "] a blessing upon the face of the earth : fulQl us of Thy
bounty and bless this our year that it be as the good years.

Blessed be Thou, O Lord, who blessest the years."

No. X. is the benediction in regard to the '' Kibbuz
Galuyot," the gathering of the Jews of the Diaspora
(Meg. 17b):

" Blow the great trumpet [see Shofar] for our liberation, and
lift a banner to gather our exiles, and gather us into one body
from the four corners of the earth ; blessed be Thou, O Lord,
who gatherest the dispersed of Thy [His] people IsraeL"

No. xi. is the "Birkat ha-Din," the petition for jus-

tice (Meg. 17b):

" Restore our judges as of yore, and our counselors as in the

beginning, and remove from us grief and sighing. Reign Thou
over us, O Lord, alone in loving-kindness and mercy, and estab-

lish our innocence by the judgment. Blessed be Thou, O Lord
the King, who lovest righteousness and justice."

No. xii. is the "Birkat ha->[iuiin " or "ha-Zad-
dukim" (Ber. 28b; Meg. 17b; Yer.

The Birkat Ber. iv.), the piayer against heretics

ha-Minim. and Sadducees (and traducers, inform-

ers, and traitors):

" May no hope be left to the slanderers ; but may wickedness
perish as in a moment; may all Thine enemies be soon cut off.

and do Thou speedily uproot the haughty and shatter and hum-
ble them speedily in our days. Blessed bt^ Thou. O Lord, who
strikest down enemies and humblest the haughty" (Dembitz,
i.e. p. 133).

No. xiii. is a prayer in behalf of the "Zaddikim "

= " pious" (Meg. 17b):

" May Thy mercies, O Lord our God, be stirred over the right-

eous and over the pious and over the eldeis of Thy people, the

House of Israel, and over the remnant of their scribes, and over
the righteous proselytes, and over us, and bestow a goodly re-

ward upon them who truly conflde in Thy name ; and assign us
our portion with them forever : and may we not come to shame
for that we have trusted in Thee. Blessed be Thou, () Lord,
support and reliance for the righteous."

No. xiv. is a prayer in behalf of Jerusalem :

" To Jerusalem Thy city return Thou in mercy and dwell in

her midst as Thou hast spoken, and build her speedily in our
days as an everlasting structure and soon estiiblish there the

throne of David. Blessed be Thou. O Lord, the builder of Jeru-
salem."

No. XV. begins with "Et Zemah Dawid " (Meg.
18a), and is so entitled. It is a pra3'er for the

rise of David's sprout, i.e., the Messianic king. At
one time it must have formed part of tiie preceding
benediction (see below). It reads:

" The sprout of David Thy servant speedily cause Thou to

sprout up ; and his horn do Thou uplift through Thy victorious

salvation ; for Thy salvation we are hoping every day. Blessed
be Thou, O Lord, who causest the horn of salvation to sprout
forth."

No. xvi. is denominated simply "Tefillah" =
" prayer " (Meg. 18a). It is a supplication that the

preceding prayers may be answered

:

" Hear our voice, O Lord our God, spare and have mercy on
us, and accept in mercy and favor our prayer. For a God that
heareth prayers and supplications art Thou. From before Thee,
O our King, do not turn us away empty-handed. For Thou
hearest the prayer of Thy people Israel in mercy. Blessed be
Thou, O Lord, who hearest prayer."

No. xvii. is termed the " 'Abodah " = "sacrificial

service " (Ber. 29b; Shab. 24a; R. H. 12a; Meg. 18a;

S()tali38b; Tamid 32b):

" Be pleased, O Lord our God, with Thy people Israel and
their prayer, and return [i.e., reestablish] the sacriflcial service

to the altar of Thy House, and the fl re-offerings of Israel and
their prayer [offered] in love accept Thou with favor, and may
the sacriflcial service of Israel Thy people be ever acceptable
to Thee. And may our eyes behold Thy merciful return to Zion.

Blessed be Thou who restorest Thy [His] Shekinah to Zion."

No. xviii. is the "Hoda'ah" = a "confession " or
" thanksgiving " (Meg. 18a ; Ber. 29a, 34a ; Shab. 24a

;

Sotah 68b; see also Articles of Faith):
" We acknowledge to Thee, O Lord, that Thou art our God as

Thou wast the God of our fathers, forever and ever. Rock of

our life. Shield of our help. Thou art immutable from age to age.

We thank Thee and utter Thy praise, for our lives that are [de-

livered over] into Thy hands and for our souls that are entrusted
to Thee; and for Thy miracles that are [wrought] with us every
day and for Thy marvelously [marvels and] kind deeds that are

of every time; evening and morning and noon-
Concludingr tide. Thou art [the] good, for Thy mercies are

Bene- endless : Thou art [the] merciful, forThv kind-
dictions, nesses never are complete : from everlasting

we have hoped in Tliee. And for all these

things may Thy name be blessed and e-xalted always and for-

evermore. And all the living will give thanks unto Thee an<l

praise Thy great name in truth, God, our salvation and help.

Selah. Blessed be Thou, O Lord, Thy name is good, and to Thee
it is meet to give thanks."

After this at public prayer in the morning the

priestly blessing is added.

No. xix., however, is a resume of this blessing.

The benediction exists in various forms, the fuller

one being used (in the German ritual) in the morn-
ing service alone (Meg. 18a), as follows:

" Bestow peace, happiness, and blessing, grace, loving-kind-

ness, and mercy upon us and upon all Israel Thy people : bless

us, our Father, even all of us, by the light of Thy countenance,
for by this light of Thy countenance Thou gavest us, O Lord
our God, the law of life, loving-kindness, and righteousness.
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and blessing and mercy, life and peace. May it be good in

Thine eyes to bless Thy people Israel in every time and at every

hour with Thy peace. Blessed be Thou, O Lord, who blessest

Thy [His] people Israel with peace."

The shorter form reads thus:

" Mayest Thou bestow much peace upon Thy people Lsrael for-

ever. For Thou art the immutable King, the Master unto all

peace. May it be good in Thine eyes to bless " (and so forth as

in the preceding form).

For the Sabbath, tlie iiiichlle supplications are re-

placed by one, so that the Sabbath "Tetillah" is

composed of seven benedictions. Tliis one spealss

of tlie sanctity of the day (Her. 2!)a ; Yer. Ber. iv.

3). It consists of an inti-oductory portion, whicli on

Sabbatli lias four dilferent forms for the four

services, and another short jwirtion, which is con-

stant:
" Our God and fiod of our fathers I be plea.sed with our rest

;

sanctify us by 'I'liy commandments, give us a shaie in Thy law,

satiate us of Thy bounty, and gladden us in Thy salvation ; and
cleanse our hearts to serve Thee in truth : let us inherit, O Lord
our (iod, in love and favor, Thy holy Sabbath, and may Israel,

who hallows [loves] Thy name, rest thereon. Blessed be Thou,
O Lord, whosanctiflest the Sabbath."

On Sabbath-eve after the congregation has read

the "Tetillah '' silently, tlie reader repeats aloud the

so-called "Me-'En Sheba'," or summary (Ber. 29,

57b; Pes. 104a) of the seven blessings (Shab. 24b;

Rashi ad loc). The reason given for this is the fear

lest by tarrying too long or alone in the synagogue
on the eve of the Sabbath the worshiper may come
to harm at the liands of evil spirits. This abstra(!t

opens like No. i., using, however, the words "Crea-

tor [Ownei'] of heaven and earth " whei'e No. i. has

"Creator of all," and omitting those immediately

preceding " bestowest goodly kindnesses." The con-

gregation then continues:

"Shield of the fathers l)y His word, reviving the dead by His

command, the holy (iod to whom none is like; who causeth His

people to rest on His holy Salibath-day, for In them He took de-

light to cause them to rest. Before Him we shall worship in

reverence and fear. We shall ivnder thanks to IHs nauic on
every day constantly in llie manner of the lienedictions. (iod

of the 'acknowledgments,' Lord of 'Peace,' who sanctiHeth ttie

Sabbatli and blesseth tlu- seventh [liay] and causeth the people
who are filled with Sabbath delight to rest as a memorial of the

work in thi^ beginning [Creation]."

Then the reader concludes with the "Rczeh,"the
middle Sabbatli eulogy.

On festivals (even when coiiicideiit with the Sab-
bath) this " Saiiclilication of the Day " is made up
of several sections, the tirst of which is constant

and reads iis follows:

" Thou hast chosen us frcn all the nations, hast loved us and
wast pleaseti with us; Thou hast lifted us above all tongues,
and hast hallowed us l)y 'Pliy commandments, and hast brought
us. () our King, to Ihy service, and hast pronounced over us
Thy great and lioly name."

Then follows a jiaragraph naming the sjiecial festi-

val and its specitU character, and, if the Sabbatli co-

incides therevvith, it is mentioned before the feast.

For Passover the wording is as follows:

" And Thou hast given us, O Lord our (iod, in love [Sabbaths
for rest,] set times and seasons for joy, [this

Variations Sabbath-day, the day of our rest, and] thi'< dau
on Festivals. <if tlic Feast of IJjileaveneil lirrnil, the scn-

so« ()/' our (leUrerniiee, a holy convocation, a
memorial of the e.xodus from Egypt."

For the other festivals the res])(>ctivc changes in

the phrase printed above in italics are the following:

" this day of tile Feast of Weeks— the day when our Torah was
given "; " this day of the Feast of Booths - the day of our glad-

ness "; "this eighth day, the concluding day of the feast—the
day of our gladness "; "this Day of Memorial, a day of alarm-
sound [shofar-blowing ; i.e., on Uosh ha-Shanah] "; " this Day
of .'\t<memeMt for forgiveness and atonement, and to pardon
thereon all our iniquities."

On New Moons and on the middle daj's of Pesah
or Sukkot, as well as on the holy days, the " Ya'a-

leh we-yabo " (= " Rise and come") is inserted in

the "'Abodah," the name of the day appearing in

each case in its proper jilace. The Sabbatli is never

referred to in this prayer, and it forms part of every

service save the additional or IVIusaf

;

" Our God and (iod of our fathers ! may the remembrance
of ourselves and our fathers, and of Tliy anointed servant the

son of David, and of Tby holy c^ity Jerusalem, and of all Israel

Thy people, 7'i!<6 arid eotne [hence the name of the prayer], be
seen, heard, etc., before Thee on this day . . . for deliverance,

happiness, life, and peace; remember us thereon, () Lord our
(jod, for happiness, visit us for blessings, save us unto life, and
with words of help and mercy spare and favor us, .show us
mercy ! Save us, for to Thee our eyes are turned. Thou art

the gracious and merciful God and King."

In the tiiial part of the benediction appetirs an intro-

ductory petition on the three joyous festivals:

"Let us receive, O Lord our (iod, the blessings of Thy ap-

pointed times for life and peace, for gladness and joy, wherewith
Thou in Thy favor hast promised to bless us." (Then follows

the " Uezeh " [se(^ above], with such variations from the Sabbath
formula as: "in gladness and joy" for "in love and favor";
"rejoice" for "rest"; and "Israel and Thy "or "the holy
seasons " for " the Sabbath.")

On Rosh ha-Shanah a ]irayer for the coming of the

kingdom of heaven is added at the close of this ben-

ediction (for its te.Kt see the praj'er-books and Dem-
bitz. I.e. p. 145). On the Day of Atonement the ])e-

tition solicits pardon for sins (Dembitz, I.e. p. 146).

A IIabdalah is inserted on Saturday night in the
" Siuictitication of the Day" when a festival—and
this can never hap])en with the Day of Atonement
— falls on a Sunday. The form in use is somewhat
longer than that given in the Talmud, where it is

called "a peail " on account of its .sentiment (Ber. 3ob;

Be-all 17a). Insertions tire made in the si.x constant

benedictioiison certain occasions, as follows: During
the ten days of Tesliubah, i.e., the first ten days of

Tishii, in No. i., after "in love" is inserted " Re-
memlier us for life, O King who delightest in life,

and inscribe us into the book of life; for Thy sake,

O God of life"; in No. ii., after "sal-

Insertions, vation to sprout forth," " Who is like

Thee, Father of mercies, who remem-
berest His [Thy] creatures unto life in mercy?"; in

No. iii., "holy King," in place of "holy God" at

the close; in No. xviii., before the concluding para-

grai)li, " (^ inscribe for a happy life all the sons of

Thy covenant"; in No. xi.\., before the end, "Maj^
we be remembered and inscribed in the book of life,

of lilessing, of ]ieace, and of good sustenance, we
and all Tliy people, the whole house of Israel, yea,

for happy life and for peace "
; and the close (in the

German ritual) is changed to "Blessed be Thou, O
Lord, who inakest peace." In the " Ne'ilah " (con-

cluding) service for the Day of Atonement, "in-

scribe" is changed to "seal." On the two "solemn
days" (" Yaniim Nora'im ") a petition for the king-

dom of lieaven is inserted in No. iii. (see the trans-

lation in Dembitz, I.e. p. 122), and the concluding
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phrase of this eulogy also is cliange<l; " Tiiou art

holy, and Thy name is fearful, and there is no God
besides Thee, as it is written [Isa. v. 16], ' The Lord
God is exalted in judgment, and the Holy God is

sanctified in righteousness.' Blessed be Thou, ()

Lord, the Holy King." In fall and winter, in No. ii.,

after the words " Thou resurrectest the dead and art

great to save " is inserted the words :
" Thou causest

the wind to blow and the rain to descend. " On New
Moons and middle days, except in the Miisaf, the
" Ya'aleh we-yabo " (see above) is inserted in the

'"Abodah" before "bring back." On HanuUkah
and Purini special thanks are inserted in No. .xviii.

after the words " from everlasting we liave lioped in

Thee." These narrate the wonderful occurrences
which the day recalls. On fast-days, after No. vi.

a special supplication is recited, beginning with
"Answer us, O Lord, answer us"; and in No. vii.,

the prayer for the sick, one desirous of remembering
a sick person interpolates a brief " Yehi liazon "

(=
"May it be Thy v/ill ") to that effect. On the Ninth
of Ab in the Minhah service a supplication is intro-

duced into No. XV. for the con.solation of those that

mourn for Zion. In No. xvi., as well as in the Min-
hah and the silent prayer, the fast-day appeal might
be inserted.

The " Hoda'ah " (No. xviii.) has a second version,

styled the "Modim de-Kabbanan " and reading as

follows:

" We confess this before Thee that Thou art immutable, God
our God and the God of our fathers, the God of all flesh. Our
Creator, the Creator of all iu the befriniiing : [we offer] bene-
dictions and thanksgivings unto Thy name, the great and holy
One, because Thou hast kept us alive and preserved us. Even
so''do Thou keep us alive and preserve us, and gather together
our exiles to Thy holy courts to keep thy statutes and to do Thy
will and to serve Thee with a fully devoted heart, for which we
render thanks unto Thee. Blessed be the God of the thanks-
givings."

As the title suggests, tliis is an anthology of various

tiianksgiving prayers composed by the Rabbis
(Sotah 9a). The close is not found in the Talmud-
ical passage cited, nor does it appear in the "Sid-
dur" of Rab Amiam or in the formula given by
Maimonides and others; but it is taken from Yer.
Ber. i. 7. A somewhat different opening, " We con-
fess and bow down and kneel," is preserved in the

Roman Mahzor.
Before the priestly blessing (originally in the

morning service, but now iu tlie additional service,

and in the Minhah service on the Ninth of Ab or
on any other public fast-day), whenever "the
priests" ("kohanim") are expected to recite the
priestly blessing (see Dukan), the leader reads in

the"'Abodah":
" May our supplication be pleasing in Thy sight like burnt

offering and sacriflce. O Thou Merciful Being, in Thy great
mercy restore Thy Shekinah to Zion and the order of service to

Jenisalem. May our eyes behold Thy return to Zion in mercy,
and there we shall serve Tliee in awe, as in the days of old and
in former years" (coinp. Mai. ii. 2).

He then ends the benediction as usual and reads the
" Modim " as well as the introduction to the priestly

blessing (see Blessinc;, Pkiestly):

" Our God and God of our fathers, bless us with the blessing
which, tripartite in the. Torah, was written by the hands of

Moses, Thy servant, and was spoken by Aaron and his sons the
priests. Thy holy people, as follows [at this point the priests

say aloud] :
" Blessed be Thou, O Eternal our God, King of the

XL-18

uriiver.se, who hast sanctified us with the sacredness of Aaron
and ha,st commanded us in love to bless Thy (His) people Israel."

Thereupon they intone the blessing after the leader,
word for word

:

" ' May the Eternal bless thee and keep thee.
' May the Eternal let His countenance shine upon thee and

be grai'ious unto thee.

'May the Eternal lift up His countenance toward thee and
give thee peace.'

"

After each section the people usually answer, " Ken
yehi razon!" (= "May such be [Tliy] will! "); but
when the kohanim perform this function (on the
holy days) those present answer, "Amen." On the
morning of tlie Ninth of Ab the kohanim may
not pronounce the blessing, nor ma}' the precentor
read it.

The "Shemoneh 'Esreh " is first prayed silently by
the congregation and then repeated by the reader
aloud. In attitude of body and in the holding of

the hands devotion is to be expressed
Mode (see Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyirn,

of Prayer. 95 et seq.). Interruptions are to be
strictly avoided {ib. 104). In places

and situations where there is grave danger of
interruptions, a shorter form is permissible com-
prising the first three and the last three benedictions
and between them only the "Attah Honen," the
petition for understanding (No. iv. ; Orah Hayyirn
110).

The "Shemoneh 'Esreh " is jirefaced by the verse
"O Eternal, open my lips, and my mouth shall pro-
claim Thy praise " (Ps. Ii. 17; see Ber. 4b). At one
time two other Biblical passages (Ps. Ixv. 3 and
Deut. xxxii. 3) were recited, one before and the
other after the verse now retained. But this was
considered to break the connection between the
"Ge'ullah" (the preceding eulogj--, the last in the
"Shema'" ending with "Ga'al Yisrael ") and the
"Tctillah"; and such an interruption was deemed
inadmissible, as even an " Amen " was not to be
spoken before the words " (^ Eternal, open my lips,"

in order that tiiis ver.se miglit be considered to be-

long to the preceding "Ge'ullah " and to form with

it a "long Ge'ullah" (Nns^lN H^IW ; Orah Hayyirn,
111; and the Tur, I.e.). Adiscussion arose among
the later "Po.sekim" whether tills injunction was
applicable to Sabbaths and lioly days or only to

work-days. In the additional and Miidiah services

more verses might bespoken after the "Shema'"
and before and after the "Tetillah." The custom
has gradually developed of reciting at the conclu-

sion of the latter the supplication with which Mar,
the son of Rabina, u.sed to conclude his prayer
(Ber. 17a):

" My God, keep my tongue and my lips from speaking deceit,

and to them that curse me let me [Hebr. " my soul "] be silent,

and me [my soul] be like dust to all. Open my heart in Thy
Torah, and after [in] Thy commandments let me [my soul] pur-
sue. As for those that think evil of [against] me speedily thwart
their counsel and destroy their plots. Do [this] for Thy name's
sake, do this for Thy right hand's sake, do this f(ir the sake of
Thy holiness, do this for the sake of Tliy Torah. That Thy be-

loved ones may rejoice, let Thy right hand bring on help [sal-

vation] and answer me. [For the formula here given begin-
ning with " Do this," another one wjis used expressive of the
wish that the Temple might be rebuilt, that the Messiah might
come, that God's people might be ransomed, and that llis con-
gregation might be glatidened. The angels also were invoked ;

and the appeal was summed up :
" Do it for Thy sake. If not for
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ours."] May the words of my mouth and the meditations of

my heart be acceptable in Thy siRht, O Eternal, my rock and

my redeemer."

At these words, three steps backward were taken

(see Orah Hayyim, I.e. 123), aud then this was re-

cited :

" He who maketh peace in the heights. He will establish peace

upon us aud upon all Israel, and thereupon say ye 'Amen.' "

Then followed a final i)hrase praying for the re-

building of the Temple so that Israel might sacrifice

again, to the sweet gratification of

The God as of yore. The worshiper was

Concluding bidden to remain at the place whither

Section. his three backward steps had brought

him for the space of time which would

be required for traversing a space of four ells, or, if

at public prayer-service, until the precentor, in the

loud repetition, intoned tlie " Kedushshah."

In the "Tefillah"for the additional service the

constant parts are always retained. On Rosh ha-

Shanah there are three middle benedictions (accord-

ing to R. n. iv. 5; comp. Ta'an. ii. 3 for fast-days):

(1) "Fathers"; (2) "Powers"; (3) "Holiness of the

Name" with addition of the "Kingdoms"; (4)

" Sanctifications of the Day ,

" the shofar being blown

;

(5)
" Remembrances " (with shofar) ; (6) " Shofarot

"

(the shofar is blown); (7)
" 'Abodah " ; (8) "Ho-

da'ot"; (9) Blessings of the kohanim. According

to R. Akiba, "Kingdoms," i.e., verses recognizing

God as king, must always go with "Blowings";

therefore he rearranges the benedictions as follows:

(1), (3), (3) "Holiness"; (4) "Sanctifications" and

"Kingdoms" (with blasts of the shofar); (5) "Re-

membrances," i.e., verses in which God is shown to

be mindful of mankind and of Israel (with blasts)

;

(6) "Shofarot," i.e., verses in which tiie shofar is

named literally or figuratively; (7), (8), and (9).

On Sabbaths and holy days there is only one middle

benediction, an enlarged " Sanctification of the

Day." The last part is modified on New Moon. If

New Moon falls on a week-day, there is, of course,

no "Sanctification of the Day"; but there is a

special benediction, the introduction consisting of

regrets for the cessation of the sacrifices, and the

principal part of it being a petition for the blessing

of the New Moon :

" Our God and God of our fathers, renew for us this month for

happiness and blessing [Amen], for joy and gladness [Amen],

for salvation and comfort [Amen], for provision and sustenance

[Amen], for life and peace [Amen], for pardon of sin and for-

giveness of transgression [Amen]."

According to the German ritual, when Sabbath and

New Moon coincide, the " Sanctification of the Day "

is omitted ; but a somewhat more impressive prayer

is recited, referring to (Jod's creation of the world,

His completion thereof on the seventh day. His

choice of Israel, and His appointment of Sabbaths

for rest and New Moons for atonement; declaring

that e.xile is the punishment for sins of the fathers;

and supplicating for the restoration of Israel.

On an ordinary Sabbath the middle benediction,

in a labored acrostic composition in the inverted

order of the alphabet, recalls the sacrifices ordained

for the Sabbath, and petitions for restoration in order

that Israel may once more offer the sacrifices as pre-

scribed, the prayer concluding witli an exaltation of

the Sabbath. In the festival liturgy the request for

the restoring of the sacrificial service emphasizes still

more the idea that liie Exile was caused by "our

sins " (" umi-pene hata'enu ")

:

" On account of our sins have we been exiled from our coun-

try and removed from our land, and we are no longer iible [to

go up and appear and] U) worship and perform our duty before

Thee in the House of Thy choice," etc.

On the three pilgrim festivals another supplication

for the rebuilding of the Temple is added to the

foregoing, with quotation of the Pentateuchal in-

junction (Deut. xvi. 16, 17) regarding appearance

before God on those days.

The additional for the middle days (the work-

days) of Pesah and Sukkot is the same as that for

the feasts proper, and is read even on the Sabbath.

The following are some of the more important

variants in the different rituals;

Variants in In No. v. (" Lead us back, our

the Father," etc.) Saadia, Maimonides,

Rituals, and the Italian Mahzor read " Lead

us back, our Father, to Thy Torah,

through our dinging to Tliy commandments, and bring

us near," etc.

The Sephardim shorten the last benediction in

the evening and morning services of the Ninth of

Ab to this brief phrasing:

" Thou who makest peace, bless Thy people Israel with much
strength and peace, for Thou art the Lord of peace. Blessed be

Thou, O Eternal, maker of peace."

In No. ix. (the benediction for the year) the

words "dew and rain" are inserted during the term

from the sixtieth day after the autumnal equinox

to Pa.ssover. The Sephardic ritual has two distinct

versions: one for the season when dew is asked for,

and the other when rain is expected. The former

has this form:
" Bless us, O our Father, in all the work of our hands, and

bless our year with gracious, blessed, and kindly dews: be its

outcome life, plenty, and peace as in the good years, for Thou, O
Eternal, art good and doest good and blessest the years. Blessed

be Thou, O Eternal, who blessest the years."

In the rainy season (in winter) the phraseology is

changed to read

:

" Bless upon us, O Eternal our God, this year and all kinds

of its produce for goodness, and bestow dew and rain for bless-

ing on all the face of the earth ; and make abundant the face of

the world and fulfil the whole of Thy goodness. Fill our hands

with Thy blessings and the richness of the gifts of Thy hands.

Preserve and save this year from all evil and from all kinds of

destroyers and from all sorts of punishments : and establish for

it good hope and as its outcome peace. Spare it and have mercy

upon it and all of its harvest and its fruits, and bless it with

rains of favor, blessing, and generosity; and let its issue be life,

plenty, and peace as in the blessed good years; for Thou, O
Eternal " (etc., as in the form given above for the season of

the dew).

In No. xiii. the Sephardic ritual introduces before

"the elders" the phrase "and on the remnant of

Thy people, the house of Israel," while in some edi-

tions these words are entirely omitted, and before the

conclusion this sentence is inserted: "on Thy great

loving-kindness in truth do we rely for support."

No. xiv. among the Sephardim reads:

" [Thou wilt] dwell in the midst of Jerusalem, Thy city, as

Thou hast spoken [promised], and the throne of David Thy serv-

ant speedily in its midst [Thou wilt] establish, and build it an

everlasting building soon in our days. Blessed be Thou, O Eter-

nal, who buildest Jerusalem."

This reading is that of Maimonides, while the Ash-

kenazim adopted that of Rab Ammm.
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In No. xvi. God is addressed as " Ab lia-Rahnlan"

= "the Merciful Father." Before tlie conclusion is

inserted "Be gracious unto us and answer us and

hear our prayer, for Tliou hearest the prayer of every

mouth " (the " 'Aruk," under py, gives this reading:

"Full of mercy art Thou. Blessed be Thou who
hearest prayer"). In the " Kezeh " (No. xvii.) the

text differs somewhat: "Be pleased . . . with Thy
people Israel [as in the German ritual] and to their

prayer give heed"—a reading presented by Mai-

monidcs also. Furthermore, the word " meherah "

(= "speedily ") is introduced as qualifying the ex-

pected answer to the prayer and the offerings.

Amram has this adverb; but MaHaRIL objects to

its insertion.

Verbal changes, not materially affecting the mean-

ing, occur also in the " Ya'aleh wc-Yabo " (for New
Moons, etc.). But before "May our eyes behold"

the Sephardim insert " and Thou in Thy great mercy
["wilt" or "dost"] take delight in us and show us

favor," while Saadia Gaon adds before the conclusion

("Blessed be," etc.): "and Thou wilt take delight

in us as of yore."

Slight verbal modifications are found also in the

Sephardic "Hoda'ah "; e.g., "and they [the living]

shall praise and bless Thy great name in truth for-

ever; for good [is] the God, our help and our aid,

Selah, the God, the Good." Abudarham quotes,

"and Thy name be exalted constantly and forever

and aye"; while Saadia's version reads: "on ac-

count of all, be Thou blessed and exalted; for Thou
art the Only One in the universe, and there is none

besides Thee." The Roman Mahzor inserts before

"and for all these" the following: "Thou hast not

put us to shame, O Eternal our God, and Thou
hast not hidden Thj' face from us." And so in the

final benediction—for which the Sephardim always
use the formula beginning with " Sim shalom," never

that with "Shalom rab " — among the blessings

asked for is included that for "much strength,"

one not found in the German ritual. Maimonides
and Amram likewise do not use the formula be-

ginning with the words "Shalom rab." Following
Amram. Saadia, and Maimonides, the Sephardim
read :

" Toraii and Hfe. love and kindness" where the

German ritual presents the construct case: "Torah
of life and love of kindness."

Moreover, in the Sephardic ritual a number of

individual petitions are admitted in various benedic-

tions, whicli is not the case in the Ashkenazic. In

the introduction to the "Sanctification of the Day "

(benediction No. iv.) for the Sabbath the Sephardim
add on Friday evening lines which the Ashkenazim

include only in the additional service

In the In- (see Dembitz, ^.c. p. 141). Forthemid-
termediate die benediction of the Musaf the Seph-
Blessings. ardim have a simpler form (ih. p. 149).

While the Germans quote in tlie prayer

the language of the Pentateuch in reference to th(;

sacrifices, the Sephardim omit it. In praying for

the new month the Portuguese ritual adds: "May
this month be the last of all our troubles, a begin-

ning of our redemption." (For differences in tlie

Musaf for Sabbath and New Moon see Dembitz.
I.e. p. 153.)

In the Vitry Mahzor's reading the conjuncti<Mi

" waw " is frequently dropped, much to the im-

provement of the diction. In benedicticm No. ii.

God is addressed as "Mazmiah Lanu Yeshu'ah,"
"causing salvation to sprout forth 'for us' "; while
in No. iii. the prefixing of the definite article to the

adjective gives the context a new significance, viz.,

not "Thy name is holy," but "Thy name is 'the

Holy One.'" In No. iv. the word "hokmali" is

presented in addition to "binah" and "de'ah," i.e.,

"understanding, knowledge, wisdom, and reason."

In No. vi. the Vitry Mahzor has "a God good and
forgiving art Thou " instead of " pardoning and
forgiving," thus conforming with the readings of

Amram, Maimonides, and the Roman Mahzor.
In No. viii. after "our wounds" follows "our sick-

nesses." In No. X. for "Blow the great shofar" this

version reads "Gather iisfrom the four corners Qiall

the earth into oar land,'''' which is found also in the

Sephardic ritual and in Amram and Maimonides.
No. XV. is presented as in the Sephardic form (see

above), but with the addition:

" And may our prayers be sweet before Thee like the burnt
offering and like the sacrifice. () be merciful, in Tliy great

mercies bring back Thy Shekinah to Zion and rearrange the

sacrificial service for Jerusalem, and do Thou in mercy have
yearnings for us and be pleased with us. And may our eyes
behold Thy return to Zion in mercy a.s of yore."'

So, also, Saadia: "and Thou wilt be pleased with
us as of yore." The " Mo<lim " is given in an abbre-

viated form; and in the last benediction the words
"on every day " are inserted before "at all times."

A great variety of readings is preserved in the

case of benediction No. iii. In the Roman IVIahzor

the phraseology is: "From generation to generation

we shall proclaim God King, for He alone is exalted

and holy ; and Thy praise, O our God, shall not de-

part from our mouth forever and aye, for a God
great and holy art Thou. Blessed be Thou, () Eter-

nal, the holy God." This is also Amram 's language;

but in Saadia's ritual is presented: "Thou art holy

and Thy name is holy, and Thy memorial [" zeker "]

is iioly, and Thy throne is holy, and the holy ones

every day will praise Thee, Selah. Blessed be

Thou, God, the Holy One." Maimonides confirms

this version, though he omits the words "Thy me-

morial is holy . . . and Thy throne is holy." In

Sifre, Deut. 348 this benediction is quoted as "Holy
art Thou and awe-inspiring Thy name," which is

the Ashkenazic reading for Rosh lia-Shanaii and the

Day of Atonement.

No. vii., "Telillat Ta'anit," the prayer for fast-

days (Ta'an. lib, 13b), has come down in various

recensions. In the " 'Aruk," under f)3p, the reading

is as follows:

" Answer us, our Father, answer us in this time and distress

of ours, for we are in great trouble. O do not hide Thy.self from

our supplication, for Thou answerest in time of trouble and

tribulation, as it Is written, 'and they (Tied unto Vhwh in their

need and from their tribulations did He save th(!m.' Blessed be

Thou, C) Eternal, who answerest in time of trouble."

The formula given by Maimonides differs from tliis,

as it does from those in vogue among the Ashke-

nazim and the Sephardim respectively, which in turn

disagree with each other. Maimonides has this

ri-ading

:

" Answer us, O our Falhet, answer us on the fast-day of our

<i(1iict.i<>n. for we are in irreal distress. Do not hide Thy face
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from us, and do not sUut Thine ear from hearing our petition,

and be near unto our cry. Before we call, do Thou answer;

we speak, do Thou hear like the word in which it is spoken :

and it shall be before they will call I shall answer; while still

they are speakinsr I shall hear.' For Thou dost hear the prayer

of every mouth. Blessed be Thou. O Eternal, who hearest

prayer."

When, however, the reader repeated the prayer

aloud, between vii. and viii., on reaching " lor Thou
dost hear," etc., he substituted "Thou art a God
answering in time of trouble, ransoming and saving

in all time of trouble and tribulation. Blessed be

Thou, O Eternal, who answerest in time of trouble."

The Sephardic recension has the following:

" Answer us, O our Father, answer us on this fast-day of af-

iliction ; for we are in great distress. Do not turn to our wick-

edness, and do not hide, O our King, from our supplication. Be,

() be, near to our cry before we call unto Thee. Thou, yea

Thou, wilt answer; we shall speak. Thou, yea Thou, wilt bear,

according to the word which was spoken :
* It shall be before

they will call I shall answer; while still they are speaking I

shall hear.' For Thou art a God ransoming and helping

and answering and showing men-y in all time of trouble and

distress."

The German ritual acids: "do not hide Thy face

from us " ; and again :
" May Thy loving-kindness be

[shown] to console us."

The petition for healing (No. viii.) appears with

altered expressions in the Sephardic ritual, the

words for " healing " being the unusual "arukah"
and "marpc." Again, "our sicknesses" takes the

place of "our sores or wounds." So, also, in Mai-

monides' ritual, which moreover after the added
"and all our pains" has "for a God [omitting

"King"] healing, merciful, and trustworthy art

Thou."
On the whole the language of the eighteen (nine-

teen) benedictions is Biblical, and in phraseology is

more especially similar to that of the Psalms. The
following analysis may indicate the Biblical pas-

sages underlying the " Tefillali "
:

Benediction No. i. :
" Blessed be Thou, our God

and the God of our fathers, the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob " recalls Ex. iii. 15

Biblical (comp. Jtlek., Bo, 16). "The high

Sources. God," Gen. xiv. 19. God "great,

mighty, and awe-inspiring," Deut. x.

17 (comp. Ber. 33b: Sotah 69b). "Creator of all,"

Gen. xiv. 19. "Bringing a redeemer," Isa. lix. 20.

"Shield of Abraham," Ps. vii. 11; xviii. 3, 36;

hixxiv. 10; Gen. xv. 1.

No. ii. : "Supportest the falling," Ps. cxlv. 14.

" Healest the sick," Ex. xv. 26. " Settest free the cap-

tives," Ps. cxlvi. 7. " Kecpest his faith " = " keeji-

cth truth forever," ih. cxlvi. 6 (comp. Dan. xii. 2).

"Killing and reviving," I Sam. ii. 6.

No. iii.: " Thou art holy," Ps. xxii. 4. "The holy

ones," ib. xvi. 3. "[They shall] praise Thee " =
sing the "Hallel" phrase, which is a technical

Psalm term and hence followeil by Skl.\u.

No. iv. : "Thou graciously vouchsafest" is a typ-

ical Psalm idiom, the corresponding verb occur-

ring perhaps more tlian 100 times in tlie psalter.

"Understanding," Isa. xxix. 23; Jer. iii. 15: Ps.

xciv. 10.

No. v.: "Repentance," Isa. vi. 10, 13; Iv. 7.

No. vi. : "Pardon," ib. Iv. 7.

No. vii.: "Behold our distress," Ps. ix. 14, xxv.

18, cix. 153. "Fight our light," /A. xxxv. 1, xliii.

1, Ixxiv. 22. "And redeem us," ib. cix. 154 (comp.

Lam. iii. 58).

No. viii.: "Heal, "Jer. xvii. 14 (comp. ib. xxx.

17). Maimouides' reading, "all of our sicknesses," is

based on Ps. ciii. 3.

No. ix. : Compare ih. Ixv. 5. 12: ciii. 5; Jer.

xxxi. 14.

No. X.: "Gather our exiles," Isa. xi. 12, xxvii.

13, xliii. 5, xiv. 20, Ix. 9; Jer. Ii. 27; Deut. xxx. 4;

Mic. iv. 6; Ps. cxlvii. 2.

No. xi. :
" Reestablish our judges," Isa. i. 26. " In

loving-kindness and mercy," Hos. ii. 21. "King
who lovest righteousness and justice," Ps. xxxiii.

5, xcix. 4; Isa. Ixi. 8 (comp. also Isa. xxxv. 10, Ii.

11; Ps. cxlvi. 10).

No. xii. : The expression " zedim " is a very famil-

iar one of almost technical significance in the
" P-salms of the poor " (for other expressions com-
pare Ps. Ixxxi. 15; Isa. xxv. 5).

No. xiii. : For some of the words of this ben''dic

tion compare Jer. xxxi. 20; Isa. Ixiii. 15; Ps. xxii.

6, xxv. 2, Ixxi. 5, cxliii. 8; Eccl. vi. 9.

No. xiv.: Zech. viii. 3; Ps. cxlvii. 2, Ixxxix. 36-

87, cxxii. 5.

No. XV.: Hos. iii. 5; Isa. Ivi. 7; Ps. 1. 23, Cxii. 9;

Gen. xlix. 18; Ps. Ixxxix. 4, 18, 21, 26; xxv. 5;

Ezek. xxix. 21, xxxiv. 23; Ps. cxxxii. 17; Jer.

xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15; Ps. cxxxii. 10.

No. xvi. : Ps. Ixv. 3.

No. xvii. : Mic. iv. 11.

No. xviii.: I Chron. xxix. 13; 11 Sam. xxii. 36;

Ps. Ixxix. 13; Lam. iii. 22; Ps. xxx viii. 6 (on the

strength of which was printed the emendation

"Ha-Mufkadot" for the "Ha-Pekudot "); Jer. x. 6.

No. xix. : Ps. xxix. 10; Num. vi. 27; Mic. vi. 8;

Ps. cix. 165, cxxv. 5.

While in the main the language is Biblical, yet

some use is made of mishnaic words; for example,

"teshubah," as denoting" repentance," and the hif'il

"hasheb"have a synonym, "we-ha-

Mishnaic hazir" (in No. v.), in which sense the

Phra- root is not found in Biblical Hebrew.
seolog-y. The expression "mehal" (vocalized

" mehol ") is altogether mishnaic

(Yomavii. 1; Ket. 17a; Ber. 28a; Shab. 30a; Ta'an.

20b ; Sanh. 107a). " Nissim," for " wonders," " mira-

cles," has a significance which the Biblical word
"nes" does not possess (Ab. v.; Ber. i\. 1; Nid-

dah 31a). So also the term "sha'ah," an adapta-

tion from the Aramaic, occurs as the equivalent

of the Hebrew " rega' " = " moment " (secondarily,

" hour "). " Pelctat soferim " is a rabbinical designa-

tion (Meg. Ta'an. xii. ; Yer. Ta'an. 66a), while
" herut " = " freedom " is another late Hebrew term.
" Gere ha-zedek " is the late technical term for Prose-

I,YTKS.

The language of the "Tefillah" would thus point

to the mishnaic period, both before and after the

destruction of the Temple, as the probable time of

its composition and compilation. That the Mishnah

fails to record the text or to give other definite and

coherent directions concerning the prayer except

sporadically, indicates that when the Mishnah was
finally compiled the benedictions were so well known
tliat it was unnecessary to prescribe their text and
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content (Mairaonides on Men. iv.lb, quoted by El bo-

gen, "Gesch. des Achtzehngebetes"), ultiiough the

aversion to making prayer a matter of rigor and
fixed formula may perhaps have had a part in the

neglect of the Mishnah. That this aversion con-

tinued keen down to a comparatively late period is

evidenced by the protests of R. Eliezer (Ber. 28a)

and R. Simeon ben Yohai (Ab. ii. 13). R. Jose held

that one should include something new in one's

- prayer every day (Yer. Ber. 8b), a principle said to

have been carried into practise by R. Eleazar and

R. Abbahu (ib.). Prayer was not to be read as one

would read a letter (ib.).

While the Mishnah seems to have known the gen-

eral content and sequence of the benedictions, much
latitude prevailed as regards personal deviations in

phraseology, at all events; so that men's learning or

the I'everse could be judged by the manner in which

they worded the benedictions (Tos. to Ber. i. 7).

Pra3'ers were not reduced to writing (Shab. 115b;

Yer. Shab. 15c). Not until the times of the Masse-

ket Soferim were written prayer-man-

Preserved uals in existence (see Zunz, "Ritus,"

by p. 11). Hence the necessity of resort-

Meraory. ing to mnemonic verses in order to

prevent too much variety—a method
employed even by very late authorities. For in-

stance, the "Tur" gives the verse Isa. vi. 8, contain-

ing fourteen words, as a reminder that benediction

No. iii. contains the same number of words. For
No. iv., Ex. xxviii. 3 is the reminder that only

seventeen words (excluding "hokmah ") are admis-

sible. The number of words in No. v., namely,

fifteen, is recalled by the similar number of words
in Isa. Iv. 7 or ib. vi. 13, which proves the correct-

ness of the German text.

The " Kol Bo " states that No. vii. has eight-

een words, as has the verse Ex. xvi. 25; and this

would justify the insertion of the word "Na" (NJ),

which appears in some versions. The "Rokeati,"

however, reports only seventeen words, as in the

German version. No. viii. has twenty-seven words,

corresponding to the same number in Ex. xvi. 26

or in the verse concerning circumcision (Gen. xvii.),

or to the twenty-seven letters of Prov. iv. 23 or Ps.

ciii. 3. This list of correspondences in the number
of words or letters, invoked by the very late author-

ities to settle disputed readings, might be extended,

as such analogy is assigned to almost every bene-

diction (see Baer's commentary in his " Seder 'Abo-
dat Israel," pp. 89 et seq.).

The earlier Talmudic teachers resorted to simi-

lar aids in order to fix the number of the benedic-

tionscontainedinthe"Tefillah.'' The
Choice of choice of eighteen is certainly a mere

the accident; for at one time the collection

Number contained less, and at another more.
Eighteen, than that number. The fact that such

mnemonic verses came into vogue sug-

gests that originally tlie number of the benedictions

was not definitely fixed; while the popularity of

the verses fixing the number as eighteen is prob-

ably caused by the continued designation of the

prayer as the '* Shemoneh 'Esreh," though it now
has nineteen benedictions (according to "J. Q. R."
xiv. 585, the Yemen "Siddur" has the superscrip-

tion " Nineteen Benedictions "). Eighteen corre-

sponds to the eighteen times God's name is men-
tioned in Ps. xxix. (Yer. Ber. 8a, above; Lev. R. i.),

which psalm, nevertheless, seems to indicate the

number of benedictions as nineteen (see Eibogen,
I.e.; "Monatsschrift," 1902. p. 353). Another mne-
monic reference, based upon the number of times the

names of the three Patriarchs occur together in the

Pentateuch (Gen. R. Ixix.), is resorted to, and points

to the fact that at one time seventeen benedictions

onlj' were counted.

Other bases of computations of the number eight-

een are: (1) the eighteen times God's name is re-

ferred to in the " Shenia' "
; (2) the eigliteen great

hollows in the spinal column (Ber. 28b); (3) the

eighteen psalms at the beginning of tiie Book of
Psalms (i.-ii. being really only i. ; Yer. Ber. iv.); (4)

the eighteen "commands" which are in thcpericope
"Pekude" (Ex. xxxviii. 21 ctscq.); (5) the eighteen

names of Yiiwu in Miriam's song by the sea (Ex.

XV.). These mnemonic references suggest the fact

that originally the number was not eighteen ; other-

wise the pains taken to associate this number with
other eighteens would be inexplicable.

The Talmud names Simeon lia-Pakoli as the editor

of the collection in the academy of R. Gamaliel II.

at Jabneh (Ber. 28b). But this can

History of not mean that the benedictions were
the unknown before that date; forin other

Prayer. passages the "Shemoneh 'Esreh" is

traced to the " first wise men " (D'DDn
D'JIt^'N'in; Sifre, Dent. 343), and again to "120

elders and among these a number of prophets"

(Meg. 17b). This latter opinion harmonizes wiih
the usual assumption that the "men of the Great
Synagogue " arranged and instituted the pra3'er serv-

ices (Ber. 33a). In order to remove the discrepancies

between the latter and the formerassignmentof edi-

torship, the Tahnud takes refuge in the explanation

that the prayers had fallen into disuse, and tliat

Gamaliel reinstituted them (Meg. 18a).

The historical kernel in these conflicting reports

seems to be the indubitable fact that the benedic-

tions date from the earliest days of the Pharisaic

Synagogue. They were at first spontaneous out-

growths of the efforts to establish the Pharisaic Syn-
agogue in opposition to, or at least in correspond-

ence with, the Sadducean Temple service. This is

apparent from the haggadic endeavor to connect the

stated times of prayer with the sacrificial routine of

the Temple, tlus morning and the afternoon "Tefil-

lah" recalling the constant ollerings (Ber. 2(il); Gen.

R. Ixviii.), while for the evening "Tefillah" re-

course was had to artificial comparison with the

sacrificial portionsconsumed on the altar during the

night. In certain other homilies the fixation of the

day's periods for the lliree "Tefillot" is represented

as being in harmony with the daily cour.se of the

sun (Gen. R. Ixviii. ; W. Samuel bar Nahman, in

Yer. Bei'. iv.). Again, tlie Patriarchs are credited

witii having devised this tripartite scheme (Ber.

2Gb ; Abraham — morning ; Isaac = afternoon ; Jacob
= evening). Dan. vi. 11 is tiie ]uo()f that this sys-

tem of praying three; times a day was recognized in

the Maccabean era. Gradually both the liours for

the "Tefillah" and tlie formulas thereof acquired
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greater regularity, though much uncertainty as

to content, sequence, and phraseology continued

to prevail. R. Gamaliel II. undertook finally both

to fix definitely the public service and to regulate

private devotion. He directed Simeon ha-Pakoli to

edit the benedictions—probably in the order they

had already acquired—and made it a

Edited by duty, incumbent on every one, to re-

Gamaliel cite tlie prayer three times daily. Un-

n. der Gamaliel, also, another paragraph,

directed against the traitors in the

household of Israel, was added, thus making the

number eighteen (Ber. iv. 3; see Gratz, "Gesch." 3d

ed., iv. 30 ft seq.).

Old material is thus preserved in the eighteen

benedictions as arranged and edited by the school of

Gamaliel II. Tlie primitive form of most of them
was vmdoubtedly much simpler. J. Derenbourg (in

"R. E. J." xiv. 26 et seq.) makes two facts appear

plausible:

(1) While recited in the Temple, the original con-

clusion of benedictions was "Blessed be Thou, O
Eternal, God of Israel from eternity to et(!rnity " (Ber.

ix. 5; Geiger, in " Kerem Hemed," v. 102; idem,
" Lchr- und Lesebuch zur Sprache der Mischnah," ii.

2 ;
" Ile-Haluz, " vii. 88), emphasizing tlie " other eter-

nity or world " denied by heretics. From this is de-

rived the usual designation of God as " King of the

world," not found, strange to say, in the eighteen

benedictions—a circumstance tliat attracted the at-

tention of the Rabbis (Ber. 29a). This omission

migiit indicate that tlie bulk of the benedictions

received something like their present form under

the supremacy of the Romans, who did not tolerate

the declaration "God is king." More likely is

the explanation that the omission was for the pur-

pose of avoiding the misconstruction that God ruled

only over this world. In the Rosh ha-Shanah

prayer the thougiit of God's rulership is all the

more strongly emphasized ; and this fact suggests

that the Rosh ha-Shanali interpolations are posterior

to the controversies with the Jewish heretics and

the Romans, but not to the time when Christianity's

Messianic theology had to be answered by affirma-

tions of the Jewish teaching that God alone is

king. The word ]^tD, wherever found in the text,

is a later insertion. So also is the phrase n3nX2 =
"in love," which also carries an anti-Pauline point

(see Epistle of Paul to the Romans).

(2) In the middle, non-constant benedictions (Nos.

iv.-xvi.) there is a uniform structure; namel3% they

contain two parallel stichoi and a third preceding

the "Blessed be " of the "sealing" (as the Rabbis

call it) of the benediction; for example, in No. iv.

are: (l)"Thou graciously vouchsafest knowledge
to man " = (2) "and teachest mortals understand-

ing "
; and (3) " Vouchsafe unto us from Thee knowl-

edge, understanding, and intelligence." By this

test the later enlargements are easily separated from

the original stock.

In the " sealing " formula, too, later amplifications

are found. It was always composed of two words
and no more, as in Nos. vii., ix., xiv., and xvi. of

the present text; .so No. vi. originally read HQlon
ni^oV. No. viii., D'^in NSI") ; and the others simi-

larly.

The abstracts of the benedictions (Ber. 29a)

which R. Joshua {ib. 28b) recommended, and Rab
and Samuel explained, so that the last-named has
come to be considered as the author of a resume of

this kind {ih. 29a), indicate that pri-

The marily the longer eulogies were at

Abstracts, least not popular. Abaye (4th cent.)

found the fondness for these abstracts

so strong that he pronounced a curse upon those

who should use them(/i.). In the time of R. Akiba
the knowledge of the eighteen benedictions was not

yet universal; for he advised that one who was
familiar with the prayer should recite it, and that

one who was not might discharge his duty by re-

citing a resume {ib. 28b). In dangerous places a

very brief formula was, according to R. Joshua,
substituted: "Help, O Eternal, Thy people, the

remnant of Israel. May their needs at all the part-

ings of the roads be before Thee. Blessed be Thou,
O Lord, who hearest prayer" (Ber. iv. 3). The fol-

lowing brief prayer, attributed to R. Eliezer, is for

use in places where wild animals and robbers may
be prowling about: "Thy will be done in heaven
above, and bestow ease of mind upon them that fear

Thee [on eartlij below, and what is good in Thine
eyes execute. Blessed be Thou, O Eternal, who
hearest prayer" {ib. 29b). R. Joshua recommended
this formula: " Hear the cry of Thy people Israel,

and do speedily according to their petition. Blessed

be Thou, O Eternal, who hearest prayer." R. Elie-

zer, the son of R. Zadok, virtually repealed the pre-

ceding, with merely the substitution of a synonym
for "cry." Others used this form: "The needs of

Thy people Israel are many, and their knowledge is

scarce [limited]. May it be a pleasure from before

Thee, O Eternal, our God, to vouchsafe unto each

sufficiency of sustenance and to each and every one
enough to satisfy his wants. Blessed be Thou, O
Eternal, who hearest prayer" {ib.). This last form
came to lie officially favored {ib.).

That, even after the "Tefillah " had been fixed as

containing eighteen (nineteen) benedictions, the tend-

ency to enlarge and embellish their content re-

mained strong, may be inferred from the admoni-
tion not to exaggerate further God's praises (Meg.

18a); or, as R. Johanan has it: " Whoever exagger-

ates the laudations of the Holy One—praised be He!
—will be uprooted from the world " {ib.). R. Hanina
took occasion to reprove very .severely a reader who
added attribute to attribute while addressing the

Deity. If the "men of the Great Synagogue" Iiad

not inserted the qualifications "great, mighty, and
awe-inspiring," none would dare repeat them (Meg.

25a ; Ber. 33b ; see Agnosticis.m). Provisions were
made to silence readers who should indulge their

fancy by introducing innovations (Ber. 33b), espe-

cially such as were regarded with suspicion as evin-

cing heretical leanings.

The abstracts, however, throw light on what
may have been the number of the benedictions be-

fore Gamaliel fixed it at eighteen by addition of the

petition for the punishment of traitors ("wela-mal-

shinim "). The Babylonian Talmud has preserved

one version; Yerushalmi, another (or two: a longer

and a briefer form, of which the fragments have been

combined : see J. Derenbourg in " R. E. J." xiv. 32).
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These abstracts, known as the " Habiuenu " from

their tirst word, were intended to replace benedic-

tions Nos. iv.-xvi. The Babylonian text reads as

follows:

" Give us understanding, O Eternal, our God, to know Thy
ways, and circumcise our hearts to fear Thee ; and do Thou par-

don us that we may be redeemed. And remove from us bodily

pain ; and fatten us with the fertility of Thy land ; and our dis-

persed ones from the four corners of the earth do Thou gather

together ; and they that go astray against the knowledge of Thee
shall be judged ; and upon the evil-doers do Thou lift up Thy
hand ; but may the righteous rejoice in the building of Thy city,

and in the refounding of Thy Temple, and in the sprouting up
of a horn unto David Thy servant, and in the preparing of a light

for Jesse's son. Thy Messiah. Before we call Thou wilt answer.

Blessed be Thou, Eternal, who hearest prayer" (Ber. 29a).

An examination of the phraseology establishes the

concordance of this abstract and the "Shemoneh
'Esreh " as in the prayer-books.

The Palestinian text (Yer. Ber. iv.) reveals the

contraction of two blessings into one. " Give us un-

derstanding, O Eternal, our God [= No. iv.], and
be pleased with our repentance [=v.]; pardon

\i8, our Eedeemer [vi.-vii.], and heal our sick

[= viii.], bless our years w'itli dews of blessing [ix.]

;

for the dispersed Thou wilt gather [x.J, they who
err against Thee to be [will be] judged [xi.]; but

upon the evil-doers tliou wilt lay Thy hand [xii.],

and they who trust in Thee will rejoice [xiii.] in the

rebuilding of Thy city and in tiie restoration of

Thy sanctuary [xiv.]. Before we call Thou wilt

answer [xvi.J. Blessed be Thou, O Eternal, who
answerest prayer." From this it appears that No.
XV. ("'the sprout of David") is omitted; it was not,

regarded as an independent benediction, but formed
part of the one preceding. According to this, sev-

enteen was the number of benedictions without the
" Birkat ha-Zaddukim." That this was the case

originally is evidenced by other facts. In Yer. Ber.

iv. 5, H. H. iv. 6, Midr. Teh. to Ps. xxix. (ed. Buber,

p. 232), and Midr. Shemu'el IJ. xxvi.

The the "sealing" of benediction No. xiv.

Fifteenth is quoted as "Blessed be Thou, O
Bene- Eternal, the God of David, and the

diction. builder of Jerusalem," indicating that

Nos. xiv. and xv. formed only one
benediction. In support of this is the notation of

wliat noAV is No. xvi. as No. xv. (Yer. Ber. ii. 4;

Oen. R. xlix.). Again : (l)In Yer. Ber. ii. 4, iv. 3, and
Ta'an. ii. 2, the Tosef., Ber. iii. 25 is quoted as rejKirt-

ing the inclusion of the "David" benediction in that

concerning the rebuilding of Jerusalem. (2) In the

account by Yer. Ber. 4d of the order in which the

benedictions follow each other, the benediction con-

cerning David is not mentioned. (3) In many of

Kalir's compositions—still used in the Italian ritual

—for Purim, Hosha'na Rabbah, the Seventeenth of

Tammuz, and the Tenth of Tebet, in which he fol-

lows the sequence of the "Tefillah," this No. xv.

is not found (Kapoport, in "Bikkure lia-Tttim," x.,

notes 28, 33). Additional indications that Nos. xiv.

and xv. were originally one are found in "Ilalakot

Gedolot" (Ber. vi.), "Sefer ha-Eslikol" ("TefilJali,"

etc., ed. Auerbach, p. 20), and Midr. Lckah Tob on

Deut. iii. 23.

But in Babylon this contraction was deemed im-

proper. The question, put into the mouth of David
(Sanh. 107a), why God is called the God of Abraham

but not the God of David, suggests the elimination

of "Elohe Dawid " from benediction No. xiv. In

Babylon Nos. xiv. and xv. were counted as two dis-

tinct blessings. But this division seems to have
been later than the introduction of the prayer
against the traitors by Gamaliel (see Pes. 107a, 117b;
Tan., Wayera [ed. Buber, p. 42]: "in Babel they re-

cite nineteen"), though Kapoport ("'Erek Millin,"

p. 228b), Muller (" Hillufim," p. 47), and others hold,

to the contrary, that the contraction (in Palestine) of

Nos. xiv. and xv. was a contrivance to retain the

traditional number eighteen, which had been en-

larged by the addition of one under Gamaliel II.

Which of the two views is the more plausible it is

ditfieult to decide.

At all events, the sequence in the existing ar-

rangement is logical. The midra.shic explanation
connects it with events in the lives of the Patriarchs.

When Abraham was saved the angels recited the

"Blessed be Thou . . . shield of Abraham " (No. i.

;

Pirke P. El. xxvii.); when Isaac was saved by the

substitution of the ram they chanted "... reviving

the dead" (No. ii. ; Pirke R. El. xxxi.); when Jacob
touched the gate of heaven they in-

Haggadic toned". . . the holj^ God " (No. iii.;

Explana- Pirke R. El. xxxv.); and when Pha-
tion of raoh raised Joseph to tlie dignity of

Sequence, viceroy and Gabriel came to teach him
the seventy languages, the angels re-

cited "... vouchsafing knowledge" (No. iv. ;

comp. Pirke R. El. ix., where Moses calls forth the

benediction by receiving the knowledge of God's in-

effable name). No. v. was spoken over Reuben and
Biliiah (or when Manasseh the king repented; ib.

xliii.). No. vi. refers to Judah and Tamar ; No. vii. to

Israel's deliverance from Egypt ; No. viii. was first

sung at Abraliam's recovery, through Raphael's
treatment, from the pain of circumcision ; No. ix. re-

fers to Isaac's planting and plowing; No. x. to

Jacob's reunion with his family in Egypt; No. xi.

to Israel's receiving the Law (" Mishpatim ") ; No.
xii. to Egypt's undoing in the Red Sea; No. xiii. to

Joseph's tender closing of Jacob's eyes; No. xiv. to

Solomon's building of the Temple; No. xv. to

Israel's salvation at the Red Sea; No. xvi. to Israel's

distress and ever-present help; No. xvii. to the es-

tablishment of the Tabernacle (" Shekinah ") ; No.

xviii. to Solomon's bringing tiie Ark into the inner

sanctuaiy ; No. xix. to the Israelites' conquest of

the land after which they had peace.

AVhy No. iv. follows upon No. iii. is explained in

Meg. 171) by a reference to Isa. xxix. 23; why the

"Teshul)ah " immediately succeeds the "Binah," by
a reference to Isa. vi. 10. Again, upon the "Teshu-
bah," repentance, follows the "Selihah," pardon,

in keeping with Isa. Iv. 7. The " Ge'ullali," redemp-
tion, should be the seventh benediction (Meg. 17b)

because redemption Avill take place on the seventh

day, or rather, as stated by the "Cuzari" and the

"Tur," because the result of forgiveness is redemp-

tion. No. viii. treats of healing because the eighth

day is for circumcision (Meg. 17b). No. x. follows

No. ix. so as to liarmonize with Ezek. xxxvi. 8 (Meg.

17b). As soon as the dispersed (No. x.) are gathered,

judgment (No. xi.) will be visited on the evil-doers

as stated in Isa. i. 26 (Meg. 17b) ; and when this has
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taken place all treason (No. xii.) will cease (Ber.

28b; Meg. 17b; Yer. Ber. iv.). As the traitors are

mentioned, the righteous (No. xiii.) naturally are

suggested: and their triumph is assured by the

downfall of the wicked (Ps. Ixx. 11; Meg. I.e.).

The immediate outcome of this triumph is the resur-

rection of Jerusalem (No. xiv. ; Ps. cxxii. G; Meg.

I.e.) and the reenthronement of David's house (No.

XV. ; Hos. iii. 5 ; Isa. Ivi. 7 ; Ps. 1. 23 ; Meg. 18a). The
connection between the last benediction and tlie

priestly blessing is established (Meg. 18a) by Num.
vi. 27 and Ps. xxix. 11.

The last three benedictions seem to be the oldest of

the collection. The names of Nos. xvii. and xviii.

('"Abodah" and " Iloda'ah ") occur

The Ag^ of in the liturgy for the high priest for the

the Day of Atonement as described in the

Concluding' ]\Iishnali (Yoma vii. 1). It goes with-

Bene- out saying that parts of the present

dictions, text of No. xvii. could not have been

used before the destruction of the

Temple. But in Yer. Yoma 44b is given a conclu-

ding formula almost identical with that now used on

holy days when the blessing is recited by the ko-

hanim (luyjl NT'J "iniX:;'; in Yer. Sotah 22a, and

in the cf)mn)entary of K. Ilanunecl on Yoma I.e., the

reading is: nnyj nX"l''2 inn'^ iniX::'). while in the

"Hoda'ah" the ending is almost as now, "p niDH

jl'll^n^ = "Thou, the one to whom it is good to give

thanks." The last three and the first three blessings

were included in the daily prayer of the priests

(Tamid iv., v. 1; see GrAt/,~l.r. 2d ed., ii. 187, note

4). Zunz ("G. V." 2d ed., p. 380) would assign

the.se to the days of the high priest Simeon. These

six are also mentioned by name in an old mishnah

(R. H. iv. 5). This would support the assumption

that tlie motive of the early Synagogue was anti-

sacerdotal. The very prayers used in the Temple
service by the high priest in the most solemn func-

tion were taken over into the Synagogue with the

implication that this " 'Abodah" was as effective as

was the sacerdotal ritual. Tlie function of blessing

the people the Pharisees would not and could not

arrogate imto themselves. Instead they adopted or

composed the "Sim Shalom." known as the- "Birkat

Kohanim" (priestly blessing), and therefore equiv-

alent to the "lifting up of the priest's hands" (for

these terms see Maimonides and IJaBal) on Tamid
v. 1; and Ta'an. iv. 1; Tamid vii. 2; Ber. v. 4).

The affinity, noticed by Loeb (in "R. E. J." xix. 17).

of the "Shemoneh 'Esreh " with the "psalms of the

poor" is in keeping with the Pharisaic-Hasidic em-

phasis of the benedictions. The " pious

The and poor " of the Psalms were the ideal

"Psalms types which the Pharisees sought to

of imitate. The jialpable emphasis of

the Poor." No. ii. on the resurrection (hence one

of its names, " Tehiyyat ha-Metim "
;

Ber. V. 2; Ta'an. 2a) confirms this theory. The ex-

pressions used in this blessing are Biblical (see Loeb
in "H. E. J." xix.). The doctrine of the resurrec-

tion is intimately connected with Pharisaic national-

ism. Tlie anti-Sadducean protest in this benediction

is evident.

Of the middle benedictions. No. ix., the blessing

for the year, discloses a situation such as prevailed

before the disruption of the state, when agriculture

was the chief occupation of the Jews. It must for

this reason be credited with being one of the oldest

parts of the "TefiUah." Nos. iv. and xvi. are not

specific in content. The hitter is a good summary
of the petitions (comp. that of the high priest in

Yoma 70a and Yer. Yonia 44b), while No. iv., more
than any other, is characteristic of a religion in

which understanding is considered essential to piety.

The importance of this petition was recognized at

an early date. It. Judah ha-Nasi desired to have it

used on the Sabbath as well as on week-days (Yer.

Ber. V. 2: "if no understanding, whence prayer?").

This passion for knowledge also was characteristic

of Pharisaism. The prayer for the sick may perhaps

likewise be assigned among the older portions (see

Elhogen, I.e. p. 341).

In its earlier composition, then, the "TefiUah"

seems to have comprised Nos. i., ii., iii., iv., viii.,

xiv., xvii., xviii., and xix. The other benedictions

are altogether of a national content. None of them
may be assigned to a date before the Maccabean era,

while for many a later one is suggested by the con-

tent. But the prayer found in Ecclus. (Sirach)

xxxvi. should be kept in mind, as it proves that

prayers for Jerusalem, and even for the Temple,

were not unusual while both were still standing.

The original meaning of the prayer against enemies

is perhaps also apparent in this chapter:

Verse 1. "Save us, God of all, and lift up Tby fear upon all

the nations."

Verse 2. " Swing on Uish the hand against the strange people

and let them behold Thy might."

Veree 3. " As before their eyes Thou wert proved the Holy

One in us, so before our eyes be Thou glorified in them."

Verse 4. "And they shall know as we do know that there is

no (iod besides Thee."
Verse 5.

"' Renew signs and repeat miraculous deeds. Lift

up in glory hand and right arm."
Verse 6. " Summon wrath and pour out glowing anger. Hurl

back the adversary and humiliate the enemy."
Verse 7. "Gather all the tribes of Jacob and do Thou cause

them to inherit as of old."

Veise 8. " Make glad the people called by Thy name, Israel

Thou namedst the flrst-lwrn."

Verse 9. " Have mercy on Thy holy city, Jerusalem, the plac«

of Thy dwelling."

Verse 10. " Fill Zion with Thy splendor and with Thy glory

Thy Temple."
Verse 11. " Hear the prayer of Thy servants like the blessing

of Aaron upon Thy people."

This has the appearance of being an epitome of

the "TefiUah " as known in the days of Ben Sira.

Verse 1 :
" God of all " recalls benediction No. 1., while lb Is the

key-note of the prayer for Rosh ha-Shanah.

Verse 3 contains the word rni3J = hene-

Analog-ies diction No. ii.

in Sirach. Verse 3 is a summary of the " Kedushshah"
= benediction No. iii.

Verse 4 explains the knowledge asked for in No. iv.

Verse 6 accounts for the petition against the enemy, No. xil.

Verse 7 is the prayer for the e.xiles. No. x.

Verse 8 is the content of the prayer In behalf of the pious.

No. xiii.

Verse 9 is the prayer for Jerusalem, No. xiv.

Verse 10 recalls No. xvii.

Verse 11 is cleaily related to both Nos. xvi. and xix.

Another line liegins " Hasten the end-time," which may, by

its Messianic implication, suggest benediction No. xv. ("the

sprout of David").

If this construction of Ben Sira's prayer is admis-

sible, many of the benedictions mvst be assigned to

the Maccabean era, though most scholars have re-
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garded them as posterior to the destruction of the

Temple. The verse marked 5, indeed, seems to be a

commentar}' on benediction No. xi. It begins with

the word JJ'Tn, and tlius suggests the verse: "Lead
us back to Thee and we shall return, renew our days
as of yore " (Lam. v. 21, Hebr.). Instead of for tlie

"judges," Ben Sira prays for the reestablishment of

God's "judgments," in open allusion to the Exodus
(Ex. xii. 12; Num. xxxiii. 4; Ezek. xxv. 11, from
which verse he borrows the name " Moab " as a desig-

nation of the enemy in the prayer). It is probable

that the reading of No. xi. as now given is a later

reconstruction of a petition with the implications of

the Ecclesiasticus paraphrase. This explanation will

obviate the many objections raised against the cur-

rent opinions; e.g., that under Roman or other foreign

rule the Jews would hardly have been permitted to

cast retiections on the courts of their masters. The
Maccabean period seems to furnish adequate back-
ground for the national petitions, though the ex-

periences of the Roman war and the subsequent dis-

asters may have heightened the coloring in many
details.

The history of the petition against enemies may
serve to illustrate the development of the sev-

eral component parts of the "Tefillah " in keeping
with provocations and changed condi-

Petition tious. The verses of Ecclesiasticus

Against make it certain that the Syrian oppress-

Enemies. ors were the first against whom this

outcry of the poor, oppressed victims

of tyranny was directed. As the Syrians were
aided by the apostates, the "zedim," these were also

embraced in the imprecatory appeal. The prayer
was in fact designated even in later days as n3~l3

DHT y'J30?, a petition to humiliate the arrogant
("zedim"; Yer. Ber. ii. 3, iv. 2). A century later

the Sadducees furnished the type, hence it came to

be designated as the "Birkat haZaddukim" (but

"Zaddukim " may in this connection be merely a

euphemism for " Minim "; Yer. Ber. iv. 3; Ber. 28b).

Under Gamaliel II. it was invoked against here-

tics, traitors, and traducers: the "minim" and the
" posh'im," or, as Maimonides reads, the Apikoresi.m
(see also his commentary on Sanh. x. 1, and " Yad,"
Teshubah, iii. 6-8). The latter were the freethink-

ers; the former, the Judaeo-Christians. These had
brought much trouble into the camp of faithful

Israel; they disputed with the Rabbis; even R.

Gamaliel had often to controvert them (see " He-
Haluz," vii. 81 et seq.)\ they involved the Jews in

difficulties with the Roman government (Tosef.,

Hul. ii. 24); they denounced the Jews to the au-
thorities (hence "minim" and niTIDIOn, R. H. 18a;

Tos. to Sanh. xiii. ; '01am R. iii. ; comp. Joel,

"Blicke in die Religionsgeschichte," i. 33 et seq.;

Gutmaun, in " Monatsschrift," 1898, p. 344).

R. Gamaliel revitalized the i)rayer originally di-

rected against the Syrians and their sympathizers

(so also Loeb, Weiss, and Hoffmann; Elbogcu [I.e.

p. 357] rejects this view in favor of the assumption
that the original composition of the prayer was due
to Gamaliel), his purpose being to test those sus-

pected of being minim (Tan.. Wayikra, ed. Biiber,

p. 2a; Yer. Ber. v. 4). Tlie eilitorship is ascribed

to Samuel the Younger (Ber. 38a), who. hnwcver, is

reported to have forgotten its form the very next
year. According to Yer. Ber. v. 3 he merely omitted
some part of the prayer; and, as he was not under
suspicion of heresy, the omission was overlooked.
The above account seems to suggest that this

" new " (revised) addition to the benedictions was not
admitted at once and without some opposition. The
prayer has unriergone since the days of Gamaliel

many textual changes, as the variety
Modifica- of versions extant evidences. " Kol
tions in Bo" gives the number of the words
"Birkat contained therein as tliirty-two, which

ha-Minim." agrees with none of the extant recen-

sions. The prayer furnished the tra-

ducers of Judaism and the Jews a ready weapon of

attack (e.^., Wagenseil ; see " Sefer Nizzahon,"p. 348).

In the Mahzor of Salonica it begins with the word
"La-meshunnnadim " (.see Orah Hayyim, 118), as it

does in the Roman Mahzor (see also " Kesef Mishneh,
Tefillah," at the beginning of ii.). "Meshummad "

designates a Jew who apostatizes (Ramban on Ex.
xii. 43 gives an incorrect identification, as does
Parhon, s.v. yjc) or is lax in his religious duties

('Er. 69a; Hul. oa ; Sanh. 27a; Hor. lla;Targ. Onk.
to Ex. xii. 43; Mek., Bo, 15; Git. 45a, in the uncen-
sored editions; the censored have " Mumar ''). The
prayer is not inspired, liowever, by hatred toward
non-Jews; nevertheless, in ordi^r to ©bviute hostile

misconstructions, the text was modified. Originall}'

the opening words were " La-zedim ula-minim," and
the conclusion had "maknia' zedim" (see "Sefer
ha-Eshkol " and " Shibbole ha-Lekct "). The change
of the beginning into " La-meshununadira " is old

(Zunz, "G. V."2ded., p. 380). Another emendation
was " We-la-posh'im " {idem, "Ritus," p. 39), which
readily gave way to the colorless " We-la-malsliinim "

(in the German ritual among others). For " minim "

was substituted tlie expression "all doers of in-

iquity"; but theSephardim retained "minim," v/hile

Maimonides has " Epicureans." In the older versions

the continuation is: "and all the enemies of Thy
people," or, in Amrani Gaon's " Siddur," "all our en-

emies"; but this is modified in the German and Ro-
man into "and they all," while Maimonides omitrj the

clause altogether. Finally, there was mention of the

"kingdom of arrogance" ("zadon") = the Roman
empire. For this Amram presents " the doers of

'zadon,'" which at last was turned into "zedim,"
thus reverting to the earliest expression. The con-

clusion is either " who breakest the enemies " (Midr.

Teh.) or "humiliates the arrogant" (Amram); in

the former phrase Saadia and ^laimonides replace

the noun "enemies" by "evil-doers."

According to Zunz, the seventh benediction looks

like a duplication and is superfluous: at all events

it is misplaced. There is some probability that it

originally formed part of the liturgy for the fast-

days, when 18 -|- 6 benedictions constituted the "Te-
fillah" (Ta'an. ii. 2); for in specifying the additional

benedictions the Mishnali enumerates seven, not

six (ih. ii. 4). The first of the seven enumerated is

identical with the one contained in the " Shemoneh
'Esreh " as No. vii. Most likely when Israel's dis-

tress became constant this petition for help was
gradually made a part of the daily liturgy.

As the prevailing use of the plural shows, the
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"Shemoneh 'Esreh" was first intended as a prayer

in behalf of the congregation, which listened

in silence and at certain points

Method of bowed with the reader (Tos. to Ber. i.

Recital. 9). By joining tlie precentor in read-

ing aloud, one became notorious (ib.).

At the conchision of every benediction the congre-

gants, while in tlie Temple, said "Amen," probably

hecausc the Tetragrammaton was pronounced ; the

response was " Blessed be tlie name ; tiie glory of

His kingdom [endurcthj forever and aye" (Tos. to

Ber. vii.^22; Ta'an. 16b). Gradually, after K. Gama-
liel, it came to be the custom that every man softly

read the "Tefillah" for himself, instead of merely

listening to the reader's recitation of it; only

for one not familiar enough (>p3 "IJ'NC;') with the

prayer was the older practise hehi i)ernussible.

Then, in order to give the reader time to go over the

"Tefilluh" first for himself, silent praying by all

was allowed to precede the audible recitation by the

reader (see Sotah4()a; Yer. Ber. i. 8). In Babylon
this became the rule, but in Palestine the " Tefillah "

WHS read aloud by the congregation (Mliller, " Hil-

lutim," No. 48; Zunz, "Ritus," p. 83). Formerly
the reader would not ascend (or descend to) the

rosl'-um before beginning the loud (second) recital

(Elbogen, I.e. p. 431). Familiarity with the con-

tents and reverential recital of the benedictions was
insisted on in a reader (Bacher, in "J. Q. R." xiv.

586), that those who were ignorant might by listen-

ing to him discharge tlieir duty. Maimonides abro-

gated the repetition of the "Tetillah" (Zunz, I.e. p.

55) for the congregation at Cairo, thougli not in his
" Yad " (see " Yad," Tefillin, i.v. 2 et seq.). In the eve-

ning service, attendance at which was by some not re-

garded as obligatory (Weiss, "Dor,"ii.76; Ber. 27b),

the " Tefillah " was not repeated aloud ; and as a rule

only eighteen Biblical verses, to take the place of

the eigliteen benedictions, were read (see L. Loew
in "Monatsschrift," 1884, pp. \V2 et seq.; "Shib-
bole ha-Leket," ed. Buber, p. 21 ; SeMaG, command
No. 19).

According to "Shibbole ha-Leket" (ed. Buber, p.

9), some prefaced the "Tefillah" by the verse Ps.

Ixv. 3, while in Constantine " Wehu Kahum " was
recited as an introduction (Zunz, "Ritus," p. 52).

At the end, after Mar bar Rabina's "My God keep
my tongue " (Ber. 17a), during the Middle Ages was
added "do on account of Thy name," etc. ; then to

this, Ps. xix. 15; and, still later, the phrase "He
who establislied peace," etc. ("Shibbole lia-Leket,"

p. 18). In the Roman ritual the " Elohal Nezor

"

(Ber. 17a) is missing (Zunz, I.e. p. 79).

In the Reform liturgies, in benediction No. i.

" go'el " is changed to " ge'uUah " (redemption). In

No. ii. the resurrection is replaced by "sustaining

in life the whole " and by "redeeming the soul of His

servants from death." The prayers for Jerusalem,
for the reestablishment of the sacrifices, and for tlie

coming of the Messiah are omitted, as is also the

petition against the enemies of Israel (comp. " Pro-

tokoUe derZweiten Rabbinerversammlung," pp. 104

et seq., Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1845).

Bibliography : Zvinz. G. V. Isted., pp. 367-369; Delitzsch, '/.ur

(iCKchichte der ./(/(/i.sr/ie>i Poet^ir. 18.'?6. pp. 191-193 : Herzfeld,
Gesch. nes Volhe.f h-rnel. iii. 2(X)-2(>4 ; Blckell, Meiv<t iind

Pascha, 1872. pp. 65, 66, 71-73 ; Hamburger, R. B. T. 11. 1092-
1099; Enoch, Dcu< Achtzehngehet nach Sprache, 1886; De-
renbourg, in R. E. J. xiv. (1887) 26-*2 ; Loeb, Les Dix-huit
Benedictions, in R. E.J. xix. (1889) 137-166; Levi,jLes Dix-
liuit Benedictions, in R. E. J. xxxii. (1896) 161-178; xxxiii.
(1896) 142 et seq.; Gaster. Tarqum zu Shemoneli Esreh, in
Monat.fsclirift, xxxix. 79-90 ; Gollancz, in Kohut Memorial
Volume, pp. 186-197, Berlin, 1897; Schurer, Gesch. 3d ed., ii.

460 et seq.; Elbogeu, Die Gesch. des Achtzehngebets, in Mo-
nntsschrift, 1902.

A. E. G. H.

SHEMOT RABBAH. See Miduasii Hagga-
DAII.

SHEOL (ijIXti*) : Hebrew word of uncertain ety-

mology (see Sheol, Critical View), a synonym of

"bor" (pit), "abaddon" and "shahat" (pit or de-

struction), and perhaps also of " tehom " (abyss).

—

Biblical Data : It connotes the place where those

that liad died were believed to be congregated.

Jacob, refusing to be comforted at the suppo.sed

death of Joseph, exclaims: " I shall go down to my
son a mourner unto Sheol " (Gen. xxxvii. 36, Hebr.

;

comp. lb. xlii. 38; xliv. 29, 31). Sheol is underneath
the earth (Isa. vii. 11, Ivii. 9; Ezek. xxxi. 14; Ps.

Ixxxvi. 13; Ecclus. [Sirach] Ii. 6; comp. Enoch,
xvii. 6, " toward the setting of the sun"); hence it

is designated as n^nnn (Deut. xxxii. 22; Ps. Ixxxvi.

13) or nvnnn (Ps. Ixxxviil. 7; Lam. iii. 55; Ezek.
XX vi. 20, xxxii. 24). It is very deep (Prov. ix. 18;

Isa. Ivii. 9) ; and it marks the point at the greatest

possible distance from heaven (Job xi. 8; Amosix.
2; Ps. cxxxix. 8). The dead descend or are made
to go down into it ; the revived ascend or are brought
and lifted up from it (I Sam. ii. 6; Job vii. 9; Ps.

XXX. 4; Isa. xiv. 11, 15). Sometimes the living are

bulled into Sheol before they would naturally have
been claimed by it (Prov. i. 12; Num. xvi. 33; Ps.

Iv. 16, Ixiii. 10), in which cases the earth is described

as " opening her mouth " (Num. xvi.

Position 30). Sheol is spoken of as a land (Job

and Form. x. 21, 22); but ordinarily it is a place

with gates (ib. xvii. 16, xxxviii. 17;

Isa. xxxviii. 10; Ps. ix. 14), and seems to have
been viewed as divided into compartments (Prov.

vii. 27), with "farthest corners" (Isa. xiv. 15; Ezek.

xxxii. 23, Hebr. ; R. V. " uttermost parts of the pit"),

one beneath the other (see Jew. Encyc. v. 217, s.r.

Eschatology). Here the dead meet (Ezek. xxxii.

;

Isa. xiv. ; Job xxx. 23) without distinction of rank
or condition— the rich and the poor, the pious and
the wicked, the old and the young, the master and
the slave—if the description in Jol) iii. refers, as most
likely it does, to Sheol. The dead continue after a
fashion their earthly life. Jacob would mourn there

(Gen. xxxvii. 35, xlii. 38); David abides there in

peace (I Kings ii. 6) ; the warriors have their weap-
ons with tliem (Ezek. xxxii. 27), yet they are mere
shadows ("rephaim"; Isa. xiv. 9, xxvi. 14; Ps.

Ixxxviii. 5, A. V. "a man that hath no strength").

The dead merely exist without knowledge or feeling

(Job xiv. 13; Eccl. ix. 5). Silence reigns supreme;
and oblivion is the lot of them that enter therein

(Ps. Ixxxviii. 13, xciv. 17; Eccl. ix. 10). Hence it

is known also as " Dumah," the abode of silence (Ps.

vi. 6, xxx. 10, xciv. 17, ex v. 17); and there God is

not praised (ib. ex v. 17; Isa. xxxviii. 15). Still, on

certain extraordinary occasions the dwellers in

Sheol are credited with the gift of making known
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their feelings of rejoicing at tlie downfall of tlie

enemy (Isa. xiv. 9, 10). Sleep is their usual lot

(Jer. li. 39; Isa. xxvi. 14; Job xiv. 12). Sheol is a

horrible, dreary, dark, disorderly land (Job x. 21,

22); yet it is the appointed house for all the living

{ib. XXX. 23). Return from Sheol is not expected

<n Sam. xii. 23; Job vii. 9, 10; x. 21 ; xiv. 7 et seq.

;

xvi. 22; Ecclus. [Sirach] xxxviii. 21); it is de-

scribed as man's eternal house (Eccl. xii. 5). It is

"dust" (Ps. XXX. 10; hence in the Shemoneh
'EsREH, in benediction No. ii., the dead are described

as "sleepers in the dust "). God's rulersiiip over it is

recognized (Amos ix. 2; Hos. xiii. 14;

God Deut. xxxii. 22; I Sam. ii. 6 [Isa. vii.

Its Ruler, ll?]; Prov. xv. 11). Hence He has
' the power to save the pious therefrom

<Ps. xvi. 10, xlix. 16, the text of which latter pas-

sage, however, is recognized as corrupt). Yet Sheol

is never satiated (Prov. xxx. 20); she "makes
wide her soul," i.e., increases her desire (Isa. v. 14)

and capacity. In these passages Sheol is personi-

fied ; it is described also as a pasture for sheep with

death as the shepherd (Ps. xlix. 15). From Sheol

Samuel is cited by the witch of En-doii (I Sam.

xxviii. 3 et seq.). As a rule Sheol will not give up
its own. They are held captive with ropes. This

seems to be the original idea underlying the phrase

^INK' ""^^n (II Sam. xxii. 6; Ps. xviii. 6; R. 'V.,

verse 5, "the cords of Sheol ") and of the other ex-

pression, ^INC^* nVD (Ps- cxvi. 3; R. V. "and the

l)ains of Sheol "); for they certainly imply restraint

or capture. Sheol is used as a simile for " jealousy "

(C^ant. viii. 7). For the post-Biblical development of

the ideas involved see Eschatology.
Critical View : The word " Sheol " was for

some time regarded as an Assyro-Babyloniau loan-

word, "Shu'alu," having the assumed meaning
"the place whither the dead are cited or bidden,"

or " the place where the dead are ingathered." De-

litzsch, who in his earlier works advanced this view,

has now abandoned it ; at least in his dictionary the

word is not given. The non-existence of " Shu 'alu
"

has been all along maintained by Jensen ("Kos-

mologie," p. 223), and recently again by Zimmern
(in Schrader, " K. A. T." 3d ed., p. 636, note 4) even

against Jastrow's explanation (in

Ety- "Am. Jour. Semit. Lang." xiv. 165-

mology. 170) that "sha'al" = "to consult an

oracle," or " to cite the dead " for this

purpose, whence the name of the place where the

dead are. The connection between the Hebrew
"Siieol" and the Assyro- Babylonian "shillan"

(west), which Jensen proposed instead (in "Zcit-

schrift fiir Assyriologie," v. 131, xv. 243), does not

appear to be acceptable. Zimmern {Lc.) suggests
" shilu " (= " a sort of chamber ") as the proper As-

syrian source of the Hebrew word. On the other

hand, it is certain that most of the ideas covered by

the Hebrew "Sheol" are expressed also in the As-

syro-Baby Ionian descriptions of the state of the

dead, found in the mytlis concerning Ishtar's de-

scent into Hades, concerning Nergal and Ereshkigal

(see Jensen in Sciirader, "K. B." vi., part 1, pp. 74-

79) and in the Gilgamesh epic (tablets ii. and xii :

comp. also Craig, "Religious Texts," i. 79; King,

"Magic," No. 53).

This realm of the dead is in the earth ("erzitu " =
y\^: comp. Job x. 21, 22), the gateway being in the

west. It is the " land without return." It is a dark
place filled with dust (see Sheol, Biblical Data);
but it contains a palace for the divine ruler of this

shadow-realm (comp. Job xviii. 13, 14). Seven gates

guard successive!}' the approach to this laud, at the

first of which is a watchman. A stream of water
flows through Sheol (comp. Enoch, xvii. 6, xxii. 9;

Luke xvi. 24; Ps. xviii. 5; II Sam. xxii. 5).

The question arises whether the Biblical concept
is borrowed from the Assyrians or is an independent
development from elements common to both and
found in many primitive religions. Tliough most of

the passages in which mention is made of Sheol or its

synonyms are of exilic or post-exilic

Origin times, the latter view, according to

of Biblical which the Biblical concept of Sheol

Concept, represents an independent evolution,

is the more probable. It reverts to

primitive animistic conceits. AVith the body in the

grave remains connected thesoid (as in dreams): the

dead buried in family graves continue to have com-
munion (comp. Jer. xxxi. 15). Sheol is practically

a family grave on a large scale. Graves were pro-

tected by gates and bolts; therefore Sheol was like-

wise similarly guarded. The separate compartments
are devised for the separate clans, septs, and families,

national and blood distinctions continuing in effect

after death. That Sheol is described as subterra-

nean is but an application of the custom of hewing
out of the rocks passages, leading downward, for

burial purposes.

BrBLiociRAPiiY : Stade, Ueher die A. T. VorsteUwigen votn
Zuftonde iiarli dem Tnde, Leipsie, 1877; idem, Gesch. des
Volhes I.'iineJ, i. 418 et seq.; idem, Bihlifiche Thenlngie des
A. T. pp. 183 et .Sfq., TiiWngen, 1905 ; F. Schwally, Das Lrhen
vach dem Tode. (iiessen. 1892; A. Bertliolet. Die Isrneli-

tischen Vorstelluiitien vom Ziistaiidc iiach dem Tode, Frei-

burg, 1899: (i. Beer. Der Bihlische Hades, Tubingen, 1902;
idem, in Giithe, Kurzes BibelicOrterhnch, s.v. HoUc : Zim-
mern, in A'. A . T. 3d ed., ii. 641, 643, Berlin, 1903 (where the
Assyrian literature is given).

E. G. II.

SHEPHATIAH : Name of several persons men-

tioned in the Old Testament. 1. Son of David and
Abital; their fifth child. He was born while his

father was still reigning at Hebron (II Sam. iii. 4;

I Chron. iii. 3). 2. A Haruphite, and one of the

guard of thirty who joined David at Ziklag (ib. xii.

5). 3. Son of Maachah and commander of the

fighting men of the tribe of Simeon during the reign

of David (ib. xxvii. 16). 4. Son of Reuel, of the

tribe of Benjamin; a member of a family long resi-

dent at Jerusalem (ib. ix. 8). 5. Ancestor of the

372 persons who returned from the Exile to Jerusa-

lem under Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 4; Neii. vii. 9). 6,

Probably the youngest son of King Jehoshaphat,

and brother of King Jehoram (II Chron. xxi. 2). 7.

Ancestor of Zebadiah, the son of Michael; he, witii

eigiity members of his tribe, accompanied Ezra to

Jerusalem (Ezra viii. 8). 8. One of the servants of

Solomon; iiis descendants returned to Jerusalem

with Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 57; Neli. vii. 59). 9. Son

of Mahalaleel, and descendant of Peiez, of the tribe

of Judah. whose great-great-grandson was chosen

by lot to dwell in Jeru.siilem wiien Nehemiah rebuilt

the city (Neh. xi. 4). 10. Son of Mattan and an
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official of Zedekiali ; he induced the king to order

Jeremiah imprisoned because of his alleged sedi-

tious addresses (Jer. xxxviii. 1).

K. G. H. S. O.

SHEPHERD : In the early days of settlement

in Palestine the chief occupation of the Israelites

was that of shepherding. Traces of the importance

of this occupation are found through the Old Testa-

ment. The shei)lu'rd's function was to lead the

flocks of sheep to the pasture and the stream (Ps.

xxiii. 2), and protect them from wild beasts (I Sam.
xii. 24) and robbers (Job i. '[A et serj.), in which lat-

ter task he was sometimes assisted by a sheep-dog

(Job XXX. 1). At night the shepherds kept watch,

sometimes in the open air (Nah. iii. 18), and at other

times in tiie shepherd's tent (Isa. xxxviii. 12) or

in a special stone tower (Gen. xxxv. 21). At times

he would collect the sheep in caves (I Sam. xxiv.

3), or in sheepfolds built of stones (Judges v. 16;

Zeph. ii. 6); and a lamb that had fallen sick or be-

come lame he W(juld carry in his bosom (Isa. xl. 11).

The sliei)lieril generally wore a single garment
(Jer. xliii. 12), clad in which he walked forth at the

head of his Hock (John x. 4), carrying his shepherd's

bag or wallet ; his weapons were a stall and a sling

(Gen. xxxii, 10; I Ham. xvii. 40). When agricul-

ture became the i)romiuent industry of the countiy,

the shepherd, instead of being independent, was
generally liired by a farmer, who paid him wages in

kind (Gen. xxx. 28), or sometimes in money (Zech.

xi. 13). The number uf sheep returned to the mas-
ter's fold was checked by being made to pass under
the shepherd's staff (Jer. xxxiii. 13; Ezek. xx. 37).

As farming increased in importance, the shepherd

became less respected, just as in Egypt, where
he was regarded "as nn abomination" (Gen. xlvi.

34). In Talmudic times it was even declared that a

shepherd was incapable of bearing witness, owing
to his habit of encroaching upon other persons' pas-

tures (Sanh. 25a).

E. c. J.

SHERIRA B. HANINA (usually known as

Sherira Gaon) : Gaon of Pumbedita; born about
900; died about 1000 (Abraham ibn Daud, "Sefer
ha-Kabbalah," in Neubauer, "'M. J. C." i. 66-67).

He was the descendant, both on his father's and his

mother's side, of prominent families, several mem-
bers of which had occupied the gaonate. One of

his ancestors was liabbah b. Abulia, who himself be-

longed to the family of the exilarch. Sherira boasted

that his genealogy could be tiaced back to the pre-

Bostanaiaii branch of that family, which, he claimed,

on account of thed(;teriorationof theexilarchate had
renounced its claims thereto, preferring instead the
scholar's life (Letter of Sherira Gaon, in Neubauer,
I.e. i. 23, 33). Tiie seal of his family was a lion,

which was said to have been the emblem of the

Judean kings (Ibn Daud, I.e.).

Sherira officiated first as chief judge; subse-
quently, in the year 968, he was elected gaon of tlic

Academy of Pumbedita, soon after which he ap-
pointed his son chief judge in his place (Sherira, I.e.

1. 41). Sheriia's gaonate lasted for thirty years, and
he then resigned that office on account of his ad-

vanced age, appointing his son Hai aa his successor

(Ibn Daud, I.e.). Being maliciously denounced by
enemies to the calif Al-Kadir, though the nature of
the accusation is unknown, he and his son Hai were
imprisoned and deprived of their property, even of

the necessaries of life. Sherira in consequence fell

ill of grief, dying soon after at the age of 100 years
(Ibn Daud, I.e., according to Weiss's emendation in

"Dor," V. 174). Asdirector of the academy besought
to reach pupils both near and far, and many of his

responsa have been preserved in the geonic collec-

tions and in the works containing the earlier de-

cisions. His responsa are similar to the geonic re-

sponsa in general, a majority of them dealing with
cjuestions of religious practise, thougli some of them
contain expositions and comments on passages of

the Talinud and the Mishnah. Indeed, his literary

activity was confined to Talmudic and to related

subjects. He was not greatly interested in Arabic
literature, although he knew enough

His Arabic to be able to write in that lan-

Responsa. guage those of his decisions that were
addressed to communities in Moham-

medan countries. Geneially he preferred to use

Hebrew or Aramaic tor that purpose. Sherira was
noted for the nobility and seriousness of his char-

acter. Asa judge he endeavored to arrive at the

exact facts of a case and to render his deci-sions in

strict conformity with the Law. In deciding prac-

tical questions he adopted the more rigorous view,

following the letter of the Talmud with the purpose
of upholding and emphasizing its authority against

the attacks of the Karaites. He frequently formu-
lates in his responsa rules Avhich are highly im-

portant for the correct interpretation of the Talmud.
For instance, he declares that the term "mizwah"
designates in some passages a command that may
not be broken with impunity, but in other pas-

sages denotes merely an admonition with which
it would be commendable to comply, but which
maj' be disregarded without fear of punishment
("Teshubot Ge'one Mizrah u-Ma'arab," No. 141, in

"Bet Talmud," i v. 3.") 1).

Sherira was a student of cabalistic mysticism ; he
believed that the mystical works "Shi'ur Komah"
and "Hekalot" represented ancient traditions, orig-

inating with K. Ishmael and R. Akiba. He says in

a responsum ("Sha'are Teshubah," Xo. 122) that the

passage in " Shi'ur Komah " ascribing human organs
to God embodies profound mysteries, but must not
be taken literally. Sherira wrote a work on the

Talmud, under liie title "Megillat Setarim." In this

work he seems to have discussed tlie importance of

the Haggadah(Aboab, introduction to "Menorat ha-

Ma'or ") ; but the portion of the work containing Jiis

opinions on this subject has been lost.

Sherira has become famous by a letter of his atl-

dressed to the community of Kairvvan, which letter

is the chief source for the history of the Talmudic.

post-Talmudic, and geonic periods. Jacob b. Nissini

of Kairwan addressed, in the name of his connnu-
uity, a number of questions of historical interest to

Sherira, inquiring especially into the origin of the

Mishnah and the sequence of the redactions, the ori-

gin of the Tosefta, and the sequence of the Tal-

mudic, post-Talmudic, and geonic authorities. She-

rira clearly and lucidly answers all these questions.
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throwing light upon many obscure passages of Jew-

ish historj'. This historical responsuin, which is

composed half in Aramaic and half in

His Hebrew, reveals Sherira as a true

Circular chronicler, with all the dryness and

Letter. accuracy of such a writer, though his

opinions on the princes of the Exile be-

longing to the branch of Bostanai, as well as on

some of his contemporaries, are not entirely unprej-

udiced. This letter is included in the Ahimaaz
Chronicle, but it has also been edited from manu-

scripts by B. Goldberg, in •' Holes Matmonim

"

(Berlin, 1845) and under the title "Iggcret Rab
Sherira Gaon " (Mayence, 1873) ; also by J. Waller-

stein, under the title " Sherirae Epistola," with a

Latin translation and notes (Breslau, 1861). The
best edition of this letter is that by Adolf Neu-

bauer, in "Medieval Jewish Chronicles" (Oxford,

1887). Another letter by Sherira, also addressed to

Jacob b. Nissim of Kalrwan (Included in the

" 'Aruk," s.v. " Abaja "), deals with the various titles

^iven to the Talmudic sages, as "Raban," "Rabbi,"

"Rab," and "Mar," and explains why some sages

are simply mentioned by their names, without the

addition of any titles.

Bibliography: Weiss, Dor, iv. 160-174; Gratz, Gesch. v. 320-

32J; Halevy, Dorot ha^Rishonim, iii. 280; Aziilal, Shem ha-
Oedolim.
w. B. J. Z. L.

SHESHBAZZAR (Assyrian [Winckler], "Sha-

mash-[a] bal-usur " or [E. Meyer] "Sin-[?] usur"):

Prince of Judah, at the head of the first Jews that

returned to Jerusalem after the Exile. In 539-538

B.C. Cyrus granted the exiles permission to return.

At once a question must have arisen as to the

legitimate successor of the last king, Johoiachin.

Sbeshbazzar must have been entitled to the succes-

sion if he was, as Meyer supposes, identical with the

Shenazar mentioned in I Chron. iii. 18 as a son of

the late monarch.

On arrival at Jerusalem, Slieshbazzar seems to

have become involved in controversies with the con-

servative party. Zimmern concludes from Dan. ix.

25-27 (since no other sources before the time of

Ezra are available) that Cambyses on his campaign
against Egypt took Jerusalem, but dealt leniently

with it, removing Slieshbazzar in some way of

which no details are given. Recent scholars have

given up the attempt to identify this ruler with

Zerubbabel, as was done by VVellhausen.

The following facts in regard to Sheshbazzar

maybe stated definitely: he is called "prince "in

Ezra i. 8; at the command of Cyrus, the Persian

ofticial Mithredath delivered to him the sacred ves-

sels of the Temple which Nebuchadnezzar had car-

ried awaj', all these things being taken back to

Jerusalem {ib. v. 16) ; Zerubbabel refers in the reign

of Darius to the permission which Cyrus had given

Sheshbazzar {ib. v. 13-14).

Bihliography: Schriuier, K. A. T. 'M e<i., p. 279 et pasnim;
Eduard Meyer. Kntstelnum des Juilenthumx, pp.73 clseq.,

Halle, 1898: Wellhausen, I. J. (i. 2d ed., pp. 154 et seq.;

Winckler, Altorii ntuliKche ForKchunaen, 11. 439, 440.

E. G. H. S. O.

SHESHET : Babylonian amoraof the third gen-

eration; colleague of R. Nahman bar Jacob, with

whom he had frequent arguments concerning ques-

tions of religious law. His teacher's name is not

definitely known; but Sheshet was an auditor at

Huna's lectures (Yeb. 64b; Ket. 69a). It is cer-

tain that he was not a pupil of Rab, since say-

ings of Abba Arika which did not please him
were criticized by him with a disrc-

Relations spect which he would not have shown
to Rab. toward his own teacher. Concerning

many of Rab's sayings, Sheshet as-

serted that "he must have spoken thus when he

was asleep" (Yeb. 24b and parallels; comp. also

Niddah 69a).

Sheshet lived first at Nehardea. where he used to

study in the synagogue Shaf Ave-Yatib (Meg. 29a).

going thence to Mahuza (Ned. 78a, b; B. B. 121a),

and later to Shilhe, where he founded an academy
(Letter of Sherira Gaon, in Neubauer, "M. J. C." i.

29). He was feeble in body (Pes. 108a), but had,

nevertheless, an iron will and great energy (Men.

95b); and although he was blind he was compen-
sated by a very retentive memory, for he knew by
heart the entire body of tannaltic tradition, as well

as its amoraic interpretations (Shebu. 41b). He
hired a scholar ("tanna") acquainted with the

Mishnah and the Baraita to read them to him
(Sanh. 86a; Hor. 9a).

R. Hisda, when he met Sheshet, used to tremble at

the wealth of baraitot and maxims which the latter

quoted ('Er. 67a). Sheshet also transmitted many
sayings of the older tannaim, especially of R. Elea-

zar b. Azarlah (Mak. 23a; Pes. 118a). In his teach-

ing he always took tradition as his basis; and for

every question laid before him for decision he .sought

a mishnah or baraita from which he might deduce

the solution of the problem, his extensive knowl-

edge of these branches of literature always enabling

him to find the passage he required (Zeb. 96b). His

iisual answer to a question was: "We have learned

it in the Mishnah or in a baraita" (B. M. 90a; Y'oma

48b). When he had presented some sentence to the

attention of his pupils, he used to ask immediately,

"Whence have I this?" and would then add a

mishnah or a baraita from which he had derived the

decision in question (Ivet. 68a; comp. Yeb. 35a,

58a).

In addition to his learning and his knowledge of

tradition, Sheshet possessed much acuteness, and

knew how to deduce conclusions from the teachings

of tradition (Men. 95b, according toRashi's explana-

tion); thus in connection with his application of

Eccl. vll. 11, Rami b. Hama said of him: "It is

good when one possesses a keen understanding in

addition to the inheritance of tradition " (Bek. 52b

and Rashl ad he). He was not so subtle, however,

as his colleague R. Hlsda ('Er. fi7a) ; and he appears

to have been averse in general fo flie casuistry in

vogue in the Academy of Pumbedita.

Objects to When he heard any one make a quii)-

Q,uibbling. bling objection he used to observe

sarcastically: "Art thou not from

Pumbedita, where they draw an elephant through

the eye of a needle? " (B. M. 38b). Sheshet was on

friendly terms with R. Hlsda ; and the pair respected

each other highly (Ber. 47b; Meg. 28b), traveled

in company (Ber. 30a), and were together at the

exilarch's (Git. 67b-68a).
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Sheshet devoted much time to Biblical exegesis;

and whenever he recapitulated his studies, as was
his custom at the end of every thirty days, he used to

say: "Uejoice, my soul! rejoice, my soul! For thy

sake have I read the Holy Scriptures; and for thy

sake have I studied the Mishnah and tlu; baraitot "

(Pes. G8b). He took comparatively little interest, on

the other hand, in the Haggadah ; and he himself

acknowledged his shortcoming in this respect, say-

ing :
" I can not dispute with Hana on the Haggadah "

(Suk. 52b, and Rashi ad loc). Some
His of his liaggadic interpretations of Bib-

Hag-gadah. lical i)assages, referring for the most

part to studies of the Law, have been

preserved. Thus, he interpreted Prov. xi. 25 as im-

plying that whoever teaches in this world will have

the good fortune to teach in the world to come also

(Sanh. 92a); and in Shab. 63a he explains Prov. iii.

16 as meaninir that whosoev<^r studies in the right

the answer: "The earthly kingdom is like unto the
heavenly ; God's appearance, however, is announced
in I Kings xix. 12-13 by a deep silence" (Ber. 58a).

Bibliography: Heilprin, iSef/cr lin-Dornt,
Dot. iii. 181-182; Gratz, Ciesch. iv. 299-300
Amar. pp. 70-79.

w. 15.

ii. 379-381; Weiss.
Bacher, ^(7. Ba/).

SHESHET BENVENISTE.
J. Z. L.

SeeBENVENISTK.

SHETADLAN (lit. "persuader"): Representa-

tive of the Jewish community in Germany during
the Middle Ages, and in Russia almost to the pres-

ent day. When the government issued a decree

against the Jews of any particular locality, the lat-

ter would send their slietadlan to the seat of admin-
istration to endeavor to have the legislation modi-
fied. Thus the Council of Four Lands would send
several shetadlanim under these circumstances to

Wilna (see Jew. Encyc. i v. 306, s.v. Council of Fouk
Lands). The shetadlanim were allowed a certain

^^*jg|f«l«»«W:V^t)^^^ ASW4(\^^

K.VGLisH Jewish Siiktar, Dated 1230.

(In the British Mus«;tini.)

manner receives as his reward length of days in ad-

dition to riches and honor, but tliat lie wlio studies

in a fashion not altogether imimpeachable receives

riches and honor without length of days. He fre-

quently elucidated Biblical pa.ssages by the appli-

cation of well-known proverbs (Ber. 32a ; Sanh. 105a).

Sheshet, who, as staled above, was blind, once
mingled with a crowd waiting to see the entry of

the king. A heretic, probabl}' an adherent of Mani-
cheism, against which Sheshet polemized ((;omp.

Hacher, " Ag. Bab. Amor." p. 78, note 12), taunted
him with the remark that he certainly would not be
able to see the king. Sheshet, however, put the

heretic to shame by recognizing, despite his blind-

ness, when the instant of the king's appearance
was at hand. When the unbeliever, in his astonisli-

ment, asked Sheshet how lie knew it, he received

laxity with regard to the observance of Jewish law,

the principle being that those who were "near to the

government " might transgress even Biblical proiiibi

tions, because they might save life thereby (M. Jaffe,

"Lebush Yoreh De'ah," § 178, 2). In this way the

shetadlan corresponded somewhat to the syndic of a

municipality, who was in most cases the richest per-

son in the community, and would thus have a per-

sonal interest in reducing its taxation as much as

possible.

A certificate published in " Ha-Zefirah " (1887, p.

881) indicates the kind of work required of a shetad-

lan. It was granted to Nissim ben Judah of Czeka-
nowski by the Council of Four Lands, sitting at

Yaroslav in 1730, and empowered him to attend local

councils at Warsaw and Grodno and arrange for the

distribution of the government taxes each year tilt
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the next meeting of the council. As recompense he

received his passport and eight Polish gulden per

week from the council treasury.

Among shetadlanim may be mentioned N. Ginz-

burg, appointed provincial shetadlan of Wihia in

1667, and Shabbetlmi and Isaac, of Lublin in 1707

(Nisenbaum, "Lublin," p. 83). At Posen are found

the names of Abraham, 1690, Baruch, 1699, and

Jacob, 1786 (Perles, "Juden in Posen"); in Pinsk,

Aryeh Leb Meiles acted from 1784 till 1807 ; while

Elijah Moses Meiles was shetadlan of Wilna in the

time of the Wilna Gaon. At St. Petersburg Nahum
Riwkin acted as shetadlan in 1836. A similar office

is found to have been held in Alsace by Lippmaun
Moyses Bergheim (" Uni vers Israelite, " Feb. 6, 1803),

and in Halberstadt by Meyer Grunsman, 1674 (Auer-

bach, "Gesch. der Juden in Halberstadt," p. 33).

See Court Jew ; Prague.

Bibliography: Ha-Y<itn, ii. (1887), No. im; Levlnsolin, Par-
nasim hc-Yisrael, Warsaw, 1899.

8. J.

SHETAR ("deed"; plural, Shetarot) : For the

conditions under which these were drawn up in an-

cient times see Deed. In medieval times the same

principles were carried out, but as the deeds with

which Jews were concerned were chiefl}'' those de-

SHIBBOLETH (n^atJ') : Word occurring in

different passages of the Bible, sometimes in the

singular form, sometimes in the plural, DvSB'. and

once in the status constructus, ^p3t;'. It means
"flood" (Isa. xxvii. 12; Ps. Ixix. 3, 16) or "ear of

corn" (Job xxiv. 24; Gen. xli. 5,6; Isa. xvii. 5;

Ruth ii. 2) or "branch" (Zech. iv. 12).

The main interest in this Avord centers in its use

in Judges xii. 6, in which passage any other word
beginning with "sh" would have served as well

(Kimhi supposes that other words were actually

used, "shibboleth" being but a typical instance;

see G. F. Moore, "Commentary on Judges," p. 308).

After the Gileadites had defeated the men of

Ephraim, the conquerors took possession of the fords

of the Jordan, with the view of cutting off the re-

treat of the fleeing Ephraimites. When a fugitive

came to the ford and said, "Let me cross," he was
asked, " Art thou an Ephraimite? " If he answered
" No, " the Gileadites put him to a test. " Say ' Shib-

boleth,' " they demanded; and if he pronounced the

word "Sibboleth," this at once betrayed him as an

enemy. It is su pposed that different dialects existed

among the various tribes of Israel, for which sup-

position there is a clear indication in the Ephraimitic

pronunciation of "sh"; and the rarity of similar

E.VUI.ISH Jkwisii Shktak, Datkij l~'Mi.

(In llie British Must'uni.)

termining the indebtedness to them of Christian bor-

rowers, they were mostly accompanied by a Latin

translation, which adopted the common forms of the

various chancelleries. Both in England and in Ger-

many many of these bilingual deeds existed. The
Latin form is generally known as the "starrum,"

derived from the Hebrew term. It has been con-

jectured that the Star Chamber at Westminster was
so named because it was the repository of the

"starra" of the English pre-expulsion Jews.

For the most part in England the deeds acknowl-

edging indebtedness were called in Latin "charta',"

or, later, "chirographs" — a sort of parchment

tally. The term " star " was mainly restricted to

the receipt rendered by a Jew when he had been

paid. The common forms for contracts, or shetarot,

were collected by Judah ben Barzillai of Barcelona

about the beginning of the twelfth century, and

were published under the title of " Sefer ha-Sheta-

rot " (Berlin, 1898). For specimens of English sheta-

rot see Jacobs, "Jews of Angevin England" (pp. 58.

76-77), and Honiger, " Judenschreinsbuch " (Fron-

tispiece). J.

SHIB'AH. See Mourning.

examples in the literature is accounted for on the

ground that all passed through the hands of Judaic

editors. Nevertheless instances are extant of the

interchange of letters, such as in Amos vii. 9, where

{^ is used for V (see Geiger, " Nachgelassene Schrif-

ten," ii. 45). Se(! S.x.mek ; SiiiN.

K. G. II. S. II.

SHIELD: Like most peoples of antiquity, the

Israelites used two kinds of shields—a large one

which covered the whole body and was carried by

the heavy-armed infantry, and a small, easily man-

aged one, carried by the ligiit-armed troops. The
former was called " zinnah "

; it served to protect the

spearmen (I Chron. xii. 8, 24, 34; II Chron. xiv. 8,

XXV. 5). The men of the tribes of Judah and Naph-

tali were armed with such shields, together with

spears. Prominent warriors and leaders had their

shields carried before them by special bearers (I Sam.

xvii. 7, 41). The zinnah served tlie Psalmist as a

figurative expression of the protecting favor of God
(Ps. V. 13 ctal.).

The small shield was called "magen,"and was

carried by the bowmen and light troops (I Chron. v.

18; II Chron. xiv. 8. xvii. 17), as well as by the king
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(Ps. xlvii. 10, Ixxxix. 19). That tliu difference ia

sr/.e between the two kinds of shields was very

great is seen from I Kings x. IQet se(/. and II Chron.

ix. 15 et seq., according to which twice as much gold

was required to cover the one as the otlier.

The Old Testament gives no details as to the

forms of the two shields. Tlie Egyptian large shield

was nearly as higli as a man, rather broad, cut

straight at the bottom, und pointed like an arch at

the top. Tiie common small sliield was also straight

at tlic bottom, but toward the top it was somewhat
broader and ended in a curve, tiie points of wliich

were higi)er tliau the center. Among the Assyrians

many different forms were in use at different times.

Some were in tfic shape of a somewhat long, arched

tetragon; others were rounded at the top; wliile

still otliers were large, circular, and convex.

Whatever the sliape, each had on the inner side a

handle by which it was held; and frequently it had

a boss on the outer side. When not in use it could be

rhythm of a form of lyric; and, since "shagah"
means "to wander, go astray, reel," "shiggayou" is

said to be the term for a dithyrambic poem filled

witii passionate feeling. This explanation lacks

support, however; and it is entirely impossible to

explain why tliis designation should have been ap-

plied to Ps. vii., winch is by no means unique
among the Psalms. Although the meter in verses

2 to 6 and 13 to 18 differs from that of verses 7 to

12, this is due to the fact that the psalm is a com-
bination of two poems which were originally sepa-

rate compositions (comp. Duhm ad loc). In view

of these circumstances it must be admitted that no
satisfactory explanation of the term " shiggayon "

has vet been found.
e.'g. h. W. N.

SHILA OF KEFAB TAMARTA : Palestin-

ian amora of the tliird century. In Palestinian

sources he is called only by his personal name, but

in the Babylonian Talmud the name of his home

IIKLD8 DEPICTEP 0.\ AS.SYRIA.V MONUMENTS.
(From Ball, " Liehl from the EmI.")

carried over the shoulder by means of a strap which

passed around the neck.

Shields were usually made of wood, wickerwork,

or leatlier. The larger kinds demanded a light ma-

terial, which is spoken of as verj- inflammable (Ezek.

xxxix. 9). The leather was rubbed with oil to keep

it pliant (II Sam. i. 21; Isa. xxi. 5). Shields plated

with metal were also used. Those used on spectac-

ular and formal occasions were, as mentioned above,

plated with gold (I Kings x. 16 tt neq.).

E. G. H. I. Be.

SHIELD OF DAVID. See Magen Dawid.

SHIGGAYON (;VJC') = Term used as the super-

scription of Ps. vii. 1, and, in the form niJ'JEJ' ?]!• r>f

Hab.iii. l,altho<igh the Septiiagint evidently reads py
nj>i3 (comp. Ps. ixi. 1). Aquila. Symmachus, The-

odotioii, and Jerome regarded the word as synonj'-

mous with mX-Ji;' (Ps- xix. 18), Ilashi and the Mid-

rash adopting a similar view in speaking of " David's

trespass." This traditional interpretation of the

Synagogue can not be correct, however; and "'shig-

gayon " nuist probably i)e classed with such super-

scriptions as " mizmor " and " maskil."

Ewald, Rodigcr, Delitzseb, and others, following

earlier exearetcs, think that the term denotes the

in Judea is always added, in order to distinguish

him from an older Babylonian amora who bore the

same name.

Shila was accustomed to deliver public haggadic
lectures, and he is mentioned only in connection with

the Haggadali ; yet he seems to have been active in

the field of Halakah also (Niddah 26a), although no

halakic saj'ings of Jiis have been preserved. The
greater portion of his Biblical exegesis, so far as ex-

tant, is taken from these discourses, each of whicli

is prefaced by the formida :
" R. Shila has preachefl

''

CSleg. 18a, 1)": Sotah .Soa; Cant. P. viii. 9). Other

haggadot of his are found in Miilr. Teh. to Ps.

Ixxx. 7, and Tan., ^Mishpatim, 8 (ed. Buber, p. 43a).

BiBl.locrvAPllv : Hi'ilprin, Sfdrrha-Damt, ii. 347; B:\cher, Ag.
Pal. Amor. iii. t)21-62:^.

w. I?. J. Z. L.

SHILOAH (n^L:') : Locality mentioned in the

Old Testament as '" the waters of Shiloah" (Isa. viii.

6) and "the pool of Siloah" (Neh. iii. 15). Jose

phus writes the word XiAud, 2<A<j(7f, and I,i'/.ijdfx.

while the Arabic name is 'Ain Silwan. The pool

was surrounded by tin; royal gardens on the south,

and part of it belonged to the fortress of Jerusalem,

while the spring which fed it was at the entrance to

the Tyropoeon valley dividing the upper from the
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lower city. Probably as early as the reign of Solo-

mon, water was broiiglit from tliis spring to a tank

in the valley of Kidrou, in order to irrigate the royal

gardens south of the city, although the site of this

reservoir, which Josephus calls '"iSolomon's pool"

("B. J." V. 4, § 2), is no longer known. A conduit,

in which was discovered the Siloani inscription, led

to it from the Fountain of the Virgin ("Ain Sitti

Maryam), and through the outer part of the Mo-
riah to a i)ool in the Tyropa?on valley; and it

was probably to this conduit that Isaiah alluded

in speaking of the " waters of Shiloah that go

when the stream grew less in volume. lie therefore
had the orifice made smaliei-, whereupon theoriginal

quantity again appeared (Yalkut Shim'oni, ii. 285,

ed. Wilna, 1898).

Before Shiloah was connected with the pool it

may have been called " Gihon "
; for the Targum of

Jonathan renders the " Gihon " of I Kings i. 33, 38 by
"Shiloah "

; the two places were furthermore identi-

fied by Theodoret (" Qutestiones," ii.), as they are
also by Burckhardt (''Travels in Syria and the Holy
Land," v. 461) and by Isaac Helo (Tobler, "Jeru-
salem," ii. G2). See Sii.oam Insckiptiox.

FOUNTAI.N OP SniLo.\n (Sii.oam).

(From ft photugr.ii»h by Ronfils.)

softly." At the jirescnt time (1905) the reservoir

of Shiloah is 53 feet long, 18 feet wide, and 19 feet

deep.

According to the Talmud, the spring of the pool

is exactly in the center of the Holy Land (Zabim i.

5); and owing to its peculiar ebb and How it has al-

ways been popularly regarded as an arm of the

sea. After the service in the Temjjh! on the eighth

day of the Feast of Tabernacles, Solomon and the

people descended to the pool, from which water was
drawn and jionred upon the altar (Suk. v. 1). When,
more(>vcr, thejjriests wereol)liged to eat large quan-
tities of sacred meat, they drank of the water of

Shiloah 1o aid dii;estion (Ab. K. N. x.wv.). King
i

Hezekiah had the ojiening, which was not larger

than a coin, enlarged, that the water might llow

more freely; but the work had scarcely been done i

XL— 19

BntLiOGRAPiiY: Schwarz, J'aU'Miiif, IWO, pp. 240-241, Phila-
delptiia; Neuhaiicr. (V. 7'. pp. 145-147: Sepp. Ikrs Heilige
Land. i. I(»7, 228, :!28, :m. V,m, ScliafTliaiisfn, 187:5; Robinson,
Piilrsthw. 1. :i41, W:5, 'M :*).->. Loiuidn, 1841 ; Josepluis. R.J.
ii. 16, S 2 : V. 4. S 2 : ti, g 1 ; 12, S 2; vi. K, S r> ; Giithe. in Z. D.
M. (1. xxxvi. 72.")-7r)(»; Socin, in Z. D. P. V. iii. 547 ct i^eq.:

Kautzscli, ill. iv. 120 it *f(/., 261 ft ^c(;. ; Uuthe, i/). iv. 250
(7 .<-r(;.

K. C. II. S. O.

SHILOH (n^'L" or l^':;*: originally, p^J^tr; comp.

'-ip't^'): C'ity of Ki)hraim, where were placed, after

the settlement in Palestine, the Ark and the sanc-

tuary of Yiiwii at which the family of Eli offici-

ated (1 Sam. i. 3 ct p((min, iii. 1 d fcq.). As the Ark
wa«( not taken back to Shiloh when it was recovered

from the I'hilistines, who had held it for some time,

and as the sons of Eli officiated in the sanctuary of

Xob in the reign of Saul, it may be assumed that

the sanctuary of Shiloii was destroyed during the
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war with the Philistines (conip. Jer. xvii. 12, 14;

xxvi. 6, 9). According to the Priestly Code, the

tabernacle was set up at Shiloh (Josh, xviii. 1), which

coiiseciueiitl}- became the religious center for the

entile |)coi)l(', wliere the land wasallotted and where

tlie congregation assembled (Josh, xviii. 8 et seq.,

xxii. I'j; Judges xxi. 12). From there the women
were carried off by the Benjaniites during the au-

tumn festival. Subsequently Shiloh is mentioned

only as the home of the prophet Ahijah (I Kings

xi. 2d et (iL). It is described in Judges xxi. 19 as

being " on the north side of Beth-el, on the east side

of the highway tliat goeth up from Beth-el to

Shechem, and on the south of Lebonah," while ac-

cording to Eusebius it was 15 kilometers from She-

chem. All these descriptions apply to the modern
Sailuu, 18 kilometers south of Nablus, with ancient

rock tombs and a pool in a hollow cut into the rock.

In the blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 10) there is a

reference to Sliiloh, interpreted as promising the

kingdom to Judah until the expected Messiah had

come. The better rendering (see Kohler, "Der
Segen Jacobs") is "as long as [pilgrim.s] come to

Shiloh," that is, while the sanctuary is established

there. But see Adolf Posnanski, "'Shiloh: Ein Bei-

trage zur Gesch. der Messiaslehre " (Leipsic, 1904).

K. a. II. I. Be.

SHIMEI ("'yot^).— 1. Biblical Data: Benja-

mite of Bahurim, son of Gera, "a man of the family

of the house of Saul " (II Sam. xvi. 5-14, xix. 16-

23; I Kings ii. 8-9, 36-46). He is mentioned as one

of David's tormentors during hisllight before Absa-

lom, and as imploring and winning David's forgive-

ness when the latter returned. David, however, in

his dying charge to Solomon, bade him avenge the

insult (I Kings ii. 1-9). AVithout sutticient reason,

this last passage has been regarded by Wellhausen,

Stade, and others as unhistorical.

K. G. II. J. F. McL.

In Rabbinical Literature : When Shimei

ciused David (II Sam. xvi. 5 et seq.) he used the

most insulting names, taunting him, moreover, with

his Moabite descent and with his adultery with

Bath-sheba (Shah. 105a). He later besought David's

forgiveness, however (II Sam. xix. 17-21), and ad-

dressed him as follows: "The brothers of Joseph did

him injur}', but Joseph returned good for evil. Be
thou as Joseph, and recompense me with good,

though I dealt evilly with thee. It was not I alone

but all Israel that entreated thee ill. They now
await my fate, and if thou forgivest me, they will

come and make peace with thee and surrender them-

selves to thee" (Yalk. ii. 151). Shimei afterward

l)ecame Solomon's instructor, and restrained him
from marrying the daughter of Pharaoh, so that she

I lid not become the wife of the King of Israel until

after his teacher's death (Midr. Teh. to Ps. iii. 1

;

Ber. 8a).

w. B. J. Z. L.

2. Second son of Gershon and grandson of Levi

(Ex. vi. 17; Num. iii. 18; I Chron. vi. 17). The
family of the Shimeites. as a branch of the tribe of

Levi, is mentioned in Num. iii. 18, 21; I Chron.

xxiii. 7, 10, 11 ("'Shimei" in ver.se 9 is evidently a

scribal error): and in Zech. xii. 13.

3. Name of a number of persons about whom
little or nothing is known: e.f/., a friend of David
(I Kings i. 8); a brother of David, called also Sham-
mah, Shimeah, and Shimea (I Sam. xvi. 9, xvii.

13; II Sam. xiii. 3, xxi. 21 ; I Chron. ii. 13, xx. 7);

one of Solomon's prefects, over the district of Ben-
jamin (I Kings iv. 18); a grandson of Simeon, wlio

is described as the father of many sons and daugh-
ters, and whose clan dwelt in southern Palestine (I

Chron. iv. 26, 27); a grandson of Jeconiah and
brother of Zerubbabel (I Chron. iii. 19); a Reubenite
(I Chron. v. 4); Levites (I Chron. vi. 29, 42; xxv.

17; II Chron. xxix. 14; xxxi. 12, 13); a Benjamite
chief (I Chron. viii.21, R. V. ;comp. ib. v. 13); "the
Ramathite," one of David's officers (I Chron. xxvii.

27); a Levite and other Israelites wiiom Ezra re-

quired to put away their foreign wives (Ezra x. 33,

33, 38) ;
grandfather of Mordecai (Esth. ii. 5).

K. G. II. J. F. McL.

SHIN (f) : Twenty-first letter of the Hebrew
alphabet. Its name appears to be connected with
"shen"= "tooth" (see Alphabet). The sign B^

represents two sounds: (1) a dental surd sibilant (in-

dicated by a point on the left horn, '^, and called

"sin "), identical with the English surd "s"; and (2)

a labial surd (marked by a point on the right horn,

C), identical with the Engli.sli " sh. " The distinction

in sound between "sin" and "samek" is not clear.

"Shin" interchanges with "sin," and both these

(in corresponding Aramaic and Arabic words) with

dentals and spirants. " Shin " occurs rarely as a for-

mative element, as in the verb-form "shaf'el." As a
numeral (in the later period) it has the value of 300.

T. I. Bk.

SHINAR ("lyjB').—Biblical Data: Name for

Babyh)nia occurring eight times in the Old Testa-

ment. In Gen. x. 10 the beginning of Nimrod's
kingdom is said to have been "Babel, and Erech,

and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar." In

Gen. xi. 2, Shinar is the site of the tower of Babel

;

in Gen. xiv. 1, 9, the home of Amraphel, now gen-

erally identified with H.\.mmuuabi; in Dan. i. 1, the

home of Nebuchadnezzar. The other passages in

which the name is mentioned (Josh. vii. 21 ; Isa. xi.

11; Zech. v. 1 1) add no further information.

Critical Vie^w : It is clear from Gen. x. 10 (J)

that Shinar was the Hebrew name of a land which

included both Babylon and Erech, i.e., both northern

and southern Babylonia. Gen. xiv. 1, if Amraphel
is identical with Hammurabi, also proves that Shinar

included northern Babylonia. This fact has made
it difficult for scholars to agree upon the origin of

the name. (1) Lenormant (" Etudes Accadiennes,"

1873, i. 27) equates lyjK' with "Sumir," the old

Babylonian name for southern Babylonia, supposing

a more primitive form, "Sungir," which he believes

had survived in " Singara " in northern IVIesopotamia.

Jensen ("Zeit. flir Keilschriftforschung," ii. 419) and

Hommel (in Hastings, " Diet. Bible," i. 2241)) hold to

this general view, but suggest varying and difficult

etymologies. Since 1873 new material has strength-

ened this identification. In the inscriptions of Ur-

Nina (De Sarzec, " Decouvcrtes en Chaldee," pi. 4),

Girsii, the name of a city that afterward formed part

of Shirpurla, is spelled "Su-sir" or "Sun-gir."
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While Rogers ("History of Babylonia and Assyria,"

1900. i. 205) is content simply to follow Lenorniant,

Radau ("Early Babylonian History," 1900, pp. 216

et seq.) makes a successful linguistic argument for

the identity of both Sumir and Shinar with Sungir.

(2) Sayce rejects this derivation of the name
("Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch." 1896, xviii. 173 e< seq. \

"Patriarchal Palestine," 1895, pp. 67 et seq.) because

"Sumir" in the cuneiform inscriptions always des-

ignates southern Babylonia only. He identifies

Shinar with Sanhar of the El-Amarna tablets (comp.

Schrader, "K. B." v., Nos. 25, 49), which is the

Sangara of the Asiatic conquests of Thothmes III.

(comp. W. Ma.\ Miiller, "Asien und Europa," 1893,

p. 279). Sayce does not explain how the use of this

name was enlarged to denote southern Mesopotamia.

It would seem much more simple to explain how
"Sumir," in the common phrase " Sumir and Accad "

(by which all Babylonia was designated), was adopt-

ed by a foreign people as the name of the whole

country.

(3) The view of Cheyne (Cheyne and Black,

"Encyc. Bibl."), that "Shinar" is a corruption of

"Geshur," is a conjecture in whicli few scholars can

concur.

Bibliography : Iii addition to the literature already cited,

HolziDKer, Genesis, in K. H. C. 1898. p. 99 : (iunkel. Genesis,
In Nowack, Hand-Kowmentar, pp. 8() rt srq.

E. G. 11. G. A. B.

SHINNUY HA-SHEM: The custom of chan-

ging a person's name, as a tribute to his achieve-

ments, or as a sign that his condition will be im-

proved, or particularly as an aid to his recovery

from illness. Abram's name was changed to " Abra-

ham "= "the father of many nations" (Gen. xvii.

4), and that of Sarai (" my princess ") to " Sarah " (a

princess, in general); Jacob's name was changed to

"Israel" = "a mighty prince" {ib. xxxii. 28); Piia-

raoh called Joseph "Zaphnath-paaneah " (= "the re-

vealer of secrets"; ib. xli. 45); Mo.ses changed the

name of Hoshea to " Jehoshua " (= " Vnwn saves";

Num. xiii. 16); Solomon was called by Nathan "Jed-

idiah" (God's beloved) "because of the Lord" (II

Sam. xii. 25). Pharaoh-nechoh appointed Eliakim

king of Jerusalem and changed his name to " Jehoi-

akim " (= "' the Lord's confirmed "
; II Kings xxiii.

34); the King of Babylon made Mattaniah king

of Jerusalem and called him "Zedekiah" (="the
Lord's light man"; ib. xxiv. 17); and the names
of Daniel and his comrades were changed to Chal-

daic ones (Dan. i. 7). Isaiah predicted that Jerusa-

lem would be called by a new name, "Hephzi-bah "

(:= "My delight is in her "
; Isa. Ixii. 4).

The names of wicked persons were a curse in the

community; and the righteous were called "by an-

other name " {ib. Ixv. 15) ; i.e., the idea prevailed that

the name of a wicked person exerted an influence

on the moral character and destiny of any person

who adopted it, and consecjuently that a man might

be judged by the name he bore (Ber. 7a). For this

reason Rabbenu Tam corrected the text in the Tal-

mud from "Absalom" to " Abishalom," and from

"Sliebna" (the Jerusalemite) to "Shakna" (NJDK'

for X33B'), because Sliebna was wicked (see Isa.

xxii. 15-19: Tos. to Ket. 104a [«.r. "JK']. to Shab.

12a [s.r. NJDt'l. and to Yoma 3Sb [s.>\ X^"lJ).

The change of name as a cure for illness is derived

from the Talmud :
" Four things annul the decree

that seals a person's fate; namely,
As a Cure alms, prayer, change of name, and

for change of deeds" (R. H. 16b). R.

Illness. Judah he-Hasid (13lh cent.) says if one
is dangerously sick his name shall be

changed, which may reverse the decree ("Sefer

Hasidim," No. 245). R. Perez claims that the

change of name for the benefit of a patient is in con-

formity with a takkanah of the Geonim ("Bet
Yosef " on Tur Eben ha-'Ezcr, § 129; R. Jeroham,
"Toledot Adam we-Hawah," i., § 28 [ed. Kopys,

1808, p. 182]). The new name for the patient is

selected from the Bible, the first name that appears

on a given page being adopted. R. Israel Bruna
in his responsa (No. 101) protested against the

adoption of the name of a wicked person when such

was the first found, and ordered it to be passed over

for the first righteous one, citing "Tlie memory of

the just is blessed: but the name of the wicked
shall perish " (Prov. x. 7).

The underlying principle in changing the name of

one who is ill is the assumption that the former

name, under which the divine decree was issued,

becomes non-existent, and that, when a new name
is given him, he becomes another person, in regard

to whom the decree has no force. In a later period

the original name was retained and another added
to it, usually one signifying the recovery of the

patient. The most popular additional names were

"Hayyim" (life), "Shalom" (peace), "Raphael"
(God heals), "Azriel" (God helps), or some other

name, selected from the Bible.

The additional name is usually given in the syna-

gogue when the scroll is taken out of the Ark and
unrolled, the first righteous name that is read being

selected; the formula of prayer is as follows:

"When the Righteous Judgment has already decreed death

from illness, behold, our salutly rabbis said : Three things

annul the decree ; and one of them is chan-

The ging the name of the patient. We therefore, in

Formula, conformity with their advice, have changed
the name of [mention here the former name]

to the name of [mention the adopted name], who is now an-

other person. The decree shall not have any force with re-

gard to him. Together with the change in name, so shall His

decree be reversed from justice to mercy, from death to life,

from illness to perfect health for [mention adopted name]. In

the name of all the sacred names mentioned in this Sefer Torah.

and in the name of the .'ingels, the messengers of all healing

and salvation, O Lord, send speedily a perfect cure to [adopted

name], that his days and years may be prolonged in happiness,

in goodness, and in peace, for ever and ever. Amen. Selah."

Bibliography: Kerem Hemed, Iv. 127, 128; U'vinsolin. Mf-
kare Minhagim, § 81 ; Landshuth, Seder Itikkiir Hulim. In-

troduction, § 7, also p. 23.

w. B. J. D. E.

SHIP, SHIP-BUILDER, AND SHIPPING.
See Navigation.

SHIR HA-SHIRIM (CANTICLES) RAB-
BAH : Haggadic niidrash (ju Canticles, quoted I)y

Rashi under the title" Midrash Shir ha-Shirim " (com-

mentary on Cant. iv. 1, viii. 11). It is called also

Agadat Hazita, from its initial word "Hazita"

(R. Nathan, in the "'Aruk," s.v. f^StO), or Midrash
Hazita (Nahmnnides, commentary oh Ex. iv. 28;

Simon Durau, "Tashbaz," part iii., No. 37). Simon
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Duran, in quoting tliis midrasli, says that it is a

Palestinian liaggadic collection (ib.). This undoubt-

edly correct view is supported by

Composed a number of circumstances. The
in sources which it uses directly are

Palestine. Palestinian. No direct borrowing

from the Babylonian Talmud ap-

pears, and, although it contains many interpreta-

tions and comments found in this source, most of

tliem vary greatly in form, tlie agreement being

confined to their contents. This agreement, more-

over, may be explained on the ground that the com-
ments and interpretations in question are very old,

and were included both in the Babylonian Talmud
and in the Palestinian sources used by the redactor

of the Shir ha-Siurim midrasli (sec below; comp. also

Theodor, "Zur Composition der Agadisclien Homi-
lien," in "Monatsschrift," 1879, p. 343).

The date of composition of this midrasli can not

be exactly determined. Canticles was interpreted

haggadicallj' at a very early time, and certain rules

for this liaggadic interpretation were formulated, as,

for instance, the rule adopted by Judah ben Ila'i

(Cant. P. i. 12, ii. 4) and the rule (in Sheb. 3ob) for

the interpretation of the name for Solomon used in

Canticles. Upon these rules are based the interpreta-

tions of the verses of Canticles whieli are contained in

the Seder '01am, in the Sifra, and, with especial fre-

quency, in the Sifre and the jNIekilta, as Avell as in

the Talmud, which has an exegesis for almost every

verse of the book. Tiie majority of the interpreta-

tions in tlie last-named work were taken from public

lectures on Canticles, or from various haggadah col-

lections (comp. 'Er. 21b). Some scholars (Wei.ss,

"Dor," iii. 263-264 ; and Jellinek, in a letter to Theo-
dor, reprinted in "Monatsschrift," 1879, pp. 237 fC

seq.), moreover, have assumed a direct connection

between such ancient discourses and the present

Canticles Rabbali, regarding this midrash as an old

collection of these discourses, increased by various

later additions.

Jellinek thinks (I.e.) that there were several liag-

gadic midrashim to Canticles, each of which inter-

preted the book differently, one referring it to the

exodus from Egypt, another to the revelations on
Mt. Sinai, and a third to the Tabernacle or the Tem-
ple; and that all these midrashim were then com-
bined into one work, which, witii various additions,

forms the present Shir ha-Shirim Rab-
A bah. This midrash is, according to

Combined Jellinek, older than the Pesikta de-

Work. Rab Kahaiia, which, he holds, has bor-

rowed entire passages from it. The-
odor has shown, however, that it was composed at

a later date than the Pesikta de-Rab Kahana, from
which it has borrowed entire passages. The author
of Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah, intending to compile a

running midrash on Canticles, took the comments
on the several verses from the sources which he had
at hand, and the changes and transpositions which
he made are similar to those made by the redactor
of the Yalkut; in fact the midrash issimilar in many
ways to a yalkut. This method of redaction ex-

plains the great difference in the length and the

character of the several comments; and it ex-

plains also the fact that the same comments are

repeated two or tliree times for the same or similar

verses.

Besides the Jerusalem Talmud (which was the

chief source) and the Pesikta de-Rab Kahana, the

direct sources used by the redactor are Genesis

Rabbah and Leviticus Rabbah. The material bor-

rowed from these sources constitutes a large part of

the midrash; and it throwsa light also on the redac-

tor's method. The remainder of the midrash must
have originated in midrasliic collections which are no
longer extant, and from which the redactor borrowed

all the comments that are found also in

The the Seder 'Olain, the Sifra, the Sifre,

Sources. and the Mekilta, since it is not prob-

able that he borrowed from these ear-

lier midrashim. The midrash is older than Pesikta

Rabbati, since the latter borrowed passages directly

from it. As the Pesikta Rabbati was composed about
845 C.E., Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah must have been

composed about the end of the eighth century. The
midrash has been edited and commented together

with tlie otlier Rabbot, and has been edited sepa-

rately and supplied with a commentary, entitled

"Kanfe Yonah," by Baruch Etelsohn (Warsaw,
1876).

BiBLiOGRAPiiy : Zunz, G. V. pp. 274-276, Frankfort-on-the-
Main, 1892; J. Theodor, Zwr Composition der Aqadischen
Homilien, in Monatsschrift. 1879, pp. 337-350, 408-418, 455-
462; 1880, pp. 19-2:^; Weiss.'Dor, iii. 2ti3-264.

w. 15. J. Z. L.

SHIR HA-SHIRIM (CANTICLES) ZUTA :

Midrash, or, rather, homiletic commentary, on Can-

ticles; referred to in the various Yalkutim and by
the ancient Biblical commentators as "Midrash Shir

ha-Shirim," or " Agadat Shir lia-Shirim." Recently

the De Rossi Manuscript No. 541, at Parma, was
discovered by S. Ruber to contain, among other

things, midrashim on four of the five " megillot "
:

Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations, and Ecclesiastes;

these he published (Berlin, 1894) under the title of

"Midrash Zuta," todistiuguish themfromthe "Mid-
rash Rabbah." At the same time the midrash to

Canticles only was published by S. Scliechter, tmder
the title "Agadat Shir ha-Shirim" ("J. Q. R." vi.-

viii. ; reprinted, Cambridge, 1896). Shir ha-Shirim
Zuta, or Agadat Shir ha-Shirim, does not at all re-

semble Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah, or Midrash Hazita.

The former is an uneven homiletic commentary on
the whole text, and does not contain any proems;
some verses are treated at length, while others are

dismissed very briefl}', sometimes only one word
being discussed.

Although tlie two collections contain a few par-

allels, the Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah does not contain

those numerous haggadot which especially distin-

guish the second collection. In this latter they oc-

cur in the first verse of the first chapter, in the fourth

verse of the same cliapter, in the fifth verse of the

same chapter (a long homily on char-

Character- ity), and in verses 2 and 6 of the fifth

istics. chapter (Mes.sianic interpretations).

The Messianic haggadot may be de-

rived from the Pirke Rabbi Eli'ezer; the name of

R. Eleazar (or Eliezer) quoted in the part on Cant.

V. 2, as well as the ascription of a Messianic apoca-
lyp.se to Simeon b. Shetah, is in support of this

supposition. Other passages are found in the Baby-
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Ionian Talmud, tlie Pesiktot, the Midrash Rabbot,

the Mekilta, and the Abot de-Rabbi Natan.

Agadat Shir ha-Siiirim is mainly quoted by-

Simeon Kara, in his "Yalkut Shini'oni," and by
Machir b. Abba Maii, in his "Yalkut ha-Makiri."

The former used this midrash as a basis for his

Yalkut on Canticles, but he quotes it also in his Yal-

kut on the other Biblical books. The name " Pesikta

Rabbati " has been applied, in the Yalkut, to the

Shir ha-Shirim Rabbali (called sometimes "Midrash

Hazita "), while this midrash is always referred to as

"Midrash Shir ha-Shirim." Simeon Kara may have

applied this name to the Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah
because the two works were bound together; on

the other hand, the occurrence of the name may be

due to an error of the copyist. This midrash is

quoted in the Yalkut, as has been said above, in

reference to other books (e.g.. Lev. 475; Josh. 23;

Isa. 288; et al.). It was frequently used also by
Machir b. Abba Mari, who quotes it nineteen times

under the title of "Ilaggadat Shir ha-Shirim,"

in his "Yalkut ha-Makiri," on Isaiah

Name. alone (published by I. Spira, Berlin,

1893). It is quoted also by other an-

cient authorities. Judali b. Barzilai, in his commen-
tary on the "Sefer Yezirah " (p. 128, Berlin, 1885),

refers to it as " Agadta Shir ha-Shirim," and quotes

it in regard to the seventy eulogistic names given by
God to Israel. Further, Nahmanides (in " Torat ha-

Adam," p. 102c) cites it as "Midrash Shir ha-Shi-

rim"; so does his pupil Azriel, in the commentary
on Canticles generally ascribed to TSTahmanides him-

self; Abraham, the son of Maimonides (see Neu-
bauer, "Kobez 'Al Yad," iv. 63, Berlin, 1888), calls

it " Agadat Shir ha-Shirim "
; Recanati, in his com-

mentary on the Pentateuch (on Beha'aloteka), cites

the same passage quoted by Judah b. Barzilai.

It may be added that passages of this midrash are

found in Eleazar b. Tobiah's "Lekah Tob " and
Isaac ibn Sahulah's "Mashal ha-Kadmoni." Al-

though these do not mention the name of this mid-
rash, Schechter supposes that they probably used

ancient homiletic commentaries, among others the

Agadat Shir ha-Shirim. Buber supposes that this

midrash has been shortened by the copyists, for

R. Ilillel, in ids commentary on Sifre (see Fried-

mann, notes to Sifre, Num. 139), quotes from a
Midrash Shir ha-Shirim a passage which is found
neither in the Shir ha-Shirini Rabbah nor in the Shir

ha Shirim Zuta. Nor is the pa.ssage (luoteci from
the Midrash Shir ha-Shirim by Menahem Zioni("Ziy-
yuni," p. 5Tc, Cremona, 1581) found in this midra.sh.

Schechter endeavors to prove that the payyctan
Solomon b. Judah ha-Babli, of the tenth century,

had this niidrasii before him, and wove several pas-

sages from it into his piyyutim. Accepting this

theory, Schechter thinks that it was composed not
later than the middle of the tenth century ; he like-

wise points out resemblances to the various Mes-
sianic and eschatological midrasliim published by
Jellinek ("B. H." vols, i.-vi.), and especially to the

"Perek R. Yoshiyahu " ("B. II." vi. 112 et mj.), and
holds that a date still earlier might be ascribed to

this midrash, namely, the first half of the ninth cen-

tury. But considering that the Pirke Rabbi Eli'e-

zer, which was composed about the middle of the

ninth century, is one of the sources of the Agadat
Shir ha-Sliirim, so early a date must be rejected.

Bibliography: S. Buber, in the introduction to his edition of
the Midrash Zuta ; S. Schechter, Aggadat Shirha-Shiriin,
Cambridge, 1896.'

w. B. M. Sel.

SHIRAH HADASHAH ('A new song sang
the redeemed "): A passage which illustrates the in-

fluence of the Midrash on the development of syna-

gogal music. The Biblical prescription of circum-

cision as a qualification for partaking of the pasclial

lamb (Ex. xii. 43, 48) led the ancient expositors

(comp. E.x. R. xix.) to point to the rite of the cove-

nant as the initial step of that loyal acknowledg-
ment of divine sovereignty which culminated in the

song at the sea (Ex. xvi. 18). In the spirit of the

Midrash, Judah ha-Levi's "ge'ullah" hymn "Yom
le-Yabbashah " (comp. Zunz, "Literaturgesch." p.
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uames of the bints mentioned therein, is evidently

an ancient baraita, vvhicii lias been more or less

modified in tlie course of time. There are luimis-

takable traces of it iu the Talmud, tiiougli it is not

specifically referred to. The Talmud mentions that

an egg of an unclean fowl is forbidden by the

Mosaic law, and (]Uotes "bat Iia-ya'anali " ("the

daughter, or i.ssue, of the fowl"; Lev. xi. 16).

This interpretation is disputed by counter-quoting,

"The beasts in the lield shall honor me, the dragons
and the owls " (" u-beuot ya'anah "

; Isa. xliii. 20), and
it is argued :

" Surely an egg can not be classed among
those that may say the ' Shirah '

!
" (Hul. 04b).

R, Isaac Nappaha asserted that tlie crushing de-

feat of Sennacherib's army before Jerusalem was
due to the shirah of the beasts of the field, to whose
voices the Almighty opened the ears of the Assyr-

ians. "At the noise of the tumult the people fled;

at the lifting up of thyself [by the recitation of the

"Shirah"] the nations were scattered" (Isa. .xxxiii.

3; Sanh. 95b). In I Sam. vi. 12, referring to the

kine that drew the cart in which the

Perhaps holy Ark was conveyed fi'om the

Referred to country of the Philistines, R. Meir
in the interprets " wa - yishsharnah " (they

Talmud, took the straight way) as "they [the

kine] sang the ' Shirah ' "
; according

to one rabbi, it was Psiilm xcviii. ; while R. Isaac

Nappaha puts into their mouths verses in classical

Hebrew ("Ab. Zarah 24b). R. Eleazar and R. Simeon
assert that the ears of grain say their shirah in the

month of Nisan :
" The valleys also are covered over

with corn; they shout for joy, they also sing " (Ps.

Ixv. 14 [A. V. 13] ; R. H. 8a). R. Mana b. Tanhum
could determine the time of day when the waters of

the Great Sea (the Mediterranean) rendered praise

to their Creator, for they are then sweet (Yer. 'Ab.

Zarah ii. 8). In Josh. x. 13 the words "wa-yiddom
ba-shemesh " (" And the sun stood still, and the moon
stayed ") are interpreted, "Tlie sun ceased to say the
' Shirah ' " (comp. " wa-yiddom " = " was silent "

;

Lev. X. 3), for Joshua replaced their shirah by his

own ('Ab. Zarah 2oa, Rashi).

Evidence of the existence of " Perek Shirah " in

the geouie period is given by the Karaite Solomon
b. Jeruham, the contemporary of Saadia Gaon (892-

942). Salomon, in his commentary on Ps. cxix. 51,

criticizes the Talmudic rabbis for their "invention "

in attributing the "Shirah" to the ass, and quotes
from I Chron. xxix. 11 (Pinsker, "Likkute Kadmo-
iiiyyot," Appendix, p. 134). The tosatists quote
the geonic responsa, asserting that the Palestinians

recite Kedushshah on!}' on tlu; Sabbath, to take the

l)lace of the shirah of the living creatures in the

Merkabah and of the six-winged angels: the latter

have one wing for each week-day, but none for tlie

Sabbath; and when the Sabbath ar-

Early rives tiic angels plead that they have no
References, wing for that day. But the Almighty

assures them that there is another
wing, which recites the " Shirah "

: "From tlie utter-

most part ["kenaf " = " wing"] of the earth have
we heard songs" (Isa. xxiv. 16; Tos. Sanh. 37b).

The ascription of the shirah to dumb animals is

explained in one of two ways: the first is that their

angels (each creature has a special guardian angel.

or "mazzal " [constellation], above) speak for them;
the second is that the "Shirah" is in the hearts of
the creatures, and represents what they would say
if they could speak (Tos. 'Ab. Zarah 17a; see com-
mentary on "En Ya'akob," ib.).

Joseph Albo (1380-1414) highly values "Perek
Shirah," and explains why the Rabbis asserted that
every one who recited it daily would become "a mem-
ber of the world to come "

; he regarded the sayings
as wi.se and excellent, as tending to elevate man's
moral conduct: "Who teacheth us from the beasts
of the earth, and maketh us wiser from the fowls of
heaven" (Job xxxv. 11, Hebr.). R. Johanan said:

"If these things were not prescribed in the Torah,
we could learn decency from the cat; the ant would
preach against robbery, and the dove against incest

"

('Er. 100b). Albo quotes the shirah of the ant:
" Who giveth food to all flesh : for his mercy endur-
eth for ever" (P.s. cxxxvi. 25). From this, he says,

each may learn to be content with his lot, to be in-

dustrious and saving, like the ant. The shirah of
the dove teaches that "in the clefts of the rocks"
(Cant. ii. 14) one may find examples of true love and
virtue ("'Ikkarim," iii. 1).

The preface to "Perek Shirah," which declares

that every one who recites it daily is sure to be a
"ben 'olam ha-ba" (an inhabitant of the world to

come), is credited in certain editions to R. Eliezer

the Great, and also to Rabbi. In another edition

these names are omitted. The preface
The is probably erroneously copied from

Preface. R. Joshua b. Levi: "Whosoever re-

cites the ' Shirah ' in this world is en
titled to recite it in the world to come " (Sanh. 91b;
comp. Tan., Zaw)— in which "Shirah," however,
refers to the shirah of Moses at the Red Sea, and
not to "Perek Shirah."

Another preface to "Perek Shirah" consists of

the midrash concerning King David and the frog.

David, on completing his Book of Psalms, is said to

have boasted of his beautiful hymns; whereupon a

frog appeared and exclaimed :
" Do not be so proud

;

indeed, I sing more beautifully than thou " (Yalk.,

Ps. 889).

"Perek Shirah" ends with the "Song of the

Dogs," to which is appended the following midrash:

R. Joshua, a disciple of R. Hanina b. Dosa, fasted

eighty-five days, imploring a divine explanation

of the shirah of the dogs. "Is it possible," he

argued, " that the greedy dogs, ' which can never

have enough' [Isa. Ivi. 11], shall be honored by
being permitted to say the 'Shirah' ''." An angel

then said :
" R. Joshua, why this long lasting'^" This

is the decree of the Almighty, the secret of which

has been revealed only to Ilabakkuk, but which I

will now reveal fo tliec, since thou art a disciple of

a great man: The dogs are thus privileged for the

reason that against the children of Israel in Egypt
there did 'not a dog move his tongue ' [Ex. xi. 7].

Furthermore, the dog's excrement is used in tan-

ning parchment for the Sefer Torah. phylacteries,

and mezuzot. Finally, pay heed to the proverb,
' Whoso keepeth his mouth and his tongue keepeth

his soul from troubles'" (Prov. xxi. 23; Yalk.,

Ex. 187).

R. Isaac Luria recognized the worth of "Perek
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Sliirali " from a cabalistic standpoint (Azulai, " Shem
hu-Gedolim," ii.. No. 147). Moses b. Joseph di

Trani, in his "Bet Elohim," credits King David with

the authorship of "Perek Shirah." Trani's coin-

ineutaryon it comprises the third part

In the of his "Sha'ar ha-'Ikkarim " (Venice,

Cabala. 157tj). Other commentaries on it

are: "Mesapperim Tehillot," by Ha-

naniah Jaghel of Moncilisi; "Sifte Kenanot," by his

son Gamaliel of Norzi (Mantua, 1661); "Siah Yiz-

hak " and "Sha'ar Shimeon," by the brothers Isaac

and Simeon b. Meir (Venice, 1664); "Sedeh Bokim,"

by Joseph Darshan of Posen ( Frank fort-on-the-

Main, 1679) ;
" Sha'ar ha-Shamayim," by Isaiah Hur-

witz (Amsterdam, 1717); "Pi Eliyahu," by Elijah

Deutsch, who credits " Perek Shirah " to David and

Solomon (Altona, 1735);
" 'Abodat Mikdash," by

Menahem de Lonzano (Leghorn, 1767); "Likkute

Amarim," by Abraham ben Israel of Brody (Zol-

kiev, 1802); " Kenaf Renanim," by Enoch Zundel

Luria (Krotoschin, 1842); "Tub Ta'am," by S. J.

Abramowitsch (Jitomir, 1875).

The various editions of " Perek Shirah " differ a

little in the order followed and in the quotations

given. The following list is from Baer's siddur,

" 'Abodat Yisrael " (p. 547, Rodelheim, 1868).

the first and second calls he repeats Ps. xxiv. 7, 8,

and 9, 10; in the third, "Arise, ye righteous, to stud}'

tlie Law, and win double compensation in the world
to come"; in the fourth. Gen. xlix. 18; in the lifth,

Prov. vi. 9; in the .si.\tli, Prov. xx. 13; in the sev-

enth, Ps. cxix. 126. In other editions the cock's

calls are limited to four. To understand the appli-

cation of many of the quotations it is necessary to

consult the ingenious explanations of the com-
mentaries noted above.

w. B. J. D. E.

SHIRAZ : City of Persia ; capital of the prov-

ince of Fais. It was founded by Mohammed,
brother of Al-Hajjaj, in the year 74 of the Hegira

(= 693 C.E.). According to traditions current in

Persia, Jews settled at Shiraz at an earlj' period,

but the exact date is not known. In the twelfth

century there were, according to Benjamin of

Tudela ("Itinerary," ed. Asher, i. 82), 10,000 Jews
in the city. Chardin, who visited Shiraz in the

second half of the seventeenth century, says ("Voy-
ages en Perse," pp. 446-447) that the Jews there

were employed in the manufacture of wine for Euro-

pean companies which had bought the privilege of

wine-fnakiug. He adds that the Jews, in common

Pekek Shikaii."

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

30.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Creatures.

I.

Heavens

Earth
Day
Night
Sun

Moon
Stars

Higher clouds
Lower clouds..
Mist, nebula. .,

Lightning
Wind

Dew
Rain
Water
Springs
Rivers
Seas
Leviathan
Sea^monsters

.

Fishes
Gan 'Eden
Ge-hinnom . .

.

Wilderness ..

.

Fields

II.

Vegetables . .

.

Ears of wheat
Ears of barley
Otlier grain...

Scriptural
Quotations.*

Isa.

Isa.

Isa.

Ps. xix. 2;
x.\iv. 16.

Ps. xxiv. 1.

Ps. xix. 3.

Ps. xcii. 3.

Hab. iii. 11

Ix. 1.

Ps. civ. 19.

Dan. xii. 3; Neh,
ix. 6.

Job xxxvii. 11.

Jer. X. 13.

Ps. xviii. 12.

Ps. xcvii. 4.

Jer. X. 12;
xliii. 6.

Hos. xiv. 6.

Ps. Ixviii. 10.

Jer. X. 10.

Ps. Ixxxvii. 7

Ps. xcviii. S.

Ps. xciii. 4.

Ps. cxviii. 1.

Ps. cxlviii. 7.

Ps. xxix. 3.

Cant. iv. 16.

Ps. cvii. 9.

Isa. XXXV. 1.

Prov. iii. 19.

Ps. Ixv. 11.

Ps. cxxx. 1.

Ps. cii. 1.

Ps. Ixv. 14.

Creatures.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

4«.

49.

50.

51.

52.

r>3.

54.

.55.

56.

.57.

58.

Trees
Vine
Fig-tree
Pomegranate
Palm-tree
Apple-tree

III.

Reptiles
Reptiles, rams
Frogs
Snake
Scorpion
Mole
Cat
Rat
Lizard
Fly

Spider
Ant
Locust
Birdof the vineyard

IV.

Cock
Hen
Dove

Goose
Wild goose

Eagle
Stork
Gier-eagle
Raven

Scriptural
Quotations.

Ps. xcvi. 12, 13.

Isa. Ixv. 8.

Prov. xxvil. 18.

Cant. vi. 3.

Ps. xcii. 13.

Cant. ii. 3.

Ps. civ. 31.

Ps. cxlix. 2.

Ps. cxiii. 2.

Ps. cxlv. 14.

Ps. cxlv. 9.

Ps. cl. 6.

Ob. i. 4.

Ps. XXX. 2.

Ps. Iviii. 9.

Isa. xl. 6, 8; Ivii.

19.

Ps. cl. 5.

Ps. exxxvi. 25.

Isa. XXV. 1.

Ps. cxxi. 1.

Prov. vi. 9.

Ps. exxxvi. 25.

Cant. ii. 14 ; Isa.

xxxviii. 4.

Ps. cv. 2.

Isa. xl. 3; Jer.

xvii. 7.

Ps. lix. 6.

Isa. xl. 2.

Zech. X. H.

Job xlviii. 41.

59.

60.

61.

63.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

78.

79.

80.

81.

S2.

83.

84.

Creatures.

Starling
Parrot
Swallow
Bird
Bird in arid country
Hunting-bird
("zappi ").

Ravenous bird (" ta-

sit").
Young poultry

("pargiyyot").

V.

Clean small cattle.

Clean large cattle.

Unclean small cat-

tle.

Unclean large cat-

tle.

Ox
Hare
Horse
Ass
Mule
Camel

VI.

Animals
Elephant
Lion
Bear
Wolf
Fox
Deer, or steed
Dog

Scriptural
Quotations.

Isa. Ixi. 9.

Ps. xxxiii. 2.

Ps. XXX. 13.

Ps. Ixxxiv. 4.

Ps. xcvii. 11.

Isa. xxvi. 4.

Ps. cxxi. 2.

Ps. cxxxviii. 4.

Ex. XV. 11.

Ps. Ixxxi. 3.

Ps. cxxv. 4.

Ps. cxxviii. 2.

Ex. XV. 1, 2.

Ps. lix. 17.

Ps. cxxiii. 2.

I Chron. xxix. 11.

Ps. cxxxviii. 4.

Jer. XXV. 3(J.

Ps. cxix. 68.

Ps. xcii. 6.

Isa. xlii. 13.

Isa. xlii. 1.

Ex. xxii. 8.

Jer. xxii. 13.

Ps. xxxiii. 1.

Ps. xcv. 0.

' Chapters and verses are quoted according to the divisions of the Hebrew Bible.

Every quotation is preceded by the formula:
"The . . . sa3's." In a few cases .several verses are

quoted continuousl}'. The cock's shirah is divided

into seven calls, with a curious preface, as follows:
" When the Almighty visits the righteous in Gan
'Eden, the trees there drop aromatic spices and sing

praises. Then the cock rises also to praise." In

with the other non-Islamic inhabitants, enjoyed re-

ligious liberty.

Nevertlieless, as is shown by the poems of Babai

(Hebrew MS. No. 1356, in the Bibliotheque Natio-

nale, Paris), the Jews of Shiraz have always .suffered

under the same persecutions as the Jewish inhabit-

ants of other Persian towns, particularly in the
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beginning of tlie eighteenth century under the tirst

kings of the Afglian dynast)-. In tlie nineteenth

century most of the Jews of Sliiraz were goJd-

woriiersor storekeepers; and tlieir number was esti-

mated in 1807-9 by Dupre ("Voyage en Perse," ii.

9, Paris, 1819) at 400 families. In 1850 Benjamin
II. found at Sliiraz 500 Jews and nine synagogues,

the chief rabbi lieing Midley Israel. Twenty years

previously (1830), according to the same author,

there had been in Sliiraz 3,000 Jews, but, on account

of terrible persecutions, 2,500 of them embraced
Islam.

The Jews at this time were mere toys in the hands
of the capricious viziers. A few months before

Benjamin's arrival the vizier had imprisoned Mul-

ley Elijah, the chief rabbi of Sliiraz, leaving him the

alternative of paying a heavy fine or embracing
Islam. The amount of the tine being too large for

him to pay, Elijah consented to become a Moslem;
but he asked for time in which to prepare himself

for the new religion. But at the expiration of this

period lie refused to accept the new faith, where-

upon he was thrown into a dungeon and subjected

to severe floggings. Fortunately, in the course of

the civil war then in progress, the victorious rebels

set free all the prisoners; and Elijah escaped to

Bagdad. Benjamin states also that almost all of the

converted Jews wei'c Moslems by profession only,

and that secretly they condemned Islam. This is

conlirmed by the missionary Henry A. Stern, wlio

visited Sliiraz in Jan., 1849. He says that all the

silk-merchants in the Wakil bazaar were proselytes,

but that, on being pressed by liim, they confessed

their belief in Moses and their contempt for Islam.

Stern describes the condition of the Sliiraz Jews as

miserable in the extreme. He says, with a touch of

partiality peculiar to missionaries: "Their domestic

life differs little from that of their neighbors. Early

marriages are the chief source of their miserable

condition. Their occupaiious are generally mean
and sordid, such as hawking, telling fortunes, wri-

ting fictitious amulets, and keeping secret taverns,

the latter being their main support."

Bibliography: Besides the sources mentioned in the article,

Benjamin II., Mns*'e YisraeJ, pp. H2-84, Lyck, 18.59; Ritter,
Erifknnile. viii. 8.52; f^tern. Dawn inya of Light in the EaM,
pp. 121 et seq., London, 18.54.

J. M. Sel.

SHISHAK (SHESHONK I.) : The first king
of the twenty-second dynasty of Egypt. His grand-
father, Sheshonk, descendant of a Libyan soldier,

married a royal princess of Egypt. His father,

NamarOti, chief of the Mashauasha, held in addi-

tion several religious offices. He liimself, the il-

lustrious Shishak of I Kings (xiv. 25-28) and II

Chronicles (xii. 2, 9-11), before he had ascended the

throne, was recognized as king and prince of princes,

and had conferred on him the command of all the

Libyan troops. He Avas officially in rank next
to the sovereign. Through shrewdlj' arranged do-

mestic alliances for his sons, and other intrigues,

he soon succeeded to the throne, as the founder of the

Bubastito dynastj^ (Maspero, "Struggle of the Na-
tions," pp. 769 ft seq.).

Shishak's acquaintance with Jeroboam, a fugitive

from Solomon, and with Hadad of Edom doubtless

called hisattention tothe critical political conditions

in the little Palestinian buflfer state and its neigh-
bors. As soon as the great Solomon (some think a
vassal of Egypt) had passed away, there were signs
of disintegration. Hadad had already returned ; and
Jeroboam, now domestically allied with the royal
family of Egypt, made his way to the disaffected
subjects in the north. The disruption of the king-
dom had violently taken place, and Jeroboam,
Egypt's friend, had become sovereign over the se-

ceding tribes of the north. Shishak thereupon in-

vaded Palestine in the fifth year of Hehoboam,
King of Judah. Jerusalem seems to have been,
according to the Books of Kings, his objective.

He sacked the king's palace and the royal build-

ings, and the Temple. His withdrawal seems to

have been permanent. From his own records, in-

scribed on the walls of Luxor, by the side of those

of Rameses II., it appears that in this campaign
he took 156 places. Megiddo is the northernmost
point reported, and such places as Rabbath, Taa-
nacli, Malmnaim, Gibeon, Beth-horon, Aijalon, Mig-
dol, and Sliocho are mentioned. This list of names
shows that Shishak must have plundered cities sit-

uated in both the Southern and Northern Kingdoms,
and that probably he made this campaign for plun-

der, as well as for the prevention of the unification

of all Palestinian peoples under one central power,
although it has been claimed that he was prompted
thereto either at the suggestion or invitation of

Jeroboam to conquer his own foe in the south, or

simply by the desire to subdue unconquered Canaan-
itish cities. There is no further hint as to his re-

lation to the Hebrews.
E. G. H. I. M. P.

SHISKES, SAUL B. JUDAH LOB : Polish

rabbinical scholar; died in Wilna, at an advanced
age, March 28, 1797. He is chiefly known as the

author of "Shebil ha-Yashar," on Alfasi, only the

first part of which has been published (Wilna, 1839).

Shiskes acknowledges in the preface that he was as-

sisted in his work by Solomon, the younger brother

of Hayyim of Yolozhin, who annotated it and con-

tributed to some extent toit. Saul had a son named
Zebi, who died in 1771, aged twenty-two.

Bibliography: Fuenn, Kiryah Ne'emanah, pp. 166-167, Wil-
na, 1860.

E. C. P. Wl.

SHITTAH-TREE. See Acacia.

SHITTIM : Valley north of the Dead Sea on the

left bank of the Jordan, in which the children of

Israel, before their entry into the Promised Land,

cohabited with the daughters of Moab and Midian.

The Arabic name of the valley is Wady Sitti ^Ma-

ryam, or W'ady al-Nar. According to the Biblical

reports, it was in this valley that the Israelites were

detained by a plague which raged until the guilty

Israelites had been hanged, and until Zimri, the .son

of Salu, who had committed immoralities with a

Midianiti.sh woman, had been slain by Phinelias. the

grandson of Aaron (\um. xxv.). It was from this

valley, furthermore, that Joshua, somewhat later,

sent out the two spies to Jericho (Josh. ii. 1) and
the Israelites went forward to the Jordan (Josh iii.

1). The prophet Micah (vi. 5) depict.^ the ingrati-

tude of Israel toward Yhwh by recalling what hap-
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pened at Sliittim, and Jool (iii. 18) prophesies that

the fountain which comes forth from the Temple
shall water the valley of Shittim. Driver, in " Bible

for Schools and Colleges," explains the place men-
tioned in II Sam. xv. L^3 as being identical with the

Kidron, in proof of this assertion quoting Ezek.

xlvii. 1-12 and Zech. xiv. 8, in which merely the

"nahal " is mentioned.

According to Yalkut Shim'oni and Num. R.

XXV. 1, the Shittim River is identical with the river

whose waters deprave those who drink them and
from which the Sodomites had drunk. With ref-

erence to the transgression of Israel it is called "Sit-

tim" (that which leads to crime') instead of "Shit-

tim " (the acacia).

E. G. H. S. O.

SHITTIM-WOOD. See Acacia.

SHI'UR KOMAH: Esoteric work on the di-

mensions of the body of God and of His several

members. It exists apparently only in fragments,

the largest, which often has been taken to be the

entire woik, being included in the"Sefer Raziel."

These measurements are ascribed to R. Ishmael, the

Hermes Trismegistus of tliis and similar mysticism,

who received them secretly fiom Metatron, the an-

gel of the Presence. The following translation of se-

lected passages may serve to give an idea of tlie

work

:

" What are the measurements of God, wiio is liid-

den from all creatures? The soles of His feet fill the

entire world, according to Isa. Ixvi. 1, and their

height is '6 myriad times 1,000 parasangs; the right

foot is called ' parsimya atar ratatat,'

Contents, and the left 'agtamon.' The distance

between the sole and the ankle is 1,000

myriads and 500 parasangs." The size of the other

members, the knees, thighs, hips, and neck, are

equally gigantic, and mystical names are given to

them also. Seventy names are enumerated as writ-

ten on His heart. The description of the trunk is

followed by that of the head, beard, face, nose, and
tongue, which reaches from one end of the universe

to the other. Divine names are inscribed also on
His forehead, chiefly in groups of between two and
five letters combined from the Tetuagrammaton.
The eye is described in detail; then the shoulders,

arms, fingers, and toes. A second set of measure-
ments of the no.se, fingers, and other parts, however,
gives the impression that the work is not altogether

perfect in its arrangement ("Sefer Raziel," ed.

Amsterdam, pp. 37b-38a). R. Ishmael said: " When
I came and told the.se things to R. Akiba, he
said to me: 'Whoso knoweth the measurements
of this our Creator and (he hymn of praise to God,
who is hidden from all creatures, may be assured
that he will share in tlie world to come, that the

bliss of the future life will make him rejoice even
on earth, and that his days will be prolonged, . . .

yet only if he repeateth them daily, like a mish-
nah '

" {lb.; see also Bloch, "Gesch. der Entwicke-
lung der Kabbala und der Ji'idi.schen Religionsphi-

losophie," Treves, 1894). The following passage,

which conveys the same thought in simpler form,

is found in "Raziel" (p. 87a), in " ITckalot Rabbati "

(ed. Jerusalem, xi. \). and in Jclliiick r- IV H." iii. 91 ;

the relation between the two recensions is dis-

cussed by Gaster in "Monatsschrift," xxxvii. 216):
" Above the seat of the throne there are 118 myriads,

and below it there are likewise 118 myriads; His
[God's] height is 237 myriad times 1,000 parasangs;

the distance between His right arm and His left is

77 myriads, and between His right eyeball and
His left 30 myriads; the skull upon His head is 3

myriads, and His crowns 60 myriads."

In a discussion of the age and the sources of this

work a sharp distinction must be drawn between its

present form and its previous contents. It was known
under the name of "Shi'ur Komah " even before the

time of Saadia, since Solomon b. Yeru-
Ag-e and ham (b. 886), Bishop Agobard of Lyons
Sources. {r. 820), and an Anglo-Saxon work of

the eighth century ("Monatsschrift,"

viii. and xxxvii.; Zunz, " Literaturgesch." p. 606)

mention it. It was known also in later times, for

Hherira Gaon and Maimonides studied it, apparently

t) their mystification, the latter declaring it to be

a forgery. The book, therefore, was redacted in its

present form by the eighth century at the latest. It

belongs to the mysticism of the Merkabaii, and
thus falls in the same category as the Hekalot, the

Metatron-Enoch, and the Alphabet of R. Akiba.

Which of these works was the original is a problem
that defies solution.

On historical grounds, Zunz, Gratz, Jellinek, and
Bloch assign the "Shi'ur Komah" to the geonic

period, and in harmony with this Gratz sought to

trace it to Mohammedanism, finding its source

among the Mushabbihites. It may be assumed, how-
ever, that the ancient mysticism of the Throne-

Chariot, which flourished as early as the first cen-

tury, did not disappear, but was transmitted from
generation to generation, and finally, like other

esotericisms, received literary recognition. As a

matter of fact, the "Shi'ur Komah" shows traces of

ancient Gnosticism, and Gaster is probably correct

in assigning it to a time preceding the Geonim, this

view being shared by Kohler and Ginzberg (Jew.

Encvc. i. 624, s.r. Anthropomorphism, and iii. 462,

s.r. C.JiRAI.a). Gaster declares of the "Shi'ur Ko-
mah,'' a previously unknown passage of which he

published ("Monatsschrift," xxxvii. 224 et seq.), that

it "derives its origin from the theory of the world

expressed both in the system of Valentinus and
Marcus and in the mystical apocalypses and pseud-

epigrapha of the last century before and the first

century after the common era." As magic and mys-
ticism are not easily destroyed, it is liighly improb-

able that the tannaitic esotericism perished, and it

would therefore seem that it merely suffered some
transformation; it may therefore be inferred that in

essence the "Shi'ur Komah," like kindred works,

originated in antiquity. See Gnosticism.

BiBLiOGRAPHr : Zunz, G. V. 2d ed., pp. 176 (note F), 418 (note
A); idem, Literatur(tefii)i. p. tifl6; (iriitz, in Monati^schrift,
viii. 67 7H, KKJ-llH. 140-1.53; I.. Low, Ge!<ammrltc Schriften,
ii. 49; Jellinek, B. H. vi., p. xxxii.; Gaster, M<m(tt)<schrift,
xxxvii. 179-18.5, 213-230; Eisenmenger, Entdecktcs Jv(leii-

thum, i., Iteginning (quotation of two passages of theShi'itr
Komah, with a translation),

w. H. L. B.

SHKLO"V: Town in the government of Moghi-

lef, Russia; situated on the right bank of the

Dnieper. Jews settled there at an early period,
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])iobably in the beginning of the sixteenth century.

Its location on the boundaiT-iine between Russia

and Poland often subjected Shklov to the devasta-

tions of war, and the Jews, who constituted the

greater part of the population, were generally the

greatest sufferers. In 1055 the town was destroyed

by the Cossacks ; in 1708 it was sacked by tlie Swedes
under General Lowenhaupt; and in 1812 it was in-

vaded and pillaged by Napoleon's array.

The Jews of Shklov at the present time (1905)

number about 13,000, or nearly 88 per cent of the

total population. The city has two synagogues,
twenty-seven Jewish prayer-houses, a government
school for Jewish children, a Jewish hospital, and a

number of other educational and charitable institu-

tions. The Jens carry on an extensive trade in

wheat and other merchandise.

Bibliography: Entziklnpedicheski Slnvar; Gengraficcsho-
Stattsticheski Slovar Rnssiskoi Imperii, vol. v.

P. J. Go.

SHKIiOVSKI, ISAAC VLADIMIROVICH

:

Russian journalist; born at Yelisavetgrad in 1865.

He was educated at the gymnasium of his native

town, and at the age of sixteen began to contribute

poems and prose articles to South-Russian period-

icals. In 1886 he was charged with being a revolu-

tionist, and was banished to Sredne Kolymsk in the

province of Yakutsk, where he remained until 1892.

There lie studied the life of the Yakuts and the lan-

guages of some of the native tribes. His ethno-

graphic and belletristic sketches were published in

the "Odesskiya Novosti " and in "Russkiya Vyedo-
mosti," a Moscow liberal daily. Shklovski i.s the au-

thor of "Nakrainem Syevero-Vostokye " (St. Peters-

burg, 1895), a work in Russian on northeastern

Siberia, a French translation of which appeared in

the following year. Since 1896 he has been the Lon-
don correspondent of the "Russkiya Vvedomosti."

s.
'

M. R.

SHKTJD : Russian town in the government of

Kovno, situated at the confluence of the rivers Bor-

tavaand Liwba. The earliest written information re-

garding the Jews in Slikud isfoundin their " pinkes,"

which begins with tiie year 1725. No mention is

made in it of the various persecutions which the

Jews of that place liad endured, but some references

are made to the martyrs of the community. Thus,
under the above date, among the elders is mentioned

a certain Solomon, son of the " martyr " Joshua ; and
under 1753, another Solomon, son of the "martyr"
Shebah. From time to time the town was vis-

ited by the representatives of the central kahal,

who looked into the affairs of the town, and even
granted assistance if necessary. In one in.stance the

chief of the Shkud kahal, Rabbi Mikel, was arrested

because the community could not pay the 1,000

guilders it owed : the representatives of tlie cen-

tral kahai, iiowever, immediately ransomed him.

The Jews of Shkud liave always taken a keen in-

terest in external Jewish affairs. In 1739 an appeal

was ina(l<' in behalf of the Jews residing in Pales-

tine, to which the community of Shkud generously

responded.

Among the man}' prominent rabbis of Shkud was
Joseph Kat/.enellenbogen, who came from Brest-

Shneor Zalman.

Litovsk. Shkud has a population of over 3,000, the

majority of whom are Jews.
Bibliography : Entziklopedkheski ^hirnv. Ha-Axif, vi. 125.

s. J. Go.

SHNEOR ZALMAN BEN BARTJCH
(known also as Zalman Ladier) : Leader of the

rational Hasidim called " HaBaD " (acrostic formed
from "Hokmah," "Binah," "De'ah " = " Wisdom,"
"Understanding," "Knowledge"); born at Liozna,

government of Moghilef, in 1747; died at Pyen, near
Kursk, and interred at

Gadiyoch, government
of Poltava, Dec. 28,

1812. Little is known
of that part of Shneor

Zalman's life which
preceded his conver-

sion to Hasidism. Dis-

tinguishing himself as

a Talinudist while still

a youth, he, although
his parents were very

poor, wedded the
daughter of a wealthy
resident of Vitebsk,

the marriage enabling

him to devote himself

entirely to study. Be-

sides Talmudic and
rabbinical lore, he acquired a fair knowledge of

mathematics, astronomy, pliilosophy, and Cabala.

Being of a dreamy and speculative

nature, he became an adept in Lu-
ria's system of Cabala, and as such

conceived a fervent admiration for

Baerof Meseritz, at that time the rep-

resentative of the system. For twelve years he
lived in Baer's house, and took an active part in the

propagation of Hasidism.
In 1772 the struggle between rabbinical Ortho-

doxy and the adherents of the new sect began, in

which conflict Shneor Zalman became prominent.

Together with Mendel of Vitebsk lie was sent by
Baer to Wilna to allay the anger of Elijah Gaon,

who had launched a ban against the Hasidim. Un-
fortunately Shneor Zalman and his colleague failed

to obtain a hearing from the gaon ; and the struggle

between the contending parties, from which the fu-

ture leader of the " HaBaD " was to suffer so cruelly,

became more bitter. On the death of Baer the Hasi-

dim of White Russia and Lithuania looked upon
Shneor Zalman as their leader; but from motives of

modesty he kept in the background until the depar-

ture of Mendel of Vitebsk to Jerusalem. He then re-

turned to his native place, Liozna, and assumed the

leadership. More learned than Baer, he endeavored

to place Hasidism on a scientific basis, and advo-

cated both in his works and in his sermons an intel-

ligent and not a blind faith, requiring from his fol-

lowers a certain mental preparation. In his system

the "zaddik " appeared as a mere teacher and not as

a miracle-worker. Being himself an eminent Tal-

inudist, Shneor Zalman did not deprecate the study

of the Talmud as was then the tendency of the lead-

ers of Hasidism in the south, and his followers, who
assumed the name "HaBaD," always stood on a

Convert
to

Hasidism.
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liigher plane of intellectual development than did

the followers of the latter. However, fearing lest

in the course of time his followers migiit assimilate

witli the rabbinical Orthodox, he devised new means

of withdrawing them from the authority of the rab-

bis. For example, lie composed a new Shulhan

"Ariik, introduced anew ritual, recommended special

prayer-houses, and made other innovations. This

exasperated the Orthodox, and Shneor Zalman was

included among the twenty-two representatives of

Hasidism who were denounced to the government

as being dangerous agitators and teachers of heresy.

In consequence of this denunciation

Denounced Slmeor Zalman was arrested at Liozna

to the Gov- about the end of 1797 and conveyed

ernment. in chains to St. Petersburg. For three

months he remained imprisoned in a

fortress and was then subjected to an examination

by a secret conunission. Ultimately he was released

by order of Paul I.

As was to liave been expected, his imprisonment

won for him the halo of a martyr; and on his

release his position was considerably strengthened.

Two years later he was again transported to St.

Petersburg, upon the further denunciation of his

antagonists, particularly of Abigdor, formerly' rabbi

of Pinsk. Immediately after the accession to the

throne of Alexander 1., however, Shneor Zalman
was released, and was given full liberty to proclaim

his religious teachings, which the government con-

sidered to be utterly harmless. In 1812, in conse-

quence of the French invasion, he fled from the

government of Moghilef, intending to go to that of

Poltava, but died on the way in a small village near

Kursk. His descendants, who assumed the family

name of Shneorssoiui, are still the spiritual leaders

of the Hasidim of White Russia known as those of

Lyubavich.
Shneor Zalman was a prolific writer; but only a

few of his works have been published. These are:

"Tanya," or " Likkute Amarim," in

His "Works, two parts, the first containing a scien-

tific ex position of Hasidism, the second,

also entitled "Slia'ar lia-Yihud weha - Emunah,"
giving a mystical explanation of the "Shema' " (Sla-

vuta, 1796; Zolkiev, 1799; witli a pastoral letter en-

titled " Iggeret ha-Kodesh," Zolkiev, 1805); "Shul-

han 'Aruk " (5 vols., Shklov), a religious code based

on the "Turim" and other poskim; "Seder Tefil-

lot" (2 vols., Kopust, 1816; Shklov, n.d.), a prayer-

book with a cabalistic commentary; " Torali Or"
(Kopust, 1837), homilies on Genesis and Exodus;
"Likkute Torali" (.litomir, 1848), homilies on the

three other books of the Pentateuch and on Lamenta-
tions, Esther, and Canticles, with sermons for New-
Year, the Day of Atonement, and the eigiith day of

the Feast of Tabernacles; "Hilkot Talmud Torah "

(Lemberg, n.d.), on the stud}^ of the Law.
Bini.ior.RAPHY: Jellinek, Kniitres }in Ilamham, p. 37: Gratz,

Gettrh. xi. 114; Hn-,^linhai\ vi. 97 cf Nfi;.; Dubiidw, in To.*-

hhoil 18RS, No. ,3, pp. 37 'et .wq.; Havviiii Meir. /{(( Ralibi,
Berdychev, 190:^; Rodkinsohn, Toiedot "Amrmtde ffaBaD,
1876; Kiienn, Krncset I'l'.srac!, p. 3151.

K. c. I. Br.

SHOBACH (-|21K'; written Shophach [iDI^'l i"

I Chron. xi\. 16-18) : Captain of tlie army of Had-
arezer. King of Aram, who was defeated and slain

by David at Helam (II Sam. x. 16-18). Accord-
ing to Sotah viii., Shobach was as famous for his

strength as Goliath, and the Ammonites, as allies of

Aram, expected through him to be led to victory;

but his defeat brought defeat also on them. The
Talmudic Haggadah likewise dwells on the fame of

Shobach. The two forms of his name are explained

by Rab and Sanuiel : one says that his real name was
Shophach, and that Ik; was called Shobach because

he had the figure of a dove-cot ("shobak"); the

other, that his real name was Shobach, and that he
was called Shopiiach (= " the melter") because he
looked so fierce and terrible tliat those who saw
him "melted " away from mere fright.

Shobach is made the special subject of popular
legend in the Samaritan Book of Joshua (ch. xxvi.-

xxxvii.). He appears there as the son of Haman,
King of the Persians, whom Joshua, the son of Nun,
had slain together with various other kings. Being
very powerful and wealthy, Shobach concluded
friendships Avith many kings of the surrounding
countries, inciting them to join him in a war against

Joshua to avenge his father's death. He made alli-

ances witli the Canaanites, the Armenians (Ara-

means ?), the kings of Sidon and Kaimun ( Yokneam)
near IMount Carmel, and with the son of Japheth
the Giant, who possessed miraculous weapons in-

herited from his grandfather Noah. Before they went
to war these allied monarchs sent a letter to Joshua
informing him that they numbered thirty-six kings,

each with 60,000 horsemen and countless foot sol-

diers, ready to make war on him, and that Ben
Japheth, the giant who was able to kill 1,000 men
with one stroke of his thunderbolt of steel, was with

them. The messenger, who returned

In the witli an answer from Joshua in which
Samaritan the latter recounted all the victories he
Book had achieved, related all the mirac-

of Joshua, ulous things he had seen at Jo.shua's

royal residence, and made the king and
people tremble with fear. The mother of Shobach,
who was a great magician, then resorted to witch-

craft and, with the aid of her host of sorcerers, built

seven walls of iron around Joshua and his army as

soon as they had encamped for battle.

In his perplexity Joshua, by means of a dove, sent

a letter to his cousin Nabih (n3J = "tlie shouter";

comp. Num. xxxii. 42, "Nobah"), king of the two
and one-half tribes on the east of the Jordan, ask-

ing him to come to his a.ssistance. Nabih forthwith

gave utterance to a shout that was heard through-

out the lands and to the end of the heavens; and im-

mediately there appeared an innumerable host of

horsemen and other soldiers, witli whom he went to

the assistance of Joshua. Shobach 's mother saw a
star which forebode no good for her son and warned
him; but in his rage he killed her, and then, putting

on his armor and taking his bow' and arrows, went
forth to engage Nabih in single combat. "What
is the matter with thee, Nabih, that thou barkest?"

he asked derisively. Whereupon Nabih reitlied : "I
am the son of Gilead, the .son of Makir, the son of

.Manasseh, the son of Joseph, the descendant of

Abraham, who slew the kings of Babylonia; and so

shall I kill thee." Shobach then said: "I am the

son of Haman, the son of Put, the son of Ham, the
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son of Noah. Staud before me and I shall shoot

first." To this Nabih replied: "Do so." There-

upon Shobach shot three arrows in succession; but,

although he had never missed liis mark before, he
failed to hit Nabih. When Shobach turned to flee,

Nabih shot an arrow, which, first rising heaven-
ward, fell upon the head of Shobach, then pierced

his belly and that of liis horse, and finally plunged
into the earth to a depth of twelve cubits. Imme-
diately thereafter a fountain gushed forth, which is

called "The Fountain of the Arrow" to this day.

When the Israelites saw this miracle, they shouted,
" There is no power besides God "

; and the walls en-

circling Joshua and his army fell at the sound of

trumpets blown by the priests (comp. the extract

from the Samaritan Chronicle printed by Samuel
Shullam in his edition of the "Scfer Yuhasin " by
Abraliam Zacuto, who refers to a Jewish midrash,

"Liber Yuhasin" [ed. Filipowski, 1857, ii. 60-61J

;

also Kirchheim, "Karme Shomeron," 1851, p. 55).

E. G. H. K.

SHOE : For the greater part, among the ancient

Hebrews, the shoe consisted merely of a sole of

leather or, less often, of wood, supported around the

ankles by leather bands (see Sandals); but it is

probable that Jewesses, even at an early date, wore
more elaborate footgear, covering the entire foot

(see Judith xvi. 11 ; Cant. vii. 1 ; Ezek. xvi. 10). It

was part of the duty of a bridegroom to supply three

pairs of these during the year (Ket. 64a et al.),

one for each of the three chief festivals. There is

evidence that shoes were of somewhat recent intro-

duction ; hence in solemn moments they were dis-

carded, as in the theophany of Ex. iii. 5, while

priests in general performed their offices without
shoes. Similarly, in mourning, the bereaved re-

moved their shoes (II Sam. xv. 30; Ezek. xxiv. 17,

23; Isa. XX. 2); this custom has continued to the pres-

ent day. On the other hand, at the Passover meal
the Israelites were commanded to have their shoes
on in readiness for starting (Ex. xii. 11). For the

ceremony of halizah a peculiar form of shoe is still

used (see Halizah, illustrations). Some of the Tal-

mudic rabbis were shoemakers, or rather sandal-

makers, among them Johanan ha-Sandalar. A shoe-

maker was permitted to take a shoe off the last

during Hoi ha-Mo'ed (the middle days of the festi-

vals), but not to put it back again (Yeb. 2a). As
articles of necessity, shoes were regarded as moie
important than the beams of a house, but not than
food (Shab. 129a). In modern times it is customary
to remove, or go without, leather shoes on the Day
of Atonement, and to wear slippers instead ; the

custom is mentioned in Yoma (viii. 1).

Bibliography: Bynaeus, De Calceis HehrcBorum, in Ugolini.
T?ir.sa?t?M8, vol. xxix., cols. 57:^-670 ; Winer, B. R.; Briill,
Trachten cirr Jiicirn , passim; A. Kohn, in GeiRer's Wiss.
Zeit. Jltd. TheoL iv. 165-176.
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SHOFAR (nsitJ').—Biblical Data: The ancient
ritual horn of Israel, representing, next to the 'Ugab
or reeds, the oldest surviving form of wind-instru-

ment. Asa rule "shofar" is incorrectly translated

"trumpet" or "cornet"; its etymology shows it

to signify either "tuba" (comp. Jastrow, "Diet.")
or, more accurately, "clarion" (comp. Gesenius,
"Diet." ed. Oxford). It is mentioned frequently

in the Bible, from Exodus to Zechariah, and through-
out the Talmud and later Hebrew literature. It

was the voice of a shofar, "exceeding loud," issu-

ing from the thick cloud on Sinai that made all in

the camp tremble (Ex. xix. 16, xx. 18); and for this

reason, while other musical instruments were in each
age constructed according to the most advanced con-
temporary practise (comp. 'Ar. 10b), the trumpet
family itself being represented by the long, straight

silver "hazozerah," the shofar has never varied in

structure from its prehistoric simplicity and crudity.

In the Pentateuch the use of the shofar is pre-

scribed for the announcement of the New Moon and
solemn feasts (Num. x. 10; Ps. Ixxxi. 4), as also for

proclaiming the year of release (Lev. xxv. 9). The
first day of the seventh month (Tishri) is especially

termed "a memorial of blowing" (Lev. xxiii. 24),

or "a day of blowing " (Num. xxix. 1), the shofar;

and the modern use of the instrument survives espe-

cially in this connection. In earlier days it was em-
ployed also in other religious ceremonials, as pro-

cessions (II Sam. v. 15; I Chron. xv. 28), or in the

orchestra as an accompaniment to the

Use and song of praise (Ps. xcviii. 6; comp. ib.

Pattern, xlvii. 5). More frequently it was used
as the signal-horn of war, like the sil-

ver trumpets mentioned in Num. x. 9 (.see Josh. vi.

4; Judges iii. 27; vii. 16, 20; I Sam. xiii. 3).

A. F. L. C.

In Post-Biblical Times : The Mosaic law
providing for the first day of the .seventh month (1st

of Tishri = Posh ha-Shanah)a " zikron teru'ah " (me-
morial of blowing; Lev. xxiii. 24) and a "yom
teru'ah" (day of blowing; Num. xxix. 1) is tra-

ditionally interpreted by the Kabbis as referring to

the ceremony of sounding the shofar. The shofar

in the Temple was generally associated with the

trumpet; and both instruments were used together

on various occasions. On New-Year 's Day the prin-

cipal ceremony was conducted with the shofar, which
instrument was placed in the center with a trumpet

on either side; it was the horn of a
In the wild goat and straight in shape, be-

Temple. ing ornamented with gold at the

mouthpiece. On fast-days the princi-

pal ceremony was conducted with the trumpets in

the center and with a shofar on either side. On
those occasions the shofarot were rams' horns curved
in shape and ornamented with silver at the mouth-
pieces. On Yom Kippur of tjie jubilee jear the

ceremony was performed with the shofar as on New-
Year's Day. R. Judah, however, declares that the

shofar of Posh ha-Shanah was of ram's horn (and

curved); that of the jubilee, of the horn of the

wild goat (R. H. iii. 3); while R. Levi thought it

proper that the shofar of ram's horn of a curved
shape should be used for Rosh haShanah and Yom
Kippur (jubilee year), and that the straight-shaped

shofar of the horn of the wild goat should be used

on other occasions. The curved shofar is symbolic
of the contrite heart repenting on the most solemn
days of Rosh ha Shanah and Yom Kippur (comp.
th. 26b ; Yer. ib.). R. Abbahu thought that a shofar

of ram's horn was used on Rosh ha-Shanah in order

to call to mind the 'Akeuah incident connected with
the ram (Gee. xxii. 13; R. H. 16a). The shofar,
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however, may be the horn of any other clean ani-

mal, except that of a cow or calf, which would be

a Xfiminder of the golden calf incident (ib. 26a). A
rent or hole in the shofar alfecting the sound ren-

ders it unfit for ceremonial use. A shofar may not

be painted in colors, but it may be carved with

artistic designs (Shulhau 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 586,

17, note). Women and minors are exempt from the

command to hear the shofar-blo wiug, but they never-

theless usually attend the ceremony.

The " leki'ah" and " teru'ah" mentioned in the Bible

were respectively bass and treble. The teki'ah was

a plain deep sound ending abruptly; the teru'ah, a

trill between two teki'ahs. These three sounds, con-

stitutiug a bar of music, were rendered three times:

first in honor of theocracy, or " malkiyot " (kingdom)

;

then to recall the 'Akedah and to cause the congre-

gation to be remembered before God, or " zikronot

"

(remembrances) ; a third time to comply with the pre-

cept regarding tlie

shofar. Ten ap-

propriate verses

from the Bible

were recited at

each repetition,

which ended with

a benediction (R.

H. 16a). Doubt,

however, arose as

to the sound of

the teru'ah. On-
kelos translates

"teru'ah" as
"yabbaba"; but

th e Talmud is

uncertain whether

it means an outcry

C'yelalah") or a

moaning ("geni-

hah") sound. The
former was sup-

posed to be com-
posed of three con-

nected short
sounds; the latter, of nine very short notes divided

into three disconnected or broken sounds ("sheba-

rim"). The duration of the teru'ah is eijiial to that

of the shebaiim; and the teki'ah is half the length

of either (H. H. iv. 9). This doubt as to the nature

of the real teru'ah, whether it was simply an out-

cry or a moan, or both, necessitated

The two repetitions to make sure of secur-

Sounds. ing tlie correct sound, the following

formula, consisting of ten sounds,

resulting: teki'ah, .shebariui-teru'ah, teki'ah ; teki'ah,

shebarini, teki'ah; teki'ah, teru'ali, teki'ah. Tliis for-

mula was repeated twice, making thirty sounds for

the series. The last teki'ah was prolonged and was
called " teki'ah gedolah " = the " long teki'ah." This

series of thirty sounds was repeated twice, making
ninety sounds in all. The trebling of tlie series was
based on the mention of teru'ah three times in con-

nection with the seventh month (Lev. xxiii. 24, x.w.

9; Num. xxi.x. 1), and also on the above-mentioned
division into malkiyot, zikronot, and shofarot. In

addition a single formula of ten sounds is rendered

Shorar and Oaaa

(In the Great Synagogue, Aldgate, London.)

at the close of the service, making a total of 100

sounds. Tluis the original three sounds, constituting

a musical bar, were increased to 100 at the New-
Year's Day ceremony.
The general term for the .sounds is " leki'ot." The

first series of teki'ot is rendered after the haftarah,

and is known as "teki'ot di-meyushshab" (sitting

series) in contradistinction to the "teki'ot de-me-

'ummad" (standing series) rendered at the
" 'Ami-

dah " (standing prayer). There are many variations

in the division of tlie series and placing them in the

"'Amidah." R. Anu-am Gaon in his " ISiddur "
(p.

45b) gives the first line, T. S.-Tr. T. (= teki'ah,

shebarimteru'ah, teki'ah), three times for malkiyot;

the second line, T. S. T., three times for zikronot;

and the third line, T. Tr. T., three times for sho-

farot. Rabbenu Tarn introduced the custom of

giving the first line, T. S.-Tr. T., three times for

either malkiyot, zikronot, or shofarot (Tos. to R. H.
•S'Sb, s.r. -|")J?i{J»).

In the Sephardic

and west-German
rituals the notes

are rendeied ac-

cording to the

scheme of Am-
ram Gaon, while

in east-European

countries tiiemin-

hag of Rabbenu
Tani is followed.

Other congrega-

tions render the

first, second, and
third lines in con-

secutive order for

the three divisions

of the -"Amidah."
The expert

who blows the

teki'ot is named
"ba'altokea'"(the

sounder of the

shofar), and the

prompter who calls off the sounds is termed "mak-
ri'." The following is the order of teki'ot for Rosh
ha Shanah:
The ba'al tokea' prepares himself for his task of

blowing the shofar for the congregation and says:

"I am prepared to fulfil God's com-
mand to blow the shofar, as is pre-

scribed in the Torali, ' a day of blow-
ing unto you.' " Then lie recites the
" Praised be the Lord our God, the

King of the Universe, who .sanctified us with His

precepts and commanded us to hear the sound of the

shofar," and adds the Shp:-Heheyanu. The con-

gregation answers "xVmen." Then follow the thirty

teki'ot, after which the hazzan recites the verse:

" Blessed is the pfeople that know the joyful sound ;

they walk, O Lord, in the light of thy countenance "

(Ps. Ixxxix. 16, R. v.). The congregation repeats

this and says " Ashkk." In the Musaf " 'Amidah "

b\' the hazzan the series of thirty teki'ot is rendered

as described above. After Musaf or, in some con-

gregations, after 'Alenu, the tliirty teki'ot are

In the
Liturgy.

benediction

:
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repeated. After Adon '(Jlam the formula of ten

teki'ot closes the service.

This order is repeated on the second day of Rosh

ha-Shanah. If the first day falls on Sabbath (the

second day never falls on that day), the shofar-

blowing is dispensed with, and the words "day of

blowing " throughout the liturgy are changed to

"memorial of blowing." The reason given for the

omission of the shofar ceremony on Sabbath is the

apprehension lest the ba'al toke'a might carry his

shofar in public premises to an expert for instruc-

tion, the carrying of articles from private into pub-

lic premises being forbidden on the Sabbath though

permitted on a holy day. However, where there

was an ordained bet din, sucli as the Sanhedrin in

Jerusalem in the Temple period, when strict disci-

pline prevailed, the shofar-blowing continued on the

Sabbath-day. Even after the second day of Rosh
ha Shanah was introduced, R. Johanan b. Zakkai,

under whom there was a regular bet din at Jabneh,

permitted the blowing of the shofar on Sabbath

(R. H. iv. 1, 2). Later, however, the practise was
discontinued; but it appears that Alfasi, in the

twelfth centur}% still permitted it under his bet din

(Abudarham, ed. Venice, 1566, p. 100a).

The addition, originally a substitution, of the three

flourishes sounded in the additional service was due

to R. Simeon ben Gamaliel II., who in the middle

of the second century prescribed the sounding of a

flourish at tiie close of eacli section of that service.

It seems that the sounds were taken by the Roman
authorities in Palestine for militaii>' signals (they

may have resembled the calls of the imperial forces)

;

for troops were sent to the synagogues in tlie early

morning to prevent any martial exercises; and

many Jews were put to the sword before an explana-

tion could be given. In succeeding years the flour-

ishes were delayed until the congregations had been

for some time assembled and were obviously occu-

pied in religious exercises only (R. H. 32b). The
sounding was eventually restored to its proper place

in the morning service (the "sitting series"), but

the additional flourishes (the "standing series") were

also retained.

Many reasons are assigned for the ceremony of

shofar-blowing. Saadia Gaon (892-942; gives ten.

The Cabala emphasizes the significance of the sho-

far and the teki'ot. Thus a certain midrash, citing

"Blessed is the ])eople that know
In the the joyful sound" (= "teru'ah"; Ps.

Cabala. Ixxxix. 15), asks: "Do other peoples

not know the joyful sound? Have
they not many kinds of coronets, buccina, andsalpi-

din [= aa?.7vi6E^] ? " and then answers :
" But the Isra-

elites know how to serenade their Creator with the

teru'ah" (Pesik., ed. Buber, p. 152a). The Zohar
dwells on the word "know" as signifying in this

midrash passage a secret knowledge and mysticism.

The shofar represents the windpipe or the spiritual

part of the body alongside the gullet, through which

the food or the earthly part jiasses. The sound of

the shofar awakens the Higher Mercy = " Rahamiin"

(Zohar, Emor, p. 99b, and Pinehas,' p. 282a). The
object of the second and third series of teki'ot is to

bewilder and stagger Satan (R. H. 16b), who, at first

imagining that the Jews are merely complying with

the Law, is surprised by the second blowing, think-

ing perhaps that the Messiah is coming, and finally

is dumfounded, expecting the Resurrection, with
which his power will finally cease.

It is the custom to blow one teki'ah evcrj' day
during the month of Elul except on the day prece-

ding Rosh ha-Shanah (Orah Hayyim, 581). This is a

later innovation. The author of "Shibbole ha-Le-

ket" (13th cent.) quotes (§ 282; ed. Buber, p. 132b)

a midrash and Pirke R. El. to the effect that on New
Moon of the month of Elul, Moses ascended Mount
Sinai to obtain the tablets of the Law for the second

time, and that the shofar proclaimed this fact in

order that the Israelites miglit not be again misled.

Thenceforth the shofar was sounded annually on the

eve of New Moon Day in Elul to commemorate the

event, showing that originally the shofar was blown
only on the first night of Elul (Vitry Mahzor, p. 361).

The Nk'ii.aii service on Yom Kippur is ended

with a single teki'ah. The Sephardim blow four

calls: teki'ah, shebarim, teru'ah, teki'ah. This is

not obligatory, but is a reminiscence

At End of of the shofar-blowing in the year of

Yom jubilee in the pre-exilic period {ib. p.

Kippur 395).

and Other The shofar was used also to arouse

Uses. the people to repentance on fast-days

(Ta'an. i. 6), which custom is still ob-

served in Jerusalem in times of drought. The shofar

has been from the most remote time the instrument

by which an excommunication has been proclaimed.

It is claimed that Barak used 400 shofars to excom-
municate Meroz (Judges v. 23; M. K. 16a). The
shofar was used at the announcement of a prohibi-

tion or a permission by the Rabbis (Niddah 40a).

Among the paraphernalia of the bet din of R. Iluna

were: a rod to keep order; a strap for "malkot "
; a

sandal for " halizah "
; and a shofar for excommunica-

tion (Sanh. 71); see Rashi (^rHoc). The shofar was

sounded at funerals (M. K. 27b); and it was blown

also when the ordained bet din announced the ap-

pearance of the new moon (Niddah 38a ; see Rashi

ad loc).

On Friday afternoon six shofarot were blown at

short intervals. At the first teki'ah the laborers in

the field ceased work ; at the second the stores closed

and city labor ceased; and the third teki'ah was a

signal to light the Sabbath candles. Then after a

short pause the sliofar sounded teki'ah, teru'ah,

teki'ah, and Sabbath set in (Siiab. 35b).

BiBi.ior.RAPiiv : Maimonidps, Fnd, Shnfai\ i.-iii.; Shulhan
'Aruk, Onih Hnnnim. rA'i-69(): Cyrus Adler, in Jnur. of

American (frientui Sor.ieln, Oct., 1889, p. cl.xxi.; Dembitz,
Jervish Services in Synaaogtie and Home, pp. 319-322.

A. H. J. D. E.

In regard to the form of the modern shofar, the

particular kind of curve wiiich it presents is re-

garded as immaterial. It may be gradual, as in Fig.

12 in the accompanying illustration, although this

shape is rarelj' met with. Among the Sephardim
the shape preferred is the natural spiral

Forms of of the ovine liorn (generall.v favored

Modern l)y Orientals), as in Fig. 4, an example
Shofar. of the eighteenth century from Bag-

dad. The instrument from Aden (Fig.

1) is made from the horn of an African koodoo

{St)-epsiceros kudu), retaining its natural curve. The
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Ashkenazim prefer the simpler lituus shape (well

known to the Romans, and used for their cavalry

trumpet, being made of bronze), with the natural

flatness of the horn accentuated by paring. Two
shofarot found in England and believed to be an-

cient—one unearthed under the foundations of an

old house in Leadenhall street, London (see " Cat.

Anglo-Jew. Hist. Exh." No. 2); the other recovered

from the Thames, off Vauxhall, together with a

straight trumpet of ox-horn, at a spot which has

yielded Celtic and Roman relics also (see "Jew.

Chron." Feb. 6, 1903)—diiTer in no way from an

average modern shofar of the lituus shape, save in

having been less pared down, and so possessing

greater thickness and weight.

The inferior limit of length is about six inches

(comp. Shulhau 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 586, 10); but

the instrument varies from eight to thirty inches in

length (the horn of the koodoo is four feet long),

the majority of examples averaging fourteen or fif-

teen inches, like the two middle horns of the illus-

tration.

There were those who sounded the shofar for its

music (R. H. 33b); but the Rabbis found it neces-

sary to make provision for one who could not finish

the series of calls (Orah Hayyim, 585, 3), and for in-

complete sounds, since the manipulation of the horn

is of a very rough and empiric character. The em-
boucliure, or mouthpiece, in particular, follows no
standard in shape or size ; and there exist horns which
even the most skilful executant can sound only in

certain positions, and then only with particular ten-

sions of the lips. After the tip of the horn lias been

removed a roughly cylindrical bore of very narrow
section is gouged down to the natural hollow. The
exterior is then made smooth by scraping; and the

horn, after being softened by soaking in liot water,

is gradually brought to the desired shape. The in-

terior having been trimmed and smoothed, the broad

end is cut level, and usually carved along the edges

in a rough coronet. The exterior is sometimes orna-

mented with carving, either geometric or including

an inscription (comp. Fig. 3 in the illustration).

The mouthpiece is formed by forcibly expanding
the heated cut edge of the tip, or narrow end, con-

siderable skill being necessary to overcome the

tendency of the softened horn to split and so to

spoil the shofar. A conoid of moie or less oval

base outline is arrived at; and, the edges hav-

ing been rubbed smooth, the instrument is com-
plete.

The traditional preference for the lituus or «h shape

is due to the type of bore of the shofar classing it

as a member of the trumpet, rather than the bugle,

family. Its shrill and incisive tones similarly define

its character. The notes producible on any wind-
instrument vary according to the division of the con-

tained column of air into aliquot lengths, dependent
on the particular tension of the player's

Variability vibrating lips. Modern brass instru-

of ments consist of a tube of considerable

the Sounds, length, perfectly smooth and sym-
metrical, and are sounded through a

regular mouthpiece of constant proportions. The
shofar is a short tube, always somewhat rough and
irregular internally, and it is sounded through a

mouthpiece of indefinite shape. Hence no two sho-

farot necessarily produce notes of the same pitch, or

same position in tlie harmonic series. Indeed, shofarot

usually produce only two, or possibly three—very

rarely four—sounds of their series, as against the five

obtainable with the bugle or the ten with the trumpet.

Of eleven shofarot examined togetlier by the writer,

the varying pitch covered six different keys. Five
sounded the interval of the fifth (d : s) ; four, that of the

octave (d :d');one, that of the fourth (s :d );and one

—theclearest in tone and easiest to manipulate—that

of thesixtli (s : m). Of three which happened to be

pitched alike, in the key of A, one sounded E : E'

(third and sixth partials of the liarmonic range), an-

other A : E' (fourth and sixth partials), and the last

E : A (third and fourth partials). But
Notes and while the two notes may thus differ.

Signals. two forms of sounding them in succes-

sion have been recognized from time

immemorial. When, liowever, the shofar and the

silver trumpets were sounded together in the Tem-
ple they were not necessarily tuned in unison; but

the ancient ear listened for the rhytlun and figure of

the sounding rather than for its actual notes, a dis-

tinction now to be noticed in some military calls

differing in tune according as set for the trumpet
or for the bugle. Hence the confused tradition,

mentioned above, concerning the middle "call" of

the three which together constitute a "flourish."

On a shofar sounding the interval of the fifth and
pitclied in the key of G the shofar-calls would be

as follows:

SHOFAR-CALLS

ASHKENAZIM.

Teru'ah. Great Teki'ah.

XL—20
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SEPHARDIM.

Teki'ah.

Tkrtj'ah. Great Teru'ah.
f ad lib.

Attempts at noting the traditional calls aim, like

the early notations alike of the church plain-song

and of the synagogue Cantii.lation,

Early at representing their duration and
Notation, outline only, by means of strokes of

particular length and shape. Such
neuuies are to be found in the "Siddur" of R.

Amuam (ed. Warsaw, 1865, p. 45b), in a late four-

teenth-century manuscript (Codex Shem, No. 74, in

the Parma Library), and in Juan de Gara's small

Mahzor (p. 190, V'enice, 1587). The Parma nota-

tion, entitled in the manuscript in question "Simani
Noti," is reproduced in Sulzer, "Shir Ziyyon," ii.

153, as follows:

Tekiali Teruah Shebarin Ti'ki'ah

1 n^M
BiBi.iooKAi'iiY : C. Adler, in Proc. United States National
Miv<eum, xvi. 287-;501 ; idem. Report United Statex Na-
tional Mv^eum, 1892, pp. 437-450; 1896, p. 976: K. L. Cohen,
in Jew. Chron. Sept. 8, 189:i, p. ll ; Sept. 28. 1894. p. 17; Sept.
1, 1899, p. 25 : Sept. 13, 1901, p. 16.

A. F. L. C.

SHOFAR, THE. See Periodicals.

SHOFET. See Judge.

SHOFET KOL HA-AREZ (" Judge of all the

earth"): Important Pizmon of six verses, each end-

ing with a phrase from Num. xxviii. 23. Being
signed with the acrostic "Shelomoh," it is often

ascribed to Solomon ibn Gabirol; but by Zunz
("Literaturgesch." p. 312) it is attributed to Solo-

mon bar Abun, the younger. The hymn and its

traditional tune are alike given places of honor in

both the nortiiern and southern rituals. With the

Ashkenazim, who utilize only the first five verses,

the hymn is the chief poem in the Selihot for

the day preceding New-Year, and again in those
of tiie morning service for the Day of Atonement.
On both occasions it is differentiated from all other
selihot by the special declamation, to thesolenm peni-

tential melody (see AsiruE iia-'Am), of the applica-

ble Scriptural texts which immediately precede it.

In the German order of selihot, Avhen another hymn
is substituted on Sabbath morning, such hymn is

still sung to the tune of "Shofet." With the Seph-
ardim it precedes the"Nishmat" in the morning
service for New-Year.

Its melody is chanted in the Spanish rituals, to

different passages of solemn importance in the peni-

tential services—chiefly such as are recited b}' the

hazzan alone—almost as often as the frequently-

repeated melody of " Le-ma'anka " (for which see

Adonai Bekol Shofak) is sung to the congrega-
tional hymns. It is thus used for the special reshut

"Ohilah," which ushers in the Atonement additional

service, and in some lines of tradition for the 'Ano-
daii as well. On New-Year it is similarly used to

precede the additional service; and, in Italy, for

'Alenu as well as universally for the first utter-

ance of the thrice-repeated prayer (" Ha-Yom Ilarat

'01am") which follows the sounding of the Siiofar.

Thus, alike by Ashkenazim and by Sephardim,
the ancient melody for this hymn is reganied as one
of the most important associated with the Ten Days
of Repentance. It exists in several variants—an

evidence merely of its age. The Ashkenazic and
Sephardic forms differ very considerably in detail,

betraying respectively a distinct German or Arab in-

fluence, with a corresponding modification of struc-

ture. Each usage, again, differs within itself accord-

ing to local tradition. The variants of Amsterdam
(De Sola, "Sacred Melodies," No. 27, London, 1857)

and of Leghorn (Consolo, " Libro dei Canti d'Israele,"

No. 308, Florence, 1892) are by no means in agree-

ment in detail. Four forms, two Polish and two
German, are presented by Baer ("Ba'al Tefillah,"

No. 1426, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1883). The link

is supplied by the Italian tradition, which utilizes

the characteristic Sephardic form for the initial

ver.se, and approximates closely to the Ashkenazic
in those that follow. Benedetto ]\Iarcei,lo in his

"Parafrasi Sopra li Salmi," published between 1724

and 1727, uses as a theme for Ps. xxi. (Vulgate num-
bering = Ps. XX. in the Hebrew) another variant,

which, however, is close to one of the German forms
of the melody. Four of the most characteristic vari-

ants—Spanish- Dutch (probably the original), Ital-

ian, German (that used by Marcello), and Polish—
are given in the accompanying transcription.

A. F. L. C.

SHOHAM. See Bdellium.

SHOHET : One empowered to perform the rit-

ual slaughter of cattle and poultry. In the Biblical

writings there is no statement to the effect that any
individual was specially appointed to fulfil this

function; but it would seem that the expressions

"shahat" and "malak" justify the inference that

there were certain rules which governed slaughter-

ing. In Hul. i. it is stated that every male adult,

unless mentally incapacitated, may officiate as sho-

hct; while the Tosefta to this same passage allows

women, and even Samaritans, to act in this capac-
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ity. The Baraita, however, restricts the office to

one who is "muniheh," i.e., skilled in the proper

handling of the knife and recognized as proficient in

tlie laws governing his office.

The Talmudic regulations for slaughtering re-

mained unchanged until the sixteenth century.

Then, however, Joseph Caro in the Shulhan 'Aruk

(Yoreh De'ah, 1, 1) forbade women to act as slaugh-

terers, perhaps because they might faint -while per-

forming the duty. In his opinion, furthermore, this

ruling was in accordance with a" minhag " (custom);

and in Israel minhagim frequently abrogated tradi-

tional legal rights. Moses Isserles confines the right

of acting as shohct to those who have already

slaughtered at least three times in the presence of a

rabbi ; and he further states it lo have been a minhag
that, to be entitled to office, the slaughterer must
possess a "cabala." Even such a man, according to

Jacob Weil (who bases his statement on the authority

of Shalom Klausner), must frequently repeat the

laws governing his function, that he may not forget

them.

The shohet is not required, however, to know
every detail of the rules, provided lie can distinguish

between clean and unclean animals (Tur, Yoreh

De'ah, 1, 1), although Moses Isserles expressly re-

quires him to be a Talmudic scholar, as is almost

universally the case in the East. The shohet is

bound by the following prohibitions: he must not

be addicted to the use of liquor (Shulhan 'Aruk,

Yoreh De'ah, 1,8); he must never have been accused

of having discharged his duties indifferently {ih. 1,

14) ; he must not be a wanton transgressor of the

Law ("mumar lehak'is"); and he must never have
openly desecrated the Sabbath {ih. 1, 5).

In the smaller cities the restrictions are still more
severe; but it is frequently the case, especially in

ihodern Occidental communities, that the shohet

disoharges other functions besides his own, such as

those of hazzan and reader. The government of

Hanover formerly prohibited the shohet from acting

as a teacher C'Allg. Zeit. des Jud." 1844, p. 155);

but this rule has been abolished. In Poland, ac-

cording to Hirsch Heller ("Bet Hillel," p. 116. Mun-
kacs, l89Jj), the shohet appointed by the administra-

ting rabbi must be confirmed by the " Wunderrabbi

"

before he is entitled to act in his official capacity.

Among the most authoritative modern manuals for

shohetim are Frankel's "Zibhe Razon," Rybuck,
1861 ; and J. H. Caro's "Das Jiidische Rituale beim
Schlachten," Leipsic, 1867.

A. S. O.

SHOMER
PliKIODKAl.S.

ZIYYON HA-NE'EMAN. See

SHOMRON KOL TITTEN: Dramatic elegy

by Solomon ibn Gabirol, sung at the conclusion of

the order of KiNOT according to the Polish ritual, at

both the evening and morning services of the Fast

of Ab, and appended as a private meditation to the

order of the Sephardim for the Fast of Tebet. The
first verse is a quatrain, while the others are ex-

tended to thrice that length. Samaria and Jerusalem

are presented as two faithless sisters (Ezek. xxiii. 4)

now overwhelmed w ith contrition ; and in the second

and third verses they in turn bewail their lapses and
the punishment visited upon them. In the fourth

verse the poet supplicates pity for them, and prays

for the return of their Lord to them in forgiveness

(for an English paraphrase of the whole of the elegy

see "Israel," iii. 80, London, 1899).

The poem is sung in the Polish, North-German,
and English liturgy to an expressive traditional

melody, the closing strain of wliich is based on the

lament to which the kinot are intoned on the Fast of

Ab among the Ashkenazim. But it bears a striking

similarity also to the Seph-irdic melodies brought
from Spain before 1492 (comp. Mizmou Siiiu le-

YoM ha-Shabjbat), in the structure and tonality of

this closing strain, in the outline of the Initial

SHOMRON KOL TITTEN
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phrases (comp. Ha-Mabdil), aud especially in the

manDor, so characteristic of the Sephardic ritual,

in which these initial phrases are repeated many
times in the longer verses, until the closing strain

can at last be utilized for the final distich (comp.

AdONAI BeKOL SllOFAK).

A. F. L. C.

SHOPHACH. See Shobach.

SHOWBREAD (D''jsn Dn^).—Biblical Data:
Twelve cakes, with two-tenths of an epliah in

each, and baked of fine flour, which were ranged

in two rows (or piles) on the " pure " table that

stood before Ynwn and remained ex-

Compo- posed to view for a week. A better

sition and. term than " showbread " is the mar-

Pres- ginal reading of the Revised Version

entation. — " presence-bread " (Ex. xxv. 30), for

this offering was required to be con-

stantly before or in the presence of Yiiwii. Each
Sabbath fresh cakes replaced the old, which then

belonged to the priests, who were required to eat

them in a holy place, since the bread was holy.

Upon the rows of cakes cups of frankincense were

placed ; this frankincense constituted the " azkarah,

"

or memorial, and was offered upon the altar to

Yhwh (Lev. xxiv. 4-9). According to I Chron.

ix. 32, the sons of the Kohathites had charge of

the baking and setting in order of the " bread of the

row," as the Hebrew describes it. It would thus

seem that the preparing of these cakes involved

certain information which was kept as a secret

by this priestly set. Mention is made of the show-
bread in the story of David's adventure at Nob.

Ahimelek, the priest, at David's request, gave him
the " holy " bread, that is, the stale loaves that had
been taken away and i^placed by "hot" ones (I

Sara. xxi. 4-6; comp. Matt. xii. 4; Luke vi. 4). In

Solomon's Temple provision was made for the proper

exhibition of the loaves (I Kings vii. 48; comp. II

Chron. iv. 19, xiii. 11). Though not explicitly stated

to be so, these cakes were most probably unleav-

ened. It is true they were not offered upon the

altar, from which leaven was scrupulously excluded

(Lev. ii. 11); but, as most holy, they were carried into

aud exposed in the inner sanctuary, and therefore

the supposition that the use of leaven in them was
prohibited carries a high degree of probability.

The foregoing rather scanty data from the Biblical

sources are confirmed and complemented by infor-

mation vouchsafed by Josephus. The cakes were
provided out of tlie common charge

;

In they were without leaven, and con-

Josephus. taincd twenty-four tenths of a "deal "

of flour. Two heaps were baked the

day before the Sabbath, and on the morning of the

Sabbath were brought into the holy place, where
they were set upon the holy table, six in a heap, one

loaf leaning against another. On the top of each

heap two golden cups of frankincense were placed

;

they remained there till the next Sabbath, when the

fresh loaves were brought and the old loaves were
given to the priests for their own consumption.
The frankincense was burned in the sacred fire, and
a new supplv was placed upon the fresh loaves

("Ant."iii. 10, §7).

In Rabbinical Literature : Rabbinical tradi-

tion has preserved specific details concerning the

preparation of the showbread. The cakes were
kneaded separately (Men. xi. 1), but they were
baked two at a time. To give them the required

shape different forms—according to Maimonides, of
gold—were used : one form for the cakes while they
were still dough, another while they were in the

oven, and a third after they were baked, in order to

prevent their being broken or spoiled (ib. ; see Sifra to

Lev. xxiv. 5-9; Maimonides, "Yad," Tamid, v. 8).

According to some authorities, the kneading and
heaping were done outside, the baking inside, the

Sanctuary—a distinction for which the commentaries

fail to assign a reason (ib. v. 7; Men. xi. 2; see Ber-

tinoro and Lipmann Heller)—and, the Sabbath prohi-

bition not being suspended on account of the show-
bread, the baking took place, as Josephus reports, on
Friday (see" Yad," ^.c. v. 10), but according toothers,

all preparations were carried on in the Temple court

;

according to others, in the house of Pagi, a suburb
where the priests who knew the secret of the prep-

aration may have lived. Maimonides' explanation

is that this district, while not in, was very near, the

courtyard.

According to the Mishnah (Men. xi. 4 ;
" Yad," I.e.

V. 9), the cakes had the following dimensions: ten

fingers (Maimonides gives " palms ") in

Rabbinical length, five in breadth, and rims, or

Traditions, upturned "horns," of seven fingers in

length. The incense was put into two
cups, a handful into each (ib. v. 2). These cups
were called "bezikin," and had flat bottoms, or

rims, so that they could be placed on the table

(Tosef., Men. xi.). The new bread was carried in

by four priests, while two bore the tw-o cups of in-

cense. 'They were preceded by four other priests,

two to remove the old loaves and two to take up
the two cups containing the incense. Those that

carried the new bread went to the north end of the

table, facing toward the south ; those that had pre-

ceded them went to the south end, facing the north.

While the latter were removing the old bread, the

former were depositing the new, so that the show-
bread was, in fact, always before the Lord ("Yad,"

I.e. V. 4; Men. 99b). The cakes that had been re-

moved were placed on a golden table in the hall;

then the incense in the cups was burned, after which
the cakes were divided. When Yom Kippur hap-

pened to fall on the Sabbath, this division was de-

layed until evening ("Yad," I.e. v. 5). The cakes,

molded in squares, were piled one above the other;

hollow golden tubes conducted air between them,

and each pile was supported by two golden, fork-

shaped supports attached to the table (Men. 94b,

96a; "Yad," I.e. v. 2).

The Biblical descriptions of the table of the show-

bread make no mention of such provisions to admit

the air or hold the bread in position. The table was
placed in the northern part of the

The Table. Sanctuary, opposite the candlestick

(Ex. xxvi. 35), with the altar of in-

cense between them. The Septuagint states that this

table was of massive gold, but the Hebrew (Ex.

XXV., xxxvii.) that it was of acacia wood, two ells

long, one ell broad, and one and one-half ells high.
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covered with pure gold, and -vvitli a border of gold

around the top. The feet seem to have been en-

closed, and to this ring-like enclosure were fastened

four gold rings, through which the rods (made of

acacia-wood and covered with gold) were passed

when the table was carried. When on the march

the table was covered with a purplish-blue cloth,

upon wiiich were placed the loaves and the vessels;

over the whole was spread a scarlet cloth, and on

top of this the skin of a seal (Num. iv. 7, 8). Only

one table was found in the various sanctuaries,

though II Chron. iv. 8 reports that ten tables

were in the Hekal. The table of the show bread

was taken from the Second Temple by Antiochus

Epiphanes (I Mace. i. 23), but it was replaced by
another under Judas Maccabeus (I Mace. iv. 49).

Among the vessels enumerated as belonging to the

table of the showbread are " ke'arot " (dishes, or,

probably, the "forms" in which the cakes were

baked) and "kappot" (hand-like bowis). These

were the "bezikin" for the incense, "kesawot"
(arrdv^eia) for the wine-libations, and " menakkiyyot

"

(probably dippers). But according to the Jerusalem

and Samaritan Targumim, the kesawot were in-

tended to cover the loaves.

The dimensions given in the Mishnah for the table

are the same as those given for the loaves—ten hand-

breadths long and five wide, the loaves being laid

across the table. R. Akiba, however, disagreed

with these figures. According to him, the table had a

length of twelve handbreadths and a width of six,

an interval remaining between the two piles, in

wldch, according to Abba Saul, the cups of incense

were placed. These dimensions are difficult to rec-

oncile with the Biblical assumption that the loaves

rested without support on the table (Men. xi. 5).

The Mishnah gives the number of ventilatiug-tubes

mentioned above as twenty-eight, fourteen for each

heap. According to the statement that they were

like the half of a hollow pipe, they must have been

open on top. The Gemara (Men. 97) constructs from

these data the following description of the table:

The four fork-like supports were let into the floor,

two at each end of the table. They extended above

the table, and between them, above the table, four-

teen tubes, closed at one end, were fastened, forming

a grate-like receptacle for the loaves. The lowest

cake of each heap rested on the table; each of the

next four rested on three tubes; the two upper

cakes on two tubes. On the Arch of Titus the table

of the showbread shows no such attachment (comp.

Josephus, "B. J." V. 5. § 5; "Ant." iii. 6, § 6).

• Critical Vie^w : The Pentateuchal passages in

which reference is made to the showbread belong,

without exception, to the Priestly Code. It would
be unwarranted, however, on this score to hold the

offering to have been a late innovation, due to

Babylonian influences. The episode in David's visit

to the old sanctuary at Nob proves the antiquity of

the practise (I Sam. xxi. 1 et seq.). Aliimelek's

scruples lest the men had not kept aloof from

women and the assurance of David that they were in

a state of sexual purity suggest the original mean-

ing of the rite as a sacrificial meal, partaken of by
the deity in common with his devotees, who, in

order to make tryst with their god, must be in

such a state of purity (comp. Ex. xix. 10-11, 15).

Hence the bread is not burned, but the incense is,

which also is an indication that the rite has de-

scended from remote antiquity (Stade, "Biblische

Theologie des Alten Testaments," 1905, i. 168). Stade

connects it with the ancient cult of the Ark (lb.), the

food of the deity being placed before him, ready

for consumption whenever he chose to make his

appearance.

The Hebrew custom has developed probably inde-

pendently of a similar custom in Babylon, both

starting, however, from the same root idea, which

is found among other races and in other religions

(comp. Isa. Ixv. 11; Jer. vii. 18, xliv. 17 et seq.;

Baruch vi. 26; comp. the instance of the Roman
lectisternium). The Babylonians offered to the

gods various kinds of cakes or bread ("'akalu"),

which they laid before them on tables, generally in

sets of twelve or multiples of twelve. These cakes

were required to be sweet (i.e., unleavened), and

were baked from wheaten flour. Even the Hebrew
name"lehem ha-panim" has its exact counterpart

in the Assyrian "akal panu " (Zimmern, in Schra-

der's "K. A. T." ii. 600). The number "twelve,"

which is so prominent in the showbread rite, has

always borne mysterious religious significance (see

Zimmern, I.e. p. 029).

Bibliography: B. Baentsch. Exodun-Levitinis, p. 419, GOt-
lingen, 19<KJ ; Riehm, HandwOrterbuch, ii. 140.5 et fieq.

J. E. G. H.

SHRIMSKI, SAMUEL EDWARD: New
Zealand politician; born at Posen, Prussia, 1828;

died at Auckland, New Zealand, June 25, 1902. In

1847 he went to London, where he became a mer-

chant; in 1859 he emigrated to Melbourne, Victoria;

and in 1861 he went to New Zealand, in which col-

ony he was one of the early settlers. At Oamaru he

was appointed government land-auctioneer.

Engaging in local and general politics, Shrimski

was elected mayor of Oamaru on successive occa-

sions, and was also a prominent member of educa-

tional and philanthropic institutions. In 1875 he

was elected to the House of Representatives as

member for Oamaru ; he was reelected three times

;

and in 1885 he was appointed life member of the

Legislative Council, or Upper House of Parliament.

He held the offices of chairman of the educational

board of North Otago, treasurer of the hospital

board, and vice-president of the Otago branch of

the Anglo-Jewish Association.

Bibliography: Jew. Chron. Aug. 1, 1902 ; Jewish Tear Book,
.5(561 (1901).

J. G. L.

SHROTJD (psnan) : Robe in which the dead are

arrayed for burial. The shroud is made of white

linen cloth ("sadin," the aivduv of the New Testa-

ment; see Matt, xxvii. 59), which is cut and sewed

together with large stitches; the ends of the thread

are left imknotted, the garment being intended to

last only until the body has decayed. As a general

rule, however, several garments are used instead

of a single shroud ; in the case of a man these are a

cap (in the form of a miter), breeches, shirt, an over-

garment somewhat similar to a surplice, and a gir-

dle. For a woman, an apron with strings replaces

the breeches and the girdle, and the cap is flat. To
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a prominent man's attire is added the t.allit lie wore

at prayers, but witli the fringes removed or out.

The shroud, us being a garment for the dead and

not for the living, is not suliject to the law con-

cerning mixed material (= "sha'atnez "; Kil. ix. 4).

Prior to the destruction of tiie Srcojid Temple,

the Jews were buried in the garments they were

wont to wear during life. When tlie woman of En

dor saw the prophet Samuel ri.sc from tiie grave he

was covered with a mantle (I Sam. xxviii. 14), the

samehehad worn when living(Lev. H. xxvi. 7). Tiie

poor, however, were probably swathe<l like the Egyp-
tian dead, as the term " takrikin " seems to indi-

cate. Later the attire of the corpse became more

elaborate. The rich grew very extravagant in this

respect, securing fanciful and costly garments, and

establishing a custom which became a burden upon

mourners of the middle and poorer classes, who could

ill endure the expense and yet desired to show the

highest respect for their dead. This caused It.

Gamaliel, about fifty years after the destruction of

the Temple, to inaugurate the custom of u.sing a

simple linen sliroud for rich and poor alike (M. K.

27 b).

One who dies as a result of an act of violence, or

in consequence of loss of blood, or a woman who
dies in confinement, must be buried in the bloody

garments worn at the time of death, and not

in a shroud. This custom is based on the view

that the last drops of blood, the loss of which is the

immediate cause of death, are part of the body, and

as such require burial; and since they can not be

removed from the garments, these must go into the

grave. But one who is killed by drowning or hang-

ing, without loss of blood, is buried in the usual

way, as is also one who is injured, lo.ses blood, but

partially recovers, though he dies later as a result

of the injury (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, H64).

Even where the corpse is buried with the garments

it is covered with a white sheet (ib.).

The shroud is figuratively termed "zewada" (pro-

vision for a journey ; Ket. 67b) ; and by many it was
prepared during their own lifetime, before ill health

and age had overtaken them (Men. 41a; see Rashi).

Several reasons are advanced for this ("Shelah," p.

145a, Amsterdam, 1698). See also Burial ; Sar-
GENES.

BiBLioouAPHY: Modena, Ma'ahar Yahhok. il. 32, lit. 13;
Lewysolm, Mekore Minhanim, p. 85 ; Landsbutb, Seder Bik-
kur ^nlim. Introduction, 8 23, Berlin, 1867.

A. J. D. E.

SHULAMITE (H. V. Shulammite ; Greek,

'Znvvn/uTi^): Principal character in the Song of Songs

(A. V. Song of Solomon), although mentioned there

in one passage only (vii. 1 [A. V. vi. 13]). Accord-

ing to the opinion of some modern critics, the Shu-

lamite was the bride of a shepherd ; but her beauty

kindled in Solomon a violent passion, and he en-

deavored to win her for his harem. As to the ety-

mology of the name, it would seem that it means
"a native of Shulem," which place, according to

Eusebius ("Onomasticon," «.«.), is identical with

SnuNE.M. This view is supported by the Greek
version (see above), which evidently was made from

a Hebrew text having n'OJ'lK' instaad of n^O^IK'.

On the theory that the term " Shulamite " is equiva-

lent to "Shunaramite," some critics have gone so far

as to identify the Shulamite with Abishag, who
after David's death became prominent in the court

of Jerusalem (see Song of Songs).

.1. M. Sel.

SHULHAN 'ARTJK. See Caro, Joseph.

SHULLAM, SAMUEL : Jewish physician and
historian; flourished in the second half of the six-

teenth century. He was of Spanish descent, and
after an adventurous life went to Constantinople,

where he was supported by Kiera (Esther), who
stood high in favor at the court of the sultan. At
her expense he published, but with many omissions,

Zucuto's " Yuhasin " (Constantinople, 1566), to which
he added the Arabic chronology of the dynasties by
the Syriac historian Gregory bar IIebr.*:us, sup-

plemented by a Turkish history, his own work. He
published also: a Hebrew translation of Josephus'
•' Contra Apionem " ; the Letter of Sherira Gaon ; and

the account of Nathan the Babylonian of the last

geonim. Shullam omitted Zacuto's report upon the

expulsion of the Jews from Spain, because he him-

self intended to write a full history of the persecu-

tions, a task that was accomplished by his contem-

porary Joseph ha-Kohen in his "Emek ha-Baka."

Bibliography : Gratz, Gesch. 2d ed., ix. 403-404; Weiss, Dor,
V. 93-94.

D. S. Man.

SHULMAN, NAPHTALI HERZ : Russian

Hebrew author; born at Stary Bychow; died at

Amsterdam about 1830. He edited Mussafia's " Zeker

Kab" (Shklov, 1797), with an index of the words to

be found in the Bible, a translation of them into Ju-

dfEO-German, and grammatical notes; and "Shir we-

Hallel " (in Hebrew, Russian, and German; Wilna,

1806), hymn sung by the Jews of Wilna on the birth-

day of the grand duchess Elizabeth Alexandrowna,
Nov. 19, 1806.

Bibliography : Zeltlln, Bibl. Po8t-Mendel». p. 355.

H. R. A. S. W.

SHUMAN, ABBAHAM : American merchant

and philanthropist; born in Prussia May 31, 1839.

While still a child he accompanied his parents to the

United States. The family settled in Newburgh,
N. Y., where young Shuman, when not at school,

worked on a farm until he was thirteen years old,

at which age he entered the clothing business. In

1859 he went to Boston and began business for him-

self at the corner of Washington and Vernon streets,

Roxbury ; and a few j'ears afterward he entered into

partnership with John Phillips, under the firm name
of Phillips & Shuman (later A. Shuman & Co.). It

was the pioneer firm in the United States in the

manufacture and wholesaling of children's clothing.

Shuman is connected with many of the leading in-

stitutions of Boston. He is the first vice-president of

the Boston Merchants' Association, a member of the

boards of directors of the Colonial National Bank
and the United States Trust Company, president

of the board of directors of the Boston City Hospital

(which has attained its present magnitude and repu-

tation under hisadministration), a trustee of the Ben-

jamin Franklin Fund, a member of the Ancient and

Honorable Artillery Company and of many social
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clubs, and one of the founders of the United Hebrew
Benevolent Association of Boston, of which for six-

teen years lie was a director. He is likewise one of

the founders and presidents of the Elysium Club.

A. G. Mo.

SHTTMIiA : City of Bulgaria. According to

local tradition there was not a Jew at Shumla
until about 1780; but in that year a pasha of Adri-

anople. having been appointed military governor of

the city, brought with his regiment a Jewish phy-

sician of Adrianoplc, known as Kiamal or Hakini-

Bashi, but whose real name was Hayyim Aaron

Ashkenazi. This man, being a pious Jew, asked the

pasha to permit him to send for a shohet and for

some Jewish families from Adrianople. He re-

ceived the desired permission, and later on other

Jews from Pravady, Rasgrad, and Viddin joined

the tirst immigrants. With the authorization of

the pasha this group of families lived in some

buildings standing in the middle of a large court,

•which thus formed a ghetto, the doors of which were

closed every evening. A small synagogue was soon

built within the enclosure. According to a tomb-

stone in the cemeterj', which tradition has made
sacred, the first rabbi of the community was a cer-

tain Hay Fayo of Bosnia. Kiamal enjoyed many
privileges and exercised great influence over the

pasha. His descendants are still living at Shumla,

and some of them practise medicine there.

The local synagogue was reconstructed in 1858.

As Shumla was spared by the victors during the

Turco-Russian war of 1876-78, the Jews there of-

fered shelter to their coreligionists of other cities.

Some of the given names of the Shumla Jews are

curious, e.g. :
" Bitousche " for Shabbethai ;

" Mer-

cousch " for Mercado ;
" Bischko " for Preciado

;

"Boucco" for Behor; "Hacco" for Isaac; "Men-
dousch " for Miriam ;

" Istrug " for Astruc ; and
"Moreno" (the brown). Some of the family names
seem inexplicable, as "Yulzari," "Babsi," etc.

The most prominent families of the city are those

of Judah Behar Israel and Ishak Behar Aron. The
chief rabbis of Shumla in the nineteenth century were
the following: Raphael Joseph Galimidi (1831-36);

Shabbethai Farhi (1836-58); Mattithiah Sarmani
(1858-72); Hayyim Franco of Rhodes (1872-78);

Jacob Estrumsa (1873-84). Since the last-named.

Shumla has had no spiritual chief, the hazzan of the

synagogue filling at the same time the offices of

chief rabbi and judge. The management of the

affairs of the community is in the hands of a syna-

gogal committee whose election must be approved
by the minister of public worship.

Shumla possesses the following philanthropic

societies: 'Ozer Dallim, founded in 1875, for the sup-

ply of fuel in winter to the poor; Esperanza, a

ladies' society for the relief of public misery in cases

of catastrophe ; and Bikkur Holim. for the provision

of medical aid, medicine, and burial for the poor;

likewise Aguddat Yeladim, a reading society; and
La Fourmi or Anemala, a mutual-aid society for

Jewish working men. There are, besides the syna-

gogue, two schools of the Alliance Israelite Univer-

selle (120 boys and 110 girls).

The Jews of Shumla at present (1905) number 200

families in a total population of about 22,000 (11,000

Mohammedans and 10,000 Orthodox Bulgarians).

In common with all the Jews of Bulgaria, those

of Shumla perform military service. During the

Bulgaro-Servian war the Jews of Shumla served in

the ranks of the local militia, and several of them
were decorated with the military medal. Of the two
Jewish officers in the Bulgarian army, the sublieu-

tenant Moreno Grassiani is a native of Shumla.

6. M. Fu.

SHXTRRABI, SHELOMO SALEM: Hakam
of the Beni-Israel community of Bombay ; born at

Cochin at the end of the eighteenth century; died

at Bombay April 17, 1856. While on a voyage from

Cochin to Bombay with his maternal grandfather,

Meyer Serfadi, about 1836, he was wrecked and

found by Jacob Aaron Sanker, a Beni-Israel soldier,

who secured for him employment as a bookbinder.

Shurrabi showed considerable knowledge of Jewish

lore, and, being able to cantillate the service attract-

ively, was appointed reader of the new synagogue at

a salary of 100 rupees (§50) per annum ; and as such

he instructed the Beni-Israel in the traditions of their

faith. He obtained great influence with the Beni-

Israel ; and through his efforts new synagogues Avere

founded in Bombay, Alibag, Revdanda, and Pan-

well. To Shurrabi, with David Rahabi and Samuel
Divekar, may be ascribed the chief influence in

keeping the Beni-Israel true to their faith.

Bibuography: H. Samuel, Sketch of the Beni-Israel, pp.
21-23.

J.

SHXJSHAN (Susa; Hebrew, "Shushan," or
" Shushan ha-Birah" [Shushan the Palace] ; Assyrian,
" Sushan "

; Elamitic," Shushin," " Shushun "
; Greek,

"Lovaav, "Lovaa): Ancient capital of Susiana or Elam,

and the winter residence of the kings of Persia ; situ-

ated between the Choaspes (modern Ab-i Kerkhah)

and the Eulseus (the " Ulai" of Dan. viii. 2; modern

Shaur), fifteen miles southeast of Dizful. The city

was a very ancient one, and is mentioned under the

name of Sis or Sisa in Babylonian inscriptions as early

as 2400 B.C. In 640, during the reign of Assurbanipal

Shushan came under Babylonian control ; but it was
captured by the Persians under Cyrus the Great, who
made it the seat of government. The rise of Baby-

lon under Alexander the Great and his successors

reduced the importance of Susa. It was razed after

a revolt, but was rebinlt by Sapor II. (309-379 c.e.)

under the name of Iranshahr Shapur; and it was

still able to offer a stubborn resistance to the Arab

invasion in 645.

The circumference of Shushan during its prime

seems to have been about six or seven miles, and on

the right bank of the Ulai stood a temple or observa-

tory, whose remains are now called Tell-i Sulaiman

("Hill of Solomon"), and other structures. The ruins

of the Persian palace, excavated by Williams and

Loftus, and, more recently, by Dieulafoy and his

wife, cover about 300 acres on three platforms. To
the southwest are the remains of a senu'circular cita-

del, and across a ravine to the north is a platform

containing the ruins of the "Hall of Audience " or

"Throne Room," while a long terrace to the east

was the site of the palace and the harem.

In the Bible, Susa or Shushan is mentioned once
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in Nehemiali (i 1), and once in Daniel (viii. 2), while

the scene of the Book of Estiiku is laid in the city

(Esth. i. 2, 5; ii. 5, 8; iii. lo; iv. 8, 10; viii. 14; ix.

6, 11-15, 18; Apoer. Esth. i. 2, although all these

references are too vague to determine whether the

"palace" [R. V. alternative reading, "castle"] bore

an)' resemblance to the royal structure as it actually

existed). The association of Daniel with "Shushun
the palace " has an added interest on account of the

single occurrence of the woid 1JTDX (" palace ") in

Dan. xi. 45, which, like its Syriac ecjuivalent "afa-

dana," is almost certainly a loan-word from the Old

Persian "apadana." The tradition of Daniel's resi-

dence at Shushan has caused a structure of the Mo-
hammedan period at the fcjot of the citadel to be

called the tomb of Daniel (see Daniei,, Tomh of).

The Book of Jubilees (viii. 1) reconstructs an epon-

ymous ancestry for Shushan, which it terms " the

daughter of Elam." According to the Pahlavi

"Shatroiha-i Eran," Shushan was founded by Sho-

shan-dukht or Gasyan-duklit, the Jewish queen of

Yezdegerd I., a statement which may mean that she

established a Jewish colony there (see Jew. Encyc.
ix. 465a, s.v. Paiil.wi Literatuiie).

E. G. II. L. H. G.

According to the Talmud, on the eastern gate of

the Temple at Jerusalem was a representation of

Shushan the palace (Mid. i. 3; conip. Kelim xvii.

9), variously explained by two Bab3lonian amoraim
in the third century (Men. 98a) as an emblem of

servitude to the Persian kings and as a token of

gratitude. This gate is believed by Griltz (" Gesch.

"

ii. 103) to be identical with the "kiug's gate" men-
tioned in I Chron. ix. 18. The Babylonian schools

of the amoraic period cite the two cities of Shush
and Shushtri among the places to which the ten

tribes were exiled (Sanh. 94a). Curiously enough,
both these names are given to Susa in modern Per-

sian, although it is uncertain whether they were ap-

plied to the city as early as the third and fourth

centuries, or whether the Talmud refers to two sep-

arate localities at or near the ancient Susa.

The province of which Susa was the capital is

mentioned especially as "Be-Huza" (Khuzistan);

and some of the amoraim are surnamed "Huza'ah "

(Git. 7a; Ta'an. 22a: Pes. 9a; comp. Sliab. 51b;

Ta'an. 21b; Ket. 85a). Saadia, following an Arabic
chronicle of the geonic period (possibly written by
the gaon himself; Neubauer, " M. J. C." ii. 92;

comp. "R. E. J." xxxii. 143), identifies Elam (Gen.

X. 22) with Khuzistan. Benjamin of Tudela in the

twelfth century describes Khuzistan as a large

province, although one not densely populated; and
among its ruins were the remains of Shushan the

palace. Pethahiah of Regensburg found only two
Jews in Susa, and at present (1905) there are but
7,000 in the entire province; they have fourteen

synagogues, one behind the tomb of Daniel.

Bibliography: Loftus, Trnvehi and Researches in ChaMcva
and SvMana, London, 1857 : Curzon, Persia and the Persian
Question, ib. \S9Z: De Morgan. DeleQatinn en Perse, i,
Paris, 19()0 ; Jane Dieulafoy, A Sttsf . ib. 1888 : Marcel Dieii-
lafov. UAcropole de Suse, ib. 1890-92; Billerbeck, Susa,
Berlin, 1893.

W. B.

SHTJSHAN (SUSA) PURIM : Name given to

the day w-hich follows Purim

—

i.e., to the 15th of

Adar, on which day, according to the Book of Es-
ther (ix. 18), the Purim festival is held in Shushan.
As a matter of fact, the 15th of Adar is Purim day
not only at Shushan, but at all large, walled cities

(see Meg. 2a, b concerning the time when it became
necessary to surround cities with walls), as is clearly

indicated in Esth. ix. 19, 21; but as Shushan is di-

rectly referred to, while the cities surrounded with
walls are only vaguely indicated, the day is called

"Shushan Purim." It would seem also from the
same passage and from verses 27 and 28 that both
the 14th and 15th of Adar were observed as festi-

val days in Shushan and in all other walled cities;

but the Rabbis explain (Meg. I.e.) that on one day
the festival was observed in unwalled cities and on
the other in Shushan and other walled places. Al-

though, in fact, the 14th of Adar is not celebrated

by the Jews of Shushan nor the 15th by the Jews of
unwalled cities, yet the observance of certain rabbinic

regulations reminds Jews living in unwalled places

of the Shushan Purim. Thus on the 15th one must
not mourn over the dead nor fast; that part of the

morning prayer called " Tahanun " must be omitted ;

and the meal must be more elaborate than on ordi-

nary days (Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 696, 3).

J. >[. Sel.

SHTJSSLOWITZ, JUDAH LOB : Russian
scholar; lived at Shklov in the nineteenth century.

He was the author of "Ozar ha-Shemot,"a concord-

ance of the proper names found in the Bible, form-
ing a supplement to the general Biblical concord-

ance published at Wilna in 1878; and of "Massoret
ha-Keri'ah " (Warsaw, 1888), a Masoretic and gram-
matical manual for the public reader of the Law.
Bibliography : Zeitlin, Bibl. Post-Mendels. p. 3.56.

n. R. I. Br.

SMYLOCK : Character in Shakespeare's play
"The Merchant of Venice." Shylock is represented

as making a wager with Antonio, a merchant of

Venice, setting the return of a loan of 3,000 ducats
against a pound of flesh to be forfeited by Antonio
if he fails to return the money from his own re-

sources by a certain date. Antonio fails to meet his

bond, and Shylock, Avho in the meantime had lost

his daughter Jessica by her elopement with a Chris-

tian, insists on the forfeit; thereupon Portia, tl*e

affianced wife of a friend of Jessica's lover, inter-

venes in the guise of a lawyer, and declares the bond
forfeited because it would be impossible to extract

a pound of flesh without drawing blood, which is

not mentioned in the contract, and also because the

intention of the contract was equivalent to design

upon a Venetian citizen's life. This latter crime
being, in Venice, punishable by death, the doge
remits the punishment only on condition of Shylock

becoming a Christian and surrendering half his for-

tune to Antonio.

Shakespeare appears to have taken the plot from
a ballad entitled "Ser Gernutus the Jew," or from

an English version of Giovanni Flo-

Earlier rentino's"Il Pecorone," written about
Forms of 1378. The story appeared in earlier

the Story, forms than either of these, however,

the earliest in which the creditor is

a Jew being the English "Cursor Mundi," written

about the end of the thirteenth century. In this
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version it is connected with the finding of the cross

by Queen Helena, who forgives the Jew for his

cruelty on condition of his pointing out the true site

of the crucifixion. With a non-Jew as principal

character the story appears even earlier, namely, in

the Sindbad series; here it occurs as the tale of the

fourth Avise master in the "Seven Wise Masters of

Rome," in which the servant of a knight lends the

latter 100 maiks in order that he may once more try

his fortune with his lady love, on condition that if

he does not repay the sum the servant shall receive

the rigiit to remove a certain amount of flesh from

his master's body. He is foiled by the decision of

the king that he must not remove more or less than

the specified quantity. In the early English version

of the " Gesta Romanorum " the condition by which
the forfeit is evaded is that the cruel creditor shall

not take a drop of blood. So in the German and

Latin versions, though in none of these is the cruel

creditor a Jew ; and so, too, in similar stories which
are told in Persia (F. Godwin, "The Persian Moon-
shee," p. 8). In one form of the story the cruel

creditor is a Christian, Paolo Mari SecJn, and the

debtor a Jew, Sansone Geneda, the latter of whom bet

a pound of flesh that Drake had not taken the city

of Santo Domingo, in Haiti, in 1585. The Jew-

lost, and, Sechi demanding the forfeit, the matter

was put before Sixtus V., who condemned both

persons to the galleys, which they could escape only

by each paying 2,000 scudi. This story was told by
liCti ("Vita de Sixto Quinto," Venice, 1587) eight

years later than the first appearance of a play on the

subject called "The Jew," and it is generally con-

sidered that the story is simply a fable introduced

by Let! into the second edition of his work.

In Nov., 1879, Frederick Hawkins, in an article in

"The Theater," suggested that "The Merchant of

Venice" was connected with the state trial of Dr.

Rodrigo Lopez; and Sidney Lee, in Feb., 1880, in

"The Gentleman's Magazine," pointed out the sim-

ilarity of the play with the incidents of the plot.

The chief enemy of Lopez, like Sliylock's, was
named Antonio. Henslow recorded that he had

brought out in August, three months
Historical after the execution of Lopez, a " Vene-

Basis. syon comedey " which is probably iden-

tical with " The Merchant of Venice "
;

and in the autumn of 1584 there were many repeti-

tions of a plaj' called "The Jew," as well as of Mar-
lowe's " Rich Jew of Malta " (see Barabas). It has

been conjectured that the public interest taken in

the trial induced Shakespeare to revise and rewrite

the play referred to bj^ Gosson in 1579 as relating to

a cruel and usurious Jew, Avhich was itself derived

from a story in the ballad referred to above and in

"II Pecorone." Some of the traits \n Shylock nvAy

be due to the influence of Marlowe, but SJiylock was
much more human than Barabas, since he was in-

fluenced by grief at the action of his daughter as

well as at the loss of a prized ring which he had

once given to his wife, and was made still more re-

sentful by the business competition of Antonio.

In the early traditions of the English stage Shy-

lock was played as a comic character, but Edmund
Kean made it a serious one, and he has been followed

in this reading by Sir Henry Irving. It has been

played with some force in Yiddish by Jacob
Adler.

Bibliography : Israel Davidson, Shylnck and Barahai^ (re-
printed from the Sewanee Review, No. 3); Fumess, 3/er-
cliant of Venice, pp. 287-314, 395-399, Phlladelpliia, 1888;
Gratz, Shylnck in der Saoe im Drama uiid in der Ge-
Kchichtc. Krotoschin, 1899 ; David Philipson, The Jew in Enq-
lish Fiction, Cincinnati, 19(W; L. Weiss. Talmudic and
Other Legends in Engliah Fiction, New York, 1899.

J.

SI'A (X^D), LEON JUDAH ARYEH (NASR
AL DIN) : Physician in Constantinople, and a
friend of Jewisii science; lived before 1633. He
translated Judah ha-Levi's "Cuzari" and Bahya's
"Hobot ha-Lebal)ot" from Arabic into Latin, which
his friend Jacob Roman intended to print together
witli the Hebrew translation and the Arabic text.

He was on friendly terms with Anton Leger, chap-
lain of the Dutch embassy in Constantinople,

through whom he recommended his friend Roman
(in a letter written in Latin and dated Dec, 1633) to

Johannes Bnxtorf, Junior, of Basel. He liad cor-

responded with Buxtorf at an earlier date. When
Rakoczy I., Prince of Transylvania, in 1639 ap-

pointed Si'a to be his court physician, the latter

left Constantinople, discarding Judaism at the same
time, as Buxtorf wrote to Professor Hottinger at

Zurich (Aug. 11, 1641).

Bibliography: Buxtorf, BihliothecaRabbinica,pA~i: Wolf,
Bihl. Hehr. iii. 1355f (where the name is wrongly given sls

HN^D); Carmoly, Hi»tr>ire deft Medecins Juifs, p. 189 (who
says that Si'a did not come from Flanders to Constantinople);
R. E. J. viii. 85 et seq.

s. M. K.

SIBBECHAI : Captain under David who came
from the town of Shushan, near Ephrath-Bethlehem.

He distinguished himself by overcoming a Philis-

tine giant (II Sam. xxi. 18; I Chron. xx. 4). He is

mentioned also in I Chron. xi. 29, xxvii. 11, as one

of the thirt}' valiant followers of David. He may
be the Mebunnai of II Sam. xxiil. 27.

E. G. H. E. I. N.

SIBERIA : Russian territory in northern Asia,

extending from the Ural Mountains to the Pacific

Ocean, and from the Arctic Sea to the Chinese fron-

tier, with a total population (1902) of 6,276,226, in-

cluding 31,380 Jews. As a place of banishment for

Russian prisoners Siberia acquired its first Jewish

settlers in the seventeenth century in those banished

thither as criminals, among whom there were many
whose only crime consisted in their being Jews.

When steps were taken in 1829 to diminish the

number of Jews in Couiiand and Livonia, it was
proposed among other measures to deport to Siberia

those Jews who failed to register in some community
by a specified time (see Cochland). The Jews thus

deported were followed by their families and friends,

and the authorities did not apparently object to the

hitter's establishing themselves in Siberia. In the

course of time, however, the Jewish question w'as

brought forward there also. In tlie early thirties

of the nineteenth century a (luestion was raised in

the Senate, in the case of Berkowitz and Kamener,

for the purpose of ascertaining wliether Jews de-

ported to Siberia, and their children who accom-

panied them, were entitled to avail themselves of

the gild privileges. The committee of ministers to

whom the case was referred resolved that it was
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legal for Berkowitz and Kamcncr to regisler in the

merchant gild; but "in order to prevent too great

an increase of Jewish merchants to the injury of the

natives," it was resolved that the case of every Jew
wishing to secure a trade license be presented to the

minister of finance for decision at his discretion.

This resolution was approved by the czar, March 3,

1884 (" Vtorove Polnoye Sobraniye Zakonov," ix.,

No. 6875).

On the other hand, Nicholas I. intended to estab-

lish Jewish agricultural colonics in Siberia; and he

even issued an order calling for the assignment of

land for this purpose in the governments of Tobolsk

and Omsk (1836). The Jews, especially those from

Courland, were quite eager to settle

Ukase in Siberia, but the plan was suddenly
of Jan. 5, abandoned, and by a ukase dated Jan.

1837. 5, 1837, the czar ordered that the set-

tlement of Jews there should be dis-

continued. The issuing of this ukase was largely

due to the influence of the adjutant-general, Count
Benkendorf , and of the minister of the interior, Count
Bludov; the latter, though he had ofhcially advo-
cated the establishment of Jews in Siberia, had pri-

vately opposed the measure. Nicholas I. came to

the conclusion that the settlement of a large number
of Jews in Siberia would result in economic injury

to the native population, and he suggested, as the

most effective remedy, "the enrolment among the

military cantonists of all the children of Jews de-

ported forsettlement in Siberia." Inquiries made at

that time showed that in the governments of To
bolsk, Tomsk, and Yeniseisk there were eighteen

Jewish merchants and 659 Jewish artisans, while

there were thirteen Jewi.sh settlers in the territory

of Omsk. The regulations finally adopted by
Bludov specified, among other provisions, that the

transfer of Jewish settlers to Siberia should be posi-

tively and permanently prohibited; that the lands

assigned for new Jewish colonies in the government
of Tobolsk and in the territory of Omsk should be

used for other purpo.ses; that prospective Jewish
settlers already on their way to Siberia should be

sent elsewhere; that Jews liable to banishment to

Siberia were, if under thirty-five, to be pressed into

military service, if between thirty-five and forty to

be sent to the workhouse, and if over forty to be
deported to special settlements in the remote regions

of Sibeiia, namely, in the territories of Yakutsk and
Transbaikalia. The Jews sentenced to hard labor in

the mines were to be settled in the same regions at

the expiration of their terms. Jews who had come
to Siberia in order to join their relatives were to be
given the alternative of returning to their former

homes or of joining their coreligionists in the new
Russian colonies. On their refusal to accept either,

they were to be deported to the remote parts of

Siberia. Male children under eighteen of Jewish
settlers were to be registered among the military

Cantonists ("Vtoroye Polnoye Sobraniye Zako-
nov," xii., No. 10,242).

Meanwhile thirty-six Jewish settlers from the

governments of Moghilef and Byelostok arrived in

the territory of Omsk, and their status became the

subject of much official correspondence. Bludov
reported the matter to Nicholas I., who decided that

it would be "unjust to transfer these Jews again,"
and ordered that they be given the choice of removal

to the government of Kherson or of
Status remaining in Siberia under the regu-

of Siberian lations adopted for the Jews already
Jews. established there. From a document

of subsequent date it appears that
thirty-two of these Jews preferred to remain in

Siberia, while four asked to be .sent back to their old

homes. After this, and until the death of Nicholas
I., the government endeavored in various ways to

discourage the settlement of Jews in the territory.

During the reign of Alexander II. several Jews,
not convicts, were given permission to settle in

Siberia, but notwithstanding this permission those
who established themselves there were subjected

to much oppression by the local administrators,

who interpreted the law according to their own
desires. Thus Jewish artisans, to whom the law
of the empire permitted unrestricted residence while
they were actively engaged in the pursuit of their

trades, were frequently compelled to remain in the

Siberian settlements where they happened to be reg-

istered, and were not allowed to leave even when
unable to earn a livelihood there (see "Khronika
Voskhoda," 1889, No. 9).

" A general review of the government enactments
concerning the Jews naturally leads to the question,

"

says Mysh in 1889, " why the honest Jew wlio is not

a member of the privileged classes is forbidden to

breathe the air of Siberia, while various criminals

and their descendants, although Jews, may not only

live in Siberia while serving their terms, but may
settle there permanently, and enjoy full civic rights,

even though forbidden to engage in the liquor

trade. At the same time, thanks to the laws con-

cerning the Pale op Settle.ment, any Jew within

the Pale who, on account of over-

Anomalous crowding and the fierce competition of

Position, his coreligionists, suffers from pov-

erty, and who wishes to escai)e from
his unfortunate position, and to remove with his

family beyond the Pale, will find only one way open
to him, namely, to commit some crime. It will then

become possible for him to remove with his family

to Siberia at the government's expense, and become
thereafull-tledged member of the local population."

Under Alexander III. and Nicholas II. official dis-

crimination against the Jews of Siberia became more
pronounced. Thus the council of the government
of Tobolsk decided that the domicil of a Jew regis-

tered in a Siberian community is not Siberia at large,

but only the place of his registration, and hence
such a Jew, if not a registered artisan, has not the

right to move from one Siberian government to an-

other, nor even to transfer his residence from one
settlement to another in the same government. The
Siberian administrations were supported in this ru-

ling by the imperial Senate, and thereb)' many Sibe-

rian Jews have been placed in the position of serfs

practically attached to the locality where they hap-

pen to reside; in many instances they have been

deprived of the means of gaining a livelihood.

Regulations of a similar nature were adopted in

1899 by the governor-general of Transbaikalia. Ac-
cording to these, " all Jews are forbidden to reside in
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the boundary zone adjoining the Chinese frontier.

Only those Jews who lived there prior to the ukase

of June 12, 1860, are permitted to remain in the

place of their leglstration. The banished Jews and
their descendants iiave no right to move freely from
place to place in Siberia, but may apply to the gov-

ernor-general for permission to do so " (" Khronika
Voskhoda," 1900, No. 2, p. 10). These regulations

are everywhere enforced with great severity and
arbitrariness by the local administrations, much suf-

fering being indicted upon the Jewish residents of

Siberia {ib. Nos. 42, 70; "Die Welt," 1902, No. 48).

According to the census of 1897, the Jews in

Siberia numbered 34,477 (18,483 males, and 15,994

females), distributed as follows:

Districts.

Amur
Yeniseisk
Transbaikalia
Irkutsk
Primorskaya

.

Sakhalin

«^
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she asserted herself to belong to the sixth genera-

tion of man and to be descended from Noah (i. 298),

while in another passage she termed herself a vir-

gin of the bk>od of Noah (iii. 827). On account

of these statements the Erythra'an i)agan sibyl was
likewise said to be descended from the sixth gener-

ation after the Flood (Eiisebius, "Con-
Connection stantini Oratio ad S. Coetum," xviii.).

with Bib- The Hebrew sibyl was alleged also to

Heal Per- have been the wife of one of Noah's

sonages. sons, and consequently to have been

saved in the ark (Plato's "Phstdrus,"

p. 244b, note). It was generally said, however, and

with greater show of right, that she belonged to the

race of the blessed Noah (prologue to the Sibyllines),

which statement agrees with her names Saba and

Sambethe. Epiphanius regarded her as the daughter

of Noah himself, or even of Eve ("Adversus Hfc-

reses," vi., xxvi. 1). The Jewish sibyl, however,

deliberatelj' falsified her genealogy, for it was an
accepted tradition that the old pagan sibyl was a

native of Babylon, while the Jewish sibyl was held

to be the daughter of the ancient Chaldean his-

torian Berosus (pseudo-Justin, " Cohort, ad Graecos,"

xxxvii. ; comp. Pausanias, x. 12; Moses of Chorene,

1. 6). The Jewish sibyl, then, was regarded as

a very ancient personage who perpetuated the wis-

dom of the past, and the traditions concerning her

may consequently be compared with the Jewish
legends of Enoch and of Asher's daughter Scrah.

All these legends arose after the ascription of

Jewish prophecies to the sibyl. The Hellenistic

Jews, especially those of Alexandria, were in con-

formity with the spirit of their time when they

clothed their sayings in Gentile garb, for only thus

could they hope to gain an audience. For the

sibylline prophecies were intended primarily for the

pagans, although the intention was rather to con-

vict them of sin and to glorify Judaism by contrast

with them than to convert them. The medium of

verse was chosen, moreover, as being the commonly
accepted vehicle of prophecy at Delphi, as well as in

the oracles of Orpheus and Cassandra, in the magic
papyri, and especially of the pagan sibyl. But
the clumsy hexameters and the awkward sentences

did not satisfy the refined tastes of the Greco-Roman
world, and Heraclitus, the sage of Ephesus, himself

declared that the sibyl uttered unrimed and uncouth
words with raving mouth, even though her broken
speech was regarded as the stammering of ecstasj',

since she was merely the frail vessel of the divine

spirit. In the extant collection of the

Hebraic Jewish oracles the sibyl often corn-

Tendencies ]ilains that she is exhausted by the

in Hellenic mighty spirit of the Lord, but that she

Garb. is compelled by His command to con-

tinue her utterances. She is, however,
fully conscious of her divine mission, which is to

be "the light of the heathen," "preparing the path
for man." She circulates the divine code of ethics,

and explains the ancient history of the Jews to the

Gentiles, whom she familiarizes with monotheism,
retaining some of the concepts of Greek mythology
merely to lend some degree of familiarity to her in-

struction. She lashes the wickedness of the iieathen.

describes the impending divine judgment and the

coming Messianic period, and dwells on the sublime
mission of the Jewish people, for whom is reserved

a future of splendor and sanctity, despite the shame
which has been its lot. Special stress is laid on the

most attractive ethical laws of Judaism, since these

alone could be used for a successful propaganda
among the Gentiles.

Yet the sibylline poems are far from being such
cosmopolitan compositions as is the work of the

PsEUDo-PfiocYLiDES. They arc, on the contrary,

essentially national and nomistic in so far as they
are Jewish. Even the Messianic time is inconceiv-

able without the Temple, sacrificial worship, and
the Law. Despite this the pagan Greeks are nowhere
urged to observe the Law ; they are asked merely
to lead moral lives and to recognize the one God.
Although the sibyl addresses all peoples, the Syr-

ians, Britons, Gauls, and the nations of the Isles, she

especially exhorts the people of Hellas, knowing
that it will be well with all the human race if this

people with its grand culture will combine its own
virtues with the pure religion of Judaism.

" Of centuries fifteen have passed away
Since o'er the Greeks those haughty tyrants ruled
Who first taught evil unto mortal man.
And made false gods for them that now are dead.

Whereby ye learned to think but vanity " (iii. 551-555).

These lines deserve special attention, for they in-

dicate the philosophical point of view of the author.

According to the sibyl, who.se attitude was subse-

quently shared by the Christian apologists, pagan-
ism originated when mankind revolted from God
and undertook to build the Tower of Babel, aban-
doning the worship of the true God for idolatry and
renouncing God and His law, which, "in a certain

sense," had existed even before Moses. The princes

of Greece had been the chief agents in the introduc-

tion and dissemination of idolatry, and the conver-

sion of the heathen meant, therefore, simply a return

to the God of Israel and to His law, which had been
wickedly abandoned in ages past (Friedlander,
" Apologetik," p. 44). A Hungarian philologist has

correctlj' summarized this view in the single phrase:

"The Jewish sibyl states the case euhemeristically"

(G. Nemethy, "Philologiai Kozlony," xxi. 1-5;

comp. idem, "Euhemeri Reliquiae," Budapest, 1889).

Judaism could, indeed, be successfully defended by
recourse to the euhemeristic theory of the Greek
pantheon.

Nascent Christianity could find no better aid for

its apologetics than the sibylline poems, and it is

due to this fact that the utterances of the Jewish
sibyl have been preserved inconsiderable fragments,

while the words of the pagan sibyl have been al-

most entirely lost, although it must be

Christian admitted that the fragments of the

Sibyls. latter which have escaped destruction

are more pithy, poetic, and valuable

than the Jewish portion. Christianity has not only

preserved these poems, but has added to them, so

that the sibylline utterances in their present form
are a mixture of Jewish and Christian elements, im-

posing upon criticism the task of separating them.

The difficulty of the problem is increased by the

fact that the text of the fragments is very imperfect,

uncertain, and full of errors.
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The evidence thus far accessible shows that a

sibylline poem of considerable extent was first put

in circulation by Alexandrian Jews in the second

century CO., and that compositions of this nature

continued to be publislied until late in tlie imperial

period. These productions always availed them-

selves of the latest events, the frequent convulsions

in the Roman empire furnishing rich material for

new visions, which deeply affected Judaism and

renewed its hopes for the future. The Christian

compositions of this type covered a much longer

period of time, stray poems being written even in

the IVIiddle Ages. The Christian sibylline verses

may easily be recognized when they contain proph-

ecies referring to Jesus or when the}' are couched in

decided antinomistic and occasionally anti-Jewish

language. Some of them, however, bear none of

these marks of a Christian origin, and have been

80 completely incorporated with the Jewish por-

tion that the two elements can not readily be sepa-

rated.

When the prologue to the Sibyllines was written,

in the fifth or sixth century, by a Byzantine author,

they liad been cast into almost their final form, al-

though they were then somewhat shorter. They
were little read at Byzantium in the Middle Ages,

since the Byzantines had their own sibylline oracles,

botlj in verse and in prose, while the West produced

a different kind of oracle, written in Latin, and

modeled on the sayings of the sibyl of ErythrjE.

In the period of the Renaissance the ancient poetic

oracles were again read eagerly, although they were

not printed until a late date. The first edition was
issued by Xystus Betuleius (Sixtus

History. Birken) of Augsburg, in eiglit books

(Basel, 1545), and created a sensation

in the -world of scholarship; Castalio of Basel pub-

lished a Latin versed translation of the Sibyllines in

1646. Better manuscripts were used by Joliannes

Osopoeus (Johannes Koch), whose edition appeared

at Paris in 1596. The next edition was that in Gal-

landi's " Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum" (Venice,

1765, 1788), but it was not until the nineteenth cen-

tury that editions of scliolarly accuracy appeared.

In 1817 a fourteenth book was edited, from a manu-
•script at Milan (Codex Ambrosianus), by Angelo

Mai, who, eleven years later, published books xi.-

xiv., from a Vatican manuscript. Better texts also

became available for the parts previously published.

The two editions published by the French scholar

Charles Alexandre in 1841-56 and 1809 are mas-

terly from a historical, critical, and exegctical point

of view. Other noteworthy editions are those by

Alois Rzach (Vienna, 1891) and Johann GefTken

{Leipsic, 1902), both of whom have elucidated the

Sibyllines in numerous other studies. Without go-

ing into textual details, a brief resume may here be

given of the results of the literary criticism of these

poems, since the Cliristian and the Jewish elements

must be distinguislied from each other. Althougli

definite results are impossible, there is a certain con-

sensus in scholarly opinion, which may be epito-

mized as follows, on the authority of Schlirer and

Harnack :

The origin of books 1. and ii. is doubtful. De-

chent and Friedlieb have designated passages of

XL -21

considerable length in both as Jewish in origin, al-

though, according to Schiirer, most scholars regard

them as Christ ian. Harnack more rea-

Analysis. sonably considers them as ba.sed on a

Jewish original infiueuced by Chris-

tian revision. In harmony with this theory, i. 1-

323, which constitutes the nucleus of the book, con-

tains no Cliristian elements, while i. 324-400, iinme-

diatel}' following, is not only distinctly Christian,

but is even openly anti-Jewish. In book ii. the

Jewisli part of book i. is continued, but the sibyl,

passing by former ages, deals directly with the last

generation ; only verses 34-55 are Christian. Verses
56-148 are a didactic poem taken from pseudo-
Phocylides, and the passage beginning with verse

154 is, on the whole, a Jewish eschatology mingled
with Stoic conceptions, though it may contain some
Christian elements.

Book iii. is undoubtedly the most valuable of the

entire collection. According to Bleek, it is, at least

in its main portion (vcr.ses 97-807), the work of an
Alexandrian Jew, who may have flourished in the

Maccabean period (170-160 b.c). Other critics assign

it to the j'ear 140 or 124 n.c, thougli, with the ex-

ception of Alexandre, who ascribes verses 295-488

to a Christian author, they agree in regarding it as

an ancient Jewish poem. The poem, which is by
no means uniform, may be divided into three parts:

(1) verses 97-294. (2) verses 29.5-488; (3) verses 499-

807.

(1) Verses 97-294 describe the building of the

Tower of Babel and the dispersion of the peoples;

this event is ascribed to the quarrel among the

three kings Kronos, Titan, and Japetus, Biblical

material and Greek mythology being indiscrimi-

nately mingled. The j)oet surveys the successive

rules of the Egyptians, Per.sians, Medes, Ethio-

pians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Macedonians, Ptol-

emies, and Romans, the last-named being still a

republic, for it is designated as " many-headed

"

(rroXmpavoc). All these governinentsare

The Third succeeded b}' the peaceful rule of the

Sibylline, people of God, who once before had
been great and mighty under Solo-

mon. After the seventh Hellenic king, Ptolemy
VII. (Physcon) of Egypt, the people of God will

again be in the ascendent, and will rule mankind.

This passage is followed by an account of the his-

tory and the characteristics of Israel.

(2) Verses 295-488 comprise denunciations and

warnings regarding Babylon. Egypt, Gog and Ma-
gog, Libya, Syria (under the Seleucids), Phrygia,

Troy (witli a noteworthy polemic against Homer),

Lycia, Cyprus, and Italy. This portion was evi-

denlly written in the second century, although some
details do not agree with actual history. In tiie

description of the Syrian kings, Antiochus Epiph-

anes, his son Eupator, the hitter's assassin, Deme-
trius L, and the succeeding rulers down to Trypho,

are clearly recognizable.

(3) Verses 499-807 also contain denunciations of

the Gentiles, which contrast sharply with the prom-

ises for Israel and tiie announcemeat of the last

judgment: this section, too. includes an allusion to

the seventh Ptolemy. Tiic Christian elements which

some critics have sought to find m this passage may
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1)C ititerprelod diUcicntly. Verse 785, "' lie glad, O
virgin [k6i>i/], and rejoice," refers to Jerusalem, in

wliieh God shall dwell, according to Zecli. ii. 10.

The sibyl again refers to Jerusalem in verses 260 ct

Heq. which may be compared with viii. 324, "Be
glad, thou holy daugliter of Zion." This purely

Biblical phraseology Jias not always been correctly

interpreted by the editors; thus Geffken emended

the received text in iii. 355 and viii. 75 because he

did not perceive that the phrases "daughter of

Rome" and "native of Rome" refer to the city of

Rome itself. In verse 77() the reading should be,

as was recognized by Alexandre, vaov QfoIo ("tem-

ple of God"), in allusion to Isa. Ivi. 7, instead of

vlov Qeolo (" son of God ").

This internal evidence is supported by external

evidence, for the sibyl's version of the story of the

building of the Tower of Babel and the battle of the

sons of Kronos with the Titans was (pioted also by

Alexander Polyhistor in the name of the sibyl, and

Josephus likewise knew it ("Ant." i. 4, ^ 3). The
majority of the quotations from the Sibylline Books
found in iiatristic literature are taken from the third

book.

The two fragments, containing eighty-four verses,

found in Theophilus ("Ad Autolycum," ii. 36) have

been separated from the Sibylline Books in their

present form, although, according to Lactantius,

they seem originally to have formed the prologue.

They are evidently a genuine product of Jewish

sibylline literature, and glorify in inspired speech

the monotheism of Judaism, while denouncing the

folly and the abominations of pagan idolatry.

Verses 36-92, now placed at the beginning of book

iii., maj' be dated with some degree of certainty.

The w ords " When Rome shall rule also over Egypt "

(verse 46) indicate Rome's assumption of rulership

over Egypt as very recent; there are also allusions

to the triumvirs and to (Heopatra. Under this

queen the Jewish author hoped for the advent of

the Messianic kingdom; he therefore must have

composed his work between 40 and 31 B.C. The
reference to the " Sebasteniaiis " in verse 63 is fre-

quently regarded as an allusion to the Samaritans,

and the poem is accordingly assigned an earlier

date, or the lines in (juestion are explained as inter-

])olations. Tiie name may refer, however, to the

Romans, who were so known in Palestine (see

SliBASTUS).

The third book concludes with an epilogue (<S08-

H28), in which the sibyl explains her nature. The
Greeks erroneously suppose her to be the Erythraean

prophetess, but she is in reality a native of Babylon

and a daughter of Noah. These verses may be in-

terpolations, although there is a possibility that they

are genuine.

Book iv. is far more unitied. In the name of the

true God the sibyl predicts the events that will

take place from the first to the tenth generation of

man. This division of history into ten periods

(comp. ii. 15) is very important, for it served as a

model for the medieval chroniclers, such as pseudo-

Methodius; Hebrew analogues also exist. All na-

tions, great and small, pass in review ))efore the

poet, who follows the example of the Bible in finding

omens in the names of cities and countries according

to ilieir etymology. Thus, Samos shall be covere<l

by sand (afijuog), he declares, and Delos shall disap-

pear (df5v?i"C ; comp. Micah i. 10 and Zeph. ii. 4). lie

(!ven alludes to the destruction of Jerusalem by the

Romans (115-137), declaring that the eruption of

Vesuvius in 79 B.C. was a punishment for it (180-

136); and he shares the view of his contemporaries

in regard to Nero's flight a(!ross the Euphrates and
his speedy return (117-124 and 137-139). These data

show that the author lived about 80 c.k. The entire

poem is Jewish in s|)irit, and there is no reason to

regard it as a Christian product. Tiie attacks upon
animal sacrifices were directed only against the Gen-
tiles, and have nothing to do with Essenism. The
baptism which the pagans are invited to accept

(165) is the Jewish baptism of proselytes; the pas-

sage is modeled, moreover, on Isa. i. 16.

Book v., one of the best of the entire collection,

consists of several Jewish passages and brief Chris-

tian additions. The number of peoples and coun-
tries enumerated by the author exceeds

The Fifth tho.se in the other poems. The lamen-

Sibylline. tations and hopes he utters clearly

show that the historic background in

each is a different one, as Zahn correctly states.

The poet wrote shortly after the destruction of Jeru-

salem by Titus, and, intiuenced by this catastrophe,

he pre(licted the downfall also of the temple of
Onias in Egypt. Then follow the Messianic pre-

diction and the description of the last judgment.

This portion seems to include verses 111-178, 200-

205, 228-346, 361-433, and 484-531. About 120 c.e..

in the beginning of the reign of Hadrian, who is des-

ignated, like the other rulers, merely by the initials

of his name, another Juda20-Eg3'ptian poet proph-

esied, eulogizing the emperor as the best and most

exc'cllent of men, and apparently expecting that he

would rebuild the Temple. The poet mourns over

the Egyptians and other nations, all of whom deserve

punisiunent because they worship animals and are

idolaters (52-110). In another pas.sage (179-213)

1h! laments again over Egypt, and over the Afri-

can districts of Barka, Syene, Cyrene, and Ethiopia,

following this section with the judgment of Corinth

(314-337). lie anticii>ates, with great felicity, the

liberation of the Jews from the Hellenic dominion and

the conversion of the Gentiles (247-360; a Christian

passage, 256-259, in praise of Jesus, is interpolated).

Verses 434-483 render the judgment of Babylon.

About 150 c.fi. a Christian redactor seems to have

combined all these passages, adding Christian mat-

ter. Harnack ascribes the remarkable eulogy of

Hadrian, whom no Jew could extol, to a Christian

;

but in general the Christian elements here can not

be detinitel}' distinguished from the Jewish.

Books vi., vii., and viii. are usually regarded as

Christian in origin. Book vi. is a short hymn to

Jesus, with denunciations of Israel, which is called

a country like Sodom (21). In book vii. also Jesus

is glorified; the author of this poem lived in the

Christian eia, after the establishment of the Parthian

empire. Book viii. is still more openly Christian,

and in('ludesthe famous poem in acrostics to "Jesus

Christ, the Redeemei', the crucified Son."

The recently discovered books xi.-xiv. (ix. and x.

are missing) are, on the whole. Christian in charac-
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ter, as is clear from historical analysis ratljer than

from positive stateinouts. Book xi., however, is

probably Jewish in origin. Although
Recently the Church Fathers do not quote these

Discovered books, this does not imply that they

Sibyllines. were composed at a late date; they

remain uncited because the religious

thought they express is unimportant, and their Mes-

sianic-apocalyptic elements are entirely conventional.

Book xi. narrates the history of the world from

the Flood, and alludes to the founding of Rome, the

siege of Troy (the sibyl here asserts that Homer
borrowed from her), Alexander the Great, and the

Diadochi, tracing the course of history up to the

time of Cleopatra and Julius C.-esar. The religious

element, especially of the Messianic type, is unim-

portant. The author seems to have been an Alex-

andrian. The book contains no Christian elements

whatever.

Book xii. continues tlic Roman history, giving the

numerical values of the initials in the names of

the emperors down to Alexander Severus; that the

immediate successors of Septimius Severus are

omitted may possibly be due to a lacuna in the text.

A religious element appears in the statement that

the divine Logos ai)peared on earth during the reign

of the first lioman emperor (30 and 282)— evident-

ly a Christian statement. Vespasian, however, is

termed, in the Jewish sense, the "destroja-r of the

pious," while Hadiian, on the contrary, iseulogized.

Book xiii., which has no religious elements, con-

tinues the history of the Roman emperors from Max-
iminus to Aurelian, who will subdue the monsters,

the thirty' tyrants. There are references also to

Philippus, to the Persian wars, and to Alexandria as

the granarj' of Rome.
Book xiv, differs from the pieceding books in that

the allusions to the emperors are too obscure to ad-

mit of identitication, while alleged historical events

do not correspond with the authenticated data.

The poet apparently follovv'ed his own imagination.

He seems to have been chiefly inteiested in Asia

JMinor, from which it may be inferred that he was a

Jew or a Christian from that region. The book con-

tains no religious elements whatever, although the

author gives his work a Messianic conclusion, pro-

claiming that during the last generation of the

Latins, Rome will enjoy a period of felicity under
the government of God Himself, while in the coun-

tries of the East, including Egypt, a holy people

will live in peace, after all wrongs have been righted.

No allusion to the sibyl, and no traces of her in-

fluence, are found in medieval Jewish literature,

beyond the cursory mention by Abraham Zacuto,

in the sixteenth century, of tiie legendary Roman
sibyl who went with her books to Tarquin (" Yu-
hasin," ed. London, p. 239a); this legend is referred

to by Jehiel Heilprin ("Seder ha-l5orot," i. 110b,

Warsaw, 1891) and David Gans ("Zemah Dawid,"
ii. 8b, Offenbach, 176H). The Byzantine historians

Georgius Monachus, Cedrenus, and Glycas turned

the Biblical Queen of Sheba into a sibyl (Krauss, in

"Byzantinische Zeit.'' xi. 120), and Zacuto alludes

to her (I..C. p. 237a) under the name of Nicaulis or

Nicaula. In medieval Christian art this sibyl Ni-

caula is a conventional figure, and is regarded as

hostile to the Synagogue. Christian theology em-
ployed the sibylline oracles in polemics against

Judaism, the well-known fornuila for this being

'Teste David cum Sibylla." New texts were con-

tinually produced by medieval prophecy, such as the

sayings of the Tiburtiue sibyl (edited by E. Sacker,

Halle-on-the-Saale, 1898), who predicted death and
destruction for many peoples, and gave forewarning
of the persecution of the Jews under Heraclius, in

the manner of the ancient sibyls (Krauss, I.e. ix.

202-203). The sibylline literature, then, merges into

apocalyptic literature. Similar in nature are the

pseudo-Methodius, the Juda?o-Persian and Coptic
apocalypses of Daniel, and the Ethiopian sibyl (R.

Basset, "Les Apocryphes Ethiopiens," x. 19, Paris,

1900).
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G. S. Kh.

SICARII (Greek, (T£/fdpio< = "assassins," "dag-
germen ") : Term applied, in the decades immediately
pi'cceding the destruction of Jerusalem, to the Jewish
Zealots who attempted to exjicl the Romans and
tlieir partizans from the country, even resorting to

murder to at lain their object. Under their cloaks

they concealed "sica?," or small daggers, whence
they received their name; and at popular assem-
blies, especially during the pilgrimage to the Tem-
ple mount, they stabbed their enemies, or, in other

words, those who were friendly to the Romans,
lamenting ostentatiously after the deed, and thus

escaping detection (Josephus, "Ant." xx. 8, § 10;
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idem, "B. J." ii. 13, § 3). Although Felix had
cleared the country of the so-called "robbers," their

place was taken by the Sicarii, who were not so

easily to be suppressed. The high priest Jonathan

was assassinated by tlieni at the instigation of Felix,

who did not hesitate to make use of the Sicarii in

this way. During the procuratorship of Cumanus
they killed an imperial servant on the open high-

way near Beth-horon, an act which resulted in lam-

entable consequences.

Festus himself had to contend with the Sicarii;

but Albinus, in return for money and other presents,

left them in peace, and even convicted Sicarii were

released on promising to spare their opponents. On
one occasion they kidnaped the secretary of Eleazar,

governor of the Temple, but liberated him in ex-

change for ten of their comrades (" Ant." xx. 9, ^ 3).

At the beginning of the war against the Romans,
the Sicarii, with the help of other Zealots, gained

secret access to Jerusalem, where they committed
atrocious acts. Their leaders, including Mena-
HEM B. J.\iR, Eleaz.\h Ii. Jaiii, and Bau Gioha,

were among the important figures of this war;
and they held possession of the fortress of Masada
until it was taken by the Romans.

In Latin "sicarius" is a common term for an as-

sassin, as in the title of the law promulgated by
Sulla, the "Lex Cornelia de Sicariis"; and the word

PP'Ip'D lias the same general meaning in the Mishnah
(Bik. i. 2, ii. 3; Git. v. 6; Maksh. i. 6). The Misli-

nah mentions a "sikarikon " law enacting that title

to a piece of property held by a " robber " may be

taken in case it has been first purchased from the

owner and then from the "robber" (such being tlie

meaning of the word in this passage), but not vice

versa.

Bibliography : Gratz, Gench. 4th ed., iii. 432; Schurer, Gexch.
3d ed., i. .'>74. On tbe "sikarikon" law : Griitz, in Jahreshe-
richt. IJresIau, 189:i; Rosenthal, in Monatsschrift, 1893;
Krauss, in Biizmitinische Zeitschrift, ii. 511; idem, Lehn-
wOrtcr, ii. 39i2.

G. S. Kn.

SICHEL, JULES: French oculist; born at

Frankfort-on-the-Main 1802; died at Paris Nov. 14,

1868. He studied medicine at Berlin (M.D. 1825),

and took a postgraduate course at Paris. In 1836

he established in the latter city an ophthalmic clinic

for free consultations, and he became one of the

most popular of Parisian oculists.

Of Sichel's works the following (all published in

Paris) may be mentioned :
" Propositions Generales

sur rOphlhalmologie " (1833); "Memoireset Obser-

vations sur laChoroidite" (1836); "Traitede I'Oph-

thalmie, la Cataracte, et I'Amaurose" (1837);

"Ieonograi)hie Ophthalmologique " (1852-56); and
"Nouveau Recueil de Pierres Sigillaires d'Oculistes

Romains" (1867).

Bibliography: Vapereau, Dicfiomwiire des Cojitempnrainn.

s. J. Ka.

SICHEL, NATHANEEL: German painter;

born at Mayence Jan. 8, 1843. He studied in

Munich at the Royal Academy of Art (1859-62)

under Julius Schrader. In 1863 his picture en-

titled "Joseph Explains the Dreams of Pharaoh"
won him a scholarship which enabled him to visit

Italy and to remain in Rome for two years. Before

proceeding thither he passed a year in Paris, where
he painted a portrait of the Countess of Ernaudes,
which was exhibited in the Salon of 18G5. During
his sojourn in Rome (1866-68) he jiainted the his-

torical pictures "Leave-Takiug of Maria Stuart,"

from Melville's "Francesca di Rimini and Paulo
Malatesta"; and "Don Carlos Taken Prisoner by
Philip II." In 1869 Sichel returned to Germany,
where he devoted himself to portrait-painting. Of
his more important works maybe mentioned: "The
Beggar of the Pont des Arts "

;
" The Theban Wom-

an"; "The Girl from Afar"; "Oriental Dancing
Gill"; "La Favoiita " ; "Fatme"; and "Ghis-

monda."

Bibliography : Das Geistii/e Berlin, 1897, pp. 500-501.
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SICILY : Large island in the Mediterranean Sea,

southwest of Italy, to which it belongs and from
which it is separated by the Strait of Messina. The
earliest trace of Jews in Sicilv dates from the end of

the sixth centurj', when, at the request of the Sicil-

ian Jews, the Roman community complained to

the pope of the cruelty of the Christians toward the

Jews of the island. Thereupon Gregory the Great
ordered the restitution of stolen property or its

full monetary value, and strictly prohibited bap-

tism by force. Nothing further is heard of Sicil-

ian Jews until the eleventh century, with the excep-

tion of a story of Jewish fanatics corrupting the

morals of women in Catania. Jew.' of Naio are

mentioned in a patent of King Roger I., dating from
the year 1094. Frederick II. endeavored to save the

Jews in Sicily from persecution during the Crusades
by the decrees of 1210 and 1221, in which he placed

the Jews under ecclesiastical jurisdiction and
ordered that no difference be made between their

treatment and that of others.

The council held at Piazza on Oct. 20, 1296, was
of great importance for the Jews. Among other

enactments it decreed that a Christian might not

be treated by a Jewish physician, and
Council of that any breach of this order would
Piazza. entail severe punishment for both. On

May 22, 1327, ecclesiastical govern-

ment was abolished in certain cities, including

Mazzara. The old custom of compelling Jews to clean

both public and private stables on certain days of the

year was abolished by Louis in a patent of protection

dated Nov. 23, 1347. The external decoration of

synagogues was prohibited by Frederick III. on Oct.

12, 1366; in consequence of this law old synagogues
that had already been decorated were pulled down.
The wearing of a special badge was ordered by
the same monarch on Dec. 25, 1309. The badge
consisted of a piece of red material, not smaller than

the largest royal seal; men were required to wear
it under the chin, and women on the breast. The
communities of Marsala and Syracuse, however,
obtained certain concessions. The former, on April

18, 1375, received permission to build a new syna-

gogue; the latter was freed from ecclesia.stical ju-

risdiction and received the right to appeal to the

royal tribunal in difficult legal cases.

Under Martin V., of Aragon, who showed favor

to the Jews in several instances, conditions under-

went little change. The monk Julian, as royal com-
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missioner, was ordered in 1392 to confine tlie Jews
to ghettos. In the summer of the same year severe

persecutions broke out iu San Giuliano, Catania,

and Sj'racuse ; manj' Jews fell victims,

Persecu- and every Sunday especially the Jews
tions in those cities were in deadly fear of

of 1392. fresh cruelties. Martin finally was
induced to issue a decree, July 11,

1392, ordering the punishment of those who had
taken part iu the disturbances. In tlie following

year strict decrees were directed against private

ceremonies. Thus, on May 12, 1393, the Jews were
forbidden to use any decorations in connection with
funerals; except in unusual cases, when silk was
permitted, the coffin might be covered with a woolen
pall only. In Marsala the Jews were compelled to

take part in the festival services at Christmas and
on St. Stephen's Day, and were then followed liome

by the mob and stoned on the way. At the begin-

ning of the fifteentii centur}' oppression had in-

creased to such an extent that in 1402 the Jews of

Marsala presented an appeal to the king, in which
they asked for: (1) exemption from compulsory
menial services; (2) the reduction of their taxes to

one-eleventh of the total taxation, since the Jews
were only one-eleventh of the population; (3) the

hearing of their civil suits b}' the royal chief judge,

and of their religious cases by the inquisitor; (4) the

delivery of Hags only to the superintendent of the

royal castle, not to others; (5) the reopening of the

women's bath, which had been closed under Andrea
Chiaramonte. This appeal was granted on Dec. 6

following.

In comparison with other Jewish communities of

Europe, the Sicilians were happily situated. They
even owned a considerable amount of property, since

thirteen of their coranunities were able, in 1413, to

lend the infante Don Juan 437 ounces of gold. This
was repaid on Dec. 24, 1415; in the same year, how-
ever, the Jewish community of Vizzini was expelled

by Queen Blauca, and it was never permitted to

return.

Under Alfonso V. (1416-56) the Jews remained
comparatively unmolested. The first event recorded

as seriously affecting them in this reign was a decree

of Feb. 5, 1428, ordering the Jewish
Under communities throughout Sicily to at-

Alfonso V. tend conversionist sermons. A large

deputation, however, bearing a large

sum of money, appeared before the king at Naples,

with the result that, on Jan. 1, 1430, the decree was
repealed. The rise to infiuence of Capistrano, the

Sicilian monk, occurred in the reign of Alfonso V.
The result of his inflammatory sermons in Sicily

was that a certain Giacomo Sciarci was appointed
to investigate the charges of usury and other wick-
ednesses made against the Jews. In spite of the

negative result of this investigation the Jews were
made to pay a fine of 2,000 ounces of gold. One
of the last decrees of Alfonso was that prohibiting

emigration to the Holy Land. Some Jews from
Africa who were bold enough to attempt it were
made to pay a fine of 1,000 ounces of gold.

The end of the fifteenth century was distin-

guished in Sicily, as elsewhere, by persecutions

of the Jews resulting from accusations of desecrating

the host and of murdering boys. Especially

severe were those in Modica (1474), Noto and Cal-

tagirone (1475), and Syracuse (1487). The tide of

misfortune continued to rise. During the prayer-

week before the Christmas of 1491 a procession

was passing through the streets of Casliglione;

an arm of the crucifix was broken by a stone,

thrown, it was said, by the rabbi Biton from the

open window of his dwelling ; the rabbi was at once
killed by the two brothers Crise, who then betook
themselves to Spain for protection. They were
highly praised by Ferdinand the Catholic, and, when
asked what reward they desired for their deed, they

requested the expulsion of the Jews
Decree of from the whole of {Sicily.

Expulsion. When the decree of banishment,

dated March 31, 1492, reached Sicily,

there were over 100,000 Jews living in the island,

in the fifty-two different places named in the fol-

lowing table:

Town.

Ademo
Agosla
Alcamo
Alcasa
Alicata
Bivona
Cawaino
Calata Bellota
CiiltaRirone
Caltanisetta )

Camaraia ...... (

Carleone
Casliglione
Castrogiovanni ...

Castronuovo
Castro-Reale
Catania
Cefalu )

Cimuoina >

Geraci )

Girgenti
(iiuliana /

Lentini f

Marsala
Mazzara
Messina

Jews First
Mentioned.

14th cent.
1428

14th cent.
1478
1415

14th cent.
14.5:!

1454
1428

14th cent.

1428
1491
1400
1428
1415
1368

14th cent.

590

14th cent.

1375
1327

(see art.)

Town. Jews First
Mentioned.

Milazzo
Militello
Mineo
Modica
Naro
Nicosia
Noto
Palazzuolo
Palkrmo
Paterno I

Piana dei G reci f

Piazza
Polizzi
llagiisa

Uegalbuto
Saleiiii

San Giuliano
San MarcoiiK)
Santa Lucia
Savoca
Sciac^-a

Syracuse
Taormina
Termini
Trapani
Vizzini

14lh cent.
1486
1390
1474
1094
1428
1395

14th cent,

(see art.)

14th cent.

1428
1393
1394
1478
1428
1298
14.50

1415
1428
1295
878
1415
1428
1365
1415

Ferdinand's decree was proclaimed in each town
with a blare of trumpets; the Jews were ordered to

pay all their debts, both to the towns and to private

citizens, before their departure. Three months'

grace, to which forty days were added, Avas given

them to prepare for their exile; after that time

any Jew found in the island was to be liable to the

penalty of death. On June 9 they were forbidden to

depart secretly, .sell their possessions, or conceal any
property; on June 18 the carrying of weapons was
prohibited; their valuables were appraised hy royal

officials on behalf of the state, packed in boxes, and
given into the care of wealthy Christians. On Aug.
13 came the order to be ready to depart; the follow-

ing articles might be taken : one dress, a mattress,

a blanket of wool or serge, a pair of used sheets, a

few provisions, besides three taros as traveling

money. After numerous appeals, the date of de-

parture was postponed to Dec. 18, and later, after

a payment of 5,000 gulden, to Jan. 12, 1493. The
departure actually occurred on Dec. 31. 1492.

The exiles sought refuge in Apulia, Calabria, and

Naples. When Charles VIII. conquered Naples in
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1494, a serious disease, known as " French fly,"

broke out in that region. The responsibility for

this being fixed upon tlie Jews, tliey were ac-

cordingly driven out of Naples. They then

.sought refuge in Turkish territory, and settled

chiefly in Constantinople, Damascus, Salonica, and

Cairo. In a proclamation of Feb. 3, 1740. contain-

ing thirty-seven paragraphs, the Jews were for-

mally inviteti to return; a few came, but, feeling

their lives Insecure, tliey soon went back to Turkey.

In spite of many adverse royal decrees, and of

frequent popular persecutions, in no other state did

tlie Jews of the Middle Ages enjcH' such freedom

and independence as in Sicily. It was the policy of

the rulers to allow the heterogeneous nationalities

thrown together upon the island an autonomous
government, in which, however, the

Taxation. Jews did not siiare. Besides general

state taxes, the Jews were required to

pay an annual capitation-tax of a quarter of an ounce

of gold, called "agostale" (those who failed in this

payment were
placed under
ban by the com-
nuinity itself,

according to a

decree of Sept.

4, 1004); and one

Roman paolo or

one forty-eighth

of an ounce of

gold per head
every year (after

1224) to the in-

quisitor for his

traveling ex-
penses. They
were required

furthermore to

supply flags for

the royal castles

and standards

for the galleys

(only Syracuse

was exempt
from the levy)

and to clean the

royal castles and palaces. The capitation-tax of the

Sicilian Jews in the fifteenth century amounted
on an average to 123j ounces of gold per year. The
Jews of Syracuse were obliged in addition to con-

tribute an ounce of gold daily toward the expenses of

the royal tabic. The community of Mazzara paid

the bishop from 3} to 5 pounds of pepper annually.

Among the civil disabilities of the Jews it should

be mentioned that they might not testify against a

Christian before a court, though neither might a

Christian testify against a Jew; and Jews might
not liave Christian slaves, though they were per-

mitted to own real estate.

The internal administration of the communities in

the larger cities was conducted by a number of offi-

cials. There were twelve presidents (" proti "), three

of whom administered affairs for three months, and
were then succeeded by the next three. The six

" auditori di conti " had charge of the treasury of the

I rV P«NTELl.«f<l» I.
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SCALE or MILES
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Map of Sicily Showing Places Where Jews Resided

comraunit}'. A board of twelve members, the "do-

dici," or "dodici nomini probi," reviewed the deci-

sions of the "pi'oti." The "conser-

Communal vatori degli atti" was composed of

Or- several scholars, and had chaige of the

gauization. archives. The nine "sogetti" appor-

tioned the taxes among the individual

members of the community. Besides these there were

a "percettori" (tax-collector), the "sindachi" (pub-

lic syndics and charity administrators), and a " balio,"

or "guvernadore," an executive officer. The relig-

ious administration was v('«ted in the following offi-

cers: the "dienchelele " (^^13 pn), chief judge, or

chief district rabbi (this office was in existence from

1405 to 1425, the appointment being in the hands of

the king); the "manigliore," or "sacri.stano," who
was the guardian of the synagogue and was ap-

pointed by the "'proti "
; the"idubi," public commu-

nal scribes, who drew up documents of marriage and
divorce; the " limosinieri," special officers for distrib-

uting alms; the "giudici spirituali," consisting of

the " proti " and
the rabbi, who
watched over re-

ligious observ-

ances in general.

The p r a j"^ e r -

leaders and
ritual slaugh-
terers were
called "presby-

ters " ; the .syna-

gogue itself,

"meskita" (Ar-

abic).

Tile personal

names adopted

by the Jews
were often local

in origin, or
were Latinized

Jewish names,

as Angelo, Do-

nate, Benedic-

tus (= Bar\icli).

Gauden (= Sim-

hah). The in-

timacy between the Jews and some of their Christian

fellow citizens is shown, for instance, by the fact

that in Castrogiovanni a Christian acted as godfather

at the circumcision of a Jewish boy.

The Jews were the chief representatives of com-

merce and industry. They were very active in

financial transactions, and excelled

Occupa- also in agriculture; the grove of date-

tious. palms near Favara was planted by
them, while their farming near Gerbi

was very successful. That they applied themselves

also to all kinds of manual labor may be gathered

from the protest raised by the Sicilians at the de-

parture of the Jews. At the time of their expulsion

many Sicilians stood on the roofs and galleries of

their houses to bid them farewell.

Bibliography : La Lumla, GH Ebrei SicHiani 11,92, ralermo.

1870; B. G. Lagumlna, Codice Diplomaticn del Giudei at

Sicilia, lb. 18S5, 1890; Giovanni de Giovanni, UEhraimw
della Sicilia, Palermo, 1748; I. V. Bozzo, NoU Storiche

t" from

i S) riicuNB

Greenwich 15
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SICK, VISITING THE (Hebrew, "bikkur

holiin"): To visit llie sick in order to show them

sympathy, cheer them, and aid and relieve them in

their suffering is declared by the Kabbis to be a

duty incumbent uiion every Jew, even if the sick

one is a Gentile (Git. 61a). While there exists no

special command in the written law concerning

this act of benevolence, the Rabbis found allusions

to it in several passages of the Pentateuch. Thus,

"Ye shall walk after the Lord your God" (Deut.

xiii. 4) means, say the Rabbis. "Imitate God; as

He visits the »\c.k—e.g., in the case of Abraham

(Gen. xviii. 1, so interpieted by the Rabbis)—so

do thou also visit the sick " (Sotah 14a; Gen. R.

viii., end); when it is said, "Show them the way

wherein they must walk " (Ex. xviii. 20), the duty

of visiting the sick is referred to (B. AI. 30b; corap.

Targ. Yer. ad loc); and likewise Avhen it is said

(Gen. xviii. 29), "He [Abraham] will command his

children and his household after him, and tliey shall

keep the way of tlie Lord, to do righteou.sness

"

([Hebr.]; Gen. R. xlix. 7). The haberim, or Hasi-

dic associations, made the performance of this duty

a special obligation ; and therefore the visiting of

the sick is enumerated in Matt. xxv. 36 among the

various forms of chanty. In the Shulhan 'Aruk,

Yoreh De'ah, a whole chapter is devoted to the com-

mand concerning such visitations; and in many
Jewish communities there existed, and still exist,

Bikkur Holim societies, whose particular object is

to visit and care for the sick. See Chaiutv.
K.

SID, SIDI (Arabic, "lord," "noble"): Common
family name among Eastern Jews, borne by several

rabbinical authors.

Abraham Moses Sid : Servian rabbinical au-

thor; born at Nish 1842; died there 1876. He wrote

many works, of which the only ones printed are

the following: ^'Tasheb Enosh " (Salonica, 1869), a

work on ethics in thirty chapters; " Hippazon Pesah "

{ih. 1870), on the Passover laws; " Kezir Hittim"

(ih. 1870), commentary on the Book of Ruth.

The library of the synagogue of Nish contains

four manuscript works by Sid: "Yosheb Tehillot,"

"Erez Dagan," "Kab ha-Kemah," and "'Abodat

Abraiiam."

Judah Sid: Bulgarian rabbinical author of the

latter part of the eighteenth century ; born at Dub-

nic/.a; died at Philippopolis, where he was president

of the tribunal and chief rabbi during the Ottoman

rule. He was the author of " Ot Emet " (Salonica,

1799), on the rules which are to be observed in the

reading of the weekly lessons of the Law, and of

" Ner Mizwah " {ib. 1810),.a commentary on the Pen-

tateuch.

BiBLiOfiRAPHY : Kazan, Ha-Ma'alot li-ShelomoJi, pp. 7, 47, 73.

Samuel ben Sid (called also Sidillo) : Rabbin-

ical author, who emigrated from Spain to Cairo in

1492. His eloquence and presence of mind once

saved the Jewish community from a general mas-

sacre with which it was threatened by the gover-

nor, Ahmed-Pasha; and in commemoration of this

event iie instituted on Adar 28, 1524, the Cairo

Purim (see Porims, Special). He was the author

of the "Kelale Shemu'el," inserted in the collection

"Tummat Yeshanm" (Venice, 1622).

Bibliography: Azulai, SUem hoGedolim. p. 124.

1). M. Fr.

SIDDIM, VALE OF : The etymology of " Sid-

dim" is uncertain (see G. A. Smith, " Historical Geog.

of the Holy Land," p. 503). though Targ. Onk.

renders it " vale of fields." It is mentioned in Gen.

xiv. 3, 8, 10, verse 3 identifying it with the Dead Sea

—a geological impossibility, inasmuch as the Dead
Sea was in existence long before Abraham's time

("Z. D. P. V."18y6, pp. 1-59; 1898, pp. 65-83);

hence this verse is generally rejected as a late gloss.

Hommel ("Die Altisraelitische Ueberlieferung," p.

164) describes the place as a region rich in asphalt,

and which, as a result of some natural convulsion,

was flooded by the waters of the Dead Sea. It is

famed as the meeting-place of the confederation

against Chedorlaomer.

E. G. H. E. I. N.

SIDDTJB. See Prayer-Books.

SIDON. See Zidon.

SIDON, SIMON : Hungarian rabbi and author;

born at Nadas Jan. 23, 1815; died at Tyrnau Dec.

18, 1891. His father came from Kanitz in Moravia,

wherefore he signed himself " Simeon p:ip," in which

the latter name was misread by Steinschneider (" Cat.

Bodl."col. 2612)as"Konitz," and by Lftw (" Lebens-

alter," p. 92) as " Kunitz." He studied at the yeshi-

bah of Moses Sofer, and on settling in his native city

opened a yeshibah there. In 1H45 he was elected

rabbi of Cziffer, Hungary, and in 1856 of Tyrnau,

which latter position he held until his death. Strictly

conservative, he was tolerant of modern ideas, and

in 1860 he sent his son to the seminary of Breslau,

although he encountered considerable opposition for

doing so.

Sidon wrote " Ot Berit " (Presburg, 1850), on the

laws governing circumcision, proselytes, and the

redemption of the first-born ; and " Shebet Shim'on "

(Vienna, 1884-88), a work in three parts, the first

part containing notes on Yoreh De'ah and Eben

ha-'Ezer; the .second, sermons delivered on special

occasions; and the third, novelise on various treatises

of the Talmud. He also edited Manoah ben Ja-

cob's ritual work "Sefer ha-Manoah," to which

he wrote a commentary entitled "Bet Menuhab."

After his death appeared his conunentary on the

Pesah Haggadah (Munkacs, 1901), edited by M. Stein

under the title "Shebet Shim'on."

One of Sidon's sons, Adolf Sidon (born at Nadas

Jan. 5, 1843). received his early instruction in his

father's yeshibah, and in thatof Judah Aszod atSzer-

dahely. In 1860 he went to Breslau, where he was

graduated eight years later as rabbi and Ph.D. He

was a member of the Jewish Congress of 1868-69 (see

Jew. Enctc. vi. 502b, s.v. Hungary); in 1870 he

was elected rabbi of Simand. county of Arad; and

in 1873 he was called to the rabbinate of Versecz,
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which position he still (1905) holds. He is also a

member of the board of e.xaminers of the rabbinical

seminary at Budapest, and a frequent contributor

to Jewish periodicals.

Another son, Ignatz Sidon, is a lawyer in Buda-

pest. D.

SIDBA : Term, the original meaning of which
is "older" or "arrangement," frequently used in

both Talmuds to denote a section of the Bible read

cither in the synagogue or in the school. In the

statement " liab read a sidra before Kabbi " (Yoma
87a), Kashi explains "sidra " as meaning a section of

the Piophets or the Hagiographa. That the term

was applied to the part of the Bible read in the syn-

agogue in the prayer-service is indicated in Ycr.

Ta'an. i. 64c. But there no special division of the

Bible is indicated, while in Shab. 116b it is said that

in Nehardea the people used to read a sidra of the

Hagiographa in the Minhah service of the ISabbath.

Later the term entered into the usage of the Ash-
kenazim to denote the weekly lesson of the Penta-

teuch, just as " parasliah " is used by the Sepliardim.

It may be added that in both Talmuds " sidra " often

carries the meaning of "school," particularly a

school in which sections of the Bible ai.i read and
interpreted (Yer. Ber. iii. 6b; Yer. Bezah i. 60c et

passim).

Bibliography : Levy, Nenhchr. Wdrterb.
A. M. Sel.

The following is a list of the sidrot (according to

the Sepliardim, parashiyyot), arranged according to

the annual and the triennial cycle. In the former,

which is nowadays universally followed, the sidrot

have special names, and are here numbered with

Roman numerals; each of them includes a group of

the smaller sidrot of the triennial cycle, which are

numbered in the table with Arabic figures. The
group of the triennial cycle and the corresponding

sidra of the one-year cycle are not always exactly

conterminous, however; in such instances attention

is called to the difference by means of an asterisk.

The list of the triennial sidrot is given from
a Yemen manuscript, as indicated in Ginsl)urg's

Masoretic Bible. According to the Masorah, these

should number 154, or, according to the Masseket
Soferim, 175; as a matter of fact the\' amount to

167. Rapoport ("Halikot Kedem," p. 11) suggests
that the 175 readings covered three and one-half

years, so that the Law was read through twice in a
Sabbath of years.

Bibliography: Ginstiurg's Maxsnretic jBt'Wc. London, 1894;
Ginsburg's Introduction to the Bible, iv. 31^-3}, ib. 1897;
Buchler, 27ie Reading of the Law and Pro-phets in a Tri-
ennial Cycle, in J. Q. R. v. 420-468.

Sidrot.

Annual
Cycle.
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Sidrot.

Annual
Cycle.

XXXII.
Belli! r

(Lev. x.xv.

1-xxvi. 2)

XXXIII.
Behukkotal
(Lev. xxvi.
8-xxvii. 34)

XXXIV.
Bemidbar
(Num. i. 1-

Iv. 20)

XXXV.
Naso

(Num. Iv.

21-vil. 89)

XXXVI.
Beha'alo-

teka
(Num. vlil.

1-xii. 16)

XXXVII.
Slielah

(Num. xiii.

l-xv. 41)

XXXVIII.
Kor.ih

(Niim. xvi.
1-xvlii. 32)

XXXIX.
Hukkat

(Num'.'xix.
1-xxil. 1)

XL.
Baiak

(Num. x'xii.

2- XXV. 9)

XLI.
Pinehas

(Num. XXV
lO-xxx. 1)

XLII.
Mattot

Triennial
Cycle.

100. Lev. XXV. 14-

34
101. Lev. XXV. 3.5-

xxvi. 2

10-'. Lev. xxvi. 3-

46
103. Lev. xxvil. 1-

34

104. Num. 1. 1-54
10."). '• ii. 1-34
106. " Hi. 1-iv.

16
107. Num. iv. 17-v.

10*

108. Num. v. 11-31

109. " vi. 1-21

110. " vl. 22-
vil. 47

111. Num. vii. 48-

89

112. Nimi. viii. 1-

ix. 23
113. Num. X. 1-xi.

15
114. Num. xi. 16-23

115. " xi. 23-xii.

16

116. Num. xiii. 1-

xiv. 10
117. Num. xiv. 11-

45
118. Num. XV. 1-41

119. Num. xvi
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Later he publislied " PoelisU-Politisk Nytaarsgave "

and " Anekdot-Alnianak," two humorous poetical

works, and in 1834 an opera entitled "Robinson,"

which was produced at the Royal Tiieater.

In 1847 Siesby became coeditor of Edward Meyer's

periodical "Flyveposten," which he later purchased.

He was not successful in this venture; and in 1870

the "Flyveposten " ceased to appear.

6. F. C.

SIESBY, OSKAR: Danish philologist; born

in Ebeltoft, Jutland, July 19, 1833; brother of Gott-

lieb Siesby. He graduated from the University of

Copenhagen (B.A. 1850), and then took up thestudy

of philology, passing in 1856 the historico-philo-

logical examination for teachers. In 1853 he was
appointed teacher of Latin and Greek at the Von
Westenske Institut in Copenhagen, where he re-

mained till 1893.

In 1871 Siesby was appointed lecturer in classical

philology at his alma mater, which office he held

until 1876, when he refused reappointment. In

1883 he was appointed privat-docent iu philology

at the same university.

Siesby's literary activity has been neither varied

nor extensive. He has written some grammatical

and semasiological treatises which have appeared

in " Filologisk Tidsskrift,'' in " Dauia." and in " Opus-
cula Philologica ad Madvigium Missa."

Bibliography: C. F. Bricka, Z)an.sfc Biografisk Lexicon;
Universitetsproaram til Refiyrmalion»fe»teiu Copenhagen,
1876.

8. F. C.

SIFRA : Halakic mid rash to Leviticus. It is

frequently quoted in the Talmud, and the study of

it followed that of the Mishnah, as appears from
Tanhuma, quoted in "Or Zarua'," i. 7b. Like Le-

viticus itself, the midrash is occasionally called

"ToratKohanim" (Kid. 33a; Sanh. 103b; Cant. R.

vi. 8), and in two passages also "Sifra debe Rab "

(Ber. lib, 18bJ. According to Lekah Tob (sec-

tion "IV), this latter title was applied originally to

the third book of the Pentateuch because Leviticus

was the first book studied in the elementary school,

and it was subsequently extended to the midrash

;

but this explanation is contradicted by analogous ex-

pressions such as " Sifre debe Rab "and, in a broader

sense, "ketubot debe Rab" (Yer. Ket. 26c) and
"lelji'ata debe Rab" (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah 89c). It is

true, Maimonides, in the introduction to his "Yad
ha-Hazakah," and others, quoted by Friedmann, in

the introduction to his edition of the Mekilta (p.

xxvi., Vienna, 1870), have declared that the title

" Sifra debe Rab " indicates Rab as tlie author of the

Sifra; and this opinion Weiss, in the introduction

to his Sifra edition (p. iv.), attempts to support.

His proofs are not conclusive, however; neither, it

must be confessed, are the opposing arguments of

Friedmann {I.e. pp. xvi. et seq.), who tries to show
that the expression " Sifra debe Rab " does not refer to

the midrash under discussion. The question as to au-

thorship has been correctly answered byMalbim.who
proves in the introduction to his Sifra edition thatR.
Hiyya was the redactor of the Sifra. There are no less

than thirty-nine passages in Yerushalmi and the mid-
rashim in which expositions found also in the Sifra

are quoted in the name of R. Hiyya (comp. the list

in Holl'mann, " Zur Einleitung die Halachischen Mid-
raschira," p. 23, to which Yer. Shab. 2d and Ket. 28d
must be added, according to Levy in "Ein Wort,"
etc., p. 1. note 1); and the fact that no tannaim
subsequent to Rabbi are mentioned iu the Sifra sup-

ports the view that the book was composed during
the time of that scholar. The omission from the

Sifra of some interpretations of Leviticus which are

elsewJiere quoted in the name of R. Hiyya can not

be taken as proving the contrary (comp. the list in

Hoffmann. I.e. p. 24, and Yoma 4a; Hul. 141b;

Levy, I.e.); nor does the fact that Hiyya himself is

mentioned in the Sifra offer any difficulty. Indeed,

as Hoffmann shows {I.e. p. 25), in the three passages

in which it can with certainty be said that the ref-

erence is to R. Hiyya, namely, Wayilira, Nedabah, v.

6, vi. 3, and Mezora', ii. 10, Hiyya himself, in refer-

ring to preceding interpretations, indicates that he

is the editor. It is perhaps doubtful whether Hoff-

mann is correct in comparing the above-mentioned
passages, or the final remark of R. Joshua in Kin-

nim, with Mid. ii. 5. But even if Hoffmann's view
does not seem acceptable, it is not necessary to infer

that Rab was the editor of the Sifra ; for he may
merely have added the passages in question, just as

he seems to have made an addition to Sifra xii. 2,

following Niddah 24b (comp. Weiss in Sifra nd loe.
;

also Epstein ["Mi-Kadmonlyyot ha-Yehudim," p.

53, note 1], who holds that in some passages Rab is

meant by "aherim " and " we-yesh oraerim "). Nor
is Hiyya's authorship controverted by various con-

tradictions presented by individual passages in the

Sifra as compared with the Tosefta, which latter

also is ascribed to him; e.g., Sifra, Kedoshim, vi. 8,

compared with Tosef., Mak. iv. 14 (see below). If

it be assumed that Hij'ya is the au-

Author- thor, the title "Sifra debe Rab" is to

ship. be explained as indicating that Sifra

was among the midrashim which M'cre

accepted by Rab's school and which thereby came
into general use. The name is differently ex plained

by Hoffmann {I.e. pp. 12 et seq.), who, on the basis

of Hul 66a and in conformity with Rashi ad loe.,

takes " be Rab " to mean " school " in general, and
who accordingly differentiates between "Tauna
debe Rab" and "Tanna debe R. Ishmael," i.e., be-

tween the midrashim of R. Akiba's school, which,

being decisive for the Halakah, were generally stud-

ied, and those of R. Ishmael's school, which were not

intended for general use, though they were studied

by some and were consulted occasionally, as was
the case with other midrash collections Avhich are

quoted only rarely. Hoffmann himself admits,

however, that the expression "de-bet Rab " in Yeru-
shalmi certainly indicates Rab's school ; so tliat it is

in any case doubtful whether a different usage is to

be assumed in the case of Babli.

As regards the sources of Sifra, it is said in the

well-known passage Sanh. 86a (which must be com-
pared with 'Er. 96b and the parallel passages men-
tioned there), "Setam Sifra R. Yehudah." That the

Sifra belongs to R. Akiba's school, as the above-

mentioned passage in Sanhedrin indicates, is shown
by the principles of exposition contained in the

Sifra; e.g., that where the same expression oc-

curs in two different laws the phrase need not
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be "mufneli" (pleonastic) in one of them in order

to permit of its being used for "gezerah slir.wali
"

(argument from analogy); the double use of tlie

c'xpression being explained in accordance with

the principles of "ribbui u-mi'ut" and "kelal u-

perat," Certain peculiarities of phraseology are

likcAvise noteworthy: ^ID"" replaces ""JX yOlK' <)i"

XTpN. the phrases usually found in the Mckilta

<once, in Sanii. 4b, a passage beginning ""jx Kipx
is cited as coming from the Sifra, while as a matter

of fact the Sifra fTazria', ii. 2] has ^13>); comp. fur-

ther -101^ i^TDJ DX1, nainc mo ht-'n 'si, nvs xn,

nN3 r^D "'31- -IDKJC' ^^3D nXV )''Nn '^l; and for

further details sec Hoffmann, I.e. p. 31.

Traces of R. Judah's influence are less evident.

The fact that the views expressed in some "seta-

mot" may be proved to agree with R. Judah's

views has little significance; e.g., Sifra, Ahare, 5,

beginning, compared with Men. 27b; ib. Kedoshim,

viii. 1, with Yeb. 4Ga (where R. Simeon further-

more seems to liave read ^""i in the Sifre) and Ke-
doshim, vii. 3, with Tosef., Kid. i. 4. Such setamot

may be opposed by others that contradict H. Judah's

views; e.g., Sitra, Neg. ii. 1, compared with R. Ju-

<lah in Neg. ii. 1 ; Sifra, Neg. x. 8, compared with

R. Judah, Neg. x. 10; comp. also Tos. Niddah 28b,

•"'.". "IDTO NH- All this, liowever, is no reason for

attacking the above-mentioned assumption that the

Sifra in its principal parts is a mrdrash of R. Ju-

dah's. Hoffmann remarks (i.e. p. 26) not incorrectly

that Sifra, Nedabah, iv. 12 agrees with the views of

R. Eliezer (Men. 26a), whose decision

Sources. U. Judah frequently accepts as handed
down by his own father, R. Ila'i, a

pupil of R. Eliezer (comp. Men. 18a and Yoma 39a

iit passim). Similarly, Sifra, Emor, xvii. 4 et seq.

agrees with R. Eliezer's view (Suk. 43a). Aside

from R. Judah's midrasli, R. Hiyya may have used

also R. Simeon's midrash (comp. Hoffmannh, I.e. p.

27), although some of the passages mentioned there

(as, e.g., the comparison of Sifra, Nedabah, vi. 9 with

Sifre, Deut. 78; Sifra, Nega'im, i. 9-10 with Sifre,

Deut. 218; Sifra, Behukkotai, viii. 2 with Sifre,

Deut. 124) seem to prove little. More doubtful is

the relation to R. Ishmael's midrash; and in this

connection must be considered the question whether

the citation of certain explanations of Leviticus

introduced by the formula ^"i ''3T NJn and actually

found in Sifra is not in part due to confusion

(comp. Hoffmann, I.e. ; Levy, I.e. p. 28, note 2, and
the interesting remark from Azulai quoted there).

But to R. Ishmael's school undoubtedly belong

the later additions to " 'Arayot," which, according to

Hag. i. 1 and Yer. lb, were not publicly taught in

R. Akiba's school; i.e., Ahare, xiii. 3-15; Kedo-
shim, ix. 1-7, xi. 14 (ed. Weiss), and finally, of

course, the so-called "Baraita de-Rabbi Yishma'el "

(begmning). The so-called "Mekilta
Additions de-Millu'im " or " Aggadat Millu'im "

by R. to Lev. viii. 1-10 is similarly to be

Ishmael's distinguished from the remainder of

School. the Sifra. It exists in two recensions,

of which the second, covering mishna-

yot 14-16 and 29-end, is cited by Rashi as " Baraita

ha-Nosefet 'al Torat Kohanim she-Lanu." The tan-

naim quoted most frequently in Sifra are R. Akiba
and his pupils, also R. Eliezer, R. Ishmael, R. Jose

ha-Gelili, Rabbi, and less often R. Jose bar Judah, R.

Eleazar bar R. Simeon, and R. Simeon b. Eleazar.

The Sifra was divided, according to an old arrange-

ment, into nine "dibburim" and eigiity " parashiy-

yot " or smaller sections ("'Halakot Gedolot," end;

Num. R. xviii. ; Kid. 33a can not be cited in proof,

because R. Simeon b. Rabbi can haidly have taught

Hiyya's Sifra). As it exists to-day it is divided into

fourteen larger sections and again into smaller pera-

kim, parashiyyot, and mishnayot. As the commen-
tators point out, it varies frequently from the Sifra

which the Talmudic authors knew (comp. Sifra,

Emor, xiii. 1 and Men. 77b; Sifra, Ke^
The doshim, ii. 5 and Hul. 137a ; Sifra, Ho-

Present bah, xiii. 6 and B. K. 104b); further-

Text, more, entire passages known to the

authors of Babli, as, e.g., Yoma 41a, are

missing in the present Sifra, and, on the other hand,

there are probably passages in the present Sifra

which were not known to Babli (comp. Hoffmann,
I.e. pp. 33, 3")). The Sifra frequently agrees with

the Palestinian rather than with the Babylonian
tradition; e.g., Sifra, Nedabah. xii. 2 (comp. Men.
57b); ib. xiv. 6 (comp. Hul. 49b); Sifra, Emor, ix. 8

(comp. Hul. 101b); and To.sef., Shek. i. 7 likewise

agrees with the Sifra. In the few cases where
the agreement is with Babli (Sifra, Emor, vii. 2

as compared with Men. 73b; similarly Tosef., Ker.

ii. 16) it must not be assumed that the text of the

Sifra was emended in agreement with Babli, but

that it represents the original version; e.g., in

Sifra, Kedoshim, viii. 1 DanXD is not a later emen-
dation for jnKD according to Yeb. 47a, as Weiss {ad

loc.) assumes, but represents rather the original read-

ing; Babli, as compared with Yerushalmi, cites Sifra

less accurately, sometimes abbreviating and some-
times amplifying it; e.g.. Kid. 57b, which is the am-
plification of Sifra, Nedabah, xvii. 8; Sheb. 26b,

which is a shortened (and therefore unintelligible)

version of Sifra, Hobah, ix. 2; and Zeb. 93b, which
is to be compared with Sifra, Zaw, vi. 6. Babli oc-

casionally makes use, in reference to the Sifra, of the

rule "mi she-shanah zu lo shanah zu " {i.e., the as-

signing of different parts of one halakah to different

authorities), as in Siicb. 13a, Sotah 16a, but un-

necessarily, since it is possible to harmonize the ap-

parently conflicting sentences and thereby show
that they may be assigned to the same authority.

Many errors have crept into the text througli the

practise of repeating one and the same midrash in

similar passages; e.g., Sifra to v. 3 and xxii. 5

(comp. Weiss, "Einleitung," etc., p. v., note 1,

though the passage quoted by Weiss does not be-

long here ; comp. Git- 49b) ; NjnnN NJtJ'ij is found

in Sifra, Nega'im, ii. 10.

The editions of the Sifra are as follows: Venice,

1545; withcommentar}' by RABaD, Constantinople,

1552; with "Korban Aharon," Venice, 1609; with

the same commentary, Dessau, 1742; with commen-
tary by Rapoport, Wilna, 1845; with counnentary

by Judah Jehiel, Lemberg, 1848; with commentary
by Malbim, Bucharest, 1860; with commentary by
RABaD and " Massoret ha-Talmud " by I. H. Weiss.

Vienna. 1862; with commentarj- by Samson of Sens
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and notes by MaHRID, Warsaw, 1866. A Latin

translation is given in Ugolini, "Tliesaurus," xiv.

Bibmogbaphy: Epsteiu, Mi-Kadmiuiiyijot ha-YchmUni^pp.
511-56; Frankel, Darke lia-SliK)ni(t)i, pp. 'M7 et acq.; idem,
In Mimatssclirift, 1854, pp. :{s7-39r, 45:J-4G1 ; Gei^'er, JUd.
Zeit. xi. 50-60; Hoffmann, Zur Einlcitunij in die Hala-
chii^chen Midraschiin, pp. 2i) et seq.; Joel, Notizen zuni

Bnche, Daniel: Etwas Uhcr die DlUher Sifra und Sifre,
Breslau, 1873; Weiss, Gcach. der Jddiachen Tradition, II.

231 et aeq.; Zunz, G. V. pp. 49 et seq.

w. li. C. M. H.

SIFBE (known also as Sifre debe Rab) : Mid-

rash to Numbers and Deuteronomy (for tlie title "'Si-

fre debe Rab " see R. Hauaueol on Slieb. 37b, Alfasi

on Pes. X., and Rashi on Hos. ii. 1 ; it occurs likewise

in Mak. 9b, where, as Berliner says in his edition of

Rashi, p. 372, N"iSD2 is an error for "«-|DD2; comp.

"'Aruk," s.v. yznX)- In regard to the reference in

Sanh. 86a concei-ning the Sifre of R. Simeon see Me-
KiLTA DE-R.\BBi SniM'ON ; the question has like-

wise been raised whether, in view of the well-known

close relation that existed between the school of R.

Simeon and that of R. Ishmael (Yomu59ii; Zeb. 53b,

119b; Hul.69b), the words y'lT KT^X in^DI apply

to R. Simeon's Sifre in the same degree as to the

other works mentioned in this Talmudic passage

(Levy, " Ueber Einige Fragmente aus der Mischnah

des Abba Saul," p. 11, note 15). Such questions,

ho.vever, are unimportant in reference to the Sifre

now extant; for tiiis work is certainly not identical

with tiie Talmudic Sifre; and, on closer investiga-

tion, it is found to be not a uniform work, but one

composed of parts whicli did not originall}^ belong

together. Frankel in his " Darke ha-Mishnah " (p.

319) drew attention to the difference between that

portion of the Sifre which refers to Numbers and

that which refers to Deuteronomy,

A though, curiously enough, he misun-

Composite derstood this difference and conse-

Work. quently arrived at false conclusions.

Hoffmann has correctly defined the re-

lation between the two in his " Zur Einleitung in die

Halachischen Midraschim." pp. 52 etseq. Tlie Sifre

to Numbers is evidently a midrash whicli originated

in R. Simeon's school, and which has all the pecu-

liarities and characteristics of such a work. It fol-

lows the same principles of exposition as does the

Mekilta ; the same group of tannaim appeals ; and the

same teclinical terms are employed (see 5Iekilt.\:

to the examples there given may be added nO 'JDD

TJO 131 hiy lOytO, Num. vlii., for wliich the Sifra

to Lev. xxi. 12 uses the expression D1J n^ l^jn?)-

There are also many material points of similarity

with the Mekilta: thus Sifre 2 agrees literally with

Mek., Mishpatim, 6; Sifre 65 witli Mek., Bo, 5;

Sifre 71 with ib. 15; Sifre 142 with ih. 5. The liag-

gadic portions likewise contain many parallel pas-

sages (comp. the collation in Hoffmann, I.e. p. 54.

though Sifre 64 and INIek., Beshallah, 1 should not

be included, since these two passages disagree on

one point).

It is an especially noteworthy fact tliat the ex-

planation in Sifre, Num. 7 of the law regarding a

woman charged with adultery corresponds with a

view expressed by R. Ishmael, and also with the pre-

scribed halakah, according to which, one witness

being sufficient to convict, the water-test is not nec-

essary. The explanation given in the Sifre to Num-

bers thus contradicts the explanation in Sotah 31a

and in Sifre, Deut. 188. The view expressed in

Babli is curious: it cites (Sotah 2a and 31 b) the ex-

planation of tlie Sifre to Numlx-rs, and adds there

to-: ntrsnj x^ N"'m in x^x nn n^^ nn Njom -]JDm

ITIIDS, whereas the deduction should read to the

contrary, nn)^ nn''n in X^N r\2 n''^ •-in. Babli,

which evidently does not know R. Ishmael's view,

ftfes to interpret the baraita in the sense of the pre-

scribed halakah. But the baraita must in fact be
interpreted in the opposite sense, namely, as follow-

ing the view of R. Ishmael, who, because ny always
implies "two," as appears from Yer. Sotah 20d, de-

mands also in the case of a woman charged with
adultery two witnesses of the alleged crime. The
passage introduced by the phrase ^"iSD DflD (Sifre

161) likewise echoes R. Ishmael's views; and
the same is true of Sifre 21 as com[)ared with
Sifre 7. The beginning of Sifre 7 appears to be,

strangely enough, an anonymous halakah express-

ing the opposite opinion (comp. Yer. Sotah 16b),

though this also may at need be harmonized with

R. Ishmael's view. Sifre 39 likewise follows R.

Ishmael's view, according to Hul. 49a. These and
other less cogent reasons seem to indicate tliat tlie

Sifre to Numbers originated in R. Ishmael's school,

though this does not exclude the assumption that

the editor in addition borrowed much from R.

Simeon's midrash (comp. Hoffmann, I.e. p. 54) and
other less-known midrashim.

Among the tannaim appearing in the Sifre to

Numbers are: R. Ishmael and his pupils R. Josiah

and R. Jonathan ; R. Nathan ; Abba
Authori- Ilanan (citing R. Eliezer); R. Eliezer;

ties Quoted. R. Akiba and his jiupils R. Simeon
and R. Judah ; and, less frequently, R.

Meir and R. Jose. Rabbi also is often mentioned

here, as in other midrashic works, and finally R.

Judah b. Bathyra (Betera), who, as Hoffmann says,

is more frequently mentioned in midrasliic worlcs

from R. Ishmael's school than in any others. A
sentence of the amora Samuel b. Nahmani is quoted
once (No. 73).

The Sifre to Deuteronomy is of an entirely differ-

ent nature. The main portion (Nos. 53-303), halakie

in character, is preceded and followed by haggadic

parts; and it has all the characteristics of a midrash

from the school of R. Akiba. The principles under-

lying the exposition are the same as those in Sifra.

The term "mufneli " in the application of the prin-

ciple "gezerah shawah " occurs only once, and is to

be regarded as a later addition. The technical terms

are largely the same in both midrashim, different

terms being found only here and there in the Sifre.

Moreover, the group of tannaim is different from
that of the jMekilta. Those frequently mentioned

in the latter, namely, R. Josiah, R. Jonathan, R.

Nathan, and R. Isaac, are mentioned rarely in the

Sifre; and even then their names are evidently later

additions. Many passages quoted as

Interpola- being anonjnnous correspond with R.

tions. Akiba's views: e.g., Deut. 270 with

Yeb. 52b; t'b. 95 with Sanh. 45b; ib.

269 with Yer. Git. 49b; ib. 280 with Yer. Sanh. 2tc.

Similarly, some halakic differences between the Sifre

and the Mekilta may be pointed out: Sifre, Deut.
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123 differs from Mek., Mishpatim, 1; ib. 122 from
Mek., Mishpatim, 2, which latter reproduces R.

Ishmacl's view (comp. Hoffmaun, I.e. pp. 68, 69).

All these points indicate that the Sifre to Deute-
ronomy originated in K. Akiba's school ; and, as sev-

eral anonymous passages may be cited to express

the views of K. Simeon, this midrash may with a

fair degree of certainty be ascribed to him. Such
anonymous passages are found in Sifre 72-74, sev-

eral sections of which Mak. 17a identities as R.

Simeon's interpretations. The same appears to be

the case in Sifre 94, compared Avith Sanh. 112a;

ib. 103 with Kid. 57a; ib. 121 with Sanh. 46b.

Sifre 166, and perhaps also 165, likewise corre-

spond with R. Simeon's views (comp. Hul. 136b;

Tosef., Hul. ix. 2, x. 1); while in Sifre 303 the ex-

planation of NOLin 1J0D Tnya xfj. and the omis-

sion of Dn"l33. also imply an agreement therewith

<comp. Yeb. 73b and Bik. ii. 2).

There are, however, some exceptions to the rule

;

e.g., Sifre 110 compared Avith ib. 281 and B. M. 115a;

ib. 219 with Sanh. 45b (the last-cited passage, how-
ever, may also be so interpreted as to harmonize
with R. Simeon's opinion). Sifre 280 likewise con-

tradicts R. Simeon's view, according to Kil. vii. 7.

But, since it has not been claimed that the Sifre to

Deuteronomy represents R. Simeon's midrash in its

original form, these few exceptions prove nothing.

The editor certainly drew upon other midrashic
works besides R. Simeon's midrash, especially upon
that of R. Ishmael, as appears from a comparison
with Mekilta to Deuteronomy (see Hoffmann in

"Hildesheimer-Jnbelschrift," p. 91), as well as from
the fact that several passages introduced by XJD
^'1 L^3T] occur in the Sifre {e.g., 71 and 75 compared
with Yeb. 73; ib. 229 with Shab. 32a; ib. 237 with
Y'er. Ket. 28c). Sifre 107, however, by no means cor-

responds with the passage '"~i 'jri in Yer. 'Er. 20c
(Hoffmann, "Zur Einleitung," etc., p. 67), but ex-

presses just the oppcsite view. Sifre, Deut. 171, s.r.

N'T corresponds perhaps with Meg. 25a, s.r. KJD
^"1 ^2T; and Sifre 104 with the view of R. Ishmael
in Mek., Mishpatim, 201, according to the correct

reading of Yalkut, which has <'~\ instead of C"). It

thus ajjpears that the editor introduces the mid-
rashim from R. Ishmael's midrash with the phrase

XT. Hott'maim {I.e. p. 70) concludes from Pes.

68a and 71a that the editors of the Babylonian Tal-

mud possessed the Sifre in another edition than
the present one, which he takes to be

Used in the a Palestinian edition. But the former
Talmud, passage indicates merely that the Amo-

raim occasionally had not memorized
the baraitot perfectly, an instance of inaccuracy
with regard to the Sifre being evident in Hul. 74a
(comp. Tos. adloc, s.v. ^NH^).

It may be said in general of the Sifre to Numbers
and also of that to Deuteronomy that they are de-

fective in many passages, and that the Amoraim
probably possessed more trustworthy copies (comp.
Hoffmann, I.e. pp. 53, 68). Even Rashi and the

Lekah Tob quote from the Sifre passages which
are no longer extant (comp. "Gratz Jubelschrift,"

p. 4, notes 5, 7-10). While tlie middle, halakic

portion of the Sifre to Deutronomy belongs to

Akiba's school, the haggadic portions preceding

and following it seem to come from works of R. Ish-
mael's school. This appears clearly in the first part,

which shows many formal and material similarities

with the Mekilta. In regard to the latter portion,
it may be said that Sifre, Deut. 344 reproduces R.
Ishmael's view on the question at issue (comp. B.
K. 113a). As for the halakic midrash, it may be
said that, in contradistinction to the haggadic part,
the collector used, aside from R. Ishmael's midrash,
that of R. Simeon (comp. Sifre 28 with Lev. R.
i. ; ib. 37 with Gen. R. Ixxxv. ; ib. 40 with Lev. R.
XXXV.

; ib. 47 with Gen. R. xii. ; ib. 336 with Gen.
R. Ixxxii. ; ib. 313 with Tan., ed. Buber, p. 72).

The final redaction of the Sifre must have been
undertaken in the time of the Amoraim, since some
of them, e.g., R. Bannai and R. Jose b. Hanina, are
mentioned therein. Both the Sifre to Numbers and
that to Deuteronomy are divided into sections. The
earliest extant edition of the Sifre is that of Venice,
1545. Other editions are: Hamburg, 1789; Sidz-
bach, 1802; with commentary by David Pardo,
Salonica, 1804 ; with commentary by Abraham Lich-
tenstein (DmSN J/"lT), part i., Dyhernfurth, 1811;

part ii., Radwill, 1820; ed. Friedmann, Vienna, 1864.

A translation of the Sifre is found in Ugolini,

"Thesaurus," vol. xv.

BiBLior.RAPHT : Blau, in SteinschneMer Fest.tchrift, pp. 21-
40; Epstein, Mi-Kadmoninyot ha-Yehudim, pp. 50-56;
Frankel, Darkn ha-Mishnah, pp. a09 et seq.; (ieiirer. Ur-
schrift. pp. 4.34-450; idem, JUd. Zeit. 1866, pp. 96-1:^6: Hoff-
mann, Zur Einleitunfj in die Halachixclien Midraxchim,
pp. 51 et xeq.. 66 et seq.; Piclc, In Stade's ZeUschrift, 1886.
pp. 101-121 ; Weiss, Zur Geschichte der JUdUichen Tra-
dituin.
w. B. C. M. H.

SIFBE ZUTA ("The Small Sifre"): A peculiar
midrash to Numbers, of especial interest for the

study of the Halakah. Its authenticity is wrongly
questioned by Weiss (" Zur Gesch. der Jildischen Tra-
dition," ii. 238). Medieval authers mention it under
the titles "Sifre shel Panim Alierim " and "Wi-
Yeshallehu Zuta"; and to distinguish from it the

well-known Sifre, "Or Zarua' " (ii. 22) calls the lat-

ter "Sifre Rabbati." The Sifre Zuta has not been
preserved; and, as appears from a remark of Abra-
ham Bakrat, it was no longer extant at the time in

which he wrote his stipercommentary on Rashi
(comp. Brlill, "Der Kleine Sifre," in. "Gratz Jubel-

schrift," p. 184). Earlier authors, however, knew
and occasionally quoted it, as, e.g., R. Samson of

Sens in his commentary on the mishnaic orders

Zera'im and Tohorot. Numerous fragments are

found in Yalljut Shim'oni to Numbers, which BrQll

{l.c.)h'ds collated (corrections and additions by Hoff-

mann, "Zur Einleitung in die Halachischen Mid-
raschim," p. 60). Quotations are found also in Num.
R. toNaso, as Epstein ("Mi-Kadmoniyyot ha-Yehu-
dim," p. 71) has pointed out. The "Mekilta to

Numbers" frequently quoted by Maimonides in his

"Sefer ha-Mizwot" is nothing else

Quoted in than the Sifre Zuta; for all his quota-

the " Sefer tions may be identified among the frag-

ha- ments of the Sifre contained in the

Mizwot." Yalkut Shim'oni, with the exception

of a passage in Shoresh 11 referring to

a Biblical section, for which, as Hoffmann shows(/./;.

]). 59) by a comparison with the "'Aruk," Yalljut

Shim'oni has not quoted the Sifre.
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Mainionides frequently drew upon the Sifre Zuta

in bis " Yad ha-Hazakah " also; and other medieval

authors who occasionally quoted it are mentioned

by Briill {I.e. pp. 180 et neq.). The iMidrash ha-

Gadolto Numbers quotes the larger part of the Sifre

Zuta, and has recently become a source of informa-

tion concerning the latter. Kiinigsberger has begun
to edit the Sifre Zuta on the basis of the extracts in

the Midrash ha-Gadol and Yalkut Shim'oni, though

he has not as yet proceeded further than the first

sections. A small fragment of the Sifre has been

published by Schechter in "J. Q. R." vi. 656-663.

The Sifre Zuta belongs to R. Akiba's school, as is

indicated by the method of exposition; e.g., that of

tlie double expressions in Num. x-\xv. 21 ; of the

partitive p, ib. xv. 19; and of the 1,

From the ib. v. 2; the phrase min DKI is ex-

School of plained as in Sifra, Zaw, ii. 1, and the

R. Akiba. term "yovh fis i" Sifra, Emor, vii. 8

{i.e. — ncyn N^). There are also other

points of similarity with the Sifra (Hoffmann, I.e.

p. e©): e.g., the terminology in part, as nZlIK' "IPIK

Dyo niriDn, xin pi nSii. dij no t-jhS; although

there are some unusual expressions, as ^JC*n Til^
{- "inN nan), nv ^sd (= Dipo ^20), mox (= ^n).

Furthermore, some of the views expressed in the

Sifre Zuta correspond with views known to be R.

Akiba's, as in v. 14, with which comp. Sotah 3a; and

in V. 15, with which comp. Sifre, Num. 8. The mid-

rash may be assigned to R. Simeon rather than to R.

Judah, as is done in the case of the Sifra, although

perhaps some of the anonymous halakot, as v. 15

(comp. Ned. 35b) and xv. 4 (comp. Men. 104b), ex-

press the views of the latter. R. Simeon's author-

ship is indicated by the fact that he is mentioned

least often in the midrash, and that of the later tan-

naim R. Eleazar b. Simeon is mentioned a few times.

There are still other indications pointing to

Simeon's authorship, as, for example, the enumera-

tion of the positive and negative commandments,
which is said to be a characteristic of the Sifre to

Deuteronomy, this midrash also being ascribed to

Simeon. Further evidence is presented by the cor-

respondence of various halakot with R. Simeon's

views. Aside from the passages quoted by HoflF-

mann (Z.c. p. 65), some of which represent Simeons
views more exactly than others—the parallel be-

tween V. 7 and Mek., Mishpatim, 15 is doubtful, on

account of the different readings io the Mekilta— still

others must be taken into account; e.g., Sifre Zuta
V. 21 compared with Tosef., Sheb. iii. 7; vi. 20, with

Nazir 46d (comp. Konigsberger, "Der Kleiiie Sifre,"

p. 14b, note 68, and p. 24, note 128); and, what is

especially characteristic, the reason for the law
under consideration (X"lpT NJOytD) is inquired into,

as in v. 15 and xix. 16 (comp. Tosef., Sheb. i. 7;

Yer. Nazir 56b). The well-known reference of the

Talmud, ^"'\ nCD DDD (Sanh. 86a), may therefore

apply to Sifre Zuta, in which, furthermore, there

are several exegetical notes on passages of Numbers
mentioned in the Talmud, but which are not found
in the larger Sifre (comp. Hoffmann, I.e. pp. 56 et

seq.). The fact that the Sifre Zuta to v. 27 contra-

dicts R. Simeon's view in Sotah 19a shows merely

that the editor drew also upon other midrashim,
including, perhaps, that of R Eliezer b. Jacob and

that of R. Ishmael (comp. Sifre Zuta to Num.
XXXV. 21 with Y"er. Mak. iJld). Noteworthy arc

the terms mON = h"n and n^x yOK'Da pN. which
are known to liave been used by Eliezer b. Jacob
(Zeb. yib, according to the correct reading; Sifre,

Dent. 195; comp. Hoffmann, I.e. p. 65, note 1;

Konigsberger, I.e. p. 5, note 7). The fact that Rabbi
is not mentioned leads IIolTmann to the cfjuclusion

that the Sifre Zuta was not edited by a pupil of

Rabbi. Some tannaim are mentioned therein who8(!

names are not found elsewhere; e.g., Simeon ben

Nehunyon and Papyas of Ono.

The Sifre Zuta has not yet been thoroughly

studied.

BiBMOGRAPHV : Besides tbe authorities quoted in Uie text,

Bacher, in J. Q. I{. 1896, viii. 329-33:3; Epstein, in R. E. J.
xxix. 'Mii et sc<i.: idem, in AUg. Zeit. de» Jmi. 1894, No. 34;
Zunz, (j. V. n. .51.

w. ij. C. M. H.

SIFRONI B. ISRAEL. See Sfokno.

SIFTE YESHENIM. See Bass, Shabbethai.

SIGMARINGEN. See Hoikenzolleun.

SIGN. See Miracle.

SIGNATURE: Usually a writer inscribes his

name at the end of a writing as a certitieation of

authorship or as an indication that he accepts the

sponsorship of the writing; but it does not appear

that this was the (;ustom of the ancient Hebrews.

In the case of literary productions the author's name
appeared at the beginning: "The Proverbs of Solo-

mon the son of David "
;
" The vision of Isaiah the

son of Amoz"; etc. Generally the full name, in-

cluding that of the father, is given; sometimes the

single name. The end of the Second Book of

Psalms reads, "The prayers of David the son of

Jesse are ended " (Ixxii. 20); but this seems to be

the statement of a compiler, for in the separate

psalms a.scribed to David his name ai)pears at the

head. "The words of Job are ended," at the close

of his last and longest speech (xxxi. 40), is not Jn's

signature ; for Job, in the book bearing his name, is

not treated as its author.

In the edictsof kings and other gr<;at civil author-

ities, in Babylonia and Persia, for example, the name
and titles likewise appear at the begin

-

Edicts and ning, not at the end, as is seen in many
Letters. well-preserved in.scriptions. Ezra i.

2 begins the decree of King Cyrus,

"Thussaith Cyrus king of Persia." Later in the

same book rescripts of this king are given only in

substance, without superscription or subscription.

The Book of Ezra gives also the contents of letters

written by some Samaritans to the Persian king,

but without showing where the names of the writers

were placed. Similarly, only the sul)stance is given

of the letter that was sent by the hand of Uriah to

Joab (II Sam. xi. 15), and of the Syrian king's letter

about Naaman (II Kings v. 6). Of the still existing

El-Amarna letters that were written in Palestine be-

fore its conquest by the Israelites, those addressed

to the King of Egypt begin, "To my Lord the King
says now . . . thy servant." Other letters begin

with the writer's name followed by "saith," and con-

tain no signature at the end. This is true likewise

of the epistles of the New Testament, written in a

much later age.
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Contracts among the ancient Hebrews appear to

have been authenticated by a seal. The word "l^o-

tam" (seal) appears in Gen. xxxviii. 18; the patri-

arch Jiulah seems to have carried a seal suspended

as though from a watch-guard. The use of seals

points to written contracts, but it shows also that

the inability to write was common among the well-

to-do classes. The word appears elsewhere in the

Bible, and tiie use and purpose of the seal must

liave been well known. The word for seal-ring

("tabba'at") is found only in connection with the

edicts of foreign kings. But the Bible, in referring

to written contracts {e.g.,.to the deed for land in

Jer. xxxii.), never speaks of the signature or the

seal of the grantor or obligor, though it speaks of

the attesting witnesses.

The Babylonian contract tablets throw much light

on the subject. Many of them bear the impress of

a seal, and the verb " to seal " is in some of them used

in the sense of " conveying " or " assuring." Simple

acknowledgments of debt are in some cases signed

at the end ; but nearly all tlie tablets are attested by

two or more witnesses, and this attestation seems to

have given force to the contract contained in the

body of the tablet. The Talmudic view is that the

privileged contract known as the "shetar" (see

Deed) draws all its force from its attestation by

two witnesses, which is called "sealing" (Git. i, 1).

A signature by the party to be bound is not needed

;

and there is no hint in regard to wax or any other

seal. An unsealed written contract (" ketab yad ")

may be proved against the maker by its handwri-

ting or otherwise; but his name sometimes appears

at the beginning or in the middle. Long after Tal-

mudic times it became the custom (at least in Chris-

tian countries) for the obligor (especially in a Ke-

tcbah) to sign his name before the attestation of

the witnesses; but this was not deemed essential.

w. B. L. N. D.

SIHIX : Large and populous city in the terri-

tory of the tribe of Zebulon, near Sepphoris. After

the destruction of Jerusalem it lost its importance,

and was thenceforth called merely Kefar Sihin.

Josephus refers once ("B. J." ii. 20, § 6) to Sogane,

near Sepphoris, and in another passage to the plain of

Asohis, likewise near Sepphoris (ib.i. 4, § 2), both of

which may be identical with the Talmudic Sihin.

In the Talmud the city is mentioned under different

names. In Shab. 120b the vessels made at Kefar

Sihin are said to be equal to metal vessels in dura-

bility, and Shab. 121a mentions a conflagration in

the house of Joseph b. Simai at Sihin. At the end
of the treatise Yebamot mention is made of Johanan

b. Jonah of Kefar Sihya. " Kefar Sihon " occurs in

Gen. H. xii.

Bibliography : Schwarz, Palestine, p. 176, Philadelphia, 1850;

Rosenmiiller, Morgenland, lii. 148 ; Neubauer, O. T. p. 20a.

J. S. O.

SIHON.—Biblical Data : Amoritic king of the

east-.lordan country, whose kingdom extended from

the Arnon in the south to the Jabbok in the north,

and from the Jordan in the west to the desert in

the east (Num. xxi. 24; Judges xi. 22). According

to Josh. xii. 3 and xiii. 27. the Desert of Arabah, be-

tween the Jabbok and the Sea of Galilee, was in-

cluded in Sihou's territory. His capital was Hesh-
bon, which he had captured from the King of Moab
(Num. xxi. 26). He was also the suzerain of Midian,

the Ave Midianitish kings, finally slain by the Israel-

ites (Num. xxxi. 8), being his vassals (Josh. xiii. 21).

When the Israelites asked Sihon for permission to

pass through his territory, lie refused them, and col-

lected an army at Jahaz, where he was defeated and
slain by the invaders (Num. xxi. 21-25; Josh. xiii.

21 ; Judges xi. 19-22), who took possession of his

kingdom. Sihon, like Og, King of Bashan, was con-

sidered a great and mighty monarch (Ps. cxxxvi.

17-19).

E. G. n. J. Z. L.

In Rabbinical Literature: Sihon was the

brother of (Jg, and both were grandsons of the fallen

angel Sh.\mh.\zai (Niddah Ola). He resembled Og
in stature and bravery (Midr. Agadah, Hukkat, ed.

Buber, p. 130a), and was identical with Arad the

Canaanite (Num. xxi. 1), being called "Sihon" be-

cause he was like the foals in the desert for swift-

ness. He was termed also " the Canaanite " after

his realm (B. H. 8a, Avhere {yj3 should be read

^3yj3 on the basis of Num. xxi. 1), which included

all Canaan ; as he w as monarch of the land he bad
vassal kings who paid him tribute. When the Israel-

ites asked permission to pass tiirough his territory

to enter Canaan, he said it was only to resist their at-

tacks upon the Canaanite kings that he was in the

land (Tan.. Hukkat, 52 (ed. Buber, p. 65a]).

If Sihon had retained his troops in the vari-

ous cities of his realm, the Israelites would have

been able to take them only witli difficulty ; but

God caused tlie king to collect his whole army in

his capital, and thus enabled the Israelites to con-

quer {ib.), although the city was so well fortified

that Sihon had not been able to capture it from the

King of Moab until he had called upon Balaam to

curse the beleaguered army (Midr. Agadah, I.e.).

Sihon could be vanquished only after God had sub-

jugated his guardian angel to Moses (Yelammedenu,

quoted in Yalk., Num. 764).

w. B. J- Z. L.

SILAS: 1. A Jew who made liimself tyrant of

Lysias, a district of the Lebanon. Pompey subju-

gated him, together with other petty rulers, on his

march to Palestine in 63 b.c. (.Josephus, " Ant." xiv.

3, § 2).

2. Friend of Agrippa I., whose early years of

misery he shared, and who showed his gratitude by

appointing his old comrade general of his troops

when he became king (Josephus, " Ant." xviii. 6, § 7

;

xix.6, § 3). Silas then took many liberties, how-

ever, continually reminding the king of his past

sufferings that he might emphasize his own loyalty,

so that Agrippa was obliged to send him to bis ow n

country as a prisoner (ib. xix, 1,^1). In honor of

his birthday th(! king once more received Silas into

favor, and invited him to be his guest; but as Silas

continued to insult the king he was again impris-

oned {ib.). He was later murdered, as if at the

king's command, by Helkias, who was apparently

Silas' successor in office {ib. 8, § 3).

Bini.ioGRAPiiY : Gratz, Qesch. 4th ed., lil. 349; Schurer. Oesih.

3d ed., i. 555.
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3. Babylonian soldier in the army of Agrippall.,

but who deserted to the Jews ou the outbreak of

the war. He fought side by side witli the kinsmen

of the princely house of Adiabeno, with Monobaz
and Cenedeus and with Niger, and, like them, dis-

tinguished himself by his bravery in the battles with

Cestius Callus (Josephus, "B. J." ii. 19, § 2). He
seems to have risen quickly from the ranks; for he

was one of the leaders of the Jews in tlie disastrous

attack upon Ashkelon, which was badly planned

and rashlv executed, and in which he himself met

his death"(«^. iii. 2, § 2).

4. Contidant of Josephus, by whom he was ap-

pointed commander of Tiberias. John of Giscala,

the avowed enemy of the historian, was about to

incite the citizens of Tiberias to revolt against Jose-

phus, when the latter was informed of the plot by

a messenger from Silas, and he immediately hurried

to the city (Josephus, "Vita," § 17; in this passage

Josephus speaks as if he had previously mentioned

Silas, but no further information is given, even in

"B. J." ii. 21, §6).

G. S. Kr.

SILBERMAN, ELIEZER LIPMAN : Ger-

man rabbi and Hebrew journalist; born in Konigs-

berg, Prussia, Sept. 7, 1819; died in Lyck, Prussia,

March 15, 1882. His parents were Russians who
settled in Konigsborg wlien Jews were admitted to

that city during the Napoleonic wars. Upon the

death of his father (1823) Eliezer was brought up
by his mother's family in Crottingen, government

of Kovno, Russia, but upon attaining his majority

he returned to Prussia and settled as shohet and rabbi

in Lyck, where in 1856 he founded "Ha-Maggid,"

the first weekly newspaper in tiie Hebrew language.

He was instrumental also in organizing (1864) and

conducting the society known as Mekize Nirdamim,
In the editing of "Ha-Maggid "as Avell as in the

management of the affairs of the Mekize Nirda-

mim, Silberman was ably assisted by his associate

David Gordon, who at Silberman's death suc-

ceeded to the editorship.

Silberman, who was the actual founder of Hebrew
journalism, received the honorary degree of Ph.D.

from the University of Leipsic as a reward for his

activity in the field of Hebrew letters. Besides his

contributions to "Ha-Maggid," which include a

series of autobiographical sketches, he published
" Kadmut ha-Yehudim Neged Appion " (Lyck, 1858),

which contains Samuel Shullam's translation of Jo-

sephus' "Contra Apionem," with notes by Israel

Bohmer and E. L. Silberman; and Solomon ibn

Gabirol's " Goren Nakon " (ib. 1859), to which, also,

he added editorial notes.

BlBi.TOGHAPHY : Ha-Mnfjoid, v. 19, Nos. 1 et Keq. (autobi-
oaraphy): Fuenn, Kevraei Yinrael, p. 123, Wai-saw, 1886

;

Zeitlin, BibL Pnat-Mendel^. p. ^62.

s. p. Wi.

SILBERSTEIN (6TV0S), ADOLF: Hun
gavian art critic and writer; born at Budapest July

1, 1845; died there Jan. 12, 1899. After graduating
from the gymnasium of his native city he studied

philosophy and medicine at the University of Leip-

sic, comparative philology at Berlin, and history

and political economy at Heidelberg (Ph.D. Leip-

sic, 1866). He then devoted himself to journalism,

and contributed to the "Leipziger Tagblatt," the

"Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung," and the"Fremd-
enblatt," also editing the weekly " Dramaturgische
Blatter "in collaboration with Strakoschand Taube.
Returning to Hungary in 1870, he became editor of

the "Temesvarcr Zeitung"; seven years later he

went to Budapest, where he contributed to the

"Pester Lloyd " and to the "Neue Pester Journal."

Silberstcin's philosophical work "Die Bibel der

Natur" (1877), which was translated into English

by Bradlaugh, created a sensation, and was sup-

pressed in Russia. His other works include: " Ka-
tharsis des Aristotcles," "Philosophische Briefe an

eine Frau," " Dichtkunst des Aristotcles," and
"Strategic der Liebe" (in verse). Tn addition he

translated from the Hungarian many Avorks by
Jokai, Mikszath, Bartok, and Beniczky-Bajza; and

also wrote a novel entitled "Egy Pesti Don Juan"
(1878). His collected works appeared (1894-96)

in six volumes: four in German, and two in Hun-
garian .

Bibliography : PaUns Lex.

s. L. V.

SILBERSTEIN, MICHAEL: German rabbi;

born at Witzenhausen, Hesse-Nassau, Nov. 21,

1834; educated in his native town, in Hanover, at

the Jewish Theological Seminary of Breslau (rabbi,

1859), and at the University of Berlin (Ph.D. 1860).

He was successively rabbi at Lyck, East Prussia

(1860-68); Buttenhausen, Wiirttemberg (1868-74);

and Miihringen (1874-84) ; since 1884 he has officiated

at Wiesbaden. He was a member of the Wiirttem-

berg assembly of delegates which met in 1869 for

the purpose of drafting a new law for the Jewish

communities of that kingdom. In 1882 he officiated

at the funeral of the poet Berthold Auerbach (see

" Worte am Grabe Berthold Auerbach's," Breslau,

1882).

Of Silberstcin's works the following may be men-

tioned: "Gelegenheitspredigten " (Breslau, 1870);

"Moses Mendelssohn" (Esslingen, 1872); "Die So-

ciale Frage imd die Mosaische Gesetzgebung " (ib.

1873); "Unsere Alliancen" (ib. 1883); "Gabriel

Riesser" (Wiesbaden, 1886); "Leitfaden fur den

Israelitischen Religionsunterricht " (zZ*. 1889); "Ein-

leitende Ideen zur Geschichte der Juden und des

Judentums" (iJ. 1891); "Die Israelitische Religions-

schule in Ihrer Geschichtlichen Entwickelung " (ib.

1891); and "Wolf Breidenbach und die Aufhebung
des Leibzolls in Deutschland " {ib. 1891). He has

written also several articles for the Jewish as well

as for the general press.

s. F. T. H.

SILBERSTEIN, SOLOMON : American philo-

sophical writer; born at Kovno, Russia, March 10,

1845. Educated privately, he received the rabbin-

ical diploma in 1864, and officiated from 1867 to

1868 as rabbi at Dershunisok, in the government of

Kovno. Later he emigrated to the United States

and settled in New York city.

Silberstein is the author of the following works:

"Geiui 'Enavim," 1881; "Ha-Dat weha-Torah,"

1887; "The "Universe and Its Evolution," 1891;

"Mezi'ut Yehowah weha-'Olam," 1893; "General

Laws of Nature," 1894; "The Disclosures of the
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Universal Mysteries," 1896; "The Jewish Problem
and Theology in General," 1904.

The Am€7-ican Jeuiah Year Bool;, ."VkiS

F. T. IT.

SILESIA : Province of Prussia, formerly of

Austria. Unreliable accounts date the first settle-

ment of Jews in Silesia as early as the eleventh

century, when, it is said, a synagogue in Altendorf,

near Ifatibor, was transformed into a church (1060).

Untrustworthy also are the rejiorts of Jewish perse-

cutions in Leobschutz and Glatz in 11G3, and of

contributions by the Jews of BunzUui in 1190 to-

ward the erection of the city walls, although the

date of the establishment of the first Jewish com-
munity in this province must be placed some time

in tlie tAvelfth century. The principal Jewish set-

tlements during this and tiie next century

were at Breslan, Lowenburg, Bunzlau, Schweid-
nitz, Beuthen, Glogau, Troppau, Miinsterburg, and
Nimptsch. Many of the first Jewish settlers were
very poor ; tlie Slavonic language was used by them,

and the offices of rabbi, teacher, and prayer-leader

were held by one man. They were either fugitives

from the Crusaders, or immigrants from Bohemia
and Poland. Their occupations were chiefly ped-

dling and agriculture; some among them, however,
owned estates, and the villages of Tynice and
Sokohrice were at that time owned by Jews.

Tlie Jews of Silesia suffered much during the

reign of Duke Plenry I., who undertook a cru-

sade against the Prussians. About the same time

(latter part of the 13th cent.) a con-

Early En- flagration destroyed part of Breslan

;

actments. the Jews were charged with origi-

nating it, and were again made to suf-

fer. Their condition became still worse wlien

Bishop Lorenz impo.sed upon them not only the

Leibzoll, but also tithes (1226). The general

spread of German civilization brought prosperity to

the country, and when this caused an increased de-

mand for money, the Jews monopolized the busi-

ness of mone3'-lending. The growth of the commu-
nities of Silesia consequent upon the constant influx

of German Jews aroused the displeasure of the ec-

clesiastical authorities. A provincial synod held

in Breslau Feb. 9, 1267, accordingly issued strict

enactments against the Jews, of which the follow-

ing are especially noteworthy : (1) Jews and Chris-

tians were forbidden to associate at the dance-halls,

in the inns, or at the baths; (2) Jews were enjoined

to wear a special cap when appearing in public ; (3)

a ditch or a fence was to separate the dwelling of a

Jew from that of Iiis Christian neighbor; (4) Chris-

tian nurses or day-laborers were forbidden to stay

at night with their Jewish employers; (5) Jews
were prohibited from dealing in provisions, espe-

cially in meat, "in order that they might not poison

their Christian customers "
; (6) Jews were ordered to

keep their doors and windows closed on the occa-

sion of every Christian procession ; (7) only one
Jewisli house of worship Avas allowed in each town.
These laws, liowever, were not long to remain

valid, for when Duke Henry IV. succeeded to

the rulership, he issued (1270) an order regulating

the status of the Jews which closely followed one

XL—22

issued for Poland by Ladislatis—itself copied from
the Austrian privilege of 1244— and which contained
tlie following chief clauses: (1) in legal matters tlie

Jews shall be under the sole jurisdiction of the duke

;

(-) their vocations shall include only the trade

ill money, and the lending of money on pledges,

notes, deeds, and live stock; (3) they
The Privi- shall be assured of safety for their

lege persons, and their movable property
of 1270. shall be secure to them; (4) they shall

be accorded the same treatment as

other subjects; (5) they shall not be accused of

using human blood. These regulations were later

confirmed by Duke Bolko I. of Schweidnitz (1295),

and by Duke Henry III. of Glogau (1299).

Upon the division of Silesia into ten dukedoms
these privileges were not revoked ; but the different

cities and churches began to issue independent en-

actments controlling the Jews. Thus, in 1285, Glo-

gau was granted the right to pass judgment upon
Jews taken in the act of committing crimes. In 1315

the several cities laid claim to the Jewish poll- and
land-taxes; and their claims were granted. The be-

ginning of the fourteenth century was marked by
many acts of persecution against the Jews of Silesia;

and in 1315 autos da fe were held in Breslau,

Schweidnitz, and Neisse. In spite of the hatred

borne toward them, however, Jews in all tli£

larger towns acquired houses and real estate; and
as their property was generally situated in the same
quarter, ghettos were naturally formed, centering

about the chief synagogue, which in most cities

served as a school also. In Breslau there Avere three

synagogues, located in different parts of the city;

the oldest existing synagogue dates back to the

fourteenth century, and is situated in the present

L'rsalinerstra.sse ; another was located in the Kohr-
gasse, and was mentioned as early as

Synagogues 1349, when it was known as the Neue
of Judenschul. In 1351 the third syna-

Breslau. gogue is mentioned as being located

in the Gerbfffgasse. The rabbi was
known as' the "bishop of tb« Jews," and his salary

consisted of voluntary contributions; the first rabbi

in Silesia probably was R. Isaac, who held also the

title of "Morenu^" (Zunz, "Z. G." p. 205). Ceme-
teries existed only in Breslau, Glatz, Glogau, GOr-

litz, Liegnitz, Neisse, Schweidnitz, and Troppau;
the one in Breslau was in existence as early as 1246.

During the thirteenth century the Jews were al-

lowed to charge interest at the rate of from 10 to 12^

percent for loans on real estate; during the four-

teenth century the rate was from 14*^ to 18 per cent.

When John of Bohemia took over the government
of Silesia (1327) he confirmed the old privileges of

the Jews. On account of the enormous debts owed
by him and his son Charles IV., however, these

rulers found themselves compelled to sell to the

cities the right of bailiwick, whereby the Jews
came entirely under the power of the municipal

governments. There were eighteen Jewish com-
munities over which the cities exercised this right.

By the sacrifice of large sums of money these com-
munities succeeded in purchasing from the king

their liberty, and likewise exemption from all taxa-

tion, with the exception of a poll-tax, for a period
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of tea years. After the lapse of one year, how-
ever, the cities were empowered to levy new
taxes on the Jews. In 1345 the king permitted the

Jewish cemeteries to be violated in order that the

tombstones might be used for building purposes. A
year before the appearance of the Black Death

(1347), which, however, spared Silesia, Charles IV.

placed the Jewish communities under the jurisdic-

tion of the municipal councils again; in the same
year the Flagellant movement caused Jewish perse-

cutions in Gorlitz, Glatz, and Ober-Giogau.

The Breslau community suiTered severely when a

conflagration which took place on May 28, 1349, was
laid at the door of the Jews. Sixty heads of families

were murdered, and their property

Breslau was divided between the city and the

Fires of king, the former securing the real es-

1349 and tate and the two synagogues, the lat-

1360. ter the cemetery and all outstanding

claims. The king issued an order on

Feb. 21, 1350, with regard to the punishment of the

murderers; but it was left to the option of the city

officials how they were to proceed against them.

In the same year the cities were given the right of

granting or refusing admission to the Jews within

their limits. This introduced an era of unrest for

the Silesian Jews, although incidentally it was the

cause of the growth of the commnnitiesin the larger

cities, especially in Breslau, where 100 families were
admitted. The only business which they were al-

lowed to follow was that of money-lending. On July

25, 1360, Breslau was again the scene of a conflagra-

tion, the result of which was that some of the Jews
were slain and the remainder expelled. Two years

later persecutions took place in Brieg, Guhrau, LOw-
enberg, and Neisse. Most of the fugitives from
these places sought refuge in Schweiduitz, where
Bolko II. was duke. This ruler renewed the old

privileges, and tJie community prospered, although
the fact that the Jews were excluded from the gilds

here also restricted them to money-lending.

The chief representatives of the Jews during the

reigns of Bolko II. and his widow Agnes were the

Jews' "bishop," Oser, his father-in-law Lazar, and
David Falken. The duchess later appointed a com-
mittee of four members, called "Die Viere," who
acted as the representatives of all the Jews in

the duchy. About this time Duke John of Upper
Lusitania, which also belonged to Silesia, expelled

the Jews from Gbrlitz, and the synagogue of that

town was transformed into the Chapel of the Holy
Body. Besides the places already mentioned, Jew-
ish communities were established during the four-

teenth century in the following towns: Goldberg,
Haynau, Namslau, Neumarkt, Strehlcn, Hirschberg,
Trebnitz, Striegau, Potschkau, Grollkau, Ohlau,
Jauer, Ratibor, Reichenbach, Kosel, Preisketscham,
and Oppeln.
The beginning of the fifteenth century again saw

the Jews overtaken by misfortune. In 1401 they
were accused of desecrating the host, and were ex-

pelled from Brieg, Glogau, and Striegau. During
the Hussite war, and the factional strifes which fol-

lowed, the)' could free themselves from danger
only by sacrificing large sums of money. In Bres-

lau the Jews had been readmitted by the end of the

fourteenth century, and in Ratibor they had suc-

ceeded in freeing themselves from the ceremony of

taking an oath while standing in bare feet on a pig's

hide. The Breslau Jews had also received the fol-

lowing privileges: (1) exemption from all taxation

with the exception of the yearly tax

;

The Jews' (2) religious liberty; (3) .security for

Oath. person and property ; (4) protection at

religious ceremonies; (5) exemption
from fire-duty, with the exception of the payment
of one mark in cases where the fire had been caused
by them. When, however. King Sigismund went
to Breslau, in 1420, preaching a crusade against

Hussites and heretics, a great number of Jews were
robbed and murdered.

Liegnitz was at that time the only duchy in which
the Jews were permitted to engage in other occu-
pations than money-lending, and even there the

duchess Elizabeth soon issued an order (1447) restrict-

ing them to the latter calling. The Jews of Breslau

had in the meantime prospered ; they were granted
anew the use of the Ohlau cemetery, and they had
reorganized their community after the pattern of
that of Schweidnitz. Then, in the year 1453, came
Capistrano, whose inflammatory speeches brought
much misfortune upon the Silesian communities. In
Breslau he incited the mob to such an extent that

there was brought against the Jews a charge of hav-

ing purchased nine hosts from a peasant and hav-
ing pierced them until blood flowed. In addition to

this, a converted Jewess accused her former corelig-

ionists of having thrown consecrated wafers into

the fire. The town council referred the case to King
Ladislaus, who ordered the guilty ones to be burned
at the stake (June, 1453), all children over seven to

be baptized, and the remainder of the Jews to be ex-

pelled. On Aug. 13 of the same year seventeen

Jews were burned at the stake in Schweidnitz also.

In 1455 a second expulsion from Breslau took place,

at the command of Ladislaus; and two years later

the king granted Schweidnitz the right to exclude
Jews; the city exercised this prerogative until re-

cently. Similar rights were given to Glogau in

1480, Glatz in 1492, and Oels in 1505. Glogau re-

ceived the right because Duke John, by the sale of

the property of the Jews, hoped to raise an amount
of money which he needed.

Of new settlements during the sixteenth century

may be mentioned those of Kanth, Frankenstein,

Kreuzburg, Pitschen, Oels, Beutheu, Krossen, and
Polish Wartenberg. The number of the Jews here-

after decreased so greatly that during the whole of

the following century the taxes paid

In the by all the communities throughout
Sixteenth Silesia amounted to only 100 gulden,

Century, although every native Jew over ten

years of age and under twenty paid

one gulden, and over twenty, two gulden, while

every foreign Jew paid one gulden. Several perse-

cutions took place in the sixteenth century. The
Jews were expelled from Frankenstein in 1508,

their synagogue being destroyed ; in 1530 this town
received the right of excluding Jews. In Leob-

schutz the Jews were accused, in 1543, of the

murder of a Christian child, and, although not con-

victed, they were expelled. In 1563 all Jews were
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banished from Oppeln. In 1582 Rudolpli II. issued

an order entirely expelling from Silesia the few-

Jews that were left. They Avere ordered to leave

with their wives and ehildren, but were permitted

to dispose first of their lauded property, and to take

with them all their movable goods. Tlie Jews
evaded this edict by leaving the cities and seeking

refuge in the country, placing themselves under the

protection of the cloisters.

The general financial troubles caused by the

Thirty Years' war proved favorable to tlie Silesian

Jews, and in 1630 the authorities of Breslau even
requested Jews to settle in that cit}', after a similar

request had been made in the preceding year in

Glogau. Through their intercourse with tiie Jew-
ish merchants of Poland, the Silesian Jews soon
monopolized the entire Eastern trade, and in 1689

the imperial treasurer found liimself compelled to

request the magistrate of Breslau to expel llie Jews,

against which request, however, the city protested.

In 1701 a Jew of Breskiu was requested to report as

to whether the Jews at anj' time had had a public

synagogue in the city, and as to whether their

prayers contained any bhisphemy against Jesus. The
answer was that the Jews read from tlie books of

Moses, that they held their divine services in private

rooms, and that there were ten such rooms in the

city, with a total of 140 worshipers. In the course of

the eighteenth century the Jewish taxes were faimed
to a Jew, which resulted in so great an influx of

Jews into Breslau that the city requested the em-
peror to expel them. The emperor granted the re-

quest on July 23, 1738, and on Dec.

Concen- 9, following, they left the cit}-. Dur-
tration in ing tiie first occupation of Silesia by
Breslau. Frederick the Great (1744) Jews were

again officially readmitted. Frederick,

liowever, issued, on May 6, 1746, a law banishing all

Jews from Silesia, excepting twelve families wliich

were granted permission to stay in Breslau. When,
in 1749, thirty-six Jews Avere killed bj^ the explosion

of a gunpowder tower, it was necessary to take

their corpses to Dyhernfurlh, Krotoscliiii, Lissa, and
Ziilz, because tiie cemetery at Breslau had not yet

been opened. The law of Frederick the Great was
levaded in many ways. First the Jews received

permission to stay longer than three days in Glo-

gau, Auras, and Dyhernfurth ; and afterward they

were admitted to Ilundsfeldand Festenberg on ])ay-

ment of twelve thalers each. Their permanent
stay in any one city was permitteil under the terms
"Tolerirte i'lbt-r das Reglement," "Fixentristen,"

and " Tagesgroschen Entrichtender."

Especially remarkable was the growth of the

Breslau conlmunit3^ The twelve families originally

allowed theie were augmented by steady inuni-

gration, and the conmiunity grew from 300 to,3,000;

the Zulz, Lissa, Krotoscliin, and Glogau scliools

flourished anew in the city. The Mendelssohinan
movement found adherents there, while it was con

denuied in other parts. Thus in Kro-

GroAvth of tosehin the writings of Mendelssohn
Breslau. were put under the ban on New- Year's

day, 1787, by K. Lobuseh ben Mor-
deeai. After the visit to Breslau of Frederick

William II. (1786) the chief representatives of tlie

comraunit}' planned to reorganize the internal as

well as the external affairs of the Silesian Jews.

Among the more prominent men who took part in

this work Avere Simon Hirsch, Lippman Meier, and
Zimmermann, royal controller and assessor of the

JcAvish community of Breslau, Avho, in 1791, pub-
lished in Breslau a "Geschichte uud Verfassung der

Juden in Herzogthum Schlesien." Zimmermann,
together with the prorector of the Elisabeth Gym-
nasium, likcAvise founded the JcAvish Wilhelm-
schule, AA'hich was opened on March 15, 1791, and
Avas not closed until 1848. Special mention should

be made of Jonas Frilnkel, Avho left, among other

philanthropic legacies, one for the founding of the

rabbinical seminary.

The folloAving is a list of Silesian "Landesrab-
biner": Naphtali ha-Kohen (1712-16); Samuel ben
Naphtali (1716-22); Havvim Jonah Te'omim (1722-

1727); Baruch b. Reuben Gomperz (1733-54); Jo-

seph Jonas Friiukel (1754-93) ; Jeremiah LOav Berliner

(1793-99); Lewin Saul Friinkel (1800-7); Aaron Kar-
funkel (1807-16); Abraham ben Gedaliah Tiktin

(1816-20).

The Prussian province of Silesia numbers (1905)

47,593 JeAvs in a total population of 4,668,405.

It is divided into two districts, those of Breslau

(with Liegnitz) and Oppeln. The former has thirty-

six Jewish communities, of Avliieli the folloAving are

the most important: Breslau—18,440 Jcavs, 11 syn-

agogues, 37 educational societies, and 23 charitable

.societies. . Glogau— 780 Jews, 12 charitable socie-

ties, and 23 institutions. Gorlitz—650 Jews and
7 benevolent societies. Liegnitz— 1,085 Jcavs and
3 societies.

The district of Oppeln has twenty-five communi-
ties, including: Beuthen—3,260 Jcavs, a Jewish
primary school supjiorted by the city, a religious

school, 13 charitable societies, and 4 institutions.

Gleiwitz—2,106 Jews and 10 societies. Katto-
witz—2,500 Jews and 6 societies. MysloAvitz—
1,050 Jews, 7 societies, and 66 legacies. Ratibor—
1,150 Jews and 7 societies. Zabrze— 1,200 Jcavs

and 4 .societies.
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SILOAM INSCRIPTION: The inscription on

the Siloam coiiduit ; the earliest long ancient He-

brew inscription that lias been found at Jerusalem

—one may even say in Palestine;—and so far the

only really important one. It commemorates the

digging of the Avaterway, whicii Avas an event in the

history of Jeiusalem and is mentioned more than

once in the; Bible. The city of Jeru.salem is almost

entirely surrounded by tAvo deep valleys Avhich unite

to the soutlieast of tlie city, namely, the valley of

Jehoshaphat on the east, and that generally identi-
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fled with Ge-hinnom, or the valloy of the sons of

Hinnom, on tlie west iind tlie south. Between these

two valleys .is the Tyropo'on, a depression now al-

most tilled in, whieh hegiusin the renter of Jenisa-

lem, and extends to the point wliere the two valleys

join, separating the upper city from the hill on

Avhieli the Temple stood. The space between tlie

Tyropiron and the valley of Jehoshaphat is called

"Ophel," and is in the form of a spur projecting

toward the soiith, and bounded on the north by the

wall of Haram al-.Sharif. At the foot of theHaram

is the spring now called "The Virgin's Spring," the

water from wliich traverses tlie whole length of the

liili of Ophel from north to south in a subterranean

flianncl and empties into the Pool of Siloam, wiience

it is drawn to irrigate the gardens on tlie slopes of

Jerusalem. On the right wall of this conduit, about

five or six meters from the Pool of Siloam, the in-

noted in the ca.se of the letters J. V 3, 7, p, ri; to

the latter, in the case of T ; the most marked differ-

ences from both occur in the letters 1, n, ^, 2- While
the tops of the letters are angular, the tails are long

and curved, thus presenting a characteristically

more cursive appearance; Ihis style of script is

that of a people which had written much for gener-

ations.

The language of Ihe inscription is pure Hebrew,
and its general .sense is clear; indeed, if the tiist line

had not been mutilated (here would be hardly a sin-

gle doubtful word. The translation, resulting from
the combined efforts of various scholars, is as follows

:

Line 1. . . . the i)ierciiiK. . . And tliis is the bistoiy of the

difrglng. Wlien . . .

2. the piekaxes one against tlie other. And when there were
only three cubits more to cut through, the men were lieard

3. calling from one side to the other ; [for] there was zedah
in the rock, on the right and on the left. And im the day of the

^S'

^ -^

t4
"pc :/.v

?

r> . c'K . "^.-^

lira . n3p:n -im n\n , nn . .nnpin

la"?^! . jni . bv . {Til . irn . mpb . trx . Dsi-nn lan . r^-^pi

[Nlrai . ,i!2N , Pj^Ki . D^nKDs . na-ian . ?« . s^cian . p , o-ian

lijJaxnn . v)r\ . I^y . -i::n . naa . n\i . nisK . n

thk Siloam Inscription, with Transckiption.

(From Benzinser, " HebrSfsrhe ArchSologie.")

scription in question was found, the base of the

letters being on a level with the water. Sayce, who
lias done more than any one else to bring this in-

scription to light, gives the curious story of its dis-

covery in " Ueeords of the Past " (New Series, i. 168-

175, Londoii, 1888; see also Ph. Berger in "Journal

des Deliats," April 16, 1882). The inscription was
broken in an attein]it made to steal it; but the fiag-

mentsare now in tin- iiitiscum at Constantinople; and

from casts that have liceii taken, copies of which

fire in Paris, London, and Herlin, it has been possible

to gain an exact idea of its arrangement and to de-

cipher it almost entirely.

Tlie inscription occupies the lower ]iart of a

sunken, rectangular cartouche 50 cm. high and 66

cm. broad, the ujiper portion of which,

Descrip- 27 cm. liigh, is left blank. It consists

tion. of six lines of remarkably distinct let-

tering, the words being separated from
each other liy points. The script is similar to that

found in the Moabite and various Phenician in-

scriptions; jiarticular resemblance to the former is

4. piercing the workmen struck each to meet the other, pickax

against pickax. And there tlowed

5. the waters from the spring to the pool fur a space of :J00

cubits. And [100]

ti. cubits was the height over the bead of the workmen.

For a detailed account of the work of decipher-

ment see the references in Lidzbarski, "Ilandbuch

der Nordsemitischen Epigrapliik," p. 439.

The noteworthy point in the narrative supplied

by the inscription is that the work was carried on

from both ends. An account of a similar work has

been preserved in a Latin inscription of Lambt^ze

("C. I. L." 2728). At Lambeze, however, the two

gangs of men did not meet ; it was suddenly dis-

covered that more than the breadth of the mountain

had been cut through ; and the engineer who had

prepared the plans had to step in and bring the work

to a conclusion. The workmen at Jerusalem were

more successful in meeting each other, altliough they

made many trials in groping toward the meeting-

place, as the work on the waterway still shorvs.

Robinson, who guessed at the manner in which the

work was carried on, remarks: "Since then the state-
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nients i)f Captain Coudor have shown that toward
' tlie center of the waterway two bUnd alleys may be

seen, which correspond to the place where the two

gangs met." These facts agree very well with tlie

text of the inscription. This, as interpreted by
Joseph Halevy, seems to distinguish

The Work three stages in the construction: tiic

Described, tirst corresponds to tlie matter related

in line 1 ; at the second the workmen
talk with one another; and at the last stage tiieir

pickaxes meet and the hist of the rock is removed.

The only obscure point tiiat i-emains is the meaning

of the word " zedah " in line 3. This word does not

occur in tiie vocabulary of the Bible. It lias been

compared with the Arabic "za(la"(= "to aim cor-

rectly," " to enter a hole "); and in any case it seems

to refer not to a peculiarity of the rock, but to the

work accomplished by the men.

Clermont-Ganneau has brought forward an in-

genious hypothesis in regard to the blank upper

part of the cartouche; he concluded that it had

been reserved for the date, or rather for a sym-

bolical picture, which for some reason oi' other

was not supplied. However, in all known in.scrip-

tions the writers began at the beginning, and the

introductory formula was carved tirst and not after-

ward ; antl as regards the symbolical i)icture, repre-

sentations in this style occur so seldom in Palestine,

and are so little in conformity with Jewish custom,

that its existence must not be assumed arbitrarily.

It is not easy to explain the choice of place for

the inscription. One might have expected to lind

it either at the entrance of the waterway or at

the point where the two gangs of men met ; but in-

stead it Avas engraved in an obscure jiosition live or

six meters from the end. It might be assumed, in

explanation, that the tunnel was originally longer,

and that the inscription was in fact at the point of

junction. But this hypothesis involves such topo-

graphical ditliculties that it is best to .set it a.side.

Tlie tirst word of the inscription might have fur-

nished a clue; but as it has been obliterated, one can

only guess at the reason for its obscure position.

The digging of a subterranean Avay moi-e than 500

meters long was in every respect a great underta-

king. As to the epoch and for what
Date of reason it was undertaken the inscrip-

the Work, tion leaves one entirely in the; dark:

commemorating a great work of public

utility, it mentions neither the originators nor the

date. Fortunately the Bible gives more information

on the subject than the inscription. II Kings xx.

20, commemorating the acts of Hez(!kiah, relates how
that king "made a pool ["berekah "] and a conduit,

and brought water into the city "
; and this work is

referred to in II Chron. xxxii. 30 al.so. It seems,

however, that the a<iueduct of Siloam existed before

the time of Hezekiah. A prophecy of Isaiali, pro-

nounced in the days of King Ahaz, is especially char-

acteristic in this connection. The i)rophet (Isa. viii.

6), reproaching the people for their infidelity, com-

pares the paternal government of the kings of Judah

to a brook of softly flowing water, in contrast to the

mailed hand of the Assyrian conquerors: "Foras-

much as this people refuseth the waters of Shiloah

that go softly . . . the Euphrates . . . shall i)ass

through Judah." "Shiloah" as a common noun

corresponds exactly to the word "emissary"; and

"the waters " of which Isaiah speaks are none other

than those of the conduit in question. Robinson,

indeed, remarkeil on the slow and almost impercep-

tible course of the water in the tunnel. The word
used hy tli(i jirophet for designating the water's flow

(-]^n) is the same as that found in the inscription.

When taken in this sense the words of the propiiet

jicquire a special meaning, and indicate the approxi-

mate date of tlie digging of the channel. The con-

duit and the inscription of Siloam belong doubtless

to tlie i)eriod of Ahaz and Hezekiah, which was
marked everywhere by great works, especially as re-

gards the water-supply of Jerusalem, a matter of ex-

treme importance in case of siege. And for this

reason, doubtless, a subtenanean way was con-

structed under the hill of Ophel, instead of an open

one encircling the city on the east.

There are still other opinions regarding the date

and the inscription. As no mention whatever is

made of the existence of the kingdom, it has been

assumed that the date of the digging lies within the

period of tiie Maccabees. But as the inscriptions on

earlier stones conform in their lettering to that of

the Siloam inscription, the conclusions advanced

above seem to be contirmed. It is therefore proba-

ble that here is a specimen of the style of writing

employed by Isaiah and the Greater Prophets; and

the importance of tl)is discover}' must be evident to

all scholars.
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SILVA, ANTONIO JOSE DA : Portuguese

poet; born in Kio de Janeiro, Brazil, May 8, 1705;

died at the stake in Lisbon Oct. 19, 1739; son of

Joao Mendes da Silva. He was educated at the

universities of Lisbon and Coimbra (B.D. 1726),

On Aug. 8, 1726, he was arraigned before the tribu-

nal of the Inquisition for writing satirical poems

and for observing the Mosaic laws; an inquiry was

instituted; and he was tortured so cruelly that he

was unable to sign his name. At an auto da fe lield

Oct. 13, 1726, he was pronounced penitent. He
continued, however, to practise his old religion in se-

cret; and his enemies, envious of his growing fame

as a poet, accused him of relapsing and of irreverence

toward the Holy OlHce. On Oct. 5, 1737, he and

his wife were imprisoned, liis projierty was at-

tached, and a number of spies, disguised as pri.son-

crs, were engaged to watch him. His wife was n;-

leased on Feb. 28, 1738, but was arraigned anew on

March 15, and sentenc(;d to do penance for relaps-

ing. She died Oct. 10, 1739, at the age of twenty-

seven (according to some authorities she survived

her husband several months). At a secret session,

held March 11 of that year. Da Silva was denounced

as a heretic, and his goods were confiscated. Uv-

peated efforts were made to save him by distin-

guished statesmen and poets, even King John V. in-

terceding for liim; but all proved fruitless, and, as

stated above, on Oct. 19, 1739, he Avas i)id)licly
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burned, bis family being compelled to attend tbe

auto. Tbe same evening one of bis popular oper-

ettas was produced at tbe tbeater in Lisbon.

Da Silva, who bas been frequently styled " tbe

Portuguese Plautus," was a very prolific and versa-

tile poet; and bis comedies were popularly called

"operas do Judeu." Tbey were performed at tbe

Bairro Alto between 1733 and 1738, and met with

marked success. Ferdinand Wolf lias given a care-

ful analysis of Da Silva's activity ; and, tbougb tbe

literature bearing upon bim is quite extensive, this

still remains tbe best attempt at an appreciation of

bis literary importance. Until tbe end of tbe eigbt-

eentb century all of bis compositions were publislied

anonymously for fear of tbe Inquisition ; and it was

long before be was credited witb tbe autliorsbip of

bis many poems, dramas, and comedies. Many of

bis dramas give bis name acrostically, after tbe fasb-

ion of tbe Jewisb liturgical poets; but Varnbagen
("Florilegio da Poesia Brazileira," i. 201-236, Lis-

bon, 1850) bas pointed out tbat numerous spurious

compositions also are attributed to bim.

Among Da Silva's most noted works are tbe fol-

lowing :

' Vida de D. Quijotc de la Manclia "
;

" Eso-

paida, ou Vida de Esopo "
;

'' Os Eucantos de Me-

dea"; "Ampbitryao, ou Jupiter e Alcmena"

;

" Labyrintbo de Creta "
;
" As Guerras ilo Alecrim e

Mangerona"; " Variedadesde Protbeo" ; "Precipicio

de Faetonte"; and "O Diabinbo a Mao Furada."

Numerous unpublished pieces are mentioned bj-

Varnbagen; and one or two have recently been

discovered and printed. Ferdinand Denis in his

"Chefs d'CEuvre du Theatre Portugais " (pp. 365-

496, Paris, 1823) gives liberal extracts, witb a

French translation, from tbe " Vida de D. Quijote "
;

and Wolf likewise gives selections from Da Silva's

various compositions. His collected works appeared

in 1744, 1747, 1753, 1759, 1787, and 1792. Da Silva

is the subject also of several laudatory epic poems
and dramas, one or two of which were composed by
Brazilian compatriots.
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s. G. A. K.

SILVA, FRANCISCO MALDONADO DE :

Peruvian i)hysician, controversial writer, and mar-

tyr ; born in San Miguel, province of Tucuman,
Peru, about 1592; burned at the stake in Lima Jan.

23, 1639. His father, Diego Nuiiez de Silva, and bis

brother, Diego de Silva, were Neo-Christians, and
had been "reconciled " by the Inquisition March 13.

1605. According to bis own testimony, his mother,

Dona Alaonsa Maldonado, and all her ancestors

were Christians.

Francisco was christened and baptized in San
Miguel; be attended mass up to bis eighteenth year;

and otherwise he was a deyout Catholic, until, on a

visit to bis father at Callao, be chanced to read tbe

"Scrutiuium Scripturarum " of Paul Burgos (Man-

tua, 1474 et seq.). His father, who was a "licen-

tiate," then encouraged bim to study the Bible, and
confessed bis secret adherence to tbe Mosaic faith.

Thereupon Francisco, too, became a believing Jew,
though outwardly observing all tbeceiemoniesof the

Catholic Church. So zealous bad he in a short time
become that he used every endeavor to convert to

Judaism his sister. Dona Isabel de Maldonado, a fer-

vent Christian. She confided the secret

Converted of her brothers real professions to her

from spinster sister, Dofia Felipa de Maldo-
Catholi- nado, who, appearing one day "in the

cism to robes of the Society of Jesus " before

Judaism, the Inquisition, denounced Francisco

as a Judaizing heretic. On the strength

of this evidence his arrest was ordered ou Dec. 12,

1626; but be was not apprehended until April 29,

1627. From the moment of bis imprisonment a
monk was detailed to reason witb bim, and to try to

reclaim him. Together they searched Scripture;

but the attempt to win him back failed.

Francisco was then transferred to another prison,

and a second church dignitary, "learned in the law,"

was charged with the same task, but he argued in

vain. Francisco remained obdurate, and declared

be was a believing Jew: "I care not if tbe whole
world knows it. Let them come and burn me.

They do not die who die thus, for God the Eternal

keeps them ever alive; and I will proclaim this cheer-

fully at the stake." He refused to eat bacon, fasted

fortj^ days at a time in tbe expectation of the Mes-
siah's advent, rigidly observed the Sabbath, and
studied the Bible and commentaries on it in Hebrew
and Latin. Secreted about bis person he had a Jew-
ish prayer-book; and be quoted lengthy passages in

the original at tin; numerous bearings before the

tribunal. Further testimony showed that, in the

absence of Dona Isabel Otanez, bis wife, he bad cir-

cumcised himself in his lodgings in Santiago de

Chile with a pair of scissors, and that, being a skilled

surgeon by profession, be bad healed himself with

the white of eggs and with ointments. He imposed
all manner of penance upon himself, and faithfully

kept the Jewisb feasts and fasts. Eager to convert

his sister, he wrote for her use a commentary on the

Bible, which he translated into Spanish ; and in reply

to her threatening taunts he exclaimed: "And if I

liad a thousand lives, I would gladly lose them in

the .service of the living God."

A number of theologians, professors of tbe uni-

versity, and high churchmen, "tbe most learned in

the kingdom," were ordered by tbe judges to ar-

gue witb Francisco concerning the foundations of be-

lief and the " fallacies" of Judaism ; but after a long

series of disputations (fifteen in all).

Attempts extending over a period of nearly

to Reclaim twelve years (1627-38), "instituted."

Him. so reads the official charge, " more for

tbe reason of making an arrogant ex-

hibition of his genius and sophistry than because of

a desire to embrace the holy Catholic faith," tbe at-

tempt to reclaim bim was abandoned. During all

these years he diligently "itemized his score against

tbe religion of Christ," by composing treatises and
commentaries, "in duodecimo and quarto, "in Span-

ish and Latin, "written in very small, beautiful

characters, and sewn together with such dexterity

tbat they looked like pamphlets from a bookstore,

having been written with ink made of coals and
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with the crooked leg of a hen." One of these tracts

consisted of 100 and the other of more than 103

sheets; the title of a third being on translation, "The
Star of the Jews, by His Other Name Silva, Unde-
serving of the God of Israel." All these writings

were duly confiscated by the tribunal, though, at

several hearings, Francisco begged piteously that

they be restored to liim. On Jan. 26, 1633, he was
sentenced to be surrendered to the secular arm.

At this juncture a dramatic incident occurred.

Though enfeebled by a fast of eighty days and con-

sumed by religious zeal, Francisco contrived toswing
himself through an opening in his cell by means of

a rope made of maize-stalks, which had served him
for bread. He did not attempt to escape, but boldly

entered two other cells, where several wealthy and
influential citizens of Lima, charged with Judaizing,

were confined pending trial. He converted two
Catholics to Judaism, and supplied them with let-

ters of recommendation to the syna-

Converts gogue-wardens in Kome. His work
Fellow mixst have been very effective; for the

• Prisoners, judges particularly lamented "the

I
proselytizing heresy in the dungeons

; of the holy and blessed Tribunal," caused by Fran-
cisco's attempt. As one of its results, on Aug. 11,

1635, a wholesale seizure of Lima's foremost Portu-
guese merchants took place, most of whom were im-

prisoned for Judaizing. At the auto, celebrated ou
Jan. 23, 1639, the most costly and resplendent in the

annals of Peru, eleven " judaizantes " marched to the

funeral pyre. All, clad in sanbenitos, carried green

crosses, except the obstinate Francisco, who, "a
mere bundle of bones," pale and emaciated, with the

long hair and beard of a Nazarite, and with his

controversial tracts bound around his neck, ex-

claimed as he perislied in the flames : "This is the

will of the Lord. I shall see the God of Israel face

to face."

Bibliography: Isaac Cardoso, J><7,s Excelencias de los He-
breoa, pp. 32^324, Amsterdam, 1679; Wolf, Bihl. Hebr. iii.

953-954, Nos. 1854 et seq.: J. T. Medina, Historia del Tribu-
nal del Santo Oficio de la InquisirAnn en Chili, il. 71-145,
Santiago de Chile, 1890: G. A. Kohut, The Tiial of Francisco
Maldonadt) de Silva, in Publ. Am. Jew. Hist. Sac. No. 11,

1903, pp. 163-179.

A. G. A. K.

SIIiVA, HEZEKIAH: Jewish author; born at

Leghorn in 1659; died at Jerusalem in 1698; son-in-

law of the dayyan Mordecai Befael Malachi. About
1679 he left his native city for Jerusalem, where he
attended the yeshibah of Moses Galante, and ten

years later lie was sent to Europe to collect funds
for Jerusalem. In 1691 he was in Amsterdam and
began the printing of his work "Peri Hadash," a

commentary on the Yoreh De'ah. He remained in

that city for a year. Five years later he was again

at Jerusalem, his movements in the interim being

unknown. He took a decided interest in the con-

troversy of Moses Hagiz against Vega, but his

death cut short his activity in behalf of the former.

The freedom with which Silva discussed halukic

problems brought the ban of the rabbis of Cairo upon
his "Peri Hadash," but it was afterward removed
by Abraham Levi, although the two men, spiri

tually akin, were personally unacquainted. This
work of Silva's was supplemented hj a second and
a third part, both edited by his son David, and bear-

ing the approbation of the chief authorities of the
time (Amsterdam, 1706-30). Silva was likewise the
author of the "Mayim Hayyim," containing a collec-

tion of notes on Talmudic treatises, together with re-

sponsa and a portion of the " Yad " of Maimonides.
Silva expressly states that he was a teacher at Jeru-
salem, not a rabbi, but despite this statement Luncz
claims that he was chief rabbi of Jerusalem and
that he died in 1740.

Bibliography: A-AinaU Shem ha-Gednlim ; Gratz, Ge.<ich. x.
320 : Luncz, Yerushalayim, i. 120 ; Furst, Bibl. Jud. Hi. 323-
324 ; Stelnschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 845.

E. c. L. Gru.

SILVA, JOAO MENDES DA : Brazilian poet
and attorney; born in liio de Janeiro 1656; died at

Lisbon Jan. 9, 1736. He took his degree in law at

the University of Coimbra, and, upon his return to

Brazil, married Lourenga Coutinho, who was sev-
eral times arraigned by the Inquisition in Portugal
for relapsing into Judaism. She was "reconciled "

at an auto celebrated July 9, 1713, and condemned
to "carcere a arbitrio" at another auto, held Oct.

18, 1739, one day before the martyrdom of her
youngest son, Antonio Jose da Silva. She is said

to-have died three months after his execution. Joao
Mendes, after the arrest of his wife by the spies of
the Holy Office, followed her to Portugal, where he
resumed work in his profession, practising law con-
jointly with his son Antonio, until the latter was
seized and imprisoned on Aug. 8, 1726.

Da Silva was the author of the following poetical

works, now lost (the titles being preserved by Ma-
chado) :

" Officio da Cruz" (translation in verse) ;
" Fa-

bula de Leandro e Ero " (in octaves); " Poema Lyri-

co : Christiaos "
; and translation of a hymn inscribed

to St. Barbara. It is said by the critic Ferdinand
Wolf that Joao chose these themes either effectually

to hide his Jewish antecedents, or to give evidence
of loyalty to the new faith. Because of his zeal as

a professing Christian (though he was really a Ma-
rano), he was the only member of his family wlio

was spared by the Inquisition. He had three sons.

Bibliography: Barbosa Machado, Bibliotheca LiiMtana^ir.
IH6 : Ferdinand Wolf, A iitoiiio Josf da Silva, pp. 5-6, Vienna,
1860; G. A. Kohut, in Pul)l. Am. Jew. Hist. Soc. No. iVj, pp.
13t>-138, 177-178: .1. M. de Macedo, Brazilian Bioffraphical
Annual, pp. 441-442, Rio de Janeiro, 1876.

s. G. A. K.

SILVA, LUCItrS FLAVmS: Governor of

Judea in 73; consul in 81. He accomplished the

difficult task of taking the fortress of Masada from
the Sicaiii. See PnocuHATORS.

Bibliography : Schurer. Gesch. 3d ed., i. 644 ; Prosopographia
Imperii Roman i, ii. 75.

G. S. Kit.

SILVA, SAMUEL DA: Physician of Portu-

guese birth who lived in Amsterdam in the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century. He is known es-

pecially through his energetic proceedings against

Uriel da Costa. Before the latter's "Examination
of the Pharisaic Tradition" had appeared in print,

Silva, who had had an opportunity to read part

of it in manuscript, issued a booklet in Portuguese
against its author (Amsterdam, 1623). This pam-
phlet, copies of which are now very rare, was writ-

ten at the direction of the foremost members of the

young community of Spanish-Portuguese Jews in
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Amsterdam ; and it appeared under the title " Tra-

tado da Immortalidade da Alma . . . eniQueTani-

bem se Mostra a Ignoiancia de Certo Contrariador

de Nosso Tempo, Que Entre Outros Muytos Erros

Deu Noste Delirio de Ter Para si e Publicar Que
a Alma do Homeiu Acaba Juiitamente com o Cor-

po." It is an able treatise on the subject discussed,

and alludes to Da Costa only by his tirst name : "I

now come to thee, thou blind and incapable Uriel."

Ten years previous to the publication of this pam-

phlet Samuel da Silva made a Spanish translation of

Moses Maimonides' tract on repentance, which ap-

peared under the title "Tratado de la Tesuvah o

Contricion, Traduz. Palabra por Palabra de Len-

gua Hebrayca en Espaiiol" (Amsterdam, 1613).

BiBi.iOGRAPHy : De Rossi-Hamberger, Hist. Wi'irteth. p. 296;

Wolf, Bifil. Hebr. iii. 1115; Kayserling, (Ti'sch.dcr Judeii
in Portugal, p. 288; idem, Bihl. Esp.-Port.-Jud. p. 102.

s. M. K.

SILVER. See Metals.

SILVERMAN, JOSEPH: American rabbi;

born at Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 25, 1860. Educated

at the high school, the university (A.B. 1883), and

the Hebrew Union College (rabbi, 1884) of his na-

tive town, he became rabbi successively at Dallas,

Texas (1884), and Galveston, Texas (1885); since

1888 he has been ratibi at the Temple Emanu-El in

New York city, until 1899 as a.ssi.stant to Gustav

Gottheil.

Silverman was president of tiie Central Confer-

ence of American Rabbis from 1900 to 1903; and

since the latter year he has been vice-president of

the New York Board of Jewish Ministers. He is

also a member of the board of governors of the He-

brew Union College of Cincinnati, and the organizer

of the Emanu-El Brotherhood. In 1892, and again

in 1904, he delivered the opening prayer in the

House of Representatives at Washington.

Silverman is the author of a "Catechism" (Gal-

veston, Texas, 1885); and he has contributed articles

to the Jewish periodicals.

Bibliography: American Jewish Year Bonk, 1904.

A. F. T. H.

SILVERSMITH. See Goldsmiths and Sil-

VKKSMITHS.

SILVEYRA (SILVEIRA), ABRAHAM
(DIEGO) GOMES : Poet and preacher; long resi-

dent in various French and Dutch towns, tinally

settling at Amsterdam. He was a member of the

Academy of Poets founded by D. Manuel de Bel-

monte in 1676, and was the author of a collection of
" Sermones " containing six homilies on various

texts of the Bible and a funeral oration on Rachel

de Pinto. His "Entretenimientos Gustosos o Dia-

logos Burlescos Entre un Judio, Turco, Reformado y
Catolico " and his " Dissertacioncs Sobre el Mesias,"

which he translated from the French, are extant in

manuscript.

Bini.iOCRAPHY: Kayserling, Bibl. Esp.-Port.-Jud. pp. 102 ft

xeq.- Catalogue dc . . . FeuM. D.Henriques de Caatra, p.

.58, Amsterdam, n.d.

s. M. K.

SILVEYRA, MIGUEL DE : Spanish poet;

born in Celorico, Portugal, in the last third of the six-

teenth ceptury ; died at Naples in 1638. He studied

philosophy at Coimbra, and jurisprudence, medi-
cine, and mathematics at Salamanca; and for twenty
years lectured at the Spanish court on different

branches of science and on poetry. At an ad-

vanced age he went to Naples with his patron,

Ramon Philip de Guzman, Duke of Medina de la

Torres, and here his great heroic poem " El Macabeo,
Poema Heroico en Octavos" appeared (1638; 2d ed.

Madrid, 1731). Silveyra, who was a relative of

Tliomas de Pinedo, has been ])laced among the Jew-
ish poets by Daniel Levide B.irrios, while Diezeand
Ticknor doubt if he was ever a professing Jew. An-
tonio Enriques Gomez, in tlie prologue to Ids

"Samson Nazareno," classes Silveyra with such

poets as Camoens, while others,, on account of his

grandiloquent style, value him but little. Silveyra

is said to have translated into Spanish Pedro Ma-
theo's version of "Vidade Elio Sedauo" (Barcelona,

1621).

BiBLiociRAPHY: Barbosa Macbado, Bihliothcca Lusitaiiajil.
48(5 ct seq.; Velasques-Dieze, Oiscli. der Spniiisclien LHcltt-
kniist, p. 395; Ticknor, Hit^tory of SpanWi Literature, ii.

451 ; Rios, Entudioi^ Sobre li)» Judios de Kspafui, pp. .5,56 et

geq.; Don Levi de Barrios, RelacUm de los Poetas, p. 37.

s. .AI. K.

SIMA (SAMA) : Babylonian amora of the lat-

ter half of tlie fourth and of the beginning of the

fifth century; son of Rab Ashi. He is known
through halakic questions which he addressed to

his father (Ket. 33b, 69a; Zeb. 19b, 24a; Men. 25a;

B. K. 18a). According to Rashi's commentary on

Ket. 69a, lie died before his father; that is, before

427 (see, however, Heilprin, "Seder ha-Dorot," p.

297a).

W. 15. S. O.

SIMCHOWITZ, SAMUEL: Russian" rabbin-

ical writer; born in the beginning of the nineteenth

century ; died at Slutzk March, 1896. He possessed

a thorough rabbinical knowledge, and at the same
time was well versed in modern literature. Nu-
merous essays from his pen appeared in the "Peters-

Inirger Herold." In 1866 he was invited to the

Orthodox rabbinate of Vienna, but he refused this

call as well as one received two years later to War-
saw. Many of his Talmudic novella;, as well

as responsa bearing on the ritual codices, are extant

in manuscript. In 1894 he was a member of the

great rabbinical synod held in St. Petersburg.

Bibliography: Ahiasaf, 1896, p. 305; Fuenn, Kcnetiet Yts-
rael, 1888, iii. 220.'

E. C. S. O.

SIMEON (pyoEJ*).—Biblical Data : Second

sou of Jacob by Leah, and progenitor of one of the

tribes of Israel ; bornat Padan-aram. In Gen. xxix.

33 the origin of the name is given: "God hatli

heard that 1 am hated " (R. V.). Various etymolog-

ical theories have been advanced, of which those of

Flirst and Redslob may be mentioned. The former

(" Hebriiisches Handworterbuch ") explains the name
as meaning "the famous one"; the latter ("Die

Alttestamentlicheu Namcn," \^. 93) compares it to

an Arabic word meaning "bondmen." Simeon was
prominent in twoincidents: lie was associated with

Ins brother Levi in the massacre of the Shechemites

in revenge for the defilement of Dinah, for wlncli

act he was rebuked by Jacob (Gen. xxxiv. 25 et
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seq.); and lie was taken b)' Joseph as a hostage and

imprisoned until his brothers had returned witli Ben-

jamin (Gen. xlii. 24 et seq.). The reason that Jos('j)li

selected Simeon may have been tiiat the latter was

the eldest after Reuben, who was spared by JosepJi

in return for liis interference on Josepli's l)ehalf

many years before (Gen. xx.xvii. 31-22; conip.

Simeon in Apockypiial and Kabbinical Litkka-

ture). Simeon had six sons, all of whom migrated

to Egypt (Gen. xlvi. 8, 10).

J. M. Skl.

In Apocryphal and Rabbinical Litera-

ture : Simeon was born on the twenty-tirst day of

the tenth month (Tebet) of the year 2134 after the

Creation (Book of Jubilees xxviii. 13; Midr. Tadshe,

i
in Epstein, "Mi-Kadmoniyyot ha-Yehudim," p.

xxii.). His name is interpreted as meaning "he

who listens to the words of God " (Gen. R. lx.\i. 4)

;

or, according to another authority (^lid)-. ha-Gadol

to Gen. xxix. 33), it is composed of ^^"^ UU {— '^ there

is sin "), Leah alluding under this name to Zinni, tlie

Simeonite prince who sinned with the ^Midianite

woman (comp. Num. xxv. 6, 14). Referring to the

narrative of the destruction of the Shechemites by

Simeon and Levi (Gen. xxxiv. 25 et seq.), the "Sefer

lia-Yashar" brings Simeon into still greater promi-

nence. When Hamor asked Dinah's liand for his

son Shecliem, Simeon and Levi, to outwit him, re-

plied that some delay was necessary in order to con-

sult their grandfather Isaac about tiie matter. A f tei'

Hamor had gone it was Simeon who advised ids

brothers to require the circumcision of all the men
of Shechem, and by this means place them at their

mercy ("Sefer ha-Yasliar," section " WayLshlah,"

p. r)2a, Leghorn, 1870). However, many of the men
escaped circumcision; and Simeon, who was then

only thirteen years old (Gen. R. Ixxx. 9), had tofiglit

against them as well as against the women of

the city. Owing to his extraordinary strengtli,

lie and Levi slew all the men and captured eighty-

five young women, one of whom, named Bonah,

Simeon married ("Sefer ha-Yashar," l.r. p. 54a).

Simeon was prominent also in the war
His against the Canaanites described in

Strength, the Midrash Wayissa'u and at greater

length in the " Sefer ha-Yasliar " (see

JuDA II IN Rabbinical Liteuatuke). He is always

represented as having a particularly powerful voice;

and it is said that once, in the brunt of a battle,

when he shouted, the enemy fled in terror at tlie

sound ("Sefer ha-Yashar," I.e. p. 61a).

The Rabbis cite Simeon as the most implacable

antagonist of Joseph. In Test. Patr., SiiiKMni, 2.

Avliere Simeon is stated to have been very strong and

fearless, it is likewise said that he was of a very

envious character. He was thus filled with spite

against Jo.seph for the particular love l)orne to

him by Jacob; and he intended to kill him. Ac-

cording to the "Sefer ha-Yashar" (" Wayesiieb," ji.

67a), it was Simeon who said : "Behold, this dreamer

cometh. Come now therefore, and let us slay liim
"

(Gen. xxxvii. 19-20; comp. Tari;-. pseudo-Jonathan

adloe.). The Rabbis hold that it was Simeon, too,

who cast Joseph into the pit, and that he afterward

ordered that stones be thrown therein (Gen. R.

Ixxxiv. 15; Tan., Wavesheb. 13). Later, when a

dispute concerning Joseph arose between the broth-

ers and the Midianites (see Joskimi in Rabbinical
Liteuatibk), Simeon distinguished himself by his

heroism. On this occasion he again made use of his

terrible voice, in such a way tiiat tlie earth began to

(juake, and tlie Midianites, frigiitened and prostra-

ting themselves on the ground, ennsented to arrange

the matter amicably (" Sefer ha-Yashar," ^.c. p. 68a).

In tlie Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs {I.e.),

liowever, it is stated that Simeon was not present

at the sale of Joseph, having gone to Shecliem. ]?iit

for five months he was furiously angry with Judah
for liaving sold .loseph to the Midianites, and thus

allowed him to remain alive. As a punishment
for his inhuman conduct toward Josepli, Simeon's

rigiit hand withered for seven days; Simeon then

acknowledged his wrong-doing and exhibited pen-

itence, whereupon his hand was healed. Accord-

ing to one authority, after the sale of Joseph,

Simeon married liis sister Dinah, who at the destruc-

tion of the Shechemites would not leave her sedu-

cer's house until Simeon had sworn to make her his

wife. She bore to Simeon his .sixth son, Shaul, who
is styled in Gen. xlvi. 10 "the son of a Canaanitisli

woman " ((4en. R. Ixxx. 10). The " Sefer ha-Yashar
"'

{I.e. p. 75a) states that Shaul was Simeon's son by
Bonah, while by Dinah were born to him the first

five sons enumeiated in Gen. I.e.

The Rabbis give two reasons why Simeon was
chosen by Joseph for a hostage (see Si.mkon, Biblical

Dat.\): (1) Jose])h desired to pun-

Why ish Simeon for having thrown him into

Joseph's the pit; and (2) he wished to separate

Hostage. Simeon from Levi, lest they together

might destroy Egypt as they had des-

troyed Shechem (Gen. R. xci. 6). Simeon natu-

rail}- was not willing to go to prison ; and when,

at Joseph's call, seventy mighty Egyptians ap-

proached to take him by force, he uttered a cry so

terrible that they became frightened and ran away.

It was ]Manasseh, Joseph's son, who subdued Simeon

and led him to pri.son ("Sefer ha-Yashar," section

"Mikkez," p. 86a). The Testament of the Twelve

Patriarchs (Simeon, 4), however, conformably to its

statement that Simeon repented, declares that he

recognized the justice of his punishment, and did not

complain, but went willingly to prison. Contrary

to the foregoing account of Simeon's extraordinary

strength, the Rabbis declare that he was not one of

the stronger of Jacob's sons; and they state that Ik;

was one of t lie five i)rotliers brought by Joseph before

Pharaoh (Gen. xlvii. 3; Gen. R. xcv. 3).

Simeon died at the age of 120, seventy-five years

after Jacob and his children went to Egypt, and

iience three vears before Reubcn'sdeath (Seder 'Olam

Zuta; Midr. Tadshe I.e.; "Sefer ha-Yashar," sec-

tion "Shemot," p. 103a; Test. Patr., Simecn, S;

l)ut this statement conflicts with Num. R. xiii. 10,

which relates that Simeon was the head of the Patii-

arclis after Reuben's death; see Riar.F.N in Rais-

lUNicAi. and Ai'ockyphal LiTEUATiitK). It is Said

in Gen. R. c. 12 that the remains of all the Patri-

archs were enclosed in Collins and taken to the land of

Canaan by the Israelites at the time of the Exodus.

But the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs (^'•.)

declares that Simeon's remains, which had been imt
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into a coffin of imperishable wood, were secretly

brought to Hebron at the time of the Egyptian war.

w. B. M. Sel.

SIMEON, TB.IBE OF.—Biblical Data: This

tribe traces its descent from Simeon, second son of

Jacob by Leah. He was the brother of Levi and

Dinah, according to Gen. xxxvi. 25, xlix. 5, but

elsewhere {ib. xxx. 1-9, xlvi. 8-15) it is stated that

he had live full brothers. How many sisters he had

is not related (ib. xxxvii. 35, xlvi. 7). Simeon and

Reuben are mentioned together in Gen. xlviii. 5 ; and

in Judges i. 3 Simeon is styled brother of Judah.

In company with Levi. Simeon attacked Shechcm

(Gen. xxxiv.), for which act he was cursed by

Jacob with dispersion among the tribes (ib. xlix.

5-7). In the Dinah story Simeon is connected witli

the district of Shechem; but in the geographical

lists (Josh. xix. 1-9; I Chron. iv. 24-33) he is con-

nected with the southern country and associated

with Judah, with whom he made common cause in

the conquest of Palestine also (Judges i.). At the

first enumeration (Num. i. 23) the tribe counted

59,300 members; at the second (ib. xxvi. 14) it num-
bered only 22,200. The Clironiclcr in I Chron. xii.

25 mentions the tribe as being large in the time of

David; in another passage (ib. iv. 27) he acknowl-

edges its feebleness. The lists of the clans of

Simeon are given in Gen. xlvi. 10 and Ex. vi. 15.

A different list appears in I Chron. iv. 24 et seg.,

which is practically identical with another in Num.
xxvi. 12-14. The towns belonging to Simeon are

mentioned in Josh. xix. 2-6 and, with some devia-

tions, in I Chron. iv. 28 et seq. In Josh. xv. 26-32,

42 all these places are reckoned as belonging to

Judah; and to the same tribe are elsewhere as-

cribed such cities as ZikJag (I Sam. xvii. 6), Hor-

mah (ib. xxx. 30), and Beer-sheba (I Kings xix. 3).

The Chronicler has an account of movements of

the tribe, containing several statements the relation

of which to one another is not clear. According to

I Chron. iv. 38-40, certain Simconites pushed down
to the district of Gedor in search of pasture for their

sheep. According to verse 41 of the same chapter

(R. v.), these men "came in the days of Hezekiah "

and "smote their tents, and the INIeunim that were

found there, and destroyed them utterly . . ., and

dwelt in their stead." According to verses 42 and

43, some of them (500 men with four leaders) went

to Mount Seir, smote those who were left of the

fugitive Amalekites, and settled there.

E. G. H. C. L.

In Rabbinical Literature : The Dinah story

is told in the Book of Jubilees (xxxiv. 2-8) in a dif-

ferent way (comp. Charles ad loc. and the literature

cited by him). In the Midrash it is said that all the

tribes had intermarried in Egypt, except Reuben,

Simeon, and Levi, which neither intermarried nor

worshiped idols (Num. R. xiii. 8 and parallel pas-

sages). With reference to Gen. xlix. 7, the Midrash

states that in the affair with Zimri (Num. xxv. 1-9)

there fell of the tribe of Simeon 24,000 men, whose
widows were scattered among the otlier tribes. All

the beggars and elementary-school teachers were of

the tribe of Simeon (Gen. R. xcviii. 5, xcix. 7; Num.
R. xxi. 8). The majority of the mixed multitude

that had- come out of Egypt with Israel intermar-

ried with the tribe of Simeon (comp. Chefetz, " Sefer

Midrash Abot," s.v. "Simeon"). Eldad ha-Dani re-

lates that the tribe of Simeon and the half-tribe of

Manasseh lived in the land of the Chaldeans (another

version says in the land of the Chazars), a six-month

journey from Jerusalem. They were the largest

among the tribes, and took tribute from twenty-

five kings, some of whom were Arabians. In an

apocryphal midrash (npy^ IDT JNDpy) the following

passage occurs: "In the twelfth year of Hezekiah,

Sennacherib took Judaii and Simeon captive. Hav-
ing learned of the rebellion of the Ethiopians, he

took them with him to Ethiopia, where they re-

mained behind the Dark Mountains. When the

Chazars adopted Judaism Simeon joined them. A
part of the Falashas are said to claim descent from

the tribe of Simeon" ("Ha-Shiloah," ix. 360).

w. B. C. L.

Critical View : To the positive data noted

above it must be added that Simeon is nowhere

mentioned as a component part of the kingdom of

Judah and that his name occurs neither in Judges

iv., v., nor in Deut. xxxiii., whence it would ap-

pear tiiat Simeon was not always counted as a

tribe. In the last-cited chapter, indeed, some man-

uscripts of the Septuagint insert the name of Simeon

in verse 61) (compare the twentieth rule in the Ba-

raita of the thirty-two rules of R. Eliezer b. Jose

ha-Gelili). This, however, may be a deliberate

correction unsupported by Hebrew manuscripts.

Other solutions of the difficulty have been proposed

by Kohler ("Der Segen Jacob's," p. 5) and by Gratz

("Gesch." 2d ed., i. 468), and have been accepted

with modifications by Heilprin ("The Historical

Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews," i. 113; comp.

Halevy in "Journal Asiatique," 1897a, pp. 329-

331) and Bacon ("Triple Tradition of the Exodus,"

p 270). Because of the unnatural shortness of the

blessing of Judah, and the character of Levi's

blessing, which seems too warlike for a non-secu-

lar tribe, Kohler conjectures that in the chapter

of Deuteronomy cited, verse 7 has fallen out of its

place and should follow verse 10; so that verses 7-

11 would form the blessing of Judah. Gratz boldly

substitutes " Simeon " for " Judah " in verse 7, which

is approved by Heilprin and Bacon as far as verse 7a

is concerned, while at the same time they change the

order of the verses as proposed by Kohler. Later

commentators, however, consider such changes un-

warranted (comp. Driver ad loc).

Many attempts have been made to connect Sim-

eon with Ishniael and Massa, and with the founders

of Mecca, the establishment of Saul's kingdom, etc.

All that seems certain, to judge from the foregoing

data and from the fact that a prominent subclan is

called "Shaul, the son of a Canaanitish woman," is

that the tribe of Simeon was of mixed origin and

was at an early date fused with Judah.

Bibliography : Graf, Der Stamm Simenn ; idem, Gesch. der
BUcher des Alien Testaments, p. 221 ; Kuenen, Gemmmelte
Ahhandlungen, p. 255 ; Wellhausen, Cnmpositinn de.s Hexa-
(cnc/i'8, 2d ed., pp. 312, 353; idem, Israelitische imd JUdische
Geschichte, 3d ed.j. 35; Graetz, Hint. U comp. Index, s.i\;

Kittel, Hist, of the Hebrews, ii. 69 ; commentaries of Delitzsch,

Dillmann, Gunkel, and HoIzinRer on Genesis, and of Dill-

mann. Driver, Steuernagel, and Berthelot on Deuterorwmy;
also Moore on Judges, pp. 12. 36, 240 ; Hastings, Diet. Bible ;

Cheyne and Black, Encyc. Bibl. s.v.

E. G. H. C. L.
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SIMEON: Tanna of the first generation; brother

of Azariah and uncle of Eleazar ben Azariah. He
is mentioned only once in the Mishnali, in Zeb. i. 2,

wliere a saying of his has been preserved. He is

named after his brother Azariah, who was a mer-
chant, and wlio paid Simeon's living expenses in

order that he might pursue undisturbed the study
of the Law.
Bibliography: Heilprln, Seder hn-Dnrot, ii. 362.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON I. : Sou of Hillel and father of Gama-
liel I. Nothing is known of him except his name
and the fact that he was the successor of Hillel as

president of the Sanhedrin (Shab. loa).

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON II. (BEN GAMALIEL I.) : Presi-

dent of tlie Great Sanliedrin at Jeiusalem in the last

two decades before the destruction of the Temple.
Not merely a scholar, but a man of resolution and
courage also, lie was one of the leaders in the revolt

against the Romans. Although he was the chief of

the Pharisees during the revolt, he did not hesitate

to make common cause with the Sadducean former
high priest Anan. Even his adversary Josephus
praises him, saying that Simeon was a circumspect

and energetic man, who would liave carried the

revolt to a successful conclusion if his counsel had
been consistently followed (Josephus, '" Vita," § 38).

Simeon b. Gamaliel died before the outbreak was
quelled ; he is said to have been executed by the

Romans (Sem. viii.), though this statement lacks his-

torical support.

Little is known of his activity as a teacher of the

Law, though it may be assumed that he followed the

liberal interpretations of his grandfather Hillel. He
held that no rules and regulations should be imposed
upon the people which they were unable to follow

(To.sef., Sanh. ii. 13). Once, wlieu poultry was
very dear at Jerusalem, so that the women obliged

to bring their offering of doves were hardly able to

bear the great expense, Simeon issued a decree per-

mitting a woman who ordinarily would be ol)liged

to offer five pairs of doves to offer only one pair; in

consequence of this decree the price declined to one-

fourth (Ker. i. 7). No other halakot by him Jiave

"been preserved, although probably many of his

lialakic sentences are included in those of the

"Bet Hillel." His rule of life was: "All my days
I have grown up among sages, and I have found
tl)at there is nothing better than silence, and that he

who talks much gives rise to sin. Not interpreta-

tion and study but work is the most virtuous thing "

(Aboti. 17).

BiBi.ioGRAPHY : Frankel, Hnrleaetica in yTisclinain. pp. 63-64
:

Brull, Ehileituiiq in die Mif<cJma, i. .5.>-5"; Weiss, Dor, i.

190-191 ; Gratz, Gesch. 111. 470.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON (BEN GAMALIEL II.) : Tanna of

the third generation, and president of the Great

Sanhedrin. Simeon was a youth in Betliar when
the Bar Kokba war broke out, but when that for-

tress was taken by the Romans ho managed to

escape the massacre (Git. 58a; Sotah 49b; B. K.

83a). On the restoration of the college at Usha,

Simeon was elected its president, this dignity being

bestowed upon him not only because he was a de

scendant of the house of Hillel, but in recognition
of his personal worth and intluence. There were
many children in his family, one-half of whom were
instructed in the Torah, and the other half in Greek
philosophy (tb.). Simeon himself seems to have
been trained in Greek philosophy; this probably ac-

counts for his declaring later that the Scriptures

might be written only in the original text and in

Greek (Meg. 9h: i. 8; Yer. Meg. 71c). Simeon ap-
pears to have studied natural science as well, for

some of his sayings betray a scientific knowledge
of the nature of plants and animals,

Wide while others concern the anatomy of
Knowl- the human body and the means of
edge. avoiding or of curing disease ( Ber. 25a,

40a; Shab. 78a, 128b; Yeb. 80b; Ket.

59b, 1 10b). It is not known who were his teachers

in the Halakah; he transmits sayings of R. Judah
b. Ilai (To.sef., Kelim. B. K. v. 4), of R. Meir
(Tosef., B. M. iv. 15; Ket. vi. 10), and of R. Jose
b. Halafta (Tosef., Dem. iii. 12; Tos. Toh. xi. 16).

The last-named was honored as a teacher by Simeon,
who addressed questions to him, and put many of
his decisions into practise (Suk. 26a; Tosef., Dem.
iii. 14).

During Simeon's patriarchate the Jews were har-

ried by daily perscfMitions and oppressions. In re-

gard to these Simeon observes: "'Our forefatliers

knew suffering only from a distance, but we have
been surrounded by it for so many days, years, and
cycles that we are more justified than they in be-

coming impatient" (Cant. R. iii. 3). " Were we, as
of yore, to inscribe upon a memorial scroll our suf-

ferings and our occasional deliverances therefrom,

we should not find room for all " (Shab. 13b).

Jewish internal affairs were more firmly organized
by Simeon b. Gamaliel, and the patriarchate attained

under him a degree of honor previously unknown.
While formerly only two persons, the nasi and
the ab bet din, presided over the college, Simeon
established the additional office of hakam, with au-

thority equal to that of the others, appointing R.

Meir to tlie new office. In order, however, to dis-

tiuguisli between the dignity of tlie patriarchal office

and that attaching to the oflRces of the ab bet din

and the hakam, Simeon issued an order to the effect

that the honors formerly bestowed alike upon the

nasi and the ab bet din were henceforth to be re-

served for the patriarch (nasi), while minor honors

were to be accorded the ab bet din and the hakam.
By this ruling Simeon incurred the enmity of R.

Meir, the hakam, and of R. Nathan, the ab bet din

(Hor. 13b). Simeon had made this arrangement,

not from personal motives, but in order to increase

the authority of the college over which the nasi

presided, and to promote due respect for learning.

Ilis personal humility is evidenced by his sayings

to his son Judah, as well as by the latter's sayings

(B. M. 84b, 85a).

In halakic matters Simeon inclined toward lenient

interpretation of the laws, and he

As avoided adding to the difficulties at-

Halakist. tending their observance. In many
instances in which an act, in itself not

forbidden by Biblical law, had later been prohibited

merely out of fear tliat it might lead to trans-
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gressions, Simeon declared it permissible, saying
that "fear should not be admitted as a factor in

a decision" (Shab. 13a, 40b, 147b; Yoma 77b;
B. M. 69b; Bek. 24a; Pes. 10b). Of his haia-

kic opinions about thirty relating to the Sabbath
regulations and fifteen referring to the seventh year
("shebi'it ") have been preserved, in nearly all of
which the liberality of views isevident. He always
took into consideration the common u.sage, and lie

often maintained that the ultimate decision must fol-

low common tradition (Ket. vi.4; B. M. vii. 1 ; B. B.
X. 1). The habits of the individual must also be con-
sidered (Ta'an. 30a). In his regulations regarding
the legal relations of man and wife he Tuade it an
invariable rule to protect the lights and the dignity
of the latter in preference to those of the former
(Ket. V. '), vii. 9, xiii. 10). He endeavored to pro-
tect the slaves and secure to them certain riglits

(Git. 12b, 37b, 40b). The weal of the commimity
is more important than the interests and rights of
the individual, and the latter must be sacrificed to
the tormer (Ket. 52b ; Git. 37b). He especially strove
to maintain the authority of the magistrates; ac-
cording to his opinion tiie decisions of a court of
law must be upheld, even though a slight error has
been made; otherwise its dignity would suffer (Ket
xi. 5).

Simeon's decisions are mostly founded on sound
conunon sense and an intimate acquaintance with
the subjects treated, and, with three exceptions (B.
B. 173b; Git. 74b; Sanh. 31a), his views, as set
forth in the Mishnah, have been accepted as valid
(Git. 7r)a). He often cites the conditions of the past,
which he learned probably from the traditions of
his house, and which are highly important for the
knowledge of older customs and habits. He speaks
of the earlier festive celebrations in Jerusalem on
the Fifteenth of Ab and on the Day of Atonement
(Ta'an. iv. 8); of the customs followed there at
meals when guests were present (Tosef., Ber. iv. 9
etseq.); of the work on tlie pools of Siloah ('Ar. lb);
of the nature of the marriage contract (Tosef.,
Sanh. vii. 1) and the hill of divorce (Tosef., Git
ix. 13).

Several of Simeon's haggadic sayings and deci-
sions also iiave been preserved. "The moral and

social constitution of the world rests
As on three principles—truth, justice,

Haggadist. and peace" (Abot i. 18). "Great is

peace, for Aaron the priest became
famous only becau.se lie sought peace" ("perek ha-
shalom"; comp. Mai. ii. 6). "Justice must be ac-
corded to non-Jews as to Jews; the former should
have the option of seeking judgment before either a
Jewish or a pagan court" (Sifre, Deut. 16 [ed.
Friedmann, p. 68b]). Simeon praised the Samari-
tans for observing more strictly than did the Israel-
ites such commandments of the Torah as they
recognized (Kid. 76a). The Scripture is in many
places to be understood figurativelv and not liter-
ally (Sifre, Deut. 25 [ed. Friedmann". p. 70a]). "It
is unnecessary to erect monuments to the pious;
their sayings will preserve their memories" (Yer
Shek. 47a; Gen. R. l,\x.\ii. 11).

BiBLinORAPiiY : Heilprin. Snlerha-nnrot, ii. :«i8-:rro- Frankel
Hode<jr.tica iih MisclDiniu, pp. 17^ la'); Weiss, £)n/. ii. 171

"

1
. ( ; Brull, Linkitumj in (He MLsffnuu i. 2a3-209; Ph. Bloch

in Mniialsxclirift, l.sfM, pp. 81 97. 121-1*3; Gratz, Gesch. iv
\,-S, 187 isit; Bacber. Ao. Tan. ii. 32•.^334.

^\- "• J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. ABBA : Palestinian amora of the
third geneiatiou; pupil of Hanina b. Hama, who es-
teemed him highly, and of Johanan, who would
have been glad to ordain him (Said). 14a). Simeon's
family came originally from Babylonia; Simeon him-
self lived in Palestine in such great poverty that his
teacher Johanan applied to him the saying of p]ccl.

ix. 11, "Bread is not to the wise " (Hebr. ; Yer. Bik.
6r)d). On the advice of his teacher Hanina he mar-
ried, successively, the twodaughtersof Mar Samuel,
the head of the school of Nehardea, who had been
taken to Palestine as prisoners (Ket. 23a). Both of
them, however, died a short time after their mar-
riage (Yer. Ket. ii. 26a). When Simeon desired to
travel abroad, and requested his teacher Hanina to
give him a letter of recommendation, the latter dis-

suaded him from his project, declaring, "To-morrow
I shall go to thy father's, where they will reproach
me, saying, ' We had a worthy scion in the land of
Israel, and thou hast allowed him to go to another
country ' " (Yer. M. K. 81c).

After the death of Hanina. and while Johanan
was still living, Simeon left Palestine and settled
in Damascus. But after Johanan's death, Abliahu
wrote to Simeon at Dama.scus and persuaded !nm to
return to Palestine (Yer. Bik. 68d). According to
one tradition, Simeon was a grave-digger in Sep-
phoris. In this occupation, which involved the col-
lecting of bones from old graves, he evolved tiie

peculiar idea that he couki tell by the appearance
of a bone what the person to whom it had belonged
had been accustomed to drink: black bones belonged
to persons who had l)een accustomed to drink c'old

water, red bones to wine-drinkers, while white bones
showed that their owners had drunk warm water
(Gen. R. Ixxxix. 2).

Simeon transmitteil .sayings of his teachers Ha-
nina and Johanan, also of Joshua b. Levi and Sim-
con b. Lakish. Many of his own haggadic say-
ings have been preserved. One of them runs:
" There are two kinds of acts of love, that of partici-
pation in a wedding ceremony, and that of partici-
pation in a funeral. When two occur together, and
thou hast an opportunity to attend one, but not
both, and dost not know which to choose, be taught
by the words of Solomon, who said, ' It is better to
go to the house of mourning than to go to the liou.se

of feasting ' " (Eccl. vii. 2; Tan., Wayishlah. 23 [ed.
Buber, p. 88a]).

Bibliography: Bacher, Ao. Pal. Amor. ii. 201-204.
^v. B. J. z. L.

SIMEON B. ABSALOM: Amora the period
of whose activity is not known. Only two hag-
gadic sentences by him have been preserved. One, on
Judges iv. 5, declares that Deliorah sat under a palm-
tree instead of in her house, in order to escape any
possible suspicion (Meg. 14a). The other explains
why David, when fleeing from Ab.salom, composed
a "mizmor" or psalm (Ps. iii.) and not a "kinah"
or lament (Ber. 71)).

BiHi.ioGRAPiiv: Bacher, A(i. Pa}. Ainor. iii. 775.
^v- >'•• J. Z. L.
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SIM£ON B. 'AKASHYAH: Tanna of the

second generation. Only one of liis liaggadic sen-

tences has been preserved, namely, that explaining

Job xii. 12, 20, in which he declares that coarse and
uneducated persons lose in intelligence as they grow
old, while scholars become more intelligent with

advancing years (Kin. iii. 6).

Bibliography : Heilpria, Scdei- lia-Dorot, ii. 364.

w. a. J. Z. L.

SIMSON, AKIBA BAER. See Akib.\ Baer.

SIMEON B. BOETHUS : The first high priest

of the family of Boethus in the Temple of Jerusa-

lem. He was a native of Alexandria. He owed his

appointment as high pi'iest to his daughter Mari-

amne, who captivated Herod by her beauty, the king

advancing her father in office in order to give Mari-

amne a certain rank when he made her his wife.

Wlien Herod subsequently put away this second

Mariamne, Simeon was deposed from the high-priest-

hood.

Bibliography: Griltz, Gesch. iii. 323-23.5.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON HA-DARSHAN. See Kayyar.\,
Simeon.

SIMEON B. ELEAZAR : Tanna of the fourth

generation
;
prol'ablyasonof R. Eleazarb. Shammua'.

He was a pupil of R. Mei'r, whose sentences, both

lialakic and haggadic, he transmitted (Hiil. 6a ; Shah.

134a; 'Er. 29a). The following anecdote, related of

liim, shf)ws how he strove for perfection, a charac-

teristic which is evidenced in his ethical sentences

also: Once, on returning in a very joyful mood
from the academy to his native city, lie met an ex-

ceedingly ugly man who saluted him. Simeon did

not return the greeting, and even mocked the man
on account of his ugliness. When, however, the

man said to him, "Go and tell the Master, who cre-

ated me, how ugly His handiwork is," Simeon, per-

ceiving that he had sinned, fell on his knees and
begged the man's pardon. As the latter would not

forgive him, Simeon followed him until they came
near to the tanna's native city, when the inhabitants

came out to meet him, greeting him respectfully as

rabbi. The man thereupon said to them, " If this is a

rabbi may there be few like him in Israel," and told

tliem what had occurred ; he, however, forgave Sim-

eon when the people begged him to do so. Simeon
went the same day to the school and preached a ser-

mon, exhorting all the people to be pliable like a

reed and not unbending like a cedar (Ta'an. 2()a, b,

where the preferable reading has "Simon b. Elca-

zar"; see Rabblnowitz, " Varia3 Lectiones," a(Hwr.
;

Ab. R. N. xli.).

Simeon, like his teacher R. Meir, engaged in

polemic discussions with the Samaritans, who de-

nied the resurrection, proving to them that it was
taught by the Bible, namely, by Num. xv. 31

(Sifre, Num. 112 [ed. Friedmann, p. 33b]). In the

Halakah, Simeon appears most frequently as the

opponent of R. Judah ha-Nasi I. Simeon formu-

lated an exegetic rule for the interpretation of

those passages in the Bible in which points are placed

over certain letters or entire words, in conformity

with a tradition whicli was even then sanctioneil:

If the letters without points exceed in number
those punctuated the exposition must be based on
the former; but if the reverse be true, the letters

with points must be interpreted (Gen. R. xlviii. 17;

comp. Talmudic Heumeneutics).
Many haggadic sentences by Simeon have been

preserved, including the following: "He who is

prompted by love to perform ethical and religious

acts is greater than he who is prompted to them by
fear " (Sotah 31a). " When the old people sav,

'Tear down,' and the young people say, 'Build.'

listen to the old and not to the young; for the tear-

ing down of the old people is building, and the

building of the young people is tearing down, as

the story of Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, teaches "

(Meg. 31b). "There are two kinds of friends: one
that reproves you, and the other that praises you.
Love him who reproves you, and hate him who
l)raises you; for the former leads you to the future

life, wliile the latter leads you out of the world "

(Ab. R. N. xxix.). "The sentence ' Thou shall love

thy neighbor as thyself: I am tiie Lord ' [Lev. xix.

18] was uttered with a great oath ; meaning ' I, the

Eternal One, have created him. If thou Invest him,

I will surely reward thee for it; and if thou lovcst

him not, then I am the judge ready to punish " (Ab.

R. N. xvi.). "Three things the left hand shall ward
off, while the right hand draws them on, namely,
desire, a child, and a wife " (Sotah 47a). " Have you
ever seen an animal that is obliged to follow a
trade or that must painfull}^ support itself'/ Yet
animals were created for the purpose of serving

man, while man was created to serve his Creator.

Should not, therefore, man, rather than the ani-

n\als, be able to support himself without toil?

Man, however, has deteriorated in his works, and
therefore in his nature, and has been deprived of

his nourishment " (Kid. iv. 13).

Some fine parables by Simeon have also been pre-

.served (Ab. R. N. i., vi. ; Mek., Yitro, Bahodesh, 5

[ed. Weiss, p. 74aJ).

BiBLiOGRAriiY : Frankel, Hnrfegeticn in MU^'Chtiam, p. 200;
Briill. Mrl>n ha-Mixhnali, i. 236-238; Hellprln. Seder lin-

Dorot, ii. 370; Bacher, Au- Tan. ii. 422-436.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. EZRON (piVH) : One of the prin-

cipals in the war of the Jews against the Romans in

the year 66 of the common era, and a partizan of the

leader of the Zealots, Eleazar b. Simeon. He was
of noble descent (Josephus, " B. J." v. 1, t; 2), and
may be identical with Simeon b. Arinos, who also is

mentioned in connection with Eleazar (ih. 6, § 1),

and thus with Simeon b. Ari, to whose bravery Jose-

I)hus alludes {ib. vi. 1, g 8; 2, ^ 6).

(!. S. Kk.

SIMEON BAR GIORA. See Bak Gioba,
Simon.

SIMEON B. HALAFTA : One of the teachers

of the tniiisition period between the Tannaini and
the Amoraim. He was a friend of Hi3ya, and is

mentioned several times as differing with him in

regard to haggadic sentences (Lam. R. i. 2; Pesik.

xi. [ed. Ruber, p. 98b], xxv. [p. 164a]). He lived

at 'En-Tina, a localitj' near Sepphoris, and occasion-

ally visited the jiatriarch R. Judah I. at the latter

))lace. He wasa pupil of R. Judah, and lived in such
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indigence that the patriarch often relieved him

(Ruth II. V. 7). His advancing age obliged him to

discontinue his visits to Judah; and when the

latter inquired into the cause of Iiis absence lie gave

as a reason bis debility (Shab. 15ya). He was highly

respected. Once when he took loav(! of Judah
tiie patriarch ordered his son to ask Simeon for a

blessing, and Simeon responded with the words:

"God grant that you will neither cause shame to

others nor be shamed by others." As the patriarch's

s(m took this blessing to be a mere empty phrase,

his father reminded him that God had once blessed

Israel with these same words (M. K. t)b, according

to the correct reading of Rabbinowitz in "Dikduke
Soferim "). The liouor in wliich Simeon b. Halafta

was held also appears from Hanina's remark that he

(Hanina) merited a hale old age in view of his visits

to the aged Simeon b. Halafta; on his journeys

from Tiberias to Sepphoris Hanina had been wont to

make a detour to 'En-Tina in order to visit Simeon

(Yer. Ta'an. 68a).

Various legends are connected with tlie person

of Simeon b. Halafta. Once, on returning from

Sepphoris to 'En-Tina he met the angel

His of death, who said to him in the course

Career. of conversation that he had no power
over persons wlio were like Simeon,

since on account of their good deeds God often pro-

longs tlieir span of life(Dcut. R. i.x. 1). On another

occasion, when in danger of being torn b}' lions,

Simeon was miraculously saved (Sanh. .59b). Once a

))recious stone is said to have been sent to liim from

lieaven in a miraculous way (Ruth R. iii. 4; comp.

Perles in "Monatsschrift," 1873, pp. 27 et i^eq.).

Many stories are told of his observations and ex-

periments in zoology, and he was designated by the

epithet " 'askan " = "the busy one " or " tlie experi-

menter." He is said to have savetl the life of a hen

by attaching a reed to her dislocated liip-bone; and

lie made new feathers grow on another hen which
had lost her feathers (Hul. i57b). Still other experi-

ments by him are recounted {ib. ; Lev. R. xxii.).

Simeon b. Halafta is rarely mentioned in the liala-

kic tradition, but very frequently in the Haggadah,
in whicli he is especially noted for the parables

which he employed in his Scriptural exegesis. Some
of these may be mentioned here. He explains the

regulation (Ex. xii. 43 et. ><€(/.) that circumcision

should precede participation in the Feast of Pesah

by the following parable: "A king gave a banquet,

commanding that only those guests wlio wore liis

badge should be admitted. So God
His instituted a banquet in celebration of

Haggadah. the deliverance from Egyptian bond-

age, commanding that only those

siiould partake of it who bore on their bodies the seal

of Abraham" (Ex. R. xix. 6). The following is a

])arable on the relation between God and Israel: "A
king took to wife a matron wlio brought two pre-

cious stones as her marriage portion ; and he gave her

in addition two other gems. When the woman lost

the stones she liad brought, he took awa}' those wliicli

he had given to her; but when she found her own
again, the king gave back those of his gift, and had
all the gems made into a crown for her. Similarly

Israel brought the jjrecious stones 'iustice' and

' right,' which it liad received from Abraliam [Gen.

xviii. 19 (A. V. "justice and judgment")], into the

covenant which it made witli God. God gave in

addition two other precious stones, ' mercy ' [Deut.

vii. 12] and ' compassion ' [Deut. xiii. 18]. Whcu
Israel lost justice and right [Amos vi. 12] God took
away mercy and compassion [Yer. xvi. 5]. When
Israel again produces what it has lost [Isa. i. 27]

God will also restore what He lias taken away [Isa.

liv. 10], tlie four precious stones together becoming
a crown for Israel " (comp. Hos. ii. 21 ; Deut. R. iii. 1).

Other Scriptural explanations by Simeon are not

expressed in parables. For instance, he applies Pro v.

xviii. 7. " A fool's mouth is his destruction," to the

words of the builders of the Tower of Babel (Gen.

xi. 4; Gen. R. xxxviii. 11). The ladder whicli Jacob
beheld in his vision (Gen. xxviii. 12), and wliicli

stood on earth and reached to heaven, indicated to

him those of hisdescendants who would be engulfed

in tlie earth, namely, Korahand his followers (Num.
xvi. 32), and also Moses, wlio was to ascend to heaven
(Ex. xxiv. 1 ; Tan., Wayyeze, ed. Ruber, p. 75a). The
following sentences Iv Simeon may be mentioned
here: "Since tlie fist of hypocrisy has become all-

powerful, judgment has become perverted; tlie

good deeds of the individual are destroyed; and no

man may say to another, ' My merits are greater than

thine' "(Sotah 41b). "All the future bliss, the

blessings, and the comfortings which the Prophets

liave beheld, apply to tlie penitent, while the sen-

tence [Isa. Ixiv. 3, Hebr.] ' neither hath the eye seen,

O God, besides thee, what he liath prepared for iiiin

that waiteth for him ' applies to the person who
has never tasted sin" (Eccl. R. i. 8). His sentence

in praise of peace was included in the Mislinah

('Ukzin iii. 12): "God has found no better vessel

than peace to hold the blessing to be given to Is-

rael, as it is written (Ps. xxix. 11): ' The Lord giveth

strength unto his people; the Lord will bless his.

people with peace.' "

Bibliography : Heilprin, :ieilcr hn-Dm-nt, ii. 364-365. Warsaw,
18S2; Frankel. Mchn. p. ]28b, Breslau, 1870; Bacher, Aij.

Tan. ii. 5:J<l-536.

w. n. J. Z. L.

SIMEON HE-HASID (="the Pious"): Tan-
na; period of activitv unknown. He is not men-
tioned in the ]\Iislmali; and onlj^ one haggadic sen-

tence of liis has been preserved, in a baraita. It

refers to Job xxii., and states that the 974 generations

which should have been added to the 26 wliich were
created before tlie revelation of the Law on Mount
Sinai were (iistributed among the generations created

subsequently, and that they constitute the insolent

who are found in every age (Hag. 13b, 14a).

w. 15.

'

J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. ISAAC B. ABUN (called also

Simeon the Great) : Prominent expounder of the

Law and one of the most important liturgical wri-

ters of the tenth and eleventh "centuries. He was
a native of Mayence and a contemporary ofR. Ger-

shom Me'or Im-Golali. He received a written com-
munication from Mesluillam b. Kalonymus (Zunz,
" Literaturgesch." p. 111). Among liis pupils were

Eleazar b. Isaac, who was a relative of his, and

Yaliar, the father of R. Jacob b. Yakar. He is to be

distinsiuishcd from R. Simeon, Rashi's maternal
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uncle, since the latter appears to have been a pupil
of 11. Gershom (comp. Rashi's commentary on Shab.
85b and on 'Er. 42b). R. Simeon the Great had the

reputation of being a miracle-worker; and it is said

of him in the Vitry Mahzor (ed. Horowitz, p. 364,

Berlin, 1889) and in the "Shibbole ha-Leket"' (ed.

Buber, p. 26) that he possessed great skill as such.

An old tradition relates that in his house he had
hanging on the wall three wonderful mirrors, in

which he could see the past and the future ; also

that after his death a spring bubbled up at the head
of his grave (Jellinek, "B. H." v. 148). He had a
son, Elhanan, who, tradition relates, was torn when
a child from his parents, was brought up a Chris-

tian, and later became pope under the name An-
dreas.

Simeon was a man of influence and used his power
for the benefit of his coreligionists. It was said that

he spent his life in behalf of the Jews, and that he
succeeded in preventing malicious persecutions from
coming upon them and in abolishing laws unfavor-
able to them; also that his learning was a light to

the Jews of the Diaspora (Zunz, I.e.). Of his activ-

ity as an expounder of the Law but little is known.
On the other hand, most of his liturgical poems
have been preserved and are widely known.
His works consist of festal compositions and of

penitential prayers and Sabbath-day pieces. The
first include poems for the New-Year, for Passover,

and for the Feast of Weeks, and were recited

throughout France and Germany. His penitential

prayers were known as far as Poland and Italy.

His liturgical pieces for the Sabbath were also

widely circulated, among them the table hymn
" Baruk Adonai Yoni Yom. " A few liturgical pieces

have been wrongly ascribed to him (Zunz, I.e. p.

115).

Bibliography : Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolim. s.v. Simeon the
Great and Simeon b. Isacw (erroneously given as two differ-
ent persons) ; Gratz, Gesch. v. 337-339, 472-474; Zunz, Li-
teialurgench. pp. 111-115.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. JAKIM: Palestinian amora of the

third generation; pupil of R. Johanan, to whom he
often addressed scholarly questions (Yer. 'Orlah i.

60d; Yer. B..B. 16b), and contemporary of R. Elie-

zer. He was a prominent teacher and was consid-

ered an important authority (Yer. Sanh. 21d). To-
gether with R. Eliezer he is mentioned in the Baby-
lonian Talmud also, although under the name Simeon
b. Eliakim (Ket. 50b).

Bibliohraphy: Frankel, Meho ha-Ycrushalmi, p. 129a.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. JEHOZADAK : Palestinian amora
of the first generation

;
probably the teacher of Jo-

hanan, who has transmitted several halakic .sayings

of his (R. H. 34b; Yoma43b; 'Ab. Zarah 47a; Ned.
45a; Niddah 10b; Ta'an. 28b). Simeon lived to be

very old, and when he died Yannai and Johanan
followed his remains to the grave (Yer. Naz. 56a).

Simeon b. Jehozadak was a haggadist also, and sev-

eral of his haggadic sayings have been preserved,

handed down almost without exception by Johanan.

"A scholar who does not avenge insults, but who
harbors resentment like Naliash, King of tiie Am-
monites, is no true scholar" (Yoma 22b; comp.

Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor." i. 121). "One against
whose ancestry no reproach can be brought should
not be given charge of a congregation, because it is

well to be able to say to one entrusted with such a
charge, if he becomes proud, ' Look behind thee,

and see whence thou comest '
" (Yoma I.e.). " Better

that a letter of the Torah should be put aside than
that God's name should be publicly profaned " (Yeb.
79a). A few examples of Simeon 's method of lialakic

exegesis occur in Sukkah (27a) and Baba Mezi'a
(22b).

Bibliography: Bacher, Aa. Pal. Amor. i. 119-123; Heilprin,
Seder hOrDorot, li. 373-374.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. JOSE B. LEKONYA : Tanna
of the fourth genei'atiou ; contemporary of R. Judah
ha-Nasi I. He was the brother-in-law of Eleazar b.

Simeon, whose son he educated and instructed in

the Torah (B. M. 85a). Only a few of his halakic
sentences have been preserved (Bek. 38b ; Yer. Pes.

33b). He gave as a reason for the thirty-nine kinds
of work forbidden on the Sabbath that tiie word
"melakah" (work) occurs thirty-nine times in the
Torah (Shab. 49b); but this enumeration is inexact,

since the word occurs oftener—indeed, Simeon seems
to have disregarded purposely some passages in

making his list. Among his haggadic sentences the

following is especially interesting, as indicating the

indestructibility of Judaism :
" In this world Israel is

compared to the rock [Num. xxiii. 9; Isa. li. 1] and to

the stones [Gen. xlix. 24; Ps. cxviii. 22], while the

nations of the earth are compared to the potsherds

[Isa. XXX. 14]. The proverb says: ' If the stone fall

upon the pot, wo to the pot; and if the pot falls

upon the stone, wo to the pot.' Thus, whoever
.seeks to trouble Israel will not be allowed to go un-

punished " (Esth. R. vii. on iii. 6).

Bibliography : Heilprin, Seder hn-Dorot, 11. 372-373, Warsaw,
1882: Bacher, Ao. Tan. li. 488-489.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON BEN JOSEPH OF LUNEL : Tal-

mudist of the thirteenth and fourleentii centuries.

His Proven{;al name was En Duran. He was a
native of Perpignan, and lived successively at Mont-
pellier, at Lunel, and, after the banishment of the

Jews in 1806, at Aix. He is known chiefly for the

active jiart he took in the Abba Mari controversy as

a partizan of Abba.
Excepting tliree letters (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl.

Hebr. MSS." No. 280), no writing of Simeon's is

known. The first of these letters, entitled " Hosiien

ha-Mishpat," was addressed to Me'iri of Perpignan,
who was invited by Abba Mari to sign the excom-
munication launched against the students of philos-

ophy, but <leciined to do so. Abba Mari, dissatis-

fied, commissioned his lieutenant Simeon to answer
him and expound the grievances of the orthodox

against the students of philosophy. Tliis letter

was published by D. Kaufmann, with a German
translation, in "Zunz Jubelsehrift " (Berlin, 1884).

The second letter is addressed to Solomon ben Adret,

asking him to declare that the excommunication
against the students of philosophy does not ajiply

to the " Moreh Nebukim,"ashisadversarie3as.serted.

The third letter is addressed to one of liis relatives
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at Perpignan. It Avas written after the banishment

of the Jews of France, and Simeon beAvails in it the

fate of the Jewish communities of Lunel, Beziers,

and Narbonne.

UlBi.iOCiRAPHY: yihihat Ke7ia'i)t, Nos. 23. 9<) ; Kenan. Les
Hahbuui Fran(;aUi, pp. 695 et seq.; Gross, Gallia Judaica,
p. 2H8.

w. n. I. Bk.

SIMEON B. JUDAH: Tanna of the fourtli

generation; a native of Kefar ' Ikos (comp. on this

name H. Hildcsheimer, "Beitriige zur Geographic

Palastinas," pp. 12, 81, Berlin, 1880). He is men-
tioned almost exclusively as a transmitter of the

sentences of Simeon b. Yohai. Two of hisownexe-
getic sentences also have been handed down. To
Ex. xiv. 15, "Wherefore criest thou unto me?" he

says that the cry of the Israelites for aid had pre-

ceded that of Moses (Mek., Beshallah, iii. [ed. Weiss,

p. 35b]). In Deut. xxxii. 6 ^Jja^l is to be derived

from p (= "foundation," "basis," or "means"):
" He placed thee upon thy foundation " (Sifre, Deut.

309 [ed. Friedmann, p. 134a]). In another sentence

of his that has been preserved mention is made of

a certain place in Galilee in which were said to be

leprous stones, i.e., stones from a house infected

Avith leprosy (Tosef., Neg. vi. 1).

Bibliography: Heilprin, Seder ha-Dorat, ii. 371. Warsaw,
1W2; Frankel, Hodfgeh'ort in Mi.^clniatn. p. 19!t; Briill, £i»i-
Ir.itiuig in die Mischna, xi. Zi2 et se<j.; Bacher, Ari. Tan. ii.

m.
w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. JUDAH LOB PEISER. See

Peisek.

SIMEON BEN JUDAH HA-NASI I. : One
of the teachers during the transition period be-

tween the Tannaim and the Amoraim. He was the

younger son of Judah, and although far more learned

tlian his brother Gamaliel, his father had intended

that he should become hakam only, while Gamaliel

was to be Judah's successor as "nasi " (Ket. 103b).

Simeon was particularly friendly with R.Hiyya.with
whom he once undertook a journey (Gen. R. Ixxix.

8), and with Bar Kappara, who was one of his fel-

low students (M. K. 16a; Ber. 131)). He surpassed

both of these in halakic as well as in haggadic ex-

egesis. \{. Hiyya learned from him the exposition

of a part of the Psalms; Bar Kappara, a part of the

halakic luidrash to Leviticus. It therefore annoyed
Simeon that both refused to do him honor (Kid.

33a). His father called him "the light of Israel"

('Ar. 10a; Men. 88b), and he was very kind-hearted

(B. B. 8a) and candid (ib. 164b). He did not ap-

prove his grandfather's and his father's habit of ci-

ting the sayings of R. Me'ir without mentioning the

latter's name.
Simeon introduced many emendations into the

text of the Mishnah, according to readings which he

had heard from his father, as, for example, B. M.
iii. 1, and 'Ab. Zarah iv. 1, where, in the ^lishnah

to the Palestinian Talmud, his readings have been

preserved (comp. B. M. 44a: 'Ab. Zaiah 5'2b). One
of Simeon's sayings, also, lias been preserved in

the Mishnah (Mak. iii. 15); in it he contends that if

man is rewarded for abstaining from the drinking

of blood, for which he has no natural craving, his

reward ought to be much greater for abstaining

from robber}' and fornication, to which he has an
inborn inclination.

Bibliography : Heilprin, Seder ha-Dnrot, ii. 372, Warsaw,
1882.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON THE JUST (p^nVH pyoSJ') : High
priest. He is identical either with Simeon I. (310-

291 or 300-270 B.C.), sou of Onias I., and grandson
of Jaddiia, or with Simeon II. (319-199

Confusion n.c.), son of Onias II. Many state-

as to ments concerning him are variously

Identity, ascribed by scholars to four different

persons wlio bore the same surname;
e.g., to Simeon I. by Friinkel and Gratz; to Simeon
II. by Krochmal and Brlill ; to Simon Maccabeus bj'

Low ; and to Simeon the son of Gamaliel by Weiss.

About no other high priest does such a mixture of

fact and fiction center, the Talmud, Josephus, and
the Second Book of Maccabees all containing ac-

counts of him. He was termed "the Just" either

because of the piety of his life and his benevo-

lence toward his compatriots (Josephus, "Ant." xii.

2, § 5), or because he took thought for his people

(Ecclus. [Sirach] 1. 4). He was deeply interested

both in the spiritual and in the material develop-

ment of the nation. Thus, according to Ecclus.

(Sirach) 1. 1-14, he rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem,

which had been torn down by Ptolemy Soter, and
repaired the damage done to the Temple, raising

the foundation-walls of its court and enlarging the

cistern therein so that it was like a pool (that these

statements can apply only to Simeon I. is shown
by Gratz, and they agree, moreover, with the Tal-

mudic accounts of Simeon's undertakings).

When Alexander the Great marched through Pal-

estine in the year 333, Simeon the Just, according

to the legend, dressed in his eight priestly robes

went to Kefar Saba (Antipatris) to meet him (Yoma
69a), although Josephus (I.e. xi. 8, § 4) states

that Alexander himself came to Jerusalem (but see

Jew. En'cyc. i. 341b, vii. 51b). The legend further

declares that as soon as the Macedonian saw the

high priest, he descended from his chariot and
bowed respectfully before him. When Alexander's

courtiers criticized his act, he replied that it iiad

been intentional, since he liad had a vision in which
he had seen the liigli priest, who had predicted his

victory. Alexander demanded that a statue of him-

self be placed in the Temple; but the high priest ex-

plained to him that this was impossible, promising

him instead that all the sons born of priests in that

year should be named Alexander and that the Seleii-

cidan era should be introduced (Lev. R. xiii., end;

Pesik. R., section "Parah"). This story appears to

be identical with III Mace, ii., where Seleucus (Kas-

galgas) is mentioned (Sotah 33a; Yer. Sotah ix. 3;

Cant. R. 38c; Tosef., Sotah, xiii.). During the ad-

ministration of Simecm the Just the Red Heifer is

said to have been burned twice, and he therefore

built two wooden bridges from the Temple mount
to the Mount of Olives (Parah iii. 6; Yer. Shek.

iv. 2).

Simeon occupied a position intermediate between

the Hasmoneans and the Hellenists, while, as he

himself boasted, he was an opponent of the Naza-

rites and ate of the sacrifice offered by one of that sect
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only on a single occasion. Once a youth with flow-

ing liair came to liini and wished to have his head
shorn. When asked his motive, the

His youtli replied that he had seen his

Position, own face reflected in a spring and it

had pleased him so that he feared lest

his beauty might become an idol to him. He there-

fore wished to offer up his hair to God, and Simeon
tlien partook of llie sin-offering which he brought

(Naz. 4b; Ned. 9b; Yer. Ned. 36d ; Tosef., Naz.
iv. ; Yer. Naz. i. 7).

During Simeon's administration seven miracles

are said to have taken place. A blessing rested (1)

on the offering of the first-fruits, (2) on the two
sacrificial loaves, and (3) on the loaves of show-

ushered him into the Holy of Holies and then had
escorted him out. This time, however, the appari-

tion had been clotlied in black and had conducted
him in, but had not led him out—a sign that that

year was to be his last. He is said to have died

seven days later (Yoma 39b; Tosef., Sotah, xv.

;

Yer. Yoma v. 1).

Simeon the Just is called one of the last members
of the Great Synagogue, but it is no longer possi-

ble to determine which of the four who bore this

name was really the last.

The personality of Simeon the Just, whose chief

maxim was "'The world exists through three things:

the Law, worship, and beneficence" (A.b. i. 2), and
the higli esteem in which he was held, are shown

TuADiTio.NAL Tomb of Simeon thk Just.

(FroMi C!erinoiil-G:iniieau, *' ArcheoloKical Rf.warchfg in Palestine.")

bread, in that, although each priest received a i)or-

tion no larger than an olive, he ate and was satiated

without even consuming the whole of it ; (4) the

lot cast for God (see Lev. xvi. 8) always came
into th(- right hand; (5) the red thread around the

neck of the ram in variabl}^ became white on tlie Day
of Atonement; (6) the light in the Temple never

failed; and (7) the fire on the altar required but lit-

tle wood to keej) it burning (Yoma 39h; Men. 109h;

Yer. Yoma vi, 3). Simeon is said to have held olfice

for forty years (Yoma 9a; Yer. Yoma
Length of i. 1, v. 2; Lev. 1', xxi.). On acertnin

Tenure. Day of Atonement he came from the

Holy of Holies in a melaneiioly mood,

and when asked the reason, he replied that on every

Day of Atonement a figure clotlied in white had

XI.—23

b\- a poem in Ecclus. (Sirach) 1., which compares

him, at tlie moment of his exit from the Holy of Ho-
lies, to the sun, moon, and stars, and to

Elegy by the most magnificent plants. This

Ben Sira. poem appeared with certain changes

in the ritual of tlie evening service for

the Day of Atonement, where it begins with tiie words

"nnj nt^nON; a tran.slation of it is given in Gratz,

"Gcsch." ii. 239, and in Hamburger, " K. B. T." ii.

111. After Simeon's death men ceased to utter

the Tetraouam.m.vton aloud (Yoma 30b; Tosef

Sotah. xiii.).

Bibliography: Zunz, <i. V. 1st ed., p. o6: Gedaliah ibn
Vahva, Shnlsheltt ha-K(ihhalah,ed. Anisteriiam. p. Kia; Del
Kossi, Affi'or 'Knauiin, ill., ch. xxii., p. 9(), Krochmal,
Moreh Nebukr hn-Ze.maii. p. 109, Lemberg, 1^51 ; Orient,
Lit. 184.5. pp. :H et xeq.; Ben Chann7)ja,i. 253; Herzfeld,
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Gesch. des Volkes Jiwael, 1. 189. 194, 196, 200, 201. 374-378,

408 ; ii. 147, 148, 24o, 557 ; Ewald, Gesch. iil., part ii., note 310 ;

He-Haluz, vlil. 2; Frankel, In MonalsHchrifU 1. 308 et seq.,

410 et seq'.; idem, Hodegetica in Mischjiam, pp. 29, 30, Lelp-
«lc, 1859; Geiger, L'rsc/iri/f, p. 4^6; Weiss, Zur Gesch. dcr
JVdUchen Tradition, i. 82-87, Vienna, 1871; Derenbourg,
Histoire de la Palestine, pp. 46 47; LOw, Gesammelte
Schriften, 1889, i. 399-449 ; Hambursrer, R.B.T. pp. 1115-1119;

Heilprin, Seder ha-Di>rnt, pp. 137a-138b, Warsaw, 1889;
Briill, Meho ha-Mishnah, pp. 11-14, Frankfort-on-the-Maln,
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W. u. S. O.

SIMEON KAHIRA. See Kayyara. Simeon.

SIMEON BAR KAPPARA. See Bar Kap-
paua.

SIMEON KARA. See Kaua.

SIMEON OF KITRON : Tanna of whom only

one liaggadic saying lias been preserved. This is

to the effect that it was on account of the bones of

Joseph, which the Israelites brought with them out

of Egypt, that the sea opened before them (Mek.,

Beshallah, 3 [ed. Weiss, p. 35b]).

Bibliography: Heilprin, Seder ha-Domt, ii. :578; 'Bacher,
Ag. Tan. ii. 560.

W. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. LAKISH (called also Resh La-
l^sh) : One of the two most prominent Palestinian

amoraim of the second generation (the other being

his brother-in-law and halakic opponent R. Johanan)

;

borne. 200; died c. 275. Nothing is knownof his an-

cestry except his father's name. According to GrStz

("Gesch." V. 240), his birthplace was Bostra, east of

the Jordan ;
yet even from early youth he appears

to have lived in Sepphoris, where lie studied with

R. Johanan. Like the latter, he ascribed his knowl-
edge of the Torah to his good fortune in having
been privileged to see the patriarch Judah ha-Nasi

(Yer. Ber. 63a). According to Halevy ("Dorot ha-

Rishonim "), he was a pupil of R. Judah Nesiah
(grandson of Rabbi), in whose name

His he transmits many sayings. Bacher
Teachers, supposes that he was a pupil of Bar

Kappara, since he often hands down
sayings in his name (" Ag. Pal. Amor." i. 340). He
appears also to have attended the seminary of R.

Hoshaiah, whom he cites (Kid. 80a; Me'i. 7b; Bek.

13a), questions (Yeb. 57a), and calls the "father of

the Mishnah " (Yer. B. K. 4c).

Many stories are told of Simeon's gigantic strength

and of his corpulence. He was accustomed to lie

on the hard ground, saying, "My fat is my cush-

ion " (Git. 47a). Under the stress of unfavorable
circumstances he gave up the study of the Torah
and sought to support himself by a worldly calling.

He sold himself to the manager^of a circus ("ludii,"
" ludiarii "), where he could make use of his great

bodily strength, but where also he was compelled to

risk liis life continually in combats with wild beasts

(ib.). From this low estate he was brought back to

his studies by R. Johanan. It is said that the latter

saw liim batliiug in the Jordan, and was so over-

come by his beauty that at one bound he was beside

him in the water. " Thy strength Avould be more
appropriate for studying the Law," said R. Johanan;
"And thy beauty for women," answered Resh
Lakish. Thereupon R. Johanan said, "If thou wilt

turn again to thy studies I will give thee to wife

my sister, who is still more beautiful." Resh
Lakish agreed, and R. Johanan led him back to a
life of study (B. M. 84a). R. Johanan might be
called a teacher of R. Simeon b. Lakish (Hul. 189a;
Ber. 31a); but the latter, through his extraordinary
talent and his exhaustless diligence, soon attained

so complete a knowledge of the Law that he stood
on an equal footing with R. Johanan.

Relations They are designated as " the two great
with R, authorities" (Yer. Ber. 12c). While
Johanan. R. Johanan was still in Sepphoris,

teaching at the same time as Hanina,
Simeon b. Lakish stood on an equality with liim and
enjoyed equal rights as a member of the school and
council (Yer. Sanh. 18c; Yer. Niddah ii. 50b).

When R. Johanan went to Tiberias and founded an
academy there, Simeon accompanied him and took
the second position in the school (comp. B. K. 117a).

He exceeded even R. Johanan in acuteness, and the
latter himself admitted that his right hand was miss-

ing when R. Simeon was not present (Yer. Sanh. ii.

19d, 20a). "When he discussed halakic questionsit
was as if lie were uprooting mountains and rubbing
them together," says 'Ula of him (Sanh. 24a). R.
Johanan was often compelled by Simeon's logic to

surrender his own opinion and accept that of Simeon
(Yer. Yoma38a), and even to act in accordance with
the latter's views (Yer. 'Er. 18c). Yet it is said in

praise of R. Simeon that all his objections to R.
Johanan's conclusions were founded on the Mishnah.
and that with him it was not a question of showing
himself to be in the right, but of securing a clear

and well established decision, and that when he
could find no support for his opinion he was not
ashamed to abandon it (Yer. Git. iii. 44d). He had
a strong love of truth and an unusually courageous
way of saying what he thought. He even declared
to the patriarch Judah Nesiah that fear of the lat-

ter would never induce him to keep back God 's word
or any opinion derived from it (Yer. Sanh. 20a) ; and
once he ventured to convey a veiled rebuke to the

patriarch for avarice (Gen. R. Ixxviii. 16). Neither
did he hesitate to revoke decisions of his colleagues,

including R. Johanan, even when action had al-

ready been taken in accordance with
His Inde- those decisions (Yer. Ket. 32d, 37a;
pendence of B. B. 16b ; Ket. 54b, 84b). On one
Judgment, occasion, when R. Johanan presented

a halakic demonstration before R.

Yannai, and the latter praised him for it, Simeon
boldly declared, "In spite of R. Yannai's great

praise, R. Johanan's opinion is not correct" (Yer.

Sotah ii. 18b). He would defend his views fear-

lessly before the whole faculty (Kid. 44a), and
sometimes he ventured to give a decision that con-

flicted with the Mishnah (Yer. Ter. vii. 44c; Yer.

Hag. iii. 79c). Nevertheless, his opinions, when
they differed from those of R. 'Johanan, were not

recognized as valid, except in three cases mentioned
in the Babylonian Talmud (Yeb. 36a).

No one e(jualed Simeon ben Lakish in diligence

and eagerness to learn. It was his custom regularly

to repeat a section from the Mishnah forty times

(Ta'an. 8a); he boasted that even R. Hiyya,whowas
renowned for his diligence, was no more diligent than
he (Yer. Ket. xii. 3). In order to urge his pupils to
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continual industry, he often quoted a proverb which

he ascribed to the Torah :
" If thou leavest rae one

day, 1 shall leave thee for two" (Yer. Ber. ix, 14d).

His conscientiousness and delicately balanced sense

of honor are also celebrated. He avoided association

with people of whose probity he was not fully con-

vinced; hence the testimony of any one allowed to

associate with Simeon b. Lavish was accredited even

in the absence of witnesses (Yonia 9a). Simeon

ben Lakish was faithful to his friends, and was ever

ready to render them active assistance. This is shown

by the way in whicli, at the risk of his own life, he

rescued R. Assi, who had been imprisoned and was
regarded as practically dead by his colleagues (Yer.

Ter. 46b). Once his vigorous interference saved R.

Johanan's property from injury (ib.).

The independence which Simeon ben Lavish man-

ifested in the discussion of halakic questions was
equally pronounced in his treatment of haggariic

matters. In haggadah, also, he held a prominent

position, and advanced many original

His and independent views which struck

Haggadot. his contemporaries with amazement
and which did not win respect until

later. His haggadot include exegetical and homi-

letical interpretations of the Scriptures; observu

tions concerning Biblical characters and stories; say-

ings concerning the Commandments, prayer, the

study of the Law. God, the angels, Creation, Israel,

and Rome, .Messianic and eschatological subjects,

as well as other dicta and proverbs. Some of

his haggadic sentences are as follows: "Should

the sous of Israel find rest with the people among
whom they are scattered, they would lose their

desire to return to Palestine, the land of their

fathers" (Lam. R. i. 3). " Israel is dear to God, and

He takes no pleasure in any one that utters calum-

nies against Israel " (Cant. R. i. 6). " The proselyte,

however, is dearer to God than was Israel when it

was gathered together at Sinai, because Israel would

not have received the Law of God without the mir-

acles of its revelation, whereas the proselyte, with-

out seeing a single miracle, has consecrated himself

to God and accepted the kingdom of heaven " (Tan.,

Lek Leka, ed. Buber, p. 32a). "The world exists

only by virtue of the breath which comes from the

mouths of school-children. The instruction of the

young should not be interrupted, even by the build-

ing of a sanctuary" (Shab. 119b). "The words of

the Torah can be remembered only by one who
sacrifices himself for the sake of studying them "

(Ber. 63b; Shab. 83b). "Israel took the names of

the angels from the Babylonians dur-

Exaznples ing the period of the Exile, because

of His Isaiah [vi. 6] speaks only of ' one of

Exegesis, the seraphim, ' without calling him by

name; whereas Daniel names the angels

Michael and Gabriel" (Yer. R. H. 56d). "Job never

actually existed ; lie is only the imaginary hero of

the poem, the invention of the poet" (Yer. Sotah

20d).

Simeon ben Lakish 's haggadah is especially rich

in maxims and proverbs: "No man commits a .sin,"

says Simeon, "unless struck by momentary in

sanity" (Sotah 3a). "Adorn [t.e., instruct] thyself

first ; afterward adorn others " (B. M. 107b). " Greater

is he that lends than he that gives alms ; but he that

aids by taking part in a business undertaking is

greater than either" (Shab. 63a). "Do not live in

the neighborhood of an ignorant man who is pious"

(lb.). " Who commits the sin of adultery only with

the eyes is an adulterer " (Lev. R. xxili. 12; comp.

a similar statement in Matt. v. 28).

In his haggadot Simeon frequently makes use of

similes, some of which recall tlie days when he won
a livelihood in the circus. In general, he spoke un-

reservedly of that time; yet an allusion to his ear-

lier calling made by his colleague and brother-in-

law R. .lohanan wounded him so deeply that he

became ill and died. This happened as follows:

On one occasion there was a dispute as to the time

wlu-n the different kinds of knives and weapons
might be considered to have been first perfected.

The opinion of Simeon ben Lavish ditlered from

that of R. Johanan, whereupon the latter remarked,

"A robber knows liis own tools" (B. M. 84a). R.

Johanan alluded to Simeon's life as a gladiator, in

which a knowledge of sharp weapons was a matter

of course. This speech of R. Johanan's not only

caused the illness and death of Simeon b. Lakish,

but it had also a disastrous influence on his repuUi-

tiou. The saying, which was certainly used tigur-

tively, was taken literally by many later scholars,

and the opinion became current that Simeon had been

a robber, or even a robber chief, in his younger days,

an opinion which found expression in Pirke Rabbi

Eli'ezer (xliii.). Yet nowhere is there the slight-

est authority for such a statement (comp. Weiss,
" Dor," iii. 84. and Bacher, I.e. i. 344, note 5). R. Jo-

hanan was in despair at the death of Simeon, and

it is said that he kept calling, " Where is Bar Le-

kisha, where is Bar Lekisha?" He soon followed

Simeon to the grave (B. M. 84a).

Bibliography: Bacher, ^g. Pal. Amor. 1. 340-418; Frankel,
Meho, pp. 129b-130a; Gratz, Oexch. 3d ed.. Iv. 240-242;

}i&\evy, Dorot ha-Risfxinim, 11. 159a-164a; Hellprln. Sed«r
ha^Dorot, U. 374-376, Warsaw, 1882; Weiss, Z>>r, 111. 80-85.

w. n. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. MENASYA: Tanna of the fourth

generation, and contemporary of R. Judah ha-Nasi

I., with whom he engaged in a halakic discussion

(Bezah21a). He and Jose b. Meshullam formed a so-

ciety called " Kehala Kaddisha " (the Holy Commu-
nity), because its members devoted one-third of the

day to the study of the Torah, one-third to prayer,

and the remaining third to work (Yer. Ma'as. Sheni

53d ; Eccl. R. ix. 9). Simeon b. Menasya is not

mentioned in the Mishnah, his sentence in Hag. ii.

7 being a later addition ; but some lialakic sentences

by him have been preserved elsewhere (Tosef.,

Kelim, B. B. iv. 10; Zeb. 94a, 97).

A larger number of his Jiaggadic sentences have

comedown, including the following: Referring to

Ps. xliv. 23, he says, "It is not possible for one to

be killed every day ; but God reckons the life of tlic

pious as though they died a martyr's death daily
''

(Sifre, Deut. 32 [ed. Friedmann, p. 73a]). Prov.

xvii. 14, he says, contains a rule for a judge desirous

of effecting a compromise between two contending

parties. Before the judge has heard the statements

of both parties, or before he has made up his mind

as to the nature of his decision, he may set aside the
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Law and call upon the parties to settle the matter

amicably. Afterward, liowevcr, he may not do so,

but must decide according to the Law (Sanh. 6b).

"Canticles was inspired by the Holy Ghost, while

Ecclesiastes expresses merely the wisdom of Solo-

mon " (Tosef., Yad. ii. 14). ?]specially noteworthy

is Simeon's interpretation of Ex. xxxi. 14, "Ye
shall keep the Sabbatli therefore; for it is holy unto

you." "The words 'unto you,'" he says, "imply

that the Sabbath is given to you, and that you are

not given to the Sabbath" (Mek., Ki Tissa [ed.

Weiss, p. 109b] ; comp. Mark ii. 27, where Jesus says,

"The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for

the Sabbath").

Bibliography: Hellprin^ Seder- ha-Dmot. il.271-!}72: Frankel,
Hodeoetica in Mij<c/uiam, p. 202; BrilU, Einleitung in die
Mischmi, i. 239-240; Bacher, Ag. Tan. il. 489-494.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON OF MIZPAH: Tanna of the first

generation; contemporary of R. Gamaliel I., to-

gether with whom he went to the bet din in the hall

of hewn stone in order to learn a decision regarding

the corner of the field (" pe'ah "
; Pe'ah ii. 6). He is

aaid to have made a collection of halakot referring

to the services in the Temple on tlie Day of Atone-

ment (" Seder Yoma "
; Yoma 14b).

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON BEN NANOS : Tanna of the second

generation; contemporary of K. Ishmael and K.

Akiba, with whom he often engaged in halakic dis-

cussions. He is often mentioned merely by the

name "Ben Nanos." He acquired a high reputa-

tion on account of his intimate knowledge of Jew-
ish civil jurisprudence; and R. Ishmael said that

whoever wished to occupy himself with the study
of this branch of the Law ought to learn from
Simeon b. Nanos (B. B. x. 8). Several of Simeon's

sayings bearing on civil law have been preserved

(B. B. vii. 3, x. 8; Sheb. vii. 5), as well as some of

his opinions on other halakic subjects (Bik. iii. 9;

Shab. xvi. 5; 'Er. x. 15; Git. viii. 10; Men. iv. 3).

Neither the names of his teachers nor those of his

pupfls are known.

Bibliography: Frankel, Hodegetica in Ml'ichnam, p. 129;
Brull, Einleitung in die Mischva. 1. 132-133 ; Weiss, Dor, ii.

123; Hellprin, Seder ha-Dorot, ii. 363.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. NETHANEEL : Tanna of the

tirst generation; pupil of R. Johanan b. ZakKai
(Ab. ii. 8), and son-in-law of R. Gamaliel I. (Tosef.,
' Ab. Zarah, iii. 10). He belonged to a noble priestly

family ; and his teacher, R. Johanan b. Zakkai,

praised him for his piet}' and his fear of sinning

(Ab. I.e.). Simeon held that the most important
liabit to be acquired by man is that of carefully

considering the consequences of each one of his

deeds; whiie the worst practise, which a person
should be careful to shun, is that of not paying
one's debts (Ab. ii. 9). No halakot by Simeon
have been preserved; but the following sentence,

indicating his great piety, has been handed down

:

"Never neglect to recite the ' Shema' ' and the daily

prayer ; and when thou prayest beg mercy of God
and be careful to commit no deed of which thine

own conscience may accuse thee " (Ab. ii. 13).

Bibliography: Heilprin, Seder lia-Dorot, ii. 361; Frankel,
Hodrgctica in Mischnam, pp. 9(>-9l ; Briill, Einleitung in
die Mischna, i. 87.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON HA-PAKOLI ('^Ipsn) : Tanna of

the second generation ; contemporary of R. Gamaliel

II. at Jabneh. He arranged the eighteen benedic-

tions of the daily prayer (Siie.moneii 'Esuer) in the

sequence in which they have been lianded down
(Ber. 28a). The name " Pakoli " is said to have been

derived from Simeon's occupation, which was that

of a dealer in flax and wool (Rashi on Ber. 18a).

Nothing further is known concerning him.

Bibliography : Heilprin, Seder hn-Dorot, ii. 361 ; Briill, Ein-
leitung in die Mischna, pp. 97-98.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. PAZZI : Palestinian amora of the

third generation. In Palestine he was called merely

"Simon," this being the Greek form of his Hebrew
name "Shim'on," but in Babylon he was generally

called by his full name, Shim'on b. Pazzi. Accord-

ing to the tosafot (B. B. 149a, s.v. •^'\r:i 2"l), "Pazzi"
was his mother's name; but according to "Yu-
hasin," s.v. 'tQ, and Frankel ("Mebo," 121a), it was
a masculine proper name, and, therefore, designated

Simeon's father. According to Baclier, "Pazzi"
was a family name which sceral other Palestinian

amoraini bore. The Pazzi family, which lived at

Tiberias, the seat of the patriarch, was highly re-

spected; and Simeon, so far as is known, was its

most important member. Later he lived in the

south (Yer. Bezah 60c), and was the pupil of Joshua

b. Levi; but he held friendly intercourse with the

authorities of the school of Tiberias, e.g., Eleazar b.

Pedat, Abbahu, and Ammi. Simeon lived for a

time at Babylon, also, in the house of the exilarch.

Here Ze'era requested him not to allow the abuses

committed by the exilarchate to pass unreprehended,

even though his reproof should prove ineffective

(Shab. 55a). In Babylon he delivered haggadic lec-

tures, some sentences of which have been preserved

in Babli (Pes. 56a; Sotah 41b; 'Ab. Zarah 18a).

Simeon was considered a halakic authority also.

Rabbahb. Nahinaui was informed by his brothers in

Palestine of a halakic decision in which Isaac, Sim-

eon, and Oshaya concurred, this Simeon being taken

to be Simeon b. Pazzi (Ket. 111b). Certain instruc-

tions which Simeon gave to the computers of the cal-

endar have been preserved. He enjoined them to ob-

serve that as a rule neither the feast of the blowing
of the shofar (New-Year) nor that of the willow (the

seventh day of the Feast of Tabernacles) should fall

on the Sabbath, but when necessary that one or the

other should be set upon that day, the former rather

than the latter should be chosen (Yer. Suk. 54b).

Simeon occupies an important position among his

contemporaries, chiefly in the field of the Haggadah,
both independent and transmitted. He handed down
an unusually largenuinberof sentences by his teacher

Joshua b. Levi, of whose haggadot
His he is the principal transmitter. But

Hagg-adah. he handed down also halakic sentences

by Joshua (Hul. 45a). He further-

more transmitted halakot of Johanan, Simeon b. La-

kish, Hanina, Jose b. Hanina, Samuel b. Nahman,
Simeon b. Abba, and Bar Kappara (comp. Bacher,
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"Ag. Tan." ii. 438, note 6). His own haggadot

contain exegetic and homiletic interpretations and

comments, including parables, sentences, and max-

ims on God, the world, prayer, the study of the

Law, Israel, and Rome.
The following are examples of Simeons hagga-

dot: "When God was about to create the first man

He consulted with His attendant angels, of whom
some were for and some against the proposed crea

tion: 'Mercy and truth arc opposed to each other;

benevolence and peace have taken up arms against

each other' [Ps. Ixxxv. 11, Hebr.]. Mercy said,

'Man shall be created: for he will perform works

of mercy.' Truth said, 'He shall not be created;

for he is full of deceit.' Benevolence said, 'He

shall be created ; for he will do good works. ' Peace

said, ' He shall not be created ; for he is filled with

dissension.' Then God took Truth and threw her

to the ground [Dan. viii. 12J. But the angels said,

' Why, OLord of the world, dost thou thus dishonor

Truth ? Cause her to spring out of the earth ' " (Ps.

Ixxxv. la; Gen. R. viii. 5). Simeon explains the

word -|V"V employed in Gen. ii. 7 in narrating the

creation of man, as if it were composed of the two

words " wai " and " yezer " or " yozer." " It, there-

fore, implies." he says, "the complaint of man wa
vering between the sensual and the divine: ' Wo to

me because of my impulses ["yezer"] ; wo to me
because of my Creator ["yozer "]'" (Ber. 61a; 'Er.

18a). The sentence " but Abraham stood yet before

the Lord " (Gen. xviii. '22) is, according to Simeon,

an emendatiou of the scribes, the orig-

His inal having read, "The Eternal stood

Exegesis, yet before Abraham " (Gen. R. xlix.

12). The prophecies of Beeri, Hosea's

father, consisted of two verses only ; and since these

were not sufficient to form a separate book, they

were included in the Book of Isaiah, being the

verses Isa. viii. 19-20 (Lev. R. vi. 6). "When the

patriarch Jacob was about to reveal the Messianic

time to his children [Gen. xlix. 1], the presence of

God departed from him, Avhereupon he said : 'Has

an unworthy child sprung from nie, as Ishmael

sprang from my grandfather Abraham. ;ind as Esau

from my father Jacob?' In answer his sons ex-

claimed, ' •' Hear, O Israel : the Lord our God is one

Lord " [Deut. vi. 5] ; as only one God is in thy heart,

so only one God is in ours. ' Jacob then said, ' Praised

be the name of the glory of His kingdom for ever

and ever ' " (Pes. 56a, according to the reading in

Rabbinowitz, " Varire Lectiones," ad l<>c.). " Phine-

has is called in Judges ii.- 1 the angel of the Lord

because his face shone like a torch when the Holy

Ghost Avas resting upon him" (Lev. H. i. 1). "The

Dardanoi [Romans] are designated by the term
' Dodauim ' [Gen. x. 4] or ' Rodanim' [I Chron. i. 7,

Hebr.]. The first of these terms connotes the people

as the cousins of Israel ; the second, as its oppressors
"

(Gen. R. xxxvii. 1). "Wherever a story in Scrip-

ture begins with the words 'After the death of . . .

it came to pass," it refers to a retrogression, to a

discontinuance of something that the deceased hail

brought about; e.g., after Moses' death [Josh. i. 1]

the manifestations of mercy [the well, the manna,

and the protecting clouds] ceased ; after the death

of Joshua [Judges i. 1] Israel was again attacked by

the remnant of the native population; and after

Saul's death [II Sam. i. 1] the Philistines again

entered the country" (Gen. R. Ixii. 7).

BiBLiOGRAPJiY : Heilprin, Seder ha-Dorot, ii. 377; Bacher.
A(j. Pal. Amor. il. 437-474.

w. 15. J. Z. L.

SIMEON THE PIOTJS. See Simeon iii;-

Hasid.

SIMEON BEN SAMUEL : Philosopher and

cabalist of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries;

of French or German birth. He was the author of

a work entitled "Adam Sikli," or " Hadrat Kodesh "

(Freiburg ? 1560), a philo.sophical and theological

treatise on the Decalogue, the thirteen attributes of

God (" shelosh 'esreh middot "), and the thirteen arti-

cles of faith, with a commentary entitled "Gilla-

yon." It is followed by a cabalistic meditation in

the form of a prayer (" tehinnah "). This work was
written in 1400. One of his reasons for calling it

"Hadrat Kodesh" is that the numerical value of the

letters of its title, added to 7, the number of letters

in the title, is equivalent to the numerical value of

HD^ h'^ ^NIDK* p pyCCJ'- Extracts of the work

were given by Hottinger in his "Grammatica Qua-

tuor Linguarum " (Heidelberg 1658), and by Wolf

in his " Dissertatio dc Libro Tni? DnSO " (Gera. 1716);

in the latter they are accompanied by a Latin trans-

lation.

Bibliography: Fiirst, liihl. Jud. iil. 336; SttMnsclineider. Cat.

Bodl. col. 2629: Wunderbar, in Oricut. Lit. viii. 19.5.

E. c. M. Sei..

SIMEON BEN SAMUEL OF JOINVILLE :

French tosatist and Biblical commentator of the

thirteenth century. He is onee referred to, errone-

ously, as Samson b. Samuel ("Sefer ha-Mordekai,"

IJ. B. ix. , No. 639) and once as Sheinaiah (" Haggahot

Maimuniyyot"to Ishshut xxiv.). Simeon was a i)upil

of Isaac b. Samuel ha-Zaken (Meir of Rothenhuig,

Responsa, No. 76) and the teacher of Eliezer b. Joel

ha-Levi ("Sefer ha-Mordekai," Kid. iii., No. 530).

As a tosatist he is generally quoted as Simeon of

Joinville, or Simeon b. Samuel, but is sometimes re-

ferred to merely as Simeon (Tos. 'Er. 28b et passim).

As a Biblical commentator he is quoted by Isaac b.

Judah in his " Pa'neah Raza " (section " Mattot ").

BiBtiooRAPiiv : Gross. Gallia Judaifa, p. 2.5.5; Kohn, Mardo-
chaih.HilULp.-iK. ,, ^
K. c. M. Sei-.

SIMEON BEN HA-SEGAN (called also sim-

ply Ha-Segan) : Taima of the second generation.

Some halakic sayings of his have been preserved in

the Mishnah, all of which have been transmitted by

Simeon ben Gamaliel (Shek. viii. 5; Ket. ii. 8; Men.

xi. 9). He is perhaps identical with Simeon ben

Kahana, in whose name Simeon ben Gamaliel also

transmits halakic sayings (Tosef., Parah, xi. 6).

BiHi.iooRAPiiY: Heilprin, .S'ert^r ha-Dnntt, ii. 362; Frankel.

lindeuetica in Mischmim, p. 10(1; Briill. Einleitunu indie
Mischna. i. 95 %; Barhcr. A{]. Tan. ii. 324. nolo 4.

W. TV ^- Z. L.

SIMEON BEN SHETAH : Tcacherof the Law
and president of the Sanhedriu during the reigns of

Alexander Jannaeus and liis successor, Queen Alex-

andra (Salome). Simeon was a brother of the queen

(Ber. 48a), and on this account was closely connected

with the court, enjoying the favor of Alexander.
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During the reign of this ruler the Sanhedrin con-

sisted almost entirely of Sadducees, Simeon being

the only Pharisee; nevertheless he succeeded in

ousting the Sadducean members and in replacing

them with Pharisees (Meg. Ta'an. x.). Having ac-

complished this, Simeon recalled from Ale^tandria

the Pharisees who had been compelled to seek refuge

there during the reign of John Hyrcanus, among
these fugitives being Joshua b. Pe-

Vicissi- rahyah, the former president of the

tudes Under college (Somali 47a, ed. Amsterdam;
Alexander comp. also Yer. Sanh. 23c and Hag.
Janneeus. 41d). Joshua was elected president

anew, and Simeon assumed the office

of vice-president ("ab bet din"; see Weiss, "Dor,"

i. 185, note 1). Upon the death of Joshua, Simeon
became president and Judah ben Tabbai vice-

president.

The attitude of Alexander Jannsus toward the

Pharisees, however, soon underwent a change; and
they were again compelled to flee, even Simeon him-

self being obliged to go into hiding (Ber. 48a; a dif-

ferent reason for Simeon's flight is, however, given

in Yer. Naz. 54b). About this time certain Par-

thian envoj'S came to Alexander's court and were

invited to the king's table, where they noticed the

absence of Simeon, by whose wisdom the}' had prof-

ited at previous visits. Upon the king's assurance

that he would do the fugitive no harm, the queen

caused her brother to return to the court. Upon his

reappearance Simeon took his place between the

royal couple with a show of self-con.sciousness

which surprised tiie king; whereupon Simeon re-

marked, "The wisdom which I serve grants me
equal rank with kings" (Yer. Nuz. 54b; Ber. 48a).

After his return Simeon enjoyed the king's favor,

and when, upon the iatter's death. Queen Alexandra

succeeded to the rulership, Simeon ami his party,

the Pharisees, obtained great influence. Together
witii his colleague, Jiidah ben Tabbai,

Activity Simeon began to supersede the Saddu-
Under cean teachings and to reestablish tli(.'

Alexandra, authority of the Piiarisaic interpre-

tation of the Law. He is therefore

justly called "the restorer of the Law." who "has
given back to the crown of learning its former

brightness" (Kid. 66a). Simeon discarded the penal

code which the Sadducees had introduced as a sup-

plement to the Biblical code (Meg. Ta'an. iv.);

and almost all the teachings and principles intro-

duced by him arc aimed against the Sadducean in-

terpretation of the Law. Of Simeon's enactments
two were of especial importance. One consisted in

the restriction of divorces, which were then of fre-

quent occurrence. Simeon arranged that the hus-

band might use the prescribed marriage gift ("ketu-

bah") in his business, but that his entire fortune

should be held liable for it (Yer. Ket. viii. 32c). In-

asmuch as a husband of small means could ill afford

to withdraw a sum of money from
Founded his business, Simeon's ruling tended
Popular to check hasty divorces. The other im-

Sehools. portaut act referred to the instmction

of the young. Up to Simeon's time

there were no schools in Judea, and the instruction

of children was, according to Biblical precepts, left

to their fathers. Simeon ordered that schools be
established in the larger cities in which the young
might receive instruction in the Holy Scriptures as

well as in the traditional knowledge of the Law
(Yer. Ket. I.e.).

Simeon was exceedingly strict in legal matters.

Upon one occasion he sentenced to death eighty

women in Ashkelon wMio had been convicted of

.sorcery. The relatives of these women, tilled with

a desire for revenge, brought false witnesses against

Simeon's son, whom they accused of a crime which
involved capital piuiishment; and as a result

of this charge he was sentenced to death. On
the way to the place of execution the son protested

his innocence in so pathetic a manner that even the

witnesses were moved to admit the falsity of their

testimony. When the judges were about to liberate

the condemned man he called their attention to the

fact that, according to the Law, a witness must not

be believed when he withdraws a former state-

ment, and he said to his father, " If you desire that

the welfare of Israel shall be strengthened by thy

hand, then consider me as a beam on
His Son's which you may tread without regret

"

Death. (Yer. Sanh. 23b). The execution then

proceeded. This sad event was proba-

bly the reason why Simeon issued a warning that

witnesses should always be carefully cross-ques-

tioned (Ab. i. 9).

Simeon's fairness toward non-Jews is illustrated

by the following narrative: Simeon lived in humble
circumstances, supporting himself and his family by
conducting a small business in linen goods. Once
his pupils presented him with an ass which they had
purchased from an Arab. On the neck of the ani-

mal the)' found a costly jewel, whereupon thej' joy-

ously told their master that he might now cease

toiling since the proceeds from the jewel would
make him wealthy. Simeon, however, replied that

the Arab had sold them the ass only, and not the

jewel; and he returned the gem to the Arab, who
exclaimed, "Praised be the God of Simeon ben She-

tah !
" (Yer. B. M. ii. 8c ; Deut. R. iii. 5).

Bibliography : Landau, in Mi»iatsschrift, ISSJ, pp. 107-122,

177-180; Weiss. Dw, 1. 134 t( xeq.; Heilprln, Seder ha-Dornt,
ii. 360; Gratz, Gexvh. iii.. Index,

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON SHEZURI : Tanna of the second

generation and pupil of R. Tarfon (Men. 31a; Tosef.,

Demai, v. 22). He was called "Shezuri" after his

native place, Shizur, which is probably identical

with Saijur, west of Kafr 'Anan (comp. Neubauer,

•'G. T." p. 278). Simeon's tomb is said to be in the

vicinity of this place (Schwarz, "Tebu'at ha-Arez,"

p. 101). A few halakic sentences by him have been

preserved in the Mishnah (Demai iv. 1; Sheb. ii. 8;

Git. vi. 5; Hul. iv. 5; Ker. iv. 3; Kelim xviii. 1;

Toh. iii. 2; Tebul Yom iv. 5); and the halakic

practise follows his opinion (>Ien. 30b; Hul. 75b).

Another noteworthy sentence by him also has been

preserved (Naz. 45b).

Bibliography: Heilprln, Seder lui-Ditral. ii. 365, Warsaw,
1882; Franliel. Hrtdi^f/etim in 3fwf/!»iam, pp. 131-132; BrOU,
Einleitung in die Minclnias i. 138.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON OF SHIKMONA: Tanna of the

second generation and pupil of Akiba. He was a
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native of Sliikmona, a locality in the.vicinity of Mt.

Curmel (see Neubauer, " G; T." p. 197). Only three

wmtenccs of his, exegetic ones, have been preserved.

'They were transmitted by his fellow pupil R. Hidka

;

and all of them express the principle that good and
evil are brought about through the respective agen-

cies of good and of evil persons. Thus the Sabbath-

breaker mentioned in Num. xv. 32 was the cause

of the law relating to the punishment for desecrating

the Sabbath (Sifrc, Num. 114 [ed. Friedmann, p.

34a]); the pious questioners described in Num. ix.

7 were the cause of the law concerning the Pesah

Sheni (Sifre, Num. 68 [ed. Friedmann, p. 17b]); and
the demand of tlie daughters of Zelophehad led to

the enunciation of tiie law relating to the inheritance

of property (Sifre, Num. 133 [ed. Friedmann, p. 49b]).

Bibliography: Heilprlii, .'sV<fer?(/i-I>)ro(, p.364; Bacber,Aa.
Tan. 1. 445-446.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. TARFON : Tanna of the second

generation. Four exegetic sentences by him have
been preserved: (1) "Ex. xxii. 11. 'Then shall an
oath of the Lord be between them,' means that

the person taking the oath and the one who causes

him to do so are alike responsible if perjury is

proved." (2) "Ex. xx. 10 should be read ' lan'if ' =
' to contribute to the commission of adultery '; and
the interdiction applies also to the furnishing of op-

portunity for adultery." (3) " In Deut. i. 27 [Hebr.]

tlie word ' wa-teragenu,' which should be explained

us NoTARiKON, means: 'You spied out and dese-

crated God's dwelling among you.' " (4) "In Deut.

i. 7 the Euphrates is called 'the great river' [al-

though it is not really such] because it is the bound-
ary river of Palestine, according to the proverb,

"Approach the anointed, and you younself will smell

of ointment '
" (Sheb. 47b).

BiBi.iOfiRAPHY: Frankel, Hode'jfAicn in MischTiam, p. 137 ;

Barher, Ag. Tan. i. 447-448.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON OF TEMAN : Tanna of the second

generation. He disputed with R. Akiba on a Iiala-

kic sentence deduced from Ex. xxi. 18 (Tdsef.,

Sanb. xii. 3; B. K. 90b). He was in collegial rela-

tions with R. Judah b. Baba (Bezah 21a; Tosef.,

Bezah, ii. 6). Some of his halakic sentences are in-

cluded in the Mishnah (Yeb. iv. 13; Ta'an. iii. 7;

Yad. i. 3) ; and a haggadic sentence by him also has

been preserved, to the effect that God's intervention

in dividing the sea at the time of the Exodus was
deserved by Israel because of tlie covenant of the

circumcision (Mek., Beshallah, iii. [ed. Weiss, p.

36b]).

Bibliography : Heilprin, Seder ha-I)<ir<it, ii. 362-3ri3, Warsaw,
1882; Frankel, Hnd^getica in MUchtiam, p. 137; Briill,

Einleilung in die Miachna, i. 149; Batcher, Ag. Tan. I.

444-445.

W. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON B. YANNAI : Palestinian amora of

the third century, lie transmits a halakic saying

of his father's which lie had received from his sister,

who had heard it uttered (Yer. Shab. 14b, 15d). Some
of Simeon's haggadic explanations of Scriptural

passages are extant, of which tl)e following may be

mentioned: On the passage in Ps. xii. 5, "now will

I arise," he remarks: " As long as Jerusalem remains

enveloped in ashes the might of God will not arise:

but when the day arrives on which Jerusalem shall

shake off the dust [Isa. Iii. 2], then God will be
' raised up out of His holy liabitation ' " (Zech. ii. 17

[A. V. 13] ; Gen. R. Ixxv. 1). On Ps. cvi. Uetseq. he
says: "The people had decided to elect as their lead-

ers Dathan and Abiram instead of Moses and Aaron
[Num. xiv. 4], with the result that the earth opened
and swallowed up Dathan and covered the com-
pany of Abiram " (Midr. Teh. to Ps. cvi. 5 [ed.

Buber, p. 228a]).

Bibliooraphy: Franke., Meho, p. 129a; Bacher, Ag. Pal.
Amor. ill. «J3a-«24.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMEON BEN YOHAI : Tanna of the second

century; supposed author of the Zohar; born in

Galilee; died, according to tradition, at Meron, on
the 18th of lyyar (= Lag be-'Omer). In the Baraita,

Midrash, and Gemara his name occurs either as Sim-
eon or as Simeon ben Yohai, but in the Mishnah,
with the exception of Hag. i. 7, he is always quoted

as R. Simeon. He was one of the principal pupils

of Akiba, under whom he studied thirteen years at

Bene-Berak (Lev. R. xxi. 7 et al.). It would seem,

from Bar. 28a, that Simeon had previously studied

at Jabneh, under Gamaliel II. and
Pupil of Joshua b. Hananiah, and that he was
Akiba. the cause of the quarrel that broke

out between these two chiefs. But
considering that about forty-five years later, when
Akiba was thrown into prison, Simeon's father was
still alive (see below), and that Simeon insisted upon
Akiba's teaching him even in prison, Frankel

("Darke ha-Mishnah," p. 168) thinks Ber. 28a is

spurious. Simeon's acuteness was tested and rec-

ognized by Akiba when he first came to him ; of all

his pupils Akiba ordained only Meir and Simeon.

Conscious of his own merit, Simeon felt hurt at

being ranked after MeYr, and Akiba was compelled

to soothe him with soft words (Yer. Ter. 46b; Yer.

Sanh. i. 19a). During Akiba's lifetime Simeon was
found occasionally at Sidon, where he seems to have

shown great indepopdence in his halakic decisions.

The following iucidentof Simeon's stay at Sidon,

illustrating both his wit and his piety, may be men-

tioned : A man and his wife, who. though they had

been married ten years, had no children, appeared

before Simeon at Sidon to secure a divorce. Observ -

ing that they loved each other, and not being able

to refuse a request whicii was in agreement with rab-

binical law, Simeon told them that as their wedding

was marked by a feast they should mark their sep-

aration in the same way. The result was that both

changed their minds, and, owing to Simeon's prayer,

God grantt^d them a child (Pesik. xxii. 147a; Cant.

R. i. 4). Simeon often returned to Akiba, and once

he conveyed a message to him from his fellow pupil

Hanina ben Hakinai (Niddah 52b; Tosef., Niddah,

vi. 6).

Simeon s love for his great teacher was profound.

When Akiba was thrown into prison by Hadrian,

Simeon, probably through the influence of his father,

who was in favor at the court of Rome, found a

way to enter the prison. He still insisted upon

Akiba's teaching him, and when the latter refused,

Simeon jestingly threatened to tell his father, Yohai,

who would cause Akiba to be punished more severely
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(Pes. 112a). After Akiba's death Simeon was again

ordained, with four other pupils of Akiba's, l)y

Judah b. Baba (Sanli. 14a).

Tiie persecution of the Jews under Hadrian in-

spired Simeon with a different opinion of the Romans
than that held by ins father. On more than one

occasion Simeon manifested his anti-

Anti- Roman feeling. When, at a meeting

Roman between Simeon and liis former fel-

Feeling'. low pupils at Usha, probably about a

year and a half after Akiba's death (c.

126), Judah ben Ila'i spoke in praise of the Roman
government, Simeon replied that the institutions

wliich seemed so praise vvf)rthy to Judah were for

the benefit of the Romans only, to facilitate the

carrying out of their wicked designs. Simeon's

words were carried by Judah 1). Gerim, one of liis

own pupils, to the Roman governor, who sentenced

Simeon to death (according to Gratz, tliis governor

was Varus, who ruled under Antoninus Pius, and
the event took place about 101). Simeon was com-
pelled to seek refuge in a cavern, where he remained

thirteen years, till the emperor, po.ssibly Hadrian,

died (Yer. Sheb. ix. 38d; Sliab. 33b; Pesik. 88b;

Gen. R. Ixxix. 6; Eccl. R. x. 8; Esth. R. i. 9). Two
different accounts of Simeon's stay in the cavern and
of liis movements after leaving it are given in Shab-

bat (^.c.)and in the five other sources just mentioned.

The latter, of which Yer. Sheb. ix. 38d seems to be

the most authentic, relate, with some variations,

that Simeon, accompanied by liis son Eleazar (in

Yer. Sheb. Simeon alone), hid himself in a cavern
near Gadara, where they stayed thirteen years, liv-

ing on dates and the fruit of the carob-tree, their

whole bodies thus becoming covered with erup-

tions. One day, seeing that a bird had repeatedly

escaped the net set for it by a hunter, Simeon and
his son were encouraged to leave the cavern, taking
the escape of the bird as an omen that God would
not forsake them. When outside the cavern, they
heard a "bat kol " say, "Ye are [singular in Yer.

Sheb.] free"; they accordingly went their way.
Simeon then bathed in the warm springs of Tiberias,

which rid him of the di.sease contracted in the cav-
ern, and he showed his gratitude to the town in

the following manner:
Tiberias had been built by Herod Antipas on

a site where there were many tombs (Josephus,
"Ant." xviii. 2, ^ 3). the exact locations of which
had been lost. The town therefore had been re-

garded as unclean. Resolving to remove the cause
of the uncleanness, Simeon planted lupines in all

suspected places; wherever they did not take root he
knew that a tomb was underneath. The bodies

were then exhumed and removed, and
His the town pronounced clean. To an

Miracles, noy and discredit Simeon, a certain

Samaritan secretly replaced one of the
bodies. But Simeon learned through the power of

the Holy Ghost what the Samaritan had done, and
said, "Let what is above go down, and what is

below come up." The Samaritan Avas entombed;
and a schoolmaster of Magdala (but comp. Buber,
note 180, to Pesik. x. 90a), who mocked Simeon for
his declaration, was turned into a heap of bones.
According to the version, in Shab. I. c, Simeon and

Eleazar hid in a cavern, whereupon a carob-tree and
a spring- miraculously appeared there. In order to

spare their garments they sat naked in the sand, in

consequence of which their skin became covered

with scabs. At the end of twelve years the prophet

Elijah announced to them the death of the emperor,

and the consequent annulment of the sentence of

death against them. When they came forth Simeon
observed people occupied with agricultural pursuits

to the neglect of the Torah, and, being angered there-

by, smote them by his glances. A bat kol then or-

dered him to return to the cavern, where he and
Eleazar remained twelve months longer, at the end
of which time they were ordered by abat kol tocome
forth. When they did so, Simeon was met by his son-

in-law Phinehas b. Jair (comp., however, Zacuto,
" Yuhasin," ed. Filipowski, p. 46), who wept at see-

ing him in such a miserable state. But Simeon told

him that he ought to rejoice, for during the thir-

teen years' stay in the cavern his knowledge of the

Torah had been much increased. Simeon then, in

gratitude for tiie miracle that had been wrought for

him, undertook the purification of Tiberias. He
threw some lupines into the ground, whereupon the

bodies came to the surface at various places, which
were then marked as tombs. Notonly was the man
who mocked at Simeon's announcement of the puri-

fication of Tiberias turned into a heap of booes,

butalso Simeon's pupil and delator, Judah b. Gerim.

It appears that Simeon settled afterward at

Meron, the valley in front of which place was
filled, at Simeon's command, with gold dinars (Tan.,

Pekude, 7: Ex. R. lii. 3; comp. Yer. Ber. ix. 13d;

Pesik. X. 87b; Gen. R. xxxv. 2). On
School the other hand, it is said that Simeon

at Tekoa. established a flourishing school at

Tekoa, among the pupils of which
was Judah I. (Tosef., 'Er. viii. [v.] 6; Shab. 147b).

It has been shown by GrStz that this Tekoa evi-

dently was in Galilee, and hence must not be identi-

fied with the Biblical Tekoa, which was in the terri-

tory of Judah (II Uhron. xi. 6). Bacher(" Ag. Tan."

ii. 70) endeavors to show that Tekoa and Meron
were one and the same place.

As the last important event in Simeon's life it is

recorded that, accompanied by Eleazar b. Jose, he

was sent to Rome with a petition to the emperor for

the abolition of the decree against the three main
observances of the Jewish religion, and that his mis-

sion was successful (Me'i. 17b). The reason Simeon
was chosen for this mission is stated (</;.) to have been

that he was known as a man in whose favor mira-

cles often were wrought. At Rome, too, Simeon's
success was due to a miracle, for while on the way
he was met by the demon Ben Temalion, who offered

his assistance. According to agreement, the demon
entered into the emperor's daughter, and Simeon
exorcised it when he arrived at the Roman court.

The emperor then took Simeon into his treasure-

house, leaving him to choose his own reward. Sinv-

eon found there the vexatious decree, which he took

away and tore into pieces (comp. "Tefillot R. Shi-

m'on b. Yohai" in Jellinek, "B. If." iv. 117 et Keq.,

where, instead of " Ben Temalion," " Asmodeus " oc-

curs). This legend, the origin of which apparently is

non-Jewish, has been the subject of discussion by
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modern scholars. Israel Levi (in "R. E. J." viii. 200

et seq.) thinks it is a variation of the legend, found in

the "Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha" (cd. Tischcn-

dorf, pp. 24Qetseq.), of tlie apostle Bartholomew ex-

orcising a demon that had taken possession of the

daughter of Polymnius, the King of India. Israel

Levi's opinion was approved by Joseph Halevy

(in "R. E. J."x. eOetseq.). Bacher(/6. xxxv. 285 et

seq.) thinks there is another Christian legend which

corresponds more closely to the Talmudic narrative,

namely, that narrated by Simeon Metaphrastes in

"Acta Sanctorum" (vol. ix., Oct. 22, 1896), accord-

ing to which Abercius exorcised a demon from Lu-

cilla, the daughter of Marcus Aurelius.

Simeon is stated to have said that whatever might

be the number of persons deserving to enter

Berakot. Hallah, Ta'anit, Nedarim, Taniid, and Mid-

dot. He greatly valued the teaching of his master

Akiba, and he is reported to have

His recommended his pupils to follow his

Halakot. own system of interpretation ("mid-

dot") because it was derived from

that of Akiba (Git. 67a). But tiiis itself shows
that Simeon did not follow his teacher in every

point; indeed, as is shown below, he often differed

from Akiba, declaring his own interpretations to be

the better (Sifre, Deut. 31 ; K. H. 18b). He was inde-

pendent in his halakic decisions, and did not refrain

from criticizing the tannaim of the preceding genera-

tions (comp. Tosef., Oh. iii. 8, xv. 11). He and
Jose b. Halafta were generally of the same opinion

;

but sometimes Simeon sided with Meir (Kelim iii.

Tkaditional Tomb of Simeon ben Yohai During a Pilgrimagk.

(From a photoj^aph.)

heaven he and his son were certainly of that num-
ber, so that if there were only two, these were
himself and his son (Suk. 45b; Sanh. 97b; comp.
Shab. 33b). He is also credited with saying that,

united witii his son and Jotham, King of Judah, he

would be able to free the world from judgment
(Suk. I.e. ; comp. Yer. Ber. ix. 13d and Gen. R.

xxxv. 3 [where Simeon mentions Abraham and the

prophet Aliijah of Shiloh, instead of his son and
Jotham]). Thus, on account of liis exceptional

piety and continual study of the Law, Simeon was
considered as one of those whose merit i)reserves the

world, and therefore during his life tlie rainbow was
never seen, that promise of God's forbearance not

being needed (Yer. Ber. I.e.).

Simeon's halakot are very numerous; they are

met witii in all the treatises of the Talmud except

5; Me'i. 11a). Like the other pupils of Akiba, wlio,

wishing to perpetuate the latter's teaching, system-

atized it in the foundation of the Misimah (R. MeYr),

Tosefta (R. Nehemiah), and Sifra (R. Judah), Sim-

eon is credited witli tlic mitliorshi]) of tlie Sifrk

(Sanh. 86a) and of tlieMKKiLTA uk-Rabbi Shi.m'on,

the former work being a lialakic midrash to Num-
bers and Deuteronomy, the latter a similar midrash

to Kxodus.

The particular characteristic of Simeon's teaching

was that wliether in a halakah or in a haggadic in-

terpretation of a Biblical command, he endeavored to

find the underlying reason therefor (B. M. 115a et

al.). This often resulted in a material modification of

the command in question. From many instances

the following may be taken: In the prohibition

against taking a widow's raiment in pledge (Deut.
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xxiv. 17) it was Judah b. Ila'i's opinion that no dif-

ference is to be made between a rich and a poor

widow. But Simeon gives tlie reason forsucha pro-

hibition, which wastliat if such a pledge were taken

it would be necessary to return it every evening

fcomp. Ex. xxii. 25-26), and going to the widow's
home every morning and evening miglit compro-
mise her reputation; consequently, he declares, the

prohibition applies only in tliecase of a poor widow,
since one who is rich would not need to have the

garment returned in the evening (B. M. I.e.).

Simeon's name was widely identified with this

halakic principle of interpretation, and his teacher

Akiba approved of it ; therefore his contemporaries

often applied to him when they wished to know the

reason for certain halakot (Tosef., Zeb. i.8). Sim-
eon also divided the oral law into numbered groups,

of which fifteen are preserved in the Talmud. He
especially favored the system of giving general rules,

of which there are a great number (Bik. iii. 10 ; Zeb.

119b et nl.). All this shows that he was systematic,

and that he had the power of expressing himself

clearly (Sheb. ii. 3; 'Er. 104b). He was dogmatic
in his halakic decisions, but where tlicre was a
doubt as to which of two courses should be fol-

lowed, and the Rabbis adopted a compromise, he
admitted the legality of either course (Yeb. iii. 9).

He differed from Akiba in that he did not think that

particles like "et," "gam," and others contain in

themselves indications of halakot (Men. lib); but in

many instances he showed that he was opposed to

R. Ishmael's opinion that the Torah speaks as men
do and that seemingly pleonastic words can never
serve as the basis for deducing new laws (Sifre,

Re'eh, 119; R. H. 8b; Zeb. 108b et nl.).

Simeon is very prominent also in the Haggadah,
and his utterances are numerous in both Talrauds.

Many of his sayings bear on the study of the Torah,
which, according to him, should be the main ob-

ject of man's life. Notwithstanding the stress he
laid on the importance of prayer, and particularly on
the reading of the "Shema'." he declared that one
must not, for the sake of either, interrupt the study
of the ToTRh (Yer. Hag. ii. 77a). "Tliere are three

crowns," he says, " the first being that of the Torah "

(Ab. iv. 13); he completes his sentence with the
words, " But the crown of a good name mounts
abov(! them all," showing that, in addition to study-
ing the Law, one must execute the commands by
which he can acquire a good name. The Torah,
also, is one of the three good gifts which God gave
to Israel and which can not be preserved without
suffering (Mek., Yitro, Bahodesli, 10; Sifre, Deut.
32; Ber. 5a). But recognizing the difficulty of oc-

cupying oneself with the study of the Torah and of
providing a livelihood at the same time, Simeon
said that the Torah was given only for those who
ate the manna or the priestly meals (Mek., Beshal-
lah. Wayohi, 1, Wayassa', 2). He declared also that
had he been on Mount Sinai when God delivered the
Torah to Israel, he would have requested two
mouths for man, one to be used exclusively as a
means for repeating and thus learning the Torah.
But then he added, "How great also would be the
<!vil done by delators ["moserim"] with two
mouths!" CYcr. Sliab. i. 3a. h; Yer. Ber. i. 3b).

Among Simeon's many other utterances may be
mentioned those with regard to repentance, and
some of his ethical sayings. " So great is the power
of repentance that a man who has been during his

lifetime very wicked [" rasha' gamur "], if he repent
toward the end, is considered a perfectly righteous
man " (Tosef., Kid. i. 14; Kid. 40b; Cant. R. v. 16).

He was particularly severe against
His haughtiness, which, he declared, is

Ethical like idolatry (Sofah 4b), and against
Views. publicl}' shaming one's neighbor:

" One should rather throw himself into

a burning furnace than shame a neighbor in public"
(Ber. 43b). He denounced the crimes of usury, de-

ceitful dealing, and disturbing domestic peace (Yer.

B. M. lOd; B. M. 58b; Lev. R. ix.). His animosity
toward the Gentiles generally and toward feminine
superstition is expressed in the following utterance:
" The best of the heathen merits death ; the best of

serpents should have its head crushed ; and the most
pious of women is prone to sorcery " (Yer. Kid. iv.

66c; Massek. Soferim xv. 10; comp. Mek., Beshal-

lah, Wayehi, 1, and Tan., Wayera, 20). His hos-

tility to the Romans, mentioned above, is expressed

also in his maxims; thus, alluding probably to the

Parthian war which broke out in the time of An-
toninus Pius, he said :

" If thou hast seen a Per-

sian [Parthian] horse tied in Palestine, then hope for

the arrival of the Messiah" (Cant. R. viii. 10; I^am.

R. i. 13).

R. Simeon combined with his rationalism in hala-

kah a strange mysticism in his haggadic teachings,

as well as in his practise. He spoke of a magic
sword, on which the Name was inscribed, being

given by God to Moses on Sinai (Midr. Teh. to Ps.

xc. 2; comp. ib. to Ps. xxxvl. 8; Gen. R. xxxv.);

and he ascribed all kinds of miraculous powers to

Moses (Me'i. 17b; Sanh. 97b). After his death he
appeared to the saints in their visions (B. M. 84b

;

Ket. 77b; Sanh. 98a). Thus his name became con-

nected with mystic lore, and he became a chief au-

thority for the cabalists ; for this reason the Zohar

^XsX appeared under the name of Midrash de-Rabbi

Shim'on ben Yohai (see Zohar). There exist, be-

sides, two apocryphal midrashim ascribed to this tan-

na(publishedbyJellinek,"B. H."iii.78e<«^7..iv.ll7

etseq.). The first is entitled "Nistarot de-R. Shim'on
b. Yohai"; the second, "Tefillat R. Shim'on b.Yo-
hai "

; both of them bear on the Messianic time, but

the second is more complete. The main point of

these midrashim is that while Simeon was hidden in

tlie cavern, he tasted forty days and prayed to God
to rescue Israel from such persecutions. Then Met«-
tron revealed to him the future, announcing the

various Mohammedan rulers, the last one of whom
would perish at the hands of the Messiah. As in

similar Messianic apocrypha, the cliief characters"

are Armilus and the three Messiahs—Messiah b.

Joseph, Messiah b. Ephraim, and Messiah b. David.

As to the festival called " Hillula de-Rabbi Shim'on
ben Yohai," which is celebrated on Simeon's sup-

posed tomb at Meron, on the 18th of lyyar, see
' Omer, Lag be- ; Pilgrimage.

Bibliography: Bacher, Ag. Tan. Ii. 70 et seq.; Brull. Mebo
ha^Mishnah. pp. 185 et seq.; Frankel, Darke ?ia-Mi8hnah,
pp. 168 et seq.; (iratz, Oesch. 3d ed., Iv. 180 et seq., note 20:
(irunhut, in .\Tnn}iar Zuirl^Szemle, xvii. fi.1 ; HHIprln, Sf/fer
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ha-Dorot, il.; Jo«l, in Moiiatsschrift, v. 365 et seq., 401 et seq.;

KamlnSa, In iTchMeUz, xxlx.. Nos. 75, 77 ; Paucher, In Ha^
Asif, Iv. 120 ; Weiss, Dnr, li. 157 et seq.; Moses Konltz, Ben
Johai, Budapest, 1815; Louis Lewln, Rabbi Simon ben
Jochai, Frankfort-on-the-Maln, 1893.

K. M. Sel.

SIMEON B. ZABDAI (ZEBID) : Palestinian

amora of the tliinl century; teacher of the son of

Assi (Yer. Shab. 9a). A few of liis interpretations

of Scriptural passages have been preserved. Refer-

ring to II Chron. x.xx., he assigns as the reason for

the postponed Passover feast under King Hcze-

kiah the fact that the .skull of tlie Jebusite Oman
had been found under the altar (Yer. Pes. 36c;

Yer. Sotah 20b: Yer. Ned. 89d). Anotlier explana-

tion of his, relating to II Chron. xxx. 19, is reported

together with the contradictory explanation of

Samuel b. Nahnian (Yer. Pes. I.e.). Two other of

his explanations refer to sayings of Hanina (Yer.

Sotah 2ld) and of Simeon b. Lakish {ih. 23a). Sim-

eon's observations concerning the future world, in

reference to Eccl. ii. 1, "This also is vanity," are

differently given by Hezckiah and Jonah respect-

ively. Hezekiah's version is: " What thou learnest

of the Torah in this world is vain compared with

what thou wilt learn in the next; for in the future

world there will be no forgetting what has been

learned"; Jonah's reads: "What a man sees of

prosperity in this world is as nothing compared
with that of the next; for in this world the owner

of property dies and leaves it to another, wliile of

the future world it is said [Isa. Ixv. 22], "They
shall not build, and another inhabit; they shall not

plant, and another eat '
" (Eccl. U. to ii. 1).

At Simeon's death two prominent men, Levi and

Hela, delivered orations (Yer. Ber. 5c ; Yer. Hor. 48b

;

Eccl. R. tov. It).

Bibliography: Frankel, Mt1n>, i>. IlKa, b; Baoher, Ag. Pal.
Amox. iii. 624-625.

w. B. J. 7a. L.

SIMEON ZARFATI. See Zarfati.

SIMEON B. ZEMAH DURAN. See Duran.

SIMEONITES. See Simeon, Tribe of.

SIMFEROPOL : City in the government of Tau-

rida, Russia. In the beginning of the nineteenth

century it had a considerable Jewish community,

and at present Jews constitute one-fourth of a total

population of about 50,000.

The Jews of Simferopol are divided into three

classes: Mitnaggedim, Hasidim, and the so-called

Krimchaks. Of the city's nine synagogues and

prayer-houses seven belong to the Mitnaggedim,

while the Hasidim and the Krimchaks have one

each. There are three Jewish schools: a Russian

elementary school and two Talmud Torahs. Of

the latter, one is supported by the city ; the other,

which was founded in 1875, by private donations.

Tlie Talmud Torah supported by the city has five

teachers and about eighty pupils, while the other

lias two teachers and about fifty pupils. A hospi-

tal was founded in Simferopol by Gabriel Jacob

GirNZBURCi in 1845. In 1887 the Jews organized a

home for the aged, and a house of refuge in which

travelers and non-resident poor are given temporary

lodging and maintenance.

On May 14, 1905, a riot occurred at Simferopol

in which no less than 140 stores belonging to Jews
were destroyed by fire.

BiBLior.KAPHY : Keneset ha-Oedolah. 1900, No. 1, p. 32; Geo-
graphU'.hesk^>-Stat.i-Kticheiiki Slnvar; Rogsisk^ty Imperii,
1873, Iv.; Entziklojyedichegki Slnvar, 1900, xxlx.

.\. J. Go.

SIMHAH (FREXJDEMANN) EPHRAIM
BEN GERSHON BEN SIMEON BEN ISAIAH
HA-KOHEN : Rabbi in Belgrade; born about

1622; died 1669. He succeeded his teacher Judah
Lerma as rabbi at Belgrade, and wrote a preface

to the latter's "Peletat Bet Yehudah " (Venice,

1647).

In 1657 Sim^ah published at Venice his "Sefer

Shemot," on the orthography of Hebrew personal

names as well as of the names of places and rivers

in Asia and Europe. la 1660 he was made rabbi at

Budapest, but he retained the rabbinate only two
montlis, as he learned that Uri Shraga Feisch, rabbi

at Vienna, had, in 1655, excommunicated those

rabbis of Buda (Ofen) who had relatives living there.

Since Sirahah's relatives were among the most prom-
inent inhabitants of the city, he withdrew to Bel-

grade, where he remained until his death.

Bibliography : Bflchler, History of the Jews in Budapett
(in Hunjrarlan), Budapest, 1901.

E. c. A. Bv.

SIMHAH B. GERSHOM HA - KOHEN
PORT RAPA. See Rapa (Poktkapa), SiMjgiAH

BEN GeRSHOM HA-KoHEN.

SIMHAH B. ISAAC B. KAL0NYMU8
HA-KOHEN : One of the Worms Jews who were

killed by the pilgrims of the First Crusade on May
25, 1096. When his father. Mar Isaac, and his seven

brothers had been slain by the Crusaders, Simhah
declared he would not die without having avenged

their deaths. Pretending willingness to accept

baptism, he was taken for that purpose to the

church. When, however, the sacrament was about

to be administered to him, he drew a knife which

he had 8t«cretcd in his garments, and stabbed the

nephew of the bishop, whereupon he was slain in

the edifice as he had anticipated.

Bibliography : Zunz, .s. P. p. 20: Gratz, Geech. vi. 88.

s. J. Z. L.

SIMHAH, ISAAC BEN MOSES. See LuzKi,

Simhah Isaac ben Moses.

SIMHAH OF ROME : Scholar and rabbi of

the Roman community in the last quarter of the

thirteenth century. He was given an open letter by
the community and sent out to find Mfjimonides'

commentary on the Mishnah and bring it back with

him. He traveled through Provence and Catalonia

without meeting with any success. At Barcelona

he applied for assistance to Solomon ben Adret, who
gave him a further letter of recommendation. After

a prolonged search he found in Huesca tlie commen-

tary on the first three orders, and shortly afterward

the Arabic original of the commentary on the first

five orders. The latter was thereupon translated

into Hebrew by several scholars (1296-98), and

Simhah returned with it to Rome, after having en-

countered various dangers on his journey. He ap-

pears to have written some books also, although,
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with the exception of certain fragments in "Shib-

hole lia-Leket," nothing written by liim lias been

preserved.

Bibliography: Vogelstein and RIeger, Qesch. der Juden in

Rom, pp. 154, 365.

J. s. o.

SIMHAH B. SAMUEL OF SPEYER : Ger

man tosafist of the tliirteenth century. Neither the

year of his birth nor that of liis death is known.

He took part in the rabbinical synod held at Ma-

yence in Tainmuz (July), 1223, being one of the sign-

ers of the decrees and regulations issued by that

body (comp. Moses Minz, Kespousa, No. 202). He
was a nephew of the director (" parnas") Kaloay-

nius, a pupil of R. Eliezer of Metz, and a colleague

of Eliezer b. Joel ha-Levi.

Simhah was the author of the following works:

(1) commentary on the treatise Horayot, quoted in

Tos. Hor. 4b, s.v. "' Keri " ; (2) tosafot and novella)

on the Talmud; (3) "Seder 'Olain," a work divided

into paragraphs and containing decisions, comments
on Talmudic passages, and regulations for relig-

ious practise; quoted in " Haggahot Maimoniyyot,"

on Ishut, vi. 14 and Tefillah, i.\, (all the responsa

and decisions which the earlier authors quote in the

name of R. Simhah were probably taken from this

work); (4) "Tikkun Shetarot," on agrfiiameuts and

documents; quoted in "Haggahot Maimoniyyot,"
on Qerushin, iv. 12; (5) sections ("she'arim") on

the regulations referring to the benedictions; quoted

in the same work, on Berakot, viii. Aside from

these works decisions and responsa by Simhah are

mentioned in the responsa collection of R. MeYr of

Rotheuburg (Nos. 573, 927, 931, 932) and in the

works of several older authors.

Bibliography: Zunz, Zyife?-afwrgesc?i. pp. 309-311; Michael,
<}r ha-Hayyim, Nos. 1~, 15.

8. ' J. z. r>.

SIMHAH B. SAMUEL OF VITRY : French

Talmudist of the eleventh and twelftli centuries;

died in 1105. He was a pupil of Rashi and the

compiler of the Vitry Mahzor (ntO'l "nrnD), which

contains decisions and rules concerning religious

practise, besides responsa by Rashi and other author-

ities, both contemporary and earlier. The work is

cited as early as the twelfth century in R. Jacob
Tarn's "Sefer ha-Yashar" (No. 620) as having
been compiled by Simhah ; and the sources from
wliich the compiler took his material—the "Seder

Hab 'xVmram," the " Halakot Gedolot,"and others

—

also are mentioned. R. Isaac the Elder, a grandson

of Simhah, also refers (responsum No. 835, in "Mor-
dekai," on M. K.) to the Vitry Mahzor compiled

by his grandfather. Various additions were after-

ward made to this mahzor, a large

Compiles proportion of which, designated by
the Vitry the letter n (= "tosafot"), are by R.

Mahzor. Isaac b. Dorbolo (Durbal). Tiie latter

often appends his name to such addi-

tions; and in one place he says plainly: "These ex-

planations were added by me, Isaac b. Dorbolo; but
the following is from the Mahzor of R. Simhah of

Vitry himself" (Vitry Mahzor. p. 244). Other ad-

ditions are by Abraham b. Nathan Yarhi, author of

"HaManhig," and are designated by the letters

PK, his initials.

Three manuscripts of the Vitry Mahzor are ex-

tant, the oldest of which, according to Berliner in

his additions to Hurwitz's introduction to the Vitry

Mahzor(p. 172), is thatin Reggio. It contains the Vi-

try Mahzor proper without any additions. A second

manuscript, in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Neu-

bauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 1100), is said

to have marginal annotations l)y Eleazar b. Judah,

author of the "Sefer ha-Rokeah " (Michael, "Or ha-

Hayyim," No. 1214). The third manuscript is in

the British IMuseum (Cod. Add. Nos. 27,200 and
27,201), and contains still other additions; this

manuscript served as a basis for vS.

Extant Hurwitz's edition of the Vitry Mahzor
Manu- published by the Mekize Nirdamiin

scripts of Society (Berlin, 1893). The edition is^

the very faulty, as the editor used iu>

Mahzor. critical judgment in his work ; instead

of the original treatises it contains

some from the "Sefer ha-Terumah " of Barucli b.

Isaac antl from the " Eshkol " of RABaD (Vitry

Mahzor, p]i. 752 et set].).

The Vitry Mahzor contains many prayers and
liturgical poems (" piyyutim "), which are distiib-

uted throughout the work. Besides these scattered

poems the British Museum manuscript has (pp. 239-

260) a collection of piyj'utim which was published

by Brod}' under the title " Kontres ha-Piyyutim"
(Berlin, 1894). In the published edition of this

Mahzor there is also a commentary on the Pesah
Haggadah, which, however, does not

Additions agree with that by R. Simhah b. Sam-
to uel of Vitry printed at Wilna in 1886.

the Mahzor The latter commentary, which agrees

Proper. with the one cited by Abudarham as
being found in the Vitry Mahzor, was

taken from a manuscript of that mahzor—probably

from the parchment copy owned l)y Abraham, son

of Elijah, gaon of Wilna ("Rab Pe'alim," p. 19).

although no particular manuscript is mentioned in

the Wilna edition itself.

There is also in the published edition of tiie Vitry

Mahzor a commentary on tiie Pirke Abot. This
commentary is found in the British Museum manu-
script, but in neither of the others. It is really a
commentary by Jacob b. Samson, the pupil of Rashi

(concerning whom comp. Schechter, "Eiiileitung

zu Abot desR. Natan," p. ix.), amplified in the pres-

ent ISIahzor. Many midrashic sayings, which are

cited as such in the Vitry Mahzor, have been pre-

served in that work alone. Thus the passage cited

(p. 832) from the Midrasli Tehillim is no longer

found in the present midrash of that name. Like-

wise there are found in the Vitry Mahzor citation.^

from the Palestinian Talmud which are lacking in

the existing editions of the latter.

Bibliography: S. Hurwitz, Eiuleihmq v»d Rfoister zuin
Mahzor Vilni. with additions by A. Berliner. Berlin, ]89(i-

1897; A. Epstein, in Monatsschrift, 1.H97. pp. :!nti-3W ; idrrn.
in R.E.J. 1897, pp. 308-313 ; Michael, Or ha-Hamiim. No.
1214.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIMHAT TORAH ("The Rejoicing over the

Law "): Name given to the second day of Shemini
'AzERET; it falls on the 23d of Tishri and closes the

Feast of Sukkot. The name was not used until a
relatively late time. In the 'ralmud (Meg. 31a),
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where the haftarah for this feast-day is given, it is

called simply the second day of Sliemini 'Azeret

;

and it is so desvgnated in the prayer for the day.

The name "Simhat Torah " came into use after tlie

introduction of the one-year cycle for the reading of

the Law, and was due to the fact that the reading Avas

finished on this day (see Zunz, "Ritus," pp. 86, 87).

Ih the ninth century the assignment of a new
haftarah. Josh, i., to this feast is mentioned (" Seder

Kab 'Amram," i. 52a). The prayer

Post- " Asher bi-gelal abot," the lines of

Biblical which begin with the successive let-

Origin, ters of the alphabet, was already in

use in that century, and Saadia Gaon
forbade its recitation beyond the line beginning

with the letter Q, since the remainder contained ir-

relevant matter {ib.). In the fourteenth century the

reading of Genesis was begun immediately upon the

completion of Deuteronomy, the reason assigned

being, according to Jacob b. Asher (Tur Orah Hay-

Throwing Cakes to Children on Simhat Torah.

(From LeuBden, " Philologus Hebrseo-Mixtus," Utrecht, 1651.)

yim, 669), that Satan might not say the Jews had
finished the reading of the Torah and were unwill-

ing to begin anew. In southern countries it then

became the general practi.se to take out all the scrolls

of the Law from the Ark on the morning of the feast

and to repeat a separate hymn for each scroll. In

northern countries it became customary about the

same period for those who had finished the reading

of Deuteronomy and had begun Genesis to make
generous gifts of money to the synagogue, after

which the wealthier members of the community
gave a dinner to friends and acquaintances. By tiic

end of the fifteenth century it was usual, though
scarcely a universal practise, for the children to tear

down and burn the Sukkot booths on Simhat Torah
(Joseph Colon, Responsa, No. 26); and shortly after-

ward the Rabbis permitted dancing in the synagogue
at this festival (ib.).

In tlie sixteenth century the practise of taking
nut the scrolls and of filing solemnly around the

almemar on the night of the 23d of Tishri became
customary; and on the same evening, after the pro-

ressinn, the passages Deut. xxxiii. 1-29, Gen. i.

1-ii. 3, and Num. xxix. 3c-39 were read from three
different scrolls, after which the leader took a scroll

in his hand, chanting, among other hymns, the one
beginning " Hitkabbezu mal'akim zeh el zeh." In
Poland, however, it was the custom merely to sell

to the members of the congregation on the 22d of
Tishri the privilege of executing various functions
during the services on Sabbaths and at festivals,

the purchasers being called up to the Law, and a
blessing being pronounced upon them ("mi she-

berak "). On the morning of the 23d of Tishri every
member of the congregation read from the Torah,
the passage Deut. xxxiii. 1-29 being repeated as

many times as was necessjiry for this purpose; then
the children were called up to the Law ; and after

the leader had read a few sentences, he recited with
them the verse Gen. xlviii. 16. The member who
had bought the privilege of completing the reading
of the Law with Deut. xxxiv. 1-12 then stepped

forward ; he received the name of

Hatan To- "hatan Torah" and was summoned
rah. with the prayer "Me-reshut ha-El ha-

Gadol." After him came the member
who was to recommence the reading with Gen. i, 1-

ii. 3. He was summoned with the prayer ''Me-re-

shut meromam," and was called "hatan Bereshit."

Tlie service was concluded by the Maftir; and the

scrolls were then replaced (Moses Isserles, "Darke
Mosheh," on Asheri, Tur Orah Hayyim, 669; see

also Bkidbchroom of the Law). Even the dis-

tribution of fruits to children on this festival is

traced back to an ancient custom ("Be'er Hefdb,"
/Ki- loc). In the eighteenth century the custom of

firing salutes as a sign of rejoicing was also insti

tuted (ib.).

In general, the ritual as here described has been
preserved unchanged by Orthodox congregations;

and the ceremony of filing around the almemar with

the scrolls takes place not only on the evening of

the 22d and on the morning of the 23d of Tishri, but
also on the evening of the 21st of that month, as a
sort of preparatory celebration. In this procession

the children carry small flags with the colors of the

country in which they live, or tiny banners with the

inscription "Sisu we-sinihu be-simhat Torah," or

else small torches or candles. After each circuit has

been completed the single scrolls are given to other

members of the congregation in order that everyone
may participate in the ceremony, which is frequently

j)rolonged until after midnight.

BiBLiOGRAPnY : Po Sola. The FeMival Prayers, vol. ri., Lon-
don, 1897; W. Rost'nmi. Jrun.ih Ceremonial iJistitutUnw
and Customs, pp. 1(X)-102, Ballimore, 1903.

w. B. S. O

SIMMLEIN OF HALBERSTADT : German
Talmudist; rabbi at llalhcrstadt from 1020 to 1650.

The period of his activity was practically coexten-

sive with that of the Thirty Years' war, which wafl

especially di.siistrous to the Jews. At Halberstadt,
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where the war caused much hardsliip, the aheady

sufficiently hard lot of the Jews was further embit-

tered by the hostility of the Diet. In those troubled

times R. Simmlein often risked his life in the inter-

est of his community, and as the government of

the city frequently changed, he had the difficult

task o" gaining the favor of the contending parties.

In this he apparently succeeded, for he seems to

have been well received both by the Bishop of Hal-

berstadt, Leopold Wilhelm, Archduke of Austria,

and by the Swedish governors who subsequently

ruled the city. He succeeded in preserving the

community from many misfortunes. He also spent

his own fortune freely in the relief of his people

;

his house was always open to others, and formed a

home and school for poor orphans.

Auerbach, Gesch. tier Gemetnde Halber-

A. Pe.

SIMlttONS, LATJRENCE MARK: English

rabbi; born in London 1852; died at Manchester

April 5, 1900. He was educated at the City of Lon-

don School, proceeding in 1873 to the Rabbinical

Seminary at Breslau to complete his studies. He
held the degrees of B.A. (London University) and

LL.B. (Victoria University, Manchester). In 1877

he accepted a call as minister to the Manchester Con-

gregation of British Jews at the Park Place Syna-

gogue.
Simmons was a diligent student and a frequent

contributor to the "Jewish Quarterly Review" and

other periodicals. He reprinted from the " Review "

Maimun ben Joseph's "Iggeret ha-Shemad " (Lon-

don, 1893). He married a daughter of Professor

Herzfeld of Brunswick, Germans.

Bibliography: Jew. Chrnn. April 6 and 13. 1900; Jew.
W^ortd, April 13, 1900.

J. G. L.

SIMON (SIMHAH) CALIMANI. See Cali-

MANI, SiMHAH (SiMON) BEN AbUAHAM.

SIMON CEPHAS (better known as PETER)

:

The first of the Twelve Apostles; the chief disciple

of Jesus and head of the early Church. His life

became at an early stage the subject of popular

legends, which extended even to his name. Besides

the name of Simon, which had come into use in

place of the Biblical " Simeon," he had, in accordance

with the custom of the time, the second name of
" Kaipha " (Aramaic equivalent for " rock " ; whence
the Latin " Petrus," from " petra " = " rock "). As
legend would have it afterward, Jesus gave him
this second name to signify that upon him, as upon
a rock, his church should be built (Luke vi. 14;

Matt, xvi, 18; John i. 42; Mark iii. 12 significantly

omits the reason; comp. Midr. Yalk. i. 766 on Num.
xxiii. 9: "Upon Abraham as top of the rocks God
said I shall build m.v kingdom "). Simon, the son

of Jonah (John i. 42; Matt. xvi. 17), was, like his

brother Andrew, a fisherman of Capernaum, or of

Bethsaida near by (John i. 44), on the Lake of Gen-
nesaret in Galilee.

According to John i. 35-42, Jesus, at the time of

his own baptism in the Jordan by John the Baptist,

met the two brothers as disciples of John, and
afterward bade them follow him to Galilee. Ac-
cording to the synoptic Gospels, which slightly dif-

fer from one another (Matt. iv. 18-22 ; Mark i. 16-20

;

Luke V. 1-11), Jesus met them on the Lake of (Tiiii-

lee at the beginning of his career, while they wv.to

casting nets from their boats, and told them to fol-

low him and become "fisiiers of men." The house
of Peter in Capernaum is represented by the synoptic

Gospels as the starting-point and center of Jesus'

activity. Peter's raotlier-in-law is the first per.son

mentioned as having been cured by Jesus, and to

Peter's house all the sick and demoniacs w<Te
brought in the evening of the Sabbath to be healed

(Mark i. 29-34 and parallels). "Simon and they

that were with him followed " Jesus thence through-

out Galilee (Mark i. 36-39), and the latter, on his

return, again .stayed in Peters house, and ever after-

ward did there his work of healing in Capernawiii

(Mark ii. 1, lo; iii. 20; ix. 33). Peter is the favorite

disciple, who is always found ai the side of Jesus

{ib. V. 37; ix. 2; xiv. 33, 54), and who is foremost

in addressing him or acting for him (rt. ix. 5, xiv

29-31; Luke viii. 45, xii. 41, xxii. 8).

As the main reason, however, for the prominence

(Matt. X. 2) and, afterward, the primateship ac-

corded to Peter, the fact is stated that

He in answer to Jesus' question, "Whom
Pronounces say ye that I am," lie, alone of all the

Jesus the disciples, declared him to be the Mes-
Messiah. siaii, "the anointed of God" (Matt,

xvi. 13-20; Luke ix. 18-21; Mark
viii. 27-30); and, according to Matthew, the "keys
of the kingdom of heaven," with the power of Blnd-

ING AND Loosing, were given to him by Jesus on

that occasion. The real history underlying this

legend is that Peter is mentioned by Paul (I Cor.

XV. 5) and in older traditions (Mark xvi. 7; John
xxi. 1-21; comp. Matt, xxviii. 16; Luke xxiv. 12,

34) as the first among the di.sciples who "saw" the

departed Christ. On the other hand, while Jesus

was alive Peter is represented as having encoun-

tered severe rebukes from his master for his lack of

faith and his false zeal, as well as for his listlessness,

for his antagonistic attitude at first, and for his cow-

ardly fear at the critical hour (Mark viii. 32, xiv.

30-42, 54-72: Luke xxii. 31; John xviii. 10-11).

As a matter of fact, Peter early became as much an

object of popular legend as did Jesus his master.

Thus, in Matt. xiv. 22-33 Peter walks on the water

in the same manner as Jesus does (the original legend

is found in John xxi. 1-24; comp. Luke v. 3-9); in

the transfiguration story (Matt. xvii. 1-8) he stands

out prominently ; and he plays the chief role in tii<!

story of the coin found in the fish's mouth (Matt,

xvii. 24-27). Both Matthew (xv. 15, xvii. 21) and
Luke (viii. 25, xxii. 8), representing the older tradi-

tion, put him in the foreground, while the Pauline

and Johannean traditions pushed him more and more
into the background (John xiii. 24, xxi. 21, et al.).

While the acts recorded of Peter (in Acts i. 15,

ii. 14 et .seg., iii. 1-11, iv. 8 ft .svYy., v. 29 et seq...

viii. 14 et seq., ix. 32, x. 1-xi. 18, xv.

Head of 4 et seq.) can not claim historical char-

the acter, the fact can not be questioned

Church, that he occupied the position of head

of the Church of Jerusalem. As
such, with his authority as the foremost disciple of

Jesus, he exerted a determining influence upon the
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character and organization of the Church; so much
so that the Judaeo-Christians in Corinth called them-

selves, in opposition to the church Paul had organ-

ized there, the church "of Cephas" (I Cor. 1. 12).

At the same time he was regarded only as one of

the Twelve Apostles (Acts i. 14, ii. 14, v. 2. vi. 2),

and in their name he speaks (Acts iv. 8, 19; v. 2, 29)

in defense of the Church and hurls forth his anath-

emas against the transgressors (Acts viii. 20), the

Holy Spirit always prompting his speeches and his

acts. But he was also sent forth as a missionary

through the land of Judea and Samaria {ib. viii. 14,

ix. 32, X. 9), where many stories circulated among
the people of the supernatural cures he performed, of

his miraculous escapes from prison {ib. iii., ix., xii.),

and of conversions of Gentiles: these could hardly

have been inventions of the vrriter of the Acts.

From I Cor. ix. 5 it may be learned that he, like other

apostles, used to travel with his wife on his missionary

journeys while he was supported by the Church.

Regarding the encounter of Peter with Simon
Magus (Acts viii. 14-25) see Simon Magus. The
story of the conversion of Cornelius, the Roman
centurion in Caesarea (Acts x. 1-45), in anticipation

of which Peter was told in a vision to partake of

the food of the heathen in order to win him to a

belief in Christ, seems to indicate an early split in

the Judaeo-Christian Church rather than an intention

on the part of the writer to identify Paulinism with

that Church. It was probably independently of

Paul that the question arose among the Judajo-

Christians as to whether certain concessions to the

proselytes of the gate were not advisable in the

interest of the Church propaganda. Both the tradi-

tional and the progressive currents of thought in the

Church find expression in the Cornelius story on the

one liand, and, on the other, in the rather mythical

account of the apostolic council presided over by
James, the leader of the conservative side, in which
Peter appears as the prime mover (Acts xv. letseq.),

and by which the observance of the Noachian laws is

insisted upon as the condition of admitting proselytes.

The representation of Peter found in the Clemen-

tine writings, especially in those parts based upon
oldersources (the "Kerygma Petri " [?]; seebibliog

raphy in Herzog-Hauck, "Real-Encyc."*.©. "Clem-
eutinen "), is quite different from that given in the

Acts. The speeches of Peter in Acts iii. 13-26 and

elsewhere are animated by the same
A Jewish spirit of hostility to the Jews which
Teacher, pervades the Gospels (see New Tes-

According' tament); the Peter of the Clemen-

to the Clem- tines is, in speech and mode of living,

entines. a Jew. He departs from Judaism only

in that he recognizes in the crucified

Jesus the " Prophet " predicted by Moses (Deut.

xviii. 15), and through whom sacrifice was abolislied

and baptism substituted therefore' Kecognitiones," i.

36-39, 43, 50), and through whom the heavenly Jeru-

salem was to be brougiit down as a habitation of

the saints {ih. 51). He lays all possible stress upon
the Law, while the Prophets are secondary (ib. G8).

On the other hand, he calls Paul "an enemy " of the

Church, who acted in the interests of the high priest

while pursuing the faithful, and wlio, in his fury,

while he was hastening to Damascus with the ex-

pectation of seizing Peter, came near killing James,
the brother of Jesus. In his dispute with the high
priest Caiaphas, who finds special fault with "the
good tidings for tiie poor" brought by Jesus, he ad-

mits that he is himself but "an unlearned fisherman

and rustic" {ib. 61-62). He declares the object of

baptism to be the remission of sins ("Homilies," vii.

8, xi. 19, 26-29). The articles of his faith are

the worship of God as the Maker of heaven and
earth, belief in the True Prophet (Jesus), and love

coupled with practical benevolence ("Recogni-
tiones," iii. 66; comp. "Homilies," vii. 8). "We
worship one God, the Maker of the Universe, and
observe His law, by which we are commanded first

to worship Him and reverence His name [comp. ib.

xvii. 7] ; and then to honor our parents and to pre-

serve chastity and uprightness" ("Recognitiones,"

vii. 29). But he is especially insistent on the pro-

hibition against eating with the Gentiles, unless

they be baptized, and on "abstaining from the table

of devils," that is, from food offered to idols and from
dead carcasses, from animals suffocated or torn by
wild beasts, and from blood. He insists also upon
washing after every pollution, and upon the observ-

ance of the Levitical purifications by both sexes

("Homilies," vii. 8, viii. 23, xiii. 4; comp. "Recog-
nitiones," iv. 36).

It is also of interest to note his declaration that

the greatest commandment is "fear the Lord thy

God . . . and serve Him" (Deut. x. 12), and to

observe the harmony between his

Peter teaching and that of the Jewish Di-

and Paul, uache and Didascalia :
" As you

would not like to be murdered your-

self, nor to have your wife commit adultery, nor to

have your things stolen from you, so do not tliese

things to others" ("Homilies." vii. 4, xvii. 7). In

the original "Preaching of Peter," thirty, or sixty,

or one hundred commandments for the Jewish con-

verts are singled out (comp. H"'- 92a; Midr. Teh. to

Ps. ii. 5; Gen. R. xcviii. 14). " Man is the true image
of God" (not Chri.st only!); "The pure soul bears

His likeness"; "therefore we must honor God's

image by offering food to the hungry and clothing

to the naked, caring for the sick, sheltering the

stranger, visiting him who is in prison, and afford-

ing the needy all the help we can" ("Homilies,"

xi. 4, xvii. 7). Accordingly, Peter acts in regard to

food, prayer.s, fasts, and ablutions exactly as does a

pious Jew or Essene (" Recognitiones." i. 19; ii. 19.

72; V. 36). Many sinrilar passages show the close

relation of this teaching, attributed to Peter, to that

of the mbbinical schools.

Little value can, according to this, be attached to

Gal. ii. 9 (a spurious epistle; see Saul op Tarsus),

where Peter is charge<l by Paul with hypocrisy.

That a disagreement in certain matters arose be-

tween the two disciples is certain; but whether it

was Peter or Paul wlio was inconsistent and waver-

ing still remains a matter of dispute.

According to the Clementines, Peter stayed at

Citsarea a long time, and then went, by way of

Tripolis. to Rome. In John xxi. 19 his martyrdom

is predicted to him by Jesus (comp. I Epistle of

Clement of Rome, v.). Regarding his stay in Rome,

reliance must be placed upon Eusebius ("Hist.
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Eccl." ii. 1 ; comp. iii. 39, 15); certainly the account

of his meeting Philo (ib. ii. 17) and Paul in Rome is

mythical.

According to the testimony of Papias (Eusebius,

I.e.), Peter was not able to write expositions of his

system of faith; the epistles that bear

His Sup- liis name are products of the second

posed century. The First Epistle, addressed

"Writings, to the (Pauline) churches of Asia,

betrays the style and influence of

the Pauline school; it was written during the

persecutions of the Christians in the East in the sec-

ond century, and, judging from iv. 3, the writer

was a converted Gentile, not a born Jew. Possibly

the whole epistle is based upon an older Judseo-

Christian document (ii. 11-iii. 16, v. 1-12) that ad-

dressed its monitions to "the strangers and sojourn-

ers" (ii. 11 ; comp. i. 1). The epistle claims to have
been Avritten in Rome (v. 12). The Second Epistle,

which shows in iii. 1 its dependence upon the

First, and an acquaintance with apocalyptic liter-

ature, is a strong arraignment of the abuses of the

Church due to Gnostic libertinism preached in some
of the Pauline churches (i. 16, ii. 1-2, iii. 14-lH);

at the same time it endeavors to reconcile Paul's

teachings with Peter's (iii. 15).

The so-called Gospel of Peter, of which frag-

ments were found in Akhmym, Upper Egypt, in

the year 1886-87 (see Harnack, "Bruchsti'icke des

Evangelium uud der Apocalypse des Petrus," 1893;

Zalin, "Das Evangelium des Petrus," 1893), is of

peculiar interest to the Jewish reader, inasmuch as,

to judge from the fragments containing the story of

the crucifi.xion, the whole is a product of fierce

hatred toward the Jews, even to a greater extent
than is the Fourth Gospel. Peter the Jew was made
the mouthpiece of the Church at a time when hf)S-

tility to his kinsmen liad become the distinction of

tffe orthodox Christian.

The Apocalypse of Peter, a fragment of which
was found at Akhmym together with the frag-

ments of the Gospel of Peter, has been identified by
Harnack {I.e.) with the one known to Clement of

Alexandria ("Eclogi," 41, 48, 49) and other Church
Fathers. It seems to have drawn its

The Apoca- material from a similar Jewish apoca-
lypse lypse (see Kohler, "Pre-Talmudic

of Peter. Haggadah," in "J. Q. R." vii. 605).

It shows no traces of Jew-hatred. In it

Peter speaks as having, with the other apostles, had
intercourse with the departed Jesus on the moun-
tain, and as having been shown by him the reward
of the just in Paradise and the punishment of the

wicked in Gehenna. Among tiiose subjected to

great torture by fire and by scourging are mentioned
"those that made idols of wood for themselves and
worshiped them instead of God"; also the usurers,

the rich that fail to aid the needy, and those "who
have forsaken the way of God." The excruciating
pains which the wicked suffer wrest from them the

confession: "O God, Thy judgment is righteous"
(ed. Harnack, I.e. pp. 25, 33, 34). The whole work
furnishes proof that its writer was still under Jew-
ish influence, if he did not, indeed, simply take his

material from a Jewish apocalypse and adapt it to

the new creed. K.

SIMON, GUSTAV : German surgeon ; born at

Darmstadt May 30, 1824; died at Heidelberg Aug.
28, 1876. He studied at Heidelberg and Giessen
(M.D. 1848). From 1848 to 1861 he was a surgeon of

the Hessian army, residing at Darmstadt, where he
practised among the poor. During a postgraduate
course in Paris in 1851-52 he became acquainted
with Jobert, whose method of operation in cases of
fistula of the bladder was improved upon by Simon.
The latter was very successful also in resection of

the hip-bone and extirpation of the kidneys.

In 1861 Simon became assistant professor, and six

months later professor, of surgery at the University
of Rostock. During the war between Austria and
Prussia in 1866 he was chief of a military hospital

in Berlin. In 1867 he became professor of surgery
in the University of Heidelberg, where he remained
until his death. During the Franco-Prussian war
he served as surgeon-general of the reserves of

Baden.

Of his many works the following may be men-
tioned :

" Ueber die Heilung der Blasenscheiden-

fisteln " (Giessen, 1854); "Ueber die Operation der

Blasenscheidenrtsteln Durch die Blutige Nath und
Bemerkungen iiber die Heilung der Fisteln, Spalten
und Dcfecte Welche an Andern Korpertheilen Vor-
komineu " (Rostock, 1862) ;

" Chirurgie der Nieren "

(2 vols., Stuttgart, 1871 and 1876). Simon contrib-

uted many essays to the medical journals, especially

on his methods of operation.

BiBi lOGRAPHY : Hlrsch, Biog. Lex.; Paget, Bing. Lex.
s. F. T. H.

SIMON, JEAN HENRI : Belgian engraver
and soldier; born at Brussels Oct. 28, 1752; died

there March 13, 1834. He was a son of the en-

graver Jacob Simon, under whom he learned his

trade. Wiien not quite fifteen years of age he Avas

appointed engraver to Prince Charles of Lorraine.

In 1775 he removed to Paris, where he became en-

graver to the Duke of Orleans (Chartrcs), with a
yearly salary of 200 thaler. He soon became en-

graver to the king, which position he lield until

1792.

At the beginning of the wars of the French re-

public, Simon commanded a company under Gen-
eral Dumouriez. The battles of Anderlecht and
Boucar, in both of which he was wounded, won
him the rank of lieutenant-colonel. Returning to

Paris, as a follower of Dumouriez he was accused

of treason when the latter went over to the enemy,
but he succeeded in proving himself innocent. He
next went to Spain, where he became engraver to

the court, but was soon recalled to Paris as teacher

of engraving at the institute for deaf-mutes. After

being banished for a short period, he was recalled

and became engraver to tlie empress Josephine.

In 1813 he rejoined the army, and served as colonel

of a regiment of lancers in the first corps of the

I'rancs-eclaireurs of the department of the Seine.

Discharged on half-pay in 1814, he took no promi-

nent part in the campaign of 1815, and in 1816 he

went to Brussels, where he passed the rest of his life.

Simon was an excellent engraver; he executed en-

gravings on precious stones, some of which were mis-

taken for real antiques and were sold to the Empress
of Russia. He likewise etched on copper, and his
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portraits of noted men of the Netherlands especially

deserve mention. He also published " L'Arniorial

General de I'Empire," of which only vols. i. and
ii. appeared, under the patronage of the empress
Josephine. Amoug his pupils were Dubois, Paul,

Verger, Lalondre, and his own son Simon.

Bibliography: AUgemcine Zntung dea JtidfuUmins, 1H41,

pp. 694 el .sc(/., 710 ct seq.

s. F. T. H.

SIMON, SIR JOHN : English sergeant at law
and politician; born iu Jamaica Dec. 9, 1818; died

in London June 24, 1897. He was descended on the

maternal side from the Orobios (see C.\stko fam-

ily). In 1833 he was sent to England to continue

his education at a general school in Liverpool, and
he studied Hebrew by himself with the view of

becoming a rabbi, his object being to initiate a re-

1 i g i o u s reform
movement. His
father, however, re-

fused his consent to

Simon's plans.

Simon was grad-

uated from the Uni-
versity of London
in 1841 ; was called

to the bar at the

Middle Temple in

1842; and was the

first Jew to practise

at the common-law
bar, Sir Francis
Goldsmid, who had
preceded him, prac-

tising at the chan-
sir John Simon. cery bar. Simon

married in 1843 Ra-
chel, fifth daughter of S. K. Salaman of London,
and sister of the musical composer Charles Sala-

man. Later she was the author of " Records and
Reflections."

Simon spent the first two years of his married life

in Jamaica, where he at once commenced to practise

his profession in Spanish Town, then the seat of

government. He left the island in 1845 because the

climate injured his wife's health, and within a few
years of their return to England he

Early became a successful leader of the

Career. northern circuit, and soon won distinc-

tion in the superior courts in London.
In 1858 he was second counsel in the state trial

arising out of the Orsini conspirac}' ; and he success-

fully defended Dr. Bernard, who was charged with
complicity in the attempted assassination of Napo-
leon III. Iu the same year Simon acted as assist-

ant to the judges of county courts, thus being the

first English Jew who exercised the functions of a
judge. In 1864 he was created a Serjeant at law
(a legal and social rank known as the "Order of

the Coif"), and he was one of the last survivors of

this order. The degree of Serjeant at law carried

with it the dignity of a commissioner of assize ; and
in this capacity Simon again performed the func-

tions of a j udge. He repeatedly occupied the bench
in Manchester and Liverpool, and presided at the

City of London Court. In Jan., 1868, Simon re-

XL—24

ceived from the crown a patent of precedence grant-
ing him the additional rank of queen's counsel, an
exceptional distinction.

Simon was elected to Parliament in Nov., 1868,
from the borough of Dewsbury in the West Riding
of Yorkshire. He was reelected in 1874, 1880, 1885,
and 1886, and sat continuously for twenty years,
retiring in Nov., 1888, owing to failing health.
Although he had not a single Jewish elector in his

constituency, he was regarded as the "Member for

Jewry."
In the House of Commons Simon exercised con-

siderable influence with regard to the amendment of
the judicature, the alteration of the law which regu-
lat(!d the trial of election petitions being due to his

initiative. The resolution adopted Feb. 23, 1875,
calling for the appointment of two judges instead
of one to conduct such trials, was also the result of
his activity. Simon was knighted in 1886.

Before the British Parliament was open to Jews,
Simon stood in the front rank of those who fought for
their civil and political emancipation. That battle

won, he availed himself of every op-
"Work for portunity to vindicate the cause of op-
Jewish pressed and persecuted Jewsthrough-

Emancipa- out the world. Again and again he
tion. caused blue books relating to the condi-

tion of the Jews in Rumania, Morocco,
Russia, and Servia to be laid before Parliament ; and
after the death of Sir Francis Goldsmid, M.P. (1878),

he became the recognized champion of his race be-
fore Parliament and the British public. When the

knowledge reached England of the persecution of

the Jews in Russia in 1881 and 1882 Simon conceived
and carried into effect the idea of securing a protest

from the entire English people. Within three weeks
he had so aroused the feelings of the public men
to whom he had personally submitted the issues,

that a requisition, signed by tiie highest representa-

tives in England, was presented to the lord mayor;
and a meeting was convened on Feb. 1, 1882 (see

Mansion House and Guildhall Meetings). The
only Jewish speakers at this meeting were the pres-

ent Lord Rothschild (then Sir Nathaniel de Rotlis-

child, M.P.) and Sergeant Simon, who respectively

moved and seconded the vote of thanks to the lord

mayor. Similar meetings were convened in no
less than forty-two cities and towns of England,
Scotland, and Ireland under the presidency of the

local mayors : and a protest from the University of

Oxford, signed by the vice-chancellor, the heads of

colleges, the leading professors, and hundreds of

graduates, was addressed to the chief rabbi.

In 1890, when tiie persecutions in Russia were
renewed, Simon, who was then in somewhat fail

ing health, took similar steps through the instru-

mentality of his son, Oswrald John Simon (born

1855; educated at Balliol College, Oxford; member
of the Russo-Jewish Committee and author of

"World and Cloister" and "Faith and Experi-

ence"). In accordance with Sir John's plan a sec-

ond requisition, signed by all the surviving signers

of the first one, and b}' many others, was presented

to the lord mayor, and a meeting was held at the

Guildhall on Dec. 10, 1890, which was no less suc-

cessful than the first one.
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Simon was one of the founders of tlie Anglo-Jew-
ish Association, which was formed in London in 1871

to cooperate witli the Alliance Israelite Universelle

of Paris. He was identified with the Reform Syna-
gogue of London from its inception in 1842.

Bibliography : Jew. Chrnn. and Jew. World, June 26, 1897

;

Diet. National Biography.
«J

.

SIMON, JOSEPH : American lawyer and poli-

tician; born at Bechtheim, Hesse, Feb. 7, 1851. He
accompanied his parents to Portland, Ore., in 1857,

when he was but si.x years of age. He was
educated in the public schools of Portland, was
admitted to the bar in 1872, and is now (1905) a

member of the law firm of Dolph, Mallory, Simon,

& Gearin. He early developed a capacity for poli-

tics. In 1877 he was elected a member of the city

council of Portland, and in 1880, 1884, and 1886

he was chosen chairman of the Republican state

committee of Oregon. From 1880 to 1900 he repre-

sented Multnomah county, in the Oregon state sen-

ate; and he was elected president thereof at five

different sessions. He was a delegate to the Repub-
lican national conventions that met at Minneapolis

in 1892 and at Philadelphia in 1900, and served as

a member of the Republican national committee
from 1892 to 1896. For many years he was presi-

dent of the police commission of the city of Port-

land. A vacancy occurring in Oregon's senatorial

representation at Washington, Simon was, in 1898,

elected to the United States Senate for the term end-

ing March 3, 1903.

Bibliography : American Jewish Year Book, 5665 (1904-5).

A. P. T. H.

SIMON, JOSEPH : Chief of the bureau of the

Progressive communities of Hungary, and reporter

on Jewish attairs in the Hungarian Ministry of Pub-
lic Worship; born at Kapolcs, county of Zala, June
24, 1844; studied law at Budapest. He represented

the district of Tapolcza at the Jewish Congress of

1868 and was elected its secretary ; and at its con-

clusion he became secretary of the national commit-
tee, and three years later was appointed to a similar

position in the national bureau. Since then he has
been one of the leaders of the Hungarian Jews. As
first secretary of the national committee, Simon,
until he retired in 1904 owing to ill health, con-

ducted the affairs of that portion of the Hungarian
Jewry which was organized according to the

statutes of the Jewish Congress of 1868. He has
rendered special service in connection with the

establishment and administration of the Landes-
RABBiNERscHULE (of whose board of governors he
has been secretary since the institution's foundation
in 1877) and various other institutions. In 1883 he
organized the defense in the Tisza Eszlah case.

Simon has the title of " K5niglicher Rath."
8. L. V.

SIMON THE JUST. See Simeon the Just.

SIMON MACCABEUS : Hasmonean prince and
high priest; died 135 B.C. ; second son of Mattathias.

In I Mace. ii. 3 he is called Thassi; in Josephus,
"Ant." xii. 6, § 31, Thatis (with the variant Mat-
thes). Tlie meanings of these names are obscure.

His father, when dying, praised him as a man of

counsel, and exhorted his four brothers to heed his
advice. Simon justified his father's high opinion of
him, and proved himself uniformly sagacious and
circumspect. Even during the lifetime of his broth-
ers Judah and Jonathan, Simon took a prominent
part in the war of liberation waged against the
Syrians: he succored the hard-pressed Jews in Gali-
lee; avenged, in conjunction with Jonathan, the
death of his brother John ; and fought successfully
against Bacchides (I Mace. v. 17, 23; ix. 37-42, 65-

68; "Ant." xii. 8, § 2; xiii. 1, §§ 4-5).

The successes of the Jews rendered it expedi-
ent for the pretenders to the throne of Syria to show
them special favor, and therefore AntiochusVI. ap-
pointed Simon strategus, or military commander, of

the coast region from the Ladder of
Strategus. Tyre to Egypt. As strategus Simon

conquered the cities of Beth-zur and
Joppa, garrisoning them with Jewish troops, and
built the fortress of Adida in the plain (I Mace. xi.

53, 65; xii. 33, 38; "Ant." xiii. 5, §§ 4, 0, 10; 6, § 5).

After the capture of Jonathan, Simon was elected

leader {r/youjuevoi) by the people, assembled at Jeru-
salem; he at once completed the fortification of the
capital, and made Joppa secure by expelling its Gen-
tile inhabitants and filling it with Jews (I Mace,
xiii. 8, 10, 11; "Ant." xiii. 6, § 4). At Iladid he
blocked the advance of the treacherous Tryplio, who
was attempting to enter the country and seize the

throne of Syria. Since Trypho could gain nothing by
force, he craftily demanded a ransom for Jonatlian

and the surrender of Jonathan's sons as hostages.

Although Simon was fully awarethat Trypho would
deceive him, he acceded to both demands, so that

the people might see that he had done everything
possible for his brother. Jonathan was nevertheless

treacherously assassinated, and the hostages were not

returned. Simon thus became the sole leader of the

people. He had Jonathan's remains buried with
honor at Modin, where he subsequently erected a
monument to him (I Mace. xiii. 25-30; "Ant." xiii.

6, § 5).

As the opponent of Trypho, Simon had every rea-

son to side with Demetrius II., to whom he sent a
deputation requesting freedom from ta.xation for the

countr}\ The fact that his request was granted

implied the recognition of the political independ-

ence of Judea. "Thus the yoke of the heathen was
taken away from Israel in the hundred and seven-

tieth year" of the Seleucid era (143-142 B.C.; I

Mace. xiii. 41; Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 6, § 6). The
statement, found in a rabbinical work (Meg. Ta'an.

§ 2), tluit Judah and Jerusalem were released from
the payment of the "crown tax " (ffrf^avof) on lyyar
27 may refer to this event. The Jews then introduced

a new era, dating all their instruments and contracts

according to the years of Simon. The independence

of Simon may be indicated also by the coins which he
minted, for many Jewish shekels and half-shekels

bear in Old Hebrew characters the inscription " Holy
Jerusalem," and are dated variously " the yearl,"
"2," "3," "4," or "5," these dates being referred

by many scholars to the era of Simon. But it is

strange that there are no coins, so far as known,
of the years 6 and 7, although Simon was ruling

then. These coins, which are somewhat crude and
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primitive, are differentiated from other Maccabean
coins by the absence of the name of the ruling

prince (see illustrations in Jew. En-
Coins. CYC.,s.v. Numismatics) ; it is therefore

not certain that they were struck by
Simon, and Schiirer is particularly disinclined to

ascribe them to his reign ("Gesch." 3d od., i. 243,

761 et seq.).

Simon was still confronted with the task of secur-

ing his position in the countiy. He therefore laid

siege to the old and powerful city of Gazara and
captured it, after which he expelled the pagan in-

habitants, removed the idols from the houses, puri-

fied the city, and " placed sucli men there as would
keep the Law " (I Mace. xiii. 43-48; comp. xiv. 34;

"Ant." xiii. 6, §7; Strabo, p. 709). He then at-

tacked the last bulwark of the Syrians in Judca, the

AcRA of Jerusalem, which was taken on the 23d day
of the second month, 142 B.C., and entered by the

Jews chanting hymns of tlianksgiving to the sound
of harps, and bearing palm-branches (I Mace.
xiii. 49-52; comp. xiv. 7, 36, 37; -'Ant." I.e.). Mer-
ited punishment was visited on the Hellenists (called

"children of the Acra " in Meg. Ta'an. § 2), both in

the capital and throughout the country. In this

connection, although the actual work was probably

done at a later time, Josephus speaks ("Ant." I.e.
;

comp. "B. J." V, 4, ^ 1) of the laborious demolition

of the citadel, which took three years. It is hardly

likely that the fortifications were permitted during

this time to command the Temple, yet they must
have remained standing, for Simon is said to have
garrisoned them (I Mace. xiv. 37; comp. xv. 28).

At the same time he placed his son John, who re-

sided at Gazara, in charge of a portion of the army
{ib. xiii. 53).

The country now enjoyed a lasting peace, and
the author of the First Book of Maccabees (xiv. 8-

15) describes the felicity of the people
Alliance in glowing colors, adhering closely to

with Rome, tlie accounts of the blessings promised
in the Bible, and carefully including

Simon's services to religion. He then speaks of the

honor shown the Jewish people by other nations,

declaring (xiv. 16-19) that the Romans renewed their

friendship with the Jews on their own initiative

(although this is improbable), and that the Spartans,

at the request of the Jews, made a documentary
declaration of their friendsliip (xiv. 20-23). Will-

rich regards this record as spurious, like others of

a similar nature. The statement (xiv. 24) that Simon
sought to win the favor of the Romans by rich gifts

through the agency of Numenius is apparently in-

correct, for the friendship of Rome has already been
noted in a previous passage. An alliance ("ami-
citia ") between the Romans and tlie Jews is, how-
ever, mentioned in other sources (Justin, "Apolo-
gia," XXX vi. 3, § 9).

The high esteem in which Simon was held by
foreign powers impelled the people to show their

appreciation of him, and on Elul 18,

Hereditary 141 B.C., the assembly of the priests,

Prince. the people, the leaders of the people,

and the elders of the land resolved

that Simon should be the high priest, strategus, and
ethnarch of the Jews, " forever, until there should

arise a faithful prophet" (I Mace. xiv. 41). By this

phrase they probably intended to imply that the time
would come when the spirit of prophec}' would
again appear in Israel, enabling them to learn the

will of God; or they may have meant to express
their conviction that the prophet Elijah would an-

nounce the Messiah, who would belong to the house
of David, and in that case there could, of course,

be no ruler but him. This resolution was inscribed

upon brass tablets and set up in the court of the

Temple. According to Willrich, this record can not
have been quoted in the original text of the Macca-
bees, since the inscription states that Simon sent bis

deputation to Rome before lie was recognized by
Demetrius, and regards tlie Roman alliance as the

motive for this confirmation, whereas xiv. 3 asserts

that Demetrius was taken prisoner by tlie Parthiaus
before the embassy went to Rome; furthermore,

Numenius is said (xv. 15) to have returned in 139-

138, when Antiochus Sidetes was already on the

throne. Whether the inscription is authentic or not,

it is at least certain that Simon bequeathed his dig-

nities to his children, and thus became the founder
of the Hasmonean dynasty.

Once more Simon became involved in the Syrian
imbroglio. Antiochus VII. (Sidetes), the brother

of the captive Demetrius, attempted
War to seize the throne of Syria; in a letter

with the written at Rhodes, before he landed on
Syrians, the Asii\tic coast, he confirmed Simon

in all the privileges granted him by
previous kings, especially in the prerogative of coin-

age (I Mace. XV. 1-9), although this was apparently

a mere sanction of the actual state of affairs. But
as soon as Antiochus felt .secure from Trypho he
changed his attitude. At the siege of Dora he rejected

the reenforcements sent by Simon, and demanded
either that Simon should surrender Joppa, Gazara,

and the Acra, which, he alleged, had been wrong-
fully taken by the Jews, or that he should pay an
indemnity of one thousand talents. The result was
a war in which the Syrians under Cendebcus were
defeated by Simon's sonsJudah and John (136 B.C.).

The age of Simon had led him to entrust this war
to his sons, but the hope Avhich he may have cher-

ished, that in his old age at least he would be able

to enjoy the reward of his deeds, was doomed to

disappointment. In 135 B.C. Simon, the last of the

Maccabean brothers, died by violence. According
to his custom, he was traveling through the country

holding court, when, in the fortress of Docus, near

Jericho, he and his sons ^lattathias and Judah were
slain by his son-in-law Ptolemeus at a banqiiet pre-

pared by the last-mentioned (I Mace. xvi. 11-17;

"Ant." xiii. 7, § 4). The seven short years of his

reign prepared the way for the events of the follow-

ing one hundred years. He was succeeded by his

son John Hyrcanus I.

Bibi.iooraphy: Winer, B. R.; Gratz, notch. 4th ed., iii. 50-

63 ; Schiirer, Gesch. 3d ed., i. 241-2;)5 ; Wellhausen, 7. J. G. 4th

ed., pp. 272-274; Schlatter, Zur Topofiraphie w?iri Gei<ch.

PaUMiiwx, pp. 1 et scq.; Willrich, Jvden und Gi-iechen vor
cJer Makkahdischen Krhehiing. pp. 69-70, (iottin^en, 1895.

G. S. Ku.

SIMON MAGUS : A personage frequently men-
tioned in the history of primitive Christianity. Ac-
cording to Acts viii. 9-23, he was greatly feared
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throughout Sanmriu ou uccouut of his magic pow-
ers; but he permitted liimself to be baptized, and
wished to purchase the gift of the Holy Ghost,

being cursed by Peter for this presumptuousness.

In spite of the definitencss of t lie statements regard-

ing liim, the historicity' of Simon lias been doubted

by many critics, especially by Baur and his school,

who held that he was a caricature of the "Apostle
of the Gentiles." Such a view must, however, be

regarded as a grave critical aberration (Harnack,
" Dogmengeschichte," 1st ed., i. 179, note 1).

The early Christian Clementine " Recognitiones "

(vii.-x.) represent Simon as a Jewish magician in-

stead of a Samaritan, stating that he was a member
of a Jewish household in Caesarea, and that, when
pursued by Peter, lietled to Judea. Mention is made,
moreover, of a magician named Simon who lived

in this very city of C;tsarea about the year 40 of the

common era (Josephus, "Ant." xx. 7, § 2); so that

some scholars consider the two to be identical (Ilil-

gcnfeld, "Ketzergeschichte," p. 170; Albert, "Die
Ersten Fliufzehn Jahre der Christlichen Kirche,"

p. 114, Mlinster, 1900; Waitz, in "Zeitschrift fur

Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft," v. 138). This

view can hardly be correct, however, although the no-

tice, like other similar ones, serves to show that there

were such magicians even among the Jews. The
most reliable sources, including Justin Martyr, who
was a Samaritan by birth, call Simon a native of

Csesarea ; and, in harmony with this statement, the

same authorities regard him as a pupil of Dositlieus,

the Samaritan heresiarch (but see Dositheus).

Simon was, furthermore, regarded by all the Church
Fathers as the great heretic from whose school and
teaching sprang all the later motley heresies of

Christianity ; and inasmuch as his system contained

Gnostic teaching, Gnosticism itself was ascribed to

him, and a Gnostic jgure was seen in his alleged

wife Helena.

In reality, however, Simon seems at first to have
asserted merely that he was a Messiah, though later

he claimed that he was a god. The
Claims following passage of Irena?us (" Adv.
Messiah- Hsereses," i. 23, § 1) clearly defines

ship. his teaching: " He was worshiped by
many as a god, and seemed to himself

to be one ; for among the Jews he appeared as the Sou
[thus identifying himself with Jesus], in Samaria as

the Father, and among other peoples as the Holy
Ghost " (comp. " Philosophumena," vi. 19; Tertul-

lian, " De Anima,"xxxiv.; Epiphanius, "Panarium,"
xxi.l ;

** Acta Petri etPauli," in Lipsius, " Apocryph-
ischc Apostelgeschichteu und Apostellegenden," ii.,

part 1, pp. 30, 301). Simon is also said to have com-
manded that a grave be dug for him, from which lie

was to arise iu three days; but this, it is declared, he
did not do ("Philosophumena," quoted as from Hip-
polytus, vi. 20). These traits characterize him as

the Christ of the Samaritans, and at the same time
show him as a most striking antithesis to the Christ

of the Christians. If, as is stated, besides declaring

that God is unknowable and is not the creator of the

world, but inexpressible, ineffable, and self-created

{avToyivetilov; " Constitutiones Apostolicae," vi. 10, in

Migne, " PatMologia Graca," i. 933), lie taught that

He is not the father of Christ, his teaching diverges

widely from the Christian doctrine, although it must
be borne in mind that th.is statement is at variance
with all other accounts.

In their opposition to Christianity the Jews may
have felt a certain sympathy with the teachings of

Simon, thus accounting for the legends
Favored by which term them his disciples. When,
the Jews, in his flight from Peter, Simon went

to Rome and wished to prove his di-

vinity by flying through the air, the Jews are said

to have been his partizans; and when he fell

wounded to the earth, and was taken to Aricia, a
small town near Rome where his grave is yet shown,
Jews are alleged to have escorted him thither; and
their descendants lived there until 1600. A later

authority declares that the aerial battle with Peter

took place on a Sabbath on which the faithful were
holding a " proseuche " (synagogal assembly) and
keeping a fast especially on account of their teacher

Simon (Glycas, "Annales," ed. Bonn, i. 236, 439).

While it is true that the Christians were as yet little

difl'ereutiated from the Jews, and that the "faith-

ful " might equally well have been Christians, yet
the fast (the Romans believed that the Jews fasted

on the Sabbath), i.e., the rest from work, is character-

istically Jewish. The story of this flight to Rome,
whether legendary or historic, must have been well

known to the Jews, since the remarkable " Toledot

Yeshu " tells of a similar aerial battle that took

place between Jesus and the champion of the Jews
(Krauss, "Das Leben Jesu nach Judischen Quel-

len," p. 179 et passim); and this same legend shows
that the Jews regarded Simon as one of their own
number. The fall of Simon Magus was customarily

represented by the Byzantines in their illustrations

of Psalm li. = Hebr. lii. (Strzygowski, "Bilder des

Griechischen Physiologus," p. 89, Leipsic. 1889).

Zacuto (" Yuhasin," ed. London, p. 244) also men-
tions Simon Magus; and his name occurs iu a

Samaritan chronicle recently published ("R. E. J."

xlv. 230).

K. S. Kr.

Simon Magus was the founder of a Gnostic sect.

In Acts viii. 9-13 he is represented a3 having been
held in awe by the Samaritans as the manifestation

of the hidden power of God, and as being called by
them "The Great One." He is said to have allowed
himself to be baptized by the apostle Philip; but,

owing to his greediness, he relapsed into sorcery.

While this story is legendary, Justin relates ("Apo-
logia," i. 26, 56) that he was born in Gitta, a Samar-
itan village, and that he traveled together with a
woman named Helena, whom he declared to be the

"First Intelligence," he himself claiming to be the

first manifestation of the hidden power of God. He
went to Rome and performed miracles before the

emperor Claudius; and the people erected statues

to him. The legendary character of this story has

been proved by the fact that the statue said to have
been erected to him with the inscription "Semoni
Sancto Deo Fidio " has been discovered, and it

proves to have been dedicated to an ancient Roman
deity.

More authentic facts regarding Simon Magus are

contained in Hippolytus' "Refutatio Heresiarum,"

vi. 7-20, where extracts are given from a work
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ascribed to Simon and entitled "Tlie Great Revela-
tion." In this work an elaborate Gnostic system of
the emanation of the Deity is presented, describing

the unfolding of the world in six pairs, male and
female, in the upper and lower regions, among
which also the sun and the moon (" Selene ") play a

part and in which he himself is "the standing one;
he who stands, has stood, and will stand." His
stay at Rome, where he attracted attention by his

miracles, and his contest with Peter are mentioned
in this work and in all the patristic writings of the
early centuries. He is said to have had a celestial

chariot upon which he was seen Hying througli the
air. He could not, however, withstand the superior
magic powers of Peter, and fell from the chariot,

breaking his legs (Syriac " Didascalia," i. 18; Arno-
bius, "Contra Gentes," ii. 12). He raised the souls

of prophets from Hades (Tertullian, "De Anima,"
xxxiv).

The most elaborate legendary story is told of him,
especially with reference to his contest with Peter, in

the Clementine writings, where there is an occasional
blending of the character and utterances of Simon
Magus with those of Paul. Certain characteristic

expressions, however, are found there which point
to historic facts. He calls himself the manifested
power of the great hidden Deity (" Hel Kisai " =
"Elkesai" in Gnostic lore; "Recognitiones," i. 72,

ii. 37; comp. "the one who will stand [abide] for-

ever"; "Recognitiones," ii. 7, iii. 11; "Homilies,"
ii. 24) ; his spouse Helena (or Selene = " the Moon ")

is the mother Wisdom, one with the highest Deity,

who came down to earth under that name (" Recog-
nitiones," ii. 8-9, 39; "Homilies," ii. 23).

The existence of the sect of Simonians called after

Simon and related to the other Samaritan sect called

after Dositheus, certainly proves the historicity of

his existence against the critics who declare him to

be a tictitious person and "Simon" to be the pseu-
donym of Paul. It is remarkable, moreover, that a
magician by the name of Simon is mentioned by
Josephus as having lived at the very same time as

Simon Magus of the Church literature. Felix, ap-
pointed governor of Judea by the emperor Claudius
between the years 53 and 60, had fallen in love with
Drusilla, sister of King Agrippa and wife of King
Azizus of Eniesa; and he sent Simon, a Jew born in

Cyprus and a friend of his who was known for his

magical skill, to use incantations (compare the love

incantation in Deissman's "Bibelstudien," 1895, p.

21, and Blau, " Das Altjudische Zauberwesen," 1898,

pp. 96-117) to alienate her affection from her husband
and to turn it to Felix. In this way the governor
succeeded in obtaining Drusilla's consent to marry
him ("Ant." xx. 7, § 2). The only ditticulty in

identifying this Simon with the other lies in the

statement of Josephus that the magician was born
in Cyprus. The charges brought against the sect

of the Simonians are of such a nature as would point

to seductions brought about by witchcraft as

well as by Gnostic teachings leading to sexual im-

purity.
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K.
SIMON, MORITZ ALEXANDER: Gerniau

banker and philuuthropist ; born at Hanover Nov.
27, 1837; died there 1905. Educated at his native
town, he became as.sociated there with the banking-
house of Ezechiel Simon. Later he spent.some yeara
in New York, and, upon returning to Hanover,
founded the banking-house of Moritz Alexander
Simon. In New York, Simon had become acquainted
with the misery of the poor Jewish immigrants from
eastern Europe, and he contributed to the funds of
the organizations founded in the eighties for the
purpose of assisting the Rumanian Jews. Having
come to the conclusion that the so-called Jewish
question was a social one, which might partially
be solved by educating the younger generation to

become artisans and farmers, he opened in 1893
the Israelitische Erziehungsanstalt at Ahlem, a
small place near Hanover. Tiie aim of tiiis school
is to educate its pupils in "agriculture and hand-
icraft—means of living from which the Jews,
through the circumstances of time and condition,
have been excluded for centuries. ..." The pupils
are divided into two sections: children between six
and fourteen years of age, and apprentices between
fourteen and seventeen ; in the first department the
children receive a common-school education together
with in.struction in horticulture, wood-working,
and in the making of pasteboard boxes. The second
department gives instruction in various trades.

Up to the present (1905) the institution has trained
about 170 gardeners, artisans, and teachers, who are
employed not only in Germany but also in Russia,
Rumania, Galicia, Palestine, and America. Simon
bequeathed §750,000 to the "Erziehungsanstalt."

Bibliography: W. Liehmann, in Ost uitd West, March. 1905,
pp. 198 ct seq. (witb illustrations).

*^- F. T. H.

SIMON, OSKAR: German dermatologist; born
at Berlin Jan. 2, 1845; died at Breslau Marcli 2,

1882. Educated in his native city (AI. D. 1868), he
took a postgraduate course at tiie University of
Vienna. During the Franco- Prussian war he saw
active service as assistant surgeon. In 1871 he re-

turned to Vienna, but in the following year settled

in Berlin, where he became privat-docent. Six years
later (1878) he was appointed professor of dermatol-
ogy at the University of Breslau and chief physi-
cian at the Allerheiligen Hospital.

Of Simon's works the following may l)e men-
tioned: "Die Localisation der Hautkrankheiten,
Histologisch und Klinisch Bearbeitet," Berlin, 1873;
" Ueber das Molluscum Contagiosum," ih. 1876;
"Ueber Prurigo und die Beiiandlung I)er.selben mit
Pilocarpin," ib. 1879 ; "Ueber Balauopostho-Myko-
sis," ib. 1881.

Bibliography: Pagel, Bin(i. Lex.
s. F. T. H.

SIMON, LADY RACHEL : English author-
ess; horn in London Aug, 1, 1823; died there July
7, 1899; daughter of Simeon K. Salaman and Alice
Cowen. She grew up amid the intellectual and re-

fined surroundings of a home which was the rendez-
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vous of many distinguished people. On July 12,

1843, she was married to John Simon, LL.B. A
woman of striking individuality, Lady Simon kept

from her seventeentli year a diary of " Records and
Reflections," from which she, in 1893, published a

selection covering a period of fifty years, from 1840

to 1890. She wrote also a work on the Psalms, en-

titled "Beside the Still Waters."

Lady Simon's son Oswald John Simon (born in

London in 1855) is a communal worker and author.

Of his works may be mentioneil " The World and
the Cloister," a novel; and "Faith and E.xperieuce,"

a volume of essays and sermons.

Bibliography : Jew. Citron, and Jew. World, July 14, 1899.

.1. G. L.

SIMON, RICHARD : French scholar and Ori-

entalist ; born at Dieppe May 13, 1638; died there

April 21, 1721. After studying at the Sorbonne he
joined the Congregation of the Oratory, in the

library of which he studied Oriental works and
manuscripts. When a certain Jew was condemned
to the pyre at Metz on a blood accusation, Simon
wrote a strong opinion in protest (1670). He trans-

lated Leon of Modena's "Historia dei Riti Ebraici,"

etc. (1674), and wrote "Comparaison des Ceremonies
des Juifs et de la Discipline de I'Eglise " (1681). His
chief work, however, was his "Histoire Critique du
Vieux Testament" (1678), practically the first intro-

duction to the Old Testament written. It dealt

with the books of the Old Testament as if they were
ordinary writings, and by this means aroused the

enmity of Bossuet and the Port Royal, through
whose influence the whole edition of 1,300 copies

was seized and destroyed and Simon was expelled

from the Oratory (May 21, 1678). Notwithstanding
the destruction of his book, several pirated editions

appeared in Holland. Simon wrote several pam-
phlets defending his views against the attacks of

contemporary writers, such as Vossius, Spanheim,
Jurien, Colomies, Le Clerc, and others.

Bibliography: La Grande Enciiclopfdie.
T. J.

SIMON (SIMEDL, SIMONCINO) OF
TRENT : Child victim of an alleged ritual murder
by the Jews of Trent. He was the son of Andreas
Unverdosbeu, a cobbler, or tanner, in Trent, and
was born Nov. 26, 1472.

The harmonious relations between the Christians

and the Jews in Trent had excited the anger of the
semidemented Franciscan friar Bernardinus of Fel-
tre, who was a son of a notorious enemy of the
Jews. In his Lenten sermons (1475) he endeavored
to incite the people against them, but instead
provoked displeasure on the part of the Christians.

Then he predicted that at the next
The Disap- Jewish Passovera ritual murderwould
pearance occur. In accordance with this pre-
of Simon, diction, the child Simon, twenty-eight

months old, disappeared on March
23, 1475. Bernardinus of P'eltre, Johannes Schweizer
(a neighbor of the Jews), and, at last, the excited
people them,selves declared that the child would be
found among the Jews ; but a careful search through
the Jewish (juarter, ordered l)y Bishop Ilinderbach

and executed bj' the podesta of Trent, Johaun Sala,

proved fruitless.

On the eve of Easter Monday, March 26, some
Jews noticed the body of a child in the river, near
the house of one of their number named Samuel.
Without a moment's delay three of them, Tobias (a

physician), Samuel, and Angelus, hastened to notify

the bishop, but were not admitted to his presence.

The podesta, however, visited the hou.se of Samuel,
took possession of the child's body, and ordered the

arrest of those present—Samuel, Angelus, Tobias,

Israel, Bonaventura, Toaff, and a second Bonaven-
tura (the cook). After a medical examination of the

body it was stated that death was the result of vio-

lence, not of accidental drowning. A baptized Jew,
Johann of Feltre, who had been a prisoner for several

years for theft, seized the apparent opportunity to

shorten the term of his imprisonment by declaring

that the Jews use the blood of Christians for ritual

purposes at the Passover. On the strength of this

allegation all the members of the Jewish coramunit}-,

women and cliildren included, were arrested. The
proceedings against them began on March 28. The
accused pleaded not guilty, and denounced two men

:

Johannes Schweizer, who had access to the river

flowing by Samuel's house and who for a long time
had been an enemy of the Jews; and the German
tailor Enzelin. Johannes Schweizer and his wife
were arrested, but proved an alibi as regards the

23d of March, though only for the daytime; they
were finally liberated from prison in a " miraculous"
manner.

Then began days and nights of torture for the

Jews, in which numerous methods of compelling
"confession" were tried. For a long lime the suf-

ferers remained steadfast and faithful

;

Torture but after weeks of torture had weak-
Suffered by ened the will, they "confessed" in the

the Jews, exact words dictated by their clerical

tormentors and assassins. These abom-
inable practises caused Duke Sigmimd and others to

intercede and stop the proceedings (April 21). But
the persecutions were resumed on June 5, and were
maintained until the Jew Moses, aged eighty years,

after terrible tortures and persistent denials, like-

wise "confessed." Toward the end of June (21-23)

eight of the wealthiest Jews, after receiving baptism,

were i)ut to death, some being burned at the stake
and the rest beheaded.

But the cruelty of the proceedings had aroused
general indignation. Pope Sixtus IV., alarmed for

the reputation of the Church, commanded Bishop
Ilinderbach on Aug. 3 to again suspend proceedings,

until the arrival of the papal commissary, Bishop
Giainbattista deiSindiciof Ventimiglia, who, jointly

with the Bishop of Trent, would conduct the inves-

tigation. Thepapalagenthad been fully instructed

])eforehand; after making an investigation, he de-

nied the martyrdom of the child Simon and disputed
the occurrence of a miracle at his grave. Sixtus
IV. had already anticipated tliis denial in his encyc-
lical of Oct. 10, 1475. The commissary uncovered the
tissue of lies, but when he demanded the immediate
release of the Jews he was denounced by the bishop
and assailed by the mob, being compelled to with-
draw to Roveredo. Thence, fortified by his instruc-
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tious, lie summoned tlie bisliop and the podesta to

answer for tlieir conduct. Instead of appearing,

Bishop Hindcrbach answered by a cir-

Investiga- cular, directed to all clnirchnicn, de-

tion by scribing the martyrdom of Simon,

the Papal justifying his own share in tiie pro-

Envoy, ceedings, and denouncing the work of

the Bishop of Ventinugha as "corrup-

tani inquisitionem. " While the i)apal comiuissary

was taking Enzelin, the supposed actual murderer,

a prisoner to Rome for trial, the Bishop of Trent

and tlie podesta continued their proceedings against

the Jews, several of whom tiiey executed (Dec. 2,

147"); Jan. 13 and 16, 1476).

Tlie Bishop of Ventimiglia reported to Rome that,

as the result of careful investigations, he found the

Jews innocent, that Simon had been killed by Chris-

tians with the intention of ruining the Jews, and
that Bishop Hinderbach had planned to enrich him-
self by confiscating the estates of those executed.

Sixtus IV. then appointed a commission of six car-

dinals to investigate the two proceedings. The
head of the commission being an intimate friend of

Bernardiuus of Feltre, the result was a foregone con-

clusion, especially since the whole Catholic Church
would have been involved in the condemnation of

the Bishop of Trent. Accordingly, in tlie decree of

June 20. 1478, "Facit nos pietas," Sixtus IV. de-

clared the proceedings against the Jews in Trent to

be "rite et recte factum." Both Bernardinus of

Feltre and Simon of Trent are said to have been
canonized by Gregory XIII., about a century later,

the former as a prophet, and the latter as a martyr.
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a Perfidis Judeis Nuper Occisi ; Relatio de Sinunie Puero
Tridentino, 1475 ; Hermann Schindeleyp, Histitria Simonis
Pueri, 1477; Joann Calphurinus and Raphael Zovenzonins,
De Beatn Simnne Puern et Martyie, etc., HS2; Dr. J. Eck,
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SIMONIAS (modern name, Samuniyyah) : A
city in Galilee, about two hours southwest of Sep-
phoris. In the Talmud (Yer. Meg. 70a) it is identi-

fied with the Shimrnn of Josh. xi. 1, xii. 20, xix.

15, a name which had already been replaced in all

passages of the Septuagint by "Lvuouv, whence the

"Simonias"of the Greek period. Josephus calls

the place a village, and states that while there he
was attacked at night by the Roman decurion Ebu-
tius, who was forced to withdraw, however, with-

out success, since his cavalry could not bo used in

that locality (" Vita," § 24).
' The genuine Jewish

spirit of the inhabitants is shown by the story that

once when the i)atriarch Judah I. passetl through

their cit\', they asked him to send a scholar to in-

struct th^n (Gen. R. Ixxxi. 2; Yer. Yeb. 13a). The
name of nie city occurs also elsewhere (Niddah 24b;
Mek. on Deut. in " Hildesheiiner Jubelschrift," p.

30), and in the Middle Ages it is mentioned by
Estori Farhi ('^Kaftor wa-Ferah," ch. xi.).

RiBLiOfJUAPUY : Uol)inson. Eescarches, iii. 439; Zunz, G. S.
ii. 393: Neubaiier, (i. T. p. 189; Boettger. Topografifich-
HiatDrisches Lexikim zu den Schriften des Flavitts Jfise-
pittts, p. 2:53; Buhl, Oeographie des Alten PaUistina, p. 215.

.1. S. Ku.

SIMONS, DAVID: Dutch jurist; born at The
Hague Nov. 3, 1860. He studied law at the Uni-
versity of Leyden (J.U.D. 1883), and then estab-

lished himself as a lawyer in Amsterdam. In 1897
he was appointed professor of penal law at the Uni-
versity of Utrecht. He is the author of: " De Vrij-

heid van Drukpers in Verband met het Wetboek van
Strafrecht" (ins doctor's dissertation, for which
he was awarded the university gold medal, 1882);

"Beknopte Handleiding tot het Wetboek van Straf-

vordering" (3d ed. 1901, Haarlem); "Leerboek van
het Nederlandsche Strafrecht" (vol. i., Groningen,
1904).

Simons is associate editor of the department of
theories on the '•Tijdschrift voor Strafrecht." and,
since Julj-, 1902, editor-in-chief of the " Weekblad
van het Recht."

Bibliography: OnzeHoogleeraren (with portrait); HnUand-
selie Revue, 190;j.

s. E. Si,.

SIMONSEN, DAVID JACOB: Danish rabbi

and author; born in Copenhagen ^larch 17, 1853. He
studied at the Von Westenske Institut in liis native

city, at the same time receiving private instruction

in Talniudics and Hebrew literature. In 1874 lie

was awarded a prize for a treatise on Arabic philol-

ogy. From 1874 to 1879 he studied at the rabbin-

ical seminary at Breslau ; and on passing liis exam-
ination he received offers of tutorships successively

at the Breslau and Ramsgate seminaries, which
he declined. A few weeks before he was called to

Copenhagen as a.ssistant to Chief Rabbi WollT, being
the first Danish-born rabbi of the Copenhagen con-
gregation. At Wolff's death (1891) Simonscn was
unanimously chosen his successor as chief rabbi of

Denmark; he resigned his ollice in 1902, on which
occasion King Christian IX. conferred upon liim the
honorary title of professor. He is a member of the
executive board of the Alliance Israelite Univcrselle.

Simonscn is a prolific contributor to Danish and
foreign Jewish jieriodicals. In 1889 he published
in Danish and in French a study of .sculptures and
inscriptions from Palmyra, belonging to Dr. Jacob-
sen's famous collection at the Xy Carlsberg Gly-
pothek in Copenhagen.

Bibliography : C. F. Bricka, Dansk Biograflsk Lexicon.
s. F. C.

SIMONSEN, JOSEPH LEVIN : Danish ju-

rist; born in Copenhagen Dec. 2G, 1814; died there

June 21, 1886. He was graduated from the Uni-
versity of Copeniiagen (Candidatus Juris) in 1837,

and in 1851 was admitted to the bar of the superior
court. He soon demonstrated a profound knowl-
edge of the most intricate matters of law, and his

I legal opinions were generally quoted as authorita-
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tive. In 1859 Simonsen was elected vice-president

of the Society of Danish Lawj-ers; and from 1848

till his death he officiated as legal counselor of the

Jewish congregation of Copenhagen.

BIBLIOGRAPHY : C. F. Brickii, Daiisk DiograUsk Lexicon.

s. F. C.

SIMONYI, SIGMTJND: Hungarian linguist;

born at Veszprim Jan. 1. 18o3; studied at Eszter-

gom, Budapest, Leipsic, Berlin, and Paris; he has

embraced Christianity. In 1877 lie became lecturer,

in 1885 assistant professor, and in 1889 professor, at

the University of Budapest. The Hungarian Acad-

emy of Sciences elected him a corresponding mem-
ber in 1879 and a regular member in 1893; he is a

member also of the Ugro-Finnic Society of Helsing-

fors. He is a voluminous writer, and has contrib-

uted largely to the development of Hungarian phi-

lology, both by his works and by the influence which
he has exercLsed for a generation upon the students

of philology at the University of Budapest.

Simonyi has publi.shed the following works:
" Antibarbarus " (1879), on foreign words in Hun-
garian ;

" A Magyar Kotijszok " (3 vols., 1881-83), on

Hungarian conjunctions; "A Magyar Hatarozok "

(2 vols., 1888), on Hungarian adverbs; "A Magyar
Nyelv " (2 vols., also in German, 1897), on the Hun-
garian language; ".Magyar Nyelvtorteneti Szotar "

(3 vols.), a historical dictionary of the Hungarian
language; "Nemet es Magyar Szolasok " (1895),

on Teutonisms and Magyarisms; and (in collabora-

tion with Balassa) a German-Hungarian dictionary

(1899). He has also translated the works of Ma.x

Miiller and Cox.

Bibliography : Pallas Lex.

SIMSON. See Samson.

L. V.

Martin Eduard von Sinison.

SIMSON, MARTIN EDUARD VON : Gei -

man jurist and statesman; born Kov.lO, 1810, at

Konigsberg, East Prussia ; died at Berlin May 22,

1899. Educated at the universities of Konigsberg
(LL.D. 1829), Berlin, and
Bonn, and at the Ecole de
Droit, Paris, he became pri-

vat-docent at the university

of his native town in 1831

;

he was appointed assistant

professor in 1833 and pro-

fessor of Poman lavv in 1836,

serving also as judge. In

1846 he received the title of

"Pat" at the higher court.

He took an active part in

tlie turbulent political life

of his time, and in 1848'

was sent as deputy from
Konigsberg to the Nation-
al Congress of Frankfort.

He was elected secretary of this body at its first

meeting, later became its vice-president, and on
Dec. 19 was chosen as president, in which office lie

.showed great skill in controlling an a.ssembly made
up of men animated by vastlj' diverse political

ideas. As president of the congress he was also

chairman of the deputation selected to offer the

crown of the German empire to King Frederick
William IV. of Prussia.

Resigning from the congress in May, 1849, Simson
was in the same year elected to the lower liouse of

the German Parliament, in which he was an adherent
of the Constitutional party. In 1850 he presided

over the congress at Erfurt. From 1852 to 1859 he
took no i)art in politics, but in the latter year he
again became a member of the Prussian lower house,

over whicli he presided in 1860 and 1861. In 1860

he was ai)pointed vice-president and in 18G9 presi-

dent of the higher court of Frankfort-on-the-Oder.

A member of the North-German Congress from its

opening, Simson was elected its first president in

1867, and in that capacity he offered the crown of

Germany to William I. of Prussia in 1870. He was
elected a member of the first German Reichstag and
became its president, from which position he retired

in 1874 on account of failing health, declining re-

election in 1877. In 1879 he was appointed first

president of the German Supreme Court in Leipsic;

in 1888 he received the decoration of the Black
Eagle of Prussia and was ennobled. In 1892 he re-

tired to private life.

Simson became a Christian when very young.
He was the author of "Geschichte des Konigsberger
Ober-Tribunals.

"

Bibliography : Meuers Kotiversatiovs-Lexikon; .Brockhans
KDnversations-Lexikon.
s. F. T. H.

SIMUNA (SEMONA) : Sabora of the second

generation (Halevy, " Dorot ha-Rishonim," iii. 26);

principal of the Academy of Pumbedita (520-540)

while R. 'Ena was filling a similar position at Sura.

According to Gratz, these two scholars committed
the Talmud to writing; but no further details are

known concerning Simuna.

Bibliography : Letter of Sherira Gaon, in Neubauer, 3f. J. C.
i. 34 : Gratz, Gesch. v. 7, 8; Weiss, Dor, iv. 6.

w. B. J. Z. L.

SIN : Under the Jewish theocracy, wilful disre-

gard of the positive, or wilful infraction of the

negative, commands of God as proclaimed by Moses
and interprtrted by the Rabbis; it thus includes

crimes against God and crimes against society or an
individual member thereof. This article is con-

fined, as far as possible, to the former class. Of the

three kinds of sin embraced in this division, the light-

est is the " het, " " hatta'ah," or " l.iattat " (lit. " fault,"

"shortcoming," "misstep "), an infraction of a com-
mand committed in ignorance of the existence or

meaning of that command (" be-shogeg "). The sec-

ond kind is the " 'awon," a breach of a minor com-
mandment committed with a full knowledge of the

existence and nature of that commandment ("be-

mezid "). The gravest kind is the "pesha'" or

"mered," a presumptuous and rebellious act against

God; or a "resha'," such an act committed with a
wicked intention. These tliree degrees are men-
tioned by the Psalmist (cvi. 6) :

" We have sinned

["hata'nu"], . . . we have committed iniquity

["he-'ewinu "], we have done wickedly ["hirsha'-

nu"] " (comp. I Kings viii. 47; Dan. ix. 5).

The confession of sin by the high priest in the

Holy of Holies on Yom Kippur followed the order

here given—" het," " 'awon," " pesha' " (Yoma 36b).
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These three classes are subdivided under the terms

'"asham" (guilt), a sin which is later repented;

"ma'al," "me'ilah" (sacrilege); "tif-

Various lah " (vice, depravity) ;
" 'amal " (enor-

Sins. niity, corruption); and "awon" (hei-

nous crime, atrocity). The word " re-

sha' " is generally used to express the idea of ill

conduct, viciousness, criminality. The Talmudic
word " 'aberah " carries the idea of trespass, trans-

gression, and includes both sin and crime.

The motive ascribed as underlying the proliibi-

tion against sin is the benefit of man. Sin defiles

the body and corrupts the mind; it is a perver-

sion and distortion of the principles of nature; it

creates disorder and confusion in societj'; it brings

mischief, misery, and trouble into communal life.

Man, not God, reaps the benefit of obedience to

God's laws: "If thou sinncst, what doest thou

against him? . . . Thy wickedness may liurt a man
as thou art" (Job x.xxv. 6, 8).

Man is responsible for sin because he is endowed
with free will ("behirali "); yet he is by nature

frail, and the tendency of the mind is to evil: "For
the imagination of man's heart is evil from his

youth" (Gen. viii. 21; Yoma 20a; Sanh. 105a).

Therefore God in His mercy allowed

Original man to repent and be forgiven. Jew-
Sin, ish theologians are divided in regard

to the cause of this so-called " orig-

inal sin"; some teach that it was due to Adam's
yielding to temptation in eating of the forbidden

t'ruit and has been inherited by his descendants; the

majority, however, do not hold Adam responsible for

the sins of mankind. The Zohar pictures Adam as

receiving all the departed souls at his resting-place

in the cave of Machpelah and inquiring of each soul

the reason of its presence, whereupon the soul la-

ments: " Wo unto me! thou art the cause of my de-

parture from the world." Adam answers: "Verily,

I have transgressed one precept and was punished

;

but see how many precepts and commandments of

the Lord thou hast transgressed!" R. Jose said

that every soul, before departing, visits Adam,
and is convinced that it must blame its own
wickedness, for there is no death without sin

(Zohar, Bereshit, 57b). R. Hanina b. Dosa said

:

" It is not the wild ass that kills ; it is sin that causes

death" (Ber. 33a). On the other hand, it is main-

tained that at least four persons—Benjamin, Am-
ram, Jesse, and Chileab—died without having com-

mitted any sin and merely as the nssult of Adam's
weakness in yielding to tlie temptation of the ser-

pent. To uphold the view of the majority, R. Ammi
quoted the Scripture to show that sin causes pain

and death: "I visit their transgression with tiie

rod and their iniquity with stripes " (Ps. xxxix. 33)

;

"The soul that sinneth, it shall die " (Ezek. xviii. 4).

This verse is in contrast to another: "All things

come alike to all: there is apparent one event to

the righteous, and to the wicked" (Eccl. ix. 2;

comp. Shab. 55a, b) ; but these two verses may per-

haps be reconciled through others which declare

"There is no man that sinneth not" (I Kings viii.

46); "For there is not a just man ujion earth, that

doeth good, and sinneth not" (Eccl. vii. 20; see

Sanh. 105a).

Some of the Rabbis, while disclaiming the influ-

ence of Adam's sin, made the sin of the golden calf

("the cloven foot") a hereditary one,

The afTecting twenty-four generations, till

Golden the final destruction of the Jewish
Calf. state in the time of King Hezekiah:

"In the day when I visit, I will visit

their sin upon them "(Ex. xxxii. 34; Sanh. 102a;

comp. 'Ab. Zarah 4b). Moses "was numbered with

the transgressors" of the generation in the wilder-

ness, "and he bare the sin of many" who ]iartici-

pated in the worship of the golden calf (Sotah 14a,

in reference to Isa. liii. 12).

There is a difTerence between the sin of the whole
people and the sin of the individual. A communal
or national sin is the more severely punished as an
example to other peoples, that they may be deterred

from similar wickedness. For this reason public

sins ought to be exposed, while the sins of individ-

uals should rather be concealer! ('Ab. Zarah 5a;

comp. Yoma 86b). Rab thought to explain the ap-

parently contradictory verses, "Blessed is he . . .

who.se sin is covered" (Ps. xxxii. 1) and "He that

covereth his sins shall not prosper " (Prov. xxviii.

13), by distinguishing between the confession of a

known and the confession of an unknown sin. R.

Nahman distinguishes between a sin against God
and a sin against man: the latter must be confessed

openly (Yoma 86b). R. Kahana said the man is in-

solent who recounts his sins (Ber. 34b). The enu-

meration of sins included in the
"
'Al Het" is per-

mitted only on the ground that they are of a general

character, concerning the jjublic as a unit ; and every

individual recites it as part of that unit, using the

plural "We have sinned." In strictness, private

sins must be confessed to God in silence.

The earliest Biblical conception of what consti-

tuted sin is illustrated by the story of Adam's pun-

ishment, which was due to his failure to obey tlie

divine will and his revolt against the

What divine government. The catastrophe

Constitutes of the Flood was a punishment for

Sin. man's demoralization and corruption,

his violence and immorality (see Gen.

vi. 11, 12). The builders of the Tower of Babel re-

volted against divine government, and were dis-

persed (see Gen. xi. 1-9). Sodom and Gomorrah
were destroyed for their heinous crimes: "Tlie

men of Sodom were wicked and sinners before

the Lord exceedingly" (Gen. xiii. 13): they were

"wicked" in civil matters, "sinners" in blas-

l)liemy "exceedingly," with full apjireciation of the

enormity of their sins (Sanh. 109a). The Egyp-
tians were punished for the sin of enslaving the

Israelites, and for not heeding the command of God
to release them. The most serious sin of the Israel-

ites was the worship of the golden calf, contrary to

God's commandments delivered from Sinai. Korali

rebelled against the authority of Moses, and of the

Levites, priests by the choice of God. The Canaan-

ites ])ractised incestand immorality :
" For they com-

mitted all these things, and therefore I abhorred

them " (Lev. xx. 23); "But for the wickedness of

these nations the Lord thy God doth drive them out

from before thee" (I)eut. ix. 5).

The principal sins for which the Israelites forfeited
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tlieir national existence were idolatry, immorality,

judicial corruption and deception (comp. Isa. i. 21-

23), desecration of the Sabbath (comp. Jer. xvii. 21-

27), and non-observance of the law relating to the

release of servants after six years' service (comp.

Jer. xxxiv. l(j); citing "Arise ye and depart: for

tliis is not your rest: bccau.se it is polluted, it shall

destroy you" (Micah ii. 10), the Midrash says,

"God would not have hastened the destruction of

Jerusalem for any transgression other than fornica-

tion." The Ten Tribes were exiled for the same
cause (Num. R. ix. 4). Tlie sliedding of innocent

blood was the cause of the destruction of the Tem-
ple (Shab. 33a): though other reasons are given in

Shab. 119b.

In tlie post-exilic period the inclination toward
idolatry was eradicated, and the disposition toward
fornication was weakened (Yoma 69b). The list of

sins in tlie confession of Yom Kippur
" 'Ai Het." gives an idea of tlie rabbinical concep-

tion of sin. The "'Al Het " was ex-

tended from the simple formula in the Talmud
(Yoma 87b) to that of the Geonim, which includes

the AsHAMNU, 'Al Het, and " 'Al Hata'im " (" Seder

R. 'Amrani," p. 48a; see also Ahai Gaon, "She'eltot,"

§ 1G7). The " Ashamnu " is in alphabetical order

and enumerates the following sins :
" trespass, treach-

ery, slander, presumptuousness, violence, lying,

scoffing, rebellion, blasphemy, oppression, extreme
wickedness, corruption." The "

'Al Het " qualifies

man's sins and makes him ask forgiveness for the

sins which have been committed against God " either

(1) by compulsion or (2) voluntarily, (3) unwittingl}-

or (4) with knowledge, (5) in private or (6) in pub-
lic, (7) presumptuously or (8) without intent. " The
" 'Al Hata'im " classifies sins as those " for which we
were obliged to bring a trespass offering, ... a

burnt offering, . . . a sin-offering; for the sins for

which we were obliged to suffer the peualtj' of re-

ceiving stripes, becoming childless, being extirpated

or killed by death from heaven, four modes of death

by bet din " (" Seder R. 'Amram," I.e.). The single

alpliabetical list of the "'Al Het" was formulated

later; it is mentioned by Mainionides, and is found
almost entire in the present "Minhag Sefarad." The
double alphabetical list of the " 'Al Het," as found
in the "Minhag Ashkenaz," dates probably from
the thirteenth century (comp. the Vitry Mahzor,

pp. 390-391, and the prayer-book and Mahzor for the

Day of Atonement).

Jewish theology does not admit that there is an
unpardonable sin. The Mishnah says that sins are

expiated (1) by sacrifice, (2) by repentance at death
or on Yom Kippur, (3) in the case of the lighter

transgressions of the positive or negative precepts,

by repentance at any time. If one persists in'

sinning, depending upon receiving pardon througli

subsequent repentance, e.$r., at Yom Kippur, his sins

are not forgiven. AtYom Kippur, onl}'

Every Sin sins between man and God, not sins be-

Par- tween man and his neighbor, are ex-

donable. plated (Yoma viii. 8, 9). The graver
sins, according to Rabbi, are apostasy,

heretical interpretation of the Torah, and non-cir-

cumcision (Yoma 8f)a). The atonement for sins be-

tween a man and his neighbor is an ample apology

(Yoma 85b; see Atonement). Repetition of the

same sin may be forgiven once, twice, or even
thrice, but not a fourth time: "For three transgres-

sions of Moab [I will forgive], and for four, I will

not turn away the i^unishmcnt thereof " (Amos ii.

1); "Lo, all these things worketh God oftentimes

f
Hebr. " twice and three times "] with man, to bring
back his soul from the pit" (Job xxxiii. 29, 30;
Yoma 86b).

There are also lighter sins that are not xjunish-

able, but nevertheless stain the character of the most
pious and righteous man ; for instance, the sin of not

pleading for mercy for a neighbor, if in position to

do so; as Samuel said, "God forbid that I should
sin against the Lord in ceasing to pray for you

"

(I Sam. xii. 23 ; Ber. 12b). The Kazarite committed
a sin in avoiding the moderate use of wine; the

learned man sins by fasting instead of studying
(Ta'an. lib). Small sins are generally overlooked
in punishment: " I will search Jerusalem with can-

dles, and punish the men " (Zeph. i. 12): not by day-
light, nor with the torch, but with candles, so as not
to detect venial sins (Pes. 7b). R. Simeon b. Lakish,

however, cites "The iniquity of my heels shall com-
pass me about" (Ps. xlix. 5) to prove that even
'small sins that man tramples with his heels will

surround him on the day of judgment" ('Ab. Zarah
18a). " Be heedful of a light precept as of a grave
one " (Ab. ii. 1). Ben 'Azzai said, "Run to do even
a slight precept, and flee from [even a slight] trans-

gression " (Ab. iv. 2). Sometimes one may be justi-

fied in committing in private a sin that would, if

committed in public, expose the name of God to

disgrace ("hillul ha-shem "
; Kid. 40a).

The responsibility for sins against Judaism rests

forever upon the Jew. Apostasy does not relieve

him from responsibility in this respect ; " Once a

Jew, always a Jew." "Israel hath sinned" (Josh.

vii. 11) is cited by R. Abba barZabdai to prove that

though he "sinned," j'et he remains an Israelite

(Sanh. 43b). The responsibility of the

Responsi- anointed high priest is the greatest;

bility next is that of the representatives of

for Sin. all Israel ; and finally that of the ruler

of a faction of Jews. These represent-

atives require each a special sacrifice in accordance

with their degree of responsibility (comp. Lev. iv.

3, 13, 22; Hor. iii. 1). The bullock sacrificed for

the anointed priest and that for the people are to be

burned outside of the camp as "a sin-offering of the

congregation "—as a symbol of the vanishing glory

of the congregation in consequence of its sins

(Yer. Ta'an. ii. 5). " Whosoever is in a position to

prevent sins being committed by the members of his

household, but refrains from doing so, becomes
liable for their sins. The same rule applies to the

governor of a town, or even of a whole countrj^"

(Shab. 54b). R. Sheshet said, "One is not justified

in committing even a slight sin in order to prevent

a graver sin by his neighbor" (Shab. 4a). One is

responsible, however, only for his action, not for

his evil thought, except in the case of idolatr}-:

"That I may take the house of Israel in their own
heart, because they arc all estranged from me
through their idols" (Ezek. xiv. 5; Kid. 39b).

As with Cain, sin leaves its mark upon the face of
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the sinner: "The sliow of their counteuuuce doth
witness against them " (Isa. iii. 9). Tiie cabalist can
detect any sinner bj* observing liis foreliead (Zoliar,

Lev., Ahare Jlot, p. 7.jb). Sin dulls the heart and
blunts the understanding (Yonia 89a; Talk. 54o,

after Lev. xi. 43). R. J(jhanan said, "Were it not

for sin, there would be no need for the books of the

Prophets, as Israel would have been satisfied with

the Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua " (Ned. 22b).

Before Israel had sinned, the Shekinah rested upon
it: "For the Lord thy God walked in the nndst
of thy camp." But sin caused the Shekinah to re-

tire to a distance, "That he see no unclean thing in

thee, and turn away from thee " (Deut. xxiii. 14;

Sotah 3b). Sin besets the path even of tlio right-

eous, which explains Jacob's fear of Esau (see

Gen. xxxii. 7); while David said, "I had fainted,

unless 1 had believed to see the goodness of the Lord
in the land of the living" (Ps. xxvii. 13; Ber. 4a).

The repetition of a sin makes it appear to the

sinner a license (Yoma 86b). For this reason the

punishment of one wlio steals an ox ov a sheep and
kills it or sells it is to restore it fourfold (see Ex.
xxi. 37 [A. V. xxii. ]]), the purpose being to uproot

the disposition to repeat an evil action (B. K. 67b).

As a safeguard against sin. Rabbi advised, " Know
what is above thee—an eye that sees, an ear that

listens, and a record of all thy deeds." Gamaliel

taught that the study of the Torah combined with

some worldly occupation makes one forget to sin,

but that the study of the Torah alone

How without some manual labor increases

to Prevent the tendency thereto (Ab. ii. 1, 2). R.

Sin. Hanina b. Dosa said, "Whose fear of

sin precedes his wisdom, his learning

will endure; but where learning precerles the fear

of sin, the learning will not endure" (Ab. iii. 11);

"One who controls his passion once and twice will

find it easy to control the third time "
;

" A way is

left open for tlie sinner, and one who is willing to

lead a pure life is helped." R. Johanan said that

one who has passed most of his life without sin is

sure to end it so, for "He will keep the feet of the

saints" (I Sam. ii. 9; Yoma 38b). R. Eleazar held

that residence in the Holy Land tends to prevent

sin: "The people that dwell therein shall be for-

given their iniquity " (Isa. xxxiii. 24; Ket. Ilia).

He who leads others to do good will be saved from
doing evil himself. On the other hand, one who
leads others to do evil will not be given an oppor-
tunity to repent. Thus the righteous will meet in

Gau 'Eden tiiose whom he has led to do right, and
the sinner will meet in Gehinnom those whom he
has misled (Yoma 87a). Anger and excitement are

incentives to sin: "A furious man aboundeUi in

transgression" (Prov. xxix. 22; Ned. 22b). "Re-
frain from beconuug excited, and thou wilt not sin ;

refrain from becoming drunk, and thou wilt not sin "

{Ber. 29b). One must always consider his good
and evil deeds as evenly balanced ; he will then ap-

preciate the danger of committing even one sin,

which would lower the scale on the wrong .side.

Nay, perhaps the whole world is evenly balanced,

needing only one .sin to outweigh all the good there-

in: "One sinner destroyed much good" (Eccl. ix.

18; Kid. 40b).

Another safeguard against sin is Prayek: "O
lead us not into the power of sin, or of transgres-
sion, or (jf iniquity, or of temptation; ... let not
the evil inclination have sway over us," are the intro-

ductory words of the morning piayer.
Prayer The silent Yom Kippur "'Amidah"
Against ends, "() may it be Thy will, O Lord

Sin. my God, and God of my fathers, that

I may sin no more ; and as to the sins I

have committed, purge them away in Thine abound-
ing mercy." Other formulas are found in Berakot
(16b, 17a, 60b). See Ad.\m; Atonement; Com-
.MANDMKNT; CONFESSION OF SiN ; DEVOTIONAL
LiTERATUKE ; PUNISHMENT.
Bibliography: Johannes Hehn, S!i?i(?e wnci Erldsung nach

mhU.'-clifr lUKl BahyhmUcJier AnschniuuHi. Leipsic. 1903;
Justus Koherle, Slliide und Gnade im Re(i(/iVi.se)i Lehendca
Volkes Israel bus avf Christum, Munich, 1905.

J. J. D. E.

SIN (I'D): 1. Egyptian city mentioned in Ezek.
XXX. 15 ct seq.

; probably the ancient frontier for-

tress of Pelusium (so cited in Jerome); the modern
Farama or Tine.

2. Desert on the Sinaitic Peninsula, situated " be-

tween Elim and Sinai" (Ex. xvi. 1, xvii. 1; Num.
xxxiii. 12). It was a camping-place of the Israel-

ites in their wanderings. See also Zin.
E. G. II. L Be.
SIN. See Shin.

SIN-OFFERING.—Biblical Data : The sin-

offering proper is a sacrifice consisting of either a
beast or a fowl and offered on the altar to atone for

a sin committed unwittingly. The rules concerning
the sin-offering are as follows: If the anointed priest

or the whole congregation commits a sin through
ignorance, the sin-offering is a young bullock with-

out blemish. Should the ruler so sin, his offering is

a male kid without blemish. But when a private

individual sins, his offering must be either a female
kid or a female lamb without blemish, or, if he is

too poor to provide one of these, a turtle-dove.

Sin-offerings were brought on other occasions also.

On the Day of Atonement the high priest inaugu-

rated the festival with two sin-offerings—a bullock

as his own offering, and a male kid for the congre-

gation. The flesh of these was not eaten, but after

the fat had been removed the carcasses were burned
outside the camp (Lev. xvi. 3, o, 10-1 1, 25, 27).

A woman, after the days of her purilication had
been fviltiUed, was required to bring a dove for a
sin-offering, in addition to a burnt offering. A
leper, on the day of his cleansing, was required to

bring, besides other offerings, a female lamb or, if

he were too ]ioor, a dove for a sin-offering (Lev. xii.

6; xiv. 10, 19, 22).

Sin-offerings formed a part of inaugural and dedi-

catory ceremonies. Thus, when Aaron and his sons

were inaugurated into the priestiiood, one of the

sacrifices was a sin-offering consisting of a bullock,

the flesh of which was burned outside the camp
(Ex. xxix. 1. 10-14; Lev. viii. 14-17). Eight days
later Aaron brought a calf, and the Israelites brought
a small kid, as sin-offerings (Lev. ix. 2-10). At the

dedication of the altar each of the twelve princes

offered a male kid (Num. vii. 16 et passim). The
sacrifices of those who returned from captivity with
Ezra included twelve he-goats (Ezra viii. 35).
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Tlie ritual of the sin-offering was as follows: If the

victim were a quadruped, the olferer confessed his

sins over the head of the vietini and slew it himself

(comp. Lev. iv. 4, 1"), 24, 29). The place of slaughter

was on the north side of the altar (comp. ib. i. 11 and

ib. iv 19 [A. V. 25]). The priest took some of the

blood and sprinkled it befon; the veil {ib. iv. 5 [6]),

or, on the Day of Atonement, before the mercy-seat

{ib. xvi. lo); this he did seven times, and then

.smeared some on the bonis of the altar. The re-

mainder of the blood was poured out at the base

of the altar of burnt olfering. The internal fat

of the animal, with the caul, liver,

Ritual of and kidnc^ys, was burned upon the

the Sin- altar of burnt offering. In early

Oflfering-. times the flesh belonged to the priests

(comp. Hos. iv. 8 and Lev. vi. 22

[29]), though it was sacrosanct, making every-

thing which touched it holy, and might be eaten by
priests alone. The law of Lev. iv. prescribed that

the flesh, together with the hide, head, legs, viscera,

and dung, should be burned outside the Temple.
The blood was so holy that an earthen vessel which
touched it was to be broken, and a brazen vessel

scoured {ib. vi. 21 [28]).

When the victim was a bird the priest pinched off

its head with his thumb-nail {ib. v. 8; but see Jew.
Encyc. X. 619b, s. V. Sacrifice), and sprinkled its

blood without dividing the carcass. A second bird

was offered as a burnt sacrifice. When an offering of

fine flour was made, the priest burned a handful

of it on the altar and retained the rest for himself

{ib. v. 11-13).

.1. G. A. B.—M. Sel.

Critical View ; The sin-ott'ering (riNDri) was
an ancient sacrifice. In the later ritual it is asso-

ciated with the BuKNT Ofeeuing {T\hv) an'i the

Guilt-Offeking (DtJ'N)- An early reference to it

occurs in Hos. iv. 8. In Ezekiel's proposed recon-

struction of the cultus the sin-offering hud for its ob-

jects; (1) the consecration of the altar (Ezek. xliii.

19 et seq.): (2) the annual cleansing of the sanc-

tuary {ib. xlv. 18-20); (3) a part of the preparation

for the Passover {ib. xlv. 22); and (4) preparation

for the festivals of the New Jloon, etc. {ib. xlv. 15

eti^eq.). In the tirst three cases the offering con-

sisted of a bullock, and in the la.st of lambs. Eze-

kiel provided also a table in the north porch of the

Temple where the sin-offering might be slain or

eaten {ib. xl. 39), and one on the south side where it

might be laid or eaten (Ezek. xlii. 13). Inaccordance
with the use of the sin-offering in the consecration

of the altar, a late supplementary priestly narrative

relates that when the altar of the Tabernacle was
dedicated a sin-offering was brought for each of the

twelve tribes. In this case the victims were he
goals (comp. Num. vii. 16, 22, et passim).

Somewhat akin to the use of the sin-offering in

these cases of consecration is its use in the Levitical

ritual in ceremonies of i)urificatiou.

In I.e., in the removal of a taboo. Sev-
Levitical eral of these taboos are connected with
Ritual. sex ual matters, or mysterious diseases.

Of these may be noted: (1) cases of

gonorrhea (Lev. xv. 14, 15), in which the offering was
a turtle-dove or a young pigeon; (2) cases of menor-

rhagia (ib. xv. 29, 30), when also the offering was a
t'jrtle-doveor ayoung pigeon; (3) iiuritication after

childbirth {ib. xii. 6), the offering being again a tur-

tle-dove or a young pigeon; (4) it formed a part of
the ritual of a leper who had recf)vered {iJ>. xiv. 19),

the victim in this case being a ewe lamb (comp. ib.

V. 10). With these may be classed (5) the use of the
sin-offering as part of the ritual by which a Naza-
rite's vow was discharged (Num. vi. 14), the victim
in this case being a ewe lamb a year old. Evi-
dently the sin-ottering in the tirst four of these cases

was offered as a recognition of the mysterious or

supernatural character of sexual secretions, child-

birth, and le])rosy. While the vow of the Nazarite

is not really in the same class, yet he also became
taboo by virtue of his consecration to the Deity,

symbolized by the great length of his hair.

The cases thus far considered have their origin in

very primitive thought. A more advanced concep-
tion ma}' be looked for in ca.ses where

Primitive the sin-offering is associated with
Origin. atonement for the nation. In this con-

nection the Day OF Atonement comes
under consideration (Lev. xvi.), on which the high
priest offered a bullock as a sin-offering for himself

and for his house. This was done apparently that the

priest might not be slain while performing public

duty ; it had, therefore, a national .significance. Two
he-goats were then selected as a sin-offering for the

congregation. One of these was selected by lot for

Yhwh; the remaining one was for Azazel. The
priest then killed the bullock, took the blood to-

gether with incense, entered into the Holy Place, and
sprinkled the blood on the east .side of the mercy-
seat and " before the mercy -.seat " seven times, "that
he (lie not." The blood of the goat that was Yhwh's
was brought in and sprinkled in like manner, "to
make atonement for the holy place, because of the

uncleanness of the children of Israel, and because
of their transgressions, even all their sins." The
high priest then confessed the sins of the people
over the head of the live goat, and it was driven

away into the wilderness where Azazel might catch

it. Azazel appears to have been a wilderness

(lemon (comp. Ethiopian Book of Enoch, viii. 1 ; x.

4, 8<< seq.).

Akin to the sin-offering of the high priest on the

Day of Atonement was the offering prescribed in

one of tiie latest laws (Lev. iv. 3-12) and which an
anointed priest was obliged to offer if he had sinned

so as to bring guilt on the congregation. This of-

fering also consisted of a bullock. The same law
provided that, if the whole people sinned imwit-

tingly, they should bring, when the sin was known,
a young bullock for a .sin-offering {ib. iv. 13-21).

These sin-offerings, like those of the Day of Atone-

ment, were of a national character. That which the

same law {ib. iv. 22-26) prescribed for the rider may
have iiartaken of the same public nature, because of

the prominence of the ruler; but this is not stated,

and the offering may have been a purely personal

one. The victim was in this case a he-goat.

In Lev. iv. the laws descend Anally to the indi-

vidual. If one of the common people sinned unwit-

tingly (verses 27-32), he was to offer a female goat
or a ewe lamb as a sin-offering. The offenses which
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demanded a sin-offering are detailed in Lev. v. 1-G.

They are for the most part of a non-moral nature,

such as contact with a dead body, with

Offenses an unclean reptile, or with an unclean

Expiated, discharge from a human being; but

two of them have more of a moral

character. These latter are (I) cases where a man
permits injustice by withholding information (ih.

verse 1), and (2) cases of rasli though ignorant

swearing to that which turns out to be false {ih.

verse 4). A noticeable feature of Lev. iv. and v. is

that the expense of the sacrifice is graded according

to the dignity or wealth of the offender. Thus in

ch. iv. the offering may be a bullock, a he-goat, a

,
she-goal, or a ewe lamb, while in ch. v. it may be a

[ she-goat, a ewe lamb, a turtle-dove, a young pigeon,

or the tenth part of an ephah of fine flour (comp. ib.

verses 6, 7, 11).

It is clear that the sin-offering was not primarily

an offering for real sins, but for the unconscious

violation of m.ere taboos. It was demanded in the

case of actual sins only sporadically, and then only

to a slight degree. There is an exception to this

in the ritual of the Day of Atonement ; but the words

in Lev. xvi. 16 which make the sin-offering cover
real sins are probably of late date.

Bibliography : W. R. Smith, Rel. of Sem. 2d ed., pp. 344-352,

London. 1904; Baentsch, Exodus-Leviticua-Niimeri, in No-
waclf's Hand-Koinmentar, pp. 373 et seq., Gottingen, 1903.

K. G. H. G. A. B.

SINAI. See Periodicals.

SINAI, MOUNT.—Biblical Data : Mountain
situated in the desert of Sinai, famous for its con-

nection with the promulgation of the Law by God
through Moses (Ex. xix. 1-xx. 18). The general

opinion of modern scholars is that the name " Sinai "

is derived from the name of the Babylonian moon-

god Sin. Mount Sinai is often referred to as "the

mountain " (that is, the mountain par excellence),

"the mountain of Elohim " (Hebr.), and "the moun
tain of Yiiwh" (Hebr.; Ex. iii. 1, iv. 27, xviii. 5,

xix. 2, et passim; Num. x. 38), and in many other

passages it is called "Horeb " (Ex. iii. 1 ; Deut. i. 2('i

passim). The Biblical text, indeed, seems to indicate

that this last was its proper name, while "Sinai"

was applied to the desert. According to one theory,

Sinai and Horeb are the names of two eminences

belonging to the same range; if this be so the range

became prominent in the history of the Hebrews
some time before the promulgation of the Law.
When Moses led the flocks of his father-in-law to

the desert and came "to the mountain of God, even

to Horeb," an angel appeared to him from a fla-

ming bush, and then God Himself spoke to Moses,

telling him that where he stood was
Mount holy ground, tiius foreshadowing tlie

Horeb. great event that was to occur there.

From that mountain God persuaded

Moses to go to Pharaoh and deliver the Israelites

from his yoke. After the Exodus, when the Israel-

ites who liad encamped at Kephidim were suffering

with thirst, Moses, by command of God, smote water

from a rock in Horeb (Ex. xvii. 6).

Having encamped before Mount Sinai, the Israel-

ites were told that from this mountain they would
receive the commandments of God, and that they

would hear His very voice. They were commanded
to give three days to preparation for that solemnity,

for on the third day God would come down on the

mountain in sight of all the people. Moses set a
boundary up to which they might go, and they
were prohibited under penalty of death from even
touching tiie mountain. On the third day the

mountain was enveloped in a cloud ; it quaked and
was filled with smoke as God descended upon it,

while lightning-flashes shot forth, and the roar of

thunder mingled with the peals of trumpets. Then
Moses appeared upon it and promulgated the Ten
Commandments, after which God instructed him in

many of the laws which form a part of the Penta-
teuch (Ex. xix. 1-xxiii. 33). Later, Moses, Aaron,
Nadab, Abihu, and seventy elders of Israel went to-

gether up the mountain, where they saw the God of

Israel. Mount Sinai was then enveloped in a cloud
for six days, while on its summit, fire, the emblem of

God, was seen burning. On the seventh day Moses
was commanded by God to ascend the mountain to

receive the tables of the Law; he remained there

forty days and nights (Ex. xxiv. 9-10, 16-18). The
Song of Moses refers to the solemn promulgation of

the Law on Mount Sinai (Deut. xxxiii.2); so does the

Song of Deborah (Judges v.), which declares that the

"earth trembled," the "heavens dropped, the clouds

also dropped water," and the "mountains melted"
(comp. Ps. Ixviii. 9, 17).

Horeb reappears later as the place to which Elijah

escaped after Jezebel had massacred the prophets of

Ynwii (I Kings xix. 8 et seq.).

.T. M. Sel.

In Rabbinical Literature : The Rabbis con-

sider " Sinai " and " lloreb " to be two names of the

same mountain, which had besides three other names:

(1) "Har ha-Elohim" (= "the mountain of God"),

the Israelites having received there the knowledge
of the divinity of God; (2) "Har Bashan," the lat-

ter word being interpreted as though it were "be-

shen " (=r " with the teeth "), that is to say, mankind
through the virtue of this mountain obtains its

sustenance ; and (3) " Har Gabnunim " (= "a moun-
tain pure as cheese"). The names "Horeb" and
"Sinai" are interjireted to mean, respectivel}', "the

mountain of the .sword," because through this moun-
tain the Sanhedrin acquired the right to sentence a

man to capital punishment, and "hostilitj-," inas-

much as the mountain was hostile to the heathen

(Ex. R. ii. 6). Shab. 89a, b gives the following four

additional names of Sinai; "Zin," "Kadesh," "Ke-
domot," and "Paran," but declares that its original

name was "Horeb" (comp. Midr.

Different Abkir, quoted in Yalk., Ex. 169);

Names. according to Pirke R. El. xli., it ac-

quired the name "Sinai" only after

God had appeared to Moses in the bush ("seneh";

comp. Sinai, Biblical Data).

Jacob's dream is an allegorical allusion to Sinai

(Gen. xxviii. 12), "ladder" being interpreted as

meaning the mountain. It is also supposed by the

Rabbis that the well near which Jacob met Rachel

(ih. xxix. 2) symbolizes Mount Sinai. Mount Sinai

and Moses had been predestined from the days of

Creation to meet each other; and therefore the

foniier, when Moses led his father-in-law's flocks to-
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ward it (Ex. iii. 1), moved from its foundation and

Avent to meet liim. It stopped only when Moses
was upon it; and both manifested great joy at tlie

meeting. Moreover, Moses recognized that it was
the mount of God on seeing tliat birds hovered over

but did not alight upon it. According to another

authority, the birds fell at Moses' feet (Yalkut Ke'u-

beni, Shemot, (juoting tlie Zohar).

Sinai, however, acquired its greatest importance

through the promulgation of the Law. God's de-

scent upon the mountain was the .sixth of His de-

scents from heaven (Pirke K. El. xiv.). He liad

previously measured all tlie mountains, and His

choice fell on Sinai because it Avas lower than the

others. Then the otlier mountains, particularly

Tabor and Carmel, began to dispute among them-

selves, each claiming that it ougiit to be tiie place

of the delivery of the Torah. God, however, said

to them: "Do not di-sputc; you are all unworthy of

this occasion, as idols liave been placed upon all of

you excei)t Sinai" (Sotah oa; Mek., Yitro, Baho-

desh, 4; Gen. R. xcix. 1; Lev. R. xiii. 2; Num. R.

xiii. 5). Referring to Ex. xix. 17, Mek., I.e. 3 con-

cludes that the mountain was torn from its founda-

tion and that the Israelites were placed just under

it (but see Shab. I.e.). The mountain was not very

large, and when God descended upon it He was
accompanied by 23,000 companies of archangels and

by an e([ual number of chariots simi-

Scene of lar to that seen by Ezekiel. Godthere-

the Law- fore ordered the mountain to extend

giving-. it.self, so as to be capable of receiving

such a host (Tan., Zaw, 16). In order

to reconcile Ex. xix. 20 (where it is said that God
descended upon llie moiuitain) with ib. xx. 22 (which

declares that God spoke to the Israelites from
heaven), the Rabbis hold that God lowered the

heavens and spread them on Sinai (Mek., I.e. 4). A
similar statement occurs in Pirke R. El. xli., namely,

that the mountain was removed from its foundation

and that the heavens were rent asunder, the sum-
mit of the mountain extending into the opening.

Moses, while standing on Sinai, could thus see

everything that was going on in the heavens.

Since that time Mount Sinai has become synony-
mous with holiness (Yalk., Ps. 785). Sinai and
Moriah are the two sacred mountains, through whose
virtue the world exists (Midr. Teh. to Ps. Ixxxvii.).

After the arrival of the Messiah, God will bring

Sinai, Carmel, and Tabor together, and will build

the Temple on them ; and all three will sing in

chorus His praises (Y^alk., Isa. 391, quoting the Pe-

sikta, Midr. Teh. I.e.). Rabbah bar bar Hana re-

lates that while he was traveling in the desert an
Arab showed him Mount Sinai. It Avas encompassed
by a scorpion which had its head raised ; and Rabbah
lieard a B.\t Koi. cry :

" Wo is me for having sworn

!

For Avho can now make my oath of no effect?" (B.

B. 74a).

w. B. M. Sel.

Critical View : ]\Iodern scholars differ Avidely

as to the exact geographical position of Mount Sinai.

It is generally thought to be situated in the middle
of the Sinaitic Peninsula, Avhich apparently acquired

its name from the mountain. But there is a whole
group of mountains there, known to the Arabs as

Jabal al-Tur, as it A\'as to Idrisi (ed. Jaubert, p. 332)

and Abu al-Fida (Hudson, " Geographiai Veteris

Scriptores Minores," iii. 74, Oxford, 1712); and it

appears from Niebuhr ("Description de I'Arabie,"

p. 200) that this group is still occasionally called

Tur Sinai, just as it was by Ibn Haukal (ed. Ouse-
ley, ]). 29). According to the statement of Josephus
("Ant." iii. o, § 1) that the Law Avas pronudgated
from the highest mountain in that country, the

.scene must liave occurred on the peak now known
as Mount Catherine. But the opinion of the na-

tives is that the Biblical Sinai is identical with the

peak noAV called Jabal Musa (Mountain of Moses),

which is north of Mount Catherine. Other .scholars,

again, think that the scene must be placed on the

Ras al-Safsafah (= " peak of the Avillow-tree "), the

highest peak of the supposed Horeb, as at the foot

of that peak there is a plain large enough for a camp.
But Gratz ("Monatsschrift," xxvii. 337 et seq.)

and, later, Sayce (" Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly

Review," 1893, vi. 149 et seq.) have concluded that

the Biblical Sinai must not be looked for at all in the

so-called Sinailic Peninsula. It may be noted, by
the Avay, that this appellation is not ancient; it

Avas not knoAvn in the time of Josephus, avIio de-

scribed Mount Sinai simply as situated in Arabia

Petrtea. Von Gall(" Altisraelitische Kultusliitten,"

p. 15) considers that originally Horeb and Sinai

Avere the names of two distinct peaks, that Horeb Avas

in the Sinaitic Peninsula, and Sinai in INIidian, and
that the identitication of the tAvo mountains is a i)ost-

exilic mistake (comp. Mai. iii. 22; Ps. cvi. 19). Von
Gall's assertion, hoAvever, is not approved by critics

like Ilolzinger and Saj'ce.

By comparing Num. xxxiii. 8-10 v{\X\\ Deut.

i. 1 it is to be concluded that Sinai Avas between

the Gulf of 'Akabah and Paran. According to this

theory, Sinai-Horeb Avas either a part of Mount
Seir or it was not far Avest of it, and Deut.

xxxiii. 2, as well as Judges v. 4-5, favors the former

supposition. The Avhole region noAv denominated

the Sinaitic Peninsula was then under Egyptian

control and strongly garrisoned. Baker Green iden-

tified Sinai Avith Mount Hor, Avhich forms a part of

Mount Seir, and Beke identified it Avith Jabal al-

Nur (= "mountain of light"), at the northern end

of the Gulf of 'Akabah.

It is evident that, long before the promulgation

of the LaAv, Mount Sinai was one of the sacred places

in Avhich one of the local Semitic divinities had been

worshiped. This is clearly indicated in Ex. iii. 5:

the ground Avas holy, for it Avas Yiiavh's special

dAvelling-place. The expression "and brought you

unto myself " (Ex. xix. 4) means that Yhavh brought

the Israelites to His mountain. The tAvo names of

Sinai and Horeb, meaning respectively " moon " and

"sun," are of a cosmological nature. According to

the higher critics, tlie "mountain of Yhavh "is called

"Sinai " in J (Ex. xix. 11, xxxiv. 4) and P (Ex. xvi.

1; xxiv. 16; xxxiv. 28, 32; Lev. xxv. 1, xxvi. 46,

xxvii. 34). On the other hand, in E, the earlier

source, Horeb is the seat of Yiiavh (Ex. iii. 1, xvii.

6, xxxiii. 6; in the last-cited passage the words

"from IMount Horeb" belong to verse 9); and so in

I), as throughout Deuteronomy, Avith the exception

of Deut. xxxiii. 2, Avhich is not Deuteronomic and
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uliich is parallel to Judges v. 3 et seq. The wikler-

ness of Sinai is nieutioned only in P (Ex. xix. \\ ct

seq.\ Lev. vii. 38; Num. i. 1, 19).

The object of E is to show tiiat before the Exodus

the Israelites were heathen until Yinvn revealed

Himself from His mountain to Moses (Ex. iii. 9-14).

In E, Jethro is not the priest of Midiun, but is con-

nected with the worship of Ynwn of Horeb. On
the other hand, J makes Jethro tlie prince of Midiun,

and omits all the expressions used by E tending to

connect the cult of Yhwh with the older cult.

BiBLiOORAPHY : W. R. Smith, Rd. of Son. pp. 110-111 : Robin-

son, Researches, i. 140, 158, 176-177; Sianley, Sinai and PaJ-

estine, pp. 29 et seq.; Winer, li. R.

J. M. Sei..

SINAITIC COMMANDMENTS: Halakot

designated in the ]\lishnah and the Talmudim as

"halakot le-Mosheh mi-Sinai," i.e., as having been

transmitted from Moses on Mt. Sinai. There are,

liowever, many halakot so designated which did not

originate with Moses and which do not even refer to

ancient traditions. With regard to several of these

the Talmud itself often makes it clear that the phrase
" from Moses on Mt. Sinai " is not to be taken lit-

erally. R. Akiba once recited a sentence to his

pupils, saying it was a "halakah le-Mosheh mi-

Sinai." The Talmud, however, adds immediately

tliat Akiba said this only to sharpen the intellect of

his pupils (Niddah 45a). In like manner R. Dimi

quotes a saying which he designates as " halakah

le-Mosheh mi-Sinai"; and here the Talmud adds

that in Palestine no one acts according to the rule

given in this saying (Pes. 110b). R. Eliezer quotes

in the Mishnah (Yad. iv. 3) a saying which had been

transmitted to him by Johanan ben Zakkai, who, in

turn, had heard it from his own teacher, the last-

named having designated it as originating with

Moses on Mt. Sinai. Doubts as to the genuineness

of this alleged Sinaitic saying are, however, ex-

pressed (comp. the mishnaic commentaries on Yad.

ad loc).

Also elsewhere in the Talmud may be found

sentences which, though designated as " halakot le-

Mosheh mi-Sinai," are, nevertheless, made the sub-

jects of disputations— a procedure in contradic-

tion with the ideas of tradition. It is said of many
decisions designated as Sinaitic that in earlier times

they had been disputed and invalidated (comp. Jair

Hayyim Bacharach, "Hawwot Yair," No. 192). It

may therefore be safely assumed that the designa-

tion " halakah le-Mosheh mi-Sinai " was never in-

terpreted literally. Many old halakot of unknown
origin were designated in good faith as Sinaitic; but

in the cases of many other halakot, according to Asher

b. Jehiel, the phrase "halakah le-Mosheh mi-Sinai"

was used merely to emphasize the fact that "the.se

regulations are as clear and lucid as if they had been

made known to Moses on Mt. Sinai." Every crite-

rion is, however, lacking which might make it pos-

sible to distinguish those decisions which really rest

on reliable traditions from those which are merely

so-called "Sinaitic" laws (see Oral Law; Takka-
NAH).

Bibliography : Isaac Lanipronti, Pahad Yizfuik, a.v. Hala-
kah le-Mnaheh mi-Sinai ; Isaac Samuel Reggio, Bchinat ha-

Kabbalah, pp. 107-127, Gorltz, 1852.

j. J. Z. L.

SINDABAR. See Sindbad.

SINDBAD : Collection of tales on the wiles of

women, tiiccuvcloping action of which deals with the

attempt of a stepmother on the life of an Indian

prince. His seven masters defer the evil day of his

execution by telling tales of the wiles of women,
.somewhat after the fashion of the " Arabian Nights."

The original, according to Benfe}', was an Indian

story-book, the chief tale of which was founded on

a story of the life of Asoka; and tiie original name
of the hero was probably Siddhapati. It is likely

that the book passed through the same stages from
India to the West as " Barlaam and Josaphat " and
" Kalilah wa-Dimuah"; namely, translation from

the Indian into Zend, and from that into either

S^-riac or Arabic, and then into the European lan-

guages. The Hebrew translation known as "Mishle

Sindabar" is attributed to a certain Rabbi Joel, but

probably owing to a confusion with the translator

of the " Kalilah." It first appeared at the end of the
" Chronicle of Moses " (Constantinople, 1516), which
was reprinted at Venice (1544 and 1605), and which
exists in several manuscripts. A fuller edition was
published bj' Paulus Cassel under the title " Mischle

Sindbad, Secundus Syntipas" (Berlin, 1888). A
nominal second edition appeared in 1891.

The Hebrew version contains four stories not em-

bodied in any of the others: one told by the step-

mother about Absalom; another, "The Death of

Absalom," told by the sixth vizier; and two, "The
Disguise" and "The Three Hunchbacks," by the

seventh vizier; the last-named story appears to be

truncated, but is found in the Western versions in

full. None of these appears in the western European

translation, so that no importance can be attributed

to their presence in the Hebrew version. The book

was translated into German by H. Sengelmann, and

into French by E. Carmoly ("Revue Orientale,"

1844; published separately under the title of "Para-

bles de Sandabar," 1849). A popular Arabic trans-

lation of the Hebrew version was published at Leg-

horn in 1868.

It is assumed that the title "Sindabar" has arisen

from the confusion between 1 and 1, but a like con-

fusion might have existed in the Arabic original,

in the script of which language the same similarity

of letters occurs. The Hebrew version must have

been written before 1316, at which date it is quoted

in the "Iggeret Ba'ale Hayyim" of Kalonymus ben

Kalonymus, and also in the Hebrew version of the

•'Kalilah wa-Dimnah."

Bini.iOGRAPHY: Steinschneider, Hchr. C^ebcr.s. pp. 887-892;

idfin. in Hihr. Bihl. xiii.-xiv.; Comparetti, The Honk of
Sindihdd, pp. 64 67, London, 1882; Clouston, The Book of
Sindihad, pp. 284-288, London, 1884.

cJ .

SINGAPORE : Capital and seaport of the Brit-

ish dependency of Singapore. Jews commenced to

settle in Singai)ore in 1840. For a number of years

their services were held in a rented house near the

business quarter, in a street since known as Syna-

gogue street. About 1877 the community purchased

ground in a more convenient situation and built on

it the synagogue Maghain Aboth, which was conse-

crated April 4, 1878. It is attended by both Seph-

ardic and Ashkenazic Jews. A second and larger
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synagogue, knouu as CliaisedEl, was built in 1904,

by Manasseh Meyer, one of the lieads of the com-
munity. The present (the second) burial-ground of

tiie community was purchased in 1903. The Tal-

mud Torah lias a roll of about fifty pupils. The
most prominent Jewish firms deal largely in opium,
rice, ami gunny bags, and tin; business of most of the

Ashkenazim consists chiefly in li(}Uor-dealing, hotel-

keeping, and the selling of furniture. Tlie total

population of Singapore is 160,000; this includes

about 700 Jews, mostly Sephardic and Ashkenazic,

the former having come from Bagdad and India,

and the latter from Germany.
J.

'

N. E. B. E.

SING-EB, EDMUND: Hungarian violinist;

born at Totis, Hungary, Oct. 14, 1831; pupil suc-

cessively of Ellinger, Ridley Kohue, and Joseph
BOhm (violin), and of Preyer (composition); from
1844 to 1846 he studied at the Paris Conservatoire.

In the latter year he was appointed concert-master
and solo violinist at the Stadttheater, Budapest

;

and from 1851 to 1854 he made most successful

tours through Europe.
In 1854, upon the recommendation of Liszt,

Singer was appointed concert-master at Weimar,
where he remained until 1861. Since then he has

been concert-master at Stuttgart, and teacher at the

Conservatorium in that city. His compositions in-

clude: "Morceaux de Salon," "Airs Varies," fan-

tasias, etc.

BiBLiofJRAPHT : Ehrlich, Famniis Violinists, Past and Pre!<-
etit: Baker, Biog. Diet, of Musicians.
S. J. So.

SINGER, ISIDOR : Austrian economist ; born
in Budapest Jan. 16, 1857; removed to Vienna with
his parents in 1861. He studied mathematics and
astronomy at the University of Vienna; and after

taking a course in jurisprudence at Gratz returned

to the Vienna University, where he took up the study
of national economy, being graduated asLL.D. on
March 14, 1881. He was admitted to the Vienna
bar, but soon decided to devote his entire time to the

study of political economy, and from 1883 to 1884 he
traveled extensively in order to study the social posi-

tion of the working classes in northeastern Bohemia.
The results of his investigations he published in

Leipsic in 1885 under the title "Untersuchuugen
liber die Socialen Verhiiltnisse des Nord-Oestlichen
Bohmen: Ein Beitrag zur Methode Social -Statis-

tischer Untersuchuugen." In the same year he was
appointed privat-docent in statistics by the Univer-
sity of Vienna, and six years later (1891) he received

the title of professor. During this period (1885-91)

Singer published in Vienna a brochure on the social

conditions in eastern Asia, and a book on migration.

The trend of his thoughts on these subjects under-

went a change after a three years' visit to the United
States (1893-96). The impressions collected there

and in England, especially regarding the great

powers of the public press, caused him, upon his

return, to establish, together with Heinrich Kanner,
"Die Zeit," an independent, politico-economic, and
literary weekly. The growing popularity of this

periodical among all classes caused him to change it

into a daily (1902), and to enlarge its scope.

R. E. J.

SINGER, ISIDORE: Austrian author and edi-

tor, and originator of The Jewish Encyclopedia;
born in Weisskirchcn, Moravia, Nov. 10, 1859;
educated in the high schools of Ungarisch-Hradisch,
Kremsier, and Troppau and at the universities of
Vienna (Ph.D. 1884) and Berlin. In 1884 he founded
the " Allgemeiue Oesterreichische Literaturzeitung,"

which he edited and published in Vienna, discon-

tinuing it on receiving the appointment of secretary

and librarian to Count Alexandre Foucherde Careil,

French ambassador at Vienna (1887). He accom-
panied the ambassador to Paris, and there became
attached to the press bureau of the French Foreign
Office. Later he founded and became editor-in-chief

of " La Vraie Parole " (1893-94), a journal which was
launched to counteract Edouard Drumont's anti-

Semitic sheet "La liibre Parole." In 1891 Singer
went to Italy and sojourned for a time in Rome.
He returned to Paris, and in 1895 went to New York
for the purpose of publishing "The Encyclopedia of

the History and Mental Evolution of the Jewish
Race." This title was subsequently changed to

"The Jewish Encyclopedia" (see Jew. Encyc. i.,

Pref., p. xix.).

Of Singer's writings the following may be men-
tioned: "Berlin, Wien und der Antisemitismus,"

1883; "Presseund Judenthum," 1882; "Sollendie
Juden Christen Werden?" (1884), to which Ernest
Renan contributed a prefatory letter; "Briefe

Berulimter CJiristlicher Zeitgenossen iiber die Ju-
denfrage," 1884; "DieBeiden Elektren—Ilumanisti-

sche Bildung und der Klassische Unterricht," 1884;

"Auf dem Grabe Meiner Mutter " (1888; translated

into Hebrew by Solomon Fuchs) ; "Le Prestige de
la France," 1889 ;

" La Question Juive," 1893 ;
" Anar-

chic et Antisemitisme," 1894; and "Der Juden
Kampf ums Rccht," 1903. Singer has also edited
" Russia at the Bar of the American People" (New
York, 1904), a memorial of the events in Kishinef.

Bibliography: Who's \VTin iri America, 1904-5; TTTio's
Who (English ert.), 190.5; Tlie Amencan Jewish Year Book,
1904-5; R. Brainin, in Ha-Dor. 1901. No. 36; Elsenstadt, Hakme
Yisrael be-Amerika, pp. 47, 48, New York, 1903.

A. F. H. V.

SINGER, JOSEF: Austrian cantor; born in

Galicia Oct. 15, 1842. His father, an itinerant haz-

zan, destined him for a theatrical career, but the

boy evinced an inclination for study, and after ta-

king a four-year course at the Conservatorium at

Prague he accepted a position as cantor in Beuthen,
Prussian Silesia. In 1873 he was called to Nurem-
berg as "Oberkantor," and in 1881, when Salomon
Sulzer retired from active service. Singer succeeded
him as chief cantor of the Wiener Cultusgemeinde,
which position he still (1905) occupies.

Singer, who is an ardent student and investigator

in the domain of synagogal music, is the author of
" Die Tonarten des Traditionellen Synagogenge-
sanges im Verhaltniss zu den Kirchentonarten und
den Tonarten der Vorchristlichen Musikperiode

"

(Vienna, 1886, ed. E. Wetzler), a critical study of

the forms of melodious intonation (see Hazzanut).
He has published also numerous articles in "Der Ju-
dische Kautor " (Bromberg) and in the " Oester-

reichisch-Ungarische Kantoren-Zeitung " (Vienna);

of his contributions to the latter periodical may be
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mentioned " Biographien Beiiihmter Fachgenossen

Aelterer Pevinde " (1881-82) and " Ueber Entwicke-

lung des Synagogengesanges " (1883-i)0).

s. A. Kai.

SINGER, MAXIMILIAN: Austrian bota-

nist, zoologist, and autiior; born at Leipnik Feb. 6,

1857 (Pli.D. Vienna, 1883). He made a specialty of

botany and zoology and published a number of

articles on these subjects in the " Wiener Land-
wirthschaftliche Zeitung " and the " Landwirth-

schafts-Zeitung."

In addition to his labors in these fields, Singer has

written the following works: "Junius Brutus,"

drama, 1879; *' Der Friedensengel," drama, 1891;

"Die Schuld der Vater," drama, 1896; and the li-

bretti of: "Esther," 1885; "Jose Galeano," 1891,

music by Julius Stern; "Der Schwur," 1892, music

by Wilhelm Reich; and " Der Weise von Cordova,"

music by Oskar Strauss; " Es War Einmal . . .
,"

1899.

Bibliography : Dcus Geistige Wien, i. 526, ii. 449.

s. E. Ms.

SINGrEB, PAUL : German Social Democrat
and deputy; born in Berlin Jan. 16, 1844. After

having attended the real-school of his native city

he entered upon a commercial career, and in 1869

established a cloak-factory, with his brother as part-

ner. The business was successful ; and he amassed

a considerable fortune. Interesting himself in poli-

tics, and becoming absorbed in the study of the con-

ditions of the laboring classes, he affiliated with

the Social-Democratic party, and soon became, be-

side Bebel and Liebknecht, one of its recognized and
respected leaders. In 1884 he was elected a member
of the Reichstag from the fourth electoral district of

Berlin, which returns usually a larger Social-Demo-

cratic vote than any other district in Germany. He
at once took a prominent part in the Reichstag de-

liberations, as well as in the councils of his party,

and acquired skill as a debater and parliamentarian.

His entrance into political life was almost contem-

poraneous with the rigorous enforcement of harsh

measures against the Socialists, whose organization

had acquired greatstrength during its twenty years

of existence. Many Socialists were expelled from

the country; and Singer contributed 5,000 marks
toward the maintenance of their families. He him-

self was the subject of an order of expulsion in

1886; but the order was soon rescinded. One of

the most notable of his parliamentary addresses is

a reply to Eugen Ricliter, the leader of the " Frei-

sinnige Partei " (Liberal party), who, in the session

of 1897, introduced in the Reichstag a measure for

the revision of the factory laws.

Singer is distinguished for his public charities.

He was one of the chief founders of the Refuge for

the Homeless, a large and very important institu-

tion in Berlin, which provides shelter for all who
seek it. On one occasion the chief of the Beilin

police souglit to make use of the refuge for detective

purposes, officers entering it in search of susi)icious

characters. On learning this, Singer brought the

matter before the board of managers, which gave

him full powers to deal with tiie question. When
the chief of police realized that Singer was prepared,

XI.—25

as the only alternative, to close the institution, he

gave a positive promise to discontinue the surveil-

lance.

Bnii.KxjRAPriT: Stceman and Huf^o, TTamlbuch des SocinUs-
viKx, p. ~M, Zurich, 1897; Edwin A. Curley, Sociaf Demo-
crats in tlie lirichstao, in Harper's Magazine, Ixxi. S4li-349.

s. M. Co.

SINGER, SAMUEL: Philologist; born in Vi-

enna July 12, 18(iO; educated at the gymnasium and
university of his native city (LL.D. 1884; Ph.D.
1885). In 1891 he became privat-docent at the Uni-

versity of Bern, in 1896 assistant professor, and in

1905 professor of medieval German language and
literature.

Singer is the author of : "Deutsche Volksbiicher,"

1888, in collaboration with Bachmann ;
" Ulrich von

dem Turlin,"1893; "Apollonius von Tyrus," 1895;
" Bemerkungeii zu Wolfram von Eschenbach,"

1898; "Die Mittelhochdeutsche Schrift-Sprache,"

1900; and "Die Deutsche Kultur im Spiegel des

Bedeutungslehn worts," 1908.

s. F. T. H.

SIN ER, SIMEON: English rabbi; born in

London 848. He was educated at Jews' College,

received iiis rabbinical diploma in 1890, and has oc-

cupied successively the positions of head master of

Jews' College School, and minister of the Borough
New Synagogue and of the New West End Syna-

gogue. He is a member of the committee of the

Jewish Education Board and of the council of Jews'

College, president of the Jewish Ministers' Union,

and honorary secretary of the Jewish Provincial

Ministers' Fund ; and he is regarded as the fore-

most representative of progressive Orthodoxy in

the Anglo-Jewish community.
Singer is editor and translator of the "Author-

ized Daily Prayer-Book," and joint editor, with

Prof. S. Schechter, of "Talmudical Fragments in

the Bodleian Library" (1896). He has published

also sermons in the Jewish press, and has read liter-

ary papers before several learned bodies.

15iblio(;r.\piit: Jeu'ish Ye ai- Booh, 1905.

.1. G. L.

SINGER AND BASS. See Music, Svnagogal.

SINIGAGLIA: Italian family from Sinigaglia;

later settled in Scandiano, where Solomon Jedi-

diah Sinigaglia (" Bet Talmud," iii. 205) was rabbi

aiHp'moher'in 1639. Later he went to Modena.

The principal members of the family and their

genealogical tree are as follows:

Soloii.on Jedldiah

I

(1) Abraham Vita

I

(5) Solomon Jedidiah

I

(2) Abraham Vita
1

(4) Moses Elijah

1. Abraham Vita Sinigaglia: Rabbi of Mo-

dena in the first half of the eighteenth century ; died

at an early age. He was a pupil of Menahem of

Cracow and of Ephraim Cohen. He wrote: (1)

" Dibre ha-Yamim," a diary, the first volume of

which comprised the years 1722-31, and the second

1732-33; (2) novella) on the Mishnah(Berakot, 1719-
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1721; Shabbat and Hullin, 1726; Makkotaiul Baba
Kamma, 1729; 'Abodali Zarali, 1730; Pesahim and
Sukkal), 1732).

2. Abraham Vita Sinigaglia : Rabbi; born at

Modena in the eightwiitli centuiy ; died tliere in the

following century; grandson of tlie preceding. He
pursued his studies under his father, Solomon Jedi-

diali (No. 5), and Ishmael Cohen. He left numerous
unpublished novella\

3. Jacob Samson Shabbethai Sinigaglia:
Rabbinical autlujr; born in Anconu; died in Sini-

gaglia 1840; son of Raphael Issachar Sinigaglia.
He was a pupil of Abraham Israel, rabbi of Ancona,
and was the author of: preface to the sermons
("Se'uddat Mizwali ") of Daniel Terni, rabbi at Flor-

ence (Venice, 1791) ; "Shabbat shel Mi" (Leghorn,

1807), Talmudic novelhe; "Ya'akob Le-Hok," com-
mentary on t!ie"Hok le-Yisrael" by Jacob Baruk
(ib. mi); "Abir Ya'akob" (Pisa, 1811), Tahnudic
novelhe; "Nezir Shimshon " (ib. 1813); "Mattat
Elohim" (ib. 1821); -'.Mattan ba-Seter" (Leghorn,

1843) ;
" Meged Shamayim " (ib. 1844), responsa. He

left, besides, the following manuscript works:
' Kashya Sefa," responsa; "Leslion Limmudim";
" Shom'er Shabbat" ; and " Midbar Zin."

4. Moses Elijah Sinigaglia: Rabbi of Mo-
dena; born in that city 1763; died there 1849; a
pupil of liis father, Solomon Jedidiah Sinigaglia

(No. 5), and of Ishmael Cohen. He tauglit for fifty

years in Modena, and toward tlie end of his life was
appointed rabbi of that place. He left in manu-
script fortj'-two sermons and novellae, besides re-

sponsa, some of which were included in the responsa
collection of Elisliama IMeYr Padovani.

5. Solomon Jedidiah Sinigaglia: Rabbi of

Modena in the eighteenth century; born and died in

that city. He was the teaclier of Elishama Meir
Padovani, and was also the author of a number of
Hebrew poems, some published and others unpub-
lished, several of which are contained in the "Tik-
kun Hazot" (Leghorn, 1800). He left in manu-
script also a grammatical treatise, sermons, and
responsa.

Bibliography: Yut^U Bibl. Jud. in. 339-340; Nepi-Ghirondi,
Tohdot Gcdolc i'isracl, pp. 34, 48, 328, 330, 341 ; Mortara, In-
dice. p. 62.

s. U. C.

SINIM. See China.

SINZHEIM, JOSEPH DAVID : First rabbi

of Strasburg; born in 1745; died at Paris Feb. 11,

1812; .son of R. Isaac Sinzheim of Treves and
brother-in-law of Herz Cerfbeer. He was the

most learned and prominent member of the As-
sembly of Notables convened by Napoleon I. on
May 30, 1806. The task of answering the (juestions

laid before tiie assend)ly by the imperial commis-
sioner was entrusted to Sinzheim, who fulfilled his

duties (July 30-Aug..3, 1806) to the satisfaction of

the assembly as well as of the commissioner and
even of Napoleon himself. The German sermon
Avhich he delivered in the synagogue of Paris in

honor of the emperor's birtliday, on Aug. 15, also

strengthened Napoleon's favorable opinion of the
Jews, who received the imperial promise that
their rights as French citizens should not be with-
drawn.

On Feb. 9, 1807, four days after the Assembly of
Notables was dissolved, the Great Sanhedrln was
convened; its chairman
("nasi"), appointed by
tiie minister of the in-

terior, was Sinzheim,
who had probably sug-
gested the assembly,

having been frefiuently

consulted by the impe-
rial comndssioner. The
consistorial constitution,

])rovided by the decree

of March 17, 1808,
opened a new field of

activity for Sinzheim,

who w-as elected chair-

man of the Central Con-
sistory. He was re-

garded as the foremost

French Talmudist of his

time, and was the author
Joseph David Sinzheim.

of the " Yad Dawid," of which only a portion has
appeared in print (Offenbach, 1799).

Bibliography: Biographical notes in the Yad Dawid; Car-
molv. Revue Orientale, ii.340; Gratz, Gcsch. xi. 277 etseq.,
286 et seq., 297, 309.

S. E. N.

SIPPAI : Philistine giant, one of the sons of

Rapha (A. V. "the giant"); slain at Gezer by Sib-

bcchai the Hushathite, one of David's warriors (I

Chron. xx. 4). In the parallel passage, II Sam.
xxi. 18, he is called "Saph," and the place of his

death is given as Gob.
E. G. H. M. Sel.

SIPPURIM (MA'ASIYYOT), HASIDIC :

Stories, legends, or tales related b}', or of, the Hasidic

"rebbes" (rabbis)—the "zaddikim," or "kedoshim,"

as they are sometimes called ; or, in Judseo-Ger-

man, the "gute Yiden." These sippurim are to

be distinguished from those which relate to heroes,

scholars, or saints, and which belong to Jewish
biography, history, or fiction (comp. "Wolf Pas-

cheles, " Sippurim/' 6 vols., Prague, 1864-70). The
Hasidic sippurim were never intended as mere nar-

ratives; as the "sihat hullin " (the secular conversa-

tion of the learned) they have rather a deeper object

in view. They are divided into two classes. One
class consists of fiction, sippurim elaborated in the

imagination of their authors, and used as parables to

impress upon Israel the Hasidic religious concep-
tions; these were generally related by the rebbes

themselves. The second class is composed of sippu-

rim supposed to be based on facts, or of incidents in

the lives of the rebbes; these their disciples and fol-

lowers related in praise of their masters, whom they
almost worshiped. Relating these incidents consti-

tuted in itself a meritorious act, as much so as study-

ing the Law or reciting the Psalms, or even as offer-

ing up " bikkurim " and sacrifices to the Lord.

To make the sippur more mystical and affecting,

the rebbe would not explain its moral, but would
leave it to his listeners for later discussion and de-

bate, each time making a different comment to suit

particular circumstances and conditions. He would
discu.ss the sippur from every side—its merits.
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Sippurim

meaning, purpose, and its effect upon followers and

opponents (" mitnaggedini "). These stories were not

told from the pulpit, but at the gathering of the

Hasidini at the third of the Sabbath meals ("sha-

losh se'uddot "), between " Minliah " and " :Ma'arib "
;

at the meal after "Habdalah," at the closing of Sab-

bath, and at every gathering of Hasidini wlien the

rebbe was not presiding at the table. The stories

were related in connection with the " Hasidic Torah,

"

a term used to distinguish Hasidic from other inter-

pretations of the Bible or the Midrash.

The Hasidic sippurim, of both kinds, made their

first appearance in typealmostsimultaneously, about

1814, with the "Sippure Ma'asiyyot " collected

by Nathan b. Naphtali Herz of Lem-
Printed berg (or Nemirov), and credited to R.

Sippurim. Nahman b. Simhah, grandson of Israel

b. Eliezer Ba'a'l Shem-Tob (BeSHT),

and with the "Shibhe BeSHT" of Dob Baer b.

Samuel Shohet. The place of publication of the

former work is not given ; the latter appeared at

Kopys in 1814, and at Berdychev in 1815. " Sippure

Ma'asiyyot" has, below the Hebrew text, a JudiEO-

German translation, and contains also an intro-

duction and notes in Hebrew. It was republished

many times, the latest edition at AVarsaw in 1902.

It contains the following stories: "The Lost Prin-

cess"; "The King and the Kaiser"; "The Wise
Man "

;
" Miracles "

;
" The King and the Wise Man "

;

"The Rabbi and the Only Son "; "The Conquering

King "
;

" The Wise and the Simpleton "
;

" Berger

and the Poor Man"; "The Prince and the Slave's

Son Exchanged"; "The Ba'al-Tefillah" ; "Seven

Schnorrers." In the introduction it is explained

that the "Princess" represents the Shekinah, or

Judaism, that the "King" is God, etc., and that

these "wonderful, fearful, and terrible" stories con-

tain great moral lessons, which should compel the

listener or reader to repent in his heart and to mend
his ways.

The stories are full of supernormal incidents, and

of fancies of " lezim " (ghosts), witches, and the

"Sam" (Samael, Satan); there are grand palaces,

immense riches, stores of jewels, a gold mountain,

and a great diamond from which, when any one

looks at it, human figures creep out. The heroes

are generally kings or princes, while the heroines,

who are always veiled, are invariably princesses

and the most beautiful creatures on earth. The
food of even the ordinary mortal is fit for a king,

and is cooked by fire issuing from a subterranean

channel connected with a fire-mountain ; and birds

hover over the hearth to make or extinguish with

their wings the fire for cooking. A sleep lasting

seventy years is frequently described as overtaking

one of the characters, who is awakened only by a

thrilling story. In " Maggid Sihot " (date and place

of publication not given) the author of the "Sip-

pure Ma'asiyyot" collected the sayings, stories, and

incidents connected with the journey to Palestine

of the rebbe Nahman.
The stories in "Shibhe BeSHT" bear the true

Hasidic traits of the Ba'al-Shem, his successor Baer

of .Meseritz, and others. The rebbes were all mira-

cle-workers, exorcising bad spirits, healing diseases,

removing sterility, and never failing to give good

advice, inspired, perhaps, by a "kemia' " (amulet);

sometimes they gave a "segullah" (remedy), or of-

fered special prayer for "children, life,

Folk-Tale and maintenance." The prophetic rev-

Features, elation ("hitgallut ") of the rebbe is

described, also the Biblical character

whom he represents through a transfer of personal-

ity. The rebbe would sometimes be a "ro'eh we-
eno nir'eh " (one who is present but invisible).

There isastrong suspicion that the name given as

that of the author of the " Sippure Ma'asiyyot " is a

pseudonym, and that it was used by one who. under
the pretense of being a Hasid, passed off as genuine

parables of the rebbes a collection of stories from
Oriental .sources, which he flavored with character-

istic Hasidic expressions, and thereby secured as

readers large numbers of the Hasidim, especially

women, for whom the translation was made, and
who were easily led to regard the stories as indubi-

tably Hasidic. The author of " Shibhe BcSIIT " un-

doubtedly wasactuated by these motives; but he had
also anotlier object in view— to conceal an elaborate

sarcasm at the expense of the whole Hasidic system

of theolog}', which was strenuously oppo.sed by the

followers of the "\yilna gaon. So well was this

latter purpose achieved that a majority of the Hasi-

dim implicitly believed the stories, though they are

of the most exaggerated kind, and were disavowed

by the more learned Hasidim as ridiculous. The
mingling of Hasidic Hebrew with Juda;o-German

idioms, in which these stories abound, strengthens

the suspicion of the author's sincerity.

Joseph Perl, in his "Megalleh Temirin " (Vienna,

1819), 151 Hasidic letters conUiining many con-

nected stories, is not so guarded. His exaggerated

style and the anti-Hasidic ending of the story be-

tray liim, though it is asserted that for a long time,

under the pseudonym of "Obadiah ben Pethahiah,"

it was accepted by many as a genuine Hasidic work.

Perhaps the most interesting of these sippurim

is "Shibhe ha-Rab," relating to Rebbe Senior Zal-

man of Lodi, or Liozna (1747-1812),

"Shibhe the author of "Rab Shulhan 'Aruk"
ha-Rab." and " Tanya. " The " Shibhe ha-Rab "

was edited by Abraham Herschel

Drucker (Lemberg, 1845 ?). Rebbe Zalman was a

disciple of Baer of Meseritz, and was arrested as

a "revolutionary" suspect in St. Petersburg in

1798, the arrest being the result of the machinations

of the disciples of the gaon of Wilna, who were

combating Hasidic Judaism. The arrest caused

consternation among the Hasidim, who collected a

large fund for the "ransom " of their zaddik. It is

asserted that Czar Paul I. personally examined the

prisoner, who managed to rescue from the enemy his

correspondence with his followers, and that finally

he miraculously triumphed over the mitnaggedim.

The day of his triumph has been observed as a holi-

day ever since among the Hasidim.

Another story told of Rebbe Zalman is that, in the

Napoleonic invasion of Russia in 1812, fearing the

growth of heresies as a result of a French victory,

he prayed for the success of tlie Russian arms, while

Rebbe Shelomo of Karlin j^rayed for the triumph of

France. Rosh ha-Shanah approaching, each antici-

pated miraculous support through the medium of
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the "teki'at sliofar." The followers of the oppo-

sing rebbes predicted tiiat the prayers of whichever

rebbe blew the shofar first on Rosh ha-Shanah

would be granted. Rebbe Zalman blew first, and
Rebbe Shelomo knew tliat he had been defeated di-

rectly he grasped his shofar. Rebbe Zalman was
in constant communication with the Russian com-
mander (who would not move without his advice),

and had sworn b}' his tallit and phylacteries that

tlie French would be defeated at Moscow; and so it

happened.
The Judaeo-German translation of "Shibhe

BeSHT " was published in various editions, inclu-

ding those under the titles " Kelial Hasidim " (Lem-
berg) and "Sippure Ma'asiyyot " (Warsaw, 1881);

some of these editions contain a few stories of later

rebbes. Another series of Hasidic stories credited to

BeSHT, "'Adat Zaddikim," in Hebrew and Juda'o-

Geiman, was composed by Michael Levi Frumkin
(Lemberg, 1865). There are also the " Seder ha-Dorot

he-Hadash," sketches of the disciples of BeSHT (part

i. contains a Hasidic bibliography of eighty-three

works), and "'Iggeret ha-Kodesh," relating to the

experiences of the rebbe Mendel of Vitebsk in the

Holy Land. Separate stories, in pamphlet form, of

each rebbe appeared from time to time, as those of

the rebbe Lob Sarah's, of the rebbe of Ruzhin.

and of the rebbe of Sandigura. These sippurim are

most widely distributed in Podolia, Volhynia, Ru-
mania, Galicia, and Russian Poland ; the centers of

publication are Lemberg and Warsaw. A unique
contribution to the Hasidic sippurim is "The Rabbi
of Liszka," in English, by Anthony P. Slutzker

(New York, 1901). See B.v'ai, Shem-Tob, I^^raei,

B. Eliezeu; Folk-Tales; Hasidim.
J. J. D. E.

SIRACH, THE WISDOM OF JESUS THE
SON OF (Hebrew, Hokmat ben Sira ; Latin,

Ecclesiasticus) : Among the books of the Greek
Bible is one entitled lo(()la 'I//aov Tiov I.ipdx (Codices

Sinaiticus and Alexandrinus) or simply Eo0ia lerfiax

(Codex Vaticanus). The Greek Church Fathers called

it also " The All-Virtuous Wisdom'' (Uavape-ro^ I,n(pin
;

Eusebius, "Chronicon,"ed. Sclioenc, ii. 122; 'H Uara-

perog; Jerome, Commentary on Dan. ix.)oi"The
Mentor " (Uaidayuyog

; Clement of Alexandria," Ptrda-

gogus," ii. 10, 99, 101, 109); while the Latin Church
Fathers, beginning with Cyprian ("Testimonia," ii.

1; iii. 1, 35, 51, 95, et passim), termed it "Ecclesias-

ticus." All these names testify to the high esteem
in which the book was held in Christian circles.

The Jews, who never admitted its canonicily, called

it during the Talmudic period the "Book of Ben
Sira " (Hag. 13a; Niddah 16b ; Ber. ll]);et passim) or

the "Books of Ben Sira'' (NI^D p 'IDD ; Yer. Saidi,

28a; Tosef., Yad. ii. 18; po.ssibly a scril)al error;

comp. the parallel iiassage of Ecel. R. xii. 11), and
a Hebrew copy in the possession

Names. of Jerome was entitled " Parabolae
'"

(= cijCi'O). However, the fact that
the verses of this work cited in the Midrash are prece-

ded by the word " Masha! " or " Matla" does not prove
that such was the title of the book, but simply that

these verses had come to be accepted as proverlis

(contrary to the view of Ryssel in Kautzsch, " Apo-
kryphen," p. 282, where he attributes to Levi the

opinion expressed by Blau in "R. E. J." xxxv. 22).

Nor is it possible to draw any inference from the
fact that Saadia calls the book in Arabic "Kitab
al-Adab"; for he certainly did not give this appel-
lation (which he had no reason to translate) as the
title, but, contrary to the ojiinion of Harkavy ("Stu-
dien und Mittheilungen," v. 200) and Blau (I.e.),

merely as a description of the contents of the book.
The Syriac name is " Hekmata de-Bar Sira " = "The
Wisdom of Bar Sira."

The author, who, alone of all Old Testament and
Apocryphal writers, signed his work, is called in the

Greek text (1. 27) "Jesus the son of Sirach of Jeru-
salem." The oldest manuscripts (Vaticanus, Sinai-

ticus, Alexandrinus, Venetus) add to 'Zeipdx the

name 'E/ledCo/' or 'E/edCo/ao^, an error for ''EleaZ.dpov,

probably the name of his grandfather. The copy
owned by Saadia (Harkavy, I.e. p. 150) had: pyDK'
NT'D p "iry^X p yiC'"' p = "Slmon, son of Jesus, son
of Eleazar ben Sira" ; and a similar reading occurs in

the Hebrew manuscript B, which will be discussed

below. By interchanging the positions of the names
"Simon " and "Jesus," the same reading is obtained

as in the other manuscripts. The correctness of the

name ">Simon " is confirmed by the Syriac version,

Avhich has X1"'DX n3 NipnOT pj?0K'"l3 yiK" =" Jesus,

son of Simon, surnanied Bar Asira." Tlie discrep-

ancy between the two readings "Bar
Author. Asira " and " Bar Sira " is a noteworthy

one, " Asira "(= "prisoner ") being a
popular etymology of "Sira." The evidence seems
to show that the author's name was Jesus, son of Si-

mon, son of Eleazar ben Sira.

Every attempt to identify this writer with some
member of the high-priestly family has proved a
failure, the only basis for the supposition that Ben
Sira was a priest being due to a scribal error; for

while the Sinaitic manuscript reads e^ea^npoiepevGo-

aoh<fiEiTr/c, this is, beyond all question, a scribal er-

ror, and should be emended to EAeai^npotepoaoXv/jein/g

(see X*)- According to the Greek version, though
not according to the Syriac, the author traveled ex-

tensivelj^ (xxxiv. 11) and was frequently in danger
of death {ib. verse 12). In the hymn of ch. Ii. he
speaks of the perils of all sorts from which God had
delivered him, although this is probably only a

poetic theme in imitation of the Psalms. The cal-

umnies to which he was exposed in the presence of

a certain king, supposed to be one of the Lagi, are

mentioned only in the Greek version, being ignored
both in the S}"riac and in the Hebrew text. The
only fact known with certaint}- is that Ben Sira was
a scholar, and a scribe thoroughly versed in the

Law, and especially in the "Books of Wisdom."
He was not, however, a rabbi, nor was he a phy-
sician, as has been conjectured (see especially

xxxviii. 24 et seq., xlix. 1-5. and the introduction by
his grandson).

The approximate date of the redaction of the

book and the period of its author's literary activity

are somewhat less doubtful. The Greek translator

states in his preface that he was the grand.son of the

author, and that he came to Egypt in the thirty-

eighth year of the reign of Eiiergetes, an epithet

borne by only two of the Lagi. Ptolemy III. (247-

222 B.C.) and Ptolemy VII. (sometimes reckoned
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IX.)- Tlie former monarch can not be intended in

this passage; for his reign lasted only twenty-tive

years. The latter ascended the throne in the jear

170, together with his brother Philometor; but lie

soon became sole ruler of Cyrene, and from 146 to

117 held sway over all Egypt, although he dated

his reign from tlie year in whicii he

Date. received the crown {i.e., from 170).

The translator must, therefore, have

gone to Egypt in 132, and if the average length

of two generations be reckoned Ben Sira'sdate must
fall in the lirst third of the second century. The
result of tliLs reckoning is confirmed by the fact

that the author evidently lived before the per-

secution of Antiochus in 168, since he does not

allude to it. Another argument is commonly re-

lied on. In ch. 1. Ben Sira eulogizes a high priest

named Simon, son of Johanan (Onias in G), this

laudation being apparently an expression of tlie

admiration aroused by actual sight of the object

of his praise. There were, liowever, a number of

high priests named Simon b. Onias, one of whom
exercised his functions from 300 to 287, and anotiier

from 226 to 199. The Simon b. Johanan mentioned

here can only be the second of the name ; and as

the passage seems to liave been Avritten after the

liigh priest's death (1. 1-3), the date of its composi-

tion coincides approximately with the period men
tioned above (190-170). Tlie work is in reality a

collection of maxims written at various times—

a

fact which also explains its frequent repetitions and

contradictions.

Attempts have indeed been made to refute these

arguments. According to Josephus, Simon I., the

Just (300-287), was the only high priest whom Ben
Sira could thus have extolled, and the book would
accordingly be a century older; as to the number
38, it might refer to the age of the translator when
he arrived in Egypt. Indeed, the word TvdTVTrog does

not necessarily mean " grandfather "
; it may mean

also "remote ancestor." This, it has been lield,

would account for the translator's frequent mis-

comprehension of Ben Sira's words, which would be

very strange had he actually been the author's grand-

son. All these quibbles, however, which it would be

idle again to refute, have been definitely abandoned.

Ecclesiasticus closely resembles Proverbs, except

that, unlike the latter, it is the work of a single

author, not an anthology of maxims drawn from

various sources. Some, it is true, have denied Ben
Sira the authorship of the apothegms, and have re-

garded him as a mere compiler, basing their argu-

ments on his own words: "And I myself, the last, I

set myself to Avatch, like him that gleaneth grapes

after the vintage" (xxxiii. 16). This, however, is

probably a simple expression of modesty. The fre-

quent repetitions and even contradictions only prove

that Ben Sira, like all moralists, did not compose
the entire work at one time; moreover, the unity

of the book, taken as a whole, is remarkable.

The Book of Ecclesiasticus is a collection of moral

counsels and maxims, often utilitarian in character

and for the most part secular, although religious

apothegms occasionally occur. They are applicable

to all conditions of life: to parents and children, to

husbands and wives, to the young, to masters, to

friends, to the rich, and to the poor. Many of them
are rules of courtesy and politeness; and a still

greater number contain advice and instruction as to

tlie duties of man toward himself and others, espe-

cially the poor, as well as toward so-

Contents. ciety and the state, and most of all

toward God. These precepts are ar-

ranged in verses, which are grouped according to

their outward form in case their content is not in-

trinsically coherent. The sections are preceded by
eulogies of wisdom which serve as introductions and
mark the divisions into which the collection falls.

Wisdom, in Ben Sira's view, is syncmynious with
the fear of God, and sometimes is confounded in his

mind with tlie Mosaic law. It is essentially jirac-

tical, being a routine knowledge; and it would be
vain to seek to find in it any hypostasis, since mys-
ticism is utterly opposed to the author's thought.

The maxims are expressed in exact formulas, and
are illustrated by striking images. They show a
jirofound knowledge of the human heart, the disil-

lusionment of ex])erieiice, a fraternal sympathy with
the poor an<l the oppressed, and an unconquerable
distrust of women. Throughout the work are .scat-

tered pure and elevated thoughts; and the whole is

dominated by a sincere, enlightened piety—what is

now called a liberalism of ideas. As in Ecclesiastes,

two opposing tendencies war in the author: the

faith and the morality of olden times, Avliich are

stronger than all arguinent, and an Epicureanism of

modern liate. Occasionally Ben Sira digresses to

attack theories which lie considers dangerous; for

example, the doctrines that divine mercy blots out

all sin; that man has no freedom of will; and
that God is indilTerent to the actions of mankind,
and does not rewanl virtue. Some of the refuta-

tions of these views are developed at considerable

length. Through these moralistic chapters runs the

prayer of Israel imploring God to gather together

His scattered children, to bring to fulfilment the

predictions of the Prophets, and to have mercy
upon His Temple and His people. The book con-

cludes with a justification of the Divinity, wliose

wisdom and greatness are revealed in all His works
(hence is inserted a description of the beauties of

creation), and also in the history of Israel ; this form

of sacred history, liowever, is little more than a

panegyric on the priests, terminating in an enthusi-

astic delineation of the high jiriest Simon ben Onias.

Tliese chajiters are completed by the author's signa-

ture, and are followed by two hymns, the latter ap-

parently a sort of alphabetical acrostic.

The Wisdom of Jesus marks an epoch in the his-

tor}^ of Jewish thought, on account both of what it

teaches and of what it silentlj' ignores. While the

author advocates the offering of the prescribed sac-

rifices and the veneration of priests, he condemns
all hypocrisy and urges the union of the outward

practise of religion with a pure con-

Importance science and with the doing of charity,

for the However, he never mentions the

History of dietary laws, whicli are set forth at

Thought, great length in Daniel and Tobit, and
especially in Judith. In like manner,

while he awaits the return of Elijah to reassemble

the tribes of the past and to reconcile the fathers
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with the children, and wiiile he prays for the coming

of a time whicii can be called Messianic, though

without a Messiah—when Jerusalem and the Temple
shall be restored lo the divine favor and Israel de-

livered forever from the dominion of the stranger

—

he never alludes to a Messiah who will be the son

of David; on the contrarj', he asserts that the house

of David has rendered itself unworthy of the divine

favor, since of all the kings of Judah three alone

remained faithful to God. God indeed made a sol-

emn compact with the race of David ; but it was
one that differed widely from that into Avhich He
entered witli Aaron, and which alone was to endure

lor eternity. Ben Sira never speaks of the resurrec-

tion of the dead nor of the immortality of the soul,

but, on the contrary, declares that in ISheol there

will be no joy, wherefore man should taste delight

in this world in so far as it is compatible with an

upright life.

The view has been expressed that this work, early

in date as it is, bears traces of Hellenic influence.

The author, in his travels, may possibly have come
in contact with Greek civilization, since he speaks

of foreign poets and moralists whose fame was
spread abroad. The customs which he describes are

taken from Greek rather than from
Possible Hebrew society; thus he mentions

Traces of banquets accompanied by brilliant

Hellenic conversation, at which musical instru-

Influence. nients were heard, and over which
presided " the masters [of the feasts] "

;

and the customs of the Sybarites also aroused his

interest. The fatalistic philosophers Avhose opin-

ions he contests were douljtless the Stoics; and the

philosophical discussions instituted by him were in-

novations and probably borrowed. His criticisms

of skeptics and would-be thinkers are further evi-

dences of his knowledge of Hellenism ; and some of

his views find close analogues in Euripides. Not
only does he share characteristic ideas with the

Greek tragedians and moralists, but he even lias the

same taste for certain common topics, such as false

friendship, the uncertainty of happiness, and espe-

cially tlie faults of women. The impression of

Greek influence is strengthened by the presence of a
polish (juite foreign to Hebrew literature. The au-

thor composes his aphorisms with care; he makes
his transitions with skill; and he inserts the titles of

chapters, such as "Concerning Shame," "Proper De-
portment at Table," and "TheHynmof the Patri-

archs"; and the signing of his own name in full is

a usage tlieretofore absolutely unknown.
The exclusion of Ecclesiasticus from the Hebrew

canon was due in part to this imitation of the

Greeks and these literary affectations. According
to R. Akiba (Yer. Sanh. 28a), those who have no
part in the worhl to come include the readers of

foreign works, such as the books of Ben Sira ; while
Tosef., Yad. ii. 13 merely states that the writings

of Ben Sira do not defile the hands, or, in other
words, that they are uncanonical, so that they are

ranked with the works of "minim" (heretics).

Eccl. R. xii. 11, which is based on Yer. Sanh. 28a,

contains a prohibition against liaving this work in

one's house. R. Joseph, a Babylonian rabbi of the

fourth century, in commenting on the view of R.

Akiba, adds, " It is also forbidden to read the works
of Ben Sira" (Sanh. 100c), although this prohibition,

judging from tlie remainder of the passage, may
have been restricted to reading in public. In his

questions to R. Joseph {ib.), R. Abaye indicated

some of the reasons for the exclusion of Ecclesiasti-

c>is from the canon.

"Why this prohibition?" he asked. "Is it on
account of such and such verses?" With the ex-

ception of two verses written in Aramaic and which
are not by Ben Sira at all, all of R. Abaye's citations

are distinctly frivolous, being those relating to the

anxiety caused by a young girl before and after her

marriage, theuselessnessof repining, and the danger
of introducing strangers too freely into one's home.
Abaye then condemns the misanthropj% misogyny,
and Epicureani.sm of the author. To Ben Sira's

Epicurean tendency must be attributed his denial

of a future life, and, perhaps, also his pre-Sadducean
spirit of reverence for the piiesthood, with which the

panegyric on his brethren is animated.

Curiously enough, the book retained its popular-

ity among the Jews despite its exclusion from the

canon. It was cited at a very early

Popularity period : the Book of Tobit reproduces
Among a number of passages word for word

;

the Jews, while the Book of Enoch (Charles,

"The Book of the Secrets of Enoch,"
p. 96; Index, p. i.), the Psalms of Solomon (Ryle

and James, "The Psalms of Solomon," pp. Ixiii. et

seq.), and even the Talmud, the Midrashim, the

Derek Erez, and sinular productions show decided

traces of its influence. With the last-named work
it has many points in common ; and it is frequently

quoted in the Talmud; pa.ssages from it are intro-

duced by the formula reserved for the Biblical wri-

tings (Hag. 12a; Niddah 10b; Yer. Ber. lie); and
one verse is even referred to as if it belonged to the

Hagiographa (B. K. 92a). It is cited by name in

Sanh. 100b (=Yeb. 63c), where also a series of

verses from it is given ; and single verses appear in

the following treatises and other works: Yer. Ber.

lib; Yer. Hag. 77c; Yer. Ta'an. 66(1; Hag. "iSa;

Niddah 10b; Gen. R. viii., x., Ixxiii. ; Lev. R.
xxxiii. ; Tan., Wayishlah, 8; ib. Mikkez, 10; ib.

Hukkat, 1 ; a midrashic passage preserved in the
"Shibbole ha-Leket," ed. Ruber, p. 23a; "Pirke
de-Rabbenu ha-Kadosh," ed. Schijnblum, 14a;

Baraita Kallah (ed. Coronel, 7c, and in the VVilna

edition of the Talmud). It is cited also by R. Nis-

sim ("Sefer Ma'asiyyot ha-Hakamim wehu Hibbur
Yafeh meha-Yeshuah "), and especially by Saadia
in the preface to his "Sefer ha-Galui" (Harkavy,
I.e.). In his commentary on the " Sefer Yezirah "

the latter author quotes verbatim two verses of

Ben Sira, although he attributes them to one Elea-

zar 1). Irai, of whom nothing is known. In an-

other part of this work (p. 178) he cites the same
text, again attributing it to that author. This is

the more remarkable since Saadia speaks of Ben
Sira in his introduction, and cites no less than seven

of his maxims. The " Sefer ben Iral " contained also

passages (two of them copied by Saadia) not found
in Ecclesiasticus, and which were totally dissimilar

to it both in form and in content. As Saadia him-
self says :

" The book of Ben Sira is a work on ethics.
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similar in form to Proverbs, wliile that of Beu Irai

is a book of Wisdom, bearing an external resem-

blance to Ecclesiastes." The "Sefer ben Irai" was
probably a collection of maxims and sayings taken

from vai'ious sources.

Quotations from Ben Sira without mention of his

name are found also in the " Mibhar ha-Peninim," at-

tributed to Solomon ibn Gabirol (for (citations of this

type see Zunz, "G. V." p. 110; Keifmann, in " Ila-

Asif." iii. 271; Schechter, in "J. Q. ]{." iii. 682;

Neubauer and Cowley, in their edition of Ecclesias-

ticus, pp. xix. et seq. [certain of their comparisons

must be discarded] ; the commentaries of Schechter

and Levi, especially on the Derek Erez ; Levi, in

"R. E. J."xliv. 291). The popularity of Eccleslas-

ticus among tiie Jews of the Talmudic period is

shown by the citation of a number of verses in Ara-

maic, with an allusion to Ben Sira, which proves

that it must have been translated into that dialect,

this Aramaic collection being subsequently enriched

with numerous additional aphorisms in that lan-

guage (Sanh. 100b = Yeb. 631)). The Baraita Kallah

even restricts its citations from Ben Sira to Aramaic
verses which are not found in p]cclesiasticus. An-
other proof of his popularity is found in the two
alphabets ascribed to him (see Ben Siu.\, Alphabet
of), especially the second, in which he is the hero

of a scries of marvelous events.

The Book of Ecclesiasticus has been honored still

more highly among the Christians, being cited in

the Epistle of James (Edersheim, in Wace, "Apoc-
rypha," p. 21), the Didache (iv. f)), and tiie Epistle

of Barnabas (xix. 9), while Clement
Popularity of Alexandria and Origen quote from
Among it repeatedly, as from a ypa^'/, or holy

Christians, book. In the Western Church, Cyprian
frequently appeals to it in his "Testi-

monia," as does Ambrose in the greater number of

his writings. In like manner the Catalogue of Chel-

tenham, Damasus I., the Councils of Hippo (393)

and Carthage (397), Pope Innocent I., the second
Council of Carthage (419), and Augustine all regard

it as a canonical book. This is contrary, however,
to the opinions of the Council of Laodicea, of Je-

rome, and of Rufinus of Aquileia, which authori-

ties rank it among the ecclesiastical books. It was
finally declared canonical by the Council of Trent;
and the favor with which the Church has always
regarded it has preserved it in its entiret}'.

Until recent years Ecclesiasticus was known only
from the Greek and Syriac versions—the sources of

all other translations—and from the Hebrew quota-
tions already mentioned. At present the greater
part of the original is known. In 1896 Agnes Smith
Lewis and Margaret Dunlop Gibson brought from
the East a sheet of parchment covered with com-
paratively antiquated Hebrew characters. At Cam-

bridge this was shown toS. Schechter,
Discovery who recognized in it Ecclus. (Sirach)

of He- xxxix. 15-xl. 7, and who published
brew Frag- the decipherment, which was by no

ments. means eas}-. Almost simultaneously
Sayce presented to the Bodleian Li-

brary, Oxford, a collection of fragments of Hebrew
and Arabic manuscripts, among which Neubauer
and Cowley found nine leaves of the same volume

to which the Lewis-Gibson leaf had belonged, and
following inniiediately after it. These various frag-

ments having come from the Genizah at Cairo,

Schechter at once went to that city, and obtained
the necessary authority to examine the contents
of the collection, with the result that he found not
only the final portion of the manuscript, but also

XXX. 11, xxxii. Ib-xxxiii. 3, xxxv. 9-xxxvi.21, and
xxxvii. 27-xxxviii. 27. Two additional fragments
of the same manuscript, called B by Schechter, and
containing xxxi. 12-31 and xxxvi. 24-xxxvii. 26,

have been secured by the British Museum. A
second manuscript (A) was found by the same
scholar in the collection brought by him from
Egypt, containing iii. 6-xvi. 26, with a hiatus

from vii. 29 to xi. 34, the missing pages of which
subsequently came into the possession of Elkan
Adler. A fresh discovery was made when the re-

maining contents of the genizah were offered for

sale, and Israel Levi secured a leaf from a third

copy (C), containing xxxvi. 24-xxxviii. 1. This
fragment is especially valuable, since it serves as
a check on the manuscript B, which likewise includes

these verses. The importance of this discovery is

shown below. Finally, Schechter. Gaster, and Levi
found in consignments from the same genizah the

following fragments of an anthology of the Wisdom
of Jesus: iv. 23b, 30-31 ; v. 4-8, 9-13; vi. 18-19, 28,

35; vii. 1, 4, 6, 17, 20-21, 23-25; xviii. 30-31; xix.

1-2; XX. 4-6, 12 (V); xxv. 7c, 8c, 8a, 12, 16-23;

xxvi. 1-2; xxxvi. 16; xxxvii. 19, 22, 24, 26.

There are, therefore, now in existence : {a) in one
manuscript: iii. 6-16, 26; xviii. 30-31 ; xix. 1-2; xx.

4-6, 12(?); xxv. 7c, 8c, 8a, 12, 16-23; xxvi. 1-2;

xxvii. 5-6, 16; xxx. 11-xxxiii. 3; xxxv. 9-xxxviii.

27; xxxix. 15-li. 30; (6) in two manuscripts: iv.

23b, 30-31 ; v. 4-8, 9-13; vi. 18-19, 28, 35; vii. 1, 4.

6, 17, 20-21, 23-25; xxxvi. 16, 29-31; xxxvii. com-
plete; xxxviii. 1; (c) in three manuscripts: xxxvii.

19, 22, 24, 26.

These manuscripts contain also some passages

that are lacking in the translations, including a

psalm fifteen lines in length inserted after li. 12.

Manuscript A: 18 X 11 cm. ; 28 lines per page.

The verses are generally marked by a double point,-

and certain ones are punctuated and
Manu- accented, thus confirming certain

scripts. statements of Saadia. "Matres lecti-

onis" abound. The scribe has been
guilty of the grossest errors, in addition to ab-

breviating some verses and omitting others.

Manuscript C : 16 x 12 cm. Certain words
and entire verses are vocalized and. accented; the

script shows cursive tendencies, although of an
early type. In the margin is given a variant verse

which represents the original text, corrupted even
in the days of Ben Sira's grandson.

Manuscript D: 143x100 mm.; 12 lines per

page. The text is often preferable to that of A, and
offers variants agreeing with the Greek version,

while the readings of A correspond to the Syriac.

Manuscript B: 19 x 17 cm. ; 22 lines per page.

This is the most curious and interesting of all, as it

contains certain peculiarities which are probably

unique among all known Hebrew manuscripts.

The lines are written with a stylus, as in the Torah,
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scrolls; and, as in some copies of Proverbs and the

Book of Job, a space is left between the hemisticlis

of each verse, so that the pages are divided into two
columns ; and the " sof pasuk " is placed at the end of

the verse. This corroborates Saadia's assertion that

the book of Ben iSira resembled Proverbs in its divi-

sion into chapters and verses. Thechapters are some-

times indicated by the initial letter Q (= i<pD'S) and

sometimes by a blank space. The most remarkable

peculiarity consists in the chapter headings or titles,

such as r\l^2 "IDIO ("Instruction as to Shame"),

nn' P'l on!? IDIO ("Rules for Proper I)ei)ortment

at Table "), and ch>]]} nnx H^K^ (" Hymn of the Pa-

triarchs"), although in the Greek version these ru-

brics were regarded as scribal interpolations. An-

other noteworthy feature of this manuscript is its

marginal Masorah, containing variants, some of

which represent differences merely in orthography,

while others are in synonyms or even words with

totally dilTerent meanings. These glosses are the

work of a Persian Jew, who in several marginal

notes in Persian stated that he had used two
manuscripts in addition to his principal one. Such

care is indicative of the esteem in which Ben

Sira's text was held. The marginal readings i)re-

sent an interesting problem. As a rule, tiic body of

the text corresponds to the Greek version, and the

glosses in the margin to the Syriac; but occasionally

the reverse is the case.

Prof. S. Margoliouth, noticing the decadent char-

acter of the language, the number of rabbinisms,

and the derivatives from the Arabic and Aramaic,

regarded the Hebrew text as a reconstruction of the

lost original on the basis of the Greek and Syriac

versions, the variants representing dif-

OriginaUty ferent attempts at retranslatiou. The

of the He- discovery of manuscript C, however,

brew Frag- disproved this hypotlicsis, since this

ments. manuscript reproduces with exactness

the greater part of the variants of B,

even when they are obviously false, while the tran-

scriber of this latter manuscript discharged his task

with such scrupulous care that he even recorded

variants which were meaningless. If, therefore,

the difference between the text and the marginal

glosses corresponds to the difference between the

two translations, this only shows that there were

two recensions of the original. It is clear, more-

over, that these fragments are not the work of some

medieval scholar, but are more or less perfect copies

of the Hebrew text, as a single example will show.

Inxxxii. 22 the Hebrew version has in'inSQ "IDEJTI.

For the latter word the Syriac text substitutes

"|m'lK(= "thy way "), which the context shows to be

faulty, the reading being due to a confusion of

innriK with l-'nmK. The Greek version reads

"thy children," the meaning attributed to nnriN in

several passages of the Bible. But had the Jewish

scribe used the Greek version, he would never have

found beneath t<jp tekvuv aov the Hebrew "^n^iriN.

the correctness of which is attested by the Syriac.

There are numerous examples of a similar nature.

Although Margoliouth 's theory must be rejected

as a whole, certain details indicate that both A and

B are derived from a copy characterized by interpo-

lations due to a retranslatiou from Syriac into He-
brew. In a number of passages the same verse is

given in two distinct renderings, one of which
usually corresponds to the Syriac, even when this

text represents merely a faulty or biased translation

of the original. These verses, moreover, in their

conformity to the Syriac, become at times sc mean-
ingless that they can be explained only as incorrect

translations from that language. Such suspicious

passages are characterized by a comparatively mod-
ern style and language, by a commonplace phrase-

ology, and by a break in the parallelism which is

affected by Ecclesiasticus. It may therefore be

safely concluded that these doublets are merely ad-

ditions made to render the Syriac version more in-

telligible. The same statement holds true of certain

textual emendations made by tlie glossarist. In this,

however, there is nothing strange, since it is a well-

known fact that the Jews of certain sections were
familiar with Syriac, as is shown by the quotations

made bv Nahmanides from the Wisdom of Solomon,
from Judith, and from Bel and the Dragon, and also

by the introduction of the Peshitta of Proverbs into

the Targum of the Hagiographa.

But the glossarist did not restrict himself to these

slight additions and modifications, for he added

to his copy a translation of the tinal hymn, basing

this version also on the Syriac. This canticle, as

Bickell has clearly shown, is an alphabetical acros-

tic, which may still be traced in the Syriac version,

on account of the similarity between

The Final that language and Hebrew. There

Hymn. are lacuna;, however, in the Syriac

text wiiich are supplied in the Greek,

even though these passages are lacking in the He-

brew. In the Hebrew some tracesof the acrostic re-

main in cases where the Syriac was translatable

only by a Hebrew word beginning with the same
letter; but elsewhere all vestiges of it have disap-

peared. The Syriac version, moreover, shows evi-

dences of corruptions and innovations, which are

reproduced by the Hebrew. Tlie Syriac occasion-

ally corresponds to the Greek, but tends toward a

confusion of sense which eventually alters the mean-

ing, these modifications being also reproduced in

the Hebrew text. The hynm, which follows the

Syriac version closely throughout, is evidently a re-

translation from the latter. These opinions have

been championed especially by Lsrael Levi, and are

accepted by Hyssel and other scholars, although

they are not universally held:

The Hebrew version contains an entire canticle

which does not appear in either the Greek or the

Syriac text. This, however, is of doubtful authen-

ticity, although one may cite in its favor the sentence

"Ogive thanks unto Him that chose the sons of

Zadok to be priests," alluding to the pre-Maccabean

high jiriests who were descended from Zadok;

while another possible argument is furnished by the

absence (tf any reference to ideas essentially Phari-

saic, such as the resurrection of the body. Against

the genuineness of the psjilm may be urged: (I) its

omission in the versions; (2) the sentence "O give

thanks unto Him that maketh the horn of the house

of David to bud," which is directly opposed in sen-

timent tocli. XXX vi. and to the entire " Hymn of the
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Patriarchs" ; and (3) tlie remarkable similarity of the

hymn to the "Shemoneh 'p]sreh " togetlier with the

prayers "which precede and follow the "Shema'."
The question has not yet been definitely settled.

Despite the corrections and interpolations men-
tioned, however, the originalty of the text in these

fragments of Ben Sira can not be denied. Besides

Mie fart that many scholars deny the existence of

evidences of the existence of two separate edi-

tions written by Ben Sira himself. It is self-evi-

dent, moreover, that Ecclesiasticus has undergone
some alterations at the liands of scribes, but it

would have been strange indeed if this book alone
should have wholly escaped the common lot of such
writings. No more conclusive proof could be
found, were any necessary, of the fidelity of the IIc-
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any interpolations, there arc portions in wliich it is

eas)' to recognize the author's hand; for he has a

characteristic technique, style, vocab-

Critical ulary, and syntax which are evident

Value ofthe in all the versions. It may safely be

Hebrew said that in the main ilie work of Ben
Text. Sira has been preserved just as it left

his hands, while the chief variant

marginal readings recorded in the fragments and
confirmed by the translations may be regarded as

brew version than its frequent agreement, in cita-

tions from the Bible, with the text on which the

Septnagint is based rather tlian with the Masorah,

as in the case of I Sam. xii. 3 as compared with

Ecclus. (Sirach) xlvi. 19, or Isa. xxxviii. 17 with

Ecclus. (Sirach) 1. 2.

Even before the discovery of these fragments the

Book of Ecclesiasticus was regarded as a unique
document of priceless value ; but the accouijt which
it gives of the status of the Bible in its author's day
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lias gaineil additional importance, now that the

greater part of the original itself is known. The
" Hymn of the Patriarchs," which has been preserved

in its entirety, shows that the canon of the Law
and of the Prophets was closed, as the

Importance author's grandson expressly states.

for the The Prophets were arranged in the

History of order generally adopted in the Hebrew
the Bible. Bible, as follows: Joshua, Judges,

Samuel, Kings ("Nebi'im Pishonim "),

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve Minor
Prophets (" Jsebi'im Aharonim") ; and the expression

"the Twelve Prophets" was sanctioned by usage.

The greater portion of the Ilagiographa was already

considered canonical, including the Psalms attributed

nominally to David, Proverbs, Job (the Greek trans-

lator has made a gross blunder here), and possibly

the Song of Solomon, Nehemiah, and Chronicles.

The author's silence regarding some of the other

Hagiographa proves nothing; since he intended, as

has already been said, to eulogize the priesthood in

this section, and all who were not included in his

scheme were passed over without notice.

In addition to this statistical information, Ben Sira

furnishes other points of interest. The frequency

with which he avails himself of Job and Proverbs

proves that both these books had been long in cir-

culation, although the divergence between the origi-

nal and his quotation is very great. Furthermore,

the labored attempt to imitate the literary style pre-

viously affected in didactic poetry was a failure,

and radical changes had been introduced even as

early as the time of the author. While he still

availed himself of parallelism and employed verses

symmetrically divided into two hemistichs, he intro-

duced into this work on wisdom concepts thitherto

excluded, such as allusions to sacred history and

exhortations to fulfil tlie duty of religious worship.

Mention has already been made of literary innova-

tions which characterize the work. It is no less

significant that the diction employed is essentially

imitative, being a mixture of Biblical centos and
reminiscences, yet marking a stage iinattained by
any analogous work. Still untouched by Hellen-

isms, the lexicography is characterized by rabbin-

isms and derivatives from the Aramaic and the

Arabic. The style is decadent, showing a curi-

ous mixture of prolixity and conciseness, daring

constructions, the repetition of certain figures,

imitation, and false elegance, side by side with

felicity of phraseology and imagery. These quali-

ties denote a period when spontaneity and original-

ity were replaced by pedantry, conventionality, and

artificiality. Henceforth a thorough knowledge of

Ecclesiasticus will be indispensable for any who
wish to study the analogous portions of the Bible,

although it has thus far been impossible to deter-

mine the relation of Ecclesiastes and Ecclesiasticus

from a mere comparison of the two books, despite

their frequent points of contact.

It is self-evident that the Hebrew fragments will

aid in the reconstruction of the original of tho.se por-

tions for which no basal text has yet been found.

These fragments, moreover, reveal the relative value

of the Greek and Syriac texts, the two versions

l>a9ed on the Hebrew original.

The Greek text, as noted above, is the work of

the author's grandson, who went to Egypt in 132.

A prologue to the " Synopsis " of Atha-

The Greek nasius gives his name as Jesus; but

Version, this passage is spurious. Although
the translator may have gone to Egypt

in 132, it does not necessarily follow tiiat he entered

upon his work in that year; indeed he himself says

that he spent some time there before beginning

his task. The theory has been advanced that he

did not begin it until 116, since i~i ("in the time

of "), which he uses in connection with Ptolemy Euer-

getes, is employed only after the death of the mon-
arch whose name it precedes (Deissmaun, in "Tlie-

ologische Literaturzeitung, " 1904, p. 558); but the

incorrectness of this deduction has been demon-
strated by Schilrer. The translator, in the intro-

duction, requests the indulgence of his readers, a

precaution not without justification, since his render-

ing leaves much to be desired, sometimes straining

the meaning of the text, and again containing crass

blunders, so that the text must be freed from the

numerous errors of the scribes before it can be fairly

judged (see Levi, " L'Ecclesiastique," p. xl.).

The Hebrew version shows that the Greek manu-
script which has best preserved the wording of the

original is No. 248 of Holmes and Parsons, which
was used in the Complutensian Polyglot. Yet even

after a rigid purification of the text, Ben Sira con-

tains many blunders, due to overhasty reading (Levi,

I.e. pp. xliii. et seq.). While the translator generally

adhered closely to the original, he sometimes added
comments of his own, but seldom abridgecJ, al-

though he occasionally slurred over a passage in

which the im;agery was too bold or the anthropo-

morphism too glaring. Moreover, he frequently

substituted for the translation of one verse another

already given for a passage of similar content. The
version used by him was not always identical with

that contained in the Hebrew fragments. Some-
times he has verses which are missing in the He-
brew ; but many of those mentioned by Fritzsche in

his notes are found in the fragments. A revision

of the Greek text is attested by the quotations in the
" Ptsdagogus " of Clement of Alexandria.

An accident has disarranged the. pages of the

parent manuscript of all the copies thus far known,
two sheets, containing respectively xxx. 25-xxxiii.

13a and xxxiii. 13b-xxxvi. 16b, having been inter-

changed. The Itala and the Armenian versions,

however, avoided the error. The conjectural res-

toration of the order of the chapters should be

made, according to Hyssel, on the basis of manu-
script No. 248, which also avoided this inversion.

On the Greek manuscripts and their individual and
general value as regards the history of this version,

see Ryssel in Kautz.sch, " Apokryphen," i. 244 et

seq. It may be said that the Greek version offers

the most reliable material for the reconstruction of

those portions of the original which have not yet

been discovered.

As Jerome himself says, the Latin version con-

tained in the Vulgate is not his work, but was the

one generally used in the African churches during

the first half of the third century (see Thielmann in

"Archiv fQr Latdniache Lexicographic und Gram-
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matik," viii.-ix.); aud the truth of this statement is

proved beyond question by tlie quotations of Cyp-
rian. This text is cliaracterized by a

The Vetus number of interpolations of a biased

Latina. trend, allliough it is in general a sla-

visli and sometimes awkward transla-

tion from the Greek (comp. Herkenne, " De Veteris

Latini Ecclesiastici (^apitibus i.-xliii." Leipsic,

1899); but it also contains deviations fromtlie Greek

which can be explained only on the hypothesis of a

Hebrew original. These divergences are correc-

tions made on the basis of a Hebrew manuscript of

tiie same recension as B and C, which were taken

from a text that had already become corrupt. Such

changes were made, tlierefore, prior to the third cen-

tury. The corrections peculiar to the Itala are at-

tested by the qiiotations of Cyprian, and may have

been derived from a Greek manuscript taken to

Africa. They may be divided into two groups:

cases in which the corresponding passage of the

Hebrew is placed beside the ordinary text of tiie

Greek, and passages in which the Hebrew rendering

is substituted for the Greek reading (comp. Levi, I.e.

,

introduction to part ii., and Herkenne, I.e.). After

ch. xliv. the Vulgate and the Itala coincide. Tiie

other versions based upon the Greek are the Syriac

Hexaplar, edited by Ceriani ("Codex Syro-Hexa

plaris Ambrosianus Photolithographice Editus,"

Milan, IST-l); the Coptic (Sahidic), edited by La-

garde ("^Egyptiaca," Gottingen, 1883; see Peters,

"Die Sahidisch-Koptische Uebersetzung des Buchs
Ecclesiasticusaut Iliren Wahren Werth fiir die Text-

kritikUntersucht,"in Bardenhewer, "Biblische Stu-

dieu," 1898, iii. 3) ; tiie Ethiopic, edited by Dillmann

("Biblia Veteris Testamenti ^thiopica," 1894, v.);

and the Armenian, sometimes used to verify the

reading of the Greek.

While the Syriac version does not possess the im-

portance of the Greek, it is equally useful in the

reconstruction of the Hebrew on which it was di-

rectly based, as has been clearlj' shown by the dis-

covery of the fragments. As a rule the translator

understood his text; but his blunders are innumer-

able, even making allowance for scribal errors, which
are not infrequent. Unfortunately,

Syriac his copy was incomplete, so that his

Version, version contains numerous lacunae,

one of which (xliii. 1-10) was filled by
a passage borrowed from the Syriac Hexaplar. This

entire translation is a puzzle. In some chapters it

follows the original exactly, in others it is little

more than a paraphrase, or even a mere epitome.

In places the translation shows very few errors, in

others it betrays total ignorance of the meaning of

the text. It is possible that the Syriac version was
the work of several translators. Some of its repeti-

tions and corrections betray a Christian bias; and
it even bears traces of a revision based on the Greek.

As already noted, it contains many variants which
the Hebrew fragments show to represent the original

readings. Despite its numerous defects, it is a valua-

ble check upon the Greek text, even where it diverges

widely, except in passages where it becomes fantas-

tic. It therefore deserves to be carefully studied

with the assistance of the commentaries on it and
the citations from it by Syriac authors, as has been

done for the glo.sses of Bar Hebraeus by Katz in his

*' Scholien (les Grcgorius Abulfaragius Bar Hebraeus

zum Weisheitsbuche dos Josua ben Sira " (Halle,

1893). The Arabic translation included in the Lon-
don Polyglot and based upon the Syriac version is

likewise a valuable adjunct to the "apparatus
criticus."

ItiBi.iOGRAPHY : Editions of the Hebrew text, in chronological
order: Schechier, K(ih:.-fin.-<ticus x.r.cix. 15-xl.S, in bJ.ri)i>,si-

torii Tinie.-<, July, IXiMi, pp. 1-15; Cowley and Neubauer, The
(Jriyinal Hihrew nl (i Portimi iif Ecclesicuiticu.s [xxxi.r. 10-

xlix. 11), Tiujtiher with the Ecirly Versvnis and an Eng-
Usli Tra)t.flatii)ii. FnUitwed /<)/ t)ie Quntntions from Ben
Sira in Rahbinical Literature., Oxford, 1897 ; Halevy, Etude
.sur la Partie du I'cxte Hetrreu de I'Ecclt^iastique Recem-
nient Dirnuverte [xxxix. 15-xlix. 11], in Rev. Sim. v. 148,

193,383; Sniend, Da-s HebrCliM-Iie Frafjment der Wei.theit
dej< Jcsi/.K Siracit, in Ahhandhuiuen der GOttinqer Gesell-
Kchaft iter iri«.st'(isr/in/(e/i, 1897, ii. 2 (containinfr the same
text); Collotfipe Facsimile.'^ of the Oxford Frat/ment of Ev-
rle.'<iastieus, Oxff)rd, 1897; Israel Levi, L' Ecclexiastique ou
la Saticise de .Jesus, Fi7.s de Sira, Tcxte Original Hehrcu,
Tj'ailuit ct Conirnente, in Dibliotlnque de VEcole des Haulex
Etnde.s, Sciences ReUgieuses, x.. No. i., Paris, 1897 (part ii.,

|7). 1901); Schlatter, Da.s Neugefundene Hebriiisclie Stlick
(les Si;ac/i, (iiiterslolie, 1897; Kohn, same text, in Ha-S)n-
loalj, iii. 42-48, i:33 140, 321-32."), r>17-r)20; Schechier, Genizah
Spccirt^ens: Ecclesiasticus [xlix. 12-1. 22J, in J . Q. R. x. 197 ;

Schechter and Taylor, Tlie JVi.sdom of Ben Siia. Cambridge,
1899; Halevy, ie yiiuvenv Fragment Hehreu de VEcclcsi-
astique [xlix. 12-1. 22], in Rew St'm. vii. 214-220; Maigoll-
outh. The Orininal Hebrcv: of Ecclesiaaticus xxxi. lS-31
and .rxxvi. 22-xx.rx'ii. 2G, in J. Q. R. xii. 1-3;^; Schechter, A
Further Fragment nf Ben Sira [iv.23-v. 13, xxv. 8-xxvi. 2],
lb. pp. 456-465; Adler, .Some Missing Fragments of Ben
Sii'a [vii. 29-xii. 1], ib. pp. 466-480; Levi, Fragments de
Deux Noiiveaux Manvscrits Hebrexix de VEecJesia.stique
[xxxvi. 24-xxxviii. 1 ; vi. 18-19 ; xxviii. 35; vii. 1. 4, 6, 17, 20-

21, 23 25], in R. E. J. xl. 1-30; Gaater, A New Fragment of
Ben Sira [xviii. 31-:«; xix. 1-2; xx. 5-7: xxvii. 19. 22, 24, 26;
XX. 13], in J. Q. R. xii. 688-702; Ecclesiasticus: Tlie Fr'ag-
ments Hitherto Recovered of the Hebrew Text in Fac-
simile, Cambridge and Oxford, 1901 ; Schlogel, Ecclesiasticus
xxxix. I2~xlix. 10, Oiie Art is CriticfK et Metricoiin Formam
Originalem Redactiis, 1901 ; Knabenbauer, Commentariusin
Ecclesiasticum cum Appendice : I'extus Ecclesiastici He-
brcvus Descriptus Secttndum Fragmentn Nui)er Reperta
cumNotiset Versione Litterali Latina, Paris, 1902; Peters,

Der JU,)igst Wiederaufgefundene HebrdUche Text des
Buches Ecclesiasticus, etc., Freiburg, 1902; Strack. Die
Sprliche Jesu.t\ des Snhnes Siraclt, der JUngst Wiederge-
fundene Hcbrdiftche Text mit A nmerkungeu und ^Vorler-
buch, Leipsic, 1903: Levi, The Hebrew Text of the Book of
Ecclesiasticus, Edited with Brief Notes and a Selected
Glossary. Leyden, 1904, in Semitic Studii Series, i^d. Gott-
heil and Jastrow. iii.; La Sainte Bible Poliiglotle, ed. Vigu-
roux, vol. v., Paris, 1904; Peters, Liber lesu Filii Siracli.

sive Ecclesiasticus Hebraice Secundum i'^odices Nuper Re-
pertos, Vocalibus Adn7-natus Addita Versione Latinacum
Glossario Hebraico- Latino, Freiburg, 1905.

On the question of the originality of the book : Margoliouth,
The Origin of the "Original Helnew" ol Ecclesiasticus,
London, 1899; Bacher, in J. Q. R. xii. 97 108; idem, in Ex-
pository 2'imes, xi. 563: BIckell, in W. Z. K". J/, xiii. 251-

2-56; Hal^vv, in Rev. Sim. viii. 78-88; Konig, in Expository
Times, x. 512, .564; xf. 31, 69, 139-140, 170-176, 234 235 ; idem,
Die Original itdt des Nenlich Entdeckten Hebriiischen SI-
7-achtextes, Tubingen, 19(XI; idem. In Neue Kirchliche Zei-
(M?i0, xl. 60, 67; if/em, in Theologische Rundschau, iii. 19;
id^m. In Evai*fielif>ehe Kfrchen-Zedung, Ixxiv. 289-292;
L^vi, in ii. E. J. xxxix 1-15, xl. l-IV); Margoliouth, in Ex-
pository Times, xt. 90-92, 191, 427-429. 521 . xii. 45, 95, et pas-
sim; Ryssel, in Theologische Stiulien und Kritiken, \xxv.
406-420; Schechter, in Expository Times, xi. 140-142, 382,

522 ; Selbie, ib. 127, 363. 378, 446, 494, 550 ; Tyler, in J. Q. R.
xii. 555-562.

Studies on the HebrevF text, exclusive of the editions and
commentaries mentioned above : Bacher, in J . Q. R. ix. 543-

562, xii. 272-290; idem, in Stade's Z£ilschrift,xji..:m, nitm,
in R. E.J. xl. 253; Blau, i/». xxxv. 25-29: BucUlei. i7*. xxxvni.
137-140; Chajes, ib. xl. 31-36; Cheyiie, in J. Q. R. x. 13, xii.

554; Cowley, ib. xii. 109-111; Cowley and Neubauer, ib. Ix. 563-

567; Frankel, in Mr)»iaf.'<,fc/i? i/f, xlii. 380-384, xliii. 481-184;

Ginsburger, in i?. E..J. xlii.267; (;rimme, in Orienfa/isti.sc/ie

Literaturzeitung, ii. 21:1, 316; idem, in La Revue Bib-
lique, ix. 400-413 ; x. .55-65, 260-267, 423-435 ; (iray, in J. Q. R.
ix. 567-572; Hal^vv, in JoHraci/ Asiatique,lS97,x.iH)\ ; Herz,
in J. Q. R. X. 719-724; Hogg, in Expositor, 1897, pp. 262-266;
idem, in ^lme>'ica?i Journal of Theology, i. 777-786; Houts-
ma. in Theologi.^ich Ti.iiUichrift. xxxiv. 329-354: Jouon, in
Zeitschrift flir Katholische Tlieologie, xxvii. 583 et seq.;

Kaufmanh. in J. Q. R. xi. 159-162; idem, in Monatsschi-ift.
xl. 337-340; Kautzsch, in Theologische Studien und Kriti-
ken. Ixxl. 185-199, Krauss, in J. Q. R. xi. 1.56-1.58; Landauer,
in Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie, xii. 393-395 ; Levi, In R. E. J.
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xxxlv. 1-50, 294-296; xxxv. 29-47: xxxvii. 210-217; xxxix. 1-

15. 177-190; xl. 25;5-257 ; xlii. 269; xliv. 291-294; xlvii. 1-2;

idetn, in J. (j. R. xiii. 1-17, 331 ; Mar)?(>lis, in Stade's Zeit-

schrift, xxi. 271; Margoliouth, in Athenaitin, Jit\\, 1S97. p.

163; Mechineau, in Kt^ldes. Ixxviii. 451-477, Ixxxi. 8;{1-K{4,

Ixxxv. 6a'}-698; Miiller. in W. Z. K. M.x\. KtVK).') ; Noldeke,
in Expositor, 1«97, pp. :i47-364 ; Peters, in The(ilit{ii.s(hi- (^>iiar-

talschrift. Ixxx. 94-98, Ixxxii. 180-193; idiin. in l!il)lisrhe

Zeitschrift, i. 47, 129; Rosenthal, in Mtwatxsrinifl, 1902. pp.
49-52; Ryssel, in Tlieologit^cJie Stllili^')} viid Kritikoi, 1900,

pp. :>i;M'0:$. .^OS-Ml ; 1901. pp. 75-109. 270-294, 547 .592; l'.H(2, pp.
205-261, 347-420 ; Schecliter, in J. Q. R. xii. 2t« 274 ; .^cliliipel,

inZ. D.M. G. liil. 669-t)82; Smend, in Thfoloiiisrhr Litna-
tnrzeituim. 1897, pp. 161, 265; Steiniper, in Stade's Zfif-
iichrift, xxi. 143; Strauss, in Scliurizirische Tfieoloaische
Zeilung, xvii. 65-80; Taylor, in J. Q. R. x. 470-488; xv. 440-

474. 604Ti626; xvii. 238-2:19 ; (((f//i,in Journal ol Theoloairal
SfJtd(e.«, i.571-.583; Touzaid, in Revue BihUiiiic. vi. 271-282,

547-573; vil.33 58; ix. 4.5 67. .52;V563.

Principal editionsof the (i reek text: Fritzsehe. Lihri A))oc-
ryi>hi Veteria Teslamenii Giirce, Leipsic. 1871 ; Holmes and
Parsons, l''c/tw Testanientum Grmcum rum Vnriia Leclii iii-

hu8, iv., Oxford, 1827; Swete, The Old Testa incut in Greek,
ii., Cambridge. 1891. Of the Syriac text : I.agarde, Lihri Ve-
teris Testameuti Apocrnplii Sjiriace, Leip.sic, 1861 : Ceriani,
i'odex Si)ro-Hcrnplaris Amhrosiniiiis Photolithonraphke
Edittia, Milan. 1874. On the other translations derived from
the Greek: Peters, fJer Jlingst Wiederaufyefundene He-
hrilisclit Text iles Buches Ecclesiasticus. pp. 35 et seq.;

Herkenne, De Veleris Latini Eccle,^iastici Cnpitihus i.-

j:Uii., Leipsic, 1899; Ryssel. in Kautzsch, Apokruphen, i.

Chief general commentaries : Fritzsche, Die M'eisheit Jesus
Sirach's ErhUIr I iind Ueherse.tzt {Exeaetisches Handhuch
zu den Apokrjipheii). Leipsic. 18.59; F.dersheim, in Wace.
Apocrypha, li.. London, 1888; Ryssel, in Kautzsch, Apokry-
phen, ).

Special studies (following Schiirer's list) : (ifrorer, Philo, ii.

18-53, Stuttgart, 1831; Dahne. Geschichtliche DarsteUnng
derJUdisch-Alexaiidriiuschen Rcligioiisphnosophie. it. 126-

150, Halle. 1834; Winer. De Utriutiquc Siraeida ^IState, Er-

langen, 1832; Zunz, G. V. pp. 100-105 (2d ed., pp. 106-111);

Ewald, Ueher das Griecliisclie Spi-uehhuch Jesu^'' Solnies
Sirach's, in Jahrhlicher der Bihlischen }yissenschaft, iii.

12.5-140; Bruch, fVcisheitstehre der Hehrder, pp. 366-319.

Strasburg, 18.51 ; Horowitz. Das Bxirfi Jesus Sirach, Breslau.
1865; Montet, Etude du Livre de Jesu.<, Fits de Sirach, an
Point de Vue Critique, Donmatiquc rt Moral, Montauban,
1870; (iriitz, in Monatssctirift, 1872, pp. 49,97; Merguet. Die
<jlaul)ens-uud Sittenlehre des Bnclies Jesus Sirach, Konigs-
berg, 1874 ; Seligniaun, Das Buch der Weisheii des Jesus Si-
radiin Seine mVerhaltniss zu deii Sahrmon. Sprlichemuid
Sei)ier Historisclien BerteMfujip, Breslau, 1883; Bi(;kell, Ki7t
Alphahetisches Lied Jesvs Siraeli's. in Zeitschrift fllr Ka-
tholi»clie Theologie. 1882, pp. 3Ht-;!;{3 ; Drummond, P/m7o Jit-

•d/BUS, 1888, i. 144-1.55; Margoliouth, .4)( Esaay on the Place
of Ecclesiastic Us III Senutic Literature, Oxford, 1890; idem.
The Laiiduinje and Metre ot Ecclesiasticus, in Expositor,
1890, pp. 29.5-320, 381 :!91 ; Bols, Essai sur les Origiiies de la
Philosophie Judeo-Alexandrine, pp. 16(V210, ;;i:!-372. Paris.

1890 ; Perles. .Votes Critii/ues sur le Texte de t'Ecrlrsiastieiue,

in R. E. J. xxxv. 48-64 ; Krauss, Notes on Siracli, in J. Q. R.
xi. 150; Miiller. Stroijhenliauund Responsion, Vienna. 1898;

fiasser. Die Bedeutung der SprUche Jesu hen Sira flir die

Datierung <les Atthehrai,^chen Spruchhnches, ( iitersk>be.

1904; comp. also Schurer, Gesch. iii. 1.57-1156; An<lre, Les
Apocryphes de VAncien Tf.stoiiirrd, pp. 271-310, Florence.

1903; toy. in Cheyne and Black. Encyc. Bihl. s.v. Ecclesias-
ticus a.nd Sirach ; Nestle. Sirach, in Hastings, Diet. Bible.

T. I. L.

SIRACH, PSEUDO-. See Bkn Sik.v, Alpha-
BKT OF

SIRILLO, SOLOMON: Spiinisli Talimidi.st of

the tifteenth ami sixteenth eentiiries. He whs one

of Ihe exiles of 1492, autl settled at Safed, where he

held a discussion with Jacob Berab over a decision

<;oncoruin!r meat (Samuel of Modena, Hesponsa, No.

42). He is mentioned also by Bezaleel Ashkenazi.

Sirillo was the author of a conunentaiy on the

order Zera'ini and the treatise Shekalim of the Jeru-

salem Talmud. He compiled also a Gemara to the

Mishnah of the treatise Eduyot, by gathering the

passages scattered in theTahuiid and adding there-

to a commentary of his own; both arc quoted in

Solomon Adeni's " Meleket Shelomoh." Siiillo's

commentary on Berakot was printed in M. Leh-

mann's edition of this treatise (Berlin, 1874).

Bibliography: Azulai, Shem lia-Ged<ilini, 1. 170; Conforte.

Kore ha-Dorot, p. 32b; Fiirst, Bihl. Jud. iii. 342.

\v. B. M Sei,.

SIRKES, JOEL B. SAMUEL: Polish rabbi

;

born at Lublin in lo61 ; died at Cracow, 1640. At
the age of fourteen he was sent to the yeshibah of

Solomon ben Judah. After remaining there some
time he went to Brest-Utovsk, where he attended
the yeshibah of R. Phoebus. While still a youth he
was invited to the rabbinate of Pruszany, near
Sk>niin. Later he occupied tlie rabbinates of Liib-

kow, Lublin, Micdzyboz, Beldza, Szydlowka, and
finally Brest-Litovsk and Cracow, succeeding in

each of the two last-mentioned places his teacher R.
Phoebus. He was an adherent of the Cabala and an
opponent of both pilpul and philosophy.

Sirkes wrote: "Meshib Nefesh," commentary on
the Book of Ruth (Lublin, 1616); "Bayit Hadash,"
commentary on the " Arba' ah Turim " of Jacob ben
Asher (Cracow, 1631-40); " She'elot u Teshubot Bayit

Hadash" (Frankfort, 1697); "She'elot u-Teshubot
Bet Hadash haHadashot" (Koretz, 1785); " Hag-
gahot," on all the tractates of the Babylonian Tal-

mud; and "Rosh," first published, from a manu-
.script, in the Warsaw (1860) edition of the Talmud,
and included in almost every subsequent edition

thereof.

In the " Bayit Hadash " the evident intention of the

author is to present and elucidate the fundamental
principles of the Law as recorded in the Mishnah,
the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmuds, and the

chief codes.

Bibliography: J. M. Zunz, 'ir/io-Zedeik:, p. 62. Lemberg. 1874;
Giidemann. Quellenschi-^ifteii zur Gesch. des Unterrichts. p.

232. Berlin. 1891 ; R. N. liabbinovicz, He'arot ue-Tikkunim,
p. 9, Lyck, 1875 ; B. Friedberg. Ge.'<ch. der Hehr. Typo'g'raphie
in Krakau, p. 27. Cracow. li)00; idem, Epitaphien ron Grah-
steinen des l!iraeliti.'<chen Friedhofes zu Krakau, Nehst
Biographi.'<chen Skizzen, p. 14, Drohobycz, 1897; Ch. N. Dem-
bitzer, Kelilat Vofi, part ii., p. 186. Cracow, 1893; B. Katz,
Le-Korot ha-Yehudim, Berlin. 1899.

E. (

.

B. Fk.

SISERA : General of the army of King Jabiu of

Hazor. According to Judges iv. 9 et seq., he inva-

ded the northern part of Judea in the time of Deb-

orah, the prophetess and judge. Upon Deborah's

order Barak took 10,000 men and went out to meet

Sisera, going as far as the river of Kishon. Sisera

suffered defeat, and while Barak pursued the enemy
as far as"Harosheth of the Gentiles," Sisera fled

alone and on foot. Arrived at the settlement of the

Kenites, who, according to legend,- were the de-

scendants of Jethro, he was invited by a Kenite

woman named Jael, wife of Heber, into her tent.

Sisera accepted the invitation and asked for water,

but instead she gave him milk. When Sisera had

fallen asleep, Jael took a hammer and drove a

"nail," or tent-pin, into his temple.

The position of Sisera's army is not specifically

mentioned in Judges v. 19, where the battle is said

to have taken place at Taanach by the waters of

Megiddo. The identity of Sisera has not yet been

established (see M. ]\Iuller, "Asien und Europa,"

p. 332; Budde, "DieBlicher Richter und Samuel ").

According to the Midrash (Yalkut Shim'oni on

Judges iv. 3), Sisera hitherto had conquered every

country against which he had fought. His voice

was so strong.that when he called loudly the most

solid wall would shake and the wildest animal

would fall dead. Deborah was the only one who
could withstand his voice and whom it did not

cause to stir from her place. Sisera caught fish
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enough in his beard when bathing in the Kishon to

provision his whole army. According to the same
source (lii., end), thirty-one kings followed Sisera

merely for the opportunity of drinking, or otherwise

using, the waters of Israel. The descendants of

Sisera, according to Git. 57b, were teachers of the

young in Jerusalem. See Deborah; J.\el.

.1. S. O.

SISTERHOODS OF PERSONAL SERV-
ICE : Associations of female charity-workers who
devote time to the care of the needy and the

distressed. A .sermon delivered by Dr. Gustav
Gotthcil in 1887, in Temple Emanu-El, New York
city, was the direct cause of the founding of a be-

nevolent society on principles diiTerent from those

that had previously prevailed. Its leading features

were expressed in the name adopted—Sisterhood of

Personal Service. Tbe work contemplated was to

be done by the members themselves. Every sister

was to devote a certain portion of her time to a defi-

nite task, and attend to it personally, the chief object

being to overcome the estrangement of one class

of the Jewish population from another and to bring

together the well-to-do and the poor, in the relation,

not of patron and dependent, but of friend and
friend.

The example set by the Emanu-El Sisterhood has

been followed by congregation after congregation,

until almost every organized place of worship in

the upper portion of New York city has a part of

its communal work in charge of such a sister-

hood. These sisterhoods thus endeavor to com-
bine settlement-work with organized relief in the

liome.

The following departments of work are carried on
by each sisterbood, the several departments being

superintended bj' a guide and a vice-guide: distinct-

ively charitable work (including outdoor relief)

tlirough its staff of volunteer friendly

Classes of visitors; religious schools; industrial

Work. and cooking schools ; day-nurseries,and

kindergartens for cbildren between
three and six j'ears of age whose mothers are obliged

to work away from home during the day; employ-
ment bureaus for a class of applicants physically un-

fit for hard labor and without knowledge of a trade

or business; and workrooms where various trades

are taught to unskilled women. In addition to

the.se, there liave been founded social clubs and cul-

ture classes for young women employed during the

day, and afternoon clubs and classes of all kinds, in-

cluding school-children's classes for vocal and in-

strumental music. The women of the sisterhoods

have become volunteer agents, and assist the pro-

bation officers appointed by the juvenile court in

making complete investigations of delinquent chil-

dren's characters and home surroundings; and, by
keeping a close Avatch during the period of proba-
tion, they have been the means of saving many a

child from commitment. The aim of all sisterhoods

is to educate and elevate those beneficiaries with
whom they come in contact, and to improve their

physical condition to such an extent that cliarit}'

will not be needed.

Settlement houses, or " homes," likewise are being
established. The Emanu-El Sisterhood, whose home

is situated at 318 East 82d street, was the pioneer in

this development.
Inevitably, the many sisterhoods came in touch

one with another in their various fields of activity,

with tiic result that a union was suggested, the out-

come of which was the Federation of Sisterhoods,
organized in 1896, and composed of delegates from
all the existing sisterhoods, whicli cooperate, as

agents, with the United Hebrew Chari-
Spread of ties. The monthly meetings of the

the Federation are the most active and in-

Principle. fluential of all agencies in the intro-

duction of advanced ideas of philan-

thropy. At these meetings all cases of distress that

have been investigated during the month are re-

ported, and many useful facts are brought to light.

With this interchange of information it is almost
impossible for fraudulent persons to impose on any
of the affiliated societies. A great step in advance
was made when, through the Federation, the city of
New York was divided into districts, one being as-

signed to each sisterhood.

By this limitation of area each sisterhood acquired

a thorough knowledge of its neighborhood, and it

rendered possible the individual treatment of each
dependent familJ^

Two other cities in the United States have sister-

hoods organized along the same lines as those of

New Y''ork: San Francisco (Emanu-El
Outside Sisterhood for Personal Service; or-

New York, ganized 1893) and St. Louis (Temple
Israel Sisterhood).

The Emanu-El Sisterhood of New Y^'ork city has
closely adhered, from its inception, to the original

plan of its founder. Dr. Gustav Gottheil, and has

no membership dues, depending entirely upon vol-

untary' contributions for its support. It has not,

since its establishment, drawn upon the funds of the

United Hebrew Charities for any of its expenditures.

Since 1904 tiie Beth-El Sisterhood likewise has de-

fraj'ed all its expenses. The average membership
of the New York sisterhoods is about 6,000, and the

total amount expended for relief during 1903-4 was
§75,000.

J. n. B. E.

SIWAN (}VD) : Third ecclesiastical and ninth

civil month. It has thirty days, and coincides, ap-

proximately, with the Roman month of June. On
Siwan 3, 4, and 5 (n^UJH "D" n:j6ji^ = "the three

days of the bounds") are commemorated the three

days' preparation preceding the receiving of the

Law on ]\Iount Sinai. These days, with Lag be-

'Omer and Rush Hodesh, are distinguished from
other days of Sefirah in that marriages may be

celebrated on them. On Siwan 6 and 7 the Feast of

Weeks (Shebu'ot) is celebrated. In the Talmud the

6th is called tlie New-Year of the Two Loaves (R.

H. 7b). The Megillat Ta'anit gives the following

fast-(ia5-s: Siwan 23, in commemoration of the sus-

pension, during the reign of Jeroboam, of the send-

ing of the first-fruits to Jerusalem; Siwan 25, in

commemoration of the martj'^rdom of Simeon ben

Gamaliel, Samuel ben Elisha, and Hanina Segan ha-

Koiiaiiiin ; Siwan 27, the anniversary of the burning
of Hananiah ben Teradion at the stake.

A. I. Br.
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SIXTUS SENENSIS: Italian convert to

Christianity and anti-Talmudic agitator; born at

Sienna (whence his name) in 1520; died in 1569.

After his conversion Sixtus entered tlie Franciscan

order, but soon after, being charged with heterodoxy,

he vi'as sentenced to death at tlie stake. Cardinal

Michele Gliislieri, later Pope Pius V., recognizing

in Sixtus one who might be useful to him, rescued

him from death and helped him to enter the Domin-
ican order. At the command of Paul IV., Sixtus

and another convert, Philip Moro, traveled about

the Papal States preaching in the synagogues and

inciting the mob against the Jews wherever the lat-

ter resisted the exhortations to embrace Christian-

ity. In April, 1559, Sixtus, with another Domini-

can monk, went to Cremona to burn the Talmud,
declaring that it contained only anti-Christian wri-

tings. Yet he spared the Zohar and restrained the

Spanish soldiers from destroying it with the Talmud,
hoping that the Jews might be induced by means of

this cabalistic work to embrace Christianity. Be-

sides homilies and mathematical writings, Sixtus

was the author of the "Bibliotheca Sancta " (Venice,

1566), a Latin work in eight books, treating of the

divisions and authority of the Bible; it contains an

alphabetical index and an alphabetical list of rab-

binical interpreters of the Bible.

Bibliography: Oratz, Gefich. 3d ed., ix. 358-359, 362; Nnu-
velle Biographic Oenerale; Wolf. Bihl. Hebr. i., No. 1751.

S. M. Sel.

SIYYUM : The formal ceremonial act of com-

pleting the writing of a scroll of the Law, or the

formal conclusion of the study of a division (''mas-

sekta")of the Mishnah or Talnnul. In the former

case the ceremony is called siyyum ha-Sefer ; in

the latter, siyyum massekta. The siyyum ha-

Sefer is celebrated by the one for whom the scroll is

written, or bj' wiiom the scroll is donated to the

synagogue. The last eight verses are generally left

unwritten, or are written merely in outline letters,

so that the invited guests may complete the scroll.

Each guest is called by name to the almemar and

given the honor of writing a letter. If possible,

he chooses the initial letter of his name. A blessing

for the owner of the scroll and for the writer of

the letter follows, the latter usually offering a

donation to the synagogue, or, in some cases, toward

the expenses of the celebration. Psalms appropriate

to the occasion are chanted, accompanied by music;

after which cake and wine are served to the guests

assembled.

The siyyum massekta is celebrated in the bet ha-

midrash, or at the yeshibah, by the student or stu-

dents, who invite gue.sts to participate in their

joy. A feast usually follows, which is called "'se-

'uddat mizwah " (feast of merit).

The origin of the custom is found in the Talmud.

Abaye was proud of the fact that whenever a

pupil finished a massekta he made it the occasion

of a holiday for his .students (Shab. 118b); appar-

ently he iiimself defrayed the expense of the cele-

bration. R. Eieazarsaid, "One should make a feast

on completing the Torah " (Cant. R. i. 9). The fact

is specifically mentioned that R. Papa and R. lluna

were absent from the siyyum of Raba(B. B. 22a;

see Rashi ad loc). Since the feast is considered " a

feast of merit," R. Jacob MoUn (d. 1425) allowed
meat and wine at the feast of those who celebrated

a siyyum massekta during the first nine days of

Ab, although feasting is otherwise prohibited on
those days, the mourning period for the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem ("Sefer Maharil," p. 32b, War-
saw, 1874). R. Moses Minz (15th cent.) advises (Re-

sponsa, ed. Prague, 1827), "'One should await an
opportune time to prepare a feast for the completion
of a massekta."

The siyyum is made by mourners a cause for

avoiding fasting on a Jahuzeit. The siyyum ex-

empts also the first-born from fasting on the day pre-

ceding Passover (see Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hay-
yim, 551, 10; Yoreh De'ah, 246, 26). The siyyum
of the massekta is read by the scholar who has just

completed its study, except in a yeshibah, when
it is read by the principal. A discourse of a
haggadic or pilpulistic character is interwoven with
the reading, all students present partaking in the

discussion. After this all recite the "Hadran,"as
follows (the Masseket Berakot being supposed to be
the one that has just been completed):

" Many returns [" hadran "] from us to thee and from thee to

us, Masseket Berakot. Our thoughts be with thee, and thy

thoughts be with us, Masseket Berakot. May we not be forgot-

ten by thee, nor thou be forgotten by us, Masseket Berakot, nei-

ther in this world nor in the world to come."

This is repeated three times. The Aramaic lan-

guage and the peculiar style indicate that the for-

mula is ancient. It dates probably from the geonic

period. Then follows: "May it be Thy will, O Lord,

our God, and God of our fathers, that Thy Torah be

our art in this world, and so be with us in the world

to come." The ten sons of R. Papa are then enumer-

ated— Hanina, Rami, Kahman, Ahai, Abba Mari,

Rafram, Rakish, Surhab, Adda, Daru (their names,

if recited, are supposed to help against forget-

fuluess). Next follows: "Make pleasant for us, O
Lord, our God, the word of Thy Law in our mouth
and in the mouth of Thy people Israel, so that we,

and our children, and the children of the house of

Israel, may all know Thy Name and learn Thy
Law. [Ps. cxix. 12, 80, 93, 99 are cited here.]

Amen, amen, amen, selah, forever. We thank

Thee, O Lord, our God, and God of our fathers,

for appointing our lots among the scholars of

the bet ha-midrash, and not among idlers," etc.

(Ber. 28b). The principal celebrant recites: "May
it be Thy will, O Lord, my God, that as Thou
hast aided me to complete Masseket Berakot,

so mayest Thou aid me to commence and complete

other treatises and books. Aid me to learn and to

teach, to observe, to do, and to keep all the words

of the teaching of Thy Law, in love. May the

merit of all the Tannaim, and Amoraim, and the

scholars [herein mentioned] be with me and with

my children ; that the Torah shall never depart from

my mouth and the mouths of my children and my
posterity," etc. This is followed by " Kaddish di-

Rabanan."

Bibliography: Levensohn, Jtfefcore Jfin/iaaim, § 100, Berlin,

1846.

K. 0. J. D. E.

SKEPTIC : In a specific sense, one who remains

in a state of doubt, declaring all positive truth, re-
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ligious or philosophical, to he unattaiuahle to man.

This type of skeptic can scarcely be found in Ju-

daism. However bold the Jewish philosophers of

the Middle Ages were in tiieir research or critical

in their analytic methods, they never so distrusted

human reason as to deny it the power, as the Greek

skeptics did, to arrive at any positive knowledge or

truth. Nor did the Jewish mystics attempt, as did

Christian theologians, to build up a system of faith

upon skepticism— that is, upon tlie assumption that

reason is incapable of grasping any truth. Seer and

sage alike appealed to reason to substantiate and

verify the postulates of faith (Isa. xl. 26: Job xii. 7).

The passage "The Lord is a God of knowledge" (I

Sam. ii. 3) is interpreted by the Rabbis b}' the re-

mark, "Great is knowledge which leads from God
toGod"(Ber. 33a).

Inasmuch, however, as doubt isa necessarj' transi-

tion from a lower stage of faith or of knowledge to

a higher one, skeptics, in the sense of men wres-

tling with doubt, have found a certain recognition

and a place of honor in Biblical literature. In a

work by E. J. Dillon, entitled "The Skeptics of

the Old Testament" (London, 1895), it has been well

pointed out that the authors of the Book of Job, of

Ecclesiastes, and of the Words of Agur, the Son of

Jakeh (Prov. xxx.), were skeptics, but the original

compositions were so interpolated and remodeled as

to make the skeptical points no longer noticeable.

All three contain bold arraignments of divine justice

and providence. As to the author of Ecclesiastes

compare E. H. Plumptre's edition (in "Cambridge
Bible for Schools"): "He was almost driven back

upon the formula of the skepticism of Pyrrho, 'Who
knows? ' " (p. 49). Heinrich Heine called the book

"Das Hohelied der Skepsis " (see, further, Paul

Haupt's" Koheleth oder Weltschmerz in der Bibel,"

1905). Friedrich Delitzsch, in " Das Buch Hiob "

(p. 17), calls Ecclesiastes " Das Hohelied des Pessi-

mismus," but he might as well have called it "the

Song of Skepticism."

Jewish skepticism was alwaj's chiefly concerned

with the moral government of the world. The great

problem of life, with "its righteous ones .suffering

wo, and its wicked ones enjoying good fortune,"

which puzzled the mind of Jeremiaii (Jer. xii. 1),

and Moses also, according to the Rabbis (Ber. 7a),

and which tinds striking expression in the Psalms
(Ps. Ixxiii.), created skeptics in Talnuidic as well

as in earlier times. According to Kid. 29b and Yer.

Hag. ii. 77b, Elisha ben Abuyah became a skeptic

as a consequence of seeing a person meet with a

fatal accident at the very moment when he was ful-

filling the two divine commandments for the observ-

ance of which Scripture holds out the promise ot a

long life (Dent. v. 16, xxii. 7).

The rationalistic era of Mohammedanism produced
skeptics among the Jews of the time of Saadia,

such as was Hiwi ai.-B.\lkhi, wlio.se criticism

tended to luadermine the belief in revelation.

The "Emunot we-De'ot" was written by Saadia,

as he says in the preface, because of the many
doubters who were to be convinced of the truth

;

and Maimonides, in the introduction to his "Mo-
reh," states that he wrote that work as a guide

for those perplexed by doubt. With all these Jew-

ish thinkers doubt is not a sin, but an error that may
reveal the pathway to the higher philosophical

truth.

A remarkable type of skeptic was produced by
the sixteenth century in Uriel Acosta, who, amidst

a life of restless searching after truth, denied the

immortality of the soid and the divine revelation.

His excomiuunication by the Amsterdam authorities

was inspired by fear of the Christian Church rather

than by traditional practise. Another such was
Leon of !Modena, who, complaining that " the thinker

is tortured by doubt, whereas the blind believer en-

joys peace of mind, and bliss in the world to come "

(see Ari Nohem, quoted by Gratz, "Gesch." 3d ed.,

X. 130), arrived through skepticism at a liberal in-

terpretation of traditional Judaism (see S. Stern,

"Der Kampf des Rabbiners Gegen den Talmud im
xviii. Jahrhundert," 1902). See Agnosticism.

K.

SKREINKA, LAZAB, : Hungarian scholar;

lived in the middle of the nineteenth century. He
devoted himself to teaching and became the princi-

pal of the Jewish school which had been founded at

Arad by Aaron Chorin, whom he assisted in arous-

ing in that community a desire for secular knowl-

edge. Skreinka was the author of: "Analytische

Elementarlehre der Rabbinisch-Mosaischeu Religion,

der Biblischen Gesch. und der Sittenlehre" (2d ed.,

Arad, 1846); "BeitragezurEntwickelung.sgeschichte

der Jiidischen Dogmen und des Judischen Kultus"

(Vienna, 1861). In addition to these works Skreinka

contributed various essays to Jewish scientific peri-

odicals, the most important of which were: "Ueber
das Gnostische Princip in der Kabbala " (in "Orient,

Lit." 1846, pp. 312 etseq.)\ " Versucli einer ErlJiu-

terung Mehrerer Dunkeler Stellen im Buche Daniel,

mit Besonderer Beziehung auf das 11. Kap." (in

" Monatsschrift," 1855, pp. 454 et seq.).

Bibliography: Ben Chananja, vi. 138; Fiirst, Bibl. Jud.
iii. :in.

s. I. Bu.

SKUTECZKY, DAMIANUS : Hungarian

genre and portrait painter; born at Kis-Gyor Feb.

9, 1850. After he had studied at the Kunstaka-

demie under Geiger, a state scholarship enabled him
to go to Italy, where he settled at Venice. He
had already acquired a reputation through iiis scenes

from Venetian life when he attracted general atten-

tion by his "Evil Tongues," exhibited at the Vienna

Exposition. In 1885 he returned to Hungary. He
lives alternately at Budapest and Neusohl. His

best-known paintings are: " Intcressante ]\Iarchen "
;

" S. Modernes Paris " (in the collection of the em-
peror Francis Joseph); "Das Schmeizen des Kup-
fers"; "Tagliches Brod "

; "Andacht" (purchased

by the government for the Kunsthi.stori.sches Mu-
seum); and "Schadenfreude" (in the National Mu-
.seum). Skuteczky has devoted himself to the

history and theory of art also, studying especially

the technique of the Renaissance.
s. L. V.

SLANDER ; False and malicious defamation of

another's reputation and character, tending to dis-

grace him in the eyes of the community. The
spreading of evil reports in order to injure a repu-

table name is punishable by a fine and an assessment
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for damages. The " mozi' shem ra' " (one who invents

an evil reputation) is to be distinguislied from the

"mesapper leslion liara' " (one who speaks with an

evil tongue; see Calumny). The latter makes
malicious but true statements, with the intention of

exposing the subject of them to public hatred,

contempt, or ridicule, which offense is prohibited

but is not pimishable by fine and an award for

damages (Maimonides, "ifad," De'ot, vii. 2).

The Hebrew terms " 'alilot debarim " (occasions of

speech) and "mozi' .shem ra' " occur in connection

with the Mosaic law whicii provides that if a hus-

band questions the virginity of his newly married

wife and it is found that he has done so without

reasonable cause, he shall be punished with stripes

and shall be compelled to pay a fine

Against a of one hundred silver shekels to her

Wife. father. The husband also loses the

right of divorce (Deut. xxii. 13-21). If

the wife has no father living, the fine is payable to her

(" Yad," Na'arah Betulah, iii. 1). Both the accusa-

tion and the refutation are allowed only when sup-

ported by competent evidence. The phrase " They
shall spread the cloth before the elders " is inter-

preted in the Talmud to mean that the matter shall

be thoroughly investigated before the bet din (Ket.

46a). The punishment by a fine was considered

unique ("hiddush "Hn this case, the offense being

by word, and not by deed (Yer. Ket. iii. 1). This

law became obsolete after the destruction of the

Temple, when the Mosaic laws concerning capital

punishment and fines ceased to be operative.

Rabbinical enactments against slander were very

stringent. One shall forgive an insult by a fellow

man when the latter asks forgiveness in public, ex-

cept if he is a mozi' shem ra' (Yer. B. K. viii. 7).

The question of civil liability for slander isdiscussed

by the authorities, some of them citing R. Jose

b. Hanina, who said, "Abuse in words is exempt
from any liability" (B. K. 91a); but this may not

include slander. The geonic "takkanah" excom-
municated the slanderer until he had rendered an

acceptable apology (Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mish-

pat, 1, 1). Israel Isserlein, however, dismissed a

civil suit brought by a hazzan who alleged he had
been discharged through the false report of a slan-

derer, because it was not shown that he had been dis-

charged immediately as a consequence of the slan-

der. Isserlein, nevertheless decided that the bet din

might fine the defendant, and even excommunicate
him until he ifad apologized and satisfied the hazzan
("Terumat ha-Deshen," No. 307). Asheri quotes

the prevailing custom "of checking the tongues of

slanderers by a fine, in accordance with the offense

and circumstances," and he advises the bet din to

act in ever}' case (Asheri, Responsa, rule 101, § 9).

R. Benjamin Zeeb rules that persons who slander

by word of mouth or in writing are not to be for-

given until after they have made apologies satis-

factory to the person or persons slandered (Re-

sponsa, No. 240).

The punishment impose<l upon one who defames
a woman's character is that he shall fast three days
- two successive Mondays and the intervening

Thursday— sitting barefooted in front of the s}'na-

gogue, and shall from the almemar and before the

congregation implore the forgiveness of the one
slandered ("Be'er ha-Golah," on Hoshen Mishpat,

420).

To slander the dead is a grievous sin, forbidden

in the strongest terms by the Geonim (Shulhan
'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 606, 3). This sin can be ex-

piated only by a fast of many days' duration, by
long repentance, and by payment of a suitable fine

imposed by the bet din. In addition, the slanderer

must beg the forgiveness of the dead at the grave;

should this be at a distance he may send a sub-

stitute (Hoshen Mishpat, 420, 38; Benjamin Zeeb,

Responsa, No. 247).

w. B. J. D. E.

SLAVE-TRADE : Trading in slaves was per-

mitted by all ancient and medieval legislations;

even Christian Europe allowed it down to the thir-

teenth century. At an early stage traffic in Jewish
slaves was forbidden to Jews, but there appears to

have been no restrictions in law or sentiment against

the purchase and sale of heathen slaves (see Slaves).

With the dispersion of the nations in Europe, and
the conflicts arising from the divergence of creed

between the Arians and the Catholics in Spain, op-

portunity was given to the Jews, who were equally

hated and equally licensed, to supply both with

slaves. Pope Gelasius (492) permitted Jews to in-

troduce slaves, if they were heathen, from Gaul into

Italy. At the time of Pope Gregory the Great (.V.K)-

604) Jews had become the chief traders in this class

of traffic. He objected to the Jews holdjng Cliris-

tian .slaves ("Epist." ix. 109) because he feared that

they would be converted to Judaism {ib. iv. 21); aiitl

he wrote to the Bishop of Naples that the Jews dealt

in Christian slaves which they bought in the Gallic

territories {ib. ix. 36). It has been suggested by Ja-

cobs that the British slaves who had been brought

to the Roman market, attracting Gregory's attention

to the need of Christianizing England, were in the

hands of Jewish slave-dealers ("Jews of Angevin
England," p. 5).

With the rise of Islam large opportunities were

afforded to the Jews to supply Moslem slaves to

the Christian world, and Christian slaves to that of

Islam; and Ibn Khordadhbeh in the ninth century

describes two routes by which Jewish slave-deal-

ers carried such slaves from West to East and

from East to West (see Commerce). According to

Abraham ibn Ya'kub, Byzantine Jews regularly

purchased Slavs at Prague to be sold as slaves.

Louis the Fair granted charters to Jews visiting his

kingdom, permitting them to possess and sell slaves,

provided the latter had not been baptized ; three of

these charters are still extant. Agobard claimecU-hat

,

notwithstanding this provision, the Jews kept Chris-

tians as slaves, citing the instance of a Christian

refugee from Cordova who declared that his corelig-

ionists were frequently sold, as he had been, to the

Moors. Many, indeed, of the Spanish Jews owed
their wealth to the trade in Slavonian slaves brought

from Andalusia (Gratz, "Gesch." vii.). Similarly,

the Jews of Verdun, about the year 949, purchased

slaves in their neighborhood and sold them in Spain

(Aronius, "Regesten," No. 127).

The Church repeatedly protested against the

sale of Christians to Jews, the first protest occurring
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as early as 538. At the third council of Orleans a

decree was passed that Jews must not possess Cliris-

tian servants or slaves, a proiiibition which was re-

peated over and over again at different councils

—

as at Orleans (o41), Paris (633), Toledo (fourth coun-

cil, 633), Szabolcs (1092), Ghent (1112), Narbonne
(1227), Beziers(1246). After this time the need of

such a jirohibition seems to have dis-

Jewish appeared. Thus, at Manseilks, in the

Slave- thirteenth century, there were only

Trading two cases of Jewish, as against seven

Opposed, of Christian, slave-traders (*' K. E. J."

xvi.). It was part of St. Benedict's

rule that Christian slaves were not to serve Jews
(Aronius, " Regesten," No. 114). Despite the Church
rule, many Christians tratticked with the Jews in

slaves, and the Church dignitaries of Bavaria even

recognized this traflic by insisting on the Jews and
other merchants paying toll for slaves («7*. No. 122).

The Margrave of Meissen sold many of his subjects

to Jews, and complaints were raised against him
by the emperor Heniy on that score {lb. No. 141).

It became a part of Christian duty to ransom slaves,

and St. Adalbert gave up the Prague bishopric be-

cause he could not free ail the slaves of Jews, while

thecountess Judith of Ladislaus paid ransom-money
for some Jewish slaves the day before her death

(108.)). Still, tlie Carlovingian emperors granted

permission for Jews to hold slaves without tlieir be-

ing baptized, and so ipso facto manumitted. Suoh
permission was given, for instance, to Judah ibn

Kalonymus and his associates at Speyer, and, about
1090, to Jews of Worms. In 1100 Jews paid a tax

of 4 pence for each slave held by them at Cobleuz.

Protests were frequently made against the Jews
circumcising their slaves. It seems that they de-

voted considerable attention to proselytizing them,

and it was to the interest of slaves to become Jews,

because they could not then be resold. It would
appear, iiowever, that Jews were more stringent

about the circumcision of slaves in the sixteenth

century than the\' were in the tenth (Abrahams.
"Jewish Life in the Middle Ages," p. 99), though
this applies only to Mohammedan coimtries, where
Jews were allowed to own only Chrislian slaves.

A slave who was taken to the H0I3' Land l)ecame

ipso facto free as soon as he touched the soil ("Re-
sponsa of Geonim," section 12).

Bi-Hi,i()(iRAPiiY: Abrahams, Jcu'Wi Life iu the Middle Aurs,
pp. 99-101.

S. J.

SLAVES AND SLAVERY: The Hebrew
word " 'ebed " really means "slave "

; but the Eng-
lish Bible renders it "servant" {<i) where the word
is used figuratively, pious men being "servants of

the Lord" (Isa. xx. 3), and couitiers "servants of

the king " (Jer. xxxvii. 2) ; and (h) in passages whicli

refer to Hebrew bondmen, whose condition is far

above that of slavery (Ex. xxi. 2-7). Where real

slaves are referred to, the English versions generally

use " bondman " for " 'ebed," and "bondwoman " or

"bondmaid " for the corresponding feminines (Lev.

xxv. 49).

——Biblical Data: The (liity of treating the He-

brew servant and handmaid otherwise than as slaves,

and above all their retention in service for a limited

time only, was deemed by the lawgiver of such im-
portance that the subject was put next to the Deca-
logue at the very head of civil legislation (Ex. xxi.

2-11). It is treated in its legal bearings also (Lev.

xxv. 39-54; Deut. xv. 12-18). The propliet Jere-

miah (Jer. xxxiv. 8-24) denounces the

Treatment iiermanent enslavement of Hebrew
of Hebrew uww and women by Iheir masters as

Bondmen, tiie gravest of national sins, for which
the kingdom of Judah forfeitsall claim

to God's mercy, and justly sinks into ruin and exile.

While the above-cited passages breathe a common
spirit of humanity and brotherhood, they seem to

conflict with one another in several points which the

sages of the Mishnah contrive to reconcile.

The only cause mentioned in the Pentateuch for

selling a man into bondage without his consent is

his inability to make due restoration for goods stolen

(Ex. xxii. 2); but from II Kings iv. 1-7 it is seen

that in the kingdom of Israel the sons of an insolvent

deceased debtor were sold for the father's debts, and
from Isa. iv. 1 that in the kingdom of Judah the

debtor was forced to sell his children to appease his

creditors. This usage was not supported by the

Law, unless the passage in Leviticus which speaks
of "thy brotiier," when he "waxes poor" and "is

sold to thee," refers to a sale for debt; or unless the

critics are right in ascribing to the laws as now
found a later origin than that of Elisha, or even of

Deutero-Isaiah.
——In Rabbinical Literature : The following

account is drawn mainly from Maimonides' Yad
ha-Hazakah

:

The Hebrew servant referred to in the Torah is of

two classes: (1) he whom the court has sold without
his consent; and (2) he who has willingly sold him-

self. The court may sell a man for theft only, as

noted above. A man may sell himself (Lev. xxv.

39) because of extreme poverty, after all his means
are exhausted; he siioiild not sell himself as long as

any means are left to him. lie should not sell him-
self to a woman, nor to a convert, nor to a Gentile.

Should he do so, however, even if he sells him.self

to a heathen temple, the sale is valid; but it then

becomes the duty not only of his kinsmen, but of all

Israelites, to redeem him, lest he become "swallowed
up "in lieathendom. The sale of a Hebrew into

bondage should be made privately, not from an

auction-block, nor even from the sidewalk, where
other slaves are sold.

The Hebrew servant. Scripture says (Lev. xxv.

43), must not be treated with rigor. This w as held

to mean that no needless work must be iinpo.sed on

him for the jmrpose of keeiiing him
Amount of under discipline; nor. as Maimonides

"Work thinks, any unlimited task such as

Required, might be imposed by tlie command:
" Work on till I come I

" Nor must lie

be ]Mit to bondman's work (iJ). verse 39), i.e., to any
humiliating task, such as oid}' slaves perform; and,

if practicable, he should be set to the same trade

in wliicii 1h> was engaged while a freeman.

Whether sold under judgment of a court or vol-

untarily, the Hebrew servant, if he runs away and
is.recaptured, must make good the time of his ab-

sence, unless the jubilee supervenes, when under
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any circumstances he is released. When he becomes

sick, and thus unable to work, if the time lost is al-

together less than four years, none of the time of sick-

ness is charged against the servant; but, if it is

more than four years, he must make it up. If the

sickness does not disable him for light work (sucli

as work with the needle), even if he is sick for the

whole si.K years of the term of a sold servant, il

counts toward his freedom. However, if the Hebrew
servant will not do hi.s duty, as a good hireling

would do it, he may, by way of discipline, be put

to servile work. The master of a Hebrew bondman
(or a bondmaid) must place him on an equality with

himself in meat and drink, in lodging and in bed-

clothes, and must act toward him in a brotherly

manner; for Scripture always speaks of him as "thy

brother." Hence it was said (Kid. 20a): "Whoever
buys a Hebrew servant buys a master for himself."

Either kind of servant is entitled to redeem him-

self by paying his master a portion of the original

purchase price proportionate to the

Self-Re- number of years still unexpired ; thus

demption if he was bought for ninety shekels

Possible, for a term of six years, the master

must allow him to go upon the pay-

ment of fifteen shekels for every year still remaining

of this term.

In estimating this proportion a reduction is to be

made if the servant shall have become sickly or

weakened in bodj' so as to be worth less than at

first, but no increase if in tiie meantime he shall

have become stronger or more skilful. When the

man has sold himself to a Gentile, however, it is his

duty to buy himself free in halves, so to speak. If

he succeeds in redeeming the first half of himself at

a reduction, and then becomes healthy and strong,

the redemption price of the second half must be

estimated on the basis of the original price (Kid.

20b).

While the man sold into service is bound for a

term of si.x years, the man who sells himself volun-

tarily binds himself for a term longer than six years,

generally ten or twenty. While the

Differences former may not be sold to a non-

Between Israelite (not even to a convert), the

the Two latter may sell himself to an Israelite,

Kinds. to a convert, to a denizen ("ger

toshab "), or even to the " root of the

family of a stranger," that is, to a Gentile (see

above). But under all circumstances, if witliin

the power of Israel's laws, he becomes free, like

every other Hebrew servant, in the year of jubilee.

The man sold by the court may live with a Ca-

naanite bondwoman whom his master assigns to

him (Ex. xxi. 4); but the self-.sold servant may not.

The former may extend the period of his servitude

by having his right ear pierceil by his muster at the

door or door-post, after which he must serve "for-

ever," that is, to the jubilee : the latter may not ex-

tend his term ot service, and liis ear is not i)ierced.

The former, after his ear is pierced, has another

possibility of freedom. The text says "he shall

serve him" (his master): by taking this literally, he

"acquires himself" or becomes free by the death of

his master (see Kid. i. 2; Baraita, ib. 14b).

Within the six years, or within the time for which

a man has sold himself, the Hebrew servant is not
freed by the death of the master (if an Israelite)

if the latter leaves a son, but need not serve a

daughter or other surviving heirs. When a man
is sold 1)3' the court, the master is bound to furnish

such a servant's wife with food ; he having, it seems,

the right to her services, which hitherto belonged

to her husband (Kid. 22a).

According to tradition, a Hebrew female may not

be sold by the court for theft, nor may she sell

herself; she may be sold for a bondmaid ("amah ")

only in the one way shown in Ex. xxi. 7: "When
a man sells his daughter for a bondmaid "(A. V.
"maid servant"). The father has this power over

his daughter oidy while she is a minor, that is, less

than twelve j^ears of age, or at least

The while she does not bear the signs of

Hebrew puberty; and he should use his right

Bondmaid, only in the extreme of poverty, and
then as the last resort before selling

himself. The sale becomes complete by the delivery

of money or money's worth, or through a deed
("shetar") written in the father's name. The girl

remains in service at most six years, like a man
servant. If the jubilee arrives before the expiration

of this term she is discharged b}^ virture of that

fact; or if the master dies, though he leaves a son,

she goes free. She may also obtain her freedom b}'

redemption at a reduced price, as explained above,

or by a deed of emancipation given to her by her

master. All this is implied in the words of the

text (Deut. xv., Hebr.), "Thou shalt do likewise to

thy bondmaid." But over and above all these

paths to liberty she has another: as soon as her

signs of puberty appear the master must marry
her or must betroth her to his son, or must send

her free. In case of marriage she stands as a wife

on the same footing as any freewoman in Israel.

By the very words of the text in Exodus the

master is forbidden to sell her to an outsider (lit.

"to a foreign people"), either as a worker or as

a wife.

In conclusion, it may be said of Hebrew man serv-

ants and bondmaids that, unlike Canaanite servants,

they do not become free by reason of an assault on

the part of the master which results in the loss of an

eye or a tooth ; but, as shown under Assault .\>'d

B.\TTEKY, in such a case the master is liable to them
in an action for damages.
According to Deut. xv., whoever dismisses his

Hebrew man servant or maid servant must not send

either of them away emptj'-handed, but must pro-

vide a parting gift. This law, however, does not

apply to the following: a man who
The has sold himself ; a servant sold by the

Parting' court, who hastens his freedom by
Gift. redeeming himself at a price reduced

by lapse of time; one who has run

away from his muster, and who while at large has be-

come free througli the jubilee. A baraita (Kid. 17a)

fixes the value of the gift at thirty shekels (this

being the average value of three cited in as many
opinions); and it should be made " from thy flock,

thy thrashing-floor, and thy wine-press," i.e., in

products, the visible blessing of God, not in money
or in clothing. The literal moaning of the verb used
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in reference to this parting gift in tlie text seems
to be "to hang round tlie necli."

The Israelite is permitted by Lev. xxv. 44-46 to

buy bondmen and bondwomen (in tlie true sense of

the Avord) from among the surrounding nations, or

from the strangers dwelling in his land, and from
the descendants of these born in the land; the "in-

dwelling" stranger being distinguished from the

stranger who lives under the same law as the Israel-

ite. Such bondmen or bondwomen becoiiie a pos-

session, and are inherited by children

Foreign- like other property'. But the law limits

Born the absolute power of the master. If

Bondmen, he strikes his bondman or bondwoman
so as to cause the loss of an eye or a

tooth, he or she goes free. If he smites him or

her so as to cause death on the same day, the deed
is avenged as a murder; but not Avhen death ensues

on a subsequent day (Ex. xxi. 20, 21, 26, 27). An-
other alleviation of bondage is the law (Deut. xxiii.

16, 17) forbidding the return of a fugitive slave to

his master by those among whom he seeks shelter.

The religious status of bondmen OAvned by Israel-

ites is Avell defined by the Scriptures, Avhicli make
them an integral part of the community. The males,

though of foreign blood, Avhether bought for money,
or "born in the house," are to be circumcised

(Gen. xvii. 27; Ex. xii. 44), and when circumcised

are to be admitted to eat of the Passover meal (ib.).

LikcAvise the bondmen or bondwomen of a priest

may eat of his holy meats (Lev. xxii. 11). Neither
bondmen nor bondAvomen are to be required to work
on the Sabbatli (Ex. xx. 10); indeed, the opportu-
nity for the " son of thy handmaid " to have a
"breathing-space" (A. V. "may be refreshed") is

mentioned as one of the great motives for the insti-

tution of the Sabbath (Ex. xxiii. 12).

In the Mishnah the bondman and bondwoman
not of Hebrew blood are called briefly "Canaan-
ites." They arc said to be bound, like Avomen, by

all the negative commandments, and
Canaanite by affirmative commandments not ap-

Bondmen plying to stated times only. In the

of the marriage laws, of course, they occupy
Talmud, a Avholly different position from Israel-

ites proper. Yet they are at least a
subordinate part of the Jewish communit}^; and
not only are the males circumcised, but botli males
and females are received into the fold. Hence it is

forbidden to sell a bondman or bondwoman to a

Gentile (Git. iv. 6), as he or she might thereby be
driven into apostasy ; but a transfer of the bond-
man's services for a short time, or Avitli a reserva-

tion of Sabbaths and festivals, is perhaps lawful

(Git. 4fib). If a sale not thus restricted is carried

into effect, the master Avill be compelled to redeem
the slave even at tenfold the price received and to

manumit him ; and if a master borrows from a

Gentile and offers his slave as a pledge Avliicli is to

be forfeited to the lender in the case of iioii-i>ayinent

at a specified time, the slave becomes free at once
(Git. 42a).

It is unlawful to cany or to sell a Canaanite bond-
man from the Holy Land to anotiier country (i/j. iv.

6); and a man who acciuires a slave in violation of

this prohibition must manumit him. A difiicult

question once arose as the result of the marriage of

a man residing in Babylonia to a Palestinian Avoman
OAvning bondmen Avliom they took to his house
{ib. 44b), there being doubt as to Avhom the penalty
of the manumi.ssion of the bondmen should fall.

" Syria " and even Acre (Acco) in Philistia Avere, as

,.-.». ... -tf

Manumission of a Slave, Dated Cairo, 10^7.

(FroDi the Cairo f»t-Diz.ih.)

regards the prohibition, considered as outside of

the Holy Land; and a Samaritan Avas considered a

Gentile. The hiAv in Deuteronomy against deliver-

ing u\^ a fugitive slave is construed as applying to

one Avho flees from a place outside of the Holy
Land into it (Git'. 45a), wjiicli construction fits in
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very well with tlie words of the text. But the

servant should give to the master a bond for his

value. Should the master refuse to manumit the

fugitive by deed, the court would simply protect

the former bondmau in his refusal to serve him.

As under other systems of law in which slavery

is recognized, the bondmau or bondwoman may not

acquire or own any property. What
May Not he finds or what is given to him by
Own others (except to serve as price for his

Property, manumission) becomes at once the

property of his master; and if he is in-

jured in body, the damages must be paid to the

master. He may not marry an Israelite woman, nor

may a slave woman be married to a free Israelite

;

hence the rule adopted at the instance of the school

of Shammai, that the master of a half-emancipated

slave is compelled to manumit him (taking his bond

for the other half); otherwise the man might not

lawfully enter into any marriage (Git. iv. 5).

Tlie law as to eye and tooth is extended to all

"main limbs that do not come back," ejj., ears, fin-

gers, toes, nose, or male genitals ; but is limited by
some technical exceptions, as where the bondman
belongs to part-owners, or to a husband in right of

his wife. As the manumission works as a penalty

on the master, it may be imposed by a court of oi--

daiued judges only, and upon the testimony of wit-

nesses—not upon admission or confession, says JVIai-

monides; but his glossarist (Joseph Caro, in "Kesef
Mishneh") points out that if the bondman is able,

even for a moment, to justify his freedom, no court

will take it from him. The child of a Canaanite

bondvvoman by an Israelite, even by her master, is

a l)ondman or bondwoman. When manumitted, a

Canaanite bondman or bondwoman becomes a "con-

vert of righteousness," and as such undergoes a sec-

ond "baptism."

Where the master gives a freewoman in marriage

to his bondman, or puts phylacteries on him, or

causes him to read three verses from the Torah in

jiublic, his action is understood as freeing him, and
he should give him a deed of manumission. Ac-
cording to the majority opinion, however, if the

master goes through a form of betrothal with a

bondwoman, the ceremony is of no significance un-

less lie has previously manumitted her (Git. 40a).

Maimonides, at the close of his section on bondmen,
declares that the Israelite should treat his slaves

humanely, following the rules which Job imposed
upon himself (Job xxxi. 12, 14); and he claims that

cruelty is found only among idolatrous nations, not
among the seed of Abraham.
According to the strict words of the text (Lev.

XX v. 46), an Israelite should transmit his foreign

bondmen as a heriUige to his children. Though
recognizing this principle (so thiidis

Formal Maimonides), tiie sages approved
Manumis- manumissions made for any religious

sion. purpose, even so slight a one as tiiat

of completing tiie number of ten men
required for the celebration of public worshij)

("Yad," 'Abadim, ix. 6); and they decided almost
every doubt in favor of freedom.

A Canaanite bondman (or boiidwomaii) "acfjuiies

himself" (Kid. i. ;5) cither by money—which money

he maj' pay himself to the master, but which must
be given him by others for the purpose—or through
a deed of manumission, even at the instance of

others; for, according to the better opinion, free-

dom is deemed to be a boon, and may be conferred
upon him without his consent. When he becomes
free by lo.ss of "e^'e or tooth," the master is com-
pelled to write a deed of manumission. The neces-

sity for a th)cument is drawn from the words "her
freedom has not been given to her" (Lev. xix. 20,

Hebr. ), i.e., given in a tangible form. Still where
the master says \>y word of mouth that he has freed

his bondman, he is not allowed to repudiate his own
words, but is compelled to execute a deed (Git. 40b).

When the master delivers to a third person a deed
of manumission, declaring "hereby- N. N. becomes
free," it becomes effective at once; but if he hands
the deed to another with the request to deliver it to

the bondman, it does not take effect unless it is

delivered within the master's lifetime.

What is said above of money is true of money's
worth which the master accepts from another as

the price of the bondman's freedom; but words
(except as an admission of a past act) are ineffectual.

The deed of manumission must sever the relation

of master and bondman entirely: if it reserves any
of the master's rights it is invalid. But Avhere the

bondman's freedom is bought with monej', he will

become half free when only half the price agreed

upon has been paid. Words in the future tense.

e.g., " I shall manumit," are ineffectual. As far as

tlie deed effects the bondman's freedom, its mere
production by him is prima facie proof; but in order

to operate upon property given to him by the mas-

ter, it must be established by the subscribing wit-

nesses. Where the bondman denies the master's

assertion tiiat he has given him a deed of manumis-
sion (a thing within the bondman's knowledge), he

does not go free. But where the master says in gen-

eral terms "I have manumitted him," the bondman's
denial is immaterial; for the manumission might
have been executed in his absence (Git. 40b).

A will or gift "mortis causa" does not of itself

work a manumission; but the heirs will be com-
pelled to carr}' out in a formal deed the testator's

or donor's wishes. Likewise, if a dying man ex-

presses a desire tiiat his bondwoman shall have "a
good time " (lit. " a cool spirit "), the heirs will be held

to treat her accordingly. For these regulations Mal-

monidesandhisfollowersgivenoTalmudicauthority.
The Shulhan 'Aruk, being of a later date, and

having been written rather for practise than for the-

ory, siiows more fidly than Maimonides' code how
the old law on the subject of bondmen

Decay of and bondwomen had fallen into decay,

the There must lie no Hebrew servant.

Old Law. except in times wiien a jubilee is

lawfully kept ('Ar. 29a); for lie is

entitled to its benefit. But where a Gentile govern-

ment demands a tribute from all Israelites, and sub-

jects those who are delinquent to servitude under
those who pay their share, an Israelite may thus ac-

([uire tlie services of a fellow Israelite; and similarly

witli Jewish prisoners of war, though as to these

the duty of ransoming exists. At the first acquisi-

tion of an adult Gentile bondman bv an Israelite
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owner, the Talmud teaches thai the bondnian sliould

be consulted witli respect to becoming circumcised,

and that, if he persistently refuses during a space of

twelve months to undergo the rite, the owner
should return him to the Gentile owner. It seems

that to circumcise and convert him against his

will is of no avail. But later authorities (especially

in Christian countries; see ReMA's gloss on Sliulhan

'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 267, 4) assert that the Israelite,

in purchasing the bondman, may specially contract

not to introduce him into Judaism; and that "now
and ]iere"such a contract would be presumed in all

cases, because Jews aie not permitted to make con-

verts. In the same spirit it has been said that v here

a man owns a bondwoman who is not yet con-

verted into Judaism, nobody must convert her with-

out the owner's consent; for to do so is an injury,

first, because lie can not thereafter sell her to a Gen-

tile, and, secondly, because she may not do any
work for him on the Sabbath.

Ever since the Diaspora wealthy Jews have owned
non-Jewish slaves wherever slavery was recognized

by law. As soon as it became optional whether

bondmen or bondwomen should be circumcised and

converted into Jewish bondage, generall}' they

were not thus received. Under older decisions

(•'Yad," 'Abadim, v. 5) the Biblical rule that the

bimdman or bondwoman becomes free by the loss of

"eye or tooth" is applied only to those received

iiiio the Jewish fold; hence though the lack of wit-

nesses and of ordained judges might be overcome,

this i)ath to freedom was shut off by the absence

of liondmen and bondwomen to whom it applied.

Tiie position is taken by the later authorities that

in buying a slave under a Gentile government, the

Israelite acquires only the services, but not the

body, unless the law of the kingdom permits him to

buy the latter also. The Hebrew servant not being

an object for trade, nothing can 1)e said abcmt the

sale or gift of such a person. How title to a Canaan-

ite bondman passes has been shown under Aliena-
tion ; that tiie sale of bondmen does not fall under the

ruh'sof "ona'ah " has been indicated under On.\'aii.

See also Dekei.icts for ownerless bondmen.

P.mu,10(;raphy : Yad^'Ahadim : Slivlhan 'Aruk, Yorih De'ah,

W. 15. L. N. I).

Freedmen : In the Bible instances of tiie free-

ing of slaves of both sexes are found ; and the word
"hofshi" with its derivatives is there used (E.\. .\\i.

5: Lev. .\i.\. 20). Tlie incident at the close of tlie

period of the First Temple, mentioned by Jeremiah

(.\x.\iv. 9), has some signitlcance (see above).

Not until the Greek and Roman period, however,

does the emancipation of slaves attain, as an institu-

tion, any importance for the Jews. According to a

not wholly reliable authority, most of the Jews cap-

lured by i^tolemy I., Lagi (322-307 u.c), were taken

to Egypt, where they were ransomed by liis son,

Ptolemy II., Pliiladelphus (285-247), for a consider-

able sum and set free (Aristeas Letter, ed. Wend-
land, i^ 22). Josephus reinaiks that tiie

Egypt- slaves' fidelity to their masters was
especially aj^preciated ("Ant." xii. 1,

i; I). Indeed, that may always have been a leason

for fleeing the Jewish slave, since as a freedman he

could be the more useful to his former master and to

the country he dwelt in. Philo gives another rea-

son: Speaking of the Jews settled in Rome, who
came there mostly as prisoners of war, he says they

were set free because, owing to their unwillingness

to break the laws of their fathers, they were un-
serviceable ("Legafio ad Caium," § 23 [ed. Man-
gey, ii. 568]). Most of tiiem were probably freed by
Julius Cae.sar, who was specially friendly to the

Jews (comp. Tacitus, "Annales," ii. 85; Suetonius,

"Tiberius," § 36). Ctrsar owed monej' to a freed-

man (Suetonius, " Csesar, " § 2) ; and this freedman
was in all probability a Jew (Hild, in "R. E. J."

viii. 33, note 1). The historian Josephus was also a
freedman.

In Rome, as may be seen from the tombstone in-

scriptions, a great many Jews had Gentile names of

aristocratic families, from which it may be con-

cluded that the\' were freedmen of those families.

Among them were Claudius Aster, a freedman of

the Claudius family (see Jew. Encvc. ix. 475b, x.r.

Paleoguapuv), and (Maudius Jose. The names
of emperors borne by Jewish freedmen in Rome in-

cluded Julius Flavins, Ulpius, ^Elius,

Rome. Antoniinis, Aurelius, Severus, Con-
stantius, Juliauus, Domitianus, Faus-

tinus, and Valerius. The names of noble families

used by these freedmen include: .lEmilius, Lucre-

tius, Marcellus, Marcius, Quintilius, Sempronius,

Tullius (Vogelstein and Rieger, "Gesch. der Juden
in Rom," i. 60). Still, many who l)ore these names
may have been born Romans, since Jews, even

without being slaves, fre(|uently assumed names
of noble families: for instance, the Alaijauchs as-

sumed the name of the Julii. The proselyte Clem-

ent of Rome is sup])osed to have been a freedman,

or a son of Flavius Clemens, a freedman (Light-

foot, "Clement of Rome," p. 01). Names of Jew-
ish freedmen in Delphi also are known (Schlirer,

"Gesch." 3ded., iii. 27).

The Synagogue of the Libertines in Jerusalem is

referred to in Acts vi. 9. Since, however, four syna-

gogues named after cities and countries are men-
tioned in the same sentence, ithasbeea

Synagoga thought that the fifth also was prob-

Liber- abl}' named after a i)lace; and Blass,

tinorum. in consequence, reads XijivoTivuv m-
stead of A/.?f7)r/r(ji'. But even in mod-

ern times John Patrick (in Hastings, "Diet. Bible,"

iii. 110) holds that the Libertines were freedmen ia

the Roman sense of the term, and that they were

mainly descendants of those Jews who had been

taken as prisoners to Rome by Pomiiey in 63 B.C.

and there sold as slaves. On the otlier hand, it was
long ago pointed out that had the author of the

Acts of the Apostles really intended to speak of

freedmen he would have used the Greek instead of

the Latin word. Accordingly, "Libertines" would

seem to be only the name of a people (Gerdes, " De
Synagoga Libertinorum," 1738). The Hellenistic

Diaspora numbered among its members the rhetori-

cian C/KCiLit's of Calacte and tlie chronographer

Thallus, a Samaritan, wjio were both freedmen.

Instances of Jews freeing their slaves are also met

with. Rtkina. directress of the synagogue in

Smvrna. built a tomb for her freedmen ("R. E. J."
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vii. 161-166). Several inscriptions on the Bosporus

and in Pontus show that the freeing of slaves was a

religious duty on the part of the Jews (Levy, in

" Jahrbuch flir Geschichte der Juden," ii. 223).

The Eabbis often speak of freed slaves, meaning

heathen, of course. The prayer at the offering of

the first-fruits might not be recited by freedmen

(Ma'as. Sh. v. 14). Documents concerning the free-

ing of slaves are often mentioned ("' shetar shihrur ").

If such documents were drawn up by heathen mag-
istrates, they were recognized (Tosef.,

In the Git. i. 4). A certain Bati b. Tobiah

Talmud, was too proud to accept a patent of

freedom (Kid. 70b). Halakic questions

arose in connection with the freedwoman Karkemit

("Ediiy. V. 6) and with Tobi, R. Gamaliel's freedman.

In the Talmud, moreover, the freeing of slaves ac-

cording to the Boman law is discussed (" Masseket

'Abadim,"ed. Kirchheim, iii. 30; see Krauss, "Lehn-

worter." i. 267).

D. S. Kr.

SLOMAN, CHARLES : English composer, and

singer of comic songs; born about 1808; died in

London July 21, 1870. He composed "Sacred

Strains and Hymns" (Loudon, 1860), and a number
of songs, among which may be mentioned " Charm-

ing Sue," "Daughter of Israel," "Daughters of

Salem," "Maiden of Sunny Cashmere," "Maid of

Judah," "Pilgrim of Erin," "Promised Land," and

"Social Brick's."

Bibliography : Brown and Stratton, Biography of Musicians.

J. G. L.

SLOMAN, HENRY: English actor; born in

Rochester, England, 1793; died there Aug., 1873.

He was a favorite comedian during Glossop's man-

agement of the Coburg Theatre, and he gained

celebrity in the character of Watty Waffsiaffm "Ed-

ward the Black Prince." About 1834 he became,

in conjunction Avith his brother Charles, the propri-

etor of Rochester Theatre.

Bibliography: Jew. Chmn. .\up. 2-2, 1873.

•T. G. L.

SLONIK, BENJAMIN AARON B. ABRA-
HAM : Polish Talmudist; born about 1550; died

after 1619. His signature appears invariably as

"Benjamin Aaron ben Abraham p^jpD," the last

name in which Steinschneider ("Cat. Bodl." col.

786) reads "Salnik " or "Slonik," and Wolf ("Bibl.

Hebr." i. 245) derives from " Thessalonica." On
the title-page of the Italian translation of Slo-

nik 's book on the duties of women he is called

"Benjamin of Xjnxnin." which is the usual Hebrew
transliteration for "Grodno," and which Wolf and

after him Michael (" Or ha-Hayyim." No. 282) falsely

interpret as the family name "Meardono," thus ma-

king of the one author two, a Benjamin of Salonica

and a Benjamin Meardono. It is difficult to say

whether the Italian translator chose the name
" Grodno " as that of the capital of the principality

to which Sionik belonged or whether Benjamin

resided there, being called Sionik after his birth-

place.

Slonik was a disciple of Solomon Luria, Moses
Isserles,. and Nathan Spiro. Toward the end of

his life, as he himself declares in his responsa,

he was almost blind, as well as destitute and

in poor health. Two of his sons, Abraham,
rabbi of Brest-Litovsk, and Jakel, also were fa-

mous Talmudists. The former edited his father's

responsa, with his notes. Ezekiel Katzenellenbogen

proudly claims descent from Benjamin Slonik.

Slonik was the author of the following works: (1)

"Mas'at Binyamin" (Cracow, 1632; Metz, 1776), a

collection of responsa. (2) "Seder Mizwot Nashim,

Ein Schon Frauenbtichlein," in Yiddish, on the

three chief religious duties of women. This book,

which became very popular, was printed manj^

times (Cracow, 1577, 1585; Basel, 1602; Hanau,

1627; Amsterdam, 1645; Dessau, 1699; Fraukfort-

on-the-Main, 1714; Flirth, 1776; n.p. 1795; trans-

lated into Italian by Isaac ben Elhanan Heilbronn

[erroneously called "Alpron" by Bartolocci], 1614,

and repeatedly edited, Padua, 1625; Venice, 1652

and 1710). (3 "and 4) Two other books that he men-

tions, respectively on halizah and on the calendar

(" 'Ibronot "), have not been preserved.

Slonik's principles show few individual features,

but exhibit merely the typical religious orthodoxy

of his age. Thus he says that one who does not

wrap himself in the tallit, but merely wears it rolled

round ins neck, has not fulfilled the Law. He de-

cides also that one who has fasted on the Sabbath in

order to avert the consequences of an evil dream

(see Fast) may not consider fasting on the next day,

if it happens to be the Seventeenth of Tammuz, a

sufficient expiation of the desecration of the Sab-

bath, but must fast on Monday also.

Bibliography: Ba.no\occ'u Bihlloteca liahhinica Mnaim. i.

672; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. i. 345; Orient, Lit. ix. 377; Stein-

schneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 786; idem, He.lir. Bibl. 1879, pp.

S2et>!eq.; Fuenn, Kencset YisraeUv- 1"2; Michael. Or ha-

Hauyim. pp. 274,2X2; Sissentaum, Le-Korot ha-Ye)nidim
he-Lublin, p. 21, Lublin, 1900.

SLONIM : District town in the government of

Grodno, Russia; it became part of Lithuania in

1316. Jews probably lived in Slonim under Grand

Duke Gedimin and his followers, although the first

documentary evidence that a Jewish community ex-

isted there dates back only to 1551, when mention

is made of a community which was exempted from

the special tax called "scherebschisna." In 1556

Abram Mayerovich, a Jew of Slonim, is mentioned

as plaintiff in a lawsuit against the estate-owner

Martin Petrashkevich, the court deciding in favor

of Abram. In 1558 the monopoly of brewing and

selling beer in the city of Slonim was acquired by

the Jew Abram Palam, Avho agreed to build the

breweries at his own expense, and to paj' an annual

license of 30 kop groschen. In 1559 David JNLiy-

erovich, another Jew^ of Slonim, won his suit of

35 groschen against the boyar Zhuk Patzevich.

Seven years later Aaron Gankevich, a Jew of

Grodno' lodged a complaint in the district court of

Slonim against the sheriff of the estate-holder Pa-

luski, and his accomplices, who had assaulted and

wounded the complainant while he was visiting

the Jews of Sloniin as representative of his landlord,

Khodkevich of Wilna. In the same year (1566) the

landlord of Slonim, Pavel Irikovich, bound his

heirs to pay his debts of 8 kop groschen to the Jew
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Esko, aud 2^ kop groschcn to the Jew Gosliko. A
Jew of Brest, Samuel Yuditch, farmed the taxes of

Slonim in the following j'ear, and is mentioned as

claimant in 1570 against the estate-owner Mik-
hailo Stoiderev of Slonim for 5 kop and 12

groschen.

Two Jews of Slonim, Majer Abramovich and
Hessel jMordnkhovich, were charged in 1583 with
having tortured the prisoner Vasili Ivanovich, who
was accused of having murdered the Jews Yakub
Heimelovich aud Hersh Davidovich. In tlie books

of the custom-house of Brest-Litovsk for 1583 Jewish
merchants of Slonim are mentioned among the ex-

porters of merchandise to Lublin.

The Jewish community of Slonim began to pros-

per in the second half of the eighteenth centurj-,

when Hetman Michael Oginski became the elder

of the town and built there a palace, a theater,

and many other buildings, established a printing-

office, and laid the founda-

tion of the Oginski Canal,

which developed trade and
industry by connecting

the River Shara with the

Dnieper. In 1795 Slonim
became the capital of the

government of the same
name, but in the following

year it became a district

town, and since 1801 it has

been part of the govern-

ment of Grodno. Slonim
has the usual charitable

institutions, likewise sev-

en synagogues and many
prayer - houses. Among
the rabbis Avho have offici-

ated there may be men-
tioned Judah Low ben
Moses ha-Levi Edel and
Joshua Isaac ben Jchiel

Schapiro (died there Dec.

3, 1872). The present

(1905) rabbi is Judah Vier-

nikowski. Among other

prominent Slonim Jews
of the nineteenth century

may be mentioned Abraham Samuel Tenzer, Ilirsch

Arkin, Hillel Lipstein, Mordecai Kosenblum, Mor-
decai Samuel Weinikov, Eleazar Klaczko, Mendel
Miller, Hayyim Pomeranz, Markel Shershevski,

Noah Blostein, Isaac Elikowitz, Joshua Ilesiiel IIo-

rodisch, and Asher Edelstein.

According to the census of 1897, the city of Slonim
had a total population of 15,893, of whom aboiit

10,588 were Jews; the population of the district was
213,611, including about 21,000 Jews.

BiBi.TOGRAPHT: Rcqest}! i Nadpisi. s.v.; Rmo^lio-Ycvrcixki
Arkliiv, vol. ii., Nos. 87, 260, 261; Suvalski, Keneset ha-Ge-
diilah, p. 79, Warsaw, 1879.

II. R. J. G. L.

SLONIMSKI, HAYYIM SELIG : Russian

author, scientist, and inventor ; born in Byelostok

March 31, 1810; died in Warsaw May 15, 1904.

Slonimski was the tirst to teach the Jews in eastern

Europe popular science through the medium of the

^

Hayyim Selig Slonimski.

Hebrew language, into which he introduced a vocab-
ulary of technical terms created partly by himself.

His strict conservatism in religious matters gained
for his teachings the implicit confidence of his read-

ers, and enabled him to overcome the prevailing ap-
prehension that religious principles were in danger
of being sacrificed in the interests of science.

Slonimski distinguished himself also as an in-

ventor. In 1842 he perfected a calculating-machine,

which he exhibited before the St.

Popular Petersburg Academy of Sciences and
Scientist, for which he received the Demidoff

prize of 2,500 rubles. In 1853 he in-

vented a chemical process for plating iron vessels

with lead, and in 1856 an electrochemical device for

sending quadruple telegrams. The system of mul-
tiple telegraphy perfected by Thomson (now Lord
Kelvin) in 1858 was based on Slonimski's di.scovery.

Slonimski wrote several articles in Russian and
German for the scientific

magazines, but his main
purpose was to reach a
class of Jews who knew
no other language than
Hebrew. Accordingly, he
established in 1862 at War-
saw the Hebrew Aveekly

"Ha-Zefirah," which was
tlie first Hebrew organ
devoted mainly to scien-

tific subjects. After an
existence of six months
the publication of this

liaper was di.scontiuued

owing to Slonimski's ap-
pointment as i)rinci]ial of

the rabbinical seminary in

.litoniir and as govern-

ment censor of Hebrew
books, positions wjiich he
held till the seminary was
closed by the Russian
government twelve years

later. Slonimski re-

sumed the publication

of "Ha-Zefinih" at Ber-

lin in 1874, the place

changed in Sept., 1875, to

i^

beingof jiublication

AVarsaw.

In deciding certain scientific questions connected

with Jewish matters, Slonimski at times found him-

self at variance with other Jewish scholars. Thus,

despite his conservatism, he admitted that an error

of four days' excess had crept into the Jewish cal-

endar cycle as compared with the true solar cycle;

in this view he was opposed esi)ecially by Perles,

the controversy being carried on for thirty years.

Slonimski likewise discussed the question of the so-

called "Jewish date-line" for deciding on which
days the Sabbath and holy days sliould be observed

by Jews in the Far East and in Australasia. He
argued that for them the line must be fixed not from

Greenwich, but from Jerusalem, the center of the

earth according to tiie Talmud. This calculation

would make the dividing line pass between China

and Japan, the former with the Philippines being
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incliided iu the Far East, and the latter in the West.

Sec Meridian Date.
S^onimski's publications include the following

works: "Mosede Hokniah," on the fundamental

principles of higher algebra (Wilna, Grodno, 1834);

"Sefer Kukbadi-Shebit," essaj-s on the Halle\' comet

{which appeared in 1835-36) and on astronomy in

general (Wilna, 1835). "Toledct lia-8hamayim," on

astronomy and optics (Warsaw, 1838); " Yesode ha

'Ibbur," on the Jewish calendar .system and its his-

tory, with tables {ib. 1852); "Mezi'ut ha-Nefesh

we Kiyyuniah," a defen.se, based on science, of the

immortality of the soul {ih. 1852); " Ot Zikkaron,"

a biographical sketch of Alexander von Humboldt
(Ikrlin, 1858). All these works appeared in sec-

ond, third, or fourth editions and were extensively

read. Slonimski likewise published many articles

iu the Hebrew ntagaziues; some of the most im-

portant ones from "HaZefirah" and " Ha-Kar-

mel " were edited by J. L. Sossnitz and published

under the title "^la'amare Hokmah " (Warsaw,

1891).

Bibliography: Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, pp. .360-364; Kohut,
Berllhmte Lsraelitifchc yidiiner rouJ Fiaucii, p. ^50; Zeit-

lin. Bihl. Post-Moidcls. pp. 365-:*)7 ; Eisenstein, in New Era
lUustrated Magazine, July, liXM; Ha-D<n\ 19()4, pp. 57-60

(Nos. 1-2).

s. J. D. E.

SLONIMSKI, LEONID ZINOVYEVICH :

Russian publicist; born iu 1852; .son of Hayyim
Selig Slonimski. At the age of twenty he began

contributing sociological and legal articles to various

Russian journals, and since 1882 he has been a perma-

nent contributor to the "Vyestnik Yevropy." Some
of his articles express his opposition to the fiscal

policy which tends by artiticial means to further the

enrichment of capitalists to the injury of agricultur-

ists and laborers. He is an opponent also of the

teachings of Karl Marx and his followers.

Slonimski's writings include: "Umstvenuoye
l^azstroistvo, evo Znacheniye v Pravye Grazh-

danskoi i Ugolovuoi " (St. Petersburg, 1879); " Po
zemelnaya Sobstvennost sTochki Zryeniya Budush-
chavo Grazhdanskavo I'lozlieniya " {ib. 1885); "Os-
novnyye Voprosy Politiki" {ib. 1889); "'Okhrana

Krestyanskavo Zemlevladyeniya i Neobkhodimy3'a
Zakonodatelnyya Reformy " {ih. 1892); and " Ekouo-

micheskoye Ucheniye Karla Marksa" {ib. 1898). A
collection of some of his articles on Marx has ap-

peared iu German translation.

II. K. S. IIu.

SLOUSCHZ, DAVID SOLOMON: Russian

rabbi and preacher; born at Odessa Sept. 11, 1852.

Having received an eleiiieiitar}- education iu his na-

tive town, Slouschz at the age of fourteen went to

Minsk, and studied in the yeshibah there for two
years. Then he perfected himself in rabbinics in

tlie well-known yesiiibah of Volozhiii. and at the

age of nineteen was ordained rabbi by Napiitali

Hirsch Berlin, head of the jeshibah of Volozhin.

After staying for some time at Kherson, where he

occupied himself with the study of Hebrew gram-
mar, he was (1879) api)ointed i)reacher in one of the

.synagogues of Odessa, and two years later was made
rabbi of the congregation in that part of Odessa

known as Moldovanka. Slou.schz is also a political

Zionist, and for nine years he was a member of the

central committee of the Chovevei Zion.

Slouschz is the author of "Reshit Dawid " (War-
saw, 1881), rcsponsa and sermons. Many of his ser-

mons liave been published separately, in pamphlet
form. He is a contributor to various Hebrew peri-

odicals.

1;iiu.io(;kapiiy : Solsolow, Sefer Zikkaron, pp. 79-80.

s. M. Sel.

SLOUSCHZ, NAHUM : Russian Hebrew lit-

terateur, liorn at Odessa Nov., 1872. He was edu-

cated at the common school of his native cit}-, and,

in rabbinics, by his father. When only nineteen

years of age he was sent to Palestine by the Cho-

vevei Zion Society of Odessa, to found, if possible,

a colony in the Holy Land. He was not successful

and returned home. In 1896 lie traveled through
Austria and Lithuania, and then went to Egypt and
again to Palestine.

While quite young Slouschz had contributed to

Hebrew and Russian journals. Holding Zionistic

ideas, he became an ardent follower of Herzl when
the latter inaugurated the Zionist movement; and

branches were established liy Slouschz in Odessa

and other parts of southern Russia. He wrote much
on the Jewish question and took part in the second

congress at Basel both as delegate and as coitc-

spondent.

In 1898 he studied belles-lettres and philosopliy at

the University of Geneva, again showing his interest

in Zionism by founding together with others the

Swiss Federation of Zionists. In 1900 he went to

Paris, where he studied Oriental languages. He
earned a livelihood as correspondent of several pa-

pers, among which were "Ha-Meliz" and " Ila-

Zetirah." In 1902 he was appointed teacher at the

normal school in Auteuil, and in 1903 he graduated

as doctor of the University' of Paris, his thesis l)e-

ing " La Renaissance de la Litterature Hebraique"
(Paris, 1903). In 1904 he became lecturer on Nco-

Hebraic literature at the same university.

Besides his contributions to the journals, lie pub-

lished: "Mali Ya'aseh ha-Adam we-lo Yeheteh

"

(Jerusalem, 1890) and " Ha-Osher me-Ayin Yim-
maze" {ib. 1892), both being translations of works

by Paolo Montegazza; "Massa' be-Lita" (//'. 1898);

"Kobez Sippurim" (Warsaw, 1899), a translation of

some of Zola's novels; "Keneset ha-Gedolah " {ib.

1899); "Massa' be-Mizrayim " (^T*. 1900); "Ha-Kon-
gres ha-Ziyyoni ha-Rebi'i" {ib. 1901), on the con-

gress of Zionists; " Emil Zola Hayyaw u Sefaraw "

{ib. 1901); "Ketabim Nibharim "'(7 vols., ?V>. 1904-

1905), selections from Guy de Maupassant, translated

into Hebrew and including a monograjih on tiiat

author bv Slouschz.

II. K.

'

F, T. H.

SLUCKI, DAVID : Hebrew scholar of Warsaw ;

died there between 1870 and 1880. Besides his edi-

tion of David Franco Mendes' "Gemul 'Atalyah "

(Warsaw, 1860) and of Pappenheim's "Agadat
Arba' Ko.sot ''

{ib. 1863), to both of which works he

added notes of his own, he edited the "Megillat

Antiokus" {ib. 1863), using as a basis therefor Fili-

powski's edition of 1851, and adding to it an intro-

duction and notes.
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Slncki's chief production, however, was the " Hok
mat Yisrael," a collection of Jewish religiophilo-

sopliical works in eight parts, provided with liis crit-

ical notes. Part i. (Warsaw, 18G8) contains Bedersi's
" Hchinat 'Olani," Ibn (Jabirol's "Mibhar haPeui-
iiini,"and Mainionides' "Shemonah Perakini"; part

ii. (Jjcipsic, 1864), Saadia's "Eniunot we De'ot," to

which the editor prefixed Saadia's biography, besides

writing a commentary on the work; parts iii.-viii.

(Warsaw, 1865-71), the "Bi'ur Millot ha-Higgayon "

of Mainionides witli Conitino's commentary (edited

for tiie first time), the " Hiiah Hen" of Ibn Tibbon
with an index by the editor; Judah ha-Levi's

"Cuzari," to which he added a commentary an(il to

wliicii he prefixed a pamphlet entitled "Kiryat
S<;fer" and containing an index of the authors
quoted in the work, a history of the Chazars, and a

biography of Judah ha-Levi; and finally Bahya's
' Hobot ha-Lebabot, " together with various addi-

tions to the same.

Bibliography: Zeitlin, liUil. Piiat-Moideh. pp. 367-369.

t». M. Ski>.

SMALL AND LARGE LETTERS : There
nre about 100 abnormal letters in the .Masoretic text

of the Bible—many of them in tiie Pentateuch

—

wJiich were always copied by the scribes, and
appear also in the printed editions. Among these

letters are: the^waw keti'a" (^ ; bisected waw)iu
the word n^h^ ("peace"; Num. xxv. 13); the final

'mem" in the word n3~lD7 ("'increase"; Isa. ix. 6

I
A. V. 7]); the inverted "nun" (C) in nine passages
(Num. x. 35, 36; Ps. cvii. 23-'38, 40); and the Srs-
TKNDKi) Letters. The princijial division of these

abnormal letters is into small ("ze'ira ") and large

("rabbati") letters, as indicated in the lists which
are given below. The former appear to belong to

un older Masorah than that which jMovides for the

large letters, and should be classed with the "kcre"
and"ketib."

Tlu! large letters are used mainly to call attention

to ceitiiin Talmudic and midrashic homilies and cita-

tions, or as guards against errors. References to

them in Masseket Soferim ix. read substantially as

follows.

(1) The letters of the first word of Genesis, "Bere-
shit " (In the beginning), must be spaced (" stretched "

= "peshutin"; according to the Ma-
in sorah, only the "bet" is large).

Masseket (2) The "waw" in the word "ga
Soferim. hon " (belly; Lev. xi. 42) must be

raised ("erect " = " zakuf"). because
it is the middle letter of the Pentateuch (comp.
Kid. 30a).

(3) The word " wa-yishhat " (And he slew ; Lev.
viii. 23) must be spaced, as it is the beginning of

the middle verse of the Pentateuch (the Masorah
designates the dividing verse as i/i. 8, but does not

indicate that any change is to be introduced in the
form or spacing of the letters).

(4) "Shema' " (hear; Deut. vi. 4) must be placed

at the beginning of the line, and all its letters must
be spaced; "chad " (one), the last woid of the same
verse, must be placed at the end of the line (the Ma
sorah has the " 'ayin " of "Shema' " and the "dalet "

of "chad" large).

(5) The "lamed" in the wonl " wa-yashlikem

"

(and he cast them; ih. xxix. 27) must be large
(" long " = " 'aruk ").

(6) The letter "he" in "ha la-Yuwn " ("the
Lord"; if), xxxii. 6) nuist be spaced more than any
other "he," as "ha" is here a separate word (comp.
Yer. Meg. i. .

" The ' he ' must be below the shoulder
of the 'lamed'": al.so Ex. R. xxiv. : "The 'he' is

written below the 'lamed.'" The Masorah has a
large "he " as indicating the beginning of a separate
word).

(7) The "yod " of the word "teshi " (thou art un-
mindful; i/j. 18) must be smaller (" katan ") than
any other "yod " in the Scriptures.

(S) The "yod " of "yigdal " (be great; Num. xiv.

17) must be larger ("gadol") than any other "yod"
in Ihc E^entateuch (Yalk., Num. 743,945).

(i») The last word in the Pentateuch, "Yisrael,"
nuist be spaced and the " lamed " made higher than
in any other place Avhere this letter occurs (the

Masorah has no changes).

The references in Talmud and Midrash which are

probably the bases of these abnormalities are as
follows: (1) Citing " For in Y H t!ie Lord created the

worlds" (Isa. xxvi. 4, Hebr.), K. Judah b. Ila'i said:
" By the letters ' yod '

[ VJ and ' he ' [H] this world
and the world to come were created— the former by
the ' he,' as it is written DXI^riQ ["when they were
created," Gen. ii. 4)" (Men. 29b); hence the letter
" he " is small here, indicating this world. (2) Citing
"And when she saw him that he was a goodly child"

(31£3 ; Ex. ii. 2). R. Meir said :

"
' Tob ' [" good "

| was
his name "(Ex. R. i. ; Yalk., Ex. 166). (3) "And
the Lord called unto Moses" (Xlp'1; Lev. i. 1);

"wa-yikra" is written here with a small "alef," to

emphasize its contrast with "wa-yikkar" in tjie

verse " God met Balaam "
(-|p'l ; Nimi.

References xxiii. 4); the former indicates a
in Talmud familiar call used by loved ones, but

and the latter refers to an accidental mect-
Midrash. ing, difference being thus expressed

between the call of God to a Jewish
prophet (Moses) and His call to a non-Jewish
prophet (Balaam; Lev. R. i.). (4) "And Caleb stilled

the people " (DH^I; Num. xiii. 30). He used dipii)

macy in cjuieting them, as he feared they might not

heed his advice (see Sotah 35a; Yalk., Num. 743);

and the use of the large D symbolically denotes

the way in which Caleb ciuieted the people. (5)
" Hear,b Israel . . . one God " (Deut. vi. 4). Who-
soever prolongs the word "chad" [one] in reciting

the "Shema' " prayer, his days and years shall be pro-

longed—especially if he prolongs the letter "dalet"
(Ber. 13b). The emphasis on the "dalet " (1) is in-

tended to distinguish it from the "resh" ("i), which
resembles it, and which would change the reading

to "aher" (another)—in this case a blasphemous

expression. (6) Proverbs ('7tW) begins with a large

"mem"—which has the numerical value of forty

—

becau.se it is claimed that Solomon, like Moses, fasted

forty days before penetrating to the secret of

the Torali. According to another explanation, the

"mem" is the center of the alphabet, as the heart is

the center of the body, the fountain of all wisdom,
as revealed in Solomon's Proverbs( Yalk.. Prov. 029).

(7) The large "waw" in "Vajezatha" (XflT'l; Esth.
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ix. 9) is accounted for by the fact that all of Ha-
inan's ten children were hanged on one large cross

resembling the "waw " (1; Yalk., Prov. 1059). The
"zayin " in the same name is small, probably to in-

dicate that Vajezalha was the youngest son.

Other large letters were intended to guard against

possible errors; for instance, in the passage "when
the cattle were feeble" (Pi''DJ?n3'l ; Gen. xxx. 42) final

"pe" (P]) is written large iu order that it may not be
mistaken for a final "nun "

(J)
and tlie word be read

poynni (comp. VJ^DJ; in Job xxi. 24). The Septu-
agint translation, based on the second version, is

•'whenever the cattle happened to bring forth."

The large letters in the words " ha-ke-zonah " (Gen.

xxxiv. 31), "lia-la-YnwH " (Dent, xxxii. 6), and "ha-
le-'olamirn" (Ps. Ixxvii. 8) are probably meant
to divide the root from the two preformatives.

Some books begin with large letters, e.g., Genesis,

Provei1)S, and Chronicles; perhaps originally these

were divided into separate compilations, each begin-
ning with a large letter. The large "mem " in "ma
tobu " (Num. xxiv. 5) is probably meant to mark
the beginning of the column as designated by the

Masorah.
Asheri, author of the "Turim," gives in his anno-

tations to the Pentateuch hypotlietical reasons-
some of them far-fetched—for the small letters. He
says, for instance: "The small ' kaf ' of nn33^V in

the verse 'Abraham came to mourn for Sarah and to

weep for her,' indicates that Abraliam really cried

but little, since Sarah died in a ripe old age. The
small ' kof '

[= 100] in TlVp, in the verse ' Rebekah
said to Isaac: I am weary of life ' [Gen. xxvii. 46],

indicates the height of the Temple, 100 cubits. Re-
bekah in her prophetic vision saw that the Tem-
]de would be destroyed, and therefore she became
weary of life."

See also Scroll of the L.\w
; Suspended Let-

TEKs; Taggin.

Small Letters.

Passage.
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Easter, and assigned il to tlie brothers Smol. Mar-
quard, and Epliraim of Dernenburcli, and to tliree

citizens of Magdeburg. lu a document dated Oct.

24, 1364, Smol, together with Hermann von Wer-
berge (provost of the cathedral) and others, testified

that Prince Waldemar I. of Anhalt had failed to at-

tend a meeting at Barby which had been arranged
between him and Archbishop Dietrich of Magde-
burg. The clever Jewish financier was also a mem-
ber of the commission appointed to decide the

controversy which had arisen between Archbishop
Dietrich and the city of Halle on account of the

appointment of a superintendent of a salt-mine

(document of Feb. 27, l36o). In a record of Mari-li

22, 1366, he appears, together with three kniglits,

on the bond of the Archbishop of Magdeburg ; and
he also aided the counts and nobles who brought
about the reconciliation between that prelate and
the nobleman Hans von Hadmersleben. Smol en-

joyed the favor of Archbishop Peter of Magdeburg
as well, and when the latter took the Jews of Mag-
deburg under his jurisdiction on April 21, 1372, the

patent of protection expressly stated that Smol
and his children were excepted, since they enjoyed
special privileges. This action on the part of the

archbishop was reproved by Pope Gregory XI. in a

letter dated at Avignon June 15, 1372, especially as

the court banker was said to haveestabli.shed a syna-

gogue in a building at Salince (Gross Salze) which
had formerly been used as a chajjel.

Bibliography: MnnatsschiHft, 1904, pp. 4.57 et seq.
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SMOLENSK: Capital of the government of

Smolensk, Russia ; situated on the Dnieper, 250

miles west-southwest of Moscow. Jews resided

there as early as 1489, for a letter of that date from
Grand Duke Ivan Vassilivich to King Casimir con-

tains a complaint that the Jewish customs collectors

Shemyak, Novar, and David had extorted the sum
of 63 rubles from Ignat Verblud, a merchant. In

all probability Jews went to Smolensk in the be-

ginning of the fifteenth century, when Prince Vi to It

of Lithuania captured the city (1404) and granted

it the Madgeburg Rights and other privileges. In

1514 the cityAvas taken by the Russians, but it was
recovered by the Poles in 1611; after that time it

alternately belonged to the Russians, the Poles, and
the Lithuanians, and as a consequence the Jewish
inhabitants suffered greatly. In 1654 Smolensk
was finally annexed to Russia, and after being de-

prived of its privileges it gradually lost its impor-

tance. Even now (1905) it contains very few indus-

tries, and its export trade is insignificant. In 1899

tlie city had a total population of 56.389, of which
number 4,567—or 8.1 per cent—were Jews.

It is worthy of notice that the Jewish population

of Smolensk, instead of increasing, has diminished

since 1896, when the Jews numbered 4,651. This

can be accounted for by the restrictive legislation

relating to the residence of tiie Jews outside the

Pale of Settlement. There are at present in Smo-
lensk two synagogues and five hadarim.

Bibliography : Regesty i Nadpisi, p. i.; E)itzihl(>pedichesl,i
Slovar.

E. c. J. Go.

Peter Smolenskin.

Judaism. Findins

SMOLENSKIN, PETER (PEREZ) BEN
MOSES): Fvussian writer; born at Monastyrshclii-
na, government of Moghilef, Feb. 25, 1842; died
at Meran, Austria, Feb. 1. 1885. At the age of tea

Smolenskin lost his father, and the support of the
small family devolved
upon his mother. At
eleven Smolenskin be-

gan to attend the yeshi-

bah of Shklov, where he
studied for five years,

and, aided by his brother

Ijcon, managed to ac-

quire, undetected, a

knowledge of the Rus-
sian language. But be-

ing at last discovered

reading profane litera-

ture, he began to be
persecuted by the Mit-

naggedim, the represent-

atives of ultra-Conservative
his further stay at Shklov impossible, he went to

Lyubavich, provided with a letter of introduction

to R. Mendel, the llasidic raitbi there, with whom
lie stayed for a few months, until, dis-

At gusted with the intrigues of the Hasi-

Moghilef dim, he went to Moghilef; there he

and eai'ued a livelihood as a synagogal
Odessa, singer and by preaching in a bet ha-

midrash. From Moghilef, in 1862, lie

went to Odessa, and, while teaching Hebrew, took

lessons in modern languages and in music. In

1867 lie published in "Ila-Meliz " an essay on
Meir Letteris' work entitled "Elisha ben Abuyah,"
reproaching the author with having failed to grasp

the meaning of Goethe's •' Faust."

Smolenskin 's ambition was to become editor of a

Hebrew periodical, and with this aim in view he left

Russia. After a visit to Germany he went to Prague,

where he found Rapoport dying. His elegy on Rapo-
port's deatli was published (Prague, 1867) under the

title " Kinim wa-Hegeh," with a German translation.

Smolenskin then (1868) resolved to go to Vienna to

study philosophy, and in order to maintain himself

while studying he accjuired the caliiiig of a sliohet

(slaughterer). Compelled, however, to surrender his

intention of entering the university, he found em-

ployment as corrector in the Hebrew department

of GeorgBrog's printing establishment, and through

the helji of Solomon Rul)in was able to begin the

jiublication of " Ha-Shahar." His .sole purpose now
was to fight the tendency toward obscurantism in

Judaism, to arouse in the heart of Jewish youth the

sen.se of Jewish nationalism and a love for the He-
brew language. Smolenskin became afterward the

manager of Brog"s printing-house, and assisted in

various ways in the publication of Kohut's " Aruch
Completum." which was juiuted under his super-

vision. When Isaac Hirsch Weiss criticized the

work in "Bet Talmud" (i. 286-288. 317-324),

Smolenskin published in its defense a long article

entitled " .Misiipat ha-Shofct " ("Ha-Shahar," x. 257

('/ .SCI/.. rei)rinted in book foiin luuler the title " Mish-

pat ha-'Asliukim "). In 1S74. when the ]iersecution

of the Jews in Rumania became known in Vienna,
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lie was sent to the; scene of trouble by the Alliaiic(!

Israelite Universelle to ascertain the conditions, and

in his report he proposed tiie establishment of

scliools in which tlw; Kwnianian language, history,

and literature should be taugiit. His school ])lan,

however, failed. In Feb., 187H, he began the issue

of a popular IlebrcAV weekly entitled " Ha-Mabbit,"

which expired with its twenty-si.xth number.

About 1880 Smolenskin began to be intereslcil in

th(! colonization of Palestine. On seeing that the

Alliance Avas opposed to tiiis move-
Coloniza- ment, encouraging instead emigration

tion. to America, he jiublished in "Ha-Sha-
har" (x. 511-530) a violent attack

upon that society, and even endeavored to effect

t lie establishment of a Palestinian society. Failing

in tins, he.joined Laurence Oiiphant, tiirough whom
he hoped to secure the intervention of European
j)()wers in favor of the Jews.

Smolenskin's style of writing was unique. Whik;
he was a jiurist, endeavoring to moilel liis Hebrew
as nearly as possible after that of the Prophets, Ik;

did not heap up purely IMblical expressions, as did

writers of the older school. He was, besides, a

clever narrator, depicting his characters with the

skill of an artist. It is no w(mder, therefore, that

his Avritings were read far and wide, and aroused

in their readers the Hebrew national sentiment. The
following is a list of liis works: "Ha-Gemul"
(Odessa, 18()T), describing the attitude of the Jews
in Warsaw during the Polish revolt of 1803 (adapted

fi'om Herzherg-Frankel's " Polnische Juden ") ;
" Ha-

To-eh be-Darke ha-Hayyim " (Vienna, 1868-70);
" Sind.iat Hanef " (ib. IStL') ;

" 'Am 'Olam " {lb. 1873)

;

" .Mishpat u-Zedakah " {ib. 1873), a critical review of

Gnitz's "Shir ha-Shirim " and Herzberg's "Die Jli-

<lisclirn Familienpapiere "
;

" Ga'on we-Sheber " (ib.

1874), a novel describing the financial

Works. crisis at Vienna in 1873; "Keburat
Hanior" {ib. 1874), a work picturing

the .social life of the Russian Jews (Russian transl. by
Mordecai Kalian, "Oslinnoye Pogrebenie,"in"Pazs-
vyet," 1881); "(Jeinul Yesharim " (3 vols., ib. l!S70)

and •' Ha-Yerushshah " (3 vols., ib. 1878-84), two
novels descriptive of Jewish life; ' Nekam Reiit "

{ib. 1884), a sketch of contemporary Jewisli culture.

The '" Simhat Hanef," although printed after "
1 la-

To'eli," was nevertheless written before it. Smo-
lenskin, who was a Diblical enthusiast, argued in

this work that " Hamlet " and " Faust " echo iesi)ect-

ively Ecclesiastes and the Hook of Job. IIis"Ha-
To'eh be-Darke ha-Hayyim " consisted originally of

only three volumes, but in the second edition (1876)

a fourth volume was added. This work is in real-

ity a long series of independent narratives; it shows
liow its hero, Joseph the OrpJtan, passed through
different stages of misery from childhood to matu-
rity. In fact, it is his own l)iograi)hy, modeled after

Dickens' "David Coppertield," but more compre-
hensive. While this work is undoubtedly the most
graphic one written by Smolenskin, his "'Am
"Olam," in which he expounded his nationalist ie

ideas and his Messianic views, is no less impor
tant. He contends that th(! Jews are not only a

religious sect, but that they are a nation, and that it

IS lowanl nationalitv thev should strive. The " 'Am

'Olam " is the first Hebrew book in which the Mes-
sianic idea is entirely freed from the religious ele-

ment. The Messianic era, he argues, will be that

in which the Jews will liave achieved political and
moral emancipation. He declaims against fanati-

cism, but at the same time he exhorts the Jews to

consider themselves a nation. He also refutes the

theory of Meudels-sohn, who declared that Judaism
is nothing more than a religious confession; and
against, this theory he wrote a .series of articles in

"HaShahar," under the title
"
'Et la-Ta'at.'"

Huu.iocRAriiv : Bi'infeld, in Ifa-Mamjid, xxix.. No. S;
Hraiiiin, in lla-Shih)<i)i, iii. 244, 4M, ^)'.ll ; idem, I'rrcz h.
Mdshrli SiiiDtiiixhiii, Warsaw, 1896; M. Kalian, in Koieact
Visnui, i. 249 I't stq.; Levysoliii, in Ha-M<miji<l, xxix.. No.
10; H. S. Sloniuiski, in JIa-Zetirah, xii. 86 ; N. Slouschz, La
Ilni(iiss<iitic lie hi Littirature Hflnaique, pp. 177 «'( ,sr'/.,

I'aris, 190:!; A. Zi-di^rhaum, in Ha-Meliz, xxv. {'io; Zeitlin,
/{(/;/. l'i}st-Mc)itlcls. PI). ;309 ct acq.

s. M. Skl.

SMYRNA : Seajiort of Asia Minor, in the Tur-
kish vilayi't of Aidiii. The city had a Jewish pop-

ulation as eaily as the time of the martyrdom of

Polycarp in the second century, although there is no
further mention of Jews there until 1605, despite tiie

fact that the neighboring towns had communities
even before th(> Spanish expulsion. Tlic refugees

from Spain did not go directly t(j Smyrna in a Ixxly,

but settled there gradually, their luimbers being-

augmented by their coreligionists from Angora,
Janina, Crete, Corfu, and (more receutlv) Russia.

During the (Jreek revolution, on the other hand,

many Jews icmoved to Tur.kcy in Eurojie.

The congregation of Smyrna was founded by
Joseph Escapa, the fir.st chief rabiii, in 1631

;

it was the center of all the communities of Asia

Jewish yiiarter of Smyrna.
(Kroni a photograph.)

Minor and preserved almost the entire body of tiieir

rabbinical resjionsa until tin; city was destroyed by
fire in 1841, although even then some lesjionsa and
copies of communal laws were saved. In 1772 every

synagogue in Smyrna was burned, and for twenty-

eight years the Jews of the city had no jilace of wor-

ship. In the coursi! of time, however, other syna

gogues were built, among them the Talmud Toraii

Synagogue, destroyed in 1838. Three years later

tliei'c swept through the Jewish quarter a fire that

left in ashes all the synagogues with the exception
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of the Shalom. Three; Jewish quarters and a por-

tion of the Cliristiau quarter were devastated liy

fire in 1881, 1,500 Jewish liouses l)eing destroyed

and 5,000 Jews being rendered homeless. About

forty hoiises were burned in 1903. Seismic disturb-

ances are frequent, and the city has been entirely

destroyed by eartliquakesno less thansi.x times, the

most disa.strous occurring in 1688, in which, accord-

ing to the " Welo Od Ela " of Elijah Cohen (Smyr-

na, 1853), 400 Jews, including the chief

Disasters, rabbi, Aaron ben Hayyim, were killed.

Smyrna had ten epidemics of cholera

between 1770 and 1865, and in the latter year the

daily Jewish death-rate varied from five to twenty,

while on one day it rose to 100. In 1892 the plague

broke out in the city, when, as on many other oc-

casions of distress, the community was aided by the

government and

by the Protes-

tant missions.

This scourge has

swept the city

repeatedly, and

various infec-

tious diseases oc-

casionally rav-

age itsunhealtli-

ful and over-

crowded ghetto.

The charge of

ritual murder
hasbeenbrought
against the Jews
of Smyiiia sev-

eral times, nota-

bly in the latter

part of the eight-

eenth century,

a!iid in 1864,
1872, 1874, 1876,

1888, and 1901,

all these accusa-

tions being re-

futed. The most
important of

these charges were made in 1872 and 1901. In

the former year the body of a Greek child was found

in a small stream in the Armenian quarter, and the

Greeks in revenge, after murdering a Jew and a

Jewess, attacked the ghetto, wliich was defended by

the inhabitants until the arrival oft'.ie police. On
March 9, 1901, a young Greek nanied Anesti Kalio-

pulos suddenly disappeared, and, all search for him
])roving fruitless, the Greeks thereupon prepared to

attack the Jews. Kiamil Pasha, the governor-gen-

eral, at once called out the garrison and the ]iolice,

wliile many of tlie Jewish population armed them-

selves for defense. A conflict ensued during which

several Greeks were wounded, and in the confu-

sion Kaliopulos was found in a dazed condition.

The Jews of Smyrna have been important figures

in the city's historj'. In the sevent(!enth century, as

dragomans for European merchants, several of them
held the key to the commerce of Smyrna, and in

view of their large profit paid a heavier tax to the

comnumity than did the Jewish inerchants them-

Interior of tlie Principi

(From a I

selves. Many Jews still occupy similar positions with,

the various cimsulates and banking-houses. In 1718

Moses Soncino was controller of the

Occupa- custom-hou.se; Moses Arditi was gov-

tions. ernmental treasurer in 1812. In 1852

Jacob Gabai and later Danon, Samuel
Segura, and Isaac Pasha were membeis of the mu
uicipal council, and Johanan Cohen was dragoman
for the governor-general. Among the jjresent (1905)

municipal ofllcers may be mentioned Jacob Effendi

Saul, in the bureau of political affairs; Jiicob de
Vidas, censor ; Nissim Levy, member of the adminis-

trative board; Toledano, member of the board of

healtli; and Danon, city phy.sician. The municipal
courts always include Jewish members; NLssim
Strugo has served repeatedly as a member of odicial

committees, and Hayyim Polaco has held the presi-

dency of the
Smyrna cham-
Ixaofcommerce.
Several Jews of

Smyrna have
also won distinc-

tion abroad,
among them
David Leon, a

Parisian finan-

cier.

Since the sev-

enteenth cen-
tury there have
been many Jew-
ish physicians in

the city ; ihese

include Behor
Strugo, Azariah

Strugo, Abra-
h a m Ca s t r o

,

and Angelino,

])iague special-

ists; as Avell as

Fano Pascha, a

military- surgeon

and jiresident of

the Jewish hos-

il Synagogue at Smyrna.

hotof;rapli.)

l)iiai. The Jews of Smyrna entered the Euro-

l)ean trade in 1744; recently their commerce has

declined, although they still export cereals, figs,

raisins, scanunony, opium, oil, hides, carpets, lico-

lice, oic, and beans. The manufacture of clothing

and that of carpets are important industries, .several

factories being maintained in the cit}'.

Jjiteiature on exclusively rabbinical subjects has

been extensively fostered, and more than 300 vol-

umes have been issued froni the presses of Smyrna.

The lirst printing-press Avas established there in

1660, and four are still in operation. The earliest

Jewish ]iaper was the "Puerta del Oriente," which

was founded by Pincherle in 1846; of the five peri-

odicals stibsequently founded, three
—"La Buena

Esperanza." "El Novelista," and " El Messerret "—

are still published.

About 1690 Solomon of Ciaves, a rich Dutch mer-

chant, arrived at Smyrna: later lie built the syna-

gogue win'ch bears the name of P,ikkur Ilolim, and he

also purchased the Jewish (j[uarler called Yebesh.
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Moses Soncino, who has ah'cady been mentioned,

built the sj-nagogue whicli bears liis name, taking as

his model the Sniyrniot mosque Hissar Jami', other

members of his family also rendered important

services to the community. In 1839 the two broth-

ers Chelebi and Menahem Hajez rebuilt the Talmud
Torah Synagogue, while Johanau Cohen took the

initiative in founding a lazaretto containing 156

small houses for the poor.

The city contains ten synagogues and eight prayer-

houses. Of the synagogues the oldest is the Portu-

guese, which was in existence in 1710, closely fol-

lowed by the ]\Iahazike Torah (1722), the Bikkur

Holim (1724), and the Algazi (1728). The other

synagogues are the Shalom (1800), the

Syna- Talmud Torah (rebuilt in 1888) the

gogues. 'Ez Hayyim (repaired in 1851), the Bet

Lewi (1898), and the Sengnora and

Forasteros, both of unknown date. The sacred

scrolls at Smyrna number ir)0. While numerous
yeshibot former-

ly existed in the

city, the great

majority of

them have dis-

appeared, and
those which re-

main have but

a scanty attend-

ance. Smyrna
has had three

Jewish cemeter-

ies. Of the first

all traces have
disappeared,
while the second

is a large field

containing no
monuments of

value for chron-

ological data.
The third ceme-

tery, which is

situated outside

the city, dates

from 1886; there is likewise a small burying-ground

at Burnabat, near Smyrna, which is five years older.

The intellectual status of the Jewish community,
except as regards candidates for the rabbinate, was
formerly very low ; but in 1847 Abraham Enriquez
founded a Talmud Torah, which was enlarged in

1871 and which now (1905) accommodates 500 chil-

dren. In 1878 the Alliance Israelite Universelle

founded a school for boys, followed in the next year

by one for girls, while a public school was estab-

lished in 1898; none of these institutions has, how-
ever, proved altogether successful. In 1903 Baron
Edmond de Rothschild presented 70.000 francs for

the construction of a new Talmud Torah. In addi-

tion, many Jewish pupils are educated in the Catho-

lic and Protestant institutions of the city.

Tlie social condition of the Jews, as compared
with adherents of other creeds, has been one of much
vicissitude in Smyrna. According to the archives

found in the Orthodox Greek communit}', and dated

March 17, 1781, the Greeks, Jews, and Armenians

Jewish Gins of Smyrna.
(From a photograph.)

w^ere required to pay their taxes to the treasury of

the Greek community that it might remit them to

the government, while according to the " 'Abodat

Massa " the Jewish community paid the Greeks

150,000 piasters to discharge its debt. In the

course of time the condition of the Jews improved

greatly and is now excellent.

A Jewish hospital was maintained by the Itoths-

childs of Vienna after the year 1840, although one

had been established in the city about thirty-five

years before. This Rothschild infirmary, which
superseded the older institution, was later enlarged ;

but since the community did not add to the an-

nual subvention of 15,000 piasters, the baron, who
for several years had borne the entire expense, aban-

doned the institution, which then resumed its old

name of "The Jewish Hospital." There are in

Smyrna numerous benevolent societies, the principal

being as follows: the Bikkur Holim and the Bikkur
Holim shel Nashim, which serveasahebra kaddisha;

the Kuppat Re-

hizah and the
Hebrat Lewa-
yah, both de-

voted to render-

ing honors to the

dead; the He-
bra Kedosha
shel Kebarim,
which keeps the

cemetery in

good order; the

Emet wa-Zedek,

which assists im-

poverished fam-

ilies in time of

mourning; the

'Ozer Dallim
(originally
called G a b -

ba'e Zedakah),

founded by Be-

hor Danon in

1879 as the first

institution of its

kind in Turkey, and reestablished in 1883 and

1894, its purpose being the support of 260 pau-

per families, among which it distributes small sums
every Friday ; the Haknasat Orehim, which provides

for needy strangers; the Hayyat 'Aniyyeka, which
cares for the pauper sick; the Malbish 'Arummim
and the Nashim Zadkaniyyot, which clothe the chil-

dren of the poor; the Midrash Shelomoh, the Magen
Dawid, and the Or ha-Hayyim, which read the

Psalms on Sabbaths, applying their income to the

support of the poor; and the .Moliar u-Mattau, which
dowers indigent girls.

Among the benefactors of the Jewish community
of Smyrna maybe mentioned: Alexander Sidi, who
purchased the cemeterj^ of Burnabat in 1881 ; Moses

1). Ghayj'at; Hayyim Argi and his wife; Jacob Me-

lamed ; NissimLevy ; Abraham Pardo; tlie Baron and

Baroness de Hirscli; and Baron Edmond de Roths-

child. Behor Danon has been the radical reformer

of Smyrna, and the initiator of the establishment of

the Rothschild hospital and of the society called
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'Ozer Dallim, and Nissim Crespin lias been a prime

mover in the foundation of tlie schools of the Alli-

ance Israelite Uuiverselle at Smyrna. Among the

famous Jews Avho have visited the cit}' maybe men-

tioned Moses Montetiore and his wife, as well as the

Baron Edmond de Rothschild. In 1879 the society

Gemilut Hasadim was authorized to establish a lot-

tery from which the Talmud Torah and the school

of the Alliance Israelite Universelle derived much
profit. The abuse of its privileges, however, led to

the suppression of the lottery, although in 1903 a

new one was organized for the benefit of the hospital

and the Talmud Torah, and is still in existence.

One of the misfortunes of the Oriental Jewish com-

munity is the rabbinical problem arising from per-

sonal intrigues on the part of the leading men, and

sometimes of the rabbis tiicmselves. Soon after the

establishment of the communil)'- of Smyrna in 1631,

Azariah Joshua Ashkenazi was elected as the col-

league of the chief rabbi Joseph Es-

Disputes capa. The next chief rabbi, Hayyim
of Rabbis. Benveniste, became the sole head of

the community, but, being opposed liy

a portion of the congregation, he was imprisoned by

the governor; Aaron Lapapa thereupon received a

call from Magnesia, thus becoming the head of the

opposition. In 1639 a quarrel broke out between the

community and the people, which was ended only

on the intervention of Chief Rabbi Fresco of Con-

stantinople. In 1886 the chief rabbi Hayyim Pa-

lacci became involved in various quarrels Avith

the members of the community, and the chief rab-

binate of Constantinople sent R. Samuel Dauon to

arbitrate. He proved incompetent, liowever, and

Palacci finally went to the synagogue, opened the

Ark, sat on the floor, fasted, and wept. By a curi-

Jewish Hawkers of Smyrna.
(From a photograph.)

ous coincidence a severe earthquake occurred a few

moments later, and the people, interpreting this

as a mark of divine judgment, ceased all hostility

against their rabbi. After Palacci's death the chief

rabbi of Magnesia, Joseph Hakim, was chosen as

tlie liead of the Jewish community of Smyrna, but

his incompetency finally resulted in his supersession

by Abraham Palacci, whose election was ratified by

the government in 1870. On his death in 1899 tiie

community was again divided into two liostile

camps, one faction desiring the election of Solomon

Palacci, and the other wishing to have no more rab-

XI.—27

bis of his family. All efforts to settle the dispute

have proved vain, and Joseph Ben-Senor, the chief

rabbi finally chosen, is not recognized by the govern-

ment. This parlizan strife has resulted in the custom
of frequently having two chief rabbis simultaneous-

ly, the list being as follows: Joseph Escapa and Aza-

riah Joshua Ashkenazi ; Hayyim Benveniste and

Aaron Lapapa ; Solomon Levi and Jacob ibn Na'im

;

Solomon Levi and Israel Benveniste; Elijah Colien ;

Abraham Ben-Ezra and Jacob Saul; Hayyim INIoda'i

and Isaac Mayo; Hayyim David Abulafia; Jacob

Jewish Porter of Smyrna.

(From a photograph )

Albagli ; Joseph Hazan and Isaac Mayo; Solomon

Ben-Ezra; Isaac Navarro; David Amado; Josiuia

Abraham Judah ; Yom-Tob Dauon; Hayyim Pa-

lacci; Joseph Hakim; Abraham Palacci; and the

present non-ofticial chief rabbi Joseph Ben-Sehor.

The Jews form a considerable part of the popu-

lation in twelve wards of Smyrna, and are numer-

ous also in the suburbs of Burnabat, Bunar Basin,

Alay Bey, and Cordelio. The community, which

now (1905) numbers 25,600 out of a total population

of 201,000, is goveined by a ciiief rabbi and two

councils, tiie one clerical and tlie other lay; tlie de-

cisions of the councils are binding on the chief rablii,

who forms the bond of union between the govern-

ment and tiie community.

„. A. Ga.

SNAIL : Rendering given in the English vcr

sioiis for "shabbelui," which occurs only in Ps. Iviii.

9 (A. V. 8). An equivalent rendering is given by
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the Targum and the Talmud; the ISeptuagint and
Vulgate give " wax." The idea of melting awaj-,

expressed in the passage referred to, may have

arisen from the trail of slime which this mollusk

leaves behind as it crawls, or from its retirement,

or "melting away," into cracks and crevices.

There are numerous and various mollusks in Syria

and Palestine. For "homet" (Lev. xi. 80), wliich

the Authorized Version renders by "'snail," .see

Lizard.
The shabbelul serves as a cure for boils (Shab.

77b). Of the homet it is said that at birth it is of

the size of a lentil. Other conchylia are com-
prised under the name of "halazon " (see Sanh. 91a);

'Ab. Zarah 28b). The " melting away " of the snail

on its walk is referred to in M. K. 6b. In the egg
of the snail the white is not separated from the yolk

CAb. Zarah 40a).

Bibliography: Tristram, Nat. Hist. p. 368; Lewysohn, Zo-
ologic (lex Talmuds, p. 279.

K. (i. H. I. M. C.

SNEEZING. See AsusA.

SNOWMAN, ISAAC: English artist; born in

London 1874; educated at the City of London
School. In 1890 he entered the Royal Academy
School, where he gained a free medal, and afterward

a scholarship in the Institution of British Artists.

He joined the Maccabean pilgrimage to Pales-

tine in 1897, and he has shown his interest in Jew-
ish matters by his drawings "A Difficult Passage

in the Talmud" and "The Blessing of Sabbath
Lights," as well as by his "Early Morning Prayer in

the Synagogue. " Of his paintings, which have been

devoted mainly to portraits and domestic views,

"Children's Voices" (1901) attracted a great deal of

attention, and "The Bride" (1904) has become very

popular. He has exhibited also a study of " Sarda-

napalus," as well as "The Wailing-Place at Jerusa-

lem " and "The Proclamation of Joseph as Ruler of

Egypt."

Bibliography: 27ie New Era Illustrated Magazine, New
York, Jan., 1905; Jewish Year Book, 5665 (1904-5).

J.

SOAVE, MOSES: Italian Hebraist; born in

Venice March 28, 1820; died there Nov. 27, 1882.

He supported himself as a private tutor in Venetian

Jewish families, and collected a library containing

many rare and valuable works. Two years before

his death he gave up teaching, and devoted himself

entirely to study. In addition to numerous articles

which appeared in Italian Jewish periodicals la-

wrote biographies of Sara Oopia Sullam, Amatus
Lusitanus, Abraham de Balmes. Shabbethai Don-
nolo, and Leon de Modena. He was, besides, the

editor of Isacco Israelita's "Guida dei Medici"
("Manhig ha-Rofe"im "), translated from an old He-
brew manuscript (Venice, 1861); and wrote "Dei
Soncino, Celebri Tipografi Italiani nei Secoli XV.-
XVI." (Venice, 1878).

8. U. C.

SOBERNHEIM, JOSEPH FRIEDRICH :

German physician and autlior of medical works;
born at K5nigsberg in 1803; died at Berlin Jan. 30,

1846. He published at Berlin, where he had settled

as a physician, a number of medical treatises, of

which fbe following is a list in the chronological

order of their publication: "Behandlung der Krank-
heiten des Menschen" (1833-36), a German translation

of the Latin work of Von Frank; "Allgemeine Ge-
sundheitslehre fiir Alle Stande " (1834); "Handbuch
der Arzeneimittellehre in Tabellarischer Form

"

(1836), afterward revised and reedited several times;
" Deutschlands Ileilquellen in Physikahscher, Cheni-
ischer und Therapeutischer Beziehung " (1836)

;

"Praktische Diagnostic der Inneren Krankheiten"
(1837); "Handbuch der Praktischen Toxicologic"

(1838), in collaboration with Fr. Simon; "Specielle

Pathologic und Therapie " (1839-40), adapted from
the Latin work of Von Frank; "Tabulae Pharma-
cologicse Usui Medico-Practico Dictas " (1843) ; and
"Elemente der Allgemeinen Physiologic" (1844).

Bibliography: Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii. 347 ; Oettinger. Moiii-
teur des Dates, sv.
s. M. Sel.

SOBIESKI, JOHN, See John Sobieski.

SOBORTEN : Town in Bohemia, whose commu-
nity is probably one of the oldest in the province.

The community of Soborten includes parts of the

Teplitz, Dux, and Karlitz districts. The synagogue
has a tower, with a clock, and two lamps respect-

ively bearing the dates 1.'353 and 1654. For a time

the cemetery at Soborten was used as a burial-place

by the community of Dresden. Many gravestones

bear the inscription "Mi-Geresh Prag," marking the

graves of Jews who were driven from Prague, some
of whom died as martyrs. Until 1848 the Jews of

Soborten were confined to the ghetto—the Juden-
gasse, as it is still called. For some time the com-
munity formed a part of the Leitmeritz district

rabbinate, but in 1883 it gained independence and
elected as its rabbi Hayyim (Heinrich) Galandauer
(author of " Der Socialismus im Bibel und Talmud ").

Soborten has a Jewish population of 150.

s. H. Ga.

SOBOTNIKI. See Subbotniki.

SOBROMONTE, TREVINO DE. See Tre-
VI NO.

SOCIALISM : Theory of civil polity which ad-

vocates public collective ownership, production,

and distribution. Jews have been prominently

identified with the modern Socialist movement from
its very inception. The small circle of the first dis-

ciples of Saint-Simon in the third decade of the nine-

teenth century numbered among its members two
Jewish young men of Portuguese origin, the broth-

ers Isaac and Emile Pekeire. A generation later,

when the apostles of Saint-Simonism had distin-

guished themselves in various fields of science and
industry, the Pereire brothers won fame and fortune

as the builders of the first French railway, and be-

came the leading bankers and financiers of the sec-

ond empire.

Paris in the thirties and forties was the intellec-

tual capital of Europe. "Young Germany" was,

after the Napoleonic wars, under the

Relation to sway of French democratic ideas.

Saint- The Socialist theory was regarded as

Simonism. an application of the principles of

democracy to the industrial organiza-

tion of society; and it was but natural that it should

soon enlist the sympathies of the numerous Germaa
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refugees who in those days made Paris tlieir head-
quarters. Karl Ludwig Borne notes in his "Briefe

aus Paris," though in a somewhat light vein, the

appearance of the Saint-Simonists in the advanced
intellectual circles of Paris.

The educated German Jews, who were still suffer-

ing under legal disabilities and social discrimination,

were active in the Democratic movement of their

daj'. The spread of the socialistic faith among the

German colony at Paris was therefore bound to con-

vert Jew and Gentile alike. Two of those early

Jewish converts, Karl Makx and Ferdinand Las-

SALLE, were to become commanding figures in the

history of socialism : one as the father of scientific

socialism, the other as the founder of the German
Socialist party. Marx, the son of a Jewish lawyer
of Treves, numbered among iiis ancestors many
famous rabbis. The chapters on the theory of value

in his principal work, "Das Kapital," suggest by
their subtle analysis an inherited Talmudical bent,

though his own education was uninfluenced by
Jewish studies, the family having been converted

to the Lutheran Church during his early childhood.

In 1842 he became editor of the "Kheiuische Zei-

tung"at Cologne; but after a short existence the

journal was suppressed by the Prussian govern-

ment. Deprived of his newspaper. Marx joined the

German colony at Paris, and undertook the publica-

tion of a Democratic magazine, " Deutsch-Franzo-

sische Jahrblicher," which was to be smuggled into

Germany and circulated in defiance of the censor.

He was then a young man of twenty-five, with a

mind trained in Hegelian philosophy and deeply

absorbed in political problems; but he had as yet

given little thought to economics. The controver-

sies of the Socialists with the old school of Demo-
crats, as well as the dissensions among the divergent

socialistic schools, directed his attention to the study

of political economy. The outcome of these studies

was his "Manifest der Kommuniatischeu Partei

"

("Manifesto of the Commimist Party "), written on

the eve of the Paris revolution of 1848 in collabora-

tion with Friedrich Engels; in it Marx laid down
the foundation of his theory. He was one of the

charter members and leaders of the International

Working Men's Association, which was organized

in London in 1864, and he framed its declaration

of principles. In 1867 he published the first volume
of his life-work, "Das Kapital," which has been

aptly called "the Bible of modern Socialism." This
was to be followed by three other

Earl Marx, volumes; l)ut his work was cut short

by his death (March 14, 1883). Two
posthumous volumes were published by Engels,

Marx's lifelong friend and literary executor.

The essence of Marx's theory, which won for it

the name "scientific socialism," as distinguished

from the " Utopian socialism " of his precursors, is

the principle of social evolution. While Utopian

socialism sets before mankind an ethical ideal of a

perfect society, and hopes for its ultimate accept-

ance by virtue of its inherent beauty, Marx main-

tains that the industrial evolution of capitalistic so-

ciety leads toward socialism, regardless of its ethical

merits, and that, moreover, this industrial process

molds ethical standards in consonance with the

industrial tendencies of the time. Industrial evolu-
tion thus being held to be independent of current
opinions, it follows that no opposition is able to

prevent the transformation of modern society on
socialistic lines.

It is evident that this adaptation of the theolog-
ical dogma of predestination to sociology must beget
much the same confidence in Socialist believers as
was inspired by the teachings of Mohammed in

Arab warriors. It is only in recent years that dissent-
ing views have gained currency within the Socialist

fold. The movement for revision of the accepted
creed is led by another German Jew, Eduard Hehn-
STEiN, at present a member of the German imperial
Parliament.

Social Democracy as a political movement in Ger-
many began with Ferdinand Lassam-e, who in 1844

went to Paris, where he came under
Ferdinand the influence of the Socialists. In
Lassalle. 1848 he worked on the staff of Karl

Mar.\'s"Neue Kheinische Zeitung."
He took an active part in the revolutionary agitation

of that year; and during the reactionary period
which followed he devoted his time to scientific

research.

Socialism in Germany in the middle of the nine-

teenth century was an academic tlieoiy which ap-
pealed to a college-bred middle-class audience with
a sprinkling of self-taught working men. When
Lassalle actively identified himself with the move-
ment in 1862, he directed it into the channels of
practical politics, conducting his campaign of edu-
cation upon the issue of manhood suffrage. His
brilliancy as a popular orator, coupled with great
learning, made his propagandic tour a series of

personal triumphs. He organized tiie Allgemeiner
Deutscher Arbeiterverein (General Labor Union of

Germany), of which he became the first president.

The aims of the association were to secure manhood
suffrage and government credit for the establishment

of cooperative industries. Lassiille was fatally

wounded in a duel and died on Aug. 31, 1864; but
the Social Democratic agitation still grew, even in

spite of factional dissensions. In 1867, upon the

creation of the North German Federation, Prince

Bismarck introduced manhood suffrage for the elec-

tion of the members of the popular branch of the

new federal Parliament. Seven years later the two
warring Socialist factious, the "Lassalleaner " and
the "Eisenacher, " united, becoming the Social

Democratic party.

The repeal of the legal disabilities of the Jews in

Germany has removed the incentive to radicalism

among them. On the other hand, the i)oliti(al de-

velopment of German)' has made a
Recent place for its middle class ("Biirger-

Attitude. tluim ") among the ruling classes. As
the majority of the German Jews be-

long to the middle class, the cause for persistent op-

position to the government lias disappeared ; and the

Jews now divide on party linos like all other citizens.

Still there are a number of Jews prominent in the

councils of the Social Democratic party ; the most
notable examples being Paul Singer, a retired cloth-

ing manufacturer, for many years a Social Demo-
cratic leader in the imperial Parliament, and Dr.
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Victor Adler, the acknowledged leader of the Aus-

tjian Social Democrac}-.

While in Germany socialism has attracted individ-

ual Jews, in Russia it has become a movement of

the Jewish masses. During the reign of Alexander

II. the high schools and universities were thrown
open to Jews. All classes, rich and poor alike,

eagerly embraced the educational opportunities

thus offered; and in the eighth decade of the nine-

teenth century Jews contributed a large contingent

of the students. As in Germany, education quick-

ened their resentment of legal discrimination against

their race. This was the time when the universities

became the hotbeds of socialistic agitation : the

Socialists preached and practised the doctrine of

equal rights, without distinction of race or creed

;

and the Jewish student, welcomed as a social equal,

began to feel like one of the Russian people. As a

natural consequence, numbers of Jewish students

threw themselves into the Russian socialistic and
revolutionary movement. The anti-Jewish riots of

the next decade produced a strong reaction against

this socialistic sentiment; furthermore the wave of

emigration to the United States carried away many
Jewish Socialists, while others joined the ranks of

the Palestinians (the forerunners of the Zionists).

Anti-Semitism made rapid progress among univer-

sity students; and even the populist faction of the

Socialists ("'Narodniki ") fell under its influence.

The revival of socialistic agitation in the nineties

found a fruitful field among the Jewish working
men and women in the Pale of Settlement. In 1897

was organized tiie Jiidischer Arbeiter-Bund von
Littauen und Polen (Jewish Labor Federation of

Lithuania and Poland), which grew rapidly in

gpite of persecution, and soon became the strongest

and best-organized body of Socialist

The working men in Russia. The organ-

Arbeiter- ization and growth of the Bund have
Bund. been among the principal causes of

the recent revulsion of Russian public

sentiment in favor of the Jews. Formerly the indi-

vidual Jewish Socialists counted as Jews only in so

far as they offered another justification for the anti-

Semitic policy of the government; wliile with the

revolutionary Socialists they passed as Russians, and
as such reflected no credit upon the Jewish race. The
Bund made its appearance as a distinctively Jew-
ish organization, and demanded recognition for the

Jewish working clas.s. The newspaper-reading Rus-

sian public outside the Pale had been convinced by
the anti-Semitic press that the Jews were a race of

parasites, and that there was no laboring class

among them ; the existence of the Bund was in itself

the most conclusive refutation of this charge.

The Bund marks a new departure in the progress-

ive movement among the Jews. Heretofore assimi-

lation with the dominant race has been the first

article of faith with all Liberal and Democratic
Jews. The Bund, on tlie contrary, asserts the

claims of the Jewish people as a distinct nationalit}'.

It takes for its model Austria with her polyglot

population, where the principal Slavonic tribes, the

Poles, the Ruthenians, and the Bohemians, are con-

tending, not without success, for linguistic auton-

omy, as distinguished from territorial autonomy.

The advocacy of this principle by the Bund has
brought it into conflict with the cosmopolitan tend-

ency of the Socialist movement. It is contended
by the opponents of the Bund that its i>olicy creates

division within the Socialist ranks. It must be
noted, however, that the Bund addresses itself to

those classes of the Jewish people wiiich under the

existing social conditions rarely, if ever, come into

contact with other races. At the same time all other

Russian and Polish Socialist organizations still con-

tain a large and influential Jewish membership.
The Jewish exodus from Russia drafted to the

United States large numbers of Sociali-sts, mostly
college and university students, who

In must be reckoned among the pioneers

the United of the Socialist parlies in America.
States. Their main field of activity was the

ghetto. But the masses of Jewish
workmen and tradesmen who were educated by this

propaganda scattered throughout the country in

pursuit of employment or business opportunities

and became "the pedlers of socialism" among their

shopmates and neighbors. The city of Haverhill,

Mass., which elected the first Socialist mayor in the

United States, is a notable example of the prosely-

tizing work of Russo-Jewish Socialists. The Rus-
sian Jews themselves have contributed their quota
to the rank and file, as well as to the leaders, of the

American Socialist parties. One of the prominent
national leaders is iMorris Hillquit, a young Russo-
Jewish attorney in New York, author of "The
Historv of Socialism in the United States" (New
York, "l 903).

The Jewish Socialist movement in America lias

created a Socialist literature in the Yiddish language.

The first attempt to present socialism to the Jews in

their own language was ?nade in 1874, when two
young Russian Jews, Aaron Liebeum.^nn (d. 1880)

and ^I. Winchevsky, published in Vienna a small

magazine entitled "Ha-Eniet." It addressed itself

to the intellectual class of the Russian Jews—the

Maskilim—and was printed in Hebrew, their lit-

erary language. This publication, Iiowever, was
short-lived.

Socialist papers in Yiddish were then established

(in the early eighties), first in London, and later

iu New York ; the New York dailj' " Vorwarts " now
has a hirge circulation and has recently moved into

its own building. A monthly magazine, "Die Zu-
kunft," likewise published in New York, is popular-

izing scientific socialism among advanced Yiddish

readers.

J. I. A. H.

SOCIETE DES ETUDES JUIVES : Society

for the study of Jewish history and literature, and
especially of the history and literature of the Jews
of France; its headquarters are in Paris. It was
founded in 1880, chiefly through the elTortsof Baron
James Edouard de Rothschild, Isidore Loeb, Arsene
Darmesteter, Charles Netter, and especially Chief

Rabbi Zadoc Kalin. In harmony with its purpose,

it jniblislies the quarterly "Revue dcs Etudes
Juives" as well as Avorks bearing on Jewish sub-

jects, grants subventions for books of that character,

and organizes public lectures. The society is com-
jiosed of corporate members, who pay a minimum
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annual fee of 25 francs; of life-members, who ]iay a

minimum initiation foe of 400 francs; and of charter

members, tlic minimum entrance-fee for whom is

1,000 francs; both the latter classes being exempt
from all annual clues. The organization received

official recognition in a decree dated Dec. 6, 1896, and
is consequently empowered to accept legacies and
donations. Its annual revenue is about 13,000

francs. Since its foundation Israel Levi lias been

secretary of its editorial board.

The works published by the society are strictly

scientific in character. The list of contributors con-

tains the names of Leon Bardinet, Cagnat, Abraham
Cahen, Arsene and James Darmesteter, Joseph Der-

enbourg, Rubens Duval, II. Gractz, H. Gross, S.

llalberstam, Josepli Halevy, Zadoc Kahn, David
Kaufmann, ^Meyer Kayserling, Alexander Kohut,
Francois Lenormant, Isidore Loeb, Immanuel LOw,
Simeon Luce, Marco Mortara, Adolf Neubauer,
Jules Oppert, Ernest Renan, Ulysse Robert, Moritz
Steinschneider, and Maurice Vernes. The chief

contributors at the present time (1905) are: Elkau
N. Adler, Wilhelm Bacher, Ludwig Blau, A. Blich-

ler, Abraham Epstein, Iguaz Goldziher, Baron David
Giinzburg, A. Harkavy, ]\I. Laudjert, Israel Levi,

S. Poznanski, M. Schwab, and Solomon and Theo-
dore Reinach.

In addition to the "Revue," which has readied its

fiftieth volume, and the " Anuuaires " of the first four

years, the society has published: "Tables du Calen

drier Juif Depuis I'Ere Chretienne Jusqu'au Dix-

Huitieme Siecle avee la Concordance des Dates

Juives et des Dates Chretiennes" ; "La Litterature

des Pauvres dans le Bible," by Isidore Loeb ; "Gallia

Judaica," by H. Gross; "Textes d'Auteurs Grecset

Romains Relatifs au Judaisme," by Theodore Rei-

nach ; and the complete works of Flavins Josephus,

translated into French under the supervision of The-
odore Reinach (vol. i., " Antiquites Judaiques," i.-v.,

by Weill; iii., "Antitjuites Judaiques," xi.-xv., by
Chamonard ; vii., parti., " Contre Apion," by Blum).

The society is preparing a French translation of

the works of Philo, a corpus of inscriptions, another

of laws relating to the Jews, and a register of docu-

ments referring to the Jews in France. For the

series of public lectures which it has organized, it

has secured the cooperation of Anatole Leroy-

Beaulieu, Ernest Renan, Gaston Paris, Maspero,

Dieulafoy, Cagnat, Baron Carra de Vaux, Albert

and Jean Reville, Victor Berard, Guillaume Guizot,

and others.
s. I. L.

SOCIETIES, LEARNED: Nearly every Jew-
ish community possessed, or still possesses, various

societies aiming to propagate Jewish learning.

There have been societies for the study of the Talmud
("hebrah shas"), of the Mishnah ("liebrah misliua-

yot"), and of other works of less importance, such

as "'En Ya'akob," " llayye Adain," etc. To the

hebrah shas belonged those Jews who were versed in

Talmud ; to the hebrah mishnayot, those whose Tal-

mudical training was more limited; and to the other

hobrot, the rest of the people. The members of each

society usually devoted a couple of hours daily to

the study in common of their respective subjects.

In some communities, however, the members of tiie

hebrah shas did not study the Talmud in common,
but each member had one or more Talmudical trea-

tises allotted to him, the study of which he was re-

(juired to complete during the ensuing twelvemonth
;

so that among the members the whole Talmud
might be finished within the year. The eve of Pass-

over was usually fixed for the celebration of the

completion of tlds study.

All these societies, liowever, were mainly of a re-

ligious character; and their scope of activity was
limited to the religious branches of Jewish lit-

erature, excluding all subjects not directly related

to the ceremonial lawsand public worship. Even the

study of the Bible, with the exception of the Penta-

teuch, was neglected. But under Mendelssohn's

influence a learned society properly so-called was
founded in 1783 at Kftnigsberg by Isaac Euchel and
Mendel Bresslau. It was called " Hebrat Dorcshe
Leslion 'Eber," or Me'asskki.m, after the name
of the Hebrew periodical " Ha-Meassef" published

by its meniber.s. This periodical contained Hebrew
lioeiiis, literary compositions, and essays both on rab-

binical and on secular subjects. After a period of

about twenty years the society ceased to exist. Under
the guidance of E. Gans, L. Zunz, and others, a new-

society was founded in 1823 at Berlin having for its

name" Verein filr Cultur uud Wissen-

The Verein scliaft des Judenthums." Its aim was
fur Cultur. to unite modern culture with ancient

Judaism; and for this purpose it pub-
lished a periodical in German, devoted to scientific

essays on various subject.s. Among the members of

this society were Heinrich Heine, Moses Moser, and
many others who subsequently occupied prominent
positions in the German literary and scientific world.

However, the Verein had a very short existence; it

dissolved soon after the publication of the first num-
ber of its " Zeil.schrift," which, although its German,
according to Heinrich Heine, left much to be desired

("Briefe," ed. Karpeles. p. 117), contained many ex-

cellent articles, notably that of Zunz on Rashi.

A much longer existence was enjoyed by a .society

for the promotion of Jewish literature founded in

1855 by Ludwig Philippson at Leipsic under the

name Institut zuk Foudekung ueu Isijaki.iti-

sciiEN LiTEU.\TUR. It existed for eighteen years,

and during this period published, in German, about

eighty works of Jewisb history, science, poetry, fic-

tion, and biography. Here may be mentioned,

thougli not strictly a learned society, an interna-

tional association, founded in Germany in 18(54 un-

der the name"Mekize Nirdamim," for the publica-

tion of old Hebrew books and manuscripts. It was
established firstat Lyck, imder the direction of Rabbi

Nathan Adler, Sir Moses Montefiore, and Joseph
Zedner (London), Albert Colin (Paris), S. D. Luz-

zatto (Padua), M. Sachs (Berlin), Eliezer Lipinan Sil-

bermann (Lyck), and M. Straschun (Wilna). It was
later reorganized at Beilin (1885) under the sujiervi-

sion of Abraham Berliner (Berlin), Moses Ehrenreich

(Rome), J. Derenbourg and David
Mekize Ginsburg (Paris), S. J. Halberstam

Nirdamim. (Bielilz), A. Harkavy (St. Petersburg),

M. Jastrow (Philadelphia), David
Kaufmann (Budapest), and M. Straschun (Wilna).

Up to the present year (1905) this society has
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published forty-two ancient works. In 1885 the

Deutsch-Israelitischer Gemeindebuud founded the

HiSTORiscHE Commission for the collection of ma-

terial relating to the history of the Jews in Germany.

This commission, wliich is still in existence, has

published several important works and it like-

wise established the "Zeitsclirift fiir Geschichte

der Juden in Deutschland," which was edited by

Ludwig Geiger (5 vols., Berlin, 1886-92). In 1897

Max Grunwald founded at Hamburg the Gesell-

schaft fiir Jiidisciie Volkskundc;, the aim of which

is to propagate, by periodical publications (entitled

" Mittiieilungen "), the study of ecclesiastical art and

folk-lore. Fifteen issues of these " Mittiieilungen "

have appeared up to the present.

There are very few Jewish learned societies in Aus-

tria. Besides the various academic associations,

which are rather of a national than of a learned

character, only two are of importance; namely, the

Israelitischer Literaturverein Mendelssohn, founded

at Vienna in 1894, the aim of which is to promote

Jewish learning by means of lectures and the publi-

cation of scientific works, and the Gesellschaft flir

Sammlung und Conservirung von Kunst- und His-

torischen Denkmalern des Judenthums, founded at

Vienna in 1893. The results of the activity of the

latter society are given in an annual publication

entitled " Jahresbericht."

Amsterdam in the eighteenth century possessed

many societies for the promotion of Jewish learning.

Among them were : Keter Torali ; Torah Or ; Yesiba

de los Pintos; Meirat 'Enayim, called also Yesiba

Amstelodama; and Tif'eret Bahurim or Yesiba

Quinta. A similar society to that of the Me'assefim

in Germany was founded in the last years of that

century under the name "To'elet."

Austria, Like its German prototype, the To'elet

Holland, enriched Jewish literature with many
and volumes of Hebrew poems and essays.

France. In 1888 the Dutcii teachers united and
formed the Society Achawa, which

publishes under the same title a monthly magazine
devoted chiefly to pedagogy.
An important society tor the promotion of Jewish

learning was founded in France in 1880, the Societe
DES Etudes Juives. Its first president was Baron

James Edouard de Rothschild, who, by a large sub-

vention, placed it on a satisfactory financial footing.

Besides the quarterly publication of the "Revue
des Etudes Juives," which is one of the most valu-

able of the scientific periodicals in the whole of Jew-
ish journalism, the society has given financial assist-

ance to authors in the publication of their works.

It has also published at its own expense many valu-

able contributions to Jewish science, among which
the most important is the "Gallia Judaica" of

Heinrich Gross. The international society known
as " Alliance Israelite Universelle " maj' to a certain

extent be counted among learned societies, the last

item of its program being "the encouragement of

publications contributing to the emancipation or

elevation of the Jews." Besides a certain number
of worksdevoted principally to Jewish statistics and
the defense of Judaism, which the Alliance has pub-
lished at its own expense, it has lent its support to

all learned works of interest to Jews.

In its short existence the Hebrew Literature Soci-

ety of London rendered great service to Jewish learn-

ing. Under the editorship of A. Loewy it published

a certain number of Jewish works, among which
was the first volume of the English translation of

the "Moreh Nebukim," made by M. Friedlander.

From the Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibition held

in London in 1887—in connection with which there

were published three volumes bearing

England, on Anglo-Jewi.sh history—grew The
Historical Society of England, founded

in 1893. This .society has issued four volumes of

transactions and has published a work on Manasseh
ben Israel by Lucien Wolf and, conjointly with the

Selden Society, a volume of "Select Pleas from the

Jewish Exchequer." In 1903 a new society, tlie

Union of Jewish Literary Societies, came into ex-

istence. Its objects are: the diffusion of knowl-

edge of Jewish literature, history, and sociologj'

;

the coordination of the work of literary societies in

general ; the formation of new literary societies ; the

encouragement of the literary activity of Jewish
social clubs; the establishment of means by which
the literary efforts of .societies mtiy be organized and
utilized in common; the provision of literary mate-

rial and guidance for members of the society desirous

of preparing lectures; the encouragement of inter-

society meetings and debates; the promotion of

popular Jewish publications; the organization of

summer meetings for Jewish studies; and tiie estab-

lishment of a circulating library containing works

on Jewish history and literature.

An association which exercises a great civilizing

influence is the Society fou the Promotion ok
Culture Among the Jews op Russia, which was
founded in 1863. Its objects are: to spread the

knowledge of the Russian language

Russia. among the Jews; to publish and to

assist others in publishing useful

works and periodicals in Russian as well as in He-

brew ; and to support the young who are devoting

themselves to the study of the sciences. During the

first twenty years of its existence it was regarded by
the public with indifference, and the number of its

members and consequentlj' its income were very

limited; but with the enactment of the restrictive

laws which excluded tiie Jews from educational

establishments, its influence began to grow
; and its

services are now universally recognized.

The first Jewish learned association in the New
World was the American Jewish Publication Soci-

ety, founded at Philadelphia in 1845 b}' Isaac Leeser.

During the six years of its existence it published

under the title "Jewi.sh Miscellany" fourteen works

on Jewish matters. In 1851 the building in which
were stored the slates and books belonging to the

societ}' was destroyed by fire, and the society there-

upon ceased to exist. It was succeeded by another

association, l)earing the same name, founded at New
York in 1873. Its publication committee consisted

of Gustav Gottlieil, Moses Mielziner,

America. F. de Sola Mendes. Marcus Jastrow,

and Moritz EUinger. As itsfir.st pub-

lication the society issued in 1873 the fourth volume
of Gratz's "Geschichte der Jiiden," translated into

English by James K. (xutheim of New Orleans. lu
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1875 two volumes were issued: (1) "Jewish Family-

Papers; Letters of a Missionary," by " Gustav Meiii-

hardt" (William Herzberg), translated into English

by F. de Sola Mendes; and (2) " Hebrew Character-

istics," miscellaneous papers from the German, trans-

lated by Albert H. Louis. In 1873, owing to the com-
mercial depression which followed the financial panic

of that year, the society was dissolved. A new as-

sociation for the publication and dissemination of

literary, scientific, and religious works was founded

under the name "Jewish Publication Society of

America," at a convention held in Philadelpliia in

1888. Its members now (1905) number about 5,000,

and as a rule it issues four or five publications

yearl}-. Of these the most noteworthy have been

:

"History of the Jews" (the English edition of

Gratz's "Geschichte der Juden "); "Studies in Juda-

ism," by Solomon Schechter; "Jewish Life in the

Middle Ages," by Israel Abrahams; and the " Ethics

of Judaism," by Lazarus.

In 1892 was founded the American Jewish His-

torical Society, the objects of which are the collec-

tion and preservation of material bearing upon the

history of the Jews in America. The society meets

annually for the transaction of business and for the

reading of papers which form the subjects of the

publications of the association. In 1895 was founded

in New York the Ohole Shem Association to pro-

mote and fo.ster the study of Hebrew and other

Semitic languages and to encourage the study of

Jewish history and literature. Since its organiza-

tion the association has inaugurated a series of lec-

tures in Hebrew, German, and English. In 1895

and 1896 it published a Hebrew monthly entitled

"Ner ha-Ma'arabi"; in 1901, "Ha-Modia' le-Hoda-

shim "
; and for 1904 it issued an annual entitled

"Yalkut Ma'arabi."
J. I. Bu.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN CA3!fTORS

:

Founded by Alois Kaiser in Baltimore, Md., Ma}'

14, 1895. Its object is the elevation of the cantor's

profession, the furtherance of cohesion among its

members, and the improvement of musical services

in the synagogue. While its member.ship is open

to all, it is in fact an association of cantors of

both Con.servative and Reform congregations. The
society selected and arranged the music for the

"Union Hymnal," published by the Central Con-

ference of American Rabbis in 1897. On the oc-

casion of the hundredth anniversary of Solomon
Sulzcr's birthday (1904) the society published a Fri-

day evening service, with music, selected from

Sulzer's "Shir Ziyyon." On March 22, 1904 it held

a memorial service in New York city in honor of

the same event, at which addresses were delivered.

Bibliography: Aivericnn JewMi Yi'or-Book; Report of
the Society of Amrrirnji Caiitont for 19QU.

A. A. K.\i.

SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF
CULTURE AMONG THE JEWS OF RUSSIA
(Hebrew title, Marbe [or Mefijje] Haskalah be-

Yisrael) : Society founded at St. Petersburg in

Dec, 1863, by some of the most prominent Russian

Jews, e.ff., Joseph Yozel Giinzburg, who became
president; his son Horace Giinzburg, first vice-pres-

ident; Rabbi A. Neumann, second vice-president;

Leon Rosenthal, treasurer; Abraham Brodski; I.

Brodski ; and others. The aim of the society as set

forth ia ita constitution is as follows:

" To promote culture amonj? the Russian Jews and to infuse

Into them love therefor. To tiiis end the society will endeavor
to spread the knowledtje of the Russian Ian-

Objects, guage among them ; it will publish and assist

others in publishing useful works and journals

in Russian, as well as in Hebrew, that will aid in carrying out

the purposes of the society; and it will, further, assi.st the

young in devoting themselves to the pursuit of knowledge and
of the sciences" (Constitution, g li.

The idea of establishing sucii a .society in Russia

may have been suggested by the Alliance Israelite

Universelle, which was founded in 1860. The time

was ripe for such an organization in Russia, inas-

much as the awakening of the Jews of that coun-

try to their cultural needs was in progress. There

were, however, some drawbacks, on account of which

the society was tumble to carry out its program in

its entirety. Its scope of activity was necessarily

limited by the disabilities of the Russian Jews; and
there was, moreover, a lack of interest on the part of

the intellectual Jews themselves, the greater number
of whom strove to shake themselves free from every-

thing Jewish. The society thus iiad to struggle on

for some time and to satisfy its ambition with minor

achievements. For several years the number of its

members was less than 250, and in 1880 it was not

quite 350; the annual income was less than 12,000

rubles. From that year onward, however, the in-

terest in the society increased. The anti-Jewish

riots, on the one hand, and the restrictions imposed

by the government, on the other, impelled the Ru.s-

sian Jews to trust to self-help and to take thence-

forth more interest in their own institutions. In the

next year (1880) the society inaugurated a branch,

with a special fund, for the promotion of agricul-

ture and industry among the Russian

Branch Jews. The number of its members
Societies, increased to 552, and its yearly in-

come was more than doubleii (28,346

rubles). But here, again, the attitude of the Rus-

sian government toward the Jews checked the so-

ciety's operations, the prohibition against Jews en-

gaging in agriculture having become more strin-

gent with the accession of Alexander III., thus de-

feating the object of the new agricultural section.

In the other branches, however, the activity of the

society was considerable, the report of its twentieth

anniversary (1884) showing an expenditure from the

foundation of the society of 78.788 rubles for the

support of students at universities, academies, and

industrial institutions, and for the maintenance of

private and public .schools: in addition 35,556 ru-

bles were expended in connection with useful pub-

lications issued by the society itself or on its initia-

tive. At the same time, a greater interest in Hebrew
literature began to manifest itself among the mem-
bers, and a special fund for its promotion was voted

in 1884.

The operations of the society iiave since extended

far beyond St. Petersburg. As early as 1865 a

branch had been founded at Odessa, which issued

and maintained the newspaper "Den." Other

branches were later established at Mo.sc'ow, Riga, and

several other cities; but the most effective work has
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been done by the Odessa branch. The chief lines of

tlie society's activity are the following: (1) assist-

ance of Jewish students at the Russian universities:

(2) maintenance of general and iudus-

Chief Lines trial schools for Jewisli children; (3)

of aid to Jewish libraries; (4) encour-

Activity. agement of Jewish authors and pub-
lication of works (in Hebrew ami

Russian) pertaining to Judaism, prizes being offered

for the same; and (o) promotion of a knowledge of

Jewish science by series of lectures, particularly in

St. Petersburg.

Unfortunately the society has to struggle for ex-

istence. Its educational work is being rendered less

important fn proportion as education progresses

among the Russian Jews generally. Moreover, the

society having been founded at a time when the

idea of assimilation with the Russians was prevalent

among the cultured Jews, and having, more or less,

retained this spirit, it has now to face an internal

conflict witli the Jewish national tendencies that

have recently been awakened in Russian Jewry, and
with which many of the members of tlie society are

strongly imbued.
Bibliography: I.eon Rosenthal, Tii\cd<^ Hehrat Marhc
Ha«kal(i)i he -Yi'^rdel, St. Pelersburfr, 18a5-9(); Ha - Slia-
?ior. vi. 589 et sti/.. vii. ;537 et ^eq., ix. H39-t)31, ,xi. 6()-«:j ; Hn-
Sliilnnh.vu. .wT ; viii. 91, 3t)9 ; ix. 2"), ;}tJ6 et seq.i s.. m et
wr/.; xii. 471 ; xiii. iXi); Ha-Mnutiiil, 1864, Nos. 2\ U'6, )>», 30:
186.), Nos. 2i. 26; Keneact Yisnul, 1886, pp. xxvii. et acq ;

Ha-Diir, i., Nos. 5, 7, 9, 22, 23, 2.5.

II. K. A. S. W.
SODOM : First city of Peiit;ipo!is, the others be-

ing Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboiim, and Zoar, all situ-

ated in the vale of Siddim (Gen. .\iv. 3), eitlier in

the present plain of Sabkhah or farther north, in the

southern Seccudes between the peninsula of AlLisan
and the Sabkhaii.

Biblical Data: GnA had announced Hisdeter-

mination to tlestroy these cities because of their

wickedness, but promised Abraham to spare Sodom
if as few as ten of its inhabitants should be found
righteous {ib. xviii. 20-33). Abraham, however,
failed to find even ten righteous in Sodom, and Yiiwu
thereupon rained fire and brimstone upon the entire

Pentapolis and overthrew it (ih. xix. 24-26). This
event appears to have occurred in tlie twenty-sec-

ond century B.C. According to the hypothesis of
lilankenburg (" Entstehung und Gesch. des Todten
Meeres," Leipsic, 1896), the catastrophe was in the

nature of a sudden sinkageof the valley of the Dead
Sea, producing chasms which engulfed the cities.

AVhenever it happened, the disaster must have been
terrible; and it produced such an impression that

the Prophets often refer to Pentapolis or to Sodom in

describing dire misfortunes (Isa. i. 9, xiii. 19; Jer.

xxiii. 14, xlix. 18; Amos iv. 11; Zeph. ii. 9). The
destruction of the.se cities is described in similar

terms by Josephus (" B. J." iv. 8, ^ 4) and in the

Koran (sura liv.). In the account of the battle of

the kings of the vale of Siddim the names of those
rulers are given as follows: " Bera of Sodom, Bir.sha

of Gomorrah, Shinab of Admah, Shemeber of Ze-
boiim, and the king of Bela or Zoar.

In Rabbinical Literature : The Talmud, like

the Bii)le, ascribes the fate of Sodom and the other
cities of Pentapolis to the wickedness of their inhab-
itants; and when the sins of the people of Jerusalem

are enumerated, on the basis of Ezek. xvi. 48-50, the
attempt is made to show them less heinous than those
of the inhabitants of Sodom (Saidi. 104b). There were
four judges in Sodom {ib. i09b), named respectively

Shakkarai (" liar "), Shakrarai (" habitual liar "), Zay-
yafa ("deceiver"), and ^lazle Dina ("perverter of
the Law "). In Sodom eveiy one who gave bread
and water to the poor was condemned to death by
tire (Yalk., Gen. 83). Two girls, one poor and the

other rich, went to a well; and the former gave the

latter her jug of water, receiving in return a vessel

containing bread. When this became known, both
were burned alive (ib.). In the Midrash {ib. 84) the

judges are called Kaz Sheker (=" greatest liar"),

Rab Sheker (= "master of lies"), Rab Nabal (=:

"master of turpitude"), Rab Masteh Din (= "chief

perverter of the Law "), and Kelapandar (probably =
" forger "). Pentapolis existed only fifty-two years

;

and during the last twenty-two of them God brought
earthquakes and other misfortunes upon it that it

might repent. It refused to do so, however, and was
destroyed (<7;. 83). The inhabitants of the cities of the

plain worshiped the sun and the moon. If destruc-

tion had come upon them by day, they would have
said that the moon would have helped them; if by
night, they would have declared that the sun would
have been their aid; wherefore they were destroyed

early in the morning, when both the sun and the

moon were shining. This happened on the sixteenth

of Nisan.

According to the "Sefer ha-Yashar," a man en-

tered Sodom riding on an ass, and as he had no
lodging he was received by a resident of the place.

On preparing to depart he missed his colored cover

and the cord by which it had been tied to the ani-

mal's back. When he asked his host about the

matter, he received the answer that he had only

dreamed of a cover, but that the vision was of good
omen, since the cover meant that he would possess

large vineyards, and the cord indicated that his life

would be prolonged. Th.e stranger protested; but

he was dragged before tlu; tribunal and sentenced

to pay four silver shekels. -The names of the judges,

according to this account, were: Sarak in Sodom,
Sarkar in Gomorrah, Zabuak in Admah, and Manon
in Zeboiim {ib. 24-27). For the other stories related

in the *' Sefer ha-Yashar " see Eliezeh and Lot.

Bibi.iographv : Sepp, Jerusalem imd (las HciUqe Land, pp.
7U7, 813, ScluilThaiisen, 1873; Clieyne, Eiicjic. Bit)l.; ilerzog-
Hauck, Real-Eiicijc. xiv. 1904, s.v. Palestine.

J. s. o.

SOEIRA, SAMUEL ABRAVANEL (known
also as Samuel ben Israel) : Sou of ilanasseh ben
Israel (A bravanel Socira being the maiden name of

Manasseh's wife); born in Amsterdam 1625; died in

London Sept., 1657. In 1654, in behalf of his father,

he accompanied his uncle .Manuel Martinez Dor-

mido to England for the purpose of presenting a

l^etition to Oliver Cromwell for the readmission of

Jews to England. On this occasion he is said to

have received from the University of Oxford the

degree of doctor of philosophy and medicine in

acknowledgment of his scientific attainments. The
text of his supposed diploma, signed by Chancellor

John Owen and Professor Clayton, has been re-

produced by Koenen in his "Geschiedenisder Joden
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iu Nederland " (p. 440), but Dr. Griffith, keeper of

the archives of the university, lia.s attempted to

prove tliat the document is spurious, and this

opinion is expressed also by Dr. A. Neubauer in an
article published in Roesfs "Letterbode." In May,
1655, Samuel returned to Amsterdam to persuade his

fatlier to go to England and personally lay his case

before Cromwell. Manasseh ben Israel arrived iu

London in October, accompanied by his son, who
died during their stay in that city. In accordance

with Samuel's dying wish, Manasseh ben Israel con-

veyed Ins son's corpse back to Holland for burial,

and lie himself died on Nov. 20, 1657, before reach-

ing his home at Middelburg, Zealand.

Bibliography : Lucien Wolf, Metiasi^eli hen la^-aeVs MUgion
to Oliver CromweU ; H. Adler, A Homage to Mena><iieh hen
Israel, in Trnnxactit^is of Jew Hif<t. Soc. of England, i.

34, 39, 44, 48-.54; M. Kayserlinff, Life of Mencuiseh b. Ittrael,

in Miscellanii of Hchrew JAterature, 2d series.

J. I. Co.

SOEST (Latin, Susatum) : Cityin the province

of Westphalia, Prussia. As early as the middle of

the thirteenth century Jews of Soest are mentioned,

e.g., Meyer and his wife, Betzel, who resided fu

Cologne from 1248 to 1255 (Iloniger, " Das Juden-
schreinsbuch der Laurenzpfarre zu Koln," Nos. 38,

40, 56, 73, Berlin, 1888). The Jews of the city were
obliged to pay 8 marks annually to the Archbishop

of Cologne (Seibertz, "Urkundenbuch fur West-
falen," i. 484, 621), and it may bo assumed tliat

their number was large as long as they were under
liis protection, despite the terrible persecution from
which they suffered at the time of the Black Death
in 1349 (Salfeld, " Marty rologium," pp. 84 [Hebr.],

286 [German]). At a later time, however, when
the control over the Jews became a municipal privi-

lege, the council watched with great vigilance to

prevent more than two Jewish families from living

in the city.

In 1510 several Jews who were passing through

Soest were imprisoned ; at the petition of Meister

Solomon, a local Jewish physician, they were, how-
ever, released after taking an oath to abjure all

vengeance, and after the baptism of Saul, one of

tiieir number. After this incident the council en-

acted that the physician, his daughter, and his serv-

ant sliould wear yellow badges. In 1541 the Jews
Nathan and Bernd were authorized to remain in

Soest for a period of ten years, in consideration of

the immediate payment of 100 gulden (gold) and an

annual tribute of 10 gulden; and in 1554 the permis-

sion was extended for a similar period on the

payment of 300 thaler. They were enjoined, how-
ever, not to engage in the butcher's trade, and they

were forbidden to charge within the city limits a

liigher weekly interest tlian 6 verings (U pfennigs)

per gulden, or 3 verings (f pfennig) per mark ( =
27i i)er cent). In 1566 Nathan was expelled from

the city as he had remained after having been noli

tied that his permit had expired, and also because he

was suspected of having circulated spurious coin.

In the middle of the sixteentli century a Jewish

pliysician named Meister Benedictus entered the

service of the city of Soest, being obliged, in consid

eration of free lodgings, and exemption from all

municipal taxes and services to which other Jews
were liable, to maintain in his dwelling at the cost

of a hundred gulden (gold) an apothecary's store.

Wlien he left tJie city in 1545 he received a nota-

ble testimonial from the city council. In 1652 the

council of Soest assigned to Abraham Selke, for use
as a burying-ground, a place in front of tlie Grand-
weger Thor which " from olden times was called the

Jewish cemetery."

Thirteen years later (1665) the Elector of Branden-
burg forbade the city to exercise any furtiier control

over the Jews, claiming that the latter stood under
the sovereign's immediate protection. On Oct. 5,

1689, the Jewish physician Solomon Gumpertz, who
apparently had remained in Soest after the expira-

tion of his safe-conduct, was ordered by the coun-
cil to leave the city within twenty-four hours; but
when his liouse was entered by soldiers on the fol-

lowing day, the government at Cleves took his part,

and issued a manifesto, dated Nov. 9 of the same
year, enacting that he should "remain undisturbed
in the practise of medicine." In 1697 Abraliam
Meyer, a Jew of Soest, attended the fair at Leipsic

("Monatsschrift," 1901, p. 507); and the names of

Silsskind and his wife, Zipporah, who were likewise

residents of the city, occur in the genealogical table

of the Geldern family (Kaufmann, ''Aus Heinrich

Heine's Ahiicnsaal," p. 29S). As the resi(len(e of

the presiileiit of the Ingh consistory, L. L. Helhvitz,

who had gone thitlier ifrom Werl (Zunz, " G. V." 1st

ed., 1852, \). 465), Soest became the chief center of

the ritualistic Reform movement during the nine-

teenth centiny.

At present (1905) the Jewish community of Soest

numbers about 300, and has a social club and a

public school.

Bibliography: Aronius, lieacfttcn. Nos. 607. 608, 650, (i6,T:

Zeilitchrift fllr die (lesch. der Jnden in Deutuchland. ill.

243; Gierse, Die (leschielite der .luden in H'f.xf/afen, Naiitn-

burg, 1878; Wiener, in Ilahnier's .JUd. Lit.-Blatt. 1879. viil..

No. 2. p. 8; Vogeler, in Zeitschrift dei< Vereimt fUr die
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D. A. Lew.

SOF PASUK. See Accents in Heuiiew.

SOFER. Sec ScKii!i;s.

SOFER, ABRAHAM. See Niedeki.axdeu,

AlJItAIIAM UKN ErilUAIM.

SOFER, HAYYIM BEN MORDECAI
EPHRAIM FISCHL : Hungarian rabbi , born at

Presburg Sept. 29, 1821 ; died at Pesth June 28, 1886.

He studied at Presburg and at Ungvar, where he at-

tended the celebrated yeshibot of Hatam Sofer and

Meir Ash (Meir Eisenstadter). In 1844 he went to

Mattersdorf, where he taught bahurim; and in 1852

he was chosen rabbi atGyiimore. Seven years later

(1859) he became rabbi at Sajo Szt. Peter, whence

he removed in 1868 to Munkacs. In 1879 he was

chosen rabbi of the Orthodox congregation in Pesth.

where he officiated until his death.

Sofer was the author of the following works:

"Peles Hayyim" (Presburg, 1854): "Mahane Hay-

yim" (4 vols., 2 editions), a collection of responsa:

"Hillul Shabbat" (Sajo Szt. Peter); and " Kol So-

fer," a commentary on the Mishnah. He left two

works in manu.script, "Dibre Sha'are Hayyim 'al
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Torah " and "yiia'arc Hayyim 'al Teliilliin," whicli

were published by bis son. Hayyim Sofer was
buried in Presburg.

8. L. V.

SOFER, MOSES. See Schreiber, Moses b.

Samuel.

SOFERIM ("Scribes"): Talmud ic treatise deal-

ing especially with the rules relating to the prepara-

tion of the holy books, as well as with the regulations

for the reading of the Law. It belongs to the so-

called " smaller treatises," a term applied to about fif-

teen works in rabbinical literature, each containing

all the important material bearing on
Position a single subject. While they are mish-

Amoug- the naic in form and are called " trea-

" Smaller tises," the topics discussed in them
Treatises." are arranged more systematically ; for

they are eminently practical in pur-

pose, being, in a certain sense, the first manuals in

which the data scattered through prolix sources have
been collected in a brief and comprehensive form.

Ancient authorities mention especially seven such
treatises, which are doubtless the earliest ones; and
among these the tractate containing the rules on the

writing of the " books " occupies a particularly prom-
inent place on account of the importance of its con-

tents. The name as well as the form of the smaller

treatises indicates that tliey originated in the period

of oral tradition which was dominated by the Talmud
and the Midrash ; so that these treatises are doubt-
less of great antiquity, some of them having been
compiled in their main outlines before even the final

redaction of the Talmud in the sixth centurJ^ This
theory holds good with regard to the treatise Sefer

Torah also, to which the treatise Soferim bears an
especially close relation.

Soferim consists of twenty-one chapters, contain-

ing 225 paragraphs (" halakot ") in all. The contents

may be summarized as follows:

Ch. i. : On parchment and other writing-material

;

language and translation of the Scriptures; the

Septuagint; persons who are qualified to prepare
books; leaves and pages; open and closed para-

graphs. Ch. ii. : Spaces betweou letters, words, lines,

pages, and books; space-lines; number of columns
to the leaf, and lines to the column; width and
height of the scrolls; rollers; sewing; mending; final

letters. Ch. iii. : Writing several books on a single

scroll; verse-marks in the scroll of the Law ; super-

scriptions; palimpsests; procedure in regard to in-

correctly written scrolls; rolling and unrolling;

manner of rolling and reading; respectful handling
of the scroll of the Law ; careful use of fond as a
gift of God. Ch. iv. : The names of God and the

interdiction against erasing them ; Masoretic enumer-
ation of such names; the sinfulness of profanely
using any of them. Ch. v. : Sacrosanct writing of

the names of God; scribal errors in such and in

the lines of the sacred scroll; the Divine Name on
vessels and utensils; preservation of

Contents : scrolls and other writings which have
Ch. i.-ix. become useless; use of loaned wri-

tings. Ch. vi. : Points and the C in the
Torah; textual variations in the ancient scrolls used
in the Temple at Jerusalem; Masoretic textual and

orthographical variants. Ch. vii. ; Masoretic com-
bination of the "kere" and "ketib." Ch. viii.

:

Textual variants in Ps. xviii. and II Sam. xxii., and
in Isa. xxxvi.-xxxix. and II Kings xviii. -xx. ('h.

ix. : Capital letters in the Torah; written words
for which others must be substituted in read-

ing; passages which are neither read nor trans-

lated.

Ch. X.: General regulations for reading; number
of readers; number of persons requisite for public

religious functions; "kaddish " and " bareku." Ch.

xi. : Order of reading and of the translations to be

read; errors in reading the Torah. Ch. xii. : Method
of reading the curses, the songs, and the Decalogue;

lesson at the New Moon of Hanukkah ; mode of

writing the songs in Ex. xv., Judges v., and Deut.

xxxii., as well as the order of reading the last-named.

Ch. xiii. : Method of writing the Hagiographa in

general and the scroll of Esther in particular; bene-

dictions in connection with the M.\ftiu and the

reading of the Torah. Ch. xiv. : Benediction on
reading the Hagiographa in general and the scroll

of E.sther in particular; liturgical observances pref-

atory to the reading; persons authorized to read

and to officiate as hazzanim ; individuals qualified to

read the scroll of Esther; reading the other smaller

scrolls ; sanctity of the scroll of the Law
;
phjdac-

teries and mezuzot. Ch. xv. : Sanctity of other re-

ligious writings; diversity of the rabbinical sciences;

occupations to be taught to children. Ch. xvi.:

Value of the study of the Torah; the Haggadah;
manifold interpretations; scholarship of the ancient

teachers; sections of the Pentateuch; chapters of

the Psalms ; the Trisagion. Ch. x vii.

:

Ch. x.-xxi. General regulations on the sections

prescribed for the festivals; assistants

at the sacrifice and their prayers; lessons and psalms

for New Moon. Ch. xviii. : Daily and festival

psalms; order of prayer for the anniversary of the

destruction of Jerusalem ; observances for the Day
of Atonement. Ch. xix. : Further regulations re-

garding the psalms for festivals; formulas of prayer
for the festivals; eulogy on announcing the new
moon; benedictions for weddings and funerals. Ch.

XX. : Eulogy on first beholding the new moon ; light-

ing the Hanukkah lamp; benedictions and lesson

for Hanukkah; the Trisagion at festivals; "Hallel."

Ch. xxi. : Nisan, the month of rejoicing; the Feast

of Purim and its observances; the benedictions of

the Torah and the Megillah at Purim; Haggadah of

the Patriarchs (Mliller, "Masseket Soferim," etc.,

pp. 87 et seq.).

According to Zunz (" G. V." 2d ed., p. 100), "the
little work is now badly disarranged, as is shown by
the confusion of the two principal themes \i.e., the

preparation of the scrolls, and the ritual of lessons

and prayers], and the position and character of the

haggadah," a statement which he defends as fol-

lows: "Rules for writing and for the Masorah are

found in i. 1-6, 9-14; ii. ; iii. 1-9, 10a, 11, 12, 13 (in

part), 14-16; iv.-viii. ; ix. 1-7; xii. 8b, 9-12; xiii.

1-4, 6a, 7; xv. 1-5; xvii. 1; synagogal ritual in ix.

8-11; X.; xi. ; xii. 1-7, 8a; xiii. 5, 8-14; xiv.; xv.

12, end; xvii. 2-11; xviii.-xx. ; xxi. 1-8; hagga-
dah ini. 7-8; iii. 10b, 13 (in part); xiii. 6b, 10; xvi.

1-11, 12a; xxi. Q" {ih. notes a, b). Zunz likewise
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shows the relationship existing between this work
and later haggadot.

This lack of sjstem, however, is not the result of

carelesscopyingor other negligence, but is due to the

nature of the treatise's redaction ; for it is a compos-
ite of at least three works, and the systematic order

of the earlier part has evidently been disarranged by
interpolations. In its present form the treatise is

intended more for the readers and hazzanim than

for the scribes: it is in great part confined to rit-

iial precepts, although it must be borne in mind
that the same person doubtless combined the func-

tions of scribe and reader.

Soferim may be divided into three main divisions:

i.-v., vi.-ix., and x.-xxi., the last of which is subdi-

vided into two sections, x.-xv. and xvi. 2-xxi. The
treatise derives its name from its first main division

(ch. i.-v.), which treats of writing

Divisions, scrolls of the Law, thus conforming
to the ancient custom of naming

a work according to its initial contents (comp.

Blau, "Zur Einleitung in die Heilige Schrift,'*'

pp. 31 et seq., Strasburg, 1894). This first part is

the earliest component of the work, and is extant

also as an independent "smaller treatise," entitled

"Massekot Sefer Torah" (edited by Kirchheim); in

this form it is a systematic work, but as incorpora-

ted in Soferim, although its division into chapters

and paragraphs has been retained, its order has been

disarranged by interpolations, A comparison of the

two texts shows in an instructive way how ancient

Jewish works developed in the course of time. The
small treatise Sefarim, edited by Schonbhim, is not

earlier, as he assumes, but is later, than the Ma.sse-

ket Sefer Torah, from which it is an extract. The
name " Sefarim " (= " books ") is merely the plural of

"sefer, " designating the Torah as " the book " par

excellence.

Chapters vi. to ix. constitute a separate part, con

taining Masoretic ndes for writing, the first four

paragraphs of ch. vi. and some passages of ch. ix.

being of early date. This portion was undoubtedly

added by Masorites of Tiberias; and the main por

tion of the modern Masorah, which also contains

tlie passages in question, likewise originated in the

same school. The first two parts of Soferiiu are

acknowledged to be Palestinian, and were intended

for the scribes; the last three halakot are a kind of

appendix relating to the reading of certain words
and passages.

The third division is chiefly devoted to rules

concerning the order of the lessons, together with

liturgical regulations. It is not a uniform composi-

tion, although the first section (ch. x.-xv.) is con-

cerned almost entirely with the sequence of the

lessons, while the remaining part (ch. xvi.-xxi.)

contains liturgical regulations. The contents of

xvi. 1 apparently form the conclusion of the por-

tion of the work which precedes it. The third

part of Soferim is likewise Palestinian in origin,

as is shown by its sources; nor is this view contra-

dicted by the phrases "our teacher in Palestine"

(3")yD, X. 8) and "the men of Palestine and Baby-
lonia" (x., end; xiii. 10), since either a Palestinian

or a Babylonian might have used such expressions,

although these passages )nay be interpolations.

The second section of the last portion (xvi. 2-

xxi.) was added latest of all. It contains passages
from the Babylonian Talmud, mentioning the
" teachers of the land of Israel " (no longer 3"iyo, as

in xxi. 1) in xvii. 4, and speaking of the Nazarenes

(D''"1V13 = Christians) in xvii. 6, while a passage from
Pirke H. Eli'ezer (xvii., end) is cited on the authority

of R. Eliezer b. Hyrcanus {ib. xix. 22). These pecu-
liarities indicate that its date is relatively recent,

even though these last passages are in the main also

Palestinian in origin, as is shown by the use of the

name "Nazarene." The customs of Jerusalem are

also mentioned (xviii. 5, xxi. 6) in a way which in-

dicates an acquaintance with them and points to an
author who may have been from Tiberias, but was
not from Jerusalem. The names of the school,

teachers, and countries also confirm this view. Hal
Gaon knew nothing of the liturgical ob.servance

mentioned in xix. 11 (MijUer, I.e. p. 277, note 67);

and the controversy regarding the mode of reading

(xxi. 7) is taken from Yer.Taan. iv. 3, end, and Meg.
iv. 2, not from Babli, where (Meg. 22a) Kab and
Samuel discuss the same question. Along passage
is furthermore cited from Yerushalmi; and such
an intimate knowledge of this Talmud and so de-

cided a preference for it can be ascribed only to a
Palestinian. It is likewise characteristic of a Pal-

estinian origin that the Babylonian amora Joseph
is designated as "Babl)i," and not as "Rab"(xiii.

7); and the assumption that there are weekly sec-

tions which do not contain twenty-one ver.ses(xi.

4) applies only to the triennial cycle of the Palestin-

ians. The hj'pothesis that Soferim is based on

Palestinian sources (comp. xiii. 3-4 with Yer. Meg.
74b, below) agrees with the ancient tradition (Nah-
manides and other.s) that all the small treatises are

Palestinian in origin (" Orient," 1851, p. 218): and
modern scholars, with the exception of Weiss, also

accept this view (Rapoport, in " Kerem Henied,"
vi. 247: Zunz, "G. V." 2d ed., p. 322; Stein.schnei-

der, " Jiidische Lileratur," pp. 369f<«^9.,audMalter'3

Hebrew tran.slalion, "Sifrut Yisrael," p. 44, War-
saw, 1897; Kirchheim. preface to his edition of Mas-
seket Soferim; r.riill's " Jahrb." i. 4). There were
scholars in Palestine even after the final redaction

of Yerushalmi (Zunz, l.r. p. 322, note a); and the

Bibl(! was still the chief subject of study.

The evidence of all these facts makes it very

probable that this treatise was finally redacted about

the middle of the eighth century, an assutnption

wliich is supported by the statement

Date of of R. Asher (c. 1300, in the "Hilkot

Com- Sefer Torah") that Soferim was com-
position, posed at a late date. At that period

written prayer-books were doubtless

in existence and were probably produced by the

scribes, who combined the offices of communal haz-

zan and reader. It was but natural, therefore, that

in treatises intended for the scribes all the regula-

tions should be collected which concerned books, the

Masorah, and the liturgy. It is practically certain

that few copies of the Talmud were made at that

time, and those without s]iecii»l rules; consequently

no allusions to them are found in Soferim.

The fact that no soiuces are given' for a number
of the regulations in the first part points to an early
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date of composition (comp. i. 3, 13; ii. 4, 6, 8; iii. 4,

6-9a, 10-12a; iv. 4, 5, 8, 9; v. 1, 2; in i. 7, also, Mlil-

ler cites no authority ; comp., however, Shab. 115a

and Meg. 18a, and sec Blau, I.e. pp. 70 etseq.). Simi-

larly, in the third part (x.-xxi.), which is later, no
sources are assigned for a number of halakot (xv. 3

may, however, be based on Yer. Shab. 15c, 25); so

that care must be taken not to assign the compila-

tion of this longest portion to too recent a date.

Both the form and the content of those passages in

which authorities are not mentioned point to a Pal-

estinian origin ; they may have been derived from
the lost portions of Yerushalmi and various mid
rashic works, which, indeed, they may be regarded

as in part replacing. Only certain interpolations,

as well as the haggadic passage at the end of the

treatise (or, in several manuscripts, at its begin-

ning), may have been added much later. The di-

vision of the last part into sections ("perakim")
seems to have been intended to secure a uniform
size for the several sections; for xvi. 1 belongs to

the end of xv., and xix. 1 to the end of xviii., their

separation being due to external reasons.

As the substance of the treatise has been incor-

porated in later workson orthography, theMasorah,

and the liturgy, only a few points peculiar to it need

be mentioned here. In i. 13 occurs the maxim ''He

who can not read is not allowed to write." Custo-

dians seem to be mentioned in ii. 12 (based on Yer.

Meg. i. 9; comp. the Vitry Mahzor, p. 689, note).

The first notice in Jewisli literature of the co-

dex in contradistinction to the scroll occurs in iii.

6 (comp. the Vitry Mahzor, p. 691), a passage

which is to be translated as follows: "Only in a

codex [may theTorah, the Prophets, and the Hagiog-
rapha be combined] ; in a scroll the Torah and

the Prophets must be kept sepa-

Peculiari- rate"; while the following section de-

ties of the scribes a scroll of the Law as being

Treatise, divided into verses (doubtless by means
of blank spaces), or as having the

initial portion of its verses pointed. Among the an-

cients the beginning ("resh pasuk")of a verse rather

than the end (" sof pasuk") was emphasized, since the

former was important mnemonically. There were
scribes, therefore, who marked the initial of the

verse, although there is no trace of such points in

the present Masorah and system of accentuation.

The earliest passage referring to "dyed leather"

(parchment) is iii. 13, although it is possible, in view
of ii. 10, that originally CN^V niTiya stood in place

of D'yn^ miiyS- Even if that be true, however, this

is still the first reference to colored parchment for

synagogal scrolls; for nothing else could be implied

by these words in the received reading. The skin

of game was a favorite writing-material ; so that

while it was forbidden to use half leather and half

parchment, half leather and half skin of game were
allowable (ii. 10). It was forbidden, moreover, to

cut the edges of books (v. 14). A scribal term
which does not occur elsewhere is found in v. 1, 2

(33yO, variant reading 3t3nD). There were gener-

ally seventy-two lines to the column in a scroll of

the Law (xii. 1). The passage xiii. 1 refers to the

stichic writing of the Psalms, .Job, and Proverbs;

and the remark " A good scribe will note " shows

that the passage was written at a time when this,

detail was no longer generally observed (comp.
Miiller, nd loc, and the Vitry ]\Iahzor, p. 704).

Soferim is the first work to distinguish between the
three grades of inspiration in the Bible (xviii. 3, end),

namely, thatof Torah (the Law), of Cabala (tradition

of the holy prophets), and of Hagiographa (words of

holiness).

BiBi.iofiRAPHY: Vitry Mahznr, ed. Hurwitz. pp. 686-717, Ber-
lin, 18.s!>-93; Wilna (Rom'in) ediUon nt the Talwuil uSofe-
j-int as ail appendix to 'Ah. Znrnh with variants and com-
mentaries) ; Briill's Jalirh. i. 1 ef acq. ; Joel, Blirke in die
/fe/iyi'o/i.^l/csc/iic/i^e zu Aiifcum des Zwciten Chi'Uttlichen
Jahrlinndci-tt<: l.Der Talmud loid die Giiechixvhe Sfjrache,
part i., pp. 1 et seq., Breslaii, ISSO (on the (ireek translation
in Sd/crim, i. 8); Kirchheim, Knrme Shimieron, Frankfort-
on-the-Main, 1851 ; Miiller, Mcuiscket Soferim, iter Talmud-
isclie Traktcit der Schreiber: eine Eitileitniiffin das Stu-
diiim 'ier Althefiriiischen Graphik, der Maj<nra, nnd der
AUjiidi.'<clie)i jLi/wryie, Vienna, 1878; Schonblum, Slielonhah
Sefarim Niftahim, Lemberg, 1877; Weiss, Dor, ii. 244 et
»eq., iv. 20, 34b ;' unz, G. V. pp. 95, 100 et seq., 322, note b.

w. 15. L. B.

SOFIA (the Triaditzaof the Byzantine Greeks^

and the Sredec of the Slavs): Capital of Bulgaria,

350 miles from Constantinople. The city had Jew-
ish inhabitants before the ninth century; and this

community was joined in 811 by coreligionists

among the 30,000 prisoners whom the Bulgarian

czar Krum brought with him on his return from an
expedition against Thessaly, while a number of .Jew-

ish emigrants from the Byzantine empire volunta-

rily settled in Sofia in 967. In 1360 some Jews from

the south of Germany established themselves in the

city, and their number was augmented seven years

later by Jews driven from Hungary. When Mtn-ad

I. seized Sofia, about 1389, he found four syna-

gogues, belonging i-espectively to the Byzantines

("kalial de los Gregos"), the Ashkcnazim, the

"Francos," or Italian .Jews (especially those of Ven-
ice), and the native Jews. According to local state-

ments, a Macedonian and a Maltese sj-nagogue,

founded at dates as yet tmascertained, existed in

Sofia up to the middle of the nineteenth centuiy.

Early in the fifteenth centuiy Joseph Satan was
rabbi in Sofia, and some time before the immigration

of the Spanish Jews the city had a yeshibah whose
instructors included a chief rabbi, Meir ha- Levi. In

1492 a number of Spanish Jews, chiefly from Ca.s-

tile and Aragon, settled at Sofia, where they founded

the Sephardic synagogue. In the second half of the

sixteenth century Joseph Albo (1570) was chief rabbi

of the city ; in the seventeenth century the post

was filled by several rabbis, two of whom, Hayyim
Meboiak Galipapa and Abraham Farhi, are men-
tioned in letters of approbation. In 1666, during

the incumbency of Abraham Farhi, the false Mes-

siah Shabbcthai Zebi sent a letter from the prison

of Abydos, inviting his " brethren of Sofia " to cele-

brate the Ninth of Ab, the anniversary of his birth,

as a day of festivity and rejoicing. After the con-

version of Shabbcthai his follower and successor,

Nathan de Gaza, took refuge in Sofia, where he died,

his body being interred at Uskub.

Issaciiar Abulafia and Reuben Behar Jacob were
chief rabbis of Sofia toward the close of the eight-

eenth century. Issachar Abulafia (1770) was a son

of the famous chief rabbi Hayyim Abulafia, the

founder of the new community of Tiberias. Reuben
Behar Jacob, called from Sofia to Safed, was sue-
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ceeded by Abraham Veutura (about 1806). At the

•end of the eighteenth century the director of the

yeshibah was Samuel Conforte, tlie author of the

"Kol Shemu'el" (Saionica, 1787). Tiie present

(1905) occupant of the rabbinate is R. Eiireupreis,

wlio succeeded Moritz Grilnwald.

Many trials befell the Sofia coniniuuity in the

nineteenth century. Had it not been for the inter-

vention of the governor the entire Jewish popula-

tion would iiave been massacred in 18G8, because

three Jews who had been forcibly converted to

Christianity iiad returned to their former religion.

During the TurkoRussian war, less than lifteen

years later, the city of Sotia was fired by the Turks
I when they evacuated the city, and was saved only

by a volunteer fire-brigade formed bj' the Jews of

i both sexes. The Italian consul, Positano, publicly

acknowledged the services of the Jews on this

occasion.

At the time of the treaty of Berlin, 1878, the Jews
of Sofia declared their sympathy with Bulgaria, and

a regime of liberty shortly began for them. In

1880 Prince Alexander of Battenberg appointed

Gabriel Almosnino chief rabbi of Bulgaria, and in

the following year two Jews of Sofia, Abraham
Behar David and Mordecai Behar Hayyim, were
elected members of the municipal council. Not-

withstanding this, at Easter in 1884 and again in

1885 accusations of ritual murder were brought

against the Jews, although the falsity of the charges

Avas quickly discovered. In 1890 the municipality

of Sofia granted to the poor of the city some land

iu Outch-Bounar, one of the suburbs; three hun-

dred Jewish families were benefited by this con-

cession.

Sofia is the seat of the chief rabbinate of Bulgaria

and of the Central Consistory. The Alliance Israe-

lite Universelle supports three schools—two for

boys (855 pupils) and one for girls (459 pupils).

There are also five small synagogues of recent

foundation, and several batte midrashot. One of

these synagogues belongs exclusively to the Asli-

lienazim, of whom there are about fift}' families.

Except for an old cemetery, in which a few ancient

inscriptions are still legible, Sofia has no permanent
memorial of its remote Jewish past.

Several Jews of Sofia fill public offices: Albert

Caleb is minister of foreign affairs ; Albert Behar is

translator for the minister of finances; and Boucos
Baruk is secretary and interpreter for the French

legation. Boris Schatz, a Jew of Russian extrac-

tion, has won a high reputation as a sculptor: one

of his works, "Mattathias Maccabeus," is in the gal-

lery (tf Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria. Two Juda?o-

Spanish journals are published at Sofia
—

" La Ver-

dad " and "El Eco Judaico," the latter being a

semimonthly bulletin and the organ of the Central

Consistory. There are several benevolent and edu-

cational societies there, including the Zionist Soci-

ety, the Women's Society, and the students' society

Ha-Shahar.

Though there are several wealthy Jcwisii families

in Sofia, the majority of the Jews there are very

poor, more so than those of any other part of Bul-

garia. Since 1887 a charitable society for the pur-

pose of aiding poor Jewish youths through ap-

prenticeships to various trades has been in operation,
under the control of the Alliance Israelite Univer-
.selle.

The population of Sofia is 67,920, including 7,000
Jews.

Bihliography: Annar Poietru IfnaeUti, 1888, vol. xi.; Con-
forte, Kol Shemu'el, Saionica, 1787 ; Franco, Hixtoire des
Isj-aeliten de VEmpire Ottoman; Bulletin All. I.sr. 1877,
1881, 1884 90; Bianconi, Cavtes Commerciales: La Bui-
(Itirie. Paris, pp. U»-13.
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SOKOLOW, NAHUM B. JOSEPH SAM-
UEL: Ru.ssian joiuualist ; born in Wishograd, gov-
ernment of Piock, Russian Poland, Jan. 10, 1859.

His father, a descendant of Nathan Shapira, author
of "Megalleh 'Amukkot," removed to Plock about
1865, where Nahum received the usual Jewish edu-
cation. He- made rapid progress in his studies, and
at the age of ten was kiiown as a ])rodigy of learn-

ing and ability. Destined to become a rabbi, he
studied under the supervision of his uncle, rabbi
of Lubich, and of several ot her Talmudists, devoting
part of his time to the study of the medieval Jewish
philosophers, Neo-Hebrew literature, and modern
languages. In 1876 he married, and remained for

five years with his wife's parents in Makow, con-
tinuing his studies. In 1880 he removed to Warsaw,
where he became (1884) assistant editor and (1885)
associate editor of Hayyim Selig Slonimski's Ha-
Zefikah. Owing to Slonimski's advanced age, the
editing and management of the newspaper, which
became a daily in 1886, devolved entirely upon
Sokolow, who became its sole editor and proprietor

after Slonimski's death.

Sokolow began to write for Hebrew periodicals

at an early age, and is probably the most prolific

contributor to the Hebrew press of this generation.

His earlier productions appeared in "Ha-Maggid,"
"Ha-Meliz," " Ha-Karmel," and other journals, but
since about 1885 he has written, in Hebrew, almost
exclusively for " Ha-Zefirah." He is the author of

"Mezuke Erez," on geography (Warsaw, 1878);

"Sin'at '01am le-'Am '01am," on the development
of Jew-hatred (ib. 1882); "Zaddik we-Nishgab,"
historical novel, in which R. Yom-Tob Lipmann
Heller is the hero {ib. 1882); "Torat Sefat Anglit."

a primer for self-instruction in English (ib. 1882);

"Erez Hemdah," geograph}- of Palestine, with a

resume of Oliphant's "Land of Gilead " (ib. 1885).

Sokolow was the foumkr and editor of the year-

book Ha-Asik, and of its successor, the "Sefer ha-

Shanah," which appeared in Warsaw from 1899 to

1902. He edited the "Sefer Zikkaron " (Warsaw,

1890), a biographical dictionary of contemporar}'

Jewish writers, which appeared as a supplement to

"Ha-Asif"; and "Toledot Sifrut Yisrael," a Hebrew
translation of Karjieles' "Geseh. der Jiidischen Lit-

teratur" (ib. 1888-91). After Pkltin's death, in

1896, Sokolow succeeded him as editor of the Poli-sh

weekly "Izraelita." Sokolow came to be regarded

as the foremost Hebrew journalist in Russia. In

1903, twenty -five years having elapsed since the

publication of his first work, a literary celebration

was held in his honor, and was made memoratilc

by the publication, in the following year, of a julji-

lee book, "Sefer ha-Yobel," to which numerous

scholars contributed important articles, and of
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"Ketabim Nibharim," a collection of sketches and
articles written by Sokolow for various periodicals.

Bibliography : Eisenstadt, Dor Rabbanaw we-Snferau\ iii.

3:1-34, Wilna, 190(); idem, in Jewish Gazette, xxviii., No. 52;
Zeitlin, Dibl. Post-Mendeh. pp. 373-374.
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SOLA, DE : Sephardic famih'. According to

family tradition, its earliest known members lived in

Toledo and Navarre in the eighth and ninth cen-

turies. After having risen to liigh distinction in

Navarre, largely through the merits of one of its

members. Barucli ben Isliac ibn Daud (Don Barto-

lome), the family gravitated again to Andalusia, and
produced a number of eminent men in Cordova in

the tenth century, when that city, under the sway
of the Ommiad califs, had become the center of

wealth and culture. It flourisi)ed also in Seville,

wliere a number of its members enjoyed the favor

of the Ommiad rulers, and in Luceua, where they

intermarried with the Ibn Ghayyats (or Ibn Giats).

The irruption of the Almohades caused them to re-

move to Tudela in 1146, and during the century

which followed they were successively in Navarre,

Castile, and Aragon. They seem to have adopted
the surname of De Sola toward tlie latter part of

the twelfth century, only their Hebrew names ap-

pearing before that period. Tiie name is said to

have had its origin in an estate they pcssessed in

northern Spain. During the thirteenth and first

half of the fourteenth

century the De Solas

were in Aragon and
Castile, and attained to

high rank. The perse-

cutions of the second
half of the fourteenth

century drove them to

Granada. Here they

remained till the edict

of 1492 banished them
from Spain. Members
of the family were then

scattered in many di-

rections. Two broth-

ers, Isaac de Sola and
Baruch de Sola, crossed to Portugal, but perse-

cution forced the elder brother, Isaac, almost imme-
diately to seek refuge elsewhere. After suffering

many vicissitudes in various countries Isaac's de-

scendants settled in Holland early in the seventeenth

century. Here they resided and prospered for sev-

eral generations. But Baruch, the younger brother,

finding the life of his wife endangered by the hard-

ships endured, was forced to remain in Portugal, and
avoided further persecution by professing to be a
Marauo. His family became largely interested in

various enterprises then developing in the Portu-

guese Indies, but ultimately it rejoined relatives

in Holland, where the children were trained in

their ancestral faith. The connections which they

had established with the Portuguese Maranos were,

however, long maintained, and led some of the

members of the family to occasionally risk visits

to Lisbon and the Portuguese colonies in the pursuit

of their enterprises, notwithstanding the dangers of

the Inquisition. But early in the eighteeutli cen-

Arms of the De Sola Family

tury, when Da-id de Sola, the head of the elder

branch, and his family, under assumed names,
reached Lisbon, he was seized and tortured by the

Incjuisition, and later his youngest two sous suffered

death at an auto da fe. In 1749 his eldest son,

Aaron, effected his escape from Portugal with his

wife, five sons (David, Isaac, Jacob, Benjamin, and
Abraham), and a daughter, and returned to Holland.

Their first act was to openly avow their unshaken
adherence to the faith of their forefathers. The de-

scendants of the eldest son, David, have lived suc-

cessively in Holland, England, and Canada. The
second and third sons, Isaac and Jacob, went to

C/Uragao, and their descendants are yet on that

island and in the United States and other parts of

America.

The accompanying pedigree shows the various

branches and chief members of the De Sola famil}',

the numbers in parentheses corresponding to those
given in the text.

1. Don Bartolome (Baruch ben Ishac ibn
Daud) : Styled a "nasi "

;
progenitor (jf the De Sola

family ; is said to have occupied aliigh office of state

in Navarre in the ninth century.

2. Shalom ibn Daud: Descendant of Don Bar-

tolome (No. 1) ; lived in Cordova in the tenth century.

Througli the friendship of Hasdai ibn Shaprut he

enjoyed the favor of the calif Abd al-Rahman III.

He was appointed a dayyan of the community of

Cordova.

3. Aaron ben Shalom ibn Daud: Son of

Shalom (No. 2); born in the second quarter of the

tenth century ; was a physician in Cordova. He is

said to have been lecturer at the college of medicine

established in that city by Al-Hakam II.

4. Michael ibn Daud : Descendant in the male

line of Aaron ben Shalom (No. 3); born in Seville

about 1025. He was a physician and naturalist,

and wrote a work, no longer extant, on the medicinal

properties of plants.

5. Menahem ben Michael: Eldest son of

Michael ibn Daud (No. 4); lived in Seville and at-

tained to a political position of responsibility at the

court of King Al-Mu'tamid in the second half of the

eleventh century.

6. Hai ben Michael: Second son of Michael

ibn Daud (No. 4); born in Seville about the middle

of the eleventh century; lived in Lucena, where
he devoted himself to philo.sophy and theolog3^

He married Miriam, a daughter of Isaac ben Judah
ibn Ghayyat (or ibn Giat), and sister of Judah
ibn Ghayyat, who influenced his studies; and he

enjoyed the advantage of close association with

Alfasi. Into his circle came also the young Judah
ha-Levi, then a student at the Lucena college. Hai
is said to have been the author of some writings on

the Talmud and of a work on philosophy'. He
wrote also a brief commentary on the Megillot.

He had four sons, Michael, Isaac, Enoch, and
Joseph, who lived in Lucena and Cordova until the

invasion of the Almohades caused them to go to

Tudela in 1146.

7. Enoch ben Hai: Third son of Hai (No. 6);

born at Lucena at the end of the eleventh century.

He was the author of a work on astronomy. He
died at Tudela, wliere he had acted as dayyan.
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8. Isaac ben Elijah ibn Daud de Sola : Grand-

son of Enoch ben Hai (No. 7); born in the middle

of the twelfth century. Isaac de Sola was a rabbi

and one of the heads of the Jewish communities of

Navarre. He was also a commentator and poet,

and made Hebrew renderings of Arabic poems. He
died 1216.

9. David de Sola : Grandson of Isaac ibn Daud
de Sola (No. 8); born about the close of the twelfth

century; lived in Barcelona. He was a man of

learning and wealth, and by his munificence greatly

encouraged Hebrew scholarship in his native city.

Family traditions mention him as the author of a

work on the Mekilta and of several theological

writings. He married Judith Benveniste. During
the second half of the thirteenth century some of

his relatives settled in Narboune, Montpellier, and
other par.ts of southern France, but his descendants

in the main line continued in Spain.

10. Abraham de Sola (usually styled Abra-
ham of Aragon) : Lived in the thirteenth cen-

tury ; a brother of David de Sola (No. 9). He was
a distinguished physician, and was employed by
Alphonse, Count of Poitou and Toulouse, brother of

Louis IX. of France.

11. Aaron Enrique de Sola: Lived iu the

thirteenth century, and was a brother of David (No.

9) and of Abraham (No. 10) ; died at Salamanca

1280. He devoted his life to the study of science,

and is said to have written works on astronomy and
mathematics. His earlier years were spent at Bar-

celona and Saragossa.^but later he went to Toledo

at the invitation of Alfonso X. of Castile, el Sabio.

12. Don Baruch (Bartolome) de Sola : Great

grandson of David de Sola (No. 9). Don Baruch
was born at the close of the thirteenth century,

either at Barcelona or at Saragossa. Family tradi-

tion records that he won distinction fighting as a

knight under the infante Alfonso, afterward Al-

fonso IV. of Aragon. He took part in the war
against the Shepherds, 1320-22, and in the war in

Sardinia, 1325-30. He was accorded noble rank by
the king. After the death of Alfonso IV. he went
to Toledo, where he died. His son, Jacob Al-
fonso, lived in Toledo for a while, but outbreaks

of intolerance caused him to remove to Granada
with his family.

13. Solomon de Sola: Flourished during the

first half of the fourteenth century. He was a son

of the Jacob de Sola who was a great-grandson of

David (No. 9), and was a brother of Don Baruch
(No. 12). He was a physician at Saragossa and also

a rabbinical scholar.

14. Elijah de Sola : Born in Granada 1420; was
a grandson of Jacob Alfonso de Sola, the son of

Don Baruch (Bartolome) (No. 12). He was a rabbi

and wrote lectures on Hebrew grammar.
15. Isaac de Sola : Sonof Elijah (No. 14); born

in Granada in 1459. He took part in the de-

fense of his native city, and left it on its fall. The
expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492 drove

him to Portugal. His descendants took up their

abode in Holland a century later. Among his chil-

dren was a son named Gabriel, referred to below.

16. Baruch de Sola (Bartolomeu) : Younger
brother of Isaac de Sola (No. 15); born at Granada

1461. On the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in

1492 he went to Portugal. (For his connection with
the family history .sec introduction.)

17. Carlos de Sola (Hebrew pranomen vari-

ously stated): Born about 1595; great-grandson of
Gabriel de Sola, the son of Isaac de Sola (No. 15).

He went to Holland in the first half of the seven-

teenth century. He was the writer of a family
chronicle (in manuscript).

18. David de Sola: Grandson of Carlos de
Sola (No. 17); born about 1670. His youth was
spent chiefly in Holland, although it is uncertain
whetiier he was born there. Through his cousins,

the descendants of Baruch (No. 16), he became asso-

ciated with some of the Maranos of Portugal in

extensive mercantile transactions, being interested

with them in ships engaged in Portuguese and Dutch
commerce, whereby he attained to a position of ccn-
siderable afliuence. He vLsited Lisbon apparently
more than once, and took up temporary residence
there, passing as a Marano, usually under the name
of Bartolomeu. in a vain attempt to allay the sus-

picions of the Inquisition. Arrested on a charge of
.secret adherence to Judaism, he was subjected to

the horrors of the torture chamber. But nothing
could be wrung from him, and eventually lie was
released. Broken in health by the awful suffer-

ings he had undergone, he died soon afterward.

19. Aaron de Sola: Sonof David de Sola (No.

18); born about the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury. He was in Portugal as a Marano under an
assumed name when his father was tortured by the

Inquisition. His position became yet more perilous

when two of his brothers, likewise living under
assumed names, were ferreted out by the officers

of the Inquisition as relapsed Jews, and after

cruel sufferings met death at an auto da fe in

Lisbon. After some years of extreme danger Aaron
succeeded in escaping from Portugal on a British

ship in 1749. Landing in London, he and his family

at once openly proclaimed their fidelity to Judaism.
From London they went to Holland, and here Aaron
de Sola spent his latter days. From his six chil-

dren are descended the several branches of the De
Sola family of to-day. His .sou Abraham, who w as

born 1737 or 1739, took an active part in administer-

ing the affairs of the Jewish educational and char-

itable institutions of Amsterdam. Aaron's daughter
Rachel, born 1732, married a Cohen in Holland,

and her children assumed the name of C.ohen-de

Solla. Among her descendants was Henri Cohen-
de Solla, the musician ; born 1837 ; died in London
1904.

The line of David, the eldest son, is as follows:

20. David de Sola : Son of Aaron de Sola (No.

19); born in Lisbon in 1727; died in 1797; fled from

that city with his parents in 1749 and settled in Hol-

land. He wrote a number of addresses and es.says on

religious subjects, and a volume of poems. He was
married to Sarah Jessurun d'Oliveira of Amsterdam,
who survived him ten years, and by whom he had

four sons: Aaron (No. 21), Moses, Isaac, and

Samuel.
21. Aaron de Sola: Sonof David de Sola (No.

20); born in Amsterdam in 1770: died in that city

in 1821. He was a Talmudist, and his name ap-
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David de Aaron de Sola.

pears in the family papers as the writer of a work
on clironology.

22. David de Aaron de Sola : Minister and

author; born at Amsterdam 17!J0; died at Shad-

well, near London, 1860; sou of Aaron de Sola (No.

21). When but eleven years of age he entered as a

student the bet ha-niidrash of his native city, and

after a course of nine years received his rabbinical

diploma. lu 1818 he was elected one of the minis-

ters of the Bevis Marks Congregation, London. De
Sola's addresses before the Society for the Cultiva-

tion of Hebrew Literature

led the ]\Iahamad to ap-

point him to deliver dis-

courses in the vernacular,

and on March 26, 1831, he

l)rcaciied the first sermon
in English ever heard

within tlie walls of Bevis

Marks Synagogue. His
(iiscourses were subsc-

quentl}' published by the

ISIahamad. In 1829 he is-

sued his first work, "The
Blessings ''

; and in 1836 he

published his " Translation

of the Forms of Prayer
According to the Custom
of the Spanish and Portu-

guese Jews," in six volumes, of which a second edi-

tion was issued in 1852. This translation formed the

basis for several subsequent ones.

In 1837 De Sola published "The Proper Names in

Scripture"; about the same time he wrote "Moses
the Prophet, Moses Maimonides, and Moses Mendels-
sohn "

; and in 1838 " Notes on Basnage and Milman's
History of the Jews." In 1839, collaborating with
M. J. Raphall, he translated eighteen treatises of the

Mishnah. The work had a strange fate, for, the

manuscript having reached the hands of a member
of the Burton Street Synagogue, it was published in

1842, without the permission of the authors, be-

fore it had been revised or corrected for the press,

and with an anonymous preface expressing views
entirely opposed to those of De Sola and Raphall.

In 1840 De Sola, conjointly with M. J. Raphall,
began the publication of an English translation of

the Scriptures, together with a commentary. Only
the first volume, "Genesis," was published, in 1844.

De Sola was instrumental in organizing the As-so-

ciation for the Promotion of Jewish Literature and
other societies of a similar character. In 1857 he
published " The Ancient Melodies of the Spanish and
Portuguese Jews," including a historical account
of the poets, poetry, and melodies of the Sephardic
liturgy. In the notation of the melodies he was
assisted by Emanuel Aguilar, the composer. In
1860 De Sola translated into English, in four vol-

umes, the festival prayers according to the custom
of the German and Polish Jews.

Besides his works in English, De Sola wrote in

Hebrew, German, and Dutcli. He contributed fre-

quently between 1836 and 1845 to the "Aligemeine
Zeitung des Judenthums" and to " Der Orient," and
published in German " A Biography of Ephraim
Luzzato " anda " Biography of Distinguished Israel-

ites in England." His chief work in Dutch was his

"Biography of Isaac Samuel Reggio," published in

1855 and afterward translated into English.

David de Sola was married in 1819 to Rica Mel-

dola, the eldest daughter of Haham Raphael Mel-

dola, by whom he had six sons and nine daugh-
ters. One daughter, Jael, married Solomon Belais,

son of Rabbi Abraliam Belais, at one time treas-

urer to the Bey of Tunis, and another, Eliza, mar-
ried Rev. Abraliam Pereira Mendes, and was the

mother of Dr. Frederick de Sola Mendes and of Dr.

Henry Pereira Mendes. Of the other daughters five

married in London.
J. C. I. DE S.

23. Abraham de Sola : Rabbi, author. Orien-

talist, scientist, and communal leader; born in

London, England, Sept.

18, 1825; died in New
York June 5, 1882. He
was the second son of

David de Aaron de Sola

(No. 22) and of Rica Mel-

dola. Having received a
thorough training in Jew-
ish theology, he early ac-

quired a profound knowl-
edge of Semitic languages
and literature. In 1846 he
was elected minister of the

congregation of Spanish
and Pi)rtuguese Jews of

Montreal, Canada, and he
arrived in that city early

in 1847.

In 1848 De Sola was appointed lecturer, and in

1853 professor, of Hebrew and Oriental literature at

McGill University, Montreal, and he eventually be-

came the senior professor of its faculty of arts.

He was president of the Natural History Society

for several years, and addressed its members fre-

quently on those branches of scientific investiga-

tion which came within its province. The degree
of LL.D. was conferred upon him in 1858 by Mc-
Gill University. This was probably the first instance

of a Jew attaining that honor in an English-speak-

ing country.

In 1872, by invitation of President Grant's admin-
istration, De Sola opened the United States Congress
with prayer. The event was of significance, as De
Sola was a British subject, and this was the first

indication of a more friendly feeling between the

United States and Great Britain after the dangerously

strained relations that had been caused by the re-

cently adjusted "Alabama Claims." Mr. Gladstone,

then premier, as well as Sir Edward Thornton, the

British ambassador at Washington, extendeil the

thanks of the British government to De Sola.

Abraham de Sola frequently visited the United

States, and, through his pulpit addresses and nu-

merous contributions to the press, became recognized

there as one of the most powerful leaders of Ortho-

doxy, at a time when the struggle between the

Orthodox and Reform wings of the community was
at an acute stage. He was intimately associated

with Isaac Leeser, Samuel Myer Isaacs, Beruhard
lUowy, J. J. Lyons, and other upholders of Jewish

Abraham de Sola.
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traditiou, and on the death of Leeser was invited to

become successor to his pulpit; but this and many
similar offers he declined. For twenty years he

was a constant contributor to Leeser 's "Occident,"

and after the latter's death he purchased the copy-

rights and stereotype plates of his works and con-

tinued their publication.

The following is a list of Abraham de Sola's chief

literary works:

1848. Scripture Zoology.

1853. The Mosaic Cosmogony.
1852. Tbe Cosmography of Peritsol.

1852. A Commentary on Samuel Hannagid's Intniduclion to the

Talmud.
1853. Behemoth Hatemeoth.
1854. The Jewish Calendar System (conjointly with Rev. J. J.

Lyons).

1857. Philological Studies in Hebrew and Aramaic.
1858. Scripture Botany.

1860. The Employment of Anaesthetics In Connection with Jew-
ish Law.

1861. The Sanatory Institutions of the Hebrews. Part i. (parts

il. and iii. appeared the following year).

1864. Biograohy of David Aaron de Sola.

1869. Life of Shabbethai Tsevi.

1870. History of the Jews of Poland.

1871. History of the Jews of France.

1874. Hebrew Numismatics.
1878. New Edition of the Forms of Prayer of the Spanish and

Portuguese Jews, with English translation, based on the

versions of David Aaron de Sola and Isaac Leeser.

1880. Life of Saadia Ha-Gaon.

Abraham de Sola also contributed actively to the

Jewish press, a large number of articles by him ap-

pearing in "The Voice of Jacob," "The Asmonean,"
•'The British-American Journal," and other contem-

porary Jewish journals. His articles on Sir William

Sawson'9 " Archaia," "Dawn of Life," and "Origin

of the World " are specially noteworthy. He also

edited and republished English's "Grounds of Chris-

tianity " and a number of educational works. J.

24. Samuel de Sola: Born in London in 1839;

died there 1866; the youngest son of David de

Aaron de Sola (No. 22). In 1863 he was elected

to succeed his father as minister of the Bevis Marks
Congregation. He composed a large number of mel-

odies for the synagogue and home, which were
widely adopted.

J. C. I. DE S.

25. Aaron David Meldola de Sola : Canadian

rabbi ; born in Montreal I\lay 22, 1853 ; eldest son of

Abraham de Sola (No. 23). His theological studies

were pursued chiefly under the direction of his

father, whose assistant he became in 1876. Meldola

de Sola's election as his father's successor in 1882

checked the movement for Reform in his own syna-

gogue.

In 1898 he was appointed the first vice-president

of the Orthodox Convention in New York, and he

was one of the committee of three that drew up its

"Declaration of Principles." At the conventions held

in 1900 and 1903 he was elected first vice-president of

the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of the

United States and Canada, and chairman of the Com-
mittee on Presentations of Judaism. In the latter

capacity he issued in 1902 a protest against the Cen-

tral Conference of American Rabbis for discussing

the transfer of the Sabbath to the first day of the

week. De Sola has written voluminously in the

Jewish press in defense of Orthodoxy.

XI. -28

26. Clarence Isaac de Sola: Third son of

Abraham de Sola (No. 23); born at Montreal,

Canada, Aug. 15, 1858. He has taken an active

part in the Zionist movement since its inception, and
was largely instrumental in establishing it in Can-
ada. He held the presidency of the Federation of

Zionist Societies of Canada from 1899 to 1905, was
elected member of the Actions Committee at the

Fourth Congress, London, 1900, and at subsequent
congresses, and is a Canadian trustee of the Jewish
Colonial Trust.

Since 1887 he has been managing director of the

Comptoir Belgo-Canadien, the steel and construction

trust of Belgium, and in that capacity he has con-

structed a number of Canada's public works, in-

cluding many railwaj' and highway bridges. His
close association with the development of Belgium's
industrial relations with Canada led to his appoint-

ment as Belgian consul at ^lontreal in 1905.

J.

The following are the members of the younger
branches descended from Aaron de Sola (No. 19)

:

27. Isaac de Sola : Second son of Aaron de

Sola (No. 19); born in Lisbon in 1728, and fled

from that city to Holland with his parents in 1749.

He settled in Curasao and became largely engaged
in the West-Indian trade. His descendants live

mainly in the West Indies and the United States.

28. Benjamin de Sola: Grandson of the eldest

son of Isaac de Sola (No. 27). He resided in the

Southern States at the time of the Civil war, and,

joining the Confederate army, acquitted himself

with credit in a number of engagements.

29. General Juan (Isaac) de Sola : Born

about 1795 at Curasao ; died 1860; the son of

Judah, the second son of Isaac de Sola (No. 27). In

1817 he went to Angostura (Ciudad Bolivar), Venez-

uela, and, joining the editorial staff of the "Correo

de Orinoco, "attracted the support of the patriots by
his articles. On the outbreak of the revolt of the

South-American colonies from Spain he joined the

army of the patriots, and his bravery and capacity

led General Piuango to promote him to the general

staff'. He was attached to the army of Apure, under

General Paez, and advanced to the rank of lieutenant-

colonel in the army of Colombia (formed then of the

republics of Venezuela, New Granada, and Ecua-

dor). On June 24, 1821, he took part in the decisive

battle of Carabobo, which sealed the independence

of Colombia. Valencia surrendered, and the revolu-

tionary forces under Paez marched on Puerto Ca-

bello, De Sola joining in the expedition. On Nov.

7 and 8, 1823, occurred the storming of Puerto Ca-

bello by General Paez. De Sola took part in the

assault, in command of cavalry, and drove the

Spaniards before him to the sea, receiving himself

a saber-cut across the face, the scar of which he car-

ried till his death.

De Sola was a faitiiful supporter of Paez through-

out his career, and from 1826 to 1830 assisted him in

his policy of separating Venezuela from Colombia.

In 1830 he attained his full coionelship, and was on

Paez's staff, seemingly for a while as chief of staff.

In 1843 he retired temporarily from the army, and

became proprietor and editor of "El- Gaceta Cara-

bobo " and " El Patriota " in Valencia. After Paez's
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fall in 1848 and the accession of General Monagas,
De Sola withdrew to private life for several

years.

On March 5, 1858, De Sola connmanded the second
division of the revolutionary army that overthrew
General Jose Tadeo Monagas, and in recognition of

the important part he had taken he was created a

general by the new government in 1859.

30. Jacob de Sola : Third son of Aarou de Sola

(No. 19); born at Lisbon in 1730, where he bore

the name of Bartolomeu. After escaping from Por-

tugal he went to Curasao, where he joined his

brother Isaac in West-Indian commerce. His de-

scendants are settled in CuraQao and other parts of

America. Jacob's eldest son, Elias de Sola, who
died in London in 1811, was an active communal
worker in Amsterdam. He was president (parnas)

of the Amsterdam Talmud Torah and of the He-
bra Bikkur Holim, and treasurer of the ' Ez Hay-
yim.

Among other noteworthy descendants of Jacob de
Sola were his grandsons, Benjamin de Sola (born

in Cura(;ao 1818; died in New York 1882) and Elias
de Sola (born in Cura9ao 1826; died in Caracas
1902). Benjamin Avas a prominent member of the

Curasao community and was one of those who pre-

vented changes in the ritual of the ancient Mikveh
Israel Synagogue. Elias settled in Venezuela in

1856 and took a prominent part in the commercial
life of Caracas and La Guayra.
31. Benjamin de Sola : Fourth son of Aaron de

Sola (No. 19); born in Lisbon 1735; died at Curasao
1816. He accompanied
his jiarents to Holland in

1749 and became an emi-

nent practitioner at The
Hague and court pin'-

sician to William V. of

the Netherlands. He was
educated at and received

his medical degree
from the University of

Utrecht.

Benjamin de Sola was
tlie author of "Disserta-

tio Medica," written in

Latin, and published in

Amsterdam in 1773, and
ot other writings. His
sight failing him in his

relatives in Curasao in

Benjiunin de Sola

heold age, he joined his

1815.

32. Isaac de Sola: Brother of David de Sola

(No. 18), born in Holland in 1675; died in Lon-
don Oct., 1734. He was a preacher in London be
tween 1695 and 1700, and preached also before the

Congregation Nefutsoth Yehudah of Bayonne.
He revisited London in 1704, but returned to Am
sterdam the same year.

Isaac de Sola was the author of the following

works, in Spanish, published in Amsterdam: "Ser-
mones Hechos Sobre Diferentes Asumptos," 1704;

"Preguntas con sus Respuestos," 1704 . also a vol-

ume of "Expositions of the Psalms," a volume of

"Questions and Replies on the Pentateuch." an-

other volume of "Questions and Replies for Pul-

pit Purposes," and a second volume of "Ser-

mons."

33. Abraham de Sola: Son of Isaac de Sola

(No. 32); died in London 1753. He was one of the

ministers of the Bevis Marks S3'nagogue, London,
from 1722 till 1749, and wasalso a preacher and mem-
ber of the bet din. He married his cousin Abigail.

Another cousin, Laura de Sola, is said to have
written on Jewish history.

34. Raphael Samuel Mendes de Sola : Cousin

of Aaron de Sola (No. 19) and of Abraham de Sola

(No. 33); born in Amsterdam. He became distin-

guished as an orator and Talmudist. In 1749 he
was elected hakam of Curasao, and held that office

until his death in 1761. His brother Joseph Mendes
de Sola was minister of the Sephardic congrega-

tion of London from 1749 to 1770.
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SOLDI, EMILE-ARTHUR : French engraver,

sculptor, and writer on art; born at Paris May 27,

1846; son of David Soldi, a professor of modern lan-

guages and a native of Denmark. In 1869 Emile

Soldi was awarded the Grand Pri.x at Rome for medal-

engraving. Four years later he exhibited at the

Fine-Arts Exposition a cameo in onyx, "Acteon,"

and a bronze medal in alto-rilievo, "Gallia," both

of which were purchased by the government for the

museum of the Luxembourg palace, the seat of the

French Senate. He sculptured in marble the bas-

reliefs "La Science et I'Art," a "Medaille a la Me-
moire des Victimes de I'lnvasion," and a "Medaille

a la Memoiie des Mobiles de la Seine-Inferieure."

In 1880 he executed a model of one of the gates of

the citadel of Angkor-Tohm, according to Dela-

porte's plan of restoration. Of his other works
may be mentioned medallion portraits of the

Duchess Colonna de Castiglione, Mile. B. Gis-

mondi, and Mile Bergole (1876); "A TOpera," a

plaster statue (1880) . andabustof Guillaumet(1887).

Soldi is the author of the following works on

archeology "L'Art et Ses Procedes Depuis I'An-

tiquite," "L'Art Egyptien " (1876), "Recueil et

Memoire pour I'Histoire de I'Art," "Les Arts Me-
connus," and "Les Nouveaux Musees du Troca-

dero" (1881) Soldi is a chevalier of the Legion of

Honor.

BIBLIOGRAPHY: La Chande Encyclopedic : NouveoAi Lor
rousse Illiistre.

6. J. Ka.
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SOLIS (sometimes da Soils or de Soils) :

Spanish and Portuguese family of crypto-Jews,

some of whom were inquisitors, while others were
victims of the Inquisition. Those who made good

Eleazar da Soils : Friar, theologian, and
preacher; lived in Amsterdam as a professed Jew in

1656. His brother SlmaoPlres da Soils was burned
at the stake by the Inquisition at Lisbon (1631).
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Chester couuty, New York. He aviis in business

^vith !iis brotiier Daniel (b. in Loudou 1784; went

to Ameiicii c. 1800; died in Pliiladelphia 18G7)

in New York cil}' and in Wilmington, Del. In

182G, having business in New Orleans, Jaeob went

thither about the time of the Passover festival;

finding that city without either a maz/.ah bakeiy or

a synagogue, he procured the establishment of both.

The Hhanarai.C'hasset congregation was organized

through liis efforts, and its synagogue dedicated in

the following year (1827). For publication with

the " Constitution " of the congregation, lie compiled

"A Calendar of tlie Festivals and Lunar Months of

Every Year Observed by the Israelites Commencing
A. M. 5589, and Ending in the Year 5G12, Being a

Period of 24 Years.''

Solomon da Silva Solis : Merchant and litter-

ateur; son of Jacob da Silva Solis; born at Mount
Pleasant, N. Y., 1819; died in New York city 1854.

He was one of the founders of the first American
Jewish Publication Society (1845)—of whose publi

cation committee he was a meml)er—the founder and
first president of the Hebrew Education Society of

Philadelphia (1848), and a trustee and director of

synagogues and charitable institutions in both New
York and Philadelphia. He was a friend of and
zealous colaborer with Isaac Leeser, and a frequent

contributor to the "Occident" and other religioiis

periodicals. As a result of his friendship with Grace
Aguilar, whom he met in London, the publication of

her works in the L'nited States was brought about.

Ximenes de Solis : Governor of Martos, Spain.

His young daughter Isabel was captured bj^ the

Moors and taken to the harem of Sultan ]\Iuley Ha-
san. Her great beauty won her the name of ''Zo-

raya" (the morning star). The kingdom was di-

vided eq<ially between her and the sultana. Queen
Isabella induced her and her sons to receive baptism.

Bibliography : Isaac da Costa, Israel and the Gentiles, pp.
406, 4<)8, London, 185."); Leon Hiitmer, The Jeics of New
England. Other than Rhode Maud, in P}d)Ucati()ng Am.
Jew. HiM. Soc. 1903, No. 11, pp. 8-5-86: Markens, The He-
hrewn in America, pp. :iii9, ;{2.5. Philadelphia, 1888; H. 8.

Morals, Tlie Jewx of Pliiladrlijlna. p. 175. ib. 1894 ; Isaac
Leeser, iu Tlie Occident, xii. 331, 2:32; xvi. 6+, 65. :301.
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SOLIS COHEN. See ConE.v, Jacob d.v Silv.\

Solis; Cohen, Soi.o.mon v>\ ttii,v.\ Solis.

SOLNIK, BENJAMIN AARON. See Si.o-

KIK. Bf.NJAMIX AaKDX IlKX AnilAlIAM.

SOLOMON (nro^cO: Third king of all Israel;

reigned from about 971 to 931 B.C. ; .second son of

David and Bath-.sheba (II Sam. .\ii. 23-25). Pie

was called Jedidiah (= " beloved of Ynwn ") by Na-
llian the prophet, the Chronicler (I Chron. xxii. 9)

assuming that David was told by Yhwh that liis

son's name .should be Solomon (= " peaceful"). These
two names are predictive of the character of his

reign, whicii was both highly favored and peaceful.

Biblical Data : The sources for the liistory

of the reign of Solomon are II Sam. xi.-xx. and tlie

corresponding portions of I Chronicles, also I Kings
i.-xi. 43 and I Cliron. xxviii. 1-TI Chron. ix. 31.

Some second- or third-hand material is found in Jose-

phus, Eusebius, and elsewhere, nio.stl}' taken from
the books of Kings and Chronicles. The circum-
stances attending Solomon's birth indicate that he

was "beloved of Yiiwu " (II Sam. xii. 24, 25), and
that Nathan stood in close association with David's
houseliold. Bath-sheba's relations with Nathan at

the attempted accession of Adonijah (I Kings i.)

sliow that she was a woman of no mean talent.

Solomon's respect and reverence for her, even after

his accession to the tlirone, point in the same direc-

tion. By nature and training Solomon was richl}- en-

dowed and well cciuipped for the otlice of leader.

The question of David's successor had come to

the front in Absalo.m's rebellion. That uprising

had been crushed. As David was nearing his death.

Adonijah, apparently (I Chron. iii. 1-4) in order of

age the next claimant to the throne, prepared to

usurp it, but passed over, in the invitation to his

coronation, some of the most intluential friends and
advisers of David, as well as his l)rother Solomon.
This aroused the suspicions of Nathan, Avho so ar-

ranged that simultaneously with Adonijah's corona-

tion the court advisers, by order of David, crown
Solomon, sou of Bath-sheba, king of Israel. Adoni-
jah fied in terror to the horns of the altar, and left

them only on the oath of Solomon that his life should

be spared.

David, before he died, had given Solomon a

cliarge regarding his OAvn actions as a man, and
regarding his attitude toward several of tlie influen-

tial personages about the king's court. As soon as

Solomon had become established over

Beginning the kingdom, Adonijah, through Bath-

of slie1)a, the queen-mother, asked the

Solomon's king for Abishag the Shunammite as

Reign, a wife. This request was equivalent

to asking for coregenc_v, and Solomon .so

regarded it, for he quickl}- sent Beuaiahto slay Adoni-

jah. Abiathar, formerly David's trusted priest,

who had conspired with Adonijah, was sent to the

priest-city Anathotli, to his own fields, and deprived

of his priestly office. Joab, learning the fate of

Adonijah and Abiathar, fled to the altar for refuge;

but Solomon commissioned the same executioner,

Benaiah, to slay him there. Shimei, who had cursed

David, was also in the list of suspects. He was
given explicit orders to remain in Jerusalem, where
his movements could be under surveillance. But
on the escape of two of his servants to Philistia he

left Jerusalem to capture them ; and on liis return he,

too, fell under the sword of the blood}' Benaiah.

This completed the destruction of the characters

whose presence about tlie court Avas likel}' to be a

perpetual menace to the life of Solomon.

Thenceforth Solomon proceeded both safely and
wisely in the development of his government. He
came into possession of a kingdom organized and

prosperous. His part was to increa.se

Solomon's its efficiency and glory and wealth-

Choice, but to succeed in this he needed special

gifts. When he went to Gibeon to

offer sacrifices—a thousand burnt offerings—Yiiwii

appeared to him in a dream, saying, "Ask what I

shall give thee." Solomon, conscious of the heavy
responsibility of the ruler of such a realm, chose the

wisdom that is needful in a judge. His choice of

this rather than long life, wealth, honor, and the

destruction of liis enemies, great!}' pleased Yhwh.
The wisdom of the young king was soon put to
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tlie test. Two Inuiots appeared before him, each

carrying a eliikl, oue living and the other dead.

Their dispute involved a decision as to the mater

uity of the children. Solomon, knowing tlie tender

affections of a mother, ordered the living child to

be cut into lialves with a sword. The problem
solved it.self, and the king's insight and justice re-

ceived due praise in Israel.

Solomon chose as his advisers the inlluentiul men
of his kindgom (I Kings iv. 1-20). His standing

army consisted of 12,000 cavalry, with 4,000 stalls

for his chariots. The commissary dejiartment was
thoroughly organized, and his court was one of

great magnificence. The organization of Solomon's

government car-

ried with it a

definite policy

regarding his

uon-Israelitish

sulijects. Fol-

lowing the cus-

tom of the day,

he secured for

himself a wife

from each of
the neighboring

royal houses,
thus binding the

nations to him
by domestic ties.

These various

alliances intro-

duced to the Is-

raelitish court a

princess from
Egypt (for
whom the king

erected a special

residence), and
others from tiie

Moabite, Am-
monite, Edom-
ite, Zidoniau,

and Hitt ite
courts, who
brought with
them certain
alien customs
and religions,

and, best of all,

a kind of guar-

anty of peace. A court of such mixed elements in-

volved also certain requirements which were a charge

upon the royal treasury, such as homes lor these

foreigners and the installation of places for their

religious observances. Solomon seems to have ful-

filled all his obligations of this nature so lavishly as

to have aroused his people near the close of his

reign to the point of rebellion.

No sooner had tlie king thoroughly organized and
set in motion his civil and military machinery than

he planned to carry out the desires of David by

building a temple to Ynwii. In doing this he util-

ized his father's friendship with Hiram of Tyre to

secure from the latter an agreement to suppl\' cedar

from Lebanon for use in the building. He levied also

Supposed Stables of Solomon at Jerusalem.

(From a photugraph by Bontile.)

upon Ins own j>eople and sent, in courses, 150,000

men to Lebanon to cut and hew the timber. Stones
were cut for the buildings to be con-

Solomon's structed, and the timber was floated

Buildings, in rafts to Joppa and transferred to

Jeru.salem. Stones and timber were
put together noiselessly. Seven yearsof work com-
pleted the Temple, anil thirteen years the king's

palace. The best and most skilled workmen were
Phenicians. Their artistic taste was exercised both
on the buildings ami on the vessels with which
they were furnished (I Kings vii. 13 et seq.). In ad-

dition to comjileting these two chief structures,

Solomon enhanced in other ways the architectural

beauty of the

city.

Solomon's for-

eign alliances

formed the basis

for foreign com-
mercial rela-
tions. From the

Egyiitians he
bought chariots

a n d h o r s e s
,

which he sold

to tlie Hittites

and other peo-

p 1 e s of the
North. With
the Phenicians

he united in

maritime com-
merce, sending
outa fleet once in

three years from
Ezion-geber, at

the head of
the Gulf of
Akaba,lo()phir,

presumably ou
the eastern
c o a s t of the
Arabian jienin-

sula. From this

distant port, and
others on the
w a y , he d e -

rived fabulous

amounts of gold

and t r o
J)

i c a 1

products. These revenues gave him almost unlimited

means for increasing the glory of his capital city

and palace, and for the perfection of his civil and

military organizations.

Solomon's wisdom seems to have been as resplen-

dent as his power and glory. His tact in dealing with

his subjects and his acquaintance with all that was
known in that day regarding trees, fruits, flowers,

beasts, fishes, and birds gave him great

Solomon's renown. His genius in composing

Wisdom. proverbs and songs was known far be-

yond the bounds of his own kingdom.

His wisdom was said to Jiave surpassed tliat of the

children of the East and all the wisdom of Egypt.

He was wiser than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman,
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and Chalcol, and Darda, the sons of Muhol (I Kings

iv. 30, 31). People came from all parts to see the

wisest man in the world. The Queen of Sheba trav-

eled with a train of attendants, carrying much
wealth, from southwestern Arabia, about 1,500

miles distant, to lest the wisdom of Israel's ruler.

Solomon's religious ancestry and training had

given him a basis for a strong life. His own request

at Gibeon and his zeal in the worship of Ynwii fore-

told a vigorous religious career. But, though he built

the Temple, and in the praj'cr attributed to him ex-

pressed some of the loftiest sentiments of a man
thoroughly zealous in his worship of Israel's God,

his career did not fulfil his early

Solomon's religious resolves. The polytheistic

Religion, worship introduced by his foreign

wives into Jerusalem and his faint

and inellectual opposition to their request that

their gods should be shown respect led to his moral

-In Rabbinical Literature and Legend :

Solomon not only occupies a very important part in

rabbinical legend, but is glorified even from a theo-

logical point of view. It must be added, however,
that the Tannaim, with the exception of Jose b.

Ilalafta, were inclined to treat only of his weak-
nesses and his downfall. Solomon was one of those

men to whom names were given by God before their

birtii, being thus placed in the category of the just

("zaddikim"; Yer. Ber. vii., lib; Gen. R. xlv. 11;

Tan., Bereshit, 30). Besides his three principal

names, Jedidiah (II Sam. xii. 25), Kohelet (Eccl. i. 1

ct passim, Hebr.), and Solomon, various others are

assigned to him by the Rabbis, namely, Agur, Bin.

Jakeh, Lemuel, Ithicl. and Ucal (Prov. xxx. 1, xxxi.

1), the interpretations of which, according to the ear-

lier school, are as follows: "He who gathered the

words of the Torah, who understood them, who later

enunciated them, who said to God in \\\i heart, 'I have

Ui^-. *" -^J^y isi". - a

Solomon's House of the Forest ok Lebanon.
(Restored by Chipiez.)

and religious deterioration, until he lost his hold on

the people as well as on his own faith. Disaffec-

tion in Edom and in Syria, and the utterances of the

prophet Abijah to Solomon's overseer, Jeroboam,
portended disintegration and dissolution. In the

decline of his life his power waned, and his death

was the signal for the breaking up of the kingdom.
The extent of Solomon's permanent literary work

is very uncertain. It is possible that he left several

psalms and a portion of the Book of Proverbs. It

seems to be probable that his life formed the basis

of the Book of Ecclesiastes, and possibly of some
elements of the Song of Songs.

E. G. H. I. M. P.

the power; consequently, I may transgress the pre-

scriptions of the Torah.' " The later school, on the

other hand, adopts the following explanations : Agur
= •' he who girt his loins "; Bin = " he

Importance who built the Temple"; Jakeh = "he
in Jewish, who reigned over the whole world "

;

Legend. Ithiel — " he who understood the signs

of God "
; and Ucal = "he who could

withstand them" (Cant. R. i. 1; Midr. Mishlc xxx.

1 ; Targ. Sheni to Estli. 1. 2). Solomon was also one

of those who were styled " bahurim " (= " chosen "),

"yedidim" (=" friends"), and "ahubim "(=" be-

loved ones"; Ab. R. N., ed. Schcchter, p. 121).

Solomon's instructor in the Torah was Shimei,
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whose death marked Solomon's first hipsc iuto sin

(Ber. 8a).

The Rabbis concluded that Solomon was twelve

(in Targ. Sheni I.e. thirteen) years old when he as-

cended tlie throne; he reigned forty years (I Kings

xi. 42), and consequently he lived lit'ty-two years,

as di(i the prophet Samuel (Seder "Olam K. xiv.
;

Gen. R. c. 11; but comp. Josephus, "Anl." viii.

7, ^ 8, where it is stated that Solomon was fourteen

years old when he began to reign, and that he

ruled eighty years; comp. also Abravanel on I

Kings iii. 7). He was considered by tlie Rabbis, who
glorified him, to have been the counterpait of David,

his father: each reigned forty years, and over the

whole world; both wrote booksand composed songs

and fables; both built altars and transported the

Ark of the Covenant with great ceremony ; and in

both dwelt the Holy Ghost (Cant. R. I.e.). Solomon
is particularly extolled by the Rabbis for having

asked in his dream nothing besides wisdom, which
they declare served liim as a shield

His against sinfvd thoughts. In this re-

Prayer for spect Solomon's wisdom was even

Wisdom, superior to that of liis father. Solo-

mon passed forty days in fasting so

that God might bestow upon liim the spirit of wisdom
(Pesik. R. 14 [ed. Friedmann, p. 59a, b] ; Num. R.

xix. 3; Eccl. R. vii. 23; Midr. Mishlei. 1, xv. 29).

Solomon was the wise king par excellence, a fact

which is expressed in the saying, " He who sees

Solomon in a dream may hope for wisdom " (Ber.

57b). He is said to have understood the languages

of the beasts and the birds and to have had no need

of relying on witnesses in delivering a judgment, in-

asmuch as by simply looking at the contending par-

ties he knew which was right and which was wrong.

The words "Then Solomon sat on the throne of

the Lord" (I Chron. xxix. 23) are interpreted to

this effect, and an example of such a judgment
is that pronounced in the case of the two har-

lots (comp. I Kings iii. 16 et seq.), which judgment
was confirmed by a Bat Kol (Cant. R. I.e. ;

Targ. Sheni to Esth. i. 2). Indeed, Solomon's

bet din was one of those in which the Holy Ghost

manifested its presence tlirough a bat kol. Inde-

pendently of this, Solomon is considered as one of

the Prophets, in whom the Holy Ghost dwelt. It

was under the inspiration of the latter tiiat he com-
posed his three works, Canticles, Proverbs, and Ec-

clesiastes (Sotah 48b; Mak. 23b; Cant. R. i. 1 ; Eccl.

R. i. 1, x. 17). His wisdom is stated to liave ex-

celled that of the Egyptians (I Kings v. 10), which
assertion is the basis of the following legend:
" Wlien Solomon was about to build the Temple he

applied to Pharaoh, King of Egypt, for builders and

architects. Plaaraoh ordered his astrologers to choose

all the men who would die in the current year; and

these he sent to Solomon. The latter, however, by

simplj looking at them, knew what their fate was
to be ; consequently he provided them

Solomon with colRns and shrouds and sent them
and back to Egypt. Moreover, he gave

Pharaoh, them a letter for Pharaoh informing

him that if he was in want of articles

required for the dead, it was not necessary for him

to send men, but that he might apply direct for the

materials he needed " (Pesik. R. I.e. ; Pesik. iv. 34a;

Num. \\. \\\. 3 ; Eccl. R. vii. 23). Owing to his pro-

verbial wisdom, Solomon is the hero of many stories,

scattered in the midrashic literature, in which his

sagacity is exemplified. Most of them are based upon
his judgment regarding the harlot's child; many of

them have been collected by Jellinek in " B. H."
iv., one of which is mentioned in Tos. to Men. 37a
as occurring in the Midrash. It nms as follows:
" Asmodeus brought before Solomon from under the

earth a man with two heads, who, being unable to re-

turn to his native place, married a woman from Jeru-
salem. She bore him seven sons, six of whom re-

sembled the mother, while one resembled the father

in having two heads. After their father's death,

the sou with two heads claimed two shares of the

inheritance, arguing that he was two men ; while

his brothers contended that he was entitled to one
share only. They appealed to Solomon, whose sa-

gacity enabled him to decide that the son with two
heads was only one man ; and the king consequently

rendered judgment in favor of the other six broth-

ers " (comp. " R. E. J." xlv. 305 et seq.). The well-

known litigation between the serpent and the man
who had rescued it is stated in Midrash Tanhuma
(see Buber, "Mebo," p. 157) as having taken i)lace

before Solomon, who decreed the .serpent's death.

Solomon applied his wisdom also to the dissemina-

tion of the Law. He built synagogues and houses

in which the Torah was studied l)y

Solonaon's himself, by a multitude of scholars,

Judg- and even b}' little children. All his

ments. wisdom, however, did not make him
arrogant; so that when lie had to

create a leap-year he summoned seven elders, in

whose i)resence he remained silent, considering

them more learned than himself (Cant. R. I.e. ; Ex.

R. XV. 20).

On the other hand, the members of the earlier

school of Solomon's critics represent him in the

contrary light. According to them, he abrogated

the commandments of the Torah by tran.sgressing

against the three prohibitions that the king should

not multiply horses nor wives nor silver and gold

(comp. Deut. xvii. 16-17 witli I Kings x. 26-xi. 3).

He was likewise proud of his wisdom, and,

therefore, relied too much on himself in the case of

the two harlots, for which he was blamed by a bat

kol. Judah b. Ila'i even declared that, hatl lie been

present when Solomon pronounced the sentence, he

would have put a rope round Solomon's neck. His

wisdom itself is depreciated. Simeon b. Yohai said

that Solomon would better have been occupied in

cleaning sewers, in which case he would have been

free of reproach. His Ecclesiasteshas, according to

one opinion, no sacred character, because "it is only

Solomon's wisdom" (R. H. 21b; Meg. 7a; Ex. R.

vi. 1; Eccl R X. 17; Midr, Teh. to Ps. Ixxii. 1; see

Bible Canon).
On account of his modest request for wisdom only,

Solomon was rewarded with riches and an unproc-

edontcdly glorious reign (comp. I Kings iii. 13, v.

I et seq.). His realm is described by the Rabbis as

having extended, before his fall (see below), over the

upper world inhabited by the angels and over the

whole of the terrestrial globe with all its mhabit-
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ants, including all the beasts, fowls, and reptiles, as

well as tlie demons and spirits. His reign was then

so glorious that the moon never decreased, and
good prevailed over evil. His con-

His Realm, trol over the demons, spirits, and
animals augmented his splendor, the

demons bringing him precious stones, besides water

from distant countries to irrigate liis exotic plants.

The beasts and fowls of their own accord entered

the kitchen of Solomon's palace, so that they might
be used as food for him. Extravagant meals for

him (comp. I Kings iv. 22-23) were prepared daily

by each of his thousand wives, with the thouglit

that perhaps the king would feast on that day
in her house (Meg. lib; Sanh. 20b; B. M. 86b:

Gen. R. xxxiv. 17; Cant. R. I.e.; Eccl. R. ii. 0;

Targ. Sheni I.e.).

More frequently it was the eagle that executed

Solomon's orders. When David died Solomon
ordered the eagles to protect with their wings his

father's body until its burial (Ruth R. i. 17). Solo-

mon was accustomed to ride through the air on a

large eagle which brought him in a single day to Tad-
mor in the wilderness (Eccl. R. ii. 25; comp. II Chron.

viii. 4). This legend has been greatly developed by
the cabalists as follows: "Solomon used to sail

through the air on a throne of light placed on an
eagle, which brought him near the heavenly yeshi-

l)ah as well as to the dark mountains behind which
the fallen angels 'Uzza and 'Azzael were chained.

The eagle would rest on the chains; and Solomon,
by means of a ring on which God's name was en-

graved, would compel the two angels to reveal every
mystery lie desired to know." According to an-

other cabalistic legend, Solomon ordered a demon to

convey down to the seven compartments of hell

Hiram, King of Tyre, who on his re-

Solomon's turn revealed to Solomon all that he
Eagle. (Hiram) had seen in the nether world

(Zohar ii. 112b-113a, iv. 233a, b;

Naphtali b. Jacob Elhanan, "'Emek ha-Melek," pp.
5d, 112c, 147a; Jellinek, I.e. ii. 86).

With reference to Solomon's dominion over all the

creatures of the world, including spirits, several

stories are current, the best known of which is that

of Solomon and the ant (Jellinek, I.e. v. 22 et seq.).

It is narrated as follows: "When God appointed
Solomon king over every created thing, He gave
him a large carpet sixty miles long and sixty miles

wide, made of green silk interwoven with pure gold,

and ornamented with figured decorations. Sur-

rounded by his four princes, Asaph b. Berechiah,

prince of men, Ramirat, prince of the demons, a lion,

prince of beasts, and an eagle, prince of birds, when
Solomon sat upon the carpet he was caught up by

the wind, and sailed through the air

Solomon's so quickly that lie breakfasted at

Carpet. Damascus and supped in Media. One
day Solomon was filled with pride at

his own greatness and wisdom ; and as a punishment
therefor the wind shook the carpet, throwing down
40,000 men. Solomon chided the wind for the mis-

chief it had done; but the latter rejoined that the

king would do well to turn toward God and cease to

be proud ; whereupon Solomon felt greatly ashamed.
"On another day while sailing over a vallej' where

there were many swarms of ants, Solomon heard one
ant say to the others, ' Enter your houses; otherwise
Solomon's legions will destroy you.' The king
asked why she spoke thus, and she answered that

she was afraid if the ants looked at Solomon's
legi(ms they might be turned from their duty of
praising God, which would be disastrous to them.
She added that, being the queen of the ants, she
had in that capacity given them the order to retire.

Solomon desired to ask her a question; but she told

him that it was not becoming for the interrogator to

be above and the interrogated below. Solomon
thereupon brought her up out of the valley ; but she
then said it was not fitting that he should sit on a
throne while she remained on the ground. Solomon
now placed her upon his hand, and asked her whether
there was any one in the world greater than he. The
ant replied that she was much greater; otherwise

God would not have sent him there to place her upon
his hand. The king, greatly angered, threw her

down, saying, 'Dost thou know who I am? I am
Solomon, the son of David!' She answered: 'I

know that thou art created of a corrupted drop
[comp. Ab. iii. 1]; therefore thou ouglitest not to be

proud.' Solomon was filled with .shame, and fell on
his face.

"Flying further, Solomon noticed a magnificent

palace to wliich there appeared to be no entrance.

He ordered the demons to climb to the roof and see

if they could discover any living being within the

building. The demons found there only an eagle,

which they took before Solomon. Being asked

whether it knew of an entrance to the palace, the

eagle said that it was 700 years old, but that it had
never seen such an entrance. An elder brother of the

eagle, 900 years old, was then found, but it also did

not know the entrance. The eldest brother of

these two birds, which was 1,300 years old, then de-

clared it liad been informed by its father that the

door was on the west side, but that it had become
hidden by sand drifted by the wind. Having discov-

ered the entrance, Solomon found many in.scriptions

on the doors. In the interior of the palace was an
idol having in its mouth a silver tablet which bore

the following inscription in Greek: ' I, Shaddad, the

son of 'Ad, reigned over a million cities, rode on a

million horses, had under me a million vassals, and

slew a million warriors, yet I could not resist the

angel of death.'
"

The most important of Solomon's acts was his

building of the Temple, in which he was assisted by
angels and demons. Indeed, the edifice was through-

out miraculously constructed, the large, heavy
stones rising to and settling in their

Solomon's respective places of themselves (Ex.

Temple. R. Iii. 3; Cant. R. I.e.). The general

opinion of the Rabbis is that Solomon
hewed the stones by means of the Sh.\mir, a worm
whose mere touch cleft rocks. According to Mid-

rash Tehillim (in Yalk., I Kings, 182), the shamir

was brought from paradise by the eagle ; but most

of the rabbis state that Solomon was informed of

the worm's haunts through the chief of the demons,
who was captured by Benaiah, Solomon's chief

minister (see Asmodeus). The chief of the demons,

Asbmedai or Asmodeus, told Solomon that the
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Shamir had been entrusted by the prince of the

sea to tiie mountain cock alone (the Hebrew
equivalent in Lev. xi. 19 and Deut. xiv. 18 is ren-

dered by A. V." lapwing" and by R.V. "hoopoe"),

and that the cock had sworn to guard it well.

Solomon's men searched for tlie nest of the bird

and, having found it, covered it with glass. The
bird returned, and, seeing the entrance to its nest

closed by what it supposed to be a glass door,

brought the shumir for the purpose of breaking the

glass. Just then a shout was raised; and the bird,

being frightened, dropped the shamir, which the

men carried off to the king (Git. 68b).

Solomon, in his prophetic capacity, realized that

the Temple would be destroyed by the Babylonians,

and therefore he caused an underground recepta-

cle to be built in which the Ark was afterward liid-

den (Abravanel on I Kings vi. 19). For each of the

ten candlesticks made by Solomon (I Kings vii. 49;

II Chron. iv. 7) he used 1,000 talents of gold, which,

being passed 1,000 times through the furnace, be-

came reduced to one talent. There is a difference

of opinion among the Kabbis as to wliether Solo-

mon's candlesticks were lit or only the one made
by Moses. A similar difference exists with regard

to Solomon's ten tables, live of which were on one

side and live on the other side of the table made by
Moses (Men. 29a, 99b). Solomon planted in the

Temple different kinds of golden trees which bore

fruit in their proper seasons. When the wind blew

over them the fruit fell to the ground. Later, when
the heathen entered the Temple to destroy it, these

trees withered; but they will flourish again on the

advent of the Messiah (Yoma 21b).

Even with regard to his noble act in building the

Temple, however, Solomon did not escape the severe

criticisms of the Tannaim. The construction of such

a magnificent edifice, they said, filled Solomon with

pride; consequently when he wished to introduce

the Ark of the Covenant into the Sanctuary, the

gates shrank to such an extent that it could not be

brought in. Solomon then recited twenty-four

hymns, but without avail. He then sang: "Lift up
your heads, O ye gates; . . . and the King of glory

shall come in" (Ps. xxiv. 7). The gates, thinking

tliat Solomon applied to himself the term "King of

glory," were about to fall on his head, when they

asked him, " Who is this King of glory ? " Solomon
answered: "The Lord strong and mighty," etc. {ib.

verse 8). He then prayed: "O Lord God, turn not

away the face of thine anointed, remember tlie mercies

of David thy servant " (II Chron. vi. 42) ; and the Ark
was admitted (Shab. 30a; Num. R. xiv. 10; comp.

Ex. R. viii. 1 and Tan., Wa'era, 6, where thishagga-

dah is differently stated in the spirit of tlie Amoraim).
The Tannaim lay particular stress on Solomon's

criminal act in marrying the daughter of Pharaoh,

which they declare took place on the night when
tlie Temple, was completed. This assertion is at

variance with Seder '01am R. xv., where it is held

that Solomon married her when he be-

Solomon's gan to build the Temple, that is, in the

Marriage, fourth year of his reign (comp. I Kings

vi. 1). The particular love which he

manifested for her (comp. ib. xi. 1) was rather a de-

praved passion; and she, more than all his other

foreign wives, caused him to sin. He4iad drunk no
wine during the seven years of the construction of
the Temple; but on the night of its completion he
celebrated his wedding with so much revelry that

its sound mingled before God with that of the Israel-

ites who celelirated the completion of the sacred
edifice, and God at that time thought of destroying
with the Temple the whole city of Jerusalem. Pha-
raoh's daughter brought Solomon 1,000 different

kinds of musical iiislruments, explaining to liim

that each of them was used in the worship of a
special idol. She hung over his bed a canopy em-
broidered with gems which shone like stars; so that

every time he intended to rise, he, on looking at the

gems, thought it was still night. He continued to

sleep, with the keys of the Temple under his pil-

low ; and the priests therefore were unable to offer

the morning sacrifice. They informed his mother,
Bath-sheba, who roused the king when four hours
of the day had ilown. Siie then reprimanded him
for his conduct; and verses 1-9 of Prov. xxxi. are

considered by the Rabbis as having been pronounced
by Bath-sheba on that occasion. The destructive

effect on the Temple of Solomon's marriage to Pha-
raoh's daughter is further expressed in the following

allegory :
" When Solomon wedded Pharaoh's daugh-

ter, Michael [another version has Gabriel] drove a rod

into the bed of the sea; and the slime gathering

around it formed an island on which, later, Rome
[the enemy of Jerusalem] was built." R. Jose, how-
ever, declares that Solomon's sole intention in this

marriage was to convert the daughter of Pharaoh
to Judaism, bringing her thus under the wings of

the Shekinah (Sifre, Deut. 52; Yer. 'Ab. Zarah i.

39c; Shab. .56b; Yer. Sunli. ii. 6; Sanh. 21b; Lev.

R. xii. 4; Num. R. x. 8).

Solomon's throne is described at length inTarguni
Sheni (i.e.) and in two later midrashim published by

Jellinek (" B. II." ii. 83-85, v. 33-39).

Solomon's the second also "by J. Perles (in " Mo-
Throne, natssclirift," xxi. 122 et neq.). Ac-

cording to Targum Sheni, which is

compiled from three different sources, there were on

the steps of the throne twelve golden lions (comp.

Solomon, Bihi.ical D.\ta) and twelve golden eagles

so placed that each lion faced an eagle. Another

account says that there were seventy-two lions and

the same number of eagles. Furtlier it is stated

that tliere were six steps to the throne (comp. ib.), on

which animals, all of gold, were arranged in Ihe fol-

lowing order: on the first step a lion opposite an

ox ; on the second, a wolf opposite a sheep; on the

third, a tiger opposite a camel; on the fourth, an

eagle opposite a i)eacock . on the fifth, a cat oppo-

site a cock ; on the sixth, a sparrow-hawk opposite a

dove. On the top of the throne was a dove holding

a sparrow-hawk in its claws, symbolizing the domin-

ion of Israel over the Gentiles. There was also on

the top of the throne a golden candlestick, on the

seven branches of the one side of rtliich were en-

graved the names of the seven patriarchs Adam,
Noah, Shem, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Job, and

on the seven of the other the names of Levi, Kohatli.

Amram, Moses. Aaron, Eldafl. .Medad. and, in add!

tion, Hur (another version has Haggai). Above the

candlesticks was a golden jar filled with olive-oil
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and beneath it a golden basin which supplied the

jar with oil and on which the names of Nadab,

Abihu, and Eli and his two sons were engraved.

Over the throne, tweutj' four vines were dxed to

cast a shadow on the king's head. By a mechanical

contrivance the tlirone followed Solomon wherever

he wisheci to go.

The description given in the two inidrashim men-
tioned above differs somewhat from the foregoing.

Referring to the words "Then Solomon sat on the

throne of the Lord " (I Chron. xxix. 28), the second

midrash remarks that Solomon's throne, like that of

God, was furnished with the four figures represent-

ing a man, a lion, an o.\, and an eagle, with cheru-

bim and wheels (comp. Ezek. i. 5 et neq.). While
the first midrasli agrees to a greater extent with

Targum Sheni, the second one substitutes for the

order in which the pairs of animals were arranged

the following: a sheep and a wolf; a deer and a

bear; a roebuck and an elephant; a buffalo and a

griffin ; a man and a demon ; a mountair.-cock and

an eagle; a dove and a sparrow-hawk—the clean

beasts and fowls being to the right and the unclean

ones to the left of the throne.

Solomon's progress to his tlirone is similarly de-

scribed in Targum Sheni and in the two midrashim.

According to the former work, when the king
reached the first step, the ox, by means of sonie sort

of mechanism, stretched forth its leg, on which
Solomon leaned, a similar action taking place in the

case of the animals on each of the six steps. From
the sixtli step the eagles raised the king and placed

him in his seat, near which a golden serpent lay

coiled. When the king was seated the large eagle

placed the crown on his head, the serpent uncoiled

itself, and tiie lions and eagles moved upward to form

a shade over him. The dove then descended, took

the scroll of the Law from the Ark, and placed it on

Solomon's knees. When the king sat, surrounded

by the Sanhedrin, to judge the people, the wheels
began to turn, and the beasts and fowls began to

utter their respective cries, which frightened those

who had intended to bear false testimony. Moreover,

while Solomon was ascending the throne, the lions

scattered all kinds of fragrant spices. In the second

midrash it is said :
" When Solomon wished to sit on

his throne, the ox took him gently on
The its horns and handed him over to the

Mechanism lion, which in turn delivered him to

of the the sheep, and so on until the seat was
Throne. reached. Then the demon placed him

on the seat, which was of gold studded
with precious stones, and put under his feet a foot-

stool of sapphire which he had brought from heaven
[comp. Ex. xxiv. 10]. The six steps also were
studded with precious stones and with crystal; and
there were besides arches from which palm-trees

arose high over the throne to make a shadow for the

king's head." Both midrashim state that when Sol-

omon was seated a silver serpent turned a wheel
which caused the eagles to spread their wings over
the king's head. Then one lion placed the crown
on his head, while another placed the golden scepter

in his hand. It is explained in the first midrash
that six steps were constructed because Solomon fore-

saw that six kings would sit on the throne, namely,

Solomon, Rehoboam, Hezekiah, Manasseh, Anion,
and Josiah. After Solomon's death King Shishak,
when taking away the treasures of the Temple
(comp. I Kings xiv. 26), carried off the throne,

which remained in Egypt till Sennacherib conquered
that country. After Sennacherib's fall Hezekiah
gained [lossession of it. When Josiah was slain by
Pharaoh Necho the latter took it away; but, not
knowing the proper use of it, he was struck by one
of the lions and became lame. Nebuchadnezzar,
into whose possession the throne subsequently came,
shared a similar fate. The throne then passed to

the Persians, with whom it remained till it came into

the possession of Ahasuerus, who, however, could
not sit upon it (see also Num. R. xii. 21; IMidr.

Abba Gorion to Esth. i. 2).

The glory of so great a king as Solomon would
have been incomplete, in the eyes of the later

rabbis, had he not had, like the Roman emperors, a
magnificent circus or hippodrome; and a description

of his arena is given in the second of the two mid-
rashim mentioned above. According to R. Ze'era,

the circus was in use one day in every month, under
the successive superintendence of each of the twelve
commissaries who had to provide for the king's

household (comp. I Kings iv. 7 et seq.). In the

thirteenth mouth of an embolismic year, for which
there was a special commissary (see Rashi on I

Kings iv. 19), there were no horse-races, but races

were run by 10,000 young men of the

His Hippo- tribe of Gad (or of Naphtali, accord-

drome, ing to another opinion), *' the calves of

whose legs were removed, rendering
the runners so swift that no horse could compete
with them." The hippodrome was three parasangs
long and three parasangs wide, and in the middle of

it were two posts surmounted by cages in which all

kinds of beasts and fowls were confined. Around
these posts the horses had to run eight times. As to

the day of the month on which the races took place

—whether the last day, the first, the second, or the

third—different opinions are expressed. Those fa-

voring the last, first, and second days are supported
by the fact that on those days Solomon used to flood

the cisterns—on the last day of the month for the

scholars and their pupils, for the priests and the

Levites; on the first day for the Israelites who lived

in Jerusalem ; and on the second day of the month
for those who lived outside that city; the water
which flowed from paradise was poured into the

cisterns through the mouths of two golden lions,

which, besides, exhaled a very fragrant odor.

There were four companies of charioteers, each

containing 4,000 men divided into smaller groups;

these were placed on separate platforms arranged

one above the other. Facing each company were
two doors of olive-wood in which different kinds of

precious stones were set, and which were decorated

with gold and with all kinds of carved figures. The
spectators also were divided into four groups: (1) the

king with his household, the scholars, the priests,

and the Levites, dressed in blue; (2) the people of

Jerusalem, dressed in white; (3) the people who
lived outside Jerusalem, dressed in red ; and (4) the

Gentiles who from distant countries brought pres-

ents to Solomon, and who were dressed in green.
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These four colors symbolized the four seasons of

the year—autumn, winter, spring, and summer
(comp. Perlcs, I.e. notes).

The meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba

is narrated in Targum Sheni as follows: "Solomon,

when merry from wine, used to assemble before him
all the kings, his vassals, and at the same time

ordered all the other living creatures of the world to

dance before them. One day, the king,

Solomon observing that the mountain-cock or

and the hoopoe was absent, ordered that the

Q,ueen of bird be summoned forthwith. Wlien it

Sheba. arrived it declared that it had for three

months been flying hither and thither

seeking to discover some country not yet subjected

to Solomon, and had at length found a land in the

East, exceedingly rich in gold, silver, and plants,

whose capital was called "Kitor" and whose ru-

ler was a woman, known as ' the Queen of Saba

[Sheba].' The bird suggested that it should fly to

the queen and bring her to Solomon. The king

approved this proposal; and Solomon, accordingly,

caused a letter to be tied to the hoopoe's wing, which

the bird delivered to the queen toward the eve-

ning as she was going out to make her devotions to

the sua. Having read the letter, which was couched

in somewhat severe terms, she immediately con-

voked a council of her ministers. Then she freighted

several vessels with all kinds of treasures, and se-

lected 6,000 boys and girls, all of the same age,

stature, and dress, and sent them with a letter to

Solomon, acknowledging her submission to him and

promising to appear before him within three years

from that date. ... On being informed of her

arrival, Solomon sent his chief minister, Benaiah, to

meet her, and then seated himself in a glass pa-

vilion. The queen, thinking that the king was
sitting in water, lifted her dress, which caused

Solomon to smile."

It is stated in I Kings x. 1 that the queen came to

propound riddles to Solomon : the text of these is given

by the Kabbis. A Yemenite manuscript entitled

"Midrash ha-Hefez " (published by S. Schechter in

"Folk-Lore," 1890, pp. 353 ctseq.) gives nineteen rid-

dles, most of which are found scattered through the

Talmud'and the Midrash and which the author of

the "Midrash ha-Hefez " attributes to the Queen of

Saba (Sheba). The tirst four riddles are also given

in Midrash Mishle i. 1 , where their transmission is

attributed to R. Ishmael. See Sfieba, Quken of.

The Rabbis who denounce Solomon interpret I

Kings X. 13 as meaning that Solomon had criminal

intercourse with the Queen of Sheba, the offspring

of which was Nebuchadnezzar, who destroyed the

Temple (comp. Rashiarf^oc). Solomon's champions,

on the other hand, deny the whole story of the Queen
of Sheba and of the riddles, and interpret the words

"Malkat Sheba" as meaning "the Kingdom of

Sheba"; that is to say, the kingdom of Sheba

offered its submission to Solomon (B. B. 15b). Ac-

cording to the same rabbis, the sin ascribed to Solo-

mon in I Kings xi. 7 et seq. is only figurative: it is

not meant that Solomon fell into idolatry, but that

he was guilty of failing to restrain his wives from

idolatrous practises (Shab. 56b). Still, tiie legend

prevalent in rabbinical literature is tjiat Solomon

lost his royaltj', riches, and even his reason on ac-

count of his sins. Tliis legend is based on the words
" I, Kohelet, was king over Israel in

Solomon .Jerusalem " (Eccl. i. 12, Ilcbr.), which
Loses His show that when he uttered them he
King-ship, was no longer king, lie gradually

fell from the highest glory into the

deepest miserJ^ At first, Solomon reigned over the

inhabitants of the upper world as well as over those

of the lower; then only over the inhabitants of the

earth; later over Israel only; then he retained only
his bed and his stick ; and finally his stick alone was
left to him (Sanh. 201)).

The Rabbis do not agree, however, as to whether
Solomon died in poverty or returned to his throne.

He "saw three worlds," which, according to one
opinion, means that he was successively a private per-

son, a king, and again a private man. According
to a contrary opinion, he was king, private person,

and again king (Sanh. I.e.; Git. 68b; Eccl. R. i. 12).

Solomon's ejection from the throne isstated in Ruth
R. ii. 14 as having occurred because of an angel who
assumed his likeness and usurped his dignity. Sol-

omon meanwhile went begging from house to house
protesting that he was the king. One day a woman
put before him a dish of ground beans and beat his

head with a stick, saying, "Solomon sits on his

throne, and yet thou claimest to be the king." Git-

tin {I.e.) attributes the loss of the throne to Asmodeus,
who, after his capture by Benaiah, remained a pris-

oner with Solomon. One day the king asked Asmo-
deus wherein con.sisted the demons' sui)eriority over

men ; and Asmodeus replied that he would demon-
strate it if Solomon would remove his chains and give

him the magic ring. Solomon agreed ; whereupon As-

modeus swallowed the king (or the ring, according

to another version), then stood up with one wing
touching heaven and the other extending to the

earth, spat Solomon to a distance of 400 miles,

and finally seated himself on the throne. Solomon's

persistent declaration that he was the king at length

attracted the atjeution of the Sanhedrin. That body,

discovering that it was not the real Solomon who oc-

cupied the throne, placed Solomon thereon and gave

him another ring and chain on which the Holy Name
was written. On seeing these Asmodeus flew away
(see Asmodeus, and the parallel sources there ci-

ted). Nevertheless Solomon remained in constant

fear; and he accordingly surrounded his bed with

sixty armed warriors (comp. Cant. iii. 7). This

legend is narrated in
" 'Emek ha-Melek " (pp. 14d-

15a; republished by Jellinek, I.e. ii.

Solomon 86-87) as follows: "Asmodeus threw

and. the magic ring into the sea, where it

Asmodeus. was swallowed by a fish. Then he

threw the king a distance of 400 miles.

Solomon spent three years in exile as a punishment

for transgressing the three prohibitive command-
ments [see above]. He wandered from city to city

till he arrived at Mashkemam, the capital of the

Ammonites. One day, while standing in a street of

that city, he was observed by the king's cook, who
took him by force to the royal kitchen and compelled

him to do menial work. A few days later Solo-

mon, alleging that he was an expert in cookery, ob-

tained tl)e cook's permission to prepare a new dish.
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Tlie king of the Ammonites was so pleased with it

that he dismissed his cook and appointed Solomon

in his place. A little later, Naamali, the king's

daughter, fell in love with Solomon. Her family,

supposing him to be simpl v a cook, expressed strong

disapproval of the girl's behavior; but she persisted

in her wish to marry Solomon, and when she had done

so the king resolved to kill them both. Accordingly

at his orders one of his attendants took them to the

desert and left them there that they might die of hun-

ger. SolouKm and his wife, however, escaped star-

vation ; for they did not remain in the desert. They
ultimately reached a maritime city, where they

bought a fish for food. In it they found a ring on

which was engraved the Holy Name and which was
immediately recognized by Solomon as his own ring.

He then returned to Jerusalem, drove Asmodeus
away, and reoccupied his throne." It may be no-

ticed that this story also is at variance with I Kings

.\iv. 21, where it appears that Solomon had married

Naamahin David's lifetime. According to Midrash

al-Yithallel (Jellinek, I.e. vi. 106 et seq.), God sent

Asmodeus to depose Solomon, as a punishment for

the king's sin. Agreeing with Git. I.e. as to the

moans by w Inch the fraud of Asmodeus wasexposed,

the narrative continues as follows (Midr. al-Yit-

haliel, I.e.): "' Benaiah sent for Solomon, and asked

liim how liis deposition had happened. Solomon re-

plied that when sitting one day in his palace a storm

had hurled him to a great distance and that since

tiicn he had been deprived of his reason. Benaiah

then asked him for a sign, and he said: 'At the time

of my coronation my father placed one of my hands

in thine and the other in that of Nathan the prophet

;

then my mother kissed my father's head.' These

facts having been ascertained to be true, Benaiah

directed the Sauhedrin to write the Holy Name on

pieces of parchment and to wear them on their breasts

and to appear with them before the king. Benaiah,

who accompanied them, took his sword and with it

struck Asmodeus. Indeed, he would have killed

the latter had not a bat kol cried :

' Touch him not:

he only executed my commands.' "

The disagreement among the Rabbis with regard

to the personality of Solomon extends also to his

future life (" 'olam ha-ba "). According to Rab, the

members of the Great Synagogue purposed inclu-

ding Solomon among those denied a share in the

future life, when the image of David
His Final appeared, imploring them not to do

Fate. so. The vision, however, was not

heeded; nor was a fire from heaven,

which licked the seats on which they sat, regarded

until a bat kol forbade them to do as they had pur-

posed (Sanh. 104b; Yer. Sanh. x. 2; Cant. R. i. 1).

On the other hand, Solomon is considered to resem-

ble his father in that all his sins were forgiven by
God (Cant. R. I.e.). Moreover, David is said to have
left a sou worthy of him (B. B. 116a). When R.

Eliezer was asked for his opinion of Solomon's fu-

ture life, he gave his pupils an evasive answer,

showing that he had formed no opinion concerning

it (Tosef., Y'eb. iii. 4; Y'oma 06b; comp. Tos. ad
lac).

The Rabbis attribute to Solomon the follow-

ing "takkanot": 'erubin (see 'Ehub); washing of

hands, the recitation of the passage beginning
"We-'al habayit ha-gadol " and, together with
David, of that beginning "U-bene Yerushalayim,"
both of which occur in the benediction recited after

a meal (Ber. 48b; Shab. 14b; 'Er. 21b).
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In Arabic Literature : Solomon is the sub-

ject of a large number of traditions and legends in

Arabic literature, in which he completely overshad-

ows in importance his father, David. Solomon is

spoken of as the messenger of God ("rasul Allah "),

and is in a way a prototype of Mohammed. Hence
the importance assigned to his relations with the

Queen of Sheba, the submission of whose country is

taken to mean the submission of Arabia. The letter

addressed to her, summoning her to accept Islam,

begins with tlie same formula ("Bi-ism Allah al-

Rahman al-Kahim '') as that used in the documents
issued by Mohammed. The name Solomon is given

to all great kings, and it is related that there were a

number of Solomons, or universal kings, who lived

before the creation of Adam(D'Herbelot, in " Biblio-

theque Orientale," v. 369).

Solomon is represented as having authority over

spirits, animals, wind, and water, all of which

obeyed his orders by virtue of a magic ring set with

the four jewels given him by the an-

Miraculous gels that had power over these four

Power. realms. A similar ring is mentioned

in stories of the "Arabian Nights."

The power inherent in the ring is shown by the fol-

lowing story: It was Solomon's custom to take off

the ring when he was about to Avash, and to give it to

one of his wives, Amina, to hold. On one occa.sion,

when the ring was in Amina's keeping, the rebel-

lious spirit Sakhr took on Solomon's form and ob-

tained the ring. He then seated himself on the

throne and ruled for forty days, during which time

the real king wandered about the country, poor and
forlorn. On the fortieth day Sakhr dropped the

ring into the sea; there it was swallowed by a fish,

which was caught by a poor fisherman and given to

Solomon for his supper. Solomon cut open the fish,

found the ring, and returned to power. His forty

days' exile had been sent in punishment for the

idolatry practised in his house for forty days, al-

though unknown to him, by one of his wives

(Koran, sura xxxviii. 33-34; Baidawi, ii. 187;

Tabari, " Annales," ed. De Goeje, i. 592 et seq.).

Solomon's superiority to David is shown in his

judgments. While still a child he renders decisions

reversing those previously given by
As a hisfather, as in the famous case, related

Judge. in the Old Testament, of the two
women claiming the one child. In the

Arabic tradition a wolf has carried away the child

of one of the women, both of whom claim a sur-

viving child. David decides in favor of the elder

woman, but Solomon starts to divide the child with

a knife, whereupon the younger woman protests and
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receives the cliild (Bokliari, "Recueil dcs Traditions

Miilioniotanes," ii. 364, Leydeii, 1864). So in the

decision regarding the siieep which lias devastated

a field (snra xxi. 78, 79; Baidawi, i. 621; Tabari,

I.e. i. 573), and in the judgment concerning the treas-

ure discovered in a field after it has been sold, and
which is claimed by both buyer and seller (Weil,

"Biblical Legends of the Mussulmans." p. 192),

Solomon's opinion is held to be superior to David's.

When the judges of the realm objected to having
one so young interfere in tiieir counsels, David pro-

posed that Solomon be examined publicly before a

tribunal of lawj^ers. This was done, whereupon
Solomon not only answered all questions as soon as

they were put, but confounded liis judges by asl^ing

them questions wliicli tliey could not answer (Weil,

I.e. pp. 193-196).

In Arabic tradition, unlike tiie Biblical and later

Jewish, Solomon is a great warrior. Various warlike

expeditions of his are mentioned, and

As a it was the daughter of the conquered

Warrior. King of Sidon who introduced idolatry

into his house. His love for horses

led him to forget at one time the afternoon jirayer

(sura xxxviii. 30-31) he had become so much in-

terested in inspecting a thousand horses drawn uj)

before iiim that tlie time for prayer passed im-

noticed ; in repentance therefor he killed the liorses.

On another occasion he boasted that seventy wives

would bear him seventy sons, every one of whom
would be a warrior. Unfortunately he forgot to

add "if God will," in consequence of which he had

only one son, who was misshapen and unfit to be

a soldier (Bokliari, I.e. ii. 364; Baidawi, ii. 187).

Solomon's interview with the Queen of Sheba

and the events leading up to it are narrated in great

detail, as befitting their importance in

Q,ueen of the history of Islam. Solomon in a

Sheba. dream is advised liy Abraham (accord-

ing to some, after the building of the

Temple) to undertake a pilgrimage to Mecca. After

completing this he proceeds to Yemen, being car-

ried by the winds through the air on a green silk

carpet, upon which are assembled men, beasts,

and devils, while birds fiy overhead in close ranks,

so as to form a canopy. On the journey Solo-

mon notices the absence of the hoopoe, or lapwing

(Arabic "hudliud"), and threatens it with dire pun-

ishment. When the bird returns it appeases the

king's anger by reporting the wonderful things it

has beheld, telling of Queen Bilkis, her marvelous

history and beaut}', and of her kingdom. Solomon

at once despatches the bird with a letter to Bilkis,

bidding lier embrace the faith or prepare to be con-

quered by his liosts. She devises various plans

to test liis reputed knowledge, but finally, being

satisfied that he is all that is claimed for him and

more, submits herself with her kingdom to Solomon.

An account of the splendor of the reception accorded

Bilkis by Solonion and of the puzzles and riddles

which she propounded and he solved may be found

in sura xxvii. 15-40 and the commentaries on that

passage (Baidawi and Zamakhshari). in Tabari, i. 576-

586, and elsewhere. For other stories concerning

Solomon, his dealings with the spirit Sakhr, liis

building of the Temple, tiie stone which cut stone

without noise, and a comparison of Solomon with
.Jemshid (comp. Griuibaum), see the works men-
tioned in the bibliography below.

Solomon died at the age of fifty-three, having
reigned fort j' years. As the building of the Temple

was not finished at his death ami he
Death of was afraid that the jinn would not

Solomon, continue to work thereon if lie were
not there to command them, the angel

of (ieatii look his soul while lie was leaning upon
his staff, praying. His body remained in that posi-

tion a year, until the jinn had fini.shed the Temple,
when a worm that had been gnawing at the staff

caused it to crumble to pieces; Solomon's body fell,

and the jinn discovered that he was dead. It is

said that Solomon collected the books of magic that

were .scattered throughout his realm, and locked

them in a box, which he put under his throne to

prevent their being used. After his death the jinn,

so as to make people believe that Solomon had been

a sorcerer, declared that these books had been u.sed

by him ; many believed the statement to be true,

but the accusation was a malicious falsehood.

Bibliography: Bokliari, Recueil des Tiaditinn.'< Mahoine-
tatter, ed. Krt'lil, Leviien, IbtU: comineritarles on the Kiirtin
(Baidawi and Zaiiiakhsliari); D'Herbelot, in Bibli(ithi(iuc Oii-
eiitdtc, V. ;{i)7-;575; M. (Jriinbaum, Xcrtc BcUrdge zur Seini-
ti-'iflien Simetikuiide, pp. 189-:i4(l, I^eyden, 1893 (cites Arabic
autliors); Hntjties, Dietioiinj-}) of I.^him; Koran, suras xxi.

81.82; xxvii. 15 ir,; xxxiv. 11-13; xxxviii. 29-30; Tabari, .1>!-

7irt?f.'*, ed. I)e(;oe,its i. .572-597 (.seealso Index); Weil, Biblical
Leiioulf^ of the Slu.fsulmann, pp. 200 248.

E. G. H. M. W. M.

Critical View: The Biblical data concerning the

character and deeds of Solomon are not of uniform

historical value. As authentic beyond question

must pass the account of his elevation to the throne

(II Sam. xii. 24; I Kings i. bet .sfr/.); the violent re-

moval of Adouijah, the rightful heir, as well as of his

supporters {ih. i. 6; ii. 13 et seej., 28) ; and the murder
of Joab and Sliimei {ib. ii. d6 et seq.).

Murder of That in resorting to these measures Sol-

Joab and onion merely executed his father's in-

Shimei. junction is an afterthought (ib. ii. 5 et

seq.) interpolated to clean.se Solomon's

memory from the stigma. This is apparent through

comparison with the more trustworthy accounts of

the mannerin which Solomon's agents were rewarded

(Benaiah, ib. ii. 35, iv.4; Zadok, ib. iv. 4; Nathan's

sons, ib. iv. 5). That Solomon showed political sa-

gacity is authenticated by the narratives, resting

on good foundations, concerning his alliances bj'

treat}' or marriage with neighboring dynasties, the

erection of fortresses, and the organization of his

army after Egyptian models (see Eduard Meyer,

"Gesch. des Alterthums," i., § 819); and under him

the process of absorbing the non-Hebrew aboriginal

population was carried to a certain culmination

which contributed not a little toward making his

reign a i)eaccful one (I Kings ix. 20). Similarly the

story of his extensive building operations (/7^ vi. 1,

ix. 11) and that of the redistrictingof the empire for

taxing purjioses refiect actual conditions

A critical sifting of the sources leaves the picture

of a petty Asiatic despot, remarkable, perhaps, only

for a love of luxury and for polygamous iiiciinalions.

Solomon certainly could not hinder Edoin's inde-

pendence imder Hadad (I Kings xi. 14 f< w*? )—an
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event which could not have taken place at the begin-

ning of his reign ; otherwise the Hebrew king could

not liave sailed from Eziongeber. The rise of Damas-
cus {ib. xi. 23 et xeq.) was another fatal check to his

foreign policy. His naval excursions were planned

not so much wilii a view to promoting commerce
as will) an eye to secuiing the appointments regarded

as indispensable for tlie proper equipment of the

court of an Oriental despot {ib. x. 22, 28 et scq. ; II

Chron. i. 16 et seq.). Nor was the building of the

Temple an act of particular devotion to Yhwh, as

tlie facts show that Solomon did not

The scruple to erect sanctuaries to other

Building- deities (1 Kings xi. 4 fise*?.). Tlieseedi-

of the fices contributed to the splendor of the

Temple, capital, and were a source of revenue

to the court; but Solomon's admin-

istration of the country, by its disregard of the old

tribal units and its unequal assessment of taxes,

rearoused tlie slumbering jealousy and discontent

of tlie northern section, and did more than anything
else to disrupt David's empire.

Later, when the Temple had actually become tlie

religious center of the Judean kingdom, its builder,

Solomon, was naturally credited with the religious

convictions of the age. The prayer at the dedica-

tion (ib. viii. 14 et seq.) reflects the Deuteronomic
prophetic point of view. The young Solomon is

represented in this Deuteronomic historiography as

one of the wisest of men {e.g., in the narratives of

his dream and of his judgment), far famed for his

wealth, which was the reward for his craving for

wisdom, but still more renowned for his wonderful

sagacity, his proverbs and sayings, so

In the Deu- that the Queen of Sheba could not re-

teronomic sist the desire to pay him a visit. Ac-
Histori- cording to this iiistoriography, only

ography. after old age had robbed him of liis

mental powers ilid Solomon fall a vic-

tim to the blandishments of the alien women in his

harem, and thus was lield accountable for the em-
pire's decline (ib. xi. 1 et seq.).

Deut. xvii. 14 gives a more accurate account of the

conditions tmder Solomon. Later, the Chronicler re-

moves every reproach from Solomon. . He does not

mention Adonijah's assassination, the rebellion of

Hadad and Kczon, or Solomon's idolatr}' and polyg
amy. In keeping with tlie tendency to connect some
great man with certain literary compositions

—

e.g,

Moses with the Law, David with the Psalms—Solo

mon now pa.sses for tlie author par excellence of

gnomic sayings—of the Proverbs and even of other
" Wisdom " books, Ecclesiastes, the Song of Songs,

and Psalms(Ps. Ixxii., cxxvii. ; comp. the Psalmsof
Solomon). Later rabbinical and Mohammedan lore

continues along similar lines to establish Solomon
as a veritable wonder of wisdom, learning, power,
and splendor (comp. Stade, " Geschichte des Volkes
Israel," i. Z\0 et seq.). E. G. H.

-Apocryphal Works : Solomon, having been
the wise king par excellence, was regarded later as

the author of various works treating of all the

sciences and particularly of magic. The legend of

Solomon and Asmodeus (see Solomon in R.\ijbin-

ICAL LiTER.^TURE) was Current as early as the time

of Josephus, who states ("Ant." viii. 2, § 5) that

God enabled Solomon to acquire skill to expel de-
mons and tliat he left collections of incantations and
directions as to the use of exorcisms (comp. Origen,
"Epistolaad Mattheam." xxvi. 63; Nicetas Choni-
ates, "Annales," p. 95). Other writings of Solo-

mon are quoted by Eusebius ("Pra^paratio Evan-
gelica," ix. 31). Suidas {s.v. 'ECe/ciaf), and Michael
Glycas ("Annales," ii. 183), while Maimonides
(" Yad," Kiddush ha-Hodesh, xvii., and elsewhere)

ascribes to Solomon w-orks on matiiematics, and
Shem-Tob Falaquera (in "Sefer ha-Ma'alot") at-

tributes lo him works on physics and theology.

The chief source of the p.seudo -Solomonic works
is Arabic literature, in which connection the leg-

end that Solomon was the inventor of the Arabic
and Syriac scripts is of interest. It is,

Arabic indeed, supposed by the Arabs that

Works. Solomon wrote orginally in Arabic va-

rious scientific works. Abraham Jagel

in the fourth part of his " Bet Ya'ar ha-Lebanou "

(quoted in " Kerem Hemed." ii. 41 et seq.) says that

Solomon wrote his scientific works in another lan-

guage than Hebrew so that they might be under-

stood by the toreign kings who came to hear his

wisdom (comp. I Kings v. 14). Besides two works
of Solomon quoted in the Zohar (see below), Johanan
Allemanno enumerates iu"Sha'ar ha-Heshek," the

introduction to his " Heshek Shelomoh," thirty works
of Solomon taken chiefly from the writings of Abu
Aflah al-Sarakosti and Apollonius of Tyana. The
Arabic work of the former on palm-trees, tlie title

of which was probably " Kitab al-Nakhlah," was
translated (in the fourteenth century ?) into Hebrew
under the title "Sefer ha-Tamar " or "Sefer ha Te-

marim." The chief authority in this work is Solo-

mon ; and the author, besides, quotes twenty aph-

orisms ("ina'amarim ") of that king, each of which,

with the exception of the first, refers to a special

work. There is, however, a difference, with regard

to the titles of a few works, between the "Sefet ha-

Temarim" and the "Sha'ar ha Heshek" as well as

between the two maiiu.scripts of the latter work.

Several other works ascribed to Solomon are euu
merated by Fabricius in his "Codex Pseudepi

graphus Veteris Testamenli." i. 1014 et seq.

The following is a list of the pseudo Solomonic
works, lieginning with those which are better

known. (1) "Sifra di-Shelomoh Malka," or "The
Book of King Solomon," quoted in the Zohar (i. 76b
et passim, iii. 10b et passim). As this work is once

(iii. 193b) referred to as " Sifra de-Hokmeta di-Shelo-

moh Malka." i.e., "The Book of Wisdom of King
Solomon," it would seem that the Wisdo.m of Sol-

omon is meant (comp. Wolf, "Bibl. Hebr." iii. 1033).

(2) "Sifra de-Ashmedai," a work quoted in the

Zohar under various titles signifying respectively

"The Book of Asmodeus, Which He Gave to King
Solomon " (Zohar iii. 194b), "The Book of Asmodeus
the King" (ib. 77a), "The Magic -Book of Asmodeus"
(ib. iii. 43a), "The Magic Book Which Asmodeus
Taught King Solomon " (ib. ii. 128a), and, finally,

"The Book Which Asmodeus Left for King Solo-

mon " (ib. iii. 19a). This work is supposed to be the

book of magic containing formulas for subjugating
demons and the authorship of which is so often

ascribed to Solomon ; it may be identical with the
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"Kiliib al-'Uhud," mentioned by D'Herbelot in his

"Bibliothequc Orientalc '" (comp. Wolf, I.e. iii. 1035).

(3) " Sefer lia-Kefu'ot," on medicaments. Tliis work,

whicli is referred to bj' Abu Aflali in his citation of

tlie fourteentli of Solomon's aphorisms, is known
from other sources also; thus Nah-

Hebrew nianides, also, in the introduction to

Works. his commentary on the Pentateuch

mentions the " Sefer ha-Refu'ot " writ-

ten by Solomon. Abraham Jagel {I.e.) relates that

in his time tliere came to Rome, from tlie King of

Armenia to Pope Clement VIII., an envoy who di.s-

paraged the European physicians, declaring that in

his own country they used medical works left to

them l)y Solomon which were more nearly complete
and more .systematic than tiie Eurojiean works. Ja-

gel thinks it is quite po.ssible that the Armenians
might possess medical works of Solomon inasmuch
as they have always remained in their own country,

while the Jews, being driven from one country to

another, would be likely to lose them. It is very likely

that this is tlie book of medicine which Hezekiah con-

cealed (see FIezekiaii in Rabbinical Litekatuke).
Closely connected with the last-mentioned work is

(4) "Sefer Raziel," as at the end of the description

of the book of medicine transmitted by the angel

Raziel to Noah (Jelliuek, "B. II "iii. 160, see Noah
IN Apockypiial and Rabbinical Litekatuke) it

is said'. "To Solomon was revealed the book of se-

crets ["Sefer Jia-Razim"] by means of which he

ruled over demons and everything in the world "

(see Raziel, Hook of). It seems that the authority

who ascribed llie " Book of Raziel " to Solomon con-

founded " Sefer liaziel " and " Sefer ha-Pvazim." (5)

"Matteah Shelonioh." containing incantations, and
mentioned by Gcdaliah ibn Yahya ("Shalshelet ha-

Kabbalah," )). 80a, Amsterdam, 1G97) as extant in

Hebrew. This work exists in various translations

(Latin, French, Italian, and German), and consists

mainly of two parts; tlie first containing secrets

useful for every kind of divination; the second, dif-

ferent kinds of pentacles. The title in the Latin

and German translations is "Claviculse Saiomonis,"

extended in the German translation of 1626 to "Cla
vicuhe Saiomonis et Theosophia Pneumatica." In

the Latin translation is a long introduction in the

form of a dialogue between Solomon and his son

Rehoboam in which the title of the work is cited as
" Secretum S(!cretorum " (Secret of Secrets). " But,

"

Solomon says, " I named it also ' Cla

The " Cla- vicula,' because, like a key which
viculee opens a treasure, so this work intro-

Salo- duces thee into the magical arts." The
monis." introduction says further that when

the Babylonian philosophers decided

to renew Solomon's t.oml), they found therein this

work, enclosed in an ivory case; but that none of

them could understand it, they being lunworthy to

possess it. Then one of tlicin. the Greek Zoe, pro-

posed that they should fast and pray to God for in-

telligence. Zoe alone, however, carried out this

proposal; and an angel revealed to him the mys
teries of the book.

The following four works are mentioned by Alle-

nianno as quoted by Apollonius: (6) "Behirat ha-

Middot/' on the choice of attributes, perhaps identi-

cal with the "Sefer ha-Behirot" quoted by Abu
Allah. (7) " Ha-Marot ha-Elyonot " (The Upper Mir-
rors). (8) "Yemli'ush" (?). (9) " Melakah Elohit,"
or "The Divine Work." All these four works are
supposed to have been written by Solomon at the
angels' dictation. Steinschneider thinks that the
"Melakah Elohit" was composed by Apollonius
himself, and that it ma}' be identical with the work
cited by Allemanno in another passage of the " Sha-
•ar ha-Heshek " as " Meleket Muskelet." According
to Sylvestre de Sacy (in "Notices et Extraits des
iManuscrits Arabes," iv. 119), the full Arabic title of
tliis work is "Sirr al-Kliaiikah wa-Sana'at al-Tabi-
'ah " (The Secret of Creation and the Work of Na-
ture). It is tlierefore identical with a work which
is ascribed to Solomon and the Hebrew title of which
is "Sod ha-Tib'im," mentioned in Jacob Provencal's
responsum published in the " Dibre Hakamim "

(Metz, 1849) ot Eliezer A.shkenazi. (10)'" Sefer ha-
Mizpon," a work on alchemy. The other works
quoted by Abu Allah are: (11) "Sefer ha-Xisyonot,"
on experiments, (12) "Sefer ha-Ziknah," on old age;

(13) "Sefer ha-Meshalim," on parables; (14) "Sefer
ha-Shelemut," on perfection

; (15) " Sefer ha-Ma'ala-
hm," or "The Book of Works"; (16) "Sefer ha-

Yihud," on unity; (17) "Sefer haDeri.shah," on re-

search; (18) "Sefer Keri'at ha-Shemirah," on the

observance of certain customs; (19) "Sefer lia-Ra-

zon," on the will
; (20) " Sefer Gillui ha Shakrul," on

the detection of falsehood ; (21) " Sefer ha-Yasliar "
;

(22) " Sefer ha-Bakkashah," on supplication, missing

in Alieinanno's list; (23) "Sefer lia-Einunah," on
faith; (24) " Sefer ha-Behirot " (comp. No. 6); (25)

"Sefer lia-Nebu'ah," on prophecy, not mentioned
b}' Steinschneider; (26) "Sefer Shemirut ha-Zeruz,"

on ])roinptness; (27) "Sefer Kittot ha-Hakamim,"
on the various sects of wise men; (28) "Sefer ha-

Takliyot," on the end of all things. Allemanno calls

attention to three works of Solomon
Works particularly recommended by sages,

Indorsed one of which is the "Sefer Raziel"

by (see No. 4) and the other two are (29)

the Sages. "Meleket Muskelet" (comp. No. 9),

and (30) "Sefer liaAlmadil." This

title, probably from the Arabic "al-mudhil" (=
" the secret revealer "), figures in the Latin manu-
script No. 765 of the Leipsic Library ("Catalogo

Kuhtzii," No, 11) as " Almodal de Duodecim Clioris

Angelorum in Acjuis SupraCadestibus." Wolf
(I.e. i. Ill) calls the work " .\lmandel," deriving it

from the Arabic "al mandal " (= "a circle ''). that is

to say, the circle described by magicians on the

ground and in the center of which tliey sit when in

voking demons. The Leipsic catalogue enumerates

the following works by Solomon : (31) "Speculum
Saiomonis" (in German), on metallurgy (comp No.

7); (32)
•• Preparatio Speculi Saiomonis Insignis,"

also in German; (33) "Semiphoras" (KHSOn DK*),

that is to say, the Tetragrammaton, a treatise in

German on the unutterable name of God; (34)

"Septem Sigilla Planetarum"; (35) "Anelli Negro-

mantici dal Salomone"(in Italian), on necromancy;

(36) " Veruni Chaldaicum Vinculum," also with the

German title " Wahrhafte Zubereitungdesso Genan-
ten Cinguli Saiomonis oder Salomons Schlange";

(37) " Beschwerungen der Olympischen Geister"
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(38) "Saloinonis Trismosini," called in the Lcydon

catalogue (p. 367) "Criszmosin," ami dcsciilx'd :is a

trealisc on colors; Wolf (/.r. iv. ^S'S), however, de-

scribes it as a cabalistic -work.

Albertus Magnus in liis "Specuhun Astrologi-

cuni " (<iuoted l)y Fabrieius, I.e. p. lOol) mentions

the following four works of Solomon's: (39) "Liber

Quatuor Annuloium "; (40) " I)e jSovem Candariis

[Candelariis V]'': (41) " De Tribus Figuris Spiri-

tuuni "
;

' De Sigillis ad l);emoniacos. " Trilhemius

(in Fabrieius, /.r". p. 10o2) mentions: (42) "Lamene"

(?), i)erhaps idenlieal with No. 8; (43) " Liber Pen-

taeulorum," probably identical with No. 5; (44)

"De Ofticiis Spirituum"; (4.")) '' De Umbris Idea-

nun"; (46) "llygromantia ad Filium Koboam "

;

(47) Tut- I,o'A()/MviaK(jv lv(5//rT/f, mentioned by Fabi'i-

cius (Lc. pp. 1046, 1056) from other sources; (48)

"Somnia Salomouis " (Venice, 1516); and (49) "Li-

ber de Lapide Philosophico " (Frankfort-on-the-

]\Iain, 1635).

Sec also Ps.vlms of Solomon; Solo.mon, Test.v-

MENT of; and Wisdom of Solomon.

BiBLiooRAPHY: Benjacob, Ozar /in-Sc/ftn'/o, p. 191, No. 640
;

Fabrieius, Code.v Prfcudepigraphiims, i. 1014 ct .sc(/., Ham-
burg and Leipsic, 1718; I. S. Reggio, in Kenm Hem<ti, ii. 41

cl s«'(/.; Steinschneider, in Ha-KarmeU vi. llu, 135; idem, in

Cat. Bitdl. cols. 2289-3:308; Wolf, Bibl. Hchr. iii., No. 1967;

iv.. No. 1967; Winer, B. R. s.v. SaUimvli.

T. M. Sel.

SOLOMON, SEAL OF : The legend that Solo-

mon possessed a seal ring on which the name of God
was engraved and by means of whicli he controlled

the demons is related at length in Git. 68a, b. This

legend is esjiecially developed by Arabic writers,

who declare that the ring, on which was engraved

"the Most Great Name of God," and which was
given to Solomon fiom heaven, was partly brass and

partly iron. With the brass part of the ring Solo-

mon signed his written commands to the good

genii, and with the iron part he signed his commands
to the evil genii, or devils. The Arabic writers de-

clare also that Solomon received four jewels from

four dilTerent angels, and that he set them in one

ring, so that he could control the four elements.

The legend that Asmodeus once obtained possession

of the ring and threw it into the sea, and that Solo

mon was thus deprived of his power until he dis-

covered the ring inside a fish (Jellinek, "B. H." ii.

86-87), also has an Arabic source (comp. D'Herbelot,
" Bibliothequc Orientale,"s.?i. " Soliman ben Daoud "

;

Fabrieius, "Codex Pseudepigraphicus," i. 1054; and

see Solomon in Ah.\iiic L[Ter.\tii{e). The leg-

end of a magic ring by means of which the possessor

could exorcise demons was current in the first cen-

tury, as is shown by Josephus' statement ("Ant."

viii. 2, § 5) that one Eleazar exorcised demons in

the presence of Vespasian by means of a ring, using

incantations composed by Solomon. Fai)ricius (I.e.)

thinks that the legend of the ring of Solomon thrown
into the sea and found afterward inside a fish is de-

rived from the story of the ring of Polycrates, a

story which is related by Herodotus (iii. 41 et seq.),

Strabo (xiv. 638), and others, and which was the

basis of Schiller's poem " Der TJingdes Polykrates."

The Arabs afterward gave the name of " Solomon's
seal " to the six-pointed star-like figure (see Magen
Dawid) engraved on the bottom of their drinking-

cups. It is related in the "Arabian Nights "(ch.

\x.) that Sindbad, in iiis seventh voyage, presented
llarun al-Rashid with a cup on which the "table

of Solomon " was represented ; and Lane thinks that

this was the figure of "Solomon's seal" (note 93

lo ch. XX. of his translation of the "Arabian
Nights"). In Western legends, however, it is the

pentacle, or "druid's foot," that repiesents the

seal. This figure, called by Bisho)) Kennet the
" pentangle " of Solomon, Avas supposed to have the

power of driving away demons. Mephistopheles

says to Faust that he is prevented from entering

the house by the druid's foot (" Drudenfuss"), or

pentagram, which guards the threshold ("Faust,"

in Otto Devrient's edition, part i., scene 6). The
work entitled "ClavicuUti Salomonis" contains trea-

tises on all kinds of pentacles. The tradition of Sol-

omon's seal was the basis of Biischenthal's tragedy
" Der Siegelring Salomonis," specimens of which are

given in "Bikkure ha-Tttim," v. 3 et seq. (German
part). A work regarding a magic signet-ring is

ascribed to Solomon (see Solomon, Apocryph.\l
Works OF). See also Asmodeus; Solomon in Rab-
BiNiCAL Literature.

BuiLiOGRAPiiY : Lane, Arabian Nights^ E)itertaiiitiientti, In-
ttoflui'tion, note 21 ; Lebahn's edition of Goethe's Fa usf, pp.
475-476, London, 18.5:3.

J. M. Sel.

SOLOMON, TEMPLE OF. See Temple.

SOLOMON, TESTAMENT OF: Pseudepi-

graphic treatise on the forms and activities of demons
and the charms effective against them. Extracts

from the work are given by Fabrieius ("Codex
Pseudepig. Vet. Test." i. 1047) from the notes of

Gilbertus Gaulminus on P.sellus' tract " De Opera-

tioue D;emonum," but the full text was first pub-

lished (as far as appears) by F. F. Fleck in his

" Wlssenschaftl. Reise " (ii. 3) ; he states (ib. i. 2) that

he found the Greek manu.script in the Royal Library

at Paris, and that, apparently, it had never been

pvd)lished. An annotated German translation is

given b}'^ Bornemaun in Ilgeu's "Zeitschrift fur

Ilist. Theologie," 1844, and the Greek text is printed,

with Latin translation, in Migne's "Patrologia

Graco-Latina," vol. cxxii., as an appendix to the

treatise of Psellus. The text .seems to liave suffered

at the hands of scribes.

The Testament professes to be Solomon's own ac-

count of certain experiences of his during the build-

ing of the Temple. Learning that his chief overseer

was plagued by a demon who every evening took

the lialf of his wages and his food, and drew the life

out of him by sucking the thumb of his right hand,

he appealed for help to God, and received through

the angel Michael a seal-ring of magic power. With
this he controlled the offending demon, and forced

him to bring the chief of the demons, Beelzebub.

The latter then was compelled to bring another, and
he another, till there had appeared before the king a

great number of them, of both .sexes, and of such va-

riety and dreadfulness of form as the imagination of

the author could conceive. To each Solomon ad-

dresses a series of questions: the demon is compelled

to give his name and abode (especially to say with

what star he is connected), his origin (from what an-

gel), to describe his malefic functions, to say what an-
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gel has power over him, and, in some cases, to tell the

word (usually a divine name) by which he may be

driven away. Some of the names of the angels and

demons are familiar; others are strange or unintel-

ligible, perhaps corrupt forms. Probably they were

not invented by the author (though this may be true

of some of them), but were the product of centuries

of magical tradition. At the end of the Testa-

ment, Solomon's fall into idolatry and his conse-

quent loss of power over the demons are attributed

to his infatuation for a Jebusite woman, who ac-

quired power over him by magic.

The book is a crude formulation of conceptions re-

garding demonic power that were almost universal in

the Jewish and the Christian world for many centuries

(see Magic). The beliet that Solomon had power
over demons is found as early as Josephus ("Ant."

viii. 2, § 5); the Book of Enoch shows the disposi-

tion to multiply demonic names ; and the character of

Asmodeus in the Testament is taken from the Book
of Tobit. The demonological literature of the first

thousand years of the common era is enormous. The
author of the Testament was a Greek-speaking Jew-
ish Christian : the demons, it is said, will rule the

world till the Son of God, who is spoken of as born of

a virgin, shall be hung on the cross. The date of

the work can not be fixed precisely. Bornemann
discovers a close resemblance between its demono-
logical conceptions and those of the " Institutiones "

of Lactantius (about the year 300), and it is proba-

ble that it belongs not far from that time. T.

SOLOMON B. AARON TEOKI. See Troki.

SOLOMON, ABRAHAM : English artist ; born

in London May, 1824; died at Biarritz in 1862. At
the age of eighteen he was admitted as a student to

the school of the Koyal Academy, where he gained

a medal for drawing from the antique. From 1843

to the year of his death he was a regular contribu-

tor to the annual exhibition of the academJ^ and oc-

casionally to the gallery of the British Institution.

His first picture was a scene from Crabbe's poems,
" The Courtship of Ditchem "

; but the picture which

brought him into prominence was "The Breakfast

Table," exhibited in 1846. His later pictures gave

evidence of a growing originality, and found ready

purchasers. Among these were the following:

"The Rival Beauties"; "Waiting for the Verdict,"

1857, with its sequel, "The Verdict," 1859; "First

and Third Class"; and "Found Drowned." Most

of these became popular through engravings. One
of his pictures, "The Fortune-Teller," was pur-

chased by Alderman Salamons, and another, " Found
Drowned," received a prize from the Liverpool

Academy of Fine Arts.

Bibliography: Jew. C/irori. Jan. 16, 1863; Bryan, Dictionary

of Painters and Engravers, s.v.

J. G. L.

SOLOMON B. ABRAHAM ADRET. See

Aduet.

SOLOMON BEN ABRAHAM IBN DAUD :

Physician and translator. According to Kaufiminn

and Gross, Solomon belonged to the family of the

Spanish translator Abraham ben David ha-Levi of

Toledo. Solomon translated, under the title of

^'Miklol," Averroes' medical work "Kulliyyat"

XI.—29

(Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 2212;
Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, No. 1172). Stein-

schneider supposes that Solomon is identical with
the Solomon Daud who is believed to have trans-

lated into Hebrew, from the Arabic, the psycholog-
ical and metaphysical treatise found in manuscript
in the Turin Library (Peyron Cat., No. 212, p. 226).

Bibliography: Carmoly, Hfe(oiredes3/rtZt'cuijf, p. 103; Gross,
in Moiiatfu<chrift, 1879, p. 12.5; Kaufniann, in GOttinger
Gclehrie Auzcigen, 1883, p. 547 ; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
eol. 2267 ; Idem, He7/r. Uebers. p. 672.

s. L Br.

SOLOMON BEN ABRAJHAM BEN JE-
HIEL : Italian rabbi ; tiourished at Rome in the

eleventh century ; nephew of Nathan b. Jehiel, the

author of the " 'Aruk." About a quarter of a cen-

tury after Nathan's death Solomon was a member
of the rabbinate of Rome, of which he was for some
time president. He was, besides, thechief of Natlian's

high school ("Shibbole ha-Leket," part ii.. No. 56).

.His authority in rabbinics is seen in the fact that he

is quoted in the work just mentioned (parti.. No.

128), in a responsum to a question as to whj' the

Eighteen Benedictions (Shemoneh 'Esreh) are not

recited on Sabbaths and holy days. He repeatedly

answered questions of Menahem b. Solomon b.

Isaac (lb. part ii., Nos. 56, 57, 75 [No. 75 being in

connection with the benediction recited at a mar-

riage ceremony]). Besides these responsa there is

extant one which was sent bj' the rabbinate of Rome
to the community of Paris (published by S. D. Luz-
zatto in "Bet ha-Ozar," i. 59a et seq.), and the first

signature to which is that of Solomon, as president.

Bibliography: S. Buber. preface to his edition of the ShW-
bole ha-Lfk't' ^ote 18*!; Vogelstein and Rieger, Gei<ch.der
Juden in Bom, i. 230, 367.

s. M. Sel.

SOLOMON BEN ABRAHAM HA-KOHEN
OF SERES (MaHaRShaK) : Oriental Talmud-

ist; lived at Salonica in the second half of the six-

teenth century. His teacher was Joseph Firman

He was the author of "She'elot uTeshubot," di-

vided into three parts. The first part of the work
contains 197 responsa, a commentary on Maimon-

ides' laws concerning divorce, and halakic novellas

(Salonica, 1586); the second part comprises 263 re-

sponsa, besides novelliT on the Tosafot (Venice, 1592)

;

the third part contains 122 responsa (Salonica, 1594).

Special editions of the work, including Maimonides'

laws on divorce, the halakic novella?, and thenovellae

on the Tosafot, were published at Wilmersdorf in

1720 and at Salonica in 1730.

Bibliography: Confort«, Kore ha-Domt, p. 3?b : Azulal,

Shem ha-GedoUm, i. GO; Furst, Dihl. Jud. ili. 2W ; Stein-

schneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 2361.

e. c. I Br.

SOLOMON BEN ABRAHAM BEN SAM-
UEL : French Talmudist of the first half of the

thirteenth century. He was rabbi at Moutpeilier, and

leader of the movement against Maimonides. When
Ibn Tibbon's translation of the " Moreh Ncbukim"
became known in southern France, it was freely

accepted by the liberal Jews; but the strictly or-

thodox, who adhered firmly to the Talmud, regarded

it askance and secretly condemned it. No one, how-

ever, dared to express open disapproval of the study

of this book until Solomon threw down the gauntlet
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to the Maiinouists. It would be uutural to infer

from this proceeding, wliich divided Judaism into

two hostile camps, tliat Solomon had had a philo-

sophical training which enabled him to recognize

the import of Maimouides' ideas, and tJie contradic-

tions existing between the hitter's conception of

Judaism and that of the Talnuul.

Solomon, however, as Luz/atto has definitively

proved, while a prominent Talmudic authority and
a jjious, upright character, who had taken up the

quarrel with the best intentions, was unable to com-
prehend Maimonides' views correctly, and had no

idea of a philosophical conception of Judaism. He
attacked Maimonides on minor, incidental points,

e.g., for liis refusal to take the haggadic opinions of

the Talmud in their simple, often offensive, literal

sense; forhisexplauationof many miracles by means
of natural processes; for his description of paradise

and hell in other than haggadic colors; and for his

conception of the Godhead on other than anthropo-

morphic lines. As Graetz happily remarks, Solo-

mon, witli his childish views and liis clumsy ideas,

regarded nearly every word of Maimonides as

un-Jewish and heretical. Solomon knew enough,

however, to understand tliat single-handed he

would be powerless to make headway against Mai-

monides' great authority, which prevailed even
after his death, and against his numerous adherents.

He therefore sought allies; but his demands for

the interdiction of scientific studies found little sup-

port among the scholars of southern France, only

two of his pupils, Jonah ben Abraham Gerondi
(Nahmanides' relative) and David ben Saul, join-

ing him. These three pronounced (in the beginning

of the year 1232) a sentence of exconunuuication on
Maimonides' works, on those who studied tliem, and
on those who construed the Scripture otherwise than

literally and interpreted the Haggadah at variance

with Rashi. Several rabbis of northern France sub-

sequently confirmed this sentence.

This proceeding aroused a storm of indignation

among the followers of Maimonides. The commu-
nities of Provence, which stood foremost in point of

culture, now excommunicated Solomon and his two
disciples and liastened to find allies. The controversy

became more fierce, the adherents of both parties

increasing and growing more bitter; and the dis-

cord tiu'eatened to spread throughout all Jewry.
Many of the rabbis of northern France, frightened

at the unexpected consequences, retired from the

controversy ; but Solomon, whose bigotry knew
no bounds, decided upon a shameful and dangerous
step. He went to the Dominican monks; and on a

certain day in 1233 the citizens of Montpellier .saw

servants of the Church, filled with hatred of the

Jews and incited by an overpious rabbi, publicly

burn the works of the greatest rabbi of post-Tal-

mudic times. The news of this event filled all the

Jews with horror; and Solomon and his pupils

were universally condemned, his follower Al-Fakli-

khar trying vainly to excuse him. But the matter

did not rest there; Solomon, believing that he had
gained nothing by destroying the works of Maimon-
ides so long as his admirers wcne still in the field, de-

nounced them to the authorities. It seems, however,
that the Maimonists, with the help of friends in favor

at the court of King James of Aragou, paid Solo-

mon back in his own coin ; for several of the calum-
niators in his party had their tongues cut out. The
fate of Solomon liimself is not known. Luzzatto
infers from the epithet "Kadosh" applied to him
that he also suffered this shameful mutilation.

BiBLio(iRAPMY : Halberstani, in Kobak's Je.sc?iiu-ioi, viil. 98;
Abraham Maiiiiuni, MUhamot, pp. 12, 16, 17, 21 ; Luzzatto, in
Kcrem Hemcd, v. 1 et ieq.; Griitz, Ocsr/i. vii., ch. ii.; Oross,
Oallia Judaica, p. 326.

w. Ii. A. Pe.

SOLOMON COHEN OF LISSA. See Cohen,
Soi.o.MON I!l;n Emkzku Lii'.mann ok Lissa.

SOLOMON, EDWARD: English musician and
compo.ser; l)orn in London 1856; died there Jan. 22,

1895. Solomon, who was largely a self-taught mu-
sician, gained considerable reputation as a com-
poser of light opera; he possessed the gift of crea-

ting pleasing melody, and evinced great talent for

effective orcliestratiou. He conducted many comic
operas, and wrote many successful opera bouffes,

somewhat after the style of the Gilbert-Sullivan

operettas. Of his compositions the following may
be mentioned: "Billee Taylor," produced at the

Imperial Theatre, London, 1880; "Claude Duval,"
"Love and Larceny," and "Quite an Adventure,"
1881; "The Ked Hussar," "The Nautch Girl,"

"The Vicar of Bray," "Lord Bateman, or Picotee's

Pledge." and "Through the Looking-Glass " (farce),

I882T "Paul and Virginia," 1883;' "Polly," 1884;

and "Pocahontas," 1885.

His brother Frederick Solomon sang in "Billee

Taylor" in the provinces (1883), and is the composer
of the comic opera "Captain Kidd, or The Bold
Buccaneer," produced at the Prince of Wales'
Theatre, Liverpool, on Sept. 10, 1883.

Bibliography: Jew. CTiron. Jan. 25, 1895; Times (London),
Jan. 23, 1895 ; Brown, Dictionary of Munic.
J. G. L.

SOLOMON, EDWARD S. (known also as

Salomon): American soldier and jurist; born at

Sleswick, Sleswick-Holstein, Dec. 25, 1836. On
completing his education at the high school of his

native town he emigrated to the United States and
settled in Chicago, where he was elected alderman

in 1860. At the outbreak of the Civil war he joined

the Twenty-fourth Illinois Infantry as second lieu-

tenant, participating in the battles of Frederickton

and Mainfordsville, Kentucky, and being promoted
step by step to the rank of major (1862). On ac-

count of some disagreement among the officers of

the regiment Major Solomon—together with some
comrades—resigned, and organized the Eighty-sec-

ond Illinois Infantry, in which regiment he became
lieutenant-colonel, and then advanced to colonel.

Under General Howe, Solomon took part in the

battles of Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, Chatta-

nooga, Lookout Mountain, and Missionary Ridge.

In 1865 he was brevetted brigadier-general. When
peace was restored he settled in Chicago, and became
county clerk of Cook county. 111. In 1870 President

Grant appointed him governor of Washington ter-

ritory, from which position he resigned in 1874, re-

moving to San Francisco, where he still (1905) resides.

He has been twice elected to the legislature of Cali-

fornia, and has also held the office of district at-

torney of San Francisco.
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Soloinou was oue of tlie departmcut comnianclers

of tlie Grand Army of the Jtepublic, and for eight

years conunauder-in-chief of the Army and Navy
Republican League.

Bibliography : Simon Wolf, The American Jew as Paty'lut,

Siildiei; and i'itizeii, pp. ltJ4-170, 42.5, Philadelphia, 1895;
The Americaii Jcwiali Year Book, 56*35 (1904-19a5), pp.
179-18U.

A. F. T. IL

SOLOMON THE EGYPTIAN (nVDH) : Phy
sician in ordinary to the Byzantine emperor Eman-
uel Comneuus; lived at Constantinople in the sec-

ond half of the twelfth century. According to

Benjamin of Tudela, who visited that city in 1176,

Solomon was highly esteemed by the emperor,

and through his influence the Jews of Constantino-

ple, though in a state of oppression, enjoyed many
advantages. It was probably due to Solomon's in-

tervention that Emanuel Comnenus placed the Jews
of his capital under the jurisdiction of the munici-

pal authorities.

Bibliography : Carinolj', Histoire c/es Medecins, p. 48 ; Gratz,

Oesch. vi. 240.

6. I. Bu.

SOLOMON BEN ELIEZER HA-LEVI :

Turkish Talmudist of the tifteeuth and sixteenth

centuries; brother of Abraham b. Eliezer ha-Levi,

who quotes him in his"'Ma'amar ha-Yihud." Solo-

mon was the author of " Moreh Zedek," or " 'Abodat

ha-Lewi" (published perhaps at Constantinople in

1516), a treatise on the 613 commandments, indica-

ting the passages of the Talmud, Sifra, Sifre, Mekilta,

Maimonides' " Yad," and later rabbinical literature in

which they are treated. According to Shabbethai

BassC'Sifte Yeshenim," s.v. "Moreh Zedek"), the

first part is entitled "Moreh Zedek," and the second

part " 'Abodat ha-Lewi." Solomon states, in the in-

troduction, that he composed this work when he was
still very young. Confusing Solomon's brother,

mentioned above, with Abraham ha Levi of Adria-

nople, Solomon Athias (preface to his commentary
on Psalms) credits the latter with the authorship

of the " 'Abodat ha-Lewi."

Bibliography : Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, pp. 310 (No. 814),

438 (No. 26); Furst, UiW. jkd. iii. 224; Steinschneider, Cat.
Bodl. cols. 2309 et seq.

w. B. M. Sel.

SOLOMON BEN ELIJAH SHARBIT HA-
ZAHAB : Oriental astronomer, poet, and gram
marian ; lived at Salonica and later at Ephesus, in the

second half of the fourteenth century. Steiuschnei-

der supposes that the name " Sharbit ha-Zahab " is

the Hebrew equivalent of the Greek name "Chrysa-

kokka," borne by the translator of the Persian "As-
tronomical Tables, " which Solomon rendered into He-

brew, perhaps under the title " Mahalak ha-Kokabim "

(Paris, Biblioth^que Nationale, MS. No. 1042; Vati-

can MS. No. 393). Another of Solomon 's translations

from tlie Greek, still extant in manuscript in various

libraries, is the treatise of Ptolemy on the astrolabe.

In addition to these translations, Solomon wrote

"Heshek Shelomoh," a grammatical treatise (Biblio-

thfique Nationale MS. No. 1042); a commentary
written at the request of some prominent Jews of

Ephesus on the " Sefer ha-Shem " of Ibn Ezra ; and

a great number of liturgical poems, some of which

are found in the Roman Mahzor. Several of Solo-

mon's poems (among which one on the alphabet,

entitled "Otiyyot ha-Kodesh Meribot Zu 'im Zw;" is

a masterpiece of elegance) have been published by
David Kohen ("' Ahiasaf," 1893). Solomon wrote also

a commentary on the Pentateuch, in which he
vehemently attacked Karaite Biblical interpretations.

Against tliese attacks was directed the "Iggeret ha-

Zom " of Elijah Bashyazi.

Bibliography: Luzzatto, in Kerem Hemed, iv. 39; Zunz, S.
P. p. 372; (iratz, G'wc/i. viii. 290; Viirst, Oesch. de.'< Kardert.
ii. :}06; Steinschneider, in Hehr. Dittl. xix. 58; idem, Hebr.
Ucberx. p. 536.

T. I. Bu.

SOLOMON BEN ENOCH AL-KUSTAN-
TINI : Spanisii exegete of the first half of the tour-

teentli century. GrUtz believes that Solomon be-

longed to the Al-Kustantini family of Saragossa,

several members of which took a prominent part in

the controversy over Maimonides' "^loreh Nebu-
kim." Solomon was the author of a commentary on
thePentateuchentitle(r'Megalleh'Amukkot." which
is still extant in manuscript in the Vatican Library

(No. 399) and which is quoted by Samuel Zarza of
Valencia in his philosophical commentary on the

Pentateuch. A firm believer in astrology, Solomon
endeavored to demonstrate from the Bible and the

Talmud that the stars exercise a great influence on
the destiny of man.

Bibliography: steinschneider, Jcioi.s/i Literature, p. 10:j;.

Gratz, Gcuch. vii. 291 ; Benjacob, Ozar ha-Scfariiii, s.v.

E. C. I. Bl{.

SOLOMON THE EXILARCH : 1. Eldest son
of the exilarch Hasdai; ruled from 730 to 761. In

consequence of a dearth of teachers, he found it nec-

essary to install as head of the Acadeni}' of Sura a

scholar from Pumbedita, though this was contrary

to traditional usage. According to GrUtz, this

scholar was Mar ben Samuel ; according to Weiss,

Mar Rab Judah ben Rab Nahman. The fact that

Solomon was childless rendered possible the rise to

influence of Anau, the founder of the Karaite sect.

2. Another exilarch of the same name, Solomon
b. Hasdai, flourishetl in the middle of the twelfth

century. He was promoted to the e.\ilarchate by
Calif Mohammed al-Muktafi. He did not descend

in a direct male line from the Davidic house, but

from the Palestinian patriarchs, that is, from Hillel,

through the female branch. Solomon was a Tal-

mudic scholar, and during his rule R. Ali held the

office of head of the newly founded seminary of

Bagdad. Solomon left one sou, Daniel, who died

without issue.

Bibliography: (iratz, Geitch. v. 118, 101, IW; vi. 24;), note

10; Weiss, Dor. iv. 31, 51, 61; Itincrari; nf Benjamin of
Tudela, pp. 60-77.

J. s. o.

SOLOMON, HENRY NAPHTALI : English

Hebraist and educationist; born in London 1796;

died there Nov. 12, 1881. He was a son of \i. Moses

Eliezer Solomon, who kept a school at Ikixton,

where Henry Solomon received his education Sol-

omon was head master of the Jews' Free School from

1817 to 1822; in the latter year he opened a school

in CJueen's square, London, subsequently removed

to Hammersmith, and in 1838 permanently took up

his abode at Edmonton. He was one of the found-
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ers of the Jews' and General Literary and Scientific

Institution, and was among tlie pioneers in the

Anglo-Jewish pulpit, preaching for some years in

the St. Albans Synagogue. He translated the Jew-

ish praj'er-book, was a voluminous and versatile

writer, and contributed (1833) to the " Hebrew Re-

view," which periodical he ineffectually endeavored

to place on a firm basis. For more than forty years

Solomon taught at Edmonton, where he was highly

respected; his pupils were numbered among every

class of the community.

BiBLiOfiRAPHY: Jeiv.Chri»i.tiov. 18, 1881; Jew. World, Nov.
18 and Dec. 9, 1881.

J. G. L.

SOLOMON B. ISAAC (RASHI), See Rashi.

SOLOMON BEN ISAAC OF ORLEANS :

French tosatist of the twelfth century ; elder col-

league of the tosafist Joseph ben Isaac of Orleans,

together with whom he signed responsa ("Sefer ha-

Yashar," pp. 70-71, Vienna, 1810). Eliezer ben Joel

ha-Levi, wlio quotes a responsum signed by Solo-

mon and Joseph (MS. Halberstam No. 925), states

that he does not know whether or not the R. Solo-

mon in question is Rashi, which proves that these two
scliolars were sometimes confounded with each other.

Solomon carried on a learned correspondence with

his contemporary Rabbenu Tam, who addresses him
either by his full name or simply as " Rabbi Solo-

mon."

Bibliography: Zunz, Z. G. p. 75; Gross. GaUia Jitdaica,
p. a4.

w. B. A. Pe.

SOLOMON BEN JEROHAM (Arabic name,

Sulaim ibn Ruhaim) : Karaite exegete and con-

troversialist: flourished at Jerusalem between 940

and 960. He was considered one of the greatest au-

thorities among the Karaites, by whom he is called

"the Wise" ("ha-Hakam "), and who mention him
after Benjamin Nahawendi in their prayers for their

dead great teachers (Karaite Siddur, i. 137b). Like all

the Karaite leaders, Solomou was a zealous propa-

gandist; and in his polemics against the Rabbinites

he displayed, more than any of his predecessors, that

partizanship and spirit of intolerance which became
the characteristic feature of the later Karaitic litera-

ture. In a work entitled "Milhamot Adonai," of

which he produced also an Arabic version that is

no longer in existence, Solomon violently attacks

the Rabbinites, especially Saadia, to whom he ap-

plies many derogatory epithets. It is written in

verse and is divided into nineteen chapters, each

of which contains twenty-two four-lined strophes.

After having endeavored in the first two chapters

to demonstrate the groundlessness of the oral tradi-

tion, he refutes the seven arguments advanced in its

behalf by Saadia in the introduction to his commen-
tary on the Pentateuch. Then he criticizes Saadia's

views on the Jewish calendar, the laws concerning

incest, the celebration of the second days of the

feasts, etc., and accuses him in the harshest of terms

of having, in his polemics against the Karaites, used

arguments which are in direct opposition to the

teachings of theMishnahand the Talmud, and which

consequently he must have known to be false. The
"Milharaot Adonai" is extant in manuscript in

various European libraries; and parts of it have
been published by Pinsker, Geiger, and Kirchheim.

The same spirit of intolerance and partizanship

prevails in Solomon's Bible commentaries. He
never failed to seize an opportunity of abusing the

Rabbinites and their representative, Saadia. His

commentary on the Psalms breathes a

His deep hatred of all foreign nations;

Polemical and he repeatedly denounces the study

Works. of secular subjects. He would not

allow the Karaites to study even for-

eign languages, still less philosophical works. The
theories of Euclid and Ptolemy were, in his opinion,

contrary to the teachings of the Law. Of his Bible

commentaries, which were written in Arabic, only

one, that on Lamentations, finished in 955 or 956,

has been published (by Solomon Feinstein, Cracow,

1898); most of the others remain in manuscript: on

Canticles (Brit. Mus. Hebr. MS. No. 308); on Ruth
(St. Petersburg, Firkovich collection, No. 583) ; on

Esther (tb. Nos. 583, 584) ; on Ecclesiastes {ib. No.

359; Brit. Mus. Or. No. 2517; the beginning and

ch. ii., vii., and ix. were published by Hirschfeld

in his "Arabic Chrestomathy," pp. 103-108); on

Psalms (St. Petersburg, Firkovich collection, Nos.

555, 556, and 557). Solomon quotes commentaries

of his on Daniel, Job, and Proverbs which are no

longer in existence, and promises to write one on the

Pentateuch. He cites also his " Katab al-Rudd 'ala

al-Fayyumi," which is probably the Arabic version

of the '"Milhamot Adonai"; "Huruf al-Abdal," on

the letters of permutation ; and a writing on the

advantages of the priests; he furthermore promises

to prepare an essay on tlie resurrection. He
also translated into Arabic and commented upon
the Karaite prayers (St. Petersburg, Firkovich col-

lection, No. 638), and was the author of a composi-

tion entitled "Hibbur," which is believed to have

been of a liturgical character.

Bibliography: Pinsker, Likkute Kadmoniyuot, p. 130, and in-

dex ; Fiirst, Gei^ch. des Kdr'aerthnms, it. 75 etseq.; Gottlober,

Bikkoret le-Tolcdnt ha-Kara'im. p. 196; Neubauer, Aus der
Peierslmrfjer BihlioViek. p. 10; P. Frankl. in Steinschneider.

Hebr. Dibl. xix. 93; idem, in Ha-Shahar. viii.; Kirchheim,
in Orient, Lit. vii. 17 et feq.: Salfeld, Hohelied, p. 127;

Steinschneider, Po/emi.<tc/ie Literatur der Juden, p. 378;

idem, He.hr. Bibl. vii. 14. xiii. 103 : idem, Hebr. Uebers. p.

946; idem, Die Arahische Literatur der Juden, § 40; S.

Pozoanski. in R. E. J. xli. 310 ; idem. In J. Q. R. xiii. 336 ;

idem. In Monatsschrift, xliv. 105 et seq.

K. I. Bu.

SOLOMON BEN JOSEPH: French liturgist

of Avallon; lived apparently in the thirteenth

century. He composed the following piyyutim:

"Abbi'ah Pil'i," a "yozer" for Purim; "Abbi'ah

mikreh, " a " selihah " commemorating the massacre of

Anjou in 1236, and giving the names of several mar-

tyrs; "Addir yamin ya'atof," a selihah; "She'erit

shibyah," a prayer in which every line consists of

four words, each beginning with the same letter

(read downward, the initial letters of these four col-

umns of words give, four times, the name of the

author followed by the alphabet); "She'erit she-

lameka," arranged like the preceding; "Nafshi bi-

mah tehemi," a "tokehah " arranged in four-line

strophes.

Bibliography: Gross, Ga?ha Jwdaica, p. 18 ; Zunz, Utera-
tui'oesch. p. 349.

A. M. Sel.
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SOLOMON BEN JOSEPH IBN AYYTJB OF
GRANADA : Spanisli physician ; lived at Bcziers

in the middle of the thirteenth century. He trans-

lated into Hebrew from the Arabic, at the request

of some notables of Beziers, the following works:

the "Sefer ha-Mizwot " of Maimonides (Neubauer,

"Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 859); the middle

commentary of Averroes on the treatise " De Coelo "

{ib. No. 381, 3); "Sefer ha-Arguzah," a medical

treatise of Avicenna's (Vienna MS. No. 146). Sol-

omon wrote also an original medical work on hem-

orrhoids entitled "Ma'amar ba-Tehorim " (Paris,

Bibliotheque Nationale, MS. No. 1120, 2).

Bibliography: Steinschneider, He?>r. Ue hers, p 928 : Renan.

Les Rabbins Francais, p. 591 ; Ciross, Gallia Judaica. p. 100.

s. I- Br.

SOLOMON B. JOSEPH IBN SHOSHEN.
See Ibn Shoshan.

SOLOMON BEN JUDAH HA-BABLI : Lit

urgist of the tenth century. In spite of the epithet

" ha-Babli," given him by Rashi (commentary on Ex.

xxvi. 15; "Ha-Pardes," p. 48d) and others, he was

not a native of any Mohammedan country. Rapo-

port ("Teshubot ha-Geonim," p. 12b) held that the

ancient rabbis included Rome under the designa-

tion " Babylon "
; this being so, Solomon may have

been a native of Rome. He is even so termed by

M. Sachs in his translation of the Mahzor (vii. 89),

though without any further justification.

Solomon was the teacher of Meshullam b. Kalony-

mus, and, with Simeon the Great of Mayence and

Kalonymus, Meshullam's father, was declared to

have been of the generation which preceded Ger-

shon Me'or ha-Golah. Solomon was the author of

numerous piyyutim and selihot. Of the former

there may be mentioned: an "'abodah," com-

mencing " Adderet tilb^shet"; an unrimed piyyut,

arranged in alphabetical order, consisting of com-

binations of n:nX and plj^^n, each letter being re-

peated from eight to twenty times; a"yozer"for

the first day of the Feast of Passover, beginning
" Or yesha' " (mentioned by Rashi [commentary on

Ex. xxvi. 15 and Cant. iv. 10], Jacob Tam [Tos. to

B. B. 14a], and many others); and a yozer beginning

"Omez dar hazakim," a haggadic cosmogony. He
wrote, besides, several "ofanim" and "zulatot,"

which are recited on certain Sabbaths. His selihot

are of the kind termed "shalmoniyyot," and consist

of four-line strophes, without any Biblical veise

(see Selihah). Many piyyutim signed "Solomon "

may be Solomon ha-Babli's. It has been noticed

that in several instances piyyutim, or selihot, by

Solomon ha-Babli stand side by side with those of

Solomon ibn Gabirol. Both bear the signature " Sol-

omon b. Judah," and only upon a close examination

can they be assigned to the proper author. In-

deed, errors are sometimes made, as in the case of the

yozer "Or yesha'," mentioned above, which is as-

cribed by a certain commentator to Ibn Gabirol.

It appears that Solomon ha-Babli was the first to

add to his signature words, and sometimes sen-

tences, of an invocative nature, such as "Hazak."

or "Yigdal be-Torah." According to Conforte

("Kore ha-Dorot," p. 18b), Solomon was the author

of a prayer-book ; but Conforte seems to have con-

fused him with Rashi.

Bibliography : S. D. l.uzzatto, in Orient. Lit. vi. 680; Idem,
Luah ha-Payiietatiim. pp. 66 ct seq.. in Berliner's Ozar 'fol).

1880:' Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 3318-2319; Zunz, S. P.
p. 167 ; idem. Literaturycsch. pp. 100-104, 333-235.

J. M. Sel.

SOLOMON BEN JUDAH OF CHATEAU-
LANDON : French Talmudist of the end of the

thirteenth century. He carried on a learned discus-

sion with Samson of Chinon and Eliezer ben Joseph

of Chinon regarding a document that had been ante-

dated—a question which was laid before Solomon

ben Adret also. lie was reputed to be an eminent

Talmudist, and numbered among his pupils Eliezer

(father of the author of " Minhat Yehudah ") and also

the anonymous author of the commentary on the Pen-

tateuch contained in MS. Hamburg No. 40 (com p.

"Monatsschrift," 1881, p. 313). Glosseson the Bible

by Solomon are often quoted in the "Minhat Yehu-

dah"; and some of his responsa are contained in the

responsa collection of RaSHBA.

Bibliography: Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolinu p. 169; Michael,

Or ha-Hayuim, p. 584 ; Zunz. Z. G. p. 98; Renan-.Neubauer,
Les Rabbins Francais, p. 447 ; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p.

260.

W. B. A. Pe.

SOLOMON BEN JUDAH OF DREUX (sur-

named "the Holy"): French to.salist and Bible com-

mentator of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

He was a disciple of Isaac ben Samuel the Elder of

Dampierre, and presided over the school of Dreux

during the first quarter of the thirteenth century.

He was one of the rabbis to whom Meir ben Todros

Abulafia addressed his letter of protest against Mai-

monides. His name is mentioned in the Tosafot, in

"Or Zarua'," and in a commentary of Samuel ben

Solomon of Falaise on Joseph Tob Elem's codex of

the laws concerning Passover. His brother Jacob

ben Judah likewise was a Bible commentator. Jo-

seph, ben Solomon of Dreux, who corresponded

with Isaac ben Abraham of Dampierre, was most

probably a son of the subject of this article.

Bibliography : (iross, Galliit Jxidaicn. pp. 171-173 ; Neubauer,

in Geiger's JUd. Zcit. ix. 219 ; Zunz, Z. G. p. 55.

o S. Max.

SOLOMON B. JUDAH LOB OF DESSAU:
German Hebraist and teacher; born about 1662 ; died

after 1734. He was a teacher in Dessau, and is said

by Flirst to be the author of a small dictionary, or

rather vocabulary, in Hebrew and Juda'o-German

entitled "Hinuuk Katan" (Dessau, n.d.). But it

seems that this work, now very rare, was printed

in other editions as early as 1658 (Amsterdam) and

even 1640 (Cracow) and must therefore be ascribed

to another author. Solomon was the author of " Ig-

gerot Shelomoh " (Wandsbeck, 1732), Hebrew and

Judteo-German letters, of which the Hebrew part

bears the additional title "Kit be Shelomoh." He
wrote also " ' Oz Mibtahah " (Amsterdam, 1734), a

description of an anti-Jewish riot in Hamburg in

the year 1730 (described also in "She'erit Yisrael,"

ch. xxviii.), of which he was an eye-witness.

Bibliography: Stein.schneider. BibUoQraphischcK Ha»Jct-

Imch. Nos. 59 and 223;-). Leipslc. 1859 ; idem. Cat. Bodl. co's- -^w

and 23.58; Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. i. 207; Roest, Cat. RoseuthaL

Bibl. (Hebrew appendix), p. 291.

E. C. ' "^•

SOLOMON BEN JUDAH OF LUNEL : Pro-

vencal philosopher; born in 1411. His Provencal
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name was Solomon Vives. Wlien !io was only

thirteen ycarfe of age; he composed, under tlie direc-

tion of his master, Frat Maimou, a commentary on

the " Cuzari " of Judah lia-Levi. This commentary

is extant in manuscript (Neubauer, "Ca'. Bodl.

Hebr. MSS." No. 2383) under tlie title " Ileshek

Shelomoh." The young author displays in this

work a considerable knowledge of the philosophical

literature of his time. From a (juotation made there-

in, it seems thatvSolomon wrote another commentary

on the " Huah Hen," which he wrongly attributes to

Samuel ibn Tibbon.

Bibliography: SteinschneifJer, Hrhr. Tiihl. xvi. 137; Renan,
Les Errivains Jui/k. Fm»(;aui, p. 412; Gross. Odllin JntUi-

ica. p. 290.

S. I- I^i'^-

SOLOMON LEVI OF BURGOS. See Paul

DE BUKGOS.

SOLOMON AND MARCOLF : Medieval tale,

or romance, describing the adventures and conversa-

tions of Solomon and one Marcolf, or Maroif. The

adventures have some connection with those of Ash-

medai, while the conversations consist chiefly of rid-

dles similar to those put to Solomon by the Queen

•of Sheba. The exact extent of its indebtedness to

the Haggadah is somewhat doubtful, though it is

practically certain that the various versions are de-

rived from an Eastern original. The earliest appear

to be two in Anglo-Saxon published under the title

"Solomon and Saturnus" by J. N. Kemble in 1848,

for the ^Elfric Society. The tale was popular in

Germany, where Marcolf, or Maroif, became a sort

of type of the "wise fool." A block-book on the sub-

ject was published at Strasburg in 1499. Latin ver-

sions of it were often appended to the "Epistola>

Obscurorum Virorum." Both Hans Folz and Hans
Sachs made use of tlie legend. A French version

was made by Pierre Mauclerc, Count of Bretagne, in

the thirteenth century. In Italian, Julio Ca.>sarc

Croce adopted it in his "Bertholdo," another name
for Marcolf. This was developed into a book at

Bologna in 1736. Other versions occur in the Bolo-

gnese and Venetian dialects, and in Dutch, Grecian,

Polish, Icelandic, and Welsh. There arc two edi-

tions in English, one publislied by Leeu (Antwerp,

1492), and another, " Sayings or Proverbes of King

Solomon, with the Answers of Marcolfus," printed

by Pynson in 1530, a version of the French "Dic-

tionnaire de Salomon."

BiBMOGRAPFiY : E. C. Maccaltin, Ridninon in Europe, in Low
German and Hiah German Literature, London, 1884; K.

Gordon Duff, in the Introduction to The Dialngne or C<mi-
munivd netween the Wise A'iny Solnmon ami Marcolfus,
London, 1892.

SOLOMON BEN MAZZAL TOB : Turkish

Hebrew poet and corrector for the press or, perhaps,

printer; flouri.shed at Constantinople in the first half

of the sixteenth century. He was active in Hebrew
printing from 1513 to 1549, as appears from the fol-

lowing woi-ks which l)ear his signature: David

Kimhi's "Sefer ha-Shorashim " (151:5); Jacob b.

Asher's " Perush 'al ha-Torah " (1514): Isaac Kara's
" Toledot Yizhak " (1518) ; Midrash Tanhuma (1520)

;

Joshua ibn Shu'aib's " Derashot " (1526); David

Kimhi's "Miklol" (1532); the four Turim (1540);

"Sliirim u-Zemirot" (1545 or 1548), a collection

of hymns bj' various authors, including some of

his own; and Solomon ibn ]\Ielek's " Miklal Yoti "

(1549). Wolf ("Bibl. Hebr" i. and iii.. No. 2002)

seems to ascribe to Solomon the autlioiship of the

whole collection of hymns mentioned above. Solo-

mon published also a Hebrew introductory poem to

the "Perush 'al ha-Torah"; and he left a poem on

chess-playing, which was published b}' Edelmaim
in "Dibre Hefez " (London, 1853).

Bihi.iograpiiy: Fiirsl, 7{(7)/. ./Hif. 111.225; Steinselineider, Cat.
Jioill.cols. 2:571, 'MSi.

.1. M. Sel.

SOLOMON BEN MEIR : French grammarian

find Biblical comiaeiitator of the twelfth century,

grand.son of Rashi and brother of the great tosa-

tists Isaac ben Meir (RIBa.M), Samuel ben Mei'r

(RaSHBaM), and Jacob Tain, thougli the old and

many modern authorities (including Zunz and

I. H. Weiss) affirm that Mei'r, Rashi 's son in law,

had only three sons, the tosafists just mentioned.

There is an allusion to the four sons of Meir m
a responsum which Eliezer ben Nathan addressed

to Meir ("Eben ha-'Ezer," p. 148). Zunz ("Z. G."

p. 32) holds that the so called "fourth" son of

Me'ir was Joseph Porat, Rashbam's son, and Weiss

("Bet Talmud," iii 228) explains the disputed ex-

pression in the responsum as referring to Mei'r and his

three sons. But in 1874 A. Berliner discovered in the

Vatican Library many fragments of Abraham b.

Azriel's commentary on the Bible, in which the lat-

ter often quotes a commentary of Solomon, to whom
he refers sometimes as Solomon ben Me'ir, sometimes

as Solomon the brother of R. Tarn. Berliner pub-

lished al.so in his "Magazin " (ii. 45) an extract from

the Parma. De Rossi, manuscript No. 1§1, in which

Solomon is clearly said to have been the brother of

Jacob Tam and the son of Mei'r ben Samuel, and in

which Solomon is termed "father of grammarians"

("abi lia-daykanim ").

An extract from the Vitry Mahzor, published by
Neubauer (" R. E. J." xvii. 67), also shows that Sol-

omon was the brother of Jacob Tam, and that lie

was a "sheliah zibbur" at Ramerupt. It maybe
added that Abraham b. Azriel quotes Solomon

(Dn'"l TIX riD^t^) ill a fragment of his " 'Arugat ha-

Bosem," published by J. Perles in " Monatsschrift "

(xxvi. o09); Porges {il>. xxxii. 168), however, inter-

prets this quotation to mean that the Solomon men-

tioned was Abraham's own brother. There having

been four sons of Meir, Solomon must have been the

third, as Jacob Tam refers to himself as the young-

est brother(Weiss, I.e. ; comp. Eliezer b. Nathan, I.e.).

That Solomon was a Talmudic authority is indicated

by the occurrence of his signature with those of his

brothers under the takkanot of Jacob Tam (Gold-

berg, in "Ha-Lebanon," ii. 91-92; but comp. Hal-

berstam, ih. ii. 267). It is likely that it is this Sol-

omon who is quoted as a rabbinical authority in the

tosafot to Pes. 105b. It must be said, however,

that there was an older Solomon b. Meir, who is

mentioned by Rashi (on Hul. l]6b: see J. Miiller.

"Teshubot Hakme Zarefat," p. xxx.).

Bibliography : Berliner's Magazin, i. 3; Gross, GalUa Juda-
ica, p. 162; Kaufmann, in Berliner's Magazin, xiii. ir>2 ct

xeq.; Sokolow, in Ha-Asif, ii. 376.

T. M. Set..
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SOLOMON B. MENAHEM. See Frat :Mai-

MON.

SOLOMON, MICHAEL: Biitisii nierehantand

politician; born in England 1818; died in Jamaica

May 5, 1892. He emigrated to Jamaica at the age

of twelve, and eventually became the head of the

firm of Bravo Brotiicrs, He spent over sixty years

of his life in the island, during the greater part of

that time being actively engaged in its administra-

tion as a member of the Legislative Council, in

-which capacitj' he rendered distinguished services,

and as custos of St. Aiuie's. He took part also in

the organization of the exposition in the island, and

in 1887, in recognition of his many eminent services

to the colony. Queen Victoria conferred upon liim

the conipauiouship of tlie Order of St. Michael and

St. George.

Bibuograpiiy: Jew. Chrti}i. May 18, 1892.

J. G. L.

SOLOMON B. MOHDECAI : Polish rabbi

;

died 1609. He was a pupil of Solomon Luria and

was rabbi of Meseritz and Ostrog, holding also some

rabbinical position in Lemberg. He is referred to

as "R. Shelomtzi, the pupil of Maharshal" in a

manuscript work which was in the hands of Solo-

mon Margolioth of Brody. He was the author of

"Mizbah ha-Zahab," an explanation of a Talnuidical

passage on the holy incense (Basel, 1602). A work

by him named "Seder Giltiu" is referred to in the

above-mentioned manuscript.

BiBi.ioriRAPHY: Zedner, Cnt. Hehr. Books Brit. Mva. p. 726;

Ruber, Anshe Sheni. p. 2()4, Cracow. 189."); Lewinstein, Dor
we-Dor we-Doreshaw, p. 119, Warsaw, 1899.

E. C. P. Wl.

SOLOMON BEN MOSES CHELM : Polish

rabbi of the eighteenth century; boin at Samoscz,

government of Lublin; died at Salonica in 1778.

He was successively rabbi of Chelm, Samoscz (a dis-

trict rabbinate), and Lemberg. To the last place

Solomon was called in 1771, to succeed the deceased

Hayyim ha-Kohen Rapoport. In 1777 Solomon

left Lemberg with the intention of going to the Holy

Land. After visiting his family in Samoscz, he began

his journey toward Palestine. Passing through

Lemberg, he gave his apjirobation there, on Sept. 16,

1778, to Elijah of Belgorai's " Har ha-Karmel. " Tlien

he continued to Salonica, intending to superintend

the issue of the second edition of his "Merkebet lia-

Mishneh "
; but he died shortly after his arrival there.

Besides being an authority in rabbinics, on which

subject lie published several woi'ks, he was dis-

tinguished as a grammarian and mathematician. In

1776 Solomon wrote a defense of Joseph Te'omim,

who had been criticized by many rabbis in connec-

tion with the issue of a divorce. Solomon gave his

approbation for the publication of many current

works, especially during the period of Ids incum-

bency at Lemberg.
Solomon was the author of the following works;

"Merkebet ha-Mishneh " (Frankfort-on-the-Odei-,

1751); "Shulhan 'Aze Shittim," novelhe on Shabbat

(Berlin, 1762); "Sha'are Ne'imah," a treatise on the

accents of the prophetical books, edited by Solomon

Dubno (Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1775). His " Merke-

bet ha-Mishneh" comprises novoUce on the four divi-

sions of Maimonides' "Yad"; a pamphlet, entitled
" Berakot be-Heshbon,"on Talmudic arithmetic and
geometry ; and " Zinzenet ha-Man," on the Haggadah
of the Talmud. A .second, revised edition, in three

parts, including a defense of Maimonides against the

strictures of Abraham ben David, was published at

Sahmica in 1777-78. Solomon's unpublished works
include :

" Hug ha- Arez," on the geography of Pales-

tine; "'Asarah Shulhanot," novelhe on the four

jiarts of the Shulhan 'Aruk; and " LebShelomoh," a
collection of thirty two responsa. Many of his re-

sponsa are to be found in responsa collections of

other rabbis.

Bihi.iographv : Azulal, 5<hcm ha-Gcdolim, U.. ^.v. V"ixn jin

and roccn r^Dic ; S. Buber, Aiislie S)icm. pp. 207 et seq.;

Fiii-st, mill. Jud. i. 172; Steinsc-hneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2376;
Zunz, G. S. i. 194.

w. B. :M. Ski..

SOLOMON BEN MOSES BEN JEKU-
THIEL DE ROSSI : Writer, anil composer of

synagogal hymns; flourished in Rome during the

thirteenth century ; died after 1284 in the prime of

life. He was the earliest literary' member of the Rossi

family. His wife was Paola Anaw, the highly gifted

daughter of the author Abraham ben Joab Anaw (see

Jew. Encyc. i. 567b).

Solomon ben Mo.ses was the author of an apolo-

getic work which lias become known imder four

different titles, namely, " Sefer ha-Wikkuah," " 'Edut

ha-Shem Ne'emanah," "She'elot u-Teshubot," and

"Milhamot ha-Shem." In the preface the author

warns against disputations, which, he says, are

harmful to Judaism. If, however, one finds lumself

forced to enter into a controversy, one should re-

main calm, and avoid discussing such themes as the

Trinity, the holy supper, and other dogmas. One
should appear only as a defender, not as an aggres-

.sor. The work itself is an apology for Christian

attacks upon the Jewisli view of the Messiah

;

and it weakens the attempt of the Christians to

l)rove that the Jews are a people abandoned by God.

Solomon is known also as a liturgical poet. Be-

sides three songs, he wrote a poem on the earth-

(piakein Ancona, beginning with the words ".^ X 7K
ijn"'N-)n.

Buti.iOHRAPHV: Steinschneider. Hihr. Bibl. 1863, p. 9:1. note

2: Briill, in Weiss, Bet hd-Midmsli. pp. 14;5r/ seq.: ''alber-

stain, in Berliner's 3/(if/(t2ui, i. '.lin seq.. 4^ct scq. .
'< ner,

ill. xi. 142; Zunz. Literaturqcyclt. p. 3<)6 ; Vojre'.i .and
lUepfer, Gcscli. der Jiiden in R<»n, pp. 269, 278, 395, 438. 444,

452.

w. B.
•

S. O.

SOLOMON BEN MOSES BEN JOSEPH :

Italian liturgistof the thirteenth century; identified

by some with Jehiel b. Jekuthiel Anaw, and by

others with Solomon b. Jedidiah; a descendant

probably of Zcdekiah b. Benjamin Anaw. An exhor-

tation called " Widdui " or " Tokahah " by him is con-

tained in a Roman manuscript.

Buti.iooRAPiiY : Znnz, I.iteraturgesch. p. 366; Orieut. Lit. x.

487; Steinsclineider. Ca/. /{("'/. col.s. 1277. 2767; VoRelstein

and Ilieger, Gesch. der Juden in Rom, I. 395.

w. B. S. O.

SOLOMON BEN MOSES OF MELGUEIL :

French philosophical writer and translator of the

thirteenth century. The supposition that Solomon

was a native of Melgueil, or Melgueir, the present

Mauguio, is based on the fact that "Melgueiri"
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("'T'J^D, '"I^IJ^D) is always a part of the name.

Wolf C'Bibl. Hebr."iii., Nos. 2007-2008) interprets

the epithet as either " the Algerian " or " the Alga-

rian," the latter reading being adopted by Renan

("AverroSs et rAverroismo," p. 192, Paris, 1866).

According to Saige (" Les Juifs de Languedoc An-

terieurement au XIV Siecle," p. 126, ib. 1881),

Solomon ben Moses of Melgueil is the same as the

Solomon of Melgueil (a native of Beziers who had

settled at Narbonne) who is mentioned in Latin docu-

ments of 1284 and 1306—the one of 1284 styling

him and liis brother Vital "the Jews of the king,"

and the one of 1306 describing liim as one of those

whose property had been confiscated. Steinschnei-

der (" R. E. J." v. 278 et seq.) declatres this identifica-

tion doubtful.

Isaac Lattes ("Sha'are Ziyyon," p. 73) speaks of

a Samuel b. Moses Melgueiri(= "of Melgueil") who
was a great scholar and who wrote works in all de-

partments of science. This passage is reproduced

by Azulai("Shem ha-Gedolim," i. 176), who adds

that among Solomon's works must be especially men-

tioned his "Kezli-Tekunah," "Sefer ha-Melek," and
" 'Asarah Debarim." Zunz ("Z. G." p. 472) affirms

that "Samuel " in this passage is a copyist's mistake

for "Solomon," and he consequently ascribes the

three works just mentioned to the Solomon of this

article. It may be said that Isaac de Lattes himself

ascribes these works to Moses ibn Tibbon, and that

this opinion is supported by Gedaliah ibn Yahya
("Shalshelet ha-Kabbalah," p. 54b, Venice, 1587).

Wolf, furthermore {I.e. Nos. 2001b, 2007), followed

by Zunz (I.e.) and other scholars, identifies Solomon

^IJIIKD. the translator of Aristotle's " De Repub-

lica " and "Meteorologica," with Solomon of Mel-

gueil. But Saige (I.e.) holds with Renan that the

former Solomon is a different person, the name
!?"li"nND meaning "a native of Urgel, Spain."

Solomon was incontestably the author of "Bet

Elohim," a philosophical commentary on the chap-

ter in the Book of Kings which deals with the con-

struction of Solomon's Temple. This work (not yet

published) is in three parts, respectively entitled

"Sha'are Zedek," "Bet Middot," and "Sod ha-Miz-

wot,"and is written on the same lines as Maimonides'
" Hilkot Bet ha-Behirah," but in a more Orthodox
manner. Solomon translated Avicenna's compen-
dium of Aristotle's " De Ca?lo et Mundo," under the

title "Sefer ha-Shamayim Aveha-'Olam." In the in-

troduction Solomon says that he translated this work
from the "language of the Christians" (Latin), and

asks the student's indulgence for the mistakes which

he may have made. Many passages of this trans-

lation are quoted by Gershon b. Solomon in his

"Sha'ar ha-Shamayim," and therefore a decision as

to the exact date of Gershon 's composition may
help to determine tliat of Solomon's work.

Solomon translated also: Aristotle's " De Somno
et Vigilia," under the title " Ha-Shenah weha-Yeki-

zah "
; Averroes' "Tauti'ah," the third treatise of

his " Metaphj'sics," under the title " Hazza'ah la-

Hokmah"; Platearius' medical work " De Simpli-

ci Medicina," or "Circa Instans," accepting the lat-

ter title for the translation. It may be added that

Hebrew manuscript No. 128, in the Vienna Library,

entitled "Sha'ar be-Hokmat ha-Parzuf," a trans-

lation of an Arabic treatise on physiognomy, is

erroneously ascribed to Solomon of Melgueil.

The name of Melgueiri occurs also in connection

with poetry, and Abraham Bedersi mentions it in

his " Hereb ha-Mithappeket." There are also two
piyyutim bearing in acrostic the name ^I^IJ^D, one

published by Carmoly in " Ha-Karmel " (vi. 402), and
the other by Dukes in " Ha-Lebanon " (v. 440). The
former is even indicated, in the manuscript from
which Carmoly has taken it, as having been com-
posed by Solomon Melgueiri ; still it can not be said

with certainty that the poet is identical with the

subject of this article.

Bibliography : Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 356 et seq.; Renan,
lyf.s Fiabbinv Francois, pp.575 etseq.; Steinschneider, Hebr.
Ueherii. pp. 253, 283-334. 334, 822.

s. M. Sel.

SOLOMON, MYER : Founder of the St. Al-

ban's Place Synagogue, London; born in the last

quarter of the eighteenth century; died Dee. 31,

1840. He was appointed head of the Denmark Court

Congregation in 1824, and took a prominent part in

founding the new place of worship at St. Alban's

place, St. James's (known both as the Western and

as the Westminster Synagogue), which was conse-

crated Sept. 7, 1826. Solomon frequently took part

in divine service both as preacher and as hazzan

;

he was also a competent mohel and shohet, and he

wrote two scrolls of the Law which he bequeathed

to his synagogue, together with various other relig-

ious appurtenances. Solomon's bric-a-brac store

was at 119 Pall Mall, where his sukkah was hospi-

tably open to members of the congregation. The
fame he enjoyed brought him visitors from many
parts. He delivered a funeral sermon (in English)

on the death of George IV. in 1830, and he also com-
posed some Hebrew hymns for various occasions.

Bibliography: Matthias Levy, The Western Synaaogxie;
Some Materials for Its History, London, 189" ; Jew. Chron.
Oct. 29, 1897.

J. I. Co.

SOLOMON NASI BEN ISAAC NASI
CAYL : Liturgical poet; lived at Marseilles about

1285. Cayl is a family name, derived from Caylus,

a town in the department of Tarn-et-Garonne. Sol-

omon composed the piyyut D'Un "J^D INI'^ K^ ^D,

found in the Avignon Mahzor. Tlie name of this

poet must not be confounded with that of the

rabbi Solomon ben Isaac Cayl, who lived at Mar-

seilles about 1376-86.

Bibliography: Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp.377, 450; Zunz,
Literaturgesch. p. 489.

D. S. M.\N.

SOLOMON BEN NATHAN ASHKENAZI.
See AsHKENAZi.

SOLOMON, PHILIP S. : Attorney-general of

Fiji ; born at Lee, Essex, England, Oct. 15, 1830 ; died

in New South AVales March 24, 1895. Early in life

he went to Australia, and later to New Zealand,

finally settling in Fiji. He arrived there in 1870,

and assumed the editorship of the "Fiji Times."

Turning his attention to law, he was admitted as a

barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court, and

became queen's counsel in 1889. On several occa-

sions, from 1875 to 1895, he served as acting attorney-

general, and at various times he performed the func-
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tions of legislative councilor, being a member of the

council till the time of his death. He was the first

warden of Levuka, elected under the ordinance

granting municipal privileges to that city.

Solomon wrote a pamphlet which was dedicated

to the royal commission appointed to inquire into

the feasibility of annexing the Fijian group; the

excellent service which this publication rendered to

the country was acknowledged by the royal com-

missioners.

Bibliography: Jew. Chron. June 7, 1895.

J. G- L.

SOLOMON DE SABALDUCCHIO : Physi

cian; tiourished in Perugia, Italy, in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries. Pope Boniface IX., shortly

after his accession, appointed Solomon his body-

physician (Oct. 13, 1392). The bull which this pope

issued on April 15, 1402, and in which he granted the

Jews certain rights and privileges, was a result of

the activity of this physician and of another named
Angelo.

Bibliography: Marini Archiatri Pontificii.i. 107 et seq., ii.

49; Vogelstein and Rieger, Gesch. dcr Judcn in Rom, i.

s. o.

SOLOMON SALMAN B. MOSES. See Lon-

don, Solomon.

SOLOMON BEN SAMSON: Scholar of

Worms in the eleventh century; teacher and rela-

tive of Rashi, who refers to hiin as an authority be-

side his other teacher, Isaac ha-Levi (responsa of

the French rabbis, Nos. 11, 24). ^Most probably he is

identical with the Solomon ben Samson mentioned

as a native of Vitry, this name being apparently an

error for Lorraine, among whose scholars he is cited

C'OrZarua'," i. 116a).

Bibliography: Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 217, 295; Zunz,
Uteraturuesch. p. 157 ; idem, Z. G. p. 192.

D. S. Man.

SOLOMON, SAMUEL: English quack; born

in 1780; died in London 1818. He flourished in

Liverpool and was an original and somewhat eccen-

tric character who became widely known as the in-

ventor and patentee of an empiric preparation called

"Balm of Gilead," by the sale of which he amassed

a considerable fortune. In 1805 he removed to a

large house in Kensington road, where his stately

residence, "Gilead House," Avith its gardens and

shrubberies, formed one of the sights of the town.

Streets named "Gilead." "Balm," and "Solomon"
commemorate his connection with the place. He
left two children, a son and a daughter.

Bibliography: Watt, BiWioaraphia Bntannica. s.v.; Jew.
Chron. Jan. 18, 1901; Liverpool Daily Post, April, 19(K).

J. G. L.

SOLOMON SHALEM B. HAYYIM JE-
HIEL COHEN : Rabbi in the second half of the

eighteenth century; died at Amsterdam 1781. He
resided successively at Adrianople, Bologna, Sofia,

and Amsterdam, in which last-named city he offici-

ated as rabbi of the Portuguese community. He
was the author of the following works: "Dibre

Shelomoh " (Amsterdam, 1753), sermons on the Pen-

tateuch, with an index to the allusions in the text;

"Shoneh Halakot," a commentary on the "Halakot

Gedolot" {ib. 1762); and "Leb Shalem " (ib. 1773).

notes and elucidations of the " Yad ha-Hazakah " of

Maimonides.

Bibliography: Steinscbneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2390; FQrst,
Bi7*(. Jw(/. iii.2»K) ; Azulai, Shcm ha-Gedolim,s.y.; Benjacob,
Ozar ha-Scfarim, pp. 107, 2.54, 569.

s. J. Z. L.

SOLOMON, SIMEON: English painter; born
at Brist(jl 1834; died at London March 15, 1905;

brother of Abraham Solomon. He early showed
signs of artistic ability, and came under the influ-

ence of I). G. Rossetti. His drawings and paintings

carry to an extreme the mystical and sensuous tend-

encies of the pre-Raphaelite school. He published

a number of designs for The Song of Songs, and
photographs of ten drawings illustrating Jewish
ceremonial. Falling into degenerate habits, he was
confined for a time in a sanitarium and lived a va-

grant life the remainder of his days.

Bibliography: Fortnigldlu Review, Marcb, 1904: Jeicish
Chronicle, March 18, 1905.

J.

SOLOMON, SOLOMON JOSEPH: English

painter; born in London Sept. 16, 1860. He re-

ceived his artistic training at Heatherly's, at the

schools of the Royal Academy, at the Academy of

Munich, and at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris,

where he studied under Cabanel. His first picture

was exhibited in the Royal Academy in 1881 ; and
since that time he has continuously supplied some
of the main attractions of that exhibition, his vigor-

ous "Cassandra " (1886) and "Niobe" (1888) having

established his reputation as a painter of classical

subjects somewhat after the style of Leighton and
Poynter. Other paintings of the same character

were "Hercules" (1889), "The Judgmer^ -f Paris"

(1890), "Echo and Narcissus" (1894). Solomon has

shown distinction as a portrait- painter also, his por-

trait of Mrs. Patrick Campbell attracting special

attention from its novel arrangemen lights.

He was elected an associate of the Royai xicademy

in 1894.

Solomon has shown marked interest in Jewish

affairs. He was one of the founders, and for the

first ten years the president, of the Maccabcans,

which society owed much of its early success to his

genial personality. This interest has been displayed

in his art also. The picture that established his

reputation was his "Samson and Delilah"; and he

has painted several portraits of Jewish friends, e.g.,

of Dr. Ernest Hart (1888), I. Zangwill (1894), Jo.soph

Jacobs (1900), and Solomon Schechter (1902), besides

an impressionist portrait of H. Graetz during that

historian's visit to the Anglo-Jewish Historical Ex-

hibition in 1887. The last-named portrait is now in

the possession of the Jewish Theological Seminary

of America. In this connection should be mentioned

his "Allegory " of 1904, which is understood to rep-

resent the triumph of Judaism aa the final religion

of the world.

Bibliography: Jcw.i'hron. Feb. 14, 1896; Who's Jr/io, 1905;

Jlldu^che Kiinstler, 1904.

«i •

SOLOMON OF TOURS : French Talmiidist;

contemjiorary of Rashi, with whom he carried on a

learned correspondence. Rashi addresses him as " My
dear friend." This expression, as well as the fact
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that Raslii points out an error whicli Solomon luul

made in regard to tlie Talmud, proves that the latter

cannot be identical with Hashi's relative and teacher

of the same name, whom Kashi even in his old age

regarded as an authority.

Bibliography: Gross, Gallia Jiidaira, p. 218.

w. B. A. Pe.

SOLOMON URBINO. See Uubino, Solo-

mon 1)E.

SOLOMON, VABIAN L. : Premier of South

Australia; ])()rn about 1849; son of Judali Moss

Solomon. Early in life Solomon went to the

Northern Territory, where lie engaged in business,

was elected mayor of the chief town, and became
connected with the "Northern Territory Times."

Returning to Adelaide, he became member for the

territory in the House of Assembly, and won recog-

nition in Parliament as an authority on finance. On
the resignation of Sir John Darna he was appointed

leader of the opposition; and on the fall of the cabi-

net in Dec, 1899, he became for a short time pre-

mier of the new ministry which was formed. Solo-

mon was one of the members of the Feiieral Council

which brought about the federation of the Austra-

lian colonies.

Bibliography : Jew. U'nrld, Dec. 8, 1899.

.1. G. L.

SOLOMON DE VESOXJL : Son of Manessier

de Vesoul, who died in 1375 or 1378. By a decree

of Charles V., the Wise, he was appointed clerk and
ta.x-gatherer for the Jews of France (Aug. 9, 1378).

Like his father and brothers, Solomon was in high

favor at court, and received many proofs of the royal

esteem; among other privileges conferred upon him
was that of immunitj' from the obligation of wear-

ing the Jews' badge, which privilege was shared by

the members of his family.

s. J. Ka.

SOLOMON IBN YA'ISH BEN ABRA-
HAM: 1. Spanish scholar, pliysician, and (proba-

bly) Biblical commentator; died at Seville in May,
1345. According to a Spanish tumular inscription

of Seville, from which this date is taken, Solomon
Avrote many works on medical and other sciences,

none of which is extant. He is probably identical

with the Solomon ibn Ya'ish called "the Elder," a

part of whose supercommentary, that relating to the

ephod, on Ibn Ezra's commentary on the Pentateuch,

is found in Ezra Gatigno's "Sefer ha-Zikronot," p.

139b (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 230).

A fragment of Solomon's supercommentary which
explains a geometrical calculation is in the same
collection (No. 232, 2b; comp. Samuel Zarzah,

"Mekor Hayyim," pp. 31b-32b, Mantua, 1559). It

may be tliat it is this Solomon ibn Ya'ish who is

mentioned by Ibn Verga ("Shebet Yehudah," cd.

Wiener, § 7, p. 18) as one of the envoys sent by the

Castiiian Aljama (assembly of Jewish elders) to

King Alfonso.

2. (Solomon b. Ya'ish the Younger ["ha-

Bahur"] of Guadalajara.) Spanish commentator
on Ibn Ezra's commentarj' on the Pentateuch: the

whole of his supercommentary is found in the Bod-
leian Library (Neubauer, I.e. No. 232,1). The copy-

ist Joseph b. Eliezer declares in the colophon that

the text from which he made the copy was full of

mistakes, many of which he corrected, while many
others had rendered the context so unintelligible that

he was compelled to retain them. The fact is that

Solomon quotes passages from other commentaries,

audit maybe that he translated those passages from
the Arabic without being able to render them
throughout into good Hebrew.
According to Steinschneider(" Jewish Literature,"

p. 103), Solomon wrote his supercommentary in

Arabic, and, at the request of Samuel Zarzah, it

was translated into Hebrew by Jacob b. Solomon
Alfandari. Steinschneider seems to confuse the two
Solomons, as he calls the author of this supercom-

mentary Solomon ibn Ya'ish ben Abraham; in fact,

it is not known which of the two wrote in Arabic

(see Ersch and Gruber, "Encyc." section i., part 54,

p. 359, note 15). The authorities quoted in the

supercommentary are Rashi, Maimonides, Abraham
b. David Kimhi, Moses ibn Tibbon, and Meir b. Da-

vid ; the last-named is in one place (in the part re-

lating to Hayye Sarah) designated as 'nx 'JTX.

indicating that he was Solomon's father, but in

another place (Balak) as ^31 ''J"IK (="my mas-

ter"); it is not known which reading is the correct

one.

Bibliography: Carmoly, in Jost's ^?iJiaferj,i. 302; Neubauer,
Cat. Bodl. Hehr. MSS. No. 233,1; Steinschneider, Hebr.
Dibl. vl. 115; Zunz, Z. G. p. 411.

w. B. M. Sel.

SOLOMON IBN ZAKBEL (^npV) : Spanish

poet of the twelfth century ; relative of Abu Omar
Joseph ibn Sahl, who died in 1124. Solomon was
the author of a satirical romance written in the

form of the Arabic "Makamat"of Abu al-Kasim

Mohammed al-Harizi, which later were so ably imi-

tated in Hebrew by Judah al-Harizi in his renowned
"Tahkemoni." The hero of this romance, whicli,

according to Schorr, who published it ("Ile-Haluz,"

iii. 154), is entitled "Tahkemoni," is named Asher

ben Judah; in rimed prose, interspersed with small

poems in absolutely strict rhythm, he relates liis

love adventures, which were marked by various dis-

appointments and vicissitudes of fortune. This

poetical production, from which Al-Harizi may
have borrowed both the title and the style, is re-

markable for the elegance of its language and for

its combination of profound thought and light ban-

ter. Solomon's poetical talent was highly praised

by Judah al-Harizi in his "Tahkemoni " (ch. xx.).

Bibliography: Gratz, Oesc7i. vi. 112; Steinschneider, Jfebr.

Ueherx. p. 851.

s. I. Bii.

SOLOMON ZALMAN BEN ISAAC : Polish

rabbi; died at Warsaw in 1838. After having filled

the position of rabbi at Mashelsk and Praga, he was

called to the rabbinate of Warsaw, which he held

until his death. Solomon carried on a scientific cor-

respondence with Akiba Eger and Jacob of Lissa.

He was the author of "Hemdat Shelomoh" (3 vols.,

Warsaw, 1816), containing responsa on the Shulhan

'Ariik and novellas on several Talmudical treatises;

and he left in manuscript numerous Talmudical

novell.T, two volumes of which, comprising novelhp

on Yebamot, Ketubot, Kiddushim, Gittin, and Baba
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Batra, were published under the above-mentioned

title by his sou and son-in-law.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, ^(^^ BoiU. co\.2riS9: Fuenn.
Kenenet Visrael. i>. 32S.

K. c. 1- Bu.

SOLOMON ZARFATI. See Zaufati.

SOLOMONOV, ABRAHAM: Russian author;

born in Minsk 1778; dieil in St. Petersburg. He
was a proniiueut propagandist of the Haskalah

movement among the Russian Jews in the first half

of the nineteenth century, for which task his in-

timate knowledge of the Hebrew, Russian, and
Polisli languages made him especiall}' tit. He took

an active part in aiding the Russian government to

reform internal affairs which affected the Jews: he

was employed for nianj' j-ears by the government
as a translator from Hebrew into Ru.ssian and Po-

lish, and for si.x years he officiated as burgomaster

(mayor) of his native town. After the dissolution

(1825) of the so-called "Deputation of the Jewish
Congregations of Russia," which had continued in

session in St. Petersburg for seventeen years, Solomo-

uov, who had been connected with that bod}' as a

director of chancer}', took up the practise of law in

St. Petersburg.

In his declining }'ears Solomonov published

"Mysl: Izrailityanina " (Thoughts of an Israelite).

One part of this book contains a collection of his-

torical material concerning the settlement of the

Jews in Europe, particularly in Poland, and a de-

scription of their legal status in that country and in

Russia under Alexander I. and Nicholas I. The
other part of tlie book consists of citations from the

Bible, from the Talmud, and from famous Hebrew
theologians and philo.sophers, to which are added
explanatory notes by the author himself. The aim

of these citations and of the book in general was to

persuade the Jews to abandon religious fanaticism,

to adopt European civilization, to be patriotic citi-

zens of their countr}', and to have confidence in the

good intentions of the Russian government.
II. IS. S. Hf .

SOLOMONS, ADOLPHUS SIMEON : Amer-
ican commiuiul worker; l)oiii in New York citj' Oct.

26, 1826; son of John Solomons, a native of London
who emigrated to the United States in 1810, and of

Julia, daughter of Simeon Levy.

Solomons was educated in the University of the

City of New York, and entered the employ of a

firm of wholesale importers of stationery and fancy

goods, becoming within two years its head book-

keeper and confidential man. At the age of four-

teen lie had enlisted as a color-guide in the Third

Regiment Washington Greys (New York State Na-
tional Guard); he was promoted sergeant five

years later, and received a certificate of discharge

on May 11, 1847. In 1851 Daniel Webster, then

secretary of state, appointed him "'Special Bearer

of Despatches to Berlin." On liis journey he vis-

ited for the first time a Jewish ward in a hospital, at

Frankfort-on-thc-Main, and determined to establish

a similar institution in New York. Upon his return

home he became a member of a committee of young
men who arranged a ball for cliarity in Niblo's

Garden. The sum of SI. 034 realized therefrom was,

upou Solomons' motion, placed in the hands of
Simpson Simson of Yonkers. who, with others, had
recently taken out a charter for a Jewish hospital in

New York, the present Mt. Sinai Hospital.

In 1859 Solomons established the publishing-house
of Philp A: Solomons in Washington, D. C. which
held for a number of years the government contracts
for printing. Solomons was in 1871 elected a mem-,
ber of the Hou.se of Representatives for the District

of Columbia, serving as chairman of the committee
on ways and means.
As a representative of the central committee of the

Alliance Israelile Universelle, Solomons at a public
meeting held in New York advocated the establisli-

ment of the Montefiore Home for Chronic Invalids
to mark the one-lumdredth anniversary of Sir Moses
Moutefiore's birth. As trustee and, subsequently,

as acting president of the Jewish Theological Sem-
inary Association of New York, he was influential

in bringing about a successful reorganization of

the society's finances. In 1891 he became general

agent of the Baron de Hirsch Fund and director of

its many activities in America; and in 1903, when
relieved of active work, he was made honorary
general agent.

Solomons was an incorporator and for seventeen

years an active member of the National Association

of the Red Cross, and was also one of its two vice-

presidents. President Arthur appointed him and
Clara Barton as representatives of the United States

government in the International Congressof the Red
Cross, held at Geneva, Switzerland, in 1881 ; and
Solomons was elected vice-president of that con-

gress. He was one of the five original members of

tiie New York executive board of the Red Cross Re-

lief Committee, which board was in session during

the Spanish-American war and consisted of twenty-

five members presided over by Bishop Potter.

Solomons lias been a member of the central com-
mittee of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, and its

treasurer for the United States. He has been for

twent}' years a director, and for sometime treasurer,

of the Columbia Hospital and Lying-in Asylum in

Washington, D. C. ; he is also a charter member of

the Garfield Memorial Hospital, acting president of

the Provident Aid Society and A.ssociated Charities,

founder and jiresident of the Night Lodging-IIouse

Association, and trustee of the first training-.school

for nurses in the District of Columbia; lie has been

identified also with nearly all the prominent chari-

ties in the United States capital.

Solomons has taken active jiart in all inaugura-

tion ceremonies from Lincoln's time to ^IcKinlev's.

A. F. T. H.

SOLOMONS, LEVY : One of the founders of

the Canadian Jewish community: born early in the

eighteenth century; died May 18, 1792. He settled

in Montreal almost immediately after the Britisli

conquest. Before going to Canada he had lived

in Albany, N. Y., where lie retained interests,

and occasionally resided, almost until the close of

his life. He was largely engaged in traffic with

the Indians, and his mercantile enterprises extended

from Michilimackinac to the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

and down the Hudson River. During the American

invasion of Canada in 1775 General Montgomery
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appointed Solomons purveyor to the American hos-

pitals in Canada; and the defeat of Montgomery

brought disaster to Solomons, who lost the large

quantities of stores carried off by the retreating

troops.

The valuable assistance Solomons had given the

Revolutionists subjected him to punishment by the

Canadian government; General Burgoyne expelled

him in July, 1776; his property was confiscated, and

he was compelled to take refuge with his family in

Lachine. Some time afterward he recovered some

of his losses, and was permitted by the British gov-

ernment to return to Montreal. Through his efforts

in 1788 a code of laws was drawn up for the gov-

ernment of the Sephardic synagogue of Montreal.

Solomons married (May 31, 1775) Rebekah Franks,

daughter of Abraham Franks (one of the earliest

Jewish settlers in Canada), and cousin of Col. David

Salisbury Franks and Col. Isaac Franks, both of

whom figured prominently in the American Revolu-

tionary war. Solomons had two sons and eight

daughters. His eldest daughter, Mary, married

Jacob Franks, the Hudson Bay trader, who was one

of the founders of the town of Green Bay, Mich.

His third daughter, Rachel (b. 1780), married (1803)

Henry Joseph of Berthier, the founder of Canada's

merchant marine. His son Benjamin Samuel
Solomons (b. 1786) married a daughter of Gershom

Mendes Sei.xas of New York.

BiBLiOGR.\PHT : Minutes of the Corporation of Spanish and
Portuguese Jens, Shearith 7srad, Montreal (unpublished);

Publ. Am. Jew. Hist. Soc. Nos. 2, 4, and 10.

J. C. I. DE S.

SOLOVEICHIK, JOSEPH BAER : Russian

Talmudist and rabbi; born at Nieswish, Russia,

1820; died May 1, 1892. At an early age he was

sent to Volozhin, where he studied under R. Simon

and then entered the yeshibah. When R. Gershon

of Minsk was compelled by ill health to surren-

der the direction of the yeshibah at Minsk, Solovei-

chik was chosen by Gershon as his successor. While

in Volozhin he married into a wealthy family; but

soon afterward, failing to give the correct order of

the pra.yers on a certain holy day, he was compelled

by his father-in-law to divorce his wife. This so

embittered him that he determiTied to leave Russia

and study under R. Klugcr at Brody. There, ac-

cordingly, he went, in the company of a carrier, to

whom he had hired himself as an assistant.

From Brody he went to Lemberg to study under

Arenstein ; thence he soon removed to Kovno, and

then to Volozhin, where he occupied the posi-

tion of teacher in the yeshibah and later that of

rabbi. In 1865 he was called to Slutzk, in 1876 to

Warsaw, and two years later to Brisk, Lithuania,

where he founded (1890) a society for the Jewish

colonization of Palestine. In 1889 he was a member
of the committee of prominent Jews convoked in St.

Petersburg .by the Russian government to discuss

the condition of the Jews in Russia and to discover

means of improving it.

Soloveichik's writings include: "She'elot u-Te-

shubot Bet ha-Levi" (part i., Wilna, 1865; part ii.,

Warsaw, 1874; part iii., ib. 1884).

Bibliography: Ha-Asif, yo\. v\.

K. C. J. Go.

SOLOVYEV, VLADIMIR SERGEYE-
VICH : Russian publicist and friend of the Jews;

born 1853; died in 1900. In an article, " Rossiya i

Yevropa," he opposed the attitude of the Slavyano-

phil party against the Jews. He became a member
of the Society for the Promotion of Culture Among
the Jews of Russia, and took an active part in the

work of the Historical and Ethnographical Society.

Even on his death-bed he is said to have prayed for

the Jewish people.

His chief works are: "Krisis Zapadnoi Philoso-

phii'"; "La Russie et I'Eglise Universelle"; "Isto-

riya Buduschnosti Teokratii " (•' Philosophiya Bib-

liskoi Istorii"); "Opravdaniyc Dobra"; and "I

Kritika Otvlechennyka Nachel."

BiBL.OHRAPHT : Statyl o Solovyevye. Eadlova i A rsenyeva, in

the Russian edition of Brockhaus Konversations-Lexikon;
Vyestnik Vevropn. Sept., IWK); Voskhod, Nov., 1900; Khro-
nika Voskhoda, 1900, Nos. 00 and 69.

H. R.
*

SOLYMOSI, ESTHER. See Tisz.\-Eszlar.

SOMEKH, ABDALLAH ABRAHAM JO-
SEPH: Rabbi of Bagdad; born in that city 1813;

died there 1889. He was educated by Rabbis Jacob

Joseph ha-Rofe and Moses Hayyim, the latter of

whom held the office of ab bet din. Somekh, who
was looked upon as the spiritual head of the Bagdad
community, was well known also in other parts of

Asia, especially India, and his legal decisions were

generally accepted as conclusive. About twenty

yeshibot were established through his influence with

the Sassoon family, E. R. Meuashe, and other mem-
bers of the Calcutta community.
Somekh left in manuscript a work on ritual, parts

of which were published after his death (Bagdad,

1900) under the title "Zibhe Zedek." A riot oc-

curred at his funeral, the Mussulmans objecting

to his being buried near one of the tombs of their

local saints. Of Somekh's pupils, still living, may
be mentioned Joseph Hayyim Moses; Abraham
Hallel, the present ab bet din at Bagdad; Ezekiel

Solomon David ; and Ezra Cohen.

J. N. E. B. E.

SOMMO, JTJDAH. See Judah Leone b.

IS.\AC SOMMO.

SON. See Child, The.

SON OF GOD : Term applied to an angel or

demigod, one of the mythological beings whose ex-

ploits are described in Gen. vi. 2-4, and whose ill

conduct was among the causes of the Flood ; to

a judge or ruler (Ps. Ixxxii. 6, "children of the

]\Iost High "
; in many passages " gods " and " judges "

seem to be equations; comp. Ex. xxi. 6 [R. V., mar-

gin] and xxii. 8, 9) ; and to the real or ideal king

over Israel (II Sam. vii. 14, with reference to David

and his dynasty: comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 27, 28). "Sons

of God " and "children of God " arc applied also to

Israel as a people (comp. Ex. iv. 22 and Hos. xi. 1>

and to all members of the human race.

Yet the term by no means carries the idea of phys-

ical descent from, and essential unity with, God
the Father. The Hebrew idiom conveys nothing

further than a simple expression of godlikeness (see

Godliness). In fact, the term "son of God" is

rarely used in Jewish literature in the sense of
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" Messiah. " Though in Sukkah 52a the words of Ps.

ii. 7, 8 are put into the mouth of Messiah, son of

David, he himself is not called "son of God." The
more familiar epithet is "King Messiah," based

partly on this psalm (Gen. R. xliv.). In the Tar-

gum the p of Ps. Ixxx. 16 is rendered xn''L"D N3^D
(= "King Messiah"), while Ps. ii. 7 is paraphrased

in a manner that removes the anthropomorphism of

the Hebrew :
" Thou art beloved unto me, like a son

unto a father, pure as on the day when I created

tbee."

The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha contain a

few passages in which the title " son of God " is

given to the Messiah (see Enoch, cv. 2; IV Esdras

vii. 28-29; xiii. 32, 37, 52; xiv. 9); but the title be-

longs also to any one whose piety has placed him in

a filial relation to God (see Wisdom ii. 13, 16, 18;

v. 5, where " the sons of God " are identical with " the

saints"; comp.Ecclus. [Sirach] iv. 10). Itis through

such personal relations that the individual becomes
conscious of God's fatherhood, and gradually in

Hellenistic and rabbinical literature

The Pious "' sonship to God " was ascribed first to

as Sons of every Israelite and then to every mem-
God, ber of the human race (Abot iii. 15,

V. 20 ; Ber. v. 1 ; see Abb.\). The God-
childship of man has been especially accentuated in

modern Jewisi\ theologj^, in sharp contradistinction

to the Christian God-sonship of Jesus. The appli-

cation of the term "son of God" to the Messiah

rests chiefly on Ps. ii. 7, and the other Messianic

passages quoted above.

The phrase "the only begotten son " (John iii.

16) is merely another rendering for "the beloved

son." The Septuagint translates ITTI^ ("thine only

son ") of Gen. xxii. 2 by "thy beloved son." But in

this translation there is apparent a special use of the

root in^, of frequent occurrence in rabbinical litera-

ture, as a synonym of 1112 ("choose," "elect"; see

Bacher, "DieAelteste Terminologie der Judischen
Schriftauslegung," s.v.); the "only begotten " thus

reverts to the attribute of the "servant " who is the

"chosen" one.

It has been noted that the Gospel of John and the

First Epistle of John have given the term a meta-

physical and dogmatic significance. Undoubtedly
the Alexandrian Logos concept has had a forma-

tive and dominant influence on the presentation of

the doctrine of Jesus' sonship in the Johannean wri-

tings. The Logos in Philo is designated as the "son
of God"; the Logos is the first-born; God is the

father of the Logos ("De Agricultura Noe," § 12

[ed. Mangey, i. 308]; "De Profugis," § 20 [ed.

Mangey, i. 562]). In all probability these terms,

while implying the distinct personality of the

Logos, carry onlj' a figurative meaning. The Torah
also is said to be God's "daughter" (Lev. R. xx.).

At all events, the data of the Synoptic Gospels show
tiiat Jesus never styled himself the son of God in a

sense other than that in which the righteous might
call themselves "sons" or "children " of God.

The parable of the faithless husbandmen and the

vineyard (Mark xii. 1 et seq.) certainly does not bear

out the assumption that Jesus described himself as

the "son of God " in a specific theological sense.

The parable recalls the numerous " son " stories in

the Midrash, in which "son" is employed ju.st as it

is liere, and generally in similar contrast to servants.
If these considerations create a strong presumption
in favor of the view that the original gospel did not
contain the title, the other Synoptics do not veil the
fact that all men are destined to be God's children
(Matt. V. 45; Luke vi. 35). The term is applied ia
Matt. V. 9 to the peacemakers. God is referred to as
the "Father" of the disciples in Matt. x. 29, xxiii.

9, and Luke xii. 32. Several parables illustrate this

thought (Luke xv. W et seq. and Matt. xxi. 28 et

seq.). Much has been made of tlie distinction said

to appear in tiie pronouns connected with "Father,"
"our" and "your" appearing when the disciples are
addressed, while "my" is exclusively reserved to

express the relation with Jesus, and then, too, with-
out the further qualification "who art [or "is"] in

heaven" (see Dalman, "Worte Jesu," pp. 157,230).

But in the Aramaic this distinction is certainly not
pronounced enough to warrant the conclusion that

a different degree or kind of sonship is conveyed by
the singular pronoun from what would be expressed
by the plural. In the Aramaic the pronoun would not
appear at all, "Abba" indiscriminately serving for

the apostrophe both in the prayer of a single indi-

vidual and in the prayer of several.

The title occurs with a distinct theological signifi-

cance in Rev. ii. 18 and xxii. 13, as it does in the

Pauline documents (Rom. i. 3, 4; viii. 3, 4, 32 [Jesus

is God's Uioq, i.e., own son] ; and in Heb. i. 2, 3, 6; v.

5, 8). These writings indicate that the rise of the

dogma was subsequent to the decades marked by
the ministry of Jesus and his immediate disciples.

See Fall of Angels; God, Children of.

K. E. G. H.

SON OF MAN : The rendering for the Hebrew
"ben adani," applied to mankind in general, as op-

posed to and distinct from non-human relationship;

expressing also the larger, unlimited implications

of humanity as differentiated from limited {e.g.,

national) forms and aspects of human life. Thus,

contrasted with the " sons of God " ("' bene Elohim ")

are the "(hwighters of man" ("benot ha-adam "),

women taken by the former, non-human or super-

human, beings as wives (Gen. vi. 2 et seq.). As ex-

pressing difference from God. the term occurs in the

blessing of Balaam: "God is not a man, that he

siiould lie; neither the son of man,

In Contrast that he should repent" (Num. xxiii.

to Deity. 19). Similarly, David appealing to

Saul puts YiiwH over and against the

children of men (I Sam. xxvi. 19). The punishment

of God, al.so, is contrasted with that of the "children

of men," the former being much more severe, as ap-

pears from the promise solemnly given to David (II

Sam. vii. 14). God alone knows the heart of the

"children of man " (II Chron. vi. 29 et seq.). In the

prayer in which this thought is expressed, " man " is

used in distinction to the "people of Israel"; in-

deed, "children of men " appears to mark a contrast

to "chUdren of Israel " in the Song of Moses (Deut.

xxxii. 8, R. v.).

"Son of man " is a common term in the Psalms,

used to accentuate the difference between God and

human beings. As in Ps. viii. 4 (A. V. 5), the

phrase implies "mortality," "impotence," "tran-
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sientness," as agHinst the omnipotence and eternality

of God. Yhwii looks down from His tliroue in

heaven upon the "children," or "sons," of "man"
(Ps. xi. 4, xxxiii. 13). Tlie faithful fail among them
(Ps. xii. 3 [A. V. 1]); the seed of Yiiwii's enemies

will not abide ani<jng the "children of meu"(Ps.
xxi. 10). "Children of men " is tlius equivalent to

"mankind" (Ps. xxxvi. 8 [A. V. 7], Ixvi. 5).

"Sons of men," or "children of men," designates

also the slanderers and evil-doers in contrast to tlie

righteous, that is, Israel (Ps. Ivii. 5 [A. V. 4J, Iviii.

2 [A. V. 1]). It occurs most frequently, however,

as a synonym for "mankind," "tlie human race"

(Ps. xe. 3, cvii. 8, cxv. 16, cxlv. 12); it has this sense

also in the passage in which wisdom is said to delight

witli the "sonsof men" (Prov. viii. 31). Job(xvi. 21)

employs the expression in the passionate plea for his

rights while he is contending against God and against

his neighbors. But Bildad insists tliat the "son of

man," wlio is a mere worm, can not be justified

with God (Job xxv. 4-6). In the same spirit tlie

prophet (Isa li. 12) censures Israel for being afraid

of "the son of man which shall be made as grass"

when Yiiwn is

their Comforter

;

but in Isa. Ivi.

2-3 tlie Sabbatii

is extolled as

making the "son

of man" (i.e.,

any man, re-

gardless of
birth) blessed

:

indeed, God has

His eyes "open
upon all the
ways of the sons

of men: to give

every one ac-

cording to his

ways" (Jer.
xxxii. 19).

The meaning of the term as employed in these

passages admits of no doubt; it connotes in most
cases the mortality of man, his dependence upon
God, while in only a few it serves to differentiate

the rest of the human race from Israel.

In Ezekiel the term occurs in Yuwii's communi-
cations as the prevailing form of address to the

prophet (ii. 1; iii. 1, 4, 10, 17; iv. 1 etal.; in all

about 90 times). It has been held that it conveyed
the special idea that a wide chasm stood between
God, the speaker, and the prophet so addressed, but

that it implied at the same time that Ezekiel was
considered to be the ideal man. This

In Ezekiel, view must be abandoned as unwar-
Daniel, ranted. Tlie term "ben adam " is

and Enoch, merely a cumbersome but solemn and
formal substitute for the personal

pronoun, such substitution being due, perhaps,

to the influence of Assyro-Babylonian usage (see

Delitzsch, " Worterbuch," s.v. "Amelu"; coinp.

"zir amiluti"in the Babylonian myth concerning

Adapa).
Similarly in Aramaic, " son of man " is the usual des-

ignation for "man," and occurs in the inscriptions

Head-Piece Enujloyed by the Sonoinos.

(from the Earlier Prophets, prioted in 1485.)

in Syriac, Mandaic, Talmudic, and other dialects (see

Nathanael Schmidt in Cheyne and Black, "Encyc.
Bibl." iv. 4707-4708). In Dan. vii. 13, the passage
in whicii it occurs in Biblical Aramaic, it certainly'

connotes a "human being." Many see a Messianic
significance in tiiis verse, but in all probabilitj' the
reference is to an angel with a human appearance,
perhaps Michael.

"Son of man" is found in the Book of Enoch,
but never in the original discourses. It occurs,

however, in the Noachian interpolations (Ix. 10, Ixxi.

14), in wliich it has clearly no other meaning than
"man," if, indeed, Charles' explanation ("Book of

Enoch," p. 16), that the interpolator misused the
term, as he does all other technical terms, is unten-

able. In that part of the Book of Enoch known as
the "Similitudes" it is met witli» in the technical

sense of a supernatural Messiah and judge of the
world (xlvi. 2, xlviii. 2, Ixx. 27); universal domin-
ion and preexistence are predicated of him (xlviii.

2, Ixvii. 0). He sits on God's tlirone (xlv. 3, li. 3),

which is ilis own tlirone. Though Charles does not
admit it, these passages lietray Christian redaction

and emenda-
tion.

Among Jews
the term " son

of man " was
not used as the

specific title of

the Messiah.
The New Testa-

ment expression

u iwf rob avBpd)-

TTov is a transla-

tion of the Ara-

maic " bar na-

sha," and as such

could have been
understood only

as tlie substi-

tute for a per-

sonal pronoun, or as emphasizing the human
qualities of those to whom it is applied. That the

term does not appear in any of the epistles ascribed

to Paul is significant. Psalm viii. 5-7 is quoted in

Heb. ii. 6 as referring to Jesus, but outside the Gos-
pels, Acts vii. 56 is the only verse in the New
Testament in Avhich the title is employed; and
here it may be a free translation of the Aramaic for

"a man," or it may have been adopted from Luke
xxii. 69.

In the Gospels the title occurs eighty-one times.

Most of the recent writers (among tiiem being H.

Lietzmann) have come to the conclusion that Jesus,

speaking Aramaic, could never have
In the designated himself as the "son of

New Tes- man " in a Messianic, mystic sense, be-

tament. cause the Aramaic term never implied

this meaning. Greek translators coined

the phrase, which then led, under the influence of

Dan. vii. 13 and the Logos gospel, to the theolog-

ical construction of the title which is basic to the

Christology of the Church. To this construction

reference is made in Abbahu's controversial sa3ing in

Ta'au. 65b. Indeed, examination of many of the
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l)assages shows that in the mouth of Jesus the term

was an equivalent for tlie personal pronoun "I."

E. G. n.

SONCINO : Italian famjly of printers, deriving

its name from the town of Soncino, in the duchy
of Milan. It traces its descent through a Moses of

Flirth, who is mentioned in 1455. back to a certain

Moses of Speyer, of the middle of the fourteenth

centur}-. The tirst of the family engaged in print-

ing was Israel Nathan b. Samuel, tlie father of

Joshua Moses and the grandfather of Gershon. He
set up his Hebrew printing-press in Soncino in the

year 1483, and published his first work, the tractate

Berakot, Feb. 2, 1484. The press was moved about

considerably during its existence. It can be traced

at Soncino in 1483-86; Casal Maggiore, 1486; Son-

cino again, 1488-90; Naples, 1490-92; Brescia, 1491-

1494; Barco, 1494-97; Fauo, 1503-6 ; Pesaro, 1507-20

(with intervals at Fano, 1516, and Ortona, 1519);

Rimini, 1521-26. Members of the family were at

Constantinople between 1530 and 1533, and had a

branch establishment at Salonica in 1532-33. Their

printers' mark was a tower, probably connected in

some way with Casal Maggiore.

The last of the Sonciuos was Eleazar b. Gershon,

who worked at Constantinople from 1534 to 1547.

It is obvious that the mere transfer of their workshop

must have had a good deal to do with the develop-

ment of the printing art among the Jews, both in

Italy and in Turkey. While they devoted their main

attention to Hebrew books, they published also a con-

siderable number of works in general literature, and

even religious works with Christian symbols.

The Soncino prints, though not the earliest, e.x-

celled all the others in their perfection of type and

their correctness. The Soncino house is distin-

guished also by the fact that the first Hebrew Bible

was printed there. An allusion to the forthcoming

publication of this edition was made by the type-

setter of the •' 'Ikkarim " (1485), who, on page 45, par-

odied Isa. ii. 3 thus: "Out of Zion shall go forth the

Law, and the word of the Lord from Soncino"

(U^^JIB^D n nam min i<Vn JWD "3). Abraham b.

Hayyim's name appears in the Bible edition as type-

setter, and the correctors included Solomon b. Perez

Bonfoi ("Mibhar ha-Peninim "), Gabriel Strassburg

(Berakot), David b. Elijah Levi and Mordecai b.

Reuben Baselea (Hullin), and Eliezer b. Samuel

("Yad"). M. Sel.— J.

The following is a list of the Hebrew productions

of the Soncinos:

1. TalmiKi, Berakot. Soncino (published), Feb. 2, 1484; (fin-

ished) Dec. 19, 1483.

2. Talmud, Bezah. Soncino (published), Feb. 2, 1484: (flnished

Dec. 19, i483.

3. Ibn Gabirol, " Mibhar ha-Peninim." Soncino, Jan. 14, 1484.

4. Jedaiah Bedersi, " hehinat 'Olam." Soncino, Dec. 12, 1484.

5. Abot, with Maimonides. Soncino (published), 1484; (fln-

ished) 1484-5.

6. Jacob b. Asher, "Orah Hayyim." Soncino, 1485 (?).

7. Talmud, Megillah. Soncino, 1485 (?).

8. Joshua and Judges, with Kimhi. Soncino, 1485.

9. Mahzor, Roman rite, vol. i. Soncino (begun), Oct., 1485;

Casal Maggiore (flnished), Aug., 1486.

10. F,arlier Prophets, with Kimhi. Soncino, Oct. 15. 1485.

11. Joseph .\lbo, " 'Ikkanm'." Soncino, Dec. 29, 1485.

12. Later Prophets, with Kimhi. Soncino, 1486 (?).

13. Haggadah (editio princeps). Soncino, 1486.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

26.
<>"

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

4«.

46.

47

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

86.

87.

88

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95

{m;

97.

Teflllat Yahid. Sonciuo, April 17, 1486.

Mahzor, Roman (vol. li.). Casal Maggiore, Aug. 21, 1486.

Tahnud, Keiubot. Soncino, 1486-87.

Seder Tahanunim. Soncino, April, 1487.

Talmud, tiittin. Soncino, 1487.

Talmud, Bat>a .Mezi'a. Soncino, 1487.

Rasbi on the Pentateuch. Soncino, June 16. 1487.

Bedersi, " Bakkiishat ha-Memin "
; Ezobi, " Ka'arat Kesef."

Soncino, 1488.

M. Kimhi, *' Mahalak Shebile ha-Da'at." Soncino, 148S.

Bible. Soncino, Feb. 33, 1488.

Moses de Coucy, " Semag " (2d ed.). Soncino, Dec. 19, 1 188.

Taluuid, Shabbat. Soncino. 1489.

Talmud, Baba Kamma. Soncino, 1489.

Talmud, Hullin. Soncino, June 13, 1489.

Talmud, Niddati. Soncino, Julv 22. 1489.

"Teflllah Mikol ha-Shanah." Soncino. 1490 (.').

J. Landau, •' Sefer Airur." Naples, 1490 (?).

Jacob ben Asher. " Arba'ah Turim." Soncino, c. 1490.

Maimonides, " Mishneh Torah." Soncino, March 23, 1490.

Psalms, Proverbs, Job. Naples, Dec. 12, 1490.

Isaac ibn Sahulah," Mashalha-Kadmoni." Soncino, 1490-91.

Bible. Naples, 1491.

Pentateuch (with accents). Naples, 1491.

Immanuel Romi, " Mahberot." Brescia, Oct. 30, 1491.

Pentateuch, with Megillot, etc. Brescia, Jan. Z^, 1492.

Mishnah, with Maimonides. Naples, May 8, 1492.

Talmud. Bezah. Soncino, 1493.

Pentateuch. Brescia, Nov. 24, 1493.

Psalms. Brescia, Dec. 16, 1493.

Bible (with accents). Brescia, May, 1494.

Mahzor, German rite (2d ed.) . Soncino (or Brescia ?), 1495.

Teflllot, German rite. Brescia, 149.5.

Selihot. German rite. Brescia, 1495.

Selihol. Barco, Sept. 15, 1497.

Talnuul Babli, Sanhedrin. Barco, Nov. 16, 1497.

Hosba'not. Fano, 1503.

Siddur Teflllot. Fano, 1504 (?).

Hai Gaon, "Musar huskel." Fano, Oct. 17, 1504.

Selihot. Fano (or Pesaro ?), 1.505.

Eleazar of Worms, "Sefer ha-Rokeah." Fano, 1505.

Italian Siddur, in Hebrew characters. Fano, Oct., 1505.

Joseph Albo, "Sefer 'Ikkarim." Fano, 1506.

Judahha-Levi, "Cuzari." Fano, 1-506.

Tahanunim. Fano, 1506.

Haggadah. Fano, 1.5U:}-6.

Jonah Ghirondi, "Sha'are ha-Teshubah." Fano, iri04-6.

Mahzor. Fano, 1.5(14-6.

Baliya b. Ashei- on the Pentateuch. Pesaro, May 26, 1507.
" Petah Debarai." Pesaro, 1507-8.

Kimhi, "Dikduk." Pesaro, 1508.

Teflliah. Pesaro, 1508.

Talmud, Yebamot. Pesaro,

Talmud, Bezah, with Rashi

Talmud, Baba Kamiua. Pesaro, 1510 (?).

" Mabo 'al Otiyyot Mbriyyot." Pesaro, 1510.

Talmud, Berakot, with Rashi, etc. Pesaro, 1510.

Bible. Pesaro, April 12, 1511.

Earlier Prophets, with Kimhi. Pesaro, April 12. 1511.

Talmud, Baba Batra. Pesaro, 1511- 12.

Talmud, Megillah. Pesaro, 1511-12.

Earlier Prophets, with Abravanel. Pesaro. 1512

Nahmanides on the Pentateuch. Pesaro, 1513-14.

Talmud, 'Alwdah Zarali. Pesaro, 1513-14.

Bahya b. Asher, with Pentateuch. Pesaro, 1514.

Gersonides on the Pentateuch. Pesaro. 1514.

The Later Prophets, with Kimhi. Pesaro, 1515.

Talmud, Mo'ed Katan. Pesaro, 1515.

, Mahzor, (ieniian rite. Pesaro, 1515.

Talmud, Sukkah. Pesaro, 1515.

, Talmud, 'Erubin. Pesaro, 1515.

Jacob b. Asher, .\rba"ah Turim." Fano. 1516.

, Kimhi, "Dikduk." Pesaro, 1517 (?).

Bible, second part. Pesaro. 1517.

Bahya b. Asher on the Pentateuch.

Nathan b. Jehiel, " '.\ruk." Pesaro,

Kimhi. " Dikduk." Ortona, 1518.

Talmud, Hullin. Pesaro, 1519.

Megillot liabbah. Pesaro, 1519.

Malizor. Rimini (?), 1520 (?).

Elijah Levita, " Pirke Eliyahu."

Albo, "Sefer 'Ikkarim." Salonic^i. 1520.

Later Prophets, with Abravanel. Rimini, 1520.

Mahzor. Rimini, 1.521.

Yalkut Shiui'oni. Salonica, 1521.

1508.

Pesaro, 1509- 10.

Pesaro, 1517.

Feb., 1517.

Pesaro, 1520.
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98. Albo, " Sefer 'Ikkarim." Rimini. 1522.

99. RashI on the Pentateuch. Rimini, 152.5.

100. Benvenlste, " Melizat 'Efer we-Dlnah." Rimini, 1325.

101. " Kol Bo." Rimini, 1525.

102. Bahya on the Pentateuch. Rimini, 1526.

103. Landau. " Sefer Agur." Rimini, 1526.

104. Machlr. " Abkat Rokel." Rimini. 1526.

105. Mahzor. Salonica, 1526.

106. Yal'kut Shim'onl. Salonica. 1.526-27.

107. Mahzor. Salonica. 1529.

108. Siddur Tenilot. Constantinople, 15.30.

109. Bulat, "Kelal Kazer." Constantinople, 1530-31.

110. Bashyazi, " Adde'ret Eliyahu." Constantinople. 1.530-31.

111. Hal Gaon, "Musar Haskel." Constantinople. 1531.

112. Kimhi, " Miklol," 8vo. Constantinople, 1530-32.

113. Kimhi, "Miklol," fol. Constantinople, 1532-34.

114. Almoli, "Sha'ar ha-Shem he-Hadash." Constantinople.
1532.

115. Kimhi. " Shorashim." Salonica, 1532-33.

116. Jabe?, " Hasde Adonai." Constantinople, 1.532-.33.

117. Mizrahi, "Sefer ha-Mispar." Constantinople. 1533-34.

IIS. Rlsslm,"Derashot." Constantinople, 1.5:3.3.

119. Imraanuel, "Mahberot." Constantinople, 1.535.

120. Vital, " Keter Torah." Constantinople, 1.536.

121. David Kohen, Responsa. Constantinople. 1.537.

122. Kalaz. "Sefer ha-Musar." Constantinople. 1.536-37.

123. Aboab. " Nehar Pishon." Constantinople, 1.538.

134. Shalom, " Neweh Shalom." Constantinople. 1538.

125. Illescas. " Imre No'am." Constantinople. 1.5.39.

128 Jacob b. Asher, "Arba' Turim." Constantinople. 1-539-1540.

127. Aljfaba. "Amadis de Gaul." Constantinople. 1.540.

128. Ibn Yahya. "Leshon Limmunim." Constantinople. 1.542.

129. Shabbethai. "Minhat Yehudah." Constantinople. 1.543.

130. Shabbethai. "Milhemet ha-Hokmah weba-'Osher." Con-
stantinople, 1.543.

131. Benjamin of Tudela, "Mas'ot shel-R. Binyamin." Con-
stantinople, 1.543.

132. Ibn Yahya, "Shib'ah 'Enaylm." Constantinople, 1543^4.
133. Job. Constantinople, 1543-45.

134. Solomon ibn Gabirol, " Uiwan." Constantinople, 1545.

13.5. Pentateuch: Aramaic, Hebrew. Persian, and Arabic. Con-
stantinople. 1.546.

136. Pentateuch : Aramaic, Hebrew, Greek, and Spanish. Con-
stantinople, 1547.

137. Barfat, Responsa. Constantinople, 1546-47.

Eleazar b. Gershon Soncino : Printer between
1534 and 1547. He completed " Miklol "' (finished in

1534), the publication of which had been begun by
his father, and published "Meleket ha-Mispar," in

1547; and Isaac b. Sheshet's responsa, likewise in

1547.

Gershon b. Moses Soncino (in Italian works,

Jeronimo Girolima Soncino ; in Latin works,

Hieronymus Soncino): Tlie most important
member of the family; born probably at Soncino;

died at Constantinople 1533. He claims to have
been of great assistance to the exiles from Spain,

and especially to those from Portugal ; and he made
journeys to France in order to collect manuscripts
for the works to be printed. He makes a pun upon
his name by printing it as two words, "Ger Shon,"
referring to his many travels. In dedicating his

edition of Petrarch (Fano, 1503) to Caesar Borgia, he
mentions that he had had Latin, Greek, and Hebrew
types cut out by Francisco da Bologna, -who is cred-

ited also with having made the cursive tj'pes attrib-

uted to Aldus Manutius. It is curious that Aldus,
for his introduction to a Hebrew grammar (Venice,

1501), used the same types that had been em-
ployed by Soncino in 1492.

Israel Nathan b. Samuel b. Moses Soncino :

Died at Brescia, probably in 1492. He wrote the Epi-
logue for the Casal Maggiore Mahzor of 1486. It

was at his suggestion that his son Joshua Soncino
took up the work of printing.

Joshua Solomon b. Israel Nathan Soncino :

Printer at Soncino from 1483 to 1488. at Naples from
1490 to 1492. He was the uncle of Gershon Soncino.
It would appear that he had most to do with starting

the printing of the Talmud.
Moses Soncino : Printer at Salonica in 1526 and

1527; assisted in the printing of the Catalonian Mah-
zor and of the first part of the Yalkut.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 3053-30.58;
idem, HeJn: Bihl. ii. 125-130; idem, in Ersch and Gruber,
Encijc. section ii.. part 28. pp. 35-36. 38 ; G. Manzoni. Annale
Tupnqray>}ticlu' dei Soncino, Bologna, 1886; M. Sacchl, I
Tiijografi Ehrei di Soncino, p. 22.
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SONG OF MOSES.—Biblical Data: Poem
found in Deut. xxxii. 1-43. It is said that "Moses
spake in the ears of all the assembly of Israel the

words of this song" (Deut. xxxi. 30, R. V. ; comp.
ib. xxxii. 44). The song exhibits striking original-

ity of form; nowhere else in the Old Testament
are prophetic thoughts presented in poetical dress on
so large a scale.

The poem opens with an exordium (verses 1-3) in

which heaven and earth are summoned to hear what
the poet is to utter. In verses 4-6 the tlieme is de-

fined: it is the rectitude and faithfulness of Yhwh
toward His corrupt and faithless people. Verses
7-14 portray the providence which conducted Israel

in safety through the wilderness and gave it a rich

and fertile laud; verses 15-18 are devoted to Israel's

unfaithfulness and lapse into idolatry. This lapse

had compelled Yhwh tp threaten it (verses 19-27)

with national disaster and almost with national ex-

tinction. Verses 28-43 describe how Yhwh has de-

termined to speak to the Israelites through the ex-

tremity of their need, to lead them to a better mind,
and to grant them victory over their foes.

The general plan of the poem resembles that of

Ps. Ixxviii., cv., cvi,, and the prose of Ezek. xx., as

well as the allegories of Ezek. xvi. and xxiii. In

the Song of Moses, however, the theme is treated

with greater completeness and with superior poetic

power.

Critical View : The poet was also an artist.

Conspicuous literary ability and artistic skill are

manifested in the development of his theme. His

figures are diversified and forcible; the parallelism

is unusually regular. One of the best examples of

poetic simile in the Bible occurs in verses 11 and 12

of this song

:

" Like a vulture, that stirreth up its nest.

That hovereth over its young.
He spread abroad His wings. He took him.
He bore him upon His pinion :

Yhwh alone did lead him ;

And no foreign god was with Him." (Driver's transl.)

The conditions presupposed by the poem render

the Mosaic authorship of it impossible. The Exo-
dus and the wilderness wanderings lie in the dis-

tant past. Tlie writer's contemporaries may learn

of them from their fathers (verse 7). The Israelites

are settled in Palestine (verses 13-14) ; sufficient time

has passed for them not only to fall into idolatry

(verses 15-19), but to be brought to the verge of

ruin. Tiiey arc pressed hard by heathen foes (verse

30) ; but Yhwh promises to interpose and rescue His

people (verses 34-43). The post-Mosaic origin of

the poem is therefore clear; and these historical
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arguments arp confirmed by the tlieological ideas

and pliraseology of tlie poem, neither of these being

characteristic of tlie age of Moses.

On the other hand, there are many points of con-

tact, botli in expression and in theological concep-

tion, with the prophets of the eighth to the fiftli

century b.c. Critics are not agreed, however, on the

precise date of the song. Formerly, when all of

Deut. xxxi. 14-23 was referred to JE, the poem was
believed to be anterior thereto, and was believed

to be contemporary with the Syrian wars under Je-

hoash and Jeroboam II. {c. 780). To this period it

is referred by Dillmann, Schrader, Oettli, Ewald,
Kampliausen, and Keuss. Kuenen and Driver, be-

lieving the expression "those which are not a peo-

ple " of verse 21 to refer to the Assyrians, assign the

poem to the age of Jeremiah and Ezekiel (c. 630),

while Cornill, Steuernagel, and Bertholet refer it to

the closing years of the Exile— the period of the

second Lsaiah. In the present state of modern
knowledge the date can not be definitely fixed; but

there is much to be said in favor of the exilic date.

Bibliography: Kamphausen, i>(i,s ii«i 3foses, 1862; Kloster-
mann, in SUidien und Kritiken, 1871, pp. 249 ef sea.; 1873,

pp. 230 et seq., 450 et seq.; Stade's Zeitschrift, 1885,

pp. 297 et seq.; Cornill, Einleituna in das Alte Testament,
1891, pp. 70 e( seq.. Driver, Deuteronomy, in International
Critical Commentary., 1895, pp. 344 et seq.; Steuernagel,
Deuteronomium, in Nowack's Handkommentar, 1900,

pp. 1!4 ct seq.: Berttiolet, Deuteronomium, in K. H. ('.

1899, pp. 94 et seq.

E. G. H. G. A. B.

SONG OF SONGS, THE (A. V. The Song
of Solomon) : One of the Five Megillot. The He-

brew title, nr^b^b Iti'N Dn^KTI "1*K>, is commonly
understood to mean " the most excellent of songs,

composed by Solomon " (not "one of the songs com-
posed by Solomon ") ; the title, however, is later than

the poem, in which the relative pronoun is always

{}>, never "itJ>K. The ancient versions follow the He-
brew ; from the rendering in the Latin Vulgate,
" Canticum Canticorum," comes the title " Canticles."

The oldest known interpretation of the Song (in-

duced by the demand for an ethical and religious

element in its content) is allegorical: the Midrash
and the Targum represent it as depicting the rela-

tions between God and Israel. The allegorical con-

ception (if it passed over into the Christian Church,
and has been elaborated by a long line of writers

from Origen down to the present time, the deeper
meaning being assumed to be the relation between
God or Jesus and the Church or the individual

soul. The literal interpretation of the poem as sim-

])ly a eulogy of married love had ^ts I'epresentatives

in early times (Theodore of Mopsuestia, and, to some
extent, Abraham ibn Ezra), and, in the renaissance

of the sixteentli and seventeenth centuries, was
maintained by Grotius, Clericus, and others; but it

is only in the last hundred years that this interpre-

tation has practically ousted the alle-

Interpre- gorical. The Song is now taken, almost
tation : universally, to be the celebration of a

Solomon marriage, there being, in fact, no hint

as Bride- of allegory in the text. Obviously
groom. there are two principal personages, a

bridegroom and a bride; but opinions

differ as to who the bridegroom is. If the title

be accepted as genuine, it is a natural conclusion

that the poem describes the nuptials of Solomon and
a princess (the daughter of Pharaoh) or a country
maiden (so Delitzsch and others). But, apart from
the question of date, this construction is proved im-
possible by the fact that the bridegroom is distin-

guished from Solomon in viii. 11, 12, and probably,

by revision, in vi. 8, 9. To meet this difficulty it is

assumed (by Ewald, Driver, and many others) that

the bridegroom or fiance is a young shepherd, and
that Solomon is ins would-be rival ; that the king has
carried off a beautiful rustic maiden (vi. 10-12) ^ud
has brought her to liis palace in Jerusalem (i. 4),

wliere he endeavors to win her affections; but
that she, resisting the allurements of the court,

remains true to her country lover, and is finally uni-

ted to liim (viii. 5-14). This theory, liowever, rests on
unwarranted interpretations of particular passages.

The alleged rivalry between a king and a shepherd
appears nowhere in the text: there is only one lover,

as there is only one maiden; Solomon is introduced

as an actor in only one place (iii. 6-11), and here he
is represented as the shepherd bridegroom Idmself.

Both the views described above (and the variou.s

modifications of them) regard the poem as a drama

:

it is divided by expositors into acts and scenes. It

is, in fact, dramatically conceived (like the Job
poem, for instance), since it consists not of narra-

tives, but of lyric utterances put into the mouths of

certain characters; but it is not a drama. Not only

is there no definite indication of time or place, all

being vaguely rhapsodical; but there is no move-
ment, no culmination or catastrophe. The marriage
is already consummated in i. 6 (and so in ii. 6, iv.

16-v. 1, vii. 9 [A. V. 8]); and the story is no farther

advanced in viii.

Still another view regards the book as picturing

the popular festivities held in Palestine in connec-

tion witli the wedding-week. Of such festivities

there are hints in the Old Testament (Judges xiv.

10-12; Jer. xvi. 9; Ps. xix. 6 [5]; comp. Matt. xxv.

1 et seq.) ; and Wetzstein (in his article " Die Syrische

Dreschtafel," in Bastian's"Zeitschrift

Rustic iur Ethnologic," 1873, pp. 270 et seq..

Wedding, and in the appendix to Delitzsch's

commentary on the Song) has given
the details of the modern Syrian marriage celebra-

tion, in which he finds parallels to those of the

poem. In the week succeeding the marriage the

villagers assemble; the thrashing-board is set up
as a throne, on which the newly married pair take

their seats as " king " and " queen " ; tliere are songs
in praise of the physical charms of the pair, and
dances, in whicli bridegroom and bride take part;

especially noteworthy is the "sword-dance," per-

formed by the bride with a naked sword in one hand
(see vii. 1 [R. V. vi. 13]). In accordance with this

view the "king" of the poem, sometimes called

"Solomon " (an imaginative designation of a person

of ideal beauty), is the bridegroom; the "daughters

of Jerusalem " are the village maidens in attendance

on the bride; the royal procession of iii. 6-11 is

that of the bridegroom (comp. Ps. xix. 6 [5]);

the dialogues, descriptions of bodily charms, and
other pieces are folk-songs; according to Cuddc, the

name "Shulamite," given to the bride once (vii. 1

[vi. 18]), is equivalent to "Shunemmite," and is
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Song- of the Three Holy Chil-

an imaginative reminiscence of the fair Abishag

(I Kings i. 3).

Some explanation such as this is required by tlie

character of the book. It is a collection of pieces in

praise of the physical delights of wedded love. The
freeness of expression (especially in vii. 3-10 [1-9]),

offensive to modern taste, is in accord with ancient

custom (comp. Ezek. xvi., xxiii. ; Prov. v. 16-20): it

may be due in part also to the license of popular

festivities. It is not necessary, however, to suppose

that the author has merely reproduced the songs

of the rustic celebrations of his time; rather, a poet

of high ability here sings of married love, following

the lines of the festive customs, but giving free play

to his imagination : such charm of style as the book
shows is not to be looked for iu rustic songs. The
unity of the poem is one of emotion—all the situa-

tions reflect the same circumstances and the same
sentimeuts.

The date of the Song is indicated by its literary

form : the idyl is foreign to the Hebrew genius, and
points to the time when the Jews imitated Greek
models (Theocritus and Biou). The word )V"1DN( =

" palanquin " [iii. 9]) appears to be the

Date. Greek <popelnv
; DTlS (i v. 13) was not in-

troduced earlier than the later Persian

period (for other late words see Driver, ''Introduc-

tion "). The date of the book can hardly be deter-

mined precisely : it was probably composed iu the

period 200-100 b.c. ; but some of the material may
be older.

The discussions at the Synod of Jabueh (Janinia)

show that toward the end of the first Christian cen-

tury the canonical authority of the Song was dis-

puted iu certain quarters (see Bible C.\non, § 11).

Probably the ground of opposition was its nou-relig-

ious character: it does not contain the Divine Name
(except "Yah " in viii. 6, Hebr., as au expression of

intensity); its love is sensuous; aiid its only ethical

element is the devotion of one man to one woman in

marriage. It is ijuoted neither by Philo nor in the

New Testament. But it appears to have gained

popularity ; and the probability is that at an early

day it was interpreted allegorically by the sages,

and that it was on the basis of such an interpreta-

tion that its canonicity was finally established. On
its ritual use at Passover see Megillot, The Five.

Bibliography: On the history of the interpretation : S. Salfeld,

Das Hiilielied Salomons hei den JUdiKchen ErklUrern des
Mittelalters, 1879; W. Riegel, Die Ausleuuivy des Hohen-
liedcs in der Jlldischen Gemeinde und der Griechixchen
Kirche, 1898 ; E. Ileiiss, La Bible (gives a conspectus of
various schemes); C. D. Ginsburg, Sotm of SoJiffs, 1857;
Cheyne, in Encyc. Dibl. s.v. Canticles. The traditional inter-

pretation (Solomon as bridegroom) is given iu Delitzsch's
commentary, 1875; and the fuller dramatic interpretation
(the shepherd lover) in : Ewald, Dichter, 18t)7 ; W. R. Smith,
Canticles, in Encyc. Brit. 9th ed.; Rothstein, Das Hohe
Lied, 1893 ; idem. Song of Songs, in Hastings' Did. Bible ;

Driver, Introduction (which gives a full outline of the
schemes of Delitzsch and Ewald); Wetzstein, in Budde, TIte
Sonq of Solomon, in The New World, 1894, vol. iii.; idem.
Commentary, in K. H. C; Siegfried, Commentary, in No-
wack's Jfand/fomme))fa»'; and Cheyne, f.c. On the relation
between the Song and Theocritus: W. M. FuUerton, in Uni-
tarian Review (Boston), July, 1886 ; D. 8. Margollouth, Lines
of Defense of the Biblical Revekition, London, 1900. On
the meter : Budde's commentary ; and on the Hebrew text

:

this and the commentaries of Graetz and Siegfried.

E. G. H. T.

SONG OF SONGS, MIDBASHIM TO. See

Shir ua-Shirim.

SONG OF THE THREE HOLY CHIL-
DREN, THE: Greek insertion in the Book of
Daniel after iii. 23, the only one of the additions to
Daniel that really add to the text of the book. The
title given above is inexact : under it are included
two distinct pieces, namely, (1) the Prayer of Aza-
rias, and (2) the Song or Hymn of the Three. In the
collection of odes or canticles given iu Codex Alex-
andrinus and two other manuscripts (printed in

.Swete, "The Old Testament in Greek," vol. iii.) the
titles of the pieces are respectively: "Prayer of
Azariah"and "Hymn of Our Fathers." The two
compositions shared in the fortunes of the other
Apocryphal writings: attacked and defended by
early Christian writers, they have been adopted as
canonical (or deuterocanonical) by Catholics and re-

jected by Protestants. The older Jewish books do
not quote them, but show acquaintance with part
of their material: in the Midrash (Lev. R. xxxiii.

6) there is a long conversation between Nebuchadnez-
zar and " the three " which, while it makes no refer-

ence to these writings (though the king cites copi-

ously from the Old Testament), illustrates the dispo-

sition to expand the narrative of the Book of Daniel
(comp. 'Ab. Zarah 3a; Sanh. 93a; Ta'an. 18b; Pes.

118a; see Ball in Wace, "Apocrypha").
In the poetical parts (the prayer and the song)

the two recensions, that of the Septuagint and that

of Theodotion, are nearly itlentical: they differ

slightly in the order of verses; and Theodotion sim-

plifies by omitting a few lines. In the prose narra-

tive introducing the poems the Septuagint is tlie

fuller and doubtless the older; Theodotion is supe-

rior in literary form. The two pieces are here sin-

gularly inappropriate. The prayer is a national

petition acknowledging past sins, professing pres-

ent obedience, and imploring mercy. The song is a

doxology calling on all God's creatures to praise

Him; and its expressions are taken from the canon-

ical Psalter (see especially Ps. cxlviii.). These are

not the natural utterances of men in a fiery furnace,

nor do they contain any reference to the existing

situation, except in verse 88 (Swete; A. V. 66), iu

which " the three " are called on to join in the praise
;

but this verse is an addition by the compiler, who
has inserted the two poems (i:omposed before his

time), and has adapted the second to the situation.

In the prosc! part (verse 49, Swete; A. V. 26) the

fourth person of Dan. iii. 25 is accounted for by the

statement that the angel of the Lord descended,

pushed aside the flame, and cooled tlie furnace—an

inartistic insertion ; the Hebrew, with finer feeling,

leaves the reader to infer tlie descent of the angel.

There is no sufticient ground for sMpj)osing that ai y
part of these pieces belonged to the original text of

Daniel. The motive of the addition was the natural

desire to expand a popular story. The material

was, doubtless, derived from current legends; thus,

the cooling of the furnace is mentioned in Pes. 118a.

The date of the prayer is suggested in verse 38 (15),

where it is said tliat at that time there was no

prophet, leader, or sacrifice— jierhaiis l)etween 168

and 165 B.C. (profanation of the Temple by Anti-

ochus); in the song the references to priests and

Temple servants (verses 84-85 [62-63]) point to the

time after the purification of the Temple (about 164
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B.C.). The toue of the two pieces is Palestinian,

and the original language was probably Hebrew or

Aramaic.
J. T.

SONNEMANN, LEOPOLD: German journal-

ist; born at Hochberg, Lower Franconia, Oct. 29,

1831. After having acquired considerable wealth

as a merchant, he founded in 1856 the "Frankfurter

Zcitung," a newspaper published iu Frankfort-on-

the-Main; it soon acquired a leading position in

southern Germany, especially in the commercial

world. Since 1867 Sonnemann has been its sole pro-

prietor and editor.

From 1871 to 1876 and from 1878 to 1884 Sonne-

mann was a delegate in the German Reichstag, as a

member of the People's party (Volkspartei), for

•which his paper has always been a representative

organ. At his first election (1871) he defeated Baron

Rothschild, at the second (1874) Lasker. In 1884 he

was defeated by the Social Democrat Labor.

Sonnemann is at present (1905) a prominent mem-
ber of the aldermanic board of Frankfort-on-the-

Main.

Bibliography: Tirockhaus Konvcrsations-Lcrikon; Giesen,
Zivolf Jaltre irn Reiclistage. Beichstaiji'rcdenvon Leopold
Sonnemann, Frankfort-ou-the-Main, 19()1.

s. F. T. H.

SONNENFELD, SIGISMUND : Hungarian
journalist; born at Vagujhely, llungar}-, Oct. 1,

1847. He received his education iu his native town,

at the gymnasia at Prague and Presburg, and at the

University of Budapest (Ph.D. 1870). In the year

of his graduation he joined the editorial stafP of the

"Pester Lloyd," on which he served until 1890.

From 1877 till 1890 he was also teacher at the gym-
nasium of Budapest. In the latter year he removed
to Paris and became director of the Baron de Hirsch

philanthropic institutions. He is at present (1905)

director of ihe Jewish Colonization Association and

a member of the Central Committee of the Alliance

Israelite Univcrselle. He was sent by the former

association in 1896 and again in 1902 to the Argen-
tine Republic and to Rumania.

Sonnenfeld has written many articles on science,

literature, and politics for Austrian, Hungarian, and
French papers, and is the author of "Leuau," 1882,

a work on that poet.

8. F. T. H.

SONNENFELS: Austrian family of scholars

and writers, descendants of Wurzbach Lipmann,
members of which became prominent during the

eigiiteenth century.

Perlin Lipmann Sonnenfels : Austrian schol-

ar; son of Wurzbach Lipmann, chief rabbi of Bran-

denburg. Perlin Lipmann emigrated to Austria,

wliere he became the agent of the princely house
of Dietrichsteiu at Nikolsburg. He, together with

his children, embraced the Catholic faith some time

between the years 1735 and 1741. He assumed the

name Alo3's Wiener, and later removed to Vienna,

where he became teacher of Semitic languages at the

university, and Hebrew interpreter at the juridical

court. In 1746 he was knighted and received a pat-

ent of nobility entitling him to use the name Son-

nenfels, which his two sons adopted. Perlin's Avife

remained faithful to Judaism.

Josepti von Sonnenfels.

Joseph von Sonnenfels: Austrian jurist and
novelist; born at Nikolsburg, Moravia, 1732; died at

Vienna April 25, 1817; son of Perlin Lipmann, and
l)rother of Franz Anton von Sonnenfels. Joseph,

who was baptized in his early youth, received his

elementary education at the gymnasium of his native

town, and then studied philosophy at the University

of Vienna. In 1749 he joined, as a private, the regi-

ment "Deutschmei-
ster," advancing to

the rank of corporal;

ujion his discharge in

1754 he took a course

in law at the Univer-

sity of Vienna, where-

after he established

himsel f as a counselor

at law in the Austrian

capital. From 1761

to 1763 he officiated

as secretary of the

Austrian "Arcieren-

garde," and in the

latter year was ap-

pointed professor of

political science at

the University of Vi-

enna, twice acting as

rector magnificus. In

1779 he received the title of "Wirklicher Hof-

rath," and was in 1810 elected president of the

Academy of Sciences, a position which he held until

his death.

Among Sonnenfels' many works may be men-

tioned: "Specimen Juris Germanici de Remediis

Juris, Juri Romano Incognitis," Vienna, 1757;
" Ankimdigung einer Teutschen Gesellschaft in

Wien," ib. 1761; " Betrachtungen i'lber die Neuen
Politischen Handlungsgruudsatze der Englander,"

tb. 1764; "Grundsiitze der Polizei, Handlung und
Finanzwissenschatt," ib. 1765-67 (8th ed. 1819);

"Briefe liber die Wienerische Schaubiihne," ib. 1768

(reedited by Sauer, ib. 1884); "Von der Verwand-

lung der Domiinen in BauerngtUer," ib. 1773 ;
" Ucber

die Abschaft'ung der Tortur," Zurich, 1775 (2d ed.

Nuremberg, 1782); "Abhandlung uber die Aufhe-

bung der Wuchergesetze," Vienna, 1791 ;
" Handbuch

der iuucrn Staatsverwaltung," ib. 1798 ;

" Ueber die

Stimmenmehrheit bei Criminalurtheilen," Vienna,

1801 (2d ed. 1808). His " Gesammelte Werke " ap-

peared in ten volumes (Vienna, 1783-87), and con-

tained most of his belletristic works, poems, and

dramas.

From 1765 to 1767 and from 1769 to 1775 Sonnen-

fels was editor of "Der Mann ohne Vorurtheil," in

which paper he defended the liberal tendencies in

literature. He improved the Vienna stage especially

through his critical work " Briefe fiber die Wiener-

ische Schaubiihne," in which he attacked the harle-

quin of the Vienna theater, causing this figure to be

eliminated from the personnel of the stage.

lie was chiefly instrumental in bringing about the

abolition of torture in Austria (1776). Sonnenfels'

attitude toward Lessing placed the former in a very

unfavorable light, as it was due to his intrigues and

jealousy that Lessing was not called to Vienna. Son-
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nenfcls was severely condemned for his action in

this affair.

Franz Anton Sonnenfels, Freiherr von

:

Austrian philantliropist ; born at Nikolsbnrg, 3Iora-

via, July 12, 1735; died at Troppau Jan. 11, 1806;
son of Perliu Lipmanu and brother of Joseph von
Sonnenfels, witli whom he was baptized. He was
educated at the gymnasium of his native town, and
entered tis agent the service of the princes of Dic-

trichstein; his extraordinary ability attracted the at-

tention of Emperor Joseph II., wiio bestowed upon
him the title of "Hofrath," and attached him to the
office of the secretary of the imperial liouseliold.

In 1797 he was knighted.

Having no children, he and his wife, Maria Rosalia

(nee Geyer; died March 18, 1811), left their fortunes

to charitable institutions, especially in the city of

Nikolsburg. Sonnenfels was buried in the ceme-
tery of that city, and a monument was erected over
his grave Oct. 21, 1860.

BiBLiocRAPHY : AVurzbach, BiographiKcIies Le.rikon dcs
KaiscitJiums Oesterreich, xxxv. 315 ft saj., 317-343; Brock-
hmis KoH versatioiis-Lcjrikon; Kopetzky, Joseph unci Franz
von Sonnenfels, Vienna, 1883.

s. F. T. H.

SONNENTHAL, ADOLF RITTER VON:
Auslrian actor; born at Budapest Dec. 21, 1834.

He was the sou of humble parents, and spent his

boyhood as a tailor's apprentice, working at Iiis

trade luitil his sixteenth year, when he went to

Vienna to better his con-

dition. On his first eve-

ning in the Austrian
capital the boy visited

the Ilofburgtheater and
witnessed a performance
of "Der Erbforster,"

which made such an im-
pression upon him that

he sought out Dawison,
then in the zenith of his

fame, and announced
his determination to be-

come an actor. Dawi-
son, at tirst amused by
the lad's audacity, soon

became interested in

him, and linally placed him in the care of Laube,
who permitted him to study at tlu; Hoflnirgtheater.

Having gleaned a supcrticial knowledge of acting,

Sounenthal made his debut Oct. 30, IS.")!, at the

Stadttheater, Temesvar, as Phiibiiti in "Thi'irnier

von Notre-Dame." The next live years he spent in

touring various small towns of Hungary, and after

three stays of considerable duration at IIermannsta<lt

(1802), Grat/. (1854), and Konigsberg (1855) respect-

ively, he made liis Vienna debut at the Hofburg-
theater (May 18, 1856) as Mortimcvm " :\raria Stuart."

He failed to please either public or critics, and would
have been dismissed if he had not triumphed the

next evening as Ilerzorj in Hackliindcr's " Der Ge-

heime Agent." When he repeated his success as

Don Carlos, Laube engaged him for tlic next three

years; and on the expiration of that time, for a life

tenure.

In 1870 Sounenthal was appointed assistant man-
ager, antl in 1884 chief manager, of the Hofburgthea-

Adolf Sonnentlial.

ter; and from 1887 to 1888 he acted as its director.

His twenty-tifth anniversary at this theater was
celebrated by all Vienna, and the emperor conferred
an order of nobility ui)on the former Jewish tailor's

apprentice. In 1896 the celebration of his fortieth

anniver.«ary was marred by the anti-Semitic feeling

of the Vienna city council, which, because of his race,

refused to extend the freedom of the city to him.
Sonnenthal's repertoire is most extensive, and in

spite of his unattractive features he has succeeded in

roles that demand a pleasing personality, such as
Romeo, Kean, and Egmont. Of other parts played
by him may be mentioned: Hamlet, Slacheth, \Val-

leimttin, Uriel Acosta, JS'ntlian der Weise, Othello,

Bolingbroke, Fiesco, Marcel de Pn'e in " Wildfeuer,"
Itochester in " Waise von Lowood," Bolz, JWtm'ss,

Graf Waldemar, Hirst Li'ibbenau in "Aus der Ge-
sellschaft," Fox in " Pitt luid Fox," Ringelstern, Pasa,

Raoul Gerard in "Aus der Komischen Oper," Konig
in "Esther," Faust, Tell, Clavigo, ]\'ero, Fritz Mar-
low, Kerbriand, Mellefont in "Miss Sara Sampson,"
Marc Antony, Richard II., Henry 17., Fabricins, and
Graf Trast.

Bibliography: Ludwisr Eisenherp, Adolf Sounenthal. Dres-
den, ISXK); A. BettelhMin. Biouraphische BUttter, imi\. pp.
iil ct sf(i.: Metiers Kiiuver.''ations-Lf.rikon ; Dn.^f GeMifte
Wien,i. o3o-536; Kohut, BertUtnite Israelitisclic Mttnner
unit Frauen, pp. 227 et seq.; AUg. Zeit. des Jud. 18i91,

p. 190.

s. E. Ms.

SONNESCHEIN, SOLOMON H. : American
rabbi; born at Szeut Martou Turocz, Hungary, June
24, 1839. He received his education at Boskowitz,
]\[oravia, where he obtained his rabbinical diploma
in 1863, and later studied at Hamburg and at the

University of Jena (Ph.D. 1864). He was succes-

sively rabbi at Warasdin, Prague, New York, and
St. Louis, Mo., and is now (1905) officiating at the

Temple B'nai Yeshurun, Des Moines, Iowa.

Soiineschein has contributed for more than forty

years to numerous German and English periodicals.

Biui.H)(;itAriiY : Tlic American Jewish Year Book, 1903-
l'.i(14. ]). 101.

A. F. T. H.

SONNINO, SIDNEY, BARON : Italian poli-

tician; born at Alexandria, Egypt, in 1849. His

fatiier-was a Jewish emigrant fiom Leghorn, andhi3

mother an English Protestant. He grew up iu

Florence among a circle of kindred spirits including

such men as the historian Pasquale Villari; Karl

Hillebrand, the German literary investigator; and
licopoldo Franchetli. In company with the lasl-

named, Sonnino undertook an expediiion to south-

ern Italy and to Sicily, the result being a joint publi-

cation in which was embodied Sonnino's treatise

"1 Contadini di Sicilia,"on the peasants of the latter

place. Another treatise of Sonnino's, entitled "La
Mezzadria in Toscana," deals with the leasehold

svstem by which the peasants of Tuscany hold their

farms. In both of these treatises Sonnino shows

his intimate acquaintance with economic conditions,

and his deep interest in the welfare of the poorer

classes.

As a member of Parliament, in which he has held

a seat since 1882, Sonnino is chiefly occupied with

financial and foreign questions. He is an earnest

champion of the German-Italian alliance. As leader
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of tlio Left Center lie Avas one of llie most active

and successful opponents of Depretis' cabinet,

especially of Magliani, the minister of finance,

\vliom lie repeatedly accused of extravagance. Dur-
ing Perazzi's ministry Sounino filled the office of

assistant secretary of state in the department of

finance; and from 1893 to 1896 he held the portfolio

of finance in Crispi's cabinet. J5y his wide knowl-

edge of national economy and his shrewd financial

operations he has rendered the Italian state valuable

services. Since (^risi)i's fall Sonnino has been one

of the most prominent members of the parliamen-

tary Opi)osition.

Bibliography : Telesforo Sarti, II Parlamento Snhalpino e

Nazi07iale, 'IVrni, 1890; A. de Gubernatis, Dictimmairc
liitematlnnol iters Kci-^ivains chi Jour. Florence, 1888; I.uigi

Brenpri, / M(>rih<t)i<li di Monteritorio. 1889.

S. MUN.

SOIIANI, UGO: Italian jurist and deputy;
born at Pitigiiano May 4, 1850. He studied law in

his native town and in Mondavi, Leghorn, and Pisa,

graduating from the university of the last-named

city in 1872. He then established himself as a coun-
selor at law ill Florence, acting also for several

years as secretary of the Jewish community of that

city. In 1900 he was elected to the Chamber of

Deputies as the representative of Scansaiio, district

of Grosseto, and Avas reelected in 1904.

Sorani is the author of the following works: "I
Partiti Politici," "Maggioranze e Minoranze," and
•' Suir Esercizio Provvisorio del Commercio Concesso

al Fallito" (Florence, 1891); "Delia Ricerca della

Paternita" (3d ed. ib. 1892); "La Banca d 'Italia,

Provedimenti Legislativi, Stato Finanziario e Pro-

poste di Assestamento " {ib. 1894); " Delia Cambiale
e deir Assegiio Bancario " and "II Fallimento

"

(Rome, 1896); "La Donna" (3d ed. Poggibon.si.

1896); aud"Sull Disegno di Legge ])cr il Riordi-

namento dell' Iniposta di Ricchezza Mobile" (Piti-

giiano, 1897).

Bibliography : Tl M's.-<iUi) rxmr/iVico, iskhi, p. :i()i.

s. U. C.

SOSA (SOSSA, SOUSA), DE : Envoy of

King John IlLof Portugal to the court of Pope Paul
III. (1534-50). While he was at Rome the Maranos,
seeking relief from the severity of the Inquisition,

urged the jiope to send a papal nuncio to Portugal
ill their interest. 'I'his measure was opposed by tiie

court, and, at first, likewise by the pope; but the

Jewish envoy finally succeeded in gaining the ac-

(luiescence of the latter. The envoy's letter to the

king informing him of this fact begins with the

words. "Rome is a prostituted Babj'loii, and I feel

as if I were in licll." Li a letter to the Kmg of

France, De Sosa designates Ijippomano, the papal
nuncio who had lieen selceted to fill the i)ost of

Jiapal nuncio in Poitugal, as a man "with tiie hands
of an p]sau and the voice of a Ja(!ob."

I!ihi.io(;rapmv : Kavserlinsr, ''fV.^r/;. ihr Jinlrii in Paytugal.
pp. 22!!. 2:tl. Berlin, IStiT.

.' S. ().

SOSA, GOMEZ DE. Sec Gomi./. dk Sos.\.

SOSA, MARTIN ALFONSO DE : Portu
gu(!se envoy at and governor of Goa. in the mid-
dle of the si.xtcenth century. In Crangaiiore, six-

teen miles from Cochin, which at that time had

a large .lewish communit}-, he discovered several

bronze tablets with ancient inscriptions. An old

Jewish philologist of Calcutta declared that they
were written in "Malabaric, Chaldaic, and Arabic"
and referred to privileges which had been granted
to the Jews of that locality. He translated all the

inscriptions into Hebrew, and they were later ren-

dered into Portuguese. The Hebrew translation of

one of these privileges was in the possession of a
certain Leo, cantor of the Greene Street Synagogue
in New York, in the fifties of the nineteenth cen-

tury. See Cochin.

Bibliography': Kayserling, OckcIi. <\er Juden in P(yrtiigal,

pp. 164-1 •>;>.

•T. S. O.

SOSA, SIMON DE : One of the wealthiest

Maranos in Portugal in the middle of the seventeenth
century. He was one of the conspirators, led by
the Archbishop of Braga, who intended to burn the

royal palaces, murder King John IV., and abduct
the queen and the princes. The conspiracy, how-
ever, was detected in time, and Sosa, with the other

conspirators, was executed.

To the .same family probably belonged Isaac de
Sosa Brito (who carried on a correspondence with

Francis de Oliviera) and Gabriel de Sosa Brito.

The latter was a famous mathematician and cos-

inographer, and his works are described in " Mem. de
Lit. Port." (iv. 329). These two brothers flourished

in the seventeenth centur}'.

Bibliography: De Olivieni, Memoirca de Pdrlttual (eU. De
Haye), 1743, pp. :i79 rf seq.: Kavserling, Gesch. dir Juden in
P(>rtU(j(d, pp. ;i(17, :n2 (note 2).

.r. S. O.

SOSIUS, CAIUS : Roman general. Although
Herod had been made king of Judeaby the Romans,
he was forced to wrest the country from the Has-
monean Antigonus; and as the aid which he had
received from Rome was insufficient, he went to

Samosata to obtain reenforcements from Antony,
who ordered Sosius, the legate of Syria, to give the

king his active support (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 15,

§^ 7-9; idnn. " B. J." i. 16, g§ 6-7). Sosius reached

Jerusalem with a large army in the spring of 37 B.C.,

and he and Herod, following the tactics of Pompey
twenty-seven years before, directed the battering-

rams against the city's northern walls. Progress

was difficult, however; for the beleaguered garrison

made freciuent sorties and destroyecl the Roman
works.

The first wall was carried only after a siege of forty

days, and the second wall fell fifteen days later.

The defenders of Jerusalem made a desperate stand

between the walls of the Temple and in the upper
city; but these positions likewi.se were finally car-

ried "on the solemnity of the fast" {nj hprif rf/c

vrjCTeiaq), this phra.se of Josejihus being freijuently

interpreted as denoting the Day of Atonement, al

though it more probably refers to .some Sabbath
("Ant." xiv. 16, ^S 1-3; " B. J." i. 18, i^g 1-3; Dion

('assius, xlix. 22; Seneca, "Suasoriorum Liber," ii.

21; Tacitus, "Hist." v. 9). It would appear frcnii

Dion Cassius that the city was taken in 38 B.C. ; but

the statements of Josephus, which indicate the year

37, are more trustworth}-.

Antigonus surrendered to Sosius, entreating him
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on his knees for mercy; but the Roman tauntingly

called him "Antigone" and put him in chains, while

the soldiers were given a free hand to pillage and
murder in the city, so that Herod was well pleased

wlien his rich gifts had induced his ally to with-

draw with his troops. During the siege Sosius did

not prevent those within the city from receiving

sacrificial victims for the Temple ; and after the

capture of the place he showed his reverence for the

Sanctuary by ricli donations ("Ant." xiv. 16, ^4).

It appears from coins and from the triumphal fasti

that he received the title of "imperator" and the

privilege of celebrating a triumph in honor of his

victory over Judea.

niBLiOGRAPHY : Griitz. G'esch. 4th ed., iii. 196 ; Schiirer. Geach.
3d ed., i. 314. 357-359; Prompngraphia Imper-ii Rnmnni,
ill. 253; Dnger, t^itzungsherichte der Acndemie zii MU,n-
Chen. 1895, pp. 273-377.

o. S. Kr.

SOSSNITZ, JOSEPH JUDAH 1^6

B

: Rus
sian-American Talmudic scholar, mathematician,

and scientific author; born at Birzhi, government
of Kovno, Sept. 17, 1837. When lie was only ten

years old he prepared a calendar for the year 5608

(= 1847-48). At the age of nineteen he went to

liigaas a teacher of Hebrew, and there made the ac-

quaintance of Professor Novik, who gave him ac-

cess to the library of the polytechnical school, where
lie studied German and perfected himself in secular

sciences, on which he published articles in Jewish

periodicals. In 1875 he was invited to Berlin by
H. S. Slonimski to act as coeditor of "Ha-Zefi-

rah," but as he refused to write against Lichtenfeld,

Slonimski's antagonist, he was dismissed. In 1888

lie settled at Warsaw as editor of the scientific and
cabalistic departments of "Ha-Eshkol." He went
to New York in 1891, and two years later he founded,

in 104th street, a Talmud Torah, of which he was
principal until 1897. Since 1899 he has been lec-

lurer on Jewish ethics iti the Educational Alliance.

Sossuitz has written on different treatises of the

Talmud, and on astronomy, geometry, physics, etc.

His published works are as follows: "Aken Yesh
Adonai" (Wiina, 1875), an attack upon modern ma-

terialism and particularly upon Buchner's "Kraft

und Stoff" ;
" Ha-Shemesli" (Warsaw, 1878), an essay

upon a scientific demonstration of tiie sun's sub-

stance, based on modern investigation and ac-

companied by astronomical tables; "Sehok ha-

Shak " (Wilna, 1880), a manual of ciiess, based upon

A. von Breda's method; "Der Ewige Kalender"

(Riga, 1884); "'Iddan 'Olamim" (Warsaw, 1888),

a perpetual calendar for Jews, Ciiristians, and Mo-

hammedans, with tables for comparison; " Ila-

Ma'or" {ih. 1889), an essay on Jewish leligiotis phi-

losophy, containing, besides, notes on IJiblical and

Talmudical exegesis.

Bibliography: Awnicaii JriviKli Year Honh. XVt-'i W.U)r>). p.

192 ; B. Eisenstadt. Ifnhine Yisrafl l>c-A lun-ikn. pp. 13 ct xru.:

Sokolow, ScferZik'haron. p. 41 ; Zeitlin, liihl. I'ost-Mcudrls.

pp. 37.')-37t).

K. c. M. Si:i..

SOTAH ("Faithless Wife"; "Woman Suspected

of Unfuitlifulness"): Treatise in the Mislinah, To-

sefta, and Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds,

devoted in the main to an exact definition of the

rules of procedure in the case of a wife either actu-

ally or supposedly unfaithful (Num. v. 11-31). In
most editions this treatise is the sixth in the order

Nashim, and is divided into nine chapters contain-

ing sixty-seven paragraphs in all. The following

is a summary of the contents:

Ch. i. : On the manner in which the husband
should manifest his jealousy and restrain his wife

from improper relations with another man ; the con-

sequences to the wife if she does not heed her hus-

band's warnings (§§ 1-2); how the suspected wife

is brought before the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem, how
exhorted to confess, if she is guilty, and how
admonished (^>5 3-6); with what measure one metes,

it is meted unto him also ; if a woman adorns herself

for sin, God renders her hideous (§ 7) ; Biblical exam-
ples of recompense both of good and of evil : Sam-
son followed whither his eyes led, and tliey were
pierced (Judges xvi. 21), while Miriam stood for an

hour on the river-bank because of Moses (Ex. ii. 4),

and, as stated in Num. xii. 15, all Israel waited for

her seven days (^4< 8-9;.

Ch. ii. : How the ottering of jealousy is prepared

(§ 1) ; how the priest pours the consecrated water

into an earthen vessel and whence he

Contents : takes the earth which he puts in the

Ch. i.-v. water (§ 2; comp. Num. v. 17); liow

he writes the book (comp. Num. v.

23), the verses which are written in it, and the ma-
terial employed (g§ 3-4); the time and the cases to

which the confirmation of the oath on the part of

the wife refers (§§ 5-6; comp. Num. v. 22).

Ch. iii. : Way in which the jealousy -offering is

brought (§§ 1-2); cases in which the woman has a

right to refuse to drink the bitter water (^ 3); com-
mencement of the efiicacy of the water of bitterness,

and the problem whether a meritorious deed per-

formed by the woman at some previous time may
protect her from the action of the water; discus-

sion, in this connection, of the admissibility of in-

structing women in the Law (§^4-5); cases in which

the jealousy - offering is burned; distinctions be-

tween Israelites and priests and between men and

women with regard to certain rights and punish-

ments (§§ 6-8).

Ch. iv. : Women to whom the water of bitterne.ss

is not given (^^ 1-4); cases in which the court itself

warns the woman against cjuestionable relations

with a man (^ 5).

Ch. v.: The water of bitterness affects the adulterer

as well as the adulteress (§ 1); list of several textual

interpretations that were delivered by R. Akiba

and R. Joshua b. Ilyrcanus on the day on which

Gamaliel II. was deposed and Eleazar b. Azariah

was elected "nasi" (p§ 2-5; comp. Ber. 28a).

Ch. vi. : The amount of testimony legarding the

unfaithfulness of a woman which prevents her from

drinking the; bitter water, and testimony which

causes her to lose her Kktib.mi.

Ch. vii. : Prayers which may be said in any lan-

guage, such as the "Shema' " and the daily prayer

(^5 1); what may be said only in the holy tongue

(Hebrew), such as most of the sections

Ch. vi.-ix. of the Torah. and the formula spoken

at the halizah by the woman whom iier

brother-in-law refuses to marry (§ 2) ; the method of

reciting these formulas, and the time and the mode
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of reading the portions of the Law (§§ 3-7) ; the

story of King Agrippa II., who wept when he heard

the words "Tliou mayest not set a stranger over

thee, which is not tl)y brother" (Dent. xvii. 15),

since he was himself a descendant of Herod and
consequently an Iduniean, and to whom the people

cried out: "Thou art our brotlier" (§ 8).

Ch. viii. : The address by the priest anointed for

war, delivered to tlie army before battle (^ 1 ; comp.
Deut. XX. 2 et seq.); interpretation of Deut xx. 5-9;

those who are ordinarily exempt from military

service, and wars from which they are not exempt

(^§ 2-7).

Ch. ix. : The breaking of the neck of a heifer in

case the assassin of a man found murdered is un-

known (§§ 1-8; comp. Deut. xxi. 1-9); the time of

the abolition both of this custom and of the use of

the water of bitterness in the trial of women sus-

pected of adultery (^ 9); the discontinuance of other

customs, things, and virtues; on many ordinances

proclaimed at various times; the gloomy portents

of the Messianic time (S;^ 10-14); an enumeration of

the different grades of holiness and piet}-, the high-

est being the gift of the Holy Spirit (§ 15).

The Tosefta is divided into fifteen chapters and
contains a large number of haggadic and exegetic

interpretations, as well as various historical state-

ments and narratives. Particularly

The noteworthy is the exegesis of several

Tosefta. passages, including Deut. xxi. 7-8

(Tosef. ix. 2-9), I Sam. iv. 8-9, Nah.
i. 1-2, and Cant. viii. 5-6. Certain sections of interest

are devoted to the explanation of contradictions be-

tween Biblical statements; for example, Tosef. xi. 11

seeks to harmonize I Sam. x. 2, a passage locating Ra-

chel's grave "in the border of Benjamin," and Gen.
XXXV. 19, which describes her burial-place as being

near Betli-lehem, in the district of Judah. In like

manner xi. 18 and xii. 3 seek to harmonize II Sam.
xxi. 8 with iv. 23, and II Chron. xxii. 2 with II Kings
viii. 17 respectively. The narratives of special inter-

est are those concerning Simeon the Just—who re-

ceived, while in the Temple, a premonition of the

death of the emperor Caligula (xiii. 6), and who
prophesied his own end (xiii. 8)—and the account of

the despair which seized the people after the de-

struction of the Temple, so that many refused to eat

meat or to drink wine, until W. Joshua taught them
to observe restraint even in their mourning for the

loss of their independence (xv. 11).

Both, Gemaras contain many tales and legends,

haggadic interpretations, sayings, and proverbs, in

addition to their elucidations of mishnaic passages.

The following examples may be cited from the

Babylonian Gemara: "Heaven destines a wife for

every man according to liis merits"
The Two (2a); "Whoso is jealous of Ins wife

Gemaras. must be tilled with an evil demon"
(3a); "The proud man is even as the

unbeliever and the idolater" (4b): '.\(lultery is the

most grievous sin, nor can atonement be made for it

by any merit or good act " {ih.

)

;
" Whoso neglecteth

his wife and is untrue to her causeth her to become
unfaithful and to commit adultery " (10a).

Other points of interest in the Babylonian Gemara
are the introductory words on the position of tlie

treatise Sotah among the other tractates of Nashim
(2a), and the stories relating to the coffin of Joseph
(13a), the grave of Moses (13b-14a), and the attitude

of Joshua b. Pehahyaii toward one of his pupils,

who, according to some expositors, was Jesus (47a

in the uncensored editions of the Talmud).
With regard to the Palestinian Gemara, special

mention may be made of the story of the modesty
of R. Meir, who would disregard his own rank and
dignity in his eagerness to restore peace between
husband and wife (i. 4, 16d). The very interesting

statement is also made that there was indeed a man
named Job; but that the calamities described in the

book which bears his name never befell him, for he
was made its hero simply on account of his sincere

and profound piety (v. 5, 20a).

w. B. J. Z. L.

SOUL (nOK'J. EJ'DJ, from DK'J and c'23 = "lie

breathed"; equivalent to the Latin "anima" and
"spiritus"): The Mosaic account of the creation of

man speaks of a spirit or breath with which he was
endowed by his Creator (Gen. ii. 7); but this spirit;

was conceived of as iu.separably connected, if not

wholly identified, with the life-blood {ib. ix. 4; Lev.

xvii. 11). Only through the contact

Biblical of the Jews with Persian and Greek
and Apoc- thought did the idea of a disembodied

ryphal soul, having its own individuality,

Views. take root in Judaism and find its ex-

pression in the later Biblical books, as,

for instance, in the following passages: "The spirit

of man is the candle of the Lord" (Prov. xx. 27);
" There is a spirit in man " (Job xxxii. 8) ;

" The spirit

shall return unto God who gave it " (Eccl. xii. 7)

The soul is called in Biblical literature "ruah," "ne-

fesh," and "neshamah." The first of these terms

denotes the spirit in its primitive state; the second,

in its association with the body ; the third, in its ac-

tivity while in the body.

An explicit stat'etuent of the doctrine of the pre-

existence of the soul is found in the Apocrypha:
"All souls are prepared before the foundation of

the world" (Slavonic Book of Enoch, xxiii. 5); and
according to II Esd. iv. 35 et seq. the number of the

righteous who arc to come into the world is foreor-

dained from the beginning. All souls are, therefore,

preexistent, although the number of those which
are to become incorporated is not determined at

the very first. As a matter of fact, there are souls

of different quality. Solomon says (Wisdom viii. 19

et seq., R. V.): "Now I was a child of parts, and a

good soul fell to mj^ lot; nay, rather, being good, I

came into a body imdetiled." The bodj' returns to

earth when its ]K)Ssessor "is required to render back

the soul which was lent him '' (ib. xv. 8, R. V.). The
Syriac Apocalypse; of Barucli xxx. 2-3 (Kautzsch,
" Apokryjilien," ii. 423) distinguishes between

righteous and common souls in the following pas-

sage, which describes the Messianic period and which
is characteristic of the concejit of preexistence:

"The storehouses in which the foreordained number
of souls is kept shall be opened, and the souls shall

go forth, and the many souls shall appear all at once,

as a host with one mind. And the first shall rejoice,

and the last shall not be sad."

There are no direct references in the Bible to the
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origin of the soul, its nature, and its relation to tlic

body ; but tiiese questions afforded material for the

speculations of the Alexandrian Jewish school, espe-

ciall}' of Philo JuD.t:rs, who sought in the allegor-

ical interpretation of Biblical texts the confirmation

of his psychological system. In the three terms

"ruah," "nefesh,"and "neshamah" Philo sees the

corroboration of the Platonic view that the human
soul is tripartite (rpc/iepr/c), having one part rational,

a second more spiritual, and a third the seat of de-

sire. These parts are distinguished from one an-

other both functionally and by the places occupied

by them in the body. The scat of the first is the

head ; of the second, the chest; and of the third, the

abdomen ("De Allegoriis Legum," j^ [ed. Mangey,
i. 110]). Both the rational and the

Philo's irrational sprang like two scions from
Views. one root, and }^et are so strongly con-

trasted in their natures that one is di-

vine, while the other is corruptible. The rational

part, or the mind {v<m), which is the leading and
sovereign principle of the soul, is a fragment of the

Divinity; and as such it is preexistent and immor-
tal. It corresponds to the outermost and indivisible

sphere of the fi.xed stars, and though it introduces

unending divisions into the objects of its intelligent

apprehensions, is itself without parts. It belongs

to the same genus as those incorporeal spirits by
which the air is inhabited, and is to the soul what the

eyes are to the body, only its vision transcends the

sphere of the senses and embraces the intelligible

{idem, "De Opificiis Mundi," i. 648). As a fountain

sends off streams in various directions, so the mind,

a spiritual nomad, not only pervades the body, but

brings itself in contact with various objects of cre-

ation, and makes its way even to God Himself.

In this manner the mind transcends space and frees

itself from the limitations of time wiiich it antici-

pates {idem, "De Eo Quod Deterius Potior! Insidia-

tur," i. 208).

However, it is not the nuiid that acts, but its

powers; these, according to Philo, are not mere

properties, but independent spiritual essences in

which the individual mind has its appointed share.

In accordance with his fundamental division of the

soul, Philo divides these powers into rational and

irrational, or rational and perceptive, becau.st; tlu' ir-

rati(jnal powers are derived from sensible percep-

tion. Even before entering the body, the mind pos-

sesses not only rational faculties, but also ascending

powers which distinguish the lower orders of crea-

tion, the habitual, the organic, the vital, and the

perceptive. In order to awaken the sensible percep-

tion, the higher energies of the mind must for the

time being cease to be active. However, a union be-

tween the mind and perception can be effected oidy

througii the mediation of a third jirinciiile ;
for the

senses can not perceive without the intervention of

the mind, nor can the mind discern material objects

without the instrumentality of tlu; senses. This

third principle is pleasure, which is symbolized in

the Bible by the serpent.

Philo recognizes the unity of luiman conscious

ness; and heconfinesknowledge strictly to the mind

itself. Asa divine being the soul aspires to be freed

from its bodily fetters and to return to the heavenly

spheres whence it came. Philo does not saj' why the
soul is condenmed to be imprisoned for a certain

time in the body ; but it may be assumed that, as in

many other points, he shares also in this one the
views of Pythagoras and Plato, who believed that

the soul undergoes this ordeal in expiation of some
sin committed by it in its former state (see Philo
JuD.fiUS).

This belief was rejected by the scholars of the Tal-

mud, who taught that the body is in a state of per-

fect purity (Ber. 10a; Mek. 43b), and is destined to

return pure to its heavenly abode. When God con-

fides the soul to man He .says, accord-

Talmudical ing to the Haggadah, "The soul I

Views. have given thee is pure; if thou giv-

est it back to Me in the stime state, it

is good for thee; if not, I will burn it before thee "

(Eccl. P. xii. 7; with some variations in Niddah
30a). Probably it was as a protest against tiie be-

lief in a sin committed by the soul that the daily

morning prayer was instituted: "My God, the soul

which Thou didst place in me is piire [comp. Shab.

152b]. Thou hast created it, formed it, and breathed

it into me. Thou preservest it in me. Thou wilt

take it from me and wilt give it back to me in the

world to come" (comp. also Shab. 32b; B. B. 16a).

In rabbinical literature the dualism of l)ody and
soul is carried out consistently, as in Ber. 10a,

43b; Shab. 113b, ir)2b; Yoma'sOb; Ned. 32a (the

body is a small city); Sanh. Ola, 108 (the body is a

scabbard), 110b; and elsewhere. "The soul of mau
comes from heaven; his body, from earth" (Sifre,

Deut. 300 led.'Friedmunn, p.'l32, below]).

The Habbis hold that the body is not the prison of

the soul, but, on the contrary, its medium of devel-

opment and improvement. Nor do the}- hold the

Platonic view regarding the pree.xistence of the soul.

For them "each and every soul which shall be

from Adam until the end of the world, was formed

during the six days of Creation and was in paradise,

being present also at the revelation on Sinai. . . .

At the time of conception God commandeth the

angel who is the prefect of the spirits, saying:
' Bring Me such a spirit which is in paradise and

hatii such a name and such a form; for all spirits

which are to enter the body exist from the day of

the creation of the world until the earth shall pass

away.' . . . The spirit answrreth: 'Lord of the

woiid! I am content with the earth, where I iiave

lived since Thou didst create me. ' . . . God speak-

eth to the soul, saying: ' The world into which thou

enterest is more beautiful than this; and when I

made thee I intended thee only for this drop of

seed.' " Two angels are assigned to the soul, which

is finally shown, among other things, the spirits in

heaven which have been perfected on earth (Tan.,

Pekude, 3). The entry of the soul into the embryo

(see Goi.KM) is similarly described in a conversation

between Judah tlie patriarch and the emiK-ror Anto-

ninus (r. 2U0: Sanh. 91b; comp. ih. 16b and Niddah

31a). The spirits which are to descend to earth are

kept in 'Arabot. the last of the seven heavens (Hag.

121), below), while the souls of the righteous dead

are beneath the tiirone of God (Shab. l")2b). Asso-

ciated with this belief is the Talmudic saying that

the Messiah will not come till all the souls in the
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"guf " (the superterrestrial abode of the souls) shall

liave passed through an earthly existence ('Ab. Zarah

.la; comp. Gen. R. viii. and Ruth R., Introduction).

The Platonic theory that study is only recollec-

tion, because the soul knew everytliing before en-

tering the world, is expressed in a hyperbolic fash-

ion in the Talmud, where it is said that a light burns

on the head of theeml)ryol)3- means of which it sees

from one end of the world to the other, but that at

the moment of its appearance on earth an angel

strikes it on the mouth, and everything is forgotten

(Niddah 30b). The Rabbis question whether the

soul descends to earth at the moment of conception

or after the embryo has been formed (Sanh. 90a).

The tripartite nature of the soul as conceived by
Piiilo is taught in the Talmud also; it divides the

non-physical part of man into spirit and soul. In-

<leed, the "active soul" which God breathed into

man and the "vital spirit" with which He inspired

him are mentioned as earl}' as Wisdom
Spirit XV. 11. This differentiation is clearly

and Soul, and plainly expressed by Paul in I

Thess. V. 23 and Heb. iv. 12 (comp.

Delitzsch, pp. 90 et seq., and Hastings, "Diet. Bible,"

iii. 166b-167a, where "nefesh" is incorrectly used

for"ruah"); and the same idea is found in Hag. 12a,

where it is said that "spirits and souls " dwell in the

seventh heaven, while Niddah 31a, above, prays:

"May God give spirit and soul to the embryo" (see

Rashi on Hag.; Brecher, "Das Transcendentale,"

etc., p. 64; and Weber, "JlidischeTheologie," p. 228).

In the foregoing passage cited from Tanhuma the

same distinction is drawn between soul and spirit,

although no very clear theory is advanced concerning

the difference between the two. Every Fridaj' God
gives the Jew another individual soul, which He takes

back again at the end of the Sabbath (Bezah 16a).

A parallel is established between the soul and

God. As the world is filled with God, so is the body
tilled with the soul; as God sees, but can not he

seen, so the soul sees, but is not to be seen ; as God
is hidden, so also is the soul (Ber. lOa). The Rabbis

seem to have considered discernment, reflection, and

recollection as faculties of the soul; but they held

that the power by which man distinguishes between
right and wrong and the inclination to one or to

the other are two real essences whicli God places in

the heart of man. These are called "yezer tob "

(good inclinations) and "yezer ha-ra' " (evil propensi-

ties). Tlie soul has control over these, and, there-

fore, is responsible for man's moral conduct. The
soul's relation to the body is an external one only:

when man sleeps the soul ascends to its heavenly

abode (Lam. R. iii. 23). There it sometimes receives

<ommunications which appear to the sleeper as

dreams. Although, like all ancient peoples, the

.lews believed in dreams, there were advanced rabbis

who explained them psychologically. .Vn example
of this is related in the Talmud (Ber. 56a), on tlie

part of Joshua ben Ilananiah. A Roman emjieror

(probably Hadrian) asked the tanna what he (Ha-

drian) would dream about. Joshua answered :
" You

will dream that the Persians will vanquish and mal-

treat you." Reflecting on this the whole day. the

emperor dreamed accordiiifflv.

K.

"

I. Bi! -L. V,

With the transplantation of the Greco-Arabic
philosophy to Jewish soil, psychology began to be

treated scientifically. Saadia devoted
Among the sixth chapter of his "Emunot we-

the Je'wish De'ot" to questions concerning the

Philoso- human soul. After having passed in

pliers. review the various opinions on the

subject current at that time, he gives

his own theory, which he endeavors to support by
Biblical quotations. According to him, the soul is

created by God at the same time as the body. Its

substance resembles that of the spheres; but it is of

a finer qualitj'. This, Saadia says, is evident from
the fact that it is possessed by a thinking power
which is lacking in the spheres. This thinking

power is not inherent in any way in the body, which
becomes lifeless as soon as the soul leaves it. How-
ever, like every created thing, the soul needs a me-
dium through which to attain activity; and this

medium is the body. Through its union with the

body three powers which are latent in it are set in

motion: intelligence, passion, and appetite or de-

sire. These powers or faculties are not to be con-

sidered as three separate parts of the soul, each hav-

ing a different seat in the body, but as belonging to

the one and indivisible soul, which has its seat in

the heart. It is to the advantage of the soul to be

united with the body. Without this medium it

could not attain paradise an:l eternal bliss, because

these are vouchsafed to it only as a recompense for

its obedience to the will of God. This obedience

can be performed only through the instrumentality

of the body, just as fire needs fuel before it can

b\nn. Saadia is a strong opponent of Plato, who
taught the i)reexistence of the soul and considered

its powers of intelligence, passion, and appetite as

three distinct parts of it, of which the first was de-

rived from God, and the second and third from
matter.

Owing to the infiuence of the Arabic Neoplat/)-

nists, especially the Encyclopedists known as the

"Brethren of Sincerity," the Platonic psychology as

interpreted and amplified in those schools prevailed

among the Jews of the tenth and eleventh centuries.

It was propounded in a special work attributed to

Bahya ben Joseph ibn Pakuda, and entitled "Ma-
'ani al-Nafs" (translated into Hebrew

Influence under the title "Torat ha-Nefesh" by
of Platonic I. Broyde, Paris, 1896). According

Doctrine, to him, man possesses three distinct

souls, the vegetative, the animal, and

the rational : the first two derived from matter, and

the last emanating from the active intellect. At the

moment of conception a ray of the rational soul

jienetrates into the (!mbryo, where it supervises the

development of the vegetative and animal powe'-s

until they become two distinct souls. The principal

agent in the formation of the body is the vegetative

soul, whiclj derives its forces from the sun and the

nuion. STipervised by the stars and their spiritual

]uinciples, the vegetative soul constructs the body

in the shape of the splieres, and exerts on it the

same influence as that exerted by the universal .soul

on the spheres. Each of tliese three souls has it,s

own attribute: that of the vegetative soul is chas-

titv; of the animal, enercv ; and of the rational,
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wisdom. From these is derived another attribute,

justice.

Tliese tlieori(!S respecting tlie soid seem In have
been sliared by Ibn Gabirnl and Josepli ibn Zaddik,

who repeatedly asserted in tlieir respective works
the existence of three distinct souls in man. A less

fanciful psychological system was elaborated bj' tlie

Jewisli Peripatetics, especially' by Maimonides. It

wa8 substantially that of Aristotle as propounded by
liis commentators. According to this system the

sou) is a concrete unit having various activities

<tr faculties. It is tlie first principle of action in

an organized body, possessing life potentially. Its

faculties are five: the nutritive, the sensitive, the

imaginative, the appetitive, and the rational; the

superior comprehending the inferior potentiall}-.

The sensitive faculty is that by wiiich one perceives

and feels: it does not i)erceive itself or its organs,

but only external objects through the intervention

of sight, licaring, snieii, taste, and touch. The
senses perceive species, or forms, but not matter, as

wax receives the impression of a seal without re-

taining any part of its substance. The imaginative

faculty is the power to give quite diflerent forms to

tlie images impressed upon the soul by the senses.

Memory is derived from fancy, and has its seat in

the same ])owerof the soul. The appetitive faculty

consists in the ability to feel either a desire or an

aversion. The rational faculty is that which enables

man to think, to acquire knowledge, an<l to discern

<vil actions from good ones. The action of the in-

tellect is either theoretical or practical: theoretical,

when it simply considers what is true or false; and
practical, when it judges whether a thing is good
or evil, and thereby excites the will to pursue or to

avoid it.

Maimonides. except in a tew in.stances, closely

followcfl Aristotle with irgard to the ontological

aspect of the soul. The life of the soul, which is

derived from that of tlie spheres, is represented on

<'artli in three iiotenries: in vegetable, in animal,

and in liuman life. In th«! vegetable it is confined

to the nutritive faculty: in the animal it combines,

in addition, the .sensitive, the appetitive, and, in ani-

mals of a higiier organism, also the imaginative:

while in human life; it comprises, in addition to all

these fa<ulties, tlus rational. As each soul, consti-

tuting tlie form of the body, is indissolubly united

with it and has no individual existence, so the soul

of man and its various faculties constitute with

tlic body a concrete, insepanible unit. With the

death of the body, therefore, the soul witli all its

faeulties. including the lational, ceases to exist.

There is, however, something in tiie human .soul

which is not a mere faculty, but a real substance

having an independent life. It is the acquired in-

tellect, the ideas and notions which man obtains

through study and speculation.

Levi ben (iershon. in " IMilhamot Adonai," fol

li.wcd Maimonides in his psychological system, but

diflcred from Iiim witii regard to the

Levi ben knowledge which constitutes the ac-

Gershon. quired intellect. He divided human
knowledge into three classes: (1) that

which is acquired directly by the perception of the

senses and which relates to the indi\'iduals of this

world
; (2) that which is the product of abstraction

and generalities— ^'.e., of that process of the mind
which consists in evolving from knowledge concern-
ing the individual general ideas concerning its spe-

cies, genus, or family; (3) that which is obtained by
reflection and which is relative to God, the angels,

etc. There can be no doubt as to the objective reality

of the knowledge of the first and third classes; but
there is a question as to that of the knowledge of the

second class. Levi ben Gershon differs from Mai-
monides, holding not only that the generic forms
of things exist in themselves and outside of these

things, "ante rem," in the universal intellect; but,

that even mathematical theories are real substances

and contribute to the formation of the acquired
intellect.

Hasdai Crescas vehemently attacked, both on the-

ological and on philosophical grounds, the princi-

ple of the acquired intellect upon which the psycho-
logical system of Maimonides and Levi ben Gershon
is based. "How," asked he, "can a thing which
came into existence during man's lifetime acquire
immortality ? " Then, if the soul is to be considered

a mere faculty of the body, which ceases Avith the

death of the latter, and only the acquired intellect

is a real substance which survives, there can be no
question of reward and punishment, since that part

of man which committed the sin or performed the

good deed no longer exists. "Maimonides," argues
Crescas, "asserts that the future reward will consist

in the enjoyment derived from objects of which the

intellect is cognizant; but since the soul, which is

the seat of joy, will no longer be in existence, what
is to enjoy?" According to Cre.scas, the soul, al-

though constituting the form of the body, is a spir-

itual substance in which the faculty of thinking

exists potentially.

The influence exercised by Neoplatonism on the

development of the Cabala is particularly noticeable

in the psychological doctrines found in theZohar;
these, but for the mystic garb in which they are

clothed and the attempt to connect the

Psychol- .soul witii the all-pervading Sefirot, are

og-y of the same as those professed by the

the Cabala. Neoplatonists. The soul, teaches the

Zohar. has its oiigin in the Supreme
Intelligence, in which the forms of the living exist-

ences may already be distinguished from one another

:

and this Supreme Intelligence may be termed "uni-

versal soul." "At the time the Holy One, blessed

be He! desired to create the world, it came in His

will before Him, and He formed all the souls whicii

were prepared to be given afterward to the children

of men ; and ail were formed befoi'e Him in the iden-

tical forms in which they were destined to appeal'

as the children of the men of this world ; and He saw
every one of them, and that the ways of some of

them in the world would become corrupt" (Zohar

i. 96b). The soul is constituted of three elements:

the rational ("neshamah "), the moral ("ruah "), and

the vital ("nefcsh "). They are emanations from the

Sefirot; and as .such each of them possesses ten po-

tencies, whicli are subdivided into a trinity of triads.

Through the rational element of the soul, which is

(he highest degree of being, and which both corre-

sponds to and is operated upon liy the highest Sefi-
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rah, the " Crown,"' man belougs to the intellectual

world (^JCTI D^iy^ through the moral element,
which is the seat of the ethical qualities, and whieli

both corresponds to and is operated upon by the

ISetirah "Reauty," man pertains to the moral world

(rn^Vn D^iy) ; and through the vital element, which
is th(! lowest of the three, being directly connected
with the body, and which both corresponds to and
is operated upon by the Sefirah "Foundation," man
is associated with the material world (n'L"yn oi'iy)-

In addition to these three elements of the soul there
are two otliers of a different nature : one is inherent
in the body without mingling with it, serving as an
intermediary between the latter and the soul; and
the other is the principle wliich unites them both.

"At the moment, " says the Zohar, " when the union
of the soul and the body is being effected the Holy
One sends on earth an image engraved with the
Divine Seal. This image presides over the union of

man and wife; a clear-siglited eye may see it stand-
ing at their heads. It bears a human face ; and this

face will be borne by the man who is about to ap-
pear. It is this image which receives us on entering
the world, which grows as we grow, and which
quits the earth when we quit it " {ih. iii. 104a). The
descent of the soul into the body is necessitated by
the finite nature of the former: it is bound to unite
with the body in order to take its part in the uni-

verse, to contemplate creation, to become conscious
of itself and its origin, and, finally, to return, after
having completed its task in life, to the inexhaust-
ible fountain of light and life—God.
According to the Zohar, there are male souls and

female souls, the former proceeding from the mas-
culine Setirot, which are concentrated in the Sefirah

of "Grace," the latter from the feminine Setirot,

which are concentrated in that of "Justice." Before
their descent to earth they are paired; but at tlie

moment of their appearance in tliis world they be-

come separated {ih. i. 91b). The relation of the three
elements of the soul to one another and to the body
is comi)ared by the Zohar to a burning lamp. Two
lights are discernible in the flame of the lamp: a

white and a dim one. The white light is above and
ascends in a straight line ; the dim one is below, and
seems to be the seat of the other. Both, however,
are so indissolubly connected that they form one
flame. On the other hand, the dim light proceeds
directly from the burning material below. The same
phenomenon is presented by the human soul. The
vital or animal element resembles tiie dim light

which springs directly from the burning material
underneath; and just as that material is gradually
consumed by the llame, so the vital element con-
sumes the body, with which it is closely connected.
Tiie moral element is comparable to the hiuher,
wiiite light, which is always struggling to disen-

gage itself from the lower one and to rise higher;
but so long as the lamp continues to burn it re-

mains united to it. The rational element coire-

sponds to the highest, invisible part of the tiame,

which actually succeeds in freeing itself from the
latter and ri.ses in the air {ih. i. 83b). See Escn.x-

Toi.oov ; Immortality ; Transmigration of Soiri-s.
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SOULS, TRANSMIGRATION OF. See
Transmiokation ok Souls.

SOUSA. See Sosa.

SOUTH AFRICA : Jewish concern with South
Africa began, indirectly, some time before the dis-

covery of the Cape of Good Hope, by the participa-

tion of certain astronomers and cartograpliers in the
Portuguese discovery of the sea-route to India.

There were Jews among the directors of the Dutch
East India Company, which for 150 years adminis-
tered the colony at the Cape of Good Hope. Dur-
ing the seventeenth and the greater part of the
eighteenth century the state religion alone was al-

lowed to be publicly observed ; but on July 25, 1804,

the Dutch commissioner-general Jacob Abraham de
iNIist, by a proclamation whose provisions were an-

nulled at the English occupation of 1806 and were
not reestablished till 1820, instituted in the colony re-

ligious equality for all pei-sons, irrespective of creed.

Jewsdid not arrive in any numbersat Cape Town
l)revious to the twenties of the nineteenth centuiy.

Benjamin Nordcn, Simeon jVIarkus, together with a
scoi'e of othei's arriving in the early thirties, were
commercial pioneers, to whom is due the industiial

awakening of almost the whole interior of Cape
Colony ; thus, the development of the wool and hide
trades will always be associated with the names of
Julius, Adolph, and James Rosenthal. B}' their

enteipiise in going to A.sia and le-

Introduoe turning with thirty Angora goats in

the Mohair 1856 the}' became the oiiginatois of

Industry, the mohair industry; Cape Colony
yields now more than one-half of the

world's su]q)ly of mohair. Aai'on and Daniel do
Pass were the fust to open up Namaqualand, and for

many years (1849-86) were the largest shipowners
in Cape Town, and leaders of the .stealing, whaling,
and fishing industries. Jews were among the first

to take to (jstrich-farming (e.//., Joel Myers, in the

Aberdeen district); and the lirst rough diamoud
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discovered on the Kimberley Diamond Fields was
bought l)y Lilienfeld of Hopetowu. Jews are

among the directors of the De Beers Consolidated

Diamond Mines, which controls a great part of the

world's diamond output to-day.

These pioneers did not, however, confine their

activity to trade. Capt. Joshua Norden was sliot

at the head of his ]\Iounted Burghers in the Kafir

war of 1846; Lieut. Elias de Pass fought in the

Kafir war of 1849. Julius Mosenthal (1818-80),

brother of the poet S. Mosenthal of Vienna, was a

member of the Cape Parliament in the fifties.

Simeon Jacobs, C.M.G. (1832-83), who was judge

in the Supreme Court of the Cape of Good Hope, as

the acting attorney-general of Cape Colony intro-

duced and carried in 1872 the Cape Colony Re-

sponsible Government Bill and the Voluntary Bill

<abolishing state aid to the Anglican Church), for

"both of which bills Saul Solomon, the member for

Cape Town, had fought for decades. Saul Solomon

(b. St. Helena May 25, 1817; d. Oct. IG, 1892), the

leader of the Liberal party, has been called the " Cape
Disraeli." He several times declined the premier-

ship and Avas invited into the first responsible minis-

try, formed by Sir John Molteno. Like Disraeli, too,

he early left the ranks of Judaism, but always re-

mained a lover of his people. He went to Cape
Town when a lad, where, with his

The brother Henry, he started a printing-

Solomons, office and, later, founded and edited

the "Cape Argus." Descendants of

these two brothers. Justice Solomon, Sir Richard

Solomon (attorney -general of the Transvaal), and

E. P. Solomon, are to-day among the most eminent

men in South Africa. The few other St. Helena

Jews wlio settled there during Napoleon's banish-

ment, the Gideon, the Moss, and the Isaacs families,

were all related to the Solomons, and, like the

members of the last-named family, most of them

drifted from Judaism.

The first congregation in South Africa was founded

in Cape Town in Nov., 1841, and the initial service

was held in the house of Benjamin Norden, at the

corner of Weltevreden and Hof streets. Later a

room was hired at the corner of Bouquet and Si.

John streets, S. Rudolph, a German merchant, con-

ducting the services. He was succeeded by a min-

ister of the name of Pulver, who soon left for Aus-

tralia. In 1859 the congregation, consisting tlicn of

about fifteen families, extended a call to Joel Rub-

binowitz (1829-1902), who for twenty-three years

worked indefatigably for his congregation, and for

tlie scattered Jewish families in the coast towns and

the interior of Cape Colony and the Orange Free

State. Through his ett'orts the first synagogue in

So\ith Africa was erected in "The Gardens," in

1862. His successor was A. P. Ornstein (1836-

1896) of Melbourne. In 1895 A. P. Bender (b.

1863; M.A. Cambridge) Ijecame tlie

Syna- minister of the congregation. Ben

gogues and der, as did Rabbinowitz, takes a lead-

Con- ing part in every humanitarian en-

gregations. deavor in Cape Town. There arc-

now (1905) three other .synagogues in

Cape Town—the Beth Hamidrash, the New Hebrew

Synagogue, and the Wynberg Synagogue; there

are also a Zionist hall, a Hebrew public school, and
various social, philanthropic, and literary societies.

The present president of the Old Hebrew Congrega-
tion, H. Liberman, is mayor of Cape Town.
There are synagogues in "Worcester Road,

Robertson, and Steytlersville ; Graaf Reinet
(with a congregation since 1861) and Grahams-
town (seventy jears ago an important Jewish set-

tlement) have no synagogues. Oudtshorn, with
a Jewish population of 400, has a congregation

(founded 1883), a synagogue (built 1890; M. Woolf-
son, minister), a bet ha-midrash, and a Jewish pub-
lic school. Port Elizabeth (Jewish population

600) has had a congregation since 1862 and a syna-

gogue since 1870, the rabbinate having been filled

by S. Rappaport, D. "Wasserzug, and J. Philips.

Jewish services were begun in Kim^berley in

1869, a regular congregation being formed in 1873,

with Col. David Harris, C.M.G. (served under Gen-
eral Warren in 1885, and in various native wars;

prominent in the defense of Kimberley in 1899-

1900), and G. H. Bonas, J. P., for many years alter-

nate presidents. In the new synagogue (1901), to

which Cecil Rhodes was a large donor, is a memo-
rial tablet to all Jewish officers and soldiers who fell

in the late Anglo-Boer war; its ministers were
M. Mendelsohn, A. Ornstein (who died very young
and was given a public funeral), M. L. Harris,

andE. Joffe; the present incumbent is H. Isaacs.

Alfred Moselv, C.INI.G., of KofTyfontein and Kim-
berley, established the Princess Christian Hospital

at Pinetowu, Natal, in 1900, and equipped and con-

ducted the ]\Iosely Industrial and Educational Com-
missions which were sent to the United States in

1902 and 1903.

In Natal, Nathaniel Is.\.\cs, in 1825, was among
the first to venture into the realms of Tchaka, the

Attila of South Africa. Dr. Theal,

Natal. the eminent historian of South Africa,

pronounces Isaacs' "Travels in East-

ern Africa" indispensable to a student of early

events in Natal. Isaacs left Natal in 1831, when
Tchaka's successor had prepared to massacre the

few whites living there; and he spent the remainder

of a long life in Gambia and on an island in the Gulf

of Guinea. But seventeen years l)efore the formal

aiHiexation of Natal by the British, and ten years

l)cfore it was reached by tlie Boers. Nathaniel Isaacs

was its "Principal Clncf.'' The importance of the

following document warrants its reproduction in

full.

"At Tdiaka's Principal Resi(1«^nco,

Toopooso, near tin- Uivcr Magatee.
Sept. 17. 1828.

"
I, Tcliaka, KitiR ami Protcclor of the Zooloos, do hprebyrre-

ate, in prescnoeof my principal cliicfs ami si ranpcrs assembled,

my friend. Mr. Natlianid Isaacs. Induna Incnola, or rnncii>iil

Cliicf of .Natal, and do praiil and niaiie over to liiin, his heirs or

executors, a free and fnll possession of my territory from the

Inda.ss River westwards of Natal to the tJmsliloti eastwards

of Natal, with IIH) miles inland from the sea, includimr the Bay

of Natal, the islands in the hay, the forests and the rivers l>e-

iween the boundaries here enumerated. I also make over to

him the people he now lias in his service topether with the

MaliiV)an tribe. 1 also prant him a free and exclusive ripht to

tralllc with inv nation and all people tributary to the Zoohxis.

So does the powerful Kinp Tchaka of the Zooloos recompense

Mr. Nathaniel Isaacs for the services rendered to him to suhdue

'Hatia en (Joma,' for presents received from him and for the
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great attention to my people in the mission sent witti htm and
Captain Kiiif< to conclude an alliance with his Britannic Maj-

esty. All this and my former gifts I do confirm, and, wishing

peac« and friendship, I sign myself,

his

Tchaka X Esenzengercona
mark

his

John X Jacob, interpreter [a Hottentot]."

mark

Later Jewish events in Natal merely reproduce,

ou a smaller scale, those in Cape Colony. Daniel de

Pass was among the first sugar-planters in Natal,

and Jonas Bergthal (1820-1902) took his seat in the

Natal legislative assembly years before Jews were

Vryheid a second synagogue, which was dedicated
in April, 1904.

Jews settled in what was formerly the Orange
River Sovereignty, wlien its white population did not

exceed 4,000. Isaac Baumann. born
Orange in 1813, arrived at Graaf lieinet in 1837

River and moved to Bloemt'ontein in 1847.

Colony. He and Martin Pincus were for a long

time the principal merchants in the

Orange Free State. For fortj' years after the estab-

lishment of the Orange Free State in 1855, one or

two German Jewish families, many of them from
Hesse-Cassel, were to be found in nearly every ham-
let, together controlling the larger portion of the

Synagogue of the Witwatersrand Old Hebrew Co.ngregatiqn, JoHANNESBUK(i ; Oldest sy.nagoglk in tiik Tka.\sv4al.
(From a photograph.)

admitted to Parliament in England. In the nine-

ties A. Fass was member of Parliament and M. G.
Levy mayor of Maritzburg. Congregational life

began at the time? of tiie Zulu war. Services were
held in Maritzburg, J. Kram mini.stering to the

religious requirements of the few Jews in the entire

colony. Services were held in Durban in 1874, a
cemetery was laid out in 1878, and a synagogue
was dedicated on Jan. 1, 1884. Tlie ministers have
been Feinstock, J. Kram, and the present incum-
bents, A. Levy and S. Pincus. The Durban Jewish
population, which before the late Anglo-Boer war
was only about 200, now numbers l,2r)0; a new syn-

agogue was dedicatcid there in June, 1904. Durban
lias a Zionist hall and various subsidiary communal
organizations. Through the aiuiexation of the Vry-
heid district to Natal in 1902, that colony has at

trade of the Free State. An amiual Yom Kippiir

service was instituted in Isaac Bauniann's house in

1871, in wliicii year the first Jewisli funeral occurred

The Bloemfontein congregation was established

in 1887; a beautiful .synagogue was consecrated in

March, 1904, in the presence of the lieutenant-gov

ernor, the executive council, and the justices of Ui-,-

colony.

Despite their small number Jews have from the

first occupied an enviable position in the Orange
Free State. Isaac Baumann was twice mayor of

Bloemfontein and also director of the national bank.

M. Leviseur, a veteran of the Basuto war (1864-66).

lias been connected with the State Museum, the

Volkshospital, and nearly all other state instilutiouH

since their respective foundations; and W. Elirlich,

the president of the congregation, is also deputy-
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mayor of Bloenifontein, chairman of the Chamber of

Commerce, and member of the Inter-Colonial Kail-

way Conference. The Jewish population of Bloeni-

fontein is nearly 800.

A few Jews lived in the territory across the Vaal

even before the seventies. M. de Vries, a Dutch Jew,

was public prosecutor of the Transvaal in 1^68 and

chairman of the Volksraad in 1872, and ])articipated

in the Potchefstroom convention of 1870. Daniel

F. Kisch (1840-98) held Yom Kippur services in

Pretoria after 1876; he was justice of the peace and

auditor-general of the Transvaal from 1877 to 1881.

Largely through the influence of Alois Nelmapius,

a Magyar Jewish friend of Kriiger, Rhodes, and Beit,

a Jewish cemetery was consecrated at Pilgrimsrest

in 1878, and a congregation established

Transvaal, on the Barberton Gold fields in 1883.

In the following year Samuel Marks
(borniuNeustadt-Sugind, Russia) went to the Trans-

vaal, and through his coal-, copper-, gold-, and dia-

mond-mines, model farms, and glass, jam, brick, and

spirits factories, accumulated great wealth. An in-

timate friend of President Kriiger, and enjoying the

confidence (ff Generals Botha, DeWett, and Delarey,

and the respect of Earl Roberts, Lord Kitchener,

and Lord Milner, he played no inconsiderable part

in the negotiations for the cessation of Anglo-Boer

kostilities at Vereeniging, May 29, 1902. Of the

big mining-houses which, since the discovery of

gold, control the output in the Transvaal, the Bar-

natos (see Barnato, Barnett Isaacs), Neumann,
Albu, and several members of the firm of H. Eck-

stein & Co., are Jews. For the rise and history of

Jewish life on the Witwatersrand Goldfields see

Johannesburg.
Tiie Pretoria C()iiununit3-, numbering over 1,000,

hjus a synagogue (erected 1898) and a Jewish public

school (opened 1905), the former largely maintained

by, and the latter the gift of, Samuel Marks. M.

Rosenberg is minister and head master. There are

synagogues in Heidelberg and Volksrust (since

1901), Kriigersdorp, Klerksdorp, and Germis-
ton (1903), and Roodepoort (1905). A dramatic

interest attaches to the struggle, continued during a

decade, for the removal of the special Jewish disabil-

ities which existed beside those to which the other

Uitlanders were subject. Though freedom of wor-

ship was granted to all residents in 1870, the revised

"Grondwet" of 1894 still debarred Jews and Catho-

lics from military posts, from the positions of presi-

dent, state secretary, or magistrate, from member-

ship in the First and Second Volksraad, and from

superintendencies of natives and mines. All in-

struction was to be given in a Christian and Protes-

t^int spirit, and Jewish and Catholic teachers and

children were to be excluded from state-subsidized

schools. Though there were servile flatterers and

concession-hunters who thought lightly of these re-

strictions, there were seven Jews among the sixty-

four "Reformers" imprisoned at Pretoria in 1896:

Lionel Pliillips (sentenced to death), Captain Bet-

telheim. Karri Davies, A. Goldring, S. B. Joel, Max
Langerman, and Fritz Mosenthal.

The mass of Jews especially felt the educational

disability very grievously. President Kriiger and

the executive council were frequently petitioned

in every possible manner. A blunt non pos-

sumus, or at best an admonition to trust to God
and the good-will of the president, was the usual

reply. During the franchise discussions conse-

quent upon the Bloenifontein conference, a mass-

meeting of the Jewish inhabitants was called, June
28, 1899, to protest against the exclusion of Russian

and Rumanian Jews from the benefits of the fran-

chise which was about to be extended. For address-

ing that meeting, as well as the Uitlander meeting of

July 26, 1899, the Rev. Dr. J. H. Hertz was expelled

from the Transvaal, Dec, 1899. Some weeks before

the outbreak of hostilities, in the middle of August,

when the "Grondwet" was again being revised,

the president urged tlie substitution of the words
"those who believe in the revelation of God through

His Word in the Bible " for the word " Protestant "

in all the above-mentioned articles of the "Grond-

wet," which change would have largely modified

the illiberal provisions; but the Volksraad, both in

secret and in open session, rejected his proposals.

Some of the most heroic deeds of the three years'

Boer war—as the Gun Hill incident before Lady-
smith—were due to the dash and daring of Jewish

soldiers like Major Karri Davies. Nearly 2,800 Jews
fought on tlie British side, and, according to care-

ful enumeration, the London " Spectator " declared

that the percentage of Jewish soldiers killed (125)

in the war was relatively the largest of all. Within
the Boer ranks the story of the Jew is much the

same. They were with the " Vierkleur " on every

battle-field; Jewish "Irreconcilables" fought to the

bitter end, and several Jewish prisoners were to be

found at St. Helena, Bermuda, and Ceylon.

Among the most ardent supporters of Cecil

Rhodes' "Cape to Cairo all British Route" were

Jews like Alfred Beit and, later, the Weil family at

Mafeking. Jews lived with Loben-

Rhodesia gula about 1865, and D. F. Ki.seii,

and Non- later of Pretoria, was his chief ailviser

British from 1868 to 1873, and immediately

Territories, after his fall in 1893 Jewish couirrc-

gations were established in Buluwayo
and even as far north as Salisbury. The former

has now a Jewish population of 330, with a syna-

gogue (I. Cohen, B.A., minister), a Zionist society,

and charitable organizations. In the Matabele

rebellion of 1896 fourteen Jews fought, and their

proportion among the defenders of Mafeking was
exceptionally large. Annual services are held in

a few places in Bechuanaland and the Kalahari

Desert. In Portuguese territory, some Sephar-

dic Jews in Louren^o Marques are attempting the

formation of a permanent congregation, with syna-

gogue, bet hayyim, and hazzau.

Jewish congregational life throughout South

Africa is growing not only extensively, but inten-

sively. The Zionists have established seventy-four

societies, forming the South-African Zionist Federa

tion (S. Goldreich, president, to whom Lord Milner

entrusted the gradual readmission, after the war,

of nearly the whole alien Jewish population of the

Rand). Intermarriage, alarmingly prevalent in

former years, is diminishing, and Jewish religious

education, at present seriously neglected, is the

most insistent topic of discussion in every Jewish
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center. When it was found that the war had left

behind it a spirit of prejudice against the poorer

Eussian Jew, the Jewish Board of Deputies for tlie

Transvaal and Natal was formed in order success-

fully to vindicate him from false and imaginary
charges (Jews furnish but 5 per cent of the offenders

against the illicit liquor laws in such a large Jew-
ish center as Johannesburg). The other objects of

the board are to Anglicize and naturalize the poorer

alien immigrant and to prove to the coast authorities

that Judao-German is a European language (one of

the requisites for immigration). The inaugural pub-
lic meeting of the board w^as held July 28, 1903, at

which the high commissioner delivered a memorable
address. A similar board for Cape Colony was es-

tablished the following year in Cape Town.
No complete and reliable data as to the exact

size of the Jewish population in the various col-

onies are available, as the answer to

Statistics, the denominational question on the

census enumeration paper is not com-
pulsor}-. Approximately, Cajie Colony has 20,000

Jews; Natal, 1,700; Rhodesia, 600; the Orange
River Colony, 1,500; Portuguese territory, 200; and
the Transvaal, 25,000 (7,988 males over 21): a total

for South Africa of 47,000 in a white population of

1,100,000.
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J. J. H. H.

SOUTH CAROLINA: One of the thirteen orig-

inal states of the United States. Most of the events re-

lating to Jews occurring in this state have been con-

nected with the town of Ciiaiu.kston, and will be

found treated under that caption. It is only neces-

sary here to deal with matters relating to the state

in general, and to give additional information re-

garding Charleston which has become accessible

since that article was written.

The very beginnings of the constitution of South
Carolina should have encouraged Jewish immigra-
tion to that state from England, since the original

charter drawn up by John Locke, in 1669, granted

liberty of conscience to ail, including "Jews, Hea-
tiien, and Dissenters." However, advantage does

not .seem to have been taken of this liberality till

the year 1695, when a Jew is referred to as liv-

ing in Charleston—probably Simon
Early-' Valentine, who is actually mentioned

History, three years later as holding land in the

state. There must have been others.

since as early as 1703 protest was raised against

"Jew strangers" voting in the election of members
to the Common House of As.semblv. Most of the

early Jewish settlers of South Carolina seem to have
come from London or the English colonies, and some
of them appear to have been connected with the Bar-

bados trade in rum and sugar. In 1740, owing to

the refusal of the trustees of Georgia to allow the

introduction of slaves into that state, a number of

Jews removed from Georgia to South Carolina, and
in 1748 some London Jews connected with the Da
Costas and Salvadors, who had sent a number of

Jews out to Georgia, proposed a plan for the acqui-

tion of a large tract of about 200,000 acres of land in

South Carolina. After considerable correspondence
with the Colonial Office, through General Hamil-
ton, the project was dropped as a concerted plan;

but on Nov. 27, 1755, General Hamilton sold to

Joseph Salvador 100,000 acres of land, situated near

Fort Ninety-six, for £2,000. Twenty years later

Joseph Salvador sold to thirteen London Sephardic
Jews 60,000 acres of land for £3,000, and transferred

20,000 acres of the remainder to Rebecca Mendes da
Costa, in settlement of a claim which she had upon
him. This land was known as the "Jews' lands."

Prior to this, Salvador's nephew Francis had ar-

rived at Charleston (Dec, 1773), and purchased a

great deal of landed property in the same neighbor-

hood, some of it from his uncle and father-in-law.

A Jew from London, Moses Lindo, was one of the

chief instruments in increasing the indigo manufac-
ture of the state. He arrived in 1756, and spent in

the following year £120,000 in purchasing indigo;

and as a consequence of his activity this industry

quintupled in the state between 1756 and 1776. Undo
was appointed inspector-general of indigo.

During the Revolutionary war Jews of South
Carolina were found on both sides. Francis Salva-
DOH was a delegate to the Second Provincial Con-
gress, which met in 1775-76 and in Avhich South
Carolina was declared an independent state. Most
(nearly 40 out of 60) of the members of the Charlestcm

company of militia commanded by Richard Lushing-
toii were Jews, for it was drawn chiefly from the

district in which they lived. This gave rise to the

tradition of an entirely Jewish regiment, or com-
pany, fighting in behalf of the Revolu-

A "Jew- tioii. One of them, Joseph Solomon,
ish " was killed at the battle of Beaufort,

Company. 1779, and another, David Cardozo,

distinguished himself in the attempt

to recapture Savannah. Among those who peti-

tioned General Lincoln to surrender Charleston, in

May, 1780, were several of the prominent Jews of

the town; and during its occupation by Sir Heniy
Clinton several Jews proved their "loyalty," being

reported favorablj' by a committee appointed by
Clinton. The majority, however, were on the "pa-

triot " side, and left Charleston after the surrender.

They returned in 1783, several of them becoming
auctioneers or brokers. It is recorded that Meyer
]\Ioses succored the American wounded, while Morde-
cai Meyers furnished supplies for the colonial army.
The internal affairs of the Jews centered in the

Congregation Beth Elohim Unveh Shalom, founded
in 1750 for the Sephardic Jews of Charleston. It

would ajipear that another congregation, formed by
the Jews of the German rite, and also called Beth

Elohim, came into existence somewhat later. The
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Sephardic congregation worshiped in Union street

from 1750 to 1757; in King street from 1757 to 1764;

in Eedersford street in 1764; and in Hasell street, in

the " Old Synagogue," from 1764 to 1781. By 1791

it consisted of more than 400 persons. The "New
Synagogue " was built in 1794. In connection with
this congregation a Hebrew benevolent society had
been founded in 1784.

Owing to the liberal constitution of South Caro-
lina and the fortunate position of the Jews at

Charleston, that city by 1800 liad the largest Jewish
population in North America. Beth Elohim had

107 contributing members in that year,

Largest and 125 members two years later The
American most distinguished member of the

Con- community in the early part of the

gregation century was Meyer Moses. He Avas

in 1800. a member of the legislature in 1810,

and commissioner of free schools later.

The influence of the Jews in South Carolina at this

time was shown by the fact that they were inti-

mately connected with the introduction of .free-

masonry into the state, Emanuel de la Motta, who
was educated at Charleston, being one of its leading

exponents, while Abraham Alexander, who was
honorary reader of the Beth Elohim congregation,

was one of those who introduced the Scottish rite

into America.

In the AVar of 1812 a Jewish youth named Jacob
Valentine, a descendant probably of the tirst Jew
mentioned in the annals of South Carolina, served

in the Palmetto regiment, and in the Mexican war he

was wounded in the storming of Cherubusco. Jacob

de la Motta served as surgeon in the United States

army during the War of 1812.

In 1822 a congregation known as tiie "Tree of

Life " seems to have been established in Columbia,
which also has a Hebrew benevolent society dating

from that year.

Soutli Carolina was the earliest state in the Union
to show Reform tendencies. In 1824 twenty-seven

meml)ers of the Congregation Beth Elohim of

Charleston petitioned the vestry for the use of the

vernacular in the prayers, and for their shortening,

as well as for the preaching of English sermons.

On the rejection of the petition a number of the pe-

titioners resigned and organized the Reform Society

of Israelites. A second split in the congregation,

for a similar reason, took place in 1840, owing to the

attempted introduction of the organ into the serv-

ice, and a new congregation was formed, known as

Shearith Israel.

During the Civil war Jews from South Carolina

joined the Confederate army to the number of 182,

of whom no less than twenty-five were killed. Five

brotliers of the Moses family joined the Confederate

ranks. Benjamin Mordecai, the father of one of the

soldiers, is stated to have been the first material

contributor to the Southern cause, having donated

$10,000 to South Canjlina at the beginning of the

war. During the reconstruction period many South

Carolina Jews removed northward. The total num-
ber of Jews in the state at the present day (1905) is

estimated at 2,500. Ik'sides Charleston and Colum-

bia, communities exist at Darlington, Florence,
Orangeburg, and Sumter.

XL—31
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A. J.

SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA : Cer-

tain portions of the American continent which were
first colonized by the Spaniards and Portuguese,

and wliich still remain Spanish- and Portuguese-
speaking. As regards the period during which
these countries were under Spanish dominion their

interest for Jewish history is concerned almost entire-

ly with the Maranos, or Neo-Christians, secret Jews
who nominally professed the Catholic religion; for

settlements there were made only subsequent to the

expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492, and Span-
ish law did not permit the existence of professing

Jews on the soil of Spanish colonies. The same ex-

clusion was enforced in the Portuguese colony of

Brazil after the formal expulsion of the Jews from
Portugal in 1508. Both in Spanish and in Portu-

guese America, therefore, the chief external events

referring to Jews are connected with the Inquisition,

but as this was never formally established in Brazil,

there is a notable difference between the fortunes of

the Jews in Portuguese and those of the Jews in

Spanish America, which regions will accordingly be

treated separately.

Though the Inquisition was never established in

Brazil, it had its " familiars" in that country, who
spied upon secret Jews, and, in case of detection,

seized tliem and sent them to Lisbon to be tried by
the tribunal there. On the other hand, a favorite

method of punishment by the Inquisition of Lisbon

was to transport convicted relapsed

Portuguese Jews to the colony of Brazil, it is said,

America : twice ever}' year. The earliest notice

Brazil. of Jews in the country refers to some
who had been thus banished in 1548.

In the same year, however, several Portuguese Jews
transplanted sugar-cane from Madeira to Brazil, and
Jews were connected with the sugar industry of the

country for the following two centuries. During
the twenty years following the arrival of the first

Jewish settlers they were joined by man}' vol-

unteer exiles of the same faith, until their prom-

inence in trade became noticeable ; and edicts were

issued by Don Henrique, regent of Portugal, on

June 20, 1567, and March 15, 1568, forbidding Mara-

nos to settle in Brazil. This edict, however, was re-

pealed for the sum of 1,700,000 crusados (§714,000)

given by the ^Maranos of Lisbon and Brazil, and the

privileges of residence and free commerce were

granted to Neo-Christians by an edict of May 21,

1577.

When Portugal was seized by Philip II. in

1580, Spanish regulations against the existence of

Jews, secret or other, in Spanish dnminif)ns applie<l

to Brazil also; but the insecure hold of Spain on the

great Portuguese colony prevented a rigid applica-

tion of the Spanish rule, and in 1610 mention is

made of Jewish physicians in Bahia, then the capital

of Brazil; it is stated also that the richest persons

there were Jews, owning ]iro]ierty amounting to

from 60,000 to 100,000 crusados. The Dutch West
India Company, founded in 1620, was largely re-
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cruited from the Maranos of Brazil, aud it was un-

doubtedl}' due to the troubles in that country that

no branch of the Inquisition was established there.

From 1618 to 1654 the Dutch made repeated at-

tempts to take possession of Brazil, aud during the

•whole time the Jewish element in that country re-

mained friendly to the Dutch and inimical to the

Spanish and, after 1640, to the Portuguese. Thus,

as early as 1618 Francisco Kibiero, a Portuguese
Jewisli captain who had relatives in Holland, is said

to liave assisted the Dutch in their attempts upon
the B.azilian coast. When Bahia was captured in

1624 the Dutch were welcomed by about 200 Jews,

to whom freedom of worship had been promised.

The capital, however, was recaptured the following

year b}- the Portuguese. Most of the Jews of Bahia
moved to Recife (Pernambuco) when the latter city

was captured by the Dutch in 1631. So promising
was the position of the Jews in Brazil that Ephraim
Sueiro, brother-in-law of Manasseh b. Israel, emi-

grated to that country in 1638, and was to have been

followed by Manasseh himself, who dedicated th(!

second part of liis " Conciliador " to the comnuiuity
at Recife (1640). Two years later no less than 600

Jews from Amsterdam, including Isaac Aboab
da Fonseca and Moses Ra))hael Aguilar, embarked
for Recife. The}'' spread tliroughout the country,

forming congregations at Tamarico, Itamaraca, Rio
de Janeiro, aud Parahiba; and in 1646 some of them
raised large sums to assist the Dutch in defending
the coast.

There were said to be no less than 5,000 Jews in

Recife when it capitulated to the Portuguese, spe-

cial clau.sesof the capitulation referring to the Jews.
They found it, however, impossible to remain in

Pernambuco, and scattered throughout North Amer-
ica, though a large number, including Aboab and
Aguilar, the Pereyras. the Mezas, Abraham de Cas-

tro, and Joshua Zarfati, returned to Amsterdam,
while Jacob de Velosino, the first Hebrew author born

on American soil, settled at The Hague. Others went
to Cayenne and Curasao, and it is generally assumed
tliat the first Jewish settlers in New Amsterdam
came directly fiom Pernambuco (see, however, New
Yohk). There still remained a number of Maranos
on Brazilian soil, whose existence is known mainly
through the actions of Brazilian " familiars." Thus
Isaac de Castro Tartas, who lived there, was trans-

ported to Lisbon Dec. 15, 1647. The number of

Brazilian Maranos was augmented by exiles trans

ported from Portugal between 1682 and 1707 for the

crime of Judaizing. These were closely watched,
and in case of relapse they were returned to Lis-

l)on. Thus, on Oct. 10, 1723, five Jews who had
been returned from Riode Janeiro were ])unished at

an auto da fe at Lisl)on. On Oct. 19, 1739, Antonio
Jose da Sii.v.a, poet and dramatist, who was origi-

nally from Brazil, wasburnc<l at the stake, togethci-

with his mother and wife. Nevertheless, the Jews
flourished in Brazil throughout the eighteenth

century, and it is reported that in 1734, after the

discovery of diamonds, they controlled the market
for those gems. The action of the Incjuisition in

returning so many Jews from Brazil to Lisbon had
a deleterious effect upon the sugar trade, which
the Jews almost monopolized ; and many sugar-

mills were clo.sed at Rio de Janeiro until Pombal
put an end to the transportation of Maranos from
Brazil to Lisbon.

As early as Oct., 1511, Queen Joan of Spain is-

sued an edict restricting the Maranos from immi-
grating into New Spain ; and the activity of the
Inquisition in the Spanish colonies of America was
specifically directed against the Maranos and tlieir

descendants. Thus, Charles V., under date of Oct.

15, 1538, directed the Inquisition to attend not to

the natives, but to the European inmiigrants and
their offspring; and at an uncertain date before 1604
Philip III. issued a rescript forbidding any newly
converted persons, or the offspring of such persons,

to settle in the Spanish possessions in the East or

West Indies. As a matter of fact, the first auto da
fe in the New World took place in Mexico in 1574.

Four years later three Jews were dealt with by the

Mexican Inquisition. The most distinguished of t he
Mexican Maranos was Luis de Caiabajal, who was
for some time governor of one of the provinces of

Mexico. He was charged with Juda-
Spanish izing on the accusation of Dona Isal)el

America : de Herrera in 1590, certain members of
Mexico. the Caceres family being included in

the same charge. Carabajal's nephew
of the same name was actually executed at an auto
da le in Mexico, Sept. 8, 1596. On the strengtli

of a confession, still extant, which he wrote while

a prisoner of the Inquisition he is said to have Iteen

the first Jewish author in America (see Cak.mia.iai.).

In 1607 a relative of his, Jorge de Almeida, wiis tried

by the Inquisition of Mexico on the charge of Juda-
izing, aud during the proceedings no less than
thirty-two residents of Mexico were denounced as

Judaizers. On March 22, 1609, Almeida was con-

demned to be executed in effigy. At the trial of

Gabriel de Granada, which took place in Mexico l)e-

tween 1642 and 1645, no less than 107 persons were
charged with Judaizing, showing a considerable in-

crease in the Jewish population of that city. Among
those thus charged were members of the families

Rivera, Rodriguez, Perez, Espinosa, Tinoco, Nunez,
Del Bosque, De Castro, Da Costa, Sylva, Oliviera,

and Sobremonte. The last person referred to,

Thomas Trebino de Sobremonte, appears to have
been kept in prison for many years, and to iiave

suffered a martyr's death on April 11, 1649.

The Inquisition was established in Peru on Jan.

9, 1570, when Don Diego de Espinosa was iuqui.si-

tor-general. Altogether thirty-four autos da fe were
held at Lima from 1573 to July 17, 1806, after which
the Inquisition ceased its activity. It appears tiiat

131 Jews were condemned during this period,

twenty-four of whom were burned at the slake.

The most importantauto da fe from a Jewish stand-

jxiint was that of Jan. 23, 1039, on which occasion

no less than si.\ty-three Jews were
Peru and condemned, ten of them to death by
Chile. fire. Among the latter was Mainn'l

Bautista Perez, reported to have been

the richest man in Peru at the time, a sum e(}uiva-

lent to no less than .81,000.000 falling into the coffers

of tlu! Inqiu'sition through his death. The most
distinguished victim of the Chilean Inquisition was
Francisco ]\Ial(lonado de Silva, surgeon, poet, and
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philosopher (born in 1593), who was sci/etl at Con-
cepcion, Ciiile, April 29, 1627, on inforniution whicli

was given by liis own sister. He remained in the

dungeons of the Inquisition for nearly twelve years,

during which time his constancy to his faith was
conspicuous; wliilein prison he even converted two
(catholics to Judaism. He was e.vecnted at Lima
Jan. 23, 1639. After the wliolesale slaughter of

1639 a respite, in consideration of the sum of 200,000

ducats paid to the governor, ('onde de Chinchon,

was given to the6,000 Jews who are said to have re-

mained in Peru at that time. In the early part of

the seventeenth century a number of Peruvian Jews
went to Cliile, possibly for purposes of trade. Be-

tween 1636 and 1641 five of these were punished for

Judaizing. In 1680 a certain Leon Gomez de Silva,

born in Portugal, was accused of Judaizing at Santi-

ago, and altliough he cleared himself of the charge he

was again accused in 1700. The Jews of Peru and
Chile are said to have owned all the drj-goods stores

and to have controlled almost the entire commerce
of these states. They monopolized the retail trade,

and established an extensive merchant marine, their

agents l)eing scattered throughout the country.

Only occasional references are found to Jews of

Argentine and La Plata, the other chief seat of Jew-
ish activity being Colombia, where an inquisitorial

tribunal was established at Cartagena iu 1610. At
the tifty-four autos da fe held in that state up to

Aug. 16, 1819, 767 persons were condemned. Tlie

proportion of Jews or Maranos among these can not

be estimated.
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Since the abolition of the Inquisition and the series

of revolutions by which the various states of South

and Central America effected their independence of

Europe, the Maranos have become absorbed iu the

general population. Jews are to be found through-

out the more prosperous cities of the South-Ameri-

can continent, although, with one notable exception,

not in large numbers. The Jews of the central

states are largely descendants of Sephardim, who
once had nourishing communities in the West Indies

;

but in the south they are mostly traders from Ger-

many, Russia, and Poland, with a few from England.

Except in the Argentine Republic there are no syn-

agogues. In Panama there are a few Jews, Avho

have a biirial-giound of their own about a mile out-

side the city; this cemetery is kept in good order,

and many of the timibstones bear Hebrew iiisrrip-

tions of liistoric value. In Peru, Bolivia, and Chile

there are very few Jews; even in tin; capitals of

the.se states thei'eare hardly enough to form a minyan
for iiublic worship. At Lima and Santiago tlie chief

jewelers are German Jews, and one of the prominent

Chilean dentists is a Danish Jew. At Valjiaraiso one

of the leading merchants is an English Jew (Jacob

Caro). In Dutch Guiana and in Venezuela there

are between 200 and 300 Jews, mostly from the

Dutch colonies of Surinam and Curasao. Lately

the Jewish Colonization Association has established

agricultural colonies in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil,

and has sent thirty-seven Russian and Rumanian
families to those settlements. There was an agency
of the Alliance Israelite Universelle in Rio de
Janeiro, but this was closed in 1902 on the death of

the local representative.

In the Argentine Republic the Jewish popuhition
may be estimated at about 20,000. That such a
comparatively large number of Jews live there is

due almost entirel}'^ to the Jewish Colonization As-
sociation (.see Agricultuuai- Coloniks i.n the
Argentink Republic). For every Jewish colonist

who settles on the land at least six find their way
to the large cities: Buenos Ayres, Cordova, Santa
Fe, Rosario, and Meudoza.

In Buenos Ayres there are two synagogues, both
in the Calle Liberdad ; and the central office of the

Jewish Colonization Association is located iu the

Calle Callao.

The following is a rough estimate of the Jewish
population of the various states of South America:

Argentine Republic 20,000

Brazil 2.000

Guiana. Venezuela, and Colombia 2.00(1

Ecuador. Bolivia, Peru, Chile, and fruguav 1,0(0

A. E. N. A.

SPAETH, JOHANN PETER (MOSES GEB-
MANUS) : Convert to Judaism ; born at Venice in

the tirst lialf of the seventeenth century; died at

Amsterdam April 27, 1701. On account of rumors
of iini)ending war, his father, who was a poor shoe-

maker, sought refuge, between 1642 and 1645, at

Augsburg; and there, as a i)ious Catholic, he con-

tided Peter to the Jesuits, who took charge of his

education. Peter later went to Vienna and earned his

living as a private tutor. Becoming dissatisfied

with man}' Catholic dogmas, he em-
Leaves Ca- braced Lutheranism (1680). On that

tholicism occasion he wrote his first work: " E«a-

for Luther- j/w^/a, Theologieo-Phiiosophico^Enig-

anism. matica." The work found much favor

with iVI. Spitzel, head of the board of

theological studies at Augsburg, who recommended
Spaeth to many inlluential iiersonages in Strasburg

and afterward to others in Frankfori-on-the-Maiu.

In 1683 Spaeth returned to Catliolicism, which he

defended and praised in a work entitled "Judicium
AmorisdeFundamentalibusQuibusdam, Qui Ferun-

tur Erroribus Ecclesi;e Roniuna'." Bui this recon-

ciliation with the Church of Rome did not last. New
doubts assailed his mind; and after having mingled

with the members of certain mystic sects, such as the

Sociniansand .Mennonites, and after having taken up
the study of Hebrew literature and the cabalistic

writings, he renounced Christianity and vehemently

attacked it. Even the Sermon on the Mount, as re-

(luiringau impossible ideality, did not escape his crit-

icism (Schudt, "Jlidische IMerckwllrdigkeiten," iv.

194). As for the Christian writings other than the

New Testament, he held that until Constantine

founded Christianity they were all drawn from
Jewish tradition.

It seems that Spaeth did not intend to become
a pro.selyteto Judaism, and that his conversion was
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brought about, as he himself relates, through the

following incident: Once a crucifix dropped from
his pocket, and it Avas picked up by a Jew, who
said: "It is Israel, the mau of sorrow!" (Schudt,

I.e. p. 195). Saj-s Spaeth:

" From those words I understood the 53d chapter of Isaiah :

the Jews bore the sins of the heathen, while they were daily

persecuted by them. From lime immemorial
Renounces they bad been treated in a shameful manner.
Christianity As the whole history of the Passion tended to

for Judaism, render the Jews odious, so the same sort of

thin^ happens nowadays. For instance, the

Jews are said to have murdered a child, and to have distributed

the blood in quills for the use of their women in childbirth. I

have discovered this outrageous fraud in time ; and, therefore,

I abandon Christianity, which permits such things."

Spaeth became converted at Cleves, taking the name
"Moses Germanus."

Besides the above-mentioned works, Moses pub-
lished the following: a translation of Judah ha-

Levi's poem "•Mi Kamoka " into Latin, German,
and Spanish, with an introduction in Spanish; also
" Geistiger Dreieckiger Spiegel der Lehre von dem
Weiblichen Geschlechte"); "Epistolae ad Viudican-
dum Judaismum " (published by Wachter in his

"De Spinosismo in Judaismo"; "A Groote Hosi-

anna der Joden, te Verwellkommenden Messias "

;

"Maran Ata," a Jewish Christian mystical writing;

"Jesus Christi Ehre und Lehre, Gerettet Wider Alle

Christen"; "Solus ex Jud;T?is Contra Spinosam";
and " De Ortu et Progressu Medicinie per Judreos
Diatribe."

BiBLior.RAPHY : Diffenbach, J7<(tei(.s Comierg^is,p. 130; Wach-
ter, />c Spi/iosis/Ho 1)1 Judaismo; Speuer, Thcnhmisch Be-
denhcn, iii. 534, 961; iv. &2.i\ Zedler, Univerml^Lexicon,
xxxviii. 1398 et seq.; Samter, in Mouatsuchrift, xxxix. 178,
221, 371; Wolf, BibL Hehr. i. 1525, iii. 740; Furst, Bibl. Jud.
i.es.

K. I. Bn.

SPAIN (K"'DDDX. N'JSDX, N'-JDC'-K; also TiSD,
the plural of which, DmSD. was taken us the com-
mon name for Jews of Spanish origin); Jews lived

in Spain in very earl}' times, although the legend
that Solomon's treasurer Adoniram died there, as

well as the story that the Jews of Toledo, in a letter

addressed to the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem, declared

against the crucifixion of Jesus, can not be credited.

Yet it is certain that the apostle Paul intended to

visit Spain to proclaim his new teaching to the Jews
living there, and that Vespasian, and especially Ha-

drian, who was himself a Spaniard,
Early transported several Jewish prisoners

Settlement, to Spain. Several passages in the Tal-
mud and in the Midrash (Leviticus

Rabbali) which treat of X"')ODDX refer undoubtedly
to Spain (Levy, "Neuhebr. Worterb." i. 128; Ko-
hut, "Anich Completum," i. 188); and the Jewish
coins unearthed in ancient Tarragona give evidence
of an early settlement of the Jews in Spain, either

voluntary or involuntary.

The earliest Jewish tombstone with a Latin inscrip-

tion and discovered in Spain is that unearthed at

Adra ; it is of a Jewish girl, and dates back to the third

century (Hlibner, "Inscriptiones Hispania3 Latinae,"

p. 268, Berlin, 1869 ; Rios, " Hist." i. 68). The Jews
spread rapidly over the Pyrenean peninsula, and
weie well treated imder the sovereignty of the

Arian Visigoths; they lived on an equality with the

other inhabitants, engaged in trade and agriculture,

and were often entrusted with judicial offices. The
first attempt to disturb the friendly relations that

existed between Jews and Christians originated with
the Council of Elvira (303-304), which consisted of
nineteen bishops and twenty-four presbyters, the

bishops being chosen from Cordova, Seville, Toledo,
Saragossa, and other cities inhabited by Jews. This
council under pain of excommunication prohibited
the Christians from living with Jews or eating in

their company ; it forbade also the blessing of the

produce of Jewish fields "in order that the ecclesi-

astical benediction might not appear fruitless and
vain."

The position of the Jews became even less favor-

able when King Recared (586-589), for political

reasons, abjured the Arian faith be-

Under fore the third Council of Toledo and
Recared. entered the Catholic Church. Inoider

to confirm the converted Arians in the

Catholic faith and to win the clergy over to his side,

he endeavored to prevent the Christians from asso-

ciating with the Jews, who, as the allies of those

opposed to his conversion, might have proved dan-
gerous opponents of his religious plans. At the

Council of Toledo in 589 he issued an order to the

effect that Jews might not acquire or own Christian

slaves, nor fill public offices, nor have intercourse

with Christian women ; the circumcision of a slave

or of a Christian was punished with confiscation of
property. Recared did not, however, succeed in

enforcing his laws. The Arians, recently converted
to the Catholic faith, were true allies of the Jews,
who were oppressed like themselves; and the Jews
were therefore protected by the Arian bishops and
by the independent Visigothic nobility. The suc-

cessors of Recared were, as a rule, better disposed
toward the Jews, King Sisebut being the first who
endeavored to enforce fidly the laws enacted by
Recared. He ordered that the Jews, on pain of

the loss of their property, should release all their

Christian slaves within a short time, and that in the

future they might not hold any slaves.

Sisebut decreed the first persecution of the Jews
in Spain. Whether he was influenced by Em-
peror Heraclius, or whether the clergy brought it

about, is unknown, but he ordered that within a
year all Jews should either submit to baptism or

leave tlie Visigothic kingdom forever. Many Jews
fled; but the greater number, more than 90,000,

saved their property and their homes by embracing
Christianity, though at heart they remained Jews.
On account of this forcible conversion the king was
severely ciiticizcd by Isidor of Seville, the most
learned Spaniard of the time. During the reign of

Suintala the fugitives returned to their country and
the baptized Jews openly professed Judaism again.

Forced to abdicate his throne, Suintala was suc-

ceeded by Sisenand. The latter was the tool of the

clergy, and at the fourth Tolcdan Council (033) he

ordered that the children of baptized

Under the Jews should be taken from their jiar-

Visigoths. ents and given to Christians or to the

cloisters for education. lie ordered

also that all Jews who had ])een forcibly baptized

and who practised Jewish ceremonies should be

given away as slaves.
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The council called at Toledo by Chintila not only

confirmed all the previously enacted anti-Jewish

laws, but it ordained that no Jew might remain in

the country, and that in the future every king at his

accession should promise on oath to proceed with the

greatest severity against all relapsing baptized Jews.

The pseudo-Christians jiresented to the king a writ-

ten statement declaring that they would live as good
Catholics; but under Chindaswind they openly re-

turned to the fold of Judaism. King Receswind was
more severe than any of his predecessors. He or-

dered that Jews who practised the rites of their

faith should be beheaded, burned, or stoned to death.

The Jews of Toledo promised (653) to observe tlie

Church regulations, including that ordering them
not to abstain from eating pork. Nevertheless, they

continued to observe the Jewish festivals and to ig-

nore the Christian, so that the clergy at length in-

sisted upon their celebrating the Christian holy days

under the supervision of the Church authorities.

The severe measures taken by the Visigothic civil

otlicers as well as by the councils were mainly

directed against the secret Jews, whom the clergy

considered more dangerous than the unbaptized ones

;

the latter were, therefore, left in peace. Erwig,

however, attempted to force these to accept l)ap-

tism, threatening themAvith the confiscation of their

property or with expulsion if they refused; he pro-

nounced the severest punishments for the reading

of anti-Christian writings and for practising the rite

of circumcision. All the anti-Jewish laws proposed

by this king were accepted by the twelfth Toledan

Council, presided over by Archbishop Julian of To-

ledo, who had published several writings against

the Jews, although he was himself of Jewish origin

and kept a Jewish servant.

Egica, the son-in-law and successor of Erwig,

in the beginning of his reign showed himself mild

toward the Jews. When, however, they allied

themselves with the Arabs, who threatened the king-

dom (which already was suffering from internal dis-

turbances), the king confiscated all their property,

and, in order to render them harmless for all time,

declared all Jews, baptized or not, to be slaves and

distributed them as gifts among Christians. Jew-

ish children over seven years of age were taken

from their parents and similarly dealt with (end of

694).

Witiza, the son of Egica, is described sometimes

as a paragon of virtue and sometimes as a veritable

fiend; the latter description of him is the one gen-

erally given by ecclesiastical writers. Lucas de

Tuy, Archbishop Rodrigo, Ambrosio de Morales,

Juan de Mariana, and other Spanish historians hold

that this king, to further heretical ends, misused the

previous decisions of the councils, that he recalled

the exiled Jews, granted them privileges, and

even entrusted them witii public offices. Whether
this be true, or whether, as is more probable, he

oppressed them as his predecessors

The Arri- had done, it remains a fact that the

val of Jews, either directly or through tlieir

the Moors, coreligionists in Africa, encouraged

the ]\Iohammedans to conquer Spain

and that they greeted them as their deliverers. After

the battle of Jerez (711), in which African Jews

fought bravely under Kaula al-Yahudi, and in which
the last Gothic king, Rodrigo, and his nobles were
slain, the conquerors ]\Iusa and Tarik were every-

where victorious. The conquered cities Cordova,
Malaga, Granada, Seville, and Toledo were placed

in charge of the Jewisli iniiabitauts, who had been
armed bj' the Arabs. The victors removed the dis-

abilities which had oppressed the Jews so heavily,

and granted them full religious liberty, requir-

ing them to pay only the tribute of one golden
dinar per capita (Adolf de Castro, " Historia de los

Judios ^n Espana," pp. 33 et seq. ; Rios, "Hist." i.

106 et seq.; G. van Vlooten, " Recherches sur la

Domination Arabe," Amsterdam, 1894).

A new era now dawned for the Jews of the Pyre-

nean peninsula, whose number had been consider-

ably augmented by those who had followed the

Arab conquerors, as well as by later immigrants
from Africa. Hardly a decade after the conquest,

however, many Jews left their new home in order

to follow a man named Serenus (Zanora, Zonaria)

who had appeared in Syria and had proclaimed
himself the Messiah (731), the governor, Anbasa
(Ambisa), who was collecting enormous sums for

the fiscus, coufi.scated the property of the emigra-

ting Jews for this purpose. Under the Ommiad
'Abd al-Rahman I., whose greatness is said to have
been foretold by a learned Jew who became his ad-

viser, a flourishing kingdom was established, of

which Cordova was the center. During 'Abd al-

Rahman 's reign the Jews devoted themselves to the

service of the califate, to the study of the sciences,

and to commerce and industry, especially to trading

in silk and slaves, in this way promoting the prosper-

ity of the country. Southern Spain became an asy-

lum for the oppressed Jews of other parts. Bodo-
Eleazar, a convert to Judaism, went to Cordova,

where he is said to have endeavored to win prose-

lytes for Judaism from among the Spanish Chris-

tians; but that the mass of the Spanish Jews ©f the

period in (piestion hated the Christians and aimed at

making proselytes is not correct.

The reigns of 'Abd al-Rahman I. (called Al-Nasir;

912-961) and his son Alllakim were the golden

era for the Spanish Jews and Jewish
Under science. 'Abd al-Rahman s court phy-

'Abd al- sieian and minister was Hasdai ben

Rahman I. Isaac ibn Shaprut. the patron of Men-

and ahem ben Saruk, Dunash ben Labrat,

Al-Hakim. and otiier Jewish scholars and poets.

During his term of power the .scholar

iVIoses ben Enoch was appointed rabbi of Cordova,

and as a consequence Spain became the center of Tal-

mudic study, and Cordova the meeting-place of Jew-

ish savants. After the downfall of Al-Hakim, who
likewise favored the Jews, a struggle for the throne

broke out between Sulaiman ibn al-llakim and Mo-

hammed ibn Hisham. Sulaiman solicited the assist-

ance of Count Sanchoof Castile, while Mohammed,
through the agency of wealthy Jewish merchants in

Cordova, obtained the aid of Count Ramon of Bar-

celona. For this Sulaiman took fearful revenge

upon the Jews, expelling them mercilessly from

city and country (1013).

With the overthrow of the Banu Amir the power

of the Mohammedan state in Spain came to an end,
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the mighty califatc of Cordova being divided into

twelve minor states under different califs. Tlie

Abbadites ruled in Seville, the Hammudites in Mal-

aga, the Zayrids in Granaila, tlie Beni-Hud in Sani-

gossa, and others in Alrneria, Toledo, Valencia,

Niebla, etc. Several Jews left Cordova for Malaga,

Granada, Toledo, Murcia, and Saragossa.

Among those who fled from Cordova was the Tal-

nuidist and linguist Samuel ha-Levi ibn Nagdcla
(Nagrela), who went to Malaga, which.

Samuel together with the towns of Jaen, Ron-

ibn da, etc., belonged to the kingdom of

Nag-dela. Granada, founded by the Harbary tribe

of Sinhagah. Samuel won the favor of

the vizier of King Habus of Granada; lie appointed

him liis private secretary and reconunended him to the

king as counselor, and upon the death of the vizier

the king made Samuel his minister and entrusted

him with the administration of diplomatic affairs.

Samuel, who resided in Granada, officiated as rabbi

also, and took an active interest in the sciences and
poetry. He retained his court position uuder King
Habus' son Badis, whom lie aided against his elder

brother Balkin. Samuel remained the protector of

liis coreligionists, who in Gi'anada enjoyed full civic

equality, being eligible for public offices and for

service in the army.

A position similar to that of Samuel's was occu-

pied, though only for a short time, by Jekuthiel ibn

Hasan in Saragossa. Jekutliiel shared the fate of

Samuel's son Abu Husain Joseph ibn Nagdela, who
succeeded his father as minister upon the latter 's

death (1055); Abu Husain was accused by his ene-

mies of treason after having held office for eleven

years, and was crucified before the gate of Granada
on Dec. 30, 1066. On this occasion all the Jews of

Granada who had not sought salvation in flight,

fifteen hundred families in number, fell victims to

the rage of the populace. This was the first perse-

cution of Jews on the Peninsula while under Islamic

rule. All Jews were compelled to leave Granada,

several finding refuge in Lucena. In the year of

the persecution in Granada the talented philoso-

pher Abu al-Fadl ibn Hasdai was appointed vizier in

Saragossa ; he was the son of the poet Joseph ibn Has-

dai, who had fled from Cordova in 1013, and he held

the officeof vizier until Abu Amir Yusuf al-Mu'tamir

ascended the throne. The scliolar Isaac ibn Albalia,

who had escaped the butchery in Granada, was ap-

pointed astronomer to Mohammed al-Mu'tamid in

Seville, who was a patron of science and poetr}-

;

Isaac was appointed also rabbi of all the congrega-

tions in that city. At the same time Al-Mu"tamid
employed Joseph ibn Migas on diplomatic missions.

Terrified by the conquests of King Alfonso VI.

of Castile, Al-Mu"tamid, heedless of the remon-

strances of his son, called to his aid the ambitious
Yusuf ibn Tashfin of North Africa.

"Under the In the terrific battle of Zallaka (Oct.,

Almo- 1086), in wiiich Jews fought bravely

ravides. both in the Christian and in the Moor-
ish arm}-, Yusuf won a victory and

the sovereign power. The Almoravides, a warlike,

fanatical religious sect, now became the rulers of

southern Spain ; they did nothing to improve the wel-

faxe of the Jews Yusuf iba Tashfiu endeavored

to force the large and wealthy community of Lucena
to embrace Islam. Under the reign of his son Ali

(1106-43) the position of the Jews was more favor-

able. Some were appointed "'mushawirah " (col-

lectors and custodians of the royal taxes). Others
entered the service of the state, holding the title of
" vizier " or " nasi "

; among tliese may be mentioned
the poet and physician Abu A\'yub Solomon ibn

al-Mu'allam of Seville, Abraliam ibn Meir ibn Kam-
nial, Abu Isaac ibn .Muhajar, and Solomon ibn

Farusal (murdered May 2, 1108). The old commu-
nities of Seville, Granada, and Cordova prospered

anew.
The power of the Almoravides was of short dura-

tion. A fanatic of North Africa, Abdallah ibn Tu-
mart, appeared about 1112 as the upholder of Mo-
hammed's original teachings concerning the unity of

God, and became the founder of a new party called

the Almohades, or Muzmotas ("Shebet Yehudah,"
p. 8, gives the correct date as 4872 [=: 1112]). Upon

the death of Abdallah, 'Abd al-Mu'min
Under the took the leadership and endeavored

Al- with sword and brand to exterminate

mohades. the Almoravides as political and relig-

ious enemies. In North Africa he
won victory after victory. In the same year in which
the Second Crusade brought new distress to the

German Jews, 'Abd al-Mu'min passed over to south-

ern Spain in order to wrest that country from the

Almoravides. He conquered Cordova (1148), Sev-

ille, Lucena, Moutilla, Aguilar, and Baena, and
within a year the whole of Anilalusia was in the pos-

session of the Almohades. As in Africa, so in Spain,

the Jews were forced to accept the Islamic faith

;

the conquerors confiscated their property and took

their wives and children, many of whom were sold

as slaves. The most famous Jewish educational in-

stitutions were closed, and the beautiful synagogues
every.where destroyed.

The terrible persecutions by the Almohades lasted

for ten years. On account of these persecutions

many Jews made a pretense of embracing Islam,

but a great number fled to Castile, whose tolerant

ruler, Alfonso VII., received them with hospitality,

especially in Tole<lo. Others fled to northern Spain
and to Provence, in which latter country the Kim-
his sought refuge. Various attempts on the part of

the Jews to defend themselves against the Almo-
hades were unsuccessful ; the courageous Abu Ruiz
ibn Dahri of Granada especially distinguished him-

self in such a conflict (1162; see " Al-]SIakkari." ed.

Gayaugos, ii. 23). The part taken by the Jews in

the struggle against the Almohades must not be un-

derestimated ; the hitter's power was broken in the

battle of Navas de Toledo on July 16, 1212.

The first Christian princes, the counts of Castile

and the first kings of Leon, treated the Jews as

mercilessly as did the Almohades.
In Castile In their operations against the Moors
and Leon, tiiey did not spare the Jews, destroy-

ing their synagogues and killing their

teachers and scholars. Only gradually did the rulers

come to realize that, surrounded as tliey were by
powerful enemies, they could not afford to turn the

Jews against them. Garcia Fernandez, Count of

Castile, in the fuero of Castrojeriz (974), placed
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tJie Jews in many respects on an equality with

Christians; and similar measures were adopted

by the Council of Leon (1020), presided over by Al-

fonso V. In Leon, the metropolis of Christian Spain

until the conquest of Toledo, many Jews owned
real estate, and engaged in agriculture and viticul-

ture as well as in the handicrafts; and here, as in

other towns, they lived on friendly terms with the

Christian population. The Council of Coyauza
(1050) therefore found it necessary to revive the old

Visigothic law forbidding, under pain of punisli-

ment by the Church, Jews and Cliristians to live to-

gether in the same house, or to eat together.

Ferdinand I. of Castile set aside a part of the

Jewish taxes for the use of the Church, and even

the not very religious-minded Alfonso VI. gave to

the church of Leon the ta.xes paid by the Jews of

Castro. Alfonso VI. , the conqueror of Toledo (1085),

was tolerant and benevolent in his attitude toward
the Jews, for which lie won the praise of Pope Al-

exander II. To estrange the wealthy and indus-

trious Jews from the Moors lie offered the former

various privileges. In the fuero of Najara Sepul-

veda, issued and contirnied by him (1076). he not

only granted the Jews full equality with the Chris-

tians, but he even accorded them the rights enjoyed

by the nobility; this fuero was applied also in otiier

cities, as Toledo (108.5), Leon (1090), Miranda de

Ebro (1099), etc. The example set by Alfonso was
followed in Aragon and Navarre, as is evidenced by
the fueros of Jaca (1100), Tudela (1115), Belforado

(1116), Carcastello (1129), Calatayud (1131), and
Daroca (1142). To show their gratitude to the king
for the rights granted them, the Jews willingly

placed themselves at his and the country's service.

Alfonso employed Jews for diplomatic errands, as,

for example, the scholar Aniram ben Isaac ibu

Shalbib, whom the king sent with a delegation to

Mohammed al-Mu'tamid at Seville (1082; according

to some sources, not before 1085). A prominent posi-

tion at Alfonso's court was held probably by the

otherwise unknown Samuel ben Shealtiel ha-Nasi,

who died on the 16th of Elul (Aug. 27, 1097), or by
his father, whose tombstone has but recently been
discovered in Arevalo ("Boletin Acad. Hist." xxv.

ASQetseq.).

Alfonso's army contained 40,000 Jews, who were
distinguisiied from the other combatants by their

black-and-yellow turbans; for the sake of this Jew-
ish contingent the battle of Zallaka

The Battle was not begun until after the Sabbath
of had passed. Before the battle the

Zallaka. king sent not only to the bishops, but
to the Jewish scholars and astrologers

also, to hear their predictions for the future (Fer-

nandez y Gonzalez, "Las ^ludejares de Castilla,"

pp. 41 et seq.). The king's body-physician and con-

fidant w'as the Jew Cidelo (Cidelus), who placed be-

fore the king a petition from the counts and grandees
of the kingdom which neither of tliese ventured to

address to his majest}'. The king's favoritism to-

ward the Jews, whicli became so pronounced that

Pope Gregory VII. w^arned him not to permit Jews
to rule over Christians, roused the hatred and envy
of the latter. After the unfortunate battle of Ucles,

at which the infante Sancho, together with 30,000

men, were killed, an anti-Jewish riot broke out in

Toledo; many Jews were slain, and their houses

and synagogues were burned (1108). Alfonso in-

tended to punish the murderers and incendiaries,

but died before he could carry out his intention

(June, 1109). After his death the inhabitants of

Carrion fell upon the Jews; many were slain, others

were imprisoned, and their houses were pillaged.

Alfonso VII., who assumed the title of Emperor
of Leon, Toledo, and Santiago, curtailed in the be-

ginning of liis reign the rights and liberties which
his father had granted the Jews. He ordered tiiat

neither a Jew nor a convert might exercise legal

authority over Christians, and he held the Jews re-

sponsible for the collection of the royal taxes. Soon,

however, he became more friendly, confirming the

Jews in all their former privileges and even grant-

ing them additional ones, by which they were placed

on an equalit}'^ with Christians. Considerable iutlu-

ence with the king was enjoyed by Judah ben Joseph
ilm Ezra (Nasi). After the conquest of Calatrava

(1147) the king placed Judah in command of the

fortress, later making him his court chamberlain.

Judah ben Joseph stood in such favor with the king
that the latter, at his request, not only admitted
into Toledo the Jews who had fled from the perse-

cutions of the Almohades, but even assigned many
fugitives dwellings in Flascala (near Toledo), Fro-

mista. Carrion, Palencia, and other places, where
new congregations were soon established. In recog-

nition of his faithful services Judah received, a year

after Alfonso's death (1157), from his son Sancho,

five yokes of land in Azana (Illescas) for him.self

and his children (Fidel Fita, "La Espafia Hebrea,"

\.20et mi.).

After the brief reign of King Sancho III. a war
broke out between Fernando II. of Leon (who
granted the Jews special privileges) and the united

kings of Aragon and Navarre. Jews fought in both

armies, and after the declaration of peace they were

placed in charge of the fortresses. Alfonso VIII. of

Castile (1166-1214), who had siicceeded to the throne,

eutru.sted the JewsAvith guarding Or, Celorigo, and,

later, Mayorga, while Sancho the "Wise of Navarre

placed them in charge of Estella, Funes, and Mura-
iion. During the reign of Alfonso VIII. the Jews

gained still greater influence, aided.

Under doubtless, by the king's love of tiie

Alfonso beautiful Jewess Rachel (Fermosa)

VIII. of Toledo. When the king Avas de-

feated at the battle of Alarcos by the

Almohades under Yusuf Abu Ya'kub al-Man.sur,

the defeat was attributed to the king's love-affair

with Fermosa, and she and her relatives were mur-
dered in Toledo by the nobility (Rio.s, "Hist." i. 336

et seq. ; Griitz ["Gesch." vi. 228] does not accept the

traditional belief concerning the murder of the king's

paramour). After the victory at Alarcos the emir

^lohammed al-Nasir ravaged Castile with a powerful

army and threatened to overrun the whole of Chris-

tian Spain. The Archbishop of Toledo summoned
the Crusaders to the aid of Alfonso. In this wai'

against the Moors the king was greatly aided bj' the

wealthy Jews of Toledo, especially by his "almoxa-

rife mayor," the learned and generous Nasi Joseph

ben Solomon ibn Shoshan (Al-Hajib ibn Amar).
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Tlie king's debt to the latter amounted in 1204,

shortly before Joseph's death, to 18,000 golden mara-
vedis (" Vida del Santa Rev D. Fernando," iii. 233).

Joseph stood high in the king's favor, and his sons

Solomon and Isaac benefited thereby after their

father's death.

The Crusaders (" Ultrapuertos ") were hailed with
joy in Toledo, but this joy was soon changed to

sorrow, as far as the Jews were concerned. Tlie

Crusaders began the "holy war " in Toledo (1212) by
robbing and butchering the Jews, and if the knights
had notcliecked them with armed forces all the Jews
in Toledo would have been slain. When, after the

sanguinary battle of Navas de Tolosa (1212', Al-

fonso victoriously entered Toledo, the Jews went to

meet him in triumphal procession. Shortly before

his death (Oct., 1214) the king issued the fuero de
Cuenca, settling the legal position of the Jews in a
manner favorable to them.

A turning-point in the history of the Jews of

Spain was reached under Ferdinand III. (who united

permanently the kingdoms of Leon and
Under Fer- Castile), and under James I., the con-

dinand III. temporary ruler of Aragon. Thecler-
of Castile gy's endeavors directed against the

and Jews became more and more pro-

James I. nouuced. The ttpanisli Jews of both

of Arag-on. sexes, like the Jews of France, were
compelled to distinguish themselves

from Christians l)y wearing a yellow badge on
their clothing; this order was issued to keep them
from associating with Christians, although the rea-

son given was that it was ordered for their own
safety. The Jews did all in their power to secure the

repeal of this order. James I. of Aragon and Theobald
I. of Navarre, however, compelled them to wear the

badge, and Innocent IV. admonished Ferdinand
III. to see that no Jew appeared in public with-

out it.

But in spite of papal bulls and royal decrees the

Jews were often freed from this degradation.

Pedro III. of Aragon granted some Jews in Va-
lencia, Tarragona, Barcelona, and other cities ex-

emption from wearing the badge, this privilege being

especially extended to physicians ("R. E. J." vi. 91

et seq.). Ferdinand III. of Castile and James I. of

Aragon (each called " the Conqueror," the former

with reference to Cor<lova and Seville, the latter

with reference to the Balearic Isles, Valencia, and
Murcia) were religiously inclined, and did not feel

particularly friendly toward the .Jews, whose con-

version they favored. Nevertheless, they made use

of the Jews in time of war, anil rewarded them for the

important services they rendered as secretaries and

dragomans, tax-collectors, and tax-farmers. In the

cities conquered by him Ferdinand confirmed the

Jewsin theirexisting rightsand j)rivileges, and after

the conquest of Seville he distributed laud among
them; moreover, in spite of the objections of the

clergy he allowed the .Jews of Cordova to erect a

new and magnificent synagogue. Jamesacted simi-

larly after his eoncjuest of Valencia.

That Ferdinand's death was mourned by the Jews
is evidenced by the Hebrew epitaph which ajtpears

on his tombstone, togetlier with inscriptions in

Latin, Castiliun, and Arabic (the Hebrew epitaph

is reprinted in Kayserling's "Ein Feiertag in Ma-
drid," p. 12). The death, also, of James I. (1276),

who had arranged a religious dispu-

Disputa- tation between Moses ben Nahman
tions and (the"Rab de Espafia ") and the neo-
Trans- pliyt^-' Pablo Christiano, and who Jiad

lations. compelled the Jews to listen to conver-

sionist sermons, was publicly mourned
by the Jews. Ferdinand's son, Alfonso X. (the

Wise), who was a lover of the sciences, maintained
relations with the Jews even before his accession to

the throne (1252). He had astronomical and astro-

logical writings translated from Arabic into Spanish
by Judah ben Moses (Mosca) Kolien, a physician of
Toledo, and by the physicians Abraham and Samuel
Levi. Zag (Isaac) ibn Sid, the hazzan of Toledo,

was the editor of the famous astronomical tables

called, after tlie king, the Alfonsine Tables (re-

garding the astronomical congress see Steinschnei-

der in " Magazin fiir die Literatur des Auslandes,"

1848, No. 58; i(h)ii, "Cat. Bodl." cols. 1356 et seq.;

idem, " Hebr. Uebers." pp. 979 et seq.; Griitz,

"Gesch."vii. 467). According to his nephew Juan
Manuel, Alfonso did not have the Talmud translated

(Rios, "Hist." i. 450); but, probablj', he had a trans-

lation made of "Toda la Ley de los Judios," as he
had the Koran rendered into Spanish. The version

of the Bible in that language, the subsequent "Fer-
rarian Bible," was made probably in the thirteenth

century (see Bible Tuaxslations).

Alfonso, who employed Meir de Malea and his

sons Isaac (Zag) and Jo.seph as treasurers, and To-

dros ha-Levi, Solomon ibn Albagai, and other Jews
as tax-collectors, granted to the Jews of his domains
several privileges and other favors. He permitted the

Al.jama in Toledo to build a magnificent synagogue,

the largest and most beautiful one in Spain ; he

gave all Jews permission to visit the yearly market

in Seville; and in 1264 he assigned houses, vine3-ards,

and lands to the Jews who settled in St. .Maria del

Puerto (Rios, " Hist." i. 451 et seq.). Notwithstand-

ing this lie subjected the Jews to the strictest limi-

tations, especially in his Fuero Real or Fuero
Jnzgo, as well as in other laws, contained in the

large collection "Siete Partidas," which was issued

in the Castilian language and in which the influence

of the Lateran Council is unmistakable.

The bull issued by Innocent IV. in April, 1250,

to the effect that Jews might not build a new syna-

gogue without special permission, was
Bull of ])laced on the statute-books by this

Innocent king (reprinted in Rios, " Hist." i. 557).

IV., 1250. To make proselytes was forbidden to

the Jews under pain of death and con-

fiscation of property. They might not associate

with the Christians, live under the same roof with

them, eat and drink with them, or use the same bath ;

neither might a Christian partake of wine which had
been prepared by a Jew. The Jews might not em-
ploy Ciiristian nurses or servants, and Christians

might use only medicinal remedies which had been

pre]iared by competent Christian apothecaries.

Every Jew should wear the badge, though tlie king

reserved to himself the right to exempt anyone from

this obligation; any Jew api)rehended without the

badge was liable to a fine of ten gold maravedis or to
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the infliction of ten stripes. Tlie Jews were forbid-

den to appear in public on Good Friday. Alfonso,

called "the Wise," was so deluded that he not only

used as a theme for his " Libro de las Cantrgas" the

false legend that the Jews every year on Good Fri-

day crucified a Christian child, but he ordered that

every Jew accused of such a crime should be brought

before him and, if convicted, slain. Alfonso re-

quested the Jews to live peacefully in their Ju-

deria and to observe conscientiously their religious

laws; he ordered that they should not be disturbed

in their religious ceremonies or sununoned before

courts on Sabbaths or festivals; that their syna-

gogues and their sacred furniture should be in every

waj' respected ; and that they should be neither

forced nor bribed into cmbiacing Christianity.

The last years of Alfon.so's reign were sad ones,

as well for himself as for the Jews in his dominion.

The king condcnuied lo death his faithful "almo.xa-

rife " Zag de Muloa, because the latter had given to

the infante Sanciio, who had quarreled with his

father, a large sum of money which the king had

intended to use in the subjugation of Algeciras (see

Male.\). Incensed by the act of jVIalea, the king,

in direct opposition to liis previous enactments, or-

dered that on a certain Sabbath all Castilian Jews
should be taken prisoners while in their synagogues

;

lie levied upon them a tribute of 12,000 gold mara-

vedis, imposing an additional tine of the same
amount for every day the tribute remained unpaid
(Hios, "IIist."i. 494). Four years later (1281) the

king was dethroned by his son Sancho, with the

sanction of the Cortes. Alfonso died in 1284, for-

saken by his children, and even by the clergy to

which he had made liberal concessions.

The Jews in Spain were Spaniards, both as regards

their customs and their language. They owned real

estate, and they cultivated their land

Social with theirownhands; they filled pub-
Position, lie offices, and on account of their in-

dustry they became wealthy, while

their knowledge and ability won them respect and in-

fluence. But this prosperity roused the jealousy of

the people and provoked the hatred of the clergy ; the

Jews had to suffer much through these causes. The
kings, especially those of Aragon, regarded the Jews
as their property ; they spoke of " their " Jews,
"their " Juderias, and in their own interest they pro-

tected the Jews against violence, making good use of

them in every way possible. The aljamas of Cata-

lonia, Aragon, and Valencia, for example, were in

1281 ordered by King Pedro III. to furnish 185,000

sueldos in subsidies, and, three years later, a further

sum of 130,000 sueldos (order reprinted in Kios,

"Hist." ii. 630). In addition to these extraordinary

disbursements, the Jews of Aragon and Castile had
to pay very large taxes, the money thus obtained

being often expended by the kings in gifts to

(jueens, infantes, knights, and bishops, as well as to

churches arid cloisters.

Sancho IV., the son and successor of Alfonso X.,

was the first king who, with the aid of his Jewish
tax-collectors, levied and regulated the taxes paya-
ble by the aljamas to the crown of Castile, under
which belonged the provinces of Old and of New Cas-
tile, Leon, Galicia (sparsely inhabited by Jews), Eslre-

madura, Murcia, and Andalusia. All Jews of twenty
—according to other sources, sixteen or fourteen

was the age limit—w ere reciuired to pay a tax of

thirty dineros to remind them of the "thirty pieces

of silver" alleged to have been paid by their ances-

tors to bring about the death of Jesus. This tax,

called the "servicio," was not imposed upon the

Jews of the archbishopric of Toledo, the bishoprics

of Cuenca and Plaseucia, the provinces of Murcia
and Leon, and the frontier district of Andalusia.

The Jews paid also the "encabezamiento," or poll-

tax. The apportionment of the taxes among the

various communities was entrusted by the king to

a committee consisting of Jacob ben Yahya (not

Jahjon)of Niebla, Lsaac ben Azor of Jerez, and Abra-
ham Abenfar of Cordova (the representative from
Jaen did not appear), which met in Huete in 1290.

If these failed to agree upon the apportionment,
David Abudarham the Elder and the aljama of To-

ledo were to decide.

The total yearly taxes paid by the Jews of Castile

amounted to 2,801,345 maravedis. To base upon
this amount any calculation as to the number of

Jews then living in the kingdom is not possible; the

total of 854,951 given by Hios, or that of 850,000 by
Gratz, is surely too large, while 233,784, the esti-

mate of Loeb, must be considered too small. There
were abo\it 120 Jewish communities, of which the

following were the most important:

Population Toledo, Hita, Almoguera, Burgos,

and Carrion, Avila, Medina del Campo,
Dispersion. Valladolid, Cuenca, Huete, Atienza,

Paredes de Nava, Logrono, Almazan,
Soria, Villanueva, Ucles, Pancorbo, Sahagunt, Se-

pulveda, Olmedo, Murcia, Osma, Najera, Talavera,

Villa Real, Guadalajara, Arevalo, Plasencia, Villa

Diego, and Sant Eslevan. Among the communities
of lesser importance were the following: Maqueda,
Briviesca, Alcaraz, Calahorra, Aguilar, Ayllon, Bel-

forado, Badajoz, Alcala, Zurita, Vitoria, Buitrago,

Albelda, Penafiel, Trujillo, Roa, Bejar, Miranda,

Cea, Castiello, Lerma, Medina de Pomar, Olmeda,
Pedraza, Alfaro, Fuendidueiia, and Verlanga (the
" Repartimiento de Huete," reprinted from the

original in Rios, "Estudios," pp. 40 et seq., and
"Hist." ii. 53; the foregoing list, with some devia-

tions, is found in "Hist." ii. 531 et seq. ; a faulty list

is given by Asso y del Rio and Manuel y Rodriguez

in "Discorso Sobre el Estado de los Judios en Es-

pana," p. 150, Madrid, 1771, which work has been

followed by Lindo, "History of the Jews of Spain

and Portugal," p. 109, where the names of the towns

are misspelled; see also "R. E. J." xiv. 161 et seq. ;

Gratz, "Gesch." vii. 168 et seq., where some incor-

rect statements are made).

Catalonia, Aragou, and Valencia Avcre more
sparsely inhabited by Jews. The largest congrega-

tions were found in Tortosa, Gerona, Barcelona, and

Valencia; then followed Saragossa, Calatayud, Mon-
zon, Lerida, Teruel, Jaca, Fraga, Hue.sca, and Bar-

bastro. Smaller congregations existed in Exea do

los Caballeros, Tauste, Besalu, Cervera, Tarragona,

Ruesca, Manresa, and Villafranca.

The Jews were burdened with various other taxes

in addition to those already mentioned. Whenever
the kings of Aragon or Castile stayed in a city in
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^vliich a Jewish coinmuuity existed, the Jews were

required to provide the royal household with beds

and other furniture; this duty involved many hard-

ships and led to ill treatment of the Jews by royal

servants; it could be escaped, however, by the pay-

ment of a specified sum, which was called "yan
tares" in Castile, "cenas" (=" table expenses") in

Aragon. The taxes were so oppressive that in

ISrA the representatives of the Jewish communities

of Aragon resolved to petition the king to relieve

them of this burden (" He-Haluz," i. 25). On the

occasion of a royal visit to a city inhabited by

Jews they paid a tribute to the ro3'al guard, the

"Moutcrosde Espinosa"; for a long lime this pay-

ment amounted to twelve maravedis for each copy
of the Torah; later it was fixed at four silver reals.

In addition to all these taxes the Jews paid a coro-

nation-tax ("coronaciones"), pasture-tax, tithes on

liouses for the bishops and their households, special

customs dutiesand bridge-tolls, etc.

Although tlie Spanish Jews engaged in many
branches of human endeavor—agriculture, viticul-

ture, industry, connnerce, and the various handi-

crafts—it was the money business that procured them
their wealth and influence. Kings and

Occupa- prelates, noblemen and farmers, all

tions. needed money, and could obtain it only

from t he Jews, to whom they paid from

20 to 25 per cent interest. This business, which, in

a manner, the Jews were forced to pursue in order to

pay the many taxes imposed upon them as well as to

raise the compulsory loans demanded of them by
the kings, led to their being employed in special posi-

tions, as "almoxarifes," bailill's, tax-farmers, or tax-

collectors. Jews were employed as "almoxarifes"

by Sancho, as well as by the infante jVIanuel and by
the latter's con.sort Beatriz. Among Jews holding

such positions may be mentioned Samuel, Abraham
al-Barchilon, and Cag and Abraham ibn Susan.

Without the material assistance of the Jews King
Sancho, whose secretary was Cag de Toledo, would
hardly have succeeded in collecting the taxes.

The "almoxarife mor, " or treasurer, of King Fer-

dinand IV., the son and successor of Sancho, was
Samuel, who exercised unlimited authority in dip-

lomatic affairs, thereby incurring the animosity of

the (lueen-mother, Maria de Molina, to such a de-

gree that he narrowly escaped assassination. Queen
Maria had full confidence in Todros Abulafia, and
her "almoxarife" was Isaac (Samuel?) ibn Ya'ish.

Judah Abravanel was for several years financial

adviser to Infante Pedro. The jealou.sy and hatred

with which the Christian population regarded the

Jews were often openly revealed at the meetings of

the Cortes in Aragon, as, for example.
Opposition in Lerida (1300), and in Saragossa and

of Alagon (1301). Upon the motion of

the Cortes, the Cortes in Valladolid (1293) Sancho
IV. decreed that Jews might no longer

acquire or own real estate; the Cortes of Burgos
(1301) and that of Medina del Campo (1305) de-

manded that they be no longer employed as tax

farmers or -collectors; and complaints of the usury
practised by Jews were frequent. Whenever their

own interests were at stake the kings of Aragon
protecteil the Jews, and for extraordinary services

rendered by the latter (as, for example, by the

aljamas of Tortosa) they often conferred special priv-

ileges upon them. On account of the accruing taxes

a number of Jewish families that had been expelled

from France were admitted into Aragon. Actuated
by similar motives, Ferdinand IV. of Castile also

protected the Jews of his domains, whom he termed
"his own Jews, "against arbitrary oppression by the

clergy, since he could not dispense with their assist-

ance at the conquest of Gibraltar.

Upon Ferdinand's death (1312) ]\Iaria de Molina
assumed the reins of government. She employed
Jews as tax-collectors, and she even had a Jew, Babbi
Don Mosse (Moussi), as " despensoi'o '' (steward of

the household) as late as 1320. At the request of

the Cortes of Burgos, the queen, with the infante

and the guardians of the young king, and under
the direct influence of the Council of Zamora, de-

creed that Jews might no longer bear Christian

names, nor associate in any Avay with Christians,

and that Jewesses might wear no ornaments what-
ever, whether pearls, gold, or silver. Theclaimsof
Jewish creditors were reduced, but no Christian

debtor might appeal to a papal bull for the cancela-

tion of his indebteilness to a Jewish creditor. The
queen put a fine on usury, and she limited the rate

(jf interest that might be charged. She ordered also

that all processes, civil as well as criminal, should

be brought before the local magistrate for adjudi-

cation. Infante John Manuel, who, like Ferdinand
IV., employed the Jew Abraham as his body-physi-

cian, restored criminal jurisdiction to the rabbinate;

this he did at the request of Judah b. I.saac ii)n

Wakar of Cordova, who stood high in the royal fa-

vor (Asheri, Kesponsa, xvii. 8).

Complaints against the Jews continued to be made
in the Cortes, and in the beginning of the fourteenth

century their position was precarious throughout

Spain ; many Jews emigrated from Castile and from

Aragon. It was not until the reigns of Alfonso IV.

and Pedro IV. of Aragon, and of the young and
active Alfon.so XI. of Castile (1325), that an im-

provement set in. The la.st-named king protected

the Jewsagainst arbitrary enactments and violence,

especially in the archbisliopric and city of Seville,

where Jew-hatred had been nurtured for a long time

and where the Jews had been oppn^ssed in every

imaginable way by the clergy. The
Under king ordered that in those places every

Alfonso Jew of sixteen or over should pay a

XI. tax of thirty dineros, or tinee mara
vedis. As his "almoxarife" the king

selected Joseph ben Epliraim Benveiiiste ha-fievi;

he was the king's confidant and used his influence

with him in favor of his coreligionists in such a

manner that the Cortes of Madrid complained bit-

terly about it. The hatred of the i)0])ulace grew
still deeper, especially against Joseph Benveniste,

who, through the intrigues of a lady of the court,

came near losing his life (1326).

When, therefore, one of the king's favorites, Gar-

cilaso de la Vega, had been murdered in Soria, and

another. Count Alvar Nunez, had been deposed from

office, the grandees of the kingdom endeavored

to bring about Joseph's downfall, l.ul instead,

he was raised to a higher position; the title of
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"almoxarife " was abolished, and that of " tesorero "

(treasurer) substituted; and it was resolved that

thenceforth no Jews should be employed as tax-

collectors. Quarrels, which finally led to their

ruin, broke out between Joseph Benveniste, who
had retained his place in the king's confidence,

and Alfonso's body-physician and favorite, Samuel
ibn Wakar, who had obtained permission to mint
coins of small denominations. A nobleman and min-
ister of state, Gonzalo Martinez, whom Joseph had
helped to obtain high positions, brought against

both the accusation that they had enriched them-
selves while in his Majesty's service, imprisoned
them, and confiscated their fortunes. Joseph died

in prison, and Samuel suffered torture on the rack.

Two other Jews, Moses Abudiel and Ibn Ya'ish,

who stood in high favor with the grandees, suc-

ceeded in disproving the same accusation by sacrifi-

cing large sums of money; Ibn Ya'ish is probably
identical with the above-mentioned "almoxarife"
of Maria de Molina.

Gonzalo Martinez was contemplating the extermi-

nation of all Castilian Jews when Alfonso XI. unex-
pectedly found himself involved in war. The Emir
of Granada, who had declared war against the King
of Castile on account of a decree issued upon the ad-

vice of Ibn Wakar, and prohibiting the importation of

cereals from Granada, called to his as-

Gonzalo sistance 'Abd al-Malik, the son of

Martinez. Abu al-Hasan (Albohacon), King of

Morocco, who came to his aid with a
large army. Alfonso appointed Gonzalo Martinez
conmiander-in-chief, and as money for carrying on
the war was lacking, the latter advised the confis-

cation of the property of the Jews and their expul-

sion from the country. The Archbishop of Toledo,

however, opposed this proposition, as did, probably,

the king himself. In this war, which ended with

the victory of Salado and the conquest of the for-

tress of Algeciras (1339), the Jews rendered very im-

portant services, for which the king Iiighly praised

them. Gonzalo Martinez, the arch-enemy of the

Jews, was sentenced to death as a traitor and burned

at the stake. When King Alfonso returned tri-

umphantly from the war the Jews greeted him
everywhere witii great enthusiasm ("Shebet Yehu-
dah,""ed. Wiener, pp. 30 et seq.\ Rios, "Hist." ii.

133 ct aeq. ; see Maiitinez).

Alfonso XI. favored the conversion of the Jews,

and upon the appeal of the apostate Abner of Burgos
(Alfonso de Valladolid) he forbade the Castilian

Jews, on pain of a fine of one hundred maravedis,

to continue the reading of a prayer directed against

the slanderer; the king diil not, however, as Griltz

("Gesch." vii. 344) writes, declare canceled the

promissory notes held by the Jews, but he re-

leased the Christians of one-fourth of tlieir indebted-

ness to the former, and he forbade all Jews of his

kingd(jm to practise usury in any form. On the

otlier hand, the king allowed the Jews to acquire

real estate—to the value of 30,000 maravedis beyond
the Douro, and to the value of 20,000 maravedis on

cisriparian soil ("Ordenamiento de Alcala," 1348).

Pedro I., the son and successor of Alfonso XI.

(according to his enemies Pedro Gil, the substituted

child of a Jewess), was favorably disposed toward

the Jews, who under him reached the zenith of
their influence. For this reason the king was called
"the heretic"; he was often called "the cruel."

Pedro, by nature passionate and impetuous, spent
his youth in seclusion in Seville, together with his

motlier, the Portuguese infanta IMaria, who, humil-
iated by Leonora de Guzman, Alfonso's paramour,
had been put away by the king. In the meantime
Pedro's half-brother and Leonora's illegitimate son,

Henry de Trastamara, was being brought up un-
der his father's supervision, and gave, while still

a boy, evidence of his courage. Pedro,
Pedro w'hose education had been neglected,

the Cruel, was not quite sixteen years of age
when he ascended the throne (1350).

From the connnencement of his reign he so sur-

rounded him.self with Jews that his enemies in deri-

sion spoke of his court as "a Jewish court." The
Jews remained ever his true adherents. On the

recommendation of his educator and all-powerful
minister, the hated John Alfonso de Albuquerque,
the king appointed the latter's former agent Samuel
Levi as his own "tesorero mayor" (chief treasurer),

and Samuel soon became the king's confidant and
companion.

It can not be ascertained to what extent Samuel
favored Pedro's infatuation for the beautiful Maria
de Padilla after the young king had been married
against his inclination to the Bourbon princess

Blanca, who hated the king's Jewisli confidant and
would have banished all the Jews from the country.

When Pedro, two days after his marriage, left the

bride that had been forced upon him, and hastened
to his mistress in Toledo, the minister, Albuquerque,
prepared to set out with a large retinue and bring

back the deserting bridegroom, but he was stopped
by Samuel Levi, who brought him a message from
the king advising him to desist from his plans.

Blanca, who had taken sides with Pedro's half-

brother, was kept in confinement, and Albuquerque
was deposed from office.

These unhappy family relations, which were pri-

marily brought about by Alfonso XL, resulted in the

bloody civil wars that brought disaster to Castile

and especially to the Jews. With the alleged inten-

tion of freeing Queen Blanca, wlio was being held

prisoner in Alcazar, Henry de Trastamara and his

brother, at the head of a rapacious mob, invaded
(Sabbath, May 7, 1355) that part of the Juderia of

Toledo called the Alcana; they plundered the ware-

houses and murdered about 12,000 persons, without

distinction of age or sex. The mob did not, how-
ever, succeed in overrunning the Juderia proper,

where the Jews, reen forced by a number of Toledaa
noblemen, defended themselves bravely.

Tlie more friendly Pedro showed himself toward
the Jews, and the more he protected them, the

more antagonistic became the attitude of his illegiti-

mate half-brother, who, when he invaded Castile in

1360, murdered all the Jews living in Najera and
exposed those of Miranda de Ebro to robbery and
butchery.

The days of Samuel Levi were numbered. He
was ever active in the interests of the state and the

king, and his skilful financial operations placed large

sums at the latter's disposal. But he had many
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enemies, and the animosity engendered toward him
soon extended to all the Jews. A malicious satire,

" Kimado del Palacio," b}' the contem-

Samuel porary poet and historian Pedro Lo-

Levi. pez de Ayala, gives evidence of the

deep hatred toward Samuel Levi and

his family. Together with many other favoiites of

the king, Samuel was suddenly deposed from his ex-

alted position, but not, as has been asserted, because

Maria de Padilla withdrew her favor from him; the

king's paramour remained for .several years in the

cloister in Astudillo, near Castrojeriz, to which she

had been sent, and where she maintained communi-
cation witli Jews (" H. E. J." xxxiii. 147 et seq.).

Wiiether envious coreligionists accused him before

the king, whether he was involved in the detected
" Kicos hombres" conspiracy, or whether Pedro de-

sired to win the favor of the clergy is not known ; the

fact remains that in 1360 Samuel was seized and taken

to Seville, where, in November of that j'ear, he died

on the rack. His enormous fortune, consisting of

70,000 doubloons, 4,000 marks in silver, 20 (accord-

ing to some sources 120) chests filled with jewelry

and costly garments, and 80 Moorish slaves, was
confiscated by the state. All Samuel's relatives,

several of whom were tax-collectors, were arrested

with him, and their property, to the value of 300,-

000 doubloons, seized. Samuel's successor in the

office of treasurer, Martin Yanez de Sevilla, claimed

to have found vast hoards of silver and gold in the

underground cellars of the former's palace, which is

still known as the " Palacio del Judio."

Pedro did not lack the means for carrying on

warfare, but good fortune had deserted him. In

order to win the Castilian throne, Henry called to

his aid the dreaded "Grand Company," led by the

valiant Bertraud du Guesclin. Wherever his fero-

cious soldiers went they fell upon the Jews; in Bri-

viesca, near Burgos, not one living soul was left of the

200 Jewish families which had lived there. Having
been proclaimed king in Calahorra, Henry entered

Burgos triumphantly on March 31, 1366, the city sur-

rendering willingly. The king levied a tax of 30,000

doubloons on the Jews there, who, in order to raise

this enormous sum, were compelled to sell all their

propert\% even the ornaments on their Torah scrolls.

The Jews of Segovia and Avila also were bereft of

their property, whil(! those of Toledo, who had re-

mained loyal to Pedro, were punisiied by being sad-

dled with the maintenance of the troops in addition

to being fined 1,000,000 maravedis. In his distress

Pedro solicited aid from the Prince of Wales, the

victor of Poitiers. Henry was forced to flee, but

soon returned to Castile with fresh troops; and the

Jews of Burgos, who for a long time had defended

their Juderia against his attacks, were forced to

))ay 1,000,000 maravedis for permission to remain in

the city.

Everywhere the Jews remained loyal to Pedro, in

who.se army they fought bravely; the king showed
liis good-will toward them on all occasions, and
when he called the King of Granada to his assist-

ance he especially requested the latter to protect the

Jews. Nevertheless they suffered greatly. Villa-

diego (whose Jewish community numbered many
scholars), Aguilar, and many other towns were to-

tally destroyed. The inhabitants of Valladolid, who
paid homage to Henry, robbed the Jews, destroyed

their houses and synagogues, and tore

Massacres tiieir Torah scrolls to pieces. Paredes,

of 1366. Palencia, and several other communi-
ties met with a like fate, and 300 Jew-

ish families from Jaen were taken prisoners to Gra-

nada. The suffering, according to a contemporary
writer, Samuel Zarza of Palencia (see Joseph ha-

Kohen, " 'Emek ha-Baka," ed. W^iener, Appendix,
p. 131), had reached its culminating point, espe-

cially in Toledo, which was being besieged by
Henry, and in which no less than 8,000 persons died

through famine and the hardships of war. This
terrible civil conflict did not end until the death of

Pedro, to whom the victorious brother said, deri-

sively, " Do esta el fi de puta Judio, que se llama rey

de Castilla? " Pedro was beheaded by Henry and Du
Guesclin on March 14, 1369. A few weeks before his

death he reproached his physician and astrologer

Abraham ibn Zarzal for not having told the truth

in prophesying good fortune for him.

When Henry de Trastamara ascended the throne

as Henry II. there began for the Castilian Jews an
era of suffering and persecution, culminating in their

expulsion. Prolonged warfare had devastated the

land ; the people had become acciistomed to lawless-

ness, and the Jews had been reduced to poverty.

The king, who began his reign by having new coins

minted, considerably reduced in value (Isaac ben

Sheshet, Kesponsa, No. 197; Rios. "Hist."ii. 307),

was unable to meet his obligations to Du Gucscliu

and his troops. For this reason, on June 6. 1369,

two months and a half after his accession, he

levied a tribute of 20,000 gold doubloons (about

10,000,000 dineros) on the plundered and poverty-

stricken Jews of Toledo, as a punishment for their

loyalty to Pedro; he ordered his treasurer Gomez
Garcia to sell at public sale all property, movable
or immovable, belonging to the Toledan Jews, and
to imprison all the latter, women as well as men. and
starve and otherwise torture them until they had
raiseil this immense sum (see Toi,edo).

But in spite of his aversion for the Jews Henry
could not dispense with their services. He employed
wealthy Jews—Samuel Abravanel and others—a.9

financial councilors and tax-collectors. His "con-

tador mayor," or chief tax-collector, was Jo.sepli

Pichon of Seville. The clergy, whose power be-

came greater and greater under the reign of the

fratricide, stirred the anti-Jewish prejudices of the

masses into clamorous assertion at the Cortes of

Toro in 1371. It was demanded that the Jews
should be kept far from the palaces of the grandees,

should not be allowed to hold public oflice. should

live apart from the Christians, should not wear costly

garments nor ride on mules, should wear the badge,

and should not be allowed to bear Christian names.

The king granted the two last-named demands, as

well as a re(iuest made by the Cortes of Burgos

(1379) that the Jews .shoidd neither carry arms nor

sell weapons; but he did not prevent them from

holding religious disputations, nordid he deny them
the exercise of criminal jurisprudence. The latter

))rerogative was not taken from them until the reign

of John I., Henry's son and successor; he with-
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drew it because certain Jews, on tlie king's coro-

nation-day, by withholding the name of the accused
had obtained his permission to inflict the death-pen-

alty on Joseph Pichon, who stood high in the royal

favor; the accusation brought against Pichon in-

cluded "harboring evil designs, informing, and
treason."

In the Cortes of Soria (1380) it was enacted that

rabbis, or heads of aljamas, should be forbidden,

under penalty of a fine of 6,000 maravedis, to inflict

upon Jews the penalties of death, mutilation, ex-

pulsion, or exconuuvmicatiou; but in civil proceed-

ings they were still permitted to choose their own
judges. In consequence of a slanderous accusation

tiiat the Jewish prayers contained clauses cursing

the Christians, the king ordered that within two
months, on pain of a fine of 3,000 maravedis, they

should remove from their prayer-

Anti- books the objectionable passages

—

Jewish En- which did not exist. Whoever caused

actments. the conversion to Judaism of a Moor
or of any one confessing another faith,

or performed the rite of circumcision upon him,

became a slave and the property of the treasury.

The Jews no longer dared show themselves in pub-
lic without the badge, and in consequence of the

ever-growing hatred toward them they were no
longer sure of life or limb; they were attacked and
robbed and murdered in the public streets, and
at length the king found it necessary to impose a

fine of 6,000 maravedis on any town in which a Jew
was found murdered. Against his desire, John was
obliged (1385) to issue an order prohibiting the em-
ployment of Jews as financial agents or tax-farmers

to the king, queen, infantes, or grandees. To this

was added the resolution adopted by the Council

of Palencia ordering the complete separation of Jews
and Christians and the prevention of any association

between them.

The execution of Joseph Pichon and the inflam-

matory speeches and sermons delivered in Seville by

Archdeacon Ferrand Martinez, the pious Queen
liConora's confessor, soon raised the hatred of the

populace to the liighest pitch. The feeble King
John I., in spite of tiic endeavors of his physician

Moses ibn Zarzal to prolong his life, died at Al-

cahi de Henares on Oct. 9, 1390, and was succeeded

by his eleven-year-old son. The council-regent ap-

pointed by the king in his testament, consisting of

prelates, grandees, and six citizens from Burgos,

Toledo, Leon. Seville, Cordova, and Murcia, was
powerless; every vestige of respect for law and jus-

tice had disappeared. Ferrand Martinez, although

deprived of his oflice, continued, in spite of numer-
ous warnings, to incite the mob against the Jews,

and encourage it to acts of violence. As early as

Jan., 1391, the prominent Jews who were assembled

in Madrid received information that riots were

threatening in Seville and Cordova. A revolt broke

out in Seville in 1391. Juan Alfonso de Guzman,
Count of Niebla and governor of the city, and his

relative, the "alguazil mayor " Alvar Perez de Cu-z-

man, had ordered, on Ash Wednesday, March 15, the

arrest and public wliipping of two of the mob-
h'aders. The fanatical mob, still further exasi)erated

thereby, murdered and lobbed several Jews and

threatened the Guzmaus with death. In vain did
the regency issue prompt orders ; Ferrand Martinez

continued unhindered his inflamma-
The tory appeals to the rabble to kill the

Massacre Jews or baptize them. On June 6 the

of 1391. mob attacked the Juderia in Seville

from all sides and killed 4,000 Jews;
the rest submitted to baptism as the only means of

escaping death.

At this time Seville is said to have contained 7,000
Jewi,sh families. Of the three large synagogues ex-

isting in the city two were transfoimed into churches.

In all the towns throughout the archbishopric, as in

AlcaUi de Guadeira, Ecija, Cazalla, and in Fregenal,

the Jews were robbed and slain. In Cordova this

butchery Avas repeated in a horrible manner; the

entire Juderia was burned down ; factories and ware-
houses M'ere destroyed by the flames. Before the

authorities could come to the aid of the defenseless

people, every one of them—children, young women,
old men—had been ruthlessly slain; 2,000 corpses

lay in heaps in the streets, in the houses, and in the

wrecked synagogues.

From Cordova the spirit of murder spread to Jaen.

A horrible butchery took place in Toledo on June
20. Among the many martyrs were the descendants

of the famous Toledan rabbi Asiier ben .leliiel.

Most of the Castilian communities suffered from the

persecution; nor were the Jews of Aragon, Cata-

lonia, or Majorca spared. On July 9 an outbreak

occurred in Valencia. More than 200 persons were
killed, and most of the Jews of tiiat city were bap-

tized by the friar Vicente Ferrer, whose presence

in the city was probably not accidental. The only

coinmunitj' remaining in the former kingdom of

Valencia was tiiat of Murviedro. On Aug. 2 the

wave of murder visited Palma, in Majorca; 300

Jews were killed, and 800 found refuge in the fort,

from which, with the permission of the governor of

the island, and undercover of night, they sailed to

North Africa; many submitted to bai)tism. Three
days later—Saturday, Aug. 5—a riot began in Bar-

celona. On the first day 100 Jews were killed, while

several hundred found refuge in the new fort; on

tiie following day the mob invaded the Juderia and

began pillaging. The authorities did all in their

power to protect the Jews, but the mob attacked

them and freed those of its leaders who had been

imprisoned. On Aug. 8 the citadel was stormed,

and more than 300 Jews were murdered, among the

slain being the only son of Hasdai Crescas. The
riot raged in Barcelona until Aug. 10, and many Jews
(thougii not 11,000 as claimed by some authorities)

were baptized. On the last-named day began the

attack ujion the Juderia in Geiona; several Jews
were robbed and killed; numy sought .safety in

flight and a few in baptism.

The last town visited was Lerida (Aug. 13). The
Jews of this city vainly sought jirotection in Alca-

zar; seventy-five were slain, and the rest were bap-

tized; the latter transformed their synagogue into

a church, in which they worshiped as Maranos (see

bibliography, at end, for .sources for the persecutions

of 1391).

Thou.sands of Jews had perished, many of their

communities had been annihilated ; but the country
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itself was the main sufferer. The Archdeacon of

Ecija, the instigator of this butchery—which even

as late as the nineteenth century was described as a

"guerra sacra contra los Judios," eras asocial erup-

tion—although he was imprisoned four years later,

after the accession of Henry III., was soon set free;

and from then until his death (1404) he was honored

as a saint on account of his piety. In the whole of

Castile the agitators remained unpunished. More
justice was e.\ercised by Johu I. of Aragon, who
caused twenty-five of the ringleaders—merchants,

apothecaries, and tradesmen—to be taken to Barce-

lona from Palma, Lerida, and other towns, and pub-
licly executed.

The year 1391 forms a turning-point in the his-

tory of the Spanish Jews. The persecution was the

immediate forerunner of the Inquisition, which,

ninety years later, was introduced as a means of

watching the converted Jews. The number of those

who had pretended to embrace Chris-

The "New tianity in order to escape death was
Chris- very large; Jews of Baeua, Montoro,

tians." Baeza, Ubeda, Andujar, Talavera,

Maqueda, Huete, and Molina, and es-

pecially of Saragossa, Barbastro, Calatayud, Huesca,
and Manresa, had submitted to baptism. Among
those baptized were several wealthy men and schol-

ars who scoffed at their former coreligionists; some
even, as Solomon ha-Levi, or Paul de Burgos (called

also Paul de Santa Maria), and Joshua Lorqui, or

Geronimo de Santa Fe, became the bitterest enemies
and persecutors of their former brethren.

After the bloody excesses of 1391 the popular
hatred of the Jews continued unabated. The Cortes

of Madrid and that of Valladolid (1405) mainly busied

themselves with complaints against the Jews, so that

Henry III. found it necessary to prohibit the latter

from practising usury and to limit the commercial
intercourse between Jews and Christians; he also

reduced by one-half the claims held by Jewish cred-

itors against Christians. Indeed, the feeble and suf-

fering king, the son of Leonora, who hated the Jews so

deeply that she even refused to accept their money
(" Sumario de los Reyes de Espana, " xlii. 77 ;

" Shebct

Yehudah," p. 87), showed no feelings of friendsliip

toward them. Though on account of the taxes of

which he was thereby deprived he regretted that

many Jews had left the countrj' and settled in Mal-
aga, Almeria, and Granada, where they were Avell

treated by the Moors, and though shortly before his

death he inflicted a tine of 24,000 doubloons on the city

of Cordova because of a riot tiiat had taken place

there (1406), during which the Jews had been plun-

dered and many of them murdered, he prohib-

ited the Jews from attiring themselves in the same
manner as other Spaniards, and he insisted strictly

on the wearing of tiie badge by those who had not
been baptized. Henry, who employed Moses ben
Zarzal and Mei'r Alguades as his body-phj-sicians,

died in 1406, twenty-seven years of age. In his

testament the king appointed Paul de Burgos exec-
utor of his will and guardian of his son John, who
was barely two years old. The regency was in the

handsof the queen-mother Catalina, a bigoted, light-

hearted young matron, and the infante Fernando de
Antequera.

Renewed sufferings Avere inflicted upon the Jews
when the Dominican friar Vicente Ferrer, a friend

and companion of the anti-Jewish Pedro de Luna,
set himself upasantipope to Benedict XIII. ; Ferrer
traveled from one end of Castile to the other, and
everywhere zealously urged the Jews to embrace
Christianity, appearing with a cross in one hand and
the Torah in the other. His impassioned sermons
•von him great influence, and he accomplished his

ends in Murcia, Lorca, Ocana, Illescas,

Vicente Valladolid, Tordesillas, Salamanca,
Ferrer. and Zamora. He spent the month of

July, 1411, in Toledo; he invaded the

large synagogue, which he transformed into the

Church of Santa Maria la Blanca, and he is said to

have baptized more than 4,000 Jews in that city.

Toward the end of the same year he went to Ayllon,

where Catalina and Fernando received him with
great festivities.

At Ferrer's request a law consisting of twenty-
four clauses, which had been drawn up by Paul de
Burgos, was issued (Jan., 1412) in the name of the

child-king Johu II. The only object of this law
was to reduce the Jews to poverty and to further

humiliate them. They were ordered to live by
themselves, in enclosed Juderias, and they were to

repair, within eight days after the publication of

the order, to the quarters assigned them under pen-
alt)' of loss of property. They were prohibited

from practising medicine, surgery, or chemistry,

and from dealing in bread, wine, flour, meat, etc.

They might not engage in handicrafts or trades of

any kind, nor might they fill public offices, or act as

money-brokers or agents. They were not allowed

to hire Christian servants, farm-hands, lamplight-

ers, or grave-diggers; nor might they eat, drink,

or bathe with Christians, or hold intimate conver-

sation with them, or visit them, or give them pres-

ents. Christian women, married or unmarried, were
forbidden to enter the Juderia either by day or by
night. The Jews were allowed no self-jurisdiction

whatever, nor might they, without royal permission,

levy taxes for communal purposes; they might not

assume the title of " Don," carry arms, or trim beard

or hair. Jewesses were required to wear plain, long

mantles of coarse material reaching to the feet ; and
it was strictly forlndden Jews as well as Jewesses
to wear garments made of better material. On
pain of loss of property and even of slavery, they

were forbidden to leave the country, and any gran-

dee or knight who protected or sheltered a fugitive

Jew was punished with a fine of 150,000 maravedis
for the first offense (for the "Pragmatica" see Rios,

"Hist."' ii. 496, 618 et seq.; and Lindo, I.e. pp. 196

etseq.; see also " Shebet Yehudah," p. 88). These
laws, which were rigidlj- enforced, any violation of

them being punished with a fine of from 300 to 2,000

maravedis and flagellation, were calculated to com-
pel the Jews to embrace Christianity.

Having accomplished his purpose in Castile, Vi-

cente Ferrer went to Aragon, where the above-men-
tioned infante Fernando de Antequera, who had
been newly elected king, partly through the instru-

mentality of the Dominican friar, willingly lent him-

self to the latter's cause. Ferrer's fanatic zeal suc-

ceeded also in Aragon in leading many Jews to pre-
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tended conversion, especially in Saragossa, Daroco,

and Calatayud. Besides the places mentioned,

be made proselytes in Alhacete, Astorga, Avila,

Benevent, Burgos, Leon, Mayorga, Majorca, Palen-

cia, Paredes, Toro, Segovia, etc. The total number
of Jews converted by him in Spain was, according

to Mariana, 35,000; according to Zacuto (" Yuhasin,"

p. 225), more than 200,000. The latter statement is

greatly exaggerated; according to Usque (" Conso-

lacem," p. 188b), the number of converts in Aragon
and Catalonia was onl}' 15,000 ("mais de quinze mil

almas Judaicas ") ; and this figure has been accepted

by Joseph ha-Kohen ('"Emek ha-

Number Baka," p. 71) and by Cardoso. The
of number 16,000 mentioned by Verga

Converts. (" Shebet Yehudah," p. 87) refers prob-

ably to Aragon. Regarding the bap-

tisms see the elegy in the introduction to Duran's
"Magen Abot " (ed. Jellinek), which has been re-

printed by Gratz ("Gesch." viii. 121).

One of Vicente Ferrer's most zealous assi-stants in

tlie work of conversion was Joshua ibn Vives Lor-

qui, or Geronimo de Santa Fe, who aimed at noth-

ing less than baptisms en masse. Lorqui, who
was the body-physician of Pope Benedict XHL,
influenced the latter to arrange public religious

disputations. With the sanction of Fernando of

Aragon, the pope issued in Nov., 1412, a request

to the larger Jewish communities of Aragon and
Catalonia to send two or more of their foremost

scholars to Tortosa, there to hold public disputations

with Joshua Lorqui regarding certain religious

dogmas selected by the pope. Tlie following repre-

sentatives attended this disputation: Vidal Benve-
niste, Zerahiah ha-Levi Saladin, and Mattathias ha-

Yizhari, of Saragossa; the religious philosopher

Joseph Albo of Monreal ; Astruc ha-Levi of Alcuniz

(not of Daroca); Samuel ha-Levi (the nasi) and R.

Moses ben Musa, of Calatayud ; Joseph ha-Levi and
Yom-TobCarcosa, of Monzon ; the scholar Bonastnic

DesmaOstre (whose presence had been especially

requested by the pope, and whose expenses were
refunded him), Todrosibn Yahya, and Nissini Ferrer,

of Gerona ; and various representatives from Mon-
talban, Huesca, etc. That the poet Solomon ben

Reuben Boufed, who is not mentioned in any of the

sources, accompanied Solomon Maimon as a repre-

sentative of the community of Tortosa is very un-

likely (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bib!." xiv. 95).

This disputation, the most remarkable ever held,

commenced on Feb. 7, 1413, and lasted, with many
interruptions, until Nov. 12, 1414. The first meet-

ing, which was opened by the pope, took place be-

fore an audience of more than a thousand, among
whom were several cardinals, grandees, and mem-

bers of the city's ari.stocracy. The
Disputa- disputation mainly concerned the

tion question as to whether the Messiah

at Tortosa. had already appeared, and whether
the Talmud regarded him as such.

Geronimo de Santa Fe, who had nuide false

charges against the Talmud, especially opposed

Vidal Benveni«te(who had thoroughly ma.stered the

Latin language and whom the other Jewisli rejire-

sentatives had selected as their leader). Zerahiah ha-

Levi, Joseph Albo, Bonastruc DesmaOstre, and Nis-

XL—32

sim Ferrer; and he was assisted by the learned
neophyte G«rci Alvarez de Alarcon and the theo-

logian Andreas Beltrau of Valencia, who later be-

came Bishop of Barcelona. At the sixty-fifth meet-
ing Joseph Albo and Astruc ha-Levi tendered a
memorial in defense of the Talmud, and on Nov.
10, 1414, Astruc, in the name of all the representa-

tives with the exception of Joseph Albo and Nissini

Ferrer, declared that the haggadic passages which
had been cited as evidence against the Talmud were
not considered as authoritative b}' them. This,

however, was in no way equivalent to the accept-

ance of Jesus as the Messiah and the abandonment
of Judaism, as some Spanish historians assert. (Re-

garding the so-called disputation of Tortosa, which
really took place in San Mateo, near Tortosa, see

"Shebet Yehudah," ed. Wiener, pp. 67 et seq., and
Rios, "Hist."ii. 433 et seq. Rios claims to have
made use of a Spanish manuscript from the Provin-
cial Library in Segovia, in addition to the Latin pro-

tocol whicli is extant in manuscript in the Escorial.

See also Zurita, " Anales de Aragon," iii. 108 et seq.,

and Griitz, "Gesch." viii. 416 etseq.. where several

false hypotheses are made.)

According to tlie not alwaj's reliable historian

Zurita, more than 3,000 Jews were baptized during
the j'ear 1414; this probably was not due so much
to the disputation as to the forcible conversions by
Vicente Ferrer, who had returned to Aragon. Ic
Guadalajara, as well as in Calatayud, Daroca,

Fraga, Barbastro, Caspe, Maella, Tamarite, and Al-

colea, many Jewish families submitted to baptism.

The persecution of the Jews was now pursued sys-

tematically. In the hope of mass-conversions, Bene-

dict issued, on May 11, 1415, a bull consisting of

twelve articles, which, in the main, corresponded

with the decree ("Pragmatioa '') issued b}- Catalina,

and which had been placed on the statutes of Ara-

gon by Fernando. By this bull Jews and neophytes

were forbidden to study the Talmud, to read anti-

Christian writings, in particular the work " Ma-
cellum " ("Mar Jesu "), to pronounce the names of

Jesus, Maria, or the saints, to manufacture commun-
ion-cups or other church vessels or accept such as

pledges, or to build new synagogues or ornament
old ones. Each community nn'ght have only one

synagogue. Jews were denied all rights of self-

jurisdiction, nor might they proceed against "mal-
sines" (accusers). They might hold no public

offices, nor might they follow any handicrafts, or

act as brokers, matrimonial agents, physicians,

apothecaries, or druggists. They were forbidden to

bake or sell mazzot, or to give them away; neitlisr

might thej' dispose of meat which thej' were prohib-

ited from eating. They might have no intercourse

with Christians, nor might the}' disinherit their

baptized children. They .should wear the badge at

all times, and thrice a year all Jews over twelve, of

both sexes, were required to listen to a Christian

sermon on the Messiah (the bull is reprinted, from
a manuscript in tlie archives of the cathedral in To-

ledo, by Rios ["Hist." ii. 627-653]).

The persecutions, the laws of exclusion, the hu-

miliation inflicted ujion them, and the many conver-

sions among them had greatly injured the Jews,

but with them suffered the whole kingdom of
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Spain. Commerce and industry were at a standstill,

tlie soil was not cultivated, and the finances were

disturbed. In Aragon entire commu-
Effects of nities—as those of Barcelona, Jjerida,

the Per- and Valencia—had been destroyed,

secutions. many had been reduced to poverty

and had lost more than lialf of

their jueuibers. In order to restore commerce and

industry Queen Maria, consort of Alfonso V. and

temporary regent, endeavored to draw Jews to the

countr)' by offering them privileges, while she made
emigration difficult by imposing higher taxes.

After the persecutions of 1391 there were in Aragon
and Castile, in addition to " Judios inlides," as Paul

de Burgos called them, many converts (''con versos"),

or N^eo-Christians. On account of their talent and

wealth, and through intermarriage with noble fam-

ilies, the converts gained considerable influence and
filled important government offices. The highest

positions and dignities were held by the following

Aragon families: Zaporta, Santangel, Villanova, Al-

mazan, Caballeria, Cabrero, Sanchez, and Torrero.

The position of the Jews of ("astile became some-

what more favorable under John II., who ascended

the throne at the age of fourteen, upon the death of

his mother, Catalina (1418); this improvement was
chiefly due to the influence of the king's powerful

minister, Alvaro de Luna. In order to bring system

into the finances of the state, the king sought the

advice of Abraham Benveniste, who enjoyed his full

confidence; he appointed the Neo-Christian Diego
Gonzales as treasurer; and as chief tax-farmer he

installed the scholar Joseph Nasi (identical with

Joseph ibn Shem-Tob, the philosopher and author;

see the document from the archives of Vitoria in

Hios, "Hist." iii. 573 et seq.\ "Shebet Yehudah,"

pp. 21, 25). Other Jews, as Samuel Alhadar, acted

as tax-farmers. The favors thus shown the Jews
roused the anger of the old Paul de Santa Maria and

his two sons, who, despite the fact that they were
greatly indebted to Alvaro de Luna, hated him no

less than they hated the Jews. Paul's sou Alfonso

de Santa Maria, who represented Spain at the Con
gress of Basel, brought it about that Pope Eugene
IV. issued a bull against the Jews (Aug. 10, 1442).

This bull, which was published in Toledo during

the king's absence, was used by the enemies of the

Jews as a pretext for oppressing and ill-treating

them and for discontinuing all association with

them.

In the interest of the Jews, as well as of the coun-

try, Alvaro de Luna induced the king to issue a de-

cree in Aravalo on April 6, 144:5, which annulled

several clau.ses in the laws of Queen Catalina as well

as in the papal l)ull. The Jews were allowed to en-

gage in the various trades, as well as in commercial
pursuits; and, under certain conditions, they were
permitted to practise medicine. They were, how-
ever, to continue to live in their Juderias, apart from
the Christians, and to wear the badge. The king

made it the duty of the authorities to protect the

Jews from injustice of any kind ; he regarded them
as his property and as standing under his immediate
protection, and he ordered that any Christian assail-

ing them should be punished with imprisonment
and loss of property (this decree is reprinted from

manuscript in Itios, " Hist." iii. 583 et seq. ; less cor-

rectly by Lindo, I.e. pp. 221 et set/.). The intrigues

of the sons of Paul de Burgos, however, were finally

successful in securing the death of Alvaro de Luna
in Valladolid.

During the period of peace under John II. it was
the first care of the Jews to reorganize their relig-

ious and communal affairs. The statesman and
scholar Abraham Benveniste, who had

Under been elected chief rabbi, called a meet-

John II. ing in Valladolid (April, 1432) of rab-

bis, representatives of communities,

and other prominent men; at this meeting tak-

kanot were adopted relating to the study of Jewish
law, to divine service, to the system of taxation,

etc., and these rules afford an insight into the condi-

tion of the communal affairs of that time.

The Jews of Spain formed in themselves a sepa-

rate political body. They lived almost solely in the

Juderias, various enactments being issued from time

to time preventing them from living elsewhere.

From the time of the Moors they had liad their own
administration. At the head of the aljamas in Cas-

tile stood the " rab de la corte," or " rab mayor"
(court, or chief, rabbi), also called "juez mayor"
(chief justice), who was the princii)al mediator be-

tween the state and the aljamas. These court rabbis

were men who had rendered services to the state, as,

for example, David ibn Yah)'a and Abraham Ben-

veni.ste, or who had been royal physicians, as MeVr
Alguadez and Jacob ibn Nunez, or chief tax-farm-

ers, as the last incumbent of the court rabbi's office,

Abraham Senior. They were appointed by the kings,

no regard being paid to the rabbinical qualifications

or religious inclination of those chosen (" David Mes-

ser Leon," in " H. E. J.' xxiii. 135).

The duties of the court rabbis consisted in levying

the publi(' taxes, in adjusting complaints brought
by the aljamas or by individual members, or in

bringing such complaints to a higher court, and. in

cases of dispute, in appointing the dayyanim (magis-

trates) ; they were, in short, to represent the aljama*
before the kings and to defend their interests. As
in Castile, so also in Navarre—the chief rabbis were

appointed by the kings. The conununal rabbi ("tal-

mid hakam"), who at times practised medicine, and
who in Aragon was confirmed in his oflice by th(!

kings, was expected to teach Talmud, Ilalakah, and
Ilaggadah, deliver Talmudic lectures, instruct tin-

members of his congregation, and sonuitinies officiate

as dayyan. The larger communities had several

rabbis, also a bet din (corrupt Spanish, "hedines")

consisting of dayyanim, whom tlu;

Organiza- Christians called " ral)l)is." At times

tion. the aichbishops api>oiMted or dis-

missed the ial)bis and dayyanim of

the aljamas within their archbishoprics. Thus
Rabbi Zulema Alfahan was dismissed from his office

by Archbishop Pedro of Toledo, and the latter's

))hysician was appointed in his place (1388), the ap-

pointment being confirmed by the king (Rios, "Hist."

ii. 577 et set/., 590 et seq.).

The Jewsof Castile had theirown judicial system.

This fact gave them a certain independence and

spared them many expenses and difficulties; nor

were they obliged to trouble the Christian justices
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with their quarrels. At various sessions of the

Cortes, liovvever, attempts were made to withdraw
this privilege; the right to jurisdiction

Restric- in criminal matters was withdrawn

tions on from them in 1380 ; and in 1412 this was
Autonomy, followed by the suspension, though for

a short time only, of the right to ad-

judicate civil cases. In the tifteeuth century the Jews
of Aragou likewise were deprived of indepentient

jurisdiction; but even then the Christian alcaldes

tried cases according to Jewish law. Whoever insti-

tuted proceedings before a Christian judge—with the

exception of cases referring to customs, etc.—was lia-

ble to a heavy tine. The communities paid special at-

tention to the suppression of the system of delation

which had become wide-spread among the Spanish

Jews (see Moseh). The wealthy and influential

members of the community often abused their

powers by accusing coreligionists before the regents

and grandees of the kingdom in order to gain special

privileges or avoid taxation.

The taxes imposed were many and heavy. Be-

sides the taxes payable to the kings (the "cabeza,"

"cena," "yantar," "servicio"), the Jews were re-

quired to pay tribute to their local administration,

as well as to the archbishops and the Church. These

taxes were assessed, according to property and in-

come, by trusted men appointed by the aljama, and

they were levied collectively on each community

:

small communities, or individual Jews, were con-

sidered, for the purposes of taxation, as a part of the

nearest larger community. In order to escape tax-

ation many Jews procured from the kings, queens,

or princes letters of exemption ; others left the royal

domains and settled elsewhere; while still others en-

deavored to have their taxes reduced by threatening

the tax -commissioners. The taxes on wine and

meat ("almahona," "alcabala," "gabela"), which

articles were often subjected also to royal taxation,

served to maintain the Talmud Torah and to pro-

vide for the various needs of the community.

The Spanish Jews differed but little from the

Christian population with legard to customs and

education. They were fond of luxury, and the

women wore costly garments with long trains, also

valuable jewelry ; this tended to in-

Culture crease the hatred of the populace to-

and ward them. They were quarrelsome

Education, and inclined to robbery, and often at-

tacked and insulted one another even

in their synagogues and prayer-houses, frequently

inflicting wounds with the rapier or sword which

they were accustomed to carry.

In their morals, and especially in regard to mar-

ried life, the Jews maintained a loftier standard.

With royal permission, however, a Jew might have

two wives; and the Jews often won their wives in

subtle ways, or through the agency of influential

Christians, so that it became necessai y to order

that betrothals plight take place only l)etwcen adults,

and with the express permission of the father or the

brother of the bride.

Following the custom prevailing within the

Church, the Spanish Jews often imposed sentences

of excommunication upon members of their congre-

gations. The Karaite sect, which had won numer-

ous adluicnts in Castile through thoinstrumentalit}'

of Cid ibn Altaras and which had its headquarters

in Carrion and Burgos, was persecuted by Judah
ben Josepii il)ii Ezra of Granada, whom Alfonso

VIII. had placed in conunand of Cala-

Karaites Iravaafter hisconquest of that city in

in Spain. 1147; tiiirty years later Joseph ibn al-

Fakhkhar (Farissol ?). who had great

influence with Alfonso XL, succeeded in totally sup-

pressing the sect.

The first Spanish author to undertake a polemic

against the Karaites was Judah ibn Balaam ("R. E.

J." xix. 206 et seq.). In Spain, for centuries an El

Dorado for Jewish science, which had found there its

most ardent cultivators, an inconceivable degree of

ignorance of Jewish matters prevailed after the end

of the fourteenth century. Tlu; .lews took up other

studies; the number of schools was diminished; the

children remained without education; and a great

many adult Jews could not even read Hebrew.

This ignorance did not fail to exert an influence

upon the services, which were held according to a

peculiar Spanish or Castilian ritual, in most points

resembling the Aragonian. This ritual was simple

and consistent, and it remained uninfluenced by tlie

poets.

The number of Jewish scholars and rabbis of dis-

tinction was comparatively small during the fifteenth

century. Talmudic study, once assiduously culti-

vated in Toledo, Barcelona, Gerona, Monzon, and

other places, was then neglected, and the endeavors

of Abraham Benveniste to reawaken an interest in

Talmudic science were fruitless. The last rabbin-

ical authority of Castile, likewise its lastgaon, was

Isaac Companton, among whose pupils were Isaac de

Leon, Isaacs* boab, and Samuel Alvalensi. The la.st

preachers of renown were the religious philosopher

Joseph ibn Shem-Tob, his son Shem-Tob, Josepli

Albo, and Isaac Arama.

The position of the Jews of Spain was fairly fa-

vorable in the second half of the fifteenth century,

during the reigns of Henry IV. of Castile (1454-74)

and John 11. of Aragon (1456-79). Wealthy coi\-

verted Jews occupied prominent positions at both

courts. King Henry appointed Diego

In the Sec- Arias Davila as "contador mayor" of

end Half the kingdom, and he employed astax-

of the farmers Davila's Nen-Christian rela-

Fifteenth tives, as well as several Jews, among
Century, whom were Don Gaon (Chacon) of

Vitoria, and Josepli and Moses Cales,

Samuel Fachon, and Joseph ibn Ataf, all of Flasen-

cia. The king, as well as the dukes and grandees,

disregarded the various enactments of the Cortes

which prohibited Jews from holding public oflices;

even bishoprics employed Jews as tax collectors,

as, for example, R. Abraham Joseph Castellano and

Moses of i?riviesca. John II and Henry IV. em-

ployed Jews as body-physicians; the famous oculist

Abiatliar ibn Crescas served the former ruler; and

Jacob ibn Nunez, who. as " rab de la (()rte,"asscased

and collected the taxes payable by the aljamas, was

eni]) joyed by the latter.

The principal Jewish communities existed in the

smaller places. The community of Toledo, formerly

the largest in Spain, had grown unimportant; so
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had that of Hita. Many Jews lived in tlie vicinity

of Madrid (where no regular community existed), in

such small towns as Ocafia, Guadalajara, Almazan,

Beutrago, and Alcah'i de Henares. The largest com-

munities in Old Castile were those of Avila, Segovia,

Soria, Aguilar del Campo, Ilerrera, Medina del

Pomar, Calahorra, Villalon. Aranda, and Cucllar.

Burgos had oidy a few Jews. The province of Es-

tremadura was still thickly populated by them, com-

paratively large communities existing in Caceres,

Badajoz, Truxillo, Xerez, Medelin, and Plasencia.

Very few Jews lived in Seville, while Galicia had

but one aljama— in the seaport town of Coruna. In

the former kingdom of Leon, on the other hand, the

Jewish population was much larger.

Spread among the most prominent communi-
of the Jews ties being those of Zamora, Valladolid,

in Spain. Mayorga, Medina del Campo, Sala-

manca, Ponferrado, Bobadilla, Mad-
rigal, and Ciudad Rodrigo. In 1374 the "servicio"

taxes paid by all the Jews of Castile amounted to

450,300 maravedis—an amount considerabl}- less than

that paid two centuries before. As in Castile so also

in Aragon and Catalonia the number of Jews had
greatly diminished. In the last-named place only

one community, that of Gerona, existed in 1438. Com-
munities of medium size existed in Barbastro, Cala-

tayud, Monzon, Saragossa, and Huesca ; and smaller

ones in Tausle, Jaca, Fraga, Egea de los Caballeros,

Teruel, Almunca, and Alagon. Only a few Jews
lived in Daroca (Rios, " Hist." iii. 81, 171, 590 et seq.

;

" R. E. J." xiv. 167 fC seq. ; Griltz, " Gesch." viii. 214).

When the various city administrations requested

the Cortes held in 1462 to restrict the Jews in their

intercourse with Christians the Jews
The Cortes left the cities and settled in places

of 1462. which were under the jurisdiction of

the counts. The popular hatred to-

ward the Jews was stirred anew by the fanaticism

of the Franciscan friar Alfonso de Spina, the au-

thor of "Fortalitium Fidei": this friar, who held

the same views as Paul de Burgos, was a sworn
enemy of his former coreligionists. He incited the

people against the Jews as well as against the Mara-
nos, whom he called " Judiosocultos " to distinguish

them from the " Judiospublicos." In order to rouse

tlie anger of the people he declared that the Jews
were in the habit of killing Christian children.

This accusation was readily believed by the credu-

lous populace, and in Tavara, Toro, and Avila plays
illustrating the supposed crime were written and
acted. In Sepulvedo R. Solomon Pichon was ac-

cused of the nuirder of a Christian boj', and in

Medina del Campo Jews were murdered and burned
under similar accusations.

But the popular hatred toward the Neo-Christians

exceeded that toward the professed Jews. In Toledo
a bloody uprising against the Maranos took place in

July, 1467, many being killed. On March 14, 1473,

an outbreak occurred at Cordova, the houses of the

Neo-Christians being invaded, plundered, and burned,

and many of their inmates horribly butchered.*

G. M. K.

* Owing to the death of Dr. M. Kayserling before he had com-
pleted this article, its continuation has been written by Mr.
Joseph Jacobs.

Thenceforward the history of the Jews in Spain is

connected with the reciprocal relations of the "con-
versos" and the members of their families who had
remained true to the old faith. The nobles of Spain
found that they had only increased their difficulties

by urging the conversion of the Jews, who remained
as much a close corporation in the new faith as they
had been in the old, and gradually began to monopo-
lize manj' of the ottices of state, especially those con-
nected with tax-farming. At the Cortes of Fraga
(1400) large numbers of " conversos " attended, much
to the dismay of the hidalgos. In 1465 a " Concor-
dia " was imposed upon Henry IV. of Castile revi-

ving all the former anti-Jewish regulations. So
threatening did the prospects of the Jews become
that in 1473 they olTered to buy Gibraltar from
this king: this offer was refused.

As soon as the Catholic monarchs Ferdinand and
Isabella ascended their respective thrones steps

were taken to segregate the Jews both from the

'conversos" and from their fellow comitrymen.
At the Cortes of Toledo, in 1480, all Jews were
ordered to be separated in special "barrios," and
at the Cortes of Fraga, two years later, the same
law was enforced in Navarre, where they were or-

dered to be confined to the Jewries at night. The
same year saw the establishment of the Inquisition

in Spain, the main object of which was to deal with
the " conversos " (see Inquisition). Though botii

monarchs were surrounded by Neo-Christians, such
as Pedro de Caballeria and Luis de Santangel, and
though Ferdinand was the grandson of a Jewess,

he showed the greatest intolerance to Jews, whether
converted or otherwise, commanding all " conversos "

to reconcile themselves with the Inquisition by the

end of 1484, and obtaining a bull from Innocent
VIII. ordering all Christian princes to restore all

fugitive "conversos" to the Inquisition of Spain.

One of the reasons for the increased rigor of the

Catholic monarchs was the disappearance of the fear

of any united action by Jews and Moors, the king-

dom of Granada being at its last gasp. Yet these

rulers had the duplicity to promise to continue to

the Jews of the Moorish kingdom all rights that they

then possessed there if the}- would assist the Span-
iards in overthrowing the existing rule. This

promise was dated Feb. 11, 1490, only two years

before it was publicly repudiated by the decree of

expulsion. See Ferdinand and Isabella.

Several months after the fall of Granada an edict

of expulsion was issued against the Jews of Spain

by Ferdinand and Isabella (March 31, 1492). It

ord(;red all Jews and Jewesses of whatever age to

leave the kingdom by the last day of July, but per-

mitted tliem to remove their property provided it

was not in gold, silver, or money. The
Edict of reason alleged for this action in the

Expulsion, preamble of the edict was the relapse

of so many "conversos," owing to the

proximity of tmcouverted Jews who seduced them
from Christianity and kept alive in them the knowl-

edge and practises of Judaism. No other motive is

assigned, and there is no doubt that the religious mo-
tive was the main one. It is claimed that Don
Isaac Abravanel, who had previously ransomed 480

Jewish ]\Ioriscos of Malaga from the Catholic mon-
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arclisby a jiay incut uf 20,000 doubloous, uow olTered

them 600,000 crowns for the revocation of the edict.

It is said also tliat Ferdinand liesitatcd,but was pre-

vented from accepting tlie offer by Torquemada, the

grand inquisitor, who dashed into the royal presence

and, throwing a crucitix down before the king and

((uecn, asked whether, like Judas, they would betray

their Lord for money. Whatever may be the truth

of this story, there were no signs of relaxation shown

by the court, and the Jews of Spain made prepara-

tions for exile. In some cases, as at Vitoria, they

took steps to prevent the desecration of the graves

of their kindred by presenting the cemetery to

the municipality—a precaution not unjustitied, as

the Jewish cemetery of Seville was later ravaged

by the people. The members of the Jewish com-

munity of Segovia passed the last three days of their

li
stay in the city in the Jewish cemetery, fasting

and wailing over being parted from their beloved

dead.

The number of those who were thus driven from

Siiain has been differently estimated by various ob-

servers and historians. Mariana, in his history of

Spain, (!laims as many as 800,000. Isidore Loeb,

I, in a special study of the subject in the "Revue
1^ des Etudes Juives" (xiv. 162-183), re-

Number duces the actual number of emigrants

of to 165,000. Bernaldez gives details of

the Exiles, about 100,000 who went from Spain

to Portugal: 3,000 from Beuevente to

Braganza; 30,000 from Zamora to Miranda: 35,000

from Ciudad Rodrigo to Villar ; 15,000 from ^Miranda

de Alcantara to Marbao; and 10,000 from Badajoz

to Yelves. According to the same observer, there

were altogether 160,000 Jews in Aragou and Castile.

Abraham Zacuto reckons those who went to Portu-

gal at 120,000. Lindo asserts that 1,500 families of

Jewish Moriscos from the kingdom of Granada were

the first to leave the country. It may be of interest

to give the following estimates of Loeb's of the

numbers of those who were in Spain before the

expulsion and of those who emigrated to different

parts of the world:

Algeria 10.000

America 5,000

Egypt 3.000

France and Italy 12,000

Holland 2r>,(XK)

Morocco 20,(XK)

Turkey in Europe 90,(K)0

Elsewhere 1,(KX)

Total emigrated lt>5,000

Baptized 50,000

Died on the journey 20,000

Total in Spain in 1492 235,000

These estimates must be regarded as a minimum

;

it is probable that at least 200,000 lied the coun-

try, leaving behind them their dead and a large

number of relatives wdio had been forced by circum-

stances to conceal their religion and to adopt the

dominant creed. About 12,000 appear to have en-

tered Navarre, where they were allowed to remain

for a short time only. The ports of Cartagena,

Valencia, and Barcelona were provided by Ferdinand

with ships to take the fugitives where they would;

but the Jews often found difiBculty in landing, owing

to disease breaking out among them while on board

ship. Thus at Fez the Moors refused to receive

them, and they were obliged to roam in an open
plain, where many of them died from hunger; the

rest in despair returned to Spain and were baptized.

Nine crowded vessels arrived at Naples and commu-
nicated pestilence. At Genoa they were only al-

lowed to land provided they received baptism.

Those who were fortunate enough to reach Turkey
had a better fate, the sultan Salim expressing his

gratitude to Ferdinand for sending him some of his

best subjects.

The history of the Jews henceforth in Spain is

that of the Maranos, whose numbers, as has been

shown, had been increased by no less than 50,000

during the period of expulsion. As Sjiain got pos-

session of tlie New World, the ]\Iaranos attempted

to find a refuge from the Inquisition

The in both the East and the West Indies,

Maranos. where the}' often came in contact with

relatives who had remained true to

their faith, or had become reconverted in Holland

or elsewhere. These formed business alliances with

their relatives remaining in Spain, so that a large

portion of the shipping and importing industry

of that country fell into the hands of the Maranos
and their Jewish relatives elsewhere. The wealth

thus acquired was often sequestrated into the coffers

of the Inquisition ; but this treatment led to reprisals

on the part of the Maranos abroad, and there can be

no doubt that the decline of Spanish commerce in

the seventeenth century was due in large measure

to the activities of the Maranos of Holland, Italy,

and England, who diverted trade from Spain to

those countries. When Spain was at war with any

of these countries Jcnvish intermediation was utilized

to obtain knowledge of Spanish naval activity (see

Inteli.igencers; Maranos).
In this indirect way the I^Iaranos, who had been

the occasion of the expulsion, became a Nemesis to

the Spanish kingdom. It is. however, incorrect to

suppose, as is usually done, that the immediate re-

sults of the expulsion of the Jews from Spain were

disastrous either to the commerce or to the power of

the Iberian kingdom. So far from this being the

case, Spain rose to its greatest height iuunediately

after the expuksion of the Jews, the century suc-

ceeding that event culminating in the world-jiower

of Philip II., who in 1580 was ruler of tiie New
World, of the Spanish Netherlands, and of Portu-

gal, as well as of Spain. The intellectual loss was

perhaps more direct. A large number of Spanish

poets and other Jewish writers and thinkers who
traced their origin from the exile were lost to

Spain, including men like Spinoza. De Silva, Ma-
nasseh b. Israel, the Disraelis, and the Moutefiores.

When Spain became a republic in 1858, a repeal

of the edict of expulsion was .secured from Gen-

eral Prim through the infiuence of H. Guedalla

of London, and Jews were permitted to tread once

more upon Spanish soil. Very few of them have

availed themselves of this privilege, a small con-

gregation at Madrid being the chief sign of renewed

life. Even at the present day in Spain Jews are not

allowed to have any public building in which to

hold their religious services.
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ticos de Sevilla (contemporary chronicles) ; S)iebct Yehu-
daK Nos. 27, 48; Crescas letter in Appendix to ih., ed.

Wiener ; Estrigo de los Juderia.'^ Catalanes en 1S91. Relacion
Cnntemporanea. in F. Fita, La Espafla Hehrea, i. 166 et seq. ;

Vicente Boix, Ht-^toria de la Ciudad de Valencia. 1. 440 et

seq. ; Rios, Hist. 11. 35.5 et seq.. 595 et seq.; Henry C. Lea, Fer-
rand Martinez and the Massacres of 1391. in American
Hist. Bevieu\ i. 215 et seq.; Griitz, Gesch. viii. 62 et seq.

J.

SPALATO (SPALATRO): Commercial port

of Dalmatia, autl u city of note since the days of the

Roman empire. Its earliest Hebrew inhabitants

were immio;rants from the Turkish provinces of

Servia and Rumania; but many years passed before

a Jewish community was established at 8palato.

Eventually, however, when Jewish exiles settled

there in numbers after the expulsion from Spain,

the port contained the most important community
in Dalmatia. It maintained relations with the Jews
of Africa and Turkey, as well as with those on

the eastern coast of the Italian peninsula, particu-

larly with tlie Jews of Venice, Ancona, and Brindisi.

The Spalato Jews were highly favored by the Vene-

tian republic, local trade and finance being almost

entirely in their hands. Among the noted Jewish

families were those of Pardo and Macchiero.

The community possesses an ancient and beauti-

ful synagogue, and has always had a cemetery of

its own. Its benevolent societies have been numer-

ous, and it has been governed by several rabbis of

wide reputation. The Jews of Spalato now (1905),

however, are scattered throughout Messina and
Triest, and in various parts of the kingdom of Italy ;

and tiie communitv is in a state of decline.

s. V. C.

SPANIER, MEYER: German educationist

and writer; born at Wunstorf, Hanover, Nov. 1,

1864; studied philosophy and Germanic philology

at Heidelberg (Ph.D. 1894). For some years he

acted as teacher in various schools in Altona and

Hamburg, and in 1900 he was called to Miiuster,

Westphalia, as director of the Jewish teachers' sem-

inary there. Besides many scientific articles in vari-

ous periodicals Spanier has published the following

works: "Thomas Murner's Narrenbeschworung

"

(Halle, 1894), with introduction, notes, and glossary;
*' Vom Alteu und Modernen Sturm und Drang

"

(Berlin, 1896); " Kiinstlerischer Bilderschmuck fiir

Schulen " (Leipsic. 1897; 3d ed. 1902); and "Gustav
Falke als Lyriker " (Hamburg, 1900). S.

SPANISH TOWN. See Ja.\iaica.

SPARROW : Rendering given in the English

versions (P.s. ixx.xiv. 4 [A. V. 3], cii. 8 [A. V. 7])

for tiie word "zippor," which denotes birds in gen-

eral, but is used especial!}' of small passerine birds.

Four species of sparrow are very numerous in

Palestine. Tristram identifies the sparrow of Ps.

cii. 8 with the Monticula cyanns, or blue thrusli,

from its habit of sitting solitary or in pairs on pro-

jecting ledges or on some other conspicuous perch.

In the Talmud "zippor" is a generic name, always
designating a clean bird (comp. Hul. 139b).

Bibliography: Tristram, 'Nat. Hist. p. 2(K); Lewysohn, Zo-
ologie des Talmuds, p. 187.

E. G. H. I. M. C.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE: Proceeding by
which a court compels an obligor to carry out his

contract rather than make him pay damages in

money for the breach of it. In English-American

law the phrase is used almost exclusively in refer-

ence to a contract to convey land at a future time or

upon compliance with given terms. Rabbinical law

was well acquainted with methods for compelling

a defendant to obey decrees, and the phrase " they

compel him " (iniN PSID) is often found in the Mish-

nah. The compulsion might be by excommunica-
tion, by imprisonment, or by flogging; there are,

for instance, circumstances under which a man
might be compelled to give a bill of divorce to his

wife (Ket. vii. 10). But compulsion might not be

applied to enforce a contract to convey or to buy
land, or to complete a purchase or sale of anything

in the future, because all sucli contracts were held

to be void. There might be an action for not build-

ing or conveying a house, or for not transferring a

garden of given dimensions (see Sale op Lands),

which action would sound in damages ; but there was
no remedy, even in damages, for failure to sell or

convey a specified house or lot ; and the more efficient

remedy of specific performance was out of the ques-

tion. The codes ("Yad," Mekirah, i. ; Shulhan

"Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 189), at the very opening

of the chapters on purchase and sale, declare that,

unless title ("kinyan ") has been conferred in the

manner proper to each kind of property (see Alien-

ation), eitlyer party to a contract may recede there-

from (lit. "turn back"). B. M. iv. land the Ge-

mara commenting thereon are conclusive for this

position.

W. 15. L. N. D.

SPECTOR, MORDECAI : Russian Judseo-

German writer; born at Uman, government of Kiev,

May 5, 1859. His earlier education -was in the Ha-

sidic spirit, and this made it possible for him after-

ward to write for both Hasidim and Mitnaggedim

without any prejudice against either. From 1874

to 1877 he studied secular sciences under Colonel

Winde, superintendent of government buildings in

the district of Uman. In 1878 he made the acquaint-

ance of Eliezer Zweifel, who encouraged him to

write novels in the Judseo-German dialect, the first

of these, "A Roman Oim Liebe," appearing in the

"Volksbiatt" of 1883; and in 1884 he was called

to St. Petersburg by Zederbaum as associate edi-

tor of the " Volksbiatt." Besides numerous feuille-

tons which he contributed to this paper, he pub-

lished several novels in book form; one of these.
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entitled "Der Yiidislicr Muzhik," aiiDS at promo-
ting agricultural pursuits among the Jews. Tlie

"Volksblatt" changed Jiauds in 1887, wliereupon

Spector settled in Warsaw, wlierc he founded the
" Hausfreund " and tlie " Familienfreund." To botli

of tliese periodicals Spector contributed extensive!}',

writing under his real name, as well as under the

])seudonyn)s "Enies" and "Enneser Lamed vovnik."

Spector has enriched Judpeo-German literature

with numerous novels which have appeared in vari-

ous periodicals. One of these, "Der Yetter," was
afterward translated into Polisli and published in

the "Israelita." In the first two volumes of the

"Hausfreund," Spector publisiied a collection of

2,056 Jewish proverbs, alphabetically arranged.

He also essayed writing in Hebrew, in which lan-

guage he published "Otot u-Mofetim" (Warsaw,

1887), a reply to attacks made against him by Zeder-

baum in "Ha-Meliz"; and "Ha-Man'alim ha-Risho-

nim" (in Meisach's " Gan Perahim," 1890, ii. 116

et seq.), a tale of Jewish life.

Some of his sketches depict

the life of the middle classes,

but more often he occupies

himself with the artisans of

the small towns who have
not received a modern educa-

tion. Spector is a dispassion-

ate writer, who calmly ob-

serves the miseries of the

Jewish masses, and endeavors

to aid them without attack-

ing their oppressors. His

style is simple but graphic,

and his writings are very

popular.

Specter's wife (the daugh-
ter of Abraham Shalom Fried-

berg), whom he married in

1886, also is a clever Judteo-

German writer. Under the

pseudonym Isabella she has

published in the "Haus-
freund " and in the " Judisciie

Bibliothek '" some novels in

which she points out the danger of superficialness

in education, and ridicules the idea of assinnlation.

BiBLioCRAPHY : Sokolow, Suffer Zikkaron, V. 80; h. Wiener,
Yiddish Literature, pp. 177 et set/.. New York, 1899; Zeitlin,

Bibl. P'mt-Menilels. p. 376.

E. C. M. Skl.

SPEETH, JOHANN PETER. See Spaeth,

JOHANN PeTEK.

SPEKTOB, ISAAC ELHANAN : Russian

rabbi and author; born at Kosh, government of

Grodno, 1817; died at Kovno March 6, 1896. His

father, Israel Issar, who was rabbi of K(;sh and had

a leaning tov/ard Hasidism, was his first teacher.

Young Isaac Elhanan made remarkable progress in

hia Talmudical «tudies, and was soon famous as an

*"ilui,"or prodigy. At the age of thirteen he mar-

ried, and settled with his wife's parents in Vilkovisk,

where he remained for si.x years. He was for a short

time the pupil of R. Elijah Schick; and later he

studied under Benjamin Diskin, rabbi of Vilkovisk,

who,, much impressed by his agreeable manners and

Isaac Elhanau Spektor.

great ability, accepted him as a pupil and as the fel-

low student of his son Joshua Lob Diskin, after-

ward rabbi of Brisk. Spektor received his "semi-
kah," oronlinatiou, from Benjamin Diskin and from
R. Isaac Haber of Tiktin (later of Suwalki). The
800 rubles which his wife had brought him as dowry
having been lost through the bankruptcy of his

debtor, Spektor, being unable to rely

Early any longer on his father-in-law for

Struggles, support, became in 1837 rabbi of the

small adjacent town of Sabelin, witlia

weekly salary of five Polish gulden. He remained
there in great poverty for al)0ut two years, when
he went to Karlin and introduced himself to R.
Jacob of that town (author of "Mishkenot Ya'a-
kob "), then considered one of the foremost rabbis of

Russia. Jacob was so favorably impressed by the

extensive learning and the carefulness of the young
man that he recommended him to the first commu-
nity desiring a rabbi, namely, that of Baresa, where

the salary was one ruble a

week. Spektor entered upon
his new charge in 1839, and
made rapid progress. A dis-

pute wliich he had witli

Rabbi Isaac of Shavel con-

cerning the formula of a docu-

ment relating to divorceended
when Isaac, who was much
older and better known than

Spektor, acknowledged the

latter to be in the right.

In 1846 Spektor was chosen

rabbi of Nishvez, govern-

ment of Minsk; but the com-
munity of Baresa was un-

willing to let him go, and he

was obliged to leave the town
at night. The salary of his

new position, four rubles a

week, was a munificent one

for those days; and at first

many of the older members
of the community objected

to so young a rabbi. Aft«r

he had become known, however, his popularity

was such that when he decided to accept the rab-

binate of Novohrodok (government of Kovno),

whose community had exonerated him of a false

charge made against him by an informer of Nishvez,

the people of the latter town wished

Rabbinical to restrain him; and he had to leave

Positions, it, as he had left Baresa, stealthily at

night. He went to Novohrodok in

May, 1851, and remained there until the same month
in 1864, when he accepted the rabbinate of Kovno,
which he occupied imtil his death.

Spektor was an indefatigable worker; and in the

last forty years of his life, when he was steadily be-

coming more generally recognized as the foremost

rabbinical authority in Russia, he maintained a large

corres|)()ndeiue with rabbis, communities, philan-

thropists, and representative men in man}' parts of

the world, who sought his advice and instruction on

all conceivable subjects relating to .lews and Juda-

ism. He early began to take an interest in general
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Jewish affairs; aud Jiis sound reasouiug, his liberal

views, aud his love of peace combined to establish

him as one of the great leaders of Russian Jewry. In

lyoT he was the youngest member of a conunitiee of

rabbis chosen to regulate tiie management of the

yesliibah of Volozhin. Ten years later he settled a

(juarrei which threatened to ruin tlie yesliibah of ^lir.

In 1868 he stood at the head of a committee to help

the poor during a drought which almost produced

a famine; and he alloweil as a temporary meas-

ure the use of peas aud beans in the Passover

of tliat year. In 1875 he decided against the use

of "etrogim" (citrons) from (Jorfu, because of

the exorbitant price to which they had risen. In

1879 he arranged, througli Prof. A. Harkavy, his

former pupil, that three rabbis, Reuben of Diina-

burg, Lipa Boslansky of Mir, aud Elijah Elie-

zer Grodzenski of Wilna, should be added to the

official rabbinical commission, which had thitlierto

consisted entirely of men of affairs and secular

scholars.

Twice Spektor visited St. Petersburg to take part

in the conferences held there to consider the situa-

tion of the Jews after the riots of 1881. During
his second visit, in the summer of 1882, Kovno was

partly destroyed by fire; and Spektor
Relations collected in the capital a large sum for

with the those who had been ruined by the con-

Russian flagration. He succeeded in his oppo-
Govern- sition to the proposed establishment of

ment. a new rabbinical school on the plan of

those in Wilna aud Jitomir; but he

tailed iu his attempt to induce the government to

recognize as the real head of the Jewish communi-
ties the synagogue rabbi instead of the government
rabbi, who was in reality only a civil functionary

and a layman.

In 1889 Spektor was elected an honorary member
of the Society for the Promotion of Culture Among
the Jews of Russia ; and in the same year he de-

clared himself emphatically opposed to the proposed

celebration of his rabbinical jubilee. His efforts to

save the yeshibah of Volozhin from being closed by
the government proved unsuccessful, but las spon-

sorship of the institution known as "' Kovnoer Peru-

shim " assisted to provide a substitute. He corre-

sponded with the leading rabbis of western Europe,
and was the anonymous friend who induced Samson
Raphael Hirsch to write "Ueber die Beziehung des

Talmuds zum Judeuthum." In his later years he
was revered by the Jews of Russia; and his death

caused mourning in Orthodox communities through-

out the world.

Spektor was the author of the following works,

which are considered authoritative by rabbinical

scholars: "Be'er Yizhak " (K5uigsberg, 1858), re-

sponsa; "Nahal Yizhak " (parti., Wilna, 1872; part

ii., ib. 1884), on parts of the Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen
Mishpat: "'En Yizhak" (parti., AYilna, 1889; part

ii., ib. 1895).

T{. Isaac Elhanan liad three sons: Hayyim, who
was tlie son-in-law of R. Joseph Bohmer of Slutzk,

and died in Kovno in 1874, aged forty; Benjamin
Rabinovich ; and Hirsch Rabinovich, who was
maggid or preacher of Wilna, and later succeeded

his father as rabbi of Kovno, which position he still

(1905) holds. An only daughter, named Rachel,

died at an early age in 1876.

Bibliography: Jacob ha-Levi Lipschitz (Spektor's secretary for
twenty-six years), Toledttt Yizhnh. Warsaw, 1H97 (in Yiddish^
Gaou Yizhak. Wilna, 1H99) ';' D'e?- /s7-a('(i7, Mayenee, 1897,
No. 15; EiseiisUdt. Dor RabhaiMW we-Sofezia'w. in. 31-33,
Wilna, 1901; Kliezer Hillel Aronson, Erez ha-Lelxinon^
Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1879; Rosenfeld, Sha'at lia-Ki>fiher,
ill Ahia.'^af. 5659 (1899), pp. 71-80.

E. C. P. Wl.

SPELL. See Incantation.

SPERLING, JACOB HIRSCH: Austrian
teacher of religion at the .lewish school and theGei'-

man gymnasium in Lemberg, where he was born iu

1837; died Dec, 1899. He supported the Haskalah
movement in Galicia and was a gifted Neo-Hebrew
)ioet. He has been associated with the periodicals.

"Shomer Ziyyou," " Kokebe Yizhak," "Ha-'Il)ri,"

" Ha-Shahar," and " Ozar ha-Sifrut, " was coeditor of

the "'Jildische Presse " and the "Neuzeit," and was-

the founder of the societies Ahawah we-Haskalah and
Shomer Yisiael in Lemberg. In addition to minor
wiitiugs he has published the following: " Ha??aiat
Melek " (Lemberg, 1854), a poem on the occasion of

Emperor Fiancis Joseph's escape from an assas-

sin; "Hamishshah Ketarim " (ib. 1871), containing-

five poems; "Hokmat Shelomoh " (ib. 1878), a biog-

raphy, iu verse, of S. L. Rapoport; and "Hoi-odot,"^

an epic poem in five cantos (published in " Ozar ha-

Sifrut," 1887).

BiBLiooRAPHV : Sokolow, Sefer Zi'ATearod, pp. 115-116, War-
saw, 189U ; Zeitlin, Bibl. Post-Mendds. pp. 376, 377.

S. S. O.

SPEYER (Hebrew, j<-i"'2:j'{<, NI'DC', NI^DtT)

:

Bishopric of Rhenish Bavaria. The first mention ot

a Jewish community in Speyer occurs during the

episcopate of Bishop Klidiger, who officiated from.

1073 to 1090. He admitted several Jewish refugees,

and assigned them, together with the Jews already

settled there, a special quarter, which
The Jewish he enclosed with a wall for the .sake

Q,uarter. of protection. This quarter consisted

of a hill and a valley outside the

city proper. In order further to protect the Jews,

he granted them, on Sept. 13, 1084, a special i)rivi-

lege on condition that they should pay 3+ pounds of

Speyer money annually to the cloisters. The Jews
were also allowed to trade in the harbor iu all kinds

of goods, aud to exchange gold aud silver; they

received as their special property a burial-ground

from the estates of the Church ; the chief rabbi

was given absolute jurisdiction iu all cases arising

among them ; and they were permitted to hire Chris-

tian servants aud nurses, and to sell to Christians

such meat as they tiiemselves did not use.

Henry III. confirmed (Feb. 19, 1090) and even

extended grants which had been made to the Jews,

in particular to Judah ben Kalonymus, David beu

Meshullam, and Moses ben Ghutiel (Jekuthiel). The
forcible baptism of any of the children of those

specifically mentioned was made punisiiable by a

fine of twelve pounds gold, while the baptism of a

heathen slave entailed a fine of three pounds silver

and the return of the slave to his owner. The Jews
in general were forbidden to purchase Christian

slaves. It was enacted that in suits at law a Jewish

witness might not be subjected to the ordeal of red-
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hot iron or of water or to exceptionally harsh im-

prisonment. Violation of tliese decrees was declared

punishable by a fine of three pounds
The silver. For injuries to a Jew not re-

Charter, suiting in death a tine of one pound
gold was imposed. If the guilty person

was unable to pay the tine, his eyes were to be put

out and his right hand cut off. In proceedings

against Jews the Jew bishop or the bishop of the

diocese was to preside. This privilege was signed

by the emperor himself. But neither the original

charter nor its rcenactment proved sufficient to

afford the Jews adequate protection.

In 1096 Speyer was the very first town in which
Jews suffered at the hands of the C^rusaders, eleven

being slain ("Ben Chananja," 1864, No. 5; comp.

Salfeld, "Martyrologium," p. 102). Of the Jews
who escaped some sought refuge in the king's

palace; others were protected by Bishop John
(1090-1104) in the cathedral. The in-

The stigators of the riot were caught and
Crusades, executed. During the Second Cru-

sade (1146) a fresh butchery occurred

in the city, in wliich not only laymen but also mem-
bers of the clergy took part. For this affair Bishop

Glinther received a letter of reproach from Bernard

of Clairvaux. Among the martyrs who suffered

death on this occasion was a woman named Minna,

whose ears and tongue were cut off because she re-

fused to submit to baptism (1146).

Still worse were the excesses whicli took place

fifty years later. During the rule of Bishop Otto

(1195), aCliristian liaving been fouud murdered out-

side the city walls, the Jews were relentlessly perse-

cuted. The corpse of the recently murdered daugh-

ter of Rabbi Isaac bar Asher ha-Levi was disinterred

and hanged in the market-place, a mouse being

fastened to lier hair; and only by paying a large

sum of money did tlie father succeed in redeem-

ing the body. On the following day the rabbi

liimself and eight other persons were murdered.

]\Iany Jews sought refuge on the high balconj^ of

tlie synagogue, pulling the ladder up after their

ascent; in this terrible position they were forced to

remain until R. Hezekiah ben Reuben of Boppaid

and R. Moses ben Joseph ha-Kohen effected their

release by paying an enormous ransom. The Jews
thereupon fled in the darkness of night; and their

houses were plundered and burned. But when Em-
peror Henry VI. returned from Apulia the murder-

ers were compelled to pay damages to iiim as well

as to the Jews. In 1282 the Jews were accused by

Herbord, Ritter von der Ohm, of having murdered

his grandson, and sucli a storm ot rage broke out

against them that Bishop AVerner found liimself

compelled to lay the matter before the provincial

synod of Aschaffenburg (Sept. 8). A direct account

of these proceedings is not available, but in the fol-

lowing year (1283) Emperor Rudolph approved the

decision reached, and ordered that all the property

taken from the Jews should revert to the royal

treasury. The persecution continued unabated,

however, wherefore the Jews of Speyer decided to

emigrate to the Holy Land ; a few of them succeeded

in carrying out this resolve, whereupon their prop-

erty was confiscated. On June 24, 1291, Emperor

Rudolph issued an order requiring the Jews of

Speyer to maintain by extra taxes the newl}-^ estab-

lished Fort Landau and the militia garrisoned there.

Bishop Gerhard sold the Jewish taxes of Landau to

a citizen of that place (1354). The government
taxes payable by the Jews of Speyer were conveyed
on June 22, 1298, to the city for such a period

as might be necessary to complete payment for the

damage done by the imperial troops on their march
through the city from Alsace. A document of Maj'

13, 1313, has been preserved wiiich ordered that in

case the Jews refused to pay the sum of 1,500

pounds heller, which they had promised the emperor,

the city council should have the right to pawn their

property and to force them to payment through
imprisonment ; if any of them should succeed in

escaping, the council might admit others as citizens

in their places, as also in the places of such as pro-

tested against payment.
Ludwig tlu! Bavarian utilized the Jewish ceme-

tery at Speyer, which was surrounded b}' strong-

walls, as a fortification against Duke Leopold of

Austria, who was pursuing him. Only
The thirteen tombstones from this ceme-

Cemetery. tery have been preserved, the oldest

of which dates from 1145; the others

were used by the city until quite recent times for

building purposes. The use which Bishop Enricho

made of the Jewish taxes caused a complaint to be

brought against him by the entire diocese, wliich

accused him (1320) of subsisting solely on the usury

of the Jews. Bishop Gerhard of Ehrenburg induced

Ludwig the Bavarian to issue two decrees: (1) ad-

mitting six more Jews to the city and appropriating

their taxes for the good of the diocese (June 2. 1337);

(2) imposing taxes not onh' on the Jews of Speyer,

but also on those of Landau, Lauterburg, Deides-

heim, Bruchsai, Waibstadt, and Udenheim (Nov. 15,

1337). These taxes were collected by Gerhard until

1343, the city of Speyer paying 600 pounds heller

for protection and in direct taxes, while the other

towns contributed the sum of 700 pounds.

A great calamity befell the Jews in Easter week,

1343, when the body of a Christian named Ludwig
was found. A large number of Jews were cajv

tured, tortured, and burned at the stake. On March

11, 1344, the citizens requested the king's jjermis-

sion to confiscate the houses of the Jews for the

l>enefit of the city; and this request was granted.

The Black Death (1348-50) was fateful also for the

Jews of Speyer. On Jan. 22, 1349,

The Black nearly all the Jews, among whom was
Death. Rabbi Eliakim, retired to their hou.ses,

set fire to them, and perished in the

flames. The corpses of those who had been burned

or murdered were left in the streets so long that the

citizens were obliged to pack them in empty wine-

casks and throw them into the Rhine. The whole

Jewish quarter was thereupon closed, servants being

detailed to (collect any treasure that might be found.

The houses were torn down and the materials used

to repair the city walls; and all money found was

turned into the municijial treasury. The few Jew-

ish families which escaped fled to Heidell)crg and

Sinzheim. When PImperor Charles IV. vLsited

Speyer and inquired into these occurrences, the citi-
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zens succeeded in fonvinoiug him of tiieir inno-

cence; and on Mairii 29, 1349, tiie emperor issued a

decree exonerating tlie citizensand declaring all the

property of the Jchvs to belong to the city. If the

latter at any time readmitted Jews, the former were
to become the absolute property of the munici-

pality.

Within a short time the Jews were permitted to

return to Speyer; and though in 13o8 they were

again expelled from the city, their

Expulsion houses being distributed among the

and citizens and their cemetery planted

Return. with corn, in the following year they

were once more readmitted, and were
assigned quarters between the Webergasse and
the school-building. On Dec. 24, 1354, they were
allowed to use their synagogue and school, as well

as part of their cemetery; and their " Dantzhus " or

"Brutehus" was given back to them. Ten years

later Bishop Adolph borrowed the sum of 8U0 gulden
from the Jews, jiaying them a weekly interest of

one Strasburg pfennig. When Nicolaus succeeded
to the bishopric (1390; he granted the Jews permis-

sion to settle in any city within the diocese on pay-
ment of a yearly tribute of 15 gulden. Of the in-

come thus derived one-half went to the garrison and
the remaining half to the diocese. In 1394 King
Wenceslaus renewed the decree which declared the

Jews to be the property of the city.

From 1405 to 1421 the Jews were entirely excluded
from the city. l)Ut that thej' were soon readmitted

is evident from the fact that on Feb. 11, 1431, King
Sigismund granted them a privilege ordering that

any complaint brouglit against them should be heard
only before tlie municipal court. Four years later,

iiowever, the authorities had to yield to the demands
of the citizens, and the following decree of expul-

sion was issued on May 5, 1435

:

"The council is compelled to banish the Jews; but it has no
designs upon their lives or their property : it

Final only revokes their rights of citizenship and of

Expulsion, settlement. Until Nov. II they are at liberty

to go whither they please with all their prop-

erty, and in the meantime they may make final disposition of

their business affiiirs."

For a long time after the Jews left Speyer in com-
l)iiauce with this decree, no organized community
existed witiiin tlic limits of the city, although indi

\i(lual Jews settled there before twenty years luid

])assed.

Formerly it was the custom that upon tlie entry

into the city of a new bishop the Jews should meet
him in procession and present him with a gift; and
this custom was observed by the Jews of Landau on
]\Iarch 27, 1439, upon the entry of Bishop Heinhard,
and in Oct., 14r,9, on the entry of John II. After
the lapse of many years this custom fell into disuse.

The taxes levied upon the Jews of the diocese were
constantly increased; thus, in the years 1464-78,

under Bishop Mathias, the Jews of Landau were re-

(juired to make an annual payment of 120 pounds
heller for the right of retaining their ghetto. The
same bishop ordered all the Jews of his diocese to

submit to baptism, and upon their refusal to com-
jily he issued (Oct. 21, 1468) a decree containing,

:\mong others, the following provi.sions: All male

Jews over five years old were required to wear on
their breasts, asa distinctive badge, a piece of yellow

cloth in the shape of awheel; all Jew-
Bestric- cssesof similar age, two blue stripes on
tions. their veils. Jews might take no part in

public gatherings or entertainments;
they might keep no Christian servants; nor might
they have schools or synagogues of their own. They
might not occupy dwellings in various portions of
the city, but should live close together; on liigh

Christian festivals they were not to appear upon the
streets; and they were forbidden to engage in mone-
tary transactions. Any person violating these rules

was to be summoned before the bishop at Udenheim.
This decree was renewed by that prelate on Dec.
24, 1468, and Dec. 30, 1472. The only modification
which the Jews, by gifts of money, succeeded in

securing was the permission to have one synagogue
in each town, this concession being granted by the
bishop in 1469. The number of Jewish families in

Speyer at this period, according to the testimony of

Schudt (" Jiidische Merckwurdigkeiten," i. 440), did
not exceed ten.

For tiie following two centuries the internal affairs

(if the Jews were administered by the rabbi of

Worms, who received an annual sum
In the Sev- of 10 reichsthaler as compensation,
enteenth the small community not being able to

Century, maintain a rabbi of its own. Official

permission was required on the occa-

sion of visits by the rabbi, and documents according
such permission have been preserved from 1682,1685,

1698, 1713, and 1746; in the la.st-named reference is

made to " our rabbi David Strauss of Worms. " From
the year 1752 the Jews were forbidden, on pain of

severe punishment, to solicit the services of any
rabbi othei- than their own. The first rabbi of the

diocese was Lsaac Weil (1750-63) ; he was succeeded
in the office by Lowin Lob Calvaria, provision for

whose salary was made by a bequest in the testa-

ment of one Siissle.

Episcoiial edicts in 1717, 1719, 1722, 1726, 1727,

1728, 1736, 1741, and 1748 prohibited Gipsies and
Jews having no safe - conducts from visiting the

estates belonging to the diocese ; and those that were
provided with safe-conducts were required, for sani-

tary reasons, to submit their bundles or packages to

a rigid examination. The present community of

Speyer is _voung, and its documents are conse-

quently of recent dates.

The most prominent scholars of Speyer have been
the following; In the eleventh century; Kalony-
mus ben Moses, Jekuthiel ben Moses, Moses ben

Jekuthiel, Judali ben Kalonymus,
Scholars and David ben Meshuilam.

and Twelfth century : Abraham ben

Rabbis. Mei'rha-Kohen, Kalonymus ben Isaac,

Jacob ben Isaac ha-Levi, Eleazar ha-

Hazzan, Eliakim ha-Levi, R. Isaac ben Asher ha-

Levi, Samuel ben Kalonymus, R. Abraham ben Sol-

omon (p'KI). R- Isaac of Bohemia, Eliezer ben

Isaac, Judah, Mei'r ben Kalonymus, David of

Speyer, Simhah ben Samuel, R. Judah ben Kalony-
mus ha-Bahur, Shemariah ben Mordecai, Eliezer ben
Joel ha-Levi, Simhah ben Samuel, and Abraham ben
Samuel.
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Thirteenth century : Eleazar ben Jacob, Jacob of

Speyer, R. Jedidiahbeulsrael, and Sohjinon of Speyer.

Fourteenth century : 3loses Siisslin, hiter " Juden-

nieister" in Frankforton-the-.Main.

Fifteenth century: Samuel Isaac ha-Kadosli and

Sheniariah Sahiiau = T "1 ha-Levi (Zunz, " Hitus," p.

200).

Of the cities formerly belonging to tlie diocese of

Speyer may be mentioned: Speyer, included in

the district rabbinate of Durklieim. The present

rabbi is Dr. Wolf Salvendi, and the community
numbers H74 Jews and supports six benevolent so-

cieties. Deidesheim, with 50 Jewish inhabitants.

Landau, having 874 Jews and five benevolent
societies. Its present rabbi is Dr. V. Einstein.

Bruchsal, with 741 Jews and eight societies, under

the spiritual guidance of Rabbi Doctor.

Bibliography: Zunz, /;i7i(.'<, p. 200; idem, Z. G. p. 415; Ko-
hut, <lcsi-li. (lev Dctiti^clirii, Juilen, Index, .s.i;.; Wiener,
'Enii'k ha-Baha, p. 9, Lelpsic, 1858 ; idem, Gesch. del' Judcn
in dcr Stadt und Diik-cse StJeicr, in M(»iatsschrift, IStilJ,

pp. 161, 255, 297, 417, 454 ; Jaffe, Urkunde des Bischnp RIUU-
(jer vom IJ September, lOSU, in Orient, Lit. 1842, No. 46;
idem, Urkunde Hetnrich III. voni 19 Fehruar, 1090, ib.

1842, No. 47; H. Breslau, JjiplomatiscJie Erliiuterungen
zum Jude)tpricilegium Heiiirirh IV. in Zeitschrift fiir
Gescli. dcr Juden in Detdsclil(Uiil, i. 152-159; Stnhhe, Die
Judeiiprivilegiiim Heinrirli IV. fllr Speier und H'ocm.s,
ib. i. 20.5-215 ; idem. Die J ttdeii in Deutscldand ^Vdllrend
des Mittelalterg, Index, s.t>., Brunswick, 1866; Berliner,

ElialciinvonSpeiier.m Monatssclirift. 1808, pp. 183-183;
Kiiufiuann, Die HeJrrdixchen Crl.unden des Stadt Speier, ih.

1880, pp. 517-520; A. Eppstein, Jildi.'tche Alterthllmer i)i

Worms nnd Speiier, pp. i;S 31, Breslau, 1896; L. Rothsfhild,
Die Judengemeinden in Mainz, Speier. xind Wm-nxs, ISltH-

WiS, Berlin, 1904 ; Neubaneraiid Stern, Hehrdische Berichte,
Index, s.r., Berlin, 1902; Salfeld, Martiiroloqium, pp. 91, 101,

246; E. Zivier. in M()nats,ielirift, xlix. 225-226; Doctor, in
Blatter fUr Jtlilixche Gesckichte und Liiteratur, Mayence,
v.. No. 7, pp. 102-104.

.1. S. O.

SPEYER : German family dotibtless deriving

its name from the German city of Speyer. Members
of it had settled in Frankfort-on-the-Main in the six-

teenth century; from that city their descendants

spread to various countries, and are now to be
found in Germany, England, and the United States.

Tiie following are the more important members
(given in chi'onological oi-der):

Joseph. Michael Speyer : Parnas and assistant

rabbi at Frankfort; died there Oct. 17, 1729. He
bequeathed the fund of 4,000 florins known as the

"Josef Speyer Stiftung."

Isaac Michael Speyer : Banker in Frankfort

;

died at Offenbach, near Frankfort, Dec. 4, 1807.

He was a grandson of Joseph Michael Speyer.

When the French in 1793 occupied the old German
"Reichsstadt," their general, Custine, imposed a

heavy contribution upon the city, and took Speyer
as one of the hostages for its payment. Speyer at

his death left a legacy, the value of which is now
(1900) §17,000, and which is known as the "Isaac

Miciiael Spej'er Stiftung."

Moses Emanuel Speyer : Banker at Frankfort

and Mittelstadt; died 1801 at the latter place, leav-

ing a fund which was known as the " Moses Emanuel
Stiftung."

Eduard Gumpertz (Gustav) Speyer : Banker;
born at Frankfort Feb. 4, 1825; died there July 23,

1888; brother of Philip Speyer. In 1845 he joined

his brother in New York, and remained there till

1863, when he returned to Frankfort.

Philip Speyer: American banker; born at

Frankfort; died at New York; brother of Eduard
Gumpertz Speyer. He emigrated to the United
States and founded (1837) in tlie city of New York
the banking-house of Philip Speyer & Co., which
later (1870) adopted the iirm name of Speyer <fc Co.

James Joseph Speyer: American banker; born
in tlie city of New York July 22, 1861; eldest son
of Eduard Gumpertz Speyer. He was educated at

the public school of Frankfoi't, entered his father's

banking-house there (now the firm of Lazard Speyer-
Ellisen), and was employed in the Paris and Lou-
don branches; in 1885 he returned to New York,
in which city he is at present (1905) residing. In
1900 he became the senior member of the New York
firm of Speyer & Co. Speyer has been much inter-

ested in charitable work in New York.
Edgar Speyer: English banker; born in the city

of New York Sept. 7, 1862; younger son of Eduard
Gumpertz Speyer. He was educated in the public

school of Frankfort, joined his father's banking-
house, and in 1886 went to London, where he is now
(1905) the senior member of the banking-house of

Speyer Brothers.

Bibliography: Baer, Stamndafcln der Familie Spei/er.,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1890; American Jewi^^ih Year Bimk,
5065 (ltH)5); Wlto's Who i)i yeic York Cd>j and St(dc, 1904.

A. F. T. H.

SPEYER, JACOB SAMUEL : Dutch philolo-

gist; b(jrn at Amsterdam Dec. 20, 1849. He studied

at Amsterdam and at Leyden (Ph.D. 1872); aiul

thereafter ofiiciated as teacher at Hoorn and (1873-

1888) at the gj'mnasium of Amsterdam. On Oct.

15, 1877, he was appointed lecturer in Sanskrit and
comparative philology at the University of Amster-
dam, and he was about to receive a professorship

tliere when he was called to GrOningen (Dec. 19,

1888) as professor of Latin. He held this chair until

March 20, 1903, when he was ajjpointed to succeed

his former teacher H. Kern as professor of Sanskrit

at the University of Leyden.

Speyer is the author of the following works:

"Specimen Inaugui-ale de Ceremonia apud Indos

Qux Vocatur Jatakarma"; "Lanx Satura," 1886

(Program of the Gymnasium of Amsterdam); "San-

skrit Syntax," Leyden, 1886; "Plautus ' Captivi,"

1887; "Observationes et Emendationcs," 1891; " Ve-

dische- und Sanskritsynlax " (in Biihler's "Grund-
riss der Indo-Arischen Philologie"), 1896; "Pha-dri

Fabula3," 1897; and "Latijusche Spraakkunst" (3d

ed. 1878-80; 3d ed. 1900-1). He also made an Eng-
lish translation of the Sanskrit "' Jatakamala," which
appeared in " Bi jdragen van het Instituut voor Taal-,

Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederland.sch Indie,"

1893-94, and in the " Sacred Books of the Buddhists "

(ed. F. ]\Iax Muller), vol. i. ; as well as an Eng-

lish version of the " AvadanaSataka," which consti-

tutes No. 3 of the "Bibliotheca Buddhica" (St.

Petersburg, 1902-5). Speyer is a member of the

Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a knight

of the Order of the Netherlands Lion. From 1893

to 1904 he was editor of the "Museum."

Bibliography: Groningsch Jaarhoek, 18S9; Onze Honglee-
rare)!. in Ken Halve Eevw; Groningsche Studenten A\-
manak, 1902 (with portrait).

s. E. Sl.

SPICES : Aromatic vegetable substances used in

preparing food or in compounding salves or per-
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fumes. With tlie cxccjitiou of salt, uo condiments
were known to the ancient Jews, and even cinna-

mon, with which the Hebrews were familiar, was
employed onl}- in unguents and similar mixtures,
while aromatic herbs and spices found their sole use
in the preparation of mulled wine (see Wine). With a
single exception, all the ingredients of unguents and
perfumes were vegetable. This exception, called

"sliehelet" (A. V. "onycha"), the operculum of a
variety of mussel found in the Ked Sea, formed one
of the four components of the incense burned in the
Temple. It is still used in the East, lor, though it

exhales a disagreeable odor when burned alone, it

gives the requisite pungency to a composition of
several spices. Such animal substances as amber-
gris and musk seem to have been entirely unknown
to the ancient Hebrews.
Many of the plants from which spices were ob-

tained are described in special articles (see Aloes;
B.\l.m; B.\i,s.\m; Bdelliu.m : C.\lamus; Cassia;
ClNNA.MON; FRANKINCENSE; SpIKENAKD; StACTE

;

Stouax). To these may be added the bitter, odor-
ous gum galbanum ("helbenah "), another compo-
nent of incense (Ex. xxx. 34), which is described
in Ecclus. (Sirach) xxiv. 15 as yielding a pleasant
odor, and which was regarded by the ancients as the

pith of the narthex, although the conuiion Persian
feruliE of the family of the JJmbelUfevm contain a
pith with an odor of peculiar strength and likewise

called galbanum. The odor of this alone is by no
means pleasant, but when mixed with other scents,

it adds, like sliehelet, an agreeable pungency. It

is used also for the extermination of insects, and
in therapeutics it is employed as an aphrodisiac.

There are no details regarding the preparation of

these vegetable products; the modern method of ex-

tracting the ethereal oils by distillation was un-
known to the ancient Jews. The aromatic elements
•of such gums and woods as could not be used in

their natural state were obtained by boiling the sub-

stances in oils or fats (comp. Job xli. 23). The
fondness of the Orientals, of both ancient and mod-
ern times, for incense and perfumed unguents iiat-

urall)' created an extensive traffic in spices; and
the fact that there were profes-sional perfumers
sliows that the art of manufacturing perfumes by
various combinations had reached a high stage

of development (see I Sam. viii. 13; Neh. iii. 8).

E. G. H. I. Be.

SPICKER, MAX : German musician ; born at

Konigsberg, Prussia, Aug. 16, 1858. Educated at

the Conservatorium, Leipsic, he in 1878 traveled

with the violinist Miska Hauser through Germany
and Russia. He held the position of conductor
of tlie opera successively at Heidelberg, Cologne,
Glient, Aix-la-Chapelle, Potsdam (Royal Theater),

and Hamburg. In 1883 he became conductor of the

Beethoven Miinnerchor, New York, and in 1889

(together with Anton Seidl) of the orchestral con-

certs at Brightdn Beach near that city. In 1891 he

became musical director of Temple Einaun-El. New
York.

Spicker has written several works, of which may
be mentioned: "Anthology of Oratorio," New
York, 1890; "Anthology of Opera," 26. 1895; (with

William Sparger) "The Synagogal Service;" ih. He
has, besides, edited " Tlie Masterpieces of Vocaliza-
tion."

Bini.iOGRAPHY: American Jtn\»h Year Book, ;)665 (1905).

A. F. T. H.

SPIDER. See Insects.

SPIEGEL, FREDERICK S. : American ju-
rist; born at Hovestadt, Westphalia, Prussia, Nov.
20, 1858. He attended the gymnasium at Pader-
born, Westphalia, until his fourteenth year, when
ids parents emigrated to the United States, settling

in Gadsden, Ala. Here lie attended the Southern
Institute, from which he was graduated in 1877,
whereupon he took up the study of law at the Co-I-

lege of Cincinnati, Ohio. In 1881 lie was appointed
chief of the bureau of statistics of the state of
Ohio, and during his term of otiice he revised the
•system of compiling statistics: lie also published at
Columbus a year-book of the history of Ohio. Upon
returning to Cincinnati he practised law and was
elected a member of the Cincinnati Board of Educa-
tion, serving as chairman of its German department,
in which capacity he inaugurated a new method of
studying the German language. In 1890 he Mas
elected county solicitor, and was reelected in 1893.

In 1896, and again in 1901, he was elected a justice

of the court of common pleas of the first judicial

district of tiie state. Spiegel has taken active in-

terest in the affairs of the Independent Order B'nai
B'rith, having served as president of its district

No. 2and ascliairman of its district court, and being
at present (1905) a member of the supreme court of
the order. He has contributed numerous essays oq
legal and other topics to various journals.

A.

'

F. T. II

SPIELMANN, SIR ISIDORE : English engi-

neer and conununal worker; born in London July 21,

1854. He was trained as an engineer, but developed
great interest in matters relating to art, and in 1887
he suggested the idea of the Anglo-Jewish Histor-

ical Exhibition, of the executive committee of which
he was honorary secretary from inception to close,

besides being tlie leading spirit of the whole move-
ment. He was president of the Jewish Historical

Society of England from 1902 to 1904. The experi-

ence gained in the Anglo-Jewish Historical Exliihi-

tion enabled him to be of great assistance in arran-

ging the historical exhibits relating to the Tudor,
Stuart, and Guelpli periods at the New Gallery

(1890-93). lie was appointed honorary secretary and
director of the British section of the Brussels Exhi-
bition in 1897, in connection with which he was
made an otlicer of the Order of Leojiold. He was
also honorary secretary and director of the British

tine art section of the Paris Exhibition (1900), the

Glasgow Exhibition (1901), and the St. Louis Expo-
sition (1904). In recognition of these services he was
knighted in 1905. Asked to take a .similar ]iosition

with regard to the Russian Fine Art Exhibition in

1902, he indignantly refused on the ground that on
account of being a Jew he would have to ask jier-

mission to enter Riis.sia as a favor.

Spielmann is a member of the Russo-,Jewisli Com-
mittee, in wiiicli capacity he edited "Daikest Rus-

sia" (1890-92), a journal especially devoted to ex-
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posing the ill treatment of Jews by the Russian

government. Spielmann is interested also in the

more progressive religious movenieiit in Judaism,

and is honorary secretary of the Jewish Religious

Union.

Bibliography: Jewiah Year Booh, 5665; Wlio'x Wlio, 1905.

J.

SPIELMANN, MARION H. : English author

and art critic, born in London May 22, 1858; edu-

cated at University College School and University

College, London. He began his training as art critic

on the "Pall Mall Gazette" (1883-90), for which he

wrote articles on the works of G. F. Watts, R.A.,

and Henriette Ronner. In 1890 he was art critic on

the "Daily Graphic," and in 1891 art editor and

part founder of "Black and White." In 1898 he

was appointed editor of the "Magazine of Art," in

which post he remained until 1905, when the pub-

lication ceased.

Spielmann has written "History of Punch " (Lon

don, 1895), "Millais and His Works" {ib. 1898),

"John Ruskin" (ib. 1900), "British Sculpture and
Sculptors of To-day " (ib. 1901), and " Charles Keene,

Etcher" (ib. 1903). He was appointed sole juror for

England in the Brussels Fine Art Exhibition (1898),

and has done much toward altering the conditions

under which works were purchased for the Chan-
trey bequest by the Royal Academy.

BiHLiOGRAPHV : ir/io's Who, 1905.

J.

SPINA (ESPINA), ALFONSO DE : One of

the most inveterate enemies of the Jews and of Ju-

daism—to which he never belonged, despite the as-

sertions of Jost and of Amador de los Rios. He
was general of the Order of Franciscans, rector of

the University of Salamanca, and confessor of

King Henry IV. of Castile; and he accompanied the

once-powerful minister Alvauo de Luna to the

place of execution. The unremitting efforts of

Spina were devoted to the utter destruction of tlie

Jewish race, Jews as well as Jewish converts to

Christianity, or, as he termed them, "Judios pub-
licos," those who publicly and obstinately clung to

their faith, and "Judios ocultos," or secret Jews.

Highly esteemed for his eloquence. Spina contin-

ually made the Jews the butt of attacks in his ser-

mons; and in the Latin work entitled "Fortalitium

Fidei" (Nuremberg, 1494; Lyons, 1511, 1525), which
he wrote in refutation of Judaism and Islam, he col-

lected all the accusations brought against the Jews

—

those of poisoning the wells, desecrating the host,

and murdering of Christian children for ritual pur-

poses: whatever the enemies of the Jews had written

or recounted he presented as truth. The entire

third book of this work was devoted to them, and
served, curiously enough, as a source for Samuel
Usque's chronicle ("F. F." = "Fortalitium Fidei").

To inflame the popular hatred Spina accused the

Jews of neglecting to cultivate or defend their fields,

of appropriating the results of the Christians' labors,

and of ingratitude toward Spain, where they fared

better than did their coreligionists in any other

country. He was especially bitter in his attacks

upon the secret Jews, mercilessly demanding that

they be burned. " I believe," said he, " that if a real

Inquisition were introduced among us, countless

numbers of them would be condemned to the stake;

for countless numbers combine the adherence to

Jewish customs with the observance of the Christian

religion."

The idea of the introduction of the Inquisition

into Spain originated with Spina. Together with
the dignitaries of his order he called upon the chap-
ter of the Order of St. Jerome (Aug 10, 1461) to

press this plan for the benefit of the state and the

Church, soon gaining the ear of King Henry, who
promised to lay the matter before his cabinet.

BiBLiOGR.\PHY: Jost, Gcsch. dcs JndeiitJntnis und Seiner
Sekten, ill. 96 (where Spina is declared to have been a Jew);
Rlos, Hist. iii. 129, 142 et seq. (this author describes Spina as
"one of the most learned rabbis of his time"); idem, Egtu-
dios, p. 435: Wolf, Bihl. Hebr. ii. 1123; (iriitz, Crcxc/i. viii.336,

s. M. K.

SPINGARN, JOEL -HLIAS : American edu-

cator; born in New York city May 17, 1875. He
was graduated from Columbia University in 1895,

and took postgraduate courses at Harvard and Co-
lumbia universities (Ph.D. 1899). In 1899 he was
appointed tutor and in the following year adjunct
professor of comparative literature at his alma mater.

Spingarn is the author of: "A History of Liter-

ary Criticism in the Renaissance " (New York, 1899;

translated into Italian, 1904); "The New Hesperi-

des " (ib. 1901); and "American Scholarship" {ib.

1901).

Bibliography: Who's Who in New I'ork Cilu and Stale,

A. F. T. H.

SPINNHOLZ. See Marriage Cere.\ionie8,

SPINNING : Spinning and weaving are arts of
extreme antiquity, dating back even to prehistoric

times. The Egyptians were especiallj- expert iu

them, their white linen textures being of such fine-

ness as to be diaphanous, while in softness their

materials were almost comparable with silk. The
threads use<l in the wrappings of the mummies ©f

the Pharaohs were almost inconceivably delicate, the

warp of the bandage around the mummy of Thothmes
III. containing 150 threads and tiie woof 75 threads

per inch. It has been calculated that one of these

threads 60 miles iu length would weigh only one
pound. The Egyptian tomb-paintings represent the

method of spinning; they show women who turn

two spindles simultaneously, twisting

Eg'yptian each of the two threads from two dif-

Spinners. ferent kinds of flax. In like manner
a certain degree of skill in spinning

may be presumed to have existed at a relatively

early period among the Hebrews.
The raw materials in ancient times were flax, the

wool of sheep, and the hair of goats and camels.

At a later time Cotton and silk also were used;

and the wool of sheep and the hair of camels were
made into tentings and mantles, and probably also

into garments of mourning ("sak"). The most u.sual

materials, however, were wool and flax. The term
" wool " (" zemer ") by itself is restricted to the wool

of sheep. As soon as shorn the fleece was washed
in hot water to which alkalis had previously been

added. At a later period, in case an especially fine

and delicate wool was desired, the young animal
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was wrapped immediately after birtli in a cloth

which protected its wool against any stains. The
wool after being washed and bleached (•' iibbeu ") was
beaten ("nippez ") with sticks to disentangle it, and
was then picked with the fingers to rid it of any
knots, after which it was carded ("sarak "). All of

these operations were originally a work of the house-
hold; but in later times the carding of wool became
a distinct trade.

According to the Mishnah, the wool-carder was
universally despised, and wore a woolen cord about
Ills neck as an emblem of his trade. At the present

time in Palestine he performs his task with the help
of a large bow, whose taut cord is kept in constant

vibration by the blows of a hammer and in its oscil-

lations divides the wool with extreme fineness. The
same process of carding niaj' have been employed
in ancient times. The Mishnah describes another

method which was rather a combing of the wool

:

the carder had an iron comb, apparently consisting

of a leather back set with one or two rows of iron

pegs. This comb he laid on his knee and drew the

wool handful by handful through it. The hair of

goats and camels was treated in a similar fashion.

The preparation of flax is described in the Mish-
nah : the stalks were torn out of the ground, laid in

order, and beaten with sticks to free them from
the capsules. In Egypt, as is evident from ancient

Egyptian paintings, they were boiled

Prepara- in a large vessel and thus freed from
tion all woody substance. This same pur-

of Flax. pose is served by the flax-horses de-

scribed in the Mishnah. The stalks

were dried in the sun (Josh. ii. 6), and then laid in

a pit of water expo.scd to the light, being held under
the water by stones until their woody substance

rotted away. The stalks were then redried in the

sun or in an oven, and were beaten with a wooden
mallet to free the fibers from their outer covering.

Finally the fibers were hackled, so that the longer

ones, which were suitable for spinning, might be

separated from the shorter ones, which were used
only for wicks, cords, and similar objects. Hack-
ling was done both by men and by women (Isa. xix.

9; read nip"! K')- The raw materials thus i)repared

were then ready for the spinners, whose task it was
to spin long threads from the sliort filaments.

The tools were very simple, consisting of the spin-

dle and the distaff (comp. Prov. xxxi. 19), the spin-

ning-wheel being unknown in antiquitj'. The dis-

taff (" kitor," lb. ;
" imah " in the Mishnah) consisted

of a reed about which the carded wool or tiie hack

led flax was wound. This was held by the spinner

in his left hand, while with his right he drew out

the thread. The spindle was a reed about a foot in

length, with a hook at the top to which the thread

drawn from the distaff was fastened. At the base

of the spindle was a whorl—a perforated ball of

clay or a round stone pierced with a hole or a ring

of metal, which served to weight the spindle and to

keep it upright during the spinning. AVhen the

first part of the thread had been spun by Iiand, it

was fastened to the spindle, which was set in mo-
tion with the right hand, and while the thread was
thus being twisted the raw material was drawn as

needed from the supply on the distaff, the spun

thread being then wound upon the spindle. The
excavations of the English and German Palestine
exploration societies have unearthed many of these
whorls of clay, stone, and metal at Tell al-Hasi and
Tell al-Muta.sallim.

Spinning is now done in Palestine by men and
women alike; and fellahs are frcquentl}- seen spin
ning as they walk. In ancient Hebrew times ii

seems to have been an occupation restricted to

women—at least men are never n)entioned as spin-

ners—while in the prai.se bestowed on virtuous
women spinning is mentioned as an occupation es-

sentially feminine (Prov. I.e. ; comp. Ex xxv. 2.") el

aeq. ; Tobit ii. 19).

E. G. ir. I. V>\..

SPINOZA, BARUCH (BENEDICT DE
SPINOZA): Dutch philosopJicr and Biblical critic

;

born at Amsterdam Nov. 24, 1032; died at The
Hague Feb. 21, 1677. The family name is derived
from the town of Espinosa, in Leon, not far from the

city of Burgos. Baruch's grandfather, Abraham
Michael de Spinoza, was one of the leaders of the

Sephardic connnunity of Amsterdam, being presi-

dent thereof in 1639. His father, Michael de Spi-

noza, was a merchant who married twice, and
had three children— two daugiiters. Miriam atid

Rebekah, by his first wife, who died in 1627, and a

son, the philosopher, by his second wife, Hannah
Deborah, who died in 1638. Miriam married a

brother of Simon de Caceres.

Spinoza was trained at the conununal school, and
at the Pereira yeshibah, over whicii Isaac de Fon-
seca Aboab, ^Lanasseh ben Israel, and Piaul Mortcira

presided. There he studied, from eight to eleven in

the morning and from two to five in the afternoon.

Hebrew, Bible, Talmudic literature, and, toward
the end of his course, some of the J( wish philoso-

phers, certainly ]\Iaimouides, Gersonides, and Hasdai

Crescas. It was probably during tiiis i)eriod that he

studied also Abraham ibn Ezra's conuiientaries. The
amount of his cabalistic knowledge is somewhat
doubtful, but both Manasseh ben Israel and Mor-
teira were adepts in ("abala. Spinoza was attracted

by the atmosphere of free thought characteristic of

the Dutch capital. He learned Latin, inunediatei}'

after leaving school, from Fianz van den Ende, an

adventurer and polyhistor who had established him-

self in Amsterdam; under him he studied as well

mathematics, ]iliysics, mechanics, astronomy, chem-
istry, and the medicine of the day. Spinoza like-

wise acquired a knowledge of tiie .scholasticism de-

veloped in the school of Thomas .\()uinas.

Epochmaking for the (levtlopment of Spinoza's

thought was his acquaintance with the works of

Descartes, who led Euro]ie in the attempt to found

a philosophy based upon n^ason, not tradition.

But theapi)lieation of such an idea to Judaism could

only be disastrous, and shortly after leaving the

Pereira yeshibah nnnors became persistent that

young Spinoza had given utterance to heretical

views, such as had led Uriel Ac-osta and Orobio

de Castro into trouble. It would appear that no

action was taken during tiic life of Spinoza's father,

wiio diet! March 28, 16.54, and tlicre is evidence that

Barueh was "called up to the Law" in synagogue

on Dec. 5, 1654, offering a small sum as a "mi she-
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berak." It is recorded tliat his relatives disputed his

claim to any share in his fatiier's estate, and that he

found it necessary to resort to legal proceedings, or

the threat of them, to secure his rights; but, having
obtained them, he took possession only of the best

bed as a kind of heirloom.

This was probably after his heretical views had
been formally ascertained, according to rabbinical

law, by two of his companions, who i)ut questions

to him which elicited his opinion that, according to

the Scripture, angels were merel}' fantoms, that the

soul is identified in the Bible with life and is re-

garded as mortal, and that in calling God "great"
the Scripture at-

tributes to Him
extension, that is,

body. This last

statement is of

considerable in-

terest in view of

Spinoza's later

pliilosophic doc-

trines on this
point. He was
summoned before

the bet din, and
seems t o h a v e

made no conceal-

ment of his views;

it is claimed tiiat

his teaciier Mor-
teira offered him,

on beiialf of the

congregation, a

pension of 1,000

florins a year pro-

vided he would
not give public

utterance to his

heretical views.

This Marano ex-

pedient was re-

fused, and the
congregation i)ro-

ceeded to his
formal excommu-
nication on July

27, 1656, which
was regularly re-

ported to the Am-
sterdam magis-
trates. This latter action shows that the main ob-

ject of the excommunication was to disavow on the

part of the community any participation in Spino-
za's pernicious views, and was a natural pre-

caution on the part of a set of men only recently

released from persecution on account of their opin-

ions and only half trusting in the toleration of the

authorities of the land. At the same time there is

no doubt that considerable feeling was aroused by
Spinoza's views, and it is reported that a fanatical

Jew even raised a dagger against him as he was
leaving either the synagogue or the theater. Freu-
denthal suggests that this happened during an alter-

cation with Spinoza himself.

Spinoza was thus cast out at the age of ^wenty-

Baruch Spinoza.

(From a ininiatiire in possessiou of the Queen of Holland.)

three from all communion with men of his own faith

and race, and there is no evidence of his coming into
conununieatiou with a single Jewish soul from that

time to Ids death (the "I. O." among
Friends his correspondents, formerly assumed
and to be Isaac Orobio, turned out to be

Disciples. Jacob Oosten). It is clear that Spi-
noza had already formed a circle of

friends and di.sciples, mainly of the Mennonite sect
known as Collegiants, whose doctrines were similar
to those of the C^uakers; and that he had attended a
philosophical club composed mainly of these sect-
aries, one of whom, Simon de Vries, acted as secre-

tary. After his

excommunication
Spinoza found it

desirable to take
up his abode witii

a Collegiant
friend who lived

two or three miles

outside of Am-
sterdam on the

Ouderkerk road,

near the old Jew-
ish cemetery.
There he conunu-
nicated with his

friends in Amster-
dam by letter, and
thev seem to have
subnntted to him
their ditRcultics

in the same way,
leading to a regu-

lar philosophical

correspondence.
As a means of liv-

ing Spinoza re-

sorted to the call-

ing of a practical

optician, in which
his mathematical

knowledge was
valuable, and he
also appears to

have taken pupils

in philosophy , and
even in Latin and
Hebrew. He re-

mained in his new
abode five years, during wliich he wrote a defense
of his position, afterward extended into the "Trac-
tatus Theologico-Politicus," and a short tractate on
"God, Man, and Happiness," afterward developed
into his "Ethics."

In 1661 Spinoza removed to Rhijnsburg, near
Leyden, then the center of the Collegiants activity

Here he spent the two most fruitful years of his life,

during which he prepared for a pupil a resume of

the Cartesian philosophy, presenting it in a geomet-
ric form; composed his treatise on philosophical

method, " De Intellectus Emendatione," which,
however, remained unfinished; and wrote at least

the beginning of his "Ethics," adopting the same
geometric form. lie finished the "Ethics" in Aug.,
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1665, at Voorburg, a suburb of The Hague, to

which lie liad removed iu April, 1663, probably to be

near the De Witt brothers, then at the height of

their power. John de Witt had become acquainted

with Spinoza, and either at this time, or a little

later, gave him a small pension. From Voorburg
Spinoza used to send portions of his "Ethics,"

written in Dutch, to his band of disciples in Amster-
dam, who translated them into Latin and wrote liim

letters iu the same language dealing with the diffi-

culties of his theories. Before publishing this work,

however, so subversive of the ordinary views of

theology and philosoph}', Spinoza determined to

pave the way by an animated plea for liberty of

thought and expression in the commonwealth. To
this he devoted the next four years, the result being

the "Tractatus Theologico-Politicus." This was
published in 1670, without the author's name, and it

brought such a storm of opprobrium that it was
formally proscribed by the Synod of Dort and by
the States General of Holland, Zealand, and West
Friesland. It was found necessary, in order to evade
this censure, to publish the work under false titles,

representing it sometimes as a medical, sometimes

as a historical, work.

This reception somewhat alarmed Spinoza, who,
hearing iu the following year (1671) that a Dutch
translation was contemplated, urged his friends to

prevent its appearance. Spinoza's reputation as a

thinker, however, had by this time been fully estab-

lished by his two published works, and he was con-

sulted both personally and by letter by many impor-

tant scientific men of the day, including Oldenburg,

secretary of the Royal Societ}-, London ; Huygens,
the optician ; Louis Meyer, the physician ; and Count
von Tschirnhausen, afterward tlie discoverer of a

new method of obtaining phosphorus and the redis-

coverer of the method of producing porcelain.

Through von Tschirnhausen, Spinoza came into

correspondence with Leibnitz, then (1672) in Paris.

He appears to have had some suspicions of Leib-

nitz's trustworthiness, and it was not till four years

later, when the brilliant young diplomat visited him
at The Hague, that Spinoza exposed his full mind
to Leibnitz and produced that epoch-making effect

upon the latter which dominated European thought

in the eighteenth century.

Spinoza settled at The Hague in 1670, possibly to

be near his patron Joim de Witt, who was soon to

fall under the assassin's dagger (1672). Spinoza

was so aroused from his ordinary calmness by this

act that he was with difficulty prevented from pub-

licly denouncing it. The following

At The j'ear he received and refused an offer of

Hague a professorsliip in philosophy at Hei-

(1670-77). delberg University from the elector

palatine. A somewhat mysterious

visit to the French invading army in 1674 is the

only remaining incident in Spinoza's life, which was
drawing to a close. He had a hereditary tendency to

consumption derived from his mother, and this can

not have failed to be intensified by the inhalation of

particles of crystal incidental to his means of liveli-

hood. He died, while his landlady was at church,

in the presence of his physician, Louis Meyer.

Spinoza left a considerable library, for the pur-

XL—33

Seal ol Spinoza.

chase of which, in all probability, the pensions he
received from his patron John de Witt and from
his friend Simon de Vries were spent ; a number of
finished glasses which, owing to his reputation as an
optician, brought high prices; and a few engravings
and articles of furniture. The sum realized from the

auction of his effects was so small that his sister

Kebekah did not find it worth while to make appli-

cation therefor. His funeral was attended by a num-
ber of his disciples and friends, who filled six coaches
He was buried iu the cemeter}' of the new church on
the Spuy, in a grave which can no longer be identi-

fied. His biographer, Colerus, however, asserts that

he was never received into any Christian commu-
nity, and Spinoza in one of his letters (Ixxiii., ed.

Land) expressly declared that to him the notion that

God took upon Himself the nature of man seemed
as self-contradictory as would be the statement

that " the circle has taken on the

nature of tiie square." He thus

lived and died apart from either

Jewish or Christian prepossessions,

in the greatest spiritual isolation,

which enabled him to regard human
affairs with complete detachment

;

at the same time, however, his calm,

prudent, and kindly nature was not estranged from
the simple pleasures of the ordinary life of the

citizen.

As has been mentioned above, only two of Spi-

noza's works were published during his lifetime;

"Renati Des Cartes Principiorum Philosophiae Pars
i. et ii. More Geometrico Demonstratae per Bene-

dictum de Spinoza Amstelodamensem. Acces-

serunt Ejusdem Cogitata Metaphysica," Amster-
dam, 1663, and "Tractatus Theologico-Politicus,"

published without the author's name and printed

professedly at Hamburg, though really at Amster-

dam, 1670. The latter work was published two j'ears

later as the " Opera Chirurgica " of Fraucisci Villa-

corta, or asthe"Operum Historicorum CoUectio"

of Daniel Heinsius. The remainder of Spinoza's

w(n-ks appeared iu the year of his death (1677) at

Amsterdam under the title "B. d. S. Opera Pos-

thuma." They included the"Ethica,"

Works. tlie " Tractatus Politicus," the " Trac-

tatus de Intellectus Emendatione," the

"Epistol*," both from and to Spinoza, and the

"Compendium GrammaticesLinguajHebrea?." The
same works appeared simultaneously in Dutch under

the title "De Nagelate Schriften van B. d. S."; as

it seems that Spinoza sent his "Ethics " in the first

place in Dutch to his disciples at Amsterdam, it is

probable that this edition contains the original draft

of the work. About 1852 traces were found of the

short tractate ("Korte Yerhandcling ") which was
the basis of the "Ethics," and likewise, in tlieCoUe-

giant archives at Amsterdam, a number of letters;

these were published by V"an Vloten as "Ad Bene-

dicti de Spinoza Opera Qu;e Supersvmt Omnia Sup-

plementum," Amsterdam, 1862, including a tractate

on the rainbow which was thought to have been

lost, but which appeared at The Hague in 1687.

Apart from the "Tractatus Theologico-Politicus,"

none of his works has been repT)duced in the orig-

inal in a separate edition, but they have always ap-
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peared as liis "Opera Omnia," of which editions

liave been prepared b}^ E. G. Paulus (Jena, 1802),

A. Gfrorer (Stuttgart, 1830), C. 11. Bruder (Lcipsic,

1843), H. Gin/.berg {lb. 1874-78), and Van Vloten

and Land (2 vols., Tlie Hague, 1883; 3 vols., ib.

1895), the last being at present the standard edi-

tion. Translations have been made into German by

B. Auerbach (Stuttgart, 1841), into Englisli by K.

Willis (1862-70) and R. H. M. Elvves (1883), into

French by E. Saisset (Paris, 1842); of tlie "Ethics"

alone there have been i)ublished English versions by

R. Willis, 1870, and Hale Wiiite, 1883, and a Hebrew
version by S. Rubin (Vienna, 1887). An edition

and translation of the " Kortc Verhandeling " were

produced by C. Schaarschmidt (Leipsic, 1874), as

well as a translation by C. Sigwart (Tubingen, 1870).

Tliere are four portraits extant of Spinoza, one

an engraving attached to the "Opera Posthuma"; a

second one at

Wol fen battel ;

a third one at

the beginning of

Schaarschmidt's

edition of the
" Korte Verhan-
<leliug," from a

miniature for-

merly in the
possession of the

late Queen of

Holland ; and,

finally, one in

the possession of

the Hon. Mayer
Sulzberger. The
last can be traced

to the possession

of Cardinal de
Rohan, to whom
it is stated to

have been given

by Jewish ten-

ants of his. It is

signed " W. V., 1672" (or 1673), which would corre-

spond to the initials of the painter W. Vaillant, who
was living at Amsterdam in that j'ear; Vaillant

painted the portrait of the elector Karl Lud-
wig, who, in the following year, invited Spinoza
to Heidelberg. This portrait has clearly Jewish
features, thus agreeing with the Queen of Holland
miniature, whereas the Wolfenbiittel portrait is en-

tirely without Jewish traits. Colerus declares that

Spinoza was of marked Jewish type, which would
confirm the authenticity of the Vaillant picture,

though this has, unfortunately, been "restored."

It has hitherto remained unpublished, but is given
in facsimile as the frontispiece to this volume of The
Jewish ExcvcLorEDiA.

It has been both asserted and denied that the

thoughts developed in Spinoza's short life of forty-

four j-ears, and put forth anonymously
Philoso- after his death witli such remarkable
phy. influence on the history of European

speculation for at least the last one
hundred and fifty years, were derived in large

measure from his Jewish training and reading.

Spinoza's Residence at RlaijusbuiK-

(From a photograph.)

The (pu'stion is a very ditllcult one to decide,

owing to the close-linked chain of Spinoza's thought,
which he designedly made in his " Ethics" a contin-

uous course of reasoning, each proposition being de-

pendent upon the preceding, exactly after the man-
ner of Euclid. In order to determine the extent of

his Jewish indebtedness it is necessary, therefore, to

attempt some slight sketch of his whole system.

Apart from this object it deserves such exposition as
the most influential body of doctrine ever produced
by a Jew since Philo.

The key to Spinoza's philosophic system is to be
found in his method of investigation as indicated iu

the fragmentary " De Intellectus Emendatione."
Finding that none of the ordinary objects of man's
desire—wealth, power, and the like—aftords perma-
nent satisfaction, Spinoza came to the conclusion that

only the attainment of truth gives that increase of

power and ac-

companying joy

which can be de-

scribed as true

happiness or sal

vation. Turning
to the search for

truth, he found
the powers of

the mind to be of

a treble nature,

each particular

function j'ield-

ing knowledge
of various de-

grees of adequa-
cy : (1) imagina-

1 ion, yielding
only confused

and inadequate

ideas; (2) reason,

giving the es-

sences of things,

and ( 3 ) intui-
tion, disclosing

the fundamental principles uniting those essences

into a system and connecting individual things

with those principles. The logical foundation

of his whole system lies in the denial of the

validity of all relative propositions, leaving the

Absolute as the sole reality of the universe. On
this see B. Russell, "Principles of Mathematics"

(p. 448, Cambridge, 1903), which work is so far a

justification of Spinoza's method in that it proves

the possibilitj' of deducing all the principles of pure

mathematics and physics from a certain number of

indefinables and indemouslrables. All turns with

Spinoza, as with Descartes and the scholastics, on
getting true and adequate knowledge of the essences

of things. All the essences, when presented to the

mind, carry with them a conviction of their own
truth, and, as they can not contradict one another,

they form a .system of truths deduced from one

principle as their primary cause. Such a principle

can only be God, from whose qualities all the es-

sences of things must flow as a matter of necessity,

or, in other words, be "caused," since Spinoza does

not distinguish between logical dependence and
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ATTRIBUTES

EXTENSION

Motion
and Rest

Immediate

MODES

dynamic causation. In this way his logic passes

over into his metaphysics, and in attempting to de-

termine the cause of tilings, from the contemplation
of which he is to obtain salvation, Spinoza has to

determine the essences of things and their relation

to the Highest Reality.

This Highest Reality is called by Spinoza, at the

beginning of his "Ethics," to which attention may
now be directed, either («) substance.

Ontology, that by which all things s\ibsist, (A) the

self-caused (" causa sui "), that which is

not dependent for its existence on that of anotner,

or, finally, (c) God. The problem of Spinoza's phi-

losophy is to

connect this be-

ing, or principle,

which is rigidly

one, or rather

unique, since

there is none
other, with the

multiplicity of

things and per-

sons constitu-

ting the world of

imagination.
Tills he does by
positing inter-

mediate states of

being which
present different

aspects of the

One. God, be-

ing self-caused

and, therefore,

infinite, must
have infinite as-

pects, or attri-

butes. Two only

of these are
known to man,
extensioji and
thought, which
sum up the world
as h u m a n 1 y
known. These
attributes are perfectly parallel one to the other, all

poptions of extension or space, having attached to

them, as it were, corresponding ideas or thoughts,

though these in Spinoza's curious psychology are not

necessarily conscious, and certainly not self-conscious.

But these attributes being infinite, like their sub-

stance, can not constitute finite beings, which are

due to modifications of these attributes, called by
Spinoza modes. Some of these modes ai'e immediate,

infinite, and eternal, as "motion" in the attribute

of extension, and "infinite intellect" in the attribute

of thought. Others, again, are mediate, though still

infinite and eternal; and these constitute in the

sphere of extension the material universe (" facies

totius universi "), and in the attribute of thought

the infinite idea of God. Finally, it would seem

—

though Spinoza's thought is by no means clear and
consistent on this point—that the modifications of

Deity in these modes, being part of a system, conflict

and struggle for existence in their claims to reality.

and in tins conflict give rise to individual things and
persons, each of which has a tendency to self-preser-

vation ("conatus sese conservandi "). In addition,

God regarded as a substance witli infinite attril)ute3

and yielding the essences of things is termed "na-
tura naturans," whereas God in His relation to the
modes of existence is termed "natura naturata."
The whole scheme of things thus sketched out by
Spinoza may possibly be indicated in the accom-
panying diagram.
Among the individual things, those constituted

by the modifications of the modes, the chief one of in-

terest to the philosopher is man in his dual nature as

a mode of extcn-

SUBSTANCE

ATTRIBUTES

infinite

Medi

Inte

N A T U R A

ect
Immediate

MODES

Mediate
nfinite

dea of God

Diagram Illustrating Spinoza's Metaphysical System.

sion, in his body,

and as a mode
of thought, ia

his mind. Nei-
ther of these can
directly influ-

ence the other,

though all
changes in each

are represented

by parallel
changes in the

other. From
tills point of

view the human
mind is regarded
by Spinoza as

the idea of the

body, a concep-
tion which is a
commonplace in

ni o d e r n p s y -

c h o 1 o g y, but
which immense-
ly shocked Spi-

noza's contem-
poraries. The
unit}' of the in-

dividual soul is

thus made to

depend on the

unity of the or-

ganism, though Spinoza makes a half-hearted at-

tempt to explain the self as the idea of the idea

of the body. Spinoza combines this view of

mind with his theory of knowledge by supposing

that external things, so far as they come in contact

with the body, impress their character upon the

latter, while their "soul side" makes corresponding

changes in the mind. But owing to ignorance as to

the mechanism by which these eifects are jiroduced

by external objects, the changes in the mind are

attributed to the external bodies themselves, and

thus arise errors of imagination which, so far as

they affect the tendency to self-preservation, give

rise to jiassions or emotions that in turn divert the

strivings after the true nature of man.

Spinoza's views of the nature and the classifica-

tion of the emotions are a remarkable instance of

scientific simplification. Taking the conatus, or

tendency to self-preservation, as the key to human
activity, he defines pleasure as everything tending
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to increase tlje conatus, pain as everything lower-

ing the vitality. There is, therefore, a desire ("cu-

piditas ") to obtain things giving pleas-

Emotions, ure, and to repel things giving pain.

But man is not impelled to act by
pleasure or pain alone. The idea v?ith vphich pleas-

ure or pain is associated produces the desire to act.

Hence, Spinoza is enabled to define tlie various

classes of emotions according to the ideas which
give rise to them ; for example, he defines love as

simply pleasure accompanied by the idea of an ex-

ternal cause, and liate as pain accompanied also by
the idea of an external cause. Pity, again, is pain

felt at another's misfortune, while benevolence is

the idea of doing good for another whom we pity,

social duties from a rational desire for the common
good. The only freedom Spinoza recognizes is the

freedom of acting in accordance with one's own na-

ture and not being influenced by ideas derived from
external things. These, as has been seen, form the

emotions, and it is bondage to them which Spinoza
calls "man's slavery." Accordingly, the only re-

lief from this bondage lies in acting according to

reason, the second of the two forms of knowledge,
rather than from imagination, which

Heason as gives rise to the disturbing emotions.
Freedom. By so doing man acts as himself, and

at the same time, since reasoning gives

him adequate ideas of the essences of things, or, in

other words, of God's real nature, he acts in har-

Spinoza's Workroom at Rhijnsburg.
(From a photograph.)

and so on through a list of about fifty emotions, all

associated with pain or pleasure through some idea.

Spinoza is thus enabled to put aside entirely all free

will, since the desire that determines this action is

itself determined by the idea giving rise to it, beside

which, in the scheme of parallelism, the volition of

the mind is simply the soul side of a certain deter-

mination of the body derived from the laws of mo-
tion and rest (see "Ethics," iii. 2, schol.). Spinoza
claims for this rigid determinism a number of ad-

vantages—the attainment of happiness through
realizing one's intimate union with the nature of

things; the distinction between things in one's

power and things not in one's power; the avoidance
of all disturbing passions; and the performance of

mony with the divine character. By acting accord-

ing to adequate ideas the mind has free play, and its

conatus can only result in pleasure; hence the hap-

piness of the sage who in acting from reason has

power, virtue, knowledge, and freedom that is also

necessity. The ethical side of this quality is forti-

tude or firmness to stand free of the passive affec-

tions, which is accompanied by courage ("animosi-

tas") in self-regarding actions, and generosity in

action toward others. Not even the idea of death

will deter the free man from acting according to

these principles. His thoughts will dwell on any-

thing rather than death.

But there still remains the third form of knowl-

edge, the intuitive idea of the whole plan of the
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universe ; this idea, when kindled into emotion, be-

comes the mysterious quality known by Spinoza as

the "intellectual love of God," which
*' Intellec- he further qualifies as part of the love

tual Love with which God loves Himself, though
of God." here God is taken as synonymous with

uatura naturata. This is eternal, or,

in other words, not subject to the changeable char-

acteristics of the time and space order, and so far as

man has the intuitive knowledge and love of God,

his mind is, according to Spinoza, eternal, though he

carefully avoids using the term "immortal." It is

somewhat difficult to find a definite meaning in this

mystical view, but Pollock suggests that Spinoza in-

tends nothing other than that " work done for rea-

son is done for eternity," to use Kenan's words. It

is somewhat remarkable that the most recent meta-

ii physical views regard personal love as the most ade-

quate expression of the union of insight and interest

involved in the knowledge by the Absolute Being

of the individual experiences of the universe (A. E.

Taylor, "Elements of Metaphysics," pp. 61-62, Lon-

don, 1903). But there is probably discernible here a

direct influence of Spinoza's thought.

As regards the sources from which the main ele-

ments of Spinoza's system were derived, they are

mainly two, Descartes and the Jewish philosophers

of the Middle Ages. There is some evidence of in-

fluence also by Bacon, Hobbes, Giordano Bruno, and,

to some extent, the scholastic philosophy, but it is

somewhat doubtful, and its extent and importance

are not very great, except possibly in the case of

Bruno, as will be seen from the following analysis.

There is no doubt that Spinoza derived his method
from Descartes, who even gives an ex-

Sources : ample of the geometrical method. The
Descartes, conception of God as the Supreme Be-

ing and as substance is common to all

medieval philosophy, Spinoza's originality consist-

ing in recognizing extension as one of His attributes

:

this, it will be remembered, was one of the test ques-

tions which led to his excommunication. Here he is

approached very nearly by tlie views of Hasdai Cres-

cas, who in his "/Or Adonai " (I. ii. 1) points to the

use of the word' " makom " (locality) for the Deity,

and concludes that "as the dimensions of the vac-

uum are included in the dimensions of the corporeal

and its contents, so is God in all parts of the world.

He is their place that supports and holds them."

Crescas goes on to disprove the Aristotelian claim

that an infinite material magnitude is impossible.

Spinoza was without doubt acqiiainted with Cres-

cas' writings, as he quotes him under the name of

" Rab Gasdai" iu his twenty-ninth letter (ed. Bruder).

On the other hand, the doctrine of the parallelism

of thought and extension is original with Spinoza,

and is due to his desire to evade the difficulties of

the Cartesian doctrine. At first sight the importance

given to the attributes in Spinoza's system would

seem to affiliate him with the whole line of Jewish

thought which was centered around the doctrine

of the attributes (see D. Kaufmann, "Qesch. der

Attributenlehre," Berlin, 1877; and Attributes).

In reality Spinoza uses the term "attributes" in a

slightly different signification, calling the "attri-

butes" of the Jewish philosophers " properties," and

using the distinction first made by Crescas (" Or
Adonai," I. iii. 3), who, for example, regarded God's
perfection and infinity as His properties rather than
His attributes (see Joel, "Don Chisdai Creskas,"

pp. 19 et seq., Breslau, 1866).

At the same time, the modes as parts of attri-

butes seem to be derived from Bruno, who also makes
the distinction between natura natu-

Giordano rans and natura naturata. Bruno re-

Bruno, gards all nature as animated—a close

approach to Spinoza's parallelism of

the attributes. On the other hand, Bruno may have
taken this notion from some of the cabalists, and in

arguing that God is the immanent and not the tran-

sient cause of the universe, Spinoza himself claims

that he agrees with the Hebrew masters, so far as he
couid conjecture from certain adulterated views
(" Epistola^," Ixxiii.). The plan of the universe, as in-

dicated above, though this is not given by Spinoza
himself, resembles in large measure that of the Sefi-

rot, and suggests that, much as he derided them,
Spinoza obtained much general suggestion from the

cabalists. He even appears to quote, in the "Eth-
ics " (II. vii., note), Moses Cordovero on the identity

of the thinker, thought, and the object thought of;

this, however, is a general Aristotelian principle (see

Jew. Encyc. x. 370, s.v. Remak). In Spinoza's

view the doctrine of immanence bears a remark-

able resemblance to that of emanation.

With regard to Spinoza's psychology and ethics,

the idea of the conatus and even tlie term "conato

de conservarsi " itself are derived from or influ-

enced by Bruno. The doctrine of the emotions is

partly influenced by Hobbes, but is mainly a de-

velopment of and improvement on Descartes. On
the other hand, the connection of the conatus with

the divine activity may have been influenced by
Crescas' view that the creation and conservation of

the world imply the same activity of God (comp.

Spinoza, "Cogitata Metaphysica," II. x. 6). The
view of Spinoza with regard to the relativity of

good and evil may possibly be derived from Mai-

monides' conception of them as belonging to the

region of probable opinion ("Moreh," i. 11).

The determinism of Spinoza was certainly derived

from that of Crescas, who explains the difficulty of

rewards and punishments from the

Hasdai same stjindpoint ("Or Adonai," II. v.

Crescas. 2) and on the same lines as Spinoza

("Cogitata Metaphysica," II. ix. 4),

though it must be observed that Spinoza when he

wrote the " Cogitata Metaphysica " was nominally at

least a libertarian. So, too, in his denial of final

causes Spinoza agrees with Crescas {I.e. II. vi. 1);

therefore Spinoza may have obtained from Crescas,

who identifies the divine will and understanding

{I.e. III. i. 5), also the doctrine that the will and the

understanding are the same faculty of the mind. The

insistence of Spinoza upon the love of God as the

highest quality of human reason is undoubtedly in-

fluenced by Crescas' original view that love rather

than knowledge was the divine essence {ib.). The

view, however, that the terms " wisdom " and " will "

as applied to the Divine Being are not identical, but

are merely homonymous, with the same terms as ap-

plied to man, is derived from Mairaonides (" Moreh,"
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i. 52 et seq.). In speaking of the "intellectual love

of God," Jol>l Remarks, Spinoza took the " love " from

Ciescas, the " intellect " from Maimouides. Finally,

the somewhat mystical views as to the eternity of

the intellectual love, Sir Frederick Pollock sug-

gests, were derived from the Averroism of Ger-

sonides, who considered that contemplative knowl-

edge was the only proper function of the eternal

mind, and, therefore, that tlie individual soul was
immortal as regards the knowledge possessed by it

at the time of death, though, being then deprived of

an organism, it could not in any way extend it after

Baruch Spinoza.

(From a statue by Maj-k Antokolskl.)

death (see Pollock, "Spinoza, His Life and Philos-

ophy," 2d ed., pp. 270-271, London, 1899). With
regard to his views on eternity, and his remarkable

conception that truth must be viewed "sub specie

eternitatis," it is worthy of remark that Spinoza in

the "Cogitata Metapliysica " (H. x. 5) adopts the

view of Maimonides that Creation did not arise in

time, but time in Creation ("Moreh," II. ii. 13). It

should perhaps be added that besides these specific

instances of indebtedne.ss Spinoza is characteristic-

ally Jewish in two main aspects of his thought: the

stress laid upon knowledge as an ideal (though this

is common to all the Aristotelian schools), and his

conception of cheerfulness as one of the highest

virtues (see Joy).

It has been suggested by Jol'l that the development
of Spinoza"s thought was somewhat as follows: His

early training was entirely from Jewish philoso-

phers, but he was withdrawn from them by the at-

traction of Descartes, who freed his mind from the

principle of authority in philosophy, and, as it ap-

pears, in religion ; but he was never a pure Carte-

sian, not even when he wrote his account of the

hllosophy of Descartes, and he came back to the

Jewish philosophers to solve the conflicting elements

of Descartes' thought, with the important difference,

however, that he did not attempt to reconcile the

conclusions to which they led liim with the state-

ments of Scripture. His thought is thus Jewish,

cast in a Cartesian mold, the chief difference being
with regard to the authority of Scripture, and it is,

accordingly, in his "Tractatus Theologico-Politi-

cus"4,hat his views are found mo.st opposed to

Jewish views.

Spinoza's arguments in the "Tractatus Theo-
logico-Politicus " are almost throughout connected

either by way of agreement or opposition with those

of Maimonides on the same topics. One of the main
objects of the book is to show the contradictory na-

ture of statements in the Scriptures, and Spinoza

speaks with contempt of the efforts

" Tractatus of the Rabbis to reconcile them. He
Theo- is no doubt here referring to the most
logico- important work of his teacher Manas-

Politicus." SEH B. Israel, the "Conciliador." In

his chapter on prophecy Spinoza dif-

fers from ^faimonides in regarding the work of a

prophet as being due almost entirely to imagination,

which can not, like reason, give rise to truth. Spi-

noza does an injustice in stating that Maimonides
regards angels as existing only in dreams, which
was partly due to a misreading in the edition of

Maimonides used by him ; this again is one of the

test questions leading to his excommunication. The
criterion of a true revelation selected by Spinoza

—

the vividness of the prophetic vision—is that used

by Crescas ("Or Adonai, " II. iv. 3), and both think-

ers used the same example, that of Hananiah. Spi-

noza's view of the selection o£ the Israelites, that

they exceeded other nations neither in learning nor

in piety, but in political and social salvation, places

him in opposition to both Maimonides and Crescas.

He liere attributes the preservation of the Jews to

their rites (" Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, " iii. 53),

but sees no reason why they sliould not once again

become an independent nation {ib. iii. 55). In his

discussion of ceremonies Spinoza declares that they

are no longer binding on Jews or others, and were

put into force only through the influence of the Rab-

bis and other ecclesiastical autliorities. In opposing

belief in miracles, as he docs in the sixth chapter of

the "Tractatus," Spinoza has in mind the examples

and arguments of both Maimonides and Gersonides;

in the remaining part Spinoza outlines what was
later known as the "higher criticism," and antici-

pates in a somewhat remarkable manner some of the

results of the school of Kuenen and Wellhausen,

declaring, for example, that the Law was intro-

duced, if not written, by Ezra. Many of the exam-

ples of inconsistency in the Pentateuch here cited

were those familiar to Spinoza from Abraham ibn

Ezra (see Pentateuch). Spinoza throughout ar-

gued against the connection of creed with citi-

zenship, claiming liberty of thought, and to that

extent pleading the cau.se of his own people; but iu

reality the book is an expansion in Latin of his for-

mer apologia written in Spanish for withdrawing

from Jewish communion, and is opposed to ecclesi-

asticismof all kinds. Hence the violence of the oppo-

sition which it found in the age of ecclesiasticism.
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With regard to Spinoza's intlueuco, one must dis-

tinguish between the effect of his views and life

upon the general progress of free thouglit in Europe,

and that of his special doctrines. The former first

drew dowu upon him the execration of all the eccle-

siastics and aiithoritarians whom he

Influence, had opposed by his views, and the re-

spect of a few freethinkers like Bayle,

Edelmann, Goethe, Shelley, and Byron, who pro-

posed to translate tlie "Ethics" jointly, and Marian

Evans (George Eliot), who actually produced a trans-

lation, which, however, was never published. The
spread of his special views began with the small cir-

cle of disciples which surrounded him at Amsterdam,
and to which the world is probably indebted for the

Latin translation of liis "Ethics." Tlie ciuef of

these were B. Becker and Louis Meyer ; but the pub-

lication of his works in Dutch liad a considerable

influence on Dutch theology in the persons of Fre-

drick van Leenhoff (1647-1712), Willielm Deurhoff

(1850-1717), and especially Poutiaan van Hattem
(1641-1706), who created quite a school, of which

Jacob Brill (1639-1700) was, after Hattem, the chief

representative (see A. van der Linde, "Spinoza,

Seine Lehre und Deren Erste Nachwirkungen in

Holland," GOttingen, 1862).

But the principal person upon whom Spinoza's

thought and personality had a decisive effect was

Leibnitz (1646-1716), whose system of philosophy,

as developed by Wolff, dominated

Spinoza the continent of Europe throughout

and the whole of the eighteenth century

Ijeibnitz. up to Kant, and whose views, de-

veloped by Herbart and Lotze, have

again come to the fore in recent times. Those of

Leibnitz's works that have been published give

little evidence of any connection with Spinoza other

than in the latter's calling as optician, and his pub-

lic utterances on Spinozism were in every case hos-

tile and derogatory ; but more recent evidence shows

that during the critical period of his development,

from 1676 to 1686, he took a more favorable attitude

toward both Spinoza and Spinozism, and tliis has

been traced to an intimate personal association of

the two philosophers during a whole month in 1676,

not long before Spinoza's death. It was during this

period that Leibnitz developed from a pure Carte-

sian into an opponent of Descartes, chiefly as regards

the definition of body and the principles of motion,

both of which subjects it is known that Leibnitz

discussed with Spinoza. On reading the "Opera

Posthuma," Leibnitz declared that the absence of

teleology was the only thing with which he did not

agree. When, however, a strong outcry broke out

against Spinoza's "atheism, "Leibnitz devoted him-

self to finding an escape from Spinozism, and it

took him nearly ten years before he arrived at his

theory of the monads, which he declared to be the

only solution of the difficulty (see L. Stein, "Leib-

niz und Spinoza," Berlin, 1890). The most recent

investigator of the philosophy of Leibnitz declares

that in his views on soul and body, on God and

ethics, he "tends with slight alterations of phrase-

ology to adopt (without acknowledgment) the views

of the derided Spinoza" (B. Russell, "Philosophy

of Leibniz," p. 5, Cambridge, 1900).

This opposition of Leibnitz practically ruined any
chance of influence by Spinoza on the Germany of
the early part of the eighteenth century, where
the philosophy of the former and his follower Wolff

was all-powerful. A revival of inter-

Mendels- est, however, was brought about by
sohn Jacobi's declaration that Lessing was

and Jacobi. a professed Spinozistand had declared

that " there is but one philosophy, the

philosophy of Spinoza." Mendelssohn, who in phi-

losopliy was a Wolftian, devoted some of his " Mor-
genstunden " to defending the memory of his friend

Lessing from what he considered to be an asper-

sion, and this again tended to discourage any active

adherence to Spinoza in Germany. Kant, by ma-
king the problem of metaphy.sics how man knows
instead of what he knows, changed the course
of metaphysical thought for a time; but renewed
attention was drawn to Spinoza by his followers,

Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, the last-named of whom
declared that to be a philosopher one must first be a

Spinozist. Schleiermacher expressed himself in the

highest terms of Spinoza, and Novalis called the so-

called "atheist" a "God- intoxicated Jew." This
revival of interest in Spinoza was due possibly

to the influence of Herder and Goethe, who had
both given utterance to great admiration for Spi-

noza's life and thought. The wide influence of

Goethe, whose philosophical views were entirely

Spinozistic and were expressed in some of the pro-

foundest of his poems, was perhaps the chief influ-

ence which drew to Spinoza the attention of such

men as Coleridge, Auerbach, Matthew Arnold,

Froude, and Renan.

It was mainly the spread and influence of science

in its more dogmatic aspects that, toward the end

of tlie nineteenth century, caused especial interest to

be taken in Spinoza's thought. By a

Science sort of instinct Spinoza seems to have
and anticipated, by deductions from first

Spinozism. principles, many of the most funda-

mental principles of modern science;

e.g., the conservation of energy (in his belief that the

total quantity of motion in the universe is constant)

;

the nonexistence of a vacuum ; and the existence of

nothing real in the universe but configurations and

motions (expressly stated in the "Ethics" I., Ap-
pendix). Even the infinity of attributes, which

occupy such an otiose position in Spinoza's system,

may be regarded as a premonition of the recognition

by modern mathematicians of the infinity of non-

Euclidean spaces. Especially as regards the connec-

tion of body and mind the Spinozistic view of paral-

lelism has been growing in favor among psyciiolo-

gists, though just at present there is somewhat of a

reaction against it. The positing of the conatus as

the central force of mind is in full agreement with

the most recent insistence upon conation as the key to

mental activities, wliile the tendency of the conatus

to maintain things pleasant seems to be an anticipa-

tion of Bain's law of conservation. The conatus has

been regarded as anticipating even the theory of

evolution, but this is due to mistaking the statical

nature of Spinoza's thouglit. Nevertheless, the two

great exponents of philosophical evolution Herbert

Spencer and Haeckel have adopted many, if not
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most, of Spinoza's views, which have thus become
representative of science as opposed to religion.

Meanwhile there has been a recent tendency to re-

sort once more to Leibnitz for a defense of the faith,

as shown in the Gifford lectures of Professors Ward
and Koyce, so that at the present day, at any rate in

the English-speaking world, the problem of philos-

ophy is once more resolved into the opposition of

Spinoza and Leibnitz. Thus, of the chief contem-

porary English philosophers, F. II. Bradley, with

his follower A. E. Taylor, may be regarded as

representing Spinoza, while G. E. Moore and his

disciple B. Russell are adherents of the school of

Leibnitz.

With his excommunication all communion be-

tween Spinoza and his own people ceased, and

among Jews little notice was taken of his thought

for nearly a century, except by a few philosophical

thinkers, who dealt with his views as they would
with those of other philosophers. Thus David
Nieto was accused before Hakam Zebi in 1705 of

having identified God and nature after the manner
of Spinoza, but defended himself satisfactorily by

distinguishing between the individual

Position things of nature and nature in gen-

Among' eral ; in other words, between natura

Jews. naturans and natura naturata. Men-
delssohn, as before mentioned, was,

owing to his Leibnitzian tendencies, strongly op-

posed to Spinoza as a philosopher, but made use in

his " Jerusalem " of some of the arguments of the

"Tractatus." Solomon Maimon, like Wachter be-

fore him and A. Krochmal after him, tried to prove

the identity of Spinozism and cabalism (see Kroch-

mal's "Eben ha-Roshah," Vienna, 1871). Heine ac-

cords the life of Spinoza respectful treatment, but

does not appear to have made any particular study

of his thought. On the other hand, Berthold Auer-

bach did much to spread the knowledge of Spino-

zism in Germany by his excellent translation of the

works as well as by his novelistic account of the

career of the philosopher ("'Spinoza, ein Denkerle-

ben," Leipsic, 1847j. M. Joel has contributed more,

perhaps, than any other investigator to the study of

the sources from which Spinoza derived his main

conceptions. L. Stein has elucidated the relations

of Spinoza and Leibnitz, while M. Griinwald has

traced Spinoza's influence in Germany, and I. Elbo-

gen has made a study of the " De Intellectus Emen-
datione." One of the best recent monographs on the

philosopher is that of L. Brunsclivicg, and the best

account of the "Ethics" in English is by H. H. Jo-

achim. Jacob Freudenthal's work on his life and
his system of thought is the result of a life's work
on the subject. Altogether, it may be said that Spi-

noza has at last come to his own among his own
people.

But it would be misleading to regard Spinoza

as specifically or characteristically Jewish in his

thought. His antagonistic attitude toward the au-

thority of the Scriptures differentiates him from

all thinkers recognized to be Jewish, and S. D.

LuzzATTO was, after all, in the right in protesting

violently against regarding the philosophy of Spi-

noza as especially Jewish while in such opposition

to the Judaism of the Rabbis and the mass of the

Jews. Whether any reconciliation can be made be-

tween Spinozism and Judaism on the higher plane

of philosophic thought is another question, to

which S. Rubin has devoted his life. In any case,

Spinoza's thought is so definitely connected either

by derivation or by opposition with that of the Jew-
ish medieval thinkers that it must be regarded either

as the consummation or as the evisceration of Jewish
philosophy.

Bibliography : A whole literature has collected around the
name of Spinoza and is summed up in A. van der Linde,
Benedictus Spinoza. The Hague, 1871, which contains 441
entries. This may be supplemented by the bibliography given
in M. Griinwald, SpitiDza in DeutscMand, pp. 361-3t0, Ber-
lin, 1897, containing 226 entries of the literature between 1870
and 1897. The chief editions of the works have been referred
to above, but it may be added that a portfolio of facsimiles of
the recently recovered letters of Spinoza was published in
Leyden in 1904. The standard life of Spinoza is that of Jacob
Freudenthal, Spinoza, Sein Lehen und Seine Lehre, Stutt-
gart, 19(t4. founded on a collection of sources (including the
contemporary life by Colerus) issued by the same author un-
der the title Lebemfgenchichte Sj;i)i02O\v, Berlin, 1899. Spi-
noza's relations to his Dutch contemporaries are best given in
Meinsma, Spinoza en Zijn Kring, The Hague, 1896. The best
accounts of Spinoza's system are those of Camerer, Die
Lehre Spinoza's, Stuttgart, 1877 ; James Martineau, A Study
of Spinoza, 3d ed., London, 1895; and Sir Frederick Pollock,
Spinoza, His Life and Philosopliy, 2d ed., London, 1899.

Though written from a hostile standpoint, partly based upon
Trendelenburg, Hi.s^irijsc^e Beiiriige zur Phihwiphie, Ber-
lin, 1867. Mariineau's study Is by far the clearest with rela-

tion to Spinoza's 6yst«?m. Studies of the "Ethics " have been
written by Klrschmann, 2d ed., Berlin, 1871 (with notes on
the other works), and by H. H. Joachim, Oxford, 1901. The
literature which followed the discovery of the Korte Ver-
handcUug is summarized by Van der Linde, Nos. 342-353:
noteworthy Is the study by Avenarius, Ueber die Beiden Er-
sten Phosen des Spinozischen Pantheismus, Leipsic, 1808. A.
Chajes has written Ueber die Hebriiische Grammatik Spi-
7ioza's, Breslau, 1869, and C. Siegfried, Spinoza ais Kritiker
und Ausleger des Alten Testaments, Berlin, 1867. On the
relation of Spinoza to his Jewish predecessors see Joel, Bei-
trdge zur Geschichte der Philosophie, Breslau, 1876, and
J. Jacobs, Jewish Ideals, pp. 49-56. Rubin, in his Teshubah
Nizza},iat, Vienna, 1857, discussed Luzzatto's attacks on Spi-
noza. The latest histories of Jewish philosophy as a matter of
course contain sections on Spinoza; e.g., J. S. Spiegler. Gesch.
der Philosophie des Judenthnms. xli.-xliii. Berlin, 1900; and
S. Bemfeld, Da'at Eiohim, pp. 521-530, Wilna, 1898.

SPIRA (SPIBO) : Family of scholars and rab-

bis of Speyer, Rhenish Bavaria, with numerous
branches in other parts of Germany, and in Bohemia,
Galicia, and Poland. It originally bore the name
" Ashkenazi," to distinguish it from the Kahaue or

Katz-Spira family. Many prominent families of
Bohemia added to their names that of "Spiro"or
"Spira"; e.g., Frankl-Spiro, Wiener-Spiro, and
Porges-Spiro.

1. Aaron Jehiel Michel Spira: Son of Ben-
jamin Wolf Spira (No. 7) and grandson of Jehiel

Spira ; rabbi of the Meisel Synagogue, Prague.

Bibliography: Landshuth, 'Ammude ha-'Abodah, p. 12;

Zunz, Literaturgesch.p.iyS; Podiebrad-Foges, ^ifert/iUmer
der Pragcr Judenstadt, pp. 76, 149, Prague, 1870.

2. Aaron Simeon Spira : Sonof Benjamin Wolf
Spira (who died in 1630); rabbi at Frankfort, Lem-
berg, Brez in Litliuauia, Lublin, Cracow, Vienna,

Prague (1640), and also rabbi of Bohemia ; born 1599

;

died Dec. 3, 1679, at Prague. He led an ascetic life,

and collected many pupils about him. He wrote
" Moreh Yehezkiel Katon " (Prague, 1695), penitential

prayers ("selihot") on the sufferings of the Jewish

community of Prague when that city was besieged

by the Swedes in 1648.

3. Aryeh Lob Spira (called also Klein Lob) :

Son of Isaac Spira; born 1701; died May 19, 1761,

at Wilna, where he was associate rabbi. At the age
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of seventeen he corresponded witli the rabbi of the

Karaites at Troki. Aryeli Lob acquired a knowl-

edge of mathematics and Hebrew grammar. He
wrote "Naiialat Ariel " and "Me'on 'Arayot " (Dy-

hernfurth, 1732), a double commentary on the trea-

tise Soferim.

Bibliography: Biiber, ^?i.s7i<' S/noi, p. 118; Fuvim. Kiryah
JS'e'emaiiali, pp. Ill ct wry. (foniains Spira's epitapli).

4. Asher Anshel Spira : Son of Aaron Wolf
Spira; died in 1661 at Vienna, in which city lie had
married the daughter of the wealthy and learned

Moses Mirels. He was the ancestor of the Frankl-

Spira family.

BiBLiOGKAPH Y : Podiebrad-Foges, I.e. p. 149.

5. Benjamin Wolf Spira: Son of Jehiel Spira;

died at Prague Oct. 12, 1630. He was for more than

thirty years associate rabbi and director of a Tal-

niudic academy in that city. Allhougli universally

respected his extraordinary modesty prevented liim

from accepting the chief rabbinate of Prague: but

he took charge of it temporarily from 1629 until his

death.

6. Benjamin Wolf Spira : Sonof Asher Anshel

Spira; died at F^rague in 1712. He was educated

by his grandfather Aaron Simeon Spira in that city.

He was the father of the parnas Simon Wolf Frankl.

7. Benjamin Wolf Spira : Sou of Aaron Simeon
Spira; born 1640 at Prague; died there Jan. 11,

171o, He was for twenty years chief rabbi of Bo-
hemia.

Bibliography : Podiebrad-Foges, I.e. pp. 73. 148 et ^q.

8. Elijah Spira : Son of Benjamin Wolf Spira;

died at Prague April 14, 1712. He was rabbi at

Tiktin, and afterward preaclier and director of a

large Talmudic academy at Prague. He published

"Eliyahu Zuta," a commentary on that part of Mor-
decai Jafe's "Lebush" relating to the Shulhan
'Aruk, Orah Hayyim (Prague, 1689, 1701). His
valuable -work "Eliyahu Kabbah" (Sulzbach, 1757),

containing discussions on the Orah Hayyim, was
printed posthumously by his son, whose name is

not given. "Shishah Shittot," novelise on six Tal-

mudic treatises, were published by his grandson
Elijah b. Wolf Spira (Fiirth, 1768). His manu-
script works, inchiding commentaries on the Bible

and Talmud, as well as sermons, responsa, etc., were
destroyed by lire in 1754.

Bibliography: EUimhuRahhah, Preface; Fiirst, BihLJud. i.

^9 (contains many incorrect statements); Zuuz, Monatstaae,
p. 19.

9. Isaac Spira : Son of Eliezer Spira ; died

IMarch 16, 1711, at Lemberg. He wrote "Elef ha-

Magen" (notes on the four ritual codices), i)rinted

by his son Nathan Spira (Zolkiev, 1732).

10. Isaac Spira: Son of Jehiel Michael Spira;

died at Prague in 1749. He was nibbi at Lissa, then

at Jung-Bunzlau, Bohemia (1704-27), and finally at

Prague, and was the teacher and father-in-law of

Jonathan Eybesciiutz. He wrote novellie on Tal-

mudic treatises, dkewise responsa, etc. ; but none of

his works has been printed.

Bibliography: Buber, I.e. p. 118; Fuenn, I.e. p. HI.

11. Isaac Kohen-Spira : Sonof David Kolien-

Spira; died in 1582 at Cracow, where he had offici-

ated as rabbi. lie was the father in-law of Rabbi

Meir Lublin. He had a namesake and contempo-
rary, Isaac Kohen-Spira, who was probably rabbi
at Kreniiiiit'C, and afterward at (Jracow.

Bibliography: Frankel, Zeitsclirift. iii. 386; Ha-Karmel,
xii. fi.")8; J. B. H., Benurkiumen zu I. M. Zuiiz Ir ha-
Zcdck. p. 18, Brody, 1878.

K. c. M. K.

12. Isaac ben Nathan Spira: Rabbi and
scholar of tlie sixteenth and seventeenth centuries;

born at Grodno; died in Lublin 1623. He was prin-

cipal of a large yeshibah at Kowlo, whence he went
to Cracow and became identified there with the i>ub-

lication of his father's " Imre Shefer." While en-

gaged upon tills work he accepted a call as rabbi to

laiblin, and the uncompleted work of his father's

was taken to Venice, where it was published in 1583
under the title "Bi'urim." On account of the mis-

representations which were circulated in Venice re

garding the contents of this work Isaac found him-
self compelled to forbid its further sale in that city;

and in 1586 he issued a new edition in Lublin.

Bibliography: Furst, Bihl. Jiid. iii. 372; Friedberg, JVfar-
iinnita SJiappira, pp. 4-6.

13. Isaac ben Nathan Spira : Polish mer-
chant; born at Cracow 1624; died there 1649; son
of Rabbi Nathan. He was a man of means, and
when, in May, 1641, the Jewish community of

Cracow was financially embarrassed he voluntari-

ly made it a loan of 800 Polish gulden in gold.

When, toward the end of the eighteenth century,

his tombstone began to decay, the community
showed its gratitude by erecting a new one.

Bibliography: Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. Iv. 1207; Furst, I.e. iii. 373;
Friedberg, Luhot Zikkaron, pp. 61-62, Frankfort-on-the-
Main. 1904.

14. Israel Issachar Spira: Son of Nathan
Nata Spira (No. 23); died at Worms 1630. He was
chairman of the rabbinical college at Pinsk, and later

rabbi at Worms. He is mentioned in the responsa
(No. 88) of MaHaRaM of Lublin, and in the re-

sponsa collecfion "Hut ha-Shani," t; 22.

Bibliography: Friedberg, Luhot Zikkaron. p. 59; Kobez
•al rad. iii. 5, Berlin, 1887; Friedberg, I.e. p. 6.

'
'

15. Israel ben Nathan Spira (known also as

Israel ha-Darshan) : Scholar, rabbi, and preacher

of the seventeenth century; died in 1700. Whife
still young he was called to Kalisz in Poland, where
he founded a large school which soon became fa-

mous. Among his most prominent pupils were
Jehiel Michael Segal and Selig Margolioth. Israel

was the autiior of "Bet Yisrael," a comnentary on
the "Hilkot Shchitah," of which 201 paragraphs ap-

peared in Berlin in 1726. Appended thereto was a
second work, "Bet Perez," a commentary on the

treatise Megillah which he wrote in honor of his son-

in-law.

Bibi.io(;raphv : Benjacob, Ozar^a-Se/artm, p. 74; Friedberg,
I.e. pp. 7-II).

16. Jacob ben David ha - Kohen Spira:
Rabbi of Neutitschein, Moravia, in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries; relative of Isaac ben Da-
vid Spira. He was the author of "Ohel Ya'akob,"
haggadic novellas (Frankfort - on - the - Oder, 1719).

His sons Moses Moeschel and Isaac severally added
to it " Likkutim " to difficult passages in the Midrash
and Yalkut and novelUe to Yorcli De'ali.
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Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. lindl. col. 1257; Nepi-
Ghirondi, Toledot Gedole YisraeJ. p. 187 ; BeDJacob, I.e. p.

19; Fuenn, A'ene.set Yisrael, p. 577; Azulai, Shem ha-Ge-
dolim, ii. 3 ; Fiirst, I.e. i. 17.

E. C. S. O.

17. Jacob Kohn - Spira : Son of Isaac Spira;

lived at Leinbcig in tlie seveiitueutii century. He
was theautliorof "Be'er Mayim Hayyiin " (Cracow,

1616), a commentary on the Pentateuch and on

Rashi's commentary.

Bibliography : Ruber, I.e. p. 112.

E. c. M. K.

18. Judah Iiob Spira (nicknamed Pap) :

Rabbi of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries;

officiated probably in Frankfort-on-tlie-Main. He
was the author of "Ha-Hekasim la-Bik'ah" (Altona,

1815), containing brief notes on the Bible.

Bibliography, steinsc-hneiderj.c. col. 1373, FQrst, I.e. lii. 372.

E. c. S. O.

19. Menahem Zion b. Meir Spira : A native

probably of Speyer. He wrote in 1430 "Ziyyuni"

(Cremona, 1560), a cabalistic commentary on the

Pentateuch, prefaced by a song for the Sabbath and

enumerating the labors forbidden on that day.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. "Munieh, codices 68. 76.;

Landshuth. I.e. p. 193; Zunz, S. P. p. 110; idem, Literntur-
gese)i. p. 523.

E. c. M. K.

20. Nathan ben Isaac Spira: Cabalist and

rabbi of Lublin in the seventeenth century; died in

that city 1652
;
grandson of Nathan Spira of Grodno.

He edited and published the Zohar (Lublin, 162^),

to which he added a commentary.

Bibliography : Friedberg, f.c. p. 6.

E. c. S. O.

21. Nathan Nata Spira: Son of Selig Spira

and grandson of Nathan Nata Spira; died Nov. 13,

1761, at Eibenschutz. He was rabbi in various com-

munities, his last charge being at Eibenschiitz, in

Moravia, where he officiated only one year, dying

in early manhood.

Bibliography: Dembitzer, Kelilat Yofe. i. 118 (contains

Spira's epitaph, in which yo must be read instead of n"D).

22. Nathan Nata Spira : Son of Reuben David

Spira, associate rabbi of Cracow; died at Reggio,

Italy, in 1662. He was sent from Jerusalem to Ger-

many and Italy to collect alms. Most of his works

are cabalistic in nature, including "Tub ha-Arcz"

(Venice, 1655; Zolkiev, 1781), on the excellencies of

the Holy Land, on the holy vessels, etc. ;
" Yayin ha-

Meshummar" (ib. 1660), on "Yayin Nesek "
; "Maz-

zot Shimmurim " {ib. 1665), on the mezuzah, zizit,

etc. Azulai saw the manuscripts of his religious

discourses and of several of his cabalistic works.

Bibliography : Azulai, I.e. i. 148; De Uo.ssi-Hamberger, Hist.
WOrterb. p. ;5()1 ; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2051.

23. Nathan Nata Spira : Son of Samson Spira;

rabbi at Grodno; died 1577. He wrote a supcrconi-

mentary on the commentaries of Rashi and Elijah

Mizrahi under the title "Imre Slicfcr," and a com-

mentary on the Pentateuch, published by his son

Isaac (Lublin, 1586 [1597]), and at the request of his

pupils "Mebo Slie'arim" (Lublin, n.d. ; Jessnitz,

1724), a commentary on Isaac Duran's "Sha'are

Durah." The Zohar was edited not by him, as Furst

and others think, but by Nathan b. Isaac Spira (Lub-

lin, 162-1). Nathan Nata left two sons : Isaac (No. 13)

and Israel Issachar (No. 14).

Bibliography : David Gans, Zemah Dawid. ed. Offenbach, p.

30a; Jehiel Heilprin, Seder lia-Dnrot. ed. Warsaw, i. 24»;
Azulai, I.e. i. 148; De Rossi-Haniberjrer, I.e. p. 301 ; Fuenn,
I.e. p. 55; Fiirst, I.e. iii. 373; Zedner, Cat. Uehr. Books Brit.
Mu.<i. \). 609.

24. Nathan Nata Spira : Son of Solomon Spira

and grandson of Nathan Nata Spira (No 23); born

about 1584; died July 20, 1633. In 1617 he was
called to the rabbinate of Cracow, where, being well-

to-do, he refused to accept a salary. He was gifted

with an extraordinary memory, and devoted much
time to the study of the Cabala. He wrote a caba-

listic commentary on the prayer of Moses in Deut.

iii. 24, and two prayers, under the title "Megalleh
'Amukkot" (Cracow, 1637; Furth, 1691). He pub-

lished also novella' to Alfasi's work which were
printed with it (Amsterdam, 1720).

Bibliography : Azulai, I.e. 1. 148 ; De Uossi-Hamberger, I.e. p.

301 ; Steinschneider, I.e. col. 2049; Zunz, M(»iat«taue^ p. 41

;

Zedner, I.e. p. 610; I. M. Zunz, 7c ha-Zedeh, pp. 52, 176
(contains Spira's epitaph).

25. Solomon Spira : Son of Nathan Nata Spira

(No. 24); born in 1616; slain by the Cossacks under

Chmielnicki in 1648. He was rabbi of Satanow, and
edited, together with his brother Moses, the work
"Megalleh 'Amukkot," to which he wrote additions

and a preface.

Bibliography : Fuenn, Lc. p. 66.

E. c. M. K.

SPIRIT. Sec Holy Spirit.

SPIRITS, CONCEPTION OF. See Demon-
OI.OGY.

SPIRO, JOSEPH MOSES : Austrian rabbi

and Talmudic author; born in Trietsch, Moravia,

about 1770; died at Kanitz, Moravia, Aug. 3, 1830.

He was educated by his father, Abraham, who was
rabbi in Trietsch, and. although a sickly child, he

became at an early age a Talmudist of distinction.

At tirst officiating as dayyan in his native city, he

became successively rabbi in Scliafa, Moravia; Ha-

bern, Bohemia; and, finally (1824-30), in Kanitz.

He was one of the earliest advocates of systematic

iflstruction in religious literaturc, and condemned
the pilpul very severely. He edited the "Sefer

ha-Hinnuk" (Briinn, 1799), which he, like many
others, ascribed to Aaron lia-Levi of Barcelona; and

also wrote a book entitled "Mesillah le-Elohenu"

(Prague, 1810). This work is divided into three

parts: the first, entitled "Ha-Derek ha-Yasliar,"

treating of the evils of the unsystematic training

of children; the second, called, in honor of his fa-

ther," Berit Abraham," containing halakic discus-

sions; and the third, " Rebid ha-Zahab," containing

homilies.

Bibliography : Dehorah, 1902, pp. 97 et t,eq.

n
SPITZ, ABRAHAM (NAPHTALI HIRSCH)

BEN MOSES HA-LEVI: Moravian rabbi ; born

about 162«; du'd at Worms in 1712. In 166:5 he was

appointed rabbi of a Moravian congregation, and in

1692 dayyan at Nikolsburg, where he officiated for

twelve years. In 1704 he was called to Worms,

where he remained until his death. He was the

author of the following works- "Male Razou

"
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(Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1710), novellae to forty-five

treatises of , the Talmud; " Yerushshat Naftali" (ap-

pended to "Male Razon "), explanations of the most

difficult Tosafot passages in the Talmud ; and many
unpublished works that relate to the Talmud.

Before he died he instructed his sons to study daily

two pages of his commentary during the year of

mourning. An approbation by him of the ritualis-

tic work "Maginne Erez " was printed in the edition

of that work (Dyhernfurth, 1692)

BiBLiORRAPHY: Levysohn. Nafshot Zaddikim, pp. 75-76,

Frankfort-on-the-Maln, 1855 ; Benjacob, Ozar hu^Sefai^im, pp.
32&-330; Azulal, Shem ha-GedoUm, 11. 80; Steinschneider.

Cat. Bodl. col. 703.

E. C. S. O.

SPITZ, ISAAC (EIZIG): Ab det dinin Bunz-

lau, Bohemia; born 1764; died in Bunzlau May 6,

1843. He wrote "Mat'amme Yizhak," songs, melo-

dies, and sayings, which was published by his son

Yom-Tob in Prague in 1843.

Bibliography: Busch, Jahrhuch, 1. 176; Benjacob, Ozar ha-
Sefarim, p. 323; Stelnsclinelder, Cat. Bodl. col. 2651.

E C. S. O.

SPITZ, MEIR B. JOHANAN: Rabbi of

Oronie, Hungary, in the eighteenth century. He
wrote " Katit la-Ma'or," halakic novellae to some Tal-

mudic treatises; and "Shemen ha-Ma'or," novellae

on ritualistic matters. Both these works appeared

in Vienna in 1793.

Bibliography: Furst, Bib?. Jud. ill. 375 ; steinschneider. Cat.
Bndl. col. 1717 ; Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, p. 25\.

E. c. S. O.

SPITZ, MORITZ : American rabbi ; born at

Csaba, Hungary, Oct. 14, 1848. He was educated

at the University of Prague, and received his rab-

binical diploma from Rabbi Judah Tebeles of that

city. From 1870 to 1871 he officiated as rabbi of

Congregation B'nai Sholom, Chicago, 111. ; from 1871

to 1878, of Congregation Emanu - El, Milwaukee,

Wis. ; and since 1878 he has been rabbi of Congre-

gation B'nai El of St. Louis, Mo.
Spitz has contributed to the "American Israelite

"

and to "Die Deborah," signing his articles with the

nom de plume "Ben Abi." He was formerly editor

of the "Jewish Tribune," and is at present (1905)

editor of the "Jewish Voice" of St. Louis.

Bibliography- Tlie American Jewish Year Book, 1903-4,

p. 101.

A. F. T, H.

SPITZ, YOM-TOB BEN ISAAC: Teacher

of Hebrew and German in the Jewish school

of Prague during the first half of the nineteenth

century. He was the author of "Aion Bakut"
(Prague, 1826), on the death of his grandfather R.

Eleazar Fleckeles of Prague; "Zikron Eliezer" (ib.

1827), a biography of Fleckeles; and "Toledot Yiz-

hak," a biography of his father, Isaac Spitz. Yom-
Tob was a collaborator on the "Bikkure ha-'Ittim,"

to vols. vi. and vii. of which he contributed sixteen

scientific essays.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, C<it. Bod/. col. 2651 , Benjacob,
0?ar ha-Sefarim, pp. 36, 157 ; Fiirst, Bibl. Jud, ill. 375.

E C. S. O.

SPITZ, ZEBI HIRSCH : German author and
Talmudist of the eighteenth century. He wrote

"Dibre Hakamim weHidotam" (Offenbach, 1803),

a commentary on those passages of the Talmud
in which it is said " the Torah speaks in the language
of man " or "the passage is explained according to

its literal sense."

Bibliography : Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, p. 104.

E. c. S. O.

SPITZER, BENJAMIN SOLOMON: Aus-
trian rabbi and champion of Orthodoxy; died in

Vienna, at an advanced age, Dec. 5, 1893. He was
the son-in-law of R. Moses Sofer, and was for more
tlian forty years rabbi of the ultra-Orthodox congre-

gation of Vienna, whose synagogue was situated in

the "Shiffgasse." He was a strong opponent of

Reform, and severely attacked the Vienna "Cultur-

gemeinde " for the Reform measures it introduced in

1873. A collection of his sermons, funeral orations,

and novelise on Talmudical subjects (tlie latter part

bearing the separate title "Shimlat Binyamin ")

was published by his son-in-law Joseph Baer Kohen,
under the title "Tikkun Shelomoh " (Vienna, 1892).

Benjamin was buried in Presburg.

Bibliography: a. Rabbinowifsch, Elne Interessante Erri-
nerunus-Gesihichte von dem EhrivUrdigen Rnhbiiier
Soloman Spitzer (in Judaeo-Gennan), Vienna, 1894; Der
Israelit (Mayence), 1893, Nos. 97,99; ^&ia,sa/, 5655 (1895), pp.
457-458.

E. C. P. Wl.

SPITZER, FRIEDRICH (SAMUEL):
French art collector and dealer; boru in Presburg

1814; died in Paris 1890. He was the son of the

official grave-digger of the community and went
penniless to Vienna In 1848 he accompanied the

Austrian army to Italy, and upon his return com-
menced collecting objects of art. A picture which
he bought for five gulden proved to be an Al-

brecht Durer and laid the foundation of his fortune.

Together with a dealer, Konig, he went to London,

but being unable to sell this picture there, he dis

posed of it in Paris. His visits to the large collect-

ors in England had, however, revealed to him the

value placed upon old weapons, and accordingly,

on his return to Austria, he bought up whatever

old arms he could find, and sold them in London.

Later he established a business at Aix-la-Chapelle,

where he sold many antiquities to Baron Adolf von

Rothschild. Wishing to increase his business, he

went to London, but failing of success in that city, he

accepted the invitation of Rothschild to settle perma-

nently in Paris, where his business prospered greatly.

In 1870, at the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war,

he sent the greater part of his collection to London,

where it was subsequently bought by Sir Richard

Wallace. His collection of armor he took to Vienna,

, where Baron Anselm von Rothschild bought it for

500,000 francs. Spitzer thereupon purchased the

celebrated collection of Caran in Lyons. He had

gradually amassed a large fortune and a splendid

private collection of art objects, for which Gam-
betta offered him 6,000,000 francs. The collection

was to be embodied in a state museum, of which
Spitzer was to be director for life. A lottery was
even instituted to provide the money, but the offer

was finally refused. A Berlin syndicate, headed by
the banker Hainauer, offered 25,000,000 francs for the

whole gallery; but nothing resulted from this offer.

In his will Spitzer arranged that his collection should

be sold three years after his death. It then brought
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10,000,000 francs, the armor being sold to the pres-

ent King of England. The illustrated " Catalogue

de la Collection Spitzer" (3 vols., Paris, 1887) is a

remarkable production; its price was 1,200 francs,

s. G.

SPITZER, SAMUEL : Hungarian rabbi ; born in

1839 at Kfszthely, where his father was rabbi ; died

in 1896; a descendant of Yom-Tob Lipmann Heller.

He studied at Prague, and became rabbi at Esseg in

1856. He was generally recognized as an authority

on religious questions, and several humanitarian

societies were founded within his congregation as a

result of his activity.

Besides several sermons, Spitzer published numer-
ous works on the history of civilization, of wliich

the following may be mentioned :
" Das Heer- und

Wehrgesetz der Alten Israeliten, Griechen, und RO-
nier,"1869; "Die Jlidische Ehe," Esseg, 1869; "Die

Judische Gemeindeordnung," ih. 1873 ;
" Das Mahl bei

den Alten Volkern," Presburg, 1877; " Urheimisch in

Slavischen Lilndern," 1880; " Das JubilSum in Wort-
licher und Historischer Bedeutung," Esseg, 1882;

"Das Blutgespenst auf Seine Wahre Quelle Zu-

riickgefuhrt," 1883; "Das Religiose Bedenken, oder

Kann Man den Eid vor einem Andersgljiubigen

Ablegen?"1883; "Ueber Baden und Bader bei den

Alten," 1883; "Die Uhr bei den Alten," 1885;
" Ueber Sitte und Sitten der Alten Volker," 1886;

and "Der Brief bei den Alten Volkern," 1893.

s. G. S.

SPITZER, SIGMUND : Austrian physician

;

born at Nikolsburg, Moravia, 1813; died at Vienna

1894. Two years after receiving his degree of doc-

tor of medicine from the University of Vienna he

accepted a professorship in anatomy at the medical

school of Constantinople. There he founded the

anatomical museum, for which he prepared many
specimens. It was partly his infiueuce which over-

came the opposition predominant in Constantinople

to dissections. In 1844 he took charge of the med-

ical clinic.

Spitzer was summoned in 1845 to attend the sul-

tan 'Abd al-Majid, whom he cured of a very dan-

gerous chronic disease. This led to his appoint-

ment as chief private physician to the sultan. In

1847 he was appointed director of the medical acad-

emy at Constantinople. Spitzer's near relations with
' Abd al-Majid aroused the envy of the courtiers ; and

several futile endeavors were made to get rid of him.

Finally an attempt upon his life induced him to re-

sign his position. The sultan then appointed him

councilor to the Turkish embassy at Vienna. In

1857 he was appointed representative of the Porte

at the court of Naples, where he remained until

1860. 'Abd al -Majid died in the following year, and

Spitzer severed his connection with the Turkish

governmental service. The remainder of his life

he spent in Paris and Italy.

Bibliography : Jew. Chron. No. 1343. p. 9 ; Pagel, Biog. Lex.

8. F. T. H.

SPITZER, SIMON : Austrian mathematician

;

born at Vienna Feb. 3, 1826; died there April 2,

1887. He studied mathematics at the University of

Vienna, was graduated in 1850, and became in 1851

privat-docent at the Vienna polytechnic institute.

In 1857 he was appointed professor of algebra at

the Vienna "Handelsschule," which position he
held until 1887, at the same time lecturing at the

polytechnic, where he became assistant professor of

analytic mechanics in 1863, and professor in 1870.

When the " Handelsschule " was changed into the
•' Handelsakademie " Spitzer became its first rector

(1872-73).

Of Spitzer's numerous works the following may
be mentioned: "Ueber die Aufsuchung der Imagi-
naren AVurzeln HOherer Numerischer Gleichun-

gen " ; "Allgemeine Auflbsung der Zahlengleich-

ungen mit Finer und Mehreren Unbekannten "

;

"Anleitung zur Berechnung der Leibrenten und
Anwartschaften "

; "Tabellen iiber die Zinseszinsen-

und Rentenrechnung"; and "Ueber Miinzen und
Arbitragen Rechnung."

Bibliography : Allg. Zeit. des Jud. 1887, pp. 219 et seq.

s. F. T. H.

STACTE. See Incense ; Spices.

STADE : City in the province of Hanover, Prus-
sia. Its Jews are first mentioned in a charter granted

them in 1349. In 1613 they received a patent of

protection from Johann Friedrich, Archbishop of

Bremen ; and on Sept. 28, 1615, he threatened that if

the Hamburg council imposed a special Jewish safe-

conduct on his protege and court Jew "Solomon
Herscheider, Jewish physician living at Stade,"

who had hitherto been permitted to conduct busi-

ness and to trade in Hamburg without taxation, the

Portuguese of the latter city would no longer be

allowed free passage through his territory. In 1618

Solomon, the "protected Jew of Stade," who is

doubtless identical with this Solomon Herscheider,

was purveyor of silver for, or perhaps joint lessee

of, the mint; in 1620, however, he was thrown into

prison, apparently on a charge of embezzlement.

There was a Jewish cemetery in Stade which in

1632 was turned into a garden. In the years 1628

and 1630 the ta.\ ))aid by the Jews for their protec-

tion amounted to 60 maiks per annum, whereas it

had been 75 marks in 1624 and 180 marks in 1619.

During the Danish siege of Stade, which ended the

Swedish dominion over the city, a great fire broke

out (Aug. 29, 1712) that destroyed the Jewish

street and other quarters of the town. In 1827

in the royal Hanoverian district of Stade three presi-

dents for the communities of Otterndorf, Osterholz,

and Rotenburg were appointed from among the

Jews themselves.

At present (1905) the Jews of Stade number 26 in

a total population of 10,000. They meet for wor-

ship in a rented house.

Bibliography : Grunwald. Poi-tugiesenijraher auf Deutxcher
Krde, pp. 9 et seq.. Hamburg, 1902; Idem. Hamhurgs
Deidxche Jndeti, In MittheUungcn der Gesellschaft fUr
Jlk/i.sf/ie Volkukunde. xii. 7 et scq.; VV. H. Fobelmann and
W. Wittpenning. Gesch. der Stadt Stade (revised by Bihr-

feldt>. pp. 89, 154, Stade, 1897.

D. A. Lew.

STADE, BERNHARD : German Protestant

Hebraist and historian of Israel; born in Arnstadt

May 11, 1848. He became privat-docent in the Uni-

versity of Leipsic in 1873, and professor of theology

at Giessen in 1875.

Of Stade's works the following may be men-
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tioned: "De Igaiae Vaticiniis .^thiopicis Diatribe"

(Leipsic, 1873); " Uebcr die Alttcstamontliclie Vor-

stellung vom Zustand nach dcin Tod " (ib. 1877)

;

"Lehrbuch der Hebriiisclien Grainniatik " (parti.,

ib. 1879), an attempt at liarmonizing the pliiiological

methods of Oishausen and Ewald; "Gesciiichte des

Volkes Israel" (vol. i., Berlin, 1881-84; 2d ed. 1885;

vol. ii., in collaboration witli O. Holtzmann, ib.

1888), a critical reconstruction of the history of

Israel in accord with Graf and Wellhauseu ;
" Hebrii-

isches WOrterbuch zum Alten Testament " (in collab-

oration with Siegfried, Leipsic, 1893) ;
" Ausgewahlte

Akademische Reden und Abhandlungen " (Giessen,

1899). In conjunction with F. Schwally, Stade

edited a revised Hebrew le.xt of the Book of Kings

(Leipsic, 1904), for Haupt's "Sacred Books of the

Old Testament." Stade has been the editor since

1881 of the "Zeitschrift fur Alttestamentliche Wis-

senschaft."

Bibliography : Brockhaus Konversations-Lexikon.

T. F. T. H.

STADTHAGEN, JOSEPH: German rabbi,

apologist, and author; died at Stadthagen Sept. 5,

1715; son of Samson of Metz, where his grand-

father Joseph b. Isaac ha-Levi Ashkenazi (died at

Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1628) officiated as rabbi

for many years. Joseph acted for several decades

as"Landesrabbiner" for the district of Schaumburg-
Lippe, and took the name " Stadthagen " from his

place of residence. Well versed both in apologetic

literatupe and in the New Testament, he was pecul-

iarly qualified to become a leader in religious contro-

versies. He was called to Hanover by the Hanoverian
financial ugent Leffmann Behuends, and there, on
July 21, 1704, in the presence of the elector

Georg Ludwig and the noted electoress Sophie (the

friend of Leibnitz), he took part in a very successful

religious disputation with a convert (Edzardus of

Humbiirg ?). In the following year (1705) Stadt-

hagen published in Amsterdam his "Dibre Zikka-
ron," a work in two parts, containing ethical reflec-

tions on the rules for ritual slaughtering.

Of Stadthagen's seven daughters may be men-
tioned Hebekka, wife of Samuel Bonn of Altona
(Kaufmann, "Heinrich Heine's Ahnensaal," p. 298),

and Hindele, who married Uii Lipmann b. Joseph
of Elrich (near Nordhausen). Of his sons tlie most
important were Bernard, who attended the fair at

Leipsic in 1697 and 1698 C'Monatsschrift," 1901, p.

607), and Gershon, who died at Altona on the 10th

of Aug., 1721 (Grunwald, " Hambiirgs Deutsche Ju-
den," 1904, p. 243, No. 836). Among his descendants
were "Landesrabbiner " Levi Hehzfeld of Bruns-
wick, and Ephraim Rothschild, manufacturer and
philanthropist of Stadtoldendorf, Brunswick, who
died Jan. 30, 1901.

Bibliography: Benjiicob, O^ir hn-Sefarim. p. 103, No. 63;
Wiener, in MoiintHschrift. WA. p. 10!) ; Kaufmann, in R. E.
J. 1891, p. 98; manuscript of Stadthajten's Minhnt Zikka-
roji, and also manuscript notes In a copy of the Dibre Zik-
knrnn, both In the possession of Dr. A. Lewinsky.

E. c. A. Lew.

STAFF ("shebet," "matteh," etc.): Herodotus
(i. 195) and Strabo (.xvi. 746) assert that among the

Babylonians every man carried a ring and a staff,

which latter was decorated at the upper end with

a carved representation of a flower or something
similar. It seems to have been the universal cus-

tom among the ancient Hebrews also to cany a staff

(comp. Gen. xxxviii. 18)—a custom which perhaps
dates from the time when they lived the nomadic
life of herdsmen. The staff was indispensable to

tlie herdsman, for by means of it he kept his flock

together (Ex. iv. 2; Lev. xxvii. 32; Ps. xxiii. 4;

Micah vii. 14; Zech. ii. 7); the upper end of the

long staff was bent, as Egyptian illustrations indi-

cate. Nor was the staff to be despised as a weapon
(Ps. xxiii. 4). Similarly, a long, perhaps straight,

stick, with a goad at the end, was used by the peas-

ants for driving and guiding the oxen before the

plow, and also for breaking the clods behind it,

as the peasants still use the stick to-day ; this also

was an effective weapon (Judges iii. 31 ; I Sam. xiii.

21, xvii. 43). Finally, the staff was indispensable

to the wanderer, and a support to the weak and
sick (Gen. xxxii. 10; Ex. xxi. 19; Zech. viii. 4). In

the hands of the overseers it became an instrument

of punishment, and therefore a badge of office (Isa.

ix. 4, XXX. 31, et al.).

E. G. H. I. Be.

STAHL, FRIEDRICH JULIUS: German
jurist and publicist; boni at jMunich Jan. 16, 1802;

died at Briickenau Aug. 10, 1861. In his eighteenth

year he took the examination for the position of

teacher at the Munich gymnasium, but was con-

fronted by the usual difficulty experienced by Jew-
ish youths seeking government positions, and he

adopted Christianity Nov. 6, 1819, in Erlangen. He
studied jurisprudence at the universities of Wiirz-

biirg, Heidelberg, and Erlangen, and in 1827 became
privat-docent at the University of Munich. In the

same year his treatise " Ueber das Aeltere Roinische

Klagerecht" was published inthatcity; and he then

devoted himself to his great work on the philos-

ophy of law, " Die Philosophie des Rechts nach Ge-
schichtlicher Ansicht," 2 vols., Heidelberg, 1830-37

(5Lh ed. 1878). In 18S2 he was called to the Uni-

versity of Erlangen, as associate professor, and in

November of the same 3'ear was appointed professor

in the University of Wurzburg. He published his

"Die Kirchenverfassung nach Lehre und Recht der
Protestanten " at Erlangen, in 1840 (2d ed. 1862).

In politics, as in philosophy, jurisprudence, and
religion, Stahl was an extreme reactionary, in which
spirit he issued a number of pamphlets devoted to a
vigorous criticism of the revolutionary tendencies,

proposals, and proceedings, of that troublous period.

He was rewarded by the king with an appointment
in 1849 as life member of the First Chamber, after-

ward known as the " Herienhaus "
; and from 1852 to

1858 he was a member of the "Evangelischer Ober-

kirchenrat." The downfall of the Manteuffel min-

istry led to the loss of his influence in the latter

body, and in 1858 he resigned. In both assemblages

he remained from beginning to end the recognized

leader of his party. According to Lord Acton, he
had a more predominant influence and showed more
political ability than Lord Beaconsfield (Acton,

"Letters to Mary Gladstone," p. 103, London, 1904).

The writings which Stahl produced in Berlin dur-

ing the revolutionary agitation were: "Ueber die

Kirchenzucht," 1845 (2d ed. 1858); "Das Monar-
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chische Prinzip," Heidelberg, 1845; " Der Christliche

Staat," ib. 1847 (2d ed. 1858); " Die Hevolution iind

die Konstitutionelle Monarchie, " 1848 (2d ed. 1849);

"Was 1st Revolution? " ib. 1852, of which three edi-

tions were issued. His subsequent writings were:

"Der Protestantismus als Politisches Prinzip," ib.

1853 (3d ed. 1854); "Die Katholischen Widerle-

gungen," ib. 1854; " AVider Bunsen," 1856; "Die
Lutlierische Kirche und die Union," 1859 (2d ed.

1860). After his death there were published "Sie-

benzehn Parlamcntarische Reden," ib. 1862, and " Die
Gegenwartigen Parteien in IStaat und Kirche," ib.

1868.

Bibliography: Gneis, in Unsere Zeit, vi. 419-449, Berlin,
1862; Bluntscbli, in Bluntschll and Brater's StaaMexikini,
X. 154-163; iV/em. in Oesch. des Allg. Stnatsrecht>t, pp. 630-

644; Ernst Landsberj?, in AUg. Deutsche Bingraphie, xxxv.
392-400.

s. M. Co.

STAHL, WILHELM : German economist ; born

at Munich June 2, 1812; died at Giessen March 19,

1878. While still very young he lost both parents,

and was cared for in the house of a well-known
philologist, Doderlein, in Erlaugen, after his brother,

Fricdrich Julius Stahl, had adopted Christianity.

After completing his studies at the gymnasium he

attended the universities of Munich and Halle, and
devoted himself particularly to the study of physics

and chemistry, later securing a position as teaclier

at tlie industrial school in Flirtli. Encouraged by
Professor Hermann of Erlangen, he applied himself

zealously to the study of political economy, and
finally established himself as docent of that science

at the University of Erlangen, where he soon re-

ceived an appointment as associate professor. In

1848 he was elected a representative to the Frank-

fort Parliament, and three years later received a call

as professor at the University of Giessen, where
he remained until his death.

Of Stahl's published works the following are the

most important: "Die Einflihrung der Neueren
Staatsprincipien im Grossherzogthum Hessen,"

GiesseJi, 1862; "Die Bedeutung der Arbeiter-Associ-

ationen in Vergangenheit und Gegenwart," ib. 1867;

and "Das Deutsche Handwerk," ib. 1874.

Bibliography: K. Umpfenbach, in Allg. DeuUche Dio-
graphie, xxxv. 403.

8. M. Co.

STANDARD. See Flag.

STANISLAVSKI, SIMON JUDAH : Rus-

sian author and journalist; born at Nikopol, Yeka-
terinoslav, Russia, Dec. 18, 1850; son of i\Ioses Stan-

islavski. a wealtiiy Lithuanian merchant. Simon
was at first destined for a commercial career, but he

finally overcame the opposition of his fatlier, and

during 1863-64 he received instruction from Dobsc-

witch, who went to Nikopol from Pinsk in 1861.

During this period young Stanislavski carried on

an extensive correspondence with such men as Abra-

ham Lebensohn, Samuel Fuenn, and others; but his

new teacher, Ilya Orshanski, turned liis ambition

into other directions. Under Orshanski 's guidance

Stanislavski read Buckle, Draper, Darwin, and Mill,

and also began a systematic study of Latin, mathe-

matics, and other sciences.

Stanislavski began his journalistic career by wri-

ting for the " Peterburgskie Viedomosti," and for the
" Den," which was edited by Orenstein. An article

on the works of Dr. Erter gained for him the ac-

(}uaintance of Morgulis and of A. Y. Landau, who
in 1871 began publishing the "Yevreiskaya Biblio-

teka. " Wiien the " Voskhod " commenced to appear
(1881), Landau invited Stanislavski to fill the posi-

tion of assistant editor on that periodical. Among
the most important articles written by Stanislavski

may be mentioned a sketch of B. Stern's Jewish
sciiool inKishinef ("Voskhod," April, 1884), and bi-

ographies of Mendel Levin, Israel Samostz ("Vosk-
hod," June, 1886), Hyman Hirwitz, Solomon Pos-
ncr, and Benjamin Mandelstamm. Stanislavski

wrote also many other articles on various topics
under the pseudonyms HKlin and "Z."

Bibliography : Autoblojfraphy In Sefer ha-Zikkaron, 1890, p.
1IJ6 (edited by Sokolow).
". H. J. Go.

STANS IBN ABITUR, JOSEPH. See Abi-
TiiR, Joseph hkn Isaac hen Stans ibn.

STAR-WORSHIP : This is perhaps the oldest

form of idolatry practised by the ancients. Accord-
ing to Wisdom xiii. 2, the observation of the stars in

the East very early led the people to regard the

planets and the fixed stars as gods. The religion of

the ancient Egyptians is known to have consisted

preeminently of sun-worship. Moses sternly warned
the Israelites against worshiping the sun, moon,
stars, and all the host of heaven (Dent. iv. 19, xvii.

3); it may be said that the jirohibi-

Among' the tion of making and worshiping any
Israelites, image of that which is in heaven above

(Ex. XX. 4; Deut. v. 8) implies also

the stars and the other celestial bodies. The Israel-

ites fell into this kind of idolatry, and as early as

the time of Amos they had the images of Siccuth

and Chiun, "the stars of their god " (Amos v. 26, R.

v.); the latter name is generally supposed to de-

note the planet Saturn. That the kingdom of Israel

fell earlier than that of Judah is stated (II Kings
xvii. 16) to have been due, among other causes, to

its worshiping the host of heaven. But the king-

dom of Judah in its later period seems to have out-

done the Northern Kingdom in star-worship. Of
Manasseh it is rehated that he built altars to all the

host of heaven in the two courts of the house of

YiiWH, and it seems that it was the practise of even
kings before him to appoint priests who offered sac-

rifices to the sun, the moon, the planets, and all the

host of heaven. Altars for star-worship were built

on the roofs of the houses, and horses and chariots

were dedicated to the worship of the sun (ib. xxi. 5;

xxiii.4-5, 11-12). Star-worship continued in Judah
until the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign (621 B.C.),

when the king took measures to abolish all kinds of

idolatry (ib.). But although star-wor.ship was then

abolished as a public cult, it was practised privately

by individuals, who worshiped the heavenly bodies,

and poured out libations to them on the roofs of

their houses (Zepli. i. 5; Jer. viii. 2, xix. 13). Jere-

miah (vii. 18) describes the worsiiip of the queen of

heaven to have been more particularly common
among the women. Ezekiel. who prophesied in the

sixth year of the captivity of Jehoiachin (591 B.C.),

describes the worship of the sun as practised in the
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court of the Temple (Ezek. viii. 16 et seg.), and from
Jer. xliv. 17 et seq. it may be seen that even after

the destruction of the Temple the women insisted

on continuing to worship the queen of heaven. In

Job (xxxi. 26 et seq.) there is an allusion to the kiss-

ing of the hand in the adoration of the moon (see

Moon, Biblical Data). According to Robertson
Smith ("The Religion of the Semites," p. 127, note 3,

Edinburgh, 1889), star-worship is not of great antiq-

uity among the Semites in general, nor among the

Hebrews in particular, for the latter adopted this

form of idolatry only under the influence of the

Assyrians. But Fritz Hommel ("Der Gestirndienst

der Alten Araber," Munich, 1901) expresses the op-

posite opinion. He points to the fact that the He-
brew root which denotes the verb "to swear" is the

same as that which denotes "seven," and claims

that this fact establishes a connection between swear-
ing and the seven planets; and he furthermore de-
clares that there are many Biblical evidences of

star-worship among the ancient Hebrews. Thus,
the fact that Terah, Abralmm's father, had lived

first at Ur of the Chaldees, and that later he settled

at Haran (Gen. xi. 31), two cities known from As-
syrian inscriptions as places of moon-worship, shows
that Abraham's parents were addicted to that form
of idolatry. According to legend, Abraham him-
self worshiped the sun, moon, and the stars before

he recognized the true God in Yhwh (see Abra-
ham IN Apocrvphal and Rabbinical Litera-
ture). The golden calf, Hommel declares, was
nothing more than an emblem of the moon-god,
which, in the Assyrian inscription, is styled "the
youthful and mighty bull " and the lord of the

heavenly hosts (comp. "Yhwh Zeba'ot," which
term is intentionally omitted from the Pentateuch).
He assigns the same character to the two calves

made by Jeroboam several centuries later (I Kings
xii. 28).

The ancient Hebrews, being nomads, like the

Arabs favored the moon, while the Babylonians,
who were an agricultural nation, preferred the sun.

But, as appears from Ezek. xx. 7-8, the moon-
worship of the Israelites, even while they were still

in Egypt, was combined with sun-worship. The
close similarity between the ancient Hebrews and
the southern Arabs has led Hommel furthermore to

find allusion to moon-worship in such Hebrew names
as begin with " ab "

( =: " father "), as in " Abimelech "

and "Absalom," or with "'am" (= "uncle"), as in

"Amminadab" and "Jeroboam," because these par-

ticles, when they appear in the names of southern
Arabs, refer to the moon.
The term "star-Avorship " ("'abodat kokabim

u-mazzalot") in the Talmud and in post-Talmudic
literature is chiefly a censor's emendation for
" ' abodah zarah. " In connection with star- worship,
it is related in the Mishnah ('Ab. Zarah iv. 7) that

the Rabbis ("zekenim ") were asked if God dislikes

idolatry why He did not destroy the idols. The
Rabbis answered :

" If the heathen worshiped only
idols perhaps God would have destroyed the objects
of their adoration, but they worship also the sun, the

moon, the stars, and all the host of heaven, and God
can not destroy the world on account of the heathen."

E. c. M. Sel.

STABOKONSTANTINOV : City in the gov-
ernment of Yolhynia, Russia. Jews seem to have
settled in this city soon after it was founded, for dur-
ing the great uprising of the Cossacks under Chmiel-
nicki (1648-58) it had a considerable Jewish com-
munity. In 1648-49 the wild Cossacks and Tatars
killed the greater part of the Jewish inhabitants, al-

though the latter were very bravely defended by
the Polish general Wishnevetzki. Three years
later (1651), according to the testimony of Prince
Semen Prozorovski, the murderous hordes, on their

way to Sborowo, captured Starokonstantinovanew,
murdering the greater part of the inhabitants and ap-
plying the torch to the city itself. In 1659 the city

was besieged by the hetman Vygovski, but the
inhabitants successfully defended themselves. In
1793 Starokonstantinov, together with the rest of

the Ukraine, was annexed to Russia. At present

(1905) the city has about 17,000 inhabitants, of whom
the Jews constitute approximately 60 per cent. The
inhabitants carry on a considerable trade with Aus-
tria and Prussia, as well as with the surrounding
towns and villages. The city has two synagogues,
five prayer-houses, a city school for Jewish children,

and the usual Jewish benevolent institutions.

Bibliography: Regestu i Nadpisi, 1.; Entziklopedicheski
Slovar: Gurland, Lc-Iyorol ha-Gezerot be-Yisrael, iv. 16.

H. R. J. Go.

STATISTICS : As referring to Jews, statistics

deal mainly with populations, their ages and distri-

bution, Migration, Morbidity, Mortality, Occu-
pations, Criminality, Births, and Marriages.
Most of these topics have already been treated in

articles in The Jewish Encyclopedia; it remains
to deal here only with the Jewish population as a
whole and its distribution.

The Pentateuch contains a number of statements

as to the number of Jews that left Egypt, the de-

scendants of the seventy sons and grandsons of Ja-

cob who took up their residence in that country.

Altogether, including Levites, there

Ancient were 611,730 males over twenty years

Times. of age, and therefore capable of bear-

ing arms; this would imply a popula-
tion of about 3,154,000. The Census of David is

said to have recorded 1,300,000 males over twenty
years of age, which would imply a population of

over 5,000,000. The number of exiles who returned

from Babylon is given at 42,360. Tacitus declares

that Jerusalem at its fall contained 600,000 persons;

Josephus, that there were as many as 1,100,000, of

whom 97,000 were sold as slashes. It is from the

latter that most European Jews are descended.

These appear to be all the figures accessible for an-

cient times, and their trustworthiness is a matter of

dispute. The difficulties of commissariat in the

Sinaitic desert for such a number as 3,000,000 have
been pointed out by Colenso; and the impossibility

of the area of Jerusalem containing much more than

80,000 persons with any comfort has been referred

to as proving the exaggeration of the figures of

Josephus and Tacitus.

In the Hadrianic war 580,000 Jews were slain,

according to Dion Cassius (Ixix. 14). According to

Mommsen, in the first century c.E. there were no less

than 1,000,000 Jews in Egypt, in a total of 8.000,000
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inhabitants; of these 300,000 lived in Alexandria,

whose total population was 500,000. Harnack

{•' Ausbi'eitung des Christentums," Leipsic, 1902)

reckons that there were 1,000,000 Jews in Syria at

the time of Nero, and 700,000 in Palestine, and he

allows for an additional 1,500,000 in other places,

thus estimating that there were in the tirst century

4,200,000 Jews in the world. This estimate is prob-

ably e.xcessive.

As regards the number of Jews in the Middle

Ages, Benjamin of Tudela, about 1170, enumerates

altogether 1,049,565; but of these 100,000 are at-

tributed to Persia and India, 100,000 to Arabia, and

300,000 to Thanaim (?), obviously mere guesses with

regard to the Eastern Jews, with whom he did not

conie in contact. There were at that time probably

not many more than 500,000 in the countries he vis-

ited, and probably not more than 750,000 altogether.

The only real data for the Middle Ages are with re-

gard to special Jewish communities, of which the

following is a list, mainly derived from I. Loeb

("H. E. J." vol. xiv.):

Jewish Populations of Medieval Cities.

[Where authors' names only are given, the works referred to

are Cassel, f^. I'. "Juden"; Benjamin of Tudela, "Itinerary,"

ed. Asher ; Weyden, " Gesh. der Juden zu Coin," Cologne, 1867

;

Biicher, '" Bevolkerungen von Frankfort," Tiibingen. 1886

;

Usque, " ConsolacSo "
; Ziemlich, " Machsor Nurnberg." Ber-

lin, 1886; Stern, " Analecten zur Gesch. der Juden."]

City.

City.

Aix

AmalQ
Amsterdam

Date.

Aries
Aseoli

Austerlitz..

Avignon....
Barcelona..
Benevento.
Blois

Bourg St.
(;)lle^.

Brindisi
Capua
Carpentras.

Castellonde
la Plana..

Castrogio-
vanni.

Ceuta

Cologne.
Dvon
Estella .

.

1341

1170
1620

1671

1170
1170

1.523

ia58
i;39i

1170
1171

1170

1170
1170

1277-1600

1742

14.50

1400

1785
1840
1348
1384
1366

Population.

) (203 families) i

( 1,207 \

20
(400 families)

Source.

(4,000 )

200
40

( 445 I

( (34 houses) f

(210 families)
900 (?)

200
40

100

10
300

(12-119 families)

I (168 families) (

| 752 f

(31 families)

Falces
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Place.
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omission of the 1,000,000 Jewish inhabitants of Po-

land and the estimate of the Falashas at 200,000.

Andree gives details founded upon actual censuses,

and he has been followed by Jacobs, Harris, and

Ruppin. Of the earlier estimates, that of Jost, in

the tenth volume of his history, is the most note-

worthy, and was founded on a set of careful flg-

uresand enumerations derived mainly from censuses

taken about 1840. He does not estimate the total,

but an addition of his figures results in 3,143,000,

a figure probably not far from the truth. Of recent

years very much fuller and more accurate details

have been obtained as to the number of Jews, espe-

cially in Europe, where the majority of countries

consider the religious creeds of their inhabitants as

part of the census returns.

Authority.

"French
Jewish A

1

manac."
Balbi
Horschelman
Jost
Berghans
Boudin
Lejroyt
Alexander...
I. Loeb

Time.
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Ei'ROPE—Continued.
Rutiiiinia (1900)

Bakau
Botoshani
Braila
Bucharest
(ialatz

Jassy
Monastir

Russia (1897)
Berdyt'hev
Biela Zerkow
Bobrinsk
Brest-Litovsk
Byelostok
Dvinsk
Grodno
Honiel
Jitomir
Kherson
Kiev
Kishinef
Kovno
Libau
Minsk
MiiKliiU'f

^"ikolaiff

Odessa
Pinsk
Riga
Rostof
St. Petersburg (1!)00)...

Wihia
Yekaterinoslav
Yelisavetgrad

Servia
Spain *

(iibraltar

Madrid
Switzeiland
Turkey and Eastern Ru-

nielia *

Adriaiio|ile (1904)

Bagdad
Constanlinoiile
PhilipiKipolis

Salon ica..

ASIA.

Arabia*
Aden

Asia Minor and Syria*...
Aleppo
Brusa
Corfu
Datnascus
Sniyrn;i

Caueasus
Baku

China and Japan *

Hongkong . .

India
Bombay
Calcutta

Palestine*
Haifa
Hebron
Jaffa
Jerusalem
Safeti

'liberias

Persia *

Shiraz
Teheran

"Russian Central .Asia

Sail arcand ,

Siberia
Tiukestan and Afghanis

tan

AKPJCA.

Abvs.sinia i Kalashas) *.

.

Algeria 'V.m)
Algiers
Constantine
Oran
Tlerac.'en

Egypt (1897)

Alexandria
Cairo

Morocco*
Fez
Mogador
Morocco

Jewish
Population.

269,015
7.8;50

16,6<)(l

10.811

43,274
12.970
30,441
6,000

3,872,t)25

47,000
Itl.OOO

19,12.5

36,650
42,000
32.369
24,611

23,000
22,000
18.967
16,(XK)

50,(XX)

28,403
9,700

49,957
2.5,()(K)

16,000
1.50,0(X)

22,000
18,(XK)

15,000
20,;J85

63,986
38,000
24.340
.5,102

.5,(XX)

3.(XX)

M)
12,551

282,277
IT.tXW
35.(XX)

44,361
3.800
60,000

30,000
3,tt59

6.5,000

]0,(XX)

3,.500

3,.5(X)

10,(XX)

2.5,(XX)

58,471
11,6;")0

2,(X10

143
18,228
5,357
1,889

78,«X)
1,8(X)

1,.5(X)

3..5(K)

41,(XX)

6,870
2,tXX)

;i5,(xx)

.),(XXI

5,1110

12.72'.)

4.379
34,477

18,4A5

.tO,(XX)

51.044
10.8(H)

7,2(X)

lo.t;:^;

4,iX»9

30,678
12.4:?:i

14.3()2

1(X),712

1().(KH)

8,67()

15,700

Percentage
of Jewish
to Total

Population.

4.99

(;o.:58

47.60
2:5.14

15.34

20.8.5

38.i)9

.90

3.29

87.52
48.48
54.33
78.81
&5.62
44.83
52.45
62.16
3:3.61

27.14
6.46

49.a5
38.60
15.04

oi.m
.58.14

17.39
37.03
80.10
7.02

12.50
1.41

40.00
29.54
39.26

.20

.02

10.90
.06

.38

4.91

20.98
24.14
3.94
8.86

57.14

.42

7.42
.,55

8.54

4.58
19.(W
4.44

12.44

.77

11.31

.(XX)4

.06

.06

.67

.17

12.(X)

13.84

7..5(J

8.75

68.33
27.48
6;5.(X)

..39

16.66

2.42
.16

.51

.60

l.(X)

1.07

14.44
15.47

14.27

16.61

.31

3.89
2.51

2.11

6.88
45.ti»)

31.40

Total
Population.

,5,408.74:3

13.000
a5.000
46,715

282.071
62,678
78,067

664,379
117,668,(KX)

.5:3,(XK)

33,(XX)

35,177
46,.5II2

63,925
72,231

46.871

36.846
65,452
62,219

247,432
108,7S)6

73,543
64,505
91,494
43,106
92,060

405,041

27,938
256,197
119,889

1,439,616
1.59,568

121,216
61,841

2,49:5,770

18,089„500
27,460

498,000
3.315.443

5,746,986
81.(XX)

14.5,(XX)

],125.(X10

42,849
105.000

7.000.00(1

41,222
11.8a),4:52

117,0(X)

76.:5()'5

17,918
225,000
20i.ax)

7.536.828
103.0(50

427.66:5,231

221,441
231,899,.507

776,(XX)

1,125,400
650.000
13.000
18.0(»
40,(XX)

60,(KX)

2.5,(KX)

4.(XK)

9,000,(KK)

:30,(XX)

210.0(M)

7.740,:i94

a59,123
5,666.6.59

8.241,913

5,000,(X10

4.72y,:i:fl

74,792
4ii,.58l

74,510
29,.5.54

9,7:54,4(15

319,(XK)

.570,(X!2

5,0(X),(XX)

145.0(X)

19.(X10

,50,(XX)

Africa - Cnntinued.

Sfax
Tangier
Tetuan

Tripoli
Tunis
Tunis

South Africa*
Cape Colony
Natal
Durban

Orange liiver Colony...
Bloemfontein

Portuguese Territory..

.

Rhodesia
Transvaal
Johannesburg

AMKRIC'A.
(North America.)

Canada
Montreal
Toronto
Winnipeg

Central America *

Mexico*
United States*
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
New York
Philadelphia
St. Louis
San Francisco

'South America.*)

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ay res

Brazil
Rio de Janeiro

Dutch Guiana
Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru,

Chile, and Uruguay..
Guiana. Venezuela, and

Colombia

Australasia.

Australia
New South Wales
Sydney

Queensland
South Australia
Victoria
Melbourne

Western Australia
Perth

New Zealand
Tasmania
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With some of these results may be compared those

of CuinetC'La Turquie d'Asie," Paris, 1892-95):

121,381 for Turkey in Asia, and 70,382 for Syria

and Palestine.

The (lifflcully in securing trustworthy results from

Asiatic and Islamic countries may be illustrated by
reproducing the various estimates made of the Jew-
ish population of Jerusalem—a subject which is, of

course, interesting in itself:

Estimate.

7,100
7.120
8,000
9,000
14,000
16,000

21,000
2.5,000-30,000.

28,000
29,000
30,000
30,774
41.000
55,000

Authority. Year.

Prussian consul
Zochokke
Lemisse
English consul Moore
Lortel
Ritter
Luncz ("Luah")
New International Encyclopedia

'

Meyer's tours
M. A. Mever (Jew. Encyo. vii. 151)

W. W. Wilson (" Encyc. Brit." ) . . .

.

Cuinet
Baedeker and Brockhaiis
Wilson ("Encyc. Brit.")

1867
1868
1873
1887
1881
1895
1898
1903
1893
1904
1902
1896
1902
1902

Probably 95 per cent of the persons included in

these estimates of Jewish populations are Ashkena-
zim. As far as can be ascertained, the numbers of

Sephardim are as follows:

Turkey in Europe 90,000
" Asia 45.000

Egypt, etc KMKK)

Algeria 40,000

Morocco 50,000

France 6,00t>

Italy 18,000

Holland, etc 50,000

America 5,000

Total 314,000

But there are others, besides these two groups,

who may be included under the heading "Jews";

the following classes may be enumerated:

Nativity.

I . Jews both by religion
and by birth

Ashkenazim
Sephardim Romance,

African.
Samaritans (?)

Teutonic and Slavonic
Levantine,

B , Jews by religion, but
not by birth

Falashas
Karaites
Daggatouns, etc

Beni-Israel
Cochin

'. Jews by birth, but
not by religion...

Chuetas
Maiminim
Gedld al Islam

Nablus

.

Abyssinian

.

Crimean . .

.

Saharic
Bombay
Cochin

Belearic Isles.

Salonica
Khorasan—

Number.

11,000,000
1(),475,(XX)

314,000

150

75,000
so.axj
6,000

10,(IK)

6,-500

1,(500

12.000
6.00C
4,000

2,000

•r-S^

98.9
92.8
5.1

1.1

0.2

The following list summarizes the proportion of

Jews to general population in the several countries:

Per cent.

Poland 16.25

Palestine 12.00

Rumania 4.99

Austriii 4.68

Hungary 4.43

Russian Empire 3.29

Per cent.

Morocco 2.11

Holland 2.(X)

United States 1.97

Prussia 11

1

Algeria 1-07

Germany l.(^>4

Per cent.

Bulgarta .90

Uriited Kingdom .57

Luxemburg .50

Argentine Republic. .42

Canada .43

Persia .39

Switzerland .38

Australasia .38

Greece .34

Egypt .31

Per cent.

France .;S

New Zealand .20

Servia .20

Denmark .20

Belgium .18

Italy .10

Norway and Sweden .07

India .06

Portugal .02

Spain .08

Turning from distribution to social characteristics,

the most marked one is the preference for living in

towns, though this tendenc}', of course, is now com-
mon. A few figures with regard to

Town and tliis point may be here in.serted. Dr. S.

Country. Neumann ("Die Fabel von der Jiid.

Masseneinwanderung," p. 65) gives

the following percentage of .lews living in the

open country in Prussia, to which has been added,

after Jannasch, the proportion of the general popu-
lation :

Year.



Map of the Western Hemisphere, Showing Chief Centers of Jewish Population.
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THE FOLLOWING PLACES ARE LOCATED BY CORRESPONDING NUMBERS ON MAP,
AUSTRIA.

1 Brodj
2 Cncow
3 CzerBowUl
4 Lemberg
6 Pni^fl
6 Trielt

7 Vienna
10 Satujevo

BELGIUM.
8 Antwerp
9 Brussels

BULGARIA.
11 RusUhuk
12 Bona

GERMANY.
60 Berlin

SI Breiltu

10°

62 Cologne
63 Dresden
64 Fran kfurt-on-the-MKln
65 Hamburg
66 Hanorer
67 KOutgsberg
68 Lelpsic
C9 Mavenco
70 Munich
71 Vureinberg
72 Posen

HOLLAND.
18 Amsterdam
14 Rotterdam

HrNQART.
16 Budapest
10 Grnsswardeln
17 Miskolci

18 Temesrar
19 Szegedln
20 Luxemburg

PALE8T1NB.
T4 Ralh
7& Hebron
76 Jaffa

77 Jerusalem
78 Safed
79 Tiberias

POLAND.
21 Ctenstocbow
22 Lodi
23 Lomia
24 Lublin
26 Warsaw

HCMANIA.
26 Bakau
27 Uotosbanl

28 BrallB

29 Bucbarvit
80 GalaU
31 Jassj
82 Uonaitlr

RUS8U
83 BerdycheT.
34 Itrelostok

30 Bielazerkow
36 Uubrinsk
87 Bresl-Utonk
38 Drlnsk
89 Grodno
40 Bomel
41 JIbimtr
42 Kherson
48 Klrr
44 KIsblnef
45 KoTCJ

46 Ub«a
47 Minsk
48 Mophllef
49 NIkolalef
60 Odessa
61 PInsk
62 Rira
63 Rostof
64 St. I eUrsbuif
65 Wilna
66 Tekaterlnoslar
67 Tellsaretfrad

Tl RKBT
68 Adrlanople
69 PhillppopoUl
78 Saloniea

40'> Longitude rich 100''——I—
lyi"

MSUAV t CO., N.r.

Map of the Eastern Hemisphere, Showing Chief Centers of Jewish Population.
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City.

Amsterdam .

.

Berlin
Bucharest
Budapest
Copenhag'en ..

London
New York
Rome
St. Petersburg
Vienna

Percentage
of Jews
in City.

|

i:!.4()

4.8H

l.(H

\.m
17.4C
1.18

35.7"

8.77

Permillage
of Jews

of Country.

5(i()

Si;')

1(51

liHt

m)
585
528
179
lat
133

Permillage
of Others.

m
.53

5()

31

U3
1.57

45
20
57
61

In this cotinection it is interesting to give a list of

the chief cities liaving more than 10,000 Jews:

Adrianople
Aleppo
Ale.xaiidria

Amsterdam
Bagdad
Baku
Baltimore
Berdychev
Berlin

Biela Zerkuw
Bobriiisk

Boston
Botosliani

Braila

Breslau
Brest-Litovsk

Brody
Bucjiarest

Budapest
Buenos Ay res

Byeldstok
Cairo

Chicago
Cincinnati
Constantinople
Cracow
Czenstoi'liow

Czernowitz
I)am<iscus

Dresden
Dvinsk
Fez
Frankfort-on-the-Main.

Galatsc

(irodno

Grosswardein
Hamburg
Homt'l

Jassy

17,0(X)

lO.lKK)

12,4;!;^

6o,oo;i

a5,fj(io

ll,(i50

M,(m
47,0! K)

8ii,152

16,000

lit, 125

4o,o;)0

16,(160

10,811

18,440

36,6.50

15,0,50

43,274

168,9a5

10,000

42, (KK)

14,362

60,000

18,000

44,a;i

25,430

12,(X)0

22,tKX)

10,000

38,700

32,369

10,0! K)

22,(X)0

12,970

24.611

12,294

17,308

23,000

30,441

Jerusalem 41,000

Jitomir 22,000

Johannesburg 10,000

Kherson 18,967

Kiev 16,(«)0

Kishinef 50,000

Kovno 28,403

Lemberg 40,000

Lodz 74,999

Lomza 10,380

London 1.50,000

Lublin 22,495

Minsk 49.957

Moghilef 25,(KKt

Montreal 10,tK)(i

Morocco 1.5.^(K)

New York 672.776

Nikolaief 16,(XI()

Odessa 1.50,0(K)

Paris .58,(KI0

Philadelphia 75,000

Pinsk 22,0(K)

Prague 20,(K)0

Riga 18,(KX)

Rostof 15,000

Rotterdam 12,000

St. Louis 45,000

St. Petersburg 20,385

Salonica 60,000

San Francisco 20,(KK)

Smyrna 2.5,000

Tangier 12,a)0

Tunis 12,000

Vienna 1.50,(XK1

Warsaw 262,824

WMlna 6:3.986

Winnipeg 2.5,fKX)

Yekaterinoslav 3(),000

Yelisavetgrad 24,.340

Owing to tlie large dispersion of the Jews of Rus-
sia, Galicia, and Iluinania during the past twenty-
five yeai-s, amounting probably to 1,000,000, a some-
what peculiar statistical condition occurs in tiie

Jewish population of the English-speaking world,

where for the most part the emigrants have been re-

ceiv.ed (see Miguation). The latter are largely of

the most viable ages— between fifteen and forty-five

—and therefore the death-rate is very low and the

marriage-rate very high. Tlie absence of the aged
from the stream of immigration also tends to reduce
the death-rate, though it increases the proportion of

deaths tinder the age of five to an abnormal degree.

This, for example, is the reason why in London such
deathsarcmore than 50 per cent of the total luimber
of deaths.

Another e.xampie of the result of the Russian
emigration is the distribution of males and females

in the Jewish as compared with the general popula-
tion ; this can be seen from the following table;

Number op Women to 100 Men.

Bavaria.

.

Denmark
France. .

,

Holland..
Hungary.
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shortness of stature has been cited by certain

writers to prove that the Jews are an inferior race,

which of course can not be seriously considered, be-

cause it is not known that superior stature necessa-

rily goes hand in liand with superior physical and
mental powers. The Japanese, for instance, are

among the shortest of races—niucii shorter on the

average than the Jews—yet, as is indicated by their

recent and rapid progress, they are by no means
an inferior or degenerate race. Particular)}' in

Poland, where the natives are of inferior stature,

many Gentile publicists, while discussing the degen-

eracy of their people, have attempted to show that

this deliciency is due to the presence of a large cum-
ber of Jews in that country whose low stature

reduces the average. Measurements of conscripts

were used in support of this view. On the other

hand, it has been shown that the ages of conscripts

are usually twenty and twenty-one, and Jews at

these ages have not yet reached their full growth (see

Growth of the Body), and that even then the

Jews measure 161.3 cm., not much less than the

Poles, who average 162.7 cm. Measurements taken

by Olechnowicz in the provincial government of

Radom show that the Polish peasants are only 161.7

cm. in height on the average; and in Lomza, accord-

ing to Talko-Hryncewicz's measurements, they are

no taller.

It is characteristic of the stature of the Jews that

the proportion of short individuals among them is

larger tlian among the surrounding races and peo-

ples, as may be seen from the appended table (No. 1)

taken from Fishberg's work (see bil)!iography)

:

It appears from this table that the proportion of

persons less than 160 cm. in height is everywhere
larger among the Jews than among the non-Jews of

the same country, with but one exception, that of

Rumania, which may possibly be explained by the

fact that Ihe figures for these Jews are obtained bj-

measuring immigrants to the United States, who are

always taller than the people from
Inferior whom they spring. The percentage

Stature of of these short individuals seems to run

Jews. in almost direct ratio to the percentage

found among the Gentiles in the same
locality. In Gaiiciaand in Russian Poland, where the

proportion of Gentiles luider 160 cm. in lieight exceeds
20 per cent, the Jews have 21 per cent of short men.
On the other hand, in Little Russia, where such per-

sons are found to the extent of onl)' 14 per cent, and
in Rumania, where it is only 12 per cent among the

Gentiles, the Jews also show a lower percentage,

namely, 24 and 18 respectively. Persons of tall

stature, 170 cm. and over, are met with less fre-

quently among the Jews than among others in the

same country. Such persons are found to the ex-

tent of 10 per cent among the Galician Jews, but

the percentage increases as it increases among the

non-Jewish races in a given country, and is found

to be 17 per cent among the i.,ittle-Russiau Jews,

Table I.

—

Statuke of Jews Compared with That of Non-Jews in Various Countries.

Country.

Jews.

Number
Observed.

Austria
(jaHcia

" (emigrants to United
States).

Little Russia
' (recruits)

South Russia
Odessa (recruits )

Little Russia (emigrants to

United States).

Poland (recruits)

4h

" (emigrants to United
States).

Lltliuania (recruits)

White Russia
Lithuania (emigrants to Uni-
ted states).

London ( East End)
(West End)

Hungary (recruits)

(emigrants to United
States).

Bavaria
Bukowina (soldiers)

Bosnia
Baden
Turin
Rumania (emigrants to LTnited

States).

Caucasia
Daghestan

" (mountaineers)
United States

133
954

305

438

'239

5(10

219

4,470

m3
l,0(Xi

200
315

2,122
69
139
275

I

3&3;

"m
329
100

.55

t;2

l.JO

305
(ii

14

124

Average
Stature

(in mm.).

1,623

1,622

1,625
1.642
I,64«

1,669

1,6.57

1,613
1,623

1,613

1,610

1,634

1,612
1.619

1,617

1,642

1,641

1,714

1,6;}3

l,ft57

1,620

1,651

1.634

1 ,643

l.tW!

1,660

1,618

1,644

1,66.3

1,679

Observer.

Weisbach.
Majer and Koper-

nicki.

Fish berg.

Tal ko-H ryncewicz.
SnigirefT.

Wei-ssenberg.
Pantukhof.
Fishberg.

Snigireff.

Zakrzewski.
Tolvvinski.
Elkind.
Fisbl)erg.

SnigirefT.

Talko-Hryncewicz
Yakowenko.
Fishberg.

Jacobs.

Scheiber.
Fishberg.

Ranke.
Himmel.

(iliick.

Ammon.
Lmnlirnso.
Fishl)erg.

Pantukhof.

Swiderski.
Fishberg.

Non-Jews.

People or Race.
Average
Stature

(in mm.).

j Poles
I Ruthenians

Little Russians
(recruits)

Poles (recruits)

Lithuanians (recruits)..

Letto-Littuianians
White Russians

j- English

Magyars
(iermans
Slavonians

Ruthenians
Rumanians

(iermans
ItaHiins
Rumanians

.Armenians
Lesghians

1,622

1,640

1,667

1,651

1,661

1,624
l.tWi)

1.648

1,610

1,639
1,()44

1,6,36

1.720

1.619
1.646

1,646

1,670

1,673

1,652
1,651

l,a50

1,630
1,680

Observer.

Majer and Koper-
nicki.

Talko-Hryncewicz.
SnigirefT.

Pantukhof.

SnigirelT.

Zakrzewski.
Tolwinski.
Elkind.

SnigirefT.
Talko-Hryncewicz.

Anthropometric
Committee.

Scheiber.

Himmel.

.Anuiiiin.

I.oiiiliroso.

Pittard.

Pantukhof.
KurdofT.
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Table II.

—

Stature of Jews Compared with That of Non-Jews in Various Countries in

Eastern Europe.

Country.

Galicia

:

Jews
Poles
Ruthenians

Poland

:

Jews
Poles

Lithuania and White
Russia

:

Jews
White Russians...
Letto-Lithuanians

Little Russia

:

Jews

Little Russians...
Rumania

:

Jews
Rumanians

Less Than
160 cm.
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Average
Stature.

Indoor occupations

:

Tailors 161.3 cm.
Cobblers 160.4 '•

Factory-workers. .. 162.2 "

Average ...161.3 "

Merchants 168.7 "

Professional men 169.6 "

Average
Stature.

Outdoor occupations

:

Carpenters 164.9 cm.
Iron-workers 166.3 "

Masons 167.9 "

Laborers 166.8 "

Average 106.4 "

It appears from these figures that the factor of

occupatioD is not a negligible quantity in consider-

ing the average stature of the Jews. While the

effect of race can hardly be underestimated in such
problems, still adverse social and sanitary conditions

have also a great influence in reducing the stature.

The foregoing figures are confirmed by the observa-

tions of Weissenberg on the Jews in South Russia,

lie found that those who were in higher material

and social circumstances were taller than their poorer

coreligionists. Jacobs, as mentioned above, records

the same to be the case witli the Jews in London,
where those of the East End average only 164.1 cm.
in height, while their richer brethren in the West
End of that city average 171.4 cm. In Poland,

Zakrzcwski has shown that in Warsaw the stature

of the Jews is less in the poorer districts, and consid-

erably greater in the richer ones. The maps of that

city prepared by that statistician (reproduced by
liipley in his work " The Races of Europe ") show in

a striking manner how poverty goes hand in hand
with shortness of stature.

Others are inclined to attribute the differences in

the stature of the Jews in various countries to inter-

mixture with the native races. It is

Social argued that while the influence of en-

Conditions, vironmeut calls for serious considera-

tion, still it has not been proved that

the superior or inferior stature produced by favor-

able or unfavorable social conditions is peri)etuated

b}' hereditary transmission. This view is sustained

by the fact that, although the social and economic
conditions in Little and South Russia are not by any
means better than those in Poland, still the Jews of

the former countries are taller than their Polish

brethren. In Bukowina, likewise, the average height

of the Jews is superior to that of their Galician

brethren, although the social and economic environ-

ment is in both cases about the same. All this is

used as an argument by some anthropologists in

support of their advocacy of the intermixture of

Jews with Gentiles.

Jewish immigrants to the United States are on the

average taller than the coreligionists they have left

behind them, as may be seen from the table giving

the stature of the Jews. The average stature of

1,528 immigrant Jews in New York city was 164.5

cm. (Fishberg) as against an average of 162.0 cm. for

1,681 Jews in Russia and Galicia. A sulxli vision

into four classes i)resented the following results:

Sliorl Hess than 160 cm. I

Below the average (Uio to 164 9 cm.)
Above ttie average (1(>") to 169.9 cm.)
Tall ( 17i) cm. and above)

New York.
Per Cent.

23.;!l)

30.10

27.49

19.11

Eastern
Europe.
Percent

3.').4(i

32.48

21.41

lO.ftt

It appears from these figures that Jews of short

stature were foimd in Europe to reach 35.46 per

cent, as compared with 23.3 per cent among those
who emigrated to the United Stales. The per-

centage of tall individuals (170 cm.
Stature of and over) in eastern Europe is only

Im- 10.65, whereas in New York city it

migrants, is 19.11, or nearly double. Persons
of intermediate stature are found in

about equal proportions in both groups.

This phenomenon is attributed to a process of se-

lection by emigration. Those who venture on a
long journey to a distant land are usually superior
physically to the average of the population from
which they spring. It is not confined to the Jews.
Gould has shown that the German, Irish, French,
English, and other immigrants to the United States

are as a rule taller than their fellow countrymen at

home. Other countries to which immigration is ex-

ten.sive show the same phenomenon.

Bibliography: otto Ammon, Zur Anthropulngie (Ur lia-
deuer, Jena, 1S99; B. Blechrnann, Eiii Beitrag zur An-
thropiiUigie der Juden, Dorpat, 1882; N. D. Elkind, EvreU
in Puhl. Society of Fnciids uf Aatural Sciejice, Atilhro-
pohtgn^ mid Etlni<){jrapliu tin Russian), vol. xxi.; M. Fish-
berg, Matcrial'tfor tlie I'husicnl Aiitliroijulouu "f the Jtir.f,

in Annals of the iVfU- Yorlt Academy of Scietice.". 190."): L.
(jliick, Jieitriiue zur PhfisUsclien Antliropohmie ncr Spani-
(ileu. In Wisscnsvhaftliche MittheUunaen aitu Bosnien und
der Herzeqovina, 1896, Iv. ; Himmel, Korpermeivnnigen in
derBukowina, in yiitlhediitiuen derAiiUiropoloyi.-<cheu Ge-
selhcliaft, Wcnna., xviii.s:}; A. A. Ivanovsky, Oli Aiitrupolo-
tlitcheskoiii SoMave Naselenia Roxxii. in Pulil. Society of
Friends of Xntiu-al Science^ etc. (in Rus,siant, x.\ii.; Joseph
Jacobs, On the Racial Characteristics of Modern Jetrs. in
Jimr. Antliropoloijical Institute, xw, idem. On the Canipar-
atire Antliroponirtry of tJnulish Jews, ib. xix.: C. Lom-
broso, L'Antisemitisino e le Scienze Moderne, Turin, 1892:
J. Majer and J. Kopernicki. Character isiykn Fiziczna Lud-
noszi Galiciij^liiej, in Zhior Windom. do Atdrojjoliniii
Kraj. 1., ix., Cracow, 1877-8o; I. Pantioukhov, Tlte Racesof the
Caucasus (in Russian), Tiflis, 1900 ; J. Rankeand N. Rudinger,
ZurStatislik idkI I'liysiologic der KorpergrOsse der Bayer-
ischen Militdrptlicldi(jen, in Beitrdye zur Antlirojiolofiie
Bayerns, iv. 1 IK ; Snigireff, Matej'iali dlia Mrdizinskoi
Staiistiki i (leoyrafii Rossii, in Voentio Mediz uski Zliur-
?iaM878 79; J. Talko-Hryncewicz, C/iarafferi.s'O/''" Fiziczna
Liubioszi Zydovskiej Litrci i Rusi, in Zhior Wiadom. dn
Antropoiogii Kraj. xiv., Cracow, 1892; S. Weissenberg,
Die SUih-ussi.schen Juden, in Arcliiv fiir AnthropoUnjir.
xxiii. 347 42:Jm, 531-579; M. (i. Yakowenko, Materiali k
A nti-opohmii Kvreev, St. Petersburg. 1898 ; Adam Zakrzewski,
Ludnosc Miaata Waiszawy, in Mater. Antropol.-Arche-
oloa. Akadem. Umiej. i., Cracow, 1895.

.1. M. Fi.

STATUTES. See Law, Civil.

STAUB, HERMANN: German jurist; born at

Nikolai, Upper Silesia, March 21, 1856. After having
studied for some lime at the gynniasium at Bcuthen

he attended the luiiversities of Breslau, Berlin, and

Leipsic, graduating from the last-named institution

in 1880. Having been admitted to the bar. he estab-

lished himself as counselor at law in Berlin, ma-

king civil law his specialty. Staub has published

"Kommenfar zum Allgemcinen Deutschen Ilandels-

geset/buch " and " Koinmentar zur Allgemcinen

Deutschen Wechselordnung." He is associate edi-

tor of the " Deutsche Juristenzeitung."

Bnu.iocR.MMiv : Das (Iristiqe Berlin, 1897. p. 514.

S.

STAUBER, DANIEL. See Widal, A.

STEBLICKI (SEBLITZKY), JOSEPH
ABRAHAM: (Jeiinuii coiivei t lo Jiidaisin ; .son of

a Catholic butcher; born at Nikolai. Upper Silesia,

about 1726; died there May 16. 1807. He received

a good education in Jesuit colleges, and i)ecame

teacher and later city treasurer in his native town.
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and finally a member of the city council. Retir-

ing from active life in 1780, he occupied himself

with religious studies, and began to observe the

Siibbath and the dietary laws; tlien he circumcised

himself, as he stated later; and on the Day of

Atonement in 1780 lie attended services in the Jew-

ish synagogue dressed in a white gown, like other

worshipers.

When the authorities were informed of .Steblicki's

conversion, proceedings against him were immedi-

ately instituted whicii, according to the law of Leo-

pold I., of 1709, tiien still in force, should have led

to a sentence of death. But the king, Frederick II.,

ordered the proceedings to be suspended (Dec. 12),

and left to the revenue authorities the questions as

to whether Steblicki, as a Jew without right of resi-

dence (" unverglciteter Jude "), should be tolerated,

and whether he sliould be required to pay the spe-

cial Jewish taxes. On July 28, 1780, the authorities

decided that he shoidd not be molested, on tlie

ground that he must be mentally unbalanced. Steb-

licki lived more than twenty years after his con-

version in harmony with his wife and his son, and

was highly respected by the small Jewish conunu-

nity of Nikolai. His life was made the subject of

legendary exaggerations in David Samoscz's "Ger
Zedek " (Breslau, 1810) and in M. A. Hertzberg's

"Der Neue Jude" (Gleiwitz, 1845).

BlBi.ior.RAPHT: Berlini.iche yionats^chrift, Aug., 1786, pp.
\'y2-lT.i\ Brann, in Jliiliacher Vulhs- und Hauskalcnder.
1893, p. .56; Biberfeld, Jiwff Ahniliam Stehlicky, ein Ger
Zcdeh; dc)< 18. Jahrhundertx, in Berliner's .Ifngazin, xx. 181-

198; Seustadt, Jdsef Steblicki. rin Prnsehit Vnter Friedrich
dein Grosxe)!, Breslau, 1894 (comp. review of this work by
Brann In Monatsschrift, xxxix. 379-384, Breslau, 189.5).

D.

STECKLER, ALFRED: American jurist;

born in New York city Dec. 18, 1850. He was edu-

cated in the public schools of New York city and at

Columbia Law School, graduated in 1877, and was
admitted to the bar in the same year. In 1881 he

was elected a judge of the Fourth District Court of

New York city, and served till 1893. In 1900 he

was appointed to till a vacancy in the Supreme
Court of the First Judicial District of New York
County.

Steckler has taken an active part in politics, with-

out aftiliating himself with any partv.

A. F. T. H.

STEIGER. See Mtsic, Synagogal.

STEIN, ABRAHAM : German rabbi ; born at

Wanfried, Prussia, Jan. 13, 1818; died at Prague

Sept. 18, 1884; studied at tiie Teachers' Seminary of

Cassel (1832-34) and at the University of Berlin

(Ph.D. 1844). He was principal of the seminary of

Cassel 1845-47, rabbi at Filehne 1848-50, and riibbi

of tile Altschottlandische community of Danzig
1850-03. When the old Meisel Synagogue of Prague

was changed in 1804 to a modern temple with a

choir, organ, and sermon, Stein received a call as

preacher to this i)lace of worship, where he offici-

ated until liis deatli. From 1805 to 1808 lie acted

also as teacher of Talmud at the Talmud Torah
founded by Bapaport in this community.

Stein, who was eminent both as preacher and

as linguist, published the following works: "Ge-

schichte der Juden in Danzig, nacli Handschrift-

lichen Quellen Dargestellt," Danzig, 1800; ''Ueber

den Unterricht im Talmud nach Wissenschaftliclier

Methode," Prague, 1800; "Talmudische Terminolo-

gie, Zusammengestellt und Alphabetisch Geordnet,

und die Aufgabe einer Priiparandie fiir die Studie-

renden der Theologie," ib. 1809.

s. A. Ki.

STEIN, LEOPOLD : German rabljl ; born in

Burgpreppach Nov. 3, 1810; died at Frankfort-on-

the-Main Dec. 2, 1882. After finishing his earlier

education at Erlangen and Bayreuth. he attended

(1830) the University of Wiirzburg. In 1833 he de-

livered his first sermon in Frankfort, in which he

pleaded for the introduction of reforms: two years

later he became rabbi of Burg and Altenkunstadt

(Franconia); and from 1844 to 1802, when he with-

drew from public life, he was rabbi at Frankfort-

on-the-Maiu. He was especially prominent as one

of the leaders of the Reform movement.
With Dr. S. Slisskind, Stein was editor of "Der

Lsraelitische Volkslehrer" (1800-09); lie edited also

the year-book " Achawa," published by tlie Lehrer-

verein. His works include the following: "Stufen-

gesitnge," poems, Wiirzburg, 1834; "Gebete und
Gesauge zum Gebrauche bei der Oeffentliclien An-
dacht." Erlangen, 1840; "Koheleth," Frankfort-on-

the-Main, 1840; "Die Rabbiner-Versamniiung: ein

Wort zur Verstandigung," ib. 1846; " Der Eid More
Judaico," tb. 1847:""Lehre und Gebot." ib. 1858;
" Die Hasmonaer," ib. 1859; "Gebetbuch fiir lsrae-

litische Gemeinden: nach dem Ritus der Haupt-

Synagoge 7.u Frankfurt-am-Main," zi. 1860; "Mein
Dienstverhiiltniss zum Israelitischeu Gemeindevor-

stande zu Frankfurt-am-Main, Actenmilssig zur Be-

griinduug Meiner Amtsniederlegung Dargestellt,"

ib. 1861; " HausEhrlich," a drama in five acts, l^eip-

sic, 1803 (performed at Mannheim) ;
" Der Knabcn-

raub von Karpentras," Berlin, 1803; "Sinai, die

Worte des Ewigen Bundes," a didactic poem,

Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1808; "Die Schrift des Le-

bens," the contents of the Jewish religion, ib. 1808;

"Torath-Chajim," the Jewish religious law, Stras-

burg, 1877 ; "Der Geklarte Judenspiegel." 1882. He
likewise composed for the Reform ritual the song

"Tag des Herrn," to be sung to the music of " Kol

Nidre " on the eve of the Day of Atonement.

Stein was a friend of Friedrich Rlickert, to whose

year-book he contributed several essays.

BiBr.TOORAPHY : AU(jcmeine Zeitung des Judentliums. Sept.

4 ami 11, 1903.

S.

STEIN, LTJDWIG : Hungarian philosopher;

born at Erdo-Beuye, Hungary, Nov. 12, 1859; edu-

cated at the gymnasia of Papa, Saros-Potak, and

Zwolle, at the universities of Berlin and Halle

(Ph.D. 1880), and at the Jewish Theological Semi-

nary of Berlin (Rabbi, 1880). He lived in Berlin as

rabbi from 1881 to 1883, and as journalist from 1883

to 1880. In 1880 he became privat-docent at the Uni-

versity of Zurich, and was in 1889 appointed pro-

fessor at the polytechnic of that city. Since 1891

he has been professor of pliilosophy at the Univer-

sity of Bern.

Stein is the author of the following works: "Die

Falaschas," Berlin, 1880; "Die Willensfreiheit bei

den Judischen Philosopheu des Mittelalters," ib.
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1882; "Berthold Auerbach," ib. 1882; "Eduard
Lasker," //^. 1883; "Die Psychologic dcr Stoa," iA.

1886; "Die Erkenntnistlieorie dcr Stoa," ib. 1888;

"Leibniz iind Spinoza," ib. 1890; "Friedrich

Nietzsclie's Weltanschauung und Hire Gefahrcn,"

ib. 1893; " Das Erste Auftauclien der SozialenFrage

bei den Gricchen," ib. 1896; " Die Soziale Frage im
Lichte der Philosophic," Stuttgart, 1897 (2d ed.

1903; Russian and French transl. 1900); "Die Phi-

losophic des Friedens," ib. 1899; "An der Wende
des Jahrhundcrts," ib. 1900 ;

" Dcr Sinn des Dascins,"

ib. 1904: and "Der Sociale Oi)tiniismus," ib. 1905.

Stein is now (1905) the editor of " Archiv fur Ge-

schichte der Philosophic" (since 1886), "Bcrner Stu-

dien zur Philosophic und Hirer Gesciiichtc " (since

1896), and "Archiv fiir Systematischc Philosophie"

(since 1897).

Bibliography : Meyers Konversatio7is-Lexikon

.

s. F. T. H.

STEIN, MARC AUREL : Hungarian Orien-

talist and archeologist ; born at Budapest in 1862;

educated at Vienna, Tubingen, Oxford, and Lon-

don. In 1888 lie was appointed registrar of the

Punjab University at Lahore, and principal of the

Oriental College in the same university ; eleven years

later he became principal of the Calcutta madrasah,

where he remained until 1901. He is now (1905)

inspector of schools in the Punjab. Stein i^

chiefly known, however, as an archeologist, the

results of his explorations in Kashmir and Chi-

nese Turkestan under a government commi-ssioi;

being very important. His works arc as follows:

"Kalhana's Rajataraiigini, or Chronicle of the Kings
of Kashmir" (3 vols., text and translation, Bombay
and Westminster, 1892-1900); "Catalogue of the

Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Raghunatha Temple
Library of His Highness the Maharaja of Jamimi
and Kashmir" (Bombay, 1894); "Detailed Report of

an Archeological Tour with the Buner Field Force "

(Lahore, 1898); "Memoir on Maps Illustrating the

Ancient Geography of Ka(;mir " (Bombay, 1899);

and " Sand-Buried Cities of Khotan " (London, 1903).

In addition he has written numerous articles in vari-

ous Oriental journals.

s. L. H. G.

STEIN, PHILIP: American jurist; born at

Steele, Rhenish Prussia, March 12, 1844. He emi-

grated to the United States in 1854, and was edu-

cated in the public and the high school of Milwaukee,

and at the University of Wisconsin, obtaining the

degree of A.M. in 1868, in which year he was also

admitted to the bar. After postgraduate courses at

the universities of Heidelberg, Bonn, and Berlin lie

settled in 1870 in Chicago. In 1892, and again in

1898, he was elected judge of the Superior Court of

Cook County, Illinois, and in 1903 he was appointed

judge of the appellate court of that state, of which

court he is now (1905) presiding justice.

BiHi.i()(;r.APHV: Americaii JeU'U-^h Ycnr Bonk, 566") (1904-

liHlo), II. 195. „ ,„ rx
A. F. T. H.

STEIN, PHILIPP: German author ; born Dec.

3, 1853, at Konigsberg. In 1864 his parents removed

with him to Berlin. The death of his father there

prevented him from continuing his studies, and he

became a bookseller. After having worked for some
time on the editorial stall of the " Deutsches ]Mon-

tagsblatt," Stein in 1881 became one of the editors of

tiip " Dre-sdener Zeilung." In 1884 he returned to

Berlin and became ciiief editor of the " Litterarische

Merkur"; and from this time he developed great

activity as contributor to various political, artistic,

and literary papers. Stein is now (1905) editor-in-

chief of the Berlin " Bazar, " and dramatic critic of the

"Berliner Zeitung." He has published "lUustrirte

Kunstgeschichte," 1886, and " Von Schreibtisch und
Werkstatt," 1896, and has edited " Briefe von Goe-
the's Mutter," 1891 ;

" Reden des Fiirsten Bismarck,"
1895-98; " Riickert's Ausgewahlte Werke," 6 vols.,

1897; " Briefwechsel Zwischen Schiller nnd Goethe,"

1901.

Bibliography: Dcut Geixtigc Berlin, 1897, pp. 514-515.

S

STEIN-AM-ANGER (Hungarian. Szomba-
thely) : Town in Hungary. Although now one of

the largest and most important in the country, the

Jewish community of Stein-am-Anger is of compara-
tively recent origin. In 1567 Emperor Maximilian
II. granted to the town the privilege of allowing

none but Catholics to dwell within its walls; and
even in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

when the municipal authorities rented shops to

Jews, the latter were permitted to remain in the

town only during the day, and then only witliout

their families. Down to the beginning of the nine-

teenth century but three or four Jewish families

succeeded in taking up a permanent residence there.

The members of the little community of Steiu-am-

Anger, therefore, dwelt not in the town itself, but

in the outlying districts (now united into one munic-

ipality). They separated in 1830 from the commu-
nity of Rechnitz, of which they had previously

formed a part, and were henceforth known as the

community of Szombathely. AVhen the Jews of

Hungar}' were emancipated by the law of 1840, the

city was obliged to open its doors to them; liut at

the beginning of the revolution of 1848 they were

not only attacked and plundered, but threatened

with expulsion. The authorities interfered, iiow-

ever, and when peace was restored the community
quickly deveUjped.

The tirst elementary schoc^l was founded in 1846,

and isnow(iy05) organized as a normal school, with

four grades and about 230 pupils. The first s^-n-

agogue was built by the former lord of the town,

Duke Batthyanyi, who solil it to the Jews. In 1880

a large temple was built ; it is one of the handsomest

edifices of its kind in Hungary. The founder of the

community and its first rabbi was Ludwig Kiinigs-

berger (d. 1861); he was succeeded in turn by Leo-

pold Rockeiistein, Joseph Stier, and Bt'la Bernstein

(called in 1892). A small Orthodox congregation.

numbering about 60 or 70 members, separated from

the main body in 1870. It has its own synagogue,

an elementary school with two teachers, and an in-

dependent organization.
s. B. Be.

STEINBACH, EMIL : Austrian statesman;

born at Vienna June 11, 1846. After graduating

from the Vienna University (LL.D.) he established

himself as a lawyer, becoming soon afterward at-
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taclied to the Ministry of Commerce. From Febru-

ary, 1891, to November, 1893, be was minister of

finance in the cabinet of Taaffe. In 1894 lie was
appointed president of tlie Supreme Court of the

Austrian Empire, which position he still holds

(1905). He has embraced Christianity.

Steinbach is the author of the following works:

"Rechtskenntnissedes Publikums" (1878); "Eigen-

Ihum an Briefen nach Oesterreichischem Rechte

"

(1879); "Stellungder Versicherungim Privatrechte"

(1883); "Erwerij und Beruf" (1896); "Rechtsge-

schafteder Wirtschaftlichen Organization" (1897);

"Moral als Schranke des Rechtserwerbes" (1898);

"Zur Friedensbewegung" (1899); "Treue und
Glaube im Verkehr " (1900); "Der Staat und die

Modernen Privatmonopole " (1903).

Bibliography : La Grande Encyclopedic.
S.

STEINBACH, JOSEF: Austrian physician;

born at Filnfkirchen, Hungary, Jan. 3, 1850. Edu-
cated at the gymnasium of his native town and at

the University of Vienna (M.D. 1875), he acted for

a short time as assistant physician at the university

hospital, and in 1876 was appointed surgeon in the

navy, resigning tlie latter position in 1881. After a

postgraduate course at the University of Vienna he

established himself as gynecologist in Franzensbad.

Steinbach lias published the following belletristic

works: "Heimatsklange," Leipsic, 1882; " Ueber-

setzungvonj. Kiss' Gedichten," Vienna, 1886; and
" Eigenes und Fremdes," ib. 1888. Since 1886 he has

been associate editor with G. A. Egger of the " Oes-

terreichisch-Ungarische Badezeitung." He has con-

tributed several essays to professional journals, and
is the author of "Die Stellung der Militararzte im
Oesterreichisch-Ungarischen Heeresverbande."

Bibliography: Eisner, Das Geistige Wien, vols. i. and ii.,

Vienna, 1893.

s. F. T. H.

STEINBERG, JOSHUA: Russian writer and
educator; born in Wilna 1839. He was graduated

from the rabbinical school of his native city, and
then for a short time occupied the position of

rabbi at Byelostok, being called to Wilna in 1861 to

fill a similar position. In 1867 he was appointed

head teacher of Hebrew and Aramaic at the rabbin-

ical seminary, and in 1872 was promoted to the posi-

tion of inspector, which post he held until 1904.

Steinberg's activities were not, however, limited to

the sphere of higher education; for it was due to

his tireless devotion and persistent representations

that the Russian government in 1863 established in

Wilna seven elementary city schools for Jewish
children. Following the example of Wilna, other

schools of the same pattern were established in

nearly all cities containing a large Jewish pop-
ulation.

In 1863 the Russian government appointed Stein-

berg censor of all Jewish publications, both domes-
tic and foreign—a position which he still holds (1905).

In 1887 he was requested by the government to in-

spect theycshibah at Volozhin with a view to intro-

ducing into the curriculum of that institution the

study of the Russian language and literature and
other general subjects. Steinberg succeeded in con-

vincing the officials of the institution of the necessity

of such reforms, and they promised faithfully to

carry out his plans; two years passed, however,
without their making the least effort to comply with
the request of the government, and the institution

was closed in spite of Steinberg's earnest pleadings
for another year's delay. Steinberg was the recip-

ient of many honors from the Russian government
for his devotion and many-sided activities in both
literary and educational fields. A hereditary honor-

ary citizenship was bestowed upon him, and he
was decorated many times.

Steinberg's literary productions are many and
varied. The following is a list of his more impor-

tant works:
Russian: "The Organic Life of the Language"

(1871), published in the "Viestnik Yevropy";
" Grammar of the Hebrew Language " (Wilna, 1871)

;

" Book of Exercises in the Chaldean Language

"

(1875); "Complete Russian-Hebrew Dictionary"

(1880); "Hebrew and Chaldean Dictionary of the

Bible," awarded a prize by the Holy Synod; "The
Jewish Question in Russia" (1882); "Complete
Russian-Hebrew-German Dictionary "'

(1888), seven-

teen editions; "The World and Life," two editions;
" Count Muraviev and His Relations to the Jews of

the Northwestern Parts of Russia" (1889); "The
Five Books of Moses," with commentary.
Hebrew: "Human Anatom}-, According to the

Most Modern Investigations " (1860) ;
" Or la-Yesha-

rim " (Wilna, 1865), an anthology from tiie ancient

and the modern classics, written in the poetic style

of the Bible, and annotated with moral reflections

and observations ;
" Massa Ge Hizza.yon " (1886), met-

ric translations from the Greek Sibyls; "A Hebrew

-

Russian-German Encyclopedic Dictionary of the

Bible" (1896); "Darwin's Theory in Its Relation to

the Organic Life of Languages " (1897) ;
" Ma'arke

Leshon 'Ebcr," a Hebrew grammar.
German: "Knospen," a translation of Hebrew

poems by A. B. Lebensohn; "Gesange Zions," a

translation of Hebrew poems by Michael Lebensohn.

Bibliography : Zeitlin, Bihl. Post-Mendels.
H. u. J. Go.

STEINBERG, SAMUEL: Plungarian histori-

an; born at Gussing, Hungary, Dec. 16, 1857. He
received his education at Gratz (Ph.D. 1882; LL.D.
1894), and in 1895 became privat-docent at the

University of Vienna. In 1901 he was appointed

professor of history at the German University of

Prague. Steinberg has contributed several essays,

especially on the history of the fourteenth and six-

teenth centuries, to various historical journals, and

is the author of " Nuntiaturberichte aus Deutsch-

land" (Vienna, 1897).

s. F. T. H.

STEINDORFF, GEORG : German Egyptol-

ogist; born at Dessau Nov. 12, 1861. He studied

Oriental languages at Leipsic and Berlin, was ap-

pointed privat-docent at the university of the latter

city, and succeeded in 1893 his teacher Georg Ebers

as professor of Egyptology at the University of

Leipsic. He has embraced Christianit}'.

Steindorff, who is associate editor of the "Zeit-

schrift fiir Aegyptische Sprache und Alterthums-

kunde," is the author of the following works:
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"Koptische Grammatik " (1894, 2d ed. 1904), "Grab-

funde des Mittleren Reichs in den Koniglichen Mu-
seen in Berlin" (1897-1901), "Das Kunstgewerbeim
Alten Aegypten " (1898), " Die Apokalypse des

Elias" (1898), "Die Blutezeit des Pliaraonenreichs "

(1900), and "Durch die Libysche zur Amonsoase "

(1905). Under the title "Aegyptische Kiinstge

schichte " (Leipsic, 1889) he translated into German
G. Maspero's "L'Archeologie Egyptienne"; he also

edited Baedecker's "Aegypten" (1902) and Ebers'

"Aegyptische Studien " (1900), as well as the latter's

"Urkunden des Aegyptischen Alterthxims" (1904).

Bibliography: La Grande Encuclopedie.
g.

STEINER, KILIAN VON : German financier

;

born at Laupheim in 1835; died at Stuttgart Sept.

24, 1903. At first attorney at law, he rose to the

leadership of Wilrttemberg finance as president of

the Wiirttemberg'sche Vereinsbank. He was also

founder (1871) of the Wiirttemberg'sche Notenbank.

Steiner was a patron of science and art and an inti-

mate friend of Berthold Auerbach. In recognition

of the part he took in the foundation of the Schwa-
bische Schillerverein and the Schiller-Museum in

Marbach he was made an honorary citizen of Schil-

ler's birthplace.

Bibliography: Allgemeine Zeitung des JudenthumK, Oct. 9,

1903.

S.

STEINFELD, EMANUEL : Australian states-

man ; born at Neisse, Silesia, in 1827 ; died at Mel-

bourne May 6, 1893. He attended the College of

Brieg, and after residing in London (1847-53) went to

Ballarat, Australia, where he established (1866) the

firm of Steinfeld & Levison. He was the first mayor
of Ballarat East, holding that office for three years,

and was one of the chief founders of the Ballarat

Orphan Asylum, the Water Scheme, and the Free-

hold Market. He was an enthusiastic advocate of

imperial federation. In May, 1885, Steinfeld be-

came a member of the Victoria Chamber of Manu-
factures, and two years later was elected its presi-

dent. At his suggestion the chamber held three

international conferences on the subject of the es-

tablishment of intercolonial free trade. He was also

a member of the commission appointed to consider

the question of technical education introduced by
himself. In Sept., 1892, he was elected to the

legislative council of Victoria from the district of

Wellington.

Bibliography : Jew. Chron. June 3, 1893.

J. G. L.

STEINHARDT, JOSEPH B. MENAHEM
MENDEL: German rabbi; born about 1720; died

at Flirthin 1776; lived in early manhood at Schwa-

bach in Bavaria. His first incumbency was the rab-

binate of Rixheim, and shortly afterward he was

elected chief rabbi of Upper xVlsace. In 1755 he was

chosen chief rabbi of Nicder-Ehenheim in Lower
Alsace, and eight years later was called as rabbi to

Flirth, where he officiated until his death. Stein-

hardt was one of the foremost Talmudists of his time,

and questions were addressed to him from Hungary,

Italy (Verona), the Netherlands (Amsterdam), and

Switzerland. He was extremely conservative, and

induced the lord of the manor of Nieder-Ehenheim
to forbid men and women dancing together. His
attitude in his controversy with Pick regarding

Eleazar Kalir is also noteworthj', since he maintained

that the word " Be-Rabbi " was not a second name,
but merely an honorary title of Kalir's, who he

claimed was a contemporarj- of Saadia.

Steiuhardt was the author of the following works:

"Zikron Yosef" (Fiirth, 1773), a work in four

parts, containing responsa and decisions modeled on
•the ritual codices; "Mashbir Bar" (Prague, 1827),

comprising notes on the Pentateuch; and "Koah
Shor" {ib. 1827), containing novelise on the treatise

Baba Batra, with notes by his grandson Akiba.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cnf. BodJ. col. 1.533; Carmoly,
in Revue Orientale, lii. 307; Frankel, in Orient, Lit. vlll.

246.

E. C. S. O.

STEINHARDT, MENDEL: German rabbi

and scholar of the eightoeulh and nineteenth cen-

turies; held the rabbinate of Minden. When the

consistory of Westphalia was convened in 1807 he

was elected its counselor. In defense of Israel Ja-

cobson's advocacy of the Reform movement among
the Jews of Westphalia, Steinhardt wrote "She'elot

u-Teshubot Dibre Menahem " (Offenbach, 1804), con-

taining ninety responsa on various rabbinical sub-

jects, and supplied with an index arranged accord-

ing to the Talmudic treatises; he wrote also "Dibrc

Iggeret" (ed. W. Heidenheim, Rodelheim, 1812), a

work seeking to justify the innovations introduced

by the Jewish consistory at Cassel, and essaying to

prove that the}' were undertaken in conformity with

Talmudic principles.

Bibliography: S. Bernfeld, Tolednt ha-Reformnzinn ha-
Datit he-YisraeU p. 59, Cracow, 1900: Zeitlin, Bibl. Puft-

Mcndcls. p. 379.

s. S. O.

STEINHEIM, SOLOMON LUDWIG
(LEVY) : German physician, poet, and philoso-

pher; born Aug. 6, 1789, in Altona (according to

some authorities, in Bruchhausen, Westjihalia); died

May 19, 1866. at Zurich, Switzerland. He was edu-

cated first at the Christianeum, Altona, and pursued

his medical studies at the University of Kiel. He
had hardly graduated when he found a wide field

for his activity in Altona, whither the inhabitants

of the sister city of Hamburg, then occupied by the

French troops, had ffcd to esca]K' the Russian block-

ade, bringing with them typhus fever, which at

that time was raging in the Hanseatic town. In

1845 ill health forced him to abandon a medical

career and to betake himself to milder climes. He
settled in Rome, returning to his country only twice,

in 1845 and 1864.

Steinheim, besides remaining a lifelong student of

Aristotle, Hippocrates, and Celsus. took a great in-

terest in natural history. In 1820 ho published a

pamiihlet on the grasshopper, and in 1842 one on

animal instinct. His treatise on the pathology of

tumors (1846) was his chief contribution to medical

literature. His main attention, however, was de-

voted to philo.sophy and religion ; he was a zealous

adherent of Kant. As early as 1818 he had written

an essay on ecstasis; and in 1835 he published the

first volume of his "Die Offenbarung nach dem
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Lehrbegriff der Syuagoge." In this work, for

whicli lie prepared himself by a careful study of

comparative religion, he, though a freethinker, en-

deavored to raise revelation from a religious belief

to a i)hilosophic truth. While, according to him, all

important piiilosophic systems lead to the dualistic

struugle between good and evil, the revelation of

the Old Testament places in the forefront as axioms
"creatio ex nihilo," and, consequently, the unity of

God, belief in which is essential to religion and
morality.

The second volume of Steinheim's life-work, con-

sisting of twenty-five lectures, appeared under the

title "Das Dogma derSynagoge als Exakte Wissen-

schaft " ; the third volume (1863) treats of tlie strug-

gle between revelation and paganism; while the

fourth volume (1865) contains a series of separate

essays on various subjects {e.g., the theory of Cre-

ation according to the Old Testament), polemics

against Dollinger's "Heidenthum und Judenthum"
and Baur's "Dogmengeschichte," etc.

Steiuheim in his "Meditationeu " and in his con-

tributions to the "Kieler Zeitung " earnestly advo-

cated the emancipation of the Jews. Of his poems,

'Sinai" and "Obadjah Sohn Amos aus der Verban-
nung "(Altona, 1829; 2d ed. Frankfort-on-the-Main,

1837) deserve special mention.

Bibliography: AUgemcine Deutsche Biographie, s.v.; S.

Hernfeld, Da'at EMiim, i. 593; M. Isler, In Arch. Isr. 1866,

pp. C7I-677.

S.

STEINITZ, CLARA (nee Klausner
;
pseudo-

nym, Hans Burdach) : German authoress; born at

Kobylir. April IG, 18o2. She was educated at Halle-

on-the-Saale, and in 1873 married Siegfried Heinrich

Steinitz. She has published the following novels:
" Des Volkes Tochter," 1878 ;

" Die Hassliche," 1884

;

"IlirBeruf,"1886; "Im Pricsterhause," 1890;"Ring
der Nibelungen," 1893; and "Irrlicht," 1895. She
has also translated several novels from foreign lan-

guages: of these may be mentioned: "Joseph und
Sein Freund," original by Bayard Taylor; "Die
Lieb.'^chaften Pliilipps von Boisvilliers," by Octave
Feuillet; •'Gunnar"and "Unterdem Gletscher," by
Boyescn ; and " Fraulcin Ludingtons Schwester," by
Bellamy.

Bim.iOGRAPHY : Da^ Geistige Berlin^ 1897, p. 667.

s.

STEINITZ, WILHELM : Chess champion of

the woild from 1866 to 1894; born at Prague, Bohe-
mia, 'Miiy 17, 1836; died, insane, on Wards Island,

New York, June 22, 1900. Destined for the rab-

binate, he studied Talmud diligently, but his fond-

ness for mathematics overcame his jiarents' wishes,

and he continued his education at the Polytechnic

Institute, Vienna. When a student he was troubled

with much bodily infirmity, whicli accompanied
him through life. At one time he was on the staff

of a Vienna newspaper, but was obliged to relin-

quish liis position owing to ilefective eyesight.

Steinitz learned the moves of chess when he was
twelve years old. Being unable to afford a proper

board and set of men, he crudely carved some pieces

from kindling-wood; and a painted square of linen

did duty for a board. He applied himself to- the

game with such earnestness that he soon beat his

professor and came to be regarded as an expert by
the leading players of Prague. In 1858, while in

Vienna, he secured an introduction to the Chess
Club of that city, and soon became known as a

strong and brilliant player. In the club tourna-

ment of 1861 he won the first prize, losing onl}' one
game out of thirty-four played. Then he devoted

himself wholly to chess, his principal patron being

Epstein, tlie banker.

In 1862 Steinitz represented Austria in the Inter-

national Chess Tournament held in London, at which

he secured the sixth prize, and this was the begin-

ning of an unparalleled career as a chess-master. In

July, 1866, he played a match with Anderssen which
he won with 8 games to 6, thereby becoming cham-

pion of the world, a title which he retained for

twenty-eight years, ultimately losing it in 1894 to

Emanuel L.\skeh.

Steinitz resided for more than twenty years in

England, in which country he became naturalized.

For some time he was chess editor of the London
" Field, " and edited also " The Chess Monthly. " A
visit to America in 1881 having proved very suc-

cessful, and his relations with the leading English

chess-masters having become somewhat strained,

Steinitz in 1893 settled in New York, where he re-

sided until his death. For some time he was engaged
in editing the chess terms for the " Standard Dic-

tionary."

Steinitz was the inventor of the gambit which

bears his name and which has been described in the

Jew. Encyc. iv. 20, s.v. Chess. He may be said to

have founded a new school of chess. In place of

the dashing game of the older players, he aimed

at speedily securing an advantage—often sliglit,

such as a doubled pawn—and, by careful develop-

ment, at making his position invincible. His record

as a chess-player, extending over a period of forty

years, is an extraordinary one, as the subjoined lists

of tourney games and matches testify

:

T0URN.\MENTS.

ia59, Vienna : Third prize after Haiiippe and Jenay.

1860, " Second prize after Hamppe.
1861, *' First prize.

1863, London : Sixth prize (12 players).

1865, Dublin : First prize.

1866, London : Handicap, first prize, 8 to 0.

1867, Paris : Third prize after Kolisch and Winawer.

Dundee : Second prize after Neumann.
1868, British Chess Association : First prize, handicap ; Fraser,

second.

1870, Baden-Baden: Second prize after Anderssen.

1871, British Association, London : First prize, 12 to 0.

1873, " " "
First prize, 7 to 1.

1873, Vienna: First prize.

1882, " First and second prizes divided with Winawer.
1883, London : Second prize after Zukertort.

1894, New York: First prize: Albin, second.

1895, Hastings : Fifth prize.

1896, St. Petersburg Quadrangular Tourney : Second prize after

Lasker; Pillsbury, third ; Tchigorin, fourth.
" Nuremberg: Fifth prize.

1898, Vienna : Fourth prize.
" Cologne : Fifth prize.

Matches.
1862, beat S. Dubois, 5 to 3. 1 draw.

186.3, " J. H. Blacklnirne. 7 to 1. 2 draws.
"

F. Deacon, 5 to 1.

" " Montgredien, 7 to 0.

1864, " V. Green, 5 to <l. 2 draws.
" Healey at Kt odds, 5 to 0.
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1866, beat Anderssen. 8 to 6.

" Bird, r t<) 5. 5 draws.

1867, " Fraser, 3 t« I.

" " Fraser at P and move, V to 1. 1 draw.
1870, " Blackburne, 5 to 0. 1 draw.

1872, " Zukertort, 7 to 1. 4 draws.

1876, " Blackburne, 7 to 0.

1882, " Martinez, 7 too.
" " Martinez, 3 to 1. 3 draws.
" " Sellmann, 3 to 0. 2 draws.

1885, " Sellmann, 3 to 0.

1886, " Zukertort, 10 to 5. 5 draws.

1887, " Mackenzie, 3 to 1. 2 draws.
" " Golmayo, 8 to 1. 2diaws.
" " Martinez, 9 to 0. 2 draws.

1888, " Vasquez, 5 to 0.

" " Golmayo, 5 to 0.

" " Ponce, 4 to 1.

1889, " Tchigorin. 10 to 6. 1 draw.
1890-91, beat Gunzberg, 6 to 4. 9 draws.

1892, beat Tchigorin, 10 to 8. 5 draws.

1894, lost, Lasker, 5 to 10.

1896, " " 2 to 10

Bibliography : C. Devide, A Memorial to WUliam Steinitz,
New York, 1901; The Haxtings C?(e.ss Tournament, ed. H.
F.Cheshire, London. 1896; Tlic Liiiing Age (Boston), Dec.
22, 1900, pp. 759-767.

s. A. P.

STEINSCHNEIDER, MORITZ : Austrian

bibliographer and Orientalist ; l)orn at Prossnitz,

Moravia, March 30, 1816.

He received liis early instruc-

tion in Hebrew from his

father, Jacob Steinschneider

(b. 1782; d. March, 1856),

who was not only an expert

Talmudist, but was also well

versed in secular science.

The house of the elder Stein-

.schneider was the rendezvous

of a few progressive Hebra-

ists, among whom was his

brother-in-law, the physician

aiid writer Gideon Brecher.

At the age of six Moritz

was sent to the public school,

an unheard-of proceeding at

that time with regard to a

Jewish child ; and at the age

of thirteen he becunie the

pupil of Tlabl)i Nahuni Tre-

bitsch, whom he followed to

Nikolsburg in 1832. Tiie fol-

lowing year, in order to cf)ii-

linue his Talmudic studies, he

went to Prague, where lie remained until 1836, at-

tending simultaneously the lectures at the Normal
School. His countryman Abraham Benisch, who

also was studying in Prague at ihis

Education, time, inaugurated among his intimate

friends a kind of Zionistic movement,
which Steinschneider joined. Later, however, see-

ing the impracticability of the scheme, he withdrew

from it completely (1842).

In 1836 Steinschneider went to Vienna to con-

tinue his studies, and, on the advice of his friend Leo-

pold Dukes, he devoted liiin.self especially to Oriental

and NeoHcbrcw literatures, and most particularly to

bibliography, which latter was destined to become

the principal field of his activity. Being a Jew,

Steinschneiiler was ]irevented from entering the

Oriental Academy : and for the same reason he was

XL—35^

Moritz Stei

unable even to obtain permission to make extracts

from the Hebrew books and manuscripts in the Im-
perial Librar\', Vienna. In spite of these drawbacks
he continued his studies in Arabic, Syriac, and He-
brew with Professor Kaerleat the Catholic Theolog-
ical Faculty of the university. He had at this junc-
ture the intention of adopting the rabliinical career.

In Vienna, as formerly in Prague, he earned a live-

lihood by giving lessons, teacliing Italian among
other subjects. For political reasons he was com-
pelled to leave Vienna and decided to go to Ber-
lin ; but, being unable to obtain the necessary pass-

port, he remained in Leipsic. At the university

there he continued the studj' of Arabic under Pro-

fessor Fleischer. At this time he began the transla-

tion of the Koran into Hebrew and collaborated with
Franz Delitzsch in editing Aaron ben Elijah's " 'Ez
Ilayyim " (Leipsic, 1841) ; but the rules of the Aus-
trian censorship did not permit the publication of

his name as coeditor. While in Leipsic he contrib-

uted a number of articles on Jewish and Arabic lit-

erature to Pierer's Universal Encyklo])adie.

Having at length secured the necessary passport,

Steinschneider in 1839 proceeded to Berlin, where
he attended the university

lectures of Franz Bopp on
comparative philology and
the history of Oriental litera-

tures. At the .same time he

made the acquaintance of

Leopold Zunz and Abraham
Geiger. In 1842 he returned

to Prague, and in 1845 he fol-

lowed Michael Sachs to Ber-

lin; but the Orthodox tend-

encies of the latter caused

Steinschneider to abandon
detinitely his intention of be-

coming a rabbi. At this time

he was emploj-ed as a re-

porter of the "National-Zei-

tung"attlie sessions of the

National Assembly in Frank-
fort and as correspondent of

the " Pragcr Zeitiing." In

1844, together with David
Cassel, he drafted the "Plan

nschneidcr. der Heal-Encyclopadie des

Judenthums," a prospectus

of which work was published in the " Literaturblatt

des Orients"; but the project was not carried

through (see specimen page reproduced in Jkw.

K.NCvc. i., Preface, p. xviii.).

On March 17, 1848, Steinschneider, after many dif-

ficulties, succeeded in becoming a Prussian citizen.

The same year he was charged with the preparation

of the catalogue of the Hebrew books in the Bod-

leian Library, Oxford ("Clatalogus Librorum He-

bra'onimiu Bibliotheca Bodleiana," Berlin, 1852-60),

a work which was to occujiy him thirteen years, in

the course of which he sjient four summers in Ox-

ford. In 1850 he received from the University of

Leipsic the degree of Ph.D. In 1859 he was ap-

pointed lecturer at the Veitel-IIeine Ephraim'.sche

Lehranstalt in Berlin, where his lectures were at

tended bv both Jewish and Christian students.
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From 1860 to 1869 he served as representative of the

Jewish community at the administration, before the

tribunals of the city, of the oath More Judaico,

never omitting the opportunity to protest against

this remnant of medieval prejudice. From 1869 to

1890 he was director of the Jiidische Madchen-Schule

(school for girls of the Jewish community), and in

1869 he was appointed assistant (" Hilfsarbeiter ") in

the Royal Library! Berlin. From 1859 to 1882 he

edited the periodical "Hebraisohe Bibliographic."

In 1872 and 1876 he refused calls to the Berlin Hoch-
schule fiirdie Wissenschaft des Judenthumsand the

Landesrabbiner-Schule in Budapest, respectively,

holding that the proper institutions for the culti-

vation of Jewish science were not the Jewish theo-

logical seminaries, but the universities.

It is a characteristic feature of Steinschneider's

vast literary activity that he chose fields far removed
from that of theology proper, e.g., mathematics,

philology, natural history, and medi-

His Field cine, endeavoring thereby to display

of the part which the Jews had taken In

Activity, the general history of civilization

("Kulturgeschichte "). Thus while

Zunz had laid the foundations of Jewish science,

Steinschneider, completed many essential parts of

the structure. He was the first to give a systematic

survey of Jewish literature down to the end of the

eighteenth century, and was the first also to publish

catalogues of the Hebrew books and manuscripts
which are found in the great public libraries of

Europe. The gigantic Bodleian catalogue laid the

foundation of his reputation as the greatest Jewish
bibliographer. This and the catalogues of the libra-

ries of Leyden, Munich, Hamburg, and Berlin, as

well as the twenty-one volumes of his "Hebraische
Bibliographic," form an inexhaustible mine of infor-

mation on all branches of Jewish history and litera-

ture. One of his most important original works is

*' Die Hebraischen Uebersetzungen des Mittelalters

und die Juden als Dolmetscher: Ein Beitrag zur
Literaturgeschichte des Mittelalters, Meist nach
Handschriftlichen Quellen," Berlin, 1893. As the au-

thor stales in his preface, the first plan of this monu-
mental work goes back as far as 1849. Having be-

come conscious, while writing his article on Jewish
literature for Ensch and Gruber's "Allgemeine
Encyklopadie der Wissenschaften und Klinste"
(1844-47), of the lack of sources on the influence of

foreign works on Jewish literature, he determined
to supplement the monographs of Huet, Jour-
dain, Wijstenfeld, and Wenrich on the history of

translations by one having the Neo-Hebrew litera-

ture as its subject. In 1880 the Institut de France
offered a prize for a complete bibliography of the

Hebrew translations of the Middle Ages; Stein-

schneider won it with two monographs written in

French in 1884 and 1886. His " Uebersetzungen " is

an enlarged translation into German of these two
French monographs.

Steinschneider writes with equal facility in Ger-
man, Latin, French, Italian, and Hebrew ; his style

is not popular, and is intended only "for readers

who know something, and who wish to increase their

knowledge"; but, curiously enough, he did not hesi-

tate to write, together with Horwitz, a little reader

for school-children, " Imre Binah " (1846), and other

elementary school-books for the Sassoon School of

the Beni-Israel at Bombay. In this same connection

the fact deserves mention that in 1839 he wrote
" Eine Uebersicht der Wissenschaften und Kiinsle

Welche in Stunden der Liebe Nicht Uebersehen Sind "

for Saphir's "Pester Tageblatt," and in 1846 " Man-
na," a volume of poems, adaptations of Hebrew
poetry, which he dedicated to his fiancee, Augusta
Auerbach, whom he married in 1848.

The following is a list of the more important inde-

pendent works of Steinschneider, arranged in chron-

ological order:

'Ez Hayyim, Ahron ben Ellas aus Nikomedlen des Karaer's

System der Religlonsphilosophle, etc., edited together with
Franz Delltzsch. Lelpslc, 1841.

Die Fremdsprachllchen Elemente Im Neuhebraischen.
Prague, 1845.

Imre Blnah : Spruchbuch fur Jiidische Schulen, edited to-

gether with A. Horwitz. Berlin, 1847.

Manna (adaptations of Hebrew poetry from the eleventh to

the thirteenth century). Berlin, 1847.

Jiidische Literatur, In Ersch and Gruber, "Encyc." section

11., part 27, pp. 357-376, Lelpslc, 1850 (English version, by William
Spottlswoode, "Jewish Literature from the Eighth to the Eight-
eenth Century," London, 1857 ; Hebrew version, by H. Malter,

"Sifrut Yisrael," Wilna. 1899).

Catalogus Librorum Hebraeorum In Blbllotheca Bodleiana.

Berlin, ia52-60.

Die Schriften des Dr. Zunz. Berlin, 1857.

Alphabetum Slracidis ... In Integrum Restitutum et Emen-
datum, etc. Berlin, 1858.

Catalogus Codicum Hebraeorum Blbliothecae Academise Lug-
duno-Batavie (with 10 lithograph tables containing specimens
from Karaite authors). Leyden, 1858.

Bibllographisches Handbuch iiber die Theoretlsche und Prak-
tlsche Literatur fiir Hebraische Sprachkunde. Lelpslc, 1>*59

(with corrections and additions, ib. 1896)

.

Reshit ha-Limmud, a systematic Hebrew primer for D. Sas-

soon's Benevolent Institution at Bombay. Berlin, 18^.
Zur Pseudoeplgraphlschen Literatur, Insbesondere der Gehel-

men Wissenschaften des Mittelalters. Aus Hebraischen und
Arablschen Quellen. Berlin, 1862.

Alfarabl des Arablschen Philosophen Leben und Schriften,

etc. St. Petersburg, 1869.

Die Hebraischen Handschriften der KSnlglichen Hof- und
Staatsbibliothek In Miinchen (in the " Sitzungsberichte der
Phllosophlsch-Historischen Klasse der Konlglichen Akademie
der Wissenschaften In Miinchen "). Munich. 1875.

Polemische und Apologetische Literatur In Arabischer Sprache
Zwischen Muslimen. Christen und Juden. Lelpslc, 1877.

Catalog der Hebraischen Handschriften In der Stadtbibllo-

thek zu Hamburg. Hamburg. 1878.

Die Arablschen Uebersetzungen aus dem Grlechischen. Ber-

lin, 1889-96.

Die Hebraischen Uebersetzungen des Mittelalters und die

Juden als Dolmetscher, etc. Berlin, 1893.

Verzeichniss der Hebraischen Handschriften der Konlglichen

Blbllothek zu Berlin. Part 1., Berlin, 1897; part li., ift. 1901.

Die Arabische Literatur der Juden. Frankfort-on-the-Main,

1902.

Besides a great number of contributions, in widely

differing forms, to the works of others (see "Stein-

schneider Festschrift," pp. xi.-xiv.), the following

independent essays of Steinschneider deserve special

mention

:

" Ueber die Volksliteratur der Juden," in R. Gosche's " Archiv
fiir Literaturgeschichte," 1871; " Constantinus Afrlcauus und
Seine Arablschen Quellen," in Vlrchow's" Archiv," vol. xx.wil.;
" Donnolo : Pharmakologlsche Fragmente aus dem 10. Jahr-

hundert," ih.; " Die Toxologlschen Schriften der Araber bis zuin

Ende des XII. Jahrhunderts," ib. 111. (also printed separately);
" Gifte und Ihre Heilung : Eine Abhandlung desMosesMalmonl-
des," ib. Ivil.; "Gab Es eine Hebraische Kurzschrift ? " in
" Archiv fiir Stenographle," 1877 (reprint of the article "Abbre-
vlaturen," prepared by Steinschneider for the proposed "Real-
Encyclopadie des Judenthums," see above); " Judlsche Typo-
graphle und Jiidischer Buchhandel " (together with D. Cassel),

in Ersch and Gruber, "Encyc." section U., part 28, pp. 21-94;
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" Die Metaphyslk des Aristoteles in Jiidischer BearbeltunR," in

the "Zunz Jubelschrlft," 1886: "Jehuda Mosconi," in Ber-

liner's "Magazin," 1876; "Islam und Judenthum," ib. 188();

" (Jeber Bildung und den Elnfluss des Reisens auf Bildunff"
(two lectures delivered in the Verein Junger Kaufleute ; repro-

duced in the Virchow-Wattenbach " Sammlung (ietneinver-

standllcher Wissenschaftlicher Vortrage," 1894); "Lapidarien:
Eln Culturgeschichtlieher Versuch," in the Kohut Memorial
Volume, 1896; "Jiidisch-Deutsche Llteratur," in Neuman's
"Serapeum," 1848-49; "Jiidisch-Deutsche Literatur und Ju-
disch-Deutsch," ib. 1864, 1866, 1869; the articles on Arabia,

Arabic, Arabic literature, the califs, the Koran, the Mohammed-
an reli(^on, and Mohammedan sects In the second ed. (18S9-43)

of Pierer's " Unlversallexikon " :
" Letteratura Italiana dei

Giudei," in " II Vessillo Israelltico," 1877-80 ;
" Letteratura Antl-

giudaica in Lingua Italiana," ib. 1881-83; "Zur Geschlchte

der Uebersetzungen aus dem Indischen in's Arabische," in " Z.

D. M. G." 1870-71 ;
" Hebraische Drucke in Deutschland," in

Ludwig Geiger's " Zeitschrift fiir die Geschichte der Juden in

Deutschland," 1886-92; "Abraham Judaeus-Savasorda und Ibn

Esra," in Schlomilch's "Zeitschrift fiir Mathematik und Physik,'

1867 ;
" Abraham ibn Esra," ib. 1880.

Very interesting and highly characteristic is Stein-

schneider's philosophic testament in the preface to

his "Arabische Literatur der Juden," in which he

who laid the main foundation

of the study of Jewish litera-

ture and history did not hesi-

tate, at the age of eighty-six,

to formulate an agnostic "con-

fession de foi.

"

Bibliography: Wurzbach, Di/>ura-
phiaches Lexikim ; Morals, Emi-
nent Israelites of the Nineteenth
Century, Philadelphia, 1880; Ke-
neset Yi»rael (year-book), 1886; A.
Berliner, Catalogue of Steinschnei-
der'8 Works, 1886; M. Kayserllng,in
Allg. Zeit. des Jud. March 27, 1896

;

G. A. Kohut, Bibliography of the
Writings of Prof. M. Steinschnei-
der, in Festschrift zum SOsten Ge-
burtstage Steinschneider''s, 1896;
idem, in The American Hebirw,
1896. S.

STEINTHAL, HER-
MANN (HEYMAN): Ger-

man philologist and philoso-

pher; born at Grobzig, Anlialt,

May 16, 1823; died at Berlin

March 14, 1899. He studied

philology and philosophy at

the University of Berlin,

and was in 1850 appointed
privat-docent of philology

and mythology at that insti-

tution. He was a pupil of Wilhelm von Hum-
boldt, whose " Sprachwissenschaftliche Werke " he

edited in 1884. From 1852 to 1855 Steinthal resided

in Paris, where he devoted himself to the study of

Chinese, and in 1863 he was appointed assistant pro-

fessor at the Berlin University; from 1872 he was
also privat-docent in critical liistory of the Old

Testament and in religious philosophy at the

Hochschule fiir die Wissenschaft des Judenthums.
In 1860 he founded, together with his brother-in-law

Moritz Lazarus, the "Zeitschrift f^lir VOlkerpsy-

chologie und Sprachwissenschaft," in which was
established the new science of racial psychology.

Steinthal was one of the directors (from 1883) of

the Deutsch-Israelitische Gemeindebund, and had

charge of the department of religious instruction

in various small congregations.

Steinthal's principal works are: "Die Sprach-

SSfe..

Hermann Steinthal

wissenschaft W. von Humboldtsund die Hegel'sche
Philosophie" (Berlin, 1848); " Klassitikation der
Sprachen, Dargestellt als die Eutwickelung der
Sprachidee" (ib. 1850), which appeared in 1860
under the title " Charakteristik der Hauptsilchlich-
sten Typen des Sprachbaues,"aud later, after being
reedited and enlarged by the author and Misteli, as
the second volume of the " Abriss der Sprachwissen-
schaft " (ib. 1893); "Der Ursprung der Sprache im
Zusammenhang mit den Letzten Fragen Alles Wis-
sens"(2ft. 1851,4th enlarged ed. 1888); "Die Eutwick-
elung der Schrift" {ib. 1852); "Grammaiik, Logik,
Psychologic: Ihre Prinzipien und Ihre Verhallniss
zuEinander" (ib. 1855); "Geschichte der Sprachwis-
senschaft bei den Griechen und KOmern ''

(('if;. 1863,

2ded. 1889-91); "Philologie, Geschichte und Psy-
chologic in Ihren Gegenseitigen Beziehungen " (ib.

1864); "Die Mande-Negersprachen, Psychologisch
und Phonetisch Betrachtet" (ib. 1867); "Abriss
der Sprachwissenschaft" (vol. i. : "Einieitung in

die Psychologic und Sprachwissenschaft," ib. 1871;

2d ed. 1881); "AUgemeine
Ethik" (ib. 1885); "Zu Bibel

und Religionsphilosophie " (ib.

1890; new series, 1895), con-

sisting mainly of lectures de-

livered before the Gesellschaft

der Freunde for the benefit of

the Lehranstalt fDr die Wissen-
schaft des Judenthums. The
first volume of his "Gesam-
melte Kleine Scliriflen " ap-

peared at Berlin in 1880.

Bibliography: H. S. Morals, Emi-
nent Is7-aeUtes of the Nineteenth
Centum. Philadelphia, i^m. pp. 2:«-
Si5; Brockliaii.f Kmivei-satinns-
Lerikon ; Allg. Zrit. de.s Jud.
March 17 and 34, 18<»9: Ost und
Went. July. 19(«: Th. Achelis. Urii-
man Steinthal. Haml)urg, 1898
(in Holtzendorff-Vlrcho\r'8 Samm-
lung Gemeini^frstiludUch-Wi.vKen-
schaftlicher Vortrflgc). g

STEINTHAL, MORITZ :

German physician; born at

Stendal Oct.' 22, 1798; died at

Berlin May 8, 1892. He studied

at the University of Berlin

(M.D. 1821). and. "after travel-

ing throughout the Continent

and England for two years, established himself as a

physician in Berlin, wliere he soon built up a large

practise, and where he resided until his death. He
was the first Prussian Jew to receive the title of

"Sanitatsrath" (1847), later becoming a "Geheimer
Sanitiltsrath."

Steinthal was the author of the following works:
" Ueber Tabes Dorsalis "

;

" Medizinische Analekten

:

Eine Auswahl Ausgezeichneter Krankheitsfalle";
" Encephalopathien des Kindlichen Alters "

;

" reber

Nervenfiber, Carciuosen und Psycho.sen '"
; and

"Rllckschau auf Meine Fllnfzigjahrige Wirksam-

keit." He was a contributor to many medical jour-

nals, and published in 1870 a new edition of Hufe-

land's"Makrobiotik."

Bibliography ;

Lex.
8.

Jew. Chron. May 12, 1893; Hirsch, Biog.

F. T. H.
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STEPHEN : Helleuist Jewish convert to Chris-

tianity uix), according to tradition, was martyred
at Jcnisaleni Dec. 26, in tlie year 29 c.E. Epiplia-

nius ("Haeres." xx. 4) records him as one of the

seventy chosen disciples of Jesus. That he was a

Hellenist is seen from his Greek name; according

to Basil of Seleucia ("Oratio dc S. Stephano"),

his Jewish name was Kelil (= "crown "), the equiv-

alent of lTi(pavoc. Stephen is said to have been

chosen one of the seven deacons charged with the

distribution of the common fund entrusted to the

Apostles. To him was ascribed the power of mira-

cle-working (Acts vi. 5 et seq.); but he was accused

of having spoken blasphemous words in declaring

that Jesus would destroy the Temple and would
change tlie customs instituted by Moses (verses 11-15

of the same chapter). When the high priest asked

him whether such was the case, Stephen is said to

have made a long speech in reply, imitating that of

Samuel (I Sam. xii. 6 et seq.) and passing in review

Jewish historj' from the time of Abraham until that

of the building of the Temple of Solomon. Then,
imitating the Prophets, he rebuked the people for

their stubbornness, insisting that the Temple stood

against the desire of God. This enraged the people,

who cast him out of the city and stoned him, Saul of

Tarsus being present at the execution and consenting

thereto (Acts vii. 1-vili. 1).

J. M. Sel.

STERN, ABRAHAM : Polish inventor and
educator; liorn at Hrubieszow, government of

Lublin, IT.'J'J; died at Warsaw Feb. 3, 1842. He
was the son of poor
parents, and showed,
while still very
young, marked fond-

ness for the study of

Hebrew books,
which inspired him
with a love for
philosophy a n il

mathematics. Minis-

ter Stasitz, the owner
of Hrubieszow, dis-

covered the natural

aptitude of young
Stern and encour-

aged him to devote
himself to the
study of m a t h e -

matics, Latin, and
German, later send-

ing liim to Warsaw to continue his studies.

The tirst result of Stern's inventive genius was a

computing-maciiine, which he perfected in 1817,

and which included a device for calculating the

square roots of numbers. This invention attracted

wide attention, and led to his being elected (1817) a

member of the Warsaw Society of the Friends of

Science. In 1816, and again in 1818. lie was presented

to Emperor Alexander I., who received him cordially

and granted him an annual pension of 350 rubles,

promising, in case of his death, to pay half of

this sum to his widow. Encouraged b)' his friends,

Stern invented a topographical wagon for the meas-
urement of level surfaces, an invention of great value

Abrdhain Stern.

to both civil and military engineers. The com-
mittee appointed by the academy to examine this

invention reported very favorably upon it. Stern
rendered great services to agriculture by liis im-

provements in the construction of thrashing- and
harvesting-machines, as well as by his invention of

a new form of sickle. He invented also a device bj'

which the danger of runaways could be eliminated
by means of a detachable tongue and a brake.

Stern took an active interest in educational affairs.

He accepted the post of inspector -of Jewish schools

and also that of censor; and the rabbinical school at

Warsaw was organized according to the plan sug-
gested by Inm. His official duties, however, did

not prevent liim from making contributions to He-
brew literature. He wrote an ode in honor of the

coronation of Nicholas I., which appeared in Hebrew
under the title "Rinnah u-Tefillah " and was trans-

lated into Polish by J. GIuegenberg( Warsaw, 1829).

He wrote also "Shirim " (Hebrew poems), which ap-
peared in the " Shire Musar Haskel " collection edited

by Alex. Gazon (Warsaw, 1835). Besides his knowl-
edge of Hebrew, Stern was well versed in Aramaic
and Polish.

Stern always remained an Orthodox Jew; he wore
a skull-cap in the presence of his eminent friends,

and when staying in the castle of Adam Czartoriski

a Jewish cook prepared his meals. Among his

friends were Dibitz, Zabalkanski, Prince Novosil-

chev, and Prince Kadziwill. Stern was the father-

in-law of Hayyim Selig Slonimski. the editor of " Ha-
Zefirah."

Bibliography: Jfa-Ze/ira/i, 1876, No. 9; Ha-ie^anoji. 1872,
Nos. 3, 4, 5; Fuenn, Keneset YisraeU p. &o: AlUj. Zeit. dcs
Jiui. 1842, p. 184 (where the year of Stern's birth is given
erroneously as 1762).

H. i{. J. G. L.

STERN, ADOLF : German poet and historian

of literature; born at Leipsic June 14, 1835. He
studied philosophy and history at Leipsic and Jena,

and resided from 1853 to 1865 in AVeimar, Chemnitz,
Zittau, and Schandau, finally settling in Dresden,

where in 1868 he became assistant professor, and the

following year professor, of the history of literature

and art at the polytechnic.

Stern's literary' activity lias been very extensive;

of his many works the following may be mentioned :

Poetical: "Gedichte," Leipsic, 1860(3(1 ed. 1882);

"Am Konigssee," ib. 1863; "Historische Novellen,"
il). 1866: "^Das Fraulein von Augsburg," i^(. 1868;
" JohannesGuttenberg," ih. 1873 (2d ed. 1889) ; "Neue
Novellen," ei. 1875; "Die Deutschherru," a tragedy,

Dresden, 1878; "AusDunklenTagen," Leipsic, 1879;

"Die Letzten Humanislen," ib. 1880 (3d ed. 1889);

"0hneldeale,"z6. 1881; "Camoens," ib. 1886; " Drei

Venezianische Novellen," i'i. 1886; " Auf der Reise,"

Dresden, 1890; "Die Wiedergefundene," Stuttgart,

1891.

Historical: "Funfzig Jahre Deutscher Dichtung,"
Leipsic, 1871 (2d ed. 1877) ;

" Katechismus der AUge-
meinen Litteraturgeschichte," ib. 1874 (2d ed. 1892);

"Zur Litteratur der Gegenwart,"26. 1880; "Lexicon
der Deutschen Nationallitteratur," ib. 1882; "Ge-
sfhichte der Neuern Litteratur," 2^». 1883-85: "Ge-
sehichte der Weltlitteratur," Stuttgart, 1887-8S;
" Beitrage zur Litteraturgeschichte des Siebzehnten

and Achtzehnteu Jahrhunderts," Leipsic, 1893;
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" Studien zur Litteratur der Gegenwart," Dresden,

1895.

Miscellaueous :
" Wanderbuch," Leipsic, 1877 (8d

ed. 1890); "Herman Hettner," ib. 1885; "Die Musik
in der Deutsclien Diciituug," ib. 1888.

Stern has edited the following works: W. Hauff's

"Sanimtliche Werke," Berlin, 1879; Herder's "Aus-
gevvilhlte Schriften," Leipsic, 1881; Chr. Gottfried

Korner's "Gesammelte Schriften," ib. 1882; Vil-

niar's "Geschichte dor Deutschen Nationallittera-

tur," Marburg, 1890 (to this work Stern added "Die
Deutsche Nationallitteratur vom Tode Goethes bis

zur Gegenwart," which appeared also in a separate

edition); Peter Cornelius' "Gesammelte Gedichte,"

Leipsic, 1890. In collaboration with Erich Schmidt,

Stern edited also Otto Lud wig's " Gesammelte Schrif-

ten," Leipsic, 1891 (with a life of the author, which
appeared also separately). He has furthermore

translated from the Swedish the poems of Count
Snoilsky, Dresden, 1892.

Bibliography: Brockhatut Kfmveraationa-Lexikon ; Meu-
ers Konvergationtt-Lexiknn.
s. F. T. H.

STERN (SZTERENYI), ALBERT: Hun-
garian rabbi; horn at Nagy-lvanizsa in 1826; died

in the insane asylum at Ofen June IG, 1888; edu-

cated at Presburg and Ofen. Stern, who was the

son-in-law of Rabbi Hirsch Bar Fassel, officiated as

rabbi at Lengyeltoti from 1851 to 1867, when he was
called to the rabbinate of Uj-Pest- but on account

of his extravagant demands in behalf of Reform he

was obliged to resign the latter position in 1884.

Stern was a versatile scholar. He founded the

Hebrew periodical " Ha-Mehakker " (3 vols., 1877-

1879), in which lie published his studies on the laws

governing proselytes, the histury of rabbinical sem-

inaries, exhumation, ritual divorce, the life of Al-

fasi, and the judicial decisions "Dinah de-Malkutah

Dii^ah." He wrote also on Jewish names (Nagy-

Kanizsa, 1864), and on the law and history of burial

(Festh, 1874).

In his desire for assimilation. Stern changed his

name to Szterenyi. All of his five children accepted

baptism. His son Joseph Szterenyi is at present

(1905) secretary in the Ministry of Commerce.
s. L. V.

STERN, ALFRED: German historian; born

Nov. 22, 1846, at Gottingen, where his father, Mo-

riz Abraham Stern (1807-94), was professor of mathe-

matics (see " Vierteljahrschrif t der Naturforschenden

Gesellschaft in Ziirich," 1894). Stern studied in

the gymnasium of his native city, in Heidelberg,

and in Berlin. From 1869 to 1870 "he acted as assist-

ant archivist in Carlsruhe, and two years later estab-

lished himself in Gottingen as privat-docent in his-

tory. In 1873 he was ai)pointed professor at the

University of Bern, Avliich position he held until

1887, when he accepted the chair of general history

at the Eidgenossische Polytechnikum at Zurich.

Stern is the author of the following works:

"Ueber die Zwolf Artikel der Baueni iind Einige

Andere Aktenstucke aus der Bewegung von 1525 "

(Leipsic, 1868); "Milton iind Seine Zeit " (3 vols.,

ib. 1877-79); "Geschichte der Revolution in Eng-

land" (1881, 2d ed. Berlin, 1898); " Abhandluugen

und Aktenstucke zur Geschichte der Preussischen

Reformzeit 1807-15" (Leipsic, 1885); "Das Leben
Mirabeaus" (2 vols., Berlin, 1889); "Geschichte Eu-
ropas seit den VertrUgen von 1815 l)is zum Frank-

furter Frieden von 1871 " {ib. 1894). He edited
" Briefe Eiiglischer Fllichtlinge in der Schweiz

"

(Gottingen, 1874); and, togetlier with \V. Wischer,

the first volume of the "Baseler Chroniken " (Leip-

sic, 1872).

Bibliography: Meters Konverxal ioux-Lexikon.
S.

STERN, BASILIUS: Russian educator; born

at Tarnopol, Galicia, in 1798; died at Odessa March
15, 1853. He received a thorough Talmudic edu-

cation, and later entered the school of Joseph Perl,

where, at the age of twenty, he became instructor,

holding that position for ten years. During this

time he studied assiduously, and acquired a fair

knowledge of modern languages. On the death of

Ephraim Sittenfeld (1828) Stern was appointed his

successor as director of the Jewish school in Odessa.

He conducted the institution very successfully and
exerted a great and lasting influence on the educa-

tion of the Jews in South Russia. Under his man-
agement the school prospered greatly, and Stern

succeeded in winning over the adherents of the old

Orthodox party, who were at first bitterly opposed

to the Russianizing tendencies of the institution.

In 1837 Stern received permission from the gov-

ernor-general of the New-Russian provinces to open

a school for boys and girls in Kishinef, Bessarabia.

Stern was iiighly esteemed by the government,

which often solicited his advice in Jewish matters.

Thus, during the reign of Nicholas I., when the

government was considering means for the intellec-

tual and religious uplifting of the Russian Jews,

Stern was invited to present his suggestions.

Among the measures proposed was the reorganiza-

tion of the rabbinate. In the archives of the gov-

ernor-general of New Russia thcro is a document

dealing with the establishment in Odessa of a com-

mittee for the purpose of devising a plan to regulate

the religious adiiiinistration connected with the

offices of the government rabbis. Such a com-

mittee was formed in Odessa in 1840, Basilius Stern,

Hayyim Efrusi, and Moses Lichteustadt being the

delegates appointed. Stern suggested also that a

Jewish seminary be founded in Russia for the educa-

tion of rabbis. In reporting this project to Count

M. S. Vorontsov, the military governor of Odessa,

Major-General Akhlestyshev praised the work of

Stern and suggested that hereditary honorary citi-

zenship be conferred upon him; this honor was

later granted him by Czar Nicholas I. To the work

of this committee maybe attributed the f(Uindingof

rabbinical schools in Wilna and Jitomir nine years

later. In 1843 Stern was called to St. Petersburg

bv the minister of education in order to attend the

sessions of the committee on educational affairs. In

his letter to Uvarov, minister of education, Gov-

ernor-General Vorontsov of New Russia speaks

highly of Stern's ex])erience, knowledge, and edu-

cation; and in his report of March 31, 1843. Akh-

lestyshev again refers to the services of Stern, stating

that he had granted the latter 600 rubles instead of

the 300 asked for, in ortler to cover the expenses of

his journey to St. Petersburg. On April 11. 1843,
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Stern left for the Russian capital. As a member of

the committee on .Jewish affairs he undoubtedly
contributed mucli toward the framing of the pro-

posed legislation.

Stern was a master of ancient languages, espe-

cially of Hebrew, and he devoted himself to the study

of liistory also, especially the early history of the

Slavonic peoples.

Bibliography: Werbel, Aiftc Renanot, p. 86, Odessa, 1864;
AUg. Zeit. rtcs Jiid. IKW, p. 571 ; Leiner, Yevrei v Nnvo-
viissU^kom Kraye, p. 34, Odessa, 1901.

II. R. J. G. L.

STERN, DAVID, VISCOUNT DE: English

banker; born in Fraukfort-on-the-Main; died in

London Jan. 19, 1877. He was a member of a prom-
inent family descendants of which established bank-
ing-houses indifferent European capitals. The title

of viscount was bestowed upon him in 1869 by the

King of Portugal in recognition of tlie part taken

by his firm in floating Portuguese loans. He Avas a

member of the Commission of Lieutenancy of the

City of London, and was a director of the Imperial

Bank. David de Stern married a daughter of Aaron
Asher Goldsmid, and was succeeded in the title by
his son Sydney de Stern, later created Baron
Wandsworth.

Bibliography:
.1.

Jew. Chrou. Jan. 'M, 1877.

G. L.

STERN, HENRY ABRAHAM: Christian

missionary ; born at Unterreichenbacli, Hesse-Cassel,

April 11, 1820; died in London May 13, 1885. Ho
obtained his early education in Frankfort-on-tlie-

Main, and at tlie age of seventeen entered a com-
mercial liouse ill Hamburg. In 1839 he emigrated to

London, where he drifted Into the Operative Jewish
Converts' Institution, and was baptized in 1840, in

the Palestine Place Chapel, later being appointed a
missionary to Busrah and Bagdad. His duty was
to found "a mission to the Jews in Chaldeaand Per-

sia," and he set out for his destination early in 1844.

He worked as a missionaiy among the Jews for

more than forty years, and traveled in Mesopotamia,
Persia, Arabia, Turkey, Abyssinia, and England.
While in Abyssinia, where lie won over many Fala-

shas to Christianity, he was imprisoned by King
Theodore, and remained a captive during the years
1863-67. He was ultimately liberated by au English
force under Sir (afterward Lord) Robert Napier.

Bibi.iooraphy: a. a. Isaacs, Life of Henry A. Stern, Lon-
don, 1886.

.1. I. Co.

STERN, HERMANN, BARON DE : Eng-
lish financier ; born in Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1815

;

died in London Oct. 20, 1887. Together with his

brother David de Stern he settled in London in

1844, where the brothers founded the firm of Stern
Brothers, which soon won recognition as one of the
most successful and reputable banking-houses in the

city ; and from time to time several important loans
were floated by the firm. Baron de Stern was prin-

cipally connected witii Portugues<; finance, but he
was ])romineutly concerned al.so in floating the Da-
nubian 7-per-cent loan of 1864, the Spanish mortgage
loan, and the Italian tobacco-monopoly loan. In

1869 patents of nobility were conferred upon both

brothers by the government of Portugal, David
being created a viscount, and Hermann a baron.

Baron de Stern was a member of the Anglo-Jew-
ish Association and of the Jews' Free School, and
a director of the Imperial Bank, the Bank of Ru-
mania, the London and San Francisco Bank, and the

East London Waterworks Company.
Bibliography: Jew. Chron. and Jew. TForJd, Oct. 21, 1887

;

Times (London), Oct. 21, 1887.

J. G. L.

STERN, JULIUS : German musician ; born at

Breslau Aug. 8, 1820; died at Berlin Feb. 27, 1883.

He received his elementary education in music from
the violinist Peter Lilstner, and at the age of nine

played at concerts. In 1832 his parents removed to

Berlin, where Stern studied first under Maurer, Ganz,
and St.-Lubin, and later under Rungenhagen at the

Konigliche Akademie der Kilnste. As a result of

several compositions which he had written while

a pupil of the academy. King Frederick William
IV., who was an ardent lover of art, granted Stern

a stipend which enabled him to pursue his studies.

He went to Dresden, where he received instruction

from Miksch; and tlience to Paris, where he subse-

quently was appointed leader of tlie Deutscher
Gesangverein Society. While in the latter city he
composed, among other works, the music to Men-
delssohn's "Antigone."

In 1846 Stern returned to Berlin, where, in the

following year, he founded the Stern Gesangverein.

The first performance of Mendelssohn's oratorio

"Elijah " (Oct., 1847) established Stern's reputation

as one of the foremost conductors of his day, and
his choir constantly increased in size and efficienc3%

so that the repertoire of the society soon embraced
not only the standard works of Handel, Haydn, and
Bach, but also those of contemporary composers.

In 1872 the Gesangverein celebrated its twenty-fifth

anniversary amid great enthusiasm ; two years later

Stern was compelled to resign his directorship on
account of ill health.

Of even greater importance tor the development
of music was the Stern Conservatorium, founded con-

jointly in 1850 by Stern, Kullak, and Marx. By the

resignation of Theodor Kullak in 1855, and of A. B.

Marx in 1857, Stern became sole proprietor of the

institution, which he managed until his death.

From 1869 to 1871 he conducted the Berlin Sym-
phony Orchestra, and from 1878 to 1874 the concerts

in the Reichshalle, where he found an opportunity

of carrying out his favorite idea of bringing the

works of talented young musicians before the pub-
lic. In 1849 he received the title of " Hoyal Musical

Director," and in 1860 that of " Professor.

"

Bibliography : Richard Stern, Krinnernnashh'ltternn Julius
Stern, Berlin. 1886; Mendel, Musikalisclies Kon versa tiims-
Lcvilton; Riemann, Musik-Le.riknn; Meyers Konversa-
tiJins-Lexikou.

s. J. So.

STERN, KAROLINE: German prima donna;
born at Mayence April 10, 1800; date of death un-

known. She studied first under her father, a violin-

ist of repute, and then under Heidelhof. She made
her debut (1816) at the Nationaltheatcr at Treves in

Spontini's "Das Unterbrochene Opferfest," and
thence w-ent to Diisseldorf, where she became ac-

quainted with the Heine family; she is mentioned
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in laudatory terms in young Heinrich Heine's verse.

After a short engagement at Aix-la-Chapelle, she

became in 1819 prima donna at the Hoftlieater at

ytuttgart, which she left for Maycuce in 1825. Soon
afterward, however, she was called to Munich, and
subsequent!}^ filled engagements at Augsburg and
Wlirzburg. She retired from the stage in 1841. Her
rich voice, her histrionic ability, and her impressive
personality enabled her to sing the most important
of roles. Her greatest triumphs were scored in the

operas of Mozart, Weber, Spontini. Rossini, and
Meyerbeer. After leaving the stage she was equally
successful as a concert-singer as late as 1855.

Bibliography : Kayserllng, Die JUdischen Frauen, pn. 330-
323.

s. R. N.

STERN, LOUIS: American merchant and poli-

tician ; born at Ziegeuhain, Hessc-Cassel, Germany,
Feb. 22, 1847. Together with his parents he emi-
grated to America in 1853, settling in Albany, N. Y.,

where he attended the public school and academy.
In 1867 he went to New York city, and entered

upon a commercial career, establishing, with his

elder brother Isaac (born at Ziegenhain May 9,

1843), the dry-goods house of Stern Brothers.

Stern has taken active part in the political life of

New York city, affiliating himself with the Repub-
lican party. In 1897 he was an unsuccessful candi-

date for the presidency of the borough of Manhattan.
In 1890 he was a United States commissioner to the

Paris Exposition, and in 1904 chairman of the execu-

tive committee of the New York State Commission
to the St. Louis Exposition. In 1905 he became one
of the directors of the Equitable Life Assurance
Society. He is interested also in Jewish affairs.

Bibliography: American Jewish Year Book, .5665 (1904-
190.5).

A. F. T. H.

STERN, LOUIS WILLIAM: German psy-

chologist; born in Berlin April 29, 1871; educated

at the Kolnische Gymnasium and at the university

of his native city (Ph.D. 1893). He was appointed
privat-docent at the University of Breslau in 1897,

and founded in that city a branch of tlie German so-

ciety for ps_ychological investigation.

Stern is the author of the following works: "Die
Analogic im Volkstilmlichen Denken," 1893: "Psy-
chologieder VeranderungsaulTassung," 1897; " Uebcr
Psychologic der Individuellen Differenzen," 1900;

"Die Psychologische Arbeit im 19. Jahrhundert,"

1900; and "Zur P.sychologie der Aussage," 1902.

He has published also numerous articles in the

"Zeitsclirift fur Psychologic und Physiologic," and
in other periodicals. S.

STERN, MAX EMANUEL (MENDEL BRI
STERN): Hungarian Hebmist ; born at Pres-

burg Nov. 9. 1811 ; died at Vienna Feb. 9, 1873. He
studied under liis father, who was a teacher at the

Jewish primary school in Presburg, and when the

elder Stern became blind. Max, then only four-

teen years of age, look charge of his chisses, devo-

ting his nights to further study and to writing his

" Dichtungen," his "Maslul," and his "Ferlen-

blumen," the last-named being translations, in rime

and meter, of the Proverbs. In 1833 he accei)ted the

position of corrector for Schmid's printing-press at
Vienna, and two years later was appointed principal

of the Judaeo-German school at Eisenstadt, where
he wrote his epic "Tif'ereth ha-Tishbi." In 1838,

after having taught for half a year at Triesch, he
returned to Vienna, where he prepared his epic for

the press, publishing it under the pseudonym of " M.
I. Ernst "( Lei psic, 1840); at the same time he issued
his satire "Thuimbau zu Babel." In 1845 Stern
began to publish his periodical "Kokebe Yizhak,"
which was twice subsidized by the Imperial Acad-
emy of Science at Vienna; later he received from tiie

emperor the gold medal "pro litteris et artibus,"

besides being made an honorary member of the
Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft.

Stern published the following works, in addition

to those already mentioned: "K5uig Sauls Glilck
und Ende" (Presburg, 1833); "Spri'iche Salomos,"
with translation and a Hebrew commentary {ih. 1833

;

2d ed., Vienna, 1854); "Shire ha-Yihud " (Vienna.

1840) ;" Ebel Mosheh " {ib. 1840) ;
" Perlen des Orients"

{ib. 1840); "Zeitstimmen" (Leipsic, 1841); "Klange
aus der Vorzeit " (Vienna, 1841) ;

" Das Buch Eze-
chiel" {ib. 1842); "Bet ha-Sefer" {ib. 1842); "Die
Fromme Zionstochter " {ib. 1842); "Toledot Yisra-

el " {ib. 1844) ;
" Die Weisheitssprilche des Josua b.

Sirach" {ib. 1844); "Festgebete der Israeliten";

"Bikkure lia-'Ittim " (one number; ib. 1844); "Ra-
chel" {ib. 1844); "Ha-Shenah ha-Nimkeret" {ib.

1847) ;
" Behinat ha-'Olam, " by Jedaiah ben Abraham

Bedersi {ib. 1847); " Nazional-Harfenlied "(/6. 1848),

with music by Solomon Sulzer; " MosedotEmunah"
{ib. 1851); "Selihot" {ib. 1853); " Haggadah " {ih.

1854); "Tahkemoni" of Judah al-Harizi (ti. 1854);

"Die Rabbinerwahl in Bumesl" {ib. 1856); " Lehr-

buch der Herzenspflichten nach Bechai " {ib. 1856);

"Hokmat Shelomoh " {ib. 1858); "Zur Alexander-

Sage" {ib. 1861); "Ozar ha - Millin " {ib. 1863); a
translation of the "Moreh Nebukim" {ib. 1864);
" Keter Toi'ali " {ib. 1864) ; and a translation of Man-
sello's "Tofet we-'Eden " {ib. 1865).

Biblio(;raphv : Reich, Beth-El, 1. U6 ; Kohut, Berllhmte
l!<rarlitischc Manner, 11. 126.

s. L. V.

STERN, MORIZ ABRAHAM: German
mathematician ; born at Frankfort -on-the-Main June
29, 1807; died at Bern, Switzerland, Jan. 30, 1894.

He studied philology at the University of Heidel-

berg, and prepared himself for a rabbinical career.

Later, however, he took up the study of mathe-

matics at the University of GOttingen, wliere in

1829 he became privat-docent. In 1848 he was ap-

pointed assistant professor, and in 1859 professor, of

mathematics. In 1887 he resigned his professorship

and settled in Bern, where his son was professor at

the polytechnic.

He took an active part in the Reform move-

ment, and was the author of the following works

bearing on that subject: "Brief an Gabriel Riesser

vom 29. Dec, 1842," reprinted in Ludwig Geiger's
" Zeitsclirift fur die Geschiehte der Juden in Deutsch-

land," 1887, vol. ii. ; "OfTene Briefe (Iber den Rc-

form-Vereiu." in "Der Israelit des Neunzehnten

Jahrhunderts," 1844, 1845.

The following is a partial list of Stern's works in

the fields of phijology and mathematics, a complete
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enumeration of wliich may be found in the " Vier-

tt'l jaliischrift der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in

Zuiicli." 1894.

Philology :
" Ueber die Monatsnamcn Einiger Alter

Volker," Berlin, 1836; "Die Dritte Gatt'ung der
AchamenidischenKeilinschriften," GOttingen, 1850;
" Die Sternbilder iin Buche Iliob, Kapitel 38, Vers
31, 32," in " Judische Zeitschrift," 1866.

Mathematics : "Observationum Infractiones Con-
tinuas Specimen," Gottingen, 1829; a fourth edition

of Winterfeld's " Anfangsgriinde der Mathematik,"
Brunswick, 1833; "Theorie der Kettenbruche und
Hire Anwcndung," in Crelle's "Journal fur die

Reine und Angewandte Mathematik," Berlin, 1834;
"Darstclluiig der Populiiren Anatomic," Berlin,

1834; "Himmelskunde," Stuttgart, 1846 (2d ed.

1854); "Lehrbuch der Algebraischen Analyse,"
Leipsic, 1860.

Stern published also "Lehrbuch der Mechanik "

(Berlin, 1835-36), a translation from the French of
Poisson.

Bibliography : Kudio. in Vierleljahrschrift der Naturfor-
schenden Gesellschaft in Zflrich, 1894.

8. F. T. H.

STERN, SAMUEL : Hungarian physician ; born
at Ilalas, Hungary, Sept. 16, 1839; educated at the
universities of Prague and Vienna (M.D. 1858). He
acted for some time as assistant physician at the
communal liospital of Vienna; in 1863 he was ap-
pointed privat-docent and in 1870 assistant professor
of clinical propaedeutics at the university there.
Pie is the author of the following works: "BeitrSge
zur Kenutniss der Functionen des Nervensys-
tems," Neuwied, 1868; " Die Propadeutische Klinik
als Selbststandiges Tlieoretisch-Medicinisches For-
sc'liungs Institut," Vienna, 1870; " Diagnostik der
BiustUrankheiteu vom Propadeutisch-Klinischen
Stand punkte," ib. 1877.

BiBi.iociRAPHv: Eisner, Das GeMige Wien, 1., Vienna. 1893-
PaRel. liiop. Lex.
" F. T. H.
STERN, SIMON ADLER : American author,

editor, and critic; born iu Philadelphia 1838; died
May 2, 1904. As a boy he displayed marked talent
as a violinist, in spite of which 'he devoted himself
more to literature. Of his works may be men-
tioned " Scintillations from the Prose Works of Hein-
rich Heine," containing translations of "Florentin-
ische Nachte " and of numerous aptly chosen autobio-
graphical e.xcerpts from the poet's works; and
translations of Auerbach's " Waldfried " (1873) and
" Auf der Hohe " (1875). On his return from a trip
to the Far East (1887) he published an account of
his travels in a book entitled "Jottings of Travel in
China and Japan." Stern contributed critical arti-
cles on literature and art to numerous periodicals,
and was for several years managing editor of the
" Penn Monthly," as well as editor of the " Industrial
Review." He was one of the first members of tlie

publication committee of the Jewish Publication
Society of America. He was also engaged in .sev-
eral business enterprises, serving for a number of
years as treasurer of the Finance Company of
Pennsjivania.

BiBLiofjRAPHT: American Jewish Year Booh, 5665 (1904-5),
pp. 4(19-418. '

^ F. X. G.

STERN, VICTOR: Austrian dramatist; born
at Vienna May 5, 1837. After a brief experience in
commercial life he turned to literature, receiving in
his new vocation the encouragement of Friedrich
Ilebbel (1861), under who«-e .auspices he did some of
his best work. This includes the following trage-
dies: "Valentin," 1868; " Das Kronenhaus." 1872;
"Calas," 1889; and "Schloss Arnheim," 1893.

Bibliography : Das Geistige Wien, 11. 545.
s- E. Ms.

STERN, WILHELM : German physician land
philosophical writer; born atSandberg, Posen, Aug.
11, 1844; son of a rabbi. From 1860 to 1865 he at-
tended the Jewish Theological Seminary of Breslau,
and thereafter studied philosophy for two semesters,
tinally deciding upon a medical career (M.D. Berlin^
1869). In 1870 he settled in Bromberg as a prac-
tising physician, removing to Berlin iu 1873. where
he engaged in literary work.

Stern, whose philosophical bent is critical positiv-
ism, is the author of the following works: " Ueber
dieTiefeLagederNieren"(Beriin, 1869); "Grundlc-
gung der Ethik als Positiver Wissenschaft '"

{i/j. 1897)

;

"Die Allgemeinen Principien der Ethik auf Natur-
wissenschaftlichcr Basis" (ih. 1901); "Das Wcsen
desMitleids" (ib. 1903); and "Ueber den Bcgriff der
Handlung " (ib. 1904), which appeared in the " Philo-
sophische Aufsatze." published by the Philosoph-
ical Society of Berlin on the occasion of its si.xtieth

anniversary.

Bibliography : lirockham KiniverxatioHs-Le.nkiiii, 1904
vol. xvli.

S.

STERNBERG. See Mecklenburg.

STERNE, SIMON: American lawyer; born in
Philadelphia July 23, 1839; diediu New York Sept.
22, 1901. He was educated in the public schools of
his native city, and studieil at tlie universities of
Heidelberg (Germany) and Pennsylvania, being
graduated from the latter institution in 1859.

In the following year he was admitted to the
bar in Philadelphia and New York, and opened a
law -office in the latter city. He soon succeeded in

building up a large practise, making a specialty of
constitutional law and of laws relating to railroads.
He was counsel for the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in many well-known cases, and upon the
request of the United States Senate Committee on
Railways he drafted the Interstate Commerce Act.
He represented the city of New York in a suit with
the New York Central Railroad Company conccrninir
certain improvements in Fourth avenue. New York,
and at the time of his death he was the legal repre-
sentative of many large corporations, among which
may be mentioned the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas
Railroad Company.
Sterne took great interest in public affairs. He

was a member of the executive committee of the
Free Trade Union, and a lecturer on political econ-
omy in Cooper Union (1861-63). As secretary of
the "Committee of Seventy " in 1870 and 1871. he
helped to overthrow the Tweed ring, and in 1894
he was a member of the committee that suc-
ceeded in electing Strong as anti-Tammany candi-
date for the mayoralty. He was also a member of
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the commission appoiuted (1875) by Governor Tilden
to devise plans tor tlie government of the cities

of New York state; in 189-1 lie was appointed by
President Cleveland a commissioner to report on
"the relation of railways and state in western Eu-
rope "

; and in 1896 he was a member of the com-
mission appointed by Governor Morton to recom-
mend changes in methods of State-administration.

Diiring 1863-64 Sterne was editor of the "Com-
mercial Advertiser " in New York city, and in tiie

following year he published the "Social Science Re-
view." He was a voluminous writer on political

and historical subjects, the following being among
his principal works: "Representative Government,"
1871 ; "Development of Political and Constitutional

History of the United States," 1882; "Introduction

to Mongredien's Wealth Creation," 1883. To Lalor's
" Cyclopedia of Political Science and United States

History " he contributed articles on "Administration

of American Cities," " Legislation," "Monopolies,"
"Railways," and "Representation"; and he wrote
also many articles and essays for American and for-

eign publications.

Bibliography: TV/io's Who in America^ iyOJ-2; obitua-
ries in Ttie iVe«' York Tinie.% Sept. 23, 1901, and Jewii^h
Mesne II ficr; Sept. 27, 1901 ; Foord, Th« Life and Public Sav-
iccit iif Simon Sterne, London, 1903.

A. F. T. H.

STERNER, ALBERT EDWARD: English

artist; born in Loudon March 8, 1863. He studied

at Julien's Academic and the Ecole des Beaux Arts,

Paris, and in 1881 emigrated to the United States.

From 1881 to 1885 he lived in Chicago, occupying
himself with lithographic work and scene-painting.

Since 1885 he has lived in the city of New York.
' Sterner has contributed many illustrations to the

magazines; e.f/., to "Harper's." "The Century,"

and "Scribner's Monthly"; and he has illustrated

G. W. Curtis' "Prue and I" (which established his

reputation as a black-and-white artist); Coppee's
"Tales," 1891 ; "Works of Edgar Allan Poe," 1894;

Mrs. Humphry Ward's "Eleanor," 1900; and the

same author's "The Marriage of William Ashe,"

1905. His oil-painting "The Bachelor" received

the bronze medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900.

BiBi.inciRArHY : American Jcici.sh Year Booh, !jtiC>.'t (1904-5),

l>. I9tj.

.1. F. T. H.

STETTENHEIM, JULIUS : German humor-
ist; born at Hatiiburg Nov. 2, 1831. He at tirst

pursued a commercial career, but went in 1857 to

Berlin, where he studied until 18()0. lieturning to

Hamburg in 1861, he founded the humoristic-.satiric

periodical "Die Wespen." This ptiblication did not

attain any considerable success, wheieuj)on Stetteii-

heim transferred its publication to Berlin (1868);

there it appeared under the name of " Berliner Wes-
pen," and soon took rank among the best of its kind

in Europe. The name of the i)aper was suhsc-

quently changed to "Deutsche Wespen," xmder

which name it still appears (1905) with Stettenheim

as editor. From 1885 to 1894 he was the editor also

of "Das Humoristische Deutschland," which was
published first at Stuttgart, and later at Berlin.

Stettenheim is regarded as the greatest living sat-

irist in Germany, and there have been few public

events of importance which he has not commemo-
rated by poems published in his jiaper. Man}' of
these poems were soon forgotten, but the figure of
" Wippchen," which began to appear in 1870 as war
reporter, still continues to hold the attention of the
German public. Of Stettenheim's works the fol-

lowing may be mentioned: "Letzte Fahrt," Berlin,

1861; "Beiliner Blaubuch aus dem Aichiv der
Komik," //;. 1869-70; " Wippchens Sammtliche Be-
vichte,'" lb. 1878-96; " Muckenichs Reden und
Thaten," th. 1885; "Wippchens Gedichte," ib. 1889
and 1894; "Humor und Komik," ifj. 1890; "Wipp-
chen in Chicago," ib. 1890; "Ein Lustig Buch," i/>.

1894; "Heitere Erinnerungen," ib. 1895; " Humo-
resken und Satiren," ib. 1896; " Heiteres AUerlei." aV^

1898; "Der Moderne Knigge," 2i!*. 1899; "Lustige
Gesellschaft," ib. 1900.

Bibliography: Meyers KonverxationK-Lcxikon.

s. F. T. H.

STETTIN : District of Pomerania, with its cap-

ital of the same name. On Dec. 2. 1261, Duke Bar-

nim I. of Pomerania ordered that the Jews of Stet-

tin, and those of other parts of his duchy, .should

enjoy rights similar to tho.se accorded the Jews of

Magdeburg. But less than three years later (J uly 26,

1264) he permitted the town of Greifswald to expel

its Jews and to forbid them to return. The reason

for tills action is said to have been that the Jews had
acquired control of the mint. In the seventeenth

century Gliickel of H.\.mei.n was a resident of the

city of Stettin. Since the middle of the nineteenth

century there has existed in the city a Hebrew print-

ing-press, from which Buxtorfs "Concordance"
was issued in 1856, and the Shulhan 'Aruk in 1862

(2 vols.).

The entire district of Stettin contains 6,416 Jews
in a total population of 1,634,654. The capital,

Stettin, contains 3,000 Jews. Its present (1905)

rabbi is H. Vogelstein. The community maintains

a Jewish orphan asylum ; a Jewish infirmary, with

which is connected an endowment society ; and seven

other benevolent societies.

Next in importance is Stargard with 600 Jews.

The present rabbi is Dr. Silberstein; and the leading

benevolent institution is a hospital for the poor,

founded by Reisemann. The town of Posewalk
contains 164 Jews; its jiresent rabbi is E. Fiukel;

ami there ar<; four Jewish benevolent societies. To
the rabbinate of Posewalk belong the communities

of Demmin, Greifswald, Stralsund, Swine-
munde, and Uekermunde, together with the entire

district of Coslin.

Bibliography: Amnliis, IJcycx^en, p. 283, No. t)7S; Die Me-
moircn der (ilUckd von Hamcbi, ed. Kaufmann, pp.

irK>-lti.5, Frankfort-on-the-MaIn, 189«): Kotiut, Oescli. der
;>u^•<(•/lc)l Jiuien. pp. 227, 337, 634, SOO; Statuitisches Jahr-
huch. 1903. pp. 23-26.

E. C. S. O.

STIASSNY, "WILHELM : Austrian architect;

born in Vienna Oct. 15, 1842. He was graduated

from the V^ienna Polytechnic in 1861, and thereupon

studied for five years at the Academy of Fine Arts

under Professors Van der Nlill, von Siccardsburg,

Rosner, and Dombaumeister Schmid. In 1862

Stiassny, with the assistance of a few of his col-

leagues from the academy, founded the "Wiener
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Bauhiltte," which still exists, and of which he was
presideut for a number of years.

In 1867 Stiassny was appointed delegate to the

Paris Exposition by the Ministry of Commerce, and

in the following year he settled in Vienna as an

architect. Up to the present time (1905) he has di

rected the construction of 180 palaces, schools, resi-

dences, factories, hospitals, and synagogues, among
which mjiy l)e mentioned the Rothschild Hospital at

Willirinir (187.3), the Hall of Ceremonies in the Jew-
ish section of the Vienna Central Friedhof, the

Kiinigswater Institute for the Blind at Ilohewarte,

the Kindergarten in the second district of Vienna,

the Rothschild Hospital at Smyrna, and the syna-

gogues at ]\Ialaczka (Hungary), Gablonz, Czaslau,

unil Weinberge. From 1878 to 1900 Stiassny was a

member of the aldermanic board of Vienna and of

the Donauregulirungs-Commission. Since 1879 he

has been a member of the board of trustees of the

Jewish conununity of Vienna. In 1895 he founded

the Gesellschaft fur Sammlung und Conservirung
von Kunst- und Historischen Denkmalern des Juden-
tliums.

Biiii.iooiiAPiiY : Wurzbach, Biogr. Le.r. S.

STIEGLITZ, HEINRICH: German writer;

born at AroLsen, Waldeck, Feb. 22, 1801 ; died at

Venice Aug. 23, 1849. He was educated at the uni-

versities of Gottingen and Leipsic, and in 1828 be-

came teacher at a gymnasium in Berlin and custos

of the Royal Library in that city ; owing to ill

health he had, however, to resign these positions.

After the death of his wife he spent much time in

traveling. He became a Christian.

Stieglitz was the author of the following works:
"Riider des Orient," Leipsic, 1831-33; "Stimmen
del- Zeit in Liedern," ?'6. 1834; "Das Dionysosfest,"

Berlin, 1836; "Bergesgriisse," Munich, 1839.

BMii.iociRAPHV : Briimmer, Dnitsches Dkhtcrlcxilion ; H.
curtze, Ifcinricli Stieolitz : EineSelhsthiDyrnytliie, Gotha,
18t)5.

S. F. T. II.

STIEGLITZ, JULIUS OSCAR: American
chemist; hdin at Iloboken, N. J., May 26, 1867;

educated in the public schools of New York, the

real-gynmasium of Carlsruhe, and the; universities of

Berlin and GiJttingeii. Shortly after his return to

the United States he became connected with the

University of Chicago, and has served it in turn as

instructor, assistant professor, and associate professor

of chemistry, lie has been a frequent contribtitor

to the chemical periodicals of the United States and
Germany, articles by him having appeared in the

"American Chemical Journal," "Journal of the

American Chemical Society," and "Berichte der

DeutschenChemischen Gesellschaft," 1892-1903.

HiBi.ioGRAPiiY : Decennial Volumes I. and II. University of
( liirapi. l!Ki:i.

.\. I. G. D.

STIEGLITZ, LUDWIG VON: Russian bank
er; born in Arolseu, Waldeck, Germany, in 1778;

diefl at St. Petersburg March 18, 1843. He emi-

grated to Russia when a young man, was appointed
coin-t banker to the czar, and, after adopting Chris-

tianity, was raised to the dignity of a Russian hered-

itary baron (Aug. 22. 1826). He had previously

received various important Russian decorations.

Stieglitz took an active part in many financial af-

fairs of his adopted country, and it was due espe-

ciall}' to his efforts that steam navigation was intro-

duced between Liibeck and St. Petersburg. He
purchased the estate of Gross-Essern in Courland,
and his name was inscribed in the register of the no-

bility of Courland (May 3, 1840). His son Alex-
ander (died Oct. 24, 1884) became his successor as

head of the banking-house of Stieglitz &, Company,
and continued as such until that firm went into vol-

untary liquidation in 1863. The descendants of

Ludwig von Stieglitz were confirmed in the dignity

of Russian hereditary barons by ukase of the Senate
of April 3, 1862.

Bibliography: Kohut, Berllhmte Israelitische Mdnner und
Frauen,\i.2l62\ Rietstap, Armorial General, il. 841 ; Sieb-
raaeher, Der Adel der Russischen Ostsee-Provinzen, ii. 205,
iii. 11.

H. i{. H. Gut.

STIER, JOSEF : German rabbi ; born at Neu-
stadt-on-the-Waag, Hungary, April 12, 1844. He
was educated at the gymnasium and Talmud Torah
at, Presburg, at the universities of Vienna (Ph.D.

1869) and Breslau, and at the Jewish Theological

Seminary at Breslau (Rabbi, 1872). In 1872 he was
appointed chief rabbi at Stein-am-Anger, Hungary,
officiating also as teacher of Jewish religion at the

local gymnasium. Later he went to Berlin, where
since 1890 he has held a rabbinate.

Stier is the author of the following works: "Fr.

Deak," 1875; " Festschrift zur Einweihung der Sj'n-

agoge in Steinamanger," 1880; " Priester und Pro-

pheten," 1884; "Zunz,"1893; " Theismus und Na-
turforschung in Ihrem Verhaltniss zur Teleologie,"

1896; and "Die Ehre in der Bibel," 1897.

s. F. T. H.

STILLER, BERTALAN: Hungarian physi-

cian; born at Miskolcz June 23, 1837; studied at

Budapest and Vienna (M.D. 1863). In 1864 he was
appointed assistant ph^-sician at the Jewish Hospital

in Budapest; in 1874, chief of a division; in 1876,

privat-docent ; and in 1886, assistant professor. The
following are his more important works: " Az Ideges

Gyomorbiintalmak " (Budapest, 1884), translated into

German under the title " Die Nervosen Krankheiten

des Magens"; "A Lep Betegsegei " (ih. 1895), treat-

ing of the diseases of the spleen; and "A Hashartya
Betegsegei " (ib. 1897), treating of the diseases of

the peritoneum.

BlBMOGRAPHY: Pallas Lex.
s. L. V.

STILLING, BENEDIKT : German anatomist

and surgeon; born at Kirclihayn, Hesse, Feb. 22,

1810; died at Cassel Jan. 28, 1879. He studied at

the L'niversity of Marburg, and, on taking his degree

of M.D. in 1832, was appointed assistant at the an-

atomical institute attached to his alma mater. In

1833 he was appointed district surgeon at Cassel,

which position he resigned in 1840 in order to de-

vote him.self entirely to his private practise. In

1867 he received the title of "GeheimerSanitatsrath."

In 1836 and in 1843 Stilling took postgraduate

courses in Paris; and in 1858, 1869, and 1873 he

was engaged in scientific researches in Italy, Paris,

London, Edinburgh, and Vienna. He was the first

surgeon to introduce ovariotomy into Germany
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(1837); and lie was also the first anatomist who used

the term " vasomotor nerves " (1840). His works on

the central organs of the nervous system, especially

the brain, were standard productions for which he

received several prizes from the French Institute.

Of Stiiling's works the following may be men-
tioned: " Die Bildung und Metamorpliose des Blut-

pfropfsoder Thrombus in Verletzten Blutgefilssen,"

Eisenach, 1834; "Die Natiirlicheu Processe bei der

Heilung Durchschlungener Blutgefasse, mit Besou-

dercr Rucksicht auf den Thrombus," ib. 1834; " Die

Gefiissverschlingung," Marburg, 1835; "Geschichte

einer Exstirpation eines Krankhaft Vergrosserten

Ovariums," etc., in Holscher's "' Hannoverschen An-
nalen der Gesammten Heilkunde," 1841 (ten years

later Duffin published in London a report of his

operations in the same field, claiming tlie initiative

for himself); " Physiologiscli-Pathologisclie und
Medicinisch-Praktische Untersuchungen iiber die

Spinal Irritation," Leipslc, 1841; "Untersuchungen

Uber die Funktionen des Rlickenmarks und der

Nerven," ih. 1842; "Ueber Te.xtur und Funktionen

der Medulla Oblongata," Erlangen, 1843; "Unter-

suchungen v'lber Bau und Verrichtungen des Ge-

hirns," Jena, 1846; "Neue Untersuchungen iiber

den Bau des Rilckenmarks," Cassel, 1859; "Unter-

suchungen iiber den Bau des Kleinen Gehirns," ib.

1864-67 ;
"' Die Rationelle Behandlung der HarnrOh-

renstriktureu," ih. 1870; "Neue Untersuchungen

i'lber den Bau des Kleinen Gehirns," ib. 1878.

BiBLiofiRAPHY: Hirsch, BioQ. Le.r.; Pajrel, Bioy. Le.r.; Kuss-
luaul. Dr. Benedikt StilUiia, Strasburg, 1879.

s. F. T. H.

STILLING, JAKOB: German ophthalmolo-

gist; born at Cassel Sept. 22, 1842; son of Benedikt

Stilling. He studied at the universities of Mar-

burg (M.D. 1865), Wiirzburg, Berlin, and Paris, and

in 1867 established himself as ophthalmologist in

his native city. In 1880 he was admitted as privat-

docent of ophthalmology to the medical faculty

of the University of Strasburg, where in 1884 he

was appointed assistant professor.

In addition to many essays in medical journals,

Stilling is the author of the following works: " Ueber

die Heilung der Verengrungen der Thranenwege,"

Cassel, 1868; "Beitrage zur Lehre von den Farben-

empfindungen," Stuttgart, 1875; "Ueber Farben-

sinn und Farbenblindheit," Cassel, 1877; "Ueber

das Sehen der Farbenblinden," ib. 1878; "Unter-

suchungen iiber den Bau der Optischen ('entral-

orgimc. " ib. 1882; "Untersuchungen uber die Ent-

stehuug der Kurzsichtigkeit," Wiesbaden, 1887;

" Srhadelbau und Kurzsichtigkeit," Strasburg. 1888

;

and "Grundzuge der Augenheilkuude," Vienna,

1897.

BiHLiOGRAPiiY : Paget, B(0(/. icr. „ „ ,»
s. F. T. H.

STOBBE, JOHANN ERNST OTTO: Chris

tian iiistorian of the Jews; born at Ki'tnigsberg.

East Prussia, June 28, 1831; died at Leipsic May
19, 1887. He studied philology and history, and

later jurisprudence, at the university of liis native

town, graduating as LL.D. in 1853. During tlie

following two years he continued his (Germanic

studies in Leipsic and Gottingen. In 1855 he be-

came privat-docent at the University of KOnigs-

berg, where in 1856 he was appointed assistant pro-
fessor and in the same year professor of German law.
In 1859 he was called to Breslauand in 1872 to Leip-
sic to fill similar positions. In 1880 he received the
title of "Geheimer Hofrat."

Among Stobbe's works that of special interest to

Jewish readersis "Die Juden in Doitschland Wilh-
renddesMittelalters," Brunswick, 1866. This work
was the first to treat of the Jews in medieval Ger-
many from a strictly constitutional standpoint, and
was based on the author's thorough knowledge of

the archival literature of that period. He especially

traced, practical I}' for the first time, the connection
between the position of the Jews in the Byzantine
empire and the po.sition of those in the Carlovingian

empire. The book, which has been taken asa stand-

ard for similar research, became very scarce, and
was reprinted by the anastatic process in 1902.

Stobbe, tliough a Christian, was a member of the

committee appointed by the Gemeindebund to col-

lect materials for the hi.story of the Jews of Ger-

many (see HisTOKisciiE Co.mmission). His other

works are all of purely juristic and historical inter-

est, the chief of them being the " Geschichte der

Deulschen Rechtsquellen " (Brunswick, 1860-64),

translated into Italian bv E. Bollati (Florence, 1868).

.1.

"

F. T. H.

STOCK EXCHANGE. See Finance.

STOCKEK,, ADOLF : German Protestant theo-

logian, politician, and anti-Semitic agitator; born at

Halberstadt Dec. 11, 1835. He studied at the uni-

versities of Halle and Berlin, and in 1863, after hav-

ing acted for some years as tutor, was appointed

pastor at Seggerda, near Halberstadt. In 1866 he

was called to Hamersleben, and in 1871 to the pas-

torate of a military division at Mctz. In 1874 he

was appointed court preacher at the Domkirche of

Berlin, which position lie held until 1890, wlien he

was dismissed on account of his political views.

In 1878 he founded the Christian Sociali-stic party,

which gave impetus to an anti-Semitic movement.

From the i)ulpit, as well as in public assemblies, lie

denounced Judaism and its adherents as a danger to

Christianity and the German empire : and upon the

strength of this and similar accusations he was in

1879 elected a member of the Prussian Diet. From
1881 to 1893 he was also a member of the Reiclistag.

which he again entered in 1898.

Not only liave many of Stocker"s former partizans,

as FOrster, Bockel, and Ahlwardt, become liis bitter

enemies, but also the general press and public have

turned against him. Prof. Hermann L. Strack of

the University of Berlin wrote a pamphlet entitled

"Ilerr Adolf Stocker, Christliche Liebe und Wahr-

haftigkeit," in which he censured Stinker very se-

verely. In his work " Christlich-Social " (Bielefeld,

1884; 2d ed. Berlin, 1)^90) Stiickcr published .social-

political and anti Jewish speeches, while in his

"Wachauf, Evangelisches Volk" (Berlin, 1893) he

sets forth his religious-political views. He pub-

lished also several collections of sermons (ib. 1894-

1895, 1897, 1901), as well as a retrospect of liis career

as court preacher entitled "Dreizehn Jahre Hof-

prediger und Politiker" (ib. 1895). His "Gesam-

melte Schriften " appeared in Berlin in 1896. Since
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1887 he has been publisher, and since 1892 also edi-

tor, of the " Deutsche Evan^elische Kirchenzeituns?."

See Anti-Semitism; Bismakck.
Bibliography: Mittlieilungen axis dem Vereine zur liekUmp-
fung des Aiitisemitismtis ; Die Neuzeit; Brnckluius Kon-
vergation«-Lexik(m ; yieyers Kmiversatifms-Lexikon.

B. S. Man.

STOCKL, MADAME. See Heinefetter,
Klara.
STOKVIS, BAREND JOSEPH : Dutch phy-

sician ; born at Amsterdam Aug. 16, 1834; died

Sept 28, 1902; son of the physician J. B. Stokvis
(1808-87). He studied at the Latin school in Am-
sterdam (1843-50) and at the Athenaeum (1856), vis-

ited Paris and Vienna (1857-59), and finally estab-

lished himself as a physician in Amsterdam. In

1867 he was awarded a gold medal by the Brussels

Academy for his essay " Recherches Experimentales

surles Conditions Pathogeniquesde 1'Albuminuric.

"

" De Suikervorming in de Lever in Verband met de
Suikerafscheiding bij Diabetes Mellitus," 1856;
"Overde Glycose Stof in de Lever," 1869; "Bij-

dragen tot de Physiologic van het Acidum Uri-

cum," 1869; "Over de Sterfte van Croup bij de
Nederlandsche Israelietische Gemeente te Amster-
dam," 1869; " Voordraciiten over Homoeopathic,"
1887; "Voordraciiten over Geneesmiddelenleer," 3
vols., 1891-1902 (vols. i. and ii., 2d ed. 1895); and
"Invloed der Tropische Gewesteu," 1893. Stokvis

succeeded his father as president of the Nederland-
sche Israelietische Armbestuur at Amsterdam.

Bibliography : W. Koster, In Eigen Hoard. 1893, No. :3o, p.
548; 1902, No. 41, p. 644 (with portrait); Munch, in Medici-
nische Wochemchrift,19(!e,iio. 46; Deutsch, ih. 1902, No. 42;
Lancet, Oct. 11, 1902 ; yiannen von Beteekenis, 1899; R. N.
Saltet, Propria Cures, 1902-3, No. 2.

8. E. Sl.

STONE AND STONE-WORSHIP: Sacred
stones are mentioned with great frequency in the

Cromlech Near 'Amman.
(From a photograph by the Palestine EzploratioD Fund.)

In 1874 he was appointed professor of pathology

and pharmacodynamics at the University of Am-
sterdam. He was president of the luternation-

aal Koloniaal Geneeskundig Congres held in Am-
sterdam in 1883, and also of the first congress of

Dutch physicians and surgeons. In 1879 he was
elected a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences,

and in 1896 its vice-president; and in 1884 the L^ni-

versity of Edinburgh conferred upon him the degree
of LL.D.

Stokvis was the author of the following works:

Old Testament; they were erected by Jacob at

Beth-el (Gen. xxviii. 18; comp. xxxi. 13), atShechem
(Gen. xxxiii. 20 [wiiere n3VD should be read in-

stead of n3TD]), at Gilead (Gen. xxxi. 52), and over

the grave of Rachel ; and by Joshua in the sanctuary

of Shecliem (Josh, xxi v. 26 ; comp. Judges ix. 6). The
"stone of help" ("Eben-ezer ") set up by Samuel (I

Sam. vii. 12) was such a " niazzebah "
; and other sa-

cred stones existed at Gibeon (II Sam. xx. 8), at En-
rogel (I Kings i. 9, " the serpent-stone "), and at Mich-

mash (I Sam. xi v. 33). Twelve stones of Ihis t-harac-
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ter were set up by Moses near his altar at the foot

of Mount Sinai (Ex. xxiv. 4), and a circle of twelve
at Gilgal was ascribed to Joshua (Josh.

Mazzebah. iv. 20). Finally, Jaciiix and Boaz,
the two columns of the Temple (I

Kings vii. 15 et seg.), were such mazzebot, not in-

tended as supports for the building, but possessing

an independent purpose, as is shown by their names.

The Plienician temples also contained such col-

umns, and mazzebot long served as legitimate sym-

Dolmen.
(.\fter Conder.)

bols of Yhwh. Even the prophet Rosea forewarned

Israel of the terrible days to come (Hos. iii. 4;

comp. X. 12), when they should be " without a sac-

rifice, and without an image ["mazzebah"], and

without an ephod, and without teraphim"—that is,

without public worsliip; while Isaiah prefigured

Cromlech.

(From nenzHi_'<T, ** Hebrafache ArchaoIoj;ie.")

the conversion of Egypt to Yiiwii witli the words,

"There shall be . . . a pillar at the border thereof

to the Lord" (Isa. xix. 19, Ilebr.).

The Deuterouoniic code, on tlie other hand, re-

jected the mazzebot, rightly recognizing that they

did not originally belong to the cult of Yiiwii, but

had been adopted from the Canaanites (Deut. xii. 3,

xvi. 22; comp. Lev. xxvi. 1, and the commandment
to destroy the mazzebot, "asherot," and similar ob-

ject^ of Canaanitisii wor-ship in Ex. xxiii. 24 and
xxxiv. 13). The Deuteronomic historian accord-

ingly regarded the downfall of the people as due to

the erection of these mazzebot by Judah and Israel

(I Kings xiv. 23; II Kings xvii. 10), while the pi-

ous kings showed their righteousness by destroying

them (II Kings iii. 2, x. 26, xviii. 4. xxiii. 14).

The worship of sacred stones constituted one of

the most general and ancient forms of religion

;

but among no other people was this worship so im-

portant as among the Semites. The religion of the

nomads of Syria and Arabia was summarized by
Clement of Alexandria in the single statement, " The
Arabs worship the stone," and all the data afforded

by Arabian authors regarding the pre-Islamitic faith

confirm his words. The sacred stone (•' nusb "

;

plural, "ansab ") isa characteristic and
Semitic indispensable feature in an ancient

Stone- Arabian place of worship. Among the

"Worsliip. Canaanites, as the Old Testament

abundantly proves, the worship of

mazzebot was common; while with regard to the

Phenicians, Herodotus states (ii. 44) that the temple

of Melkart at Tyre con-

tained two sacred pil-

lars. In like manner,

two colunms were
erected for the temples

at Paphos and Hierap-

olis, and a conical

stone was worshiped

as a.symbol of Astarte

in her temple in the

former city. The rep-

resentation of the tem-

ple of Byblos on a coin

shows a similar conical

]iillar. Such examples
may readily be multi-

plied (comp. Ezek.

xxvi. 12).

These stones were
extremely diverse in

form, ranging from

rough blocks, over

which the blood of the

sacrifice, or the anoint-

ing - oil, was poured

(Gen. X xviii. 18; I Sam.
xiv. BZ et seq.), to care-

fully wrought columns, such as those erected in the

Temple of Solomon or in tiie Phcnician sanctuaries.

A number of simple stone columns have been pre-

served. Thus there is a Phenician boundary -stone

from Cyprus, in the form of an obelisk, and set on a

small pedestal; others have been found in the exca

vations of the Deutscher Paltlstinaverein at Tell al-

-Mutasallim, tlie ancient Megiddo. Tlie sanrluary

at the latter place had at its entrance two stone

columns, simple (juadrilateral monoliths, tapering

slightly toward the top, and very similar to the

mazzebot at tiie entrance to the place of sacrifice

in the ancient Edomite .sanctuary at Petra.

Tlie original .signification of tiie sacred stone is

,"».;ri*'>».-

Phenician Mazzebah.
(From Benzinger, '* f]ebraische

Archaologie.";
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well illustrated by the account of the one at Beth-el

(Qen. xxviii.). Jacob slept with a stone for a pillow,

and dreamed that tlie Lord addressed him. When
he aAvoke lie said, "Surely the Lord is in tliis

place; and I knew it not"; tlien lie anointed the

stone, or, in other words, rendered an olTering to it.

This belief in a mazzebaii, or in a

Belief stone, as the habitation of a deity is

Involved, spread throughout the world, and even

the designation " Betli-cl " was adopted

among the Greeks and Romans, under the forms
/3a<r{;iwv and "ba;tuliis," to denote a stone of this

an invitation to the deity to take up his abode in

them (comp. Hos. xiii. 2). Among the Greeks the
sacred pillars of stone were developed into images
of the deity, and received a head and a phallus; but
the Israelitish mazzebot did not pass through this

evolution.

It is clear that the mazzebah and the altar origi-

nally coincided. When the Arabs offered bloody sac-

rifices the blood was smeared on the sacred stones,

and in the case of offerings of oil the stones were
anointed (comp. Gen. xxviii. 18, xxxi. 13). The
same statement holds true of the Greco-Roman cult,

DOLMEN NEAR HESHBON.
(After Conder.)

character. At a very early period the stone served
likewise as an altar of sacrifice, and the offering laid

upon it was by implication given to the deity that

dwelt tlierein. It must also be borne in mind
that originally, even in the case of a burnt offering,

it was the blood and not the act of burning which
constituted the essential of the sacrifice, and that

the shedding of blood on the sacred stone served the
same purpose as anointing it. There was no idea,

however, of identifying the deity with the stone,

as is shown by the fact that a number of stones, or
trees, sacred to a divinity might stand together.

Wliere specially chosen or prepared sacred stones
took the place of natural landmarks, they expressed

although the black stone of Mecca, on the other hand,

is caressed and kissed by the worshipers. In the

course of time, however, the altar and the sacred

stone were differentiated, and stones

Helation to of this character were erected around
Altar. the altar. Among both Canaanites

and Israelites the mazzcliah was
separated from the altar, which thus became the

place for the burning of the victim as well as for

the shedding of its blood. That the altar was a de-

velopment from the sacred stone is clearly shown by
the fact that, in accordance with ancient custom,
hewn stones might not be used in its construction.

It thus becomes evident that originally the maz-
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zebot were unknown to the Sinaitic Yhwh cult, al-

though the entire course of history renders their

incorporation in the religion of Israel readily intel-

ligible. Such sacred stones were found by the

Israelites in the Canaanite sanctuaries and on the

"high places," and were thus taken over like so

many other features of religious observance. No
attempt was made, however, to justify such a usage,

or to bring it into relation with the cult of Yhwh,
but these sacred stones came to be regarded as me-
morials of events in the lives of the Patriarchs or in

the history of the nation, as in the case of Jacob's

stone at Beth-el, Joshua's at Gilgal, and the stone

Samuel set up between Mizpehand Shen.

Bibliography : Kuenen, Religion of Isiael to the Fall o.' the
Jewish State, i. 39(M}95; Smith, Rel. of Sem. pp. 200 et seq.;

Benzinfrer, Arch. pp. 375«f.86q.: Gall, AltUiraelituicher Baal-
hultus, 1898 ; Lagrange. Etude sur les Religions Semitiques ;

Enceintes et Pierres Sacrees, in Rev. Bib. April, 1900.

E. G. H. I. Be.

STONES, PRECIOUS. See Gems.

STONING. See Capital Punishment.

STORE ("hasidah"): Unclean bird (Lev. xi. 19;

Deut. xiv. 18). Tlie name (comp. Latin, " pia avis ")

alludes to the filial piety and devotion attributed by
the ancients to the stork (comp. Aristotle, "Historia

Animalium," ix. 14, 1). Both the white and black

storks {Ciconia alba and Ciconia nigra) occur in Pal-

estine: the former is a migrant, passing through in

April (comp. Jer. viii. 7); the latter is especially

abundant in the neighborhood of the Dead Sea.

The Talmud considers "dayyah lebanah " to be

the proper name of the stork, and "hasidah" to

be an epithet applied to it because it lovingly shares

its food with its fellows (Hul. 63a). The gall of the

stork cures the bite of the scorpion (Ket. 50a

;

comp. Pliny, "Historia Naturalis," xxix. 5, 33).

Bibliography : Tristram, Nat. Hv<t. p. 244; Lewysohn, Zoo-
logie des Talmuds, p. 171.

E. G. II. I. M. C.

ST6RK, EARL: Austrian laryngologist; born

at Ofen, Hungary, Sept. 17, 1832; died at Vienna
Sept. 13, 1899. He studied at the universities of

Prague and Vienna, graduating as M.D. in 1858,

when he was appointed assistant at the communal
hospital of Vienna. In 1858, while acting as as-

sistant to Professor Turk, StOrk demonstrated the

possibility of introducing remedies into the throat

and larynx by aid of the laryngoscope ; and he also

invented various instruments for such treatment.

In 1864 he became privat-docent at the University

of Vienna; in 1875, assistant professor; and in 1891,

professor of laryngology and chief of the laryngo-

logical clinic.

Of Stork's many works the following may be

mentioned: "Laryngoscopische Mittheilungen," Vi-

enna, 1863; "Laryngoscopische Operationen," ib.

1870 (2d ed. 1872); "Beitrage zur Heilung des Pa-
renchym und Cystenkropfes," Erlangen, 1874;

"Mittheilungen liber Asthma Bronchiale und die

Mechanische Lungenbehandlung," Stuttgart, 1875;

"Klinik der Krankheiten des Kehlkopfes, der Nase
und des Rachens," ib. 1876-80; "Sprechen und
Singen," Vienna, 1881; "Die Erkrankungen der

Nase, des Rachens und des Kehlkopfe8,"z6. 1895-97.

Bibliography : Pafjel, BU>g. Lex.
8. F. T. H.

STRACE, HERMANN LEBERECHT :

German Protestant theologian and Orientalist; born
at Berlin May 6, 1848. Since 1877 he has been
assistant professor of Old Testament exegesis and
Semitic languages at the University of Berlin. He
is the foremost Christian authority in Germany on
Talmudic and rabbinic literature, and studied rab-

binics under Steinschneidcr. Since tiic reappearance
of anti-Semitism in Germany Strack has been the
champion of the Jews against the attacks of such
men as Hofprediger Stocker, Professor Rohling,
and others. In 1885 Strack became the editor of
"Nathanael. Zeitschiift far die Arbeit der Evau-
gelischen Kirche an Lsrael," which is published at
Berlin ; and in 1883 he founded the Iiistitutum Juda-
icum, wliich aims at the conversion of Jews to Chris-
tianity. In the beginning of his career the Prussian
government sent Strack to St. Petersburg to examine
the Bible manuscripts there; on this occasion he ex-

amined also the antiquities of the Fikkovich col-

lection, which he declared to be forgeries.

Of Strack's numerous works the following may be
mentioned: "Prolegomena Critica in Vetus Tesla-
mentum Hebraicum " (Leipsic, 1873) ;

" Katalog der
Hebrilischen Bibelhandschriften dor Kaiserlichen

Oeffentlichen Bibliothek in St. Petersburg" (St.

Petersburg and Leipsic, 1875), in collaboration with
A. Ilarkavy; "Prophetarum Posteriorum Codex
Babylonicus Petropolitanus " (ib. 1876); "A. Fir-

kowitch und Seine Entdeckungen " (ib. 1876); edi-

tions of the Mishnah tractates Abot (Carlsruhe,

1882; 2d ed. Berlin, 1888), Yoma (ib. 1888),

'Abodah Zarah (ib. 1888), and Shabbat (ib. 1890);

"Hebraische Grammatik" (Carlsruhe, 1883; 3d ed.

Munich, 1902); "Lehrbuch der Neuhebraischen
Sprache und Litteratur" (ib. 1884), in collabora-

tion with Karl Siegfried; " Herr Adolf StOcker"
iib. 1885 ; 2d ed. 1886) ;

" Einleitung in den Talmud "

(Leipsic, 1887; 2d ed. 1894), a revised reprint of his

article on the subject in Herzog-IIauck's "Real-En-
cyklopadie," to which he made a whole series of con-

tributions on rabbinic subjects; "Einleitung in das

Alte Testament" (Nordlingen. 1888; 5th ed. Mu-
nich, 1898); " Der Blutaberglaube in derMenschheit,
Blutmorde und Blutritus" (ib. 1891; 5th ed. 1900);
" Die Juden. Dilrfen Sie ' Verbrecher von Religions-

wegen ' Genannt Werden? " (Berlin, 1893); "Abriss
des Biblischen Aramaisch " (Leipsic, 1897). Since

1886 Strack has been associated with Zoekler in edit-

ing the " Kurzgefasster Koinmentar zu den Schritten

des Alten und Neuen Testaments" (Nttrdiingen and
Munich). Strack is a member of the Foreign Board

of Consulting Editors of The Jewish Encyclo-
pedia.

Bibliography: Brockhatis KoyiversatOms-Lexihon.
s. F. T. II.

STRAEOSCH, ALEXANDER: Hungarian
actor and dramatic teacher; born at Sebes, near

Eperics, Hungary, Dec. 3, 1845. After a brief trial

of commercial life he went on the stage at Reichen-

berg(Sept., 1863). Subsequently he danced, sang, and
acted at Troppau, and his versatility then obtained

for him an engagement at the Hoftheater, Hanover,

and later (1864) one in Budapest. In the same year

he went to Paris to study under Martel of the Co-
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medie Franyaise. While in the French capital his

talent attracted much attention, and he appeared re-

peatedly as a reader of the plays of Schiller and
Goethe.

When Laube visited Paris in 1867 lie engaged
Strakosch as dramatic teacher for the Stadttheater

at Leipsic, and subsequently for the Stadttheater at

Vienna. Strakosch remained in this position until

1879, when he toured Europe as dramatic reader.

The season of 1887-88 he spent in the United Stales.

In 1891 he went to Munich, but remained there only

a short time, settling eventually in G5rlitz. He
has been a professor at the Vienna Conservatorium

for many years.

Bibliography: Dan Geistine n'ien, PP- 551-5.52; O. G. Flug-
Ken, Bilhnen-Lcxikon, p. 300.

s. E. Ms.

STBAKOSCH, MOBITZ : Austrian pianist,

singer, and impresario; born at BrQnn, Austria,

1825 ; died at Paris Oct. 9, 1887. He made his first

appearance in public at the age of eleven, when he

played a concerto by Hummel at a concert given in

his native town. His success was so marked that

his father allowed him to enter upon an artistic

career, and during the following years he made
tours through Germany, afterward going to Italy

to complete his education in vocal music. About
1848 he took a trip to Paris, but upon the outbreak
of the revolution went to America, where he met
Salvator Patti. In 18o0 he married Amelia, the sis-

ter of Adelina and Carlotta Patti. From her eighth

to her eleventh year Adelina Patti traveled with
Strakosch, singing in concerts. In 1859 Strakosch

became director of the Italian opera in New York,
where he arranged for the debut of Patti (Nov. 24,

1859). In consequence of the great success which
she achieved under Ins management he received of-

fers from managers in various parts of the world

;

and in 1870 he made a contract with Christine Nils-

son engaging her to sing in concerts in America, and
promising her 5,000 francs for every performance at

which the receipts exceeded 20,000 francs. This en-

terprise was attended with pronounced success, and
in 1874 Strakosch had another successful season
in America with Nilssou and Campanini. It was
Strakosch also who first introduced Clara Louise
Kellogg to the London public. His opera " Giovanni
di Napoli " was produced in New York, and he
wrote also salon pieces and other music for piano-
forte.

BiBi,i()(;itAPHY : New York HerahU tHt. 10, 1887; Baker,
Iiii){]. Diet, of Music and Musicians.
s. J. So.

STRANGER. See Gentile; Hospitality;
PUOSELYTE.

STRANGULATION. See Capit.\l Punish-
ment.

STRASBUR6 : German commercial and forti-

fied city in the province of Alsace-Lorraine. Leg-
end relates that after the destruction of the Temple
a number of fugitive Jews escaped to Euro|)e,

some settling in the south of France, while others
wandered north along the banks of the IJhine, final-

ly establishing themselves in the town of Worms
and throughout the province of Alsace, where they

founded Strasburg. Authentic liistory of this city

begins with the Sclioepfiin '" Chronicles," in which
Jews are recorded as living there in the days of Char
lemagne under relatively favorable conditions. They
enjoyed freedom in commercial matters, had their

own judicial code, and possessed the right to own
property, bear arms, and demand the protection

of the authorities. This peaceful time ended with

the inception of the Crusades. In 1095, when the

First Crusade was preached by Peter the Hermit,

1,500 Jews were burned alive in Strasburg alone.

Similar scenes of revolting cruelty attended the

preaching of the Second Crusade, in 1156, when a

monk named Rudolf of Strasburg declaimed against

the Jews as the worst enemies of Christianity ; but
the emperor and some of the higher dignitaries of

the Church protected them from at least the more
violent outbreaks of popular fury.

In 1160, the year of the visit of Benjamin of

Tudela, Strasburg was one of tiiose cities which
possessed Jewish schools conducted by illustrious

scholars. On tlie demolition of the ramparts around
the "Jewish Gate " in 1882, a monument to the mem-
ory of a certain Jewess named Maronc (daughter of

R. Mosse), who died in 1223, was discovered. In

1288 tiie Jews of Alsace, including Strasburg, com-
plained to Emperor Rudolph of the murder of forty

of their number by peasants, who had fabricated a

story of the ritual murder of a child on Good Fri-

day. Owing to the protection extended by the em-
peror, the rabbi and some others who were then in

prison were released on the paj'ment of 20,000

marks in silver. In 1330 Louis of Cavaria took the

persons and propertj'of the Jews of Strasburg under
his protection, and conferred upon them certain

rights and privileges in consideration of an annual
payment of 50 silver marks. In 1338 the civil mag-
istrates, on payment of 1,000 marks in silver,

granted similar toleration to si.xteen Jewish fami-

lies for a term of five years. On Nov.
Privileges 25, 1347, Charles IV., for 60 marks in

Granted, silver, granted the Jews letters of pro-

tection, and confirmed their former
rights and privileges. He gave them the formal as-

surance that they should not be subjected to the ju-

risdiction of any Jewish authorities outside the city,

and ordered the judges and bailiffs concerned to

render the Jews assistance in the recovery of their

rights.

Persecution reconunenced, however, and with in-

creased severity, in 1349. During the period of the

Black Death, Strasburg lost 16,000 of itsinhabitants.

Thereupon the rumor quickly spread that the Jews
had poisoned the wells, and that, by the advice

of their physicians, they had removed the buck-
ets from their own cisterns and wells and re-

frained from drinking water. At Bern and Zofin-

gen confessions were wrung from a few Jews by
the usual method of torture, whereupon tiie cities of

Basel, Freiburg, and Strasburg were invited to fol-

low this example. The bishop convened an assem-
bly at Benfeld, in Alsace, of the feudal seigniors

and certain delegates from the above-mentioned
cities, at which the final destruction of the Jews
was determined upon, in spite of the protests of the

Strasburg envo.ys, who declared that there was
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nothing whatever to be said against the Jewish
population of their city; that the Jews liad re-

ceived their privileges from the emperor himself,

and from the bishop and magistrates, and had paid

well for them ; that, furthermore, the city owed tlie

Jews large sums, payment of which had been guar-

cording to their duty in making a vigorous oppo-
sition to any species of persecution.

But the populace, enraged by the excessive fluc-

tuations in the prices of grain, and urged on by
those who Icnew their own power, would not be

guided by the calmer reasoning of their rulers.

Plan of STRASBtiRG. Star Shows the Gate Leading to the Jkwrv.
(Krom an early seventeenlh-century print.

anteed on a fixed date ; that the city government had
also granted the Jews sealed letters of protection and

had published an edict against all who should ven-

ture to commit excesses against them, imposing

heavier penalties than were usual in the case of

Christians; and that the magistrates, therefore, were

only acting within their rightful autiiority and ac-

XI.—36

For a brief space, it is true, their anger was ap-

peased by the representations of the authorities,

but it broke forth anew at the instigation of the

butchers' gild. The " Ammeister " Peter Schwarber,

and the two " Stcttmeister " GofTe Sturm and Conrad

Kunlz, were accused of having been bribed to op-

pose the Jews' extermination, and were removed
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from office. Schwarber was banished from the city,

and his property, except the share that reverted to

his children, was divided, according to the custom

of tlie time, among his fellow magistrates, who en-

tered his dwelling and seized the great seal and

standard of the city. To fill the places of the de-

posed officials, Nicolas Beulach was appointed

"Ammeister," and Gozzo Engelbrecht and the

butcher Jean Betchold were made " Stettmeister."

On Saturday, Feb. 14. 1349. tlic Feast of St. Val-

cil returned the crown to the sons of the dead mar-
grave, who gave a receipt for it.

After the massacre of 1349 the council of Stras-

burg issued a decree prohibiting the admission of

the Jews into the city, which decree remained in

force for two centuries. From this epoch dates the
" Grusselhorn." Among the various objects found
during the plunder of the synagogue was the ram's

horn used at the autumn festivals. The pillagers

were ignorant of the uses of this horn, and one of

Exterior of the Synagogue at Strasburg.
(From a photograph.)

entine, the mob barricaded tlie Judgcngasse (now
the Domstrasse), and drove the Jews back into the

cemetery, where a huge pyre had been made ; there

more than 2,000 Jews, men, women, and children,

suffered death in the flames; some saved their lives

by renouncing tiie faith of their ancestors. The
Jews Jekelin and Mannekint (sons of the widow
Salomon), to whom Margrave Hudolf of Baden had
pledged his crown, perished i)robabiy on tins occa-

sion. These two bankers had been taxed an amount
five times in excess of that paid by any of their co-

religionists. In the same year the municipal coun-

The
" Grussel-

horn."

their number expressed the opinion that the Jews
had intended to betray the city by giving a signal

at an opportune moment to their al-

lies outside. This opinion was soon

universally accepted, and the town
council resolved to perpetuate the

memory of their deliverance. Two
large trumpets, copies of the original, were cast in

bronze. One was blown daily at eight in the eve-

ning by the vergers of the cathedral, at which signal,

known as the " Judenblos," all Jews who happened
to be within the cit}' limits were obliged to depart.
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The second was blown at midnight to recall to the

inhabitants the alleged traitorous plot of 1349.

The rigid enforcement of the decree forbidding

any Jew to reside in Strasburg was soon relaxed,

and in 1368 six families were permitted to return

for a term of five j'ears, under certain conditions.

This term was later exi ended to 1375. Nine other

families obtained a similar license in 1369, on con-

dition of an annual payment to the town council

and the bishop. On Dee. 7, 1384, a Jewish physi-

cian, Dr. Gutleben, obtained leave from the council

to reside in the city for six years without the pay-

ment of any protection money, in order that he

might bestow the benefit of his medical knowledge
upon the populace. lie was even to receive a fixed

stipend of 300 florins per annum for his services

during this period, and was authorized to lend at in-

terest money belonging to himself, although he did

not en JO}' this liberty with funds belonging to others.

Somewhat later, in 1388, the Jews of Strasburg

ceased to pay their taxes regularly; and, having
adopted a somewhat critical and censorious atti-

tude in regard to a dispute between the city and
the Duke of Burgundy, they were sentenced to per-

petual banishment and to the payment of a tine of

20,000 florins. Tliis second decree of banishment
was so strictly enforced, and the time allowed for

preparation so inadequate, that the Jews had to

abandon their books as well as the scrolls of the

Law and other articles used in religious services.

Tiie copies of the Talmud and the scrolls of the

Law were preserved in the library of the city, and
were destroyed, with many otlier literary treasures,

in the bombardment of 1870.

Little mention of the Jews occurs in the monastic

chronicles throughout the entire fifteenth century.

In 1520 they were allowed to enter the city only

during the usual hours for strangers, on condition

of wearing a yellow badge or shield in some con-

spicuous place on their garments. In 1534 Rabbi
Joselmann of Rosheim wrote a letter of thanks to

the council for certain privileges granted to his fel-

low worshipers. A decree, issued in 1539 and re-

newed in 1570, 1628, and 1661, forbade Christians to

enter into any contracts with Jews, save such as re-

lated to the purchase of horses or of food-supplies.

In 1657 Louis XIV. took the Jews of Alsace under
his royal protection, greatly to the dissatisfaction of

the smaller communes, which, faithful to old tradi-

tions, considered them as interlopers

In the Sev- and dangerous parasites. But after

enteenth the capitulation of 1681 the city of

Century. Strasburg succeeded in maintaining in

force the old statutes against the Jews.
Nevertheless, qualified permits of entry and resi-

dence within the city continued to be issued to the

Jews.

In 1743 the council relaxed its extreme severity

and granted a number of privileges to various Jews,
especially to a certain Moses Bliem. Count d'Ar-
gcnson of Versailles wrote personally to the munici-
pal authorities, stating that the Moses Bliem in

question, together with his coreligionists and busi-

ness associates Jacob Baruch Weill, Aaron Meyer
Lehmann, and Lieb Netter, had for two years past

been furnishing supplies to the royal armies of

Germany, and that they required permission to open
an office in Strasburg for their correspondence. The
permission was granted, but not for any definite

length of time; it was understood that it was to last

only as long as the army remained in Germany. A
single Jew, of all the dwellers on the Upper and
Lower Rhine, won the unanimous respect of the

authorities on both sides, owing to his great wealth
and still more to his charities during the scarcity of

food-supplies in 1770 and 1771 ; this was Herz Cerf-

beer, of Bisclioisheim, near Strasburg.

On Aug. 5, 1767, Cerfbeer, whose real name was
Herz Medelsheim, proposed to the Jewish commu-

nities of Alsace to contract for the

In the furnishing of supplies to the armies of

Eighteenth Louis XIV., and for this purpose re-

Century, quested permission from the Strasburg
authorities to spend the winter in that

city in order to escape the robberies so frequent on
tlie outskirts. At first his petition was rejected;

but Cerfbeer applied to the Duke of Choiseul at

Paris, and an order dated Versailles, Jan. 22, 1768,

was sent to the council and magistracy of Strasburg,

directing them to accede to this request. Thus
Cerfbeer was the first Jew who had a definite resi-

dence in the city after this long period. He was
at first obliged to submit to certain restrictions, such

as those against opening a synagogue or receiving

any foreign Jew into his house. He soon obtained

permission to live in the city during the summer as

well ; and in a document dated Nov. 5, 1771, the Mar-
quis of Monteynard declared to the royal procura-

tor that the presence of Cerfbeer was necessary for

the welfare of the city, and that it was the king's will

that Cerfbeer should reside in the town through-

out the year.

In March, 1775, by letters patent given at Ver-

sailles, the king granted naturalization to Cerfbeer

and his children in return for the many important

services rendered by him to the army and as a testi-

mony to his zeal for the good of the state. Cerfbeer

thus was the first Jewish citizen of Strasburg: the

household he brought with him comprised sixty

persons. A royal decree dated Jan., 1784, abolished

the poll-tax levied first upon Moses Bliem and later

upon Cerfbeer. In 1781 a deputation from Alsace-

Lorraine was sent to present the Jewish grievances

at the bar of the National Assembly at Paris, and
the subject was debated at several sittings. Rew-
bel, Maury, and the Due de Broglie, deputies from
Alsace, contended that tiie Jews were all addicted to

usury and had turned Alsace into a Jewish colony.

To this Mirabeau, the Abbe Gregoire, and even
Robespierre replied that the vices of the Jews were
the result of tlie degradation into which they had
been thrust; and that Ihey would behave well as

soon as they found any advantage in doing so.

On April 8, 1790, the city of Strasburg submitted

to the National Assembly an address requesting that

the ancient laws against the Jews should be strictly

enforced. But on Sept. 27, 1791, the National As-

sembly proclaimed the complete social and polit-

ical emancipation of all Jews residing in France.

This decree was followed in 1806 and' 1807 by the

general reorganization of Jewisii religious adminis-

tration, and the cessation of one of the minor an-
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noyances to wliich the Jews had been subjected—the

blowing of the "Grusselhorn." In 1809 the com-

munity of Strasburg opened its first synagogue in

the ancient Poele des Drapiers. In 1836 the erec-

tion of a new synagogue was begun on the Rue Ste.

Hel^ne; it was in existence until 1898, when it was
replaced by a larger one on the Quai KIcber, in the

heart of the city. The new synagogue was opened

Sept. 8, 1898. There is also a congregation, 'Ez

Hayyim, composed of about forty families, which
separated from the main body owing to a difference

regarding the question of an organ in the synagogue,

but which maintains friendly relations with the

larger community.
The first chief rabbi of Strasburg was David Sinz-

! heim, president of the Sanhedrin of 1807 (d. Paris,

Feb. 12, 1812, while chief rabbi of France). He was
succeeded by Arnold Aron, wlio filled the office for

more than half a century, and died April 4, 1889.

Isaac Weill, chief rabbi of Metz, succeeded him, and

died in June, 1899, at the age of fifty-eight. Chief

Rabbi Adolphe Ury of Metz was appointed in his

stead by an imperial decree dated Jan. 23, 1900, and

was formally installed in office Feb. 18, 1900. He is

the present head of the Strasburg community, as well

as of all communities of Lower Alsace. In addition

to numerous societies for the aid of the sick and the

poor, a large hospital was erected in 1887, on the

Hagenau Platz, near the Steinthor. There is also

an orphanage for j'oung girls, which entered its

own quarters jVIarch 26, 1903. In 1853 Louis Ratis-

bonne, president of the consistory, founded at his

own expense an almshouse, the Eliza Hospiz, in

memory of one of his cousins. The foundation in

1825 of a Jewish school of arts and trades, the Ecole

de Travail, was also due to Ratisbonne.

Tiie total population of Strasburg is 150,258, in-

cluding about 1,000 Jewish families.

8. A. U.

STRASHUN, MATHIAS : Russian Talmud-

ist and writer; born in Wilna Oct. 1, 1817; died

Dec. 13, 1885. He studied under Manasseh of llye

and Isaac of Volozhin, who were highly impressed

with his ability. Besides

Talmud and Hebrew,
Strashun acquired a

knowledge of Russian,

German, French, and
Latin, and of mathe-

matics, philosophy, and
other sciences. He like-

wise engaged in busi-

ness; and although liis

first venture was a com-

plete failure and he lost

everything he possessed,

his enterprises were aft-

erward very successful.

Strashun spent a great

part of his considerable

fortune in collecting a magnificent library ; and his

house soon became a rendezvous for scholars and
students from all parts of Europe. He corresponded

with eminent Jews like Zunz and Rapoport; and

even Gentile scholars, such as Professor Wunsche

Mathias Strashun.

and others, sought his advice with regard to com-
plicated problems.

His studies and books, however, were not the only
matters to claim Strashun 's attention. He took an
active interest in public affairs also, and was for

many years president of the Hebrew charities in

Wilna. The government appointed him adviser to

the state bank, and bestowed many honors \ipon

him for his faithful services.

Strashun's first literary productions appeared in

the "PirheZafon," "Kerem Hemed," "Ha-Maggid."
and "Ha-Karmel." In book form he published:

"Rehobot Kiryah," an introduction and annotations

to the "Kiryah Ne'emanah," by Fuenn ; and " Lik-

kute Shoshanim " (Berlin, 1889), a catalogue of the

Strashun library.

Bibliography: Suvalski, Kenexet ha-Gedolah, 1890; llo
Anif, 1685, vol. ii. ; Z«illin. Bibl. Pt)st-MendeUi. p. 3««: Ha-
Meliz, 1885, p. 93.

E. c. J. Go.

STRASHUN, SAMUEL B. JOSEPH: Rus-
sian Talmiidist; born in Zaskevich, government of

Wilna, 1794; died in Wilna March 21, 1872. He
was educated by his father, and became known
as a proficient Talmudist. He married at an early

age, and settled with his wife's parents in the vil-

lage of Streszyn, commonly called Strashun (near

Wilna), and assumed the latter name. The distillery

owned b" iiis father-in-law was wrecked by the in-

vading French army in 1812, and the family re-

moved to Wilna, where Samuel established another

distillery and became one of the most prominent mem-
bers of the community. His wife conducted the

business, as was usual in Wilna, and he devoted the

greater part of his time to studying the Talmud and
to teaching, gratuitously, the disciples who gath-

ered about him. The Talmud lectures wiiich for

many years he delivered daily at the synagogue
on Poplaves street were well attended, and from

the discussions held there resulted his annotations,

which are now incorporated in every recent edition

of the Babylonian Talmud. His fame as a rabbin-

ical scholar spread throughout Russia, and he con-

ducted a correspondence with several well-known

rabbis.

Strashun was offered the rabbinate of Suwalki, but

he refused it, preferring to retain his independence.

His piety did not prevent him from sympathizing

with the progressive element in Russian Jewry, and

he was one of the few Orthodox leaders who ac-

cepted in good faith the decree of the government

that only graduates of the rabbinical schools of

Wilna and Jitomir should be elected as rabbis. He
wrote good modern Hebrew, spoke the Polish lan-

guage fluent!}', was conspicuously kind and benev-

olent, and was highly esteemed even among the

Christian iniiabitants of Wilna. Besides the above-

mentioned annotations, he wrote others to the Mid-

rash Rabbot, which first appeared in the Wilna edi-

tions of 1843-45 and 1855. Some of his novella?,

emendations, etc., were incorporated in the works of

other authorities.

Bibi.io<;raphy: S. Antokolskv, Mfkore ha-Rambain, yfilna,

1871 ; H. Katzenellenbopen, Netibot 'Oiam, pp. 197-206, 227-

228, Wilna, 1858; Suvalski, Kenenct ha-Oedolah, pp. 22-24,

Warsaw, 1890; Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books lirit. Mus. pp.

540, 737.

E. C. P. Wl.
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STRAUS : American family, originally from

Otterberg, iu the Hlu-iiish Palatinate. The earliest

member known was one Lazarus, born in Ihe lirst

lialf of the eighteenth century, whose son Jacob
Lazarus was known also as Jacques Lazare. Laz-

arus was elected in the department of ]\Iont Tonncrre

for the Assembly of Jewish Notables convened by

Napoleon in Paris July 26, 1806, preliminary to the

establishment of the French Sanhedrin. His son

Isaac took the name of Straus in the year 1808,

when Napoleon passed the decree ordering all Alsa-

tian Jews to adopt family names. Isaac's son Laz-
arus was possessed of considerable means, made in

botli agricultural and commercial pursuits. Being of

lil)eral tendencies, he was involved in the revolution-

ary movement of 1848; he emigrated to the United

States iu 1^.1 and settled in Talbotton, Ga. In

1865 he established in New York a successful pot-

ter}' and glassware business, in conducting which

lie was joined in 1873 by Ids sons. It was due to his

instigation that Kayserling undertook the researches

in Spain resulting iu his work on Christopher Co-

lumbus. He died in New York iu April, 1898.

Isidor Straus : Merchant ; eldest son of Lazarus
Straus; born at Otterberg Feb. 6, 1845. He accom-
panied his parents to the United States in 1854, and
was educated at (Jollinsworth Institute. He was
elected lieutenant of a Georgia company at the open-

ing of the Civil war, but was not allowed to serve

on account of his youth. In 1863 he w ent to Eng-
land to secure ships for blockade-running. In 1865

he went with his father to New York, where the}'

organized the lirm of L. Straus & Son ; in 1888 he

entered the firm of R. II. Maey ik Company, and in

1893 that of Abraham A: Straus, Brooklyn. He
was elected a member of the Fifty-third Congress

in 1892, and was instrumental in inducing President

Cleveland to call the extra session of Congress which
repealed the Sherman Act. Straus has been identi-

fied with the various movements in belialf of fiscal

and tarilY reform, and was a delegate to the Sound
Money Convention held at Indianapolis. He was
one of the founders of the Educational Alliance

(of wliich he is now [1!)()5J president), is a director

of several banks and financial institutions, and is

a prominent member of the Board of Trade and
vice-president of the Cluunber of Commerce. The
Washington and Lee University conferred upon
him the degree of LL.D. in 1905.

Nathan Straus: Merchant; second son of Laz-
arus Straus; bom at Otterberg Jan. 31, 1848. With
his family he went to the United States in 1854.

It settled at Talbotton, Ga., where he attended

school; afterward he was trained at Packard's Busi-

ness College, New York. He joined his father in

the firm of L. Straus & Son in 1872, and his brother

Isidor in the firm of K. II. Macy & Company.
Straus has shown considerable interest in municipal
affairs, becoming a meml)erof the New York Forest

Preserve Board and park commissioner of New
York in 1893. He was offered the nomination of

mayor of New York iu 1894, and was appointed
president of the Board of Health of New York in

1898. He originated in 1890, and has since main-
tained at his own expense, a system for the distribu-

tion of sterilized milk to the poor of New York city

which has been shown by the report of the Health
Department of New York to have saved many in-

fant lives. He contributed also to tiie establishment
of the same system in Chicago and Philadelphia.

He likewise originated and maintained during the

coal strike in the winter of 1903-4 a system of depots
for the distribution of coal to the poor of New York.
Straus has shown considerable interest in trotting.

Oscar Solomon Straus: ^Merchant and diplo-

mat; third son of Lazarus Straus; born at Otterberg
Dec. 23, 1850. He went with his family to Talbot-
ton, Ga., in 1854, and removed with it to Columbus,
Ga., in 1863, and to New York in 1865. He was
educated at Col umbia Grammar School and Columbia
College, graduating
in 1871. Afterward
he attended the Co-
lumbia Law School,

graduating from that

institution in 1873.

He began the practise

of law in the firm of

Hudson & Straus,

which afterward be-

came Sterne, Straus

& Thompson, the .se-

nior member being

Simon Sterne. The
strain of a large prac-

tise in commercial
and rail way cases told

upon Straus's health,

and in Jan., 1881, he
retired from law and
entered his father's firm. Straus was active in the

campaign which resulted in the election of President

Cleveland in 1884, and was appointed minister pleni-

potentiary to Turkey in 1887 at the suggestion of

Henry Ward Beecher. Straus did excellent work
while at Constantinople, especially in obtaining rec-

ognition of the American schools and colleges in the

Turkish dominion. He was again appointed minis-

ter plenipotentiary to Turkey (1897-1900) by Presi-

dent Mckinley, and was enabled by his influence

with the sultan to help reconcile the Mohammedan
inhabitants of the Sulu Archipelago iu the Philip-

pines to the recognition of the suzerainty of the

United States.

Straus has performed much valuable public service

as member of various commissions, as, for instance,

those appointed to investigate New York public

schools and to improve institutions for the insane.

He was president of the National Primary League
iu 1895, and of the American Social Science Associa-

tion from 1899 to 1903, as well as of the National Con-

ference of Capital and Labor held in 1901. He was
instrumental in foundingthe National Civic Federa-

tion, of wiiich he has been vice-president since 1891.

In 1902, on the death of e.x-President Harrison, Straus

was appointed by President Boosevelt to succeed

him as a mend)erof the Permanent Court of Arbitra-

tion at The Hague, this high honor being given him
in recognition of his diplomatic service and knowl-

edge of international relations. Straus has written

much for the magazines, has delivered lectures

at Yale and Harvard universities, and, since 1903,

Copyright bv l*ierre Mai; Donnlfi.

Oscar Solomon Straus.
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has lectured annually upon international law before

the United States Naval War College at An-
napolis. He is the author of "The Origin of the

Republican Form of Government in the United
States " (New York, 1885), and " Roger Williams, the

Pioneer of Religious Liberty " {ib. 1894). He has

been very active in connection with the study of

American Jewish history, and he was one of the

founders, and the first president, of the American
Jewish Historical Society, from which position he
retired in 1898. Straus is at present (1905) a trustee

of the Baron de Hirsch Fund. The lionorary de-

grees of L.H.D. (Brown University) and LL.D.
(Columbia Universit}-) have been conferred upon
him.

Bibliography: Appletnn''s Cticlo. of American Biography
\

Who's Who ill America, 190o; JVeii' York Titnes, Dec. 3,

1893.

A. J.

STRAUS, LXJDWIG: Hungarian violinist;

born at Presburg March 28, 1835; studied under
Hellmesberger and Joseph Bijlim (violin), and under
Preyerand Nottebohm (composition). Ills first pub-
lic performance took place at Vienna in June, 1850.

He made several successful concert tours, and in 1857

became acquainted with Piatti, the cellist, with

whom he toured Germany and Sweden. In 1859 he

was appointed leader of the opera orchestra at

Frankfort-on-the-Main, and in the following year

he conducted the Museum concerts in the same city.

He then visited England, In which country he finally

settled in 1864, being engaged as solo violinist at

the couit orchestra, and also as conductor of the

Philharmonic concerts at London, and the Halle con-

certs at Manchester. For several years he played

the viola in the string quartet at the Sunday evening

and Monday popular concerts in London. Straus

was teacher of the violin at the London Academy
of Music, from which position he retired in 1894.

Bibliography: Rlemann, Musik-Lexikon \ Baker, Bioo-
Diet, of Musicians, New York, 1900.

s. A. P.

STRAUSS, ADOLF : Hungarian gcograplur
and ethnologist; born at Cece, Hungary, May 15,

1853; educated at Fejervar and Budapest; in the

latter city he frequented the nnlitary academy, sub-

sequently being attached to the staff of Field-]\Iar-

shal Ghyczy. Strauss began his literary activity in

1878, and on account of his intimate knowledge of

the geography of the Balkan Peninsula he was re-

peatedly sent to the East on missions for the Hun-
garian government. His works include: "Bosnien,

Land und Leute " (Budapest, 1881 ; Vienna, 1882)

;

"Bosznia es Herczegovina " (2 vols., Budape.st, 1883

;

Vienna, 1884); "Bosnische Industrie" (Vienna,

1885); " Bulgarische Industrie " (ei. 1886); "Voyage
au Montenegro " (Paris, 1888) ;

" Bolgar Nepkoltesi

Gyiijtemeny " (on folk-songs of Bulgaria ; 2 vols.,

Budapest, 1892); "Bulgarische Grammatik" (Vi-

enna, 1895); "Bolgar Nephit" (on popular super-

stitions in Bulgaria; Budapest, 1897); "Romania
Gazdasagi es Neprajzi Leirasa" (on the political

economy and ethnography of Rumania; ib. 1899).

Strauss was the founder and editor of the "Revue
de I'Orient" and of the "Gazette de Hongrie." At

present (1905) he occupies the position of professor
at the Oriental Academy of Commerce at Budapest.

Bibliography : Pallas Lex.
s. L. V.

STRAUSS, CHARLES : French jurist and
politician; born at Gundershoffen, Lower Alsace,

Oct. 14, 1834. He was graduated from the law
school of Paris in 1874, and in the same year estab-

lished him.self as an attorney at the Court of Ap-
peals in Paris. After occupying various adminis-
trative positions in the office of the Ministry of the
Interior, he was appointed prefect of the department
of tlie Drome in 1888. For some years he was
a resident of Algeria, where he filled various impor-
tant positions. As an officer in the Algerian militia,

he organized the victualing department of the Al-
gerian troops during tiic Franco-Prussian war of
1870-71. He drafted the oflicial proclamation of the
French republic and published it in Algiers on Sept.

4, 1870. In 1873 he organized a banquet ou the

occasion of the departure from Algiers of the first

Hebrew conscripts for military service in France.
On Dec. 31, 1895, he was created an officer of the

Legion of Honor.
Strauss is the author of the following works:

" L' Administration et la Reconstitution du Ministi^re

d'Algerie," Paris, 1874; ".L'Algerie et la Prusse,"

ib. 1874 ;
" La Maison Nationale de Charenton

"

(illustrated), ib. 1900.

s. J. Ka.

STRAUSS, GUSTAVE LOUIS MAURICE:
British author; born at Trois-Rivi^res. Canada, 1807;
(lied at Teddington, England, Sept. 2, 1887; edu-
cated at Linden, Hanover, Berlin (Ph.D.), and at the

Montpellier School of Medicine. In 1832 he visited

England for the first time, and in the following year

went to Algiers as assistant surgeon of the French
army. He was at first attached to the Foreign
Legion, but in 1834 he severed his connection with
that body. He returned to France, but was ban-

ished in 1839 for alleged complicity in a revolu-

tionary plot, whereupon he settled in London as

author, linguist, tutor, dramatist, and surgeon.

Through the intervention of Mr. Gladstone he re-

ceived some years before his death an annuitj' from
the government, but he nevertheless ended his

career in straitened circumstances.

Strau.ss was the author of the following works:
"Men Who Have Made the German Empire" (2

vols., London, 1874) ; "The Reminiscences of an Old
Bohemian" (2 vols., ib. 1882); "Stories by an Old
Bohemian " (li. 1883); "Philosophy in the Kitchen "

{ib. 1885); and "The Emperor William " {ib. 1887).

He was the author also of a P'rench and a German
grammar, and of other educational works. He
translated into English many books from French
and German, and contributed to numerous London
jieriodicals, of which may be mentioned the "Gro-

cer" (of which he was the first editor), the " Punchi-

nello," the " Lancet," and the " Morning Advertiser."

He wrote also some pieces for the stage, of which
one, a farce, was produced with success at the Drury
Lane Theatre in 1868.

BUU.I0ORAPHY : AthencEum, Sept. 17, 1887.

J. L.
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STRAUSS, JOSEPH : Englisli rabbi ; born in

German)^ 1848; educated at the Royal Gymnasium
at Stuttgart, and at the universities of Wlirzburg and
Tubingen (Pli.D. 1873). He also pursued the study

of theology, and, after having passed the state ex-

amination, was ordained rabbi in 1870. He at once

proceeded to England, and was appointed rabbi of

the Rowland Street Synagogue in Bradford, which
position he still occupies (1905). He has been lecturer

in German and Oriental languages for three years

at the Bradford Technical College and Airedale

Independent College, and for twenty -one years at

Yorkshire College, Victoria University. Strauss

is the author of "Religion and Morals," and "Re-
ligiSse Philosophic des Abraham ibn Esra," 1875.

Bibliography : Jewish Year Book, 5665 (1904-5).

J. V. E.

STRAUSS, PAUL: French senator; born at

Rongchamp, Haute-Saone, Sept. 23, 1852. He stud-

ied at Paris, and was graduated from the Faculty
of Medicine. In 1876 he entered the field of polit-

ical journalism, becoming a regular contributor to

"L'Independant," the "Droits de I'Homme," the

"Radical," the "Voltaire," and the "Petite Repub-
lique." In 1883 he was elected town councilor of

Paris, and a member of the legislative assembly of

the department of the Seine. He continued to serve

in these capacities until 1897, when he was elected a
member of the French Senate, which office he still

holds (1905). Strauss has been mainly influential in

reorganizing the French system of public charities,

and it was chiefly through his efforts that depart-

ments were established for the care of deserted chil-

dren and for pregnant women. He was instru-

mental also in founding the Asile Michelet and
the Asile Ledru-Rollin, the latter of which takes
care of women who are convalescing after childbirth.

Strauss is the author of the following works: " Le
Suffrage Uuiversel " (Bru.ssels, 1878), with a preface
by Alfred Naquet; "Paris Ignore" (Paris, 1892);
"L'Enfance Malheureuse" (1896); "Depopulation
et Puericulture"; "La Croisade Sanitaire " (1902);

"Assistance Sociale, Pauvres et Mendiants"; "La
Loi sur la Sante Publique "

; and " Les Habitations a
Bon Marche en AUemagne." In 1897 he founded
the "Revue Philanthropiquc," which he still con-
ducts.

Bibliography : Journal de la Mutualite Franqai»e, 1900 ; La
France Cnntemporaine. 1904, iii.

S. J. Ka.
STREET. See Way.

STRELISKER, MORDECAI BEN DAVID:
Cantor in the synagogue of Mihaileni in Rumania;
born in Brody, Galicia, 1809; died Sept., 1875. He
spent his youth in his native town, where he acquired
a knowledge of Hebrew literature under the instruc-

tion of Erter and Krochmal. His most important
contributions in this field are twelve literary essays
in vols, viii., i.x., x., and xi. of the "Bikkure ha-
'Ittim." He carried on a literary correspondence with
Judah ben Jonah Jeiteles in " Kerem Hemed," ii.

183. The following works of Strelisker's have
appeared separately: "Za'kat Sheber" (Vienna,
1829), a lamentation on the death of Zalinan Margu-
lies; "Ta'anit Yeshurun" (Zolkiev, 1835), an elegy
on the death of Emperor Francis I. of Austria, sung

during a mourning ceremony held in the old Brody
synagogue; "Zeker '01am" (Lemberg, 1849), a biog-
raphy and an elegy of his father; and "Shirat ha-
Kohen" (reprinted from "Ha-Maggid," 1860), on the
occasion of the seventieth anniversary of the birth
of J. S. Rappaport.
Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. BofH. col. 2662; Benjacob.
Ozar ha-Scfarim. p. 1.56; Kerem Hemed, 1836, ii. 18:1-188;
Ha-Zrfirali. 1875, No. 43 ; Ha-Shahar, 1875, vi. 690-691 ; FQrst,
Dibf. Jud. iii. 393.

J. S. O.

STRELITZ. See Mecklenburg.

STRICKER, SALOMON: Austrian patholo-
gist; born at Waag-Neustadt, Hungary, 1834; died

at Vienna April 2, 1898. He received his education
at the University of Vienna, studying first law, and
later medicine (M.D. 1858). In 1859 he joined the
staff of the communal hospital at Vienna, where he
acted as assistant at several clinics; he resigned this

position in 1862, when he became privat-docent in

embryology at the University'' of Vienna. After hav-
ing acted in the capacity of assistant to Professors

Briicke (1863) and Oppolzer (1866), he was in 1868
appointed assistant professor of experimental pa-

thology and director of a new institute built for ex-

perimental purposes. In 1872 he was elected pro-

fessor of general and experimental pathology, which
position he held until his death. In 1875 he was ap-
pointed a member of the Imperial Academy of Sci-

ences at Vienna.

Strieker made many contributions to the science

of pathology. He was an excellent teacher and an
indefatigable worker. In his "Studien" (1869) he
attacked C(jhnheim's theory regarding pus and the

white blood-corpuscles, although that theory had
been generally accepted. He introduced the method
of embedding microscopic subjects in wax or gum
arable and thus making them adaptable for microt-

omy, but this method was soon superseded by that

of freezing.

Strieker's contributions to medical journals num-
ber about 140, and treat of his discoveries in the his-

tology of the cornea, the mechanism of lymphatic
.secretion, cell theories, vasomotor centers, etc. Of
his works the following may be mentioned: "Un-
tersuchungen iiber die Papillen in der Mundhohle
der Froschlarven " (Vienna, 1857), written while

Strieker was a pupil of Professor Briicke ;
" Studien "

{ib. 1869) ;
" Handbuch der Lehre von den Geweben

des Menschen und der Thiere " {ib. 1871-73); " Vor-

lesuugen ilber die Allgemeine und Experimentelle

Pathologic" {ib. 1877-83); "Studien iiber das Be-
wusstseiu" {ib. 1879); "Studien liber die Sprachvor-

stellungen " (i6. 1880); " Ueber die Bewegungsvor-
stellungen " {ib. 1882) ;

" Studien iiber die Association

der Vorstellungen " {ih. 1883); "Physiologic des

Rechts" {ib. 1884); "Allgemeine Pathologic der

Infectionskrankheiten " {ib. 1886) ; and " Die Behand-
lung der Nervenkrankheiten " {ib. 1891). His works
are enumerated in " Dreiszig Jahre Experimenteller

Pathologic," an essay which was published at the

celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of his

professorship.

Bibliography: Hirsch, 7?io(7. Lea:.: Pagel, Bioff. iea;.: Georg
Kapsammer, in Wiener MaUzinische Wochenschrift, 1898,
No. 10.

s. F. T. H.
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STRIFES : The only corporal punishment named
in the Pentateuch is that of stripes; and the limita-

tions put upon the judges are that they must cause

the culprit to be beaten in their presence, and that

the number of stripes imposed must not exceed

forty (Deut. xxxv. 2, 3). Wherever tlie written law

merely forbids an act, or, in the language of the

sages, wherever it says "Thou shait not," and does

not prescribe any other punishment

Offenses, nor any alternative, a court of three

judges may impose stripes as the pen-

alty for wrong-doing. The same punishment may
be inflicted in the case of transgressions which the

Torah decrees should be punished with excision.

He who takes " the dam with tiie young," says the

Mishnah, with reference to the finder of the bird's

(From LeusdeD,

Inflicting Stripes.
' Philoloaus Hfbreeo-Mixtus," Utrecht, 1657.)

nest (Deut. xxii. 6), "must let her go, but may not

be flogged." U. Judah's opinion to tlie contrary is

overruied with the statement, "Tliisis the general

principle: Any command reading 'Thou .shalt not,'

coupled with 'Arise, do!' is not punishable with

stripes" (Mak. iii. 4; Hul. xii. 4).

This rule disregards the thief, the robber, the em-

bezzler, the seducer, the ravishcr of an unbetrothed

damsel; the law imposes some other punishment

upon each of these. In one case, that of the man

who "utters an evil report" regarding his newly

married wife, the text (Deut. xxii. 18, 19) itself

imposes the double punishment of both stripes and

a money payment. The "plotting witness" (see

Alibi) is flogged for violating the command "Thou

Shalt not bear false witness " only when the party

against whom he testifies would have been flogged,

or when the identical punishment which he might

have brought upon his victim can not be in-

flicted.

The Mishnah (Makkot) enumerates fifty offenses

as deserving stripes, but this enumeration is evi-

dently incomplete. Thus, the two cases expressly

mentioned in Scripture, that of the man who " utters

an evil report," and that of the bondwoman who is

betrothed to one man and cohabits with another (Lev.

xix. 20), are not in the list. Maimonides (" Yad,"

Sanhedrin, xix.) endeavors to give a full enumera-

tion of all the offenses in this class, the number of

which he carries up to two hundred and seven,

eighteen being offenses of commission which the

Scripture punishes with excision. The last three in

his list are cases in which the king (1) takes too

many wives, (2) accumulates too much silver and

gold, or (3) collects too many horses.

The discussion in Mak. iii. as to when one may,

for the same act, incur the punishment of stripes for

several reasons, and the discussion of the further

question as to when a continuous violation of a

law subjects to one, and when to several, inflictions,

may be here omitted. Usury is not punished with

stripes, for the monej' paid maybe recovered by the

debtor, which recovery is in the nature of a punish-

ment; and in the absence of express words there can

be only one punishment for the same act.

It is well known, both from the Mishnah (Mak.

iii. 10) and from the New Testament (II Cor. xi. 24),

that no more than thirty-nine stripes were ever ad-

ministered ; this merciful regulation was, of course,

derived in some way from the letter of Scripture.

Only excess is forbidden, not diminution; hence be-

fore determining the numberof stripes, the culprit's

ability to bear punishment was estimated. The

number inflicted was always a multiple of three

—

two stripes on the back and one on the breast ; so

that, if the estimate was twenty stripes, only eight-

een were inflicted. If, after tlie infliction of part of

the stripes, the judges came to the conclusion that to

continue would endanger the culprit's life, the beat-

ing came to an end, and lie was free from further pun-

ishment. If a smaller number than thirty-nine had

been determined upon, the judges could not admin-

ister more even if they found that the original number

caused no suffering to the culprit (Mak. iii. 10 ami

Gemara ad loc).

The culprit was bound with his hands to a pillar,

leaning forward (the text says "shall cause him to

lie down"); the " overseer of the community" (the

Misiinah uses here a term not found elsewhere) takes

hold of his clothes and pulls them down so as to lay

bare his breast and back. The strokes are given

with a strip of calfskin, doubled twice: the over-

seer liolds it in one hand, but strikes with all his

force. A bystander recites, by way of count, three

ver-ses, of thirteen words each, the third verse being

Ps. Ixxviii. 38 (" But he, being full of compassion,

forgave their iniquity," etc.). Should tlie pain

for(!o an excretion, the beating must cease, lest "thy

brother become vile in thy eyes." Should tlie culprit

die under the lash, the overseer is free from guilt;

but if by mistake he lias given even one stroke

more than the number determined, lie is guilty of

involuntary mansliiughter, and should be exiled to a

city of refuge. The culprit who has undergone the

punishment of stripes has not only earned thereby

forgiveness of the sin for which he has suffered, even
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when excision has been pronounted against it (Mak.

iii. 15), but he is restored also to those civil rights,

sucJi as the right to testily as a witness or to clear

liimself by his oath in a lawsuit, which he may have
forfeited by the crime ("'Yad," To'en we-Nit'an,

ii. 10).

The courts of Israel ceased, long before the de-

struction of the Temple, to try cases involving the

death-punishment ; but the}' continued to condemn
to stripes till the fall of the Temple, and, in many
places in Palestine, much longer. But as this could

be done by ordained judges only, the courts of the

the forty stripes. The custom is fully explained in

the responsa of R. Natronai, a Babylonian chief

rabbi, or gaon, in the eighth century.

Av. B. L. N. D.

STRISCHOW, ELIEZER. See Fischel, Em-
KZKR r,. Isaac.

STROPHIC FORMS IN THE OLD TES-
TAMENT : The strophe may be defined as a union
of several lines into one rhythmic whole. Certain

evidence points to the occurrence of strophic forma-
tions in poems of old Hebrew literature; for instance,

INFLICTI.NG STRIPKS IN A DUTCH SYNAGOGUE OF THE EARLY EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
(From Picart,)

Jewish colonies in Babylonia and elsewhere, though
exercising much authority, could not sentence a man

to stripes "according to the Torali."

" Makkat Hence, as a necessity, the Rabbis un-

Mardut." dertook to impose a " beating for rebel-

lion " ("makkat marduf), sometimes
for capital, sometimes for other, offenses against the

Mosaic law; sometimes lor disobedience to "institu-

tions of the scribes "
; often in oi'der to compel the

performance of a duty; and all this without the ju-

dicial formalities which surrounded the infliction of

a number of passages in Psalms contain phrases

which are repeated at the end of a regular number
of verses: Ps. xxxix. (end of verses 6 and 13 [Hebr.

text, as throughout article]): "Every man is but
vanity"; Ps. xlii. (verses 6 and 12) and xliii. (5):

" Why art thou cast down, O my soul? and why art

thou disquieted within me? For I shall continually

praise Him wiio is the health of my countenance,

and my God "; Ps. xlvi. (verses 8 and 12): " Yhwu
Sebaoth is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge."

In the last example cited two sections of four verses
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each are terminated by tliis formula, while the pre-

setting part contains only three verses; accordingly

it lias been suggested with good reason that, orig-

inally, the same confession of faith stood after verse

4 also. Such identical, or similar, phrases, marking
the end of the symmetrical parts of a poem, may be

called refrains ; similar instances are met with in Ps.

xlix. 13, 21 (A.V. 12, 20); hii. fi, 12; lix. 6, 12, 18.

L. Philippson, in his "Kommentar zu den Psalm-

en "(1856), pp. 5570 etneq., cites other ])oems in which

this special kind of epanalepsis occurs, though only

sporadically: II Sam. i. 19.23, 27; Ps.lvi. 5, ndseq. ;

Ixii. 2 et seg., Qetserj.; Ixvii. 4, 6: Ixxx. 4, 8, 20;

cvii. 6, 8, 13, 15, 19, 21, 28, 31; cxvi. 14. 18. But
again, in Ps. cxxxvi., every second lino (stichos) is

identical, and the same refrain, ''For His mercj en-

dureth for ever," is met with fourteen times in the

newly discovered Sira text ("The Wisdom of Ben
Sira," ed. Schechter and Taylor, 1899; comp. the

refrain, " Incipe Msnalios mecum, mea tibia!" in

Vergil, "Ecloga," viii. 21, 31, 36, 42, 46, 51, 57). An-
other sign of the strophic arrangement of the poem
is the succession of the initial letters in the follow-

ing alphabetic poems: Ps. ix. and xxxvii., where

each two lines are connected ; Lam. iii., where every

three lines begin with the same letter; and Ps. cxix.,

where the same letter introduces every group of

eight lines.

However, not the whole of the poetical part of the

Old Testament is in this sense strophic. In parts of

these poems line may succeed line, just as, for in-

stance, in many poetical works of the Greeks, the

hexameters follow each other, in luiinterrupted suc-

cession. Nevertheless it maj' be ques-

Extent of tioned whether a further extension of

Strophic the strophic formation in Hebrew
Charac- poetry may be recognized from any

teristics. other peculiarities. Are the logical di-

visions of a poem signs of a strophic

organization? Without doubt the progressive devel-

opment of the thought is clearly discernible in Ps. ii.

(1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12); and in the following cases the

logical divisions may be recognized with almost the

same certainty: Ps. iii. 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9; xii. 2-3.

4-5, 6-7, 8-9;' xvii. 1-5, 6-13, 13-15; xxxvi. 2-5, 6-

10, 11-13; Ixxxv. 2-4, 5-8, 9-14; cxiv. 1-4, 5-8;

cxxviii. 1, 2 et seq., 4, 5 et seq.\ cxxx. 1-2, 3-4,

5-6, 7-8; cxxxix. 1-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-24; Job iii.

3-10, 11-19, 20-26. In these cases an identical or

very similar wording is chosen for the different

aspects of the theme which tlie poet wished to

develop, and the relative dissimilarity of the form,

which was noticeable in some of the passages cited,

may have l)een due to the fact that the Hebrew poets

aimed at only a material symmetry (.see Poetuv).

One may speak, therefore, with good reason of log-

ical strophes in the poems which have been cited as

examples.

But such logical divisions are not found in all

poems. While Ps. i., forinstance, may bedivided into

three corresponding sections, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, or into

two, 1-3, 4-6, and Ps. iv. is rightly divided into 2,

3 (t seq., 5-6, 7-8, and 9 (Delilzsch and others).

Psalms like cv. and cvi. do not show even a material

eymmetry in the nature of a logical division. Nor

is the Selah an independent sign of a strophe.

Recently the so-called " responsion " has been
made to count as a characteristic of strophes in the

Old Testament. According to D. II. Mliller, in his

"Die Proplieten in Ihrer Ursprlinglichen Form"
(1895), " that which is parallelism in the verse is the

responsion in the strophe and in discourse "
; and,

"when the responsion is rigid!}' carried out, each

line of one strophe answers to the corresponding

line of the second strophe, either literally or meta-

phorically, parallelly or antithetically" (p. 191).

Such an agreement between the parts of a longer

section is of itself not wholly natural, because the

hearer or the reader would be compelled to keep the

preceding verses in mind in order to

Recent notice the correspondence. The la-

Views, ventor of this theory lias failed in his

ver}' first example (Amos i. 3-5, 6-8),

since he finds in this section " two strophes of five

lines which are separated by a double verse as re-

frain (4 and 7)." But the correspondence between
verses 5 and 8 consists only in the fact that the

words "and I will cut off the inhabitiint " are used in

5b and 8a, and the words "and him that holdcth the

scepter" in 5c and 8b. But, first, the identical

expressions do not stand in parallel lines; and, sec-

ondly, the.se expressions lie so near to hand that

they would naturally be used twice in warning two
cities. Miiller has endeavored (p. 200) to find an-

other proof for the strophe in the so-called "con-

catenation," and iie seeks it, for example, in the two
phrases "I will tear" (CiltSN) and " he tore"(S^-|0;

IIos. V. 14b and vi. la). But this is only an ana-

diplosis, which is met with also in the classical ora-

tors {e.g., Cicero, " Oratio Catilinaria," i. 1). He
finds " inclusion " to be an evidence of the strophic

character of poetry— for instance, in the correspond-

ence between "reviling" and "revile" (Zeph. ii.

8, 10). But this can not possibly be accepted as

a proof that Zephaniah endeavored to divide his

prophecies into strophes, nor has Muller been able

to establish the correctness of his views in his later

book " Stroplienbau und Besptmsion " (1898).

.1. K. Zenner, in his book "Die Chorgesflnge ira

Buchder Psalmen " (1896), has endeavored to demon-

strate the existence of an alternate strophe. He
made Ps. cxxxii. the chief object of his research,

and as a result placed lines la, b after lines 10a, b,

because " ilieir responsion had to be made more com-

plete." But this would amount to imposing a me-

chanical, schematic character on the psalm. He
says, further, "First, one chorus sings the first

strophe (2-5); then the second chorus answers with

a responding strophe (11 c< se?.); hereupon follows

a strophe (6, 13. 7, 14) in which the two choruses

alternate verse for verse (alternate strophe); this is

concluded with a second strophe by the first chorus

(8-10, and 1), and a second strophe in response by

the .second chorus (11-18)." In the first place, how-

ever, no sufficient reason can be brought forward as

to why this order of the verses was not preserved in

copying the poem, if it had been so intended. In

the second i)lace, it would be unnatural for Yhwhs
statement, "This is my rest for ever" (14) to be fol-

lowed by the exhortation, "Arise, O Lord, into thy

rest " (8). Ni vard Schloegl (" Canticum Canticorura

Hebraice," 1902) is no more convincing in his the-
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ory that ii. 7 and iii. 5 of the Song of Solomon arc;

"versus intercalares. " In tlie opinion of the pres-

ent writer, all these modern theories are too arti-

ficial to suit the old Hebrew poetry. The poets of

the Old Testament placed emphasis on the develop-

ment of ideas rather than on the construction of form.

Bibliography : Julius Ley, Leitfaden der Metrik der He-
brdisclien I'nesie, 1887, pp. 30 et seq.; Ed. Sievers, Metrische
Uiitersuchunyeii, 1901, § 103 (opposes the theories of D. H.
Miiiler). A list of older works on the strophe in the Old
Testament may be found In Ed. KSnig, Stilistik, Rhetorik.
Poetik, 1900, pp. 3J6 ct seq.

E. G. H. E. K.

STROUSBERG, BETHEL HENRY (BA-
RUCH HIRSCH) : German railway contractor;

born at Neideiiburg, East Prussia, Nov. 20, 1823;

died at Berlin June 1, 1884. After an unsuccessful

business career in London he emigrated to America,

and for some time taught languages at New Orleans.

In 1849 he returned to London with money made
by trading in damaged goods, and became identi-

fied with the publication of "The Chess Player,"

"Lawson's Merchants' Magazine," and "Sharpe's

London Magazine." In 1855 he settled in Berlin as

agent for an insurance company, and in 1861 obtained

for English capitalists the concession of building

East-Prussian railways. After acting for some time

as agent for different companies, he established him-

self as an independent contractor and built several

railway lines, chiefly in northern Germany, Hun-
gary, and Rumania. He became the owner of vast

establishments for producing all the requisite mate-

rials, as well as of various factories and mines. His

holdings were enormous; at onetime he employed
more than 100,000 persons, and was engaged in

speculations involving nearly £100,000,000. Dur-
ing the Franco-Prussian war (1870-71) he met with

serious reverses, and in 1872, after a ruinous settle-

ment with the Rumanian government on account of

unfulfilled railway contracts, he was forced into

liquidation. He was declared bankrupt in 1875,

and, after standing trial in Russia for alleged fraud-

ulent transactions with a bank, he returned to Ber-

lin, where he lived in partial retirement until his

death. He embraced Christianity while young.

Bibliography : Jciv. Wt)rUl. June 6, 1884.

.1. . G. L.

STROUSE, MYER (MEYER STRAUSS):
American lawyer and i)<)liti('ian ; born in Germany
Dec. 16, 1825. In 1882 his parents emigrated to the

United States and settled in Pottsville, Pa. He
studied law, and after he had been admitted to the

bar founded (1848) the "North American Farmer,"
which was published in Philadelphia. In 1852 he
resigned his position as editor and established him-
self as a lawyer in Philadelphia. Ten years later

he was elected a member of the Thirty-eighth Con-
gress from the tenth congressional district of Penn-
sylvania; he was elected also to the Thirty-ninth

Congress, and served until 1867.

Bibliography : AUij. Zeit. da* Jiid. 18(58, p. 346; Morals, The
Jfivsof PhUndf'Iphia. I'hiladelphia, 1894; American Jewish
Year liook, mn (1900-1), p. 5:i3.

A. F. T. H.

STRUCK, HERMANN : German painter; born
at Berlin March 6, 1876. He was originally destined

for a rabbinical career, but soon showed marked
talent for drawing and painting, whereupon he en-

tered the Beilin Academy of Fine Arts, where he
studied for five years. Prof. Max Koner being his

chief instructor. He then traveled through south-

ern France, Italy, Belgium, England, and Holland.
Three of his drawings, "Polish Rabbi," "The Old
Jew," and "Old Man in Profile," were purchased in

1901 by the Prussian government for the copper-
plate section of the Berlin Museum.
Struck is a devout Jew, and an ardent student of

the Talmud in his leisure houis. He signs his pic-

tures "Chaim Aron ben David," his Hebrew name.
He furnished the illustrations for Adolf Friedmann's
" Reisebilder aus Palastina " (Berlin, 1904).

Bibliography : Allg. Zeit. de><Jud. Sept. 30, 1901 ; Ha-Zofeh,
Feb., 1903 ; Out unci West, 1904.

S.

STUDENZKI, MOSES: Polish physician;

born in the early part of the nineteenth century at

Zbarasz, Galicia, where his father, Aaron Polak, was
rabbi; died at Warsaw about 1876. Until he was
fourteen Studenzki studied Hebrew and Talmud
under his father, and for the next three years at-

tended the yeshibah of Brody. At the age of seven-

teen he went to Warsaw, where he graduated from
the Lyceum and entered the Alexander University,

studying medicine and philosophy. When that uni-

versity was removed from Warsaw, Studenzki went
to Berlin LTniversity, and finished there his medical
studies (M.D. 1834). He then returned to Warsaw,
where he practised as "physician of the first de-

gree," and where he graduated as "doctor accou-

cheur" in 1846.

Studenzki was the author of " Rofe ha-Yeladim"
(Warsaw, 1847), a work written in both Hebrew and
German, and treating of children's diseases and of

ways to prevent them; it received the approbation

of the Rady Lekarski (board of physicians) of War-
saw and of Hayyim Davidsohu, then rabbi of War-
.saw. The second edition (1876) is in Hebrew only.

He wrote also " Orhot Hayyim " (ib. 1853), a work on
hygiene and a guide for the preservation of health,

and prepared an edition of M. Levin's "Refu'ot ha-

'Am" (Lemberg, 1851), to which he added a treatise

on children's and women's diseases.

Bibliography: Rnfe ha-Yeladim, Introduction; Zeitlin,

Bihl. Pnst-Mendels. pp. 389-390.

s. M. Sel.

STUHLWEISSENBURG (Hungarian, Sze-
kesfehervar; Latin, Alba Reg-ia) : Coronation

city of the Hungarian kings from the time of St.

Stephen to 1527. As early as the fourteenth cen-

tury it contained the most influential Jewish com-
munity of Hungary; and because of the fact that

the royal court frequently visited the city, the

leaders of the Stuhlweissenburg community often

had occasion to be the spokesmen in behalf of Jew-
ish interests throughout the country. The only

known Jewish name of that date, however, is that of

a certain Solomon who appeared as advocate of the

interests of the Hungarian Jews before

Sixteenth. King Sigismund. The Jewish com-
and Seven- munity continued to exist in the

teenth sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

Centuries, during the Turkish dominion; but

after the expulsion of the Turks
(1686) the Jews also had to leave the city; and it

was not until the time of Emperor Joseph II. that
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a Jewish family—that of the innkeeper Hayyim
Stern—was again given permission to dwell there.

Article xxix. of the constitution of 1839-40 per-

mitted Jews to settle in the royal free cities; and
after that time, as early as 1842, a small congrega-
tion existed there, whose first president was Solomon
Halm and whose first rabbi was Daniel Pillitz.

The latter in 1843 accepted a call to Szegedin,
Mayer Zipser being chosen his successor at Stuhl-
weissenburg in the same year. Zipser was the real

organizer of the community ; but by liis attempts at

ritual Reform, which, although not at all contrary to

Jewish law, were yet in opposition to deepl}' rooted

customs, he brought about a disruption of the

community. His bitterest opponent, who led the

Conservative party in the struggle, was Gottlieb

Fischer, a pupil of Moses Sofer. When Fisclier was
chosen president in 1851 there were so much agitation

and friction in the congregation that the secular au-

thorities had frequently to be appealed to; and in

1858 Zipser decided to accept a call to Kohoucz
(Rechnitz). The Conservatives then succeeded in

inducing Joseph Guggenheimer of

Nineteenth Aussee, son-in-law of Samson Raphael
Century. Hirsch, to accept the rabbinate of

Stuhlweissenburg. He entered on
his position in March, 1859, but the reactionary

changes which he introduced failed to meet with
success, and he resigned voluntarily in March, 1861.

The disagreement, however, had attained such pro-

portions that the Hungarian magistracy finally in-

terfered; and it decreed that the community should

be divided into two parts under a common presi-

dency. Thereupon the two factions, worn out by
fighting and financially crippled, appeared to be
seeking a rapprochement; but this was prevented

by the action of Samson Raphael Hirsch.
The progressive mother congregation now chose

the energetic S. L. Wertheim as president (June 2,

1867); previously (April 22, 1867) it had called

Alexander Koiiut as rabbi ; but their attempts to

win back the dissenters by sheer force of self-abne-

gation proved futile. Kohut caused Stuhlweissen-

burg to be the first cfty in Hungary in which a

separate Orthodox congregation was approved by
a ministerial decree (Dec. 4, 1871). Since that time

the two congregations have worked quietly side by
side. Kohut removed in Sept., 1874, to Pecs (Flinf-

kirchen), and the Stuhlweissenburg congregation

remained withoiit a rabbi until March, 1889, when
the present (1905) incumbent. Dr. Jacob Steinherz,

was elected. S. L. Wertheim, who had conducted
the affairs of the congregation for twenty-fouryears,

died Sept. 2, 1890, and was succeeded in the presi-

dency by Dr. Max Perl, who still occupies the

office.

Bibliography: Low, Zur Neueren QeschicMe der Judcn,
in Nachgelassene ScJiriften, lil.; Reich, Beth-El. II., Buda-
pest, 18.56; Kohn, A Zrklok TOrtenete iVfa(;i/aj'ornu(/o7t

;

Steinherz, A Szekesfehervdn ZridOk TOrtenete.

s. L. V.

STUTTGART : German city, and capital of the

kingdom of Wlirttemberg. The first historical men-
tion of Stuttgart dates from the administration of

Eberhard the Illustrious (1265-1325, and to a some-

what later period belongs the earliest mention of a

Jewish community there, for in 1348-49, the year of

the Black Death, the Jews of Stuttgart, as well as of
other places, met the fate of martyrs in the flames
(Stiiliu, " Wirtembergische Gesch." iii. 244, notes
3-4). A ghetto and a "Judenschule " existed in

this period, and a Jew named Leo is specifically

mentioned (Ilartmann, "Chronik der Stadt Stutt-

gart," Stuttgart, 1886).

Traces of Jews in Stuttgart are again found in

1393, when mention is made of one Baruch Basel less;

while under the joint rule of the counts Eberhard
the Younger and Ulrich V., the Well-Beloved. Mo-
ses, suruamed JUcklin, lived in the city with his

family and servants, and even received citizenship,

letters of protection and privilege being granted
to him. Whether this Moses Jiicklin is identical

with the Moses Jecklin of Esslingen (1404-51) is

uncertain. During this same period mention is

made of a Solomon who purchased a patent of pro-

tection for eight florins (1435-41), of a Lazarus who
obtained a similar document for ten florins (1437-

1443), and of Kaufman and BeU 1459).

Fifteenth The Jew Brein (?) received the permis-
and sion of Count Ulrich to settle in Cann-

Sixteenth statt and to lend money at interest,

Centuries, although he was forbidden to take
more than one pfennig per pound,

and he had not the right to levy a distress. These
scanty allusions justify the assumption that there

were Jewish communities, even though they were
small, at Stuttgart and Cannstatt in the fifteenth

century; but in 1492 Count Eberhard im Bart,

despite the earnest remonstrances of their zealous

friend Reuchlin, absolutely forbade the Jews to re-

side there longer. Duke Ulrich (1498-1550) and his

successor, Duke Christopher (1550-68), at the urgent
petition of Josel of Rosheim, finally granted safe-con-

ducts to Jews, but refused them residence. Nev-
ertheless, a number of Jews lived at Stuttgart for a

time, though they had no opportunity of establish-

ing a community'. In 1522, moreover, the city passed
into the possession of the emperor Charles V.. and
later of his successor, Ferdinand, while in 1535 the

Reformation was effected.

Conditions changed, however, with the accession

of Duke Frederick (1593-1608), who showed special

favor to the great artist Abraham Calorno, and
even greater favor, in 1598, to Maggino Gabriel!, the

consul-general of a company of Jewish merchants.

He granted the latter the freedom of trade which
they desired, received them gladly, and sold them a

liouse in the market-place, the " Armbrustschutz-
haus," in which they held religious services. The
magistracy of the city, however, aided hy the cour*^

chaplain, Lucas Osiander, brought charges against

them, while the consistory declared that "next to

the devil, the Jews are the worst enemies of the

Christians " ; to this the duke retorted that " the Jew
is no magician, but you and those like you are worth-

less priests, and adulterers"; and Osiander, who had
denounced the Jews from the pulpit, was obliged to

leave the city. On May 23, 1598, Frederick made
an agreement with the members of Gabrieli's com-
pany, assigning them Neidlingen asa residence, but

forbidding them all exercise of religion; and three

months later they left the country.

Despite all the obstacles which were set up by the
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authorities and despite; the added restrictions upon
the granting of safe-conducts imposed by Duke
Johaun Frederick (l(>08-28)and the princely admin-

istrator Louis Frederick, some Jews seem to have
remained in Stuttgart, and Duke Eberliard III.

(1628-74) soon ordered their expulsion from the city

"because there were too many of them." Their en-

treaties were unavailing, and only Solomon, Eman-
uel, and the latter's wife, Feile, were allowed four-

teen days to arrange their affairs (" Landesordnung,"

pp. 93, 100).

Nevertheless, Jews evidently continued to reside

at Stuttgart for some time afterward. In 1661 the

complaint was made that travelers on foot be-

tween Stuttgart and Ulm, Augsburg, Strasburg, and
Frankfort carried out and in large quantities of

wares, including goods belonging to Jews, and de-

frauded the government of all excises. But since

such travelers were protected by the citizens of the

towns mentioned as well as of the neighboring dis-

tricts, it was almost impossible to bring one of them
to punishment; the merchants of those cities, more-

over, allowed themselves to be u.sed as shields for

foreign traders, to the disadvantage of

Seven- their class as a whole. The conditions

teenth and were exactly the same with the traders

Eig-hteenth. as with the Jew's, who were restricted

Centuries, to the lending of money and to com-
merce. Altiiough expelled from Wiirt-

temberg, the Jews held their own owing to their

commercial relations in the neighboring regions,

while they were entitled to safe-conducts through the

country in that they were "servants of the empire ";

and the Christian merchants themselves, disregard-

ing all attacks upon the Jt^ws and all the threats

of the government, continued to avail themselves of

their services, and frequently used them as a means
of carrying out some prohibited negotiation {ib. pp.
187-188, 191).

In the year 1679, Jews were again permitted to

settle in Stuttgart; in 1706 tliey "were allowed to

engage in traffic at public fairs, and in the following

year to receive pledges: and in 1712 the Jews Solo-

mon Frankel, Leon Wolff, Marx Nathan, and Baer
obtained the privilege, despite the opposition of

the district, of trading tliroughout the country. In

1710, however. Model Low of Pforzheim, a favorite

of tlie Count of Wlirben, had received permission
to deal in cattle and jewels, and he liad become
jealous of the new favorites of the duke and had
intrigued against them in a most scandalous man-
ner; but finally his slanders were exposed, and he
was imprisoned on Jan. 31, 1721, although he was
released in 1726 to carry his case to the highest
court.

By this time a community had again been formed
in Stuttgart, but it frequeqtly suffered under the
enforcement of various oppressive laws; for many
ordinances were enacted against the Jewish re-

ligion, and circumcision, e.g., could be performed
only abroad. The reign of Carl Alexander (1733-

1737), on the other hand, brought many amelio-
rations and an increase in the number of commu-
nities. His confidential adviser, Joseph Silss Op-
PENHEIMEK, Conferred upon Moses Drach the right
of printing playing-cards (Feb. 25, 1734), while

Jacob Uhlmann was given the contract of supplying
rations for thetroopsof the district (March 18, 1734),

and on Jan. 21, 1737, Oppenheimer himself again re-

ceived the privilege of granting rights of residence
to Jewish families. The fall of Oppenheimer on
March 12 of the same year in consequence of the
sudden death of the duke brought terror and de-
struction on all the Jews of Stuttgart. The sons
and sons-in-law of Levin were expelled, but Marx
Nathan, Noah and his associates, Solomon Meir,

Moses Drach, and Elijah Hayyim were permitted
to remain, altho\igh they were exposed to the fury
of the people until the provost was ordered to pro-

tect them.

The Jewish community of Stuttgart was now ap-
parently fully organized, for amikweh is mentioned
in 1721 {ih. p. 171). During the control of the ad-

ministrators Carl Rudolf and Peter
Community Carl Frederick the laws against the
Organized. Jews were again enforced, and in 1739

they were expelled, although their re-

call soon followed. The court bankers Seeligmann
(1741) and Ullmann (1743) were permitted to reside

in the city. One of the laws issued about this time
decreed that circumcision might be performed only
in a dwelling-hou.se; this offers sufficient evidence
that the community possessed a synagogue (even
though it may have been but a small room for

prayer), in which circumcisions had taken place;

and the prohibition was probably due to the fact

that children in being carried through the street

aroused the displeasure of the populace. Another
law required that notice was to be given immediately
of the presence of non-resident Jews (1747), and the

court banker Seeligmann was fined ten florins for

having sheltered a Jew from another city without
the knowledge of the provost. The charge that

the Jews celebrated the Sabbath with too much
noise is another proof of the existence of a com-
munity at that time, and a still stronger confirma-

tion is found in the patent which was conferred

on the two bankers Seeligmann and Ullmann and
on Seeligiuann Baiersdorfer, authorizing them to

install such butchers and other officials as were
necessary, and to celebrate private worship within
proper bounds. Non-resident Jews, however, who
might arrive on the day before the Sabbath, Avere

obliged to leave at the close of the latter.

In general it maybe said that Carl Eugene (1744-

1793) was well disposed toward the Jews. In 1758 he
granted Aaron Seidel, the court banker of the Prince

of Ansbach, the monopoly for three months of pur-

chasing all silver for the ducal mint, while pro-

tected Jews of Hechingen were made subcontractors.

In the following year the court bankers Mark and
Elias Seeligmann were authorized to import French
salt for a period of twenty years, while in 1761

they were empowered to purchase forage for the

Frencli army; and four years later the prohibition

against dealing in cattle at the annual fairs was re-

pealed. The right to purchase tartar at the ducal
cellars was conferred on the merchants Sontheimer
and Consorten. The inhabitants resented these proofs
of the duke's friendship for the .Tews, but he disre-

garded their restrictions, even after his reconciliation

with them (Jan. 27, 1770); and his decree of Feb.
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10, 1779, that no Jew should be deprived of the right

of resideuce uuless convicted of crime, brought new
families to the community of Stuttgart, wiiile the

destruction in 1782 of the gallows erected for Oppen-

heimer likewise evinced a friendly attitude toward

the Jews. In tlie year before liis death Duke
Frederick Eugene (1793-97) permitted the widow of

tlie court banker Kaulla of Hecliingen to establish

a mercantile house at Stuttgart (Nov. 2, 1797).

Conditions became worse, however, under Fred-

crick William (duke and elector, 1797-1805), who re-

pealed the protection formerly accorded the Jews;

but notwithstanding all commercial and industrial

annoyances and obstacles, the life of the commu-
nity was maintained. In 1799, despite the opposi-

tion of the Christian merchants, the contract for pro-

visioning the army was given to members of the

Kaulla family; and in 1802 the royal bank of Wilrt-

temberg was founded with the cooperation of this

family. The official religious census of 1808 gives

the following heads of hou.ses in the city : Isaac L5w
and his wife Friederike; Solomon Aaron and his

wife Rebekah ; Uhlmann and his sister Henele ; Maier

and his cousin Jonas Lazarus; Councilor Kaulla

and his wife, Avith their boarders and servants, Am-
son Heymann, Jacob Joseph, Solomon Bloch, Low
Bernstein, Hayyim Mayer, and Hayyim Hayyim;
Kaulla and household, with coachmen, servants,

and cooks; Moses Feit; the protected Jew Benedict

and his wife Rosina, with their children Seligmann,

Isaac, Jacob, Wolf, Fradel, and a grandson, to-

gether with their maid servants.

When Wurttem])erg became a kingdom in 1806 a

vast improvement was effected in the condition of

the Jews in the country at large, especially in the

community of Stuttgart. By a decree

Nineteenth of June 27, 1806, King Frederick I.

Century, conferred on the imperial and royal

councilor Jacob Raphael Kaulla and a

number of his relatives the citizenship of Wiirttem-

berg for themselves and their descendants, in recog-

nition of the services which he had rendered the

country on critical occasions, and this family has

since exerted an influence for good on the Jews of

the entire district, especially on their coreligionists

in Stuttgart.

In 1808 the need of a synagogue was felt, and the

raising of funds was authorized. At this time only

those Jews were permitted to reside in the city who
had property amounting to twenty thousand gulden

;

and they were obliged, by an enactment of July 18,

1819, to pay twelve florins each for protection. Two
years later the right of citizen.ship was denied them.

Now began the struggle for the elevation and

equality of the Jew^s, and one of the members of the

committee appointed in 1820 to determine ways and

means for tlieir civil and moral improvement was
Nathan Wolf Kaulla of Stuttgart. At the same

time Karl Weil was another active cliampion of

their rights; he proposed a law which was sub-

mitted to the government in 1824. and aided in set-

tling other legal matters as well, while Samuel

Mayer, who later became professor at Tubingen, also

defended the Jews. The result of the work of this

committee of 1820 was the law of 1828 regarding

Jewish education and emancipation; and the devel-

opment of the communal life of the Jews of Stutt-

gart under the new enactments was rapid.

In 1832 a self-dependent c(mimunity of 126 mem-
bers was founded under an ordinance of Aug. 3, and
Stuttgart was made the seat of a rabbinate which
comprised Stuttgart, P>sslingen, Ludwigsburg, Hoch-

berg, and Aldringen. In the following year the

estate of lloppelaiier was acquired for a cemetery,

and in 1834 a fund was obUxined for the salary of

a rabbi, whereupon Dr. Eichberg was appointed

cantor; Dr. Maier was installed as district rabbi on

Jan. 9, 183;"). Public worship then began, the first

services being held in the houses of members of the

commimity. The parnasini, who.se president was
Eichberg, were Dr. Dreifuss, Solomon Jacob Kaulla,

and Wolf von Kaulla. From the fall of 1835 the

place of worship was the apartments of E. Hastig

on the Postplatz, and from the summer of 1837

a synagogue in a house on Langestrasse (No. 16).

The Jews of Stuttgart numbered 265 in 1846, and

330 in 1852. In 1831 an orphan asylum was estab-

lished, and in 1848 a society for the relief of the

sick, while in 1853 the Hebra Gemilut Hasadim was
founded with ninety-four members under the presi-

dency of Privy Councilor Adolpli Levi. The strug-

gle for political equality found earnest advocates in

the community of Stuttgart. Commer-
Communal cial Councilor Pfeiffer, Court Banker
Institu- Solomon Jacob Kaulla, Dr. Karl Weil,

toins. Court Banker Aaron PfeitTer, and Abra-

ham Thalheimer signed a petition to

the government in 1833, and they were joined in 1845

by Moses Benedikt, Solomon Maier Kan 11a, Counselors

Jordan and L. Kaulla, Rudolf and Fr. Kaulla, and P.

Holland. Through their efforts the rigiits conferred

\ipon the Jews by the statutes of the GJennan people

were confirmed by the king, while in 1852 the anti-

Semitic attacks on these rights were definitely de-

feated. Following in the footsteps of his ancestors,

the counselor at law Ma.x Kaulla, aided by Nord-

lingen, S. Levi, and Adolf Levi, won the decisive vic-

tory in the petitions of 1861, 1863. and 1864. The
community of Stuttgart sought to adapt itself to

the manners, customs, and modes of thought of it»

non-Jewish surroundings. In 1862 a synagogue,

designed in Moorish style by Wolf, was erected,

containing an organ for which Emanuel Feist com-

posed a number of new hymns, while a prayer-

book which was free from dogmatic subtleties lent

dignity and simplicity to the service, so that the

community of Stuttgart became an inspiration for

many other Jewish congregations in Germany.

When Maier died, Aug. 8, 1873, he was succeeded

by Dr. Wassermann of Milhringen, who lield office

imtil Oct. 13, 1892. During this time the number

of the officials of the conununity was incretised bj

the appointment of Cantor E. Gundelfingerand that

of D. Stossel of Lathenbach, the latter acting as a

teacher of religion and as the rabbi's assistant.

The conservative members of the community of

Stuttgart were groupe<l around the Hebra Kad-

disha, which was founded in 1875, and performed

works of charity for the sick, dying, and dead.

A new cemetery was purchased in 1876, and relig-

ious instruction was given in the first six clas-ses

of the public schools. In 1883 the Hebra Gemilut
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Hasadim was reorganized, aud the tariff for burial

was revised in 1888. Wassermann was the recipient

of many honors. On Oct. 2, 1888, he celebrated liis

jubilee of office, and on July 16, 1891, his eightieth

birthda}', receiving the greetings of king, govern-
ment, and community. A small portion of the rig-

idly Orthodox, however, were not pleasctl with his

administration; and in 1878, wlien the wardens en-

deavored with especial severity to prohibit the use of

the tallit, an independent religious body was organ-

ized under the leadership of J. Landauer. After tlie

death of Wassermann the rabbinate was divided

(1893), Th. Kroner becoming first rabbi, and D. Stos-

sel second rabbi. The former assumed office on April

14, 1894, and since tliat time a number of benevolent
societies liave been formed within the community,
including the Talmud Torah Vereiu, the societies for

Jewish young men (1894) and women, the society for

feeding tlie poor (1894), the pauper aid society, the

working men's Society (1896), tiie Stuttgart lodge

(1899), tlie endowment society (1901), the loan soci-

ety (1902), the Shomere Emunim, aud the society for

theaid of local and transient poor. Sluttgartisalso

the seat of branches of tlie Central Union of German
Citizens of tiie Jewish Faith, the Society for Defense
Against Anti-Semitism, and the Societ}^ for the Relief

of German Jews. In the last twelve years, accord-

ingly, much activity has been manifested in philan-

thropic movements, tlie latest organization being a

Jewish Sisterhood. In religious instruction many
changes have been made. The religious school of

the community has one rabbi and four teachers, and
in the public institutions both rabbis and three

teachers give organized instruction. There have
been no innovations, however, in the ritual of wor-
ship, but, on the contrary, many old customs have
received increased observance.

A number of the members of the community of

Stuttgart are prominent in public life: the manu-
facturers Reif aud Arnold and the merchant Reisare
members of the municipal council; the advocate Er-

langer is second vice-president of the board of alder-

men ; the district judge Stern, N. Levi, an advocate,

and Hallmann, a judge of tlie higher court, are mem-
bers of the judicial organization of the district,

while N. Levi is also the president of the board of

directors of the chamber of advocates of the supe-
rior court of Stuttgart. The faculty of the Poly-
technic High School of the city includes the Jewish
teachers Kaufmann, Marx, and Schmidt; and that
of the Conservatory for ]\Iu.sic, Singing, and Dra-
matic Art, Professors Singer and Wien; while Gerst-
niann is a member of the regular company of the
Iloftheater.

In 1903 the records of the community of Stuttgart
showed 62 births, 16 marriages in the synagogue,
and 33 burials. According to the latest census,

the community comprised 776 households with
3,015 persons. The community has a library and
224 " Jahrzeit " foundations.

s. T. K.

STYRIA : Austrian province. The first docu-
mentary mention of Jews in Styria occurs in connec-
tion with the village of Judenburg under date of
1075 (Pelnlich, "Judenburg und das Heilige Geist-

spital," p. 7); another place between Graz and Rein

is called in the archives "ad Judaeos" ; and at Mar-
burg was a Jewish cemetery which became, after

the expulsion of the Jews from Styria in 1496, the
property of the Minorite order (Pulf, "Marburg," i.

119). In general it may be stated that numerous
towns and villages, bearing such names as "Ju-
dendorf," "Judenanger," " Judengraben," etc., are
so many indications of the distribution of Jews
throughout the province in the early Middle Ages.

In Graz (where they inhabited a spe-

Indications cial quarter), in Judenburg (which was
of Early one of the commercial centers of Aus-

JewishSet- tria), and in Marburg, Radkersburg,
tlements. and other localities the existence of or-

ganized Jewish communities may be
taken for granted. In Judenburg the Jew Cham was
in 1460 proprietor of six houses; his coreligionist

Man], of three. Besides engaging in commerce, the
Jews of Judenburg busied themselves with agricul-

ture and road-building. It is interesting to note that
the church of Judenburg is designated in local doc-
uments as having been a former synagogue, many
of the stones in the building bearing, indeed, He-
brew inscriptions.

In 1238 King Frederick II. forbade the baptism of
Jewish children against the wishes of their parents,

this prince showing in general a favorable disposi-

tion toward his Jewish subjects, who had the right

to appeal directly to him. A similar attitude was
taken by Duke Frederick the Warlike (1278) and
the powerful minister of Albrechtl., Abbot Hein-
rieh von Admont (1296), and by Ottocar II. and his

son Rudolph.
Christmas of 1312 was marked by a bloody riot

against the Jews of Judenburg and Fiirstenfeld;

but papal bulls and the intervention of Duke Al-

brecht II., who on this account was nicknamed
"Judendulder," arrested the anti-Jewish uprisings.

In Wolfsberg, however, seventy Jews were burned
at the stake on a charge of having

Riots at desecrated the host. On the 11th of

Fiirstenfeld May, 1421, all the Jews of Styria

and were, almost at the same hour,

Judenburg. thrown into prison. Some died at

the stake; others were expelled from
the province; while a small number embraced
Christianity. Milder treatment was meted out to

the Jews during the reign of Frederick the Peace-

ful (1424-93), who granted his protection even to

the Jewish refugees from other Austrian provinces.

But in 1496, urged by the estates, Maximilian I.

decreed the expulsion of all Jews from Styria, only

nine months being allowed them in which to liqui-

date their aflairs. Most of them seem to have emi-

grated to Italy.

Although in 1753 and 1775 a few individual Jews
(see Baumgarten, " Die Juden in Steiermark,"p. 38)

were allowed to reside temporarily in the province,

the first real attempt at a resettlement began under

a decree of Joseph 11. of 1781, which granted the

Jews permission to frequent the markets of Graz;
but the old decree of Maximilian was renewed in

1783, 1797, 1819, 1823, and 1828. Even after the

revolution of 1848 the status quo was maintained;

with few modifications it was renewed by imperial

decree of Oct. 2, 1853; and not until 1861 was the
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prohibition repealed. In Sept., 1865, the first prayer-
house in Graz was dedicated by Adolph Jellinek

and Solomon Sulzer, who, accompanied by repre-

sentative Jews and the entire choir personnel, went
from Vienna for the purpose. On May 17, 1^69, the

organization of the new Jewish com-
Congrega- munity was duly confirmed by the

tion governor. It has remained the only
of Graz congregation in the community, and
Officially numbers (1905) about 1,200 souls. Its

Rec- rabbi is Samuel Muhsam; and it pos-
ognized. sesses three charitable institutions—

a

hebra kaddisha, a ladies' society, and
Hebra Matnat 'Aniyyim—besides a communal school
with about 200 pupils.

Judenburg has a Jewish "Kcrporation," i.e., a
congregation lacking otticial indorsement ; the same
is the case with the minyan in Leoben. There are

Jewish cemeteries in Judenburg and Gleichenberg-
Trautmannsdorf. At the latter place, a well-known
health resort, a Jewish hospital was erected in 1884,

owing partly to the efforts of the poet Leopold
Kompert. There are small Jewish settlements at

Andritz, Auhmiihl, Aussee, Bruck, Brunnsee, Cilly,

Dietersdorf, Egenberg, Feldkirchen, Fehring, Fer-

nitz, Friedau, Gratwan, Hausmanstetten, Irdning,

Kindberg, Knittelfeld, Koflach, Leoben, and twenty-
four other localities (Baumgarten, I.e. p. 50).

In 1892 the old synagogue at Graz was replaced

by a beautiful building, which was visited in 1895 by
the emperor. During the twelve years 1890 to 1902
about 170 Jews in Styria embraced Christianity,

while during the same period twenty-one Christians

adopted Judaism.

The Jews of Styria are occupied mainly in trade

and commerce; but there are also some farmers

among them; and, curiously enough, one of the

greatest swineries near Graz is maintained by a Jew.
See, also, Furstenfeld and Judenburg.

Bibliography: Emanuel BaumKarten, Die Jwdcn tii Sfeier-
mark^ Vienna, 1903.

S.

SUASSO: Spanish family, with branches in Hol-

land and England. The following are the more im-

portant members (in chronological order):

Antonio (Isaac) Lopez Suasso: Resident of

The Hague. For services rendered to King Charles

II. of Spain, that monarch in 1676 created Suasso a

baron, his estate of Avernas de Gras in Brabant,

now called "Cras Avernas," being made a barony.

He was one of the most ardent supporters of the

house of Orange; and when William III. undertook

his expedition to England in 1688, Suasso advanced
him 2,000,000 gulden without interest and did not

even ask for a receipt, merely saying: "If you are

successful you may repay me; if you are not suc-

cessful, I will be tlie loser." Frederick 11. of Prus-

sia commemorates this instance of self-sacrifice as

the act "of a Jew named Schwartzau " (" (Euvres

Historiques," i. 152).

Bibliography: Koenen, Geschiedenis der Joden in Neder-
land, pp. 308 et scg.

Abraham Lopez Suasso: Son of Antonio

(Isaac) Lopez Suasso; married a daughter of Man-
uel de Teixeira, charge d'affaires at Hamburg for

Queen Christina of Sweden (1632-54).

XL—87

Antonio (Isaac) Lopez Suasso : Son of Abra-
ham Lopez Suas.so; married in 1714 a daughter of
Moses Mendes da Costa, governor of the Bank of
England.

Francisco Lopez Suasso : Dedicatee of an epi-
thalamium entitled "Certameu lie las Musas" by the
poet Immanuel de Leon of The Hague.
Bibliooraphy: Gaster, Hist, of Devis Marks, p. 98; Sayser-

ling, Scphardim, p. ;il6.

Alvarez Lopez Suasso: Resident of London;
one of the wealthiest men of his time. In 1725 he
was a member of the board of directors of the Span-
ish-Portuguese community of London; and seven
years later he received permission from the English
government to send settlers to the colony of Georgia.
Bibliography: Gaster, Hist, nf Bevis Marks, p. li»; Publ.
Am. Jew. Hist. Snc. ix. I(t9 ; x. 67, 69.

Antonio Lopez Suasso : Great-grandson of the
baron De Avernas; born in Amsterdam April 1, 1776;
died at Mechlin Oct. 12, 1857. In conformity with
the will of his maternal grandmother, he assumed his

mother's name, Diaz de Fonseca, and renounced Ju-
daism. He entered the English army as an officer,

and resigned with the rank of captain in 1829.

After residing for two years at Brussels, he settled

at The Hague, where he devoted himself to litera-

ture, studying mainly political and military sub-
jects. His chief work was "La Politique Degagee
des Illusions Liberales" (2 vols., 1838), in recogni-

tion of which the King of Hanover sent him a dia-

mond ring. His last work was " La Haye par un
Habitant" (2 vols., 1853).

Bibliography: Vnsere Zcit, Jahrhuch, iv. 77, Lelpslc, 1860.

.1. M. K.

SUBBOTNIKI ("Sabbatarians"): One of the

Russian rationalistic bodies known under the general

name of " Judaizing sects " (see Judaizing Heresy).
On the whole, the Subbotniki differ but little from
the other Judaizing societies. The}' first appeared
in the reign of Catherine II., toward the end of the

eighteenth century. According to the official reports

of the Russian government, most of the followers of

this sect practise the rite of circumcision, believe in

one God, do not believe in the Trinity, accejit only

the Old Testament portion of the Bil)le, and observe

the Sabbath on Saturday instead of on Sunday. Ac-
cording to the same source, however, some of tiiem,

as, for instance, the Subbotniki of Moscow, do not

practise circumcision; moreover, they believe ia

Jesus, but regard him as a saint and prophet and
not as the son of God. Others await the coming of

the ilessiah as king of the earth. Some of them
revere the New Testament; others place it on a

lower level than the Old Testament.

However, the Russian official sources can not be

trusted implicitly, since the Subbotniki, like other

Judaizing .sects, carefully conceal from the Chris-

tians their religious beliefs and rites. They do not

act so guardedly toward the Jews; indeed, they

even style themselves" Jews." The Russian govern-

ment carefully isolates the Subbotniki

Relation to from the followers of eitlier religion,

Jews. but whenever the opportunity offers

itself the Subbotniki apply to the

Jews for Hebrew i-eligious books. Apart from prac-

tising the rite of circumcision, they also slaughter
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cattle according to the law of "shchitali," wherever

they can learn the necessary rules. Moreover, they

clandestinely xise tefillin, zizil, and mezuzot, and

pray in almost the same manner as tl)e Jews ; namely,

in private houses of prayer, with covered heads, re-

citing their prayers from Jewish prayer-books with

Russian translation. The cantor reads the prayer

aloud and the congregants then pray silently ; during

prayers a solemp silence is observed throughout the

house. On Saturdays readings are made from the

Torah also. Of all the Jewish rites and traditions

the Subbotniki observe the Sabbath most zealously,

whence their name. They are careful on that day to

avoid work altogether; and they endeavor not to dis-

cuss worldly affairs.

According to the testimony, private and official, of

all those who have studied their mode of life, the

Subbotniki are remarkably industrious; they read

and write; they are very hospitable; and are stran-

gers to drunkenness, poverty, and prostitution. Up
to 1820 tlie Subbotniki lived for the most part in the

governments of Vorouej, Orel, Moscow, Tula, and

Saratof. After that year the government deported

those who openly acknowledged their membership
in this sect to the foothills of the Caucasus, to Trans-

caucasia, and to the governments of Irkutsk, To-

bolsk, and Yeniseisk, in Siberia.

In the reign of Alexander I., owing to that czar's

personal tolerance, tlie Subbotniki enjoyed more
freedom. Nevertheless the Russian clergy killed

in Moghilef (Mohilev) about 100 Sub-
TJnder Al- botniki and their spiritual leaders, in-

exander I. eluding the ex-archbisliop Romantzov,
and wliile the latter's young son was tor-

Nicholas I. tured with red-hot irons before being

burned at the stake. The Subbotniki,

however, succeeded iu gaining a measure of peace by
means of an agreement wliich they made with the

Greek-Orthodox popes. In order tliat the latter

might not be the losers from a material standpoint

by the defection of the Subbotniki from their con-

gregations, the members of the sect undertook to pay
them the usual fee of two rubies for every birtli

and three rubles for every marriage. The czar then

permitted the Subbotniki to profess their faith

openly, but on the condition that they should not

engage Jewish preachers and should not themselves
proselytize among the Christians. These stipula-

tions were not, however, fuUv complied with.

In the reign of Nicliolas 1. a feeling of unrest became
apparent among the Subbotniki. Many of them
wished to embrace Judaism; and some of their num-
ber were sent into tlie Pale of Settlement in order to

become fully acquair.ted witli the Jewish religion.

On learning of this tlie Russian government sent

among the Subbotniki a number of priests with the

view of effecting their return to the Greek-Ortho-
dox fold. But the religious disputations and the

persuasion of the priests did not meet with success.

The government then decided to suppress the Sub-
botniki by violent measures, and many of them were
subjected to cruel treatment by the officials. The
government then decided (1826) to deport those who
had openly professed themselves Subbotniki to the

above-mentioned regions in the Caucasus, Trans-
caucasia, and Siberia, at the same time, but for rea-

sons quite opposite in the two instances, prohibit-

ing the residence in their settlements of Jews and
of members of the Greek Orthodox Cliurch.

It is impossible at present to determine the exact
number of Subbotniki in Russia, the discrepancy
between the government statistics and the actual

numbers of this sect being so very
Statistics, wide. The official data represent the

membership of the sect as numbering
several thousand, while the traveler and writer

Dinard, who has been in personal contact with tlie

Subbotniki, states that there are 2,500,000. It may
be that Dinard included in his figures all o£ the

Judaizing sects. As regards dress, and mode of life

apart from their religious rites, the Subbotniki do
not in any way differ from the Greek-Orthodox
Russians.

Bibliography : Kostomarov, Riisskaua Is(orij/n, vol. 1.; EnV-
ziklopedicheski SUniar, s.v.; E. Dinard, In Ha-Meli?, 1887,

No. 75; N. Astyrev, Subbotniki v RohsU i Sibi7-i, in Syevernu
VueKtnik, 1891, No. 6; Univ. Isr. 1854, p. 396.

11. R. S. Hu.
SUBP(ENA : In English law, a writ which com-

mands witnesses to come into court and to give tes-

timony. Scripture (Lev. v. 1) makes it the duty of

any one who has seen or heard things which are

material to the right decision of a lawsuit, whether
civil or criminal, to come forward and testify ; other-

wise he will "bear his iniquity." Further, it con-

templates that the part}' interested in the case will

proclaim publicly what testimony he needs, and will

lay his curse on those who are able to give such tes-

timony but who fail to do .so. It might thence be

inferred that the rabbinical law supplies means cor-

responding to the subpoena in English law, to com-
mand the attendance of witnesses, and to punish

them for non-attendance. But, on the contrary, a
baraita (B. K. 55b) enumerates four kinds of wrong-
doers wlio are liable to punishment only in the

heavenly and not in a human tribunal: among
them is the witness who refuses to testify. The
codes (Maimonides, "Yad," 'Edut, i. ; Shulhan
'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 28) follow this baraita,

giving to the part}^ who needs the testimony only the

right publicly to proclaim his needs, with an im-

precation on him who, being able to testify, refuses

to do so ; but here they stop. ReMA, in his gloss on
Hoshen Mishpat 28, 2. does, however, point out,

that Joseph Caio, in his "Bet Yosef," on the " Arba'

Turim," had suggested some means for compelling

the attendance of witnesses, nay even of the adver-

sary, making the latter a witness; but he does not

venture to specify the process. It is suggested

also tliat to compel one witness to testify where
the issue may be established only by the testimony

of two, would generally be of little avajl.

In the same connection the moral obligation of

one who can testify to come into court and do so, is

subjected to a somewhat curious exception. A
great scholar ("talinid hakam "), it is said, need not

attend, at least in a civil cause, as a witness before

a court composed of judges inferior in learning to

himself. He should, however, go promptly and do
his duty as a witness when the causeis such that the

miscarriage of ju.stice therein through the lack of his

testimony might lead to a scandal (" hillul ha-shem").

w. B. L. N. D.
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SUBSCRIPTION. See Signatcke.

SUCCESSION. See Agnates; Inheuitance.

SUCCOTH : 1. The first stopping-place of the

Israelites ou their way out of Egypt (Ex. xii. 37,

xiii. 20; Num. xxxiii. 5 et seq.); probably the Egyp-
tian Thuku, name of the district of Pithom and also

of the fortress itself (see Ebers in "Zeit. flir Egyp-
tische Sprache und Altertuin," 1885, p. 49).

2. City in Palestine east of the Jordan, in the

territory of Gad (Joshua xiii. 27). The name
(= " huts ") is derived from Jacob's settling there on

his return from the country of the Arameans. Ja-

cob came from Penuel; while Gideon, pursuing the

Midianites from the west, reached first Succoth and

then Penuel (Judges viii. 5 et seq., 14 et seq.). Suc-

coth, therefore, was nearer to the Jordan (comp.

Judges viii. 4 et seq.). It lay in the valley, accord-

ing to Joshua xiii. 27. The "valley of Succoth"

mentioned in Ps. Ix. 8 (A. V. 6), cviii. 8 (A. V. 7) is,

therefore, the valley of the Jordan at Succoth. Je-

rome says, in a comment on Gen. xxxiii. 17, that

Sukkoy belongs to the territory of Scythopolis

(Baisan). Hence it probably lay north, not south,

of theJabbok (= Nahr al-Zarka). According to the

Talmud, it was subsequently called Tar'ala (comp.

Neubauer, "G. T." 1868, p. 248); and S. Merill iden-

tifies the place and theTalmudic name with the arti-

ficial hill Der Allah, 20 meters high, and somewhat
to the north of the place where the Jabbok emerges

from the mountains and seeks the plain (Merill,

"East of the Jordan," 1881, p. 387). But this does

not agree with the statements of Eusebius. This

Succoth is identical with tliat mentioned in I Kings

vii. 46 and II Chron. iv. 17. According to these

passages, Hiram's foundry, in which he cast the

vessels for the Temple, lay between Succotli and

Zeredah in the valley of the Jordan.

E. G. II. I. Be.

SUCHOSTAVER, MORDECAI : Galiciaa ad-

herent of the Haskai.ah, and teacher of philosophy

at the rabbinical seminary of Jitomir, Russia; born

near Brody, Galicia, 1790; died at Jitomir July 29,

1880. As a youth he was the pupil of Nachman
Krochmal. He teft Brody for Odessa, -where, in the

early thirties of the nineteenth century, he was ap-

pointed private secretary and tutor in the household

of Baron Joseph Yozel Glinzburg, settling in Kame-

netz-Podolsk. Upon the opening of the rabbinical

seminary at Jitomir, Suchostaver was called to that

city; and he remained identified with the institution

until it was closed (1873).

Influenced by the school of the Haskalah, Sucho-

staver wrote a philosophical introduction to Mai-

monides' "Moreh Nebukim," which was published

at Zolkiev in 1829. He was the author also of sev-

eral Biblical-scientific articles, preserved in manu-

script, one of which, entitled " ' Edim Zomemim,"

a treatise on Deut. xix. 1.5-20, appeared in the

monthly "Mizpah" (1885, part iii.).

Bibliography: Papema, in Sokolowski's Siefer ha-Shatiah,

pp. 60-62. Warsaw. 1900; Ha-Meliz. 1889, No. 274, p. 4 ; Ha-
^efirah, 1880. No. 31, p. 247b.

E. C. S. O.

SUFISM (Arabic, "Tasawwuf"): The mystic

and ascetic doctrines of the Mohammedan sect of the

Sufis, whose name is derived from the Arabic noun
"suf " (wool), having reference to the woolen cloth

worn by its adherents to typify the primitive sim-

plicity enjoined by Islam. Sufism has a special

claim upon the attention of Jewish scholars because

of its influence on the ethical and mystic writings of

the Judaeo-Arabian period. According to their own
view the Sufis are simply esoteric Mohammedans,
setting aside the literal meaning of the words of

Mohammed for a mystic or spiritual interpretation.

The Sufic movement arose in the land of the

Magis; and in the first stages of its development it

bore a purely ascetic and ethical character. It de-

clared theological knowledge to be far inferior to

inward perception, or mystic intuition acquired

through religious ecstasies. Later, however, under

the influence of Arabian Neoplatonism, and partly

also under that of the Vedanta school of the Hindu

philosophers, speculative, metaphysical, and pan-

theistic elements were added ; and in this way arose

the Sufic theological system. For the Sufis, God
alone has a real existence, while the material world

or contingent being is merely a reflection of Hit.

revealing His attributes and perfections without

partaking of His substance. In lov-

Doctrines. ing wisdom, beauty, or goodness, man
in reality loves God; and in realizing

that God is the only reality he is able to overlertp,

as it were, his own limitations and to attain the

state of absorption in God. This can only be

reached after one has jjassed through the following

three stages: (1) humanity C'nasut" ), in which the

disciple, or seeker after God, must live according to

the Law, observing all the rites, customs, and pre-

cepts of religion ; (2) angelhood (" malkut "), through

which lies the pathway of purity ; and (3) the pos-

session of power ("jabrut"), through which man
acquires knowledge—the knowledge of God, which

is diilused through all things. As the soul of man
is an exile from its Maker, and human existence is

its period of banishment, death should be the desire

of the Sufi ; for thereby he returns to the bosom of

his Creator. According to the Sufis, all religious

beliefs, sucli as those relating to paradise, hell, etc.,

are allegories. There does not really exist any dif-

ference between good and evil; all is reduced to

unity, and God is the real author of the acts of man-

kind. It is He who determines the will of man:

the latter therefore is not free in his actions. No
one can obtain spiritual union without God's grace;

but this is vouchsafed to those who fervently ask

for it.

To the spread of Sufism in the eighth century was

probably due the revival of Jewish mysticism in

Mohammedan countries at that period. Under the

direct influence of the Sufis arose the Jewish sect

called YuDGiiANiTES. Like the Sufis,

Influence the Yudghanites set a.side the literal

on Yud- meaning of the Torali for a supposed

ghanites. mystic or spiritual interpretation

(comp. Saadia, "Emunot we-De'ot,"

pp. 39b and 68a ; Ibn Ezra. Commentary on the Pen-

tateuch, Introduction). There are also many points

of similarity between the mysticism of the Sufis and

that of the Merkabah-riders of the geonic period

(see Merkabah). To enter the state of ecstasy in
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which the Merkabah-ride was taken one had to re-

main motionless, with tlie head between tlie knees,

absorbed in contemplation, and murmuring prayers

and liymns. The Sufis distinguisiied seven different

ecstatic stages, each of whicli was marked by the

vision of a different color. The contemplative suc-

cessively saw green, blue, red, yellow, white, and

black ; while in the seventh and last stage he saw

nothing, being completely absorbed in God, like a

drop of water which, failing into the sea, loses its

individual identity and acquires an infinite exist-

ence. The same distinction by colors of the ecstatic

stages was made by the Merkabah-rider, who at each

ne^v stage entered a heavenly hall ("hekal") of a

different color, until he reached the seventh, which

was colorless, and the appearance of which marked

both the end of his contemplation and his lapse

into unconsciousness (comp. Zohar, i. 41b).

A far greater influence was exercised hy Sufism

upon the ethical writings of the Judaeo-Arabian

period than upon the mysticism of the Geonim.

In the first writing of this kind, the " Kitab al-Hi-

dayah ila Fara'id al-Kulub " of Bahya ben Joseph

IBN Pakuda (translated by Judah ibu Tibbon into

Hebrew under the title " Hobot ha-Lebabot "), the

author says: "The precepts prescribed by the Law
number 613 onij'; those dictated by

Influence the intellect are innumerable." This

on Bahya. was precisely the argument used by
the Sufis against their adversaries, the

' Ulamas. The very arrangement of the book seems

to have been inspired by Sufism. Its ten gates or

sections correspond to the ten stages through which

the Sufi had to pass in order to attain that true and
passionate love of God which is the aim and goal of

all ethical self-discipline. It is noteworthy that in

the ethical writings of the Sufis Al-Kusajri and Al-

Harawi there are sections which treat of the same
subjects as those treated in the " Hobot ha-Lebabot

"

and which bear the same titles: e.g., " Bab al-Tawak-
kul " (pnonn lyL"); " Bab al-Taubah" (naiBTin -lycr)

:

"Bab al-Muhasabah " (K'SJH p^KTI lyCJ') ; "Babal-
Tawadu'" (nyjDn lyL*'); "Bubal-Zuhd" (lytT

mtJ'^IDn). In the nintli gate Bahya directly quotes

sayings of the Sufis, whom he calls "Perushim."
However, the author of the " Hobot ha-Lebabot

"

did not go so far as to approve of the asceticism

of the Sufis, although he showed a marked pre-

dilection for their ethical principles. On the other

hand, Abraham bau Hivy.\ teaches the asceti-

cism of the Sufis. His distinction with regard

to the observance of the Law by various classes

of men is essentially a Sufic theory. According
to it there are four principal degrees of human
perfection or sanctity: namely: (1) of "Shari'ah,"

i.e., of strict obedience to all ritual

VieAvs of laws of Mohamme<ianisni, such as

Abraham prayer, fasting, pilgrimage, almsgiv-
bar Hiyya. ing, ablution, etc., which is the low-

est degree of worship, and is attain-

able by all; (2) of "Tarikah," which is accessible

only to a higher class of men who, while strictly ad-

hering to the outward or ceremonial injunctions of

religion, rise to an inward perception of mental
power and virtue necessar\- for the nearer approach
to the Divinity; (3) of "Haljikah," the degree at-

tained by those who, through continuous contem-
plation and inward devotion, have risen to the true

perception of the nature of the visible and invisible

;

who, in fact, have recognized the Godhead, and
through this knowledge have succeeded in estab-

lishing an ecstatic relation to it; and (4) of the "Ma-
'arifah," in which state man communicates directly

with the Deity.

Complete seclusion from the world was highly

praised by many cabalists. In his commentary on
the Pentateuch entitled "Me'irat 'Enayim " Isaac
BEN S.-VMUEL OK AciiE cxprt'sses liimsclf as follows:
" He who readies the degree of attachment to God
[nip2T] will reach that of indifference [niinBTl]

;

ami he who reaches the degree of indifference will

reach that of seclusion from the world." The de-

gree of seclusion is illustrated by R. Abner in the

following story :
" A lover of wisdom once addressed

himself to an anchoret and asked to be enrolled in

his order. The hermit said to him: ' My son, may
the blessings of Heaven be upon thee; for thy inten-

tion is good. But tell me, hast thou been indiffer-

ent or not? ' ' Master, what do you mean by that?
'

' My son, is the man who respects thee, and the one
who offends thee, equal in thy eyes or not? ' 'By
your life, master, I find pleasure in the man who

shows me respect, and feel hurt by
Influence him who offends me; but I bear no

on grudge against the offender, and do
the Cabala, not seek vengeance.' 'Depart in

peace, my son, ' said the anchoret ;
' so

long as thou art not completely indifferent to praise

and blame, thou art not prepared for the life of a

hermit '
" (Deut. vii.).

Like the Sufis, the cabalists considered love of

God to be the final object of the existence of the

soul. "In the love of God," says the Zohar, "is

found the secret of the divine unity: it is love that

unites the higher and the lower stages, and that

raises everything to that stage in which all must be

one "(Zohar, ii. 216a).

The allegorical and symbolical style of the Sufic

poetry found imitators among many liturgical poets

of the Middle Ages. Of these the most renowned
was Israel Najara, who, in the preface to his

"Zemirot Yisrael," acknowledges this influence, say-

ing that in his youth he had composed many relig-

ious hymns to Arabic and Turkish tunes, with the

intention of turning the Jewish young men from
profane songs. The characteristic feature of these

hymns is the same as that of the Sufic poetry;

namely, the representation of the highest things by
human emblems and human passions, and the use

of erotic terminology to illustrate the relations of

man and God, religion being identical with love.

Thus in the language of the Sufis, as well as in that

of many Jewish poets, the beloved one's curls indi-

cate the mysteries of the Deity ; sensuous pleasures,

and chiefly intoxication, the highest degree of divine

love as ecstatic contemplation; while the wine-room
merely represents the state in consequence of which
the human qualities merge or are exalted into those

of the Deity.

Although Hasidism is opposed to asceticism, it

lias many points in common with Sufism. Like the

latter, it aims to create by means of psychological
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suggestion a new type of religious man—a type that

places emotion above reason and rites, and religious

exaltation above knowledge. As the Sutis, too, the

llasidim believe that by means of constant spiritual

communion witli God it is possible to secure clear

mental vision and llie gift of prophcc}^ and to work
miracles. A striking analogy between Hasidism
and Sufism is the prominence, in both sects, of the

spiritual guide. As Suljsm inculcates the absolute

necessity of blind submission to the "murshid,"
or inspired guide, so Hasidism teaclios that the zad-

di^ is the mediator between God and ordinary per-

sons, and that through him the salvation of the soul

is achieved and earthly blessings are obtained.

Bibliography: De Slane, introduction to the Diographi'Ml
Dictionaru of Ibn KhaUikan, Paris, 1)54^; Bicknell, Transla-
tion of Hafii (if Shiraz ; Silvestre de Sacy, in Notices et Ex-
traits, xii. 291 ; Kremer, in Journal Asiatique, 1868, p. 271

;

Jellinek, iu Orient, xii. 577 ; Steinschneider, Ma''amar ha-
Yihud, pp.21, 22: Ignaz Go\dziher, Materialen zur Eiit-
vnckeluugsgeschichte des Svfismus, in W. Z. K. M. xiil.

35-56; Sc.hTeiimr, Der Kalam in der JUdischen Litcrattir,
in Bericld fUr die Lehranstalt fUr die Wissenschaft des
Judenthums zu Devlin, 1895.

K. I. Bk.

SUICIDE : Self-murder. The influence of race

on the frequency of suicide is evident from statistics

giving the rates of mortality from this cause in vari-

ous countries. Of the European peoples, the Ger-

mans, Scandinavians, English, etc., i.e., those who
are mostly of the Teutonic race, are more given to

self-destruction than the peoples of Celtic or Med-
iterranean origin. Wherever the Celtic race is in

the majority the rates of suicide fall perceptibly.

In the United States, where nearly all the European
races live under approximately the same environ-

ment, each nationality retains its own rate of suicide.

Morselli declares that religion has a great influ-

ence on the suicide rate, and that Catholics and
Jews are the least liable to commit suicide. He
maintains that those who are fervently devoted to

religion, especially women (nuns and lay sisters), fur-

nish very few suicides. That religion is not the

only factor in such cases, however, is shown by the

fact that "a great difference generally exists between
Catholic and Protestant countries only, not between

Catholic and Protestant inhabitants

Influence of the same country. Where the tend-

of Social ency to suicide is great among the

Envi- latter, it will be found to be also high
ronment. among the former " (Morselli). " When

it is found that people living under
the same social, economic, and physical environ-

ments soon come to have the same suicide rate,

whatever their faith, we have proof that the differ-

ence between Protestantism and Roman Catholi-

cism as preventives of suicide can not be great

"

(Strahan).

Among the ancient Hebrews suicide appears not

to have been very common, only four cases being

definitely mentioned in the Old Testament: those of

Samson, Saul and his armor-bearer, and Ahithopliel

;

to these may perhaps be added the cases of Abim-
elech, Razis (II Mace. xiv. 46), and a few others.

Later it appears to have become more frequent.

Josephus records the suicide of several thousand
Jewish soldiers who were besieged by the Romans in

the stronghold of Masada in the year 72 or 73 c.r.

Under medieval persecution the Jews often chose

self-destruction as a means of relief. In 1190 in York,
England, 500 Jews committed suicide to escape
persecution ; and many similar instances are to be
found in the history of the Jews in England, France,
and Germany. In modern times (during the tirst

half of the nineteenth century) Jews were less liable

to self-destruction. Suicide is said to be very in-

frequent among the Orthodox Jews in Europe, par-

ticularly those living iu small towns iu Russia, Po-
land, and Galicia.

Table Showing the Average of Suicides Among
Catholics, Pkotestants, and Jews per
1,000,000 OF Popi'LATioN (Afteu Morselli).

Country.

Austria

Austria
Baden
Baden
Bavaria
Bavaria
Bavaria
Bavaria, Upper
Bohemia
Franconia, Central..

.

Franponia, Lower
Franconia, Upper
Galicia

Hungary

Moravia
Palatinate of the Rhine
Posen
Prussia
Prussia
Prussia Province
Rhine Province
Silesia

Transylvania

Westphalia
VViirttemberg
WQrttemberg

Period.

1 1852 54 (

I
1858-59 f

1864-65
1864 69
1870-74
1814 56
1857-66
186t)-67

1844-56
1858-59
1844-56
1844-56
1844-56
1858-59

( 1852-54 /

) 1858-59 (

ia58-59
1844-56
1849-55
1849-55
1869-72
1849-55
1849-55
1W9-55

( 1852-54 I

^ 1858-59 (

1849-55
1846-60
1873-74

Total

verage

of

ulcides.
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same country ; aucl this is particularly true when
comparison is made witli the Protestants, and can

best be seen by comparing the rates in Austria with

those in Prussia, Bavaria, and Baden. In Austria

the rates are low both among the general population

and among the Jews. In Baden and Prussia, where

it is higiier among the Christians, it is higher among
the Jews also. The same is evidently true of the

various provinces of Austria and Prussia.

It is a known fact that suicide is increasing in

most of the European countries and in America.

From the time when statistics were first collected to

the present the increase has been very great, even

in respect to countries differing in race, religion, and
number of inhabitants. Morselli explains this in-

crease as due to the effects of "that " universal and
complex influence to which we give

Increase the name ' civilization.' " In western

in Modern Europe this increase is more pro-

Times, nounced among the Jews than among
the Christian populations of the same

countries. In Prussia the suicide rate from 1849

to 1901 was as follows:

1849-55 46.4 per 1,000,000 Jews.
1869-72 96.0 "

^''"^^**^M Jewesses 124.1

This shows that in fifty years the rate increased

more than sevenfold. When compared with the

Christians in Prussia, it is found that Jews are de-

cidedly more liable to self-destruction than non-

Jews, as may be seen from the following figures per

100,000 population:
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material for binding tlie lulab (§ 8) ; passages of the

Psalms during which the lulab must be waved on
reciting "Hallel"(§9); recitation of the "Ilallel"

(§§ 10-11); while the Temple was standing the

lulab was carried within its walls on all the seven
days of the feast, but outside on one day only;

after the destruction of the Temple R. Johanan b.

Zakkai decreed that in commemoration of the

former custom the lulab should be carried in the

provinces on all the seven days (§12); what must
be done if the first day of the Feast of Tabernacles
falls on a Sabbath (t$§ 13-15).

Ch. iv. : Number of days on which the several

ceremonies of Sukkot are observed (§>; 1-3, 8); nsan-

ner of observing the regulation regarding the lulab

(§ 4); manner of placing the willow-
The branches around the altar, and the

Ceremony processions around it; the recitations

of Drawing during these processions, and the sen-

the "Water, tences at their close ; how tliis ceremony
is observed on the Sabbath (^g 5-7);

the custom of pouring cutwater, and attendant cere-

monies, and how observed on the Sabbath (§i? 9-10).

Ch. V. : Further details regarding the ceremonies
of drawing and pouring water; manifestations of

joy during the act, and the recitations with musical
accompaniment (§§ 1-4); how many times during
the day the shofar was sounded in the Temple, and
how many times on the Friday of the feast (§ 5)

;

sacrifices offered at the Feast of Tabernacles; the

divisions of priests taking part in them, and the dis-

tribution among them of the sacriticial portions and
the showbread (t;§ 6-8).

The Tosefta to this treatise, wliich is divided into

four chapters, contains many baggadic sentences, of

which the following may be quoted here: "Every
tribe of the people of Israel has produced a judge
of the people and a prophet; Judah and Benjamin
also anointed kings through their prophets" (i. 9).

"If certain signs indicate the approach of troublous

times or a crisis for men, the Jews have the greatest

cause for anxiety, since they generally suffer most
under them " (ii. 6). Noteworthy in

The the Tosefta are the descriptions of the

Tosefta. miraculous well which traveled with

the Israelites in the desert (iii. 11), and
of the splendid synagogue (basilica) in Alexandria
(iv. 6), and the story of Miriam bat Bilga(the daugh-
ter of a priest), who became a pagan and married a

general of the Greek kings. When the pagans en-

tered the Temple, Miriam stepped to the altar and
cried: "Lykos! Lykos! [="Wolf! Wolf!"], you
have devoured Israel's possessions, and you have
not helped them in time of need " (iv. 28).

Both Gemaras contain, aside from explanations

of the various laws of the Mishnah, numerous
stories and many interesting sentences. The fol-

lowing may be quoted from the Babylonian Ge-
mara: "The practise of philanthropy is better than

many sacrifices" (49b). "Israel could not justify

itself for its sins, if the sentences in

The Jer. xviii. 6 and Ezek. xxxvi. 26,

Gemaras. which in a certain sense deny the free-

dom of the will, had not in a way re-

lieved it from responsibility for its acts " (52b).

Noteworthy in the Palestinian Gemara is the story

of the cause of Trajan's persecution of the Jews.
A son was born to him on the Jewish fast of the
Ninth of Ab, and his daughter died on Hanukkah,
on which feast the Jews lighted candles. Hence, the
Jews being suspected of having mourned over the
birth of the prince and of having rejoiced over the
death of the princess, Trajan persecuted them (55b).

There is also a curious account of the enlargement of
the well of Siloah, in the hope that the flow of water
would increase. After the well was enlarged, how-
ever, the water flowed less freely ; and it was only
after the aperture had been restored to its original
size that the flow became as formerly (55d).

w. B. .1. z. L.

SUKKOT, FEAST OF. See Tabernacles,
Fk.\8t of.

SULAMITH : First Jewish monthly magazine
in the German language, its subtitle being "Eine
Zeitschrift fiir Beforderung der Kultur und Humani-
tat Unter der Jlidischen Nation." The first volume
appeared in Leipsic, July, 1806, and was edited by
David Frankel (d. in Dessau May 18, 1865) and Jo-
seph Wolf. Subsequent volumes were edited by
Frankel alone and published at Dessau, where he
was director of the Jewish schools, or, as he signs
himself, "Herzogl. Furstl. Anhalt. Direktorder Jnd.
Schulen." Six monthly numbers constituted a vol-

ume, and the dates of issue were as follows: vol.

ii. 1807; second year, vol. i. 1808, vol. ii. 1809;
third year, vol. i. (Cassel), 1810, vol. ii. (again Des-
sau), isil; fourth year, vol. i. 1812, vol. ii. 1815-16;
fifth year, vol. i. 1817-18. vol. ii. 1818-19; sixth

year, vol. i. 1819-21, vol. ii. 1822-24; seventh year,

1824-33; eighth year, 1833-40. Vol. ix. of the new
series appeared in 1846.

The object of the " Sulamith " was to promote
progress and Reform according to the views of Men-
delssohn's German followers. It contained biogra-

phies, historical sketches, sermons (by G. Salomon
and others), poems, educational new.s, and belletristic,

educational, and miscellaneous articles, all imbued
with the spirit of progress. It contained several

Hebrew contributions also. David Fricdlander, Ig-

natz Jeiteles, Johlson, Lowisohn, and Richter were
among its contributors. While much of its con-

tents is now obsolete, the remainder furnishes a
considerable amount of material for contemporary
Jewish biography and history.

Bibliography : Filrst, Bibl. Jud. 1. 291 ; Stelnschnelder, Cat.
Bodl. No. 5070.

8. P. Wl.

SUI.LAM, SABA COPIA (COPPIO) : lUiIian

poetess; born in Venice 1592; died there Adar 5

(Feb. 14), 1641 ; eldest daugiiter of Simon and Re-

becca Coppio. Her father was a man of culture, who
enjoyed the respect of the community in which he

dwelt. At his death, when Sara was not quite fifteen

years old, she could read the Latin and the Greek
classics, the Holy Scriptures, and Spanish literature,

each In its Original tongue, and she had already won
local fame for her poems in Italian. To these attain-

ments were added charm of person, a voice of un-

usual sweetness, musical ability, the gift of im-

provisation, and such exquisite social graces that

she became the leader of a salon.
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Leon of Modena dedicated to Sara bis translation

of Solomon Usque's Spanish drama "Esther." An
epic poem bearing the same title, and written by the

Genoese monk Ansaldo Cebi, was the cause of much
trouble for lier. Tlie work aroused not only her ad-

miration for but also her gratitude toward a non-

Jewish author who glorified a Jewish heroine. This

sentiment she communicated in writing to Cebd,

who was filled with ambition to win his correspond-

ent for the Church. An exchange of letters ensued

(1618-22) ; but though Sara was persuaded to read the

New Testament, she remained firm in her allegiance

to Judaism. Cebii's letters to Sara were published

in 1623; but her answers were suppressed, probably

at the bidding of the Inquisition.

In 1621 a frequenter of her salon, the priest

Baldassar Bonifaccio, accused her, in a pamphlet,

of having denied the dogma of the immortality of

the soul, a crime for which the Church decreed ex-

treme penalties. Sara hastened to defend herself in

a "manifesto," dedicated to her father's memory,

the only one of her works published separately by

her. This reply displays powers of sarcastic refuta-

tion, and the clear, logical thinking for which Sara

was noted. Several Italian poems of hers have been

printed.

Sara was married in 1614 to Jacob Sullam, a

wealthy and well-educated Venetian. The epitaph

upon her tomb is supposed to have been written by

Leon of Modena.

Bibliography : A. F. Rio, Les Quatre Martyrs, pp. 79 et sec?.,

Paris. 1856 ; M. A. Levy. Sara Copia Sullam, in Jahrbuch
fUr die Gcach. der Juden uiid des Judenthuma, ill. 65 et sea.;

Gratz. Gesch. x. 1-16-148: GelRer. JUd. Zeit. vii. 178-183:

Ernest David, Sara Cnpki Sidlam, unt Herinne Juive
au XVIIe Steele, Paris, 1877; Kayserling, Die JUdischen
Frauen, 1879, pp. 159-170; Nahida Remy, Das Jildische
Weil), n.d., pp. 170-184; Ka.T\)e\es, Jewish Literature and
Other Eauays, 1895, pp. 124-128.

J. H. S.

SULTANSKY, MORDECAI : Karaite hakam
;

born at Lutzk in 1785; died at Eupatoria, in the

Crimea, before 1878. He was one of the most prom-

inent scholars of the Karaite sect during the nine-

teenth century. He officiated as hakam of Lutzk
(in succession to his father), and later at Eupatoria.

He wrote a Hebrew grammar entitled "Petah Tik-

wah" (Eupatoria, 1857), and "Sefer Tetib Da'at"

(ib. 1858), directed against rabbinical philosophy and
Hasidic mysticism, and endeavoring to explain Bib-

lical angelology.

Bibliography : Furst, Bibl. Jud. HI. 396 ; S. Van Straalen, Cat.
Hcbr. B<j<)k« Brit. Mus. p. 231, Ix)ndon, 1894.

K. S. O.

STJI.ZBACHER, LOUIS: American jurist;

born in the Rhenish Palatinate, Germany, May 10,

1842. He was educated in Germany, but later emi-

grated to the United States, and in 1900 was ap-

pointed judge of the Supreme Court of Porto Rico,

which position he resigned in 1904. In the same
year he was appointed judge of the Federal Court
of the Western District of Indian Territory.

Bibliography : American Jeiviah Year Book, 5665 (1904-5),

p. 300.

A. F. T. H.

SULZBERGER: American family which de-

rivt'ti its name from the town of its origin, Sulz-

biirg, near Ratisbon, in tlie Bavarian Palatinate.

The first known member of the family is Eliezer
Sussmann Sulzberger, born about the beginning

of the seventeenth century. His great-grandson

Ezra Judah Jacob Sulzberger was rabbi and
shetadlan at Sulzbllrg in the early part of the

eighteenth century, and established there a ciiarita-

ble institution which still exists. He wrote an
etliical will which is published in Diuard's "Or
Me'ir" (pp. 45-52); he died in 1762. Of his descend-

ants, some have taken the name of Bayersdorfer

and others of Lowenmaier; one of the latter was
cantor of Sulzburg, and died in 1868. From a female

member of this family is descended Dr. Kaufmann
Kohler, president of the Hebrew Union College, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Most of the descendants are established

in various towns of Baden (Eppingen, Grunbach,
Bruchsal), and four of the branches have emigrated

to the United Slates. The eldest of these is repre-

sented by Ferdinand Sulzberger, head of the

packing establishment of Schwarzschild & Sulz-

berger, New York. Of the descendants of Mayer
Sulzberger who settled in New York may be

mentioned Solomon Sulzberger, president of

Temple Beth-El, New York, and treasurer of the

I. O. B. B., and his son Myron Sulzberger, for a

time member of the assembly of New York. Leo-
pold Sulzberger (d. 1881) emigrated to the United

States in 1838 and was known in the Philadel-

phia community for his piety. From him descended

David Sulzberger of Philadelphia, communal
worker, for a time secretary and a trustee of

Gratz College, trustee of the Jewish Theological

Seminary of America, a visitor to the state peniten-

tiaries for the eastern districts of Pennsylvania, but

principally known for his work in belialf of the .He-

brew Educational Society of Philadelphia, whose
honorary secretary he has been since 1876; Solomon
Lindauer Sulzberger of Chicago, chairman of the

United Hebrew Charities of that city ; and Cyrus

L. Sulzberger. From Sarah, a daughter of Leo-

pold Sulzberger, is descended Dr. Cyrus Adler.

Cjrrus L. Sulzberger : Born in Philadelphia

July 11, 1858. He went to New York in 1877 as.

bookkeeper for the firm of Erlanger, Blumgart & Co.

,

of which he later became the head. He has taken

part in various movements looking to the reform of

New York municipal politics, and was in 1904 a

candidate on the Fusion ticket for president of the

borough of Manhattan, New York. He was for

many years treasurer of the United Hebrew Chari-

ties of that city, and is (1905) president of the Jewish

Agricultural and Industrial Aid Society, Industrial

Removal officer, and vice-president of the American
Federation of Zionists.

Abraham Sulzberger, who had been hazzan and
teacher in Heideisheim, emigrated to America as a
result of the uprisings of 1848 ; he was well known in

the comnuinily of Philadelphia; and the establish-

ment of the Jewish Hospital of that city, of which

he became vice-president, was due to his suggestion.

The most prominent member of the family is his son

Mayer Sulzberger.

Mayer Sulzberger : American judge and com-

munal leader; born at Heideisheim, Baden, June 22,

1843. He went to Philadelphia with his parents in
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High School1848, and was educated at the Central

of Philadelphia, and after graduating he studied

law in the office of Moses A. Dropsie. In 1864 he
was admitted to the bar, and attained eminence in

the practise of his profession. He was elected judge
of the Court of Common Pleas on the Republican
ticket in 1895, and was reelected as a nominee of

" Moreh Nebukim. " After Leeser 's death Sulzberger
edited vol. xxvi. of "The Occident." He was one of

the founders of the Young Men's Hebrew Associa-
tion, whicii he served as president; and he has taken
great interest in the .Jewish Hospital of Philadel-

phia, of which he has been vice-president since 1880.

He has been from the beginning (in 1888) chair-

Ellezer Sussmann SulzberKcr
(flourlsbed about 1600)

I

Melr Da?ld

Eliezer Ellaklm Sussmann
(b. about J 675)

1
Abraham Moses

(d. 1758)

Ezra Judab Jacob,
" RabbinaU Substltut" at Sulzburg

(d. 1762)

I

Napbtali Hirscb Melr

Eliezer Abraham
I

Eliezer Ellaklm

I

r
Moses

I

r

Naphtall Mayer
Jacob

Lazar Moses
Bayersdorler
(In Gebweller)

Sussmann

I

Moses Hirsch

I

Ferdinand
(b. 1838)

(Mesbullam Jacob)
Solomon

(b. 1771 ; d. 1838)
= VSgele (Zipporah)

Wassermann

Mayer Jacob

I

Eliezer Sussmann LOwenmaier
(b. Oct. 7, 1750; d. April 9, 1831)

Nathan Max Matilda others

(b
Moses
March 20,

1772;
May 21, 1834)

(Issue)

David
(b. Jan. 6,

1780;
d. March 3,

1847)

(cantor)

(b.

Marcus
Deo. 16, 1787)
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I

Maier
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1868)

(cantor, Sulzburg)

f
Mayer

(b. April 18. 1803;
d. Feb. 25. 1895)
= Henrietta Aub
(rabbi. Sulzburg)

Babett
(b. Dec. 29. 1815)
= Jacob Kohler

I

Kaufmann Kohler
= Johanna Elnhom
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(Eppingen, Baden)
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(Grunbach.
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I
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(Leopold)

(b. Sept. 20,

1805)
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(Bruchsal.
Baden)

Solomon
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Emden

(New York)

I

Myron
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New York)

I

Moses 5 daught«r8
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Bernhardt
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-d) Zirlah Einstein; (2) Sophie Llndauer

I

Abraham
(b. May 20,

1810;
d. 1880)
= Sophia
Einstein

David
(Philadel-

phia)

f
Belle Adler
=J. Herzog
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1
Sarah

= Samuel
Adler

J

Solomon
= Clara
Frank
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Cyrus
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Hays
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\ 1

Rosalie Flora
= David (Chicago)

Rosenheim

Celia Adler Cyrus Milton
= S. Minzesheimer Adler Adler
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Solomon Fanny Joseph Mayer Jacob Rebecca
(b. 1839) (b. Nov. (b. June (d. 1898) = Pollock
(issue) 6, 1841) 22, 1843) (issue)

Sulzberger Pedigree.

both parties in 1904, becoming the presiding judge

of tiie Court of Common Pleas No. 2.

Sulzberger has throughout his career shown great

interest in Jewish affairs. While studying for the

bar he taught at the Hebrew Education Society's

school. For a time he was interested in the affairs

of Maimonides College and was secretary of its

board. He was closely associated with Isaac Leeser,

and assisted that scholar in editing "The Occident,"

contributing to it a partial translation of Maimonides'

man of the publication committee of the Jewish

Publication Society of America; was one of the

original trustees of the Baron de Hirsch fund ; and

has interested himself in the establishment of agri-

cultural colonies at Woodbine, N. J., and in Con-

necticut.

Sulzberger has one of the best private libraries

in America; it contained a very large number of

Hebraica and Judaica, together with many other

early Hebrew printed books (including no less than
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forty -five Incunahula), and many manxiscripts,

and these he presented to the Jewish Theological

Seminary of Amer-
ica, at whose reor-

ganization he assisted

and of which he is

a life director.
Sulzberger is a fin-

ished orator, and has

been chosen as the

orator of tlie Jew-
ish community upon
several notable oc-

casions. The honor-

ary degree of doc-

tor of laws has been
conferred upon him
by the Jefferson
Medical College, of

whicii he is now a

trustee.
Mayer SiilzberRer.

A younger brother, Jacob Sulzberger, was
known in IMiiladelphia literary circles for his verse

and for his unusual knowledge of English literature.

J.

SULZEB, SALOMON : Austrian cantor and
composer; born at Hohenems, Tyrol, March 30,

1804; died at Vienna Jan. 17, 1890. His family,

which prior to 1813 bore the name of Loewy, re-

moved to Hohenems from
Sulz in 1748. He was edu-

cated for the cantorate,

studying first under the

cantors of Endingen (Swit-

zerland) and Carlsruhe,

with whom he traveled ex-

tensively, and later under
Salomon Eichberg, cantor

at Hoiienems and Dlissel-

dorf. In 1820 Sulzer was
appointed cantor at Hohen-
ems, Avhere ho modernized
the ritual, and introduced

a choir. At the instance of

Rabbi Mannheimerof Vien-

na he was called to the

Austrian capital as chief

cantor in 1826. There he
reorganized the song serv-

ice of the synagogue, re-

taining tlie traditional
chants and melodies, but
harmonizing them in accord-

ance witii modern views.

Sulzer's "Shir Ziyyon

"

(2 vols., Vienna. 1840-65)

established models for the

various sections of the mu-
sical service—the recitative

of the cantor, the choral of

the choir, and the responses of the congregation

—

and it contained music for Sabbaths, festivals, wed-
dings, and funerals which has been introduced into

nearly all the synagogues of the world. In the

compilation of this work he was assisted by some of

the best musical composers of Vienna. Sulzer pub-

Salomou Sulzer.

lished also a small volume of songs for the Sabbath-
school, entitled " Duda'im "

; and a number of sepa-

rate compositions, both secular and sacred. His re-

sponses are tuneful, and though more melodious
than the choral chant of the Catholic Church, show
a strong resemblance to it. In all his compositions
strict attention is paid to the Hebrew text; and a
scrupulous adherence to syntactic construction is

observed throughout. The collection "ZwanzigGe-
sange flir den Israelitischen Gottesdienst " (Vienna,

1892) was printed posthumously. In his "Denk-
schrift an die Wiener Cultusgemeinde " he sums up
his ideas on the profession of cantor. Sulzer, who
was widely famed as a singer and as an interpreter

of Schubert, was a professor at the imperial con-

servatorium of Vienna, a knight of the Order of

Francis Joseph I., and a maestro of the Reale Ac-
cademia di St. Cecilia in Rome. Universally recog-

nized as the regenerator of synagogal music, he has

been called the "father of the modern cantorate."

Bibliography: Graetz, Hi»t. v. 581; Tanzer, Qesch. der Ju-
den ill Hohenems, 1908; A. Friedman, Der Synagogale
Oesang, Berlin, 1904 : Joset Sinffer, Eiitwickelung des Syiia-
gogengesanges : Gedenkhldtter an Salomon Sulzer, Vienna,
1883 ; Alois Kaiser, Salomon Swlzer, In Report of Society nf
American Cantors, New York, 1904 ; Idem, Sulzer's Mtisic,
In Year-Booh of the Central Conference of American
Rabbin, 1904.

8. A. Kai.

SUMMONS (pon, KniJ»m Xpon) : Wnt. proc-

ess, or order sent by the court messenger (''sheluha

di-rabbanan," or "sheluah

bet din "), and command-
ing a defendant to appear
before the bet din. Raba,

as dayyan, frequently in-

dorsed such a document
(Git. 88a, and Rash! adloc).

Disobedience of a summons
is treated as contempt of

court. In villages, where
the people are often absent

from their homes, the proc-

ess-server must try at least

three times to find the de-

fendant and personallj' hand
him the summons for tlie

trial to be held on the first

or second Monday or the

intervening Thursday, these

being the regular court days
(B. K. 113a). Should the

messenger fail to find him,

he may leave the notice with
the defendant's wife or with

one of his neighbors. If

the defendant docs not put
in an appearance after three

court days have passed, the

bet din will declare him in

contempt ("niddui"), and
he must apologize to the

court within thirty days, when the niddui will be
(juashed; otherwise he is excommunicated, and the

bet din will issue a "petihah," or preliminary order,

of which the following is an example:
" Before us, a tribunal of three slttlnpr as a unit, there came

N. N. and produced a promissory document of N. N. for the
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sum of . . . And we have duly summoned him and appointed a
day tor him to come and defend the action ; and we have waited
for him Monday, Thursday, and Monday, but he has failed to put
in an appearance. We have therefore declared him in contempt
for thirty days. And now we issue this petiliah and will allow
him another thirty days and in addition thirty days more, at the
expiration of which time if he still fails to come, we will issue

an 'adrakta' [final judgment] to sell his property for the bene-
fit of the creditor. Done in our presence, on [date] ... at

[place] . . . [Signed by three dayyanim]."

This form, probably of the ninth century, in the

Aramaic hmguage, is copied by Isaac b. Abba Mari
of JVIarseillos in his "Sefer ha-'Iltur." Judah b.

Barzillai of Barcelona (11th cent.) had in Ids collec-

tion a long document in Hebrew as a substitute for

the Araniaic form ("Sefer ha-Shetarot," ed. Meki?e
JMirdamim, p. 3, Berlin, 1898).

» The three terms of thirty days each are respect-

ively granted for the following reasons: (1) to allow

b the defendant time to borrow money
; (2) if he is

unable to borrow, to enable him to dispo.se of his

property; and (3) to allow the purchaser time to

pay for the property (B. K. 112b).

A change of venue does not affect the summons.
A woman who was cited to appear before the court

of Amemar in IS^ehardea was compelled to follow

the court to Mahuza (R. H. 31b). The defendant

may plead that he wishes to be tried before a higher

tribunal (*' bet din ha-gadol "), but not after the peti-

hah has been issued by the lower court (B. K. 112b).

The summons may not be served on a Friday, wiien

people are busy preparing for Sabbath, nor may it

call for an appearance during the mouth of Nisan or

of Tishri, when the people are celebrating the holy
days. If the defendant appears and offers ample
excuse for not being able to attend the trial on the

days appointed, the bet din may adjourn the case.

When the defendant is a distinguished woman who
would regard her attendance in court as a disgrace

to her, or when a learned man is sued by one of the

common people (" 'am ha-arez "), the bet din is em-
powered to send notaries to interrogate the defendant

at home, and to waive personal appearance in court.

Bibliography: Maimonides, Yad, Sanhedrin, xxv. 5-11;
Sliulhan 'Aruk, Hoshcn Minhpat, ii. I'M.

w. ij. J. I). E.

SUMPTUARY LAWS : Laws that restrict in-

dividual expenditures as to food, clothing, etc. In

the IVIishnah several expensive castoms are abolished

by reason of evil times which had come over Israel

(Sotah ix. 9) ;
" During the war of Vespasian the use

of crowns by bridegrooms and the beating of the

drum [at weddings] were forbidden ; during the war
of Titus the crowns of brides, etc., were forbidden;

during the last war [the revolt of Bar Kokba] it was
ordered that the bride should not be carried through

the city in a palanquin [hung with curtains]; but

our masters [supposed to mean H. Judah, the patri-

arch, and his school] permitted her to do so." In

the Gemara {ib. 49b) one teacher claims that the

bridegroom's crown is forbidden only when made
in the old fashion of rock salt and brimstone; but

he permits a wreath of myrtles and roses. Another
forbids even such a wreath, but allows one made of

canes and reeds. A third teacher forbids even this.

The bride's crown is explained as having been a

golden image of a city wall. The use of the palan-

quin in which the bride was conveyed to and from

tlie wedding is said to have been reintroduced from
motives of modesty, to guard against the gaze of
the crowd.

The preceding section of the Mishnah has a wider
bearing: "R. Simeon ben Gamaliel on the authority
of R. Joshua says: ' Since the day when the Temple
fell into ruins there has not been a day without its

calamity. The dew no longer comes down for a
blessing ; the taste of the fruits is gone. '

" Not here
only, but in many other passages of the ]\Iishnah

and the Gemara, the view is expressed that, with
the Temple in ruins, there should be to the Israelite

no unmixed enjoyment; hence no display in rai-

ment, in food, or in drink. Although this is not a
sumptuary law, it represents a tendency stronger
than law.

The change in burial customs in Mishnaic and
Talmudic times—from the elaborate processions and
costly scaffoldings and hangings, cerements, and
coffins which had been the custom since early Bib-
lical times—is treated in Jew. Encyc. iii. 436a, s.v.

Buiii.\L, where the most important reference is that

to Yer. M. K. 32b. Here may be added what is

said in a baraita (M. K. 27a): "Formerly they
brought the [bodies of the] rich to the liouse of

mourning in nettings of silver and gold, but those
of the poor in baskets of wickerwork; thus the poor
were put to shame. Accordingly the rule ["tak-

kanah "] was made that every one should bring [his

corpse?] in a basket of wickerwork." Again:
"Formerly [at. funerals], in .serving drink white glass

was used in the hou-ses of the rich, and colored

[dark] glass in the houses of the poor, which shamed
the poor. The rule was therefore made that drink
should be served everywhere in dark glass. For-

merly they were accustomed to lay bare the faces of

the rich, but cover the faces of the poor, becau.se

the latter looked blackish froniscautv nourishment;
so the rule was made to cover the faces of all

corpses." In other words, the customs were changed
in all cases to those which of necessity prevailed

among the poor.

In the later Middle Ages sumptuary laws were
often made by the Rabbis or by the communal au-

thorities of cities or districts ; and sometimes they were
imposed on the Jews of this or that country by the

king or other ruler, who begrudged them the pleas-

ure of seeing their wives and daughters in rich attire.

Israel Abraliams, in liis "Jewish Life in the Middle
Ages," gives examples of sumptuary laws proceeding

from the latter as well as from the former source;

e.g., on p. 144, a decree by the Jewish community
of Forli limiting the number of guests at a wedding
or a " berit milah "

; p. 145, a limitation of the weight

of silver goblets; p. 181, a limitation in Italy on the

number of finger-rings; p. 277, a reproof by the

King of Castile concerning the rich dresses of the

Jewesses; p. 291, reproofs by Italian rabbis relating

to the rich attire of the men, even on the Sabbath;

pp. 2-4 and 295, regulations, also in Italy, against

jewelry and pearls, worn both by men and by
women. Regulations like those of the baraita were
sometimes made to lessen the gulf between the rich

and the poor, but oftener to disarm the ill-will of

the Gentile oppressor.

w. B. L. N. D.
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SUN (Hebrew, "sliemesh,"and, poetically, "ham-
mah" [=: "heat"] and "heres").—Biblical Data:
The conceptions of the Hebrews with regard to phys-

ical phenomena were those tiiat obtained among
their neighbors, tlie sun being considered as a

torch or light ("ma'or") suspended in the firma-

ment (Gen. i. 16). It was created on the fourth day

together with the moon, the two constituting the

great lights; and as the larger of them, the sun was
given dominion over the day (if). ; Ps. cxxxvi. 2).

The sun had a habitation (Hal), iii. [A. V. ii.] 11),

a tent (Ps. xix. 5), a bridal cliamber, as it were(Ps.

xix. 6), from which it came forth ("yaza," "zarah,"

Gen. xix. 23; Nah. iii. 17; Ex. xxii. 2; Eccl. i. 5)

and to which it returned ("bo," Gen. xv. 12, 17;

xxviii. 11; Ex. xxii. 25; Josh. x. 27; comp. Eccl. i.

5); hence the East is known as "Mizrah" (Josh.

xiii. 5; Judges xxi. 19: I Kings x. 33), and the West
as"Mabo" (Josh. i. 4, xxiii. 4), while the phrase

"from the rising [going forth] of the

Early Con- sun \mto the going down [coming

ceptions back] of the same," designates the

of It. whole extent of the earth (Ps. cxiii.

3; Mai. i., xi. ; Isa. xlv. 6, where the

term "ma'arab," which etymologically means "go-

ing back," is used to denote the "setting." "Un-
der the sun " is another idiomatic phrase to con-

note the earth: it is a favorite expression of the

author of Ecclesiastes (Eccl. i. 3, 9, 14; ii. 11, 17

et seq.).

As in the latitudes in which the Hebrews lived

the variations in the daily course of the sun are in-

significant for practical purposes, the phrase " the

time the sun is hot" (1 Sam. xi. 9; Neh. vii. 3) de-

notes a definite portion of the day, from noon to

four in the afternoon, after which, the heat decreas-

ing, the sun draws nearer the hour of its "coining

back" (A. V. "going down"), which it was sup-

posed to know (Ps. civ. 19). The sun is subject to

God's will: were He to so order, it would cease

to shine (Job ix. 7). God orders its course (Ps.

Ixxiv. 16). The sun is benevolent (II Sam. xxiii. 4):

it brings forth the fruits of the earth (Deut. xxxiii.

14). The light is sweet; and it is delightful for

the eyes to behold the sun (Eccl. xi. 7). But at

times the great luminary produces evil: it scorches

and consumes (Ps. cxxi. 6; Isa. xlix. 10; Jonah iv.

8; Ecclus. [Sirach] xliii. 3, 4); for from its heat

"there is nothing hid" (Ps. xix. 7). It has power
(Judges V. 31), which explains why the lovers of

Yhwh are likened to the sun rising in its might.

Sunstroke was dreaded (comp. Ps. cxxi. 6).

The sun is used as a simile of lasting fame (ib.

Ixxii. 17). The enduring nature of David's dynasty
is expressed by the statement that his

Used as a throne shall be b(;fore Yhwh as the

Simile. sun (ib. Ixxxix. 38 [A. V. 36]). The
sun is used also asa symbol of victory

and might (Yhwh is " a sun and a shield "
; ih. Ixxxiv.

12 [11]). Like the dawn, which has wings (ib.

cxxxix. 9) and eyelids (Job iii. 9, xli. 10), the sun is

credited with wings on which it, as the sun of rigiit-

eousness, shall carry healing (Mai. iii. 20 [A. V. iv.

2]). The sun is an emblem of beauty also (Cant. vi.

11); it typifies the progress of a good man towaid

perfection (Prov. iv. 18); and as the great luminary

(Ecclus. [Sirach] xvii. 31) it is the adornment of the
heavens {ib. xxvi. 16).

In the apocalyptic descriptions of the end of time,

tire sun's darkening at rising is accentuated as one
of the tokens of impending judgment (Isa. xiii. 10).

At noonday the sun will set (ib. Ix. 2; Jer. xv. 9;

Amos viii. 9; Mic. iii. 6). On the other hand, in the

D.w OF THE Loud the sun will shine seven times
more brightly than usual (l&i. xxx. 26); indeed,

Israel's sun will no more go down, as God Himself
will be an everlasting light [ib. Ix. 19-20).

The Bible records two occurrences in which the

regularity of the sun's daily progress was appar-

ently suspended. (1) It is reported that at Josliua's

command the sun stood still (Josh. x. 12-14; Ecclus.

[Sirach] xlvi. 5). This episode is based on an old

lay from the " Sefer ha-Yashar," the poetic fragment
quoted being, as in all similar cases, older than the

prose nariative. Some ob.scure myth-
Sun- ological reference underlies the in-

Miracles. cident, in which poetic-mythological

conceptions and descriptions are rep-

resented as actual happenings. The attempt to

read into the Hebrew some natural phenomenon—an
eclipse or an extraordinary degree and intensity of

solar refraction— is preposterous.

(2) In connection with the illness of Hezekiah
(II Kings XX. 8-11; Isa. xxxviii. 7; II Chron. xxxii.

24, 31) the sign of assured convalescence is the

retrogression of the shadow (the sun) ten steps on
the Di.\L. It has been suggested either that this

incident is based on a solar eclipse or that the move-
ment of the shadow was purely an optical illusion.

However, the whole episode may be one of the many
"miracles" serving to embellish the life of the

prophet Isaiah, in imitation of the method applied

in the biographies of Elijah and Elisha.

That the Hebrews worshiped the sun, in adap-

tation of non-Hebrew, Canaanitish, or Babylonian

custom, may be admitted on the evidence of such

ancient names of localities as Beth-shemesh, En-
shemesh, Mount Heres, and Kir-heres (but see

Cheyne, "Encyc. Bibl." s.v. "Sun"). A common
act of Adokation was throwing a kiss with the

hand (Job xxxi. 26-28). Idolatrous solar-worship

was prohibited (Deut. iv. 19), the penalty therefor

being lapldation at the city gates (ib. xvii. 2-5).

Disregard of this law (which, however, probably was
as yet non-existent; see Deuteuonomy) is reported

more especially of Manasseh, who had erected in

the Temple altars in honor of the heavenly hosts (II

Kings xxi. 3-5, xxiii. 12). Other altars, on roofs,

were removed by Josiah (ib. xxiii. 12; comp. Jer.

xix. 13; Zeph. i. 5), as were horses dedicated to the

sun by the kings of Judah, and sun-chariots sta-

tioned at the western entrance to the Temple.

These horses and chariots point to Assyro-Babylo-

nian prototypes (Schrader, "K. A. T." 3d ed., p. 370),

as the act of sun-worship described in Ezek. viii.

16, 17 (Gunkel, "Schopfung und Chaos in Urzeit

und Endzeit." p. 141), is generally held to be in imi-

tation of a Persian custom. In Enoch, Ixxii. 5, 37;

Ixxv. 4, and in the Greek Apocalypse of Baruch, vi.

(see Gunkel, I.e. p. 141), mention is made of the

solar chariot. With great plausibility Isa. xxiv.

27, where judgment is pronounced against the
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sun, which will be "ashamed" {ib. xxiv. 23), is ex-

plained iis referring to idolatrous worship of the sun
(but see end of verse). E. G. H.

In Rabbinical Literature : The more usual
word for "sun" in rabbinical literature is "ham-
mah," though "shemesh " occurs also. The sun and
the moon were created on the 28th of Eiul (Pirke

R. El. viii. ; Midr. lia-Gadol, ed. Schechter, p. 37).

Originally the sun and the moon were of equal mag-
nitude; but jealousy induced liissensions between

them, each claiming to be greater

Sun and than the other. This necessitated the

Moon. reduction in size of one of them; and
the moon was assigned the inferior

rank (ib. vi.). The moon was thus degraded be-

cause it had unlawfully intruded iato the sun's do-

main. This account is based on the phenomenon
that the moon is sometimes visible while the sun is

still above the horizon (Gen. R. vi. 3, 7). God sub-

sequently regretted iiaving degraded the moon,
whose fault was virtually His, He having ordered

tlie world. He therefore pleaded that an expiatory

sacrifice be offered in His behalf to atone for His in-

justice to the moon (ib.). By way of compensation
the moon was given the splendid retinue of the

stars. Sun and moon are, as it were, the king's

two prefects, one choosing tiie administration of the

restricted city, the other that of the larger province.

To reward the modest choice of the former, the

king appoints for it an ofticial suite (ib. vi. 4).

Originally the sun was designated Jacob's tutelary

luminary ; but later God assigned it to Esau, the

moon being set over Jacob. This did not please tlie

latter (see "Yalkut Hadash," ed. Warsaw, 1879, p.

181), he failing to understand that the sun, though
the larger light, ruled over tlio day onlj-, while the

moon, though the smaller, exercised control over

both day and night. Esau's luminary indicated

that he liad a share in this world alone, while that

set over Jacob assured him of a part both in this

world and in the world to come. For this reason

Jacob reckons by the lunar calendar (Gen. R. vi. 8).

It was the intention in the beginning that the sun

alone should furnish light to the earth; but God,
foreseeing tlie idolatrous worship which would be

paid to the heavenly bodies, decided that it would

be better to have two large celestial lights, reason-

ing that if there was only one the danger of that

one being deified would be greatly increased (ib. vi.

1 ; see also the " yozer " for Sabbath, " He called the

sun, and it gave forth light," etc.).

God placed the sun in the second firmament be-

cause if He had placed it in the one nearest the eartli

"which is visible to terrestrial eyes, all would have

been consumed by its heat (Midr. Teh. xix. 13;

Pesik. xxix. 186a) Indeed, the sun was in a sort

of cover or bag (ib. 186b [see note by
Cover of Buber] ; Tan., Tezawweh [ed. Buber,

the Sun. p. 98 and note] ; Midr. Teh. I.e. [ed.

Buber, p. 168 and note]). In the

"future time" God will bring forth the sun from

this cover, and the wicked will be consumed by its

terrible heat; hence in that time there will be no

Gehenna (Ned. 8b; Midr. Teh. xix. 13). But while

utterly annihilating the evil-doers, the sun will lieal

the righteous of all ills, and be for them a glorious

ornament (ib.). According to R. Jonathan, the sun
moves like the sail of a ship, or like a ship with
365 ropes (equivalent to the number of days in the
solar year), or like a ship hailing from Alexandria,
which has 354 ropes (corresponding to the number
of days in the lunar year). The moon covers in two
and one-half days the distance made by the sun
in thirty days (Midr. Teh. I.e.). The sun and the

moon are loath to set out on their journeys. They
are compelled to cover their eyes before the upper
light. God, therefore, has to light up their paths
before them (see Ps. Ixxxix. 16). The same thing
happens at their setting, when God has to show them
the way by means of torches, arrows, and lightning

(ib.). They are ashamed to come forth on account
of the worship paid them by idolaters.

But the sun sings in honor of God while pursu-
ing its course. This appears from the verse Mai. i.

11 in connection with Josh. x. 12 (Midr. Teh. to Ps.

xix. 11; Tan., Ahare Mot, ed. Buber, p. 14). Con-
trary to the opinion that the sun hesitates to rise in

the morning and to run its course, the conclusion is

drawn from Ps. xix. 5-6 that the day-star performs
its joyous task voluntarily.

The sun ascends by means of 366 steps, and de-

scends by 183 in the east and 183 in the west. There
are 366 windows in the firmament, through which
the sun successively emerges and retires. These
windows are arranged so as to regulate the sun's

movements with a view to their con-

The Days cordance with the " tekufot," Nisan,

of the Sun. Taramuz, and Tt-'^J^'f. The sun bows
down before God and declares its obe-

dience to His conunands (Pirke H. El. vi.). Three
letters of God's name are written on the sun's heart;

and angels lead it—one set by day, and another

by night (ib.). The sun rides in a chariot (ib.).

When looking downward its face and liorns are of

fire; when turned upward, of hail. If the sun did

not periodically change its face, so that heat and
cold alternate, the earth would perish (ib.).

According to rabbinical interpretation, Joshua did

not really command the sun to "stand still " but to

"be still" (Josh. x. 12). At first the sun refused to

obey Joshua, urging that as it had been created on
the fourth day, while man had not been fashioned

till the sixth, it was the superior, and was not called

upon to take orders from an inferior. Thereupon
Joshua reminded the sun that it had acknowledged

its position as a slave by its obeisance paid to Jo-

seph, while even earlier Abraham had been hailed as

the owner of all that is in heaven (Gen. xiv. 19, the

word "possessor" being applied to Abraham, not to

God). Still the sun desired to be assured that even

after its silence God's praise would be sung; and it

was only when Joshua had promised that he him-

self would sing His praise that the sun acquiesced

(Gen. R. vi., end, Ixxxiv. 11). According to the

cabalists, the sun stood still also at the command of

Moses and of Nicodemus the son of Gorion (see

"Yalkut Hadash," p. 102, § 16).

The sun and the moon would not rise when Korah
was disputing with Moses. They would not con-

sent to give light to the earth until they were as-

sured that justice would be done to the son of Am-
ram (comp. Hab. iii. 11; Ned. 39b; Sanh. 110a).
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The solar cycle (" mahzor") comprehended twenty-

eight years (as against the lunar cycle of nineteen

years). He who beheld the sun at the beginning

of the cycle pronounced the blessing

The Solar commemorating God's creative power
Cycle. (Ber. 59b; but it seems more likely

that the reference is to the sight of the

sun after cloudy days: see Yer. Ber. ix. 13d). The
sun is used in illustrations of the impossibility of

beholding God (Hul. 60a). The expression "seeing

the sun " is equivalent to "being seen by the sun "

;

i.e., "to exist" (Ned. 30b; B. B. 82a).

"Sheraesh " or "shimsha " is used in a particular

sense in such phrases as " shimsho shel zaddik "

(the sun of the righteous), meaning "life." "Tlie

Almighty never permits the sun of one righteous

man to set without cau.sing that of another equally

righteous to arise and shine forth " (Gen. R. Iviii. 1,

in reference to the birth of Rabbi on the day on
which R. Akiba died). "Shimsha" is used also to

denote the "righteous" (Gen. R. Ixviii. ).

E. G. H.

The rotation of the sun causes the emission of

beams and rays, as dust is produced by sawing
wood. Save for the noise of the multitudes in the

towns, the sound which the sun makes in its rota-

tion might be heard (Yoma 20b). The saying "A
cloudy day is all sun " is based on the fact that the

sun's rays pierce through the thickest cloud. The
humidity of the sun is worse than its heat; and the

dazzling sunlight breaking through openings in

the clouds is harder to bear than the uncovered
sun (Yoma 28b). There is a difference of opinion

in the Talmud as to the color of the sun. One
authority says its natural color is red, as is seen at

sunrise and sunset, yet it appears white during
the day on account of t.lie dazzle of its

Color and ra\'s. Another says the sun is actually

Efficacy, white, but that it appears red in the

morning, when it passes through and
reflects the red roses in the Garden of Eden, and also

toward evening, when it passes through and reflects

the fire of Gehinnoin (B. B. 84a).

The Talmud adduces tlie healing efficacy of the

sunlight from the verse "But unto you . . . sliall

the sun of righteousness arisR with healing in his

wings " (Mai. iii. 20 [A. V. iv. 2] ; Ned. 8b). Abra-
ham possessed a precious stone which healed the
sick; and when he died God set it in the sphere of

the sun (B. B. 16b; Yalk., Mai. 593). Sunsiiiue on
Sabbath is comfortable and welcome to the poor
(Ta'an. 8b). Sunshine helps the growth of plants.

A plant called
"
'adane " or

"
'arane," growing in the

marshes, turns its leaves toward the sun and closes

them at nightfall (Shah. 35b, and Raslii ad loc).

Adam when he first beheld the approach of eve-
ning thought the world was being destroyed for his

sin; and he sat up all night bewailing his misfor
tune. Eve sat opposite him, crying, till the dawn
appeared. When he realized that the night was a
law of nature he offered a sacrifice to God ('Ab.
Zarah 8a).

Each of the seven planets successively predomi-
nates during one hour of the day and one of the
night, and exercises an important influence upon
the person born in that hour. The one born during

the hour of the sun's ascendency will be of fair

complexion, independent, and frank ; and if he at-

tempts to steal he will nut succeed. Mercury is the
secretary of the sun ; consequently, one who is born
during its hour will be bright and wise (Shab. 156a).

An eclipse of the sun is an evil sign for the Gen-
tiles, and one of the moon augurs evil for the Jews;
for the Gentiles reckon by the cycle of the former
and the Jews by that of the latter. When the

eclipse occurs in the eastern horizon,

Eclipses, it forecasts the coming of evil to the
inhabitants of the East ; if in the west-

ern, it betokens ill to those of the West; while if it

occurs in the zenith it threatens the entire world.

When the color of the eclip.se is red it betokens
war; when gray, famine; when changing from red
to gray, both war and famine. When the eclipse

occurs in the beginning of the day or of the night it

signifies that the evil will come soon; if late in the

day or night, that it will arrive tardily. In either

case the Jews who are true to their faith need not
worry about these premonitions, inasmuch as the

prophet lias said :
" Be not dismayed at the signs of

heaven ; for the heathen are dismayed at them " (Jer.

X. 2; Suk. 29a).

The sun and the moon are employed as symbols
in the Cabala. Generally, the sun is masculine and
represents the principal or independent—technic-

ally it is the " giver " (" mashpia' ") ; Abraham is the
sun ; so is Samuel, because he was inde-

Symbols. pendent, accepting no gift or fee from
any one (I Sam. xii. 3). The moon is

feminine, and represents the secondary or dependent
—technically the "receiver" ("mekabbel "). Thus
the sun means the father; the moon, the mother.
Moses and Aaron ; the rich man and the poor man

;

the Torah and the Talmud ; Rabbi and Rabina (or

E. Ashi), are respectively the sun and the moon
(Heilprin, "'Erke ha-Kinnuyim," s.v. non). Sam-
son's name denotes "sun," as he, likewise, was in-

dependent. The initial letters of the names Samuel,
Moses, and Samson spell "shemesh" (="sun").
The Messiah is the sun :

" And his throne as the sun
before me " (Ps. Ixxxix. 36).

J. J. D. E.

SUN, BLESSING OF THE: Formulaof ben-
ediction recited on the day when the sun enters upon
a new cycle, which occurs on the first Wednesday
of Nisan every twenty-eight years. The present

cycle commenced on the 5th of Nisan, 5657 =: April

7, 1897. According to Abaye, the cycle commences
with the vernal etjuinox at the expiration of Tues-
day (sunset) and the beginning of Wednesday eve
when the planet Saturn is in the ascendency (Ber.

59b). This is calculated by the calendar of Sauuiel
Yarhina'ah, which allots to the solar year 365^^ days,
and asserts that each of the seven planets rules over
one hour of the day in the following sequence: Sat-

urn, Jupiter, Mars, the sun, Venus, Mercury, and
the moon. Consequently the first planet, Saturn,
is 7i hours advanced at the beginning of the sum-
mer solstice, and 30 hours (IJ days) at the turn of
the year, or 5 days in 4 years, at the end of which
this planet again takes its place at the beginning of
the eve of tlie vernal (Nisan) equinox. This period
is called " mahzor katan " (short cycle). A space of
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five days follows every such cycle, so that the second

cycle begins on Monday, the third on Saturday, the

fourth on Thursday, the fifth on Tuesday, the sixth

on Sunday, and the seventh on Friday. Seven short

cycles complete a "mahzor gadol," or long cycle, of

twenty-eight years; then Saturn returns to its origi-

nal position at the first hour of Wednesday eve, and

a new cycle begins {ib. ; Hashi ad loc).

The ceremony of blessing the sun is held to com-

memorate the birth of that luminary on Wednesday
eve of the Creation, which it is claimed was the

exact time when the planets, including the sun and

the moon and beginning with Saturn, were for the

first time set in motion in the firmament by the Al-

mighty. This calculation became obsolete after the

adoption of R. Adda's calendar, which makes the

solar year about five minutes less (see Cai.endah),

thus upsetting the theory of the coincidence of

the Nisan equinox with Saturn at the beginning of

Wednesday eve every twenty-eight years. ^Jever-

tlieless the ritual was still maintained, the celebra-

tion being fixed for the first Wednesday in Nisan,

which necessarily rendered the date irregular, some-

times as many as sixteen days past the equinox.

The ceremony originally began after sunrise, al-

though most of the congregations in modern times

commence it after the morning prayer, when the sun

is about 90° above the eastern horizon.

The blessing begins with a few appropriate verses:

Ps. Ixxxiv. 12, Ixxii. 5, Ixxv. 2; Mai. iii. 20; Ps.

xcvii. 6; and Ps. cxlviii. in full. Then the benedic-

tion of the Talmud, "Praised be the Lord our God,

Maker of the genesis of Creation," is recited, being

followed by Ps. xix. and cxxi. Then are inserted

the reference of Abaye in Berakot and the baraita

of R. Hananiah b. 'Akashyah (end of Makkot),

"Kaddish di-Rabbanan." The blessing ends with

the following prayer:

" May it please Thee. O Lord our God and God of our fathers,

as Thou hast given us life and sustenance and hast permitted us

to reach and celebrate this event, so mayest Thou prolong our

life and sustenance and make us worthy again to render the

blessing on the return of this cycle, which may reach us in glad-

ness in the sight of Thy city rebuilt and in the enjoyment of

Thy service ; that we may be privileged to see the face of Thy

Messiah ; and that the prophecy may be fulHlled [citing Isa.

XXX. 36]."

The blessing is concluded with " 'Alenu " and
" Kaddish Yatom. " An account of the celebration of

1869, in which was included dancing by the children,

is given in "Or ha-Hammah" (p. 5). The blessing

of the sun was celebrated by the Jews in New York

city in 1897 in Tompkins square. The completion

of the cycle will occur during the twentieth century

on April 1, 1925; March 18, 1953; and April 8, 1881.

Compare New Moon, Blessing of the.

Bibliography : David Meldola. BoTcer Tizrah, Leghorn, 178.5;

Jekuthiel Aryeh Gershon. Sha'are Mizrah, Cracow, 189K;

Solomon (Zalmon) Segner. Ctr hn-Hammah. Munkacs, 1897;

La Beiiedizione del Soie.in 11 VenitWn Iitrnehtico (189>).

xlv. 73-76 ; Luncz, Luah Ercz Yisrael, 5657 ( = 1897), p. 2.

w. B. J- D. E.

STJN, RISING AND SETTING OF THE :

In order to fix the beginning and ending of the

Sabbath-day and festivals and to determine the pre-

cise hour for certain religious observances it becomes

necessary to know the exact times of the rising and

the setting of the sun. According to the strict

interpretation of the Mosaic law, every day be-

gins with sunrise and ends with sunset (Ibn Ezra,

commentary on Ex. xviii. 14). This confirms

the opinion of R. Jose that twilight is like the

twinkling of the eye, that is to say, with sunset

day immediately changes to night (Shab. 35a).

The Hebrew term "'alot ha-shahar " (the rising

of the morning) denotes the period immediately

before sunrise (comp. Gen. xix. 15, 23). " 'Af'appe

shahar " (the brows of the morning) is the poetic ex-

pression for the "dawning of tlie day " (Job iii. 9).

Tlie morning star is called "barkai" (Yoma iii. 1)

and " ayyelet ha-shahar " (Yer. Ber. i. 1). " Neshef "

(Isa. xxi. 4) denotes either dawn or twilight (Ber.

3b). •' Boker " is the beginning of tlie day ; and
" 'ereb" is the beginning of the night. "Ben ha-

'arbayim " (Ex. xii. 6) is interpreted by the Rabbis

as meaning the late afternoon, when the sun declines

to its setting, while "ben ha-shemashot " (between

the suns; i.e., between the setting of the sun and the

rising of the moon or the appearance of tiie stars)

denotes the evening twilight. The Rabbis consider

it doubtful whether twilight belongs

Dawn and to the day or to the night (Shab. 34b)

;

Twilight, consequently they treat it as a safe-

guard against encroachment upon
either—for example, the twilight of Friday is reck-

oned as Sabbath eve, and that of Saturday as Sab-

bath day ; and the same rule applies to festival days.

This practise is termed "adding from the secular to

the holy."

The liabbis differ as to the duration of twilight.

They all agree that dawn ends when tlie upper limb

of the sun appears ("henez ha-hammah "), and that

twilight begins when the same limb sinks below the

horizon (" sheki'at ha-hammah "). A baraita says:

"Twilight begins with sunset and lasts as long as

there remains a glowing reflection in the east: when
the lower part of the heavens becomes pale and the

upper part is still aglow it is twilight ; and when
the upper part likewise becomes pale it is night."

Twilight is indicated also by the appearance of

stars: If only one star is seen, it is day; if two

are visible, the time is doubtful; when three stars

appear, it is night. The stars observed are to be of

a medium size, neither too large, as those seen by

day, nor too small, as those seen late at night (ib.).

It is conceded by all authorities that the appearance

of tiie stars is a sign of night; and they cite Neh.

iv. 15, 16 (A. V. 21, 22) to prove that the regular

day's labor ceased therewith (Rabbenu Tam, in

Tos. to Men. 20b, ».r. ^DC:)-

R. Nehemiah says twilight lasts a journey of i mil

(1 mil = 2,000 ells, or ^^^ part of a day's journey of

12 hours = 18 minutes) = 9 minutes. Samuel gives

the time as i mil = 13^ minutes; another version

places it at f mil = 12 minutes {ib. 35a).

Tiie limit of twilight is important since it sepa-

rates one day from another; that of dawn is of less

consequence, hence there are fewer opinions and

less controversy with regard to it. The full period

of the dawn, according to R. Johanan, is 5 mils, or

90 minutes; that of twilight is the same (Pes. 84a).

R. Judah fixes the time at 4 mils, or 72 minutes.

Ibn Ezra estimates the extentof dawn or of twilight

atl i hours (commentary on Eccl. xii. 2); Rabbenu
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Astronom-
ical

Twilight.

Tam, at Si mils, or 58i minutes. Maimonides says

dawn lasts 11 periodical hours (see Table IV.) as the

reflection of the sun strikes the atmosphere, which

is 5U mils above the earth {= 103,000 ells, or 68,667

yds.).

The divergent calculations of the length of dawn
and twilight are accounted for by the difference in

the latitude in which the Rabbis made their observa-

tions and by the difference in regard to the use of

terms. The period of f of a mil, or 13i minutes, is

calculated for Jerusalem (lat. 32^ N.), and is evi-

dently that of the first part of twilight, which is

considered as being part of the day. At the end of

ISi minutes after sunset the sun would be about

8J° below the horizon, when the afterglow illumi-

nates the eastern regions of the 5;ky ; the glow in the

zenith lasts till the sun reaches 6^° below the hori-

zon (=26 minutes), when the stars become vis-

ible and night sets in. The stars appear in the lati-

tude of Jerusalem about 22 minutes after sunset

in winter, and about 28 minutes in summer, while

there still is seen the reflection of the sun's rays

traversing the earth's atmosphere
above the spectator's horizon, which
lasts till the sun has disappeared 18°

below the horizon {= 72 minutes).

This is known as the astronomical

twilight, which increases with the inclination of

the sun's obliquity toward the poles (comp. Table

HI.).

The full duration of the astronomical twilight

is not considered in Jewish law, especially in the

northern regions, where, beyond lat. 50°, between
June 9 and July 9, and beyond 60°, between April

20 and Aug. 18, dawn and twilight overlap each

other.

The highest Jewish authorities, including Mai-

monides, estimate the full extent of dawn and twi-

light at 1^ "sha'ot zemanniyyot," or periodical

hours, whose length is equal to one-twelfth of ekher
the day or the night, whichever is the longer. Thus
if the day and the night each equal 12 hours of

60 minutes each, the 1^ periodical hours would
contain 72 minutes; but when the daj' is 13 hours

long every periodical hour contains 65 minutes,

and the li hours are increased proportionately (see

Table IV.).

This calculation corresponds almost exactly with
that of the astronomical twilight in latitudes near

the equator; but with every degree northward the

duration of the twilight increases till it is double in

latitude 60°. Even Maimonides' shorter twilight of

1^ periodical hours has to be divided at that latitude,

Standard
and

Jerusalem
Time.

one part belonging to the day, and the other part to

the night. Or, as a precaution against possible enor,

the 1^ periodical hours may be divided into three

parts: (1) day, (2) doubtful, and (3) night. R.

Mosea Alashkar in his responsa (No. 96) gives a
rough estimate of 40 minutes as the time which
elapses "from the setting of the upper limb of the

sun to the appearance of stars," which corresponds

with the average twilight of Maimonides at lati-

tude 36°.

Calculations of the rising and the setting of the

sun are based on the appearance and disappear-

ance respectively of its upper limb, and are made
according to the European solar time. Standard or

railroad time gives an arbitrary division by single

hours drawn on irregular lines for the convenience

of business ; hence it becomes necessary either to add
to or to subtract from that time to ob-

tain a correspondence with solar time.

Jerusalem time is reckoned according

to the Turkish system, beginning al-

ways at sunset, and counting 12 hours

for the night and 12 hours for the day
throughout the year (see page 594, Table I., last col-

umn). Jerusalem time was calculated by Hiyya
David Spitzer from observations made on Tur, the

highest point of Mount Olivet.

The time for the morning "Shema' " prayer, ac-

cording to the •' wetikin " (pious and punctual ob-

servers of the precepts), is just before sunset, and is

calculated so that the " Shemoneh 'Esreh " begins

exactly at sunrise (see Puayer). The wetikin in

Jerusalem commence the morning prayer on week-

days 36 minutes, and on Sabbaths and holy days 51

minutes, before sunrise. The Psalms, the "She-

ma'," and the benedictions are timed

Fixed by the clock to end punctually at full

Times for sunrise, when the " 'Amidah " is re-

Various cited. The elapsed time between the

Occasions, appearance of the sun's upper and
that of its lower limb amounts to y'g^

of an hour, or 6 minutes (Maimonides, " Yad,"Keri'at

Shema', i. 11). The time-limit of the morning
" Shema' " ends after three hours, or ^ of the day

(see also Minhaii Prayer).

The Sabbath candles are lighted on Friday late in

the afternoon, when the sun's rays touch only the

tops of the trees. The earliest time is H hours be-

fore sunset; the latest, 15 minutes before sunset

("Lebush ha-Tekelet," 261, 2; 267, 2; comp. Shul-

han'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 261, 2; "Be'er Heteb,"

ad loc).

The time for ceasing to eat unleavened bread

Time-Limits.
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Table II.

Day
of Month.

Jan. 1.

10.

21.

31.

10.

20.

March 2.

12.

Feb.

April 1.

11.

21.

May 1.

11.

21.

31.

June 10.

20.
30.

July 10.

20.

30.

Aug. ».

19.

29.

Sept. 8.

18.

28.

Oct. 8.

18.

28.

Nov. 7.

17.

27.

Dec. 7.

17.

L. 60° N.
St. Petersburg,

Russia.

Sun-
rise.

8.57
8.51

8.:}4

8.13

7.47

7.18
6.50
6.21

.5.51

5.19
4.49

4.20
3..53

3.28
3.05
2.28

2.38
2.36

2.44
2.58
3.19

3.40
4.02

4.28

4..53

5.16

5.38

602
6.26
6.51

7.16

7.42
8.07
8.;{0

8.48
8.59

9.02

Length
of Day.

h. 111.

6 20
6;i5
7 17
8 3
8 5»i

9 52
10 44
11 38
12 28
13 30
14 25
15 18

169
10 58
17 44
18 21

18 44
18 52
18 40
18 14
17 34
16 51

16 5
15 8
14 14
13 21
12 29
11 as
10 41

9 47
8 55
83
7 16

6.37

69
5 .57

60

Sun-
set.

3.17
3.26
3.51

4.16
4.43
5.10
5.34

5.59

6.19

6.49
7.14
7.38
8.02
8.26

8.49
9.09
9 -M

9.24

9.12
8.,5:]

8.31

8.07

7.36

7.07
6.36
6.07

5.37
5.07

4.;j8

4.U
3.45

3.2;i

3.07

2-57
2.56

3.02

L. 58°.

Scotland ; Government
of Novgorod,

Russia.

Sun-
rise.

8.41

8.36

8.22
8.03

7.40

7.13

6.47

6 20
5..52

5.23

4.55

4.28
4.03
3.41

3.20

3M
2..58

2..57

3.04
3 15

3.;«

3.5!}

4.14

4.35

4.58

5.19
6.40
6.01

6.24
6.46

7.08

7.31

7.54

8.15
8.31

8.42
8.45

Length
of Day.

h.in.
6.52

7 5
7 41

8 23
9 10

10 2
10 52
1140
12 30
13 22
1413
15 2
15 49
16 32
17 14
17 45
18 4

18 10

18

17 40
176
16 25
15 41
14 54
14 4

13 15
12 25
11 37
10 45
9 .57

9 8
8 2.5

84
7 7
6 43
6 31

6:J4

Sun-
set.

3.33
3.41

4.03
4.26
4..50

.5.15

5.39
6.00
6.22
6.45

7.08
7.30
7.52
8.13
8.34

8.51

9.02
9.07

9.04
8.55
8.39

8.18
7..55

7.29

7.02
6.34

6.05
5.38

5.09

4.43

4.19
3.56
3.38

3.22
3.14

3.13
3.19

L. .56°.

Government of Moscow
Nijni-Novgorod,

Russia.

Sun-
rise.

Length
of Day.

8.28
8.23
8.11

7..52

7.33
7.09
6.44

6.19
5.53
5.26

5.00
4.35
4.12
3.52
3.34
3.22
3.15
3.14
3.20
3.30
3.46
4.03
4.22
4.43
5.02
6.21

5.40
6.(X)

6.20
6.41

7.02
7.23

7.44
8.03

8.18

8.28

8.31

li.m.
7 18

7 31
83
8 4:5

9 24
10 10
10 .56

1142
12 28
1316
14 3
14 48
15 21
16 10

16 46
17 13

17 30
17 36
17 28
17 10
16 40
16 5
15 25
14 40
13 5(1

13 11

12 25
1

1

39
10.53

10 7

9 23
8 41

8 02
7 31
7 9
6 59
72

Sun-
set.

3.46
3.54
4.14

4.35

4.57
5.19
5.40
6.01

6.21

6.42
7.03
7.23

7.43
8.02
8.20
8.a5
8.45
8.50
8.48

8.40
8.26

8.08

7.47

7.23
6..58

6.32
6.05

5.;59

5.13
4.48

4 25
4.04

3.46
3.34
3.27

3.27

3.:o

L. 54°.

Ireland ; North Germany ;

Governments of Wllna,
Grodno, Minsk, Moghilef.

Sun-
rise.

8.17

8.12
8.03
7.46

7.27

7.05

6.42
6.18

5..54

5.29

5.05
4.42
4.30

4.01

3.46
3.34
a29
3.28

3.33
3.42
3.57
4.12

4.29
4.47
5.06
.5.24

5.41

5.59
6.18
6.37

6.56
7.15

7.34
7.52
8.06
8 15
8.19

Length
of Day.

h.in.
740
7 53
8 2:$

8.57

9 3ti

10 18
110
1144
12 26
1310
13.53

14 34
1515
15 .52

16 23
16 49
17 2
17 8
17 2
16 46
1618
15 47
15 1

1

14 m
13 48
13 5
12 23
11 51
10 ,57

1014
9 35
8 57
8 22
7.5:5

7 3:i

725
7 26

Sun-
set.

3.57
4.05
4.25
4.43
5.03
5 23
5.42
6.02
6.20
6.39
6.58
7.16
7.35
7.53
8.08
8.23
8.31

8.36

8.a5
8.28
8.15

7.59
7.40
7.17
6.54

6.29
6.04
5.40
5.15
4.51
4.31

4.12
:5..56

3.45
3.:»
3.40
3.45

Day
of Month.

Jan. 1
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Table III.—Duration of Dawn and Twilight According to Astronomical Calculation.

Northern and Southern Latitudes Compared.

Dates
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Latitudes.

44° N.
4:i°....

40°....

3«°-:}ti

30°-28

«-l
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Persian origin found a place in the Talmud; many
by a process of syncretism came also through the

channel of Greek and Roman custom : though on

principle the Talmud may be said to have opposed

superstition as connected with idolatry (see Dk-

monoi.ogy). li. Ilanina, for instance, answered a

woman who desired to bewitch him, "It is written,

'There is none else beside Him'" (Dent. iv. 35;

Sanh. 67b; Hul. 7b).

As instances of superstitions mentioned, if not

countenanced, by the Talmud, the following may be

referred to: "It is unlucky to be between two dogs,

two palms, or two women ; and it is equally unlucky

for two men to be separated by one of these " (Pes.

111b). "Drink not froth, for it gives cold in the head;

nor blow it away, for that gives lieadache; nor get

rid of it otherwise, for that brings poverty ; but wait

until it subsides" (Hul. lOob). "If one of several

brothers die, the others must beware of death.

Some say death begins with the eldest, some with the

youngest" (Shab. 106a). "It is dangerous to bor-

row a drink of water, or to step over water poured

out "(Pes. Ilia).

In the Middle Ages superstition was greatly

strengthened, owing in large measure to Cliristian

surroundings, trials for witcihcraft being carried on

under the protection of the Church, and particularh^

by the Inquisition. The ideas found their way into

Jewish literature and even in a liigh degree influ-

enced religiovis ceremonies. Jews and Christians

borrowed from each otlier. Hebrew words, whose
meanings were not known to Christians, especially

the names of God, frequently occur in the great mass
of Latin and Greek charms, magical blessings, and
amulets, and in the same way Greek and Latin

words, whose meanings were not understood by
Jews, appear in Hebrew magical formulas and He-
brew prayers. A phenomenon frequent in the his-

torj' of mankind is here repeated. Stupidity and
superstition unite mankind more readily than knowl-

edge and enlightenment. It was of little avail that

influential rabbis sought to liinder the spread of

such ideas and practises; only in modern times lias

it become possible to weed out the growths of su-

perstition from the pure monotheism of Judaism.

Bibliography : Giidemann, Oench. des Erziehuiiasicefienx
und der Cidhir der Alieudh'iiKtischen Juden, Vienna, 1880-

1888; D. Joel, Der Aherglaiiln: und die Stellutiu des Jiideu-
thxims zu DemseUien. in Jahrenhericht des Jlldise)iTlieo-
log. Seminars PrnencheVscher Stiftiuig, Breslau, 1H81 83:
Elau, Das AltjUdUiche Zauberwesen, in Jalu-eabericht der
La}ides-Rabbine7-!ichide, Budapest, 1898.

J. M. G.

Modern : Whatever be the fact with regard to

Jews of ancient and medieval times, there can he no

doubt that they share with their neighbors of the

same stage of culture in that worship of luck which
is at the root of superstition. There are found

among uneducated Jews just the same class and
amount of superstitious beliefs and practises as

among their neighbors of Christian creed and of sim-

ilar want of culture. Important collections have
been made in recent years of such beliefs and prac-

tises among the Jews, chiefly of eastern Europe.

How far these customs and ideas can be classified as

specifically Jewish is another and more difiicult

question. In many cases they can be traced to the

habits of their neighbors; in others, while they are

common to most sections of the country, it is just

pos.sible that the Jews were the originators and the

peasantry the recipients; but there iias not been

suflicient investigation to determine the degree and
kind of indebtedness.

Many of these customs have been transplanted

from the cast of Europe to England and America,

and a large number of them have 1)een collected in

the east side of New York city. In that city there is

found a fully developed belief in the elhcacy of the

Evil Evk and the significance of Dkkams. One an-

tidote for the former is to take a handful of salt and

pass it around the head of the child who has been be-

witched, to throw a little of it in each corner of the

room, and the remainder over the threshold.

Another remedy against the evil eye, or any other

evil, is for the mother to kiss lier child three times,

si)itting after each kiss. At Brody. if

Expectora- a child has been "overlooked" with

tion. the evil eye the mother counteracts the

effects by licking the forehead of the

cliild twice, spitting, and repeating, " Ny hory ny
hory ny buri ny kory," which is simply Polish for

" Neither mountains nor forest nor barley nor oats."

This must have been borrowed from the neigliboriug

peasants ("Urquell," v. 20). Indeed, the efficacy of

expectoration is fully recognized in Jewish folk-

lore. When children are at odds, and one of them
resorts to spitting tactics, the victim will often pur-

posely allow himself to be spat upon because in so

doing it is believed that the spitter takes upon his

own shoulders the sins of the former. In order to

stop a youth from spitting he need only be reminded

that " Du nemst fun mir arop die sind " (You rid me
of my sins). If one has a bad dream which it is

desired to forget on waking in the morning, the

advice is given to spit three times in order that the

desired effect may be produced ("Mitteilungen der

Gesellschaft flir Jlidische Volkskunde," x. 114).

In Minsk traces of more subtle methods of remov-

ing sin are found in the process known as ".siu-

.searching." When an epidemic occurs in a small

Russo-Jewish community, search is instantlv made
for some guilty individual, whose sin, it is assumed,

is the cause of the epidemic, and the rabbi issues an

excommunication against any one refusing to give

what information he may have on the subject.

When the sinner takes upon himself due punish-

ment, the epidemic, it is believed, will cease. It is

considered by Russian Jews unlucky to dream of

money, and it is a curious coincidence that Shylock,

in "The Merchant of Venice "(xVctii., Scene v.), says:

"
I am right loath to go.

There is some ill a-brewing towards my rest.

For 1 did dream of money-bags to-night."

That some of the superstitions held by Russian

Jews have been derived from their neighbors is clear

from the following example: Russo-Jewish farmers

have full belief that there are certain " mazikim " who
braid the manesof animals beautifully, and even the

hair of men who sleep in stables. These arc clearly

the "domovickes," or brownies, of ti>c Russian peas-

ants. On the other hand, Jews sometimes derive their

customs from the impulse to oppose Christian ones.

Thus barley may not be eaten on Christmas eve.

when Christians eat it. One can even watch the
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growth of superstitions among modern Russian emi-

grants. In Brest-Lilovsk it is believed that the great

frosts of 1903-4 in America were taken

Some there by tlie Russian Jews; and tiiat,

of Modern on tlie otlier liand, tlie more moderate
Orig'in. climatic conditions in soutliern Russia

in that j^ear were due to the large

return of Russian Jews to Odessa, bearing with

them the milder climate of the United States.

Superstitions are found not alone among the more
ignorant members of the congregation; even the

rabbis, though perhaps not the better educated,

encourage them. Thus it is stated tliat during the

cholera epidemic of 1887 the rabbis told fathers of

i children under thirteen to bind red ribbon around
their necks ("Ha-Meliz," 1887, col. 1730).

i> In the country places of Lithuania, wlien a fire

breaks out, it is customary for the rabbi to go out

and stand in front of a building that is not burning,

and to extinguish the lire by speaking to it ("varre-

den dem feier"). Sometimes a Jewisli turn is given

to a general superstition, as in the case of the belief

that it is unhicky to have the clothes mended on the

person, as this will "sew up" (lose) the memory.
If, however, it is absolutely necessary to do so, the

side-locks ("pe'ot"), zizit, or some other article

must be held in the mouth while the repairs are

being made. It is curious to notice the mytho-
peic tendency at work even at the present day.

Thusin Galicia it is recommended not to leaveatank
of water uncovered during the Passover, even while

pouring water into the tank, which should be done
through a cloth. The object of this practise is sup-

posed to be the prevention of the angel of leaven

from spitting into the tank. The personality of Sa-

tan seems to be kept alive in the folk-lore of Russia

and Galicia, for it is thought to be lucky if the shofar

fails to emit a sound on New-Year's Day, the impli-

cation being that Satan is imprisoned therein (Ibis is

especially current among the Hasidim). The means
adopted by ])easants in Russia to evade drawing a

number for conscripticm has certainly a Jewish tinge,

as it consists in taking with them four pieces of maz-

zah, one in each corner of the Ahba' Kanp'ot. In or-

der to secure the full efficacy of the unleavened bread

they claim the right to wear the arba' kanfot even

when stripped for medical examination. It is still

considered lucky to begin an undertaking or journey

on Tuesday, because in describing the third day of

Creation it is said, " God saw that it was good. " For

the contrary reason it is unlucky to commence any-

thing on Monday, when this was not said at all.

Steinschneider found that this belief was entertained

by an eighteenth-century printer (Ersch and Gruber,

"Encyc." section ii., part 28, p. 21), and it is men-

tioned as far back as the Talmud (Pes. 2a).

The rule of the Turkish Jews not to mention

the "shedim," or demons, by name (Garnett. "Turk-
ish Life," p. 283, London, 1904) is anal-

Some ogous to the practise of the Scotch in

Derived speaking of the fairies as the "good
from folk." The local turn given to differ-

Neighbors. ent superstitions is instanced by that

current among the Jews of Salonica,

who believe that the Messiah will appear first in Je-

rusalem and will then sail to Salonica; on the Day

of Atonement, therefore, they collect near the water
(il>. p. 286). This is po.ssibly mistaken for the prac-

tise of Tasiimk; yet Ezra Stiles reports that the
Jews of Newport, 1{. I., in his day used to open
their windows during a storm for the Messiah to

enter (G. A. Kohut, "Ezra Stiles," p. 24).

Superstitions may have quite aJewi.sh air with-
out being specifically Jewish. Thus it is said that

Adar is a hicky month because Mo.ses was born in

that month, but the inherent idea of one time being
n)ore unlucky than another is not specifically Jew-
ish, it is said that a piece of Afikomen placed
between two coins brings luck (SehifTer, "Galician
Superstitions," No. 72), but the local superstitions

must be examined before it can be proved that this

was confined to Jews. The practise, mentioned in

the "Seler Refu'ot " (14b), of curing bleeding by
baking the blood in bread and giving it to a pig can
scarcely have arisen among Jews.

Such a specifically Jewish custom as that of

l)lucking some blades of grass and throwing them
behind one on leaving a cemetery (Landsliuth, " Bik-

kur Holim," lxix.)can not be traced earlier than the

twelfth century. Abraham ben Nathan, in his Re-
spon.sa (No. 11), can not give any reason for it, yet
it is almost certainly German, being mentioned by
Wuttke (" Deutsche" Abergiaube," pp. 93-145), and
in Scheirel's notes to I'^kkehard (No. 135).

The idea of kindling lights—in order to make the

demons fiee—before the death-rattle is heard (comp.
Job xviii. 5; see "Ma'abar Yabok," 105b) has many
folk-lore analogies (comp. J. G. Frazer in "Journal

of the Anthropological Society," xv. 90 fi neq.).

Even at the present day curious customs ari.se or

are revived when epidemics make their ajipear-

ance. During the cholera, marriages often take place

in the cemetery, as that in Kovno of a
Death Su- lame young man to a deaf-mute or

perstitions. hunchback woman. At Pinsk, and
in other communities, two orphans are

married, under a black IIlppah, on the graves of the

parents of one of them, the idea being that the chol-

era is thus conducted to the graves. There is even a

tradition in some remote communities that a Avoman
may be married to the dead. Several curious cus-

toms are mentioned in the remarkable will of Judah
Hasid. Thus, at the dedication of a cemetery, it

was usual to kill a rooster and bury it as the first

victim of death. If a man meets a ghost and it asks

him to go with it, lie should say, "It is God's will

that I go not with thee." The nextday he should go

to the cemetery three times, fasting, and say: "As
God wills life, do not com' forth, thou or any messen-

ger of thine, to carry away nieor my children, orany
Israelite, for I desire this, not the future world."

Pecidiar objection seems to be taken to being the

first person buried in a cemetery. Small communi-
ties sometimes hire an old man to join them so that

he may be the first to be buried in their cemetery.

It is reported that an aged man was maintained by
theconununity of I'assaic, N. J,, for ten years, being

taken there in 1893, Imt not dying till' 1903 ("The
Sun " [New York], Jan. 14, 1903).

One of the most startling of the superstitions ob-

served among modern Jews at Leinberg is the fol-

lowing: If a woman dies lucgnnnt, it is supposed to
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be undesirable for lier sake and for that of tlie con-

gregation tliat the fetus should remain within the

body. The corjjse is therefore bathed at niidnigiit,

and after half an hour the name of tiie dead is called

seven times, and a shofar is blown seven times in

her ear. The corp.se, with many groans, will then

give birth to a dead, undeveloped child C'Urquell,"

ii. 192; comp. new series, ii. 270).

The essence of superstition being that it obeys no

rule, and, therefore, scarcel}' admits of cla.ssitication,

renders it desirable, perhaps, to give a certain num-
ber of e.xamiiles culled from various sources. Most
of the following instances have been collected in

New York among Jewish immigrants from various

districts of Russia. Where superstitions have been

taken from printed sources, these are indicated either

in full or with the following abbreviations: Sch.

(= collected by Schiffer, in "Urquell," ii.); Grimm
(= Griuun, " i^eutsche Mythologie," iii., appendi.v

on superstitions). Territorial sources also are indi-

cated. In every case it must be understood that

while the superstition has been observed among
Jews, further and very diflicult research is required

before it can be determined whether it has been

borrowed from neighbors or has arisen from pecul-

iarly Jewish conceptions.

'AUijah. Never refuse a visitor to the synagopiie an 'aliyah ;

he may be F.lijah ((ierinan). Klijah once visited Hebron, but.

not being ealletl to the Law, he returned to heaven (Palestine).

Alone. If you go alone to liu)!; for or call a midwife, your
course will be lengthened and made troublesome to you by
stiedim. You will imagine, for instance, that you are witliin a

few feet of the place you ate going to, whereas in reality you are

several minutes away from it (Minsk).

Aiiinml. If you see an animal of any kind, even a man,
where you would not e.xpect it to be, it is a sign that such an
animal is a treasure transformed. Throw your shoe at such an
animal, and the latter will become a lieap of treasures, which
you will be at liberty to take away wiih you (Minsk).

liaclicliir. At a funeral of a bachelor cast sand before the

coffin to blind the eyes of the uubegotten children of the de-

ceased (Kurdistan).

lidtrcii iirss. To get children, drink water in which has been
cooked moss that has grown on the Temple walls (Palestine

;

Sch. v.S^'t).

But. Kill a bat with a "randel " (gold coin) and put the bat

under the threshold, and your house will be lucky (Rumania).
Bathtub. A child's bathtub must not be used for any other

purpose, or the child will not prosper ((ialicia; Sch. v. 141).

Bccn'x luart. If a person eats the heart of a bear he will be-

come a tyrant (Minsk).

Bill, (iirlssit upon the bridal bedforluck (.Morocco; Meakin,
"The Moors," p. 441).

Bcwiar. The curse of a beggar is effective (Byelostok ; Kiev).

Birthdmi. At a child's birthday light as many candles as the

number of years the child has lived (Breslau).

Blmiil. To cure sickness .Algerian .lews go with an Arab
sorceress to a spring, kill a blai-k cock, and smear with the blood
the chest, forthead, etc., of the patient. Then they light a fire

and sprinkle Are and patient with blood (Benjamin II., " Kight
Years in Asia and .\frlca," p. :u;().

Bone hi the tlirant. If you are choking with a tlsh-bone, put
another flsh-bone on your head, and von will either swallow the
one in your throat or get it out. If the Ixme is a meat-bone, put
another meat-bone on your head, and the result will be the same
(Minsk).

Bunk. It is liungerous to leave a book open and go away, for

a "shed" (demon) will take your seat and iTeatc havoc.

Br< ad. Never eat from a piece of bread over which you have
recited a " berakah " (blessing), unless you cut it in two (general
superstition).

Bride. If, on returning from the huppah. the bride takes the
groom's hand llr>t, she will dduiinate in family matters. If he
takes her hand llrst, tlien he will direct affairs (Minsk).
Bidiim. Do not dust the table with a broom lest one of the

household.die ((ialicia; Sch. v. 4t!).

Drotheis. Three married brothers should not dwell in one
town (comp. Ueut. xxv. 5; Judah he-Hasld, " Sefer Hasidim,"
p. :«).

Buckets. It is unlucky to come across an empty bucket on
first goiugout, but lucky to jiassa full one (general superstition).
Cat. When a cat licks her paws it is a sign that visitors will

come (general supei-stition). To keep a cat in the house and pre-
vent her injuring the memory, cut oil part of her tail ; then she
will never go away, even if you drive her. (This is called
"Gepasled die Katz"; Wilna; Little Russia.)

Chihihirtli. In the case of hard labor ensuing during con-
finement, the unmarried girls in the house sho\ild unbraid their

hair and let it loose on their shoulders (Kovno; Rumania).
Cohen. Aleppo Hasidim thought it unlucky for an ordinary

Israelite to marry the daughter of a kohen, referring to Lev.
xxii. 23 (Benjamin II.. " Eight Years," etc., p. 72).

Coitvidsioiis. Break a potordish in front of the child to drive
away the demon of convulsions ((ialicia; "Urquell," ii. SJ).

Prick the finger of the child with a needle, suck blood therefrom,
spit thrice, and then put some of the mother's blood in the child's

mouth (i/).).

Ci(/se. An undeserved curse has no effect, but may fall back
upon the head of him who utters it (comp. (ien. xii. 3). (Some-
times Jews who feel that they are being cursed unjustly express
the hope that " zol es ois gehm of seln kopf, wos er wiinscht mir "

[may all the evil he wishes me turn upon him] [Russia].)

Dead. The deceased is thought to hear and know everything
that is said and done about hi)n until the last spade of earth is

thrown over him ((iamaliel ben Pedahzur, p. 16).

Dead, Callhm the. On visiting the grave of a relative, you
should take with you a pious man to call him and communicate
with him by putting his ear to the grave (Russian, in America).
Discovering treasure. To discover hidden treasure, go on

Johannistag and find on a hazel-tree four twigs of the same
year, and bind them Into one ; then take them in your left hand,
and gold and riches in your right hand, and pass the twigs round
them three times, saying, " Be these twigs lucky to me as were
once the rods to our ancestor Jacob, so that I may discover gold
and silver treasures," etc. Next morning, before sunrise, go to

the tree, cut off the twigs, cast them east, west, north, and south,

and say, " Dear God, I beg Thee," etc., and let two boys follow
them (Perles, in "Ciratz Jubelschrift," p. 3.3).

E(/(/.s'. If you steal an egg you will have -seven years of

poverty (Pinsk; Byelostok).

Epiilentics. During epidemics open the door only when the

person outside has kn(>cked thrice ((ialicia ; Sch. 202).

Evil cue. To throw off the evil eye, spit three times on your
finger-tips, and each time make a quick movement with your
hand in the air (Galicia; Sch. IT9).

Finijerx. The reason for holding the fingers downward and
extended while washing them in the morning is that the evil

spirits which hover about man in the night-time may be washed
away ((iamaliel ben Pedahzur).

" Fcldmcsten.'''' If one is sick his female relatives should go
to the grave-i of some pii)us men and measure the graves and the

distances between them with wicks ; candles should then be

made of the length of these wicks and be pre.sented to the syna-

gogue or bet ha-miilrash (general in Russia).

Feet. Itching of the feet implies that you will come to some
unknown place ("Sefer Hasidim," p. 162; comp. Wuttke, I.e.

p. 41).

If the bridegroom steps on the bride's foot when both are
un<ler the huppah it is a sign that he will rule her. If she steps

on his foot then she will rule him (Lithuania).

Hair, CidtinQ a chHd''x. It a child's hair is cut an elf-lock

will grow (Jew. Encyc. iv. 31. .s.r. Chu.dbirth).
Hanginij-roiie. If you put into a barrel of whisky, or of

other liiiuor, a piece of a rope used in a hanging, or with which
some one has hanged himself, the liquor will last longer than

otherwise (Minsk).

Hill ha-Mn'cd. As I.Iol ha-Mo'ed is only a half-holiday, you
should write on that day obliquely or sidewise (Riga).

HiHiKC-buildiuii. Do not build a house where no one has

built before ; if you do, get some one to inhabit it for a year, for

the first tenant in a newly constructed house is likely to become
poor. Neither door nor window should be entirely closed ; leave

a small opening for the demons (Lithuania; Kiev; Dvinsk

;

"Sefer Hasidim," pp. 17. 20).

Incisihilitii. To be a " ro'eh welo nir'eh " (one who can see

without being seen) go into a stall or any similar place, eat a
roll half a pound in weight, baked hard and crisp, and see that

not a criim of it is lost. After you have successfully accom-
plished this task a "taichel" (d^vil) will show himself before

you and endeavnr by different pranks to make you laugh ; if you
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are successful in not laughing, another taichel will bring you a
"yarmulka" (hat); then a third will perfonn other funny
pranks. If you still refrain from laugl)ing, a fourth will present
you with a bone. If you carry this bone you will become a
ro'eh welo iiir'eh.

Lauijuades. Some Russian Jews believe that some time be-

fore a child is born the angel Raphael teaches it all the (7(1)

languages of the world : but that as the child leaves the mother's
womb the same angel gives the child a fillip on the upper lip,

causing it to forget them all (Pinsk).

Lookiuii hack. In running from danger never turn to look

back, as you may be transformed, like Lot's wife, into a bag of

salt (Kiev).

Miininii. It is lucky to be the tenth of a minyan (general

superstition).

Min-iirs. If you break a mirror you will have seven years

of poverty (Pinsk).

If you place a mirror in front of a sleeping man with a cjndle
between them, and then call him by name, he will follow you
wherever you will; but if he gives you a "backhander" you
will not live the year out ((iiilicia ; Sch. •>>).

Moticy. In taking money out of a m<mey-bag or safe never
take out all of it, but leave a coin or two " for luck," for money
attracts money ((irodno).

It is lucky to save the first money made at market (Kiev;

comp. Grimm, p. 8.5: " He who lends the llrst money he makes
at market gives away his luck ").

M<mnii)ia. Weep not too much for the dead, or you may
have some one else to weep for : weep three days, mourn seven,

and put aside ornaments thirty. If you do more, God will say,

"Are you more pitiful than I?*' ("Sefer Ilasidim," p. 1.5).

Ovens. Never leave an oven or stove empty; if you have
nothing to cook or bake in it put a piece of wood in it ; if you
leave it empty you may not have anything to bake or cook when
you want it (Minsk).

Platjufs. If there is an epidemic write on the door of the

house, " Here has Typhus [or Cholera, etc.] already been," and
the house will remain untouched. Or hang on the door a

locked "Schloss" and throw the key away. Or draw a black

mark with coal on the outer wall (Galicia ; 8ch. 80 8;>).

Rats. If rats run from one house to another, the house into

which they have run will have luck (Byelostok).

Riul't mid left fi/c. If the right eye itclies, you will re-

joice ; if the left, you will cry (Galicia ; Sch. 19).

Sale itf c)iil(l>en. In a family in which several children have

died, the mother, l)efore she gives birth to another child, goes

to an old man whose children, and even grandchihiren, are all

alive, and sells him her unborn child for a certain sum, which

the old man agrees to pay. The old man is then considered

the "grandfather" of the boy. One of the conditions in this

transiK-tion is that the old man reserves the right to name the

child, which name is not told to the boy nor to his parents, but

will be disclosed in the "grandfathei's" will if he dies, or to

the bride of the " grandchild " under the huppah, when the sum
which the old man has paid will be refunded. The boy is called

"Alter" (see Names). The old man is said to have "hazla-

kah " (Russia and America).

Shoes. Never walk in one shoe, or one slipper, etc., other-

wise one of your parents will die (.Minsk).

Shriiwl. In making a shroud, avoid knots (South Russia ;

"Rokeah," p. 316; comp. Wuttke, "Deutsche Aberglaube," p.

210).'

Shi-hnyi)iii- If a boy has committed some slight sin (f.f/.,

torn a paper on the Sabbath) another says to him. "What
will you give if I buy your sin from you V" " .An apple," "a
marble," may be the reply. The bargain is made ; the conscience

of the one is quieted, but the other is called the "sin-buyer"

and despised ("Urquell," ii. l(>5-lt>il). This sometimes occurs

amcmg adults, and the buyer often has troultle to induce the

sinner to "take back his sin" (see "Sin-Eater," in " Kolk-

Lore," ii.).

Siste)s. Sisters should not marry on the same day lest the

evil eye fall on the parents : and two l)rothers should not many
two sisters ("Sefer Ha.sidim," pp. Zi-'M't). Do not marry two

sisters one afterthe other (ih. p. 27). Father andson should not

marry two sisters {ib. p. :J8).

Steiii)i»g (UTDss a vliiht. If you step over a child it will

stop growing (Kiev). To make it resmiie growing, recross it

((ialiciii; Sch. iv. Oii; tliis superstition is wide-spread; .see a

large <'ollection of references in "Irciiiell," vi. 111).

Sireei>i)ni. You should not throw swee|)ings out of the room

at night; if you do you may die ((ialicia; Sch. 7).

TlnDwiim iml liirt. You must not throw dirt after a man
as he is leaving a room (Galicia ; Sch. 4).

You must not sweep a chamber at night ; if you do, you will

either not be able to sleep, or you will lose something (Galicia

;

Sch. .5, (i)

\Vidinrh<)(Kl. The third (fourth, etc.) husband of a widow,
or wife of a widower, will die soon after the marriage (Wilna).

It is to be ob.stTved that Jews tlieiu.selves recoi;-

nize their tendency to superstition. A proverbial

expression among tiic Kiissian Jews runs. "Last
year's snow for lieadachc "—a sarcastic reference

to tlie impractical nature of folk-medicine. Sec
Ai.Kxr; BiuMOMANcy; Ciiii.nniiJTii ; Df.atii,

ViKws AM) Customs Concehnim: ; Diuhikim;
Foi.K-LoKi; ; PVit.ic-Medicixk; Golem ; Hoi.le
Khkisfi : NiMHKKs AND NiMEUALs: S.M.T; Tkkc-
KAii; Ten; Thans.miuuatton of Soils.

Bini.iOGRAPiiY : liTfcheT. Dn.* Trniiscau'euiale im Tnhiiud;
(iiidemann. (iescli. ii. '•i'ZKct seo.: Leo Wiener. VidilMi Liter-
atiire. pp. 50, ">]. note (bibliographv); Mitti iliiiiiji:n dcr G'c-
ticlhcliafl /•((»• J lid i.sc/ie Volliskunde, 1S97-1'J0.5.

J.

SUPPORT. See IIusbaxd and Wife.

STJRA. See Bahylon.

SURETYSHIP: Tiie li,:bility, contract, or un-

dertaking of one who becomes a surety. Refer-

ence to a siii-ety occurs only once in tiie Peiita-

teucii; namely, in Gen. .\liii. 9, where Judah tells

Jacol) that he will be surety for Benjamin's ssife re-

turn. But in Proverbs the counnercial surety, the

man bound for the debt of anotlier, is mentioned

again and again, both in warnings against under-

taking a suietyship and in adnioni-
" Arrabo." tions to fulfil tlie obligation when it

has been undertaken. The Hebrew
word 3"iy, and the derivative |13"iy, "pledge or

earnest-money," were also Phenieian words, and
came, through them, into Latin in the form

•'arrabo."

The Talmud distinguishes between the surety in

the usual form and one who, though he has not

received the benefit of a loan or sale, makes him-

self in form the principal debtor: and it calls such

a person ''kabbelan " (undertaker). This i-elation is

known in modern law as that of an accommodation

maker or acceptor; and it may arise in manj' otiier

ways than that referred to in the Talmud.

For the neces.sity of a consiileration for the surely-

.ship, see Deed; tor the means at the disposal of

the sui-ety to protect or to recoup himself, see In-

demnity.
I. Where the loan is made or credit is given on

the faith of the surety, and he joins in the bond or

contract, no question of his liability arises. But if

the loan or sale has been made the money or goods

;ire handed over to the borrower, and if afterward a

third person offers to become suiety in order to ob-

tain forbearance for the debtor ("let him alone and

I become his stiiety ''), opinions difTer as to the rc-

({uirements for a binding contract. Maimonides.

basing his views on the discussions in the Tiilmud

(Ket. 1011). 10'2a, and B. B. I76a. b), takes the

ground that the surety's promise nuist, even when

he joins in the bond, rest on a "kinyan " (accpiisi-

tion), some aitielc being deliveied to him jiro forma

as a consideration for his promise; while others rc-

(juire such a formality only when the surety comes

in after the ensealing of the debtor's several bond.

Suretyships may be contracted in open court. A
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judgment having been rendered against A, pro-

ceedings in execution against liim may be stayed if

B, a solvent and well-to-do man, makes himself an-

swerable for the judgment, as is the case in many
states of the United States ("replevin bonds" or

•'stay bonds"). Maiinoiiides admits that in such a

case no formal kinyan is necessary ; and he is of

opinion that a recognizance made in open court

operates like a bond ("shetar") upon sold or en-

cumbered land.

II. Though the surety be fully bound, the cred-

itor must demand payment from the principal debtor

before demanding it from the surety; and if the

former has any property, this sliould be exhausted

before that of the surety. But when the principal

debtor has property only in another

Surety country, or when lie is a man of vio-

After lence, who will not submit to the

Debtor. judges, or will not appear in court,

the creditor may satisfy his claim out

of the surety first, and leave him to contest the

matter with the debtor. Under an institution of the

Geonim the creditor, unless he is excused as above,

before proceeding against the sui'ety has to make
oath (tiie les.ser oath) that he has exhausted the

debtor's estate and that the debt is still unpaid.

But if the parties have agreed that the surety may be

sued first, the creditor may sue him; and the "kab-

belan " avIio contracts in form as principal is always

sued in the first instance. The language which

constitutes one a kabbelan must be very precise:

thus the words " lend money to him " indicate a bor-

rower; and he who is mentioned after those intro-

ductory words as promising to pay is necessarily

a surety (B. B. 174a).

The Talmud (ih. 174b) takes it for granted that

among the Gentiles the creditor has always the

right to sue the surety first; certainly in the Roman
law two or more joint obligors may be sued to-

gether, regardless of the question which of them en-

joyed the consideration and which was only bound

as surely. Where two sureties have bound them-

selves for a debt the creditor may levy on the estate

of either. On the other hand, following an opinion

of the Palestinian Talmud in Shebu. v., it was held

that where two men borrow on the same bond, or

partners incur a joint debt, each one is a principal

for his own sluue, but only a suretj' for his com-
panion as to the remainder, which he shoidd not be

compelled to pay while the true debtor has property

open to levy.

III. It seems {ib.) that one wlio declares himself

liable for the jointure ("kelubaii") as fixed by law

is not held liable unless he be the groom's father,

and then only by means of kinyan ; but a suretysliip

on the clause to refund the dowry is binding. In

decisions of later date tiian the Tal-

As mud, but fully recognized by jVIai-

Regards monides, a suretyship on a conditicmal

Dowry. contract— for instance, on a warranty
of title in a deed of conveyance—is

not binding at all, even though the forms of kinyan be

observed. It is admitted, however, that where A
says to B. " Be thou suretj' for C, and I will be surety

to thee against loss," the agreement is binding.

The question as to the validity of indefinite guar-

anties is not discussed in the Talmud ; and the later

authorities difl'er concerning it. Maimonides says:
" Where one has not defined the amount of surety-

ship, but says, ' Whatever thou shalt lend him, or

whatever thou shalt sell him, I am good for,' some
of the Geonim taught that even if 20,000 dinars'

worth of goods or 100,000 in money had been ad-

vanced, the surety [guarantor] is bound for it all;

but in my opinion he is bound for nothing, because

his mind had never conceived what he was bound
for. But let whoever imderstands these things rea-

son the matter out." The Shulhan 'Aruk does not

touch the point.

Bibliooravhy: Ymh Mahich, xw., xxvi.; Shulhan 'Ai-vk,
H/ishfti Mishpat, l:.'9-132.

w. n. L. N. D.

SURINAM. See West Indies.

SURNAMES. See Names.

SUSA. See Siush.xn.

SUSANNA, THE HISTORY OF: One of

the books of the Protestant Apocrypha; entitled in

some manuscripts "The Judgment of Daniel." The
Greek text is extant in two recensions: that of the

Septuagint (given only in the Codex Chisianus)aud

that of Theodotion. The latter is the one adopted

by the early Christian writers and followed in

the present common English translations. That it

was in early times regarded as a part of the Book of

Daniel appears from the fact that in most Greek

manuscripts it stands at the beginning of that book;

Jerome places it at the end of Daniel, with a notice

that it is not found in the Hebrew Bible. It was
accepted as canonical by the Christians generally

up to the third century (its canonicity was disputed

by Julius Africanus); and it is still so regarded by

Catholics. Origen observes (in the "Epistola ad

Afncanum ") that it was " hidden " by the Jews; but

tiie precise significance of this remark is not clear,

us there are no early Jewish references to the book

(the comparison of a woman to a red rose, made
in the Midrash on Lev. P.. xv. at end, has no dis-

cernible connection with Susanna).

The texts of tiie Septuagint and Theodotion differ

from each other in a number of details; and other

variations are found in the Syriac versions (ed. by

Walton and Lagarde). The main story is as fol-

lows: Susanna (n:K'K' = " lily "
; comp. Cant. ii. 1),

the beautiful and pious wife of the rich Joacim

(Joakini) of Babylon, walking in her ganien, is seen

by two elders, recently appointed judges, who, in-

flamed with lust, approach lier with

Contents, an infamous proposal, and, when re-

pulsed, accuse her publicly of adul-

tery. Brought before the tribunal, she is found

guilty, and is led forth to execution; but at this

moment Daniel, then a young lad, interposes and by

a clever device shows the falsity of the accusers.

These are put to death; Susanna is justified; and

Daniel's reputation among the people is thenceforth

very high. Tiie Septuagint version appears to be

the older: it is cruder than the other, and introduces

an angel (verse 4/5) who inspires Daniel with wi.sdom

for the emergency. The Theodotion text is fuller,

and has more literary finish.

The origin of the story is uncertain : possibly it
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rests on some tradition, but more probably is a pure
invention suggested by facts of not infrequent oc-

currence (see Jer. xxix. 23, and comp. Koran ii. 96).

Tlie autlior's purpose is variously conceived: as in-

sistence on carefulness in judging or as admonition

to young men to be wise like Daniel (see verse 62 in

the Septuagint). But it is unnecessary to sui)pose

a definite moral. The story is a folk-tale in lauda-

tion of the famous prophet Daniel; and the moral,

such as it is, develops naturally from the incidents.

The booklet probably dates from the second or

first centur}' B.C. It appears to have been written

originally in Greek: the style is flowing; and the

Hebraisms are such as are found in the yeptuaginl.

There are two plays upon words in the Greek (verses

54, 55, and 58, 59); and these aie commonly sup-

posed to point to a Greek original; but Marshall (in

Hastings, "Diet. Bible," s.r.) maintains that they

may be explained from an Aramaic text. T.

SUSLIN HA - KOHEN, ALEXANDER.
See Alexandeu Sust.in.

SUSPENDED LETTERS: There are four su.s-

pended or elevated ("teluyah") letters in the He

brew Bible: (1) the "nun" in n^^D. in Judges

xviii. 30; (2) the
"
'ayin " in iViD, in Ps. Ixxx. 13;

(3) the " 'ayin " in D^J'tn, in Job xxx viii. 13 ; and (4)

the "'ayin" in D'i^B'lJD, I'h. verse 15. This maso-

rah is mentioned in the Talmud, and appears to be

earlier than that of the Small and Large Lettehs.

The object in suspending the letters in question

is not quite clear. The Rabbis proposed to elimi-

nate the suspended "nun" and to read "Mosheh"
(]\lo.ses) in place of "Manasseh," as Gershom was
the son of Moses (1 Chron. xxiii. 15) ; it is only, they

said, for the reason that Jonathan (the son of Ger-

shom) adopted the wickedness of Jlanasseh tliat lie

is called "the grandson of Manasseh " (B. B. 109b;

comp. Yer. Ber. ix. 3). But the difficulty is that

there is no record that Moses' son Gershom had a son

named Jonathan, his only known son being Shebuel

(I Chron. xxvi. 24). On the other hand, Jonathan,

the priest of the Danites, was evidently a young Le-

vite (Judges xviii. 3), and not the son of Manasseh.

Commenting on the suspended " 'ayin " in the

word ly^O, the Midrash says that the word may also

read (without the "'ayin") IVO - "lIK^O = " from

the river or the sea." The boar or swine coming

from the sea is less (another version "more") dan-

gerous than that from the forest (Lev. B. xiii.).

This refers to the Roman government, which is

compared to the swine (Gen. R. Ixviii. ; see also

Krochmal, "Moreh Nebuke ha-Zeman," xiii.).

Regarding the suspended " 'ayin " in the word

C^t;'"), occurring twice in Job, the Talmud elimi-

nates the letter and reads D"!^"), which word has a

double meaning—"rulers" and "poor"—the tyrants

below who are poor and powerless above. But, it

is explained, out of respect to King David the rulers

in this case were not identified with the wicked

;

hence the spelling D^VK'") (Simh. 23b; see Rashi ad

loc, and Geiger, "Urschrifl," p. 2f)8).

A more plausible explanation is that the suspended

letters are simitar in origin to the "kere" and

"ketib." In this case the authorities, who could

not decide between two readings, whether the letter

in question preceded or followed the next letter,

placed it above, so that it might be read either way.
Thus the original reading in Judges was probably
"Jonatlmu, the son of Gershom in Manasseh ":=

nL*0?.33 (eoni]!. Judges vi. 15), i.e., in the land of Ma-
nass'li, whillu'r the Danites emigrated. Another
reading was "the son of Closes" (ncj'D J3); and the

suspended "nun " makes it possible to read the word
either way (" .Moses " or " JIanasseh "). Another pos-

sible explanation is that the original reading was
"Mosheh," the "nun" being introduced to suggest
"Mana.sseh," so as to avoid the scandal of having a

grandson of Moses figure as the priest of an idol-

atrous shrine. The suspended " 'ayin " of "ly^D

makes the second reading "I'VD, "of tlie city," refer-

ring to the capital Rome as alluded to in the Mid-
rash. The word D'VK'"! in Job, if the "shin" and
"'ayin" be traiisi)osi'(i, reads D'K'yi, "storms" (Die

plural of K'yi); this change brings the verses into

entire harmouy with the context and in accord with

the previous chapter (comp. Job xxxvii. 3, 4, 6, 11

with ib. xxxviii. 1, 9, 22, 28, 34, 35). On further

constructions of the words in question see the crit-

ical commentaries.
T. J. D. E.

Bibliography: El.senstein, \n Kerlia-Ma^ai ahiA. USW)), p. 7.

siJSSKIND, ALEXANDER B. MOSES.
See Al.KXANDKK Sl'SSKI.ND \i. MosKs.

SUSSKIND, ALEXANDER B. SAMUEL.
See Al.KX ANDKK Si'sSKIM) B. Samiii..

SUSSKIND, ALEXANDER B. SOLOMON
WIMPFEN : Wealthy citizen of Fraukfort-on-

the-Main, and a residenlof Worms in the .second half

of the thirteenth century ; died on the Day of Atone-

ment, 1307. He spent almost his entire fortune in

ransoming the body of MeYk of Rotiie.niuuo,

which had been denied burial for nearly fourteen

years; he asked as his sole reward that he might be

interred beside it. His tombstone has been pre-

served almost intact.

Bibliography: Heilprln. SaUr hn-Diniit,p.!iS; Cassel, Lehr-
Imch der JU<li.sche>t (icxcli. vnd Litrratur.p. 37S. Lfipsic,

1879; Gratz, «c,st/i. vii. 17.'): I.ewvsolin, Nafsliot ^adtiikiw,

pp. 39-41, Frankfort-on-tlu'-Main, 18.V).

.1. S. O.

SUSSKIND (SUEZKINT) OF TRIMBERG :

German iiiiniiesiiigcr; llourislKMl in llic sccomi half

of the thirteenth century, or, according to Graetz,

about 1200. He is called after his birthplace Trim-

berg, a town with a castle of the same name, in

Franconia. near Wiirzburg. Little is known of his

life; but it is supjiosed that he was a physician.

The .six poems of his which have been preserved in

the Mauesse collection (now at Paris, foimerly in

Heidelberg) show that he took high rank among the

poets of his time. He sang of the worth of the vir-

tuous woman, and portrayed for the knights the

ideal nobleman: "Who acts nobly, him will I ac-

count noble."

Sharing the suffering of his oppressed brethren,

he bitterly complains that the wealthy grant him

scanty support, for which reason he is determined

to abandon poetry and to live henceforth as a Jew.

The most characteristic of his poems is the P^ible of

the Wolf:
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" Ein Wolf viel .iaemerlichen spracli

:

Wa [where] sol ich nil beliben [remain],

Sit [since] icb dur mines libes nar [for my suiipoii ]

Miioz wesen in der ahte [must live in ban] ?

Darziio so bin icli jreborii, din sctiiilt, diuu ist niclit miii [it is

not my fault];

Vil manic man liat guot Keniacli [many a one is in pleasant cir-

cutustauces],

den man silit valsclieit triben [wliom one sees deal falsely]

unt <rui)t tr(>\vinni'n olTenbar [and evidently acquire wealth]

mil siinilecliher irahte [with sinful aspirations];

der tUDt wirser vil, dan ob i('h naem ein genslein.

Jan [not at all] hab ich nicht, des goldes rot

Zeu;pben(' umb mine spise [to give for my food],

des uuioz icIi rouben lit den lip durch hungers not [therefore I

must deprive myself and suiter luingei],

der valsch in siiier wise ist scluHlelichei-, dan ich,

unt wil unschuldic sin [the false man acts much worse than I,

and yet wishes to appear innocent]."

Evitk'iitl}' this fiible refers to tlie author's own
circuiiistaneesor at leasttotlioseof liisoorcligionists.

Bod iner( 1759) and Voii der TIagcii (1888) reprinted

the poems from Manesse's collection.

BiBLiofiiiAPMY: AUijemeine DcutscJte BUujraphie, xxxvii.
SU-oI^t) ; (iriitz. <jesc}i. ;id ed., vi. 2;W et ,se(/.; Kurz, Gef^cli.

der I)eitls(lic)^ Litcratur, Hlh ed., i. 76; Allu.Zcit. desJuil.
ISSm, p. 395.

s. S. ]\[an.

SUSSMANN, ABRAHAM BEN JOSEPH :

Shohet in London in (he liist, half of the nineteeutli

century. He wrote :i commenlary on Yoreh De'ali

in four parts, which were entitled respectively

"Sifte Zahah," " Adne Zaliab," "Lehushe Tebu'ah,"

and "Lehushe Serad." He also ccniipiled an index

to the last-named work which was entitled "Be'cr

Yosef," ami two supplements, "Hczkat ]ia-Bayit,"

and, later, "Mazzebet ]\Ie'ir Yosef" (Konigsberg,

1853).

Biblhxjraphy : Fiirst, 7?/7//. ,7i(((. iii.:i9S; Ben.iacob, Ozarha-
Srfarini, p. 70; S. van straaleii, ('(it. Hcbr. liaoktf Brit. Mas.
p. a:i;i.

J. S. O.

SUSSMANN, ELIEZER. See Uokdelsiieim,
Ei.KAZAii St ssMANN i;. Isaac.

SUSSMANN, EZRA BEN JEKUTHIEL :

Polish scholar of the eighteenth century. He was
the author of " Hoshen Yeshu'ot" (Minsk, 1802), a

commentary on the Pirke Abot.

Bibliography: Benjaeob, Ozar lin-^^efarhh, p. 171; Fiirst,

fiild. Jud. iii. 398 ; Zedner. Cid. llchr. liDolis lirit. Mux. p.

246; S. van Straalen, Cut. Hdir. Boitks Brit. Muk. p. 367.

K. C. S. O.

SUSSMANN, LOB BEN MOSES: Printer

of the eighteenth century. In 1750 ho. established a

Hebrew- press in the printing-otlice of Johann Janscn
in Amsterdam, and Baruch ben Eliezer JJppmann
Wiener and his sons Jacob and Hayyiin worked for

liim. A few years later Sussmann established an
independent otlice, and engaged, besides the above-
mentioned assistants, the proselytes Simeon and Ja-
col) ben Gedaliah.

From Sussmann's press were issued the following
works: .ludah l)en Beniamin Stadthagen's "Minhat
Yehudali." 170;5; Solomon Hanau's praver-book and
grammatical commentary, ITOO; the Book of Job,
with Bahya's commentary on .same, 176G; the J*cn-

tateuch, with Isaac Pienzlau's "Tikkun Sofcrim,"

1707; and the opinions of INFckor Baruk, 1771.

Shortly after the publication of the last-named work
Sussmann emigrated to licydeii ; lu; remained then;

but a short time, however, and in 1779 he became

associated with J. H. Munnikhuisen in The Hague,
where he published the " ^Iei)bakesh " by Falaquera.

His son Sussmann ben Lob worked, toward the

end of the eighteeiitii century, with the printer Jo-

liaim Levi Rofe of The Hague on the publication of

"Yoreh De'ah."

1')||U,io(;rapiiy: Ersch and Gruher. Encyc. section ii.. s.v.

.Jiidi.sche Ti)lJ<>uraiiliie, pp. 73-74; Fiirst, Bild. Jud. iii. 398.

s. S. O.

SUSSMANN, SHABBETHAI BEN ELIE-
ZER: Scholar of the eighteenth century. He com-
piled under the title " :\Ie'ir Natib " (Altona, 1793-

1802) a general index, in three volumes, to the to-

safot to the entire Talmud. In the introduction to

this work he mentions as other works written by
himself the following:

" 'Ammude Kesef," "Dam-
ine.sekElie'zcr,""NcrTami(l,"anil"Katitla-Ma'or."

None of thest; has, however, been published.

Bini.iO(ii!Ai"iiv: Beiijacob, Ozar lia-t^tfnriiii, p. 278; Fiirst.

mill. J Hit. iii. 398; Zedner, I'af. Jlcbr. Bonks Bril. Miis. p.

ti'.)2.

K. C. S. O.

SUTRO, ABRAHAM: German rabbi ; bom at

Brlick, near Erlangeii, July 5, 1784; died at INUin-

ster Oct. 10, 1869. He studied in the yeshibot of

Furth and Prague, and was in 1814 appointed

teacher in Reichensacliseu by the then existing con-

sistory of Westphalia; later in the same j'earhe was
transferred as teacher to Bevertingen, where he

ofllciateil also as rabbi of the district of Warburg.

After the redistricting of Westphalia he was ap-

pointed " Landesrabbiuer " for the districts of Mi'in-

ster and Dortmund in 1815, and in 1828chief rabbi of

the district of Paderboru, holding the latter posi-

tion until his death. He wrote: " Widerlegung der

SchriftdesHcirn II. B. II. Cleve ' Der Geist des Bab-

biiiismus aus Bibel und dem Talmud " (]\Iunstcr,

1823); and " Milhamot Adonai " (Hanover, 1836; 2d

ed., Fraiikfort-on-the-]Maiii, 1830), a protest against

religious reforms, especially the use of the organ

in the synagogue. He i)ublished also sermons and
articles in the " Zionswiichter " of Altona.

Sutro was an active advocateof the emancipatidn

of the Jews, and during the era of reactiim lie re-

jieatedly petilinned the Prussian Diet to repeal the

oi'dinances declaring the Jews ineligible for public

ollicc. A few months before his death he had the

satisfaction of seeing jiassed the law of Jtily 3,

1H09, which removed all the disabililiesof the Jews.

Some of Sutro's grandchildren have become con-

veits to Chiistiainty ("Allg. Zeit. des Jud." 1902,

p. 48S; 1903, p. .VZr)).

Hinr,l()(;i;APMV : I><f Isr(i)'lil. pp. 8'.'9-s:{l, Mayeuce, 18(i9.

s. D.

SUTRO, ADOLPH HEINRICH JOSEPH:
American mechanical engineer; born at Aix-Ia-

Chapelle, Bhenish Prussia. April 29, 1830; died at

San Francisco Aug. 8, 1898; educated in his native

town, and at several of the best i)ol3-tcclinic schools

of Germany. At an early age he was itlaced in

charge of his father's extensive woolen mills, but

the revolution of 184S imiioveri-^hed the family and
it was compelled to emigrate to America, settling

in BaltimoH! in 1850. In llie same y^ar, liowever,

the discovery of gold induced Sutro to go to San
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(Frutu a thirleenth-ceDtury niauuscript.)
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Francisco, where he engaged in business until, sev-

eral years later, the discover}' of mines in Nevada
attracted him thither. He inspected the fields there,

and soon establislied at Dayton, Nev., a stamping-

mill for the reduction of silver ore, which proved a

technical and financial success. The scheme of con-

structing a tunnel to serve as a drain through the

Comstock lode, in which the heat resulting from

the great depth of the shafts had made work im-

possible, originated with Sutro. In 1864 he matured

his plans, and after many efforts to interest Ameri-

can and European capitalists in his venture, he

chartered The Sutro Tunnel Company on Feb. 4,

1865, receiving the approval of Congress in the fol-

lowing year. The construction of the shaft of the

tunnel, which is situated at Sutro, a village in the

Carson River valley, was begun Oct. 19, 1869, and

finislied July 8, 1879. The "main shaft is 12 feet

wide, 10 feet deep, 20,500 feet long, and is 1,600 feet

below the surface.

In 1879 Sutro sold his interest in the company and

returned to San Fnmcisco, where, during the Kearny

riots and sand-lot agitation, he invested heavily in

real estate, not sharing in the general despair of

the city's future. As a result he became one of the

richest men on the Pacific slope, owning about one-

tenth of the area of San Francisco, including Sutro

Heights, which he turned into a beautiful public

park and which became the property of the munici-

pality after his death. He gave the city, also, many
statues and fountains, built an aquarium and baths,

and in 1887 presented it with a duplicate of Bar-

tiioldi's monument, "Liberty I^nlighteniug the

World."
In 1894 Sutro was elected mayor of San Francisco

on the Populist ticket. He was an active collector

of l)ooks and manuscripts, and left a library of over

200,000 volumes, including 135 rare Hebrew manu-
scripts and a large collection of early Americana.

BiBi.ioo R APiiY : America^^ Succefifful Men of AffairK, p. 777,
New York. 18% ; Appletnn'8 Ciiclnpedia of American Bi-
DQrapliij-, vi. 2.

A. I. G. D.

STJTRO, ALFRED: Engli.sh autiior and drama-
tist; bom in London about 1870; educated at the

City of London School and in Brussels. He began his

career with a series of translations of Maeterlinck's

works, all of which except tlje dramas he has trans-

lated from the French. Afterward turning his at-

tention to the drama, he at first collaborated with
Arthur Bourchier in producing "The Chili Widow "

(1896), then wrote in rapid succession "Tiie Cave
of Illusion" (1900), "Arethusa" (1903), "A Mar-
riage Has Been Arranged " (1904), and finally made
a great success with "The Walls of Jericho," pro-

duced at the Garrick Theatre, London, Oct. 21,

1904.

Bibliography : Wlxo^s Who, 1904.

J.

SUTRO, THEODORE: American lawyer; born
at Aix-la-Chapelle, Prussia, March 14, 1845. Wiien
only five jears of age he emigrated witii his parents

to the United States, and was educated at Harvard
University, from which he graduated in 1871. and
in the law school of Columbia College, at which he

took his-degree in 1874. In the latter year he was ad-

mitted to the New York bar, where he has practised

ever since. When, in 1887, the Sutro Tunnel Com-
pany of Nevada was financially embarrassed Sutro
organized the Comstock Tunnel Company, which
took over the stock of the Sutro (/Ompany, and
thus saved the latter from absolute ruin.

Sutro is well known as an authority in cases re-

ferring to the laws of taxation. He has taken an
active interest in politics, and was commissioner of

taxes in New York city from 1885 to 1898. He has
contributed to various periodicals articles treating

of the laws of taxation, of corporations, of medical
jurisprudence, and of mining.

A. F. T. H.

SVAB, KARL : Hungarian landed proprietor,

and member of the Hungarian Upper House; born
at Csongrad in 1829; educated at the real-school of

Budapest. In 1846 he began to devote himself to

agriculture, but two years later he took part, as
lieutenant and adjutant under Colonel Bene, in the

Hungarian struggle for liberty. On the restoration of

peace Svab resumed his agricultural pursuits, and
was active in the founding of agricultural societies

in the counties of Bekes and Torontal. From 1875

to 1835 he sat in the Hungarian Parliament as a
member for the district of Toruk-Kanizsa, and in

1885 King Francis Joseph I. made him a life mem-
ber of the Hungarian Upper House. Sviib is pres-

ident of the Ungarisch-Israelitischer Landes-Sti-

pendien-Verein.

Bibliography: Sturm, Orsziiagu^lesi Almanach,\^)\-?>.

s. L. V.

SVIIT. See Peiuodicals.

SWALLOW : Rendering in tlie English versions

for "deror" (Ps. Ixxxiv. 4 [A. V. 3]; Prov. xxvi. 2)

and for "sus" or •'sis"(Isa. xxxviii. 14: Jer. viii.

7 [A. V. "crane"]). There are about ten species of
swallow {Ilirundinidce) and the closely allied martin

and swift (Cy/jse^tWff) in Palestine. In the Talmud
"senuuit" is tlie usual name for the swallow, and
the Biblical "deror" is also used. A distinction is

made between the white, the green (or yellow), and
the house swallow (Hul. 62a). The senunit, which,

according to Shab. 77b, inspires the eagle with
dread, may perhaps be intended for another bird of

the species Tyrannua intrepidus, which seats itself

on the back of the eagle and which resembles the

swallow.

Bibliography : Tristram. Nat. Hist. p. 204 ; Lewysohn. Zoo-
Ingie des Talnmds, p. 206.

K. G. 11. I. M. C.

SWAN: Tlie rendering of the Authorized Ver-
sion for "tinsiiemet" (Lev. xi. 18; Dent. xiv. 16).

T(he Revised Version, more correctly, gives "horned
owl" (see Lizard; Mole; Owl).
Two species of swan have been found in Palestine,

the whooper, or wild swan {Cygnus musicus, or

ferns), and the Cygnns olor, or mansuetus ; they are,

Iiowever, comparatively rare.

Some take the " barburim abusim " of the Talmud
(B. M. 86b) to mean "swans," though the usual ren-

dering is "fattened hens."

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Tnstram, Nat. HiM. p. 249; Lewy.sohn, Zoo-
logie (les Talmuds, p. 194.

E. G. H. L M. C.
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SWAYING THE BODY : The liabit of sway-
ing the body during study and prayer lias been

peculiar to the Jews from A'ery early times, and
it is one still practised by them in the Orient and
eastern Europe. In tlie Zohar, II. Jose asks II.

Abba: " Why is it that among all nations the Jews
alone have the habit of swaying the body when they

study the Law? " R. Abba answers; " It illustrates

the excellence of their souls. The spirit of man is

the candle of the Loril ' [Prov. xx. 27] refers to them.

The light of that candle flickers and wavers in uni-

son with the light of the Torah. The Gentiles have

not the light of the Torah, and burn up like straw "

(Zohar, Pinehas, pp. 118b, 119a).

Judah ha-Levi (12th cent.), in his "Cuzari" (ii.

80), assigns two reasons for the habit: (1) it causes

animation and activity; (2) the scarcity of books

compelled many .scholars to use the same volume,

and the necessity of alternately leaning forward to

read developed a habit of swaying which persisted

in later years, when books were more plentiful. The
second explanation is rather ingenious; the custom

of many scholars studying together from one volume
is still in vogue among the Yemen Jews. Tiic first

explanation, however, is in harmony with the idea

of the verse, "All my bones shall say, Lord, who
is like unto thee?" (Ps. xxxv. 10). Jacob ben

Asher, the "Ba'al ha-Turim " (14th cent.), in his

comment upon the passage "When the people saw
it, they removed " (" wa-yanu'u " = "swayed in uni-

son "
; Ex. XX. 18), says: "This accounts for the

swaying of the body during the study of the Torah,

which was received with awe, trembling, and sha-

king."

Nathan of Lunel (flourished in 1176) quotes from

a midrash the custom of swaying at prayer, and

adds, "This is the custom of the rabbis and pious

laymen in France" (" Ha-Manhig," p. 15b, ed. Gold-

berg, Berlin, 1855). The custom is mentioned also in

Abudarham and in Isserles' notes on Shulhan 'Aruk

(Orah Hayyim, 48, 1). R. Jacob Molln was accus-

tomed at the " 'Amidah " prayer " to hold a ' siddur
'

in the right hand (iiis left hand, concealed luider his

mantle, resting against his heart), and to sway his

body forward and backward "("Sefer lia-Maharil,"

p. 61a, ed. Warsaw, 1874). The author of " Siiibbole

ha-Leket" (p. 10a, ed. Ruber) (juotes Rashi to ex-

plain the custom of raising oneself on tiptoe three

times when saying "Holy, holy, holy," at tiie " Ke-

dushshah": it is to symbolize the verse, "And the

posts of the door moved [shook] at the voice of him
that cried " (Isa. vi. 4); i.e., they shook in awe of

Yhwii.
Perhaps the most jilausible explanation of the

swaying of the body is that of Dr. Simon Brainin.

It was intended, he thinks, to afford the body

exercise during study and prayer, vvhich took up

a large portion of the time of a great number of

Jews (Brainin, "Orah la-IIayyim," p. 126, Wilna,

1883).

Some authorities are opposed to the swaying of

the body, especially at prayer. Samuel ha-Nagid

(1027-55), the author of " Mebo ha-Talmud," in

one of his poems describes the principal and the

students of the yesiiibah he visited as "swaying

trees in the desert " (quoted in "Ila-Mizpah "; see

biljliography). !Menahem Azariah di Fano (1548-

1620) forbids any motion of the body at the " 'Ami-
dah " (" 'Asarah Ma'amarot," article " Em Kol Hai,"

^ 38, Amsterdam, 1649; idem, Respousa, No. 113,

Venice, 1600). Another opponent of the custom
was Isaiah Horowitz (1555-1630), who said that the

swaying of the body may be allowed at the singing

of hymns, butnotatthe "'Amidah," for one should

bear in mind that such violent motion would not be
tolerated in the presence of even a temporal king
(comp. Isa. vii. 2; "Shelah,"ed. Amsterdam, 1698,

p. 250a).

Bini.iOGUAPHY: Lewysolin, Meknre Minha(jim, g 2, Berlin,
1846; Senior Sachs, ia ZederUiium's Ha-Mizpali, St. Peters-
biiig, 1886.

.1. J. D. E.

SWEDEN : Kingdom of northern Europe. The
existence of Jews in Sweden in the seventeenth cen-

tury is vouched for by church records at Stockholm,
from which it appears that several Jews had joined

the Lutheran Church, a condition at that time im-
posed upon an}' Jew who desired to settle in Sweden.
In 16H1, for example, two Jews of Stockholm, Israel

Mandel and Moses Jacob, together with their fam-

ilies, twenty-eight persons in all. were baptized in

the German church of that city in the presence of

King Charles XL, the dowager queen Ulrika Eleo-

nora, and several high state otlicials.

In 1680 the Jews of Stockholm petitioned the

king that members of their race be jiermitted to re-

side there without abandoning their

Baptism a creed, but the application was denied

Condition because the local consistory had re-

of fused to indorse it. On Dec. 3, 1685,

Residence. Charles XI. ordered the governor-

general of the capital to see that no

Jews were permitted to settle in Stockholm, or in

any other part of the country, "on account of the

danger of the eventual influence of the Jewish relig-

ion on the pure evangelical faith." In case Jews
were found in any Swedish community, they were

to be notified to leave within fourteen days.

In the seventeenth century, however, the Jewish

question had merely a religious aspect in Sweden, and

had not yet assumed the character of a race problem.

Through court patronage Jewish merchants were

occasionally appointed royal purveyors; and during

the warlike reign of Charles XII.' (1697-1718) the

king usually had one or more wealthy Jews with

him in the field, to take care of the paymaster's de-

partment of his army. Through their influence per-

mission was obtained (1718) for Jews to .settle in the

kiniidom without the necessity of abjuring their re-

ligion. After the death of Charles XIL (1718) the

Swedish government was financially embarrassed

for a long time, and the royal household was often

relieved from pecuniary (HIHculties by the Jewish

merchants of Stockholm, who. as a

Permission reward for their accoiiunodations, in-

to Settle, sisted on the granting of additional

privileges to themselves and their co-

religionists. As a consequence the concession of

1718 was renewed, and supplemented by royal

edicts of 1727, 1746, and 1748, but the permission

had reference only to settlement in the smaller cities

and rural communities.
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In 1783 an ordinance was issued by which the Jews
were permitted, on certain conditions, to settle any-

where in tin; kingdom, and to practise freely tlie

tenets of tlieir religion. It was, however, specified

that Jews were ineligible for government positions

and for election to Uw legislative assembly; they

were, moreover, forbidden to establish schools for

the propagation of their creed, and to combine with

their religious services sucli ceremonies as might

possil)!^' cause discpiietude in the minds of tlie gen-

eral population.

Tlie government was desirous of attracting

wealthy Jews to the country, but it was equally

careful to keep out itinerant usurers, quite a num-
ber of whom had in previous years entered Sweden
from Germany. Any foreign Jew who lauded in

Sweden was accordingly required to report, within

eight daysof his arrival, to the local authorities, and
to produce his passport and a certificate of charac-

ter, as well as a statement of his purpose in coming
to the country. These cerliticates were issued b}'

the elders of the congregation to which the im-

migrant belonged in his native country, and had to

be verified by the municipal authorities of the place

in which the immigrant had last resided. If the

certificates were unsatisfactory, the authorities were

at liberty to e.\pel the holder; but in case lie was
admitted he was directed to Stockholm, Gothen-

burg, or Norrkoping. Jews who were residents of

the country jirior to the ])romidgati()n of this ordi-

nance were called upon to present their certificates

of character to the proper authorities, togetiier with

a statement setting forth in which citj- they desired

to settle and make their living. The or-

Restricted dinance enumerated the diflferenttrades

to Three the Jews were permitted to follow.

Cities. and it stipulated also that the}'' should
apprentice their sons to Swedish trades-

men in one of the three cities mentioned above.

In order to prevent the overcrowding of the mer-

cantile field it was prescribed that no foreign-born

Jew should be allowed t<i start in business luiless he

possessed at least 2,000 riksdaler (about 8800) in

cash or negotiable securities; a native-born Jew
need have only 1,000 riksdaler.

As to the retail business, the Jews were prohibited

from selling victuals, liipior, and drugs, and they
were jiermitted to retail their special articles of food,

wine, ka.sher meat, mazzot, etc., among themselves
onl}'. Furthermore, the Jewish retail dealer was not

permitted to offer his goods for .sale in markets out-

side the city in which he was located, and he was
compelled to conduct his business in open shops and
was forbidden to peddle from house to hou.se or in

the streets.

The Jews were allowed to establish synagogues in

the above-meniioned three cities, and to keep rabbis

and other clerical officials. Intermarriages between
Jews and Christians were forbidden. For every
Jewish marriage celebrated a fee of six riksdaler

Avas to be paid to the orphanage of the roj'al guards,

this stipulation being intended as a compensation to

the army for the exemption of the Jews from mili-

tary .service. In order to protect the interests of de-

scendants of immigrant Jews the state ordered that,

on the d^ath of a Jew, the elders of the congregation

should make an inventory of his estate and submit
an account thereof, either to the orphans' court or

lo the municipal authorities. The Jews, however,

had the right to appoint guardians of minois; and
a rabbinical court had jurisdiction in inheritance

cases. In litigations between Jews and Christians

where the facts could not be established except

under oath, the Jew nn'ght be ordered to take the

customary Jewish oath in the synagogue in the

presence of the judge. A Jew convicted of perjury

became liable to expulsion from the country.

The ordinance of 1782 contained a separate clause

leferring to "particularly wealthy Jews, or such as

are proficient in some trade almost, or quite, un-

known in the country." Such persons could,

through the Department of Commerce, petition the

king for privileges and concessions other than those

granted in the general ordinance.

After 1782 the Jews gradually secured concession

after concession from the government, but those

living in Stockholm grew overconfident, and car-

ried their ambitious designs so far that a feeling of

indignation arose among the general population

against the ambitious Jewish financiers. This aver-

sion to the Jews grew more pronounced as their

privileges Avere more widely extended; and it

reached the limit in 1838, when a new
Reaction- ordinance was promulgated which
ary Decree abolished nearlj' all the former rcstric-

of 1838. tions upon their civic rights (in this

ordinance the Jews were, for the first

time, designated "]Mosaiter," ^.^., adherents of the

Mo.saic faith). As a result a serious uprising took

place in the capital ; and numerous complaints were
presented to the government, denouncing the alleged

undue preference shown the Jews at the expense of

other citizens. On Sept. 21 of the same year the

government was compelled to revoke the new ordi-

nance.

During the following years the book-market was
deluged by brochures for and against the"Mosa-
iter." This controversy between sympathizers and
antagonists of the Jews continued until ]840,iwlien

the Connnons in the Riksdag petitioned the gov-

ernment to reestablish the ordinance of 1782 in its

original form. The friends of the Jews tried to

show that the petitioners were actuated by religious

intolerance, but their adversaries openly declared

the question to be one not of religion, but of lace.

The anti-Semites in the Riksdag endeavored to

prove that the Jews had greatly abused the rights

and jirivileges granted them in 1782, and that they

had done so at the expense and to tlie detriment of

the native merchants and tradesmen. The 'efforts

to create anti-Jewish sentiment in the Riksdag
were, however, unavailing, and at a later .session of

that body (1853), when public opinion had turned

more in favor of the Jews, they were accorded addi-

tional privileges.

During the latter half of the' nineteenth century

the few remaining disabilities of the Jews were re-

moved. By the law of Oct. 26, 1860, they were

granted the right to acquire real estate in the rural

communities, whereas they had previously been per-

mitted to hold real property in the cities only. On
Jan. 20, 1863, another ordinance removed the pro-
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hibition against intermarriages between Jews and
Christians, which were declared to be legal provided

they had been attended by due ceremonies. A later

ordinance (Oct. 31, 1873) stipulated that the issue of

marriages between members of the Swedish state

church and Jews should be brought up in the Lu-
theran faith. If, however, a pact concerning the

religion of their future children had been made in

writing by the parents before their nuirriage, and
submitted to the clergyman or other authority who
performed the marriage ceremony, such agreement
should remain valid.

There are, of course, various privileges which the

Jews, like any other non-Lutherans, can not obtain

as long as the present constitution of the Swedish
kingdom is in force. Thus, they can not become
members of the council of state; nor can they, as

judges or as members of committees, take part in

discussions concerning religious questions. Other-

wise they enjoy the same rights and are subject to

the same duties as the Swedish citizens of the Lu-

theran faith.

During the reign of Gustavus III. (1771-92) the

Jews of Stockholm invited Levi Hirsch from Alt-

Strehtz, Mecklenburg, to officiate as their rabbi.

The first Swedish synagogue was located at Kop-
mantorget (Merchants' Square), Stockholm, in the

Sjoberg house. After a few years this place was
found to be too small, and the Jews in the cap-

ital .selected the old auction chamber at Tyska
Brunn (German Well), where they worshiped until

some years ago, when a synagogue was erected at

Vahrendorfsgatan (Vahrendorf street). At present

(1905) there are synagogues in all of the larger

Swedish cities in which Jews have settled in any

considerable number.
According to the statistics of 1890 there were in

the entire kingdom of Sweden 3,402 Jews. Since

then, however, their number has been considerably

augmented, and a conservative estimate places the

Jewish population at 4,000.

Bibliography : A. Strindbergr, Svenska Fnlkei t Helpd itch

Snckcn, Stockholm. 188:^ ; Svfrinis Statxkiilendn; Strckliolin,

1903; Sveriuex R iTfcs iagr, Stockholm, liXX) ; Statixtixk Tid-

skiift, Stockhohn, 1901.
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SWINE : Rendering in the English versions of

tlie llel)rew "hazir." The swine is enumerated

among the unclean animals (Lev. xi. 7; Deut. xiv.

8); the use of its flesh as food is branded as apostasy

(Isa. Ixv. 4; Ixvi. 3, 17); and tlie contempt in which

the animal was held is expressed in the proverbial use

of its name(Frov. xi. 22). The boar is referred to

in Ps. Ixxx. 13 as the "swine of the woods," i.e.,

of the thickets along the banks of the Jordan from

Jericho to the Sea of Galilee, wiiere it still swarms,

being comparatively rare elsewheie in Palestine.

Tlie abhorrence to the swine in later times is illus-

trated by the endeavor in the Talmud to avoid even

mentioning it by name, the expression "another

thing" ("dabar ahar") being used instead. Hence

tyrants and lieatiien mobs used to enjoy the diver-

sion of forcing Jews to eat swine (Philo, ii. 531 ; U
Mace. vi. 18, vii. 1 ; coinp. Josephus, "Ant."xiii. 8.

§ 2). Not only was the breeding of the swine for-

bidden (Men. 64b); but to keep it among flocks was

prohibited also (B. K. vii. 7; Yer. Shek. 47c).

XL—39

The swine is the emblem of filthiness (Ber. 43b).

It is the richest of all animals because it can find

its food everywhere (Shab. 155b). Breeders of swine
are compared to usurers because both grow rich

easily and rapidly ; for the swine fattens quickly

(Ber. 55a).

Among the parts of the swine mentioned as be-

ing used are its haunches, which were considered a

delicacy; its fat, with which cheeses Avere embel-

lished; the bristles of its back, wiiich were used as

needles; and its excrement, which was employed by
tanners (llul. 17a; 'Ab. Zarah 35b; Shab. 90b

[Hashi]; Ber. 25a). The swine is one of the three

animals which grow stronger with age (Shab. 77b;

see Serpknt); it is, of all animals, most subject to

disease (Kid. 49b); and as its intestines most re-

semble those of man, an epidemic among swine was
cause for the ordinance of public prayers and fast-

ing (Ta'an. 21b). Its period of gestation is sixty

days (Bek. 8a). The boar is mentioned under the

name of " hazir ha-bar " : it roams in swamps and
marshy places (Hul. 122a). It crushes its prey, eat-

ing its till, and trampling the rest (Pes. 118b). The
Egyptian swine is referred to in Sanh. 33a, 93a. See,

also, Leopaku.

Bibliocraphy: Tristram, Nat. Hint. pp. .54. 14.5; Lewysobn.
Z. T. p. 146; Cassel. De Jii(ke(iriim Oil'm ct Abxlinciitia a
Porcinn Eiiisqite Caw-sis, Magdeburg, 1740.

i:. o. u. I. M. C.

SWITZERLAND : Republic of central Europe.

Jews were. living at Basel as early as 1213, and ten

years later the church chattels were pawned with

tiiem. There were Jews at Bern in 1259, at St.

Gall in 1268, at Zurich in 1273, and at SchafTliausen,

Diessenhofen, and Luzerne in 1299. In the last-

named year a Jew of SchafTliausen named Solomon

owned three houses termed the " Haselstaude "
; in

1333 these houses were in the possession of his son

Jacob ben Solomon, the "circumciser," who seven

years later sold them to the Bishop of

Early Constance (Ulrich, "Samralung Jl\-

Settlers. discher Gesehicliten in der Schweiz,"

p. 433). About this time Jews from

Alsace, Ulm, Nuremberg, and various citiesof south-

ern Germany, and even from France, settled at

Neuchatel, Biel, Vevay, Pnintrut (where many Jew-

ish merchants were living in 1346), Solothurn, Win-

terthur, Zofingen, and various places in Aargau and

Thiirgau.

The Jews of Switzerland, like tliose of Germany,

were regarded as " Kammerknechte" of the Holy

Roman Empire, and were under the immediate pro-

tection of the emperor, to whom they paid an annual

tribute called the "goldener Opferpfennig "
; second-

arily, tliey stood under the protection of the several

cities which had acquired the " Judenregal," or right

of protecting the Jewsand of levying taxes on them.

A number of towns admitted the Jews as citizen.s,

Biel being the first to do so (1305). They did not,

however, participate in all the rights and duties of

the Christian jiopulation, their citizen.ship merely

implying that they were under municipal jtrotection

during a term of residence limited to a definite

jjcriod. In several idaces, including Basel. Bern,

Biel, Zurich, SchafTliausen, and Freiburg, they were

thus admitted on payment of a certain sum for
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periods vaiyiug from one to ten years. At Basel

this settlement tax amounted to between two and
twenty gulden a year, at Schaffhausen between eight

and ten, and at Zurich between seven and eighty,

the amount being fixed according to the value

of the property owned bj' the taxpayer; in case

the Jew's privilege of sojourn was prolonged he

was obliged to pay between 300 and 400 gul-

den annually. Foreign Jews were allowed to

remain only for a limited time in each city: at Zu-

rich, one day and one night, on ]iay-

Jews' ment of one gulden ; at Freiburg, foui-

Social days. Despite the nominal ])rote<>tion

Position, involved in the rights of citizenship

tlie Jews were in reality entirely de-

fenseless, and were at the mercy of the city au-

thorities or of the ruling bishops, and the promises

made them were kept only so long as self-interest

dictated.

During the Middle Ages the Jews were almost

cxclusivel}' engaged in money-lending, and they ad-

vanced funds to counts and nobles, citizens and
pea.'Jants, clergymen and magistrates. The custom-

ary rate of interest permitted by tiie authorities was
two pfennig weekly per pound (1 pound = 240

pfennig), although the rate was occasionally higher.

At Hasel the Jews were obliged, at the request of the

board of aldermen, to loan the city five pounds for

half a year without interest. Money was generally

loaned on security, and the Jews were forbidden to

take church treasures in pledge, or to advance funds
on weapons, armor, ecclesiastical vestments, chalices,

or on bloody or wet garments; at Zurich silk in

quantities of one ]>ound or more might not be
pawned with a Jew.
The Jews of Switzerland were hated and despised,

and sociall}' ostnici/.cd. They Avere compelled to

wear the so-called Jidi^nimt as a badge, only Jew-
isii physicians, of whom there were several in the

country, being occasionally exempt from this restric-

tion. At Freiburg Master Joseph practised from loo6
to 1870, settling in the latter year at Basel, Avhere

lie was appointed municipal physician at a yearly

salary of 2-) pounds. He was succeeded in this

otlice by Master (Jullel)eii, who received a salary of

50 pounds. Master Simon, a French Jew, was liv-

ing at Freibtirg in 1402, and Ackin of Vesoul, who
was famous for his skill as a physician and surgeon,

resided th<>re from 1412 to 1423, when he was called

to Bern, where Jewish physicians had been living

at even an earlier date. In 1425 .Master Joseph,
wiio jiad been a resident of Zurich in

Persecu- 1423, was called to Luzerne, where
tions. the physician Lazarus, who practised

at Winterthur also, lived as late as

1518. The majority of the Jewish plijsicians in

Switzerland came from Italy. Even in the seven-

teenth century the physician Joseph .Tacobson. a
native of Prague, was practising at Basel and Zu-
rich, and was especially successful in treating cases

of calculus (Ad. Steinberg. "Studien zur Ge.sch. der

Juden in der Schweiz," pp. 87 it seq. ; "'Monats-

schrift," xi. 351 et .w/.).

In the cities of Switzerland, as elsewhere, the

Jews were confined to certain streets which were
set apart for them, and which they were not per-

mitted to leave during Holy Week. The Jews'
street in Bern, in the vicinity of the present Casino,

is mentioned as earl}^ as the thirteenth century. At
Zurich most of the Jews lived in the Brunnengasse
(called also Judengasse), which was located outside

the city proper. The Jewish quarter at Basel,

previous to 1349, was in the llindermarkt, the

houses of the Jews being built on land belonging to

the convent of St. Leonard. Their slaughter-house

and their synagogue were located there, the latter

in a wing of a house called "Zum Alten SafrOn";
subsecjuently this was transferred to a building

which even in the nineteenth century retained the

name of "Die Judenschul." At Zurich the syna-
gogue was situated opposite the Rindermarkt in the

Brunuenga.sse already mentioned; with the permis-

sion of the Bishop of Constance a new synagogue
was built in 1383, probably on the site of the old

one. The small synagogues previously existing, in

which disturbances had been frefjuent, were closed

by the municipal council. The Jews did not have
cemeteries for all their communities. The burial-

ground at Bern was situated at the end of the Ju-

denga.sse, and that at Basel, below St. Alban; the

latter, however, was taken from the Jews after the

persecution of 1294. In 1394 the council of ]5asel

granted the Jews a plot for a new cemetery in the

suburb Ze Spitalschliren, near the Spahlenthurin,

and permitted them to inter corpses from other places

on i)ayment of one gulden for each
Cemeteries, burial. At Zurich the Jewish ceme-

tery was situated at the Lindenthor,

and there also the Jews were permitted to inter

bodies from elsewhere, although this privilege

was subse(iuently restricted to certain places.- A
burial-tax was levied in many cities; at Basel, for

example, half a gulden had to be paid for the burial

of every resident Jew, and at Zuiich one gulden.

After the expulsion the tombstones of the Jewish
cemeteries at Basel and Zurich were used for repair-

ing the city walls. Ulrich gives several Jewish epi-

taphs {I.e. pp. 38 et seq., 458).

There were very few Jewish scholars in Switzer-

land. Rabbi Moses, who was the author of the .so-

called "Zlircher Semak " (Zunz, " Riius," p. 211),

lived at Zurich in 1347; and about 1410 the pious

Moses Cohen, the father-in-law of R. Jacob Molln
ha-Levi (MallaRIL, Responsa, Nos. 8, 33), resided

at Bern.

The.lews of Switzerland, b(!ing almost exclusively

engaged in money-lending, were tolerated because
of their wealth and were persecuted for the same
reason. Whenever the Christian inhabitants were
heavil}' indebted to the Jews a pretext was sought
to get rid of the latter, and all kinds of crimes

were ascribed to thenj, including ritual murder, the

poisoning of wells, and the desecration of the host.

The first Swiss persecution of the Jews took place

at Bki{.n in 1294, when they were accused of liaving

cruelly' nuirdered a boy named Rudolf (Ruff). They
were accordingl}' expelled from the city, althougli

they were soon readmitted. Tiien came the plague of

the year 1349, when the Black Death raged through-
out Switzerland. At Vevay, Geneva, and neigli-

boring places Jews were broken on the wheel,

hanged, and subjected to other persecutions (Hot-
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tingcT, "Kirchengescli." ii. 168; Ulricli, I.e. p. 228).

AtZofingen, where poison wassaid toliavebeen found
in the wells, some .lews were put to

Further tlie test of " Diuueln " (thumbscrews),

Per- whereupon they declared themselves

secutions. guilt}' of the charges brought against

theni. This discovery was then

communicated to the people of Basel, Zurich,

Freiburg-im-Breisgau, and even of Cologne. The
Jews of Basei. were burned on an island in the

lihine on Jan. 9, 1349 (not Christmas day, 1348), and
their children, who were spared, were baptiz.ed. At
Zurich, as at Basel, the municipal council endeav-

ored to protect the Jews, but as the latter were ac-

cused at the same time of the murder of aboj- whose
body had been found in the Wolfsbach, the author-

ities could not restrain the mob, and the Jews were
tortured and burned on the eve of St. Matthias,

Sept. 21, 1:549 (not 1348, as Gratz asserts, "Gesch."

vii. 387; see Ulrich, I.e. p. 98; Viigelin, "Aus dem
Alten Zurich," pp. 62 f< ««?., Zurich, 1829). The
impecunious Eberhard of Kyburg expelled the Jews
of Burgdorf, in the territory of Bern, on the night

of Feb. 16, 1349, and confiscated their property.

At St. Gall, where many Jews lived in the street

behind the so-called Brotlaube, some were burned

and the others expelled, while at Diessenhofen their

houses were forcibly entered and robbed, and they

themselves dragged to the stake and burned. Some
of them, however, together with coreligionists from

Winterthur and probably from other places as well,

escaped to the ca.stle of Kyburg, where they were

protected by the governor. The cities from Avhich

the Jews had fled demanded that their defender,

Duke Albrechtof Austria, should have them burned

alive by his judges, and threatened that otherwise

they themselves would take the necessary steps;

a large number of Jews, 330 it is said, were ac-

cordingly sent to the stake on Sept. 18, 1349, al-

though some saved their lives by accepting baptism

(Ulrich, ^.f. p. 126;":\Ionatsschrift,"xii.40o). Schaff-

hausen alone was guiltless of such indiscriminate

slaugiiter, although even there some Jews are said

to liave been burned alive (Ulrich, l.r. p. 209; but

comp. Lbwenstein, "Gesch. der Juden am Boden-

see," p. 141).

The object of these persecutions was attained:

the promissory notes of the citizens were destroyed,

their pledges recovered, and their debts canceled.

In view of the high taxes the Jews paid, however,

they were soon readmitted to all the places from

wiiich they had been expelled. By 1352 they liad

returned to Zurich, and by 1361 to Basel, Avhich had

determined to keep them excluded for

Readmis- a period of 200 years; in 1375 they

sion of loaned the municipal council of the lal-

the Jews, ter city the sum of 5,000 gulden. Five

years later (1380) they were once more

in Bern. In 1401, however, a new accusation of

ritual murder led to a repetition of the pei'.secutions.

A postilion of the governor liad killed the four-year-

old son of a councilor, and the charge was lodged

against a Jew named ^Michael VinclMiann, a former

resident of Basel, that he had promi.scd the murderer

tlirec gulden for the blood of the child. The mur-

derer was broken on the wheel, and the Jew burned

alive without trial. The news of the crime was
quickly brought to Schatthausen, where shortly

before a similar accusation had been successfully

refuted. Several of the Jews of the city fled, but
were captured and taken back to Schatfhausen,
where thej' were thrown into a dungeon and terribly

tortured. Hot jjilch was poured into incisions made
in their loins, and the soles of their feet were burned
"until the bare flesh could be seen." Thus tortured,

they answered every question in the aftirmative,

whereupon all the Jews living at SchalThausen were
condenuied to death. Thirty were burned alive on
June 25, 1401, and four weeks later eigliteen men and
women died at the stake in Winterthur. The Jews
of Zurich, however, were protected (Ulrich, I.e. pp.
24, 126 et neq., 248; Joseph ha-KoJien, " "Emek ha-

Baka," p. 72; "Monatsschrift," xii. 406. xiv. 49 et

stq. ; LOwenstein, l.r. pp. 64 et xeq., 82 et seq.).

During the Middle Ages the Jews were more op-

pressed and persecuted in Switzerland than in any
other country, but on account of their being indis-

pensable during tinanciai difficulties they were more
frequently readmitted into Swiss cities than else-

where. With marvelous persistence they returned

again and again to the cities and villages which they

liad been ordered to leave. They were banished from
the city and canton of Bern in 1427, from Freiburg in

1428, from Zurich in 1436. from Schaff-

Expul- hausen in 1472. from Rlicinau (where

sions. they were jdundered) in 1490, from
Thurgau in 1494, and from Basel in

1543. But despite the edict of exile, individual Jews
succeeded in gaining readmi.ssion to various cities,

even in the territories of Zurich and Bern, until the

diet of the thirteen cantons in 1622 expelled the Jews
forever from the Swiss Confederation. Nevertheless,

twenty-four Jewish families were living in the vil-

lage of Manunern as late as 1643, but after that date

they were admitted only by Aargau (which ditl not

join the confederation until 1803), and here they

settled especially in the villages of Klingnau, Leng-

nau, and Endingen.

The emancipation and civil enfranchisement of the

Jews of Switzerland were accomplished only after

a bitter struggle. The French Hevolutiou, how-

ever, ameliorated their condition. In the Great

Council of Helvelia(1798-99) the most liberal-minded

men of Switzerland, including p]sclier, Suter, Zim-

mermann, Herzog, and Secretan, advocated civic

equality for the Jews, and attacked the ancient

prejudices of intolerance. The first concessions

granted tiiem were, however, the result of treaties

relating to settlement and commerce negotiated by

the Swiss government with foreign powers. The

ambassadors of France, England, and the United

States insisted that the right of settlement should

be granted to all citizens of their respective coun-

tries, without distinction of creed. During several

decades before 1860, Jews, tnostly from France, re-

sided at Geneva and Bern, where they could acquire

citizenship, and also at Ba.sel. Nevuhatel. and Waadt.

In 1860 the canton of Graubhnden repealed all

class legislation restricting the settlement of Swiss

and foreign Jews; and in 1861 the canton of Zurich,

which contjuned 175 Jews, granted them all civic

and political rights, with the exception of naturali-
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zation. Similar measures were adopted by Solo-

tburn and bj' Schatfhausen, all laws restricting the

free settlement of Swiss Jews being re-

Emancipa- pealed by the Great Council in iMay,

tion. 1865; while Tliiirgau, by a popular

vote taken in Jan., 1866, granted the

right of free settlement without distinction of creed.

All the intercan tonal restrictions affecting the Jews
were finally removed by the revision of the confed-

eral constitution in 1874, when articles 41 and 48

were stricken out, and religious liberty proclaimed.

Notwithstanding the granting of civic equality to

the Jews, certain religious customs peculiar to them
were still restricted, especially ritual slaughtering,

which had been forbidden in Aargau and St. Gall as

late as 1867. Under the revised constitution of 1874

the question arose whether this prohibition was
not contrary to the spirit of the law granting relig-

ious liberty. In 1886 the Aargau Society for tlic

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals demanded that the

government prohibit ritual slaughtering; while, a

year later, the Jews of Baden petitioned the govern-

ment to grant permission to all Jewish
Ag^itation communities in Switzerland toslaugh-

Against ter according to Mosaic law. Thecon-
Shehitah. federal government decided that while

such a prohibition might contravene
liberty of worship, the regulations issued by the

several cantons to prevent cruelty in slaughtering
should be upheld. The question was thereupon
submitted to a referendum; and by popular vote of

Aug., 1893, an article was inserted in the constitu-

tion declaring ritual slaughtering illegal through-
out Switzeiliiud.

During the last four decades of the nineteenth

centurj' the Jewish population of Switzerland be-

came doubled, and now (1905) numbers more than

10,000. In addition to the older communities at En-
dingen, Lengnau, Baden, Basel, Bern, and Geneva,
there is a community at Zurich, the largest in the
country, and one at St. Gall, established in 1865.

The two last-named communities have new syna-
gogues, their own cemeteries, and, for the last forty
years, their own rabbis. Of rabbis at Zurich may
be mentioned M. Levin (until 1877), A. Kisch (1877-

1892), and M. Litlmann (the present incumbent).
St. Gall has had two rabbis, H. Engelberl (appointed
in 1865) and E. Schlesinger (since 1900). Lucerne,
Biel, Burgdorf, Langenthal, Pruntrut, St. Imier,

Neuchatel, Cliaux de Fond, Avenches, and Lau-
sanne are smaller congregations with but one official

each. A Swiss Jewish home for the aged has been
built at Lengnau by voluntary contributions from
the Guggenheim brothers of New York. See
Aargau; Basel; Bkkn ; Biel.

Bibliography: In addition to the tiihliography given under
Aarcjai;, etc., sve .Aug. Steinberg. :,tndieu zm- Gctich. <hr
Jmlvn u* lUr Schuilz Wdlnriiil lUx Mittehiltcrx, Zurich,
1903; F.. Iluiler, Die. UtctitliclicStiUurid der Jvden im Kan-
ton A(iri/au, Aiirgau, HXll : Lowpustein, G't»r/i . dirJudeii
am Uoiletixre villi J'mafhnnu. 1879; llardtr. Ansiedehnm.
Lehen uiid Sihichsnle dcr Judeii in Srhnffhaiisfu, in liri-
triiiir zur Vnterlihidixchen Gesrli. dr^ Knntons Schaffliau-
nen. 1. 34 et «(•</.; K. Biir. Die Jvden ZIniclis iw Mitte~lalle)\
in ZUricher Tasvlienhucli, 1896; Moyiatsschrift, xii. 405 et
seq., 441 et seq.; xlv. 41 ct seq.

J. M. K.

SWORD C'hereb"; "barak" [poetic form] in

Job XX. 25 ; Greek, /laxnipa, pn/Kpaia, ^i^oc) : The sword

hung at the hip from a sword-belt (I Sam. xvii. 39;

XXV. 13; 11 Sam. xx. 8), probably on the left side,

Judges iii. 16, 21, notwithstanding. It was kept
in a sheath ("ta'ar," I Sam. xvii. 51; "nadan,"
1 Chron. xxi. 27; Oj/kti, John xviii. 11), whence
the phrases "herik," "shalaf," or " patah hereb

"

(=: " to draw the sword "). Some swords were double-

edged (conip. "hereb shene piyot," Judges iii. 16;

Prov. v. 4), and were used for both cutting (I Sam.
xxxi. 4; II SanL ii. 16; I Chron. x. 4) and thrust-

ing (comp. "hikkah ba-hereb " and I Kings iii. 24).

There are no detailed descriptions of the various

kinds of swords used by the Israelites, but they
probably resembled those of Assyria and Egypt,
being sometimes straight and sometimes curved, and
either long or dagger-shaped and short. The ex-

istence of the straight variety is proved b\' the fact

that swords were used for thrusting; and is also

implied in the phrase "nafal ba-hereb," used of

those who commit suicide by this weapon (I Sam.
xxxi. 4 et seq.). The story of Ehud, who thrust his

sword, haft ("nizzab"), and all into Eglon's belly

(Judges iii. 16-22), shows that short, dagger-like

swords were used.

The blade ("lahab")of the double-edged sword
was probably straight, and this portion of the weapon
seems generally to have been made of iron, some-
times (but rarely) of bronze (comp. I Sam. xiii. 19;

Joel iii. 10; Micah iv. 3; Isa. ii. 4); this was also the

custom among the Egyptians, as the blue blades in

the paintings indicate. The hilt of the sword was
made probably of a different material, in accord-

ance with Egyptian and Assyrian usage; proJbably

the hilt afforded, sometimes, an opportunity for ar-

tistic workmanship. The word "mekerah " in Gen.
xlix. 5 has frequenth' been compared with /laxaipa

and rendered "sword," but this explanation is very
doubtful. Originally fihxaipa denoted the Lacede-
monian, slightly curved sword used for cutting,

having a knife-like blade, a blunt back, and a point

turning up towaril the latter. The same name was
given to any curved saber, in contradistinction to

^i(poq (the dagger-like sword).

In the Roman period the Jews adopted the short

dirk ("sica") used by the Romans, and especially

by the gladiators. This weapon, which was con-

cealed in the garments, and which was especially

affected by the Sicarii, who derived their name
from it (.Joscphus, "Ant." xx. 8, § 10; "B. J." ii.

13, § 3), was only a foot in length, and somewhat
curved.

K. G. II. W. N.

SYCAMORE (SYCOMORE [T\r:)\ii^: Fiais Syco-

mornH]): A medium-sized bushy tree of Syria and
Eg3'pt, allied to the common fig. It is often men-
tioned in the Bible (Amos vii. 14; I Kings x. 27;

Isa. ix.9, 11: Ps. Ixxviii. 47; I Chron. xxvii. 28; II

Chron. i. 15, ix. 27), and still grows plentifully in

the plain along the coast, the Sliefelah (comp. the

ancient name of the place Haifa, Sykaminon. after

the (Jreek ilesignation of the tree [avuafuvor'l in the

Septuagiiit and elsewhere). The trees grew freely

also in the valley of the Jordan, in the vicinity of

Jerusalem, and in Lower Galilee. It was one of the

most widely scattered trees of ancient Egypt (comp.
Ps. Ixxviii. 47; Wilkinson, "Manners and Customs
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of the Ancient Egyptians," iii. 419); it was more
valued there than in Palestine, where its fruit, a

small fig not particularly palatable, seems to have

been chiefly the food of the common i)eople. Even
to-day it is eaten by the poor only (Auderlind, in

I"Z. D. P. V." xi. 100; Hcnslow, "The Plants of

the Bible," p. 91). In order to make it palatable the

fruit must be slit when it is maturing, to let the tart

juice flow out (Amosvii. 14). The Hebrews valued

the tree chiefly on account of its wood, which is

light and very durable. In Palestine it was tlie

common timber (I Kings x. 27; II Chron. i. 15, ix.

27; Isa. ix. 10). In Egypt most of the domestic

utensils that have been preserved, as well as the sar-

I,

cophagi, were carved from this wood.
E. G. II. I. Be.

i SYDNEY : Capital of New South Wales, Aus-

tralia. Its congregation dates from 1817, when
about a score of Jews formed a hebra kaddisha,

and they obtained permission to bury tlieir dead in

a special corner of the general cemetery. Eleven

years later prayer-meetings were held

Begin- in the house of P. J. Cohen. About
nings of 1830 the chief rabbi of London, Solo-

the Com- mon Herschell, sent Aaron Levi, mem-
munity. ber of the bet din, to assist in consoli-

dating the congregation ; and in 1832 a

synagogue was established in a rented room. J. B.

Montefiore, who had previously obtained a grant of

land from the government for a Jewish burial-place,

became the congregation's first president. The first

Jewish marriage in Australia, that of Moses Joseph,

took place in 1830; and in the following year a cer-

tain Rose was engaged as the first minister. He was
followed by Jacob Isaacs. The Jews of Sydney then

acquired a synagogue of their own in York street,

which was opened for divine worship on April 2,

1844. In 1862 A. B. Davis, born in London in 1828,

who had been minister at Portsmo\ith and Kingston

(Jamaica), became senior minister of the congre-

gation, serving for no less than forty-one years,

during Avhicli period he helped to create several

of the communal institutions, «?..'/., tlie Sabbatli-

school and the education board. During his in-

cumbency, also, the present synagogue, the hand-

somest building of its kind on the Australian conti-

nent, was built in Elizabeth and Castlereagh streets

and dedicated Jan. 26, 1875. In 1905, on Ins retire-

ment as rabbi emeritus, F. L. Cohen was selected

to succeed him.

Almost a plethora of charitable institutions has

arisen in Sydney. The oldest is the Hebresv Phil-

anthropic Society, which was founded iu 1833. In

1882 it was converted into a home and styled the

"Sir Moses Montefiore Home." Accommodations

are provided for about fifteen inmates; meals are

furnished to casuals; aid is granted monthly to old

men ; and general relief is afforded to the poor and

needy. The Dorcas Society, whose usefulness is con-

fined entirely to women, was founded in 1840. On
similar lines the Help in Need Society was formed

in 1898; its operations are more limited. A society

that is doing a great amount of good is the Jew-

ish Mutual Aid, founded in 1896 by A. Blashki,

Jr. It is purely a loan society, lending at interest

sums of not less than £25. The Baron de Hirsch

Memorial Aid Society, an institution for the general

relief of the poor, was founded in 1896. In 1894,

with a view to enlisting the sj'm-

Charitable pathy and help of the young, a so-

Insti- ciety, known as the Jewish Girls' Gild,

tutions. was formed by S. A. Joseph; and in

1897, through the instrumentality of

Henry Harris, another hebra kaddisha was formed.

A year later a ladies' section of the society came
into existence under the direction of a Mrs. Samuels.

As in most Australian congregations, Sydney pos-

sesses a branch of the Anglo-Jewish Association.

Since its foundation (1872) this branch has been pre-

sided over by A. B. Davis.

Many leading Jews of Sydney have displayed

an interest in communal matters, including S. A.

Joseph, L. W. Levy, and Charles Collins, M.L.H.
The first-named reached New Zealand on the first

ship to arrive at that colony from England in the

year 1842. Subsequently he settled in Sydney,

where he joined Jacob Montefiore and formed the

firm of Montefiore, Joseph «fc Co. For nearly a quar-

ter of a century he was a member of the synagogue
board of management. Charles Collins was for many
years the leading citizen of the district of Narrabri.

He was its first mayor, and lie held that position for

three successive years. In Parliament he sat as the

representative of Namoi from 1885 to 1887 and again

from 1890 till his death in 1898. L. W. Levy oc-

cupied various official positions, including that of

member of the legislative council in 1882. Of the

other leading Jews the name of J. G. Raphael must
be recorded. Several streets in Sydney perpetuate

his memory. From 1872 to 1878 he represented West
Sydney in the legislative assembly. In the same

body J. J. Cohen was elected a member for Peter-

sham in 1898.

In no city have the Jews borne a more praise-

worthy part in the development of commerce and

trade, in the growth of institutions, and in the ad-

ministration of public affairs than in

Jews Sydney. Tlie example set by the

in Public Montefiores was followed by other

Life. early settlers, including Louis Phillips,

P. J. Cohen, and Samuel Cohen, the

last of whom was the first Jewish member of the

Parliament of New South Wales. The election of

George J. Cohen, Richard Gotthelf, and other Jews

to the position of president of the chamber of com-

merce bears testimony to services rendered in the

sphere of commerce, while Sigismund Hoffnung

and David Cohen were prominent as merchants and

philanthropists.

Three Jews of Sydney have attained distinc-

tion in the government service; namely. Sir Saul

Samuel, Bart., for several years agent-general of

the colony in England; Sir Julian Salomons, K.C.,

who was for a short time chief justice of tlie

colony, and who also held the po.st of agent-gen-

eral in London; and II. E. Cohen, one of the

judges of the Supreme Court of New South Wales.

At the present time (1905) three Sydney Jews are

members of the legislative assembly : namely, J. J.

Cohen, Daniel Levi, and A. E. Collins. The num-

ber of Jews living in Sydney and its suburbs, ac-

cording to the census of 1901, was 5.137 (2,665 males
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and 2,472 females), in a total population of 488,382.

Intermarriages with members of otiier religions have

been very frequent among the Sydnej' Jews, about

one-fifth of the men having taken wives not of the

Jewish faith.

The " Hebrew vStandard " has been published for

several years in Sydney.

Bibliography : Si/dnetihi ISUH; P. J. Marks, Heln-ew Stnrid-
ard, Sept. 30, 19()4 ; March 10, 1905; Jewi»h Year Bixih, 1905.

D. I. F.—J.

SYENE: Ancient city of Egypt on the Ethi-

opian frontier in the Thebaid ; situated on the eastern

bank of the Nile, equidistant from Alexandria and

Meroe. In the Bible it is called " Sweneh " (njlD :

Egyptian, "Sun"; Coptic, "Suan," whence it may
be assumed that the Hebrew name was originally

31D, the n being a locative sufHx). Syene is men-
tioned as a frontier citv of Egypt (Ezek. xxix. 10,

Bibliography: Bitter, Erdkunde. i. 1, 694; Winer, B. It.

8.V.; Boettger, Tiipimraphi.scli-Hwtorittches Lexicon zu doi
Sell r iften des Fiaviui< Josephun, p. 2;58, Sayce, Tlie Ari-
cient Empire of the Eaxt, 1883, p. 311 ; Baedeker, Egypt, 2d
ed., 1903, p. 327.

«. S. Ku.

SYLVESTER, JAMES JOSEPH: English
mathematician and Saviliaii jjiofessor of geometry
in the University of Oxford; born in London Sept.

3, 1814; died there March 15, 1897. He was edu-

cated at Neumegen's school, at the Royal Institu-

tion. Liverpool, and at St. John's College, Cam-
bridge. In 1837 he passed the examination for the

mathematical tripos as second wrangler, but was
precluded by his Jewish origin from taking his de-

gree and from competing for either of the Smiths'

prizes. In 1872, after the passing of the Tests Act,

the complete degree of M.A. "propter merita" was
conferred upon him. He became professor of math-

TiiK Royal Society Mkdal Establisiikd in Honor of James Joseph Sylvester.

XXX. 6); but the combination "migdol Sweneh

"

(A. V. "tower of Syene") is due to a corruption of

the text, as was seen by Jerome {ad lor.). The Sep-

tuagint accordingly has a place-name, "Magdo-
lon "

; so that the passage should read "from ]\Iag-

dolon [the northern frontier of Egypt] to Syene [the

southern boundary]." While' Jerome refers to a
tower still standing there In his time, this was
merely a Roman fort. Josephus also alludes to

Syene as a frontier city (" B. J." iv. 10, § 5). Neu-
baiier is wrong in asserting ("G. T." p. 419) that

coins from Syene are mentioned in the Talmud (Ket.

67b). The entire district is rich in deposits of pink
granite called syenitci (Pliny, "Ilistoria Nuturalis,"

xxxvi. 8, ^ 13). The Syrians termed the place " As-

wan," the name by which it is known to-day

(Assouan). The modern city, however, lies northeast

of the ancient Syene.

eniatics at University College, London (1837); Uni-

versity of Virginia, Charlottesville (1841); Military

Acadeni}', Woolwich (1855-70); Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, Baltimore (1877-83); and at Oxford (1883).

where he founded a mathematical .society.

Sylvester was the founder and first editor of the

"American Journal of Mathematics." He received

the Royal Medal of the Royal Society in 1860, the

Copley JMedal in 1880. and the triennial De Morgan
Commemoration Medal from the London Mathemat-
ical Society in 1887. He was made an honor-

ary D.C.L. of Oxford and LL. 1). of Dublin and
Edinburgh; was a member of many scientific so-

cieties in Europe and the United States; and in

May, 1890, was created an officer of the Legion of

Honor by the President of the French Republic.

Sylvester was chiefly known as an algebraist, and
as the fellow worker of Professor Cay ley in the
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foundation of the doctrine of " invariants." His first

printed paper was "On Fresnel's Optical Tlieory of

Wave Surfaces " (in " Philosophical Magazine, " 1837).

He discovered the proof and extension of Newton's
theorem on the imaginary roots of equations, this

proof, which was published in tlio Proceedings of

the London Mathematical Society, having been a de-

sideratum since the days of JSTewton. He also con-

tributed a paper on the reversion of series, solving in

its complete form a problem which had been l)ut

imperfectly solved by Jacobi. His first paper to at-

tract attention abroad was that in which he gave a

new form to Sturm's celebrated theorem on equa-
tions. His work on canonical forms is described by

i Cayley as containing crowds of ideas embodied in

the new words "cogredieut," "contragredienl,"

"concomitant," "covariaut," "contra variant," "in-

variant," etc., most of which have been adopted into

mathematical terminology.

In addition to the foregoing, Sylvester published

a theory of versification in a volume entitled tlie

"Laws of Verse" (1870), as well as poetical transla-

tions from the German and Latin, and various sou-

' nets and other original pieces in V(;rSe.

After his death there was established through

the Royal Society a triennial prize and medal in

Sylvester's honor. His position as leader in pure

mathematics in England in the nineteenth century

is challenged only by his colaborer Cayley.

Bibliography: Jeir. Chron. June 6, 1890, and March, 1897;
Diet. NatUmal Biouraphy ; Tfie TiincK (London), March 16,

1897; A'afwre, March 25, 1897 ; Science (New York), A prill 1,

1897; F. Franklin, Address Commemorat ive of J.J. Sylves-
ter, Baltimore, 1897.

J. G. L.

SYMBOL : A visible representation of an object

or an idea. In Hebrew the word denoting symbol
is "ot," which in early Judaism denoted not only a

sign, but also a visible religious token of the mystic

relation between Go(i and man. In the latter sense

ancient.Israel had two fundamental symbols, each re-

garded as representing tlie pledge of the covenant

made by God with His people. These were (1) the

Sabbath, "a sign for ever" (Ex. xxxi. 17), and (2)

circumcision, tlie token of the covenant made by

God with Abraham and his descendants (Gen. xvii.

11;' comp. Ex. xiii. 9 and Dent. vi. 8). All other

instances of syuibolism in the Jewish ritual and in

Hebrew poetry may be divided into the following

groups: (1) the Temple and its accessories; (2) the

sacrifices; (3) the ofliciating priests; (4) numbers;

(5) metals and colors; (6) the Chekubi.m; (7) festi-

vals and holy days: (8) the visions of the Prophets.

(1) The Temple ("ohel mo'ed," "mikdash,"

"mishkan"). The state of Israel became a theo-

cratic one as a result of the establishment in

its midst of the Temple, the dwelling-place and

throne of God and the place of mediation between

God and man. On the other hand, the "mishkan "

was also interpreted anthropomorphically, asa sym-

bol of man or of human nature, while Philo ex-

plained the Tabernacle cosmically ("Vita Mosis,"

ed. Schwickert, iii. 201-219, Leipsic, 1828; simi-

larly, "Cuzari," ii., §§ 26-28). The two cherubim,

the only images in the Temple, were intended to

symbolize the concentration of all natural life, and

as adjuncts to the throne of God they were the im-

mediate witnesses and representatives of His glory.

Philo regarded them as symbolizing the two hemi-
spheres, in contrast to the other cherubim mentioned
in the liible, which represented divine onuiipotencc
("Vita Mosis," iii. 206). Philippson drew a sharp
distinction between the cherubim in the vision of

Ezekiel and all others, holding that the former were
mere inventions of the imagination, while the latter

were known under a definite form and shape
("Israelitischer Bibel," i. 453).

As tlie Decalogue represented tlie heart and soul

of all the peojjle, so the Ark of the Covenant was
set in the Holy of Holies, while the mercy-seat
("kapporet ") and the two cherubim, the center of

the dwelling of Vhwh, formed the place where the

people were cleansed once a year from all their sins;

and as the Ark was kept in its particular place simply
as a token of God's covenant with Israel, so the

Ark, mercy -seat, and thecherubim together symbol-

ized both the place where the holiness of God was
revealed, and the place where the people's sins were
removed and where they renewed their fellowship

with God (Yalkut Re'ubeni, vi. 2; Maimonides,
"Moreh," i. 54, iii. 45; Abravanel on Ex. xl. 34).

The table with the showbread served as a symbol
of the acknowledgment of all the people that they

owed to God their bread, or, in other words, all

that they needed for their sustenance, and that they

must extol Him and glorify Him accordingly (Yarhi

and Abravanel «(/ ^oc). The candlestick, according

to Philo (I.e. iii. 207), typified the seven planets,

while later exegetes interpreted it as the symbol of

the congregation of the people of God (Hengsten-

berg, "Ikitriige," iii. 645). The altar of incense

was a symbol of prayer, since the perfume and
fragrance which it spread typified the outward mani-

festation of the inward excellence of some person or

thing. In like manner, the altar of sacrifice repre-

sented the place where the Godhead was revealed,

and accordingly its four horns were symbols of

power and dominion; so that he who grasped them
signified that he placed himself under the protection

of God (I Kings i. 50, ii. 28).

(2) The Sacrifices : The burnt offering (" 'olah "
;

Lev. xiv. 20) symbolized perfection and entirety,

typifying the general asdistinguished from the par-

ticular, and the complete as contrasted with the in-

complete. It therefore denoted the all-inclusive,

and was regarded by Philo as the emblem of absolute

dedication to God (" De Victimas OfTerentibu.«," pp.

324-326. Leipsic, 1828). Ibn Ezra, in his introduc-

tion to Leviticus, considered it the atonement of the

heart for sinful thoughts. The thank-ofFering ("to-

dali," "zebah," "shelamim "), together with the meal-

offering and the wave-offering, typified the relation

of fellowshij) and friendship between God and Israel

;

and since Yiiwii was also the Creator of the uni-

verse, the act of turning toward every side symbol-

ized the conviction that God held all the world and

the ends thereof. The sin-offering ("hattat") de-

noted complete atonement (i.e., covering and con-

cealment), and the mercy-seat was accordingly

sprinkled seven times. The guilt-offering (" asham ")

was brought to arouse and maintain a sense of sin;

it was divided by Maimonides (" Hilkot Zebahim,"

ix.) into sacrifices.for doubtful and for certain guilt,
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while Philo (I.e.) asserted that the guilt-offering

could be brought only by one whose awakened con-

science and conviction of guilt had obliged him to

accuse liimself. The sacrilice for jjurification from

leprosy consisted of two sparrows (Lev. xiv. 3-7)

;

one of them was killed and its blood drained into

running water, into Avhicb the other bird was dipped,

being then liberated, while the leper was sprinkled

with the blood by means of a piece of hyssop

bound to a slick of cedar-wood by a scarlet cord.

This ceremony typified the sinful and unclean past

and the sinless future, while the puritication by
means of cedar-wood and hyssop was intended to

indicate tbat high and low alike must bow to

God in their sinfulness (Hul. 134b; Lev. R. xvi. 6).

The breaking of the calf's neck (" 'eglali arufah ")

was a judicial act symbolizing the punishment of

death justly meted out to the murderer, and the

washing of the hands typified the purification from

crime, while the requirement that the blood from
the carcass must be entirely washed away by the

brook llowing beneath indicated that guilt was alto-

gether removed. The laying on of hands (" samak ")

signified, according to Philo (I.e.), that the hands
performing this act had done no evil, but in the

view of BahrC'Christliche SymbolikdesMosaischen
Cultus," ii. 341) it symbolized the devotion of one's

self to Yhwh even unto death, and hence dedication

to death for Ilis sake, the burning of the sacrifice

representing the place and the goal of the sacrificial

gift.

(3) The Officiating Priests : The priests medi-
ated between God and man by offering sacrifices

and by other services in the Temple. The chief

representative among them was the high priest, who
wore eight vestments, twice as many as the others,

these garments being symbols of holiness and sanc-

tification from sin. Why, asks the Talmud, is the

high priest clothed in white on the Day of Atone-
ment? and it answers: Because the service in the

terrestrial Temple must equal that in the heavenly
Temple (Voma44b). The coat w'as woven in one
piece, in contrast to the idea of "kara'" (to rend),

the latter being the symbol of mourning; the miter
was a blossom, and the priest might not uncover
his head ("para'"; Lev. x. 6) lest thereby be
should suggest the dropping of blossoms. The
breeches symbolized the abolition of the distinction

between the heavenly and the mortal part of man,
as contrasted with the divine nature, which is abso-

lutely holy and living. The girdle was the emblem
of the priest as the servant of the Lord, and it was
made in the same four colors as the curtains of the

Holy of Holies; it is said to have been 32 ells long,

to indicate the windings of the heart (Yer. Yoma
44b; Lev. R. x.). The priests went barefoot to ex-

press their sense of the sanctity of the Temple.
The vestments of the high priest were interpreted

in three waj's. The explanation of Philo is us fol-

lows ("Vita Mosis," iii. 209): His upper garment
was the symbol of the ether, while the blossoms
represented the earth, the pomegranates typified

running water, and the bells denoted the music of

tlie water. Theephod corresponded to heaven, and
the stones on both shoulders to the two hemispheres,

one above and the other below the earth. 'The six

names on each of the stones were the six signs of

the zodiac, which were denoted also by the twelve
names on the breastplate. The miter was the sign

of the crown which exalted the high priest above
all earthly kings.

Josephus' explanation is this ("Ant." iii. 7, § 7):

The coat was the symbol of the earth, the upper
garment emblemized heaven, while the bells and
pomegranates represented thunder and lightning.

The ephod typified the four elements, and the inter-

woven gold denoted the glory of God. The breast-

plate was in the center of the ephod, as the earth

formed the center of the universe; the girdle sym-
bolized the ocean, the stones on the shoulders the

sun and moon, and the jewels in the breastplate the

twelve signs of the zodiac, while the miter was a
token of heaven.

Yerushalmi (Men. vii. 1) and Leviticus Kabbah
(x.) give the following interpretation: The coat

symbolized atonement for murder or for the sin

of wearing mixed garments, and the undergarment
typified atonement for unchastity. The miter de-

noted atonement for pride, and the belt for theft or

tricker}'. The breastplate represented atonement
for any perversion of the Law, the ephod for idola-

try, and the robe for slander.

(4) Numbers: The rules governing calculations,

of dimension and number were not merely ex-

ternal, but represented the divinity as the supreme
intelligence. The arrangement of the Tabernacle

especially was determined according to numbers.

The number three was the symbol of holiness,

so that the Holy of Holies occupied one-third and

the Holy Place two-thirds of the entire Temple; the

tapestries were ten times three ells in length, and
there were three vessels each for the altar of burnt

offering, the altar of incense, and the Ark. The
candlestick had twice three arms (besides the shaft,

which also held a lamp), and each arm had three

knobs. The blessing of the priest consisted of three

sections (Num. vi. 24, 2o), and in the invocation of

God the word " holy " (" kadosli ") was repeated thrice

(comp. Isa. vi. 3).

The symbolism of the number four was based on

the most simple contemplation of the quaternity as

found in the universe, which included both heaven

and earth (comp. Job xxxvii. 3; Isa. xi. 12; Ezek.

vii. 2; I Chron. ix.24; Dan. viii. 8), and it therefore

connoted heaven as the throne of God in contradis-

tinction to earth, thus revealing the glory of God
and bearing witness to Him. The Holy of Holies

was in the form of a cube, and the Holy Place was
a double cube in length. All the vessels of the

Temple except the candlestick were sqiiare. Ac-

cording to Ezek. i. 26-28, four symbolized the divine

revelation, while in the view of Pliilo it was the

number of complete harmony (" De Opificio Mundi,"

pp. 13-15).

The number five typified semicompletion. The
dimensions of the curtain of the Holy of Holies were

four ells by five; the altar in the court covered a

surface of five square ells; and there were five pil-

lars at the entrance to the Tabernacle.

The number seven was the general symbol for all

association with God, and was the favorite religious

number of Judaism, typifying the covenant of holi-
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ness and sanctificalion, and also all that was hoi}'

and sanctif3'iug in purpose. The candlestick had
seven lamps, and the acts of atonement and puriti-

cation were accompanied by a sevenfold sprinkling.

The establisliment of the Sabbath, the Sabbatical

year, and the year of jubilee was based on the

number seven, as were the periods of purification

and of mourning (Lev. iv. 6, 17; xxiii. 15; xxvi. 21;

Deut. XV. 1 ; II Kings v. 14; Ps. cxix. 164).

The number ten symbolized absolute complete-
ness. The court to the Tabernacle was ten times ten

ells long, and five times ten ells wide, and in the Holy
of Holies the Ten Commandments were preserve<l.

The number twelve, being the product of three

and four, typified the union of the people with
God. On the table were twelve loaves of show-
bread, and the breastplate of the priest contained
twelve precious stones as emblems of the twelve
tribes of Israel, which camped round about the Sanc-

tuary. Twelve victims were sacrificed during the

dedication of the Tabernacle (Num. vii. 87). Four
times twelve cities were assigned as the dwelling-

places of the Levites, and David divided the priests

into twice twelve orders (I Chron. xxiv. 7 et seq.).

See Nt'MRERS and Ncmerals.
(5) Metals and Colors : Gold was the symbol

of the divine or celestial light, the glory of God
(Zech. vi. 11 et seq. ; Dan. xi. 21), and silver the em-
blem of moral innocence and of holiness (Isa. i. 22;

Jer. vi. 30), while brass typified hardness, strength,

and firmness (Lev. xxvi. 19; Jer. xv. 12; Job xl.

18). Brass was a substitute for gold, and iron for

silver (Isa. Ix. 17). The metals were in general

symbols of splendor, and in the Temple a certain

classification of them was observed, .so that the

majority of the vessels in the Holy of Holies were
of gold, while those used in the other parts of the

Temple were of silver or brass. In mystic pas-

sages paradise was similarly pictured: its apart-

ments were made of gold, silver, and crystal, and
contained beds, chairs, and candlesticks of gold and
precious stones (comp. Eisenmenger, "Entdecktes
Judentum," ii. 302, 309).

Salt was expressly declared to be neces.sary for

the completion of the covenant between God and
Israel, since it must be included in every meal-offer-

ing, in which it takes the place of the blood in the

animal sacrifices (Lev. ii. 13; but comp. Ezek.
xliii. 24). The heave-offering incumbent on every
Israelite was called "berit millat 'olam " (Num.
xviii. 19). In the Talmud salt symbolizes the Torah,

for as the world can not exist without salt, so it can

not endure without the Torah (Soferim xv. 8).

"Tekelet" represented heaven, according to the

view of Maimonides (" Yad," Zizit, ii.); while Abra-

vanel and Kimhi on Ex. xxv. 4 regarded it as tiic

greenish color of the sea, most of tiie other commen-
tators agree with Maimonides in interpreting it as

the S3-mbol of the dwelling-place of Yiiwii, and
thus as corresponding to the color of the divine rev-

elation (Num. R. XV.). " Argaman " was the sym-
bol of sublimity, of power, and of gloiy (Isa. Ix. 6;

Judges viii. 26). so tliat Alexander Balas robed Jon-

athan in purple (I Mace. x. 20), which was especially

used to designate royal dignity (I Mace. x. 20, xi.

58). " Tola^at " and " shani " (" scarlet, " " crimson ")

symbolized blood, and thus frequently typified life,

although this color often designated sin, as well
as joy and happiness (Gen. xxxviii. 28; Josh. ii. 18,

21; Jer. iv. 30). Purification from sin was also
symbolized by purple (Lev. xvi. 10; Nahum ii. 4 [A.

V. 8]). "Shesh" (white), like "buz" (byssus), was
the symbol of physical and intellectual purity, being
the true color of light, without any modification
(Cant. v. 10; Dan. iv. 10, 14, 20; Zech. xiv. 5).

(6) See Chkkubi.m.

(7) Festivals and Holy Days : The system of
the Jewish festivals was ternary, since the year, like

the day and the night, was divided into three parts.

The first of these festivals was the Passover, which
celebrated the rebirth of nature, and thus symbolized
the origin of the Jewish people. The yearling lamb
typified innocent youth. It was regarded as espe-

cially holy, and might neither be boiled nor its bones
broken, but had to remain entire. Since anything
sour was regarded as unclean, and as the people were
obliged to refrain from touching anything un-
clean during Passover, leavened food was forbid-

den. Even in the Bible the eating of the bitter herbs
typified the miseries of the Egyptian bondage. la
the evenings four cups were drained, to symbolize
the four world-kingdoms (Yer. Pes. 37c; Gen. R.
Ixxx.), and those who partook of the Passover meal
reclined in token of their liberation from slavery.

The Passover was likewise the Feast of the First-

Born, since it was regarded as typifying also the

death of the first-born in Egypt.
The second festival was that of Shebu'ot, the

Feast of Weeks, and as the Passover marked the

beginning of a definite period, so Shebu'ot marked
its close, the former denoting the day of ripening, and
the latter marking the last day of using the scytl)e,

whence it received the alternative names of " 'azar-

ta" or "'azeret shel Pesah " (Pes. 42b). The third

of the festivals was the Feast of Sukkot, or the

Feast of Tabernacles, originally observed as an au-

tumnal festival, but subsequently as a feast of joy

(Lev. K. v. 30), being regarded at a still later time as

commemorating the huts occupied by the children of

Israel in the desert (Suk. 55b; Men. xiii. 5). The stem

of the palm -branch corresponded to the human
spine, the leaf of the myrtle to the eye, the willow-

leaf to the mouth, and the etrog to the heart, these

being the most important members of the body (Lev.

R. XXX.). The palm-branches borne by tlie Jews on

the Feast of Tabernacles typified their victories over

the heathen (Pesik. 180a; Lev. R. I.e.).

There were two other special festivals, the New-
Year and the Day of Atonement. The distinguish-

ing feature of the former was the blowing of the

shofar, to signify that Israel was remembered in the

presence of Yiiwh, while the Talmud emphasized

the fact that only a straight shofar was blown, to

s\ mbolize the straightening of the heart, as distin-

guished from the usage on fast-days, when a curved

shofar was blown, to symbolize the heart writhing

in repentance (Yer. R. H. 58d). Abravanel on Lev.

xxiii. 24 represented New-Year's Day as the symbol

of complete freedom, while Philo regarded the blow-

ing of the shofar on New-Year as a commemoration
of the giving of the Law, and as a proclamation of

the benefits which the world would derive from the
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dissemination of rigiiteous laws, as well as the end,

set by God, to the strife among the forces of nature

C-'De Septenario," pp. 43-44). The Day of Atone-

ment was considered the most holy day of the entire

year, and was regarded as the symbol of the com-

plete atonement of the people and of their absolu-

tion from their sins (conip. the various articles on

the festivals).

(8) The Visions of the Prophets : Jeremiah

beheld an almond-tree as a token of the speedy ful-

filment of the word of God (play on "shaked'Mn

Jer. i. 11), and Amos saw a basket of summer fruit

as a symbol of the approaching end of Israel (play

on "kayiz" in Amos viii. 1). Ahijah the Shilonite

tore Jeroboam's mantle into twelve pieces, to typify

the division of the kingdom of Israel (I Kings xi.

30), and Zedekiah made horns of iron to encourage

Ahab to engage in war with liamoMi-gilead (I Kings
xxii. 11). King Joash, at the command of the prophet

Elisha, shot arrows from the open window into the

air, to symbolize the destruction of his enemies

(II Kings xiii. 15-19). Isaiah walked naked and
barefoot to show how the Egyjitians and Ethiopians

would be treated wiien taken captive by the A-ssyi-

ians (Isa. xx. 2), while Jeremiah wore a yoke upon
his neck to induce the nations to submit to the King
of Assyria (Jer. xxvii. 2-4, 10-12). Ezekiel was
commanded to inscribe the names of certain tribes

upon separate pieces of woe d, to show that God
would reunite those tribes (Ezek. xxxvii. 15 et seq.

;

comp. Isa. vi. ; Ezek. i. ; Dan. vii.).

Tiie following symbolic acts may also be men-
tioned: the dedication of the priest by sprinkling

his ears, hands, and feet with blood, since they were
the members which performed the most important

functions; the wearing of fringes on
Miscella- the garment, since they Typified the

neous word of the Law, the liberation from
Symbols. Egypt, the fulfilment of all the com-

mands of God, and the warning against

idolatry and other sins; and the prohibition of a
garment of divers materials, asa symbol of the com-
mandment not to trespass against the divine order
of nature. The presentation of the shoe was taken
to symbolize the transferring of one's rights to an-
other (Huth iv. 7); at weddings the bride was sprin-

kled with grains of wheat as a symbol of fruitful-

ness (Ket. ii. 1).

Seals and gems of the sixth and seventh centuries

B.C. likewise contain symbolic figures, although
their meaning is no longer clear. Thus, a steer

facing to the right ai)pearson the seal of Shemariah,
son of Azariah, and the seal of Nathan, son of Aba-
diah, has ibexes and deer above and below the name,
either as a symbol of some Syrian goddess or to

show that the owner of the gem was fond of hunt-
ing. The seal of Shebaniah. son of Uzziah, bears a
man with a large stick in his right hand, while the

reverse shows butterflies above and below the

legend.

The. coins of the time of Simon Maccabeus have
an almond-blossom to symbolize the priesthood of

Aaron, and other coins of the same period bear a
lulab and an etrog, which are difficult to explain.

Most of the coins of the time of John Hyrcanus
show two interlaced horns as a symbol of power.

while the rulers of the house of Herod had ships,

helmets, Syrian shields, and grapes engraved upon
their coins. A coin of Agrippa I. bears two clasped

hands as a token of his friendship with Claudius.

The coins struck during the first revolution present

grapes, the lyre, and the palm.

The symbolism on Jewish tombstones is very sim-
ple, the same emblems appearing on most of them.
Two hands with outspread fingers indicated that

the dead man was descended from priestly stock,

and a jug was carved on the tombstones of the Le-
vites as an emblem of the priest who washed his

hands before he pronounced the blessing. Other
gravestones show a tree with branches either out-

spread or broken off, symbolizing the death of a
young man or an old man respectively; or they
have a cluster of grapes as an emblem of Israel.

The Magen Dawid occurs frequently, and an
erect female figure was carved on the tombstone
of a virgin, to typify the life which rises upward.
Most frequently, however, the figures symbolized
the name of the deceased, as the figure of a lion for

Loeb, a wolf for Benjamin, and a rose for the name
Blunie.

The influence of .Judaism upon Christian symbol-
ism as early as the second and third centuries c.E.,

is apparent both in painting and in sculptm-e, the

most frequent motives being those which occur in

the Mishnah as formulas for prayer on fast-days.

The prayer beginning with the words "Mi she-'a-

nah," which was included in the selihah at an early

date, was adopted in the Christian ritual as the lit-

any "Libera domine," and this litany was figura-

tively used in a certain sequence as a symbol, for the

sacrifice of Isaac was regarded as a symbol of the

crucifixion of Jesus, since the primitive Church con-

sidered Isaac the prototype of Jesus, and the act of

sacrifice emblemized the death on the cross; Abra-
ham was represented as the symbol of the power of

faith and Isaac as the sacrificed redeemer. The
ascension of Elijah was believed tot^'pify the ascen-

sion of Jesus, who was regarded by Christian sym-
bolism as an analogue to Elijah, although this ascen-

sion was also taken as a type of the

Influence general resurrection from the dead.

on Chris- Job sitting among the ashes was the

tian symbol of patience and of the power of

Symbols, resistance of the flesh ; and Ilananiah,

Mishael, and Azariah in the fiery fur-

nace typified steadfastness in persecution and faith

in the aid of God. The sarcophagi, moreover, con-

tained representations of the fall of man, Noah and
the ark, scenes from the life of Moses in three vari-

ations, Joshua, David, and Daniel.

In later times pictorial symbolism gradually gave
place to verbal. Originally there were three kinds

of such verbal symbolism: "peshat," referring to

the past or the changeable; "derash," to the pres-

ent, with the interests and emotions expressed by
it; "sod," to the future, or to the investigation

of the eternal. Subsequently, and up to the elev-

enth century, a fourth form of symbolism was
used, namely, " remez," or the symbolizing of the

supernatural. These four kinds were designated

either as "the four legs of the table of the Lord "

or as the four rivers issuing from paradise. The lit-
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eral interpretation was said to express tlie facts, tlie

allegoncal interpretation to teacii tlie doctrine, tlie

moral interpretation to teach right living, ancl the

mystical interpretation to indicate the order of

the supernatural woild of spirit.

In recent tiines Zionism has encouraged picto-

rial symbolism by adopting an erect lion for its es-

cutcheon, in symbolic interpretation of Gen. xlix.

9. Other examples are the famous window in the
B'nai B'rith Lodge of Hamburg, where Theodor
Herzl is represented as Moses " the liberator, " and
the symbolic illustrations and cover-designs of the

painter Lilien. See also Titles of Books.
Bibliography: V. Schultze, ^rc7iao!o(;i.so/!e Studicn, Vienna,

1880; idem. Die Katakoinbeii, Leipsic, 1882; E. Heinne-.-ke,
Altchristliche Malerei, ib. 1896; U. Garrucci, Storia ddla
Arte ChiMicnta, Uoine, 1886; F. Friedrich, Sym/)ofi/f de.r
Mosahsctien StiftshUtte, Leipsic, 1841; J. Aub, Ueber die
Symholik de.r Musaiifchen llclnjion, in Zeit. fIXr ReUuiOse
Interessen da< Judenthutns, ii.; M. Levy, Sieael iiud (Jem-
men, Breslau, 1869; D. Kaufiiiann, in R. E. J. xiv. 33, 217;
Bacher, Aq. I'nl.Amor.; Bahr, Christliche Symholik desMo-
xaisclien Cidtun, Heidelberg, 1839, 1874; Kurz, Zur Sym-
holik der Cidtnsntdttc, in Zeit. fllr Lutherinche Thenluqie
und Kirche, 18.51, pp. 1-70: Zunz, Z. O. pp. 161-163; Idem,
a. V. 2d ed., p. 62; Uiatz, Gesch. vi. 64.

.1. S. ().

SYMMACHUS : Translator of the Bible into

Greek; flourished at the end of the second or the

beginning of the third century of the common
era. According to Eusebius and Jerome, he was an
Ebionitc and consequently a Cliristian ; according to

Epipiianius, a Samaritan who embraced Judaism.
Geiger has tried to identify him with tlie tanna Sym-
machus ben Josepli ; but this view lias been gener-

ally regarded as unfounded. Symmachus' transla-

tion of the Bible won such quick recognition and
was adopted so rapidly that Origen incorporated it

in his Hexapla. Field has made the most com-
plete collection of the fragments which have been
preserved in the Hexaplar manuscripts. New mate-
rial has been furnished of late years by the Hexaplar
discovery of Mercati, a complete publication of

whicli has yet to be made, and by tlie small Hexa-
plar fragment discovered and published by Taylor.

In contrast to the Septuagint, to Aquila, and to

Theodotion, Sj'mmachus writes good Greek, compar-
atively free from Hebraisms; and he strives above
all to reproduce clearly the sense of the original

(comp. Field, " Origenis Hexaplorum," etc., xxx. et

seq.). He has, therefore, only seldom transcribed

in Greek letters Hebrew words which were ditticult

to translate, as his predecessors often did.

Some uncertainty still prevails as to Symmachus'
relatiousiiip to Aquila and Tlieodotion. Swete liolds

it probable that when Symmachus made his transla-

tion he had before him the work of both of these

translators. In Symmachus' variations from tlie

Septuagint, Geiger finds unmistakable traces of Jew-
ish tradition in tiiat he takes into account the dog-

matic convictions of Judaism at the time (avoiding

anthropomorphisms, referring to resurrection and
everlasting life, softening liarsli expressions), fol-

lows rabbinic interpretations in other ways also,

and adopts for many words in the Bible a meaning
which occurs only in the later Hebrew. This does

not contradict the fact that he was an Ebionite—

a

fact of which Harnack has furnished important

proofs, even tracing back to him the name of the

Ebionitc sect of the Symmachians. Jerome often

made use of the translation of Symmachus, for which
compare Field, I.e. xxxiv.-xxxv., in whicli work
also (xxxvi.-xxxvii.) an alleged second recension of
his translation is mentioned.

Bibliography: Field, Origenis HcTaplorum QiuB Siiper-
.sinit Prolegomena, xxvlii.-xx.xvll.; Geiger, JUd. Zeit. 1. 3»-
64; Diet, of (7i7i,sf ia» Bioa'aplty. iv. 748-749; Harnat-k.
Ge>fch. der Altchi-vsllichen Litcratur, i. 'XG et seq.; HerzoR-
Hauck, Real-Encuc. iii. 23; Swete, Introduction to the Old
Testament in Greek, pp. 49-5;j; Schurer, Gesch. 3d ed., lil.

314 (assembles the literature on Mereati's And); Taylor.
Hebrew-Greek Cairo Genizah Palim psexLi . . . Including
a Fra{iment of the 22d Psalm According to Origenis
Hexapla, Cambridge. 1900 (contains text of Symmachus for
Ps. xxii. 1.5-18. 20-24; also material on Symmachus, pp. 39-41).
Compare also the bibliographies of the articles aquila.
Origkn. and Theodotion.
T. F. P.

SYNAGOGAL MUSIC. See Music, Svna-
GOOAI..

SYNAGOGE, DIE. See Pehiodicals.

SYNAGOGENBLATT, DAS. See Pkhiod-
ICAI.S.

SYNAGOGUE: The origin of tlie synagogue,
in which the congregation gathered to worsliip and
to receive the religious instruction connected there-

with, is wrapped in obscurity. By tlie time it had
become the central institution of Judaism (no period

of the history of Israel is conceivable without it),

it was already regarded as of ancient origin,

dating back to the time of Moses (see Yer. Targ.,

Ex. xviii. 20 and I Chron. xvi. 39; Pesik. 129b;
Philo, "I)e Vita Mosis," iii. 27; Josephus, "Contra
Ap."ii.,§17; Acts x v. 21). The " house of the peo-

ple "(Jer. xxxi.x. 8 [Hebr.]) is interpreted, in a mid-
rash cited by Kashi and Kimhi (ad lor.), as referring

to the synagogue, and "bet 'amma," the Aramaic
form of this phrase, was the populdr designation in

the second century for the synagogue (Simeon b.

Eleazar, in Shab. 33a). The synagogue as a perma-
nent institution originated probably in the period

of the Babylonian captivity, when a place for com-
mon worship and instruction had become necessary.

The great prophet, in the second part of the Book of

Isaiah, in applying the phrase "house of prayer" to

the Temple to be built at Jerusalem (Isa. Ivi. 7 and,

according to tlie very defensible reading of the

LXX., also Ix. 7), may have used a phrase which,

in the time of the Exile, designated

Estab- the place of united worship; this in-

lished Dur- terpretation is possible, furthermore,

ing the in such passages as Isa. Iviii. 4. The
Exile. term was preserved by the Hellenis-

tic Jews as the name for the syna-

gogue (TTpoaevxf/ ^^o'lKor Trpoaev^f/C; COmp. also the

allusion to the " proseuclia " in Juvenal, "Satires,"

iii. 296).

After the return from the Captivity, when the

religious life was reorganized, especially uu(l(!r Ezra
and his successors, congregational worship, consist-

ing in prayer and the reading of sections from the

Bible, developed side by side with the revival of the

cult of the Temple at Jerusalem, and thus led to the

building of synagogues. The place of meeting was
called "bet ha-keneset," since an assembly of the

people for worship was termed a "keneset"; the

assembly described in Neb. ix.-x. was known in tra-

dition as the " great assembly " (" keneset ha-gedo-

lah " ; see Synagogue, The Great). The synagogue
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continued to be known by this name, although

it was called also, briefly, "keneset" (Aramaic,

"kanishta"), and, in Greek, awayuyf].

The synagogues of Palestine are first mentioned in

Ps. Ixxiv., in which the words "mo'adeel" (verse

8) were interpreted as meaning " synagogue " as early

as Aquila, although strictly it connotes merely a

place of assembly (comp. "bet mo'ed," Job xxx. 23;

"bet wa'ad," Ab. i. 4). Neither of the first two
books of the Maccabees, however, mentions the

burning of the synagogues of the country during

the persecutions by Antiochus. The synagogue in

the Temple at Jerusalem is mentioned in halakic

tradition (see Yoma vii. 1; Sotah vii. 7, 8; Tosef.,

Suk. iv.). According to one legend, there were 394

ii. 14, §§4-5); it was called the "revolutionary
synagogue " ("kenishta di-meradta") as late as the
fourth century (see Gratz, "Gesch."2d ed., iv. 313).

The evangelists refer to the synagogues of Naza-
reth (Matt. xiii. 54; Mark vi. 2; Luke iv. 16) and
Capernaum (Mark i. 21; Luke vii. 5; John vi. 59)
as places where Jesus taugiit. There are but few
details given in traditional literature concerning the
other synagogues of Palestine, although mention
is made of those in Beth-shean (Scythopolis; Yer.
Meg. 74a), Cajsarea (Yer. Bik. 65d; see above),
Kefar Tiberias (Pesik. R. 196b), Kifra, or Kufra
(Yer. Ta'an. 68b: Meg. 70a), Lydda (Yer. Shek. v.,

end), Maon (Shab. 139a: Zab. 118b), Sepphoris
(Pesik. 136b [the great synagogue]; Yer. Ber. 9a:

UUINS OF A.\ ANCIENT SYNAGOGUE AT MERON.
(From a photograph by the Palestine EipIoratioD Fund.)

synagogues at Jerusalem when the city was des-

troyed by Titus (Ket. 105), while a second tradition

gives the number as 480 (Yer. Meg. 73d et al.).

Other passages give the additional information that

the foreign Jews at Jerusalem had their own syna-
gogues. Thus there Avas a synagogue of the Alex-
andrian Jews (Tosef., Meg. ii. ; Yer. Meg. 73d); this

synagogue is mentioned in Acts vi. 9 (comp. ix. 29),

which refers also to the synagogues of the Cyre-
nians, Cilicians, and Asiatics. Josephus mentions

botli the synagogue built by Agrippa
Spread of I. at Dora ("Ant." xix. 6, § 3) and
Syna- the great synagogue at Tiberias, in

gogues. which, during the war against Rome,
political meetings were once held on

the Sabbath and the following days ("Vita," § 54).

The synagogue of Ciesarea rose to importance during
the inception of this uprising (Josephus, "B. J."

Yer. Shab. 8a [the Synagogue of the Babylonians]

;

Yer. Ber. 6a [the Synagogue of the Vine]), Tiberias

(Ber. 8a, 30b [thirteen synagogues]; Yer. Ta'an.

64a [the Synagogue of the ^ovTiii] ; 'Er. x. 10), and
Tibe'in (Tosef., Meg. ii.).

The earliest document relating to the settlement
of the Jews in Egypt and their adoption of Hellenic

customs was discovered in 1902. This is a marble slab

with the following inscription in Greek: "In honor
of King Ptolemy and Queen Berenice, his sister and
wife, and their children, the Jews [dedicate] this

synagogue " {-poaevx'i). The stone was found in the
ancient Shedia, 20 kilometers from Alexandria ; the
king mentioned on it is Ptolemy, according to Th.
Reinacli (in " R. E. J." xlv. 164). Similar dedicatory
inscriptions have been discovered in Lower Egypt,
one of them declaring that the king had bestowed
the rights of asylum {aav7.ov) on the sj'nagogue (/6.
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xlv. 163). Ill III Mace. vii. 20 there is an account

of the founding of a sj'uagogue at Ptolemais (on the

right bank of ihe Balir Yusuf) during tlie reign

of King Ptolemy IV. Piiilo expressly states (" De
Legatione ad Caiuni," § 20) tiiat the large population

of Alexandria had many synagogues in various

quarters of the city, and lie says also (ib.) that

when the Alexandrian synagogues were destroyed

the same fate was shared by the shields, golden

wreaths, slehe, and inscriptions which in honor of

the emperors had been set up in the open halls {-n-efH-

flolai) oi the courts of the synagogues (Pliilo, "In

Flaccum," ^ 7). The great synagogue of Alexan-

dria, wliich was des-

troyed during the

reign of Trajan, was
especiallj' famous, its

size and splendor be-

ing made the subject

of glowing descrip-

tions in the schools of

Palestine and Baby-

lon (Suk. 51a; Tosef.,

ib. iv. ; Yer. Sidi.

5oa).

In Syria the great

synagogue of Anti-

och was famous; to

it, according to Jo-

sephus ("B. J." vii.

3, § 3), the successors

of Antiochus Epipli-

anes presented the

bronze votive offer-

ings which liad been

taken from Jerusa-

lem. Its site was oc-

cupied in the fourth

century by a Chris-

tian basilicadedicated

to the Maccabean
martyrs (the seven

brothers mentioned

in II and IV Macca-
bees [see Cardinal

Rampolla in "Rev.
de I'Art Chretien,"

1899, p. 3903.] The
apostle Paul preached

in various syna-
gogues in Damascus
(Acts ix. 20), In

the account of his jourrwys through Asia Minor,

Macedonia, and Greece he mentions synagogues at

Antioch in Pisidia, Iconiuni, Ephesus, Philippi,

Thessalonica, Berea, Athens, Corinth, and Salamis
(several synagogues; Acts xiii. 5, 14; xiv. 1; xvi.

13; xvii. 1, 10, 17; xviii. 4, 7).

Philo speaks of tlie synagogues of the capital of

the Roman empire at the time of Augustus ("De
Legatione ad Caium," § 23); and the inscriptions

show that Rome contained a synagogiu; named in

honor of the emperor Augustus, anotiier called after

Agrippa, andathird after a certain Volumnus. One
synagogue received its name from the Campus Mar-
tius, and one from the Subura, a populous quarter

IlUiiiiiiiated Representation of a Synago<rue.

(From the Sarajevo Hagf^adsh of the fourteenth century.)

of Rome : while another was termed " the Synagogue
of the Olive-Tree." The in.scriptions refer even to a
synagogue of "the Hebrews," which belonged prob-
ably to a communit}^ of Jews who spoke Hebrew
or Aramaic. The synagogue of Severus at Rome is

mentioned in an ancient literary document dealing
with the variant readings in a copy of the Penta-
teuch (see Schiirer, "Gesch." 3d ed., iii. 44 ctseq.;

Berliner, "Gesch. der Juden in Rom," i. 62 ct neq.).

The ruins of a S3'nagogue were discovered in 1883
at Hammam-Lif, near Carthage. A Latin inscrip-

tion was found in the outer court, while a mosaic
with an inscription, and picturing various animals

and the seven-
branched candle-
slick, was set in the

tloor of the syna-

gogue itself ("R. E.

J." xiii. 4o-61, 217-

223). Remains of an-

cient synagogues,

some of which date

from the second or,

perhajis, even from
the fust century of

the common era, have
been found in vari-

ous localities of
northern Galilee, in

the vicinity of Lake
Merom, and on the

shores of Lake Gen-
nesaret (see Renan,
"Mission de Piieni-

cie," pp. 761-783).

The })est preserved

of these ruins are

those of Kafr Bir'im
;

while those of Kas-
yun contain a Greek
inscription from the

reign of the emperor
Scptimius Severus.

These Galilean ruins

are especiall}^ impor-

tant as showing the

architecture of the

ancient Palestinian

synagogues, which
bears general traces

of Greco-Roman in-

fluence, although it

has not surrendered its individualitj' (see Scliurer,

I.e. ii. 462). It may be noted here that the great

synagogue of Alexandria is designated as Snr'Afi arod

in the description of it mentioned above, and that a

haggadist of the fourth centtny applies the same
term to the chief synagogue of Tiberias (see Midr.

Teh. onPs. xciii. ; Barber, " Ag. Pal. Amor. "iii. 672).

Onl\' a tew synagogues of the Babylonian dias-

pora are mentioned by name in the Talmud. Those
situated in Siiaf we-Yatib, r.ear Neh.\i{oe.\, and
in Iluzal (Meg. 29b) were believed to be the oldest

on Babylonian soil and were said to have been

founded at the time of the Captivity. In the third

century there was a synagogue named in honor of
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Daniel ('Er. 2la), aud in tlic following century there

was a synagogue of "the Romans" at Iklahoza,

which belonged probably to Jews from the Roman
empire (Meg. 261)). In Babylonia the synagogues
were frequently situated outside tlie cities, in many
cases at a considerable distance from tliem (see

Kid. 73b: Shal). 24b: conip. Tan., ed. Ruber,

"Hayye Sarah," p. 7), this custom, apparently, be-

ing due to tii(! fact tliat after tiie destruction of the

synagogues by the Persians during tlie Sassanian

period the Jews were forbidden to rebuild witliin

the city limits (see Hastings, " Diet. Bible," iii. 638).

The synagogue and the academy were the two
institutions which i^reserved the essence of the Ju-

daism of the Diasiiora and saved it from anndiila-

tion. As the place of ))ublic worship, the .syna-

gogue became the

pivot of each com-
munity, just as the

Sancttiary at Jerusa-

hmi had been the cen-

ter for the entire
people. Ezck. xi. 16,

"Yet will I be to

them as a little sanc-

tuary," was rightly

interpreted, there-

fore, to mean that in

its dispersion Israel

would retain tlie syn-

agogue as a sanctu-

arj' in miniature in

compensation for the

loss of the Temple
(Tiirg. (id lor.), and
the communit}' crys-

tallized aroimd the

synagogue, tlie only

possible organization

for the Jews of the

Diaspora. Synagogal
worship, therefore,

]i o w e V e r much i I

might vary in detail

indifferent countries,

was the most impor-

tant visible expres-

sion of Judaism, and
the chief means of

uniting the Jews scattered throughout the world
;

while the academy, in like manner, guaranteed the

unity of the religious spirit which animated tlie

synagogue. The synagogu(>, consecjuently, is the

most important feature of the Jewish community,

which is inconceivable without it.

A history of the synagogue is possible only in so

far as Jewish liistory is considered from the point of

view of this important institution. A distinction

may be drawn, however, between its

Importance internal and its external history, the

of the former dealing with the changes in

Institu- the cult connected witli the synagogue

tion. and witli its different institutions, an<i

the latter treating of the fortunes of the

followers of Judaism and of their social and cultural

status in so far as these influenced the synagogue.

Interior of a Sixteenth-Century SynaRogue.

(From a woodcut of l.'iito.)

In sketching briefly the external liistory of the

synagogue, it is, in a sense, ominous that the first

allusion to it (in Ps. Ixxiv.) should be to its de-

struction. For nearly fifteen hundred years razed

synagogues tj-pificd the fortunes of the Jewish

communities, especially in Christian countries. In

the Roman empire, during the fourth century,

Theodosius the Great was frequently obliged to

check the excessive zeal of the Christians, who
burned and plundered synagogues or transformed

them into churches (Grjitz, "Gesch." 2d ed.. iv.

385). His son Arcadius likewise was compelled to

take stringent measures against the proposed de-

struction of synagogues in lUyria in 397. Theo-

dosius II. (408-450), however, expressly forbade the

Jews to build new synagogues; and when the Chris-

tians of Antiochia

seized certain Jewish

places of worship,

the emperor, al-

though lie at first

commanded their res-

toration, was later

persuaded by St.

.Simeon Stylites to

revoke the edict.

Eight years before

(415), the Christians

of Alexandria, insti-

gated by Bishop
Cyiil, had confiscated

tiie synagogue there

and forced tiie Jews
to emigrate, whiie

at Constantinople tne

great synagogue was
dedicated as the
Church of tlie Mother
of God, probably dur-

ing the reign of Theo-

dosius II. When the

victories of Belisii-

r i u s subjugated
northern Africa to

the Byzantine em-
pire, Justinian com-
manded (535) tliat

the synagogues
siiould be trans-

formed into churches. During the reign of The-

odorie the Great the Christian populace of Rome
burned the synagogue: but altlioughhe commanded
the Senate to punish those who had done so, and

though he permitted the Jews of Genoa to repair

theirs, he allowed neither the building nor the deco-

ration of synagogues elsewlierc. Pojie Gregory tlie

Great was noted for liis justice toward the Jews;

yet he was unable to restore the syn-

In agogues that had been taken from

Medieval them at Palermo by Bishop Victor and

Times. dedicated as clmrclies, although he

obliged the bishop to i>ay for them.

During the Merovingian jieriod a synagogue at

Orleans was destroyed by the mob, and the Jews

were unable to induce King Guntram to permit it

to be rebuilt (584). Tiie epoch of tlie Crusades was
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initiated by "the liberation of Jerusalem," when the

victorious crusaders drove the Jews into a syna-

gogue and cremated them there (1099). In France,

Philip Augustus commanded in his edict of expul-

sion, dated 1181, that the synagogues should be

transformed into churches, and at the coronation of

King Richard I. eight years later the synagogues of

London were destroyed by tlie crusaders. When
Philip the Fair expelled the Jews from France, in

1307, the synagogues were either sold or given

away, one of those in Paris being presented by the

king to his coachman : Tjouis X. restored tlicm when
the Jews were
recalled in 1315.

At the time of

the Black Death

(1349) tJie entire

communilj' of

Vienna sought

death in the
synagogue in or-

der to escape

persecution. In

1473 the Jews
were expelled

from Mayence
and their syna-

gogue dedicated

to Christian wor-

ship. Two dec-

ades later all

the Jews were
expelled from
Spain, their syn-

agogues were
t u r n e ti into
churches and
convents, and
the magnificent

synagogue at

Toledo, built in

the fourteenth

century by the

statesman Sam-
uel Abulafia, be-

came the Church
de Nuestra Se-

iiora de San
Benita (or del

Transito), still

existing as a

monument to tin

culture of Spain.

The following information regarding transformed
synagogues still existing in Spain is given by Kay-
serling: In the Calle de la Sinagoga in Toledo there

is, in addition to the former synagogue
Syna- of Samuel Abulafia, the great syna-

gogues in gogue built in the reign of Alfonso
Spain. X., now the Church of Santa Maria la

Blanca, a name given it by Vicente
Ferrer in the early part of the fifteenth century,

when it was dedicated. Both these buildings were
restored in the last decade of the nineteenth century,

after being closed as churches and declared to be
national monuments. One of the large synagogues

Interior of Ibe Synagogue at Ilotterdam,

(From au old priut.)

former splendor of the Jewish

of Seville was transformed into the Church of

S. Bartolome in 148'i, and is now one of the finest in

the city ; its Hebrew inscriptions were seen by liod-

rigo Caro, the author of " Antiguedada de Sevilla,"

in 1630. The old synagogue at Segovia, burned in

1899, was dedicated as the Church of Corpus Christi

(see "R. E. J." xxxix. 209-216). A church at the

entrance to the ghetto of Saragossa is said to have
been a synagogue; but there are no documents to

verify this statement, although the style of architec-

ture supports it. On the synagogue discovered by
Fidel Pita under the name of the Church of Santa

Quiteria, at Cor-

dova, see " R. E.

J." ix. 157, X.

245.

When the Jews
of Ratisbon
were expelled in

1519, their syna-

gogue, w h icli

was built of
freestone, was
demolished by
the citizens
(even the nobles

and the bishop

taking part in

the work of de-

struction), and
a church was
erected on the

site. The inten-

tion of Ferdi-

nand I. of Aus-
tria to transform

the synagogues
of Prague into

churches (1557)

was not exe-
cuted, audit was
reserved for Leo-

l)old I., anothi r

member of Ihe

house of Ilaps-

burg, to issue

the last general

order to this
effect recorded

in li i s t o r y .

When the Jews
were expelled from Vienna, in 1070, a church was
built on the site of their demolished S3'nagogue.

These episodes in tin? history of the synagogue in

Christian countries have had very few parallels in

Mohanunedan lands, although the rule

In Islam, of Islani also began with an edict

against the synagogue. It was de-

creed in the " jiact of Omar" (see Jew. Excyc. vi.

655, s.?). Isi,.\.M) that in those countries which should

be conriuered no new synagogues might be built,

nor old (uies re]iiiired. The calif Al->Iutawakkil

confirmed this decree in the ninth century, and com-
manded all synagogues to be transformed into

mosques. Tiie Egyptian calif Al-Hakim (d. 1020)

also destroyed synagogues, and many were razed in
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Africa aud Spain by the fury of tlie Almobades
(after 1140). The great synagogue of Jerusalem
was destroyed in 1473, although the Jews were soon
permitted to rebuild it. In eastern Mohammedan
countries the names of Biblical personages or of

representatives of tradition {e.g., a tanna or amora)
were given to many synagogues. The following

examples are taken from Benjamin of Tudela
("Itinerary"), from the list of tombs compiled for

R. Jebiel of Paris (1240), and from a similar list

entitled "Eleh ha-Massa'ot " ; the two last-named

sources are appended to Griinhut's edition of Ben-
jamin of Tudela (pp. 140-160). Some examples
are found also in Pethahiah's itinerary, and in Sam-

very splendid edifice "), Byblus (p. 158, "an extraor-
dinarily splendid edifice "), Laodicea (p. 158), aud
Hama (p. 159), while Gratz believed ("Gesch." 1st

ed.,v. 53) that there was a synagogue of Elijah also

in Sicily, at the time of Pope Gregory I. Benjamin
found a " Keneset Mosheh " outside the city of Fos-
tat (p. 94j. According to Sambari (p. 119; comp. p.

137), the name of "Kanisat Musa" was given to the
synagogue of Damwah (see Jew. Encyc. v. 64, s.r.

Egypt), in which Moses himself was said to have
prayed (comp. Ex. ix. 29), and in which, on the 7th of

Adar, the Jews of all Egypt assembled, during the
period of the Nagids, for fasting and prayer. One
of the three synagogues of Aleppo was called after

IM'ERIOK OK TDK SYNAl.OoUt AT AUiltRS.

(Kruni au uld print.;

bari's chronicle of the year 1682, printed iu Neu-
bauer, "M. J. C." i. In the following list the name
"Sambari" precedes the page numbers of citations

from this latter source; all other references are to

the pages of Griinhut's edition of Benjamin of

Tudela's "Itinerary."

In the village of Janjar, iu Egypt, there was a

synagogue named iu honor of the prophet Elijah,

siuce Pliiuehas b. Eleazar was born there (Sambari,

p. 121 ; Phiuehas = Elijah ; see Jkw. Encyc. v. 122).

The synagogue of the Palestinians at Fostat was
also called after Elijah; the prophet Jeremiah was
said to have prayed there (Sambari, p. 118; p.

137); aud there were other synagogues of Elijah

at Damascus (p. 157, "between the gardens— a

XI.—49

Moses (p. 158). Benjamin mentions synagogues
named in honor of Ezra at Laodicea (— Kalneh

;

I

comp. Sambari, p. 158), Huran, and Jazirat ibn

i

Omar, on the upper Tigris, the first one having been

built, he was told, by Ezra himselt (pp. 47 ct uq.).

Pethahiah mentions two synagogues built by Ezra

at Nisibis. There was a synagogue at Ezra s

tomb, and one near the grave of the prophet

Ezekiel; the latter was said to have

Leg-endary been built by King Jehoiachim (" Itm-

Founda- erary," ed. Beni.sch, pji. 61, 68). In

tions. the province of Mosul (Assliur), Ben-

jamin (1). 48) saw the synagogues of

I liie three prophets Obadiah, Jonah, and Nahura.

[
The tomb of Daniel at Susaand the graves ot Morde-
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cai and Esther (pp. 68, 75, Pethahiah) were placed

in front of synagogues, and Benjamin (p. 41)

mentions a synagogue near Tiberias named in honor

of Caleb, the son of Jephunneh—apparently the

synagogue built, according to Pethahiah's itinerary,

by Joshua, the son of Nun.
At Ramlah (Kama) the Christians found the tomb

of Samuel beside the synagogue (p. 39, Benjamin),

while at Kafr Jubar, near Damascus, there was a

synagogue built, according to legend, by Elisha

(Sambari, p. 152). Among the Tannaim the name of

Simeon b. Yohai was given to two synagogues, one

at Meron (pp. 141, 154) and the other at Kafr Bir'im

(p. 154, "a very splendid edifice, built of large stones

with great pillars"; see above). At . Damascus,

according to Benjamin, there was a synagogue of

Eleazar b. 'Arak (Pethahiah says Eleazar b. Aza-

riah), and at Nisibis one of Judah b. Bathyra.

Several Babylonian synagogues mentioned by Ben-

jamin were named in honor of amoraim: the syna-

gogues of Rab,

Samuel, Isaac,

Nappaha, Rab-
ba, Mar Kashi-

sha.Ze'erab.Ha-

ma, Mari, Meir
(at Hillah),
Papa, Huna, Jo-

seph, and Joseph
b. Hama(pp. 60,

61, 63, 65). All

these syna-
gogues stood at

the graves of tlie

amoraim whose
names they
bore.

These exam-
ples show that

the synagogues
bearing the
names of Bib-

lical or Tal-
mudic celebri-

ties were often

similar in ciiaracter to the "kubbah" (vault;

Hebr. riS'3) regularly built over the grave of a
Mohammedan saint, and serving as an oratory for

the pilgrims to the tomb. Similar kubbahs were
erected, according to Benjamin (p. 63), over the

graves of Hananiah, 3Iishael, and Azariah, the three

friends of Daniel, near the tomb of Ezekiel, In his

commentary on Job xxi. 32 Ibn Ezra states that

Hai Gaon explained the word " gadish " as the " kub-
bah over the grave, according to the custom in

Mohaumiedan countries."

Some of the synagogues mentioned in the sources
quoted above are described as buildings of excep-
tional beauty, although statements to that effect

are rarely found elsewhere. It is also

Special quite noteworth}' that Benjamin of

Syna- Tudela does not praise the architecture

gogues. of an)^ synagogue in the European
countries through which he traveled

;

but it must be borne in mind that the cities of

Spain were not included in his descriptions. Ac-

Interior of an Old Synagogue at Jerusalem
(From a photograph by E. N. Adler.)

cording to Judah al-Harizi, there were several mag-
nificent synagogues at Toledo, second to none,

among them being the splendid edifice built by
Joseph b. Solomon ibn Shoshan (Gratz, "Gesch."
3ded., vi. 189). The synagogue of Samuel Abu-
lafia at Toledo and other Spanish synagogues still

standing have been mentioned above. Bagdad
contained twenty-eight, according to Benjamin of
Tudela (Pethahiah says thirty), in addition to the
synagogue of the exilarch, which is described by
Benjamin as a "building resting on marble columns
of various colors and inlaid with gold and silver,

with verses from the Psalms inscribed in golden let-

ters upon the pillars. The approach to the Ark was
formed by ten steps, and on llie upper one sat the

exilarch together with the princes of the house of
David." Theanonj'mous itinerar}' mentioned above,
in referring to the synagogue Avhich the author saw
at Tyre, describes it as "a large and very fine build-

ing" (Benjamin of Tudela, ed. Grlinhut, p. 158).

The syna-
gogue of
Worms, built in

the eleventh
century (see A.
Epstein, "Jii-

dische Alterthii-

mer in Worms
u n d S p e i e r ,

"

Breslau, 1896),

and the Altneue
Synagogue of

Prague are the

two oldest struc-

tures of their

kind which still

exist in Europe,

and are of inter-

est both historic-

ally and archi-

tecturally. The
five Roman syn-

agogues built

under one roof

f o rm e d until
recently a venerable architectural curiosity. The
great synagogue of Amsterdam, dedicated in 1675,

is a monument both to the faith of the Hispano-

Portuguese Maranos and to the religious freedom
which Holland was the first to grant to the modern
Jews; a similar monument is the Bevis Marks Syna-
gogue, London, which was dedicated in 1701 (see

Gaster, "History of the Ancient Synagogue," Lon-
don, 1901).

Special reference must be made to the wooden
synagogues built in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries in some Polish cities, many of them being

markedly original in style. Tliey also attest the

wealth and culture of the Polish Jews before the year

1548 (see M. Bersohn,. "Einiges iiber

Wooden die Alten Holzsj'nagogen in Polen," in

Syna- "Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft fiir

gogues. Jiidische Volkskunde," 1901, viii. 159-

183; 1904, xiv. 1-20). Bodenschatz,

in the middle of the eighteenth centurj', stated

that "rather handsome and large synagogues are
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found in Germany, especially in Hambiu<c, and

also among the Portuguese, as well as in Prague,

particularly in the Polish quarter, besides Filrth and
Bayersdorf; but the Dutch synagogues are more
splendid than all the rest " (" Die Kirchliche Verfas-

suug der Juden," ii. 35).

In the nineteenth century the great changes
which ushered in a new epocii in the history of the

civic and intellectual status of the European Jews
alfeeted also the style and the internal life of the

synagogue, especially as religious reform proceeds

l)rimarily from that institution, and is chiefly con-

cerned with synagogal worship. A private syna-

gogue at Berfin (1817) became the first "seminary

ior young Jewish preachers" (Griitz, "Gesch." xi.

415) ; while the synagogue of the Keform-Tempel-
Verein at Hambiu-g (1818) was the first to introduce

radical innovations in the ritual of public worship,

thereby causing a permanent schism in Judaism,

both in Germany and elsewhere. These reforms

likewise influenced the arrangement of the syna-

gogue itself. The introduction of the organ, the

shifting of thealmemar from the center of the build-

ing to a position just in front of the Ark, the substitu-

tion of stationary benches for movable desks; and the

abolition of the high lattices for women, were im-

portant from an architectural point of view. The
cliief factors which promoted and determined the

construction of new synagogues were the emanci-

pation of the Jews from the seclusion of the ghetto,

their increasing refinement of taste, and their partici-

pation in all the necessities and luxuries of culture.

Main Entranre tu .^ln-uiULi l.-iai-l Synagogue, .\<\\ Y^ik.

(From the drawing in ihe poss«:>sion of the architect Arnold V/. BrunnerJ

Internal causes, however, which were not always
immixed blessings, were the prime agents in the

increased importance of the synagogue. As the ex-

ternal observances of religion and the sanctity of

tradition lost in meaning and often disappeared en-

tirely within the family and in the life of the indi-

^ Idiial, the synagogue grew in importance as a cen-

ter for the preservation of Judaism. It thus becomes

explicable why the religious attitude of both large

and small communities in Europe and America ap-
pears most of all in the arrangement

Object of and the care of the synagogues; and
Splendid it is not mere vanity and ostentation,

Buildings, which lead communities on both sides

of the Atlantic to make sacrifices in

order to build splendid edifices for religious pur-
poses, such as are found in many cities.

The increasing importance which the s^-nagogue
has thus acquired in modern Jewish life is, conse-

quently, justified from a historical point of view.

Ground-Plan of the Synagogue at Reichenberg, Bohemia.

both because it is a development of the earliest in-

stitution of the Diaspora—one whicli it has pre-

served for two thousand years—and because it is

the function of the synagogue to maintain the re-

ligious life and stimulate the concept of Judaism
within the congregation. The synagogue has in

the future, as it has had in the past, a distinct mis-

sion to fulfil for the Jews.
Bibliography : Down to the completion of the Talmud, see
the sources mentioned in Schurer, Gcsch. 3d ed., ii. i;JT-464.
Bacher, in Hastings, Diet. Bible ; Gratz, Ge.sc/i. iv.- xi.: Abra-
hams, JewMi Life in the Middle AgeK pp. 1-34. London,
1896; L. Palsczy, Zsido Templomsk Europahan, in Jahrh.
der Ungarisch-IsracUtisclien LitterattirgeseUschaft., 1898,
pp. 1-44.

W. B.

Legal Aspect : No mention is made in tiie

Talmud of any tax for the building of synagogues;
but the Tosefta to B. B. i. 6, as reported by Alfasi,

says. "The men of a city urge one anotiier to

build a synagogue [riDJan flU] and to buy a book
of the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa " (see



Interior of the MiKvfe Israel Synagogue, Philadelphia.
(From a photocraph.)

Interior of the Synagogue of the Spanish and Portuguese jews, at Montreal, Canada.

(FTom a photograph.)
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" Yad," Tefillah, xl. ; Shulhan 'Aruk, Oiah Hayyim,

150, 151). Tlie codes teach, further, on the strength

of a saying ascribed to Kab (Shab. 11a), tliat the

building should stand in the highest part of the town

(comp. Prov. 1. 21) and rise above all surrounding

edilices. Of coiusc, this rule can not always be car-

ried out where the Jews live as a small minority in a

town of Gentiles; but a synagogue should never oc-

cupy the lower part of a house -which

Position of contains bedrooms in an upper story.

Synagogue According to a tosefta, the doors of

Building, the synagogue should be in the east;

but the opinion has prevailed that they

should be opposite the Ark and in that part of the

room toward which the worshipers face in prayer.

the countries of Christendom thej' occupy chairs or

benches.

Honor should be paid to synagogues and houses

of study. People must not conduct themselves

lightly nor laugh, mock, discuss trifles, or walk
about therein ; in summer they must

Honor not resort to it for shelter from the

Must Be heat, nor in winter should they make
Paid to it serve as a retreat from the rain.

Syna- Neither should they eat or drink

gogue. therein, although the learned and their

disciples may do so in case of an emer-

gency. Every one before entering should wipe the

mud from his shoes; and no one should come in

with soiled body or garments. Accounts must not

:»*S%^
Synagogue at Zaragokod, Russia.

(From a woodcut.)

The Ark is built to receive the scrolls of the Law.
"They put a platform in the middle of the house,"

says Maimonides, " so that he who reads from the

Law, or he who speaks words of exhortation to the

people, may stand upon it, and all may hear him "

(see Almemar). According to the same author,

the elders sit facing the people, who are seated in

rows one behind the other, all with their eyes turned

toward the elders and toward the Holy Place (neither

code speaks in this connection of the women's gal-

lery). When the "messenger of the congregation"

arises in prayer he stands on the floor before the Ark
(this, however, is not the custom among the Sephar-

dim of the present time). In the Holy Land, in Syria,

Babylonia, and North Africa, etc., the floor is spread

with matting, on which the worshipers sit; but in

be cast in the synagogue or house of study, except

those pertaining to public charity or to religious

matters. Nor should funeral speeches be delivered

therein, except at a public mourning for one of the

great men of the time. A synagogue or house of

study which has two entrances should not be used

as a thoroughfare ; this rule was made in analogy

with that in the Alishnah (Ber. ix. 5) forbidding

the use of the Temple mount as a thoroughfare.

Some honor is to be paid even to the ruins of a

synagogue or house of study. It is not proper to

demolish a synagogue and then to build a new one

either on the same spot or elsewhere; but the new
one should be built first (B. B. 3b), unless the walls

of the old one show signs of falling. A synagogue
may be turned into a house of study, but not vice
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versa; for tlie holiness of the latter is higher than
|

that of the former, and the rule is (Meg. iii. 1): i

"Tiiey raise up in holiness, but do not lower in holi-

ness."

The synagogue of a village, being built only for

the people around it, may be sold on a proper occa- ,

sion ; but a synagogue in a great city, which is I

really built for all Israelites who may come and

worship in it, ought not to be sold at all. When a

small community sells its synagogue, it ought to

impose on the purchaser the condition that the place

must not be turned intoa bath-house, laundry, cleans-

ing-house (for vessels), or tannery, though a council

of seven of the leading men in the community may
waive even this condition (ih. 27b).

w. B. L. N. D.

SYNAGOGUE ARCHITECTURE: Ancient

Jewish art is mainly represented by the Temple and

its fittings, of which all that is left to contem-

plate is the lower

portion of a for-

t i f i e d wall.
Even if this

overstates the

fact, it is most
probable that

very little dis-

tinctively Jew-
ish art ever
flourished for an

extended period.

The position of

Judea and its

history natu-
rally discour-
aged the devel-

opment of art,

however vigor-

ous its begin-
ning may have

been. The re-

mains of the an-

cieut syna-
gogues that are

now extant pre-

sent very meager
data, and the

best preserved of the ancient ones, such as the great

synagogue in Kafr Bir'im, while containing much of

interest and many characteristic forms, give but

little inspiration to the synagogue-builder. On the

main facade of the Kafr Bir'im synagogue there were

evidently three doorways with orna-

Kafr Bir'im mented architraves, the central one

Syna- being surmounted by an enriched semi-

gogue. circular arch. Of the plan there is

practically no indication, except that

the building was rectangular, with a portico in front

supported by columns. Other remains, while of-

fering suggestions of moldings and ornament, add

but little information. The door of the synagogue

faced to the west, the Ark was at the eastern end,

and the almemar was placed approximately in the

center of the building; the space on either side was

devoted to the men, while the women occupied a

gallery reserved for their exclusive use.

Wooden Synagogue at

(From Bersohn,

'

The regulations governing the position and num-
ber of doors and windows, and other details, seem
to have been confusing and more or less neglected

in the Hellenic synagogues. But by degrees a cer-

tain type of building was evolved—that of the

basilica—a rectangular structure, with or without
columns, and without what is known in clnucli

architecture as tran.septs, the cruciform plan of the

church and cathedral being naturally avoided by
Jews. The synagogue was unquestionably fa.sh-

ioned, up to quite recent times, in the style of archi-

tecture that prevailed in the countrj-in which it was
built. This statement, perhaps, is best exemplified

in Russia, where the synagogue-builders were less in-

fluenced by foreign architectural modes than in

other countries, and where they built quite natu-

rally in the accustomed manner; there, accordingly,

local conditions dictated the form of building; the

types thus produced are well shown in illustrations,

pages 6:50, G31,

633, which are

interesting in

themselves and
confirm the gen
eral point of
view. In each

of these cases

the composition

is different; the

roof -lines and
the arrangement
of doors and
windows follow

no style, but
are apparently

the result of the

attempt of the

builder to solve

his problem in

the simplest
and most fa-

miliar way,
using the forms

to which he was
accustomed.
The buildings

are certainly

Russian, and no attempt has been made to se-

cure a Jewish type of architecture. Of larger and

more important examples of syna-

Built in gogue architecture, there are many
Local instances, as at 0dess.\ and RiG.\, of

Style. dignified, well-considered buildings,

Russian in style, and worthy exam-

ples of straightforward treatment.

As the style of the country in which the syna-

gogue was built was followed, naturally the style

of the neighboring churches had a great influence

on its architecture, only that part of the plan being

Jewish which was dictated by the necessities of

the form of worship. Accordingly in Stra8Bi:ro,

Cassel, Budwkis, Munich, and Hanover well-de-

signed and extremely interesting synagogues are

found quite in the style of the neighboring churches.

The conditions generally compelled the building to

be inconspicuous, however, and the fulfilment of

Pogrebishche, Russia.

' Kilka Slow.")
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the Talmudical regulation that the synagogue should

tower above the other buildings of the city was
forbidden by papal authority. Sometimes the papal

restriction was evaded by the erection of tall rods

on the roof, so that the Talmudical regulation was
complied with in letter if not in spirit.

In Italy there are many synagogues in the style

of the Italian Renaissance (see Leghorn; Padua;
and Venice). Those in Padua and Venice possess

interiors of great beauty, and are excellent examples

of Renaissance
work. So, too, in

England; the inte-

riors of Great St.

Helens and Duke's
Place in London are

well designed, and
strongl}' suggest

some of the work of

Sir Christopher
Wren and Inigo

Jones. Similarly,

in Paris pure types

of French architec-

ture are found, and
throughout Europe
there are syna-
gogues in Roman-
esque, Gothic, and
the many variations

of the style of the

Renaissance. Even
in Japan this law is

followed, as can be

seen in the illustra-

tion under Naga-
saki. In America
the little synagogue
in Newport, R. I.,

was built in 1763

by the prosperous

colony of Spanish

Jews. It was de-

signed by a noted

architect of the day
in the Colonial or

Georgian style,

even to the minu-
test detail, though
it w^as well adapted

in its plan and inte-

rior disposition to

the purpose of Jew-
ish worship.

After the expulsion from Spain there was a gen-

eral feeling among weaUliy Sephardim that Moorish

architecture was appropriate in synagogues, and
many of the most famous ones in the

Influence world have been constructed in this

of Pseud.0- style, although Moorish architecture is

Moorish, by no means Jewish, either in fact or in

feeling. The two most familiar Span-

ish synagogues are in Toledo, one known as El Tran-

sito, the other as Santa Maria la Blanca, and both,

undoubtedly very beautiful, are now preserved as

The former is a small building

Maiu Kuiraiice to the Great Synagogue at Odessa.

(From a photograph.)

national monuments.

containing very rich decorations ; the latter is espe-

cially noteworthy, and contains long rows of oc-

tagonal columns with curiously carved capitals, from
which spring Moorish arches supporting the roof

(see Spain ; Toledo). The Alhambra has furnished

inspiration for innumerable synagogues, hut seldom
have its graceful proportions or its delicate model-
ing and elaborate ornamentation been successfully

copied ; the fact is, the style is not flexii)le, and can
not readily be adapted to different climates and con-

ditions. The gen-

eral results of the

Moorish movement
have been unfortu-

nate; the greatest

delicacy of feeling

for both form and
color is needed to

preserve the beauty
of Moorish architec-

ture, and curiously

shaped domes and
towers and misap-

plied horseshoe
arches, turrets, and
pinnacles have
often resulted, pre-

senting in many
cases a grotesque

appearance rather

than the dignity

and simplicity that

should have been
attained.

The unpleasant

results may be seen

in St. Petersburg,

London, Philadel-

phia, and in many
parts of Germany.
Emphasizing the

towers that contain

the stairs to the

galleries, which are

invariabl)' on either

side of the maiu en-

trance, is a common
device, and tlie

Temple Emanu-El
in New York is so

treated. In this

case the minarets

are graceful and
skilfully placed

;

a loss of dignity ; a singlebut tiie usual result is

central motive is more pleasing.

The most successful buildings in all great archi-

tectural periods are simple in design; whether large

or small, richly decorated or not, simplicity is their

main characteristic, and the desire to produce tlie

picturesque and imusual is fatal to the dignity

which should characterize the synagogue. The
synagogue in Milan has a well-balanced, unpreten-

tious facade, and in Reichenberg (illustration, page

628) the central feature is enlarged and crowned
by an octagonal dome, producing excellent results.
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Plans of STKAGocrES.

A and B. Landsberg ((rround-plan and gallery). C and D. Goppingen (ground-plan and gallery). E. Worms (ground-plan).

F. Nikolsburg (ground-plan). G and H. Heidenbeim (ground-plan and gallery). 1. Ark. 2. Pulpit. 3. Almemar.
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Plans of Synagogues.

I and J. Munich (ground-plan and gallery) : a, vestibule ; ^, men's section ; c. Ark ; d, minister's and cantor's rooms ; f , women's
entrance : /, stairs to gallery ; g, side stairs; h, synagogue used on week-days ; i, passageway ; k, women's section on sral-

lerv ; (, choir; 1, almemar ; 2, pulpit. K. Indianapolis (ground-plan). L. Beth-El, New York (ground-plan).
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Mauy synagogues are designed in the Classic

style, and the Shearilh Israel Synagogue in New-

York (illustration, page 628) and the synagogue in

Warsaw have four great Corinthian

Special columns supporting pediments on

Examples, their main fronts. The use of the

Classic orders seems especially adapted

to the synagogue, and many variations in design arc

possible. The Warsjiw synagogue, while very or-

nate, is impressive, and presents many suggestions

worthy of emulation. In the synagogue in Rome
(illustration, page 639) the division into two stories
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groind-Plan of a Karaite Synagogue.

1. Hekal. 2. Dukan. 3. Mekom 'asarah. 4. Shulhan with

chair. 5. Mekom 'esrim. 6. Moshab zekeuim. 7. Benches.

8. 'Azarah. 9. Women's section. 10. Shulhan. IJ. Lat-

ticed partition. 12. Balustrade. 13. Breast-high parti-

tion. 14. Steps.

is clearly indicated on the exterior, and each story

is ornainented with columns. The whole is sur-

mounted by a square dome, which isa favorite form

with synagogue-builders. The synagogue in Flor-

ence (illustration, page 637) is Moorish in detail. The
central dome, supported on pendentives, is well ex-

pressed on the exterior, and the general composition

is pleasing, especially from the point of view of the

illustration, which is taken from the rear. Some-
times four smaller domes are used, as in the syna-

gogue at Sarajevo, where this idea is admirably

executed. This building is a most successful exam-
ple, combining the Eastern expression so much de-

.sired with an aspect of grandeur and repose. Some
of the old synagogues are often irregular in shape,

and are hidden away in odd angles and courtyards,

where they have been compelled to take unusual
forms. The Altneue Synagogue in

Plans. Prague is divided into three portions,

and adjoining it is a smaller syna-

gogue for special services. In the synagogues in

Nikolsburg and Worms (illustrations E and F, page
634) there are curious, vaulted ceilings, some of the

arches resting on columns that must have seriously

interfered with the service. The latter synagogue

is probably the oldest extant in Europe. In all

these cases the Ark is in a recess in a thick wall,

and the almemar is in the center of the building,

with no special provision for the accommodation
of the worshipers.

By degrees a plan was evolved that met the re-

quirements: a rectangular building, with the Ark
at the eastern end opposite the entrance, and with

an almemar, benches for the men on either side, and
a women's gallery reached by staircases from the

outer vestibule. Variations of this simple plan fol-

lowed : the vestibule became larger, and the stair-

cases to the women's gallery were separated from

the vestibule and given more importance. As the

buildings became larger, rows of columns were re-

quired to support the roof, but in every case the

basilican form was retained. The Ark, formerly

allowed a mere niche in the wall, was developed

into the main architectural feature of the interior,

and was flanked with columns, covered with a
canopy and richly decorated. The almemar in

many cases was joined to the platform in front of

the Ark, and elaborate Arrangements of steps were

provided. This process of development may be

Almemar of the Old Synagogue at Casimir, near Cracow.

(From a drawing.)

noted in illustrations, pages 634-635. In the syna-

gogues in Rcichenberg (page 628) and Munich (I

and J of illustrations, page 635),

The where this plan has been developed

Almemar. to the greatest extent, it will be seen

that its characteristics are preserved

notwithstanding the size of the buildings, the rows

of columns, and the elaborately vaulted roofs. In
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the Munich synagogue there are staircases at both

ends of the building, tiie vestibules and halls are

greatl\- multiplied, and the Avomen's gallery is en-

larged ; Avhilc there is a side entrance, as well as an

aisle dviding the seats, the cruciform plan is avoided.

The conibination of almeinar witli the platform

upon -which tlie Ark rests, while seldom used in

England, is becoming general with Reform congre-

gations on the Continent and in America. It pro-

vides no opportunity for the processional and .simi-

lar portions of the Orthodox service, as the carrj'ing

of the scrolls of the Law to the reading-desk, which

ceremonies are necessarily eliminated as the central

space surround-

ing the almemar
disappears; but,

on the other
h and, m u c h
greater seating

capacity is se-

cured, and the

worshipers are

so grouped that

all have approx-

imately an equal

view of the Ark,

the pulpit, and
the almemar.
The desire to

obtain the great-

est seating ca-

pacity i^ossible

i u t li e given
space has led to

many variations

in the arrange-

ment of the
benches. In the

Temple Beth-El,

built in New-
York city in

1891, the seats

are curved, so

that those at the

side of the build-

ing still face the

Ark (illustration

L, page 635),

while the aisles

are parallel. In

the temple in In-

y'H,

A^-1 X:.^,^'^

m

galleries

often

Karaite Synagogue at Odessa, Russia.

(From a photograph.)

Arrange-
ment of

Seats.

dianapolis (illustration K, page 635), built in 1900,

the same arrangement is used, but the aisles con-

verge. In the former example the dignity of the Ark
is maintained by placing it in a deep
semicircular niche, so that alarge space

on the platform is secured without en-

croaching upon the floor-space proper.

The modern synagogue, besides con-

taining the minister's study, trustees' rooms, choir-

rooms, and organ-loft, devotes much space to school

purposes
;
generally the entire lower floor is used for

class-rooms. The interior treatment of the syna-

gogue allows great latitude in design, but the sim-

plest and most dignified have proved to be the most

successful ; the same rules apply to the interior as to

the exterior; note the effect of Great St. Helens in

London (Jew. Encyc. viii. 159, s.i\ London), and
some of the synagogues in Paris, where architectural

unity is preserved and a devotional atmosphere
obtained.

The rectangular floor-plan universally employed
permits a restful treatment of the ceiling, which is

either paneled, as in the case of the Shearith Israel

Synagogue in New York, or arched, as in Paris.

The absence of the transept allows an unbroken
surface, and there are instances of central domes, or

semidomes, over the Ark. The galleries for women
were formerly closely latticed, and in the ancient

synagogue these

were
placed at

a great height

(see Venice).
In modern times

the lattice is

discarded and
the galleries are

placed lower, so

that the occu-

pants may ob-

tain a view of

the Ark and the

almemar.
The Ark is

the most impor-
tant feature of

the interior, and
is generally dig-

nified by proper

decoration and
raised upon a

suitable plat-

form, reached by
at least three

steps, but often

by more. It is

crowned by the

tables of the
Ij a w . Some-
times the elabo-

ration is over-

done, to the
exclusion of
other ornamen-
tation in the

building, as in

the case of the old synagogue in Berlin (Jew. En-
cyc. iii. 71), where may be seen an arrangement in

which the worshipers are provided

The Ark. with stands (known as " Stadte ") to

hold their books, but not with seats.

Another instance of this is in Husiatyn, where the

Ark is decorated curiously and richly but not pleas-

antly. In the synagogue in Padua there is a beau-

tiful Ark of marble, above which the ceiling is

arched (see Ark of the L.\w).

The almemar is raised above the synagogue floor,

whether it is in the center of the building or not;

it is approached by steps, contains seats, and is sur-

rounded by a railing. There are instances of curi-

ously wrought and elaborate iron grilles, which
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may be seen iu the syuagogue iu Jerusalem (illus-

tration, page 626) or in Casimir (illustration, page
636). See also Cracow and Lembekg.
The position of the pulpit varies; it may be

placed on either side of the Ark, and is ocoasioually

found in the center of the stei)s, as iu the Shearith

Israel Synagogue iu New York (illustratiou, page

627). In souie cases the desk on the ahueraar is used
ill the delivery of tlie sermon, as iu the case of the

-Mikve Israel Synagogue in Philadelphia (illustra-

tion, page 629), which has no pulpit. The treat-

ment of the entrance varies according to the situa-

lioii: at times the doors are approached by steps,

as iu Temple Beth-El, New York (iJlustntion, page
627); iu other instances the doors are Hush with the

street, as in the case of the Odessa syuagogue (illus-

tration, page 632).

In the desire to secure abundant light, good acous-

tics, large seating capacity, and comfort for the wor-

shipers, modern synagogues have in many cases lost

the suggestion of devotion. There are but few em-
blems which may be used that are characteristically

Jewish ; the interlacing triangles, the lion of Judah,
and dower and fruit forms alone are allowable. The
perpetual lamp hangs in front of the Ark; the tables

of the Law surmount it. The seven-

Symbolic branched candlestick, or menorah, may
Designs, be placed at the sides. Occasionally

the shofar, and even the lulab, may be

utilized iu the design. Hebrew inscriptions are spar-

ingly or seldom used ; stained-glass windows, at one
time considered the special property of the Church,
are now employed, but figured subjects are not used.

J. A. W. B.

The only plan iu existence presenting the interior

arrangements of a Karaite synagogue is that of S.

Weisseuberg (in "Globus," Ixxiv. 142), which is here

reproduced (page 636). The synagogue, which is

known as kene.sah, is always built north and south,

and is divided into two parts, for men and women.
In the women's section, which is separated by a low
grille from that of the men, there are two rows of

seats (7), and a table (10) upon which to place the

Bible, which each woman kisses as she enters the

building. The men's section is divided into three

parts, one known as the " mekom 'asarah " (3), or

place of the ten elders, in which is the Ark (1), and the
" dukan " (2), or place for the reader, Avhich is a small

desk or pulpit. On each side are tables with seats

(4) for the first and second readers. Steps (14) sep-

arate this section from tlie second section, the " place

of the twenty " (•' mekom 'esrim ") (5), and this again

is separated by a balustrade (13) from the section

known as the " mosliab zekenim "
(6), or seats for the

aged, each of which contains a desk or box, and a
receptacle for shoes, which must be removed before

treading the holy soil. The vestibule (8) is tern.ed

"azarah." The puli)it and the place for the twelve

elders is surrounded by a balustrade (12). It is

somewhat difficult to understand the object of pla-

cing tlie more aged members of the community in a

l)ortiou of the synagogue away from the body of the

hall, but the probable reason is that the younger
members are obliged to stand in the center (5) dur-

ing tlie long services, while the place for the elders

and the aged is jirovided with seats.

Reproductions of synagogues, other than those

illustrating this article, occur under the following
topics. The asterisk indicates that an interior view
of the synagogue has been given.

Albany
Alt-Ofen

America
Amsterdiuii
Antwerp

*Ara<i

Arkansa.s

Augusta
Avignon
Baltimore
*Bayonne
*Berlin

*Bevis Marks
Bokhara
Bombay
Bonn
Budapest
Budweis
Byelostok

Cassel

Cavaillon

Charleston
China
Cincinnati

Cleveland
Cochin
Cologne
Colorado
Cordova
Cracow

Curasao
Damascus
Egypt
Endiiigen

Erfurt

Florence
Frankfort-on-the-

Main
Furth
Geneva
Gibraltar

Hanover
Jamaica
Jerusalem
Karlsbad
Konigsberg
Leghorn
Lemberg
London
Lubeck
Mayence
Metz
Michigan
Moghilef
Munich
National Farm
School

New York
Nuremberg
Odessa

Ostrog
Padua
I'arls

Pesaro
Philadelphia

I'oltava

Portsmouth
Prague
Queensland
Richmond
Riga
Rome
Saint Petersburg
San Francisco

Sarajevo
Smyrna
South Africa

Spain
Strasburg
Szegedin
Teheran
Toledo
Tripoli
Tunis
Turin
Venice
Vienna
Warsaw
Wilna
Worms

See also Almemar ; Ark op the Law ; Pulpit.

J.

SYNAGOGUE, THE GREAT (n^nJH DDJa) :

The members of the Great Synagogue, or the Great
Assembly, are designated in the Mishnah (Ab. i. 1)

as those representatives of the Law who occupied a

place in the chain of tradition between the Prophets

and the earliest scholars known by name. "The
Prophets transmitted the Torah to the men of the

Great Synagogue. . . . Simon the Just was one of

those who survived the Great Synagogue, and An-
tigonus of Soko received the Torah from him "

( Ab. i.

1 et seq.). The first part of this statement is para-

phrased as follows iu Ab. R. N. i. :
" Haggai, Zech-

ariah, and Malachi received from the Prophets; and
the men of the Great Synagogue received from Hag-
gai, Zechariah, and Malachi." This is the reading of

the first version; the second version (ed. Schechter,

p. 2) reads: "The Prophets to Haggai, Zechariah,

and Malachi ; and these to the men of the Great

Synagogue. " In this paraphrase the three post-

exilic prophets are separated from the other proph-

ets, for it was the task of the former to

Included transmit the Law to the members of

the Last the Great Syuagogue. It must even

Prophets, be assumed that these three proph-

ets were themselves included in those

members, for it is evident from the statements re-

ferring to the institution of the prayers and benedic-

tions that the Great Syuagogue included prophets.

According to R. Johanan, 'vho wrote in the third

century, " the men of the Greac Synagogue insti-

tuted for Israel the benedictions and the prayers, as

welJ as the benedictions for kiddush and habdalah "

(Ber. 33a). This agrees with the sentence of

R. Jeremiah (4th cent.), who states (Yer. Ber. 4d),

in reference to the "Shemoneh 'Esreh," that "one
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hundred and twenty elders, including about eighty
prophets, have instituted tliese prayers." These
one hundred and twenty elders are undoubtedly
identical with the men of the Groat bynagogue.
The number given of the propiiets must, however,
be corrected according to Meg. 17b, wliero the source
of U. Jeremiah's statement is found: "R. Joiianan
said tliat, according to some, a baraita taught that

one hundred and twenty elders, including some
prophets, instituted the 'Shemoneh 'Esreh. '

" Hence
the prophets were in a minority in the Great Syna-
gogue. Another statement regarding the activitv

of this institution alludes to the establishment of

the Feast of Purim according to Esth. ix. 27 et srq.,

while the Babylonian Talmud (Meg. 2a) states, as a

matter requiring no discussion, that the celebration

of tlie Feast of Purim on the days mentioned in

Meg. i. 1 was instituted by the men of the Great
Synagogue. But in the Palestinian Talmud R. Jo-
hanan (Meg. 70d ; Ruth R. ii. 4) speaks of "eighty-
five elders, among them about thirty prophets."

These divergent statements may easily be recon-

ciled (see Krochmal, " Moreh Nebuke ha-Zeman." p.

97) by reading, in the one passage, " ijeside them "

(Dnoy) instead of "among them"
Their (DHD) ; and in the other passage.

Number, "thirty" instead of "eighty." The
number eighty-five is taken from Neh.

X. 2-29; but the origin of the entire number (120) is

not known. It was undoubtedly assumed that the
company of those mentioned in Neh. x. was increased

to one hundred and twenty by the prophets wlio took

part in the sealing of the covenant, this view, which
is confirmed by Neh. vi. 7, 14, being based on the

hypothesis that otlier prophets besides Haggai,
Zechariah, and Malachi were then preaching in

Israel. These passages indicate that this assemblj'

was believed to be the one described in Neh. i.\.-x.,

and other statements regarding it prove that the

Amoraim accepted this identification as a matter of

course. According to Abba b. Kahana, the well-

known haggadist of the latter half of the third cen-

tury (Shem-Tob on Ps. xxxvi., end), "Two genera-

tions used the ' Shem ha-Meforesh,' the men of the

Great Synagogue and the generation of the ' she-

mad '

" (the persecution of Hadrian and the Bar
Kokba war). This reference is explained in a state-

ment by Giddel, a pupil of Rab (Yer. Meg. iii., end;

Yoma 69b): "The word ^"njn in Neh. viii. 6 indi-

cates that Ezra uttered the great Tetragram in his

praise of God."
The combination of these two passages, which

evidently have the same basis, offers another instance

of the general assumption that all the members of

this body were regarded as belonging to one genera-

tion, which included Ezra, while Joshua b. Levi, one

of the earliest amoraim, even derived tiie term " Great

Synagogue" from Neh. ix. 32. The authors of tlie

prayers restored the triad of the divine attributes in-

troduced by Moses (Deut. x. 17), al-

though Jeremiah (xxxii. 18) and Daniel

(x. 17, Hebr.) had each omitted one of

the three attributes from their prayers.
" The Great Assembly was so called be-

cause it gave the divine attributes their ancient ' great-

ness ' and dignity " (Yoma 69b [with other authori-

XI.—41

The
Generation
of Ezra.

ties] ; Yer. Ber. lie and Meg. 74c; Shem-Tob on Ps.
xix. : see also Ber. ii'Sh) ; although this is merely a hag-
gadic explanation of the old term, it indicates that
tlie Amoraim did not think the Great Synagogue
could beany otlier assembly or council than the one
mentioned as the source of the prayers in Xeh. ix.

;

and there are other examples in traditional litera-

ture evidencing this view. In Yer. Ber. 3a (Gen. R.
xlvi., Ixxviii.) this objection is raised in regard to a
thesis of R. Levi based on Gen. xvii. 5 and referring
to Neh. ix. 7: " Did not the men of the Great Syna-
gogue call Abraham by his former name, Abrarn?"
In the name of the men of the Great Synagogue, R.
Abbahu (Gen. R. vi.) quotes the words "The heaven
of heavens, with all their host" (Neh. ix. 6) as an
explanation of Gen. i. 17; and the .same authority is

invoked in a haggadic passage by Abin (Tan., She-
mot, i.) in reference to Neh. ix. 5(/i. 2, anonymous),
as well as in one by Samuel b. Nahman (Ex. R. xli.,

beginning; Tan., Ki Tissa, 14) alluding to Neh.
ix. 18.

R. Johanan connected the following story with
Neh. X. 1-2 (Ruth R. ii. 4): "The men of the Great
Synagogue wrote a document in which they volun-
tarily agreed to pay heave-offerings and tithes. This
document they displayed in the Ijall of the Temple;
the following morning they found the divine con-

firmation inscribed upon it." Since Nehemiah himself
was a member, Samuel 1). Marta, a pupil of Rab,
quoted a phrase used by Nehemiah in his prayer
(i. 7) as originating with his colleagues (Ex. R. H.

;

Tan., Pekude, beginning). Ezra was, of course,

one of the members, and, according to Neh. viii., he
was even regarded as the leader. In one of the
two versions of the interpretation of Cant. vii. 14

(Lev. R. ii. 11), therefore, Ezra and his compan-
ions ("'Ezra wa-haburato") are mentioned, while
the other version (Cant. R. ad loc.) speaks merelv
of the " men of the Great Synagogue " (compare the

statements made above regarding the pronunciation
of the Tetragram). In the targum to Cant. vii. 3.

in addition to "Ezra the priest" the men mentioned
in Ezra ii. 2 as the leaders of the people returning

from the Exile— Zerubbabel, Jeshua, Nehemiah,
Mordecai, and Bilshan—are designated as "men of

the Great Synagogue." In the same targum (to

vi. 4) the leaders of the exiles are called the "sages

of the Great Synagogue."

It appears from all these passages in traditional

literature that the idea of the Great Assembly was
based on the narrative in Neh. viii.-x., and that, fur-

thermore, its members were regarded as the leaders

of Israel who had returned from exile and laid the

foundations of the new polity connected with the

Second Temple. All these men were regarded in

the tannaitic chronology as belonging to one gener-

ation ; for this reason the "generation of the men of

the Great Synagogue "is mentioned in one of the

passages already cited, this denoting, according to

the chronological canon of Jose b. Halafta (Seder

'01am Rabbah xxx. [ed. Ratner, p. 141]; 'Ab. Zarah

86). the generation of thirty-four years during which

the Persian rule lasted, at the beginning of the period

of the Second Temple. As the last prophets were

still preaching during this time, they also were in

eluded. That prophecy began only at the end of
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this period, when the reign of Alexander the Great

commenced, was likewise a thesis of the tannaitic

chronology, wliicii, like tlic canon of the thirty-four

years, was adopted by the later Jewish chronologists

(Seder 'Olam Kabbah I.e.; comp. Sanh. 11a), al-

tliough the view occurs as earl}' as Josepiius (" Con-

tra Ap." i., ^8).
In view of these facts, it was natural that the

Great Synagogue should be regarded as tlie connect-

ing-link in the chain of tradition be-

Position in tween I lie Prophets and the scholars.

Tannaitic It may easily be seen, therefore, why
Chro- Simon the Just should be termed a sur-

nclog-y. vivor of this body, for, according to

the tradition current in the circle of

Palestinian scholars, it was this high priest, and not

his grandfather Jaddl'a, who met Alexander the

Great, and received from him much honor (see

Yoma 69a; Meg. Ta'an. for the 21st of Kislew;

comp. Alexander the Great).

It is thus evident that, according to the only

authority extant in regard to the subject, the tradi-

tion of the Taunaim and the Amoraim, tiie activity

of this assembly was confined to the period of the

Persian rule, and thus to the first thirty-four years

of the Second Temple, and that afterward, when
Simon the Just was its only survivor, there was no
other fixed institution which could be regarded as a

precursor of the academies. This statement does

not imply, however, that sucii a body did not exist

in the first centuries of tiie Second Temple, for it

must be assumed that some governing council ex-

isted in those centuries as well, although the state-

ments regarding the Great Synagogue refer exclu-

sively to the first peiiod. The term primarily denoted

the assembly described in Neh. ix.-x., which con-

vened principally for religious purposes—fasting,

reading of the Torah, confession of sins, and prayer
(Neh. ix. 1 et seq.). Since every gathering convened
for religious purposes was called "keneset" (hence

"bet ha-keneset " = " the synagogue"; comp. the

verb "kenos," Esth. iv. 16), this term was applied

also to the assembly in question ; but as it was an as-

sembly of special importance it was designated more
specifically as tlie" great assembly" (comp. Neh.
V. 7, "kehillahgedolah").

In addition to fixing the ritual observances for the

first two quarters of the day (Neh. ix. 3), the Great
Synagogue engaged in legislative proceedings, ma-
king laws as summarized in Neh. x. 30 et seq. Tra-
dition therefore ascribed to it the character of a
chief magistracy, and its members, or rather its

leaders, including the prophets of that time, were
regarded as the authors of other obligatory rules.

Tliese leaders of post-exilic Israel in the Persian

period were called tlie "men of the Great Syna-
gogue " because it was generally assumed that all

those who then acted as leaders liad been members
of the memorable gathering held on the 24th of

Tishri,444 B.C. Although the assembly itself con-

vened only on a single day, its leaders were desig-

nated in tradition as regular members of the Great
Synagogue. This explains the fact that the refer-

ences speak almost exclusively of the members of

the Great Synagogue, the allusions to the body it-

self being very rare, and based in part on error, as.

for example, the quotation from Ab. i. 2 which oc-

curs in Eccl. li. xii. 11.

As certain institutions supposed to have been es-

tablished in the first period of the Second Temple
were ascribed to Ezra, so others of them were
ascribed to the men of tiie Great Synagogue. There
is, in fact, no difference between the two classes of
institutions so far as origin is concerned. In some
cases Ezra, the great scribe and tlie leader of the

Great Synagogue, is mentioned as the author, in

others tlie entire body is so mentioned; in all cases

tiie body with Ezra at its head must be thought of

as the real authors. In traditional literature, how-
ever, a distinction was generally drawn between tiie

institutions of Ezra and those of the men of the Great
Synagogue, so that they figured separately ; but it is

not surprising, after what has been said above, that

in Tan., Beshallah, 16, on Ex. xv. 7, the "Tikkune
Soferim," called aiso("Oklah we-Oklah," No. 168)

"Tikkune 'Ezra" (emendations of the text of the

Bible by the Soferim, or by Ezra; and according to

tiie tannaitic source [see Bacher, "Ag. Tan." ii.

205], originally textual euphemisms), should be
ascribed to the men of the Great Synagogue, since

the author of the passage in question identified

the Soferim {i.e., Ezra and his successors) with
them.

The following rulings were ascribed to the men
of the Great Synagogue: (1) They included the

books of Ezekiel, Daniel, Esther, and
Institu- the Twelve Minor Prophets in the Bib-

tions and lical canon ; this is the only possible

Rulings, explanation of the baraita (B. B. 15a)

that they " wrote " those books. The
first three books, which were composed outside Pal-

estine, had to be accepted by the men of the Great

Synagogue before they could be regarded as worthy
of inclusion, while the division of the Minor Proph-
ets was completed by the works of the three post-

exilic prophets, who w'ere themselves members of

that council. The same activity in regard to these

books is ascribed to the men of the Great Synagogue
as had been attributed to King Hezekiah and his

council, including the prophet Isaiah, Avith regard

to the three books ascribed to Solomon (see also

Ab. R. N. i.) and the Book of Isaiah. It should be
noted that in this baraita, as well as in the gloss

upon it, Ezra and Nehemiah, "men of the Great

Synagogue," are mentioned as the last Biblical wri-

ters; while according to tiie introduction to the Sec-

ond Book of the Maccabees (ii. 13) Nehemiah also

collected a number of the books of the Bible.

(2) They introduced the triple classification of the

oral law, dividing the study of the Mishnah (in the

larger sense) into the three branches of midrash,

halakot, and haggadot, although this view, which
is anonymous, conflicted with that of B. Jonah, a

Palestinian amora of the fourth century, who de-

clared that the founder of this threefold division of

traditional science (see Jew. Encyc. iii. 163, s.ti.

Bible Exegesis) was R. Akiba (Yer. Shek. v., be-

ginning). This view is noteworthy as showing that

the later representatives of tradition traced the ori-

gin of their science to the earliest authorities, the

immediate successors of the Prophets. The men of

the Great Synagogue, therefore, not only completed
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the canon, but intrmluced the scientific treatment of

tradition.

(3) They introduced tiie Feast of Purini and de-

termined the da^'s on which it should be celebrated

(see above).

(4) They institute<l the "Shemoneh 'Esreli," as

•well as the benedictions and other prayers, as already

noted. The tradition in regard to this point ex-

presses the view that the synagogal prayers as well

as the entire ritual were put into definite shape by
the men of the Great B^'nagogue.

The list of Biblical personages who have no part

in the future world (Sanh. x. 1) was made, accord-

ing to Rab, by tlie men of the Great Synagogue
(Sanh. 104b), and a haggadic ruling on Biblical

stories beginning with the phrase " Wa-yehi ba-

yamim " (And it came to pass in those days) is

designated by Johanan, or his pupil Levi, as a "tra-

dition of the men of the Great Synagogue" (Meg.

10b). This is merel}' another wa}' of saying, as is

stated elsewhere (Lev. It. xi.)in reference to the

same ruling, that it had been brought as a tradition

from the Babylonian exile. There are references

also to other liaggadic traditions of this kind (see

Bacher, " Ag. Tan." 2d ed., i. 192; idem, "Die Ael-

testeTermiuologie," p. 107). Joshua b. Levi ascribes

in an original way to the men of the Great Synagogue
the merit of having provided for all time for the

making of copies of the Bible, tefillin,

Other and mezuzot, stating that they insti-

Activity. tuted twenty-four fasts to insure that

wealth would not be acquired by copy-

ists, who would cease to copy if they became rich

(Pes. 50b). A haggadic passage by Jose b. Hanina
refers to the names of the returning exiles mentioned

in Ezra ii. 51 et seq. (Gen. R. Ixxi. et passim), one

version reading " the men of the Great Synagogue "

instead of "sons of the Exile," or "those that re-

turned from the Exile " (" 'ole goleh "). This shows
that the men of the Great Synagogue included

the first generation of the Second Temple. In Esth.

R. iii. 7 the congregation of the tribes mentioned in

Judges XX. 1 is apparently termed "men of the

Great Synagogue." This is due, however, to a cor-

ruption of the text, for, according to Luria's skilful

emendation, this phrase must be read with the pre-

ceding words "Ezra and the men of the Great Syna-

gogue "
; so that the phrase corresponds to the " bene

ha-golah " of Ezra x. 16.

There is, finally, a passage of three clauses, which

the Mishnah (Ab. i. 12) ascribes to the men of the

Great Synagogue as stated above, and whicli reads

as follows: "Be heedful in pronouncing sentence;

have many pupils; put a fence about the Torah."

This aphorism, ascribed to an entire l)ody of men,

can only be interpreted as expressing tlieir spirit and

tendency, yet it must have been formulated by some
individual, probably one of their number. At all

events, it may be regarded as a historical and au-

thentic statement of the dominating tliought of

those early leaders of post-exilic Israel who were

designated in the tradition of tlie Palestinian schools

as the men of the Great Synagogue. It must also

be noted that this passage, like the majority of

those given in the first chapter of Abot, is addressed

to the teachers and spiritual leaders rather than to

the people. These three clauses indicate the pro-
gram of the scholars of the Persian period, who
were regarded as one generation, and evidence their

harmony with the spirit of Ezra's teaching. Their
program was carried out by I he Pharisees : caution in

pronouncing legal sentences; watchfulness over the
schools and the training of pupils; assurance of the

observance of the Law b}' the enforcement of pro-

tective measures and rulings.

An attempt has thus been made to assign correct

positions to the texts in which the men of the Great
Synagogue are mentioned, and to present the views
on which they are based, although no discussions

can be broached regarding the views of the chroni-

clers and historians, or the different hypotheses and
conclusions drawn from these texts concerning the
history of the period of the Second Temple. For
this a reference to the articles cited in the bibliog-

raphy must suffice. Kucnen especially presents a
good summary of the more recent theories, while L.

L5w (who is not mentioned by Kuenen) expresses
views totally divergent from those generally lield

with regard to the Great Synagogue; this body h""

takes to be the assembly described in I Mace. xiv.

25-26, which made Simeon the Hasmonean a hered-

itary prince (18th of Elul, 140 e.g.).

BuiLiOGRAPHY: Fninkel,in3f'i(ia(.>«<c/iriff, X.^Xiet »eq.\ Griltz,
if), vl. 31-37, 61-69; .lacob Levy, i/i. vi. 2&) f( xai.. :i(Jl rt seq.,

339 etseq.; N. Krochrnal, Morch Nchukc hn^Zeinan. passim;
Gratz, Kolieleth, pp. 150 ct seq.: I. S. Bloc'h. Stuilim zur
Gesc.h. der Sammlunq der Ait-Heliriiiitrlicu Littodtur;
Kuenen, Ueher die Milnncr del- Gras-ien Suiiaq<nte. In (Je-

nammelte Ahhandhinqrn. pp. 125-160 (translat«?cl by K.
Budde); D. Hoffmann. I'cher die MUniier der Grosaen
Versammlintfi, In Berliner's Mufiazin (IHSl), x. 45-63: L.
I,5vv, Die G^-i>.-<se Su'iode (from Tini ('Itnuaiijn. vol. J.. 1885).
in Gesammelte .^chriften. i. 399-449; S. Krauss, TItc Great
Synod, in J. Q. Ji. x. 347-377.

W. B.

SYNOD : Representative council, composed of

rabbis and laymen, and convened to deliberate upon
and determine points of Jewish doctrine, policy, and
practise. The "elders" in the time of Moses and
the members of the Great Assembly in the time of

Ezra may be regarded as the elements

Origin of of a sjnodal organization. Hauaniah
Synods. ben Hezekiah ben Garon was the head

of a synod that decided upon the Bible

canon and compiled the "Megillat Ta'anit," the

official scroll of the fast-days. Many important de-

crees were issued from Ilananiahs retreat (Shab.

13b).

In the Middle Ages the synod known as the "ase-

fah " (assembly) was called into existence not only for

the protection of Judaism but for the purpose of

solving current problems concerning Jews and th(?ir

relations to their Christian neighbors. Under the

presidency of R. Tarn (d. 1171) a synod composed

of several hundred rabbis and scholars of northern

France and Germany assembled frequently at

Troyes and Rheims. Its decisions included regu-

lations regarding civil cases, over which the Jews

had special jurisdiction. In one of its meetings it

Avas decreed that no Jew might purchase a crucifix

or any church furniture, because such an act might

endanger the Jewish community. An amendment
to the ordinance of R. Gorshom forbidding polygamy
provided that in case the wife was insane the rule

might be abrogated with the written consent of one
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hundred rabbis from three different provinces {e.g.,

Francia, Normandy, and Anjou). The ban of ex-

communication was pronounced against all who
transgressed these or other decisions of the synod.

A synod held at Mayence in July, 1223, regulated

the special Jewish tax and enacted that no Jew
might incur blame by disijonorable dealings with

Christians or by passing counterfeit coin. About
twenty rabbis were assembled, among them being

R. Eleazar of Worms, author of the "Rokeah."

The synod of Spanisli Jews lield on Sept. 25, 1354,

represented the CDinmunities of Catalonia, Aragon,

Valencia, and Majorca (•' He-Haluz," i. 15-29). A
synod of rabbis and communal leaders held at Ma-
yence on Aug. i>, 1381, renewed the takkanot of

Speyer, Worms, and Mayence (known collectively

as "Shum"), especially that regarding the pro-

tection of the childless widow against extortion or

delay in her release through the ceremony of halizah.

A synod was convened at Weissenfels,

In the Saxony, in 1386 for the purpose of

Middle deliberating on certain religious ques-

Ag'es. tions and adopting resolutions con-

cerning measures of public utility.

The members provided themselves with safe-con-

ducts from the Saxon princes ; nevertheless brigands,

with the connivance of the nobles, waylaid the trav-

elers on their return journey, robbed them, and held

them for ransom.

The Jews of Italy convened a synod, first at

Bologna and then at Forli (1416-18), to consider

measures for averting the dangers which were threat-

ened by the attitude of the Dominican Vicente

Ferrer. The rabbis of Sated, Damascus, Salonica, and
Constantinople called a synod at Jerusalem in 1552

to determine the Sabbatical year (Azkari, " Sefer

Yere'im," p. 83). A permanent synod of rabbis and
leaders assembled at Lublin, Poland, in 1650, and
occupied itself, among other things, in amending the

stringent laws against the remarriage of an 'Agu-
NAH. The synod in Starokonstantinov on Rosh
ha-Shanah, 1756, ratified the ban against the Frank-

ists and appealed to R. Jacob Emden to enter upon
a crusade against them. The sittings of the Coun-
cil OF Fouu Lands were held regularly from the

middle of the sixteenth century to the beginning of

the eighteenth century.

These synods assembled at the call of the inter-

ested communities or of the leading rabbis, and bore

an international character. In some cases the gov-

ernment of the country in which a synod was to

be held suspected a political design and prohibited

its meeting. At other times the local government
itself would call a synod of rabbis and Je\Vish rep-

resentatives for the purpose of explaining Jewish
law and usage. Such a synod was the notable con-

vocation known as the French Sanhedrin (1806).

Alexander I. of Russia, by an edict of Dec. 4, 1804,

called for a Jewish deputation to meet at St. Peters-

burg ("Ha-Karmel," 1871, p. 587). The object and
result of this synod are not clear. In 1843, by order

of Nicholas I., under a commission
In Russia, headed by Count Uvarov, a synod con-

sisting of leaders of the various Jewish
groups assembled in St. Petersburg. R. Senior Zal-

man of Lodi and Israel Heilprin of Poland repre-

sented the Hasidim ; R. Isaac of Volozhin represented

the anti-Hasidim ; while Bezaleel Stern of Odessa and
Max Lilienthal represented the Haskalah movement.
Sir Moses Montetiore and Isaac Adolphe Cremieux
were invited, but did not attend (HayyimMeir, "Bet
Rabbi," ii., Berdycliev, 1902). The synod was inter-

rogated on certain questions of Jewish law in relation

to the national law, and on Jewish education in par-

ticular. Similar synods were called in St. Petersburg

in 1857, 1862, and 1879. That of the last date was pre-

siiied over by F. Blumenfeld, and included, besides

rabbis, A. Harkavy and other prominent laymen.
The government required information on the ques-

tion of marriage and divorce; likewise as to whether
polygamy is considered a crime, and, if so, what is

the punishment attached to it ("Ha-Meliz," 1879,

No. 28).

An interesting synod was held in Cracow Aug. 9,

1903, when about fifty rabbis from different countries

assembled at the call of R. Elijah Hazzan, hakam-
bashi of Alexandria, Egypt, the sessions being pre-

sided over by Hayyim Levi Horowitz, the rabbi

of Cracow. A special feature of this synod was the

public oath taken by the rabbis in declaring tliat the

Blood Accusation was absolutely false, and that

neither the Talmud nor any other rabbinical book
contains any mention of the ritual use of blood,

which would be contrary to Jewish law. This

synod also warned the Jewish youth to refrain from

joining the ranks of the Nihilists or the Socialists,

whose object, the destruction of the existing gov-

ernment, it declared to be treasonable according to

Jewish law.

These S3"nods always gave decisions on tradi-

tional lines; they never attempted to change a

doctrine or principle of faith or to abolish any law,

although they modified the latter when there was
urgent need, as in the case of the 'agunah. The ob-

ject of the synod was rather to strengthen the Law
and to fence it about. Another aim was to raise the

ethical standard of the Jews and provide means to

better their position among the Christians.

The synods of the Reform Jews were of a quite

different character. In their first attempt to organ-

ize a synod, in 1845, through the Berlin Genossen-

schaft fur Reform im Judenthum, they declared for

"a sj'nod which shall renew and establish Judaism
in a form worthy of continuance as a living force."

They desired a synod composed of a large number
of like-minded persons—of theologians and leaders

of communities elected by their congregations—its

essential task to be "to see to it that its decisions

expressed the convictions of the communities at

large and satisfied their needs." The decree of the

synod was to be decisive and binding on the con-

gregations which united to form it—binding, but

not forever. "We must not look upon the decrees

of this synod as the authentic interpretation of

the divine will, but as the complete expression of

the contemporary religious consciousness and as the

realization of the religious needs apparent in the

Judaism of to-day" (S. Stern, "Die Gegenwart
Bewegung in Judenthume," 1845, pp. 44-45). Lud-
wig Philippson approved the plan of a German
synod in 1848 ; Samuel Holdheim, Abraham Geiger,
and Zacharias Frankel also were in favor of it ; yet
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it did not meet till long afterward—in 1869 in Leip-
sic and in 1871 at Augsburg.
The appeal for a synod in Germany was echoed

in America, where its principal advocate was Isaac

M. Wise. It was largely due to his efforts that the
Conference of American Rabbis, held in Cleveland,

Ohio, in 1855, recommended the call-

in ing of a synod. Wise wrote many
America, editorials in the " Israelite " in favor

of a synod, supporting his contention
by the authority of the Bible, the Talmud, and
Jewish procedure. Wi.se, like Holdheim, though
extremely radical, wished to give Reform a legal

aspect by connecting it with the Talmud and with
Jewish legalism. He combated the plea of priestly

domination ; and from the start he was confronted
with strong opposition, particularly in the Eastern
States. B. Felsentiial in 1856 strenuously op-
posed the creation of a synod, because the " modern
Jewish consciousness is opposed to all sanhedrins,

and denies them the right to usurp the authority
which belongs to the individual Jew." David Ein-
horn, rabbi in Baltimore, Md. : James K. Gutheim,
rabbi in New Orleans, La. ; Eniil G. Hir.sch, and
Kaufmann Kohler also opposed the idea. So strong
was the opposition that the matter was dropped for

over twenty years, until after the death of Wise,
when the advocates of the synod were again heard
from at the Central Conference held at Buffalo,

N. Y. , in 1900. H. G. Enelow, in a paper read before

that body, reviewed the question in favor of estab-

lishing a synod on Reform principles for the pur-

pose of readjusting ancient religious theories to a

new environment and new conditions of life.

Jo-seph Silverman, of Temple Emanu-El, New
York, in 1903 expressed himself in favor of a synod
that would decide on questions of Jewish theology,

on the way to further the observance of Sabbath
and the festivals, and on the problems

Revival of of intermarriage, proselytism, crema-
the Synod lion, in uniformity in synagogal mu-
Q,uestion. sic and religious instruction. Joseph

Krauskopf, acting president of the

Central Conference held at Louisville, Ky., June 27,

1904, strongly recommended that the conference

enter seriously and at once upon the formation of a

synod.

Beside Felsenthal the most outspoken opponent
of the synod was Solomon Schechter, president of

the Jewish Theological Seminary of America. His

negative attitude was inspired by the dread of hier-

archical pretensions and sacerdotal tendencies on the

part of such a synod. This dread, he said, might
not be justified in the eastern countries of Europe,

where tlie Torah is the source of authority and the

rabbi is but the interpreter of tiie Law ; but in west-

ern countries loyalty to the Torah is replaced by
blind devotion to a favorite orator, and the rabbi

assumes the role of an independent authority. But
Schechter argues against the plea that a synod is

needed to counteract the whim and caprice of the

individual rabbi, as he fears that the remedy may
prove worse than the evil of a permanent schism in

the congregation of Israel. If the synod is to be-

come a blessing, he declares, it must first recognize

a standard of authority in the Bible, the Talmud,

and the lessons of Jewish history as to what is vital

and essential in Judaism.

BiHi lOGRAPHY : (iraetz, Higt. iil. 376-3T8, iv. 218; Horowitz. Die
Frankfurter Rahhinerve.rxnmmlung von Jahre 161S\ Views
on the Synod, issued by tbe Central Conference of American
Uabbis, Baltimore, 19U.i.

•I- J. D. E.

SYNOD OF FOUR COUNTRIES. See Coun-
cil OK Foru La.nds.

SYNOD, THE GREAT. See Synagogck,
The Ghkat.

SYNOD OF USHA : In tiie middle of the sec-

ond century c.e. an important synod of rabbinical
authorities was convened in the Galilean city of
Usha, near Shefar'am, Tiberias, and Sepphoris.
Tbere also R. Judah b. Baba ordained five (or

seven) disciples, and there the Sanhedrin sometimes
sat (Sanh. 31b). Tlie reason for the Sanhedrin's fre-

quent change of seat is to be sought in the turbu-
lence of tiie period, but mainly, perhaps, in the Ha-
drianic persecutions: this, therefore, appro.ximately
establishes tlie terminus a quo of the Synod of Usha,
while the terminus ad quem is indicated by tlie fact

that Shefaram, the later residence of Judali I., is

mentioned as the next seat of the synod after Usha.
Tlie Galilean synod was convened, then, between
these two dates—more exactly duiing the reign of

Antoninus Pius, and after that emperor had, about
140, annulled the anti-Jewish laws instituted l)y

Hadrian. For while Judaii b. Balja

Assem- liad to sufl'er a martyr's death for his

bled ordinations and tiiese, tiierefore, must
at Usha. iiave taken place under Hadrian, this

synod, though it wasattended by large

numbers of people and marked by special festivi-

ties, met unhindered ; it must, therefore, have been
convened after the annulment of tbe laws men-
tioned. The rabbinical sources give various and
inconsistent accounts of the synod.

" Our teachers congreprated in Usha at the termination of the

persecution [ircn 'o^ca]. They were R. Judah [h. Ilai], B,

.\>hemiah, R. Meir. R. Jose, R. Simeon b. Yo^iai. R. EUezer
[son of R. Jose the Galilean], and R. Eleazar b. Jacob. They
sent to the elders of Galilee, sayinjr, 'Those who have already

learned, come and teach ; those who have not yet learned, come
and be tauRht.' They met and arranged everything that was
neces.sary ; and when the time came to depart they said. • It

would be wrong to leave [without blessing] a place where we
have been so well received.' The honor of the blessing they l)e-

stowed upon R. Judah because he was a son of that city, and R.

Judah arose and preached. In like manner did the other rubbls

also preach, as b«!fltted the occasion " (Cant. R. ii. 5t.

The seven inaugurators of the synod here men-
tioned, at whose call other scholars of Galilee re-

paired to Usha, are no doubt identical with the seven

pupils of R. Akiba mentioned elsewhere (Gen. R.

Ixi. 3). In the Jerusalem Talmud ( Hag. 78(1) refer-

ence is made to a synod held in the Valley of Rini-

mon, and the names of the seven elders calling it are

given as Mei'r, Judah, Jose. Simeon, Nehemiah,

Eleazar b. Jacob, and Johanan ha-Sandalar. The
intercalation of the extra niontli was

Pupils of agreed upon without dissension: but

R. Akiba. with regard to the degree of holiness

and the hallah, MeYr and Johanan ha-

Sandalar became involved in a violent dispute. In

spite of this they kissi-d eacii other at parting, and

their friendship became so strong that the one of them
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that possessed a garment of the kind the Rabbis
donned when, rendering legal decisions tore it into

halves and gave one half to his friend, who had
none (ib.). To commemorate the synod, each rabbi

drove a nail into a block of marble which lay near

by, and this block was thenceforth named the " nail-

stone " (ib.).

This is the most valuable datum concerning the

ceremonies attending an old Jewish synod. The in-

cident of the garment is told somewhat differently

elsewhere, and in regard to R. Judah ben Ilai and
six pupils (Sanh. 20a); but the number seven seems
to identify the two occurrences. In two other pas-

sages of the Babylonian Talmud, however, four and
three teachers, respectively, are mentioned as iiaviug

delivered the sermons preached at Usha ; but in these

passages Jabneli is mentioned as the place of meet-

ing (Ber. 63b; Shab. 33b). This is no doubt due to

a transmitter's mistake in naming Jabneh as the

place more often cited ; but to agree with Zacharias

Frankel that there may have been two different

synods, one in Jabneh and one in Usha, would seem
out of the question.

No less erroneous is Griltz's theory, which gives

the enactments (" takkanot ") of Usha as belonging

to the beginning of Hadrian's reign, while it places

the synod under Antoninus Pius. It can not be
with certainty determined whether these enactments
were issued by the Sauhedrin while sitting at Usha,
or by the synod. A resolution which concerns the

calendar and which the Jerusalem Tal-
Enact- mud attributes to the Synod of Usha, is

ments of elsewhere ascribed to the bet din of

the Synod. Usha (R. H. 32a ; comp. Yer. R. H. 59c

;

Tosef., R. H. iv. 5). R. Simeon ben
Gamaliel was patriarch at Usha at the time of the

synod, though no patriarch is mentioned in connec-
tion with thesj'nod. This points to the conclusion
either that the patriarch was too young to officiate

or that he refused to ofHcially represent Judaism at

the synod, fearing that his connection with it might
be misconstrued.

Of the regulations adopted at Usha, the follow-

ing are known, R. Jose b. Hanina being supposed
to have transmitted them (Ket. 49b, 50a). These
regulations, no doubt, were made necessary by
the conditions then existing, when many Jews
lived in such poverty that it was necessary to form-
ally and legally order parents to take care of their

children.

" (1) Parents must care for their soils and daughters so long as
their children are minoi-s. (2) Should a parent deed his property
during his lifetime to his sous, the latter must support their
parents from the estate. (3) One who spends freely may not
u.se more than one-flfth of his fortune. [In Yer. Pe'ah I.5b this is

taken to mean that one may not use more than one-tlfth of his
fortune for hallah and tithes.] (4) The father must be patient
In teaching his sons until they are twelve years of age ; then he
may send them out Into the world [that is, may cease to support
them, it they will not study]. (5) Should a wife sell her mar-
riage-portion while her husband is alive, if he survives her
he may legally take the property from the purchasers. [Both
the .Jerusalem and the Babylonian Talmud state that this is an
older enactment.] (6) The hallah must be burned [in six given
cases of suspected uncleanness] (Shab. l.'ib). [This also is an
older regulation, the rei-ssue of which had become necessary.]
(7) An enactment in regard to the "etrog

' " (see Tosef., Sheb.
lY. 21: R. H. 15a).

These regulations form a part of the Halakah, and

are treated more fully and confirmed in the Talmud,
as well as in the compendiums.

BUiLiOGKAPHY : Frankel, Z)a)7ie ha-Mistntah, p. 179, Leipsic,
1859; Gratz, Gexch. iv. 132, 172; Bacher, Au- Tan. ii. 54; M.
Bloch, S)ia'are Torat ha-Ttkan»t, vol. ii., part 1, pp. 253-
3(X), Cracow, 1894 ; Luncz, lld-Me'ammcr, i. 130, Jerusalem.
19()5 (s.v. miia).

w. 15. S. Kr.

SYRACUSE: City in the state of New York;
situated on Lake Onondaga. The first settlement

of Jews in Syracuse dates back to 1839, when the
warehouse of Beruheim & Block served as a meet-
ing-place for Jewish tradeis from neighboring cities

and towns. In 1841 a permanent religious organi-

zation was established, Avith the name "Society of
Concord "

; services were then held in an upper room
of Jacob Garson's house. The membership increased

rapidly, and in 1846 a house in Madison street was
purchased and converted into a synagogue, in which
the congregation worshiped until, through the efforts

of Jacob Stone, the present synagogue was built,

and dedicated (Sept., 1850) by Isaac IVI. Wise, then
rabbi in Albany, N. Y. Under the presidency of

Joseph Falker and the spiritual guidance of Dr.

Deutsch many reforms were introduced in the serv-

ice. This resulted in a division of the congregation
in 1864. The seceding members formed the Adath
Jeshuruu congregation, of which Joseph Wiseman
became president and Jacob Levi reader. The pulpit

of the Society of Concord is at present (1905) occu-

pied by Dr. Adolph Guttman, who was called from
Hohenems, Tyrol, in 1883.

There are several other congregations in the city;

New Beth Israel (organized 1854), New Adath Je-

shuruu (1870), Adath Israel (1882), Poiley Zedek
(1888), and several minor congregations that wor-
ship according to the Orthodox ritual. Joseph
Hertz, David Levine, and Henry Morals successively

occupied the rabbinate of the New Adath Jeshu-
run congregation. Temporarily Orthodox congre-
gations have no rabbis, their services being con-

ducted by readers.

The Syracuse community includes many promi-
nent merchants, phj-sicians, and lawyers. Gates
Thalheimer, president of the Society of Concord, is

a trustee of the Stale Industrial School at Roches-
ter, N. Y. ; Drs. H. L. Eisner, Nathan Jacobson,
and I. H. Levy are professors in the Syracuse Med-
ical College; and many Jewesses occupy positions

as teachers in the public and high schools. The
principal charitable and educational societies of the

Jewish community are: the United Jewish Chari-

ties; two ladies' aid societies; several hebras, giving

aid in cases of sickness and death ; and a branch of

the Jewish Orphan Asylum of Western New York.
The Hebrew Free School for Boys occupies a com-
modious building, while an industrial school for

girls and likewise a Boys' Culture Club have been
established under the auspices of the local branch of

tiie Council of Jewish Women.
The population of Syracuse is 121,000, of whom

about 5,000 are Jews.
A. A. Qu.

SYRIA : Country in Asiatic Turkey. The
terms " Syria " and " Syrians " do not occur in He-
brew ; they are found first in the Greek period. Fol-
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lowing Noldeke, these terms are usually explained
as abbreviations ot " Assyria "and " Assyrians." The
identity of the two names is allirmed bj' Herodotus
(vii. 63), who regarded "Assyrians" as the barba-
rian form, and "Syrians" the Greek spelling. The
name "Syrians" has recently been derived by
"Winckler (in Schrader, " K. A.T." 3d ed., pp. 27 et

sefj.) ivom the "Suri " mentioned in the cuneiform
inscriptions as a Babylonian designation for "the
West," including Mesopotamia, northern Syria, and
Asia Minor as far as the Halys—regions which had
been inhabited by Arameans since the middle of the

second millennium. In the Septuagint "Syria" is

used to translate the Hebrew "Aram."
In a political sense the name " Syria " denotes the

empire of the Seleucids, the territory implied vary-

ing with the boundaries of their dominions; for the

great Syrian kingdom, whose capital

Political originally was Babylon, and then An-
Meaning tioch on the Orontes, had no essential

and unity, but lost one district after an-

History. other, until, in 65 B.C., Pompey made
the remnant a Roman province which

corresponded in general to the Syria of the an-

cient and modern geographers. Strabo, Pliny, and
Ptolemy give the boimdaries of Syria as the

Taurus on the north, the Arabian desert on the

south, the Mediterranean on the west, and the lower
portion of the Euphrates and the region now called

the Syrian desert (but anciently termed the Arabian
desert) on the east. The soutliern portions of this

region, Arabia Deserta and Petra'a, as well as Pal-

estine, did not belong to the Roman province of

Syria, but formed independent districts. The term
"Syria" now includes the district which lies to the

east of the Mediterranean, between Egypt and Asia

Minor, and stretches from the coast to the desert.

Whether this de.sert, the great Syro-Arabian desert,

called the Hamad (the Arabia Deserta of the an-

cients), is to be regarded as a part oi Syria or Arabia
is a question of minor importance.

The boundaries of Syria are essentially natural

ones: the Mediterranean on the west, and the desert

on the east and south, although the desert forms no

hard-and-fast limit, since the area available for hal)i-

tation and cultivation has varied at different times.

Since early times it has been a problem, as it still is,

"whether even a strong government could protect

the peasants that cultivated the laud on the desert

frontiers against the predatory attacks of the war-

like Bedouins. AVhen such protection could be

given, the arable distiicts increased in extent; but

when the reverse was the case, the desert gained,

or, in other words, the nomads forced the peasants

to withdraw. Thus, during the Roman period the

Hauran (comp. Palestine) had many flourishing

villages and a large population, while under Turk-

ish dominion it has fallen into the hands of the

nomads and become desolate. Only within the last

two decades has the Turkish government assumed
control in the border districts and placed certain

localities under military control, thereby making
a distinct change for the better and driving the

Bedouins farther back.

The northern boundary is formed by the great

Taurus range that runs from west to east, from Lake

Van to Cillcia Trachea, where it slopes down to the
Mediterranean. In the northwest, Syria is separated

from eastern Cilicia, or Cilicia Cani-
The Taurus pestris, by the chain anciently known
Range. as the Ainanus, which runs northeast,

from the northeast corner or the Med-
iterranean (the Gulf of Issus) through the Taurus.
This range, however, has several easy passes, so that
Cilicia Campestris, even as far as the Taurus, was
always influenced by Syrian civilization. The region
bounded by these; limits never formed a political

unit, and it had a history only so far as it formed a
part of some greater country. In civilization, on
the other hand, it was one, for this entire region was
under the inunediate and powerful influence of Baby-
lonia and Assyria, which had impressetl their own
characteristics on the culture of all these lands.

This district is marked geographically by a sys-

tem of dips running through the entire region from
north to south. The "great Syrian dip" begins in

the valley of the Karasu, north of the ancient Anti-
och, and traverses the valleys of the Orontes (Nalir

al-Asi) and the Leontes (Nahr al-Litani). Between
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon the upper courses of

both these rivers lie in the depression now called Al-

Bika' and corresponding to the ancient Ccele-Syria.

The dip then sinks quickly, with the Jordan valley,

below the level of the Mediterranean, reaching its

greatest breadth and depth (793 meters below sea-

level) in the Dead Sea. From that point it rises

again to the 'Arabah, but it may nevertheless

be traced as far as the Gulf of Aila. Tids dip,

caused by the faulting of the great cretaceous layers

bounding the Syrian desert, divides the land geo-

graphically into two sections, the mountain-ranges

in both running for the most part parallel with it.

The deepest depression is reached in the Dead Sea,

while the mountains attain their highest point in

Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, the former on the west

and the latter on the east of the great dip, being

separated by the plain of Al-Bika'. The highest

peaks of Lebanon are the Jabal Makmal (3,052 me-
ters)and the Duhr al-Kudib (3,063 meters), both east

of Tripoli, while the highest point of Anti-Lebanon

is Mount Hermon (2,860 meters).

In the north, the Lebanon range ends at the Nahr
al-Kabir, being continued beyond this plain by the

Jabal Nusairiyyah, while beyond the valley of the

Orontes rise tlie mountains anciently known as the

Amanus, although they have no generic modern
name. In the south, Lebanon finds its continu-

ation in the west-Jordan hill-country of Palestine,

but on the east of the great dejiression the chain

of Anti-Lebanon comes to its northern terminus

south of the Lake of Hums, the valley of the Orontes

being marked by only slight elevations. Southward,

however, the east-Jordan plateau shows consider-

able elevations (comp. P.\lestine). The valley be-

tween the two halves has been fully described, so

far as its lower portion, the Jordan valley, is con-

cerned, in the article Palestine. The northern

part, the fertile district of the ancient Ccple Syria,

has its watershed at Baalbek. In this vicinity arise

the two great rivers which drain the plain. The

Nahr al-Litani, the ancient Leontes, flows .south-

ward, and is separated by the chain of the Jabal al-
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Dabr on the east from the source of the Jordan, the

Nahr Hasbani, which flows parallel with it. The
Leontes then turns sharply to the west, entering the

Mediterranean a little to the north of Tyre. The
course of the Orontes (Nahr al-Asi) is directly an-

tithetical, since it flows for a long distance north-

ward through tlie entire plain, and does not bend to

the west until it reaches the northern limits of the

Jabal Nusairi^'yah.

The seacoast of Syria consists for the most part

of a narrow strip of land, the Lebanon frequently

extending almost to the water. In the north the

coast has many more indentations than in the south,

and consequently possesses better harbors. The best

of these is St. George's Bay, on which
The is situated Beirut, now the commercial

Seacoast. center of Syria. The coast district,

for the greater part, is separated from
the interior by a mountain chain which is crossed

by few passes. It must, therefore, be distinguished
from the interior in political relations also, since

the fact that its inhabitants, the Pheuicians, were
a maritime and commercial people whose interests

lay seaward rather than inland, had its basis pri-

marily in geographical conditions. The southern
portion of the eastern desert which borders on Pal-

estine is barren and uninhabitable, but the greater

part of the northern district between Anti-Lebanon
and the Euphrates may be regarded as inhabitable.

From Anti-Lebancm to the Euphrates a range of

hills runs northeast, and in their northern portion in

ancient times there was a series of settlements at the
various springs, although now only heaps of ruins
remain.

In like manner the road from Damascus to the
Euphrates runs along the southern slopes through
a series of oases which were inhabited. Of these the
most Important are Palmyra and Damascus. Pal-
myra, or Tadmor, still is, as it has ever been, a
stopping-point for caravans from Damascus to Bag-
dad, and, having all natural facilities for the devel-
opment of a great commercial city, it became the
capital of a powerful kingdom in the third century
of the present era. Damascus also is an extremely
ancient city, and owes its greatness and its im-
portance to the fact that it is an oasis in the desert.

The water from the eastern slope of Hermo;i
forms the Nahr al-Barada and tiie Nahr al-A'waj
(respectively the Amana and the Pharpar of the
Bible), and these streams, Mowing to the east, are
lost in swamps in the desert, thus forming a large
oasis, in the center of which the city lies. Since
there is no direct route from the valley of the Jordan
to Coele-Syria, tiie road from southern Syria to the
north, like the highway of commerce from Arabia to
the north, natui ally passes through Damascus. It has
already been stated tiiat the route from the Euphrates
to the sea was by way of Palmyra and Damascus.
With the exception of the latter city, all the an-

cient towns are now abandoned, and this entire
region, which once was populated, has now fallen

into the hands of the nomads, who continually press
forward from the interior of Arabia. The statement
has already been made that the extensive district of
Syria never had a political unity of its own, nor
does it appear in history, except as a part of some

great empire, such as the Babylonian or the Persian.
(For the earliest history compare Damascus; Hit-
TiTES. ) It was not until after the death of Alexander
that a kingdom bore the name of Syria. When his
dominions Avere divided among the Diadochi, who
succeeded him, the greater part of the Asiatic prov-
inces of the empire of the Achaemenidse came, to-

gether with Babylon as the capital, into the posses-
sion of Seleucus I., Nicator, and his successors, this

Seleucid kingdom being called Syria, although this

term was scarcely accurate. The capital was sooa
shifted westward, Seleucus himself, the founder of
the dynasty, making Antioch on the Orontes his me-
tropolis, and thus creating a center of Greek civiliza-

tion in western Asia. The inherent weakness of the
new kingdom lay in the fact that it was a huge con-
glomerate of the most varied ethnic components,
with no essential unity. An additional factor was
the war with the Egyptian Ptolemies for the pos-

session of Egypt. This conflict lasted

Ethnic for a century, and it did not end until

Factors, the reign of Antiochus III. (198 B.C.),

after it had seriously weakened tlie

kingdom, especially under Antiochus I. (280-261).

The danger was equally great when the Parthians
won their independence in the middle of the third

century. Even Antiochus III., the Great (223-187),
who was able to resist Egypt, was powerless to

subject the Parthians.

The war against the Romans ended in 190, when
the battle of Magnesia broke the power of Antiochus.
By the terms of peace he was forced to surrender all

lands lying north of the Taurus and Halys. The
kingdom now hastened to its fall. The endeavor of
Antiochus IV., Epiphanes (175-164) toHellenizethe
Jews led to the Hasmonean revolt and the loss of
southern Syria. Despite all the struggles for the
throne, the dynasty, although reduced in territory

to Syria alone after the middle of the second cen-

tury, retained a show of power until the invasion of

the Armenians, who conquered the country under
their king Tigranes in 83 b.c. Their power, how-
ever, was of short duration, for they in turn were
soon crushed by the Romans. The last of the
Seleucids, Antiochus XIII., Asiaticus (69-64), lost

his kingdom in 64, when Pompey declared the entire

country a Roman province. This province was placed
under a Roman governor at Antioch, although the

smaller Syrian dynasties, such as those of Comma-
gene, Chalcis, Damascus, Petra, and Jerusalem,
were left undisturbed. In 70 c.e. Palestine was
separated from Syria, and itself became a province
ruled by an imperial governor. Later, duiing the

reign of Hadrian, Syria was divided into three parts:

Coele-Syria (with Antioch as the capital), Syria

Euphratensis (with Hierapolis as the capital), and
Phoenice (with Emesa [Hums] as the capital); the

last named province embraced the coast with the ad-

jacent inland districts.

The present (1905) population of Syria is 3,317,-

600.

Bibliography: Burckhardl, TraveU in Swna, 1822; Porter,
Five Years in Damascus, ia55; Burton and Drake, Unex-
plored Si/ria. 1873; Riemann and Puchstein. Reisen in
Norclsi/ricn. 189(); Ciiinet, Syrie, Lihan ct Palextine, 1896;
Oppenheini, Vnm Mittelweer zum PersischenGolf, 1900. See
also the bibliographies of the articles Palestine and Phenici a.

E. G. H. I. Be.
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SYRKIN, MAXIMILIAN (MEYER-JE-
HTJDAH) : Russian jurist and editor, bornatPon
jewezb, government of Kovno, Oct. 27, 1858; a

descendant of the family of Joel Sirkes 13. He
studied law at the University of St. Petersburg, and
is at present (1905) practising his profession at the

St. Petersburg bar. He was associate editor of the
" Regesty i Nadpisi " (documents relating to the his-

tory of the Jews in Russia), published by the Society

for the Promotion of Culture Among the Russian

Jews in 1899; since that time he has been editor of

the " Voskhod." Syrkin is the author of a book on

art, entitled " Plasticheskol Iskusstvo " (St. Peters-

burg, 1900).

H. R. G. D. R.

SYZYGIES. See Cabala.

SZABOLCSI, MAX: Hungarian author; born

at Tura Aug. 27, 1857. In his youth he studied

Talmud, and for a short time attended the rabbin-

ical seminary at Budapest, later writing for He-

brew periodicals under the pseudonym of " 'Ibri

Anoki," and preparing a Hungarian translation of

the haggadic portions of the treatise Sanhedrin.

His most important literary activity, however, be-

gan with the TiszA-EszLAR affair, in which he took

prominent part b}'^ contributing articles for the de-

fense to the "Debreczeni EUenOr." In 1884 Sza-

bolcsi became editor of the "Jildische Pester Zei-

tung," and two years later he assumed control of

the Hungarian religious paper "EgyenlOseg," pub-

lished weekly at Budapest.

s. L. V.

SZANTO (ABAUJ-SZANTO) : Town of Hun-

gary, on the slope of the hills of Tokay. Its Jew-

ish community is one of the oldest in the country.

Its age is shown by the two cemeteries, the more

modern one of which has been in use since 1780.

Its oldest existing Jewish document, relating to the

hebra kaddisha, is dated 1790, at which time the so-

ciety had ninety-six members. In a document dated

1787, which is extant, the community pledges itself

to build a school. The tirst teacher was Leopold

Singer.

The first rabbi of Szanto known by name was

Rabbi Jeremiah, author of the "Sefer Moda'ah."

His successors have been: his son Joab, author of the

" Hen Tob " ; Eleazar LOw, called '' Shemen Rokeah "

(d. 1837) ; Nathan Lipschitz ; his son Leopold Lip-

schitz (d. 1904 in Budapest, where he was president

of the Orthodox congregation); and the present in-

cumbent (1905), Paul Jungreise (since 1896).

The Jews of Szanto number 1,500 in a total popu-

lation of 5,000.

Bibliography: Lovy, Ar Ahauj-SzdntM IsmiUta Ixkoln

Mfuiogrt'ifiajd, 1901.

6. L. V.

SZANTO, EMIL: Austrian philologist; born

at Vienna Nov. 22, 1857; died there Dec. 14, 1904;

son of Simon Szanto. He studied at the Univer-

sity of Vienna (Ph.D.), and in 1884 was appointed

privat-docent at his alma mater; in 1893 he became

assistant professor and in 1898 professor of Greek

history and archeology.

Szanto was considered an authority in his spe-

cialty, Greek epigraphy. Among his works may

be mentioned: " Untersuchungen ilber das Attische

Burgerrecht," 1881 ;
" Plataa und Athen," 1884 ;

" An-
leihen Griechischer Staaten," 1885; "Hypothek und
Scheinkauf im Griechischen Recht," 1887, in col-

laboration with Edward Hauler; "Das Griechische

Bl\rgerrecht,"1892; and " Reisein Karien," 1892. In

1887 he brought out a second edition of Bojesen's

"Handbuch der Griechischen Autiquitaten."

Bibliography: AUg. Zeit. des Jud. 1894, No. 52; Oaiterrei-
chMche Wochenschi-ifU 1894. No. 52.

8. F. T. H.

SZANTO, SIMON: Hungarian journalist; born
at Nagy-Kanizsa, Hungary, Aug. 23, 1819; died in

Vienna Jan. 17, 1882. He was a son of Rabbi Mcir
Szanto, and when only ten years of age lost both

parents. He received his education at the yeshi-

bot at Lakenbach and Gross-Jcnikau (Bohemia),

the public school at Prague, tjie gymnasium at

Presburg, and the University of Prague, studying

philosophy and Jewish theology under S. J. L. Ra-
poport. In 1845 Szanto went to Vienna, where he

founded (1849), together with his brother Josef, a

Jewish school, of which he was the director. Later

he was appointed docent at the Theoiogische Lehr-

anstalt at Vienna.

In 1861 Szanto founded, together with his brother-

in-law Pick, the weekly journal "Die Neuzeit," of

which he became sole editor after having been asso-

ciated for a short time with Kompcrt. For a time

he was editor also of Busch's " Jahrbuch fQr Israeli-

ten," and of J. von Wertheimer's "Jahrbuch ft\r

Israeliten." In 1864 he was appointed Hebrew in-

terpreter at the juridical courts of Vienna, and in

1869 supervisor of religious instruction at the Jewish

schools of Vienna.

Szanto contributed numerous feuilletons and es-

says to various periodicals. For Busch 's " Jahrbuch

far Israeliten" he wrote " Bildcr aus Alexandriens

Vorzeit"; for Wertheimer's "Jahrbuch." "Schul-

lehrers Paradoxa" and "Fahrende Juden "; and for

the "Wiener Zeitung," " Sturmpetition eines Pflda-

gogen," these articles appearing over the pen-names

"Dr. Unbefangen," and " S. Pflager." He con-

tributed also to "Ost und West," "Bohemia," the

"Orient," the "Tagespresse," and the "Frauenzei-

tung." He was the author also of the poem "Der

Juden Vaterland " (Vienna, 1848).

Bibliography : AUg. Zeit. des Jud. 1882. pp. 93 et ncq.

s. F T H.

SZEGEDIN: Town of central Hungary. Jews

are mentioned there as tax-farmers during the Turk-

ish rule in Hungary (1552). When the Turks were

driven out of that country the Jews of Szegedin had

toleave; subseciuently, in 1714, three Jews, who had

settled there without the permission of the magis-

trate, were expelled, and at the conscription of 1768

the authorities claimed that not one Jew was living

in the town.

In 1719 Charles III. granted to Szegedin tlie priv-

ilege, enjoyed by most of the free royal cities, of

admitting Jews and Gipsies, or refusing to admit

them, at its pleasure: and Szegedin. like the other

cities, exercised this privilege with the utmost rigor

to the disadvantage of the Jews. In 1781 Michael

Hayyim Pollak settled in the city without permia-
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sion of the magistrate, but three years later six fami-

lies obtained such permission. After this the number
of tolerated Jews gradually increased ; there were 11

families in the town in 1785, 18 in 1786, and 58 in 1799.

In virtue of the decree of 1790 the Jews were to re-

main unmolested in wliatever circumstances they

were at the time of the decree. This encouraged

them to acquire houses within the limits of the city;

and whereas in 1788 only the above-mentioned

Pollak possessed a house, in 1807 ton Jews were

house-owners. In 1813 a boundary-line was drawn
within which Jews were permitted io acquire

houses, but as early as 1824 the Jews encroached on

ground beyond this boundary, though the ordinance

was not repealed until 1859. In 1825 the commu-

the basis of government. These statutes were
modified in 1867 and thoroughly revised in 1870;

in 1903 new statutes went into force. In the period

between 1788 and 1902 twenty-three judges, or presi-

dents, conducted the affairs of the community.
Toward tiie end of the War of Liberation the Diet,

the members of which had fled to Szegedin, emanci-

pated the Jews (July 28, 1849) ; but this act had no
practical results. The proposition of Provost Krem-
minger in 1861 to elect Jews to the municipal coun-

cil shows the respect which the community enjoyed.

As early as 1789 the community decided to build

a synagogue, having so far held services in a hired

apartment; but in consequence of the opposition of

the municipal authorities this project could not be

STA.INKD-GLASS WINDOWS WITH JEWISH SYMBOLS IN THE SYNAGOGUE AT SZEGEDIN.

(From a pbolngraph.)

nity had increased to 111, in 1831 to 367, and in 1840

to 800. In 1884 there were 800 Jewish taxpayers

in Szegedin.

The first communal statutes, referring especially

to worship, were drafted in 1791, and included

nineteen sections; they were enlarged in 1801 and
revised in 1830. Until 1867 a commis-

Organiza- sioner delegated by the municipal au-

tion. thorities presided at the election of the

governing board. In 1825 it was de-

cided to elect a committee of thirty-one members,
whose rights and duties were determined in 1830

and revised in 1833. After a futile attempt to re-

organize the communit3'in 1842, a marked advance
was achieved in 1857, when the magistrate under-

took the work of organization. In 1863 Leopold
Low, the chief rabbi, drafted statutes that are still

carried out until 1803; and when permission was
given to build, it was on condition that the syna-

gogue should have a chimney and a kitchen, so

that it might have the appearance of being a private

house. It contained 129 seats for men
Syna- and 99 for women. This synagogue
gog-ues. was replaced by a new building in

1839, with 400 seats for men and 260

for women, which was dedicated on May 19, 1843, by
IjQw Schwab, chief rabbi of Budapest. After the

great floods of 1879 it was renovated, and services

are still held there (1905). Opposite this building is

a newer and more imposing synagogue, one of the

notable edifices of the country, erected at a cost of

500,000 crowns; it seats 806 men and 623 women.
The first rabbi of Szegedin, R. Jehiel, officiated

from 1789 to 1790; his successors have been Hirsch
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Bak (1790-1843), Daniel Pillitz (1843-47), Leopold
Low (1850-75), Wilhelm Baclier (1876-77), and the

present incumbent, Imnianuel Low (since 1878). In

1831 a dayyan was appointed as assistant to the
chief rabbi, and in 1894 an associate rabbi also was
engaged. The community has had a notary since

1824.

The Szegedin Hebra Kaddisha was founded in

1787; about the same time the Jewish liospital was
established, in a rented building ; but in 1856 the com-
munity erected a hospital-building of its own. The

first cemetery was laid out in 1793; it

Synagogal was enlarged in 1810;butin timeit was
and Phil- surrounded by houses, in consequence
anthropic of the rapid growth of the city, and
Societies, tlie bodies had to be exhumed (1867)

and reburied in a common grave in

the new cemetery. The Hebra Kaddisha had 490
members in 1903, and a fund of 120,000 crowns.
The Bikkur Holim was founded in 1821, and reor-

ganized in 1861 under the name " Rofe Holim." In
1831 a society for the relief of the poor was founded
iinder the name Hebrat Orhe 'Aniyyim, and in 1837 a

similar society, tlie llebrat 'Aniyye 'Irenu, which
still exists. The Women's Society, which was tlie

first one of its kind in Hungary, was founded in

1835 by Johanna Kohen. Chief Rabbi Low founded
in 1860 the society Hebra de-Saudikos. A society

for dowering poor girls was founded in 1865. Since

1892 the Orphan Society has had its own building,

equipped with all modern improvements. The
Young Women's Society conducts a kitchen during
the winter for the benefit of poor children.

The community founded in 1820 a school with

four classes, in which only Jewish subjects were
taught. At the same time the Talmud Torah was
formed to provide instruction for poor children. In

1839 steps were taken to organize, with the funds of

the Talmud Torah, a regular public

Schools, school, but the project could not be

carried out until 1844. The girls'

school was opened in 1851, through the efforts of

the society Hebrat Ne'urim (founded in 1833 and in

existence until 1855). A new building was erected

in 1871, but it was replaced by other buildings in

1883 and 1895. It has eight teachers and one as-

sistant; in 1902 there were 546 children on its rolls.

The community provides religious instruction in

the secondary schools, which contained 454 chil-

dren in 1902. The new hall of the community, built

at a cost of 150,000 crowns, is one of the most beau-

tiful edifices in the city. Among the ciiaritable

foundations should be mentioned the fund of 60,000

crowns donated by David Kiss for clothing poor

children.

Szegedin has a total population of 87,410, inclu-

ding 5,863 Jews, 1,243 of whom are taxpayers.

s. A. Low.

SZENES, PHILIP: Hungarian painter; born

at Szent Miklos Torok in 1864. After studying at

the technical school at Budapest, he devoted him-

self to art, residing for several years successively

at Munich, in Italy, and at Paris. In 1895 he was
awarded first prize by the Paris Academy of Art, and

on his return to Budapest lie at once took rank with

the foremost painters of Hungary. His chief works

are: "Samson and Delilah," "Esther," "Judith,"
"St. Cecilia," "After Dinner," "The Evening
Paper," "Sunbeams," and "The Shepherd." Col-
lections of his works are found in the National Mu-
seum of Budapest, in the Kunstvereiu at Dresden,
and in the private gallery of Emperor Francis Jo-
seph I.

^. L. V.

SZERENCSES (FORTUNATUS), EMER-
ICH : Hungarian deputy treasurer; died Aug.,
1520. As a married man he liad had illicit inter-

course with a Christian woman, and when tiiis be-

came known, in order to escape severe punishment
he was forced to embrace Christianity ; lie was bap-
tized by Ladislaus Szaikai, Archbishop of Grau,
while the palatine Emerich Perenyi, whose first name
he thenceforth adopted, acted as sjjonsor. After
Szerencses' conversion he was appointed deputy
treasurer, in which position he exercised a great deal
of influence in favor of his former coreligionists.

Whenever they were in danger he sent them letters

of warning written in secret characters; and on one
occasion when he learned that an accusation of ritual

murder had been lodged against the Jewish commu-
nity of Ofen, he persuaded the king and the digni-

taries to deliver the calumniator to him. Wben an
order of expulsion was issued against the Jews of

Prague he made great sacrifices in order to secure its

revocation. He likewise rescued a Jew and a Jewess
who had been condemned to death by fire; and
he had the children of a baptized Jew brought up
in the Jewish faith. As long as he lived he distrib-

uted alms among the poor Jews every Friday. As
a token of their gratitude toward him the rabbis

of Ofen, Padua, and Constantinople ordered that

his sons, Abraham and Ephraim, who, like their

mother, had remained Jews, should be called up to

the Law by their father's name, and not, as was the

custom when the father had become a Christian, by
their grandfather's. This action was taken as an in-

dication that Szerencses was not considered an apos-

tate at heart.

But meanwhile the nobility of the realm, headed by
Stephan Werbiiczi, accused Szerencses of being the

cause of the financial embarrassment of the country;

and some of the members of the Diet of 1525 even

demanded that he be burned at the stake. Szer-

encses, indeed, had been grossly negligent in his

official duties, and, in common with many of the

most respected noblemen of the time, had made
free use of the state's money. He was therefore

imprisoned by King Louis II., whose favorite he had

been, but was released shortly afterward. On the

adjournment of the Diet servants of the nobles, re-

enforced by the rabble, attacked and plundered

his home, and he escaped the rage of the popu-

lace only by flight. At the same time the mob
stormed the ghetto, and seized all the valuables be-

longing to the Jews. When the Diet convened in

the following year (1526) on account of the threat-

ening incursions by the Turks, Szerencses was once

more restored to favor, but he died shortly after-

ward. On his death-bed, surrounded by many
Jews, he repented his sins, with tears and prayers.

His descendants adopted the name of Sachs.

8. A. Bu.
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SZILASI, MOBIZ : Hungarian philologist ; born

1854; died at Klausenburg, Hungary, May 15,

1905. He studied philology at Budapest and Leip-

sic, and was appointed teacher successively at a
gymnasium in Budapest and at E5lv5s College.

In 1902 he was called to the chair of Hungarian
language and literature in the University of Klau-

senburg.

Szilasi translated into Hungarian parts of the

works of Plutarch and Thucydides, as well as Cur
tins' "Griechische GescLichte" and Church's "Ro-
man Life in the Time of Cicero." He was the author

also of a Vogulic dictionary and of a " Vocabula-
rium Cseremissicum."

Bibliography: M. Eisler, in Dr. Bloch''s Oesterreichische
Wochenschrift, Vienna, June 2, 1905, pp. 342. 'Mi.

e. F. T. H.

SZILI, ADOLF: Hungarian ophthalmologist;

boin at Budapest in 1848; educated at Vienna
(M.D. 1872). In 1874 he went to Budapest, where
he became head physician of the ophthalmolog-
ical department of the Jewish hospital ; in 1883
lie was appointed privat-docent at the university,

and in 189.-) assistant professor. In 1902 King Fran-

cis Joseph I. elevated him to the Hungarian peer-

age, wlien he assumed the name " Szilsarkan^'." His
chief works are: "Eine Innervationserscheinungder
Iris" (1874); "Therapeutische Versuciie mit Eseri-

num" (1877); "A Szemuveg," on spectacles (1882);
" Zur Morphologic der Papilla," in " Centralblatt fur
Praktische Augenheilkunde," 1889; " Optische Ver-
werthungvon Brillenreflexen," in Graefe's "Archiv
far Ophthalmologic," 1893; " Ueber Disjunction

des Hornhautepithels," (ii. 1900); " Augenspiegel-
studien zu einer Morphographie des Sehnervenein-

trittes beim Menschen " (1901).

Bibliography: Pallas Lex.; Szlli, EmlekKouyr.
s. L. V.

SZOLD, BENJAMIN : American rabbi and
scholar; a leader of the conservative wing of the

Reform movement in America; born at Nemiskert,
county of Neutra, Hungary, Nov. 15, 1829; died at

Berkeley Springs, W. Va., July 31, 1902. He stud-

ied under Rabbis Jacob Fischer of Shalgaw, Wolf
Kollin of Werbau, and Benjamin Wolf at the Pres-

burg yeshibah, and received the rabbinical authori-

zation from Judah Assod of Bur and Simon Sidon
of Tyrnau. In 1848 he studied in Vienna, but when
the revolution of that j-ear broke out he went to

Presburg. From 1849 to 1855 he tutored in private

families in Hungary, and in the latter year entered

the University of Bieslau, where he remained until

1858. While a student he officiated during the lioly

days at Brieg, Silesia (1857), and at Stockholm,
Sweden (1858). In 1859 he accepted a call from the

Oheb Shalom congregation of Baltimore, in whose
service he remained until his death, first as rabbi and
later (after 1892) as rabbi emeritus. He arrived in

the United States on Sept. 21, 1859, about a month

after his marriage to Sophie Schaar, and imme-
diately took active charge of the congregation.

Under his guidance it grew rapidly, and, actuated by
his example, it became widely known for its strict

observance of the Sabbath. Before Szold's arrival

the congregation had adopted for use in its Sabbath
service the "Minhag America," though on the great
fall holy days it reverted to the "Minhag Ash-
kenaz "

; after much discussion with his congrega-
tion Szold introduced a new prayer-book, " 'Abodat
Yisrael," which closely, followed traditional lines.

The first edition of this prayer-book appeared in

1863, with German translation, and was widely
adopted by congregations in the United States; new
editions were published in 1864 and 1865 (the latter

with English translation), and another, revised edi-

tion in 1871, Rabbis Marcus Jastrow of Philadelphia
and Henry Hochheimer of Baltimore being associated

with Szold in its publication.

During his entire career Szold opposed radicalism,

and fought the extreme tendencies that had al-

ready manifested themselves when he went to the
United States. He took prominent part in commu-
nal life, and besides aiding in establishing the char-

itable institutions of Baltimore, he devoted himself

to helping Russian refugees who had emigrated to

America on account of the iniquitous May Laws.
He was in sympathy with the nationalist (later Zion-

istic) movement, speaking in its favor as early as the

winter of 1893-94 before the Zion Society of Balti-

more. As an exegete he developed a subtle and orig-

inal system in which full account was taken of the

work of the Masorites. His " Commentary on Job "

(Baltimore, 1886), written in classical Hebrew and
conceived in an original and deeply Jewish spirit,

attests the accuracy of his scholarship. His publica-

tions include articles in Jewish and in secular period-

icals, as well as sermons, lectures, religious school-

books, and devotional literature. He wrote also

a commentary on the eleventh chapter of Daniel

(Kohut Memorial Volume), edited "Bibelkritische

Notizen " by Michael Heilprin, and published a
sketch of Moses Mendelssohn on the occasion of the

150th anniversary of his birth. He left numerous
manuscripts.

Bibliography: Jewish Comment, x.. No. .5; xviii.. No. 4.

.\. L. H. L.

SZOLD, HENRIETTA : Eldest daughter of

Benjamin Szold ; born at Baltimore, Md. Since 1893

she has been secretary of the literary committee
of the Jewish Publication Society of America, and
in connection therewith has translated Darmesteter
on the Talmud (Philadelphia, 1897), and liazarus,
" Ethics of Judaism" (<A. 1900). In association with

Cyrus Adler she has edited the American Jewish
Year Book, and, independently, has contributed

numerous articles to the Jewish periodicals. She
has attended for several years the classes of the

Jewish Theological Seminary of New York.

J.
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TA'AMIIil. See Accents; Cantili.ation.

TA'ANIT ("Fasts"): Treatise in tlie Mishnah,
Tosefta, and both Talmuds, devoted chiefly to the
fast-days, tlie practises peculiar to tliem/and the
prayers wliich must be said thereon. In most edi-

tions tliis treatise is tlie ninth in the mishnaic order
of Seder Mo'ed, and is divided into four chapters
containing thirty-four paragraphs in all. The con-
tents may be summarized as follows:

Ch. i. : Concerning the time after which one must
begin to mention rain in the second benediction of
the "Shemoneh 'Esreh" and to pray for rain in the
eighth benediction (§^ 1-3); the time during which
one should fast on account of scarcity of rain—two
successive periods of three days each, and a final

one of seven days—and the distinc-

Contents. tions between these various days with
regard to strictness in fasting (§t; 4-6)

;

nature of the national mourning in case no rain falls

despite many fast-days (§ 7).

Ch. ii. : The ceremonies which must be observed
in fasting (§ 1); the prayers and the blowing of the

trumpet in this connection (^§ 2-5) ; the participa-

tion of the priests both in the fasts of three days
and in that of seven days (§§ 6-7); days on which
public fasts are prohibited according to the Megil-
LAT Ta'anit (§§ 8-10).

Ch. iii. : Cases in which the order of fasting may
be changed, and the trumpet may be blown at the

very beginning of the fast (^§ 1-3); other occasions
on which a fast is held and the trumpet blown,
as when a plague breaks out in a city or when an
army marches against it (§§ 4-7) ; concerning Honi
(Onias) ha-Me'aggel, who prayed for rain (55 8);

cases in which fasting ceases when rain begins to fall

(§9).

Ch. iv. : Days on which the priests raise their

hands four times to bless the people (§ 1); the insti-

tution of lay assistants (" ma'amadot ") for the sac-

rifice, the time when they assembled, the days on
which they fasted, and the sections of Scripture

which they read on each day (§§ 2-4); the day of

the month appointed for the bringing of the wood-
offering (Neh. X. 34) during the period of the Tem-
ple (§ 5) ; the Seventeenth of Tammuz and the Ninth
of Ab, and the five sad events which befell the.Jewish

people on each of these days(^§ 6-7); the festivities

which marked the Day of Atonement and the Fif-

teenth of Ab (the most important day of the wood-
offering) in ancient times in Jerusalem, when the

maidens, dressed in white, danced in the vineyards

and called on the young men to seek worthy brides

for themselves (^ 8).

The Tosefta to this treatise contains much that

elucidates and supplements the Mishnah. Especially

noteworthy are the account of the origin of the

priestly classes (iv. 2), the changes which affect«d

them after the return from the Captivity, and liow

they were again subdivided (ii. 1).

The two Gemaras contain, in addition to the

explanations of individual mishnayot, a wealth
of haggadic sayings, as well as many narra-
tives and legends. The following sayings from
the Babylonian Gemara may be cited here: "Why
is learning compared to a fire? Because, as
many chips burn better together than singly, so
learning is promoted when it is pursued by many
scholars studying in company. " " A .sage who holds
himselfaloof from other scholars deterioratesin learn-
ing." " R. Hanina said he had learned much from his
teachers, but more from his colleagues, and most of
all from his pupils." "Learning is like water; for
as water can not remain in a high place, so learning
can not be the possession of a proud and haughty
man" (7a). "If a pupil finds study difficult, it is

only because he has not systematically arranged the
material to be learned" (8a). "If when Israel is

visited with affliction a man severs fellowship with
his brethren, the two angels who accompany each
one come to him, lay their hands upon his head,
and say: ' This man would not suffer with his peo-
ple; therefore he shall not behold them when they
are comforted and see days of happiness'" (11a).

Among the narratives particular attention should
l)e given to the story of NicoDEMfs b. Gohion
(19b-20a)iind to the legend of Onias ha-Me'aggel,
who slept for seventy years (23a).

Noteworthy in the Palestinian Gemara is the ac-

count of the three scrolls of the Law which were
in the Temple and which differed from one another
in various passages. Where two of these scrolls

agreed as regards a reading, it was accepted as the

correct text (iv. 68a). This Gemara contains also a
remarkable saying of R. Abbahu, which is evi-

dently directed against Christianity: "If a man
say, ' I am God,' he lieth ; and if he say. ' I am the

son of man,' he will have to repent; and if he say,

'I shall go up to lieaven,' he will not do it. nor
achieve what he promises " (ii. (i5b). It likewise

relates how Bar Kokba killed Er.KAZAii of Mo-
Di'iM, whom a Samaritan had falsely accused of

treason (iv. 68d).

w. H. J. Z. L.

TABERNACLE : The portable tent-like struc-

ture that served the Israelites as a sanctuary during
their wanderings in the wilderness and in the early

period of their life in Palestine. It is chiefly in Ex.
xxvi. and its parallel, ib. xxxvi. 8-38, that the old-

est sanctuary of Ynwii is mentioned. Its funda-

mental part consisted of a framework of acacia- wood.

Each board was 10 cubits long and H cubits broad

(an old Hebraic cubit measured probably, like the

Babylonian, 55.5 cm.). The nortli and south sides

each contained twenty such boards {ib. xxvi. 18, 20).

The western side consisted of six similar boards {ib.

verse 22), with the addition of two more which were

to join the western with the northern and southern

sides, respectively, in a manner rather obscurelj'

described {ib. verses23-25). These forty eight boards

were fixed in silver sockets, two to each board, by
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means of "luiuds" ("yadot"), i.e., tenons, and they

were kept from falling ai)art by five cross-bars on a

side {lb. verses 26-28). The eastern side remained

open.

Since this framework was of course the first part

to be set up {ib. xl. 18), it has been mentioned first

here; but wliat really constituted the dwelling of

the Lord, according to the express words of the Old

Testament {ib. xxvi. 1, 6; xxxvi. 8,

Parts. 13), were the inner curtains, which
gave the structure its characteristic

form. Tlie quality and colors of these curtains were

chosen accordingly; they were woven from the

finest threads, some white, some Ijluish and reddish

purple, and some scarlet. Pictures of cherubim
were also woven in them {ib. xxvi. 1-6). A second

set of curtains was made of goat-hair, which was
the usual material for tents {ib. verses 7-13); these,

by synecdoche (comp. KOnig, "StilistiU," etc., p. 64),

and that the tent-covering is placed upon them
(Ex. xl. 10) is convincing evidence for the opinion
that they enveloped the boards almost completely
lest tliey might become .soiled; they were not
to touch the floor, and so were made only 28 cu-
bits long. This fact would not be so comprehen-
sible had the curtains been merely interior hang-
ings. The objection has been raised, it is true, that
cherubim were woven into them, and that in Solo-

mon's Temple cherubim were carved on the inner
walls; but the latter case presents a necessary modi-
fication which resulted naturally when the dwelling
of the Lord no longer consisted chiefly of curtains,

^loreover, the text contains no suggestion of liooks

or any other appliances by means of which the cur-

tains might have been suspended had they been in-

tended merely to cover the inner surface of the
walls.

The examination of the component parts of

The Tabernacle.
(Restored by Ferguson.)

were called the "tent" {ib. xxvi. 7; xxxviii. 14, 18;

xl. 19), inasmuch as they formed the chief part there-

of ; and vipon them were placed two coverings, one of

ramskin dyed red, and one of skins of the "tahash."
This latter was probably a seal ; in any case it was
a less common animal than the sheep, which Fried-
rich Delitzsch in his "Prolegomena zueinem Neuen
Hebraisch-Aramaischen Worterbuch " (p. 79) under-
stands by "tahasli." With regard to the first-men-

tioned curtains, some scholars, as Winer ("B. R."
«.v.)and Holzinger (on Ex. xxvi. 15, in "K. H. C."
1900), liave declared that they formed not the walls
of the Tabernacle, but merely an inner covering of
those walls; but the contrary view is much more
probable, and is the one adopted by De Wette,
for instance ("Hebraische Archilologie," § 194), by
Riehm (" Handw5rterbuch des Biblischen Alter-
tums," p. 1559), andbyBaentsch("Handkommentar
zum Exodus," 1900, p. 228); indeed, the circum-
stance that these curtains are called " the dwelling "

Yiiwii's dwelling mentioned above leads to a con-
sideration of its size. The height was undoubtedly

10 cubits ; but the length was not sim-
Size. ply 20 X H cubits, since there must

also be taken into consideration the
eight boards on the western side. These measured
12 cubits by themselves; and, in addition, the tliick-

ness of the two boards by which the western wall
was joined on one side to the southern and on the

otlier to the northern wall {ib. xxvi. 23-25) must
be reckoned in determining the exterior length of the

Tabernacle. The thickness of these boards maj' be
estimated from the following calculation: The
Holy of Holies was 10 cubits high and 10 cubits

long, since lialf of the inner covering, which was 40
cubits long, reached from the lower end of the west-

ern wall to tlie edge of the Holy of Holies {ib. xxvi.

83). This most lioly place in all probability formed
a cube of 10 cubits (comp. "ka'bah" = "cube").
If so the breadth of the Tabernacle must have
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been 10 cubits, i.e., the breadth of its inner space,

whereas the eight western boards measured 12

cubits; and the southern and northern walls must
each have covered one of the 12 cubits of the

western wall; i.e., the boards must eaeh have
been 1 cubit thick. The outer length of the Taber-

nacle was, then, 20 X li + 1 cubit = 31 cubits; and
its outer width was 8 X H cubits. But the inner

length was 30 cubits, and the inner breadth 10

cubits; and since the inner space constituted the

dwelling of the Lord, Josephus says (•' Ant." iii. 6,

§3), not without reason, "its length, when it was
set up, was 30 cubits, and its breadth was 10 cubits."

This tent was divided, by means of a curtain hung
10 cubits from the western wall, into a most holy

place (" Kodesh ha-Kodashim ") and a

Holy holy place (" Kodesh "). This curtain

Place. was called "paroket,"and was woven
from the same four stuffs as the costly

curtains which formed the inner covering (Ex. xxvi.

31-35). The eastern entrance to the holy place,

which was 20 cubits long, was covered by a curtain
{" masak ") of the same materials {ib. verses 36 et

seq.). Finally a court (hazer) formed in a certain

measure a part of the Tabernacle. This court was
100 cubits long and 50 cubits broad {ib. xxvii. 9-13),

and, since the Tabernacle was placed in its western
part, it was rightly called a forecourt. The Taber-
nacle could be taken down (Num. x. 17); and it is

therefore called a " tent." Its form does not need to

have been that of a house (namely, that of Solomon's
Temple), since (despite Holzinger's [I.e. p. 129j and
Baentsch's [I.e. p. 231] statements) tents are some-
times made in an elongated form.

As has been mentioned above, this sanctuary of

Yhwh(Ex. XXV. 8) was in the nature of things called

the " dwelling " par excellence (" ha-mishkan ") and
the " tent " par excellence (" ha-ohel ")

;

Name. but its most frequent designation is

"ohel mo'ed " (ib. xxvii. 21 et seq.).

This term means " tent of mutual appointment, " that

is, " place of meeting [of God with Moses and with his

successors] " (26. xxv. 22; comp. the heathen "har
mo'ed," Isa. xiv. 13). ItAvas a mistake to interpret

"mo'ed " here in a temporal sense, as if it had meant
"tent of fixed time" (Targ., Pesh., Arabic). The
expression means still less " tent of witness " (LXX. :

aKTjvi/ fiapTvpiov, wrongly upheld by A. Zahn, " Das
Deuteronomium," 1891, p. 67). This interpretation

can not be commended on account of the fact that

the expression "ohel 'edut " = "tent of testimony "

(Num. ix. 15, xvii. 22 etseq., xviii. 2; II Chron. xxiv.

6) or "house of testimony " (Ex. xxxviii. 21 ; Num.
i. 50,53) also occurs; for if the same idea was to

have been expressed the same word would have
been used in both cases.

It was natural that the Ark of the Covenant
should have been erected in some protected place

;

and such a place is expressly mentioned
Age and in Ex. xxxiii. 7-11 (which section is

Origin. correctly ascribed to a comparatively
ancient chronicler), and is called "ohel

mo'ed." It is, to be sure, stated in the same place
that Moses used to set up the Tabernacle outside of
the camp (comp. Konig, "Syntax," ^§ 157, 367e),
and its position is so designated in Num. x. 32; xi.

24, 26 et seq., 30; xii. 4, whereas according to Num.
ii. 2, 17; v. 1 et seq., the ohel mo'ed formed the cen-
tral point of the camp. This obscurity in the mem-
ory of Israel is not to be denied ; but, nevertheless,

the question remains as to whether or not the Taber-
nacle, the description of which has been given above,
is to be treated as a pure invention of the later priests,

as is claimed by many exegetes and with special em-
phasis by Baentsch (I.e. p. 220). The argument that
the splendor with which the Tabernacle was fur-

nished according to Ex. xxvi. 1 et seq., precludes its

assignment to the time of Moses is of no weight,
since the passage Ex. iii. 22 et seq. does not admit
the conclusion that the Israelites who came out of
Egypt were wholly destitute. Moreover, it is not
remarkable, as has been claimed, that the tent of
meeting should sometimes have been called " house "

("bayit"; comp. Josh, xviii. with Judges xviii. 31),

since the tent which David erected for the Ark of
the Covenant (II Sam. vi. 17) is similarly called

"house of Jehovah" (ib. xii. 20); and if the Taber-
nacle was a product of the imagination, with Solo-

mon's Temple as its prototype, other differences

between the descriptions of the two would be hard
to explain (e.g., one candlestick instead of ten).

It is probable that the characteristic features of

the place of worship in the Old Testament bore, in

addition to their outward purpose, an
Symbolic inner relationship to religious ideas.

Meaning. The following maj' be considered the

chief of these: the opening of the gate
toward the east had reference to the rising of the

sun (comp. Isa. xii. 1 et seq.); the distinction be-

tween the holy place and the most holy place corre-

sponded to the distinction between heaven and the

innermost heaven ("sheme ha-shamayim "; I Kings
viii. 27, etc.); and the forecourt, according to Isa.

Ixvi.l, symbolized the earth. This interpretation

was suggested by Josephus (I.e. iii. 6, ^ 4), and has
been developed chiefly by Bahr ("Symbolik des
MosaiscLen Kultus," 1837).

K. c. E. K.

TABERNACLES, FEAST OF.—Biblical
Data : Third of the great festivals on which all males
were reqiiired to make pilgrimages to the Temple at

Jerusalem. The celebration of this festival begins
on the fifteenth day of the seventh month (Tishri).

Originallj'it lasted seven daj's; but in the course of
time its duration was extended to nine days. In the

Bible it is variously styled niSDH in. "the Feast of
Tabernacles " (Lev. xxiii. 34 ; Deut. x vi. 13, 16 ; xxxi.

10; Zech.xiv. 16, 18, 19; Ezra iii. 4. ; II Chron. viii.

13); Pi^DXn in, "the Feast of Ingathering" (Ex.

xxiii. 16, xxxiv. 22), or merely Jnn, "the Feast" (I

Kings viii. 2; Ezek. xlv. 23; II Chron. vii. 8); or

niiT 3n, "Feast of the Lord "(Lev. xxiii. 39; Judges
xxi. 19). In the Septuagint the first

Name. designation is rendered b}' ^ eoprij (ruv)

OKTjvuv or Tfjc aKTjvomiyia^; the second
by 7) Eoprj/ avvTcXeiac or awayuy^^. II Macc. x. 6 has
7/ Tuv aKf/uuv iopTT]; Josephus ("Ant." iv. 209; comp.
ib. iii. 247) and the New Testament (John vii. 2)

dKTivonriyia; Philo (" Dc Septenario," § 24) ffiiv^va/; and
Plutarch ("Symposiaca," iv. 6, 2) (tutivt}. In later

Hebrew literature jn (Aramaic, KJn) is generally

employed.
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From the frequent notice of it, as well as from its

designation as "the Feast," it would seem that the

Feast of Tabernacles held the most prominent place

among Israel's festivals. That it was agricultural

in origin is evident from the name the "Feast of

Ingathering," from the ceremonies accompanying it,

and from the season and occasion of its celebration

:

"At the end of the year when thou gatherest in thy

labors out of the field " (Ex. xxiii. 16. xxxiv. 22, R.

v.); "after that thou hast gathered in from thy

thrashing-floor and from thy wine-press " (Deut. xvi.

13, 16, R. v.). It was more particularly a thanksgiv-

ing for the fruit harvest (comp. Judges ix. 27) ; but

coming as it did at the completion of the entire hE.r-

vest, it was regarded likewise as a general thanks-

giving for the bounty of nature in tne year that had

passed.

Critical Vie-w : Connected with the possession

of the land, it may have had a Canaanitish prototype

(see Judges I.e.). Early, however, it appears as an

Israelitish festival, celebrated yearly at Shiloh with

dances by the maidens in the vineyards (ib. xxi. 19)

and with family pilgrimages and sacrifices (I Sam.

i. 3, 7, 21). Such even then was its prominence that

it alone was celebrated at a central sanctuary, where-

as the other festivals, it would seem from the ab-

sence of express statement regarding the question,

were celebrated, if at all, at local shrines.

In early times the festival had no fixed date.

Under the early kings it was apparently celebrated

in the eighth month. In this month the Temple was
completed (I Kings vi. 38); and it is most probable

that the dedication followed immediately (ih. viii. 2,

65, would therefore be erroneous, as its dating in-

volves a delay of eleven months). This date is

further confirmed by the report {ib. xii. 32) that

Jeroboam "ordained a feast, in the eighth month, on

the fifteenth day of the month, like unto the feast

thatisin Judah." But in the earlier laws nodefinite

time is appointed. As in I Sam. i. 20, so in Ex.

xxxiv. 22, the phrase is at the "revolution of the

year," or "when thou hast gathered in tiiy labors

out of the field" (Ex. xxiii. 16). It is simply the

"Feast of Ingathering," one of the three pilgrimage

festivals, when all males are obligated to appear at

the sanctuary (xxiii. 17, xxxiv. 23); no further direc-

tions as to the manner of celebration are given.

No more definite is the date in Deuteronomy,

-where the festival is called "the Feast of Taber-

macles" (xvi. 13-16), and, as in Exodus, its celebration

is observed " after that thou hast gath-

The Date, ered in from thy thrashing floor and

thy wine-press" (xvi. 13). Further

particulars, however, are here added. The celebra-

tion is to take place only at the divinely chosen sanc-

tuary. It is to be a joyous season, and, in the human-

itarian spirit of Deuteronomy, the unfortunate and

the dependent are to share in the festivity. The

holiday is to last seven days (as already presupposed

in I Kings viii. 66). The dwelling in booths is here

taken for granted—presumably as an existing prac-

tise going back to the custom of living in booths dur-

ing the fruit harvest, a custom which has survived

to this day in Palestine. Further, it is ordained

•that every seventh year—the "year of release"—

IheLawas to be read to the assemble<i multitude

XI.—42

(xxxi. 10. 11). It is also assumed that the Feast of

Booths was the season for bringing to Jerusalem the

first-fruits—a command for which Deut. xxvi. 1-11

assigns no time—as also for bringing the Deute-
ronomic tithes (see Cheyne, "Encyc. Bibl." a.v.

"Tabernacles," § 4; Herzog-Hauck, " RealEncyc."
xl. 304).

The older law contained in Lev. xxiii. 39-43 am-
plifies the Deuteronomic legislation. As in the lat-

ter, the festival bears the general dating "when
ye have gathered in the fruits of the land " (the be-

ginning and end of the verse do not seem original);

its duration is likewise seven days; and it is to be a

season of rejoicing. Unlike the Deuteronomic pro-

vision (Deut. xvi. 14), its celebration is restricted

to native Israelites (unless, as Bertholet supposes
[" Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den

Fremden," pp. 171 et seq.], the text originally con-

tained the words "and the strangers"). As a new
provision occurs the conmiand "And ye shall take

you on the first day the fruit of goodly trees,

Sukkah or Booth.

(From the AnuUrdam Hitrir><i*>> °' I '^' )

branches of palm-trees, and boughs of thick trees,

:ind willows of the brook" (Lev. xxiii. 40, R. V).

The use to which these branches an- to be put is

not indicated ; and this omission gave rise to diver-

gent interpretations at a later time. The Sadducees

and Karaites maintained that they were meant for

building the booth, as would appear from Neh. viii.

14-18, while their opponents contemled that they

were to be carried in the procession (see below, and

Lul.\r). Originally these branches may have been

used in the festal dances (Judges xxi. 19 et teq.),

when it would be natural for those taking part in

them to adorn themselves with sprigs and garlands

(see also the passage from the Book of Jubilees quoted

below) ; and here also their purpose was pi obably

to be carried in the hand as was later t lie lulab. The

dwelling in booth* implied in Deuteronomy is in Le-

viticus expressly commanded. The booths them-

selves are, nwreover. given a symbolic meaning, and

are brought into relation with the wandering in the
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wilderness—".that your generations may know that

I made the cliildren of Israel to dwell ii? booths,

when I brought them out of the land of Egypt."
Significant in this new interpretation attached to

the feast is the conversion of the harvest festival

into a historical festival.

When the Deuteronomic reformation had made the

Feast of Tabernacles a general Temple festival, a

more exact date became necessary ; and this need is

supplied byEzekiel xlv. 25. Hedesig-

Date in nates tiie holy day as the "feast" or

Ezekiel. the "feast of the Lord," and fixes the

fifteenth of the month as tiie time for

beginning its celebration. This date had already

become customary, it appears (I Kings viii. 2).

distinguishing this festival from the rest in the

abundance of sacrifices. In addition to the daily

regular offerings, there is to be a daily burnt offer-

ing of two rams, fourteen lambs, and bullocks

—

thirteen on the first day, twelve on the second
day, and so diminishing by one daily on the other
five days. In each case there is to be also the proper
meal-offering of fine flour mixed with oil—three-

tenths to each bullock, two-tenths to each ram, and
one-tenth to each lamb. As a sin-offering a he-goat
is to be sacrificed daily. On the eighth day the
sacrifices differ, consisting of a he-goat as a sin-offer-

ing, and a single bullock, a ram, and seven lambs as
a burnt offering—all of which are brought together
with the meal-offering appropriate in each case.

Feast ok Tabkrnacles among German Jews of the Eighteenth Century.
(From Bodenschatz, *' Kirchlicbe Verfassung,*' 17J8.)

More detiniteness is also introdxiced in the method
of observance. The sacrifices that were formerly
voluntary are now prescribed—every day a burnt
offering of seven bullocks and seven rams and a sin-

offering of a he-goat; and with each bullock and
each ram a meal -ottering of an epha, and a hin of

oil (Ezek. xlv. 23-24).

The last stage of legal evolution appears in Lev.
xxiii. and Num. xxix. 12-38. The date and dura-
tion of the festival are the same as in Ezekiel ; the
name, as in Deuteronomy. As in Ezekiel, the agri-

cultural significance is altogether ab.sent. Further-
more, an eighth day is added as a concluding festi-

val (" 'azeret"; Lev. xxiii. 36, 39; Num. xxi.x. 35),

which has an independent character: like the first

day, it is a "holy convocation"; on it no labor is

permitted, in which respect, as also in the sacrifices,

it differs from the intervening six days. Exact sac-

rificial prescriptions are given in Num. xxix. 13-39,

After the return from the Captivity occurs the

first mention of a celebration of the festival in strict

conformity with the Law. Mention
Post-Exilic of its observance is made in Ezra iii.

Cele- 4; and a description is presented in

bration, Neh. viii. 14-18. Here it is said that

the feast Avas observed in obedience to

the command to dwell in booths. The people gath-

ered "olive-branches, and branches of wild olive, and
myrtle-branches, and palm-branches, and branches of

thick trees, to make booths, as it is written," and
they "made themselves booths, every one upon the

roof of his house, and in their courts, and in the

courts of the house of God, and in the broad place

of the water gate, and in the broad place of the

gate of Ephraim " {ib. viii. 15-16, R. V.). While no
mention is here made of the sacrifices (as in Ezra iii.

4), the dwelling in booths is given special promi-
nence, the writer adding that "since the days of
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Jeshua tlie son ot Nun unto that day had not the

children of Israel done so " (Neh. vrti. 17). The in-

ference is that with the transfer of the festival to

the Temple, the ancient practise had lost all signifi-

cance, until revived with the historical meaning,

and referred to the tents in which Israel had dwelt

in the wilderness (on this point see Cheyne, "En-

cyc. Bibl."«.t\ "Tabernacles"). According to Nehe-

miah's account of the celebration, the Law was read

every day, the eighth day was duly celebrated as a

solemn assembly (viii. 18). II Chron. vii. 8, trans-

ferring the festival of its time to antiquity, repre-

sents Solomon as celebrating an eight-day festival

and as dismissing the people on the twenty-third

day of the month (i.e., the ninth day), whereas in re

ality Solomon dismissed the people on the eighth

day (I Kings viii. 66).

The place held by the festival in post-exilic times

shows itself clearly in Zech. xiv. 16-19. According

to the author, Tabernacles is in the Messianic era to

become a universal festival; and all the surrounding

nations will make pilgrimages annually to Jerusalem

to celebrate the feast there. Furthermore, the fes-

tival is here associated with the granting of rain—an

idea further developed in later literature (see below)

—the penalty to be visited on the nations who fail

to come to Jerusalem being the withholding of rain.

The festival continued to develop; and there were

later added a number of features that are not de-

scribed in the Biblical passages. In the

In Post- liturgy it became known as the "sea-

Biblical son of our joy " (" zeman simhatenu ").

Iiiterature. The Law in Lev. xxiii. 40 was gener-

ally interpreted to refer to the festal

thyrsus, and minute regulations centered about it.

The duty of dwelling in booths gave rise to much
legislation as to what constituted a booth and what
signified residence therein. Symbolic meanings were

attached to the booth, the festal bouquet, and the

oiner ceremonies. Practises, some perhaps of an-

cient origin, grew up, prominently the libation of

water and the rejoicing connected therewith on the

second evening of the festival. The seventh day
of the feast assumed a special and solemn character

(see Hosn.\'NA Rabbah), and when the holy days

were celebrated for two days the ninth day thus

added took on distinctive features (see Simhat
Torah).

In the Book of Jubilees the origin of the feast is

carried back to Abraham (see ed. R. H. Charles, xvi.

20-31 and notes ad loc). Abraham celebrates it with

sacrifices (deviating in character, however, from the

Biblical precepts) and by dwelling in booths, "for

it is ordained forever regarding Israel that they

should celebrate it and dwell in booths and set

wreaths upon their heads and take leafy boughs
and willows from the brook. And Abraham took

branches of palm-trees and the fruit of good trees,

and every day going around the altar with the

branches seven times in the morning, he praised

and gave thanks to liis God for all things in joy."

Jacob likewise celebrates the feast (ib. xxxii. 4-

9). The description is strikingly at variance in a

number of points with the later manner of celebra-

tion. The eighth day is not mentioned at all.

Abraham is described as setting wreaths on his head

—a detail that is unique. The marching around the

altar seven times was later customary only on the

seventh day. II Mace. x. 6-7 speaks of an eight-

day celebration, similar to the Feast of Tabernacles,

at the redcdication of the Temple, in which the people

carried wands encircled with foliage, palm-branches,

and other beautiful branches (see also Ps. cxviii.

25). Josephus speaks of Tabernacles as a "most
holy and important feast" ("Ant." viii. 4, § 1), de-

scribing it as an eight-day festival celebrated by
dwelling in booths and by offering sacrifices in the

Temple. On it the people "carry in their hands

branches of myrtle and willow and a bough of the

palm-tree with the addition of the pomecitron " {ib.

iii. 10, § 4); the same fruit is elsewhere called "cit-

ron" (iV*. xiii. 3, § 5). The feast is alluded to in

John vii. 1-x. 21 also.

Philo, unlike the other authorities, mentions none

of the details of the celebration, and speaks of it asan
agricultural feast of thanksgiving. Its duration is

seven days, to which is added an eighth

In Philo "as a seal." It teaches "equality, the

and the first principle and beginning of jus-

Mishnah. tice . . . and that it is becoming also,

after witnessing the perfection of all

the fruits of the year, to give thanks to the Being

who has made them perfect. " Philo also mentions the

historical significance of the feast. The eighth day

he regards as the crowning of all the feasts of the

year.

As enumerated in the Mishnah (Suk. iv. 1), the

features of the feast are the following: the lulab,

the willow-branch, the "Hallel" (Ps. cxiii.-cxviii.),

the rejoicing, the sukkah, the libation of water, and

the flute-playing or the festivity connected with the

libation of water on the second evening of the feast

("simhat bet ha-sho'ebah "). The lulab was used

every day of the seven, except on the Sabbath,

unless the first day of the festival fell on a Sabbath.

During the chanting of Ps. cxviii. 1, 25. 29 it was
waved. Willow-branches gathered daily from a

place called Moza or Colonia were used to adorn the

altar, around which a procession marched once on

each of tlie first six daj's and seven times on the sev-

enth day, to the sound of the trumpet—to commem-
orate the seven-day encompassment of the walls of

Jericho—each man taking his festal bouquet in his

hand and reciting Ps. cxviii. 25 (Suk. iv. 2-7). To
such a practise, evidently, is reference made in Matt,

xxi. 8, 9, 15 and in John xii. 12, 13. " Hallel " was

recited every day ; and the eighth day, too, was in-

cluded in the "season of rejoicing."

The sukkah or booth was to be a structure espe-

cially built for the festival (Suk. i. 1), thatched so

as to be a protection against the sun, while allow-

ing the stars to shine through it at night. It was to

serve as a permanent place of dwelling for the seven

days (ib. ii. 9), and all males were obligated to reside

in it, unless prevented by ill health or other cause

(lb. ii. 7, 8, 9; Maimonides, "Yad." Sukkah, vi. 1,

2. 5. 6, 9; Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 625, 629,

640).

The libation of water(Suk. iv. 1, 42b) was a cere-

mony to which grave importance was attached.

The custom may perhaps be traced to the very an-

cient practise of drawing and pouring out water at
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religious services as reported in I Sam. vii. 6. It is

regarded as symbolic of rain, vvljicli. as has been seen,

was already associated by Zecliariah with the festi-

val, and which is more clearly connected with it

in later literature. So the statement is made (R. H.

i. 2; Ta'an. 2a) that at Tabernacles judgment is

passed in regard to the rain. The "four kinds" of

l)lants are associated with the rain (see Lui.ab), and

God is made to say (H. H. 16a), "Pour out water

before Me on the festival in order that your rains for

the year may be blest." A prayer for rain is re-

cited on the eighth day (Ta'an. i. 1, 2; Ber. v. 2).

The practise is assigned an ancient origin in the Tal-

mud (see Yer. Suk. iv., beginning; Suk. 34a, 54b);

it is said to be referred to in Isa. xii. 8 (Suk. 48b,

51a) ; and the claim is even made that it originated

the evening of the first day in tlie "simhat bet ha-

.sho'ebah." Of this celebration it is said that who-
ever has not witnessed it has never seen a real festiv-

ity (Suk. V. 1). In the brilliantly illuminated court of

tlie women, before the assembled mul-
The titude occupying the double gallery

Libation of erected by the priests and Levites,

Water. tiie most prominent Israelites took

part in a torch-dance, reciting at the

same lime hymns and songs of praise. Meanwhile on

the steps of the inner court stood the Levites singing

Ps. c.\ .x.-c.\xxi v., accompanied b}- various musical in-

struments. The celebration continued till cockcrow,

when the two priests at the Nicanor gate sounded
the signal, and the crowd departed, facing about,

however, at the eastern gate, when the priests re-

Procession Showing the Carrying of Palms During the feast of Tabernaclks.

(From liodenschatz, " Kirchliche Verfassuni;," l'-4».)

in the six days of creation {ib. 51a). A golden

pitcher holding three logs was filled by a priest with

water from the Siloah, and brought through the

water-gate, the multitude reciting Isa. xii. 3. Amid
trumpet-blasts the water was poured simultaneou.sly

with a libation of wine into a tube in the altar,

through which it flowed, mingling witli the libation

of wine, by an underground passage to tlie Kidron

(Suk. iv. 9, 10; Tosef., Suk. iv. ; the Sadducees seem

to have opposed tliis practise [see Yer. Suk. v., begin-

ning: Suk. 55a], perliaps because it was a popular

innovation); and the officiating priest was required

to lift up his hands, so tliat tiie assembled worsiiii)-

ers might see tliat the function had been properly

discharged. Alexander Jann/EIIs, wlio failed to

do so, was pelted with etrogim by the multitude (Suk.

iv. 9; "Ant." xiii. 13, §5).

The festivity of the season attained its height on

cited, "Our forefathers in tliis place turned tiieir

backs on the .altar of God anil their faces to the

east, worshiping the sun ; bui weturn toGod"(comp.

Ezek. viii. 15, 16; Suk. v. 1-4; Tosef., Suk. iv.).

Plutarcli probably had in mind eitlier tiiis jiortion of

tlie festivity or that connected with tlie luiab wlien

he spoke of the festival as being one held in honor

of Dionysus {I.e. iv. 0, 2). As the sukkali was later

made symbolic of tiie "clouds of glory " with whicli

God shielded Israel from harm in the wilderness

(Orah Hayyim, 625, 1), aud the Lilah was like-

wise given symbolic siguiticance. so this ceremony

was spiritualized. In Yer. Suk. v. it is called "the

house of drawing the water" because thence the

Holy Spirit is drawn (comp. Tosef., Suk. iv.. begin-

nina ; Levy, " Neuhebr. Worterlt." s.v. " Sho'ebah ").

With the destruction of the Templesuch practises

as were bound up with the feast disappeared or were
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modified to fit altered conditions. The sukkah and

the lulab remained; tlie latter was, however, not to

be used on the Sabbath, even when this was the first

day. In the synagogue the season was distinguished

by the liturgy. The entire " Hallel " was recited even

on the intervening days ("hoi hamo'ed "). Hymns
("piyyutim ") containing allusions to the festival

were introduced in both morning and evening

prayers. At the "Hallel " liie lulab was waved as

it had been in the Temi)U'.

Every day selections from the Torah were read.

The sections from the Pentateuch and the haftarot

are such as refer to the festival. Thus on the first

and second days Lev. xxii. 26-xxxiii. 44, which con-

cludes with the Biblical law on Sukkot, is read; for

the Maftiu the selection is the sacrificial prescrip-

tion for the day (Num. xxix. 12-16). The haftarah

for the first day is the passage already discussed

above (Zech. xiv. 1-21). and that for the second day

is I Kings viii. 2-21, recounting the dedication of the

Temple, an event which occurred on the festival.

For the intervening days the Scrip-

Torah tural selection is from Num. xxix. 17-

and 34, except when a Sabbath occurs,

Haftarah. when the appropriate section from

this passage is read for the maftir,

and the Scriptural reading is Ex. xxxiii. 12-xxxiv.

26, wherein are contained the laws commanding the

observance of Sabbath (xxxiv. 21) and of Tabernacles

(xxxiv. 22) ; the haftarah is Ezek. xxxviii. 18-xxxix.

16, which is understood to refer to the time prophe-

sied by Zechariah in ch. xiv. (For the readings from

the Torah see Meg. 31a.) The Book of Ecclesiastes

is read on such a Sabbath just before the Scrip-

tural section, or, if no Sabbath occurs, it is read on

Shemini 'Azerct. Ibn Yarhi assigns as a reason

for the practise that King Solomon read this book

to the people who had assembled on Tabernacles

("Ha-Manhig," section "Sukkah," 27; see note to

Kohelet in the Uodelheim edition of Mahzor for

Sukkot).

The Musaf is recited every day. On the first

two days and on the last two the Dckan is i)ro-

nounced. On the first seven days, except on a

Sabbath, the Musaf is followed by a procession, the

worshipers, lulab in hand, marching around the

reading-desk and reciting hymns having as their re-

frain "Hosha'na! " (Deliver Tliou '). This custom is

a memorial of the libation of water in tlie Temple
(see Vitry Mahzor, ed. llurwitz, t^ 381, p. 443; see

also Hosha'na Rabbau; Shemini 'Azeret; and

SiMHAT Tokah).

Bibliography: Maiinonide-s, I'ctd, Sukkah and Lulah; Shul-
Ijan 'Aruk, Sukkah and Lulab; Vitry Ma}iz()7\ Sukkah;
>Ierzog-Hauck, Real-Encyc. vii. 15, 19, and the bibliography
there given.

J. H. G. F.

TABI : 1. Slave of Gamali(;l II., known for his

acquaintance with the Talmudic laws and for his

piety; mentioned in several instances in the Mish-

nah. During the Feast of Tabernacles, Tabi used

to sleep under the bed in the booth. In allusion to

this liabit Gamaliel observed, "Tabi, my slave, is a

scholar; he knows that the law of booths does not

apply to slaves, and therefore he sleeps under the

bed " (Suk. ii. 1 [20b]). Yet Tabi used to wear phy-

lacteries, a duty and privilege of free men ; but, his

pietj^ being known, he was not interfered with (Yer.

'Er. X. 26a). Wishing to free him, but unable to do
so since it would be contrary to the Law, Gamaliel,

ostensibly by accident, put out one of his slave's

eyes; then, meeting 11. Joshua, he expressed his

great joy at having found occasion to free his slave

(comp. Ex. xxi. 26-27). Joshua, however, told him
that he was mistaken, since no witnesses had been

present and since he had confessed to the act him-

self (B. K. 74b; comp. Yer. Ket. iii. 2Ba). When
Tabi died his master received condolences from his

friends, a rare occurrence in the case of slaves (Ber.

16b). It is said in Azariah da Fano's "Gilgule Ne-
shamot " {s.v. " Gamaliel ") that Gamaliel's soul ema-

nated from that of Shem, while Tabi's soul ema-

nated from that of Ham, who was destined to be a

slave to his brother (comp. Gen. ix. 25). Besides,

according to the lesser numerical values ("mispar

katon ") of the letters of the alphabet, the names
of Ham and Tabi both have the same numerical

value, namely, twelve.

2. Amoraof the third generation (third and fourth

centuries); mentioned in both Talmuds as trans-

mitting halakot of R. Hamuuna (Yer. Suk. iv. 1),

of R. Hisda (Yer. Shab. iii. 1), and, more often, of R.

Josiah (Ber. 15b et al.). He disputed with Nahmau
b. Jacob (Tern. 34b).

Bibliography : Heilprin, Seder ha-Dorot, ii.; Levy. Neuhehr.
WOrterh.
w. B. M. Sel.

TABLE. See Furniture, Household.

TABLE, GOLDEN. See Showbread.

TABLES OF THE LAW : Tablets containing

tiie Ten Commandments.—Biblical Data : Moses,

bidden to go up to God on the mountain to receive

"tables of stone, and a law ["Torah"], and com-

mandments ["mizwot"]" (Ex. xxiv. 12, R. V.),

is given "two tables of testimony, tables of stone,

written with the finger of God" (ib. xxxi. 18) "on

both their sides" {I'b. xxxii. 15), "the work of God"
{ib. xxxii. 16). Descending from the mount with

these two tables, Moses, beholding the iniquity of

the golden calf (see Calf, Golden), cast them "out

of his hands and brake them " (ib. xxxii. 19). Later

he was ordered by God to hew two tables of stone

like imto the first; and on these God wrote the

words that had been written on the original tablets

{ib. xxxiv. 1-4), that is to say, the words of the

covenant, the Ten Commandments {ib. xxxiv. 28).

These new tables also are designated "the two tables

of the testimony" {ib. xxxiv. 29). According to I

Kings viii. 9, these tables of stone were put by Moses

into the Ark at Horeb {ib. xxv. 10 et seq.), and were

still in it when the Solomonic Temple was dedicated.

Compare Decalogue; Engraving; Revelation.
E. G. H.

In Rabbinical Literature : The two tables

furnish copious suggestions for amplifications and

analogies. According to R. Berechiah, the tables

were six handbreadths in length. In their delivery

to Moses two handbreadths were held in the grasp

of the Almiglity, two constituted the distance be-

tween God and Moses, and two were seized by Moses

(Ex. R. XX viii.). The number of the tables, two,
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correspouds to the natural coupling of pairs, such

as bridegroom and bride, heaven and eartli, tiiis

world and the world to come. By the

Why Two circumstance that "luhot " is written

Tables. defectively without "waw," nnp, uot

ninp, the fact is indicated that the

two tablets were perfectly equal {ih. xli.). The
splendor of Moses' face (Ex. xxxiv. 30) was derived

from the part of the tables that was between God

her, but would most likely require her to draw
up tlie second agreement (Deut. K. iii. ; Ex. R. I.e. ;

Tan., Ki Tissa, ed. Buber, p. 117a). The word
nnn in Ex. xxxii. 16 must be pointed niTnC free "),

indicating that death, earthly governments, and pain

had no power over tlie Israelites, who accepted
the tables (Lev. R. xviii. ; Pirke R. El. xlvi.).

Moses had in his tent a block of sapphire, created

for the very purpose, from whicli he hewed the SCO-

Tables OF THE Law from an Italian Synagogue, Datkd 1671.

(Id ihe Victoria .ind .•Mbert Museum, South Keoslogton, LoodoD.)

and himself {ib. xlvii.). The first tables were given

to Moses without effort on his part ; the second, only

after forty days of self-humiliation and privations

{ib.). The angels objected to the writing of tlie

second set by Moses on the ground that lu; might

claim to be the author of the tables or miglit even

go so far as to change their text and content; but

God trusted him implicitly (with reference to Num.
xli 17 ; Ex. R. I.e. ). Moses was commanded to write

the second set, just as a royal husband who had

written a matrimonial pact with his wife might,

upon discovering that she had violated it, pardon

ond set of tables (Pirke R. El. I.e.). The tables had

a weight of 40 seah (Tan., I.e. p. 1171)). Indeed,

from the sale of the chips made in

the couise of the dressing of the

block, Moses became rich (Ned. 3Ha).

This sapphire was of a nature that

admitted of the tables being rolled

up (Ex. R. viii. ; Cant. R. v. 14). The fact that llic

tables were of stone is emphasized as indicating tliat

stoning was the punishment for infractions of the

laws written thereon (Tan., I.e., ed. Stettin, p. 158a).

The letters of the inscription were 613 in number,

Moses'
Block of

Sapphire.
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suggesting tlie 613 Commandments (Num. R. xviii.).

Moses having thrown away the first set, it was only

fair that he should provide the second (Deut. R.

ill.)- The sapphire from which Moses hewed the

tables had been quarried from the solar disk (Cant.

R. V. 14).

As to the arrangement of the words, rabbinical

opinions differ: according to some, five command
ments were inscribed on one table and five on the

other; according to others, each table contained the

complete Decalogue (Cant. R. v. 14). Moses was
able to carry the heavy tables because God helped

him; but when God saw that the

The people were worshiping the Golden
Breaking Calf, Tie withdrew His support; and

of this compelled Moses to cast the tables

the Tables, away. According to another version,

the letters supported themselves as

well as the stone in which they were encased; but,

learning of Israel's lapse from grace, they flew back

to heaven, and thus Moses was left, too feeble to

carry the heavy burden. Again, the account is

varied to introduce a struggle between God and
Moses, or between Moses and the letters, Moses
doing his utmost to save the tables from falling

(Yer. Ta'an. iv.).

After all, it was well that the first tables were not

delivered to Israel; for, having been written by the

finger of God, they would have brought about the

annihilation of every creature on account of their

intense brightness (Tan., I.e.). As the first set had
been given after loud proclamation and amid great

pomp, the Eml Eye had control over the tables;

therefore the second set was given quietly to teach

the lesson of humility (ib.). The seventy elders,

indeed, endeavored to prevent Moses from breaking

the tables; but iu the struggle Moses prevailed.

He, knowing their contents, would not deliver them
to the faitjiless Israelites lest lie should entail punish-

ment on them; but when the letters flew away
Moses was forced to drop the tables. When Moses
broke the tables God was wroth with him: "Hadst
thou worried and labored to produce them, thou
wouldest have been more careful "

; therefore Moses
was commanded to hew the second set, which Avas

given on the Day of Atonement, in the afternoon

(Yalk., E.\. 892). According to some, Moses did not

cast away the first set until God had encouraged him,
saying, "May thy strengtli increase because thou
brakest the tables" (Ab. R. N. ii. 3; Yalk., E.x. 363,

740). The instrument by which the inscriptioil was
traced was God's third finger (Pirke Ii. El. xlviii.).

Moses broke the first set on the 17th of Tamnmz (ib.

xlvi.).

The tables were not of earthly but of celestial

origin. The stone had been in existence from the

very beginning of time, and the writing, too, had
been extant equally long (ib.). The letters "mem"
(final) and "samek" were miraculously supported

in the stone, indicating " Metatron "

In the and " Sandalfon " (comp. " Yalkut Ha-
Cabala. dash," p. 12la). In cabalistic exposi-

tions tlie numerical values of the text

or of single words are utilized very extensively to

indicate mystic and occult suggestions. The Divine
Name, for instance, is by this method alleged to be

foimd in the tables in varied combinations (see, for

examples, ib. s.v. nim^).
Both the second set and the fragments of the first

were deposited in the Ark (Ber. 14b); and in con-
nection with this the expression "fragments of the
tables " came to be used to designate a learned man
who in consequence of old age or infirmity had for-

gotten his learning, but to whom respect was never-
theless due. Similarly the phrase "the tables of the

covenant" (n'"l3n nim^) was employed to para-

phrase "the heart of Rabbi" (Yer. Kil. ix. 32b,

above).
w. B. E. G. H.
Critical View : In the account of the tables

of the Law two historical reminiscences have been
combined- (1) that in olden times laws and other
public documents were written on stone; and (2)

that a stone of some sort served as a tribal or na-
tional palladium, and was transported from place to

place (iu times of war more particularly) in a box
specially made for it (comp. Akk of the Cove-
nant).

Tables of laws would naturally be set up in con-

spicuous places, and not, as in the case of those men-
tioned in Exodus, hidden away where none could

see them. A " holy " stone, however, would thus be
screened from vulgar eyes; for a profane gaze to

rest upon it meant sure death for the perpetrator of

the insufferable transgression. The early references

to tlie Ark in Samuel make no mention of the tables

which, according to the later theory, were contained

therein. Furthermore, tradition is uncertain concern-

ing the text of the inscription engraved on the tables

(see Dec.\logue). This uncertainty probably gave
rise, on the one hand, to the explanation that an
older set of tables had been broken, and, on the

other, to confusion with the invisible fetish hidden
away in the chest. If none had seen the tables, there

is small wonder that there was no agreement concern-

ing the inscription. Furthermore, the dimensions of

the Akk make it very improbable that two tables of

the kind presupposed could be stored away therein.

Significant as referring to tables of stone is Jere-

miah's simile of " tables of the heart " (Jer. xxxi. 32).

E. G. H.

TABOR: 1. Mountain of Palestine, the modern
Jabal al-Tur, on the northern edge of tlie plain of

.Tezreel. It is a dome-shaped hill with softly

rounded outlines, and rises about 400 m. above the

surrounding plain and 562 m. above sea-level.

Standing out boldly on all sides, except in the north-

east, where a low ridge connects it with the hill-

country of Nazareth, it rises high above all the ele-

vations iu its vicinity and forms a landmark visible

at a great distance. From the southwest it formsal-

most a semicircle. Its beauty and symmetry, together

with its isolated position, render it, like Carmel and
Hermon. important in history and tradition (Jer. xlvi.

18; Ps. Ixxxix. 13 [A. V. 12]). In ancient times it

formed the boundary between Zebulun, Issachar,

and Naphtali (Judges iv. 6, 12, 14); and there Barak
assembled his army to battle against Sisera (ib. iv.

6), while it was also the center of an ancient cult

(llos. V. 1). The Tabor mentioned in Judges viii.

18 must not be identified with tliis mountain, even
iu case the text does not require emendation (comp.
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Moore, "Judges," p. 228), but is rather to be local-

ized in the vicinity of Ophrah, the home of Gideon.

In like manner " the plain of Tabor " mentioned in

I Sam. X. 3 has no connection with the mountain
under consideration, but the name seems to have
been a frerjuent designation for places in the terri-

tory of Benjamin.
In later Jewish history Tabor is mentioned in the

wars between Antiochus III., the Great, and Ptol-

emy VII., Philopator, the city of Atabyriiim, which
was situated on this mountain, being taken by Anti-

ochus in 218 B.C. In 55 B.C. the proconsul Gabinius,

the general of Pompey, defeated Alexander, the son

of Aristobulus, in a bloody battle at the foot of

^
Tabor. The mountain was fortified against Ves-

pasian by Josephus as governor of Galilee (67 c.e.);

J
but lack of Avater compelled those who survived the

defeat in the plain to surrender to the general Pla-

cidus (Josephus, "B. J." iv. 1, §8; idem, "Vita,"

§37).

The sanctity ascribed to the mountain from very

early times reappears in Christian legend; for the

Gospel according to the Hebrews designates it as

the scene of the transfiguration of Jesus (Matt. xvii.

1; Mark ix. 2; Luke ix. 28), and as early as the

fourth century churches and monasteries were biiilt

on its summit. This tradition is incorrect, how-
ever; for a comparison of the statements of the

Evangelists shows that they localized the event on

a mountain north of the Lake of Gennesaret.

2. A city of Zebulun bordering on Issachar(Josh.

xix. 22); a priestly city of the family of Merari

(I Chron. vi. 62 [A. V. 77]). It was situated on a

peak of the mountain of the same name, and covered

a level surface of considerable extent, being about

900 m. from east to west and 400 m. from south to

north, with a periphery, according to Josephus, of

26 stadia. The place existed even in tiie post-exilic

period. Polybius (v. 70) caVis it " Atabyrium "

;

and the walls with which Josephus fortified it may
very possibly correspond to the outer walls of the

peak in modern times.

Bibliography: Survey of Western PaUatine, 1. 3SS et seq.;

Robinson, Researches, pp. a51 et seq.; G. A. Smith. Historical

Geographu nf the Holy Land, pp. 394 et seq.; Barnalx?, Le
Mont Thabor, Paris, 1900.

E. c. I- Be.

TABOBI, ROBERT: Hungarian author; born

at Almas Nov. 10, 1855; educated at Baja, Buda-

pest, and Vienna. He began his literary career in

1874 as a journalist on the Vienna "Fremdenblatt,"

later joining the staff of the "Morgenpost." From
1887 to 1890 he edited the "SlUlungarisclie Zeitung "

atTemesvar, and at present (1905) he is the editor

of the literary magazine " Uj Id5k " in Budapest.

Of Taboii's works, which have become especially

popular among the young, maybe mentioned: "A
SzoborTitka," 1885, a novel; " Kulturkepek," 1889,

short stories; "Ildiko," 1890, a drama; "Parboj,"

1890, a novel; " Az Etet Fobytatasokban," 1890, a

novel; "Atalakulasok," 1893, a novel; "Szabadtag

hOsok," 1894, a novel; " Korhadt Oszlopok," 1895,

a novel; "Oceania," 1898, shortstories; and "Meg-

fagyott PezsgO," 1899, a novel.

Bibliography: Pallas Lex.
L. V.

TABYOMI (generally known as Mar) : Baby-
lonian amora of the fifth century ; died at the end of
Yom Kippur, 468. He achieved a reputation as a
teacher of the Law even during the lifetime of his

father, Ashi, the famous director of the Academy of

Sura (see Ber. 26a; Hul. 76b, 98a); and there is

an allusion to his marriage, which took place in

his father's house (Ket. 8a). Tabyomi was not
elected director of the Academy of Sura until 455,

twenty-eight years after his father's deatli, when
he was chosen under the extraordinary circum-
stances narrated in B. B. 12b. He then officiated

for the remainder of his life, a period of thirteen

years.

Tabyomi continued his father's work in the revi-

sion of the Talmud; and Abraliam ibn Daud men-
tions him, together with Maremar, as the final re-

dactor of Babli. The statement of the same authority

that Tabyomi received his name from the " liappy

days" ("3'omin tobin") which prevailed during his

lifetime, must be based on kh earlier source, although

this etymology is unhistorical, since the beginning

of his official activitj' Avas marked by the bitter re-

ligious persecution by Yezdegerd III. That king

(lied in 457; and his death was ascribed in part to

Tabyomi's prayer (see Letter of Sherira Gaon in

Neubauer, "M. J. C." i. 34, 187).

Few details are known of Tabyomi's official ac-

tivity, although his relation to the house of the exil-

archs is mentioned in Hul. 97b. He once alleged

legal disability to sit in judgment on a scholar,

making his plea in the characteristic words: " I love

every scholar as myself; and no one can pronounce

impartial sentence on himself" (Shab. 119a). The
anecdote (Hul. 105b) which relates how he forced a

demon into submission is typical of the views both of

Tabyomi and of his time. His authority in the field

of the Halakah is evidenced by a rule, probably

of saboraic origin, in the "Seder Tanna'im we-

Amora'im," to the effect that everywhere, with two

exceptions, decisions are rendered according to

Tabyomi's views (comp. Tosff., Sanii. 29b). No
haggadic sayings of his have been preserved.

Bibliography: Griitz, Grsch. 2d ed., iv. 402 r ( nrq.: Halevy.

Dorot ha-Ruthon inula. ySet 8cq.: Rapoport, '^rc/i Milliu,

p. 37 ; Weiss. Dor, lil. 213.

TACHAU : City in Bohemia, thirty-three milea

west of Pilsen; seat of one of the oldest Jewish com
inunities of the country, as is shown by the remains

of an ancient Jewish cemetery. R. Samuel b. Has-

dai, a contemporary of Isaac Or Zarua' of the thir-

teenth century, lived there, so that Talmudisls must

have resided in Bohemia as early as the tosatistic

period. When the country was first divided into

districts, Tachau was the seat of a district rabbi

;

but the rabbinate was abolished about a century

ago. Rabbi SchidlofT, who died in 1894 at an ad-

vanced age, was very active in behalf of the Jews

of Hoheinia, and fre()uently i)re.sented petitions to

the Austrian Reichstag relating to the improvement

of the circumstances and the efliciencyof the rabbis.

The Jewish jjopulation of Tachau is now (1905) 260,

and its rabbi is Dr. M. Wolil. The foundations and

.societies include a hebra kaddisha (with a fund of

6,000 crowns), an Ahabat Torali (for the mainle
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nance of the school), a Talmud Torah, and a wom-
en's society for nursing and relieving the poor (with

a fund of 8,000 crowns).

s. A. Ki.

TACITUS. Sec Classical Writers and the
Jews.

TADMOR. See Palmyra.

TADSHE. Sec Midrasii.

TAGIN (Aramaic, pn. '3Kn. Wfl ; Hebrew,

D'lriD): Decorative ''crowns " which are sometimes

placed on the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. The
taga is regularly composed of three flourishes or

strokes, each of which resembles a small "zayin^
and is called "ziyyun" (D'JVT. |Vr = "armor," i.e.,

" dagger "). In the New Testament the taga is called

" tittle " (Matt. v. 18). The seven letters V, 3. T. J, C,

j;, ^ have the crowns on the points of the upper hori-

zontal bars. The flourishes are placed on the tops of

the letters, and they are found only in the Scroll of

THE Law, not in the printed copies of the Penta-

teuch. The tagin are a part of the Masorah. Ac-
cording to tradition, there existed a manual, known
as"Seferha-Tagin," of the tagin as they appeared on

the twelve stones that Joshua setup iu the Jordan,

and later erected iu Gilgal (Josh. iv. 9, 20). On these

stones Avere inscribed the books of Moses, with the

tagin in the required letters (Nahmanides on Deut.

xxvii. 8). The baraita of " Sefer ha-Tagin " thus re-

lates its history :
" It was found by the high priest Eli,

who delivered it to the prophet Samuel, from whom it

passed to Palti the son of Laish, to Ahithophel, to the

prophet Ahijah the Shilonite, to Elijah, to Elisha, to

Jehoiada the priest, and to the Prophets, who buried

it under the threshold of the Temple. It was re-

moved to Babylon iu the time of King Jehoiachin

by the prophet Ezekiel. Ezra brought it back to

Jerusalem in the time of Cyrus. Then it came into

the possession of Menahem, and from him Avas handed
down to R. Nehun^'a ben ha-Kanah, through whom
it went to R. Eleazar ben 'Arak, R. Joshua, R.

Akiba, R. Judah, R. Miyasha (NK'X^D), R. Nahum
ha-Lablar, and Rab."
The Aramaic language and the Masoretic style of

the " Sefer ha-Tagin " would fix the time of its author

as the geonic period. But the frequent references

in the Talmud to the tagin suggest the probability of

the existence of " Sefer ha-Tagin " at a much earlier

period. Raba said the seven letters V> 3, T, J, t3, J?, B*

must each have a taga of three daggers (Men.

29b). The letter n likewise has a taga (ih.). The
taga of the T is also referred to (Sotah 20a). The

taga of the " kof " is tamed toward the

Referred to " resh " (Shaij. 104a; 'Er. 13a). R.

in the Akiba was wont to interpret every
Talmud. point (" koz ") with halakic references

('Er. 21b). The Haggadah calls the

tagin " ketarim." " When Moses ascended to heaven
he found the Holy One 'crowning' the letters"

(Shab. 89a). In the Midrash, in the comment on

Hezekiah's reception of the ambassadors of Mero-
dach-baladan, to whom he showed the "precious
things" (Isa. xxxix. 2), R. Johanan says, "He
showed them a dagger swallowing a dagger"; and
R. Levi adds, " With these we fight our battles and
conquer" (Cant. R. iii. 3; comp. Sanh. 104a; Pirke

R. El. Iii., end). Nahmanides (1194-1270) quotes

this midrash with the reading, "Hezekiah showed
them the ' Sefer ha-Tagin ' " (comment on Gen. i. 1).

Maimonides evidently quotes the formula of the

tagin for the phylacteries and the mezuzah scrolls

from the " Sefer ha-Tagin " (see " Yad." TefiUin, ii. 9;

Mezuzah, v. 3); in his responsa "Pe'er ha-Dor"
(No. 68, p. 17b, ed. Amsterdam, 1765) he says, "The
marking of the tagiu in the Sefer Torah is not a

later custom, for the tagiu are mentioned by the Tal-

mudists as 'the crowns on the letters.' . . . The
Torah that Moses wrote also contained tagin."

The Vitry Mahzor of R. Simhah (written in 1208),

a disciple of Rashi, copied the " Sefer ha-Tagin " (pp.

674-683). Menahem b. Zerahiah(1365), in "Zedah la-

Derek " (I. i., § 20), says, "The ' Sefer ha-Tagin' is

veiled in mysticism." ProfiatDuran, in the introduc-

tion to "Ma'aseh Efod " (ed. Friedlander, p. 12, Vi-

enna, 1865), say s of the " Sefer ha-Tagin, " " They were

scrupulous in maintaining the form of the letters as

revealed to Moses, inasmuch as they feared that a

change might affect the efficacy attached to them."

To R. Eleazar of Worms (1176-1238), the author of
" Rokeah " and of several cabalistic works, also is as-

scribed a "Sefer ha-Tagin " (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl.

Hebr. MSS." No. 1566), which was, perhaps, his

commentary on the text of " Sefer ha-Tagin "
; he was

not the author of the original book, as Zunz er-

roneously thought (see Zunz, "Z. G." p. 405, and

note 2), since Nahmanides, who flourished about

the same time as R. Eleazar of Worms, quotes the

"Sefer ha-Tagin" from the Midrash.

The significance of the tagin is veiled in the mys-

ticism of the Cabala. Every stroke or sign is a

symbol revealing, in connection with

Cabalistic the letters and words, the great secrets

Sig- and mysteries of the universe. The
nificance. letters with the tagin are supposed,

when combined, to form the divine

names by which heaven and earth were created, and

which still furnish the key to the creative power

and the revelation of future events. These com-
binations, like the Tetragrammaton, were sometimes

misused bj' unscrupulous scholars, especially among
the Essencs. Hence, perhaps, the injunction of

Hillel: " He who makes a common use of the crown
[taga] of the Torah shall waste away " (Ab. iv. 7)

;

to which is added, "because one who uses the Shem
ha-Meforash has no share in the world to come"
(Ab. R. N. xii., end); the words of Hillel, however,

may be interpreted figuratively (Meg. 28b).

A plausible explanation of the tagin is that they

are scribal flourishes, " 'ittur soferim " (decoration

of the scribes), the intention being to ornament the

scroll of the Law with a "keter Torah" (crown of

the Law), for which purpose the letters T, 3. 0, J?, K'.

V, 3 were chosen because they are the only letters

that have the necessary bars on top to receive the

tagin, excepting the letter "waw," of which the

top is very narrow, and the "yod," whose head is

turned aside and has a point ("koz ") on the bottom.

The tagin of the other letters were intended prob-

ably to serve as diacritical points for distinguish-

ing between 3 and 3, n and n, *1 and -|, ^ and T, C3

and D wherever a mistake was possible. Technic-

ally, as noted above, a taga is composed of three
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ziyyunin, or daggers. A line or stroke placed on a
letter with a Hat top is called "keren " (= "horn "),

but as a rule authors are not careful to descrim-
inate between the terms " horn " and "dagger."
The "Sefer ha-Tagin " gives a list of the unusual

occurrences of the tagin and other flourishes in tiie

Pentateuch, as follows (the tops of the letters be-

ing called "heads" and the shafts "legs"): (1) alef,

7 letters each with 7 tagin
; (2) bet, 4 letters with

3; (3) giynel, 3 letters with 4; (4) dalet, 6 letters

with 4, and 1 letter with 1; (5) he.

List. 360 letters with 4 horns disjoined
(not penetrating inside); (6) he, 18 let-

ters with 1 horn and joined (penetrating inside);

(7) waw, 38 letters with raised heads and legs coiled

forward
; (8) zuyin, 14 letters with only one taga in

the center; (9) zayin, 9 letters without tagin, but
with coiled heads; (10) het, 28 letters with 3 horns,

2 backward and 1 forward; (11) het, 37 letters with
legs astride; (12) tet, 67 letters Avith 4; (13) yod, 83
letters coiled like a " kaf "

; (14) kaf, 58 letters with 3

;

(15) final kaf, 74 letters with 4 horns; (16) final kaf,

3 letters with their legs coiled forward; (17) lamed,

44 letters with long necks, and tagin lowered from
the top beside the neck, forming something like a
" yod " at the lower end

; (18) mem, 39 letters with 3

;

(19) final mem, 130 letters with 3 tagin disjoined

;

(20) nun, 50 letters with their hooks coiled back-
ward; (21) final nun, 16 letters with heads coiled,

but without tagin
; (22) samek, 60 letters with 4

tagin disjoined; (23) 'ayin, 17 letters with hind
beads suspended: (24) 'ayin, 8 letters with tails

coiled backward
; (25) 'ayin, 6 letters with heads

coiled backward; (26) pe, 83 letters with 3; (27)

pe, 191 letters

without tagin,

but with the

mouth coiled

inside; (28)
final pe, 11 let-

ters with 3;

(29) final pe, 3

letters witli

mouth coiled

inside; (30)
zade, 70 letters

with 5; (31)

zade, 2 lettei-s

without tagin

*1ii All T
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when the right is substituted. Prostration is not

performed in a place where there is no Set'er Torah.

The "Tahanuu" is entirely omitted in a case of

mourning or of joy ; nor is it said on Sabbath, holy

days, or semiholy days.

The ceremony of prostration is derived from

Moses, who " fell down before the Lord " (Deut. ix.

18), and Joshua, who "fell to the earth upon his

face " (Josh. vii. 6). The custom is connected with

the expression "mappiHm tahanunenu" (Dan. ix.

18), which means, literally, "we cause our suppli-

cations to fall." It is mentioned in the Talmud as

being the practise of the Babylonian Jews: when
Rab happened to be in Babylon on a public fast-day

he noticed that all the people fell on their faces in

supplication. He, however, refused to do so, be-

cause, it is explained, he either considered it a pa-

gan custom or regarded it as not obligatory upon a

distinguished personage (Meg. 22b). The efBcacy

of pro.stration is shown in the case of U. Eliezer b.

Hyrcanus, who in tint way brought about the death

of n. Gamaliel ha-Nasi (B". M. 59b).

The Zohar connects Ps. xxv. with the prostration

prayer (Zohar, section "Ba-.Midbar," p. 130b). This

psalm is also given in the Vitry Mahzor (p. 70), and

is substituted in the Sephardic ritual for Ps. vi.

Maimonides(" Seder Teti Hot") gives quite a different

version of the " Tahanun " ; the fact is that there

was notixed formula for this prayer up to the four-

teenth century (see Tur Orah Hayyim, § 131); and

even as late as the sixteenth century it was composed
in various forms to suit different minhagim (Shul-

han 'Aruk, I.e.). See Adokation, Foums of.

.1. J. D. E.

TAHABAH : Ceremony of washing a dead body

before burial. This rite is performed by the mem-
bers ("mit'assekim ")of the "hebra kaddisha." The
body is lifted from the ground, where it lias been

placed after death, and laid, feet toward the door, on

the cleansing-table known as the "taharah-board."

The black cover and the old garments are removed,

and a white sheet put under it, while the members
assembled say a prayer for the dead, and recite,

"Take away the filthy garments from him. And
unto him he said. Behold, I have caused thine iniq-

uity to pass from thee, and I will clothe thee with

change of raiment " (Zech. iii. 4). Then begins the

washing. The body is thoroughly rubbed and
cleansed with lukewarm water, during which proc-

ess the moutii is covered so that no water may
enter it. Next water is poured over the head, while

Ezek. XXX vi. 25 is recited: "Then will I sprinkle

clean water upon you, and ye sliall be clean." This

is followed by washing each limb downward, the ap-

propriate verses of Cant. v. 11 et xeq. being repeated

as the washing progresses: " His head is as the most
fine gold . . . His eyes are as the eyes of doves," etc.

The position of the body is changed with tlie suc-

cessive stages of the operation. First it lies face

upward; next, upon the right and the left side;

finally it is returned to its original position. After the

body has been cleansed nine measures ("kabs")of
cold water are jwured over it while it is in a partly

upright position. This last operation really consti-

tutes the ceremony of taharah. The body is then

thoroughly dried, care being taken to keep it cov-

ered. It is then clothed in the shroud, appropriate

verses being recited. The bodies of women undergo
the same process of purification at the hands of their

own sex (comp. Acts ix. 37).

A more elaborate ceremony is performed over the

body of a great man. The order of the "grand
washing" ("rehizah gedolah ") for such occasion is

credited to Hillel the Elder (see "Ma'abar Yabbok,"

p. 42b, end). The ceremony should be performed

by two persons at least, and the water be perfumed
with essence of roses, with myrtle, or with spices.

Fumigation w^itli aromatic spices is an ancient cus-

tom (II Chron. xvi. 14); the Mishnah mentions

especially the myrtle in connection with ceremonies

for the dead (Bezah 6a; Ber. viii. 1). The Mishnah
mentions also the practise of cleansing and anoint-

ing the body, forbidding the ceremony on the Sab-

bath (Shab. xxiii. 5). It appears that in the early

periods the body was washed in a regular bath;

and Babylon was criticized because the ceremony
was not observed there, and was called "Shinar"

(see Gen. xi. 2) because the Babylonians " die in filth,

without a candle and without a bath " (Yer. Ber. iv.

7b; Gen. R. xxxviii. 5; see Joseph Perles, " Lei-

chenbestaltung," p. 12). The so-called "Tombs of

the Kings" in Jerusalem has a bath below the en-

trance to the courtyard. Other ancient tombs are

similarly provided with baths.

The reason assigned for the washing is the verse

"As he came, so shall he go" (Eccl. v. 15, Hebr.):
" When born he is washed, and when dead he is

washed" ("Sefer Hasidim." § 560).

Object of The washing is for the purpose also of

Washing, removing all impurities, that the body
may not be repulsive to the attendants

("KolBo," p. 111). The"Kol Bo" gives as a reason

for rubbing the dead with beaten eggs that eggs sym-
bolize the perpetual wheel of life {ib. ; see the caba

listic view in "Ma'abar Yabbok," iii. 12). II. Benja-

min, in his "Binyamin Ze'eb" (responsum No. 204,

ed. Venice, 1539), records the testament of R. Eliezer

ha-Levi ordering that his bod}' should be cleansed

carefully, including the ears and the fingers, and

that his nails should be pared and his hair combed,

that he may go to his rest as he was wont to go to

the synagogue on Sabbath eve (" Darke Mosheh " on

Tur Yoreh De'ah, 352). In ancient times the hair

was cut (M. K. 8b), but now it is only washed and

combed. The nails are not CAit, but are cleansed with

a special kind of pin.

After the ceremony the taharah-board is cleansed

and dried. There is a superstition that if it is

turned with the upper surface downward, another

person will die within three days (R. Judah he

Hasid, Testament, vi. 10). Those who perform the

taharah clean.se their hands with salt water.

In the time of R. Jacob Molln (d. 1''27) there was
in Prague a separate cleansing-house (" bet taharah ")

annexed to tlie cemetery ("Sefer ha-Maharil," end ;

"Yosef Omez," p. 190a). In modern times the ta-

harah is performed in the house of the deceased.

See Burial: Funeral Rites; Purity of Race.

Bibliography : Modena. Mn'ahar Yahhok. iii., 8§ 11 and 12,

and pp. 41a. 4.5b, ed. Amsterdam. 1732; Landshuth, Seder
Bikknr Hnlim, Introduction, § 22, and p. 86; A. P. Bender,
in j: Q. R. vii. 259.

E. C. J. D. E.
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TAHASH (K»nn) : A word translated in the A. V.

by "badger." Tahash-skins were used in making
the outer covering of tlie tent of meeting (Ex. xxvi.

14), and covers for various utensils used in the Taber-

nacle: for the Ark of tlie Covenant (Num. iv. 6), tlie

showbread table {ib. iv. 8), the candelabrum (ib. iv.

10), the golden altar {ib. iv. 11), and the altar {ib. iv.

14). They were used also in the making of sandals

(Ezek. xvi. 10). The Targum on Ex. xxv. rt trans-

lates " tahash " by " brilliant " ; the Septuagint reads

tiax/vfl^va = "hyacinth-colored"; the Vulgate, simi-

larly. Rashi and Ibn Ezra take it as the name of an

animal, but make no attempt at identification (com-

mentary ad loc). Modern commentators disagree.

It has been suggested that it means the dolphin, or

some animal like it. This is based on a comparison

with the Arabic "tukhas." An Egyptian origin is

assigned it by Bondi. Delitzsch ("Prolegomena,"

pp. 77 et seq.)\\a,s probably solved the problem by a

comparison with the Assyrian word "tahshu" =
" wether, " and from the passages quoted i t is clear that

wether-skin was also used by the Assyrians for pur-

poses of covering; e.g., Shalmaneser used such skins

for covering boats. The expression used by him,

"mashak tahshu," corresponds exactly with the

Hebrew term "
'orot tehashim" (= A. V. "skins of

badgers"); and the Targum translatt s " ' orot " by
"mashke," which is exactly the same word as the As-

syrian " mashak." " Wether-skins," therefore, seems

the most probable interpretation of the Hebrew
"

' orot tahash "
; at all events, " badger-skins " is

quite impossible, since far too few badgers were to

be found to allow of such extensive use as is indi-

cated by Num. iv. and Ex. xxvi.

J. JK. G. B. L.

TAHKEMONI. See Al-Harizi, Judah.

TAIKOS (D"ip"tO), GEDALIAH BEN ABRA-
HAM MENAHEM : German scholar of the eight-

eenth century. Under the title " Be'er ha-Torah "

lie translated into German the Pentateuch, the Haf-

tarot, and the Five Scrolls, and published the work
in Amsterdam in 1758. Taikos was the author of:

"Sefer Torat Katan," divided into two parts, the

first, entitled "Eleh ha-Mizwot," containing the 613

commandments, and the second, entitled "Hen
ha-Laslion," comprising the rudiments of Hebrew
grammar {ib. 1765); and "Emunot Yisrael," the

ethical principles of Judaism, with a German trans-

lation (Amsterdam, 1764; Wilna and Grodno, 1837;

Warsaw, 1844 and 1861).

Bibliography : Furst, Bihl. Jud. ill. 406 : Fuenn, Ke.neurt

Yisrael, p. 210 ; Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, letter N, No. 770.

E. C. I. Bk.

TAITAZAK : Name of a prominent Spanisii

family, several members of which distinguished

themselves as Talmudic authorities. Various opin-

ions have been expressed as to the origin of the

name, the exact orthography and signification of

which can not be ascertained. After the expulsion

from Spain in 1492 Solomon Taitazak, with his two

sons Joseph and Judah, settled at Salonica, where

members of the family subsequently became the

leading spirits of the community. The mostpromi
nent were

:

Jacob ben Samuel Taitazal;: : Talmudist of

the sixteenth century; author of a responsum in-

serted in San)uel di Medina's collection entitled

"She'elot u-Teshubot MallHaSHDaM" (vol. ill.,

^ 203, Salonica, 1598).

Joseph ben Solomon Taitazak : Talmudic
authority and cabalist ; lived at Salonica in the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries. AVith his father and
ids brother he went in 1492 from Spain, his native

land, to Salonica, where he became rabbi. He was
considered one of the greatest Talmudists of his

time, even Joseph Caro invoking his authority

"Abkat Rokel," t; 56). Among Josepii's disciples

were Isaac Adarbi and Samuel di Medina. Joseph
was a fervent adherent of the Cabala, in which Jie

was well versed, and led an ascetic life. Elijah de
Vidas, in his " Reshit Hokinah " ("Sha'ar ha-Kedush-
slmh," ch. vii.), relates that, with the exception of

Sabbath nights, Joseph for forty years never slept

in a bed, but on a box, with liis feet on the ground.

With such a disposition to asceticism and mysticism
it was but natural that Joseph should become en-

thralled by the Messianic vagaries of Solomon Molko,
whom he supported while preaching at Salonica in

1529.

Jo.seph's scientific activity lay cliiefly in the field

of Biblical exegesis. He was the author of "Ben
Porot," a commentary on Ecclesiastes (Venice. 1599),

and of " Lehem Setarini," on the Book of Daniel and
the Five Scrolls {ib. 1608), and on Psalms, Job, and
Proverbs (Neubaiier, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." Nos.

206, 2; 329; 969; 2270, 8; 3521). Joseph wrote
also: a commentary on the sayings of the fathers;

responsu, some of which have been included in

tiie writings of his contemporaries and pupils; notes

on casuistical matters ; commeniaries on haggadic

passages; and a treatise on tlie astrolabe (Neul«uer,

I.e. Nos. 834. 7, 10; 2080, 3; 2254. 8). According to

Isaac Adarbi ("Dibre Ribot," p. 64), Joseph wasthe
author also of novellue on Alfasi.

BiBLlorjRAPHT : Gedallah Ibn Yahya. SlialsheM ha-^atiha-
lah, ed. Amsterdam, p. 49a ; Conforle, lyifre ha-Dorat. p.Hou;
Azulai, Shem lia-<jf(li>lini, \. 40; De Rossi, DiziouarUi. p.

'Mi; (ielRer. Zeitselirift, ill. 28.5, No. 21 : St^inscbnelder. Cat.
liodl. col. ISSJ; uratz. Gesch. ix. 35. 238, 2S»9.

Judah ben Solomon Taitazak : Talmudist

;

brother of Jose[)h ben Solomon; lived at Salonica in

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. He was tlie

author of "She'erit Yehudah " (Salonica, 1599-1600),

commentating and supplementing Josepii Caro's

"Bet Yosef," on the second volume of the Turim.

IJiBLiOGRAPHY : Confopte, ^Tore /ia-Doro(, p. 34b : Stelnschnel-
iter. Cat. Uixl}. col. i;!7;{.

Samuel Taitazak : Talmudist; lived at Salonica

in th(; sixteentli century. He was the author of

"She'elot u-Teshubot," responsji. some of which

have been included in Judah Taitazak's "Slie'erit

Yehudah " and in Samuel di Medina's collection of

responsji.

Bibliography: Conforte. ipore ha-Dnrot. \). 38a: Azulai.

Shfm hn-(lrdnlim. I. 8H ; SU'inschnelder, Cat. Bndl. col. 2481.

s. I. Bu.

TAKKANAH (plural. Takkanot) : An en-

actment whicli (1) revises an ordinance that no

longer satisfies the requirements of the times or

circumstances, or which (2). being deduced from a

Biblical pas.sage. may be regarded as new. It is,

therefore, the antithesis of the Gkzekah. TaH^a-
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not were framed even in the time of the Second
Temple, those of unknown origin being ascribed to

earlier leaders, and tlicy have been promulgated at

all subsequent periods of Jewish history. The term
is applied also to the institution provided for in the

enactment.

Among the earlier takkanot are especially note-

worthj' the institutions ascribed to Moses (see also

SiNAiTic Commandments): (1) the observance on

holy days of the ceremonies peculiar to the festivals

in question (Meg. 32a; comp. To.sef., Meg. vii.); (2)

reading aloud from the Torah on the Sabbath, on

holy days, on New Moons, and on the scmifestivals

(Meg. 28a; Yer. Meg. iv. 1); (3) the first blessing in

the grace after meals (Ber. 48b); (4) tiie eight

watches of the priests, four by Eleazar and four

by Ithamar, which Samuel and David increased to

twenty-four (Ta'an. 27a) ; (5) the seven days of wed-
ding festivities for a virgin, and seven days of

mourning for the dead (the festivities for a widow's
wedding were later ordained to last three daj'S; Yer.

Ket. i. 1 ; comp. Ket. 3a, b). Other takkanot were
ascribed as follows:

To Joshua: (1) the second blessing in the grace

after meals (Ber. 48b); (2) ten regulations which,

however, are not takkanot in the strict sense of the

term (B. K. 80b, 81b, lUa; Tosef., B. M. xi. : comp.
Bloch, " Inslitutionen des Judenthums," i. 54-68).

To Boaz, the ancestor of David: the salutation in

the name of God (Ber. 54a).

To David: (1) increase of the eight watches of the

priests to twenty-four (see above); (2) the recitation

of a hundred benedictions daily (Num. R. xviii.,

but comp. Men. 431)); C3) the third blessing in the

grace after meals (Ber. 48b).

To Solomon: (1) the practise regarding the 'Ehub
(Shab. 14b; 'Er. 21a; Yalk., Cant. 23); (2). the

washing of the hands before Kiddusii,

Takkanot which Shammai and Ilillel made ob-

of Moses, ligatory for Tehumaii as well, while

Solomon, later authorities extended it to still

and Others, other occasions (Shab. 14b; 'Er. 21b);

(3) the regulation regarding entrance

upon another's fields after the harvest (possibly en-

acted by Joshua also; B. K. 80b).

To the Earlier Prophets: (1) the singing of Hal-
LEL on every important occasion, and especially

after escape from danger (Pes. 117a); (2) the intro-

duction of twenty-four divisions of laymen, corre-

sponding to the twenty-four watches of the priests

(Ta'an. "27a).

To the Prophets before the destruction of the

Temple: (1) the payment of teruinah and tithes

in Babylon as well as in Palestine (Yad. iv. 3); (2)

the payment of the second tithe ("ma'aser sheni ")

in the seventh year (/^>.) ; (3) payment of it in Egypt,
Ammon, and ]\Ioab likewise {ib.); (4) paj'ment of

the tithe for tlie poor ("ma'aser 'ani ") even in the

seventh year (rt.).

To the Pro))hets after the destruction of the Tem-
jile: fasting on the Seventh of Tamnuiz. Ninth of Ab,

First of Tishri, and Tenth of T('bet(" Yede Eliyahu,"

ed. Constantinople, 1728, xl. 14).

To Ezra: (1) thereadingof ten verses of theToraii

by three men on Monday and Thui-sdiiy (Men. 82a);

(2) the readingof Lev. xxxiii. 14-46 before the Pass-

over, and of Deut. xxvii. 15-69 before New-Year
(Meg. 31b); (3) sessions of the courts on Monday and
Thursday (B. K. 82a); (4) the washing of clothes on

Thursday («6.); (5) the eating of gar-

Takkanot lie on Friday (?6.); (6) early rising on
of Ezra. Friday morning for the purpose of

baking {ib.)\ (7) the wearing of a gir-

dle by women for reasons of modesty {ib.); (8) the
obligation of the ritual bath {ib.); (9) the regula-

tion obliging pedlers to traverse the city in case
they deal in articles necessary for women {ib.); (10)

ritual baths for those who have become unclean (ift.).

To the r20 elders, including the Prophets (the

"men of the Great Sanhedrin"): (1) the recitation

of the " Shemoneh 'Esreh " on week-days
; (2) the in-

sertion of the prayer against heretics in the time of
Gamaliel, and, much later, of the "Adouai Sefatai

"

before the " Tefillah," and of the " Yiheyu le-Razon "

after it (Meg. 17b).

To Ezra and his court: the use of the words " min
ha-'olam we-'ad ha-'olam" as the conclusion of the

blessings in the morning prayer.

To the "men of the Great Synagogue": (1) the

reading of Megillat Esther in the villages and un-

walled cities on the Fourteenth of Adar and in

walled cities on the following day; banquets on
those days; and the giving of alms (Meg. 2a); (2)

the introduction of seven blessings into the "Tefil-

lah " on the Sabbath and on holy days; the addition

of nine benedictions to the musaf for the New Moon
and for the scmifestivals, and of twenty-four on
fast-days (Ber. 33a); (3, n) recitation of a number
of prayers, {b) period of duration of each prayer, (c)

the offering of prayer daily, {d) three times on week-

days, {e) four times on the Sabbath, festivals, fasts,

and New Moons, and (/) five times on the Day of

Atonement; later addition of the "Magen Abot"
from the "Tefillah" on Friday evening, and the

genuflection before and after the first blessing

("Abot") and before and after the penultimate

"hoda'ah" (Ber. 26b); (4) introduction of Bene-
diction, prayer, Kiddush, and Habdalah (Ber.

33u).

To John Hyrcauus (135-106 B.C.): (1) decree for-

bidding the recitation of the prayer of thanksgiving,
" Widdui Ma'aser" (Deut. xxvi. 5-10), by any who
have not paid the proper tithes at the end of the

third year (Yer. Sotah ix. 11); (2) the appointment
of otticials to collect the tithes (Tosef., Sotah, xiii.

;

Ma'as. Sh. v. 16); (3) the use of rings in the sham-
bles to force the animals to stand still (Sotah 47a);

(4) prohibition of blacksmithing on scmifestivals

{ib.; M. K. 11a).

In his " Hodegetica in Mischnam " Frankel con-

siders the first generation of the Tannaim as the true

period of the takkanot; but only a few of the extant

ordinances of this period are ascribed to Simeon b.

Siietah or to John Hyrcanus, the remainder being

attributed to the court of the Hasmoneans or to the

"court of the priests." The following ordinances

were instituted in the first century u.c.

:

By the court of the Hasmoneans: (1) the solemn

celebration of the Hanukkah festival, beginning on

the 25th of Kislew (Meg. Ta'an.; Shab. 21b); (2)

insertion of the name of God in legal documents

(H. H. 18b; sub.sequently abrogated).
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By the court of the priests: (1) the daughter of a

priest to be entitled to 800 zuzim under her mar-

riage contract, and the widow of a priest to 100

zuzim (Ket. 12a); (2) the ketubah of a woman al)out

to contract a levirate marriage to form a Hen on tlie

property of her first husband; and if he had no

property, that of the levir to be appropriated (Yeb.

39a; Ket 82b); (3) the ketubah of a virgin to be of

the value of 200 zuzim, and that of a widow or

divorcee, 100 zuzim (Ket. 10a).

By Simeon b. Shetah : (1) all the real estate of the

husband to be entered in the marriage contract in

favor of the wife (Shab. 14b; Ket.

Ta]|c^anot viii., end), but the former may em-
of ploy the dowry in his business; (2)

Simeon ben compulsory attendance at school (ib.);

Shetah. (3) the declaration that foreign glass

is impure iib.).

By Hillel (75 B.C. -5 c.e.): (1) introduction of the

Prosbul (Sheb. x. 3, 4; Git. 36a); (2) the purchase-

money of a house to be deposited in the Temple;
the original owner may seize it by force in order to

prevent its payment to the seller before the expira-

tion of a year ('Ar. 31b; Git. Tib).

By Gamaliel I. (middle of 1st cent.): (1) the con-

demnation of 2,000 (subsequently increased) ells of

ground in which the New Moon witnesses might

freely move on the Sabbath (R. H. 23b)
; (2) the full

names of the husband and the wife to be inserted in

a bill of divorce (Git. 34b)
; (3) the signatures of wit-

nesses to the bill of divorce (ib.); (4) a widow may
take the portion secured to her by her marriage

contract only after all claims of the orphans have

been fully satisfied (ib.); (5) a bill of divorce may
be declared invalid only in the presence of the mes-

senger who has brought it, or in the presence of the

wife before she has received it (Git. 32a).

The following takkanot date from the last cen-

tury before the common era and the first century

of that era:

Enactments concerning the priestly office: (1) the

casting of lots by the priests for taking the ashes

from the altar (Yoma21a); (2) the ex-

Priestly act determination of the time of the

Or- daily sacrifice (Pes. 58a)
; (3) the festal

dinances. sacrifice ("hagigah") on the day of

the Passover (Pes. 69b) ; (4) the dis-

tribution of the skins of the sacrificial victims (To-

sef.,Yeb. xi.); (5) the expense of the drink-offerings

to be defrayed by the communal treasury from the

"lishkah" (Shek. vii. 4, 5); (6) the same ordinance

for the sacrifice by a Gentile {ib. vii. 6); (7) the same

for a dead proselyte (ib.); (8) in case of the death of

a high priest, his sacrifice to be offered at the ex-

pense of the community (ib.); (9) the priestly usu-

fructs of the salt and wood given to the Temple

(ib.); (10) abrogation of the sacrifice for the use of

the ashes of the red heifer (Men. 511)) ; (11) a pair of

doves which have become unfit for sacrifice to be

replaced at the expense of the community (Shek.

vii. 7); (12) those who guard the after-growth in the

fields during the Sabbatical year to receive their

wages from the "terumah ha-lislikah " (Shek. iv. 1

;

B. M. 118b; Men. 84a); (13) the priest wlio burns

the red heifer becomes unclean (Parah iii. 7), and

(14) must pass the period of his uucleauness in a cer-

tain hall of the Temple (ib. iii. 1); (15) the mezuzah
at the door of the antechamber in which the priest

spends the time before the Day of Atonement (Yoma
10a); (16) promulgation of rules concerning the

shekels on the First of Adar (Ex. xxx. 11 et seq.);

the reading on New Moon in case it falls on a Sab-
bath (E.x. xxx. 11; Shek. i. 1); (17) exhortation to

caution against sowing mixed seed (Siiek. i. 1); (18)

men must be sent on the Fifteenth of Adar to repair

the public highways, grounds, and cisterns, to re-

paint tombstones, and to perform similar duties

(«6.); (19) each man must have the" widduibikkurim "

(see Deut. xxvi. 3) recited, or repeat it himself, in

the presence of the person whom it concerns (Bik.

iii. 7); (20) double separation of the Hallah. once
for the heave-offering and once for the priest (Hal.

iv. 8); (21) for this purpose a housewife gives cne

part in twenty-four, and a baker one in forty-eight

(Hal. ii. 7); (22) the great heave-olTering, wlien

given by a generous person, amounts to one part in

forty ; when given by an avaricious man, to one in

sixty; and when given by one who is neither, to

one part in fifty (Ter. iv. 3); (23) an ox. correspond-

ing in value to the terumah, may be brotight to the

priest (Hal. 134b); (24) every one must have tlie

LuLAB in the house on the first daj' of Sukkot, in

case this festival falls on a Sabbath (Suk. 42); (25) the

lulab and the " 'arabah " preponderate in the Temple
on the Sabbath in case that day coincides with the

seventh or last day of Sukkot (Suk. 42b); (26) testi-

mony relating to the New Moon may be received

only from those who are properly qualified (R. H.

22a); (27) the reading of E.v. xxx. 11, Deut. xxv. 18,

Num. xix. 1, and Ex. xii. 1 on the four special Sab-

baths before the Passover ; (28) regulations govern-

ing the reading of the Torah (Meg. 21a); (29) per-

mission to import vegetables in the Sabbatical year

(Sheb. vi. 4) ; (30) concerning the collection of wood
and stones in v neighbor's field.

Ordinance ascribed to .Joshua b. Gamla (c. 65 c.e.):

appointment of teachers in all the cities of Judea

for children between six and seven years of age (B.

B. 21a).

Most of the ordinances of Johanan b. Zakkai were

promulgated before the time of the destruction of

the Temple, and were consequently modified after

the year 70. Frankel enumerates eleven of these de-

crees in his "Hodegetica," although Bloch lists nine

only (comp. R. II. 3lb), which are as follows: (1)

the New Moon witnesses must go to

Takkanot the place where the court assembles

of Johanan (R. H. 31b); (2) the testimony of such

ben witnesses to be received at any time

Zakkai. during the day (ib. 301)) ; (3) tliey nuiy

not desecrate the Sabbath by travel-

ing, except in Nisan and Tishri, the most important

two months (ib. 211)): (4) the shofar to be blown

even on tlie Sabbath (R. II. 29b); (5) the lulab to be

swung on all the .seven days of the festival (ib. 30a);

(6) the consumption of new grain is forbidden dur-

ing the entire day of the waving of the "O.meu (ib.);

(7) priests may not wear sandals when they a.-Jcend

the "dukan," or platform, to ]ironounce the bene-

diction (Sotah 40a; R. H. 31b); (8) a proselyte must

deposit a (luarter-shekel in the treasury to be able to

bring his sacrifice when the Temple shall be re-
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built (this was repealed bj' Johanan b. Zakkai him-

self; Ker. 9a; K. H. 31b); (9) abolition of the ritual

governing tiials for adultery (Sotah 47a).

Ordinance ascribed to Gamaliel II. and the court

of Jabneh : agriculture is permitted until the first

day of the Sabbatical year (Tosef., Sheb. i.).

Takkanah ascribed to the court of Jabneh: the

fourth benediction in the grace after meals in mem-
ory of those who fell at Bethar (Ber. 48b).

After R. Gamaliel's death the Sanhedrin of Jab-

neh seems to have gone to Usha (the modern Al-

Us) for reasons which are no longer known, and
the grounds of its takkauot are equally obscure.

In view of their ethical import, however, these en-

actments soon became binding. They were as fol-

lows: (1) a man must support his minor children;

(2) if a man transfers his property to his sons, both

he and his wife enjoy a life income from it; (3) the

gift of more than one-fifth of one's property for

alms is forbidden
; (4) a father must deal gently with

his sou until the latter reaches the age of twelve;

but after that age he may be severe with him
; (5)

after a wife's death the husband may sell the prop-

erty included in her dowry; (6) one who attacks an
old man must pay one pound of gold for the injury

;

(7) elucidation of the seven doubtful reasons through
which the terumah becomes unfit for use and must
be burned (Ket. 49a, 50b; Yer. Ket. iv. 28b; M. K.
17a; Yer. M. K. iii. 8; Shab. 15b) These ordi-

nances were enacted by the rabbis of the second
generation of tannainj, R. Ishmael being especially

mentioned (B. B. 28b; Niddah 14b).

An ordinance is also extant which dates from the

time called the period of religious persecution ("she-

mad "). When Hadrian issued his decree forbid-

ding the Jews to observe their religion, the teach-

ers, including R. Akiba, R. Tarfon, and R. Jose the

Galilean, met in council and agreed that during the

time of the persecution the Law might be trans-

gressed in all respects, except as regarded the com-
mands relating to idolatry, chastity, and morality,

although this regulation was observed only super-

ficially and only when necessarj' in order to deceive

the Roman spies.

Three ordinances have been preserved which were
promulgated by R. Jose b. Halafta of Sepphoris, of

the third generation of tannaim, who flourished about
the middle of the second century. They are as fol-

lows: (1) during a funeral the mourners must le-

main standing while those wlio console them pass
by (Sanh. 19a); (2) women living in lonely places

must associate with one another, so as not to attract

the attention and evil desire of any man (ib.); (3) a
child accompanied by its mother must not lag be-

hind on the road, lest it come to harm {il>.).

The following ordinances are ascribed to the last

generation of tannaim (end of the second and begin-

ning of the third century): To R. Ju-
Ordinances dah I., ha-Nasi: (1) messengers must
of the Last be sent every month to announce the

Tannaim. new moon to the Diaspora (R. H.
22b); (2) concerning the purchase of

fields among the Sicarii (Git. 55b) ; (3) on menstrua-
tion (Niddah 66a).

Ordinances from the period of the Mishnah and
relating to women are as follows : (1) an orphan girl

married during her minority may leave her husband
without a bill of divorce on attaining her majority
(Ket 46b); (2) the permission to marry a feeble-

minded girl (Yeb. 1 12b); (3) a virgin should be mar-
ried on a Wednesday (Ket. la); (4) various laws of

purification (Niddah 11a); (5) the earnings of the

wife belong to her husband (Ket. 46a); (6) the hus-

band must pay all bills for his wife's illness (Ket.

51a); (7) a husband must ransom his wife from
captivity (i6. 76b); (8) a husband must defray the

expenses of his wife's burial (ib. 76a); (9) what-
ever is found by the wife belongs to her hus-

band (B. M. 12a); (10) a widow is entitled to re-

main in the house of her deceased husband and to

share in the income (ib. 52b); (11) orphan girls share

the income from their father's estate until they
reach their majority (ib. 52b); (12) male heirs suc-

ceed to the property of the mother, even after their

father's death (ib. 52b); (13) the daughter is entitled

to a certain portion of lier father's estate as her

dowry (ib. 67a); (14) a bill of divorce must be writ-

ten and signed in the presence of the messenger
who is to deliver it (Git. i. 1); (15) the date must be

given in all legal documents (ib. 17a); (16) in a bill

of divorce the date must be given according to the

state calendar (Git. 79b; later it was also dated ac-

cording to the era of Creation); (17) witnesses must
sign a bill of divorce in the presence of each other

(ib. 10a); (18) introduction of the "getmekushshar "

to make divorce more difficult (B. B. 160a); (18) a

woman becomes free even though only a single wit-

ness testifies to her husband's death (Yeb. 87b).

The more the Jews came in contact with the Ro-
mans and the Persians, the more they were obliged

to modif}^ the letter of their laws, and
Ordinances to introduce ordinances of the class

" for the characterized as necessary (a) "for the

Sake preservationof theorderof the world,"

of Peace." or (6) "for the sake of peace." The reg-

ulations of this type, like those already

mentioned, date from the mishnaic period, and were
promulgated for the sake of morality. In addition,

there were other takkanot designed (c) to facilitate

repentance and (d) to contribute to " the interests of

the market " or of business.

(a) Takkanot " for the preservation of the order of

the world "
: (1) a servant who is half free may com-

pel his master to manumit him entirely ; but he must
give a note for one-half his value; and this debt

must be paid (Git. 41a); (3) the ransom paid for

prisoners must not exceed the usual sum (ib. 45i)

!

(3) prisoners must not be allowed to escape (ib.); (4)

phylacteries and other sacred articles must not be

taken from any who are not Gentiles (ib.); (5) if

land in Palestine is sold to a Gentile, the first-fruits

must be forfeited (ib. 47a); (6) if one divorces his

wife for immorality, he may never take her back
again (ib. 45a); (7) on demand, one who has suffered

injury is to receive reimbursement from the best of

the estate ; a creditor, from the medium ; and a wife.-

with her marriage contract as security, from the

worst (ib. 48b); (8) if there is any property without

encumbrance, nothing may be taken in payment of

a debt from a field which has been mortgaged (ib.);

(9) the least desirable portion of the real estate of

orphans may be taken in payjnent of debts (ib.

)

;
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(10) mortgaged property may not be applied to tlie

pleasure or support of the wife (il).)\ (11) one wlio

tinds anything shall not take an oath {ib.)\ (12)

a guardian may not be compelled to take an oath

{ib. 52a); (13) accidental defilement of holy vessels

either by a layman or by the priest in the Temple
is punishable (ii. 52b).

(b) Ordinances "for the sake of peace": (1) the

call to the reading of the Law to be made in a defi-

nite order (Git. 59a)
; (2) the " 'erub " may be arranged

even with unoccupied houses {ib.)\ (3) the cistern

nearest the river is to be filled first(2V^.); (4) hunting
includes robbery («6. 59b); (5) things found in the

possession of one to Avhom they would not normally
come imply theft (^i.); (6) the poor are pernutted

to pluck fruit from a neighbor's tree, but taking

what remains on the ground is theft {ib.)\ (7) even
the Gentile may share in the harvest gifts to the

poor {ib.).

(c) Ordinances facilitating repentance: (1) one

who steals a beam and builds it into his house need

pay for the damage to the beam only (Git. 55a); (2)

if a robber or a usurer wishes to restore goods or

money taken, they or it shall not be accepted {ib.);

(3) purchase and sale by persons not regularly deal-

ing in the wares in question are valid, in case such

persons have reached years of maturity, in order

that they may support themselves (Git. 59a); (4) if

one brings a stolen animal as a sin-olfering before

the theft is known, the sacrifice is valid {ib. 55a).

(('?) Takkanah in "the interests of the market" or

of business : if one unwittingly purchases stolen

goods, the owner must refund the

Business money paid for them (B. K. 114b).

Takkanot. Ordinances relating to legal proceed-

ings, like those which governed the

religious life, were highly important so long as the

Jews retained tlieirown judicial system in the Dias-

pora. These regulations fall, according to Bloch

(/.c), into three categories: ordinances relating {a)

to commerce; (b) to civil law ; and (c) to the oath.

{a) Ordinances relating to commerce: (1) it is per-

missible to take possession of real estate under cer-

tain conditions (B. M. 10a, b); (2) movables may be

acquired only by actual possession, not by purchase

{ib. 44a); (3) movables when together with immov-
ables are accjuired by purchase or contract (Kid. 26a)

;

(4) acquisition by a verbal conveyance of the three

parties concerned is legal (Git. 13b; Kid. 48a; this is

not, however, expressly declared to be an ordinance)

;

(5) a verbal conveyance of property by one who is

moribund is legally binding (15. K. 146b); (6) a prose-

lyte may be the heir of a Gentile father (Kid. 17b);

even before taking possession a son may dispose of

a part of his deceased father's property to defray

the funeral expenses (R. M. 16a; Tosef., Ned. vi.).

{b) Ordinances relating to civil law : (1) in actions

for debt testimony may be accejited without further

investigations (Siinh. 3a, 32a); (2) actions for debt

may be tried even by judges who have not yet re-

ceived the "semikaii" (ordination; Sanh., begin-

ning); (3) a contract may be authenticated only by

the witnesses who have signed it (Ket. 18b); (4) on

the strength of his contract a creditor may collect

his debts citlier from the heirs or from those who
purchase from the debtor (B. B. 176a).

XL—43

{a) Ordinances relating to the oath: (1) if a laborer
demands his wages and his employer asserts that
he has paid them, the former muht take an oath be-
fore he can obtain payment (Shebu. 44b); (2) one
who has been robbed must take an oath before he
can recover his property {ib. 44b)

; (3) one who as-

serts that he has been injured by another person
must take an oath before he can re-

Ordinances cover damages {ib.); (4) if a manager
on asserts that he has paid an employee,

the Oath, and the latter denies it, both parties

take the oath, and the employer pays
them both {ib); (5) if a contract is falsified by the
wife or by the creditor, they must each take an oath
before they can receive payment (Ket. 87a); (6) if

an employer has only one witness to testify to the
payment of a contract, the claimants must take an
oath before they can receive their money (Ket. 97a);

(7) money due from the property of orphans may be
paid only under oath {ib. 87a): (8) the payment of

debts from mortgaged property may be made only
under oath {ib.); (9) payment in the absence of the

debtor may be made only under oath {ib.)\ (10) liqui-

dation of a debt by means of projjcrty dedicatecl to

the .sanctuary may be made only under oath (Shebu.

42b); (11) expenses incurred in behalf of the wife's

property may be recovered only under oath (Ket.

79b); (12) if two parties each claim to have received

the same piece of property at the same time, they
must take oath to that effect (B. M. 2a); (13) if one
asserts that a piece of property entrusted to him has

been stolen from him, he must take an oath to that

effect (B. M. 34b); (14) one who lias \inwittingly

I)urchased stolen property must take an oatii before

he can recover his money (B. K. 114b); (15) if one
has unintentionally damaged the property of an-

other, he must take an oath to that effect before he

can be released from the payment of damages (B. M.
82b).

Other ordinances dating from the mishnaic period

were as follows : Ordinances relating to the Passover;

(1) leaven must be sought with a light on the eve

of the 13th of Nisan (Pes. 2a); (2) on Passover eve

bitter herbs, mixed with "'haroset," must be eaten

{ib. 120a); (3) four cups of wine must be driuik {ib.

99b); (4) those who partake must recline while eat-

ing, in token of freedom {ib.).

Miscellaneous ordinances: (1) if a Sabbath follows

a holy day, an " 'erub tabshilin " is made in order

that food for the Sabbath may be prepared on the

holy day (Bezah 15b); (2) on the Sabbath and on

holy days one may move freely within a radius of

2,000 cubits ('Er. 49b); (3) the owner of lost prop-

erty must bring witnesses to testify that he is not

dishonest, and he must then describe his |)roperty

before he is entitled to recover it (R. M. 28b): (4)

lost articles to be announced in the synagogue

{ib. 28a).

The jirivilege of making new ordinances did not

end witii the completion of the Mishnah : enact-

ments were promidgated also in the amoraic, s:ibo-

raic, and geonic periods, although their exact dates

are no longer known. The post-niishnaic ordinances

which belong in this category are as follows : (1)

the dowry of a wife and the movables of orphans

may be taken in payment of debt (comp. Mordccaioa
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Ket. 10; Maimonides, "Yad," Ishut, 15); (2) mov-
ables may be attached for the dowry of orphan

girls (Tur Eben ha-'Ezer. 113, 113);

Post- I'd) an oath is valid in cases involving

Mishnaic real estate (" Halakol Gedolot," xxii.)

;

Or- (4) no oatli may be taken on the Bi-

dinances. ble ("Sha'are ZedeU," v. 4, § 23); (5)

criminal cases may be tried in Baby-
lon {ib. iv. 1, § 62); (6) the property of orphans may
be taken for the marriage portion of the wife

("Hemdah Genuzah," p. 60a); (7) the debtor must
take an oath if he is unable to pay (Tur Hoshen
Mishpat, 61, 2); (8) the debtor must take an oath

if he has obliged the creditor to do so {ib. 87) ; (9)

a widow is obliged to take an oatli only in case

the propeity bequeathed to her by her husband is

insufficient to discliarge her marriage contract

("Sha'are Zedek," iv. 59); (10) in legal trials both the

principals and the witnesses must remain seated

(Maimonides, "Yad," Sanhedrin, xxi. 5); (11) Mo-
hammedan wine is not "issur" (responsa, "Ge'onim
Kadmonim," xlvi.); (13) the priest to be the first one

called up to the reading of the Law, he preceding even

the nasi (Tur Orah Hayyim, 135); (13) permission

to trade with Gentiles on their holy days (Tur Yoreh
De'ah, 149); (14) the fast-day on the Thirteenth

of Adar (Abudarham, ed. Prague, p. 78d); (15) an
apostate may draw up a bill of divorce ("Hem-
dah Genuzah," li., Ixxxvi.); (16) if a Samaritan be-

troths a Jewess, she must have a bill of divorce

before any one else can marry her (Tur Eben ha-

'Ezer, 44); (17) the passage Ex. xxxii. 11-14 must be

read on fast-days ("Hemdah Genuzah," i v. ; Mas-
seket Soferim xvii. ; Meg. 31b; Tosef., Ber. xix.);

(18) the interruption of the first and last three bene-

dictions of the "Tefillah" by the supplications

n^n IDOa, D'^n!? nin^V 1103 '•D, D^n!? IJ-IDT (" Hem-
dah Genuzah," cxii.; "Halakot Gedolot," p. 9a);

(19) the recitation of the morning benediction in the

synagogue (Tur Orah Hayyim, 46); (30) the recita-

tion of the prayer " Ahabah Rabbah " in the morn-
ing and of ' Ahabat '01am " in the evening (" Hem-
dah Genu'zah," cxxv.); (21) the recitation of the

Biblical passage " Praised be the Lord in eternity.

Amen and Amen" (Ps. xli. 13) in the daily evening
prayer before the "Tefillah" (Tur Orah Hayyim,
236) : (22) the insertion of the passage I Chron. xxix.

10-13 in the morning prayer {ib. 51); (23) the recita-

tion of the " Shema' " in the " Kedushshah " (Abu-
darham, p. 53c); (24) iiitrodurtion of the prayer be-

ginning with the words -p ijn^ 1713 in the " Kedush-
shah " of the musaf, and the prayers beginning with

the words tJ'V"! h^p2 TN and ^:2bJD "lOipOD in the

"Kedushshah" of the Shaharit Tefillah of Sabbath
(Tur Orah Hayyim, 221); (25) the recitation of Ps.

cxix. 142 at the Minhah prayer on the Sabbath, in

memory of the death of Moses (ib. 392) ; ('26) the

benediction for the bridal night (Abudarham, p.

115a); (27) "Parashat ha-Musafim " (Tur Orah Hay-
yim, 283).

The following are ordinances of the ninth cen-

tury, chiefiy directed, according .to Weiss, against

Karaite teachings: (1) the benediction when the

Sabbath candles are lit (earliest source of the " Sid-

dur Rab ' Amram "
; Maimonides, " Yad," Shab. v. ;

ROSH on Shab. ii., § 18); (2) the counting of the

" 'omer " in the evening (" Halakot Gedolot, " p. 101c)

;

(3) the ring in the marriage ceremony ("Sha'are
Zedek," i. 3, §§ 12, 16); (4) the Mishnah "Ezehu
Mekoman" in the morning prayer (Tur Orah Hay-
yim, 50).

Only the following five ordinances, so far as
known, bear the name of a gaon : (1) of Rab Rab-
bah of Pumbedita and R. Huna of Sura (7th cent.):

if a woman demands a bill of divorce,

Geonic it must be drawn up for her imrae-
Takkanot. diately (Weiss, "Dor," iv. 5, 9. 37;

"Sha'are Zedek," i v. 4, § 15); (2) of
R. Huna at Pumbedita and Mar Rab Bibai of Sura
(8th cent.): a debt and a marriage portion may be
recovered even from the property of orphans {ib. iv.

28, 37, 41, 45); (3) of Mar Rab Zadok of Sura (9th

cent.): in suits relating to real estate the defendant
must take an oath (controverting Shebu. 45a ; Weiss,
I.e. pp. 43, 123); (4) of R. Nahslion of Sura (end of
9th cent.): the introduction of " Amen " before the

"Tefillah" ("Seder ha-Eshkol," ed. Halberstadt,

1867, i. 9; Weiss, I.e. p. 124); (5) of Hananiah b.

Judah of Pumbedita (1000): abrogation of the "ke-
tubat benin dikrin " ("Sha'are Zedek," iv. 4, 17;

Weiss, Ic. pp. 162, 203).

Although the succeeding ordinances belong to the

same period, their place of origin is Europe instead

of the East. The first to promulgate enactments in

Europe was R. Gershom; and, while it is no longer

possible to determine how many rules he authorized,

their number was doubtless considerable, since the

renewal of old takkanot in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries seems to have been due to him. The
following ten ordinances by Gershom are found in

a manuscript in the possession of N. Briill: (1) one
who wittingly enters a thoroughfare against the or-

ders of the court is liable to punishment; (2) the

prohibition of bigamy
; (3) respect for

Takkanot the privacy of letters; (4) services in

of R. the synagogue must not be interrupted

Gershom. on account of a quarrel ; (5) the oAvner

of a synagogue may not refuse ad mis-

sion to any one on the score of a personal grievance

;

(6) services may be interrupted to search for a lost

object, and he who finds it without reporting the

fact is liable to excommunication ; (7) a majority may
refuse to obey a regulation of the communal direct-

ors only with the consent of the court; (8) property

held in trust may not be retained maliciously
; (9)

no case may be carried before a secular court except

one involving heavy damages; (10) a divorce may
not be forced upon a woman (comp. Meir of Ro-
thenburg, Responsa, p. Hid; "Kol Bo," ed. Fiirth,

Appendix, la).

The following takkanot also are ascribed to R.

Gershom; (1) no one ought to leave the synagogue if

only ten are present; but if one should leave, the

service may be continued ; (2) a Jew is forbidden to

rent to another Jew who lives with a Gentile; (8)

if absence or poverty renders it impossible for a man
to support his wife, the communitj'^ must provide for

her; (4) in case of an altercation with serious conse-

quences, both parties are liable to punishment: and
if one of them falls ill a second time in consequence
of the brawl, he may bring the matter into court;

(5) one who is summoned to court by a messenger
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must attend (Mei'r of Rothenburg, I.e. pp. 112d-
113a).

During the twelfth century rabbinical synods were
convened for the first time in the post-Talmudic
period in the chief cities where fairs were held. The
object of these synods was to promulgate new ordi-

nances as circumstances required and to harmonize
Talmud law with the conditions obtaining in Chris-

tian Europe, from a religious, legal, and moral point
of view. R. Tam seems to have acted as the chair-

man of several synods, although the precise ones over
which he presided are uncertain. The chief schol-

ars mentioned as members of these bodies were
RaSHBaM, Isaac b. Solomon of Sens, Solomon b.

Jacob of Auxerre, Isaac b. Nehemiah of Drome,
and Menahem b. Perez of Joigny. Seven ordinances
are ascribed to these conventions, although their

exact provenience is no longer known. One of the

earliest of the enactments seems to have been that
governing commercial relations with Christians,

which was promulgated as a result of the persecu-

tions during the Second Crusade. The ordinances
in question are as follows: (1) no Jew maj' pur-
chase crucifixes, ecclesiastical vessels, vestments,

ornaments, or prayer-books; (2) cases may be tried

in the national court only with the mut\ial consent
of plaintiffs and defendants; (3) if the case of either

party has been prejudiced by this procedure, the

plaintiff must make amends according to the judg-
ment of the seven directors of the community

; (4) no
one may accept an appointment from the govern-
ment; (5) if a wife dies within ayearof her marriage,

herhusband must return her dowry
; (6) if the dowry

was payable at a later date, the hus-

Takkanot baud has no claims upon it; (7) a

of Synods, bill of divorce, when once drawn up,

may not be questioned or criticized

("Kol Bo," ed. "Flirth, 1782, ^ 117; "Sefer ha-

Yashar," No. 579; Gratz, "Gesch." [Hebr. ed.] iv.

235-236).

When the representatives of the Jews convened
at IMayence in the early part of the thirteenth cen-

tury (1220 or 1223) to regulate the taxes and imposts

to be paid to the emperor, they promulgated new
ordinances which were accepted throughout Ju-

daism, and they also revised earlier enactments.

Among the members of the first synod were David
b. Kalonymus of IMiinzenberg, Baruch b. Samuel of

Mayence, Hezekiah b. Reuben of Boppard, Simhah
b. Samuel of Speyer, Eliezer b. Joel ha-Levi of

(/Ologne, and Eleazar 1). Judah of Worms. These
ordinances have been jjreserved under the name of

" takkanot Shum " (DIC' = Speyer, Worms, and Ma-
yence), and are indicative of the status of the German
Jews of the period. Six of the enactments may be

ascribed with some degree of certainty to the first

synod, and are as follows: (1) no Jew should be

guilty of bad faith toward a Christian, or of coun-

terfeiting; (2) one who has caused harm by lodging

information must make amends for it; (3) court

Jews are not to be exempt from the communal
taxes; (4) quiet and devotion must rule in the syna-

gogue; (5) a brother-in-law )i>ust enter upon the

levirate marriage without raising any ()l)jections;

(6) controversies must be decided by the rabbis of

Mayence, Speyer, and Worms (Meir of Rothenburg,

I.e. p. 112a; Moses Minz, Re.sponsa, No. 202; Luria,
" Yam shel Shelomoh " on Yeb. iv., No. 18).

In 1245 in one of these same three cities another
synod of rabbis convened, at which David b. Shal-
tiel, Isaac b. Abraham, and Joseph b. Moses lia-

Kohen were present. The ordinances of the earlier

synod were confirmed, and two new ones were pro-
mulgated: (1) the rabbi may not excommunicate
&ny one without the consent of the community, nor
may the congregation do so against the will of the
rabl)i; (2) if rabbis from other cities should endeavor
to induce a local rabbi to excommunicate any per-

son, he must refuse to do so unless he gains the con-
sent of the community concerned (MeYr of Rothen-
burg, I.e.. end; Mosrs Minz, I.e. No. 102, p. 153b).

The German rabbis again assembled at the time of
the Black Death, to renew the ancient ordinances,

their enactments referring chiefly to the dissolution

of levirate marriages and to the division of an es-

tate between the widow and the Icvir. Other synods
convened toward the end of the fourteenth century
(at Weissenfels) and in the middle of the fifteenth

centuiv(at Nuremberg and Bingen), but no record

of their ordinances has been preserved. A single

takkanah by Jacob Weil, however, is extant, and
reads thus: "The following is one of the many en-

actments which we have promulgated at Nurem-
berg: if one of the two parties wishes to use the

German language in court, the other party must
do likewise" (Weil, Responsa, No. 101). The ordi-

nances which Seligman Oppcnheim issued at the

Bingen synod were originally intended to be en-

forced only in the district of the lower Riiine; and
when he attempted to enforce them for the upper
Rhine, a controversy resulted which destroyed the

permanent validity of his enactments.

To these synods must be ascribed also the following

ordinances of uncertain date which have been pre-

served under the name " kikkanot ha-kehillot me-ash-

kenaz": (1) no Jew may weara garmentorculfsafter

the Christian fashion, nor may he have his beard cut

with a razor; (2) no wine made by Christians may
be used by Jews; (3) no Jew may caiise a jar to be

filled with water by a non-Jew on the Sabbath; (4)

a Jew may not gamble with a Christian; (5) the

punislnnent of guilt by solitaiy cnnrinement in an

apartment of the synagogue in enjoined; (6) enter-

tainments and banquets are prohibited
; (7) Jews who

were recipients of charity had to give tithes of same;

(8) all persons must wear the "kitt<'l " in the syna-

gogue; (9) the margins of a book must not be cut

(Moses Minz, I.e. No. 102; "Codex Ilalber.stadt."

No. 49).

At the enil of the fifteenth and at the beginning

of the sixteenth century takkant)t were issued at

Toledo; and after the expulsion from Spain otiiers

were promulgated at Fez by the scholars of Castile.

Additional enjictments seem to have been made l)y

Isaac b. Shesliet (KlBaSII) and Simeon b. Zcmah
Dman (ItaSHBaZ). Twelve ordinances were pro-

mulgatt'd at Toledo, and thirty-two at Fez, the lat-

ter including four concerning the taking of a sec-

ond wife in the lifetime of the first: five dealing

with the attitude of a Im.sband toward his wife

when the latter has deserted him; and fourteen de-

vot-ed to lawsuits ("Kerem Hamar," ii. 34a-36b).
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Various takkanot were also promulgated from time

to time by the Council of Four Lands. Some of

these ordinances, wliich were binding on all Polish

Jews in the sixteenth, seventceutii, and eighteenth

centuries, were published in a volume bearing the

name of Joshua ben Alexander Falk ha-Kohen, and
entitled "Kontres 'al Dine Kibbit" (Sulzbach, 1692;

Brlinn, 1775).

Bibliography : Frankel, Hndepeticn in JWi.scTinam, pp. 3, 4,

28, 29 et passim ; Rapoport, 'Krelt MiUin, s.v. Uxha. Praeue,
1852; Jakob Briill, Mebt) tin-Mialniah. pp. 1-.52, Frankforl-on-
the-Main, 1876; Bloch, Sha'are Tornt lin-Takkanot,^^!^-
pest, 1879-1902; Briill, Jattri). vlii. 61; Aronius,'Keuesten, p.

115; Rosenthal, Die Judeinjemeinde in JViauiz, Speier, und
Wormif, p. 44, Berlin, 1904; Kohut, Gesch. der Deiitschen
Juden, p. 121, Berlin, 1898 ; Gudemann. Gesch. i. 44, 138, 243,

note 1.; Weiss, Dor, Iv., v., passim ; Perles, in Monatsschrift,
1865, pp. 84 et seq.; Sefer ha-Eshkol, i. 9, Halberstadt, 1867

;

Rosenthal, in HUdesheimci' Juhelsclirift, pp. 37-53, Berlin,
1890 ; Neubauer, in R. E. J. xvii. 69 ; Keiem Ho mar, ii. 34a-
36b. LeRhorn, 1869; Gratz, Gesch. lii. Ill, 140,212.^50; Iv.

132, 157, 161 ; V. 336 ; vl. 180-182; vll. 21, 102 ; viii. 14, 49, 211,
268; Ix. 451; x. 51, 69,386.

W. B. S. O.

TAL. See Geshem.

TAIi, TOBIAS: Dutch rabbi; born at Amster-
dam 1847; died at The Hague Oct. 24, 1898; studied

at Dl'inner's theological seminary (1862-74) and at

the University of Utrecht (D.D. 1874). After offici-

ating for a short time as rabbi at Amsterdam, Tal

accepted a call as chief rabbi of Gelderland in

1880, and removed to Arnhem on June 26, 1881

;

here he remained until 1895, when he was called

to The Hague as successor to chief rabbi Beren-

stein. From 1880 to 1881 he was engaged in a

controversy with Professor van Oort of the Univer-

sity of Leyden concerning the ethical value of the

Talmud.
In 1898 Tal published, under the title "Oranje-

bloesems," a history of the Jews of the Netherlands,

deriving his material for this work chiefly from un-

published documents in the private archives of

Queen Wilhelmina. He was the editor of "Cho-
reben Jedidjah," a periodical which appeared in

Rotterdam (1887), and in which he published sev-

eral articles over the pseudonym of " Jotham."

Bibliooraphy: J. H. Dunner, T. Tal, in De Amstei-dammer,
No. 1115, Nov. 6. 1898 (with portrait); Centranl Dlad, Oct.
28.1890, xiv. 30; ^^'eel(hlad voiyr IsraelietiscJie Hnisgezin-
noi. xxix. 44 (with portrait).

S. E. Sl.

TALKAR, DANIEL RAHAMIM : Beni
Israel soldier; enlisted in the 4th Rifles on April 1,

1842. He was made jemidaraHd native adjutant on

Jan. 1, 1857; subalidar on Jan. 1, 1861; siibahdar-

major and bahadur in 1878. He served vvith the

reserve forces in the expedition to Bahawalpur in

1846, and two years later left Karachi for Mooltan
on fleld service, being present at the successful at-

tack on the enemy's position in the suburbs of the

latter city on Dec. 27, 1848. Though wounded he

was with the regiment when it stormed the breach

and captured the city, and he was engaged in all

the subseriuent siege operations until tlie capitula-

tion of the fort and citadel on Jan. 22, 1849 (medal
and clasp). Talkar served also in the Persian cam-
paign of 1856-57. during which he was present at

the occupation of the island of Kurrack, at the land-

ing in Hallilah Bay, and at the advance cm and
surrender of the town and fort of Biishire; he took

part also in the forced march on Barazgoou, the

night attack of Feb. 6, 1857, and the battle of

Khooshab (medal and clasp). In 1858 he served in

the Central India Field Forces.

J. J. Hy.

TALKAB, EZEKIEL: Beni-Israel soldier;

born at Ahmedabad, India, in 1848; joined the 3d
Regiment, Native Light Infantry, now called Bom-
bay Rifles, on Sept. 16, 1864. He was promoted
jemidar Jan. 1, 1877; subalidar Oct. 5, 1879; and
subahdar-major June 12, 1890. During this period

the regimental school owed its efliciency in mus-
ketry largely to his skill, most of the officers and
senior non-commissioned officers receiving from
him instruction in the theory of firing sm.all

arms. Talkar served in the Kathiawar Field Forces

from 1865 to 1868, took part in the Afghan war
(1879-80), was engaged in the afl'air at Kucheli Pass

(medal), and saw active service also during the

Burmese war of 1886-88 (medal and two clasps).

In 1893 he retired from the service and joined the

Dhrangadhra State Police as police inspector, later

acting in a similar capacity at the city of Bhavnagar.
In 1896 the maharaja Saheb, who greatly appreci-

ated his services, transferred him to the State

Regiment, in which he still (1905) holds the rank of

second in command.
J. J. Hy.

TALLAGE : A tax arbitrarily imposed upon
a communit3% which was made collectively respon-

sible for the entire sum. This tax was frequently

levied on the English Jews during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. A tallage of £60,000, known
as the "Saladin tallage," was levied on them, for

example, at Guildford in 1189, the ostensible ob-

ject being the crusade then being prepared against

Saladin. Another tallage, of 10,000 marks (£6,666

13s. 4d.), which was probably levied at an earlier

date, is also referred to. It is reported that John
tallaged the Jews in 1210 to the extent of 60,000

marks (£40,000). There are likewise records of tal-

lages under Henry III. of 4,000 marks (1225) and

5,000 marks (1270). Important tallages were made
by Edward I. in the .second, third, and fourth years

(£1,000), and in the fifth year (25,000 marks), of his

reign. These taxes were in addition to the various

claims which were made upon the Jews for relief,

wardshi)), marriage, fines, law-proceedings, debts,

licenses, amercements, etc., and which they paid to

the English exche(jucr like their fellow subjects,

though jirobably on a larger scale.

It has been claimed that the loss of the income

from the Jews was the chief reason why Edwaid I.

was obliged to give up his right of tallagiug Eng-
lishmen in general.

Bini.iocRAPiiY: Jncoha. Jrii's of Anoevin Eii{iland. pp.S2'->-

326; .M. Schvviil). Danniietits siir IrsJnifs (CA iKjlelerre, in

li. E.J. xi. 2().S-270; Jacobs and Wolf, liibl. Aiiolo-Jud. p.

xvi.

J.

TALLIT (n"^!:) : jMantle with fringes (zizit) at

the four corners; a i)rayer-shawl worn over the

garments, and used b}' men after marriage and, in

modern times, by boys after their confirmation as

"barmizwot." The tallit, which can be spread out

like a sheet, is woven of wool or silk, in white, with

black or blue stripes at the ends. The silk ones vary
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in size, for men, from about 36 X 54 inches to 72

X 96 inches. The woolen tallit is proportionately

larger (sometimes reaching to the ankle) and is made
of two lengths sewed together, the stitching being

Tlie original tallit probably resembled the " 'aba-
yali," or blanket, worn by the Bedouins for protection
from sun and rain, and wliich has black stripes at the
ends. The finer tallit, very likelv, was similar in

Karaite Tallit and Bag.
(From a phutoeraph.)

covered with a narrow silk ribbon. A ribbon, or,

for tlie wealthy, a band artistically woven with
silver or gold threads (called "spania"), with the

ends hanging, and about 24 inches long by from
2 to 6 inches wide, is sewed on the top of the tallit.

From the four corners of the tallit hang zizit, in

compliance with

the Mosaic law
(Num. XV. 38 et

seq. ; see Zizn).

The woolen tal-

lit is preferred

by the pious, es-

pecially if made
of coarse and
half -bleached
lamb's wool
from the Holy
Land, when it

is known as a

"Turkish tal-

lit." Woolen
tallits are made
in Russia also,

but are finer

spun and almost

pure white.
The silken tallit

Avas formerly made principally in Germany; but

of late several silk manufacturers in the United

States (at Paterson, N. J.) have produced the bulk

of the American supply.

Jew Willi

(From an illuniiiiat*;*! )iiabzor

Jt'w With Tallit.

(From a drawing by Alpboote Levy.)

quality to the Roman pallium, and was worn only

by distinguished men, rabbis, and scholars (B. B.

98a; Gen. R. xx.wi. ; E.\. R. x.wii). The tallit

of a "talmid hakam " extended to within a hand-
breadth of the

length of the

bottom of his un-

dergarment (B.

B. r)7b). The
tallit was some-

times worn part-

ly doubled, and
sometimes with
the ends thrown
over the shoul-

(]('rs(Si)ab. 147a;

-Men. 41a).

The most ap-

proved style of

adjusting the

tallit is the
Turkish (" 'ati-

fat yishma'e-
lim"). and is as

follows: The
scarf is thrown

over the head with the middle point of one of the

longer edges over the middle of the forehead and

the left-hand end hanging over the left shoulder ; the

right end is then also tlirown over the left shoulder

Vallit.

of the fifu^enth century.)
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so that all the four corners are upon the leftside; a

short pause is then made, and tlio corners are al-

lowed to fall back in their original position, two
corners suspended from each shoulder. The por-

tion covering the head is next pushed backward,
and may be removed entirely therefrom and made
to rest on the back of the neck. The more modern
style is to roll up the tallit like a scarf, put it round
the neck, and let the ends hang from the shoulders

(conip. Yalk., Ps. 723; Pesik. R., cd. Friedmann,
ix. 32a, note).

The cabalists considered the tallit as a special gar-

ment for the service of God, intended, in connection

with the phylacteries, to inspire awe and reverence

for God at prayer (Zohar, Exod. Toledot, p. 141a).

The tallit is worn by all male worshipers at the

morning prayer on week-days, Sabbaths, and holy

days; by the liazzan at every prayer while before

tains a part of every notch. One part is then given to
the debtor, and the other to the creditor. This was,
in the medieval ages, the ordinary way of giving
receipts to Jews and others. A certain number of
these tallies have been discovered at Westminster,
each containing the record of a debt due to a Jew
before the Expulsion. The object of the device was
to prevent fraud. Wlien a Jew claimed a certain

amount as his debt, the two parts of the tallies were
brought together, and if there was any discrepancy
in the joining of the notches, the sum indicated in

the tally kept in the archa by the chirographer for

the debtor was held to be decisive. Tallies were
tised also for general receipts by the British ex-
chequer, and it is stated that when the British

Houses of Parliament were burned down in 1832
the tire was tlie result of carelessness in burning the
stock of tallies. The same means of checking fraud

the Ark; and by the reader of the scroll of the Law
when on thcalmemar. In earlier times the tallit was
likewise spread oyer the canopy at the nuptial cere-

mony.
In the Talmudic and geonic periods the phylac-

teries were worn by rabbis and scholars all day, and
a special tallit at praj'cr; hence they put on the

phylacteries before the tallit, as appears in the order

given in " Seder R. 'Amram Gaon " (p. 2a) and in the

Zohar (Ba-^Iidb;xr, 120b). In later times, when the

phylacteries came to be worn at morning prayer
only, the tallit was put on first, after a special bene-

diction had been recited. See Fkingf:s.

Btbliography : Shulljan 'Aruk. Ornh Haipiim, 8 -,'4
; David

de Ginsburg. In R. E. J. (1890) xx. 10-22.

J. J. D. E.

TALLY: A piece of wood on which is written

a deed of indebtedness, the sum due being indicated

by notches along the edge. The stick is then cut
in two in such a manner that each piece thereof con-

was used in American cities; for example, Philadel-

phia, within the last thirty j'ears.

Bibliography : Proceedings of the Jevfinh Historical Socielp
of Enuland, 1905. v.

J.

TALMID HAKAM (plural, Talmide haka-
mim) : Honorific title given to one well versed in

the Law. Prizing knowledge, especially that of the

Torah, above all worldly goods, the talmide haka-

mim formed in Jewish society a kind of aristocracy

having many privileges and prerogatives as well as

duties. To the Jews, birth, riches, and other ad-

vantages are as nothing in comparison with learning.

The Mishnah says: "A scholarly bastard takes pre-

cedence over an ignorant high priest " (Hor. 13a).

In the Middle Ages the talmid hakam enjoyed the

full confidence of his coreligionists, who consulted

him not only in spiritual matters, but also in

worldly affairs. Even when he held no ofTicial posi-

tion in the conmuinity, he supervised the cult, de-
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lermined the time and form of prayers, verified

weights and measures, etc. To enable him to de-

vote liimself entirely to study, Jewish legislation

exempted him from the payment of taxes and from
performing any specific duties (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yo-
reh De'ah, 243).

Although modesty is one of the cardinal virtues of

the talmid hakam, he is enjoined to uphold his rank

and not to compromise his dignity. As in the case

of a king, he is not permitted to allow any one to

omit the performance of any public act of reverence

due to him, inasmuch as in him the Law is honored

or slighted (Maimonides, "Yad," Teshubah, iii.).

There are, according to the Talmvid, six acts

which a talmid hakam ought to avoid: to go
abroad in perfumed garments ; to walk alone at

night; to wear shabby shoes; to converse with a

Avoman in the street, even if she be liis wife; to sit

in the society of an ignoramus; and to be the last

to enter the bet lia-midrash (Bcr. 43b). With re-

gard to association with an ignoramus, the Talmud
says: "The talmid hakam is first likened by the

ignoramus to a vase of gold; if he converses with

him, he is looked upon as a vase of silver; and if he

accepts a service from him, he is regarded as a vase

of earth " (Sanh. 52b). Among the privileges of

the talmid hakam is the right of declining to

present himself as a witness in suits concerning

money transactions before a judge who is his in-

ferior in knowledge (Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mish-

pat, 28).

The talmid hakam was expected to be familiar

with all branches of liuman learning. "He who
understands astronomy," says R. Johanan, "and
does not pursue tlie study of it, of that man it is

written :
' But they regard not the work of the Lord,

neither consider the operation of his hands ' " (Isa.

v. 12). R. Johanan says al.so that only lie who is

able to answer all halakic questions, even those which
deal only with the insignificant treatise Kallah. is

a talmid hakam worthy to be appointed leader of a
community (Shab. 114a). In accordance with this

view of the standard of learning required in one

who aspires to the title of talmid hakam, some later

rabbinical authorities assert that in modern times

no one deserves to be called by that epithet (" Kene-

set ha-Gedolah" on Yoreh De'ah. t; 18).

The principles in accordance witli which the tal-

mid hakam must live are enumerated in the first

chapter of Derek Erez Zuta, opening with the fol-

lowing sentence: "The way of the wise is to be

modest, humble, alert, and intelligent; to endure

injustice; to make himself beloved of men; to be

gracious in his intercourse even with subordinates;

to avoid wrong-doing; to judge each man according

to his deeds; to act according to the motto ' I take

no pleasure in the good things of this world, seeing

that life here below is not my portion.' \\'rapped

in his mantle, he sits at the feet of the wise .
no one

can detectanything unseemly in him; he puts perti

nent questions, and gives suitable answers."

E. c. L Br.

END OF VOL. XI
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